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^m
^ GeQJMBIAS N>

A GENERAL REDUCTION IN PRICES FOR
THE SEASON OF 1886.

RIDERS OF COLUMBIAS HOLD MORE AND BETTER RECORDS THAN ARE HELD BY RIDERS
OF ANY OTHER MAKE OF MACHINE.

SEND FOR APRIL CATALOGUE, JUST ISSUED—FIFTY-ONE ENGRAVINGS.

KXPERT COLUMBIA, S125
For a 50-incli, Dor K Finish, with Kali-Bearings all around, Columbia ' Double - Crip" Ball Pedals, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece Hollow Cow-Horn Handle-Bar. Or with

CcLiMBiA "Double-Grip" Parallel Pedals, $120.

COLUNIBIA LIOHT ROADSTER, S135
For a 51-inch, K Finish, with Ball - Beari-gs all around, Liiumbia " Double - (irip " Ball Pedals, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece Hollow Cow-Horn Handle - Ear. Or jvilh

CoLf.MBiA " Double - Grip " Parallel Pedals, $130.

STANUARD COLTJIVEBIA, .... S90
For a 5o-)nch, G Finish, with Ball - Bearings to Front Wheel. Or with Parallel Bearings to Front Wheel, $86.

COLUMBIA SAKETY, S140
Ball - Bearings all around, Columbia " Double - Grip " Ball Pedals, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece Hollow Cow-Horn Handle-Ear. Or with Cohmbia ' Duuble-Grip"

Parallel Pedals, $136.

COLUMBIA SEMI = ROADSTER, .

For a 46- inch, D Finish, with Cow- Horn Handle-Bar and Kirkpatrick Saddle.

COLUMBIA RACER,
Weight of 55 -inch, 22} pounds.

COLUMBIA TWO =TRACK TRICYCLE,
With " Double - Grip " Ball Pedals. Or with "Double -Grip" Parallel Pedals, $160.

$85

SI60

LADIES' C0LUM:BIA TW0=TRACK tricycle, S17o
With " Double -Clrip" Ball Pedals. Or with " r)ouble - (Irip "' Parallel Pedals, $170.

C0LUM:BIA THREE^TRACK tricycle, . $160
With " Power -(;ear," $180.

COLLTMBIA RACING TRICYCLE,
Weight, all on, 47J jxuincls.

$180

The pePE mfs. gq.
507 ^?VASHINGTON STREET,

12 WHrr-en Street, NFCVV YORK. •BRANCH HOUSES'

ROSTON.
llo WtibasU Avernue, CHICAGO



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.
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Outing

'

WE WANT AN AGENT IN EVERY BICYCLE CLUB

FOR

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport.

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY.

A member of a large city club secured twenty- five subscribers in a short time by

nicrely posting a subscription -sheet in the club -room. \Vrite for our liber.^l terms

to agents, and help our circulation \vhile helping yourself and friends. Everybody knows

Outing, nearly everybody wants to take Otting. but everybody has not been asked.

WRITE FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

[s the best printed and most superbly illustrated magazine of out -door sports in the world,

while in the literary excellence of its reading matter it is second to none. It is already

recognized as in the front rank of American periodicals, and although a brilliant success in 1885 it will be brighter

and better in every way in 1886. ^^
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $3.00.

SINGLE COPIES. 25 CENTS. V^/C;^ Guting 140 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.

REDUCTION IN PRICES!
The Greatest Bargains Ever Offered. Final Clearance Sale.

Reductions from $40.00 to $75.00.

Highest grade, brand new, perfect in every respect. All weldless steel tube and
interchangeable. Ball bearings to both vv^heels. All sizes.

AMERICAN SANSPAREIL. AMERICAN CLUB,
SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER. AMERICAN ROADSTER.

Prices from $60.00 to $90.00.

1^^ Machines will be sent on approval, and may be returned if not satisfactory, and
money will be refunded.

SByi) FOB rniCE-LTST LXn PABTICULAIiS.

TESTIMONIALS FROM PURCHASERS. ^- ^- ^O^^- Manchester. N. H.:-

My SANSPAREIL Lir.HT RoADSTEK is as near perfection

as a wheel can be.

WM. M. FRISBIE, Pres. New Haven Bi. Club :—

After giving ih; 5;-inch Sanspakeil Light Roadster a

trial of over 500 miles of hard riding, I am more than pleased

with it ; il gives me entire satisfaclion.

G. W. GREEN, Cuthbert, Ga.:-

The 56-inch American Roadster has prored perfe<5Uy

satisfactory, and is really more than y<iu represented it to be.

J. L. ROSS, Eufala, Ala.:—

My 55 -inch .Sanspareil Light Roadster suits me ex-

a<5lly. My weight is 175 pounds. I am highly pleased.

HARRY K. FOX, Tork, Pa.:-

The 58-inch .American Sanspareil was perfeftly satis-

hdory, and I consider it the best wheel made.

S. T, Gli^iLKJK a GO
2 and 4 H.-anover Street B^T^TIMORE, N4:ARVLAKD.
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Tili<jr<ii>hir Ailtlriss — ICa-rrlnior, Comitri/.

BAYLISS. THOMAS S CO.
( Established 1874)

EXCELSIOR WORKS, COVENTRY, ENGLAND,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD - RENOWNED

EXCELSIOR BICYCLES # TRICYCLES.
Also of the HARVARD BICYCLE, America's Favorite Roadster, as supplied by The Cunningham Co., Boston.

THE HARVARD SAFETY. WITH PATENT ADAPTABLE HANDLES.

^(J^
THE EUREKA EXCELSIOR TRICYCLE. BICYCLE AND AUTOMATIC STEERER ADAPTABLE FOR ANY LENGTH OF LEG.- PATENTED.

Agents vcranted for the sale of the above celebrated man^
ufactuires ; early application requested. Prices by mail.

/ rA tr I
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ROYALJVIAIL!
THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR ! THE MOST COMPLETE AND IMPROVED BICYCLE EVER OFFERED

!

Best Road Record of 1885, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

This cut shows the ROYAL
MAIL system of tying its Tan-
gent Spokes at intersections.

UNLIKE ANY OTHER! Tied

as well as brazed, and wound
SEVEN TIMES , giving great

strength and rigidity to the

whole wheel. Impossible for

Spokes to separate or rattle.

TRUE TANGENT SPOKES,
72 in Number.

DETACHABLE CRANKS.

DON'T FAIL

TO SEE

THIS WHEEL!

Also, this year, DETACHABLE HANDLE-BARS, ROYAL MAIL'S OWN PATENT. Very Strong, in Solid

Frame, and Very Neat. Easily detached by merely unscrewing the two nuts each side of Head. Every Part

Interchangeable. If by accident you break your Bar, we can send you a new one which you can replace

yourself. We offer it as the NEATEST and SIMPLEST in the market.

BALL-BEARINB HEAH !

1000 MILES WITHOUT OILING OR ADJUSTMENT.
PERFECT RIGIDITY AND EASE OF STEERING.

IN USE OVER THREE YEARS WITH GREAT APPROVAL.
Wheelmen are aware that ordinarily constant watching and tightening up of the

Head is necessary, owing to the wearing of the cones by friction. In this Ball Head
the cones move on the balls smoothly, without wear, and one adjustment serves for

a very long time,—for months, in fact,— and no loosening nor setting-up is necessary.

There being no friction, oiling is rarely needed. These Heads are made by the

finest machinery, all perfectly alike and beautifully finished, every part mathematically

true, and
^^^^ PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.

A LONG-FELT WANT AT LAST SUPPLIED! NO MORE TROUBLE OF TIRES COMING OUT!

BEAMLEBB DRIF-FABT RIM V TIRE.
Impossible to work out or become loose. Holds Tire firmer than cement. Well tried and a great success.

It is well known that all ordinary -shai^td Rims have a thin edge which easily becomes dented and bruised by
stones and road wear, and is reallv the weak part of the Rim; also that they have an outside seam which looks

bad and sometimes opens. This new Rim has no outside seam, each side is perfectly smooth, and the

edge being thick and protected there can be no denting; this thick edge also makes the entire Rim stronger
and prevents buckling. The advantage of the Grip - Fast Rubber Tire also is very manifest. It has long

been a study to obtain some different mode of fastening the Tire to the Rim than by cement, which every wheelman
knows has never been satisfactory. The weakness and disadvantages of cemented Tires are now entirely overcome.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. SEND STAMP FOR FULL CIRCULARS.

WILLIAM READ & SONS, 107 Washrngton Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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ROYAL MAIL TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE.
THE FAVORITt PATTERN, AND BEST ADAPTED TO AMERICAN ROADS.

In Great Demand in America, and we offer it as the most COMMON SENSE Tricycle made. Last season we
could not get them out fast enough for the demand.

LIGHT AND EASY- RUNNING. FRICTION SAVED. NO FRONT FRAME TO TRIP OVER. DOUBLE-
DRIVER AND FRONT-STEERER. ELEGANTLY MADE. LARGE FRONT WHEEL FOR EASY

RUNNING. WELL CALLED THE HANDSOMEST TRICYCLE IN THE MARKET.

SIDE-GEAR or CENTRAL-GEAR.

Note the advantages of the Two-Track Pattern. The rider sits in the exact center of the two large wheels, thus relieving the steering-wheel

of any weight which would act as a drag. Friction is saved by the front wheel running in the same track as the large right-hand wheel, making

only two tracks, thus being easy tc pass over stones and obstacles. Wheelmen know that in all country lanes and roads the horse -path is rough

and sandy, and in this the front small wheel of the Three -Track Tricycle runs and causes the whole machine to run hard. This Two -Track
pattern passes over such path, the small wheel being on one side. In Three -Track machines one has to step over the front frame and wheel to

mount, and also becomes entangled in such in case of accident. In this Two -Track pattern access is very easy, especially for ladies. One can

get in and out without labor or difficulty; in fact, merely step down and out.

From the great satisfaction which these Machines have given, and the many testimonials we have received in their favor, we are

justified in claiming the ROYAL MAIL as the

BEST AND EASIEST-RUNNING TRICYCLE IN THE MARKET.

Thm KANO
THE BEST SAFETY.

For Two Years Past has Won the Fastest Records! One Hundred (100) Miles in

6 hours, 39 minutes, 5 seconds. Has Points of Safety Possessed by No Other.

No Headers. Any one can ride it. A Great Success. In Great Demand.

SEND STAMP TOK CIKCULAKS.

VILLIAn READ 5. SONS,
107 AVashinoton Strkkt, BOSTON, MASS.
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retlR liEADING MQdNTS.
AP0bL2O. S. S. S.

Light Roadster and Semi-Racer. These Wheels lead in popular favor

among experienced riders. Ball-bearing head, detachable handle-bar, true

tangent spokes, and all latest improvements. To try one is to buy one

Singer's Straight Steerer, In both ladies' and gentlemen's patterns.

40 - inch drivers. Hand and foot brake- power. Rigid, light, durable.

Four bearings on the axle. Best Tricycle made.

A few last year's APOLLOS, BRITISH
CUA1.LEKGES, and SIXGER CHALLEN-
GES, at Reduced Prices.

Second-hand Wheels taken in trade.

'XTRAORDINARY,
CHALLENOE SAKETV,

AND COURIER.
VELOCIIV1A.N,

ONLY PRACTICAL HAND-MOTOR TRICYCLE FOR CRIPPLES.

SINGER'S CHALLENGE, improved for

1SS6. Detaehahle Cow -Horn Handle -Bars.

Price of 50-inch, $105.00.

Second-hand Wheels sold on installments.

-a>^

SPRlNGElEbB TANBEM.

Lady can ride on either seat. Automatic steering. Perfect safety

rn coasting. Long distance between riders. Strong, light, easy-running.

TRAVELLER TANBEM.

Improved Number type. Four bearings on the axle. Both seats

adjustable. Speedy, popular,, good.

1886 CATAtOGVE AKD SECO]VI»-lIAXl> 1AST JSnj/V KKAI>Y. A FEW FIKST-CI^ASS AGENTS WANTED.

V. B. EVERETT Zc GQ.
Sole United States Agents, 6 and S Berkeley Street, RosnTON.



The

VHCfljMCN'S G'KztrtZ.
IK dOdRNAb or GYGLINS. PUBLISHED MOJ^THLY.

Vol. 1. SPRINQKIEIvD, MASS., AF'RIL, 1886. No. 1.

jphe Wheelmen's Sazefebe.

Terms of Svibscription.
One Year, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 50 cents.

Six Months, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, - - . - - 4 shillings.

Hhnrv E. Uucker, Editor and Manager

Cominvniications must be in not later than the 20th of each

month, to secsre publication for the following month.

Address all Communications to The Wheelmen's Ga-
zette. Make Checks and Money Orders payable to same.

The trade supplied by the American News Co., New York.

Entered at the Post-Office, Springfield, Mass., as Second-

class Matter.

A WORD FOR OURSELVES.

The Wheelmen's Gazette in making its en-

trance bow to the public begs leave to state the

cause of its existence. First, as we are closely re-

lated, permit us to give a short biographical sketch

of our predecessor. The Springfield Wheelmen's

Gazette was started in May, 1883, for the purpose

of advertising the tournament of that year, with

H. E. Ducker as editor and A. L. Fennessy as

manager, and was owned and published by the

Springfield Bicycle Club. After being issued six

months (at a loss of nearly $1,400) its mission hav-

ing been accomplished, it ceased publication.

After its discontinuance so many letters express-

ing regret and a desire that it should again be

issued as a permanent journal were received, that

a company was organized, consisting of A. L. Fen-

nessy, Sanford Lawton, Charles T. Higginbotham,

Charles A. Fisk, and Henry E. Uucker ; Mr. Fisk

being treasurer and Mr. Ducker editor and man-

ager. In order to improve the typographical ap-

pearance of the journal it was decided to print only

from electrotype plates and accordingly new type

was purchased and the paper was again issued in

May, 1884. The paper was warmly welcomed by

the cycling world and iininediately secured an ex-

tensive advertising patronage and a wide and in-

creasing circulation. This success continued until

just as the March, 1886, number was about to be

sent out, when, owing to complications which had
risen, by reason of a misunderstanding with the

Overman Wheel Company in regard to adverti.sing

space, it was held back from the inails in order to

avoid attachment and suit. Mr. Fisk purchased the

Gazette and closed up the affairs of the Gazette

Publishing Coinpany, and as the paper would take

more time than Mr. Fisk could well bestow, the .?.

W. Gazette ceased publication.

Believing that the S. W. Gazette filled an un-

occupied field in cycling journalism The Wheel-
men's Gazette has been started, and will try

to pick up the journalistic thread where the .9. IV.

Gazette laid it down, and, while we make no
further promises for the future, will guarantee that

the new paper will fully sustain the reputation of

the old. Thanking our numerous friends for kind
words and patronage we leave ourselves in your

hands for judgment.

THE MAKERS' AMATEUR.

Ko-K(i outdone by the Racinc; Board ok the
L. A. W. Insult ADDED to Injury. Wri.i.

the Members stand it ?

The action of the racing board L. A. W., of a

month ago, in announcing the suspension of cer-

tain racing men from the track pending investiga-

tion was, to say the least, a contemptible piece of

business, unwarranted, uncalled for, and not de-

manded by the members of the League. Look at

it as you may, the racing board exceeded its au-

thority, and why.' We will leave it to the West to

answer. And now comes the announcement that

the suspects who have not filled out these insult-

ing circulars are hereby expelled from the League.

This last manifesto is outrageous, and it adds

insult to injury. Because a club has three or

four valued members, young men who have a

good social standing, gentlemen in all respects,

men whom they are all proud to associate with,

expelled from this association, the club composed

of eighty or more members must withdraw from

the League or cease fellowship with them, and all

because a few vixtwthink they have authority, which

the facts in the case will not warrant.

The League constitution which gives the racing

board power, says :

—

(i) It shall be their duty to make inquiry re.!!arding any

wheelman whose amateur status is questioned, and all protests

or charges shall be entered with the chairman of that board,

who will provide for an investigation by a vteinber or fnetnbers

of that board. (2) Suspicious circumstances, which are, in the

judgment of any member of the board, sufficient to make the

status of any wheelman a matter of reasonable doubt, slmllhQ

the basis of an investigation in the absence of formal protests

or charges. (3) The mevtber or members to whom the work

of investigation is assigned shall immediately communicate

with the party under suspicion, either in person or by registered

letter, lay all charges before him, or set forth the circum-

stances which lead to a reasonable doubt, and call for an an-

swer to the charges or a removal of the reasonable doubt. (4)

Silence and failure to reply to charges presented within thirty

days will be considered an admission of guilt. (5) If the

cluirges are proved, or the reasonable doubt is not removed, it

shall be the duty of the chairman to report the findings in the

official organ, declaring the party a professional, and warning

all amateurs not to compete with him ; and such official

declaration shall carry with it e.xiiulsion from the League if the

person concerned is a member thereof. (6) It shall also be

within the province of the racing board to suspend from the

race-track for such a time as they may deem proportionate to

the offense any wheelman guilty of unfair dealing or un-

gentlemanly conduct on the track, or any wheelman who com-

petes in a race not governed by the rules of the I,. A. W. , or

those that may be approved by the racing board ; and any

wheelman who knowingly competes with one who has been

suspended will render himself liable to a like penalty. (7)

The racing board shall have the power to make such rules for

its government and the government of race meetings as may

be deemed expedient, and may appoint one or more official

handicappers at their discretion.

The numbers and italics are ours for ease of

reference. Having started at the foundation by

showing the authority for the existence of said

board, we will take up the various items as they

appear, (i) "It shall be their duty to make in-

quiry regarding any wheelman whose amateur

status is questioned." Who has questioned the

status of the suspended men } No one. It was
assumption. " And all protests must be entered

with the chairman of the board." And we here

make the assertion that the chairman has not one

protest that he can show. (2) " Suspicious cir-

cumstances shall be the basis of an investiga-

tion." We will allow the suspicious part of it,

but where has the investigation been held, and

who attended it .' One thing certain, the accused

parties were not ijrescnt. (3)
" The members shall

lay all f/wr^tv before him." That is plain English,

and he that runs may read and understand, yet

not one of the suspended men has had one charge

laid at his door. Form A, which some one

thought was a charge, says :

—

It is charged that you have received for engaging in the

sport of cycling, and more especially for riding a particular

make of bicycle or tricycle, money gifts or benefits from the

following persons or firms, or their agents

—

and then filled out the name of the manufacturer

who, it is supposed, paid the money, for expenses.

The above is no charge at all, and the man who
pays any attention to it whatever has gone amiss.

How long would a man brought into court for

murder be held, if the only charge against him
was that " he committed murder," without specify-

ing date, time, and place .'' No, gentlemen of the

board, the above is too thin, and you exceeded your

authority when you offered the above insult to the

gentlemen of the path. (4) There being no charge,

no ansvi'er was needed. (5)
" If the charges are

proved—" not one of the tliinsy charges has been

jiroved, and we defy the board to show one, we
know whereof we speak—" or the reasonable

doubt is not removed,"—and not one racing man
lias had the chance to remove the doubt, for in the

absence of specific charges there was no oppor-

tunity to remove the doubt which was supposed to

exist,—" the chairman to report the findings in

the official organ, declaring the ])arty a profes-

sional, and warning all amateurs not to compete

with him; and .such official declaration shall carrv

with it expulsion from the League if the person

concerned is a member thereof."

The chairman, not having obeyed the former part

of the constitution, has no power to enforce the

last clause, only that of assumption, and is it now
time that the wheelmen of the L. .\. W. call a

meeting, protest against the action of the racing

board, and hold a trial with a view to impeach-

ment, for exceeding authority and libeling mem-
bers of the League. (6 ) Power is given to suspend

only for breaking the rules of the board—not of

the League, but such as (7) the board might

choose to make. Yet we find wheelmen expelled

wliere only authority is given to suspend. Was
the like ever known in society history?

The rules adopted by the racing board are the

work of the board,—not necessarily a unanimous

one at that,—and not of the L. .\. W., as has been

stated. .\\\ the talk of the nicml^rs of the League

demanding it is bosh, for the board has made its
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rules, and can rescind or abolish them if it so

chooses. Rule H, which is the obnoxious one, is

as follows :

H. No competitor in amateur events shall accept from his

own club, or from a club or any person promoting sports at

which he competes, or from any cycle manufacturer, or from any

such source, any payment for his expenses, tinder penalty of

suspension from the track for a time at the discretion of the

board.

Was there ever a more absurd rule adopted by

a body of men elected to serve their constituents'

interests t To say that a club shall not pay the

expenses of a favored member, or any person,

—

which might mean a father who is paying his

son's tuition at school,—under the penalty of sus-

pension, is ridiculous.

An able writer, who is well posted, asks the fol-

lowing :
" Is the racing board of the L. A. W.

greater than the courts of law of the land, in which

a man is never obliged to prove his innocence, but

the accuser must prove his charge .'

" and then

says : " It was far from the best way for the racing

board to go to work, to force riders to substan-

tiate their claims to the name of amateur. If it be

necessary to have the position of the man who

holds the world's amateur records defined, it

would be a simple matter to protest his entry, and

prove his professionalism." And there lies the

cream of the whole matter, /. <., the racing board

cannot prove the charges against one man and so

has attempted a bold game at bulldozing.

The records at the office of the League show

that each and every one of the suspects has certi-

fied to being an amateur, and is vouched for by

one or two members, and in case of Hendee, Mc-

Garrett, and Adams, of this city, by the Springfield

Bicycle Club, composed of eighty members.

There is proof of innocence. We now await the

charge and testimony that our men are guilty; till

then we shall use common sense and believe with

the laws of the land, that " a man is innocent till

proved guilty," the racing board to the contrary

notwithstanding. We might give in to the U. .S.

Supreme Court, but to the racing board never.

RETURNING FASHION.

The demand of wheelmen, lawn-tennis players,

and others for a return to the good, old-fashioned

knickerbockers of our forefathers, does not seem

at present likely to be satisfied. It is not on the

score of comfort nor economy that we are com-

pelled to wear the ungainly, uncomfortable, ill-fit-

ting, and cumbrous trousers, but that we are

compelled to wait for our French brethren to set

the fashion, since no style of dress can attain any

degree of popularity unless it is first decreed in

Paris. The attempts of clubs, individuals, and

many society men, the past year, to introduce knee-

breeches, has deiTionstrated the truth of this, for

they have proved almost total failures, notwith-

standing they wore them during the entire suinmer

season of 1885, and persistently at winter evening

festivities. This was especially noticeable at

Washington, but though universally commended

they were not universally adopted. The tailors

at their convention endeavored to bring about the

change, but it was of no use.

Now there is nothing left for us but to call upon

our friends across the water to set the ball rolling.

Let the C. T. C. and its manv friends try their i)er-

suasive powers upon their French cousins and

induce them to give the present generation some-

thing sensible in the way of gentlemen's dress.

The ladies have had a chance to attire themselves

gracefully and artistically, but the gentlemen have

not. A return to knee-breeches, silk stockings,

low shoes, silver buckles, etc., would be a pleas-

ing change and certainly very comfortable, as

those who wear them daily will testify. If this

style of dress is once adopted it will probably be

a long time before fashion again relegates it to

oblivion. When wheeling becomes more popular

in France we shall undoubtedly have it and we

can perhaps hasten its adoption by a constant

agitation of the subject, but meantiine we await

the edict from across the water with what pa-

tience we may.

OUR POSITION

On the amateur question is this ; We believe in

the League of American Wheelmen, its racing

board, and all of its rules except Rule H. We
have always contended that clubs should be al-

lowed to pav the expenses of a favored member,

but that this should be done openly and above

board. Don't disguise the fact, it is no disgrace
;

clubs and individuals are glad to do so, and the

men would race better for the honor of the men

paying their expenses. We don't wish to make

all our riders professionals. The professional

must use his wits to make money just as any busi-

ness man does ; he must, so to speak, catch the

ball on the bound, and if he can make more money

by being a sure loser, that is a part of his business

and we must expect it ; while the amateur, be he

makers' or not, has no concern about his living

expenses, his only aim and object being to win,

and win he must, or, like Othello, his occupation

is gone. We believe that the racing board should

enforce its rules but not in the way in which it is

being done. Make a specific charge, investigate

the case, and then allow the suspect to deny the

charge ; but to say a man is guilty and then make

him prove his innocence is wrong and we don't

propose to uphold any such action, even though it

be that of the racing board of the League. Again,

the board says it has " reasonable doubts," but if

a man fills out the blank sent him that is all that

is required. Is this right ? No ; a charge should

be made, definitely stating when, where, and what

amounts have been paid, and by whom, and the

case should be decided upon its evidence.

If cycling is to take the place among popular sports that it

is entitled to take, it must be under liberal and reasonable

regulations as to the privileges of amateurs. Road riding,

"Big Four" tours, street parades, etc., are well enough in

their way, but it is to performances on the racing path that we

must look for the chief means of exciting a general public in-

terest in the wheel as an important aid to human locomotion

as well as a means of furnishing sport to the masses. This

can come only from actual results, and the results can only

come from allowing amateurs to train and race under condi-

tions most favorable for the development of speed and en-

durance. One of these conditions—perhaps the most impor-

tant of all—is that the rider shall have some reward for the

time and labor spent in getting himself in shape for fast work

on the track ; at least that he shall not be required to bear all

the expense of this preparation for and participation in races,

with no other tangible recompense than a medal or a bronze

clock. The question will be greatly simplified if the L. A. W.
will only make up its mind that it is now strong enough to

be a law unto itself, and no longer needs to go along imder

the leading-strings of any amateur athletic organization what-

soever.

—

Mirror of Antericati S/torts.

The above is a sample of the way the leading

sporting press of the country looks at the action of

the racing board, and like most others suppo-se

that it is a general matter for the League, whereas

the racing board has the power to enforce, alter, or

amend the rules as it sees fit. In this action it

is a case of tit for tat, with more tit than tat.

The Bicycling World, determined to get the lead

in cycling journalism, has now a staff of three

able editors, but under its new management has

drifted back into its old-time antagonism to the

L. A. W. In fact, the World seems to have

adopted a policy of opposition to three things,

with a special editor for each. The chief editor

has for his province the L. A. W., and it is his

duty to ridicule everything connected with the

League and its coming meeting at Boston in May.

Since the World long ago lost all inflliencfe in

League matters, we fear that the editor's labor

will be spent in vain and that it will affect the

League about as much as a bucket of water would

affect the Atlantic ocean. Editor No. 2, com-

monly called " papa," must see that justice in no

way, shape, nor manner is done the Pope Manu-

facturing Company. According to this editor the

so-called monopoly must be crushed in the inter-

est of—well, we will say English wheels. Editor

No. 3 must attend to Ducker. Ducker is a bad

man ; he cannot be ruled so he must be put down
;

the idea of having a man with a mind of his own
prominent in the League cannot for an instant be

tolerated. Then, again, the World thinks this

man Ducker has a noble ambition to be the next

president of the League, and he must be shown

that the World's will must be obeyed,

Now the JVorld has set itself a herculean task

which, notwithstanding its unrivaled staff of edi-

tors, it will fail to accomplish. First, the League

is able to take care of itself, and petty bickerings

do not annoy it. Second, the Pope Manufactur-

ing Company will hoe its own row and will settle

its affairs in the courts. Third, should Ducker

decide to run for the presidency he would wish

for nothing better than the opposition of the Bi-

cycliiig World, for with it he would be sure to win,

for as far as we have observed the World is always

on the wrong side of the fence.

Mr. Abbot Bassett closed his connection with

the Bicycling IVorld on the 1st of April, and on

the 2d of that month he issued the first number of

a new cycling paper called Tlie Cycle. Mr. Bas-

sett entered the World office as business manager

in 1881, and has always done more or less ed-

itorial work. For the last three years he has

been editor, and he has given the paper a place

at the head of the list of cycling periodicals. We
understand that there is want of harmony between

the proprietor of the paper and the editor, and

for this reason Mr. Bassett withdraws. The new

paper promises to be independent of all clubs and

manufacturers, and it will be able to present the

news from an unprejudiced stand-point. We pre-

dict for it an unqualified success, and we can ad-

vise all our readers to send in a subscription,

which will be but ^1.50. The office will be at No.

22 School street, Boston.

Until this year the number of wheels in the

Lone Star State might have been enumerated

on the digits of the dexter hand. The year 1886,

however, sees wheeling taking its place among

legitimate pastimes, and in evidence we cite the

formation of the Dallas Wheel Club, with a charter

membership of twenty-three active wheelmen. The

club was organized on April 10, and the following

officers elected : President, C. J. (irant ; secretary

and treasurer, J.W. Cochran ; captain. Will Knox

;

lieutenant,. F. F. Bixby. The Whkei.men's Ca-

ZKTTF, extends the right hand of fellowship to the

pioneer wheelmen of Texas and wishes them

many enjoyable runs and a niinimiun of headers.
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Vi I

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

ASTIXG my eyes round for

signs of the times, these op-

tical appendages of mine are

pleased," and are not sur-

prised to see bicycles and

tricycles once more taking

their place on the highways

and by-ways of this vicinity.

The writer has not had his

'* ~^ — ^ " wheel " out of its winter

home, or out of its winter coat of the stuff that is

medicine for undue friction, and that is also the

antidote to rust, but he has sufficient excuse for

being dilatory, and mayhap may yet get out ahead

of the army of the East and North, where anti-cy-

cling weather is more of a staying visitor than it is

round this region. Oh, will there not be a boom

in tricycling this year ! so nearly every one says,

and if the efforts of our two rival houses engaged

in the cycling business here count for anything,

then there will be a further impetus given to the

cause of the " three-wheeler." The new firm, or

rather the medium new firm of George Gideon &
Co., have launched into business in their new

abode with apparently the firm determination to

impress on Philadelphia's present or future tri-

cyclers, the paramount excellence of the Invinci-

ble tricycle, and without doubt they have a hand-

some and good machine to solicit attention for.

Coming down my own street yesterday afternoon,

I saw in the distance the first tricycler I have had

the satisfaction of meeting out this season. The

bright little silver ornament in front of the cap, a

key-stone, told me he belonged to the Pennsylvania

Bicycle Club, and when he came to close quarters

I recognized an old friend, on a new machine, one

of " Gid's " lauded " not to be beatens." Then,

of course, I had to listen to a string of eulogies

bearing reference to tffe machine from the satisfied

owner, which I suppose I ought to have accepted

as gospel, but some time ago I came to the con-

clusion never to accept the verdict of an owner of

a machine as to its being the best in the market,

without investing in a small barrel of salt, for I

have got fooled by being too credulous as to the

correct judgment of friends, so now I never say a

machine is the best one on the market unless I

owff one of the pattern myself
;
good plan, is it

not } whether other people get barrels of salt or

not. I should not be at all surprised if this year

the percentage of sales of tricycles as compared

with that of bicycles will run far ahead of that of

other years. The new Pope machine will soon be

along in force, and will be handled by Mr. Hart,

who has now an incentive more than ever to push

home manufactured articles, and swear more ear-

nestly than ever by the same, owing to. the "not

to be beatens " poking their noses round the wee

town where .America's legislature first held session

in defiance of the I'.ritisher ; very well ! as long as

John Bull sends us fair, light cycles, instead of

heavy cannon, and respectable racing men, in place

of light dragoons, we shall no doubt be well satis-

fied to let them come and take their chance among

us. Precedent shows, or, less legally speaking,

history teaches, that we can hold our own some-

times. Mow time flies ! soon one-third of 1886

will have lost itself, and we shall be looking for

some of the wonderful events of last year to be

taking their departure with the remaining portion

of the year. The latest items of intelligence with

respect to jjrogression among the clubs here are

limited, perhaps, to two interesting ones. One of

these I referred to in my last, viz., the amalgama-

tion of two of our large clubs, the " Pennsylvania "

and the " Penn City Wheelmen." This fusion of

interests and identities has been successfully con-

summated, and I believe on last Saturday the

committees of arrangements of both clubs fixed

things up finally. The new, or rather the enlarged,

organization still sails on, and we hope that it will

sail on for a long time to come as " Pennsylvania."

Mr. Isaac Elwell, president of the club when the

change in its composition took place, retains his

position, and will now have a much larger organ-

ization depending upon his presidential abilities.

The secretaryship changes hands, the old secretary

by agreement handing over his position and duties

to the secretary of the incoming organization,

Mr. Cookman, whose energy and attention to the

interests of the Penn City Wheelmen, since their

start, form the best guarantee that the enlarged in-

terests which he will now have to look after will be

attended to well and thoroughly. Prior to the

junction of the Penn City with Pennsylvania, the

former club, as I once before noted, had some idea

of building a club-house ; now the idea may be taken

up practically by Pennsylvania, but if it is, still

Pennsy will not to be likely to hold the honor of be-

ing the first cycling club in the Quaker city to build

its own shanty. And this brings me to the second

item of interest which I previously referred to.

We have a club, a cycling club I mean of course,

which will shortly own a home in " the city of

homes." The Philadelphia Bicycle Club has not

been talking much outside of itself about the

question of raising a structure which should rival

the heap of stones at Broad and Market streets,

but I believe that within the bosom of the club

some serious discussion has been going on for

a long time, and a vigorous overlooking of ways

and means has resulted in the practical step, of

the purchase by the club of a site for a club-house

in the neighborhood of the Green street and

Fairmount avenue entrance to the park, where

they will be close neighbors to the Germantown

Club. Xot only has the ground been procured,

but plans have been made for the proposed club-

house, and now it will be a funny thing if here in

this city of separate houses, and individual homes,

a little bit of architectural nicety will not be turned

out to the honor and credit of cycling, and serving

as the domicile of Philadelphia's oldest cycling

club. The scheme for a L. A. W. headquarters

in Philadelphia has apparently been ])ushed to

pretty nearly a successful conclusion. As far as

I understand at present, a house has been procured

in the most central spot in the city, close to the

location of G. Gideon & Co., and division mem-

bers have been invited to assist in forming a cen-

ter point from which the good things that are the

outcome of L. A. W. fellowship shall radiate.

The headquarters are convenient to the best road

to Fairmount Park now existing in the city. They

are situated within two minutes' walk of the Penn-

sylvania railroad depot, which disgorges and re-

ceives the bulk of travelers coming to or going

from Philadelphia, north, south, east, or west, and

it has the advantage of having the best paved

street in Philadelphia, extending along by its

doors. All that is wanted, is a fair measure of

support from L. A. W. members to keep the pro-

ject going now that it has been started, for no

doubt the place will be of immense convenience

and benefit to members, especially, as I said be-

fore when speaking of this matter, to provincial

members. It appears to me that this present sea-

son is always the dullest one of the cycling year ;

nothing has been done yet as far as cycling proper

is concerned, and the events and topics of the

close of last season are so far removed and have

been given so much attention that no one feels

like hauling them up again, especially as we have

learned to look confidently to the future to pro-

vide that which will completely overshadow the

past. It is cause for congratulation all round,

this onw-ard and steady progress of the League ;

unquestionably with our national organization

and its prosperity is bound up the success—

I

mean the success in its full completeness^-of cy-

cling in America. Co-operative energy is not so

much the result of a unity of bodies, forces, or in-

dividuals, as it is the thoroughly sympathetic

oneness and uniformity of the principle, basis of

action, object, end, or aim, which is the origin of

their life, be that life what it may. If the great

muster of our present members do not recognize,

or rather fail to comprehend, the full scope of the

work which can be done and ought to be done by

the League of American Wheelmen if it be but

properly supported, it is but fair to assume, judg-

ing from what we have seen of their words and

actions, that the present officers have recognized

very fully what might be done, and have hit in

most instances upon the best way of doing the

work, and this, too, with more unanimity, at least

it would appear so, than we were used to in for-

mer years. It is a bad thing, as the old saying has

it, to " holler before you are out of the wood," but

still it will hardly do much harm to say, that in

the matter of official squabbles we have had very

little indeed to bother us for some time past. The

principle of representative government is the one

which has now come to be acknowledged as bet-

ter than any other ever evolved by the interested

or disinterested brain of man, and the I.. A. W.
has now grown to such proportions, and the carrj--

ing on of its affairs and its government has become

such a complicated duty, that the sooner members

recognize in the fullest sense they can, the need

for representative government pure and simple,

—

and into which form of running our organization

we have been drifting ever since the Washington

meet—why so much the better for themselves and

for the body of which individually they now form

so small a part. Annual business meetings for

the purpose of transacting business like that which

they did in the early days of the League, would

now, and would more certainly in the future, hardly

do as much work, or do it as effectually, as repre-

sentative men entrusted by their constituents with

interests which they could not properly look after

themselves. We are gradually drifting into this

method of working our organization, necessarily so,

and it is the only one which will answer our needs

fully and completely. The one thing that is a

necessity, the one thing whereon the success of

this method of government rests, is the selection

of the right men for the right places. And to this,

amen. Chris.

PuiLAiJELPHiA, March 22, 1SS6.

A new thing in sociables is Warman's one-track,

which has been exciting considerable attention

lately, in England, one of the prevalent ideas being

that the riders would have to be of equal weights to

get the balance properly. At a recent test it was

found the steering and running were perfectly satis-

factory, the respective weights of the riders being

1 1 stone and 6 stone.
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are commencing an-

other season ; but llic

prevailing topic of

conversation just now
is tiic abominable

state of the weather
;

and to-day's issue of

^^-' •-'.
^. ' Bicvcliiii^ yi'i's con-

tains a cartoon typ-

ical of the true state of affairs, the asjiect of "The
Opening Run of the Season " being truthfully

linmed by the artist representing a woe-bcgone

wheelman sadly pushing his bicycle through the

snow, what time the bystanders, armed with

skates, derisively point the finger of scorn at him.

March has, verily, come in like a lion, and at pres-

ent it bids fair to substitute for its usual lamb-like

exodus a blustering life of leonine wildness,

greatly to the detriment of our pastime.

The off-season dies hard, not only as regards

the weather, but in the inner life of our little world

of wheels and wheelmen. Dances are still held

by some clubs; I have three tickets for club

dances in London for this evening, and the open-

ing runs of the clubs are only just on time ; a few

clubs are still looking forward to their photo-

graphic displays, and but a few eager, early birds

have yet taken to an occasional spin on the racing

paths. Still, the season of 1886 is commencing;
last Saturday saw several opening runs of the

clubs, to-morrow witnesses still more, and by the

first Saturday in April all the clubs will be fairly

on the road.

One of our papers has already started prognos-

ticating the most likely candidates for champion-

ship honors this season ; but it is yet too early to

form any but the vaguest guesses, especially in

view of the probability of several subsidized ama-

teur cracks being suspended or disqualified by the

N. C. U. Furnivall and Gatehouse are almost

the only names of known first-class ability, free

from probability of suspension, and likely to main-

tain super-excellence on the path this season ; but

in a month or two we shall know who retires and
who is intending to race, and thus have materials

to work upon in anticijjating the season's triumphs.

The Speedwell Club's exhibition is to open at

Birmingham to-morrow, and bids fair to be tolera-

bly successful. Kaufniann and McAnney have

been engaged to give performances, as at the

Stanley Show; but I do not hear of any startling

novelties lying perdu, except the compressed-air

motor tricycle which was to have been exhibited

!ast month at the Aquarium.

There is little or no news to communicate, and
I therefore will not attempt to make copy out of

nothing as a reporter for some of our dailies has

recently been doing. In a dearth of reportable in-

cident, some knight of the flimsy concocted a yarn

to the effect that Mr. So-and-so, a well-known
•occasional competitor in cycling contests, had
with a friend been thrown out of a double tricycle

in the city of London, and so on, and so on. This
paragraph, duly exaggerated, has been going the

round of the press, and will doubtless continue its

travels so long as news is scarce.

A twenty-four hour road race will be promoted
this year by the North Road Cycling Club, open
to all amateurs, with distance prizes for all classes

of bicycles and tricycles ; and a loo-mile road race

open to riders of all classes of cycles, with handi-

cap allowances for the slower machines, will also

be held bv the same club.

A big thing in the way of paperchases on wheels

is down for to-morrow, but the mail leaves to-day,

and at the time of writing there is every prospect

i)f the event being si)<>iled by another sharp snow-

hlorni.

riic Cyilist mid U7uel U'lO'ld Aiiniuil is not to

be issued this year, I am told. No reason is given,

but it looks as though \Vlieili)ig Aniiiial had

filched the main features from the old established

volume ; and "considering that the clic-iiU-le for a

racing blue book, as W. A. has been termed, is

necessarily limited, perhaps the proprietors of the

Cyclist's Annual do well to suppress this year's

edition. The rivalry between Wheeling and the

Coventry papers is resumed with all its old in-

tensity, the new conductors of Etherington's

weekly having evidently completed the turning of

their coats within a very few weeks of quitting the

Coventry Ring. A writer in the current issue of

the Taiiriiig Club's Gazette makes some very

pointed remarks about the virulent nature of this

newspaper enmity ; and strangely enough both

sides endorse his observations
;
yet neither essays

to check the admitted abuse by ceasing to vilify

its contemporary. A mad wheel world, my mas-

ters !

The annual meet of tricyclists, hitherto held at

Barnes, is to take place this year at Hampton
Court, where so many gigantic meets of bicyclists

were held in the old days before bicvcling clubs

voted monster meets unnecessary. The date is

fixed as May 29, one week after the international

tournament at Alexandra Park.
" F.\ED."

London, March 12, 1886.

^ews ^©fees.

Maltby is in San Francisco.

The New Jersey Wheelmen now number 71.

The latest thing on rollers is a bicycle saddle.

Georgia is talking of a State division L. A. W.

R. Howell and his wife will visit the States this

fall.

The Lynn Bicycle Club expects great things of

its new track.

W. J. Morgan has assumed his old place on the

jjath once more.

At the recent .Stanley show there were on ex-

hibition 557 machines.

Howell, Wood, and Lees will be seen on the

Springfield track this fall.

The Pope Manufacturing Company now uniform

their office boy in a neat blue suit.

Bicycling must be booming down South, judging

by the success of the Bicycle South.

The Invincible machines are being pushed very

hard in Philadelphia by Gideon & Co.

The Cyclist and Athlete is out strong against the

racing board for its recent suspensions.

The two-track Royal Mail tricycle has had a good

demand in America, and is highly commended.

The Rudge cycles for this season retain all of

their old and valued features with several new

ones.

The machine rooms of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club now accommodate eighty machines, with some

space still in reserve.

Messrs. Gorniully & Jeffery received the first

prize at the New Orleans Exposition for a collect-

ive display of bicycles.

The Big Four tourist for this year will have to

provide himself with a swallow tail, or stay on tiic

outside at receptions.

From Canada comes the well gotten-up catalogue

of Charles Robinson & Co., announcing a full line

of bicycles and sundries.

Gormully & Jeffery have several novelties in

view, which they will bring out later in the season.

Keep your eye upon them.

The Nonantum Cycling Club held its second

annual dinner at the United States Hotel, lioston,

Friday evening, March 12.

One wonders when looking at the Columbias for

1886 what possible improvement can be added

on the next season's i)attern.

A. P. Engleheart will again visit the States this

fall, and looks forward to better results at the

coming Springfield tournament.

The St. Louis Critic says :
" We have so far

failed to meet even one solitary wheelman who
supports the L. A. W. racing rules."

F. Hromatk, of Nibeiungengasse, is pushing

the first international exhibition of cycles, to be

held in Vienna the latter part of April.

La Rivista Velocipedistica is one of the most

gorgeous cycling publications of to-day ; it has

a cover in colors, and is printed in Italy.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, since its acquisi-

tion of the members of the Penn City Wheelmen,

numbers over one hundred active members.

The new model Royal Mail bicycle we hear of all

over the country. It is a taking wheel certainly,

and the improvements are much commended.

St. Johns, Mich., has a bicycle band of thirteen

men who play while riding their wheels, and are

anxious to lead the League parade at Boston.

R. G. Spier, of New Lebanon, N. IL, is going

in for the long distance bicycle road record in

June, wheeling from All)»iy to San Francisco.

The Pope Manufacturing Company have now

in their stock over twenty types of machines and

will bring out additional types during the season.

Mr. Henry Irving has, according to the sporting

papers, accepted the presidency of the London

Cyclists Club, an offshoot of the London Wheel-

ers.

The Gould cyclometer recently put out by the

Pope Manufacturing Company is the simplest

made and at its price, $4.00, will find a ready mar-

ket.

The Pope Manufacturing Company have settled

that little bill of the Overman Wheel Company
in full with interest, and thus one bicycle suit is

avoided.

The litigation between the Pope Manufacturing

Company and the Overman Wheel Company is

exciting a good deal of attention from the wheel-

ing public.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., in their new

catalogue, give all the cycling ])ublications a free

advertisement with a view of increasing wheel

knowledge.

The Royal Mail is to take the stand of not having

any salaried riders in its employ, believing wheel-

men know how to choose their mounts without be-

ing influenced.

President Bates thinks that a man can never

apply his legs fast enough to run a mile in two

minutes. How is it a mile is done on a home

trainer in 1.35?
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The Lock City Wheelmen and the Niagara

Bicycle Club, of Lockport, N. Y., have consoli-

dated, and will hereafter be known as the " Mer-

cury, of Lockport."

It will be hard for the rider this year to think

of anything in a cycle line, either machine or acces-

sory, that cannot be found at the Pope Manufact-

uring Company's.

All those interested in developing the bicycle

business we would recommend to send stamp to

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., Boston, Mass.,

for an Agents' Guide.

The Royal Mail two-track tricycle has been a

favorite in American market for several years past,

and is a finely made machine. It has had and is

having a great demand.

The Rudge Humber tandem is destined to be

one of the tandems the coming year. Its immense

popularity in England has already foreshadowed

its career in this country.

F. Lees is coming to America with the inten-

tion of riding 21 miles within the hour, as he

thinks there is no track in England where the

feat can be accomplished.

Howell's 59-inch Rudge Racer, on which he

made the marvelous time of 2.31^ for' one mile, is

on exhibition at the warerooms of Messrs. Stod-

dard, Lovering & Co., Boston.

An enthusiastic gentleman of 65 summers, re-

siding in Christchurch, N. Z., has mastered the

bicycle. There is nothing like the cycle, for a

man is never too old to learn.

The wheels that carried Rowe, Neilson, Knapp,

Woodside, Miller, Adams, and the balance of the

Columbia riders to victory are now offered to the

ambitious clerks at low prices.

Thomas Stevens, the around-the-world wheel-

man and traveler, left Teheran, Thursday, March 4,

on his way to Calcutta. He was in good health

and confident of penetrating China.

The Royal Mail wheel shows more valuable im-

provements than any other of this season's wheels.

The ball-bearing head, and hold-fast rims and tires

are features that commend themselves.

The Detroit Bicycle Track Association organized

and incorporated February 24, 1886, with the same
officers as Detroit Bicycle Club. The track now
building promises to be a fast one.

Chief Consul Ducker has the same opinion re-

garding the makers' amateur question that he

advocated in the Washington meeting in 1S84, and

is just what we are coming to in 18S6.

The carnival of the Cleveland Bicycle Club at

the Le Grand rink on the evening of March 31,

was a grand success. Over 2,000 people crowded
the rink and the club's profit was over $300.

The first sjiring chicken in the cycling line is

the capturing of the world's long distance record

by the new American champion wheel, made by
Gormully & Jcffery, of Chicago, and ridden by
.Schock.

A good opportunity is offered by Messrs. Stod-

dard, Lovering & Co., Boston, Mass., to any one
who wishes to purchase a second-hand or shop-

worn bicycle or tricycle at a low figure. Write
for list.

The Essex Bicycle Works, of Newark, N. J., are

looking for your last season's wheels that need an

overhauling, also rcnickcling, Now is the time to

send them in and have them made good for the

" If you don't see what you want, ask for it."

The above, however, will not be the case if you

have one of Geo. W. Rouse & Son's catalogues,

for it contains all that is worthy of notice in the

cycling line.

Genuine American is what Gormully & Jeffery's

new catalogue may be termed ; the allegorical

cover is one of the best things in the cycling

picture line yet issued. .Send for one and you will

agree with us.

Chief Consul Kirkpatrick, having found out

that his strong views on the amateur question were

likely to spoil his chances for the presidency of

the League, announces that he has modified his

views somewhat.

The action of the racing board in suspending

all the prominent racing men is being severely

criticised, and not without good cause. Few
wheelmen are found who favor the suspension or

the methods employed.

A sporting paper says that " cycling is thought

to be the greatest rival to boating." We had

come to the conclusion that cycling as a sport

had no rival, that we had left all other sports so

far behind that comparisons are odious.

The great subject of discussion among the mem-
bers of the Germantown Club, as indeed among
most L. A.W. cyclers in Philadelphia, is the unfort-

unate fracas between " Road-book Wood " and e.x-

champion Gideon, both members of Germantown.

It is a very ditificult matter to make a cow-horn

bar that shall be in one piece and yet shall be

easily fixed in the head without being at all in-

jured by heating in the fire, but the Colunibias

seem to have got over the difficulty with their

usual ingenuity.

The Pope Manufacturing Company report that

they have made larger sales in February and March
of this season than ever before and that never yet

has there been such an early demand for the new
patterns as now. Other dealers report the same

condition of business.

Wm. Read & Sons' spring catalogue is out and

is a very handsomely gotten-up edition fully describ-

ing the Royal Mail late improvements which are

exciting such a sensation. The ball head has a

high testimonial from E. R. Shipton, editor of the

C. T. C. Gazette, England.

Mr. George W. Rouse, Jr., of the firm of Geo.

W. Rouse & Son, cycle agents at Peoria, III., died

on February 2 2d, from injuries received from

being thrown from his buggy on February 20.

Mr. Rouse was well known in wheel circles and

his loss will be deeply felt.

Turf, Field, and Farm says, " The makers' ama-

teur's scare is dying out. The idea of expelling

every member of the League who rides a particu-

lar machine is simplv ridiculous. Why, the

League would be a small affair if it wasn't for the

boys who ride ' one particular wheel.'
"

For the coming season Messrs. Stoddard, Lov-

ering & Co. intend to make a specialty of bicycle

and tricycle sundries, including the Buffer saddle,

Ardill's enamel, cradle spring, ball pedals. King

of the Road lamp, and other suitable articles nec-

essary for the use of cyclers in general.

A better finished lot of machines has never

been gathered together under one roof than those

at the recent .Stanley show, and from the splendid

exhibits the makers are evidently trying to vie

with each other in construction and workmanship,

of which there was a marked ini))roveinent.

F. DeCivry, the French champion, has been

matched to receive 125 meters' start over a dis-

tance of six thousand kilometers against the cele-

brated trotting horse belonging to Count de

Lakens. The race comes off early in April, for a

stake of 2,000 francs, and is attracting a deal of

attention.

Attention is called to the advertisement of

Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas & Co., of Coventry,

Eng., in this issue. Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas &
Co. are the manufacturers of the famous Har-

vard, and other wheels, which had a very pros-

perous run under Messrs. Cunningham & Co., for

a number of years.

The Harrogate Camp this year will, for the first

time since its formation, have a rival, as a number
of the men of " canny Newcastle " and riders of

Scotland have arranged a seaside camp and race

meeting at Berwick-on-Tweed for August. The
finest sea air in the world blows between Bam-
borough and Berwick.

The Pope Manufacturing Company have made
a great improvement in the Kirkpatrick saddle

;

the stiff edge of the leather objected to last season

has given way to the soft, rounded edge so famil-

iar to riders of high-grade saddles, and the fragile

flat fronted spring has been superseded by the

round, stout wire attachment.

The 50-mile road race of the Bay City Wheel-

men, .San Francisco, Cal., was won by F. D. El-

well. The time was three hours and thirty-one

minutes, exactly. The road was reported very

rough in some places. The riders had to ford a

stream and climb two fences with their machines,

besides crossing a trestle bridge.

Mr. R. P. Gormully on his Eastern trip recently

took enough orders for the American cycles to

test the capacity of the G. & J. factories for the

next three months. He regards the outlook in the

cycle business as excellent and predicts that the

future of the sport will exceed in popularity the

most sanguine of the expectations hitherto printed.

Karl Kron has consented to prepare a sketch

of the L. A. W. for the " Wheelmen's Reference

Book," about to be published at Hartford b\

Ducker & Goodman (price 50 cents). This sketch

will afterwards form the introduction to Chapter

XXXVI. of " X. M. Miles on a Bi," whose pros-

pective appearance in June supplies the pretext

for a " .Song of Summer" in another part of this

paper.

It is seldom that a new machine enters the market

with the backing and records the Champion has

already acquired. Gormully & Jeffery say they

are themselves surprised at the way individual

orders with cash enclosed are coming in. It is

confidently predicted at Minneapolis, where the

six-day record was broken recently on this machine,

that few of other makes will find purchasers there

this season.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, up to the pre.s-

ent, was the only cycling club in the Quaker City

none of whose members affected " Star " machines,

tricycles, " Extraordinarys," or any other form of

safety bicycle. Some time ago Mr. E. M. Aaron,

its e.\-president, brought in a tricycle, and now

there are several Star machines ridden by mem-

bers, and one of the new " Rover " bicycles has

also made its appearance.

As usual Springfield is to be nowhere this sea-

son, at least according to the papers. Every club

of note will have a new fast track and hold a tour-
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nanieiit that will surpass even the famous Spring-

ticlcl meetings. All right, we welcome this coni-

IJctition, but, in the meanwhile, please remember

that Sjjringfield rises early and does not let the

grass grow under its feet, or rather wheels, and

will be heard from as usual in September.

Gormully & Jeffery are in the midst of papering,

painting, and remodeling their oftices generally.

They have added considcraljlc space to the main

oflices and have built a cosy private office for their

correspondence and advertising. It is here that

the modest newspaper man is received and al-

though there is no sideboard there is always a

box of cigars on the premises. The offices will re-

main as they now are until the new building is

erected when they will be transferred to that.

" Thk Springfield Wheklmkn's Gazette's

claim for a world's record in the non-dccrease-of

paper-during-the-winter matter is not allowed.

The American IVheelinan ran it an easy dead heat."

—Well, we guess not ; all of the Gazette's adver-

tisements and prospectuses called for a 16-page

paper, and only once have we got out so small a

paper, while in all of the past winter issues we gave

32 pages and cover, or over twice the amount

agreed upon. Try again. Brother IV/urlmait.

Mr. Hillman, of the firm of Hillman, Herbert &
Cooper, drives a carriage constructed mainly of

steel tricycle tubing, and the wheels of which are

made spider fashion, and tired with india rubber.

Its weight is less than that of ordinary carriages

and the horse labor is enormously reduced. Sim-

ilar carriages have been made for Lord Granville

and others, and the day will shortly come when the

rush for similar vehicles on account of the ease and

perfection of riding will outdo that of the common
carriage for pleasure riding.

A case of absent-mindedness which is too good
to keep occurred recently to Mr. A. E. Preece, of

Auckland, N. Z., whose bicycle was stolen and
all trace of it lost for two weeks, when he had
occasion to go into Mr. Gough's repair shop, and
there stood his machine. He did not swear out

a warrant against Mr. Gough, as he found out

that he had ridden it there himself to get it re-

paired. Mr. Preece is a teetotaler, and it is sur-

mised that there must be a woman in it, whether
a case of love at first sight or not is not reported.

A correspondent of the Cyclist suggests the

following as an easy and satisfactory method of

cleaning the chains of safeties and tricycles, viz.,

putting the chain in very hot water, which has been
impregnated with plenty of soda, and is very soapy.

Then with a hard brush (a nail-brush will do) rub
the oil carefully from them, and remove them into

another vessel of water prepared in the same
manner. After leaving them soaking for five

minutes take them out and dry them well with a

soft leather. They are now even cleaner than

when first put on the machine.

Editor Aaron has strong words in the Bulletin

for those who don't agree with his views, gained
by reason of the hearty support of his ideas by
the board of officers, and we fear it will spoil his

otRerwise good intentions on the makers' amateur
question and the suspensions. Our genial secre-

tary must remember that there are a good many
holes in the skimmer, and that the editorial in the

April 2d issue can be easily ujjset, or, in other

words, "it is not all gold that glitters,"—likewise

it is not all gospel truth that appears in the official

organ of the League of American Wheelmen. I

In commenting on the doing away of the general

business meeting of the League, the Cjc/t* says

:

" We do not for a moment suppo.se that the busi-

ness meeting will be given up. A larger vote for

the measure was obtained in New York than will

ever be seen again. The meeting is and should be

a high court of appeal to which members can

carry their grievances and where can be undone
any unpopular action of any officer or committee.

We do not believe it should be given up; we do

not believe it will be. If the constitutional amend-

ment now before the League looked to the abol-

ishment of the meeting, it would have been

noticed by the cycling press before it was too late

to defeat it."

" Independent of all trade influences " is a

pretty phrase which all publishers of cycling jcnu'-

nals are fond of laying claim to. As an example

of the sort of " influences " of which the Gazette
did in fact prove independent, we may say that a

certain manufacturer offered to pay for an extra

page of advertising each month, if we would sim-

ply exclude from our columns the contributions

and " free advertisements " of Karl Kron. We
respectfully declined. Perhaps, however, the suc-

cess elsewhere of this policy of " repression, sub-

traction, and silence," explains why the Bicycling

World, in these latter days, makes so little men-

tion, except sneeringly and depreciatingly, of its

old-time contributor, the author of the " Great

American Road Book."

The Facile catalogue is out, and as usual con-

tains some choice items relating to the wheel in-

terest. We clip the following as worthy of notice :

" Whoever helps make a new rider not only does

him a good turn but helps himself as well, by

swelling the army of wheelmen; for through in-

crease of numbers must come improvement of

roads, the final extinguishment of public preju-

dice, a gradual reduction in the cost of machines,

and the general advancement of bicycling interests.

This suggestion has been carefully considered

and is deliberately made, in the lielief that the

reasons given will be deemed sufficient motive for

the kindly service asked. ***** » ^
hammer is an instrument with which a man can

drive nails better than with his naked hand; a

bicycle is an instrument with which a man can

use his muscles to better advantage—it assists

his power, but neither creates nor increases jiower.***** * « Q„ jj bicycle, a man sits,

relieving his legs of the weight of his body. His

feet escape entirely heat and fatigue ; he makes
gravity work for him as well as against him, and

nearly as much ; he uses more muscles, and more
effectively, than he can in any other way. Ample
experience has proved that bicycle riding is easier

as well as faster than walking, and has settled

finally that the bicycle is pleasurable, graceful,

fascinating, natural, healthful, and useful—a prac-

tical road vehicle come to stay, not a toy nor a

craze."

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

Sound Beach has another cycler in Mr. W. B.

Lockwood.

Captain Ilurlbutt is a much voted for man, for

representative from this " deestrict."

Assistant P. M. Nell. Jessup puts off an old love

and on a new one, in the Victor, this season.

The Solitarv Club congratulates Lieutenant and

Mrs. C. W. H. upon the advent of a daughter.

The snow-fall of April 4 was a sort of white flag

of truce that wc may have better weather and
roads soon.

The S. W. C. contemplates reduced rates of mem-
bership expenses to out-of-town members, or tho.se

who will be members.

Interest in the coming League meet is deepen-

ing, and we hear of many who expect to wheel all

the way there, and will 11 ) doubt have company on
the road.

The Consul will ride and sell the Star. The
president of the Stamford Wheel Club is recover-

ing from a spell of severe sickness. He is a Star

man this year.

Several of our practical men will ride Faciles

this season, who have been nervous on the ordi-

nary, or could not drive tris. on our rough roads,

or have gone afoot in " ye goode olde ways."

Doubtless our grief at losing The Si'RINgfiei.d

Wheelmen's Gazette will be more than assuaged

by the coming of the new Gazette, with such an

able hand upon the "steering gear." Many hope
it will come at some regular day each month.

We agree with " Cycle," and others in the March
Gazette, regarding Sunday riding, provided they

do not merge it into road racing, and get noisy in

their exuberance of feeling. We arc happily free

from the confining desk or counter, and conse-

quently ride less on Sundays, but many of our most
delightful and conscience-free communings with,

and admiration of, the Master's handiwork in

Nature have been on quiet jaunts of from five to

fifteen miles on a Sunday. Individually we prefer

riding alone on Sunday.
"Stam.sc)N."

GiepPGSponderjGe.

STARK COUNTY (0.) CLUB HISTORIES.

Editor Wlieelmen's Gazette:—
It may be of interest to your readers to learn

something of the wheelmen in this part of the

country, and if you will kindly allow me a portion

of your valuable space I will endeavor to tell you

something of them.

This county (Stark) probably has as lively a set

of wheelmen as any county in Ohio, and for gen-

uine hospitality and good fellowship, her cyclists

cannot be beaten anywhere. If you don't believe

it come and see us.

The pioneer club in the county, and I think the

fourth in the State, was organized in the spring

of 1882 under the name of the Massillon Bicycle

Club, and is still in existence. Its members are

composed chiefly of manufacturers, professional

and business men, and nearly all have been mem-
bers since its formation. It has alwavs been

a League club, and is a staunch supporter of

that organization. The social feature of the

club has always been prominent, and therefore

its membership has never been very large. At

])resent, it numbers eleven, but they are a jolly

set of fellows, and, while never attempting any-

thing in the "record-smashing" line, are good,

steady road riders.

The Canton Bi. Club, of Canton, was born in

the summer of 1884, and is well known to Ohio

cyclists as one of the largest clubs in the State.

Its membership at present is about forty-five.

It is a League club, and has a large number

of hard road riders and several racing men.

It gives a tournament annually in connection

with the Stark Countv fair, and has alwavs been
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very successful. Messrs. Eyster and .Smith, the

well-known fancy Star riders, were members of

this club until they joined the professional ranks.

Tl^e next club to organize was the Massillon

Wheel Club, also a product of 18S4. This club

started in life with eight members, and has steadily

grown until now the roll shows about thirty, and

for push and energy it is entitled to the record.

It has never joined the League in a body, but

nearly all its members belong individually to that

organization. It is the only club in the county

which has established headquarters ; its rooms in

the Opera House block are as handsome and

comfortable as one could wish to see. There is

no club in Ohio that takes more interest in wheel-

ing than it. It has a splendid drill-corps and a

number of fast and fancy riders, but it is chiefly a

road-riding club; there is hardly a day during the

season that the blue uniform of the club cannot

be seen on some of the country roads. If a record

of its mileage had been kept it would undoubtedly

be an enviable one.

The Alliance Bicycle Club, of Alliance, is a

healthy and lively infant, organized last summer,

and containing a lot of fellows who have already

exhibited no little amount of enthusiasm for cy-

cling. Its membership is about fifteen, and it

bids fair to outrival the other clubs of the county

in spirit and push.

A delegate meeting of these clubs will soon be

held for the purpose of organizing a .Stark County

battalion. The Ohio division L. A. \V., through

its board of officers, has accepted an invitation

from this battalion to hold its annual meet in this

county next September. It is the purpose of the

division to do away with racing at the meet this

year and substitute a tour instead. Thus far no

definite arrangements have been made,but when the

programme is announced it will undoubtedly be a

good one, for the Stark County boys do not intend

to let any of their guests suffer for want of attention.

If some of you Eastern men will come " out

West " next September, we will show you how we
do it in the " country." All who were fortunate

enough to be at Cleveland in '84, and Springfield

in '85, well know that the Ohio division is a

"daisy "and is fully capable of giving her mem-
bers and visitors a jolly good time.

"Fifty-three."
Massillon, O., April 5, 1886.

FROM OVER THE BORDER.

Editor Whciimeii's Gazette :—
Believing that a few notes from your Canadian

cousins and neighboring knights of the wheel

would be of interest to your thousands of readers,

I for the first time set my pen afloat to record

them to the best of my limited ability, and will

hope to see these echoes from across the borders

appear regularly, and why not .'' Woodstock, be-

ing the Springfield of Canada, has its claims and

interests in all bicycling matters. It is a true say-

ing, "What Springfield is to the United States,

Woodstock is to Canada, in the bicycle world."

At this city resides the Canadian champion at

all distances, from a quarter to fifty miles. Her-

bert W. Clarke, who will be nineteen years old in

May next, has a record probably unsurpassed by
any other rider of his age. His first win was at

the tournament held in May, 1884, where he won
two club races on roadster machines. His many
friends were so much struck by his pluck and

speed on this occasion, that he was siiortly after

presented with a racer. He made his first contest

for an open event in Toronto, in September, 1S84

(being only seventeen years old), where he won

easily the one and five mile races, lowering the

Canadian one mile record of 3.05 to 2.59^, and the

five mile record of 17.14 to i6.oof. On May 24,

1885, he won several of the principal events; and

on the 1st of July, at the annual meet of the C.

W. A., he won easily the one and five mile cham-

pionships of Canada. In September last, at To-

ronto, he won the Industrial Exposition champion-

ship, and a fifty mile race in 3h. 7m. 35s. Thus

it will be seen that his short career as a racer has

been very successful, and that at the age of eight-

een years he holds the principal championships

of our Dominion. His records made at Toronto

in September, 1884, remained unbroken by any of

our men ; but in September last at a public trial

made before the officers and officials of the C.

W. A., he lowered his previous one mile record of

-•59f 'o --S^l- A very strong wind was blowing

when this trial took place, or it would have been

several seconds faster. Mr. Clarke had intended

to retire from the path altogether this year, but

after some reflection he has resolved to again enter

the amateur racing ranks, and we have good rea-

son to believe that the season of 18S6 will see the

champion at his best, and a general smashing of

the Canadian records. He has gone into active

training for the big tournament in Woodstock on

the 24th of May, next, when we e.vpect big things

from him, and hope to see him (as he has done in

the past) keep the colors of the W. A. A. A. at the

pinnacle of the list of Canadian amateurs.

Besides Clarke we have two or three very

promising young riders, prominent among whom
are A. Parmenter and B. Revell. Either of these,

though only seventeen years old, can show a 3.10

gait on roadster machines, and from what we hear

they will no doubt make good men. Harry Biette,

a once promising rider, has signified his intention

of retiring from the path, feeling content with his

past records and the hard-won laurels of which he

is so proud. Taking our racers altogether, we

shall have a hard field for Toronto or even Mon-

treal to " walk over."

The annual meet of the Canadian Wheelmen is

this year to be held in Montreal, on July i. We
are happy to state that W. G. Ross, ex-champion,

has returned to Montreal from South America, and

has almost made up his mind to once again " warm
the cinders." He is a good man, and we all ho[)e

to see him holding up the colors of the Montreal

Bicycle Club at the annual meet. As fate has

decreed, Ross and Clarke have never come to-

gether in a race, and if Ross should decide to

again endeavor to win back his lost laurels, we
may look for our Canadian records being lowered

to a favorable showing with the American records.

Already the query is heard going the rounds

:

" Are you going to Montreal on the ist of July ?
"

Although a little previous in signifving their in-

tentions of where they will go on the 1st of July,

the boys of Woodstock Bicycle Club and the W.
A. A. A. may be depended on to make a showing

creditable to the town and the club.

The annual meet under the auspices of the W.
A. A. A. is to be held here on May 24. A pro-

fessional race is to be added to the programme,

and, if large enough inducement is offered, several

of the American fliers have notified our secretary

that they will be present. This will no doubt be

the meet of the year, and we shall be happy to wel-

come to Woodstock any w'ho can make it conven-

ient to attend the 24th of May racing meeting.

The new club rooms of the W. A. A. A. and the

Woodstock Bicycle Club will be opened on the ist

of April. They are furnished with billiard rooms,

bowling alleys, reading rooms, gymnasium, etc.,

and will be second in Canada only to the club

rooms of the Montreal Amateur Athletic Associa-

tion.

" Pedal."
WooDSTuCK, Ont., March 16, 1886.

A SONG OF SUMMER.
Editor Wheelmen's Gazette:—

In spite of all my "Owed to Spring" (written

February 26, and printed on p. 192 of your last

issue), I am obliged to announce that not a word
of the " six lacking chapters " has yet been put

on paper, and that there is no reasonable hope of

my publishing " Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicy-

cle " before the opening month of summer. " Not
earlier than June," said my original form of sub-

scription-pledge, referring to " 1884 "; and I now
sadly repeat the phrase as applied to " 1886."

When, at the end of winter, I had succeeded in

arranging the second appendix of my 3,000 subscrib-

ers' names,—" geographically by States and towns,"

—I imagined that a single day's work would
suffice for revising the manuscript (150 pp.);
while, in fact, five weeks have been required for

such revision and for correcting the proof-sheets.

I have Inserted each club's name and date of or-

ganization, and each club-office or League-office

held by every subscriber,—so far as the facts

could be discovered by diligent searching of my
scrap-book "lists of club-elections." A single

statement of this sort will give some idea of the

painstaking way in which the whole volume has

been put together; while a notion of the enormous
amount of matter implied in its "450,000 words "

may be given by a comparison with " Life of Gen.

Grant," whose 582 pages (28 lines of about 9
words per line to the page) contain less than

146,000 words. If my book were sold at the same
rate ($3.50), it would cost $\\ per copy. If sold

at the same rate as Burbank's " Wheelman's
Annual for '82" ($1 for 45,000 words), it would
cost $10 per co]iy.

I am about to issue a circular to the tradesmen

who advertise in the cycling press, exhibiting to

them specimen pages of my alphabetical and
geographical rolls, with the remark that these

lists (printed on one side of the jiaper, so as to be

usable for mailing-labels) will be furnished sepa-

rately at $3 each, while the complete volume, of

which they form only a twelfth part, will be sup-

plied at half that rate. This may perhaps wake
them up somewhat to the scope of the scheme
whose accomplishment will have absorbed three

very toilsome years of a busy life. I shall rely

on their selling the book for me, without commis-

sion or brokerage, as a means of booming their

own business ; but those of them who authorize

me to print their names in the "special trade-di-

rectory of places where this book may be bought"

(by pledging for two or more copies before the

end of M.ay), will be enrolled at the original rate

of %\. The title-pJige, and also the cover of the

book, will exhibit the regular price-mark ($1.50);

and subscribers outside "the trade" who ])ledge

that amount before June i will be supplied with

the specially numbered and autographed copies,

and will have their names printed in the supple-

mentary list. (More than 100 pledges have come
to me since the alphabetical roll was elcctrotyped,

so that to-night's total is 3489.)
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RUDGE CYCLES.

Manufactured by RUDGE & CO., Coventry, England,

and sold by STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

Among the foremost manufacturers of bicycles and tricycles in England

stands the great firm of Messrs. D. Rudge & Co., Limited, of Coventry,

England, the center of the bicycle industry.

Their vast works cover over six acres of ground, give employment in the

busy season to over seven hundred workmen, and Rudge & Co. rightly claim

the title of being the largest manufacturers of bicycles and tricycles in the

world. Every bicyclist in England and America is familiar with the name

of the Rudge, and their machines are well and favorably known in all civil-

ized parts of the globe. To give an idea of their annual turnout, it may be

stated that during the last six years they have actually made and sold over

fifteen thousand of ONE pattern tricycle alone, and their annual output is

from eight to ten thousand machines.

Commencing a small manufacturer some ten years ago in Wolverhamiiton,

the senior Mr. Rudge, having established a reputation as an extremely

careful builder, both for workmanship and finish, to meet the increasing

demand for his machines gradually enlarged his works, which are now estab-

lished at Coventry, where they have attained their present extensive propor-

tions.

One of the principal features of their machine is Rudge's unequaled ball-

bearings, which, for simplicity of construction and remarkable ease of running,

has given them a world-wide reputation. These bearings were invented by

the senior Mr. Rudge some eight years ago, and no machine left his estab-

lishment until he had personally adjusted the bearings.

Many manufacturers and makers have tried to improve on them, but with-

out success, and the Rudge bearings are to-day, as they were eight years ago,

without a rival, and so great is their popularity that many of the makers of

other machines are forced to use them.

In point of manufacture and improvements, Messrs. Rudge & Co. have

always been one of the most progressive and enterprising firms, and prefer

to keep abreast of the times, instead of forcing a demand by the introduc-

tion of new inventions which have been untried. They fully believe in hav-

ing the very latest, but do not consider a change is always an improvement,

and prefer to adhere to what they know is thorough and reliable rather

than to make any alterations which may or may not be found afterwards to

be what is desired or could be called an improvement.

With a large corps of skilled draughtsmen and mechanics connected with

the works, improvements are constantly being made, and they fully rcali/c

the want of the riders in regard to weight, strength, and easy running, keep-

ing in mind that the machine is destined to last a number of years, and that

the riders wish a machine to u.sc and not for looks. No pains arc spared in

making the machines as perfect as possible in regard to strength, lightness,

and easy running.

Since the introduction of the Rudge in this country by its American agents,

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., of 152 Congress street, Boston, its career

has been unecpialed, it might be said almost unparalleled.

When the first invoice arrived, they were viewed by a great many riders,

who all thought they were too light, but a number of severe tests, given

by such men as Hendec, Midgley, Corey, Claflin, Hitchcock, and other

strong riders, soon convinced them that it would stand any test required,

and it is safe to say that the Rudge cycles of to-day are purchased on their

good reputation rather than by extensive advertising.

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

Rudge's principal bicycle is called the Rudge Light Roadster, but it is

really the solid Rudge roadster of England. It was called the Light Road-

ster to designate it from a number of very much heavier machines which

were manufactured here or imported.

A glance at its construction for 1886 will show its specialties. The bear-

ings are Rudge's unecpialed ball-bearings to both wheels and pedals. These

are perfectly adjustable and dust proof, and rest on a single row of case-

hardened surfaces, which reduces the friction to a minimum.

The felloes are Warwick's hollow jiattcrn, which consist of one piece of

steel tubing rolled and pressed into proper shape, making them very strong,

and doing away with the objectionable brazing at this point.

It is worthy to know that of the many thousand Rudges sent out, not one

felloe has buckled that could be traced to the fault of the machine.

The strength of this felloe will be realized when it is said that it will bear

a person's weight without yielding, even before a single spoke has been put in.

The spokes are of the single tangential pattern, and possess the following

advantages

:

First. The tendency of tangential spokes to snap at the rim is obviated

by securing them by a concealed lock nut and washer, making them practi-

cally butt ended, and doubly strong at this point.

Sccoid. Instead of lacing back and forth from the rim to the hub in nearly

parallel directions, they now end at the hub, and are firmly riveted on the

inside after passing through it. The spoke is thus single, and by being

made slightly heavier at the hub, the tendency of snapping is entirely done

away with.

The system of crossing is also a new one and works to perfection, being

accomplished by one spoke passing over and under another in such a way

that each spoke holds its neighbor firmly in place ; consequently a rattle is

impossible, and wiring entirely unnecessary.
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Again, the spokes are placed at right angles to each other, which not only

makes the wheel very much stronger and more rigid, bnt keeps it true, and

prevents any possibility of buckling by ordinary use.

The forks are very full, elliptical in shape, being hollow to the front wheel,

being immensely strong, combining great strength and lightness. The back-

bone is round, being fitted with a pair of very strong semi-tubular rear forks,

and following the wheel in a very graceful manner.

The handle-bars, one of the most important parts of a bicycle, of the

curved pattern, slightly dropped at the ends.

Although its American agents, Messrs. Stoddard, Levering & Co., have

often been asked why they did not attach the detachable bar, they have

always had the most satisfactory answer to give, viz., that during the three

years they have handled the Rudge Light Roadster, they have never had to

replace a single bar through breaking, and stand ready to do so when that

time comes.

This is as much as to say that if a bar never broke, the detachable bar is

useless, and is the best answer that can be given.

During the last three years, the records on the Rudge Light Roadster,

both in England and America, on the road, on the hill, and on the path, have

been unparalleled, and it is rare that any important meet or event occurs that

the Rudge does not come to the front, to the glory of its rider.

Among the many achievements of the Rudge Light Roadster are the riding

of Corey Hill, three times, by Mr. IL D. Corey, on a 32-pound machine, an

event which was not accomplished until over two years after he had ridden

it ; the winning of the League championship by George Hendee, on a 34-

pound machine ; the winning of the Boston Bicycle Club road race by

Midgley, on a 35-pound machine; the distance of two hundred and fifty-

seven miles ridden by W. H. Huntley in twenty-four hours; and the unsolic-

ited testimonials from the riders of the Canadian, Down East, and the Big

Four tours, are ample proof that the Rudge is a thorough road machine, and
one that will speak for itself.

AMERICAN RUDGE.

Besides handling the Rudge Light Roadster as a high-grade machine,
Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. also make a specialty of Messrs. Rudge
& Co.'s other goods.

One of their most important bicycles is the American Rudge, a machine
built on the same lines as the Rudge Light Roadster, but fitted with direct

spokes and solid rim. This sells at a much lower price; but the great popu-
larity attained by this machine during the last two years, and the large num-
ber they have sold, have convinced them that the American Rudge has filled

a long-felt want by the large class of American riders, viz :

—

First-class, thoroughly reliable, easy-running machine, and carefully built,

all-round roadster at a low price, and it can unhesitatingly be said for a low-

priced machine, either on the English or American market, no other machine
can compare with it in quality, workmanship, and finish.

In 1885, Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. introduced the Rudge Safety,

a small, geared-up bicycle of the Kangaroo type. The Rudge Safety is, as

its name implies, a bicycle combining the safety of a tricycle and the speed

and ease of the bicycle.

In fact, it is a miniature Rudge, with a hollow square bar extending from
each side of the driving wheel down in a direct line to the front fork eight

inches.

To the lower end of these bars is attached a ball-bearing, through which
passes a short axle. On the end nearest the driving wheel is keyed a gear

wheel having fourteen teeth, and on the other end is a crank, having from
five to six and a half throw.

The front wheel is fitted with a hollow rim, seven-eighths tire, and direct

spokes. The hub is gun-metal, the power being transmitted from the larger

gear wheel to the hub of the driving wheel by means of a Morgan's patent

endless chain. The peculiar construction of the machine allows more free-

dom and ease of motion than any other machine of its kind.

"

RUDGE SAFETY.

It has Rudge's ball-bearings to all frictional parts, including pedals, the

front-wheel bearing being of an especially constructed pattern of this ma-

chine. The front fork, head, handle-bar, brake, backbone, rear forks, etc.,

do not differ materially from the ordinary Rudge Light Roadster. The rake

is about the same as the Rudge Light Roadster, the safety being derived

from the large proportion of the weight of the machine being placed at the

lower end of the fork extension, and acting as an anchor to keep the rear

wheel on terra firma.

The steering differs in no way from the ordinary bicycle, and is not " sen-

sitive," as in the case where the forks are geared back of the center of the

wheel instead of through it. The rider is placed well over his work, his

weight being directly over the large wheel, thereby doing away with much of

the unpleasant jar incident to machines with a large amount of rake, where

the weight is thrown almost entirely on the small wheel.

The principal improvements for 1886 are the improved method of attach-

ing the front forks by two bolts to the lower extension fork, and the new

double ball-bearing, which does away with all side shakes. The bottonr

ball-bearings have been greatly improved. Owing to the great cross strain

at the bottom, it has been advisable to add a new and improved bearing of

double rows of balls, which far supersedes all others for ease and durability.

It is now perfection.

It can be safely said to be by far the most convenient machine on the

market for storage or transportation purposes, and is certainly the easiest to

mount and dismount; while in propelling and steering it equals the ordinary

bicycle. It is certainly neat and attractive in appearance, and is well adapted

to all kinds of road-riding, hill-climbing, or racing.

Its large sale is sufficient guarantee for its popularity, so much so that one

of the American manufacturers has introduced a safety almost identical

in appearance. " Comment is needless."
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In the racing line, Rudge & Co. have always been pre-eminent, and the

Rudgc Racer is so well and favorably known among both English and

American riders and racing men, that we need not dwell to any great length

on its merits. It is sufficient to say that it unquestionably holds the premier

position, not only in England, France, Germany, Spain, Australia, but in

the United States as well. Its success for the past year in this country is un-

paralleled, and it will be a long time before the times, records, and distances

made on the Rudge will be equaled.

We do not hesitate to say that the machine is the lightest, strongest, and

most durable in the world, and the fact that its record is four and one-fifth

seconds faster than that of any other bicycle, and that a twenty-two pound

machine is ridden regularly by a man weighing one hundred and ninety-six

pounds, is proof of this.

RUDGE RACER.

One mile on this celebrated machine has been accomplished in the marvel-

ous time of two minutes, thirty-one and three-fifths seconds, at Springfield,

Sept. 29, beating all the world's records by four seconds.

In tricycles, Rudge & Co. are even larger manufacturers than of the bicy-

cle, and their specialties for this year are the Rudge Cripper and the Rudge
Crescent. Both of these machines are new to the American market, and

they will mafre their name before the season is over.

Last but not least comes a tricycle which can be safely said stands at the

front of all tandem tricycles. The Rudge Humber Tandem is too well

known to admit of,description. Its popularity in England, coupled with its

great use by persons of both sexes, has already foreshadowed its career for

America, and there will be an active demand among the American cyclers

for this machine. Its .\nierican agents have placed considerable orders

with Rudgc cS: Co., and intend placing it on the market in large numbers the

coming season.

For comfort, we have the most convincing ])roofs that it has attained its

object. Ladies in particular are loud in its praise on account of the small

amount of labor required to propel the machine at a good pace, up steep

hills even, and for the comfortable position they are enabled to take ; while

its peculiar construction entirely obviates the much complained-of displace-

ment of the dress even when pedaling at a fast pace.

The delightfully easy and reliable steering of the Rudge Humber Tandem
forms one of its great charms, and has done much towards making it the

universal favorite it now undoubtedly is.

The rider sitting behind has the entire control of the steering, thus mak-

ing the seat in front a luxury, especially when used by a lady (which is often

the case), and requiring only a minimum of the labor and attention necessary

in ordinary tricycle riding.

Probably no machine in England has acquired such a prestige, chielly

owing to the well-known practical and mechanical knowledge of its in-

ventors ; and we have every reason to believe that it will be as popular in

this country as it is in that. The Rudge Mumber Tandem for iS86 will have

several improvements, to which we would call your special attention.

First. Instead of having one single brake, a powerful double lever brake

is attached to it, which is considered an advantage, as it does not throw the

responsibility entirely upon one lever.

Second. The semi-circular handle-baron the front part of the machine can

be adjusted so as to make it practical for either lady or gentleman with short

or long arms.

'I'liini. Extending from the down tube, holding the forward pedals and

rear tube, is a detachable brace, which effectually prevents any springing

together or loosening up of the chains. The front chain is entirely covered

by a guard, which protects a lady's dress from dust and dirt.

The wheels are forty-two inches in diameter, fitted with direct spokes and

seven-eighths rubbers, making them very strong and extremely rigid. To
those who tloubt the ease of propulsion or the speed of the Rudge Humber
Tandem, we simply say, try it and be convinced.

The policy of Messrs. Rudge & Co. has always been to give the best value

for the money, and although in some cases their machines have been some-

what higher in price than others, they have always found that it paid to build

the best ; and as the American riders fully realize that a cheap machine is

alwavs dear at any price, they have had no hesitation in paying a trifle more,

and getting the best thing that can be matle.

The same high grade of workmanship which characterizes the Rudgc, both

in bicycles, tricycles, and safeties in England, is rigidly maintained in all

machines sent to this country, they being carefully e-xamined before shii>

mcnt.

.s%7

RUDGE HUMBER TANDEM.

A glance at the large warerooms of Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

would convince riders that they are in the business to stay. Their bicycle

department is in charge of Mr. Harold D. Corey, one of the best-known

wheelmen in the United States. Associated with him here are a number of

well-known riders, among them being Mr. II. M. Saben, Mr. II. L. Wilson,

Mr. W. II. Huntley, Mr. Arthur Sidwell, and a number of others, all members

of many of the various clubs around Boston.

Three floors. So x 40 feet, are devoted to this branch of the business, and

from four to six hundred Rudges are constantly carried in stock; for, with

over four hundred agents scattered all over the United States, a large stock

of all sizes and kinds must be kept on hand to supply the ever-increasing

demand. It has been the aim and intention of the above firm to place ma-

chines upon the American market that will stand and make a name for

themselves.

So far, the Rudge bicycles and tricycles have exceeded their most sanguine

exjiectations, and while several makers have copied a number of the princi-

pal features of their machines, the Rudgc still maintains its enviable reputa-

tion, and its agents are to be congratulated on their increasing success and

popularity.
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If ycu are interested in cycling, hunting, fishing, trap-shooting, the kennel, and reputable outdoor sports in general,

YOU SHOULD READ

t
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF SPORTS AND PASTIMES.

icg^

The only paper of its class published in Cincinnati, and the recognized authority and by-word for sportsmen of the central West and South.

Subscription Price, - $2.00 a year.
T/ie American Sportsman and The Wheelmen's Gazette to one address for one year, $2 oo. Special rates to getters-up of clubs. Correspondence solicited.

THK AMBRICAN SPORTSIVIAN CONIPANY,
HUSTON ST. JOHN, Manager. 232 NValnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH. \ ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.

ADJUSTABLE IN WIDTH. \ ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN REAR.

A BIFURCATED SEAT.

A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE
Is the ONLY ONE possessing any of these Points. Is the ONLY ONE that can be changed in Shape or Position at all.

Is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Market.

For all makes, including the Safeties and the Star. Price, Nickeled, $5.00; Coiled Spring, etc., for Old Saddles, $0.75.

FREErvIAN LILLIBRIDGE, Rockiford, 111.

BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except
for interest. Second-Hand Wheels bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely -illustrated Catalogue, with "A Pilgrimage

-Wheelback," illustrated, now in press. Our Catalogue is of interest to every

aAual or prospecflive wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

Sg 0M^(^Famt ^Fie^elG iM SSg ^©usf ^cafet^
ARE THE BEST.

Don't take my word for it, but investi-

gate for yourself, and decide honestly.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

J. R. UNDERWOOD, Dorciiester, BOSTON, MASS.

Wheelmen who are in need of CYCLE REPAIRS of any description will find it to their advantage to write to the undersigned for estimates. We make a
specialty of repairing and renewing Bicycle, Tricycle, and Tandem Bearings, Tubes, etc., using the finest steel and warranting the same.

ESSEX
Agents for the Celebrated KUDGE Cycles.

BICYCLE
Established 1884.

^yy-ORi^s,
69 Roseville Aveuiie, NEWARK, N. J.
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I liope to print in the May Gazettk a list of

sucli subscribers as shall have consented to re-

ceive from me all the copies which have been

subscribed for in their respective towns, and to

receive and remit the money which may be ih\c

therefor. I do not wish any man to feel under

obligation to take the book, if, after seeing the

bull-dog's portrait which confronts the title-page,

he thinks the 450,000 words are not likely to be

worth a dollar to him. Such copies of the " auto-

graphed edition" as may not be called for at my
various depositories within a month from publi-

cation-day, by the men to whom they are addressed,

will be offered for sale to others at 5i-5o each.

Outside of New England and the Middle States,

Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana,

Illinois, and Missouri, I shall not send the books

by express, to be called for at designated deposi-

tories, but shall forward them by mail to individ-

uals. Subscribers in other parts of the Union,

therefore (and even in towns of the States named

where only one book is to be sent), may remit to

nie as soon as they please after Jtitie i. Receipts

will be forwarded at once, and names will be en-

tered on the mailing-list in the order of payment.

Some 216 are on that list already, in spite of my
expressed preference not to receive any cash be-

fore the aijproach of publication-day. The bind-

ers will turn out 200 books daily, as soon as the

final sheets are printed; and, as none will be sold

until the advance orders have been filled, a slight

advantage in respect to time will still accrue to

those who decide to pledge $1.50 for a " numbered

and autographed copy " even at the eleventh hour.

' Karl Kron.
The University Building,

Washington Square, N. Y., April 6, 1886.

Editor Wheelmen^s Gazette:—
The season of '86 has opened in dead earnest

by over one hundred enthusiastic wheelmen of

California joining the L. A. W., which I consider

a very good starter. On the l8th inst. a meeting

was called and a State Division formed which the

Kay City Wheelmen backed by the San Francisco

Bicycle Club (which has been considerably en-

livened by the coalescence of the California Cycle

Club) intend to push with great vigor.

The Bay City Wheelmen have as usual set

things moving by a 50-niile road race, which came
off Feb. 22, and to which all clubs on the coast

were invited to participate.

By way of prelude let me here state that there

are about eight or ten clubs in California with

memberships ranging from 6 to 60.

At a meeting of committees from various clubs

it was decided to have the race between Gilroy

and Menlo Park, Feb. 22, to be contested by teams

of five men from each club, the first man in to*

count as many points as there were men in the

race, less one, etc., the last man scoring nothing

(except it be headers), and the club obtaining the

highest number of points to be declared winner.

The prize was a beautiful club bugle to the win-

ner club, and a $50 medal to the first man in.

On the 2ist the Bay City Wheelmen had a club

run to San Jose, and next day returned to Menlo
to see the finish of the race. The contestants

went on ahead, and rodfc together from San Jose

to Gilroy, and had a very enjoyable trip, more en-

joyable than the return, in the race. Feb. 22,

at 7.25 A. M., the time set for the race, it was

found that among all the clubs on the coast only

one had grit enough to tackle the Bay City Wheel-

men, and thai clul) has a menibershij) of but six.

It intended to put in the requisite number, five,

but their best man was laid up by a bad header,

and the other member who intended competing

was too unwell to do so. So they sent three men,

rather than back out, and the Highland Park

Wheelmen deserve credit for it. The Bay C'ity

Wheelmen had their team on the ground bright

and early, and anxious to begin the journey. The
start was made at 7.25, all men mounting their

machines from the ground. The six contestants

were: Of the Highland Park Wheelmen, Bow-

man, Churchill, and Rosborough ; Bay City

Wheelmen, Klwell, Booth, and Tittle. The
starter and timer, E. Mohrig, took the train for

Menlo Park immediately after the start.

Ihe race was led by Elwell and ]?ooth, the

others soon stringing out. Seven miles from Gil-

roy runs a creek, which had to be crossed. Rather

than dash through it, Elwell and Booth cro.ssed

a fence, then up a bank fifteen feet, thence over a

trestle-work sixty feet, down the opposite bank

and over the fence again. It was wearisome work

and worse than five miles of hard riding. Booth

and Elwell were on the opposite side of the stream

and mounted when the rest of the contestants ar-

rived at the creek. The first ten miles was cov-

ered by Elwell and Booth in about 34 minutes, as

timed by Elwell, who glanced quickly at his watch.

At sixteen miles out from Gilroy a very rough

piece of ground about two miles long was en-

countered, of a shelving nature, the upper and

middle portion very rocky and rutting and the

base very heavy with sand. Here Elwell's supe-

rior weight told and he drew away from Booth,

who was left about a mile behind.

Twenty-two miles from Gilroy was another bad

stretch of about a half mile, and here Elwell

gained again. San Jose, thirty miles from Gilroy,

was reached by Elwell at 9.25, just two hours from

start. Booth 9.30, followed by Bowman, Ros-

borough, and Tittle, in the order named, and about

five minutes between. Churchill took a header in

the rough ground and broke his handle-bar. The
men kept their relative places from thence to the

finish, except that when Booth was on the forty-

second mile Bowman overhauled him, and after a

mile or two succeeded in shaking him, and left

him behind with a cramp in the hip. At the fin-

ish Mr. Mohrig stood watch in hand anxiously

watching the minutes slide by. As the hands

passed over the twenty-ninth minute of the third

hour, he said in mournful tones, " Boys, we don't

beat the record." Hardly had the words escaped

him, when a shout arose from a hundred wheel-

men, as they espied the champion Elwell plowing

along about a half mile in the distance. He fin-

ished in a grand burst of speed in 3.31 (the actual

time was just one-fifth of a second less), amid a

tremendous shout from the crowd. He w-as fol-

lowed by Bowman, who finished in good style in

3.44. Booth came in in 3.55, having ridden the

last two miles with one leg, the right one being

cramped. His arrival, which was the signal of

victory for the Bay City Wheelmen, was loudly

cheered. Rosborough came in in 4.06I, followed

by Tittle in 4.09. The Bay City Wheelmen thus

secured nine points against six of the Highland

Park Wheelmen. It was a singular fact that the

Bay City Wheelmen rode Rudge light roadsters,

while their ojiponents bestrode Victors. The

time, considering the road and the obstacles to be

overcome, was very good. The road from San

Jose (twenty miles) to Menlo was good with the

exception of one or two soft stretches of about a

half mile each.

I think, taking everything into consideration,

that we will break the 50-mile record this year. A
great many were surprised that Cook, of the Bay

City Wheelmen, did not enter as a rei)resentativc

for his club. If he had it is safe to say that 3.29

would have gone under ; he has, I am sorry to say,

given up racing on account of interfering with

business, but he is still an enthusiastic wheelman.

.Several members of the Bay City Wheelmen
have scored nearly 1,000 miles already this year.

A party of three went calling New Vear'.s day and

rode nearly fifty miles on their calls.

The (juestion of a championshi]) meet of the

California division of the L. A. W. is already

under discussion, and when matters get a little

more settled the question will be decided. The
L. A. W. will, however, first have to get a track,

as the park commissioners have gone back on us.

I think it is about time that some good .Samaritan

came to the rescue and donated us some funds.

* * *
San Francisco, Feb. 25, 1886.

Editor Wheelmen^s Gazette :—
Our fun in bicycling has just about begun with

the fair weather and delightful spring. A meet of

the New Orleans Bicycle Club a few days ago

caused the organization of a drill squad which

hereafter will meet weekly and indulge in a drill.

Louisiana Day at the North Central and South

American Exposition was celebrated by the pres-

ence of the New Orleans Bicycle Club; also L. D.

Munger, of Detroit, and Stanley Heard, captain

of Swansea (Eng.) Bicycle Club, and of course

was a great time. Jay H. Hinman, of Oshkosh,

Wis., has been with us a few days enjoying our

carnival and general amusement, also a number of

other L. A. W. members.

Shreveport, La., is about to organize a bicycle

club under the supervision of Mr. Marbury, which

is to be called the Caddo Bicycle Club.

As I approached Lee Circle on the morning of

March 27, while taking my usual ride, I noticed

a number of the New Orleans Bicycle Club boys

—something unusual for them, for it was early in

the morning. I stopped and asked what was going

to take place, when I was told that the plucky

young rider, L. I). Munger, was going to try to

lower the twenty-five mile record. It was then

5.30 o'clock A. M., and I waited until about 6.00

A. M., when we noticed some riders approaching

who proved to be L. D. Munger, accompanied by

Stanley Heard. Munger nodded his head with a

pleasant good morning, and said he thought he

could lower the record by about ten minutes. .\.

M. Hill and W. L. linger of the New Orleans

Bicycle Club—the latter gentleman the secretary

—acted as timers; A. W. Evans of New Bruns-

wick, N. J.,
and R. J.

Beltram of the New Orleans

Bicycle Club, as judges ; and Stanley Heard and

S. M. Patton, as checkers. The ride was to be as

follows : Starting from Calliope street, the begin-

ning of our as])halt pavement to CarroUton, a dis-

tance there and return of 9 miles, twice around,

making 18 miles; thence from Calliope to ICxpo-

sition entrance and return, 7 miles,—completing

25 miles and a fraction. Checkers were stationed

at CarroUton and Exposition, timers and judges

at starting point. Mr. Munger made the different

times, which, considering the disadvantages of a

strong head-wind and bad crossings, were wonder-

ful : from starting point to CarroUton and return,
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9 miles, in 29m. jSfs.; starting point to Carrollton

and return, 9 miles, 30m. 2ifs.; starting point to

Exposition gate and return, 7 miles, 24m. 46fs.;

—

total 25 miles and fraction in the elegant time of

ih. 24m. 46fs., lowering the record of A. H. Mc-

Curdy gm. i3|s. Now, Northern and Eastern bi-

cyclists, say New Orleans has not a track that

records can't be smashed all to pieces on ! Mr.

Munger and the judges are of the opinion that if

he had not so strong a wind and so many bad

crossings he would have been able to lower it 13

minutes. The New Orleans men think the action

of the L. A. \V. racing board is damaging to bi-

cycling and their sympathies are with the sus-

pended members. We hope to have sonje L.A.W.

races soon. Hoping things are lively,

" New Orleans."
New Orleans, March 2S, 18S6.

Editor IVheelmoi's Gazette :
—

At length the days are upon us when the wheel

can be brought into regular service once more

;

and the cycler, weary with months of monotonous

inactivity, brings forth his mount and prepares for

the riding season. Hurrah for the trips a-wheel

!

Perhaps we appreciate it all the more from our

enforced idleness. Who was it that said we never

valued our enjoyments properly until about to

lose them ? What lucky fellows our Southern rid-

ers are, who never need to give up their healthful

pleasures the year round. Every now and then,

I note them crowing over us in the columns of

paper and magazine. Wait until Congress adopts

the plan broached in the Scientific American for

damming (get this straight, please,) up Belle Isle

straits and deflecting the great polar current.

We'll have our turn then.

We really have been having delightful weather

here for the past ten days. Faith, we deserved

it ; for if ever March came in like a lion, it was

this year of our Lord '86. May the proverbial

lamb-like ending wind-up the month. Our wheel-

men have been having their wheels out in all di-

rections, but we find the roads in extremely poor

condition after the heavy winter storms, and need-

ing thorough repairing badly—which don't we
wish they may get ? The chap in a late issue of

the Bulletin, who laid a heavy portion of the

blame on the present system of allowing the

country people to work out their road taxes, had a

pretty level head. His proposed remedy, how-

ever, won't take here. It will take lots of educat-

ing to bring our rural population's ideas up to the

point of having them pay their taxes and having

the work done properly. The old axiom, that

properly constructed roads save their cost over

and over again in decreased wear and tear of the

vehicles, to say nothing of easier trackage, can-

not be beaten into their heads. Nevertheless, we
hope to see it some day—in the millennium, per-

haps.

Haven't the racing board stirred up a pretty

hornets' nest for themselves ." Their manifesto on

the makers' amateur question must have been a

bomb-shell to the interested parties. I have a sort

of vague notion that there are several of our rac-

ing luminaries who will quietly let their amateur

status go by default ; although—as Mr. Chairman
IJassett, with a vein of fine irony, puts it—they

have the right of appeal to the higher tribunal.

Cold comfort, that ; for the League apjiears to be

thoroughly in earnest about this thing, and it is

right and proper that it should. If a man wishes

to make racing a profession, let him come out

openly as a professional. Of course it neces-

sitates his expulsion from the League ; but even

that may be remedied in time.

" 5678," in the Bulletin of March 12, makes a

very good argument in favor of throwing open its

columns to the discussion of the various makes

of machines. It certainly would open a subject

of very general interest to all riders, and could do

no harm that I can see. Suppose an agent does

sound the praises of a certain make beyond rea-

son ? Along comes t'other fellow, who quietly

lays him out unless his claims are well founded.

Take, for example, the novelties in manufacture

this season. The Royal Mail seems to show the

most decided departure in its ball-bearing head

and the new patent rim, which is designed to hold

the tires without cement. Now, this last feature is

of especial interest to all cyclers, and I should like

to see its merits or demerits fully discussed.

Then there are the Columbia " double-grip

"

pedals, which were clearly induced by the Victor

square pedal. The '86 Victor is a little late in

getting on the market. Presume it has been de-

layed until the injunction suit of the Pope Manu-

facturing Company vs. the OvernianWheel Com-
pany was decided. I am glad to see that the in-

junction was refused, for it would be a direct blow

to the American cycling public to have the O. W.
Co.'s work interfered with.

The Pottstown Bicycle Club is talking of a

meet this spring, and as it has a fine one-mile clay

track, it ought to make a success of it. Nothing

of interest in club life here worth mentioning.

" Cycle."
Reading, Pa., March 18, 18S6.

Editor Wheelmen''s Gazette

:

—
The regular meeting of the San Francisco Bicy-

cle Club was held at its headquarters this evening

and its routine business summarily disposed of.

The club having recently consolidated with the

California Cycling Club, a proposition was made
to have an informal banquet (more properly a

" cold lunch and strictly family affair,") for the

purpose of celebrating the eighth anniversary of

the club and at the same time to become more

familiarly acquainted with the new " contingent." I

To effect this, the club run which was ordered for

the 21 St inst., to the pleasant little town of Bel-

mont, some twenty-five miles down our county

road, was postponed lest the cyclists should get

too many good things aboard at the " lunch " the

night preceding.

One of our members, Charles P. Fonda, who
was called away to Portland, Or., by business, was

granted an extended leave of absence and at the

same time our best wishes for his future. Our

prospective California division L. A. W. is coming

along in great shape and under full sail, only

awaiting instructions from headquarters. The

club has placed in nomination the name of Harry

A. Greene for chief consul. He has long been con-

nected as an active rider in our ranks and we feel

confident he is the right man in the right place.

Owing to the delightful (?) weather of California

many of our club runs have had to be abandoned,

but, in spite of " Mr. Clerk," a few brave boys

took a run of about sixteen miles to Hayward's,

where they were amply repaid for their pains

(and mud) by a sumptuous repast.

At a regular meeting held January i, 1S86, the

following were elected officers of the San PVan-

cisco Bicycle Club: President, Columbus Water-

house; captain, Harry L. Miller; lirbt lieutenant,

Charles A. McDonald; second lieutenant, Harri-
son Houseworth ; secretary and treasurer, George

J. Hobs; bugler, John W. Gibson; dub com-
mittee, Harry A. Greene, Oscar F. Giffin, [r.

Yours in cycling,

Harrison Houseworth,
Second Lieutenant, San Erancisco Bicycle Cluh.

San Francisco, March 11, 1886.

Editor lVheelmen''s Gazette:—
Wheelmen may learn with interest and pleasure

of a new wheel, or more properly a "speeding
gear," which has been devised, and which may be
attached to almost any bicycle. It is a simple

piece of mechanism acting on the axle between
the spokes and controlled by a lever, which will

be attached after the manner of the brake lever ou
a Columbia.

It has been the experience of wheelmen, or at

least of the designer of this improvement, that when
riding over a smooth, firm road, a speed could not

be attained as was desired, notwithstanding the

fact that he was "going as- fast as he could turn a

wheel," for he could not turn a wheel fast enough.

And, vice versa, where a hard, sandy, or nniddy

road was encountered, it required all the power
possessed to "turn a wheel " at all.

In order to supply what the wheel lacks, and
anticipating the wants of wheelmen, I have de-

vised this improvement, and I would ask the

" boys " whether they have not experienced the

same difficulty as myself, and whether they would
not appreciate having a wheel under them with

which on gaining a good bit of road they could by
decreasing their power attain a correspondingly

greater speed, when encountering a rough road

increase the power at the expense of speed, or

maintain a speed as with an ordinary bicycle, at

pleasure, simply by the use of the gear lever.

I would like the opinion of wheelmen generally.

D. R. Chamiserlain,

50 Harrison street.
Cincinnati, March 15, 1886.

Editor JV/ieeltneti's Gazette:—
At the regular monthly meeting of the Baltimore

Cycle Club held on the 3d inst., a committee was

appointed to wait upon the park commissioners in

reference to having the restrictions on wheelmen
now in force removed. From present indications

we think our committee may meet with success,

and that the same rules which govern in Philadel-

phia, New York, and Brooklyn parks will be

adopted in Baltimore. Our club takes a lively in-

terest in League affairs and hopes to swell the Bos-

ton meet in May by thirty or more of its men.

To excite emulation among our riders, giving a

•a medal to the member riding the greatest num-

ber of miles between April i and December i,

and another to the member who rides at most

club runs, is contemplated.

A report is out that the Bay Ridge Amusement

Company contemplates building a bicycle track at

a cost of about $2,000. As this famous resort is

so easy of access from both Washington and Bal-

timore, the rumor has created no little stir among

the cyclists of these cities.

Our membership now reaches sixty-five, but we

have a club-house of ample accommodation and

visiting wheelmen will always meet with a hearty

welcome at 727 Madison ave.

R. M. LocKWoon, Jr.,

Secretary Baltimore Cycle Club.

P.ALTIMORE, Md., April 8, 1SS6.
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AN AFFAIR IN KOORDISTAN.
UV CMAHI.K.-^ KICUAKDS DOUGli.

cHArrKK I.

Never quite satisfied with thcpul)lishccl account

of certain happenings in a canip of " bhiciv-tcnt

Kurds," not very long ago, as related by that

prince of tourists who is making twenty-five thou-

sand miles on a bi., I have endeavored to clear up

particular obscure portions of the story by direct

correspondence with some of the parties con-

cerned, and not altogether without success. It

was more than half surmised, when the first ac-

count was ijublished, and reference was made to

hospitable treatment, old sheiks, wild-eyed en-

chantresses, hold, bad Circassians, and a flight be-

hind the cover of a Smith & Wesson, 32-caliber,

that there was an unwritten history of the affair

which ought to be made public. I now present

sundry statements regarding the case that no one,

in this country at least, can gainsay; and I hope

that some credence will be given the story even

within a thousand miles of the Balkan Mountains,

or Constantinople.

It appears that a circum-mundane traveler, Mr.

Thomas by name, was rolling along the rough

camel paths of the post route between Erzeroum

and Khoi, when, halting to devour his noon-day

lunch of wafer bread and spring water, he sud-

denly beheld a caravan approaching. The wheel

had been left prone upon the ground, and not to

excite undue curiosity in the minds of the ap-

proaching travelers, the wheelman had thrown

himself beside it, assuming an easy, indolent,

horizontal attitude, common to wheelmen in all

parts of the world, and patiently awaited events.

It proved to be a band of Kurds returning

from a sheep-stealing expedition to the westward,

and among their number the indefatigable

Thomas soon discovered a wild-eyed Circassian,

of a type of beauty that he had never before

seen. ^ Or, perhaps, to state it more correctly, she

discovered the bright nickeled wheel lying upon
the ground, and desiring to know the use of the

strange machine, or, it may be, to make the ac-

quaintance of a gentleman who was able to travel

with so much "silver" lying around loo.se, nod-

ded to the wheelman to approach her camel.

It was clearly a case of love at first sight. For
the moment the young man was a veritable doubt-

ing Thomas, and could hardly believe his senses,

because Eastern women are not disposed to flirt

in the broad sunlight without even the cover of a

fan, though it has beeii hinted that some Turkish
women will look love glances with one eye from
behind their yashmaks, and break hearts every

day in the year.

But the fair Zoelima nodded to the wheelman
notwithstanding, and wholly regardless of the fact

that she was noticed by several young bashi-

bazouks with mustaches very much elevated at the

corners.

" Bin ! bin ! chu ! chu !
" she said softly, as the

bicycler recovered his wheel, which, like some of

the seeds of the sower, had fallen among thorns

by the wayside.

" I haven't a chew about me, 'pon honor," he

said regretfully, as he touched the rim of his

white helmet with a semi-military salute. " Won't
a cigarette do just as well ?

"

A pained look came into the face of the pretty

Zoelima ; then, with a half beseeching glance into

the young man's very eyes, she repeated more
softly, " Bin ! bin !

" adding, " O Bizdan kayaore

ghyuriddiizHg"

" Ves, I know some girls hug" he said doubt-

fully, looking to the ground with unconscious

ndivetc, while trying to recall the sound of the

last word".

I!y this time the old Sheik h.id both eyes open,

and the curtain suddenly fell upon the i)leasant lit-

tle drama which was being enacted almost under

his nose ; and, beckoning to the bicycler, he pro-

ceeded to question him through an interpreter.

" From Frangistan .'
" he queried.

" Oui, monsieur. From San Francisco, over-

land. I go mit der veld around."
" Via Stamboul, Ferenghi 1

"

" Via Stamboul, Liverpool, Parci-, and fifteen-ball

pool ; and speaking of pool, if you can direct me
to a free lunch counter, within reasonable rid-

ing distance, I shall esteem it a high favor."

The interpreter vainly struggled with "free

lunch " for several minutes, the pretty Zoelima

meanwhile being an interested observer of Mr.

Thomas's pantomime.

"Pillau!" she exclaimed at length, with a

pleased look and a little hysterical laugh
; and

then the old Sheik took in the whole situation at a

glance, and, to make a long story short, invited

the wheelman to accompany the caravan to his

camp, where he promised that the wants of the

inner man should be abundantly satisfied. This

is how Mr. Thomas, circum-mundane cyclic ex-

plorer, came to visit a camp of the ferocious, un-

tamed black-tent Kurds.

The camp was reached about dusk, and the wheel-

man invited to make the most of the " poor hos-

pitality" the establishment was able to offer

—

which, in short, amounted to almost princely

treatment, with an attendant at each elbow to

minister to his every want. The young man felt

very comfortable over the denouement, and, be-

sides, it gave him a rare opportunity to study up

on Eastern customs and modes of life. But he

was very curious to know the position held by the

wild-eyed Zoelima in this barbaric establishment,

and wondered if he should meet her again.

The tent was in the form of a parallelogram,

somewhere near a hundred feet long, with apart-

ments partitioned off by draperies of camel's

hair fabric; and, as he imagined himself in a

kind of a general reception-room, he early began

to speculate upon the sleeping accommodations.

But his mind was soon set at rest on this score,

for, about 9 o'clock by his Waterbury, the old

Sheik, Adelleh, withdrew, but not until he had

impressed upon his visitor that he*' owned the

ranche " and everything in it. Two young bar-

barians were ordered to remain in the apartment

to see that Ferenghi Sahib wanted for nothing,

but after arranging his divan and bringing him a

cup of coffee and a cigarette, he dismissed them
for the night.

Then the tourist threw himself upon his rug,

and for two full hours listened to the heavy

snoring of the old Sheik in the adjoining apart-

ment, and thought about Zoelima. Would he see

her on the morrow ? Would he ever see her

again ?

He arose and found his way into the open air

—

as the penniless small boy finds his way into the

circus tent. The moon was just sinking behind

the distant mountains of Kandilim, and with his

thoughts for the moment far away in the West-

ern world, before he knew it he had nearly stum-

bled over a human shape closely wrapped in a

shawl of cashmere, just under the shadow of the

tent. Startled, he paused abruptly, and was about

to exclaim, when the figure suddenly placed a finger

upon its lips, as though connnanding silence.

" Ferenghi !
" greeted his ears in a whisper.

It was Zoelima. His heart gave a great bound.
" Miss Zoelima !

" he returned in astonishment,

as the figure aro.se to its full height before him,
and a hand was laid upon his arm.

It is not to be inferred in this truthful narrative

that Thomas understood the language of Koordis-
tan, or that Zoelima had mastered Boston En-
glish; how they conversed will never be ex-

plained, though they did converse long after the

moon had disappeared in darkness, and millions of

twinkling worlds had set their lamps in the firma-

ment.

" Who are you ?
" the girl asked in a whisper.

" Fair daughter of the East, I am an humble
citizen of the United States, and a member of the

League of American Wheelmen."
"Are you traveling for the English govern-

ment .'

"

" Vou do not understand," the young man said,

with just a shade of annoyance in his tone ;
" I am

traveling for "

" Great Allah I " she said, in sudden alarm.

"Vou, you are not a—maker's amateur.'"

The wheelman smiled a kind of convertible so-

ciable smile—neither one thing nor another—and
then replied nonchalantly, "Oh, no; I am a

journalist, sjiecial wheel correspondent of the
"

" I do not understand you," the girl interrupted

with a deep-drawn sigh.

" Well, a journalist is a man who travels on a

free pass, works for little or nothing and boards

himself, and who writes up his impressions of the

country from the most readily available sources of

information."

Zoelima gave a momentary wondering glance

into the wheelman's face, and then her lustrous,

wild eyes were filled with a far away look as she

gazed over the moonlit plain that stretched away
to eastward. Mr. Thomas realized that as far as

his personal identity was concerned he had not

made a single point, and he appreciated the im-

portance of being able to throw some light upon
the mystery with which he seemed surrounded in

the girl's mind. At length a happy thought struck

him, and he took from his pocket an envelope filled

with pictures that had been cut from the Monthlv
Breeze, illustrating his travels across the American
continent.

" See !
" he exclaimed with rajiture,—but, alas I

the waning moonlight was far better adapted for

quiet converse than for viewing " process " repro-

ductions of off-hand )5en-and-ink drawings. Noth-

ing daunted, however, he drew a cigarette from

his case, and, lighting it, endeavored to illumine

the picture which he held before him. The tiny

mass of fire at the cigarette's end was less than a

sixteenth-candle power, and bicycler and Circas-

sian maid were soon bending over the scrap, their

heads in dangerous juxtaposition. But it was no

go, and the girl motioned that perhaps two cigar-

ettes would be better than one. Accordingly

another was lighted, and for a few moments they

puffed in silence, gazing into each other's eyes.

Then a second attempt was made to view the pict-

ure, but at this juncture they were startled by an

explosion just inside the tent against which they

were leaning in such blissful obliviousness to

surroundings.

Zoelima threw away her cigarette in alarm,

springing to her feet with a whispered exclama-

tion and a half-spoken word :
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"Adelleh!"

The truth was the old Sheik had sneezed.

Then it became apparent that the camp was

aroused, and in another moment an excited Cir-

cassian gentleman in Kurdish dressing-gown and

slippers,—and armed with a huge flint-lock pistol

and military saber,—suddenly appeared around

the corner of the tent.

" Chilli G/iitore!" he screamed, as the startled

wheelman arose to his full height and put on his

helmet.

Mr. Thomas's hand flew involuntarily to his hip-

pocket.

" Spare him ! Hassan-al-Nadir !
" Zoelima

cried in alarm, holding out her clasped hands im-

ploringly; "he is—he is a

—

missionary on w/iir/s."

"Yes," Tliomas echoed with a deep-drawn sigh,

as he saw a ray of hope in the suggestion, "the

young woman is correct, I urn distributing inu/cs,

and if you will quietly let me out of this blood-

Airic/Vmg situation I will agree to make the

straightest kind of tracks for the domain of the

Shah, before your respected chief can sneeze

again." Then he suddenly drew his hand from

the region of his hip, and thrust it into the face of

the astonished bashi-bazouk. It was his pocket

flask.

CHAPTF.R II.

When Mr. Thomas opened his eyes the ne.xt

morning his first impression was that he had been

bound hand and foot, gagged, robbed, murdered,

and thrown down some lonely mountain ravine

for Oriental crow's meat. Then he pinched him-

self and found that he was still in the land of

the living ; and a moment later the appearance of

two young iJt'a'ouins at his elbow convinced him

that he had overslept, and that it was time to be

dressed for breakfast.

No allusion was made to the incidents of the

previous night, and the wheelman half hoped that

Hassan-al-Nadir had said nothing about it. At
least old Adelleh was as smiling as a May morn-

ing, as he appeared at the portiere of Mr.Thomas's

apartment, and, with a significant gesture with his

thumb over his left shoulder, in the direction of

an inner room, said quietly :

—

" Sahib, vree loonch !

"

We will pass over the breakfast of " pillati,"

with all the Kurdish fixing.s, and the iiargileh that

the wheelman was forced to smoke with the old

Kurd. It was all very nice for an hour or two,

and then when he began to hint that it was time

to be on his way toward the Shah's country, he

suddenly discovered that he was a prisoner.

Oh, for a single word with Zoelima ! Even a

pantomimic conversation with Hassan-al-Nadir

would be better than nothing under the disagree-

able circumstances, for he knew that the bold, bad
barbarian had his price. The day wore on tedi-

ously enough. He tried writing up his notes, but
somehow he was not in a mental condition to tell

a connected story, and he gave it up. Then he
had his wheel brought in, and gave the thing a

thorough cleaning and oiling, after which he prac-

ticed some of Dan Canary's tricks for a couple of

hours until, overcome with the exertion, he laid

down for a little rest and reflection.

At length evening came. The twilight shadows
crept stealthily forth from their hiding-places out

of the garish light of day ; the misty veil of night

fell in soft folds o'er drowsy nature, and the moon
and the twinkling stars again hung out their golden

lamps. By 9 o'clock the entire camp was as silent

as a club pool-room on Sunday. Thomas had

thrown himself upon his rug, and was wondering

how the next chapter in this eventful story would

begin, when the rustling of the heavy curtains that

formed the entrance to his apartment, warned him

that some one was stealthily approaching. In a

moment he had noiselessly raised himself to a

sitting posture.

" Ferenghi !
" he heard in whispered accents.

" Zoelima }
"—spoken doubtingly.

" Yes, Sahib, I must speak with you."

In a moment he was at the girl's side.

" Ferenghi, you are in danger," she whispered.

" And you have come to save me," he replied,

pressing her hand to his lips in gratitude.

" Hassan-al-Nadir will kill you," she said, mak-

ing a /(/;// attempt to withdraw her hand. " You
must get away 1

"

" 15ut how .' " the wheelman asked excitedly.

" Hassan himself is watching outside the tent and

the moon is yet in the heavens."

" Allah preserve us !
" she sighed. " I know it.

You are to be given your liberty to-morrow morn-

ing, and the plan, then, is to rob and murder you

when you are well on your journey. Oh, we must

devise some means of escape."

" Zoelima, we must !
" the young man echoed

in faltering accents. " Would that we might fly to-

gether—for you must be pretty tolerably well ac-

quainted with all the roads in the neighborhood."
" Have you—have you much para. Sahib ?

"

"Alas, fair daughter of the plains, I can only

count my wealth by buttons."

"And no millionaire relatives.'" she pursued.
" None whatever."

" Then there is little chance of a ransom," she

replied, reflectively.

" Not a relative ; dead broke and no credit.

But who is at the bottom of this charming little

arrangement .' " the cycler inquired.

" One whom I hate, Ferenghi," the girl replied

with feeling,—" Hassan !

"

" Hassan !
" the young man repeated in a stage

whisper
; and then in a moment asked, " and why

do you hate Hassan ?
"

" Because he loves me, or claims that he does,

though I doubt it."

" Oh, ho ! and Hassan-al-Nadir is going to throw

a brick under my wheel, is he, because—because

we were caught smoking cigarettes together, last

evening, in the moonlight .'
"

" Yes, that is about the altitude of it," Zoelima

responded sadly.

" And my twenty-five thousand miles on a bi. is

to be ruthlessly nipped in the bud before I have

hardly distanced Karl Kron," he groaned in an-

guish. " Oh, it is terrible !

"

Involuntarily his head fell upon the girl's shoul-

der, while she, with her soft hand, brushed back a

recreant lock from his forehead, and endeavored

to soothe his anguish. Both were silent a moment,

and then the girl spoke.

" Join our band. Sahib, and marry me ; then

thrash Hassan and all will be well. Be a A'/tni

for my sake."

"Dear girl," the wheelman replied, speaking

quite calmly now, " I couldn't be a A'lird, possibly,

for to tell the truth I don't like your barbarous

7C'//£'I'.f."

"Then fly upon ihc machine horse, and take

Zoelima with you."

" I have it," exclaimed Thomas, joyfully. "Can't

we steal a camel when the moon goes down ; hang
the wheel on behind somewhere ; attach the cy-

clometer to the animal's hind leg and make a dead

break for Teheran .'

"

" But Hassan and the camp .'

"

" Hassan be hanged, and I'll fix the entire camp
before breakfast to-morrow morning or I'm not a

member of the League. Oh, Zoe, I've got a new
idea—you will fly with me, won't you ?

"

" To Stamboul, or to Frangistan, if need be."

The wheelman clasped both little {.') hands in

his own and pressed them warmly. " One kiss,

then, and good night, for I have much to think

about ere the morrow."
" Kees .' " she repeated, doubtfully, " do you

mean -c'r,r loonch. Sahib,

—

pillau ?
"

" No, no, ])retty one," he answered, touching her

forehead reverently with his mustache, "this

Hassan business for once has quite taken away
my appetite; yonder pillmu is all that I will re-

(piire. Good night."

For a brief instant there was a death stillness,

broken only by the anvil chorus in his Waterbnry
watch ; then a dual sigh swayed the curtains of

the apartment and she was gone.

In the morning the old Sheik, Adelleh, was more
gracious than ever, and breakfast proved to be a

princely feast. Thomas kept his eyes well open,

however, soon discovering that rather unusual

preparations were quietly going forward. Hassan-
al-Nadir was full of business, and seemed in com-
mand of some expedition,—a what-not,—for which
several fierce looking Arabs were making ready,

and about 9 o'clock, their horses having been
brought out, the company appeared ready for

departure.

" Will Sahib honor us by permitting these un-

worthy dogs to be his escort .'
" Adelleh asked,

with a gracious salaam, and a covetous look at

the bicycle.

" How are the roads .' " the cycler inquired

laconically.

" But wretched camel trails, Sahib," was the re-

ply, with another salaam.

" Then I prefer to go it alone," the wheelman
replied, with a furtive glance into the dark face of

Hassan.

The Kurd turned to his chief with a side re-

mark, and in a moment the proposed escort were

preparing to mount and ride away. Zoelima

stood a little in the background where she could

be seen by the wheelman without being observed

by her kinsmen, and as the young man gazed into

her face he was startled at the look of despair so

plainly written upon it. He felt that things were

growing desperate, and to let this precious gang

of cut-throats ride on ahead was simply inviting

calamity. Then he put his scheme into execution.

Recollecting the episode of the pocket flask, and

remembering that Hassan had been careful to re-

turn the same, empty, he had bethought him of a

sure release from his unfortunate dilemma, though

at fearful cost.

To start upon a journey around the world with-

out providing a base of sujji^lies of a bibulous

nature would have been a dangerous oversight,

especially in the face of two ever-present evils

—

hunger and malaria. To be on the safe side,

therefore, Mr. Thomas had wisely filled the back-

bone of his wheel with French brandy, and to

this fact alone he owed his deliverance on the

present occasion.

Hassan had just nodded to his com])any to

mount, when Thomas, with a dexterous movement,

reversed the wheel, dropping handle-bar and sad-
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die to the ground with the little wheel in air, after

which he opened an ingeniously concealed tap,

and, filling his drinking-cup to the brim, passed it

to Adelleh. The story is a brief one. In just

fifteen minutes the entire camp was so gloriously

be-fuddlcd, including the old Sheik, that a b^utcry

of field-pieces or one of Stall's screamers would

not have waked them.

Recovering the wheel, the cyclic explorer now

prepared lo make tracks without delay, when he

suddenly paused. In the excitement of the mo-

ment he had forgotten Zoelima, Where was she .'

" Zoe !
" he called softly, and receiving no reply

pushed into the tents, coming upon the prostrate

forms of stalwart Kurds and languishing Kurd-

esses at every step ; and, at last, upon entering

one of the inner apartments,—the one where

she had come to him with her warning words the

night before,—a sight met his gaze that sent the

cold chills down his vertebra;, Zoelima in the

arms of Hassan-al-Nadir. and both terribly under

the influence of the fatal draughts of French

brandy. Then he knew the girl had sought to

bctrav him into the hands of his enemies, and

that her warning was only a part of the dark plot

to steal his " silver " wheel.

Speeding away as fast as cycle could carry him,

in a few hours he overtook a postal courier and

sent the following dispatch to the Associated

Press :

—

Have just fouglit my w.iy out of ,i camp of bl.ick-teiit

Kurds, .lud cumc off unscathed. After bribing women to ob-

tain release, had a fearful encounter with the men, who fell,

one by one, like sheep, under my murderous fire. Saved half

of my annnunition uninjured, and am ready for anotlier en-

counter.

But the pretty, wild-eyed Zoelima made a con-

quest notwithstanding.

Items of Ir^tGPesb.

The first prize in the American Wheelman's road

race will be a Si 5° bicycle and a gold medal, the

other awards consisting of five medals 'and vari-

ous cycling sundries.

At the Big Four Tour Association meeting,

held at Buffalo, N. Y., it was decided to disband

the association, and have the annual tour this year

under the auspices of the League of American

Wheelmen. The programme is as follows: Leave

Buffalo Sunday, Sept. 5, by rail to Canandaigua

;

Monday, by wheel to Geneva, and during the af-

ternoon steam down Seneca Lake to Watkins

Glen ; Tuesday forenoon, visit the glens in the vi-

cinity ; afternoon, by wheel to Elmira. A Pull-

man train will be waiting to convey the party that

night to the vicinity of New York City. Wednes-

day morning by wheel through New Jersey, via

Orange, Riding District, and Newark to Jersey

City, where wheels will be placed aboard the Old

Dominion steainer, and the party will cross the

ferry and stop at a hotel in New York. Thurs-

day, remain in New York and vicinity until after-

noon, when the party will take a steamer for Old

Point Comfort, Va. Friday evening, arrive at the

hotel. Old Point Comfort, when a grand hop will

be given. Saturday, at hotel and vicinity ; leave

on evening train for Staunton, Va. Sunday ar-

rive at Staunton. ^Vheel down the grand Shen-

andoah Valley next three days. Parties will be

quartered in separate towns at night excepting at

the Luray Cave. The tour will be finished at

Harper's Ferry, from which railroads lead in all

directions. Opportunity is offered for continuing

the tour individually or in small parties from Har-

per's Ferry to Hagerstown, Md., Gettysburg, Pa.,

and by Lancaster pike into Philadelphia. As the

points en route north of Harper's Ferry are small,

a large party will not be able to find proper ac-

commodation. The change, however, from the

big tour to small parties will be an agreeable va-

riety. Arrangements with hotels en route will be

such as to give each individual separate accommo-

dations, and baggage details will be such as to

always have clothing at hand when wanted.

Movement on the road will be in eastern, middle,

western, and southern divisions, with long distance

between divisions. No more entries will be re-

ceived than can be amply accommodated in com-

fortable shape.

THE CYCLING CHAMPIONSHIPS.

The time standard of the iMiglish cli:iini>ion-

ships this year is as follows :

—

The One Mile Bicycle—Time standard, 2\\\. 4SS.,

])resent holder, Sanders Sellers.

The Five Miles Bicycle—Time standard, r5m.,

present holder, M. V. J. Webber.

The Twenty-five Miles Bicycle
—

'l"imc standard,

ih. 20m., present holder, R. H. English.

The Fifty Miles Bicycle—Time standard, 2h.

40m., present holder, R. H. English.

The One Mile Tricycle—Time standard, 3ni. 5s.,

present holder, P. Furnivall.

The Five Miles Tricycle—Time standard, 17m.,

present holder, R. Cripps.

The Twenty-five Miles Tricycle—Time standard,

ih. 30m., present holder, G. Gatehouse.

The following are the dates and places for this

year's championship races :

—

May 22—Five Miles Tricycle Championship, at Queen's

Park Groimd, (ilasgow.

June 14—One Mile Tricycle and Twenty-five Miles Bicycle

Championship, at Weston-Super-Nfare.

June 26—One Mile Bicycle Championship, at Jarrow, New-

castle-on-Tyne.

July 17—Twenty-five Miles Tricycle Championship, at Crystal

Palace, London.

July 24—Five Miles Bicycle Championship, at Long Eaton.

August 14— Fifty Miles Bicycle Championship, at Crystal

Palace, London

30m. 15s.; Calliope street to Carrollton and re-

turn, 9 miles, 30m. 30s.; Calliope street to Exposi-

tion and return, 7 miles, 24m. 32^5.; Calliope street

to Carrollton and return, 9 miles, 31m. 40^s.; Cal-

liope street to Carrollton and return, 9 miles, 38111.

l^s.; Calliope street to Exposition and return, 7

miles, 27m. 34§s. Grand total, 3h. 2m. 34s.

I have no doubt but that a great many fast

riders will think this road is very much better

than if riding upon a common road, but Mr. Mun-

ger had a great many difficulties to contend with :

first, there are seventy-two bad crossings, and be-

fore reaching these he had to slow up, otherwise

he would take a header; secondly, Mr. Munger

rode on an empty stomach and had to pause twice

for refreshments, thereby losing valuable time.

He was warmly congratulated on his success, and

after having left his wheel at the club-room was

apparently quite fresh.

<^)uite a crowd of jieople gathered to see Mr.

Mtmger make his attempt, among whom were many

men prominent in bicycle circles.

" \kvv Ori.k.\ns."
Nkw Orleans, .\pril 2, 1SS6,

RACE MEETING.

Another Wonokkfiii. Ride hy the Plucky
AND Untiring Dktrdit Rimer, L. D.

Munger.

On the 31st of March Mr. Munger informed the

" boys " that he would take his departure about

.April 2, and of course we could not think of let-

ting hiin go without planting another great record

on the beautiful " Southern soil," so he promised

he would try to break the world's 50-mile road

record. At 5.30 .\. M. on April 2 we found Mr.

Munger at the head of the asphalt pavement ready

for the word go. Shortly they arranged the

judges, checkers, and timers, who were as follows:

—

Timers—.\. M. Hill, New Orleans P.icvcle t'lub,

L. A. W., C. T. C; E. H. Foote, Mass. Bicycle

Club, L. A. W. Checkers (stationed at Carrollton

and Exposition)—C. M. -Fairchild and E. \.

Shields, New Orleans Bicycle Club, L. \. W.,

C. T. C. Judi^es—V^. L. Hughes, New Orleans

Bicycle Club, L. A. W., C. T. C; R. P. Randall,

New Orleans Bicycle Club, L. A. W.
The run was to be the same as that upon which

he broke the 25-mile record, only repeating it. He
started at 5.40 .\. M., making the various distances

as follows :

—

Calliope street to CarroUtoi^and return, 9 miles.

INDIANA DIVISION L. A. W.

The programme of the third annual tour of the

Indiana division of the L. A. W. is as follows:

Meet at the Windsor Hotel, Rushville, Ind., at 7

o'clock A. M., Friday, July 9, 1886; wheel to

Lewisville, 18 miles, for dinner; afternoon, 10

miles to New Castle, stopping over night at the

Biuuly House. After supper there will be a seven-

mile spin over some of the finest roads and coasts

in the State. Saturday, July 10, wheel to Pendle-

ton, 21 miles, for dinner; afternoon, 15 miles, to

Noblesville, stopping over night at the Wainwright

Hotel. Sunday, July 11, wheel to Ti])ton, 20

miles, for dinner at the Commercial Hotel; after-

noon, 18 miles, to Kokomo, stopping over night at

the Clinton House. Monday morning, July 12,

12 miles, to Russiaville for breakfast; thence to

Lafayette during the remainder of the day, by the

route that the weather makes the most desirable,

stopping over night at the Lahr House. Tuesday

morning, July 13, wheel to Crawfordsville, 28 miles,

for dinner at the Robbins House ; afternoon, 24

miles, to Lebanon, stopping over night at the

Rose House. Wednesday, July 14, 30 miles, to

Indianapolis, where, if the party so desire, the tour

will end with a banquet at one of the best hotels.

There will be li road race of 21 miles from New
Castle to Pendleton, with $10 and ?5 prizes to

persons making ist and 2d best time. Entrance

fee, $1. The riders will be started five minutes

apart, unless too nuinerous, and the committee re-

serve the right to handicap riders according to

their known abilities as road riders, so that all

persons entering the race may have an equal

chance of winning. Each member of the party

will be required to pay Si towards defraying the

expense incurred for badges, printing, etc. Ar-

rangements have been made for reduced rates at

all the hotels on the route, but reductions will be

made onlv to persons holding L. A. W. tickets, or

the certificate of the captain that they are under

eighteen years of age. Riders who contemplate

becoming members of the party should make haste

to join the League that they may get their tickets

in time. Captain Davis will have charge of the

party on the road, and all persons will be ex-

pected to obey the commands of the captain. The

pace will be such that any rider can keep up with

the party. No rider will be left on the road un-
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less it becomes absolutely necessary by reason of

sickness or accident, and in that event a commit-

tee will be left to look after him. At no point is

the route over ten or twelve miles from a railroad,

as we have endeavored to select good roads handy

to railway stations. Orders for the succeeding day

will be posted in the hotel each evening. All per-

sons will be e.xpected to be in the saddle at Rush-

ville, and make the whole trip. The route herein

designated has been arranged with a view to the

encouragement of wheeling in Indiana, and we

hope to see every Indiana rider in the part}', as

well as many outsiders. All persons who e.xpect

to go on the tour should send their names to A.

B. Irvin, Tourmaster Indiana division, Rushville,

Ind., bv Tuly i, so that all the arrangements may
be as complete as possible.

Mmong the Glubs.

THE ALBANY WHEELMEN.

A New Club For the Adv.^nce.ment of

Cycling Only.

The new bicvcle club known as the Albany

Wheelmen is neither a split nor a secession from

the Albany Bicycle Club, as has been erroneously

stated in the papers. It is an entirely distinct or-

ganization, and some of its members still retain

membership in the older club. The only differ-

ence between the two clubs is that the object of

the new is the advancement of bicycling only and

the old one combines the same object with that

social element that appertains to a regular club.

The Plan of the New Club.

The plan of the new club comprehends no ag-

gressive campaign against the old, and simply

aims to perfect an organization that shall offer in-

ducements to cyclers only. The statement that

this action was the outgrowth of internal dissen-

sions seems to be without any foundation, and

from all that can be learned it is an entirely dis-

tinct body and with no conflicting interests.

The Officers.

The following is the result of the official elec-

tion : President, Wm. C. Hickox ; vice-president,

A. J. Gallien ; secretary and treasurer, Henry
Gallien; captain, H. E. Hawley; lieutenant, Frank

Munsell; color bearer, E. F. Brainard; board of

trustees, the president, vice-president, secretary

and treasurer, and Robert C. Folger, Wm. Honig,

J. H. Groat, and E. D. Mix. The club now num-
bers thirty-six members and rooms will soon be

secured for their accommodation. Many applica-

tions are now under consideration.

The New York and New Jersey Team
Road Association.—Delegates from sixteen bicy-

cle clubs in New York and vicinity met at the

Citizens' Bicycle Club rooms. West Fift)--cighth

street, March 27, and organized the New York and
New Jersey Team Road Association. The charter

members include the following clubs : Harlem
Wheelmen, Brooklyn Bicycle Club, Long Island
Wheelmen, Citizens' Bicycle Club, Pegasus Bicy-

cle Club, Hudson County Wheelmen, Orange
Wanderers, New Jersey Wheelmen, New York
Bicycle Club, Elizabeth Wheelmen, Ilderan Bicy-

cle Club, Kings County Wheelmen, Bellerophon
Wheelmen, Rutherford Wheelmen, Mount Ver-
non Bicycle Club, and Morrisania Wheelmen, rej)-

resenting upward of five hundred wheelmen. Two
race meetings will be held each year—one on

Decoration Day and the other on Election Day.

The initiation fee is $15 and the annual dues $5.

A trophy to cost $250 will be competed for at

twenty-five miles by teams of four men selected

from each club. It must be won three times be-

fore becoming the property of the holders. The
following officers have been elected to serve for

the ensuing year : President, E. J. Schriver, New
York Bicycle Club ; vice-president, C. Lee Meyers,

Hudson County Wheelmen ; secretary-treasurer,

M. L. Bridgeman, Kings County Wheelmen;
executive committee, C. R. Zacharias, Newark

;

C. L. Luscomb, Brooklyn; and F. L. Bingham,

New York.

The Troy Bicycle Club has just completed

the purchase of a building worth $i8,ooo, which

was formerly a skating rink, and when remodeled

it will make the finest bicycle club-house in the

State. The club numbers 76 members and 50

wheels. It gave a tournament which was a grand

success, the past winter, before an audience of

over one thousand spectators. The club holds

the five-mile county championship and the half-

mile championship. The coming season will be

an active one, as there is good stock and lots of

enthusiasm among the boys. The club holds a

tournament each year, which has always been well

attended and good time has been made in the

races. Visiting wheelmen are always welcomed
at the Troy Bicycle Club Hall.

The Lynn Cycle Club has leased for five

years the lot of land on Chatham street, belonging

to Isaiah Graves, and as soon as the frost leaves

the ground work will be commenced for the lay-

ing out of a racing track, which promises to be

one of the best in the country, as nothing but the

best of screened blue gravel will be used to con-

stitute it. This work, with that of erecting grand

stands, judges' stand, sheds for machines, and a

building for wheelmen to make their change of

clothing in, will cost the club from $1,800 to $2,000.

During the winter ten members have been added

to the club.

The Florence Cycle Club has 28 L. A. W.
members and every one a live, active man. It ex-

pects to send more men to the League meet tiian

any other club around here, other reports notwith-

standing. It can muster more live members by

four to one than some older clubs. The last of

the series of social dances has just been held

;

these invitation parties have been well attended

and have been enjoyed by a good class of people,

and financially each party has been a success. It

is expected that the new club-house will be ready

for occupancy at an earlv date.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

Atai.anta Wheelmen (Newark, N. J.)—Presi-

dent, W. .S. Gregory ; vice-president, C. A. Wood-
ruff

; secretary-treasurer, W. F. Coddington
;

captain, A. W. Snow; first lieutenant, C. G.

Ilalsey.

Binghamton (N. Y.) Bicycle Cluk—Presi-

dent, M. C. Craven ; vice-president, Austin S.

Bump ; treasurer, W. F. Sherwood ; secretan,-, M.

J. Corbett: captain, Gerry Jones; lieutenant, C.

M. Bloomer.

Cambridge (Mass.) Club—President, If. W.
Hayes; secretary, E. B. Coleman; treasurer, A.

L. Bowker ; captain, C. L. Smith; first lieutenant,

J. H. Grimes; second lieutenant, C. O. Danforth

;

bugler, R. S. Ray ; standard bearer, George B.

Adams
;
executive committee, H. W. Hayes, E. B.

Coleman, A. L. Bowker, C. L. Smith, John Amee,
George A. Nash.

CORTLANDT WHEELMEN (Peekskill, N. Y.)—
Captain, E. A. Hodgkins ; lieutenant, S. A. Meade

;

secretary-treasurer, A. D. Dunbar ; bugler, W.
Flockton ; executive committee, E. A. Hodgkins,
S. A. Meade, A. D. Dunbar, S. Wessells, and D.
C. Hasbrouck.

Detroit (Mich.) Bicycle Club—President,

B. J. Holcombe
; vice-president, C. D. Hastings

;

secretary-treasurer, A. F. Peck; captain, H. M.
Snow ; first lieutenant, J. H. Ames ; second lieu-

tenant, A. D. Boweby; bugler, W. E. Knapman

;

color bearer, B. F. Noyes ; club committee, B. J.

Holcombe, A. F. Peck, H. M. Snow, P. N. Jacob-

sen, C. E. Alvord.

Florence (Ma.ss.) Cycle Club—President, A.

G. Hill ; vice-president, O. M. Smith ; secretary and
treasurer, W. H. Wyman ; directors, C. J. Brown,
W. Twigg ; captain, A. E. Friedrich ; first lieuten-

ant, Harry Haven; second lieutenant, N. How-
ard.

Fort Wayne (Ind.) Bicycle Club—Presi-

dent, Dr. George A. Ross; captain, Charles J.

McLain ; lieutenant, Louis Ohwhouse.

Harle.m (N. Y.) Wheelmen—President, W^
H. DeGraaf; vice-president, Wm. Dutcher; sec-

retary, F. A. Ryer; treasurer, E. C. Parker;

captain, W. D. Edwards; first lieutenant, E. I.

Halsted; second lieutenant, C. M. Phelps ; bugler,

H. D. Cochrane; color bearer, A. Rauchfuss;

board of managers, the president, vice-president,

secretary, treasurer, C. H. Leggett, and G. S. Cur-

tis.

Hudson (N. Y.) Bicycle Club—President, H.

J. Baringer, Jr. ; vice-president, R. W. Evans

;

secretary-treasurer, C. A. Van Deusen, Jr. ; cap-

tain, H. R. Bryan.

Humboldt (Iowa) Bicycle Club—President,'

N. H. Knowles ; secretary, O. A. Ward; treas-

urer, H. H. Perkins ; captain, S. A. Taft.

Kansas City Wheelmen (Kansas City, Mo.)

—President, Dr. G. L. Henderson; secretary-

treasurer, P'rank W. Boyd ; captain, Henry Ash-

croft; first lieutenant, Harry G. Stuart.

Keystone Club (Pittsburgh, Pa.)—President,

C. M. Clarke ; secretary and treasurer, S. C. Bid-

well ; captain, H. A. Bidwell ; first lieutenant, J.

B. Kancher; color hearer, A. P. Murdock.

Kings County Wheelmen (Brooklyn, N. Y.)

—President, Robert F. Hibson ; vice-president,

Thomas B. Hegeman ; secretary, A. C. Dupont

Loucks ; treasurer, Charles Schwalbach ; captain,

E. Pettus ; first lieutenant, M. L. Bridgman ; sec-

ond lieutenant, John D. Miller ; color bearer,

Robert G. Knox; bugler, Frank H. Meeker.

Lawrence (Mass.) Bicycle Club—President,

Dr. Partridge ; vice-president, E. A. Dean ; secre-

tary, William L. Reed; treasurer, Francis Cogs-

well; captain, Alonzo M. Tacy ; first lieutenant,

Frank W. Downing ; second lieutenant, Harry

Keep ; club committee. Dr. Partridge, A. M. Tacy,

William L. Reed, John F. Finn, Fred L. Leighton,

J. Ed. Aldred.

Lynn (Mass.) Cycle Club— President, S. S.

Merrill; vice-president, John Kimball; secretary,

J. H. Shurman ; financial secretary, E. M. Bailey

;

treasurer, W. A. Rowe ; club committee, Fred.

S. Hitchcock and Edward Story.

Macon (Ga.) Club—President, Dr. N. G. Gew-

iner; captain, John C. Flynn ; lieutenant, J. E.
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For the Coming Season, send for Price-List and Description of
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SECTION SHOWING HALF HUB AND HALF THE NUMBER OF SPOKES.

TRUE TANGENT WHEEL!
At the Inventions Exhibition, London, 1885, where every prominent wheel was exhibited, THE NEW RAPID was awarded

^ OOIaD *MCMmmL* ^
The Highest and Only Award for Bicycles.

PRESS OPINIONS.
'One of the best machines in the market."

—

The Cyclist. "The best wheel ever built."

—

Bicycling A^tws.

"The true tangent wheel (The New R.^PID) is far and away the most perfect ever made."

—

Illustrated Sports.

SEND TEN CENTS FOR LARGE SIZE CABINET PHOTO. ENERGETIC AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. APPLY FOR TERMS.

^S. T. GLARH Zi G9. N^.
r^'

BALTIMORE, IMPORTERS,

IVLARYLAND.
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IMPORTANT TO THE WHEELMEN OF AMERICA!

The British public being aniKiotis to witness Races sinn=
ilar to tbe great international struggles beld. at Springfield and
Hartford, a cordial invitation is given to the racing men of
America to attend a

GREAT

INTERNATIONALTOURNAMENT
AT NORTH SHIELDS, ENOLAND,

ABOUT THE END OF JUNE OR THE BEGINNING OF JULY, 1856.

Knrther particulars will be given in later issues of this
paper, and in the mean time inform.ation will be given to all

inquirers by
H. SALK, 33 Camden Street, NORTH SHIELDS, Knqland.

PRINTING*AND*LITHOGRAPHIC*INK,

34 Hawley Bi., BDSTDN. 25 Rase St., NEIST YDRK.

WORKS AT NORWOOD, MASS.

SHATTUCK& FLETCHER, Agents, 520 Commercial St., SAN FRANCISCO.

THE GAZETTE IS PRINTED WITH MORRILL'S INK.
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Slocumb ; secretary and treasurer, Chas. Guern-

sey; bugler, J. C. Winberg.

Mercury Wheklmkn (Lockport, N. Y.)

—

President, C. E. Folger ; vice-president, A. R.

Heck ; secretary, W. I5eck ; treasurer, Dr. A. J.

Allen; captain, C. T. Raymond; first lieutenant,

C. Martin; second lieutenant, A. L.Davison;

color bearer, L. S. Wilde ; bugler, W.J. Leake.

Missouri Kicycle Clui! (St. Louis, Mo.)

—

President, Louis Cliauvenet; vice-president, D. A.

P. Cooke ; secretary, Edward Sells ; treasurer,

George F. 15aker ; captain, W. M. Brewster ; first

lieutenant, J. A. Lewis; second lieutenant, J. Otto

Hunicke ; color bearer, E. F Woestman ; bugler,

J. H. Williamson.

New Jersey Wheelmen (Newark, N. J.)

—

President, H. E. Littell ; vice-president, C. W.
Northrop; secretary, J. C. Willever; treasurer,

H. J. Thurber; captain, George P. Williams ; first

lieutenant, A. (). Lemeris; second lieutenant, F.

Kerr ; board of trustees, the president, vice-presi-

dent, secretary, treasurer, Messrs. A. G. Winter,

F. Kerr, and C. R. Hoag.

Newton (Mass.) Bicycle Club— President,

James C. Elms, Jr. ; secretary, J. H. Aubin ; treas-

urer, H. L. Wilson; captain, P. L. Aubin; first

lieutenant, E. H. Ellison; second lieutenant, C.

F. Haven ; club committee, the president, secre-

tary, treasurer, captain, Freelon Morris, and W.
W. Stall.

NoRTH.\MPTON (Mass.) Whp:el Club—Presi-

dent, E. E. Davis; vice-president, H. R. Graves;

secretary and treasurer, L. L. Campbell ; captain,

H. S. Campbell ; first lieutenant, A. A. Chabot

;

second lieutenant, C. J. Shearn
; bugler, J. A.

Rose.

Northside Wheelmen (Cumminsville, O.)

—President, George A. Blinn ; captain, George

H. Williamson; secretary and treasurer, W. IL
McGarry.

NoRW.\LK (Ct.) Wheel Cluh — President,

Edw. M. Jackson ; secretary, Chas. E. Miller

;

treasurer, Le Grand Raymond; captain, Wm. T.

Olnistead; bugler, Charles Warren; club commit-

tee, Edw. M. Jackson, Chas. E. Miller, Le Grand
Raymond, Robert D. Heatty, and J. Arthur Ambler.

Orance (N. J.) Wanderer.^— President, 1,. 11.

Porter; captain, W. A. Belcher; lieutenants, Dr.

R. A. Sanger and C. Hening; secretary-treas-

urer, C. W. Baldwin; executive committee, L. IL
Porter, W. A. Belcher, Dr. R. M. Sanger, C. Hen-
ing, Mrs. L. H. Porter, Miss A. IL Johnson.

Ottawa (Can.) Bicycle Clui;— President,

Major John Walsh; secretary and trea.surer, W.
G. Hurdman; captain, F. M. S. Jenkins; first

lieutenant, S. M. Rogers ; second lieutenant, Wm.
BIyth.

Outinc. Cycllsts (Kansas City, Mo.)—Presi-

dent, John E. McKee; vice-president, T. W. Over-
all ; secretary. Nelson T. Haynes ; treasurer,

Robert F. Alderson ; captain, Frank S. Ray ; first

lieutenant, Lindell Gordon ; executive committee,
president, secretary, treasurer, Messrs. Suttin and
Austin.

Passaic (N. J.) County Wheelmen— Presi-

dent, M. P. Slade
; secretary, W. B. Banker

;

treasurer, M. DeM. Marsellus ; captain, J. D. Pugh,

Jr.; first lieutenant, G. K. Rose; second lieuten-

ant, Wm. Abbott, Jr.; bugler, N. G. Palmer;
color bearer, H. L. Simpson.

Pawtucket (R. I.) Bicycle Club—President,

Dr. J. A. Chase ; vice-president, H. L. Spencer

;

secretary and treasurer, Geo. C. Newell ; captain,

A. II. Littlefield, Jr.; sub-captain, R. A. Wilbur;
guide, A. B. Mann ; bugler, Geo. M. Starkweather

;

club committee, president, secretary, cajjtain, B.

W. Gardner, and E. W. Blodgett.

Portland (Me.) Wheel Cluh— President,

John Calvin Stevens ; vice-president and captain,

H. S. liiggins ; sergeant and treasurer, II. S. Gard-

ner; first lieutenant, L.J.Carney; second lieuten-

ant, W. W. Beckett ; bugler, W. R. Pitcher.

RosELLE (N. Y.) Ramblers— President, II. R.

Benedict ; secretary and treasurer, J. S. Warner

;

captain, R. L. Stewart; lieutenant, T. II. Burnet;

color bearer, J. I. Howe, Jr. ; executive commit-

tee, president, secretary, and C. H. Jouett.

Scranton (Pa.) Bicycle Club—President,

George A. Jessup ; vice-president, George B. Jer-

myn ; secretary, John J. Van Nort ; treasurer,

Frank D. Watts; club counsel, George .Sander-

son, Jr. ; captain, A. J. Kolp ; first lieutenant, B.

P. Connolly; second lieutenant, Frank B. Ward;
color bearer, Harry P. Simpson ; first bugler, C.

C. Conklin; second bugler, Harry Fillmore ; ex-

ecutive committee, George Sanderson, Jr., Fred.

C. Hand, A. J. Kolp; rooms committee, George
B. Jermyn, F. L. Phillips, Frank B. Ward.

Star Wheel Club (Cleveland, O.)— President,

H. E. Chubb; secretary and treasurer, W. Wood-
ruff; cajitain, Walter Collins; first lieutenant, R.

Buck; second lieutenant, J. Hatch; executive

committee, R. W. Wright and L. S. Copper.

Suffolk Wheel Club (South Bo.ston, Mass.)

— President, J. F. Charnock ; vice-president, C. S.

Willis; captain, Gid. Haynes, Jr.; secretary, D.

G. Priest ; treasurer, Geo. P. Osborn ; first lieu-

tenant, A. G. Collins ; second lieutenant, H. A.

Thayer.

Tekre Haute (Ind.) Bicycle Club— Presi-

dent, F. Probst ; captain, C. Bauer ; secretarv, \.

Hulman ; treasurer, F. Fisbeck.

Toledo (Ohio) Bicycle Club— President, A.

IL Brown ; vice-jiresident, C. S. Bigelow ; secre-

tary and treasurer, J. M. Tryon ; cai)tain, E. E.

Richards; lieutenant, E. A. Kirk; bugler, H. E.

Richards ; color sergeant, J. H. Kitchen ; club

committee, L. Thompson and Wm. Grab, Jr.

Trojan Wheelmen (Troy, N. Y.)—President,

C. E. Bctts ; vice-i)resident, A. W. Ross; secre-

tary, R. C. Marshall; treasurer, C. E. Wilson;

captain, ]. R. Torrance; first lieutenant, (i. .S.

Contie; second lieutenant, W. T. Lynd ; color

bearer, T. T. Chase; bugler, F. E. Derrick; sur-

geon, George E. Harder, M. D.

Trov (N. Y.) Bicycle Club—President, R. I).

Cook ; vice-president, G. R. Collins ; secretary,

R. Church; corresponding secretary, O. N.Ben-

son ; financial secretary, O. F. Burroughs ; treas-

urer, F. IL Norris ; captain, Wm. Thiessen ; first

lieutenant, A. F. Edmans; second lieutenant, IL

P. Cole ; first bugler, F. H. Norris ; second bugler,

T. L. I'ovie; guide, George Darling; surgeon, R.

Bcstic; room committee, J. E. Miller, Dr. G. H.

Young, W^ D. Bunnv; trustees, L. Herman, \. P.

Dunn, F. P. lulmans, Dr. G. B. Young, J. G. Zim-

merman.

Tufts Coli.ec.e Bicyclers (Somerville, Mass.)

— President, IL L. Canfield, '86, divinity school
;

vice-president, C. F. Dow, '87 ; secretary and

treasurer, J. F. Galletty, '87 ; captain, F. N. Sim-

mons, '88. Messrs. Dow, Galletry, and Simmons
form the committee on suits, and the president,

with one other member, the committee on con-

stitution.

Woodstock (Can.) Bicycle Cluh — Presi

dent, A. M. Scott; vice-president, Jos. Codvilic;

secretary-treasurer, S. Woodroofe ; captain, W.
A. Karn ; first lieutenant, W. II. Martin; second

lieutenant, .Segar McKay; third lieutenant, H.

Williams; standard bearer, Jas. .Scofield ; bugler,

W. .S. Hurst; committee, Messrs. Scott, Wood-
roofe, Karn, E. Merner, and J. G. Hay.

^oRK County Wheel.men (Hiddeford, Me.)

— President, R. A. Fairfield ; vice-president, H.

L. T. Cummings ; secretary-treasurer, J. Ed-

ward Etchells ; captain, Walter T. Bowers ; lieu-

tenant, Walter L. Ayer; bugler, Elie Girouard
;

color bearer, James W. Dennett.

We have received a copy of the 1886 Rudge cata-

logue issued by Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering& Co.,

of Boston, Mass. Probably no line of wheels

are more popular in this country than the Rudge,

and to those who contemplate purchasing a new
mount for i886, we should recommend sending to

the above firm for a copy.

The April edition of the Pope Manufacturing

Company's catalogue of Columbia bicycles and tri-

cycles is just issued. In it can be found illustrated

descriptions of the nine makes of Columbia cycles,

put out by this house for the season of 1S86, in-

cluding the new Columbia Safety bicycle, the new
Columbia semi-roadster, and the new ladies' Co-

lumbia two-track tricycle. The catalogue con-

tains 52 pages and 51 engravings, the mechanical

drawings being remarkable for artistic distinctness.

The book will be mailed free ui)on application.

We clip from the Mirror of Amcriian Sports

part of an interview with T. B. Jeffery, of the

firm of Gormully & Jeffery, and he tells

SOMEIHINO .\BOUT THE NeW " ChAMIMON " M.\-

CHINE.

The reporter remarked that the .Sunday papers

were no doubt interesting reading to him. Mr.

Jeffery said, " Yes, of course, the news regarding

the creditable performance of the first Champion
we shipped, could not well be otherwise than

pleasant. You see there is always more or less

chance of mishap to the first wheel of a new line

that is put together, though the manufacturer be

as careful as possible, and I should not have

been surprised had the wheel that Schock rode

given him a little trouble during the first few days

of the race, as he had no chance to try it before

the race began, but our Miimeapolis agents have

written us that not a screw turned, and that no

attention whatever was necessary."

The reporter asked what Mr. Jeffery regarded

as the strong and essentially unique points of the

Champion, he said: "Perhaps the most impor-

tant feature of the machine for long-distance riding

is the means we have for holding the bearing in

the fork. You will notice the fork end is cup

shaped and surrounds the spherical case which

contains the balls. This construction permits the

spherical case to automatically assume the direc-

tion or line required by the shaft to enable it to

turn verv freely. This will be understood by

wheelmen who have observed the different forms

of bearing fastening employed on all other makes

of bicycles, which, although stationary, may per-

haps with great care be made true when no weight

is on the machine, but the weight of the rider and

the i)ull on the handles will certainly tend to

change the direction of the fork ends, which are
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the bearing cases in other makes, and so, by

twisting ever so slightly, cause unnecessary fric-

tion where there should be the least possible.

This is perhaps the greatest point in favor of the

Champion as a long-distancer. But you will also

notice that the neck has a very long and rigid fit-

ting, stronger and in a shorter space than in any

other ; so, while being exceedingly free to turn, it

can be firmly held without swaying or wobbling,

and the rider is able to keep a uniform distance

from the pole, and I really think that Schock,

though he undoubtedly rode all the miles of the

record, on another machine would have actually

ridden more miles to have measured the same dis-

tance. Chief Consul Blake has a Champion; in

fact, he was the first person who rode the Cham-

pion on the road, and he remarked the other day

it was the most rigid machine he had ever

mounted, and I think it is mainly due to this point.

We have several other patents which we use on

the Champion, but these two I have spoken of

are the most important."

PATENTS.

List of patents gi-auted for devices of interest to wheelmen

for the month ending Tuesday, Mar. 16, 1SS6, compiled from

the Official Records of the United States Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheelmen's Gazette bv Shipley Brash-

ears, patent law-office, No. 607 7th Street, N.W., Washington,

D. C, of whom copies and information may be had.

No. 336,543, Feb. 23, George Banister, of War-

ren, Vt., spring for vehicles.

No. 336,544, Feb. 23, Michael Barry, of Valpa-

raiso, Ind., vehicle spring.

No. 336,588, Feb. 23, David Hall Trice, of

Brookline, Ma'ss., clutch for tricycles.

No. 336,968, March 2, Frederick White, of West-

boro, Mass., assignor to the Boston Wheel

Co., of Bangor, Me., tricycle.

No. 337,171, March 2, Freeman Lillibridge, of

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, saddle for tricycles.

No. 337,183, March 2, Anson P. Merrill, of Fall

River, Mass., lock for bicycles.

No. 337,271, March 9, Emmit G. Latta, of

Friendship, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Adrian

C. Latta, of same place, velocipede.

No. 337,460, March 9, M. Tompkins, of Attica,

Ohio, wheel.

No. 337,774, March 9, George S. Long, of Hart-

ford, Ct., assignor to G. W. Williams, of same

place, bicycle.

No. 337,975, March 16, S. W. Morgan, of East

Concord, N. H., velocipede.

No. 338,151, March 16, J. A. Griffiths, of Cov-

entry, England, velocipede.

No. 338,168, March 16, Walter Eyre, of Shef-

field, County of York, England, method of making

wheels.

MiS6elIaFie©uS.

A SPRING OPENING IN NORTHERN OHIO.

.April I inaugurates a change in the Touring

Club. As others turn their leaves on New Year's

])ay so we turn ours on All Fools Day. The
club proceeds to forswear midnight banquets and

all the dissipations to which winter is heir. Why
the club should swear off on April i is reasoned

in various ways, the most obvious of which is that

swearing off on this day means about as much as

crooking one's finger when making a positive

promise.

The month of April brings the opening of the

riding season in this section. Those who go into

training begin to pedestrianize the country. The

home trainer in the club room is oiled up ; ma-

chines are brought forth, cleaned, and repaired

;

maps are taken down, routes laid out, and plans

drawn up for the spring and summer excursions.

Every one is feverishly awaiting the day that will

call us to mount.

Now comes the first morn's excursion with its

eight-inch track, its ruts, its headers, bent handle-

bars, and broken commandments ! To the right

of us lies the North ridge with its pleasant six

miles of light gravel track, past comfortable coun-

try houses, school-houses, and the old white

church on the hill—stately edifice, towering belfry,

and aged bell " slightly disfigured and still in the

ring." Beyond the hill one gazes upon rutty roads

and dreary prospects; three itiiles of what would

otherwise be a model track is impassable. While

gazing on this stretch the imaginative conceptions

and passionate longings give way to the practical

realization that the club must content itself with

the six miles traversed for several weeks to come.

The club's power so to do has been sometime es-

tablished and it is generally conceded that its

abilities for making itself at home are largely de-

veloped.

The six miles of ridable road are used for all

they are worth and scarcely a dav passes but what

a wheel is glistening on its route.

Sunday morn a party of wheelmen leave the

square and quietly glide through the suburbs out

to the ridge. Oh ! the balmy freshness of that

morning breeze; how it thrills one through and

through! Quickly the blood courses through our

veins, the eyes sparkle, and the cheeks grow red.

Can aught on earth surpass the beauty and the

pleasure of a spring morning a-wheel 'i the green

verdure sparkling with dew, the notes of the

meadow lark as it flies overhead, the babbling

brook,—the voice of Nature,—calling earth to

Nature's God !

Here and there a farmer, going to the citj- to

church, turns out to let us by and we tip our caps

and return our thanks while the new rider feels like

throwing his arms about the dear old gentleman's

neck, for a dismount at this spot means a walk

for a quarter of a mile to him. A little farther

on we pass the farmer's daughter and a smile and

blush answers the impertinent dofiing of caps.

A barn-yard fowl spreads its wings and goes flying

across the road, whereupon the " club purp " im-

mediately gives chase and returns with a mouth-

ful of feathers. That club dog is a darling. It

is his nature to fancy anything that wears feathers.

He " tackled " a turkey gobbler one day, but on

the return he went out of his way a quarter of a

mile to avoid a second encounter.

Six miles in the country is but a short journey,

and we turn in the lane and dismount at the old

white church. We shake hands with friends loi-

tering on the steps, brush the dust from our clothes

and then—yes,—go in ! It is seldom the club

attends church in a body, but when it does it is

invariably in the country.

Have you ever attended a country church.'

Well, you know, then, that it is their custom to

seat the ladies on one side of the house, and the

gentlemen on the other. We are not expected to

know which side is which, and it is nothing strange

then, that we should wander in on the wrong side

and seat ourselves in the class having the largest

ninnbcr of grown-up young ladies. I must ac-

knowledge, however, that it is peculiar that the

club always makes this mistake ! The lesson is

about Saul. One of the club accidentally heard a

sermon on Saul a week previous and he accordingly

takes the cue for our body and proceeds to tel!

the class teacher more about Saul than he or any

one else ever heard. The club hands in some ad-

ditional Bible teachings and the collection is taken

up. When the report is read, it is found that the

amount accredited the club is larger than that of

the entire school aggregated. Whether this or

the surpassing biblical ability displaved by the

club be the cause, one thing is certain, on leaving

we are cordially invited to return as well as to take

dinner with the superintendent at our convenience.

It is very evident that he has never heard of our

cadaverous appetites or he would never insist so

strongly on our accepting his invitation.

" I say," said the bad boy, as we sped down the

road, " has it ever occurred to you why old Boggs
refuses to spill anything into the contribution box

when it is passed .' Well, twenty years ago he

put a cent into the box of ' Foreign Missions.'

The other day he read of a penny of that date be-

ing worth eleven dollars and he has been kicking

himself ever since for his extravagance."

It is near the dinner hour when the club sepa-

rates in the public square and we go to our sepa-

rate homes to be told of a sermon that our beloved

city pastor respectfully dedicated to the young

men who broke their necks and the Sabbath on

wheels.

We retire to the cooling depths of the bath-

room happy in our own knowledge that there is

one pastor and one congregation who have a bet-

ter opinion of us, and happy indeed that we prefer

a healthy spin in the country, an interesting hour

of Bible teaching, and woolen shirts and knicker-

bockers to a cushioned seat in the tabernacle, im-

maculate shirt bosom, collar, and cuffs and a

drowsy congregation. President Merg.
FosTORiA, O., April 8, 18S6.

KATIE PAGE.

More like the fragrance of rare flowers, or a

pleasant dream, is the memory of a little divinity

out toward the setting sun, after the changing

scenes of a flight of years.

Her features, if we remember rightly, could not

have been called regular, for her nose turned

slightly up, but her otherwise fair face and form

more than made up for the contrary tendency of

the organ aforesaid, so at least thought the young

painter whose fortune it was to do some work in

her luxurious home. Do not, dear reader, imagine

anything connected w^ith a long-haired portrait

artist, of ripe and mischievous years, working up

a romantic attachment, and finally dying for a ten-

der young girl, for the cold facts found him a

journeyman hduse painter, who was at his age

painfully timid and reserved in the company of

voung ladies, however brave and gallant he may
have been with matrons of sober years.

Katie was Banker Page's only daughter, and

he, the painter, scarcely dared look at her, although

it must be confessed that she had seen several

more summers than he had, but from the first he

somehow received an impression that she was at-

tracted to him, whv, he could not say ; at any rate

he soon became bold enough to exjjres.s—faintly

though it was— his love—for music, and even

amidst the odor of paint, such floods of melody as

the charmer evoked from the grand piano and her

sweet voice, enraptured him, and at such times

work was necessarily retarded, in fact he " sol-

diered," and could not be blamed for it either.
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Added to that, the girl seemed determined to

have the whole house repainted, instead of the

room or two first talked of, which only prolonged

the joy of the victim.

Katie's frank, unconscious ways and manner put

the bashful fellow more at ease than he thought he

could ever be in the presence of a lady, for that part

of the house seemed given up to them, and she was

apparently sole proprietor and r//ii>xe' d'affaires,

a trust which she proved entirely capable of ful-

filling.

Their chats were now quite frequent, and oftener

touched upon congenial and even personal topics

than upon the more commonplace one of house

decoration and kindred arts.

It was some time before it dawned upon this

nameless painter's mind what it was that made

Katie's entering the room, her voice, or the sight

of her lithe and graceful figure in another room of

such absorbing interest to him, and withal so

pleasurable.

He had of course read of the tender passion,

but never thought it could or would be applied to

his own case.

Katie had doubtless given the subject more

thought, as ladies are credited with doing, for, in

the most lady-like ways, she bestowed upon him

little attentions, among others, in the way of dainty

refreshments from her well supplied larder, and

learning that sweet milk and cream were antidotes

for the poisonous effects of paint upon the human

system, there was no lack of that healthful bever-

age, and she seemed to place herself on an equality

with the young man who had awakened in her

such regard.

As has been said, the painter was young, so

young ras to scarcely know what a measure of

happiness was evidently in store for him, and that

he was drifting, and being borne along with that

tide that overtakes almost all humanity, sooner or

later, and when once in and under way, one is

about powerless to help himself out of.

Katie Page was sweetness personified, and her

girlish-womanly ways charmed and puzzled him

alike, for he began to get his eyes open and be

convinced that whatever this new experience might

result in, it surely had delightful phases, which

were so far most marked and prominent.

At this stage of affairs, truth compels the writer

to mention the completion of the decorative work

in the Page mansion, and the departure for the

East, of the painter, without so much as a word of

farewell to Miss Page ; his sojourn in the South,

where, in riper years, he married happily, and oc-

casionally looks back over the years to that West-

ern home, and wonders what the Fates brought to

Katie Page.

««*«* « it % ******
Mrs. Stamson, who looks over our shoulder,

says she is glad that such b'yishness transpired

before bicycles came, so that they could not be

disgraced by any part in it, and thinks with us that

it is time for this " boy-ography " to end.

" .St.\mson."

St. Louis papers are giving us rare specimens of

Western journalism in commenting upon the action

of the racing board. The Wheelman has little in

its columns outside of denunciations of the course

pursued, and with rare inconsistency it booms
Kirkpatrick for president of the League. There is

an old saw about consistency and precious stones.

We have forgotten it.— The Cycle.

TO T. W. E.

Being nn anmver to " A Peace Offering " in February Ga-

zette,

bv " fifty-three."

Here's many thanks, my friend, to thee,

Kor tliy kind words to " NcH " and me ;

Thou art by this, I plainly see,

A brother of the wheel.

Vet thou mistook this friend of mine,

—

Look this world o'er one cannot find

A girl so true, more good and kind,

Who loves the steed of steel.

The tilt is scarce a tilt at all.

It was a joke about a fall.

She saw him limp and liad the call

On that lame " Fifty-three."

To better understand this verse,

'Tis well to say how we converse

On cycling topics, and how terse

She gives reply to me ;

*' Look there ! fair maiden, up the street

A wheelman comes in suit so neat

—

How quickly fly his nimble feet

While by he swiftly glides.

.See his resplendent mount so bright.

With every part and joint just right,

Is it not a glorious sight,

I

This wheel, and he who rides ?

" Out on the road he pedals fleet.

There's not a horse he cannot beat.

By all he passes like a streak

Of vivid lightning's flash."

Now, cycling friend, be not surprised

When with a twinkle in her eyes,

Sweet to me she thus replies

With teasing way and dash :

" Oh yes, my ' crank,' I well did note

The greasy pants and dusty coat,

Last year 'twas said his nose l>e broke

When on a run one day.

You men on wheels do toil and blow

When mounting hills or spurting go,

And suffer thirst and hunger's throe.

Yet all is joy you say.

*' You smash machines, meet disaster.

Spend for repairs, lotions, plaster,

And of the sport you are not master,

Else why these falls with random ?
"

Still for the wheel she has a passion

And wishes oft it were the fashion

For womankind to ride and dash on

" Singles" or on "tandem."

Now, if this lass I win and wed,

.iXnd when to altar she is led,

The cake I'll send, as thou hast said.

Made by her own fair hand.

But, better still, to marriage come.

And join us on our wedding run ;

We'll tour 'neath Southern morning sun

Throughout this lovely land.

—

—

*»»*

UNFOUNDED RUMORS:

That the L. A. W. is an Eastern League.

That the West has no voice in the government

of the League.

That the racing board will not rescind the pres-

ent suspensions.

"That all is not gold that glitters," says a

makers' amateur.

That Kirkpatrick still believes in the strict en-

forcement of Rule IL

That the Bicycling llWhl is to lead the monkey

brigade with a pipe organ.

That the Bicycling IVorld is not the strongest

League paper in the United States.

That St. Louis wants the sun to rite and set in

St. Louis : whereas, according to The American

Wheelman, it rises in Boston and sets in Spring-

field.

SIGNS OF SPRING.

BY T. W. E.

When robins are a common sight,

And crows appear with " caws "
;

And life upsprings with new delight

.'^s winter hides its flaws
;

the river claims its right of way
Unfettered and unbound,

And dews turned into snowy spray

No more shall garb the ground.

When gloves are not worn on the ears

And scarcely on the hands,

.And Nature weeps reviving tears

For grandeur now less grand ;

When from this subtle sympathy

The grass and leaflet grow

—

Smiles then on tiny blade and tree

.\nd turns to us aglow.

When clothes and customs meet with change

.'\nd fashions new appear,

While than the newness that is strange

The old ones seem more queer ;

With other things we're quite content,

Then Pastime to us steals

And whispers that 'tis time were rent

The bonds from frozen wheels.

Then far and long is swept the chord

To throb the wheelman's heart ;

" Spring " to him is the magic word

To pleasure's pulses start

;

The wheel is taken from its rest

Of many a day and night.

And " Richard is himself," full dressed.

And whirling out of sight.

WAYS OLD AND NEW.

The knight of old his charger rode

In time of peace and war.

Nor dreamed might be another mode

Of reaching points afar.

Into the thickest of the fray

Oft bore a victor's lance ;

Till final contest yields the day,

In safety bonie perchance.

Under the smiling sky of peace.

No war-clouds dark between,

P'rom sterner duties finds release

And turns to love, I ween.

Yet not so bravely now doth ride,

Feels not so sure to win.

As heart-quest doth his courser guide

Not sound of battle's dim.

Across some centuries we reach

The dawii of cycling time.

And learn the things it has to teach

In the new knighthood's prime.

Surpassing poet's dreams of old

The vision it unveils,

.\nd scenes by sages wise foretold

In travel's new light pale.

Not as the Spanish lover wooes

With song and sweet guitar.

Doth woo the hero of my muse

—

Behind the handle-bar

He sits while fields go flashing by.

Till fair one's home is near.

Dismounts, invites her with her " tri.

"

His onward ride to cheer.

.And then beside some charming spring

They halt awhile to rest,

O'ersheltered by sly Cupid's wing

After the morning's zest.

This sylvan sjwt's inclined to pair

—

Together 'cycles places.

Charms Love to make its pledges there

Heart-stirred 'mid Nature's mazes!
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THE N. Bl. C.

BY " FIFTV-THKEE."

Every bi. dub has its " fliers,"

Has its " dudes,'" and has its "liars,"

Yet what has the great N. Bi. C. ?

We have grit, push, and go,

(But have no man like William Rowe,)

And all solid business men, we.

Their names and stations I might name,

Yet from this task I must refrain,

As this short rhyme would grow apace ;

And the editor, frieud Ducker,

Might say, in angry mutter,

" Your verses must consume less space."

Now, one word more, and I am through.

If you seek health and pleasure too,

Go buy a " bike," don't wait a day ;

Then join our club, and with us run

—

Wheel for business, wheel for fun—

'Twill make you hale and strong alway.

••«

CHESTNUTS.

Makers' amateurs.

Springfield for records.

All of the most noted fliers will be present.

Reduced rates on all railroads entering the city

(in the ad. only)-

The *** Club is to build a new track—the

fastest in the world.

Not the action of the racing board. But the

talk only, of amateurism.

Our club-rooms are always open and visiting

whethnen are cordially invited.

Our club intends to subscribe for your paper.

(This is just before its meeting there.)

No pains or expense will be spared to inake

this the greatest event in the history of cycling.

The Wheelmen's Gazette for this month

has been received, and as usual it is an excellent

number.

AMONG OUR EXCHANGES.

The Wheelmen's G.vzktte is the successor of

The Springfield Wheelmen's G.a.zette, the

latter having su.spended publication. Henry E.

Ducker is now the editor and proprietor of the G.\-

ZETrE,and is making it handsome as to appearance,

readable as to contents, and successful as to pa-

tronage.

—

Mirror ofAmerican Sports.

Co!. Witherspoon used to be very rich, but of

late he has met with financial reverses. He has

even been compelled to sell his riding horse. His

old servant, nevertheless, remains faithful. The

Colonel uses a bicycle. When he returns home

on his bicycle, the faithful servant walks it up and

down in the yard for ten or fifteen minutes to

cool it off before putting it in the stable.— Texas

Siftiiii^i.

Yox a sumiTier trip, " a bicycle tramp " gives

more real, solid pleasure to the square inch than

any other recreation. One depends on neither cars

nor carriages. He is his own horse as he wheels

over hill and valley in a grand go-as-vou-please-

stop-when-you-want-to-and - come - back - when - you-

feel-like-it vacation ; and then to come hoine feel-

ing good all over, mind clear, body vigorous,

ready for business, and able to work.

—

Fort Waviii:

World.

If the amateur rules of the I,. A. W. are not re-

modeled into something approximating common
sense a Western League will not be organized, but

a new National League will be. With the fastest

men in the country as a nucleus, it will be only a

question of a short time before " the tail will be

wagging the dog." However, we have no doubt

but what the rules will be suitably adjusted, the sus-

pended men taken back to the fold, and all arranged

serenely.

—

St. Louis Critic.

The methods employed by some wheel manu-

facturers in the advertising of their machines

seem hardly to bear the shadow of truth. It is

indeed a pity that the means of so much out-of-

door enjoyment should be somewhat handicapped

by untrue statements. It is to the credit of Puri-

tanical Boston that not only does she possess the

largest wheel house in the world, but that that

house is conscientiously honest in its advertising

statements.

—

Boston Courier (Jan. 31, 1886).

Fred R. Cook informed a representative of the

Ingleside that he had finally concluded to give up

racing. We sincerely hope that Mr. Cook will be

persuaded to reconsider his decision, especially as

so many are anxious to see all our speediest men
meet on the racing path this season. Everybody

desires to see a new list of coast records established

worthy of our racing men. The present list is a

disgrace to California, particularly when it is re-

membered that we have so many men capable of

lowering them very considerably.

—

Ingleside.

The " Oregon " carried down to the bottom of the

sea a number of cases of machines consigned to A.

G. Spalding & Bros., of this city and Chicago. The

lot included the new "Spalding," " Humber," and
" Premier " machines, all sold to deliver April i.

The loss to Messrs. Spalding, while covered by

insurance, is, nevertheless, a serious one in point

of delay. We are glad to learn that the cable was

called into use, and a duplicate shipment left Liver-

pool on the "Gallia" Saturday, the 20th inst. It

might be well to notify denizens of Long Island

that if any mermaids are discovered riding bicycles

along shore, the " silent steeds " belong to Spald-

ing.— Turf, Field, and Farm.

MAKER'S AMATEURISM. ITS PROS AND
CONS.

Prosaic by reason of its " ahem-nable iteration
"

as this subject must necessarily be, it is one which

has now arrived at a crisis, the outcome of which

will be regarded with more than ordinary interest

by the whole wheeling world. It is an open secret

that nearly a score of prominent racing men have

been called upon by the Executive of the National

Cyclists' Union to remove certain suspicions which,

rightly or wrongly, have attributed to them the

stain—such as it is—of promateurism. It would

be exceeding the necessities of the case and indeed

would smack somewhat of satire to congratulate

the Executive upon the rapidity with which they

have acted in this matter. In fact, we are some-

what inclined to the opinion that had they not been

hounded on by a section of the Press and one or

two ardent spirits ainong themselves and on the

Council, the Executive would still be blandly crack-

ing the filbert of petty legislation, while the cocoa-

nut of serious politics rolled unheeded before their

eyes. How many furlongs of copy we have our-

selves written on the subject, we should hardly like

to reckon up, but, in common with most peojile,

we are glad to see some definite step taken at last.

And now let us regard this question, vital to the

future of wheel racing, from as practical and com-

mon-sense a stand-point as we can, and with an eye

to its latest developments, which last have, in

some measure, altered ihe coinplexion of affairs.

Sentiment and cycle racing are not closelv con-

nected. They ought to be, perhaps, but then so

ought a number of other good things to be, which

never within the. bounds of human possibility will

be. In the first place, let us see what are the

arguments which the maker's amateur may fairlv

advance; for the purpose of clearness, conjure we
up from abysmal depths or out of a manufacturer's

shop, which you will, an amateur wheelman who has

broken the Union definition by accepting remuneration

from a maker and let us listen to what he says in

reply to an Executive which we will also take the

liberty of pressing into our service.

" Vou suspect me of being a maker's amateur

and you ask me to prove that I am not what you

call me. Well, suppose I say to you frankly and

honestly that if, by your term, you mean that to

earn my bread and my wife's bread and the

children's bread, I take the money of a wheel man-

ufacturer for riding his bicycles and tricycles, then

I am a maker's amateur. What then ? You will

suspend me—make me a professional—drive me
from the amateur ranks and force me to race for

cash instead of the rubbish I race for now .' Well

and good! but first let me ask you a question or

two. This is my only chance, remember ! I have

remained quiet while Councils have stormed,

papers have raved, and after-dinner orators have

satirized me. What is the difference between my
position—granting that I have plenty of time to

train and practice—and that of, say, Mr. C. Liles, if

he will pardon my using his name, whose possession

of the world's favors enables him to devote as

much time to training as I do.' Frankly, wherein,

as applied to the ordinary amateur, lies the differ-

ence ? Special advantages in both cases, admit-

tedly ; but I am suspended while the man of leisure

remains an honored unit of amateurism ! Again,

let me ask whether you ever heard of a maker's

amateur who did not ride an honest race to win a

prize for himself and advertisement for his em-

plover simultaneously ? Is not the vital principle

of this promateurism the grand one of ' Excelsior I ' ?

Look round you, Messieurs, my judges ! observe

your own metropolitan tracks, ask your Local

Centers to watch the racing upon their paths, and

say who is the honest racing man who rides ever

to win, and never to lose, who scorns the book-

maker and troubles not to deceive the handicapper

whose aim is to get to the scratch mark and when

there to win with extended starts to his field .' Who
is the darling of the populace .> The maker's

amateur, of course I It is impossible to gainsay

the fact. Your bona fide amateurs, what are they ?

With a few honorable exceptions whose comforta-

ble positions in life enable them to realize the truth

of Becky Sharp's famous assertion, where are the

men you can place alongside of me and ask if they

be guiltless of dishonesty in racing to throw the

first stone at me ? Remember I know the talk of

dressing-rooms, and training tracks as well as, or

better than, you, and I kncm) how the men you

would in your philanthropy/r(?/'/'rffrom me, arrange

their races, rope, throw dust in the eyes of handi-

cappers, and ride to orders of their backers or

layers. None of these things can you lay at my

door. I ride to win always. My worst enemies

cannot denv that.

"Now, let me ask, where the glorious records

of the wheeling sport would be, save for the en-

terprise of the manufacturers and the prowess of

the men whom they sent out to battle for En-

gland's honor ; and, let us be frank, their own ad-
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vertisement in the famous Springfield tourna-

ment? Where in the future, when you have sus-

pended me and others like me, will you tind men

to stir the pulse of the nation as we did last Sep-

tember ? Perhaps some of your rich amateurs

will go out? Perhaps some of your pressmen,

who will make enough money by writing of ma-

chines they ride to cover their expenses, will go

out? But not the men whose deeds the world of

wheels rang with live months ago !

" What is your amateur law ? A phantom of

middle-class creation—an artificial distinction

dividing classes which ought not to be divided

—

an unrealizable craving after Utopia, which the

peer with his race-horse and the peasant with his

village sports unite in a common contempt for.

What is it ? A thing redolent of impracticability,

ignoring the first principles of human nature and

so desperately absurd that when a sensible, hard-

headed man came up from the North, and moved

for its abolition, your orators, your satirists,

your sophists, your specialists, your high-falutin

purists were so overwhelmed by the cogency of

the common sense arguments advanced, that with

one accord they took refuge in a complete side

issue and threw out the motion, not because it

was not in consonance with every dictate of rea-

son, but because other sports equally foolishly

conducted, would be closed to wheelmen sensible

enough to throw off the yoke of amateurism.

Was ever satire greater ? Vou will suspend me

for breaking a law which you would abolish if

you dared ! So be it—at all events, I have done

something for England's honor, and earned my
living in defiance of your absurdities. .Suspend

away !

"

It does not require a very vivid imagination to

fancy these arguments in the mouth of a proma-

teur on his trial and having conjured them up, we

must admit our belief—a belief which has grad-

ually grown upon us with the march of events,

while waiting for something to be done—that a

reply to them worthy of the name will be difficult

to find. The contentions of Mr. J. R. Hogg were

such as no reasoning man could, with any regard

for his own intellect, refuse to recognize as sound

—and these coupled with a knowledge of the rot-

tenness underlying many of the grand profes-

sions of purity which we hear nowadays, have

very nearly, if not entirely, converted us to the

opinion that if the distinction between amateurs

and professionals stands its ground the suspension

of nearly all our best men will pave the way for a

state of things which can do the sport no good—in

that racing will be given over to a few well-off,

lionafide amateurs, and the brigade who, without

the quality of either the bo?ia fide amateurs or the

promateurs, arrange their races, bully handicap-

pers, and work up their starts.

Of course, there is no getting over the fact that

each time a maker's amateur signs an Union entry

form, he commits a moral offense. In fact, herein

lies the whole sin of the promateur. He signs

his name to an untruth. Otherwise, as Mr. Hogg
pointed out, there is no infraction of the moral

code, in the action of a man who defies the Na-
tional Cyclists' Union. When we consider that

the last named body has only just discovered, after

years of press criticism, that its rules w-ere not

sufficient to meet the re([uirements of the situa-

tion—we might almost say, has only now discov-

ered that // liad not got rules to break which 7uas an

act worthy of suspension—we can sympnthize with

the man who, at the outset of his career in life.

with the world before him and Iiis own fortune to

carve, seeing on one side the purse and employ-

ment of a maker, and on the other the fractionally

understood rules of a seif-constituted athletic as-

sociation unable to interpret its own laws, cho.sc

the matter-of-fact path of self-advancement, and

threw down the gauntlet of defiance to that body.

This seems to us an intelligible view. We
have not arrived at it suddenly, though, perhajxs,

we have been finally influenced by the want of

backbone displayed at the last council meeting,

when an effort of our own to force on the Union

a bold stride towards amateurism as we under-

stand the term, was frustrated by various members

of the executive, whose cry of " Festina Lente,"

was accompanied by the usual fiddling with " rec-

ommendations," and other rubbishy triflings with

the question which served to distract attention

from the real point at issue. If the maker's ama-

teur is to be suppressed, so should be the start-

finessing pot-hunter, and we happen to know that

some of the principal members of the A. A. A.

were in hopes that the five-guinea jjrize limit would

have been accepted by the N. C. V ., in order to

provide the A. A. A. with a precedent for doing

'likewise. What we object to, and what a great

many men apart from the genus cycling celebrity

object to, is the tinkering w'ith these questions

which is exemplified by the dilatoriness of the ex-

ecutive over makers' amateurism, and the half-

heartedness which declines to strike at pot-hunt-

ing at the same time the minor moral offense of

promateurism is grappled with.— Wliccling.

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS..

The time has now come, we think, when the

question of international championships should

be fairly looked at and considered. In years

gone by, when Englishmen and English times had

never been approached upon the wheel, the ques-

tion of world's supremacy in cycle racing was

open to no doubt, and the English championships

were, to all intents and purposes, the championships

of the world. Of late years, however, cyclists in

other countries have been making rapid progress,

and although our American cousins were defeated

at Springfield in the greater number of events,

their prowess upon that occasion, and the subse-

quent beating of many of our best times when

running against the watch, prove that although

we do not acknowledge ourselves beaten, we can-

not help acknowledging the fact that we have no

longer the right to practically claim the title of

the world's champion for any of our riders without

a contest for the same, as the issue would now be

by no means a foregone conclusion. Not only have

riders in the States made good progress, but our

cousins in Australia are fast approaching English

times, and the German riders also are not by any

means so far behind as some of us would imagine,

whilst among the riders of France, although they

are at present debarred by the amateur definition

from competing with our amateurs, there are several

whom it would take the best of our men to shake

off. This state of things considered, it appears to

us that it is high time systematic arrangements were

made for the regulation and holding of world's

championships at truly international meetings.

In professional circles, where, despite the advo-

cacy of a strong minority for the (last two years

or more, the Union has taken no decided line with

regard to the championships, nearly every rider

is a champion at some distance or other, and

when the question is tackled, as we have no doubt

it will be eventually, stronger measures will have

to be pursued than would have been the case had

the matter been attended to earlier. If nothing

be done with regard to the sul)ject of which

we now write, it is very probal)lc that as years

roll by we shall see the same thing occurring in

amateur circles, and shall have the champions of

each country claiming the titles of "world's cham-

pions," and the cyclists of every nationality each

claiming for their country the supremacy among

the nations of the earth. As we have before said,

until now the supremacy of British limbs and

wheels has been undoubted, blit as nation after

nation increases in proficiency on the cvcle, that

position must be each year more open to douijt, and

we contend that an early attention to the question

is needed in the cause of sport, to avoid compli-

cations in other countries, and that the present

and no other time is the best, and the right time

to commence operations with the subject. What
we would propose, therefore, is briefly as follows

:

—Each country in the world where cycling is at

all followed up with any degree of enthusiasm or

proficiency now has its recognized governing body.

Let the governing bodies of the world—say, for

example, the N. C. U., the 1.. A. W., the I. C. A.,

the Dutch Cyclists' Union, the .'Xustralian Cy-

clists' Unions, and any others that may from time

to time join in—at once confer and form a federa-

tion for the arrangement of annual series of inter-

national contests for the supremacy of the w'orld

of wheels. These contests should be held in no

one country, but should year by year be held in

a different one, each country belonging to the feder-

ation taking the events in turn, thus, for example, if

America held the contests in 1886, England might

have them in 1887, Germany in 1888, Australia in

1889, and America again in 1890, and so on, as may

be arranged by the powers. For this purpose,

specified distances should be drawn up, at which

international or world's championships should be

recognized, and no country should recognize any

championship as a world's championship at any

other distance than those recognized by the feder-

ation. The expenses of the meetings might either

be divided amongst the federation, and the profits

likewise shared, or—which we think would be the

better plan—the country whose turn it would be to

have the conduct of the contests should defray all

expenses, and reap all benefits, in so far as the

"gates" would be concerned, likewise undertaking

the entire management of the meetings in question

upon recognized universal lines, though, of course,

the other governing bodies should, if possible,

send a representative or representatives to assist

thereat. In such an important event as this, the

expenses of the riders could well be paid, either

by the Union of their own country, by their clubs,

by special funds collected for the purpose, or by

any other means available ; for it would be im-

portant that the best, and the best only, of the

riders of each country should compete in such con-

tests, and it would be, of course, a highly desirable

tiling for the champions of the year of each respec-

tive country to compete in the international events.

At present international contests are in a half and

half sort of way, being promoted by individual race

meeting m.magers, and unless something is done to

place the matter upon definitely recognized lines,

chaos will ensue before we know where we are.

Thus, the Springfield and Hartford tournaments

are privately organized affairs, and although we are

apt to look upon the successful riders there as to

all intents and purposes world's champions at
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their respective distances, the titles have legally

no locus standi, and are merely those of courtesy.

Likewise, in this country, Mr. Cathcart is pro-

moting an international meeting at the Alexandra

Palace, whilst another is also announced by the

management of the North Shields grounds, and

if these are successful, it is only in reason to sup-

pose that half-a-dozen others will quickly spring

up, and then, as they will most probably each in-

clude, say, for example, a one-mile event, it will

be as open a question as ever as to who is and

who is not the one-mile champion of the world

—

that is to say, if these meetings are recognized as

international meetings proper, or meetings at

which one may expect to see the best men of the

world competing for the honor of their respective

countries. We commend this suggestion to the

careful consideration of the powers at large, and

should like to see our own Union taking the in-

itiative in opening the negotiations with other

countries. It will doubtless mean some little

amount of correspondence to those who under-

take it, but we cannot see that the difficulties

are in any way insurmountable, or even more diffi-

cult than many others which the Union has suc-

cessfully mastered. The point is, that what is

done in the matter should be done at once. " Pro-

crastination is the thief of time," and whilst the

makers' amateur abuse, which has now grown

almost beyond the power of control, would never

have existed had it been checked in the bud, so

with the present matter— if attended to at once it

will be productive of the finest cycling sport the

world has ever seen, yet, if left untouched for

long, it will form the nucleus of a grave abuse,

which will require an immensity of action and in-

fluence to overcome. Since writing the above we

have received the report of the last Executive

meeting, and note with pleasure that negotia-

tions have, in a way, been opened with the L. A.

W. We trust the matter will not be allowed to

drop.

—

Cyclist.

RACES AGAINST TIME.

The hardest thing in the world to beat, when

held by honest and capable men, is the watch.

It is never out of condition, and it does not wait

upon a horse which swerves, tumbles, or breaks.

It goes steadily forvifard, indifferent to excuses,

and without a grain of charity in its action. Just

think of the courage required of Maud S. in her

struggle against the watch at Cleveland ! The

first quarter was trotted in 32} seconds, and the

second quarter in 31I seconds—a 2.07 gait—mak-

ing the time at the half-mile 1.04^. Had shebeen

competing with another horse, the bruising 2.07 clip

would have told upon him, and he would have been

eased a little to recover his wind, thus allowing

the great mare to slacken her stride also. But

the long hand of the watch was not tired in the

least. It did not hesitate, and Maud S. actually

increased the pace, trotting the third quarter in

31 seconds, a 2.04 gait. Down the homestretch

she had to persevere, because there was no evi-

dence of faint heart on the part of the watch.

She crossed the score in 2.o8|, and thus beat time

a full half-second. The second half-mile was

trotted faster than the first half. This effort re-

quired the utmost poise on the part of her driver,

and it imposed a far greater strain upon the chest-

nut queen than would have been done by a con-

test with the fleetest horses that the world has

ever seen. In a race, horses are eased after a

very sharp brush, and not much attention is paid

to time. But when the watch is chosen for an

antagonist, lagging is out of the question. It is a

desperate drive from start to finish, calling for

every ounce of force held in reserve. The powers

of endurance are thoroughly tested in flights like

the 2.14 of Goldsmith's Maid, the 2.13J of Rarus,

the 2.1 1| of St. Julien, and the 2.10 of Jay Eye-see.

— Turf, Field and Farm.

SPRINGFIELD TOURNAMENT.
We published last week some particulars of the

Springfield programme for 1886, and have since

heard from Mr. Ducker. Springfield this year

will be a meeting the like of which the world has

not yet seen, and will set the whole of civilization

talking of wheel racing

—

if-—if the legislative bod-

ies of the sport in Britain and America will sink

prejudices and accept the suggestions which we

are about to throw out. In the first place we may

say that the Springfield club is prepared to spend

no less a sum than

Onk Thousand Dollars

in two prizes for the one-mile amateur bicvcle

championship of the world, and to pay the ex-

penses—from the moment they land in New York

till they leave the States—of the competitors, pro-

vided England sends, say, six, Scotland two, Ire-

land two, France two, and Germany two cham-

pions to battle. This proposal is one which,

regarded in a broad and practical way, is a most

generous offer of international hospitality, and we

can only hope that the spirit of amateurism, which

is apt to convert sportsmanlike feeling into a very

amateur sentiment, may not step in to prevent its

accffjJtance.

It seems to us that the Springfield tournament is

an event which warrants a temporary—if we had our

way we should make it permanent—suspension of

those Draconian amateur laws of ours, which have

never done any good and never will. Springfield

is the center of the racing of the world. Its name,

we are confident, is destined to bring the sport of

cycle racing into world-wide recognition, as its

path reveals the powers of men and machines.

From every point of view, floreat Springfield

should be a wheelman's wish. The cheap cynic

may say—he has said it before—Springfield is

merely a business meeting, a money-making specula-

tion. Why not ? Sandown Park is engineered by a

company which makes money, and the company

gives ^10,000 to the winner of the I'^clipse Stakes.

What difference will that make to the great strug-

gle when St. Gatien, Bendigo, and Minting meet ?

We are all trying to make money, and those who
protest the most about their disinterestedness in

this respect should be regarded with proportion-

ate suspicion.

Taking it, then, as desirable that Britain should

be well to the fore when the pistol cracks at

Springfield next autumn, we are left face to face

with the problem of how to send the men. The
action of the League of American Wheelmen
racing board, to which we allude in the " Social

"

columns, closes the racing path of America to all

the English racing men who have as yet competed

in the -States until such time as they can show to

the racing board that they are prepared to com-

pete without violating the letter or the spirit of

the amateur law, etc. This departure, coupled

with the action of the N. C. U. at home, means

one of two things—the annihilation of the cham-

pion racing of the world or the initiation of a new
and broad-minded order of things which will en-

able our amateurs to be amateurs indeed.

We would propose, then, to the Union that it

should give its sanction to the payment of the ex-

penses of the amateurs going from the mother

country to Springfield. The generous offer of

the Springfield club we have already alluded to,

and in continuation of that programme we would

boldly tabulate the proposal that if certain manu-

facturers desire to aid in the good work of sending

out the men, they should be allowed to do so.

With the Union's cognizance and sanction, there

could not be the least objection to Messrs. Hum-
ber & Co. spending a little money in assisting, sav,

Messrs. Furnivall and G. L. Hillier to go, or

Messrs. Rudge & Co. doing a like good office for

other competitors. With the sun shining in on

the transaction its objectionable features would

disappear. If Furnivall and Hillier go, they will

advertise the machines they use, whatever those

machines may be, and the action of the makers

in openly assisting the general good of cycling,

and ministering to the best interests of inter-

national sport, in return for the advertisement

their machines must necessarily receive, seems to

our finite understanding in no way an infringement

of the amateur law, always provided that the

Union gives its sanction, and the proceedings are

open and above board. A public subscription

among the clubs, with a grant from the N. C. U.

and Touring Club, might obviate the necessity for

the introduction of the manufacturer element. In

any case it may be taken for granted that the

sporting wheelmen of the L. A. W. will accept

the Union's programme if the latter body decides

to act in the spirit we have indicated.— Wheeling.

CIRCLING THE WORLD.
Thomas Stevens, the special correspondent of

Outing, is on his way around the world on a bicycle.

He writes as follows from Ismidt, Asia Minor:

—

" A foretaste of what awaits me farther in the

interior is obtained even within the first few hours

of the morning, when a couple of horsemen canter

at my heels for miles; they seem delighted be-

yond measure, and their solicitude for my health

and general welfare is quite affecting. When I

halt to pluck some blackberries, they solemnly pat

their stomachs and shake their heads in chorus, to

make me understand that blackberries are not good

things to eat, and by gestures they notify me of bad

places in the road which are yet out of sight ahead.

Rude mehanas, now called khans, occupy little

clearings by the road-side at intervals of a few

miles ; and among the habitues congrega.ted there I

notice several of the Circassian refugees on whose

account friends at Ismidt and Constantinople have

shown themselves so concerned for my safety.

"They are dressed in the long Cossack coats of

dark cloth peculiar to the inhabitants of the Cau-

casus ; two rows of bone or metal cartridge cases

adorn their breast, being fitted into flutes or

pockets made for them ; they wear either top-boots,

or top-boot legs, and the counterpart of my own

moccasins, and their head-dress is a tall black

lamb's-wool turban similar to the national head-

gear of the Persians. They are by far the best

dressed and most respectable looking men one sees

among these groups, for while the majority of the

natives are both :agged and barefooted, I don't

remember ever seeing Circassians either. To all

outward appearances they are the most trustworthy

men of them all ; but there is really more deviltry

concealed beneath the smiling exterior of one of

these homeless mountaineers from Circassia than

in a whole village of the less likely-looking
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natives here, whose general cut-throat appearance

—an effect produced more than anything else by

the universal custom of wearing all the old swords,

knives, and pistols they can get hold of—really

counts for nothing. In picturesqucness of attire

some of these khan loafers leave nothing to be de-

sired; and although I am this morning wearing

Igalis cerlean scarf as a sash, the tri-colored penal

string of Servia around my neck, and a handsome

pair of Circassian moccasins, I am absolutely

nowhere by the side of many a native here, whos.e

entire wardrobe wouldn't fetch half a moljidii- in a

Gelata auction-room.

"The great light of Central Asian hospitality

casts a glimmer even up into this out-of-the-way

northwestern corner of the continent, though it

seems to partake more of the Nevada interpreta-

tion of the word than farther in the interior.

Thrice during the forenoon I am accosted with the

invitation, ' mastic ? cogniac "> coffee .'
' by roadside

khaii-jees or their customers who wish me to stop

and let them satisfy their consuming curiosity at

my novel Inigar (horse), as many of them jokingly

allude to it. Beyond these three beverages and the

inevitable lutrgileh, these wayside k/iaiis provide

nothing; vishner syrup (a pleasant extract of the

vishner cherry; a sjioonful in a tumbler of water

makes a most agreeable and refreshing sherbet),

which is my favorite beverage on the road, being

an inoffensive, non-into.xicating drink, is not iii

sufficient demand among the patrons of the khans

to justify keeping it in stock."

Thomas Stevkns, in OntingUn April.

TO RIDE THREE DAYS.

The Suffolk Whef:i. Ci.um I'lanning for a

Tour along the Shore.

The Suffolk Wheel Club, of South Koston, is

planning for a three days' tour along the North

Shore for the coming summer, which promises to

prove very enjoyable. The Boston Ramblers

Club promoted several tours of this nature, and

they always proved successful, but since the de-

cease of that organization nothing of this nature

has been held. It is the intention of the Suffolk

club riders to invite all the other clubs about the

city to join them, and a large turnout is thus prolia-

ble. The dates selected for the tour are July 3, 4,

and 5. The run will be under the command of

Captain Gideon Haynes, and the route, as laid out

by him, is as follows :
—

First day—Start from the corner of Berkeley

street and Warren avenue at 9 a. m. and ride via

Beacon street to Allston, to Cambridge, to Mcd-

ford, to Maiden, to Saugus, to Lynn, where a stop

will be made and dinner served at the Boscobel

Hotel at I o'clock. Distance for the first half-

day's riding twenty-one miles. Starting again at

2.30 P. M., ride to Salem, Beverly, Beverly Farms,

Manchester, and Magnolia to Gloucester, where

the night will be passed at the Pavilion Hotel.

Distance of day's riding forty-two miles.

Second day,—Leave hotel at 9 a. m. for a ride

around Cape Ann, visiting Rockport, Pigeon Cove,

Bay View, and Annisquam, returning to hotel in

time for dinner. Distance sixteen miles. Starting

again from the hotel, riding to Newburyport by

way of Essex, Ipswich, and Rowley. The night

will be passed at the Merrimac House. Distance

about twenty miles, for the day thirty-six miles, or

seventy-eight miles from Boston.

Third day—Returning, start from Newburvport

at 9 a. m., and ride through Newbury, Rowley,

Ipswich, Hamilton, Wenham, Putnamvale, Dan-

vers Plain, and Peabody to Salem, stopping at the

Essex House for dinner. Distance twenty-two

miles. Starting at 2.30 P. M. for Boston, riding

through Lynn, Saugus, Maiden, Medford, Cam-

bridge, Allston, and Beacon street to point of

starting. Distance for the day forty-five miles, or

a total for the tour of one hundred and thirteen

miles.

—

Boston Globe.

THE QUESTION OF THE DAY.

The suspension of the makers' amateurs, both in

this country and in America, is causing an immense

amount of excitement amongst all classes of cy-

cling society. So far as we can gather the great

mass of the riders of the wheel are fully in accord

with the L. A. W. and the N. C. U., and api)laud

the action taken by them, only expressing regret

that that action was not taken earlier. Of course,

some are up in arms about it. The suspended

men themselves and their friends are naturally so.

.Self-interest is strong, and it is only reasonable to

expect that some of those clubs which, by the

suspensions, lose a good man, as well as, perhaps,

two or three of the makers, for similar reasons,

would object. We have, however, no hesitation

whatever in saving that the objectors to the pres-

ent policy of the governing bodies of the cycling

world are in a very small minority. In America,

objectors have been quickly found to the L. A.

W. move in the Nonantum Bicycle Club, of New-

ton, Mass., two of whose members—Burnham and

Huntley—figure on the list of suspends, whilst tlie

Springfield Bicycle Club is undecided, but fears if

all the suspensions hold good full teams of fliers

will not be forthcoming for its annual tournament,

and in this it is backed up by its president, Mr.

Henry E. Ducker, who unconsciously verifies the

truth of the assertion made in these columns some

months since that the tournament was a " purely

business meeting," his action being reported by

the .Springfield Republican as follows :
" Henry

E. Ducker finds that a conflict of opinion is likely

between the racing board, of which he is a member,

and the cUib of which he is president. Not being

a halter between two opinions, nor on the fence, he

has sent in his resignation from the racing board,

and will sMzVwhcre his first intirests lie. He backs

up his position by saying that the money interest

in racing, that is, in tracks, in racing wheels, and

in manufacturers' plants, is too great to be dealt a

severe blow such as he thinks this may be." This

means, to our way of reading, that the Springfield

club will see the purity of the sport to Jericho if it

interferes with the prospects of a big "gate " at its

meeting. As we stated in our last issue, the

American suspends have been given thirty days in

which to clear themselves. Of course, it remains

to be seen what those thirty davs will bring forth

in the way of re-instatements, but if none of the

men whose names we jirinted last week succeed in

satisfying the racing board of the L. .A. W.,

America will not be able to put even a decent

team on the amateur path this year, whilst, so far

as England is concerned, even if Furnivall and

Webber's re-instatements are not accepted by the

League, we have nearly as good a team as sent

over last year, with a number of comparatively

"dark horses" steadily "training on." Doubt-

less, in this latter respect, America is in a similar

position, and, remembering that "there are as

good fish in the sea as ever came out of it," we

are not one with those who cry out that the sus-

pension of the paid riders will only leave down-

right second-raters on the path, and even if we

were, we should not expect that state of things to

remain longer than a single season, for the past

history of the racing-path shows us that the scratch

men of each year have been augmented annually

from the middle and even long marks of former

seasons, and the hidden talent is not to be de-

spised ; whilst, so far as the N. C. U. is concerned,

it intends, we are certain, to mingle clemency with

justice, and will not be hard on slight offenders,

nor even on those who have been more largely in

the wrong, provided the breach of the law is ac-

knowledged and the system stopped. The object

of the present action by the governing body of

cycling sport is not to crush the racing man, but

to put a stop to that system which is an open in-

fraction of its laws, and, that assured, it may be

taken for granted that it will be merciful in its de-

cisions, and, we hope, jjrompt in its action, in the

future. .So far as the Si^ringficld or any other

privately-promoted " international " meeting is

concerned, we trust the L. A. W. and the N. C.

U., with the European bodies, will speedily arrive

at some definite scheme for the arrangement of

authoritative and fully recognized international

meetings as suggested in these columns a few weeks

since. The necessity for such a co-operation of

the powers is daily more apparent, for whilst we

are to have two "international" meetings in En-

gland alone, we notice the powers that be in

.Springfield, U. .S., in their eagerness to attract a

good field, are not only offering prizes of the value

of ;^200 for one race, but also offer to defray the

expenses of any first-class amateurs who will go

there and compete in it. Verily, when it comes to

such a pass as this something must be done. We
have no desire to injure the Springfield meeting.

Far from it. It is a gigantic affair, and conducted,

as Mr. Ducker himself says it is, on business prin-

ciples, deserves to succeed, but when amateurs can

no longer be induced to compete without prizes of

larger value than would be offered to the best pro-

fessionals on the face of the earth, it is time to

raise a protest, and we think if any consideration

whatever of the purity of the sport enters into the

Springfield club's calculations at all, it will, on

maturer consideration, see that the suspended

men—who are professedly those whose presence

is so desired—would draw just as big gates were

they riding as professionals or openly in a distinct

class race—which Mr. Ducker may create, if he so

jjleases—as "makers' amateurs," and will, instead

of creating such a scandal on " amateurism," offer

the big prizes and the expenses either for pro-

fessional events, or, as we have suggested above,

for the makers' amateurs themselves as a distinct

class, and specially invite the attendance of each

of the coveted riders. W^e can assure it that such

a course would not only bring the club as big a

"gate" as ever, but Mr. Ducker, as its president,

could then justify the position he has held as a

member of the racing board of the L. A. W. as

well as study his own and his club's pocket in-

terests.

—

Cyclist.

LOGOGRIFO A PREMIO.

Dicdi i natali .i iiobilc ILigedo ;

Scnza di mc non potrai dir " ti vedo."

S'io m.ii ti coIro non sarai piu sano,

E spererai di prohingarnii invano.

Gorgogliando scendiam tra I'erbe c i fiori,

Ci si specchiam di ginvani pastori.

Son nome di vezzosa montanina,

Ma senza noi fa nulla, c voipe fina.

!Sc di scoprirmi it liio desio non paiisa,

II bandolo lini tra man dclla matassa.

—La Rivista l^elocipedislica.

\oT5\
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Sale ai^d ExGl^emge.

Tliis department is for the convenience of our readers, in

wliich their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheelman wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per luord, each insertion, cask luith tite order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

ADVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

. tising in The Wheel.men's Gazette.

A DUAL SOCIABLE CONVERTIBLE TRICYCLE
for S loo cash ; in good order. American Star, 48 -inch,

good as new, for $70 ; dropped bars and improved saddle.

A. F. SXVDER, Weissport, Carbon County, Pa.

AMERICAN RUDGE, 50-inch, A i condition, ball-bear-

Jr\, ings, cow-horn bars, no rattle anywhere ; Brooks adjust-

able saddle ; wheels newly painted, forks and backbone newly
enameled (baked on); good as and looks like new; price, with
extras, $85. LOCK. BOX 113, Willimantic, Ct.

.ARGAIN— 50-inch Columbia Mustang, $22.50. H. N.
SILLIMAN, Nevada, Iowa.B

B ICYCLES. — Fair prices and spot cash paid for desirable

2d-hand wheels. HUTMAN & CO., 89 Court St., Boston.

BICYCLING WORLD and T»E Gazette for one year,

price $2. THE GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.—Specialty in funiishing

new wheels for exchange. BUTMAN & CO., ScoUay
Square, Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Bargains for cash;
wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTMAN

& CO., 89 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES received on consignment;
no charges made when goods are furnished in exchange,

BUTMAN & CO., Oriental Building, 89 Court St., Boston.

BIG BARGAIN.— Only S75 for a 54-inch Special Club, in

first - class condition ; both wheels ball -bearing ; best of

reasons for selling. Write for full description to F. P.

KNOWLES, Guilford, Ct.

BARG.AINS—We have a number of second-hand wheels,

all in excellent condition, which we offer cheap ; full de-

scription on application by mentioning this paper. Address
STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 Congress Street,

Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — 125 shop-worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; correspondence and inspection invited;

open Saturday evenings. BUTM.AN & CO., Scollay Square,
Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

COLUMBLA TWO-TR.ACK TRICYCLE, good as new,
$125 ; or exchange for 52 - inch Bicvcle or .Safety. Rev.

A. O. DOWNS, Aquebogue, N. Y.
'

CANTERBURY PILGRIM.A.GE and WHEELING
.ANNU.AL mailed post-paid for One Dollar. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

DON'T make a mistake before you buy, but be sure to

send for the largest list of second-hand machines in the
United States, to A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR S.ALE—A receipt for 50 cents, entitling the holder to

The Wheelmen's Gazette for one year.

FOR S.ALE—50-inch Victor, in fine order; $iao. Address
A. B. SKELDING, Box 929, Stamford, Ct.

FOR S.ALE — New 52 -inch Victor, and Victor Tricycle in

good order; both bargains. C. L. HOYT, Stamford,Ct.

FOR -S-ALE—5S-inclt Harvard, full-nickeled, in fine order,

$75. AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.,Springfield,Mass.

FOR S.ALE—54-inch Special Columbia, in fine condition;
too large for owner

; $50. E. G. ZERU, Coaldale, Pa.

FOR SALE—Convertible and Sociable Tricycles; will take
Bicycles as part payment. A.W.GUMP, Dayton, O.

FOR S.ALE— Lakin Cyclometer, with nickeled lamp, for
52-inch wheel; cood <is lunv; cost $14.50; price S6.50.

\V. L. B.ATES, TcipEKA, Kansas.

FIR S.ALE. — $35 will buy a good second -hand 50-inch
Columbia Bicycle, in first - rate order, no broken or loose

p.nrts. ELMER DWIGGINS, Oxford, Ind.

FOR SALE— Any Premium named in our list at retail
price, and a copv of The Gazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—53-inch Sanspareil Racer, balls to both wheels
and pedals ; weight 29 poimds : %qo. Or exchange for a

roadster or tricycle. CHAS. HANAUER, Covington, Ky.

FOR SALE— Heavy all-wool ribbed L. A. W. stockings;
.^nt bv mail on receipt of $1: snecial prices to clubs.

A.MERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spri.ngfiei.d.Mass.

FOR SALE — Victor Tricycle, 1S84, with lamp, luggage
carrier, extra r''ar wheel, and chain -steering ; excellent

condition; $110. Dr. C. H. OSBORNE, Southport, Ct.

FOR SALE — A 42 -inch Special Facile Bicycle, 1885, as
good as new; price J 100. Address P. O. BOX 126,

Reading, Pa.

FOR SALE— 18S5 Victor Tricycle, never been used"; best
offer over $130 will be accepted. LOUI TAFT, Box 335,

Spri.ngfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—42-inch Ideal, only $17. 50,with tool-bag, tools,

and bell; good order. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, .Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—56-inch Standard Columbia, ball-bearings, in

good order; S55. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—58-inch Royal Challenge, ball-bearings; been
run only a little; $70. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-

PANY', Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— Second-hand Experts, Standard, and all the
principal makes of Bicycles. Send stamp for the list, to

A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—A lot of good second-hand $3 Hill & Tolmau
Bells ; Si. 50 for Expert or Standard. AMERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR .SALE—50-inch Shadow, ball bearings to both wheels,
new tires; in good order; $60. THE AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—56-inch Hanard, ball bearings to both wheels,
full -enameled; in fine order; only $70. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— 54-inch Royal Mail Full Roadster, cow-horn
bars, enameled, fine order; only $75. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Sprinc;field, Mass.

FOR S.ALE— 52 -inch new Yale Light Roadster, wheels
enameled, balance nickeled: only $95. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Ma.ss.

FOR SALE—English double Children's Tricycle, just about
as good as new: cost new $65 ; price S30. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—36-inch English Challenge, cost $60 new ; in

good order; with bell, tool-bag, and tools; price $22.50.
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE— 53-inch 1885 Columbia Light Roadster, full-

nickeled except felloes, ball pedals; in fine order: $115.
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spri.ngfield,Mass.

FOR S.ALE—54-inch Matchless Bicycle, nickeled and
painted, ball bearings to both wheels : good order; $65.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spri.\gfield,Mass.

FOR SALE—Regular $2.00 Facile Bicycle Bells: can be
used on anv machine ; sent by mail on receipt of $1.25.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

FOR SALE—One new 36-inch Rudge Safety Bicycle;
never been removed from the original crate ; the best

offer over $110 will be accepted if ordered at once. C. W.
HUTCHINS, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — Fifty second-hand Bicycle Saddles at $1
each ; many of the saddles are worth twice the amount.

Also, Duplex Whistles, with chain, on receipt of 35c. AMER-
ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.—54-inch British Chal-
lenge, full -nickeled, nearly new ; would exchange for a

Tandem Tricycle. 58 -inch S'tandard Columbia, enameled,
balls to front wheel : will be sold cheap. A. R. H. FOSS,
Box 989, SpRINCiFIELD, MaSS.

FOUND OUT— That Wheelinc; Annual is the best of
all, and can be obtained of The Wheelmen's Gazette,

Springfield, Mass. Mailed post-paid on receipt of 50 cents.

Why not have one ? Why not present your friend with a copy ?

Cheap enough— don't you say so?

FOR S.ALE— Double-barreled breech-loading Colt's shot-

gun, laminated baiTels, plain checkered stock; new last

season; list price $60; will sell for $35 cash. Also, 32 caliber

Ballard rifle, changeable, center or rim fire; new, latest pat-

tern ; $16 cash. Both are bargains. Address L. A. W. 873,
Box 535, Montrose, Susquehanna County, Pa.

GIVEN .AWAY—Premiums for Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE," Springfield, Mass.

OOKl—50 -inch full -nickeled Expert, fine condition; $85.
CHAS. WHITTEMORE, Easthampton, Mass.E

NOTICE. — Wliy use an uncomfortable Saddle when yon
can get a Warwick ,Self-.Adiusting Suspension Saddle for

$2.75? This is bv far the best .Saddle in'the market forthe price.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

NOTICE—The AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
of Springfield, Mass., are now ready for business, and to

any one thinking of purchasing a second-hand bicycle.we would
suggest that you write and state what size, kind, and about
what priced machine you want. On receipt of same we will

write and give you full information and a price that we think
will be perfectly satisfactory and insure a quick sale. No list

of second-hand machines.

RL^DGE .SAFETY for sale, 38-inch; in perfect order, and
neariy new; $85. P.O. DKAWER 202, Holyoke.Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, post-paid, on receipt of price. Two Dollars, bv

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZF:TTE, Springfield, Mass.

'END YOUR BICYCLE TO A. W. GUMP, Dayton,
) Ohio, for nickeling or difficult repairing.

T

'POT CASH paid for second-hand Bicycles. Send de-
) scription to A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

'END STAMP TO A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio, for
) largest list of second-hand Bicycles in the United States.

'END for list of over 100 second-hand Bicycles, Tricycles,
) Sociables, and Tandems, to A. W. GUMP, Dayton, O.

HEGAZETTE AND WHEELING ANNUAL, only Ji.
THEWHEELMEN'SGAZETTE,Springfield,Mass.

THE LARGEST Stock of second-hand Bicycles in the
United States. Send stamp for list of over 100, to A.

W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

TANDEM TRICYCLE (Rudge) for sale cheap; ball-bear-
ings, lamp, bells, seats for lady and gentleman. Address

W. P. BEATTIE, Taunton, Mas.s.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST ADVERTISING
MEDIUM

—

The Wheelmen's Gazette, Springfield,
Mass. Rates 40 per cent, less than any other cycling paper.

VICTOR TRICYCLE, good as new; ball-bearings, ribbon
steering, two lamps, bag and tools ; only $joo. Address

SAMUEL SHARP, Chester, N. J.

W.ANTED — 40,000 wheelmen to read and subscribe for
The Wheelmen's Gazette. 50 cents a year.

WANTED—54-inch Bicycle, in good condition ; won't pay
over $40 or $45. D. ROYER, Berrvville, Va.

wANTED—50- or 52-inch Rudge Light Roadster.
Dr. C. H. OSBORNE, Southport, Ct.

w.ANTED—New model Star Bicycle, 51-inch, nickeled or
enameled. Address COCHECO, E.Rochester, N.H.

wHEELING and The Gazette for one year, price $2.
WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

WANTED—46 or 48-inch Bicycle,good condition and make.
Send full description to F. E. MARVIN,Walton, N.Y.

W.ANTED — Bicycle, about 52 -inch, that has been badly
smashed; state kind, condition, and price. FRANK

G.AGE, Macedon, N. Y.

"\1 WANTED—Every wheelman in the United States to send
V V for circular of our Pocket Drinking Cup ; folds together
and goes in case size of watch : price only 50 cents each.
THE GREGHILL MANUF'G CO., Meriden, Ct.

r (^-INCH -SANSPAREIL.wheels nickeled, balance enam-
O eled: prime condition; cheap. 54 -inch full -nickeled
Expert, ball pedals, and cyclometer; run part of last season;
splendid condition. 54-inc'h full-nickeled Expert, been ridden
but very little; fine condition; sell for $ 100 cash. Besides the
above, .a number of cheaper second-hand wheels. For full

information address R. G. STEEL, St. Johns, Mich.

cjf^—. for a two -thirds horse -power engine, in first-class

iP -^^ order, and small boiler; very cheap; apply at once.
CHAS. L. BARKER, Box S87, Pittsfield, Mass.

A r-INCH SPECIAL STAR, 1885 pattern, silent ratchets,

^O balls, and bell ; excellent condition ; too large for rider ;

costSi2o; wii]seIlfor$85. A. .A.WH EAT,Wheeling,W.Va.

COW-HORN HANDLE-BARS,
FOR EXPERT AND STANDARD COLUMBIA.

<<$4.50l>
Complete, with brake-lever and bracket, all nickeled.

d^^ These Bars are the handsomest, strongest, and best in

the market. We can also make them to fit any machine if the
forks are sent to us.

Rubber Handles, $i.oo

O. W. Co.*s Duplex Whistles, 35

Bicycles benight y sold^ and exchanged.

SPINNEY & FRANCIS, Fitchburg, Mass.

RIBBON BADGES!
R. H. RADKORD,

.MANL'FACTtRER,

28 John Street, - - NEW YORK.

RinnoN Badces for the L. .A.W. and all other Clubs.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES!
Pi'nsftt's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breechcs, only

54 a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy. Flan-

nel, Cheyiot. etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle Stockings.

5i a pair. Improved .Acme Belt Ho«! Supporters, 25c. a pair,

.Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MEKCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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A. G. SPAbDINS 5^ BROS.

THE

SPALDING.

W'e have the greatest satisfaction in presenting this machine for the second season.
Its success during 1885 has been far in advance of our most sanguine hopes, and we
can only point with pride to the magnificent record the machine has made. During the
entire season not a single one has broken down, nor shown any imperfection or weak-
ness, which speaks volumes for the workmanship and materials. We have vet to hear
of a single owner of a Spalding who is not thoroughly satisfied and pleased with it,

and we can show hundreds of testimonial letters speaking in highest praise of the
machine. We have made a few slight changes and improvements of details for the com-
ing season, but for the most part the machine will remain in precisely the same forn)

which has given such universal satisfaction during liie past season. The same high
standard of quality will be maintained, and we shall continue to make everv effort to keep
the Spaldixg in the proud ])Osition it now occupies as admittedly the very best bicvcle
ever made. The Spalding is a medium weight bicycle, in whicli strength and staunch-
ness have not been sacrificed for extreme lightness, nor durability for cheapness. It

comes under a class which might be called a "light full roadster." It is designed to

stand long and hard usage on any road by all kinds of riders. By the use of hollow
steel tubing wherever possible, and a careful study of the requirements of strength in

each different part, and placing the most metal where the greatest strain comes, and bv
reducing the weight of all small unimportant parts in mostly unnoticeabie but costlv

ways, we have secured the greatest possible strength and rigidity, and at the same time
retained a very light weight as compared with other makes of machines where equal
strength is sought for.

Price, 50=incti, $132.50.

The Premier is built especially and solely for ourselves under our own specifications,

and especially for use on American roads, by the celebrated bicycle manufacturers,

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, (Coventry, England, and we regard their name as

ample guarantee that the workmanship and material are all that they should be. Hol-

low forks and backbone made of the finest cold-drawn weldless steel ; head, handle-bar,

and all bright parts nickeled ; balance finished in Harrington's enamel ; ball-bearings

all around, including pedals ; new long-distance saddle.

Price, all sizes, $100.00.

THE

PREMIER.

THE

KANGAROO.

The fastest 100 miles ever ridden on any kind of a cycle was made in the last

Kangaroo road race. The time made was simply marvelous, and beat the existing

record over 26 minutes. The winner's time for the full 100 miles was 6 hours, 39
minutes and 5 seconds, or an average speed of over 15 miles an hour for the whole dis-

tance. The three first men all came inside the old record, thus finally and unquestionablv
proving the Kangaroo to be the fastest and easiest-running bicycle for road use ever

made. It is without a rival in absolute safety, which was, in fact, the sole aim in their

invention, and is the desideratum of timid riders. To attain this, and an impossibilitv

of "headers," which can be taken from small machines as well as large, built in the

ordinary way, the Kangaroo has its forks in rear of axle, the only one so constructed,

and also its seat farther back than any other, with pedals well under the rider. These
two points constitute the safety and not the mere size of wheel, and are all-important

;

also has a 22-inch rear wheel, larger than any other, running easier. A pair of com-
fortable foot-rests for coasting.

Price, all sizes, $130.00.

Tandeni. Cripper. IvIOHT ROADSTER, THE
We take pleasure in announcing to the cycling public that we have arranged with

Hfmrer & Co. for the United States agency of their celebrated wheels. While there

are many tricycles made on the Humber pattern, there is but one Hump.f.r & Co. Re
sure that the tricycle you buy bears the name of Humrer & Co., and is manufactured
at Beeston, Notts. All others are inferior imitations.

HUMBER.

A. G. SPALi
241 Broadway, NEW YORK.

INe Zl BROS.
105 Madison Street, CHICAGO.



THE VHEEL/nEN^S GAZETTE.

WANTKD

!

An Agent in Every City and Town in ttie United States to Canvass for

-4- VA L U A B L E
'

P R 'E ivi I U M S .
4-

TJie Premiitms named below ivill he given to any one sending ns tJie requisite

nttmher of subscribers at ^o cejits each for one year, value no.
PREMIUM. Sl'BS.

"A (A>TERBl!U¥ PILGRIMAftE," $0.50 2
"WHEELlNii ANXl'AL," 50 2
yEST-PO( KET PISTOL 1.00 4
THE PEKFEITION IIEATEK 1.00 4
THE BIFFALO TOOL BAG 2.00 S
THE Bl T< HER AITOMATIO BICYCLE ALARM, . . . 2.00 S

'•RHY.1IES OF THE R0A1» AND RIVER,"' 2.00 H
GE.M PISTOL, 2.00 9
SIXGLE-SHOT PISTOL 2.50 11
THE PERFE(TIO> BELL 3.00 12
A WATERBl RY HATCH 8..50 12
THE AMERICAN SADDLE, 4.00 15
THE HOME EXERi ISER 5.00 18
THE PEUFEIT HYGIENIC SADDLE (i.OO 20
Bl LL Ai BOWENS LONGDISTANCE SADDLE, .... 4.00 22
THE SPALDINCi CY( LOMETER 5.00 24
E1(;HT-IX( H BARREL OLD MODEL RIFLE, 10.00 27
THE STANDARD (Y< LOMETER 10.00 40
TEN-IXH BARREL Bl( Y( LE RIFLE, 10.00 42
THE BITCHER <Y( LOMETER, 12.25 47
THELVE-1N( H BARREL BI< YCLE RIFLE, 13.25 49
FIFTEEN-IN( H BARREL BI( YCLE RIFLE, 15.00 59
EIGHTEEN-INIH BARREL BI( YCLE RIFLE, 16.50 67
THE Bl FFALO HOME TRAINER 30.00 100

Tlie Rifles offered above are mann/anured by J. STEVENS b' CO., andfor
excellent 'luorkntanship and accuracy in shooting cannot be excelled.

To those luho prefer, ive willpay a Cash Conttnission, Terms made known upon
application.

Any ivheelinan can readily secure one of the above Pretniuins. A feiv evenings
will suffice to secure twenty-five to fifty subscribers. Nearly a whole Chib have been
secured in one evening.

Only 50 cents a Year.

THK WHEBLMEN'S OAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

WANTKD
EVERY WHEELIVIAN IN THE UNITED STATES TO SUBSCRIBE FOR

>Re (DfieelmeK^'s (layette:.

To those wishing good reading we make the folloaving

-^^LIBERAL COMBINATION OFFERS. 4-

Name of Publication.
''"prfc'l"^

Outiu^, $3.00
The Bicycling World, . . 2.00

The Wheel, 1.00

The Cyclist and Athlete, . 2.00

Wheeling, 2.00

The Cycle, 1.50

The Star Advocate, . . .50

Harper'.s Mag'azine, . . 4.00

Harper's Weekly, . . . 4.00

Harper's Yoinii? People, . 2.00

Mirror of American Sports, 2.00

The Bicycle South, . . . .50

The Southern Cycler,. . .50

The American Sportsman, 2.00

Name of

Publication.

The (liazette.

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

Our Price
for Both.

Price.

^0.50 .$3.00

.50 2.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.50

.85

4.00

4.00

2.00

2.00

.85

.85

2.00

Send on your name at once, with the price named in the last

column, and receive the papers of your choice.

THE WHEELMEN'S QAZETTE,
SPRINCIFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

TH E

Sent Free to any and all Bicf/ele Clubs in the

United States and Canada sending

100 SUBSCRIBERS
—TO

—

The WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

1885-86

'iltHJSeelimq QeeMaF'
Contains finely executed lithogra2)1ied Portraits of

the following

THIRTY CELEBRATED WHEELMEN OF THE YEAR.

MAKE YOUR CLUB ROOMS ATTRACTIVE.

ADD A "HOME TRAINER" AND "THE GAZETTE."

KEEP YOUR MEN IN TRAINING THE YEAR ROUND.

J. H. ADAMS, long-distance rider.

G. ATKINSON, e&t.or Sporting Life.

E. P. BURN HAM, well-known cyclist.

DAN CANARY, champion trick rider.

R. CHAMBERS, the .Speedwell flier.

G. P. COLEM.\N, N.C.U. time-keeper.

R. CRIPPS, the speedv tricyclist.

H. E. DUCKER.ed. ll'lieelmeu's Gazette.
A.P.ENGLEHEART, Safety champion.
R. H. ENGLISH, long-distance rider.

HARRY ETHERINGTON, Wlweling.
C. J. FOX, editor The Cycling Times.
P. FURNIVALL, all-roimd path rider.

H. W. GASKELL, the "old-timer."
G. GATEHOUSE, champion tricyclist.

E. HALE, the fastest loo-niile road rider.

G. M. HENDEE, America's favorite.

G. L. HILLIER, the 1881 champion.
R. HOWELL, the i-mile world champion.
W. A. ILLSTON, the fast young rider.

R. JAMES, the well-known professional.

C. H. LARRETTE, spoiling anthority.

T. R. MARRIOTT, best road tricyclist.

W. McWILLIAM, an old English' rider.

TOM MOORE, joint editor of";r/;fr//W^.

C.W. NAIRN, a name known world-wide.

J. S. PRINCE, America's late champion.
S. SELLERS, the 1884 champion.
M.V.J.WEBBER, the demon wheelman.
F WOOD, Howell's great rival.

Yon ean help biet/elinf/ by senditiff 100 sub-
scribers to THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, and
in return 100 wheelmen trill secure the best of
cyclinff papers for ticelre tuoitfhs, and your Club
will .secure THE HOME TBAINEB—all for the

small sitm of $50. Don't tvait, but send in your
subscriptions at once.

coarpzETn: tables of exgzish axd amehicam
JtECORJiS, compiled by Harry Etheritigton ; CHKONOLOGY of

WHEELiya in lH8/>; PESVMES OF THE PASTIME FPOM
AH PAIiTS, Etc., Etc.; the whole in the most elegant Wrapper
ever produced in connection with the sjmrt, by an American arti.st.

Publi.^hed by HAJtBT ETHEPIXGTOX, "Wheeling" Offlce.i,

l.'i'i Fleet Street, London, E. C, England.

^iff^Every American shotild handle a copy of this Work.

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS,

THE WHEEL]\4EN'S OAZETTE,
SI'RrXCFTKl.n, AT.ASS., U. S. A.

THE WHEELMEN'S CxAZETTE,
srRTNGFIKI.r), M.\SS., U. S. A.



THE VHEELnEN'S GAZETTE,

A WESTBKN WEtKLY

SOCIETY ,'- FAMILY JOURNAL,

OFFICIAL ORGAN FOR THE IOWA DIVISION

OF THE L. A, W.

Sample copy sent to any portion of the United States upoi

receiiJt of a two-cent stamp.

I'ricc $l.SO per ifear.

Address

BROWN BROTHERS. Publishers,

<)1TIM\V.\, lOW.A.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is tlie place to have your rejiairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairin;; all kinds. Prices low. Second-

hand machines wanted. .Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

m (3.W.TEEL
r. ff i r

r^ Banjos^
264 jVIAI^J STREET,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Fifty L. A. W. fine gold beveled edge

Cards, in handsome case, with yonr name,
address, and emblem (in gold) neatly

printed on all, by mail post-paid for 50

cents. Sure to please. An agent wanted
in every club to take orders. Send stamp
for terms and samples.

B. SHKAI F.R, Camden, Ohio.

^ ASTeNISHlNSIN^
Bargains in all kinds of new and second-hand cycles. Send

Stamp for full particulars lo

E. H. CORSON, Rochester, N. H.
"The .Stak Rider's Mamal," 120 pages, 75 cents.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 paj^e catalogue' (Irec),

and price list of secoiul-band .Machines.
DinicrLi rhpairinh; a spkciai-tv.

SEND BY FREIGHT
AND SAVK IVIONEV !

Now is the lime for all those who wish to have their

CYCLESOVERBAULED,ALTEREDorREPAIRED.
Kvery machine should have its bearini;s cleaned, adjusted,

and thoroughly overhauled, during the winter months.
Do not put it off until the last moment, when "pressure of

business" means delay and disappointment.
Special appliances for repairing every make of cycles.

Repaired machines stored free.

ZACHARIAS S SMITH,

GRAND THE

iNtERNATlONAb ' Bie^ering * (jJoiTd.

Cycling tournamenT
AND

Great Meet / Metropolitan Clubs,

WlL\y 21 and 22,
AT THE

Alexandra Park Athletic Grounds, London, Eng.

PROORAMME.
J-R/DAV.

3-mile Bicycle Race, scratch.

2-mile first-class Tricycle Race, handicap ; limit, loo yards.

J-mile Bicycle Race, handicap.

SA TURDA y.

5-mile Bicycle Race, scratch—International Challenge Shield.

2-mile Tricycle Race, scratch.

i-mile first-class Bicycle Race, handicap; limit, 75 yards.

5-mile Tandem Tricycle Race, scratch.

A /I first Prises full value nlUnved by .V. C. U. ,— £10.

[[I^^^ Prospectuses may be obtaiiied of President HENRY
E. DUCKER, SrRi.NoFiELD, Mass.

GET THE BEST !

THE

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

it^Fidard (l^elometeir.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

REGISTERS 2500 MILES.
We have given the manufacture of ihc Cyclometer careful

investigation and study, with a resolute determination to rem-

edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that -seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. We
furnish a certijicate of accura/:y with nil instnnnents. In

ordering give size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with

balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MASS.

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

179 Tremont Street, BOSTON, MASS-

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WOELD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

STURMEY, Coventry, England.

^ PERIODICALS* AND ^LITERATURE. ^
The Bicycling World (established 1879), the leading cy-

cling paper of America, employs the best writers on cycling
subjects, and makes a specialty of practical articles relating to

cycling. All the news carefully edited and given with dispatch.

$2 per year; clubs of five, $6.25; clubs of ten. ;?io; sub-
icriptions from clubs. Si. 00.

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-

ports of all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per year, includ-

ing postage.

Bicycling News (English), including the three papers,
AVzwf, Tricyclisty and H Iwel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a staff of writers

of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, breezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. $2.50, including postage.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-book.
—By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-
ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1884, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 1SH5.

Bicyclists' Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an edition of this work for 1885, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels. — By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin ;

Baths and Bathing ; The Morning Tub ; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment : Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the

Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise ; Medicines in Training ; Road
Comforts ; How to Ride ; Clothing ; Care of the Feet ; Care
of the Hands ; Soap—Toilet Requisites ; Calmatives—Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness ; Mineral Waters ; A Tourist's Kilter.

Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club .Songs.—\ collection of twenty bicycle songs, set lo

popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. By mail, 30 cents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. " For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies

who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-

cling for some small book which should put them in posses-

sion of the most useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints

on the choice and manageinciit of tricycles, with suggestions

on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady^ special

requirements. 25 cents.

TRAININti FOR A.MATEC'R .ATHLETES, WITH SPECIAL RE-
GARD TO Bicyclists.—By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author of

this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider

of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no olher

book on training possesses. As its hints and directions arc in

ever\' way practical, it can be strongly indorsed as giving all

the infonnation that a book can give on this important sub-

ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.—A bicycle alphabet in rhyme. Illus-

trated. 10 cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-

structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of

wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1. First edition. 20 cents.

Christmas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of the

Cyclist arc profusely illustrated, and filled with entertaining

reading matter. " Our Camp," the current number, has made
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left. 25
cents.

Bicycle Tactics.— By Capt. T. S. Miller. \ complete

manual for drill by clubs. 20 cents. New edition now ready.



THE VHEEL/AEN'S GAZETTE.

IT IS

THE PLAIN DUTY
-OF ALL-

AMATEUR WHEELMEN
TO

JOIN THE L.A.W,

IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS

IT HAS

DONE MORE FOR CYCLING

-THAN-

ALL OTHER AGENCIES COMBINED

!

SEND $1.50 TO SECRETARY

E. M. AARON, Box 916, PHILA-

DELPHIA, PA.

AND THEREBY HELP TO

REPAY AN OLD DEBT,
FOR YOU OWE IT TO YOUKSELF

AND THE

TO BECOME

"ONE OK THE 10,000 !

"

IF FOR ANT REASON YOU CAN'T JOIN

THE L. A. W., THEN

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

L A. W. BULLETIN,
THE

BRIGHTEST AND NEWSIEST
CYCLING WEEKLY

PUBLISHED IN AMERICA!

CIRCULATION GREATER THAN ALL THE
OTHER WEEKLIES COMBINED.

$1 PER YEAR.

SUBSCRIBE NDW!

SAFE, PRACTICAL ^ FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American MacMne to make more than 20 Miles
within the Hour.

Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO*
Smitbville, Bur. Co., N. J.

Se QmerleQK uJSeelmda
•i»

St. Louis, TvIo.

L. S. C. LADISH, Editor. PRICE 5 CENTS. J. T. SMITH, Bus. Man^r.

(3 f|lomtSr^ Hemspaper ©quoted to ©^{sfiFig.

SecsoFid to flone.

Single Copy, per annum, $0.50 I In Clubs of Ten, per annum, each, . $0^0

In Clubs of Five, per annum, each, . .45 ! In Clubs of Twenty, per annum, each, .35

An Extra Copy Free to Getter-Up of Club.

FOR SALE AT LEADING NEWS-STANDS EVERYWHERE.
Positively No Combination With Any Other Paper.

Dealers Supplied at a Special Rate by addressing

THE AMERICAN WHEELMAN, 516 Olive St., St, Lonis, Mo.

Or THE ST. LOUIS BOOK AND NEWS COMPANY, St. Louis.

2^^ Advertising Rates Made Known on Application.=^

A CHARMING BOOK FOR WHEELMEN.

A*GANrERBaRY*PILSRIMA6E
Ridden, Written, and IlUistrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Rohins PF.NNELt. One volume,

square 8vo. Paper; 50 cents. Mailed post-piiid on receipt of price.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

ROYAL MAIL has No Salaried Riders in its Employ.

. liemljj ctn/i/ ill Mat/.

WHEELMEN'S ^

REFERENCE BOOK,
COXTA.IXINO

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY ; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 ^^ FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS - 49
IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN,

WILL AI-l'EAK IN THE BOOK :

F. F. IVES,
\V. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGKR,
E. D. HUXTEK,

W. H. HLXTLEV,
F. P. RENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
C. K. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. IIASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSOX,
R. H. ENGLISH,

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FUkXlVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LAXDV.
F. R. COOK.

G. M. HEXDEE,
X. H. VanSICKLEX,

W. C. MARVIX,
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AVERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. n. RICH,

E. P. EURXHAM

W. F. KXAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. P.. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER.
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST.
H. I). COREV,

A. H. OVERMAX,
A. A. POPE,

W. S, ATWELL,
A. G. SPALDIXG.

H. B. SMITH,
H. W. GASKELL,

S. T. CLARK.
W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKER cS: GOODMP^X, Bo>c 352, Hartford, Ct.

THE "MISSING LINK" FOUND!
I

HOLDFAST^

BiCYcXE Lock.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

For locking Bicycles and Tricycles. New, novc). and
elegant. Can be .ipplied instantly, and locks automaiicallv.
Is neater, more compact, and cheaper than any other lock on
the market. When ordering, state whether for bicvcle or
tricycle. Full nickel plated and sent post-paid on receipt of
51.25. Address onlv

ANSON P. MERRILL & CO.
P.O. Box 596. Fall River, Mass., U.S.A.

'®TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRJCE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.BMRI8IIARCH5T.PHILA=

Bundle Carrier for Center of Wheel.

A new and novel idea, whereby a large bundle may be easily

placed within the wheel without removing a spoke. Cannot
be injured by any kind of a fall, and entirely out of the way.
Ferfeclly franicnl. Wherever seen pronounced as the best

bundle can'ier known.
Finished in cloth, post-paid St. 25
Finished in goss.Tnier. post-paid l.'^o

FRANK B. WILKINS, Milford, N. H.

"WHEELING."
THE

LEADING MVHHHL- PAPER

Weekly: 5 cents, or $2.00 per Annum.

Whf.klin'c, contains the whole of the gossip

and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs; also articles, stories, ])oenis, etc., for

which Si 5 is given weekly.

HARRY ETHERINGTON, Proprietor.

lr,'i Flrrt stint. LOSlH>S, E. V.

.Vmekk.^n .Ar.ENTS :

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

C^^^'WHEELiNti and The CIazette mailed, post-paid, for

$2.00 per annum.

•HOW—
TO SFLL THF

RUDGE BICYCLES an- TRICYCLES.

AGENTS AND DEALERS, AND TH,'SE INTERESTED

IN THE BISINESS, si|,,lLI> SEND STAMP

FOR FILL DIRECTIONS Ti

'

STODD.\Rn. LOVERINX. & CO.

L^C)tST(>X, M A X J-^

THE REPRESENTATIVE CYCLING
PAPER IN THE SOUTH.

^6e: §outEie:rpi (^^jefer.

W. L. SIKPUISE, Editor anil Froprictor.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

It is the oldest paper in the South devoted to cyclir.g. and
h.is gained a large support all over the countr\'.

Its advertising facilities are unsurpassed for the introduction

of goods, in the South and West particularly, Ratis on
.ippllcaiion.

SUBSCRIPTION, FIFTY CENTS PER YEAR.

Sample copy free on application. Address

THE SOUTHERN CYCLER,
MEMPHIS, TENN.



THE VHCCLMEN'S GAZETTE.

THE

"AIEEICAI CHAIPM,"
POSITIVELY

-4- THE GREATEST TRIDMPH OF CYCLING MANDFACTDRE 4-
IN AIVEERICA !

ENTIBELY MAXUFACTUREI} IN AMEBICA. with Our Oivn Plant and on Our Own Pt-emises, ami
with Ever)/ Care to Suit the TASTE and NEEDS of an AMEBICAN WHEELMAN.

BE SURE TO SEE IT BEFORE DECIDING UPON YOUR MOUNT FOR 1556!

hkcavse
Only tlie best and most carefully selefled

Steel is used, and the distribution of
the metal is so ap/iro/>riate tluit

It is the Most Diirtiltle Mnvhine
Yet nevisvU. '

KECAJSE
IVith our /intent G. b'f. Ball-Bcarings

all over {to J^edals also)

It is the Easiest -liutininy.

JiEC.1 ISE
IFith Hollo-tv Forks and Backbone fitted

ami brazed to the /intent G. &^J.
Head and jVeck

Jt is the StroHffest ami Most ISiijid,

BECAVSE
lyith tlie diren-aflin^ and thick-ended

S/oke

It is the Easiest ti> ]{e)>air ami the
JLeast Liable to tackle.

BECA rSE
IVilh the G. &'f. hollo-.e, det<uliablc, and

one-piece ccnv-horn //aud/e-Bar
Jt is the Easiest to Stirr, ami there

is little ilamjer of tlie ifamlle-
JSar tireakituj.

BECA ISE
It luis the /atent G. &-'J. "Solid Comfort

Saddle,'^ ivhich fits close to tlu

Backbone and is

Tlie Most Vomfortable to Hide.

BECAVSE
It has tlie patent G. b'f. adjustable and

Ruliber-Vappeil Step.

BECAVSE
It hits all tlie advantages both of a coin-

pressed and a contraclile

Kahhef Tire maile from the Best
Bed I'ara Buliber.

BECAISE
It is tlie most graceful in its lines of nny

kncnvn Bicycle, combining

Eejual Stretiffth and Rigiditt/,

BECAVSE
IT IS Stmt AT A BEASOX-

ABI.E J'inCE:
30-i>ieh, Standard Eiiiish.

Enamel and Xickel^

$uri.50.

Ami numerous otfier reasons, which prove eoncltisirely that it is the MOST SATISFACTitRT BICYCLE on the market, as can he determined
hi/ applijing for our new and handsomelif-illastrated 4S-i>afie Catalotiue. eontainimt a minute desrription of this Machine, and an Extended line of
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, .l.V/> SVyitRIES. '^

\

'

A BEMAliKABLE BEf'OBI) ON A BEMABKABLE WHEEL!
Albert Srhovk. at Minneapolis, broke the World's Lonrf-Distame Berord of 1007 miles made bi/ P. Lees at

Middleboro, Enf/land. in IHSO, on an AMEBICAN CHAMPION BOADSTEB, makintj lOOf} i a' miles, defeating
the nell-knoicn Wotnlside on a Barer bi/ nearli/ lOO miles. The CHAMPION that Schoek rode was the Jirst one
put together. This result is remarkable as tvell as significant.

Minneapolis, Minn., March i6, 1886.
Alessrs. Gorittuliy &^ fefi^ery, Chicago.

Permit mc to express iny appreciation of the ChamI'ION
bicycle I used in my recent lonjj-distance race in this city. The
machine stood the 1009V miles without turning a screw, and ihe
only tool used by my trainers was an oil-can occasionally. The
machine is exceedingly easy running and steering, and the most
rigid of any I ever mounted : and being very firm and solid it

did not tire me nearly as much as might have been expe^ed.
I understand it is a roadster ; such being the case I shall be
careful to ride a roadster in any races I may in future enter
which require endurance. Yoiirs, ALBERT SCH(.)L'K.

•TESXIN'IOIvIIALS
Chicago, III., March 22, 1886.

Messrs. Gormully ^ Jtf/ery, Chicago.
After giving the Ch,\mfion several exhaustive trials on

ihe road, I cannot refrain from saying that it is the most rigid,

easy running and steering bicycle that 1 have ever ridden. Its

high grade and very reasonable price will doubtless make a
large sale for it the coming season.

This is the first testimonial I have ever written.

Yours very truly, JOHN O. BLAKE,
Chief Consul L. A. W., State of Illinois.

I

Minneapolis, Minn., March 15, 1886.

Messrs. Gormully &=feffery, Chicago.

We wish to congratulate you on the great success of your

American Champion bicycle' in its first race (thegreal six-day,

i2-hours-per-day race, just finished in this cily). With Albeit

Schoek its rider, it covered 1009! miles, winning the world's

long-distance record. The machine came through in grand

shape, not the slightest thing going wrong ; requiring thiougli-

out the race but the care of an occasional oiling. One of the

results of the contest is a lively demand for the new wheel in

this city. \'ours very Irulv.
^

.S. V. HEATH & CO.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY,
o ' :> o22 and 22-4 NORTH Kranklin STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

^- B.— H'e are iiianiifaeturimj a Mew Line of LAMI'S AS'D BELLS. Mention this J'a)ier.



PRESS OP SPWNGFIBLD PRINTING COMPANY.

VOL. I.-NO. 2. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., MAY, 1586. PRICE SCENTS.

•(A GeDjnBiAS
A GENERAL REDUCTION IN PRICES FOR

THE SEASON OF 1886.

RIDERS OF COLUMBIAS HOLD MORE AND BETTER RECORDS THAN ARE HELD BY RIDERS
OF ANY OTHER MAKE OF MACHINE.

SEND FOR APRIL CATALOGUE, JUST ISSUED—FIFTY-ONE ENGRAVINGS.

KXPBRX COLXJIVEBIA, $125
fata, w-inch, D or E Finish, with Ball-BearinRS all around, Columbia " Double - Grip " Ball Pedals, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece HoUow Cow-Horn Handle-Bar. Or wUl

"^
Columbia "Double -Grip" Parallel Pedals, $120. '•_

COLUMBIA LIOHT ROADSTKR, . $135
For a si-inch, K. Finish, with Ball-Bearings all around, Columbia " Double - Grip " Ball Pedals, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece HoUow Cow-Hom Handle-Bar. Or v*tth

Columbia "Double-Grip" Parallel Pedals, $130.

STANDARD COLUMBIA, .... $90
For a so- inch, G Finish, with Ball-Bearings to Front Wheel. Or with Parallel Bearings to Front Wheel, $86.

COLUMBIA SAKKTY, $140
Ball-Bearings all around, Columbia "Double-Grip" Ball Pedals, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece Hollow Ceir-Honi Handle-Bar. Or with Columbia " Double- Grip'*

Parallel Pedals, $136.

colum:bia sbm:i»roadstbr, . . . $85
For a 46-inch," D Finish, with Cow-Hom Handle-Bar and Kirkpatrick Saddle.

colum:bia racbr,
Weight o£ 55 -inch, 22 J pounds.

$140

$165colum:bia two =track: tricyclk,
With "Double -Grip" Ball Pedals. Or with " Double - Grip " Parallel Pedals, $160.

L.ADIKS' COLUMBIA TW0=TRAGK: TRICYCLK, $175
With "Double-Grip" Bail Pedals. Or with "Double-Grip" Parallel Pedals, $170.

COLUMBIA thrbe =track; tricycle, . $160
With "Power -Gear," $180.

COLUMBIA RACING TRICYCLK, . . $180
Weight, all on, 47^ pounds.

The pePE meg. g9.
567 WASHINGTON STREET, - - - -

12 Warren. Street. NEW YORK. 'BRANCH HOUSES'

BOSTON.
115 WatjQSh Avenue, CHICAQO



THE VHEELMEN^S GAZETTE.

^rf^Sfie llJEee:!^^ -ME^e ^d eiFid ^un^>^
•^^i

^(|)fee; t^eHFiel'

If vou are interested inxycling, hunting, fishing, trap-shooting, the kennel, and reputable "outdoor spor% in general,

^^ _
A VOU SHOULD READ _S)

A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF SPORTS AND PASTIMES.

The only paper of its class published in Cincinnati, and the recognized authority and by-word for sportsmen of the central West and South.

Subscription Price, - $2.00 a year.

TAe American Sportsman and The Wheelmen's Gazette to one address £or one year, J2.00. Special rates to getters-up of clubs. Correspondence solicited.

THK AMKRICAN SPORTSNIAN COMPANY,
HUSTON ST. JOHN, Manager. 232 Walntat Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH.

ADJUSTABLE IN WIDTH.

Nb ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN FRONT. ^ A BIFURCATED SEAT. ,

\ ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN REAR. ^ A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE
Is the ONLY ONE possessing any of these Points. Is the ONLY ONE that can be changed m Shape or Position at alL

Is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Market.

For all makes, including the Safeties and the Star. Price, Nickeled, $5.00; Coiled Spring, etc., for Old Saddles, $0.75.

FRBEMAN LILLIBRIDGE, Rockiford, 111.

BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except

for interest. Seco.nd-Hanu Wheels bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON. 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely -illustrated Catalogue, with "A Pilgrimagb

A-Wu»BLBACK," illustrated, now xn press. Our Catalogue is of interest to every

a£hial or prospe(5live wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

Wk^. ^McadfaM ^pFiG^^Ie &A ^iSe ^©uep
ARE THE BEST.

Don't take my word for it, but investi-

gate for yourself, and decide honestly.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

J. R. UNDERWOOD, Dorchester. BOSTON, MASS.

Wheelmen who are in need of CYCLE REPAIRS of any description wiU find it to their advanUge to write to the undersigned for estimates. We nmbe a

specialty of repairing and renewing Bicycle, Tricycle, and Tandem Bearings, Tubes, etc., using the finest steel and warranting the same.

ESSEX BICYCLE ^STORKS^
Aaroiits for tlic Celebrated RTDGK Cvdes. Established iss*. «9 Koseville Avenue, \FWAHK. >. J.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

Extraordinary Demand. A Perfect Wheel Appreciated. Agents Wanted Everywliere

ROYALMAIL!
THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR ! THE MOST COMPLETE AND IMPROVED BICYCLE EVER OFFERED !

Best Road Record of 1885, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

SPECIAL NOTICE !

Oufinf/ fo the now ri'i-i/ roinnioa practice of pronihiciit rarhif/
tvheehneu ikliiuj in the interests of certain niohes and for their
advertisement, ire wish to announce BEFOIiE THE Ji ICI\(J SE i-
SOJV orENS that

Tiie HOYjlL piL las Ko Salaried Riders in its Emuloy

!

NOR WILL IT HAVE ANY !

Ife believe wheelmen should not be and are not influenced in the
selection of their mounts bi/ the fast ridint/ or breahiiiif of records tnj
PAID riders on this or that wheel.

Tie /(«(•< hi stork ROYAL MAIL CelehraU-d Jtncers FOR SALK, ami from l/,>ir j.tist

rejyutatioii offer tln»i as the /iiiest niid most rit/iit riieiiif/ wheels inntle.

Our iihn la to furnish a I'erfect Roadster, and ire offer as siirli the HO}. 1 1. M.llL.

DETACHABLE
HANDLE-BARS.

SIX IMPROVEMENTS! THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR!

SPOKES WOUND SEVEN TIMES,
Giving Rigidity to the wiiole Wheel. No Rattle.

Note this Tying.

GRIP-FAST RIM AND TIRE.
Needs no Cement ; holds firmer than

Cement ; no thin edge of Rim to dent

;

whole Rim stronger; also seamless.

BALL-BEARING HEAD.
No friction of Cones, hence no loosening nor constant tiebteniug

up. Can be rim six months with one adjustment and one oiling.

: if ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE in ROYAL MAILS
this year. Offered as the Most Perfect Wheel yet shown.

I^E:.A.3^ this !

' Ever since the introduction of the india-rvibber tire it has proved itself, like many oilier things, not altogether an inimixed blessing; for the difficnlly to keep it on lias ever been a great
une, and many and various have been the devices adopted by ingenious makers lo make its' fastening to the rim secure. A year ago, at the Speedwell Kxhib'ition, a rim and tire h.id just been
patented, and our opinion was asked upon it. This nm was an ordinary crescent steel felloe, willi the edges turned in so as to tit into a couple of longitudinal grooves cut in the rubber tire, and
thus without the aid of cement holding the rubber firmly in its place. We at once spotted the idea as a good thing. As will be seen by the sketch, the tires are held firm in the rims without the
use of ctment, and aiv llierefore cleaner in application than a cemented tire. Not caring to speak of such an important matter w ilhout practically testing the idea, we ha%-c ridden it in town riding,
and the tires appear, if anything, more firmly seated than ever, despite the fact that our last experiment with them was to run our steering-wheel in the tram grooves and repeatedly twist it out
?sain suddenly, a proof which satisfies us that the invention is a success. As we have said, the tires have not vet come out with us; when tliev do

—

i/ tliev do—we shall let our readers know."
-Henry .Sturmey, in T/ie Cyclist, April 14, i885.

WPI.P & sons, sole HmeriGaiijipts, 107 Wasl|ini]l01| St., BOSlOIl.



The VHEELinEN'S GAZETTE.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCL£
(.)f any kind, send stamp lo

A. vv. qum:p,
Dayton, Ohio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-hand ^Llchines.

Second-liand Bicycles taJ-ien in exchange,
bicycles repaired and nickel-plated. Cash
paid for Second-liand Bicycles. Largest
Stock of Second-hond Wheels in America.

Bargains His Ml-
52-inch ENGLISH BICYCLE, enameled, ball bearings, $50

54-inch ENGLISH BICYCLE, new tires, parallel bearings. 40

VICTOR TRICYCLE, in good order 80

SOCIABLE TRICYCLE. In good order, 85

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Uf any kind, send stamp to

A. W. QUMP,
IDiiyton, Ohio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-hand Machines.

Second-hand Bicycles taken in exchange.
Bicycles repaired and nickel-plated. Cash
paid for Second-hand Bicycles. Largest
Stock of Second-hand Wheels in America.

Ready early in May.

REFERENCE BOOK,
CONTAINING

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 * FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS ^ 49
IN THRBE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN,

WILL APPEAR IN THE BOOK !

F. F. IVES,
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
G E. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. BASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH,

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. VanSICKLEN,

W. C. MARVIN,
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AVERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. B. RICH,

E. P. BURNHAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

A. H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,

W. S. ATWELL,
A. G. SPALDING,

H. B. SMITH,
H. W. GASKELL,

S. T. CLARK,
W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

I3UCKKR & QOODN/LAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

THE "MISSING LINK" FOUND!

BrcYcxE Lock,
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

For locking Bicycles and Tricycles. New, novel, and
elegant. Can be applied instantly, and locks automatically.
Is neater, more compad, and cheaper than any other lock on
the market. When ordering, state whether for bicycle or
tricycle. Full nickel plated and sent post-paid on receipt of
$1.25. Address only

ANSON P. MERRILL & CO.
P.O. Box 096, Fall River, Maaa.. U. 3. A.

I
HOLDFAST^
'©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRICE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HARUIIARCHST.PHILA.=

Bundle Carrier for Center of Wheel.
\ new and novel idea, whereby a large bundle maybe easily

placed within the wheel without removing a spoke. Cannot
be injured by any kind of a fall, and entirely out of the way.
Per/eftly firaflical. Wherever seen pronounced as the best
bundle carrier known.

Finished in cloth, post-paid $1.25
Finished in gossamer, post-paid, 1,50

FRANK B. WILKINS, MUford, N. H.

"WHEELING."
THE

LEADING - WHEEL * PAPER
OK GREAT BKITAIN.

Weekly: 5 cents, or $2.00 per Annum.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip

and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for

which $15 is given weekly.

HARRY ETHERINGTON, Proprietor.

152 Fleet Street, LONDON, E. C.

American Agents :

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Ig^°*WHEELiNG and The Gazette mailed, post-paid, for

$2.00 per annum.

-HOW-
TO SELL THE

RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

agents and dealers, and those interested

in the business, should send stamp

for full directions to

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

BOSTON, IvlA-SS.

THE REPRESENTATIVE CYCLING
PAPER IN THE SOUTH.

W. L. SURPKISE, Editor and Proprietor.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

It is the oldest paper in the South devoted to cycling, and
has gained a large support all over the country.

Its advertising facilities are unsurpassed for the introduction

of goods, in the South and West particularly. Rates on

application.

SUBSCKIPTION, FIFTY CENTS PER YEAH.

Sample copy free on application. Address

THE SOUTHERN CYCLER,
MEMPHIS, TENW.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

IT IS

THE PLAIN DUTY
-OF ALL-

AMATEUR WHEELMEN
TO

JOIN THE L.A.W.

IN THE LAST FIVE TEAKS

IT HAS

DONE MORE FOR CYCLING

THAN

ALL OTHER AGENCIES COMBIED

!

SEND $1.60 TO SECRETARY

E. M. AARON, Box 916, PHILA-

DELPHIA, PA.

AND THEREBY HELP TO

REPAY AN OLD DEBT,
FOR YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF

AND THE

TO BECOME

"ONE OK THE lO.OOO !

"

THE "EUREKA" BANJO

PRICE S125.00.

The above cut !s a fac-simile of one of the best of Banjos. It has a very fine tone, 1 1 imli Mivti-plaud rim, thirty gold

brackets, amaranth neck, inlaid with two hundred and sixty pieces of pearl, ivory keys ; cheap at $126.

WOULD EXCHANGE FOR A BICYCLE.

GEORGE W. TEEL, 264 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.

fie (3meri®(iK QJEeelmeiK,
St. Louis, Tvlo.

L. S. C. LADISH, Editor. PRICE 5 CENTS. J. T. SMITH, Bus. Man^r,

Q fRomtfif^j Reojspaper ©euoted to G^Grfing.

^eeoFid to flovie.

Single Copy, per annum, $0.50

In Clubs of Five, per annum, each, . .45

In Clubs of Ten, per annum, each, . $0.41

In Clubs of Twenty, per annum, each, .35

An Extra Copy Free to Getter-Up of Club.

FOR SALE AT LEADING NEWS-STANDS EVERYWHERE.
Positively No Combination With Any Other Paper.

Dealers Supplied at a Special Rate by addressing

IF FOR ANY REASON YOU CAN'T JOIN

THE L. A. W., THEN

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

L A. W. BULLETIN,
THE

BRIGHTEST AND NEWSIEST
CYCLING WEEKLY

PUBLISHED IN AMERICA !

CIRCULATION GREATER THAN ALL THE

OTHER WEEKLIES COMBINED.

$1 PER YEAR.

SUBSCRIBE NDW!

THE AMERICAN WHEELMAN, 516 Olive St,, St. Louis, Mo.

Or THE ST. LOUIS BOOK AND NEWS COMPANY, St. Louis.

Jt^^" Advertising Rates Made Known on Application. ^_^^

A CHARMING BOOK FOR WHEELMEN.

A^GANtERBaRY^^ PILGRIMAGE ^r

Ridden, Written, and Illustrated by Joskpii and Ei.IZARETH Rdhins Pennki.i.. One volume,

square 8vo. Paper; 50 cents. Mailed iiost-p.iid on receipt of price.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

The Handsomest, Strongest, and Highiest^
C Trade Bicycle ever produced.

S. T. CLARK & CO.
Send for Catalogue. BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.



THE

VHCfljMCN'S GKZtrtZ.
A dOCiRNAb or CYCLING. PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

\'OI.. I. SPRINQKIEIvO, N'lASS., iVIA.V, 188G, No. •^.

JFhe Wheelmen's Gazefefee.

Terms of Subsoriptioii.
One Vear, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 50 cents.

Six Months, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, -__._. 4 shillings.

Henrv E. Ducker, - - Kditor and Manager.
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FACTS VS. FICTION.

The Bold G.\me uk the K.vcini; Hoard ex-

posed, OR, HOW Innocent Men are adjudged
Guilty ok Professionalism.

Having criticised the recent action of the Rac-

ing Board in expelling certain men from the ama-

teur path and from membership in the L. A. \V.

without good and sufficient reason, our motive

has been called in question ; but our readers may
rest assured that it was a simple one, the desire

for justice. We believe in fair play and will not

uphold the League nor its Board in any unjust

measure which affects its members. We say un-

just, because our former position on the Racing

Hoard placed us in position to know whereof we
.speak. As the transactions of the Board were of

an official nature, we did not feel at liberty to use

them, but, thanks to Chairman Bassett, the way is

open, for by a breach of faith, or, in other words,

the publication by him of what should have re-

mained the secrets of the Board, we feel at liberty

to state a few facts, and to show the public how
lame are the causes for which the racing men were

expelled. We print the following article which
appeared in the Cy<U of May 7, and from its nature

must have been written by the Chairman of the

Hoard. The Cycle says :

—

The Springfield club requests that specific charges be made
in the cases of some of its members who have been declared

professionals by the Racing Koard. The Board having dis-

posed of the cases refuses to furnish specific charges ; but it

may be worth the while to state that proceedings were insti-

tuted against two of these men on the basis of a document
furnished the Board, and signed by the president of the

Springfield club.

Yes, the Springfield club did make a demand
upon the League for sjiecific charges. Why .' Be-

cause the president knew how flimsy they were,

and that the Racing Board or the officers of the

1-eague dared luit puhlish them. The club made
the following demand, .\pril 20, one copv being

sent to President Beckwith, and one to Secretary

Aaron. Up to date. May 17, we have not so much
as received an acknowledgment of said letter,

which, to say the least, is not courteous treatment

to a club composed of eighty active members.

.SpRixciFiELD, Mass., .April 20, 1S86.

Dr. .V. .)/. BeckwUh, President L. A . IV.

:

Dfar Sir,—By the recent action of the Racing Board L.

A. W., three of our members—A. O. McGarrett, Geo, M.

Hendee, and F. W. Westervelt—have been deprived of their

League membershij) and privileges. Such action necessitates

either the expulsion of the gentlemen named from our club or

the withdrawal as a body from League membership, should

we still desire to retain these gentlemen.

.\t a meeting of our members held this evening it was voted

that an expression of our sentiments be sent both to yourself

and to Secretary Aaron, in which should be made an avowal

of our loyalty to the L. A. W. and a protest against the

acti<m of the Racing Board.

As Messrs. McGarrett, Hendee, and Westeri'elt have been

expelled from the L. A. W. for fajlure to reply to certain

charges against their amateur standing made to the Racing

Board, we have this day suspended these men from active

membership pending investigation of the charges preferred by

the Racing Board. It is our firm belief that our suspected

members have had no specific charges made against tlieir

amateur standing, and we deem the action of the Racing

Board most unjust, inasmuch as the failure to answer certain

I
questions does not carry with it the verdict of guilty. We
desire to indorse the L. A. W. and its policy as long as it

appears to be wise and just, but we beg the privilege of pro-

testing against any such method of proceeding as the Racing

Board has adopted—that of accusing a man of violation of

certain rules, then requesting him to prove his innocence. We
feel that a more just position to assume would be to prefer

specific charges, with proof of same, and reiiucst that inno-

cence then be proven.

We therefore, Mr. President, respectfully request that we

be furnished with a copy of sucli charges or protests as may
have been lodged against Messrs. McGarrett, Hendee, and

Westervelt, that we may act understandinaly in the matter,

and not expel, without good and sufficient reasons for so

doing, men whose menibership we value.

Springfield Bicycle Clcb,

Sanford I^awton, Secretary.

Our failure to receive a reply from the League,

coupled with the statement of the chairman of the

Racing Board, that the members were expelled

upon evidence furnished by Mr. Ducker, as presi-

dent of the SiJringfield Bicycle Club, places that

gentleman in a rather unpleasant light, unless the

other side of the case is presented. A statement

of the mode in which the Board transacts its

business is necessary to a thorough understanding

of the case. During Mr. Ducker's membership

of the Hoard all cases except the wholesale

expulsion of the i)ast month were transacted as

follows : A sent a protest to the chairman of the

Board stating that B raced at some county fair, or

other charges which would make him a profes-

sional. The chairman immediately forwarded the

protest to Mr. Ducker, who jnocccded to investi-

gate the case by vyrifing letters to B, stating the

protest and asking for proof of his innocence

;

also writing A to substantiate his charges. When
the evidence was all in, the whole was pinned

together and sent to the chairman with a report

as to the finding and such recommendations as

Mr. Ducker might suggest. The whole was then

submitted to the ]5oard for action, .\fter the

members of the Board had voted, the chairman

reported his findings in the Bulletin. This was

just as it should be, and according to the rules

laid down for the guidance of the Racing Board.

The recent action of the Board was not only

unjust, but it was unconstitutional, as is plainly

shown by an article of the Constitution of the

League, which we here give :

—

It shall be their duty to make inquiry regarding any
wheelman whose amateur status is questioned, and all protests

or charges shall be entered with the chairman of that Board,

who will provide for an investigation l)y a member or mem-
bers of that Board. Suspicious circumstances, which

are, in the judgment of any member of the Board, sufficient

to make the status of any wheelman a matter of reasonable

doubt, shall be the basis of an investigation in the absence of

formal protests or charges. The member or members to

whom the work of investigation is assigned shall immediately

communicate with the party under suspicion, either in person

or by registered letter, lay all charges before him, or set forth

the circumstances which lead to a reasonable doubt, and call

for an answer to the charges or a removal of the reasonable

doubt. Silence and failure to reply to charges presented

within thirty days will be considered an admission of guilt.

If the charges are proved, or the reasonable doubt is not

removed, it shall be the duty of the chairman to report the

findings in the official organ, declaring the party a profes-

sional, and warning all amateurs not to compete with him ;

and such official declaration shall carry with it expulsion from

the League if the person concerned is a member thereof.

Can any one tell why the above article was not

lived up to by the Board .' We are inclined to the

belief that Chairman Bassett in his zeal to carry

out the rules of the League forgot himself, and

went so far as not even to consult his fellow mem-
bers. According to his own statement, the line of

action was adopted upon the approval of the Ex-

ecutive Coinmittee—Dr. N. M. Beckwith, Stephen

Terry, and T. J. Kirkpatrick—not the Racing

Board. But the Executive Committee, it seems,

are responsible for the unjust action of the Chair-

man of the Board. The history of the proceed-

ings is as follows :

—

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.
kacinc; board.

Abbot Bassett, Chairman.

Private
Work.

H. E. Ducher, Esq.: Boston, Jan. 31, 1886.

Dear .Sir,—Please prepare for me at your earliest conveni-

ence a list of racing men in your district, whose amateur status

is in doubt. Prepare the list as follows :

.'\. Under A give me a list of those whom you may suspect

of having received money for racing, either in the w.iy of

salary, gift, or direct payment, and give the name of the par-

ties from whom you have good reason to suppose the money
came.

B. Under B give me a list of those whom yon may suspect

of having received money to pay hotel and traveling expenses,

either from club or manufacturer, and give the name of the

parties from whom you have good reason to supix>se the

money came. Let the list reach me not later than February 15.

Fraternally, A. Bassett.

Give P. O. addresses of all parties.

Believing that there was a cat in the meal some-

where, Henry E. Ducker, thinking not to make a

scape-goat of one or two, but to have a chance to

investigate the standing of all the racing men in

the New England District, sent in the following

reply :

—

LE.\GUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN,
racing board.

Abbot Bassett, Chairman.

Si'RINGFIELD, Mass., Feb. 9, 1886.
Abbot Bassett, Esq.,

Cluiirman Racing Board

:

Dear Sir,— I send you a list, as I think, only not for put>-

lication, in reply to yours of 31st ult.

Wm. .\. Rowe (d). Pope Mfg. Co.

Ed. P. Bumham (a), Read and Ov-erman.
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G. H. lllston (a), Pope Mfg. Co.

F. F. Ives («), Pope and Overman.

Geo. M. Hendee (a), Overman Wheel Co.

F. W. Westervelt (a), Overman Wheel Co.

W. N. Winans (6), Pope Mfg. Co.

D. E. Hunter (it), Wm. Read & Sons.

Wm. H. Huntley (a), Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

W. A. Rhodes {a).

John Williams (a), Underwood.

H. D. Corey {a), Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

Yours truly,

Henry E. Ducker.

Such is the protest, but the chance to investi-

gate never came, and upon the strength of the

above, so the Chairman of the Racing Board says,

the men were expelled. Will the members of the

League stand by and see such injustice done.'

We fancy not, and we trust that at the coming

meeting they will be free to express their disap-

proval of the Board's action.

After mailing the above, Mr. Ducker instituted

an investigation of some of the above men, and

can under oath prove that those investigated are

innocent of any of the Chairman's charges, while

one of the very men the Board has reinstated—Mr.

Ducker has it from his employer—was paid to race,

and had Mr. Ducker been given the chance accord-

ing to the rules, he would have produced the evi-

dence.

Mr. Backer's resignation from the Board has

been attributed to various reasons, mostly to his

interest in the tournament, which is not the case,

for if he had had the best interest of the tourna-

ment at heart, he would have worked with a will to

keep these men in the professional ranks, as what

would draw betterthan a race between, we will say,

Howell, W'ood, Hendee, Rowe, and others.' Mr.

Ducker resigned because as president of the

Springfield Bicycle Club and member of the Board

a conflict of opinion was liable to arise, and, again,

how could he, knowing the facts in the case, re-

main in the club and see its members abused ?

Even had he not been a member of the club, it

would have made no difference as to his resigna-

tion, for he does not believe that the chairman of

any committee should take any such important

action without consulting the members of said

committee. The first intimation which Mr. Ducker

had of the proceedings was on the morning of

Monday, March 8, when Mr. Winans called upon

him with these insulting circulars, asking for in-

formation concerning them. Mr. Ducker's first

official notification of the proceeding was learned

on Tuesday, March 9, and is as follows :

—

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.
RACING BOARD.

Abbot Bassett, Chairman.

Boston, March 8, 1886.

//. E. Diuker, Esq.

Dear Sir,— I have this day suspended from the race track

in .America a very large number of wheelmen on charges of

professionalism and on the charge that they have violated

Rule H. You will find the list in the Bulletin and the World

of the present week. I send you a set of blanks which I have

used and I think they will explain themselves. I have placed

upon them (the riders) the burden of proof. Within a short

time I shall have to lay before you very many cases wherein

I shall recommend suspension from the track of all who can-

not remove the doubts existing. I have filled in the blanks of

A and D with the names of makers from whom I demand they

shall furnish me certificates. The Racing Board will be se-

verely criticised, but I hope we shall stand shoulder to shoulder.

I have taken the course I have pursued after a consultation

with the Executive Committee of the League, and they have

cordially endorsed my plan, and encouraged me to proceed

with it. Fraternally yours,

A. Bassett.

The circulars are four in number, the chief points

of each being as follows:

—

[FOR.M A.]

You are hereby notified that tlie Racing Board of the League

of American Wheelmen is in the possession of evidence which

makes your status as an amateur wheelman under its rules a

matter of reasonable doubt.

It is charged that you have received for engaging in the

sport of cycling, and more especially for riding a particular

make of bicycle or tricycle, money gifts or benefits from the

following persons or firms, or their agents :

Enclosed find certificates which the Racing Board requires

you to return with the signatures of the parties specified

thereon.

Please find also a blank certificate which you are requested

to sign, if the statements therein are true, and return to me.

Abbot Bassett,

C/tairman Racing Board L. A. IV.

In view of the protest made by Mr. Ducker

under date of February 3, was a more bare-faced

misconstruction ever made in print than the state-

ment of the Chairman of the Racing Board that

the evidence upon which two of the menibers of

the Springfield Bicycle Club were expelled was

furnished by Mr. Ducker .' Yet the only letter Mr.

Bassett has from him on the subject is the one

printed herewith. The above circular, " Form
A," was signed by Mr. Bassett as Chairman of

the Racing Board, but as a member of the Board

having a knowledge of its action at that time, Mr.

Ducker wishes to clear his skirts.

[Form I).]

You are hereby notified that the Racing Board of the

League of American Wheelmen is in the possession of evi-

dence of your infraction of Rule H of the Racing Board. \
reasonable doubt of your innocence exists, and you are re-

quested to take the steps necessary to remove it by furnishing

to the Racing Board such certificates, signed by you and others,

as the Board may demand.

It is charged that the following persons, or their agents,

have paid your hotel bills, railroad fares, or board bills, or

have, directly or indirectly, wholly or in part, contributed

towards the payment of your living or traveling expenses

while you have been engaged in the sport of cycling, or

traveling to and from race meetings :

—

Enclosed find certificates which the Racing Board requires

you to return with the signatures of the parties specified

thereon.

\ blank certificate is also enclosed, which you \vil] please

sign if the statements contained therein are true, and return

the same to me. Abbot Bassett,

Cluiirman Racings Board L. A. IV.

Fornr D is evidently cut out of the same piece

of cloth as " Form A." The cloth, however, is

not the regulation League cloth, or there would

be more truth in it.

Concerning Rule H we print an extract from

April Gazette with Mr. Bassett's comments in

the Cycle of May 7 :

—

'* We believe in the League of American Wheelmen, its

Racing Board, and all of its rules, except Rule H. . . .

Was there ever a more absurd rule adopted by a body of men
elected to serve their constituents' interests?"

—

Wheelmen''

s

Gazette.

-•Vmong the records of the Racing Board is a vote on the

Racing Rules taken in February last. The editor of the

WJieelfttet^s Gazette was a member of the Board at that time,

and his vote is recorded in favor of Rule H.

The comments of the Cycle are unnecessarv,

and the editor should have the courage to publish

the cominents of Mr. Ducker on Rule H, which

went with the vote. It is entirely unnecessary to

suppress any of Mr. Ducker's notes or comments

to carry a point, as he is willing to stand or fall by

his actions. We will not try to refute the above,

but leave it to the honesty of the Cycle's editor

to publish the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth. Mr. Ducker has nothing to fear,

and feels that the ground he is treading on is

perfectly safe and he courts investigation and

inquiry into the truth of all the above statements.

PURELY AMATEUR?
The virtuous position of the leading editors of

two of the English cycling papers on the amateur

question is past belief. They condemn Spring-

field as doing greater harm to the path than all

cycledom put together, and denounce the open and
above-board proposition of the Springfield Bicycle

Club to assist the cycling legislative bodies of the

world in arranging for an authorized international

championship one-mile race. To our mind the

offer is a fair one and worthy of consideration.

We do not believe in arranging matters secretlv,

nor can it be truthfully said that the Springfield

Bicycle Club has ever paid one cent to any wheel-

man in any other way than was publicly adver-

tised. Yet we know of cases where even League
officials have visited Springfield and offered to

pay the expenses of racing men who were here, if

they would attend meetings in which they chanced

to be interested. This, we suppose, is all right be-

cause the public was not aware of the transaction.

But preaching virtue with our pens and at the

same time holding out a hand for a money gift

made in secret is not exactly the kind of honesty

which we should advocate. How would these

gentleinen like it if we should publish a letter

which we have had the fortune to receive, asking

the Springfield Bicycle Club if it would pay a

portion of their expenses if they would visit

Springfield next fall .' Isn't it about time that this

hollow pretense is stopped .' Perhaps it would be

well if the garments of hypocrisy were torn aside

and some of these saints of " pure amateurs

"

were shown in their true characters. We can

show the N. C. U. in black and white indisputa-

ble proofs that at least some of their advocates of

"pure amateurism" are willing to receive money
from us to assist in defraying their expenses ; and

on the other hand a certain editor can show a

letter from us in which such a gift was refused.

In what respect does this differ from what they

are so severely condemning in our racing men ?

We fail to see the difference, and will stand by

our racing men as long as they are no worse than

the men who attack them. We ask for justice.

Let us not make fish of one and fowl of another,

but let all receive the same treatment.

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY.

The National Cyclists' Association of England,

after having given the matter thoughtful consid-

eration, has deemed it advisable to rescind the

recent order of suspension against that class of

riders known as " makers' amateurs." A pub-

lished letter from Robert Todd, secretary, in which

he gives the reasons for this action, closes as fol-

lows :

—

" The executive now give notice that in the

future they will investigate promptly and thor-

oughly every case which may come before them

in which a rider is reasonably suspected of being

paid by any manufacturer for riding his machine,

and, if the suspicion is not removed, they will, in

the exercise of the power placed in their hands,

effectually bar the riders from taking part in anv

contest held under N. C. U. rules. While taking

every care to avoid any injustice to individuals,

the executive are determined that, to the utmost

of their power, they will seek to put an end to an

abuse which, if allowed to exist, can only render

the name of amateur cyclist a laughing-stock, and

they feel confident that in this endeavor thev will

receive the cordial support of the bodies which

rule over kindred sports."
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FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.

1 1 E topic of tlie time,

here as in America, is

the suspension of the

maimers' amateurs, and

the prevailing feeling is

decidedly one of admira-

tion for the business-like

boldness and straight-

forward action charac-

terizing the L. A. \\'., as contrasted to the vacillat-

ing and timid half-heartedncss of our N. C. U.

Executive. Whatever may be one's opinion as to

the point at issue, nothing but derision can be

helped when the absurd dallying of the N. C. U.

officials is considered. Why, even now, when the

press in both countries has made the suspensions

public, the officials of the Union maintain an

absurd and unnecessary attitude of secrecy and

caution, and are so grotesquely afraid of libel-

actions that, in replying to the inquiry of the sec-

retary of a club about to j^romote a race-meeting,

the N. C. U. secretary states that he appended a

list of the suspended riders strictly in confidence

and as writing to a member of the Union. Libel-

actions are the pet fetiches of our governing bod-

ies, and the mere mention of the vvord " libel
"

seems sufficient to create a panic in the Executive

chamber. But for this bogey, the abuse of

makers' amateurism would have been stamped

out long before it assumed such formidable pro-

portions; and on all hands the dilatoriness of the

Executive is condemned as being responsible for

the troubles now assailing the racing path.

Something definite is, at least, accomplished,

although with less dispatch and energy than char-

acterized the action of the L. A. W. racing board.

As an unavoidable result of the report of the sub-

committee on the subject, the Executive of the

Union reported to the council, on April i, that they

had considered the cases of a number of suspected

riders, of whom Furnivall, Webber, Speechly, S.

and J. Lee, and E. Hale were " whitewashed," and

J. H. Adams, K. Oxborrow, A. P. Engleheart, F. S.

Buckingham, R. Cripps, S. Sellers, R. Chambers,

and M. J. Lowndes were suspended until such

time as they satisfy the Executive that such sus-

pension is undeserved. The case of R. H. En-

glish was still under consideration. This report

was received with great satisfaction by the coun-

cil, and amongst the clubs all over the kingdom
the decision is popular. Some writers in our

journals affect to find fault with the system of sus-

pending on suspicion ; but there is a very general

idea that the action of the Union will be supported

by the athletic associations, and, if necessary, a

coalition of the bodies governing all amateur

sports will carry matters into the law courts and

fight out the question of their legal right to gov-

ern amateur sport.

I am aware that the tendency of thought at

Springfield is against this process of purification

in the amateur cycling ranks, but knowing vour

unvarying practice of suppressing nothing that is

ivritten in good faith I am emboldened to say that

I consider the Springfield view to be a mistaken

one. The foundation of amateurism is that " ama-

teurs " in any sport are men who take part in that

sport /o>- amusenti-iit in their leisure hours ; and it

must be patent that such men as are represented

by one of your American cracks who admitted

that he received very little money over and above

his expenses (/. c. that he made a livelihood and

a little bit over] for riding a certain make of bicycle,

is not an amateur, but one who rides as a means

of livelihood —ergo a professional. The reason

why it seems so distasteful to class such men as

Rowe and Hendee, with the recognized profes-

sional bicyclists is that professionalism has been

brought into such ill-odor by the hipi)odroming

tactics of Prince and other professionals as to

make it unpleasant to regard these ex-amateur

young gentlemen as on a par with all other pro-

fessionals; but if we look at professional cycling

from its best point, and also at professionalism in

amusements of a non-athletic description, we can

easily imagine that a strict drawing of the line

between the two classes of riders will result in

the elevation of the professional in the social scale.

Music, for example, is the most universally pur-

sued amateur recreation, and yet there is no

social stigma attaching to the professional musi-

cian, but rather the contrary; and when it comes
to be understood that a professional cyclist can

be a well-behaved and gentlemanly sportsman, sul)-

sidized amateurs need no longer dread riding

openly as professionals in an honorable profession.

Then just as peojile prefer to pay to hear good
professional music to mediocre amateur music, so

would good professional cycle-racing attract the

paying public to witness it. And the makers
would derive just as much benefit from openly

subsidizing the professionals to ride their machines
as they now do by secretly subsidizing amateurs

to do so, records of fast speed being the only

thing to be desired for advertising racing wheels.

On our (laths, racing has scarcely conunenced
yet. True, there was the first open handicaj) in

the London district, last Saturday, at the Spring

meeting of the London Athletic Club, but the

times were very poor, even for a wet track, show-
ing how very backward all our riders have become
owing to the severe and protracted winter. Next
Saturday, the Surrey Bicycle Club's Spring meet-

ing takes place, for which a fair entry has been
obtained; but E. ^L Mayes is the only scratch

man in the mile open bicycle, although Speechly

and Furnivall are expected to run for the cup

;

neither man is in good condition, however,

Speechly having caught bronchitis, and Furnivall

not having done much path-practice. Letchford,

who has hitherto figured as a crack tricyclist, has

taken t» bicycle riding, and is going very well in

practice, the two-wheeler seeming to fit him even

better than the Humbcr tricycle did. The half-

mile tricycle handicap has no less than four

scratch men, viz : Sharp, Letchford, Wilson, and

Bower; and the result of this race, supplemented

by Easter running at provincial meetings, will

afford us a guide as to the probable winners of

championship honors this year. After Easter,

everybody settles down to prepare for the inter-

national tournament at Alexandra Park, which

has the official support of eighty clubs, and will

undoubtedly be a fine meeting, even though the

international character should be restricted to

England, Ireland, and Scotland.

The Ripley Road Club has been formed bv a

number of the crack road-riders who habitually

ride on the road between London and Ripley on

Sundays, its objects being similar to those of the

North Road Club, although there is not the same
qualification. Unfortunately for the new club, its

captain has embroiled it in a quarrel with the

North Road Club, actually before its inauguration,

by writing a notice deprecatory of the N. R. C. C.

members' riding on an occasion when the latter

club rode to Ripley ; so that relations are some-

what strained between these two clubs, who should
have rather established amicably sporting rela-

tions at the outset. Fast road-riding will, un-

doubtedly, receive a fillip by means of these two
organizations.

Permit me to correct a mistake in the March
issue of the GAZErrE. Mr. 11. Etherington did

not have anything to do with Mr. Grifilin's election

as handica|)per to the N. C. U. ; it was the editors

of /F//tf//;/^'-^McCandlish antl Low—who inter-

ested themselves in (iritfin's cause; and so far

from the " Coventry Ring " opposing, it I know as

a fact that only one vote, out of a possible five,

possessed by delegates who are in the mystic
" Ring," went for Coleman. The mistake perhaps
arose from the avoidance of open advocacy, in the

Coventry papers, of the cause of one of the Cov-
entry men; it would not have been good form for

me,—as an example,—to use my position as repre-

senting my club on the Union to also use my
position on the Coventry press to further the can-

didature of a co-worker.

By the way, whilst on the subject of literature,

it occurs to me to say that " Secrets of a Tele-

phone," now running in Wheeling, are about the

funniest series of skits I ever read. I am afraid,

however, that they will be caviare to the general

reader in America.

Humber & Co. have been unsuccessful in their

lawsuit against Marriott & Cooper, relating to the

claim of the former to register the words " Gen-
uine Humbcr " as a trade mark. By the terms of

the agreement under which the formerly existing

l)artnership was dissolved, Marriott & Cooper,

as well as T. Humber, were to retain the right to

use the word " Humber" as a trade mark, and it

is now decided that Humber & Co. must not rep-

resent that their cycles are the only "Genuine
Plumbers." They will probably adopt the name
" Beeston Humber " instead.

Another lawsuit is threatened us, over the Bown
patent, owing to the discovery that one Frederick

Chinnock invented—and provisionallv protected

—

ball-bearings having laterally adjustable ca|)s sim-

ilar to Bown's, so long ago as 1853. The lateral

adjustment is the vital principle on which Bown
relies ; and, having read the whole of Chinnock's

specification and examined its illustrative draw-

ings, I am candidly of opinion that it will have

the effect of upsetting Bown's mono|)oly, unless

Bown's patent claimed only the adaptation of the

invention to cycle purposes.

The proposal to run a race at Springfield for

the one-mile amateur championship of the world,

paying the expenses of foreign teams, is favorably

regarded on all hands, and unless the sub-amateur

difficulty stands in the way I dare say the N. C. U.

will agree to the proposition. .Alreadv, a move

in this direction has been made, by permission

being granted for the Irish and Scotch teams, who
are coming to London in May, to have their ex-

penses paid out of a fund raised for the purpose

;

and no reason has been advanced against the

straightforward and open payment of amateurs'

expenses for such exceptional occasions.

At the moment of writing, there are but six

weeks to the tournament. If the racing board of

the L. A. W. should rescind any of the suspensions

in lime, please send over a team to carry off that

Challenge Shield. " Fakii."

London, .April 14. 1S86.

The League of American Wheelmen hold their

annual meeting in Boston, May 27, 28, 29.
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V:_

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

'^ KEEPS the wheel of thiie

along, and its cogs fit close

into, and carry round with it

the sister wheel of change,

and my pen must creep with

these dual wheels, which

make up what some philoso-

phers might term the " Bicy-

cle of Fate," for I find my-
"^7

self writing no more to The

Springfield Wheelmen''s Gazette of pleasant mem-
ories, but to The Wheelmen's Gazette, of pleas-

ant promise. If the spirit of the old Gazette still

lives on in the pages of the new one, the change

of title will matter but little to publisher or reader

;

if anything, the broader title of the new paper is

preferable for many reasons to the more localized

name of the old one.

What glorious weather we are having here for

riding ; cyclers are commencing to turn out in

earnest, and Fairmount Park begins to look like

old times, the old times I mean of a year ago.

And " The Pike," too, is beginning to see its

cycling population, and the rubber-hoofed steed

is starting in this season to seek once more for a

monopoly of " Old Lancaster." Some kind indi-

viduals last year expressed the opinion that cycling

this year in the Quaker City would not make any

very noticeable advance, but things so far do not

seem to bear out the prognostication. Everything

promises well for a lively and go-ahead season,

and from the small boy on his semi-bone-shaker to

the venerable rider of the latest-out safety, the

votaries of the " wheel " seem inclined to make
this year of grace, '85, an extra lively one in the

cycling line in Philadelphia. The clubs will, of

course, have a chief hand in the work of the year.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club will build its new
club-house ; this in itself will be a big event in the

cycling community here. To have a veritable

club-house owned by a cycling club and costing

somewhere in the neighborhood of $20,000, will

be something for the members of Philadelphia

wheelmen to talk about. The ground on which
to erect the building has been purchased, and I

believe the plans for the house itself have been
submitted to and approved by the club, and the

work of construction will be commenced very

shortly. The location is good, looking to the in-

terests of the present members of the organiza-

tion, the site being close to one of the entrances of

Fairmount Park, and the one, too, most easily

reached from the city proper, and the one there-

fore most patronized by riders and drivers of all

.'-.orts, whether of steel steeds, or of legitimate

horseflesh. In this location Philadelphia will

be close to its sister city club, Germantown,
whose lately acquired house on Fairmount ave-

nue will be but a few squares distant from the

new home of Philadelphia. Talking of the German-
town Cycling Club, this club during the past win-

ter season had a very successful social time, per-

haps the most successful of any cycling club in

this neighborhood. The winter was of a nature

decidedly adverse to cycling in any shape or form,
and perhaps to this fact may be attributed the

success of the whist-parties, etc., which were an
enjoyable and distinguishing feature of German-
town's club-life during the past off-season. Music
had a big boom among the members, too, chiefly

through the instrumentality of the genial Dr.

Kner, who took much pains to draw out the latent

talent of a number of members in this special line.

Of course we are all cognizant of the fact that

cyclers, as a rule, are an exceedingly unassuming
if not a decidedly bashful section of the commu-
nity, and we all know how exceedingly difficult a

matter it is to get them to show up in public, even

in a League parade, where they have immense
moral support assured by the presence of a num-
ber of their fellows, and a greater number of citi-

zens who are not their fellows, but who, no doubt,

ought to be. Well, this feature of bashfulness

had to be overcome, and it was overcome in the

case of the Germantown warblers, and the end

attained was a very respectable quartette and a

chorus of male voices, such as Colonel Mapleson

himself might listen to with extreme edification.

Germantown appears to have the lion's share of

sociability among members of all our clubs. The
reason probably is that the club-house is situated

at comparatively easy distances from the resi-

dences of members, and in close contact with city

associations.

The location of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club rooms on the west side of the Schuylkill

river gives to it more the tone of a riding club,

that is, taking the membership as a whole, and a

pretty big membership it is now. The Press of

last Sunday stated that Pennsylvania in point of

active members was the second largest club in the

country. I suppose Massachusetts is the one

ahead, and I thought that there were one or two

others who rolled up a big membership list, but

remembering that there are no associate members
in the " club of the silver Keystone " and that the

membership is over a hundred, I would not be

surprised if we have here a club with more really

active members than the great clubs of our east-

ern fellow wheelmen. Pennsylvania, too, is getting

the club-house building craze. I saw by the daily

papers some few days since, that " Penny " had filed

an application with the commissioners of Fair-

mount Park, pra3'ing (to use grand language) for

a plot of ground in the said great juiblic domain,

whereon to erect a club-house, meet for the re-

quirements of members of such a respectable or-

ganization as the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, and

I hope said plot of ground will be granted, for I

believe with the boat club-houses for precedent

the commissioners will not or cannot sell a foot

of ground under their control. It would be an

extra step forward to get such a recognition of the

status of cycling and cyclers, from the commis-

sioners of one of the finest parks in the world, as

would be conveyed by the permission to build

within the precincts of the great pleasure ground,

a cottage palace for representatives of what is be-

coming one of the greatest pastimes and pleasures

of our country. What with all this building and

talking of building, and growth of clubs and in-

crease of League members, and all the rest of it,

I see no sign of a retrograde movement in the

cycling world in this region during the balance of

this year at least.

I noticed in one of our large dailies the other

day an item which shows that in some places at

least, bicycling is considered of sufficient impor-

tance to be noticed by the all-pervading hotel pro-

prietor. In an advertisement of the many points

in favor of selecting the well-known " Devon Inn"
as a desirable summer resort, the proprietor stated

that the neighborhood of the hotel boasted good

bicycling roads. The inducement to select " Dev-

on " for a summering place was inserted among
the more conventional ones, and no doubt struck

the eyes of many, who, as non-bicyclers, thought

its insertion rather funnv.

The new cycling organization of Philadelphia,

which, if I remember rightly, I referred to in a

former letter, is now in actual existence, and if it

fulfills the mission mapped out for it by its pro-

jectors and founders, it will do the cause of cy-

cling much service. The name it sails under is

rather a long one, "The Association for the Ad-

vancement of Cycling," and its primary object is

of course the interest of cycling and cyclers gen-

erally. At the organization meeting held last

month the statement was made by Chief Consul

Aaron that the principal work of the association

would be in the line of endeavoring to better pub-

lic highwaj-s, the general condition of which

especially round the neighborhood of Philadelphia

was in no way creditable to an enlightened com-

munity. The chief consul seemed to think that

by properly organized and concentrated effort,

cyclers, owing to their of late largely increased

and their ever increasing number, have it in their

power, and will in future even more so have it in

their power, to influence public opinion, and

municipal legislation on the head of good roads.

There is no doubt whatever, that cyclers, if they

worked properly together, could wield an influ-

ence in this direction, which, while it might not

at first show its fruits in any great betterment of

roads and streets, would still by the insertion of

the thin end of the wedge, via minor reforms and

improvements, j>ave the way, so to speak, for

more extensive efforts in the line of pavements

and macadam. The association has centrally

located headquarters, easily accessible from all

points of the city, and in close proximity to the

Pennsylvania railroad station, and if the interest

in its welfare already evinced by numbers of

wheelmen is only kept up it is bound to be suc-

cessful. Indeed it ought to be if only to repay

the time and trouble which the already over-

worked secretary-editor of the League has be-

stowed upon it. Speaking of the secretary-editor,

he is b)- no means in robust health now, and I

believe he intends leaving the city for some little

time, in order to try and build up for the League

meet at Boston. He wears glasses constantly

now, and here is a pointer, in case any one wants

to paint his portrait before they see him at Bos-

ton. He either wears said glasses on his nose,

which is the place they were built for, or else he

holds them in a preoccupied manner between the

finger and thumb of his left hand. His left hand

it is generally, remember, for his right one as a

rule has something in it. If on his machine it is

the right handle-bar, for he dursn't let go " two

hands at onct," you know,—w'atch him at the

League meet,— if on Chestnut street where busy

men do congregate, it is a bundle of papers, and

if in the seclusion of the " Tavern Talkers' Club "

of an evening, at Wayne or Devon, it is a luscious

banana or a dozen of them—one at a time

—

which his dexter hand takes care of. But I have

wandered off from talking about the association
;

it has, I believe, over two hundred members.

This is not doing very badly when we remember

that it has onlv been in existence a few weeks,

and that as is generally the case with such under-

takings the work connected with it falls on the

shoulders, not of the many but of the fevi'. The

officers elected were as follows : President, Eugene

M. Aaron ; vice-president, Frank Read ; secre-

tary, Charles M.Miller; treasurer, II. C. Worrell.

The choice of officers appears to be a hapjjy one
;
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THE AMERICAN RUDGE.

There is a large class ot wheelmen and would-

be cyclists whose desires for a good wheel far ex-

ceed the cai)acity of their purses.

Until within a couple of years very many have

heen compelled to put up with a poorly-made ma-

chine, or, in their ignorance, have been led to buy

some second-hand and discarded rattletrap.

We are pleased to say that that day has gone

by, for the machine which we have in mind, the

American Rudge, is what has long been wanted for

this market, viz., a machine which, while low in

price, is handsome and well made, and just the

thing for those who find it difficult to raise the cash

to purchase a more expensive mount, and yet

whose desire is to own a machine one need not be

ashamed of.

The American Rudge is fitted with crescent steel

rims, I and | inch red rubber tires. The hubs are

nickeled gun metal, well recessed and pierced

with eighty and twenty No. i r direct spokes,

making the wheel immensely strong and rigid.

The backbone is a round weldless steel tube,

nicely tapered and curved, terminating in a nicely

shaped rear fork. The head is of the Humber
pattern, with long centers, similar to the well-known

Andrews, and is protected by a neat dust shield.

The spring is plain, flat, and broad, and slides

at the tail on a small steel plate attached to the

backbone.

The handle-bar is solid, gracefully curved, and

of good length, and to which is attached a stout

double-lever spoon brake.

The front forks have received the makers' special

attention, being hollow and elliptical, calculated to

stand any strain that will be put upon them.

The bearings are the celebrated Rudge's "Un-
equaled " balls to both wheels. These bearings

are so well known that comment is unnecessary.

Plain ixirallel pedals are fitted, or ball pedals at a

slight extra charge.

The machine has a leg guard and a saw step,

and is fitted with cither Laniplugh and Brown's

or Brooks's long-distance saddles, and furnished

with tools and oil can.

It is in a great many respects similar to the

Rudge Light Roadster, the only points of differ-

ence being the wheels, where we have gun-metal

hubs, direct spokes and crescent felloes instead of

tangent spokes and hollow felloes. The handle-

bar being curved solid instead of hollow.

Having their house in Bradford, which brings

them in direct communication with Messrs. Rudge

& Co., its American agents are enabled to place

large orders and handle this wheel on a very small

margin, and it is especially intended to reach that

large number of wheelmen who want a first-class

article, but who cannot pay a high price.

The great popularity attendant on this wheel

during the last three years, and the large number

which Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. have

sold, convince them that the .\merican Rudge

lias filled a want long felt by the large class of

.Vmerican riders,—viz., a first-class, thorough, reli-

able, easy-running, and carefully built all-round

roadster at a low price ; and it can unhesitatingly

be said that there is no machine either on the

I'.nglish or .\mcriian market that can compare

with it, either in quality, workmanship, or finish.

In fact many customers have sent unsolicited

testimonials saying they prefer the American

Rudge to other wheels costing from $20.00 to

?25.oo more.

Before buying a second-hand wheel it would

be well to consider whether it would not be better

to add a few more dollars and order a new

.\merican Rudge.

THE LADIES' COLUMBIA TWO-
TRACK TRICYCLE

Is a light and elegant machine for ladies, and

suitable also for men weighing up to 130 pounds,

or careful riders of greater weight.

The great success of the regular Columbia Two-

Track Tricycle, and its decided practical advan-

tages, have led the company to adopt that general

form of construction for this tricycle. In its de-

tails, however, it presents some special modifica-

tions of importance, for the most part tending to an

economy of weight, while presenting the greatest

strength possible with the amount of material em-

ployed. The frame is similar to that of the regular

machine but of slightly lighter seamless tubing ;

and a considerable amount of weight is also saved

in the construction of the driving-wheels. These

are 44 inches in diameter, and are made with the

company's new full-tangent spoke, though the wire

used in these wheels is of a larger gauge than that

of the racer. Notwithstanding the lightness of

the wheels, however, they are extremely rigid.

Another new and valuable feature is presented

in the ingenious steering-machanism. The rod

running from the steering-head bracket-arm con-

nects at its upper end by a ball-and-socket joint

with the long arm of a lever pivoted at its angle to

the frame. The short arm of the lever is linked to

a nut running on a quick thread upon the stecring-

liandle upright, and receives its motion, up or down,

by the turning of the handle to the right or left.

While the action is positive and quick, without be-

ing over-sensitive, the steering-wheel cannot be de-

flected from its course, even when the hand is re-

moved. The joints being adjustable for wear, all

rattling is obviated. The chain is the improved

Kwart. It is very strong and light, and more read-

ily adjustable in length than any other chain, by rea-

son of the ease with which the links may be taken

apart. This renders the adjustment of the machine

for different riders much more simple than is the

case with any other tricycle. By loosening its

binding-bolt, the bracket carrying the lower

sprocket-wheel may be moved np or down and the

chain shortened or lengthened as the case requires.

The Wallace patent sprocket-wheel is used, and

while each machine, unless otherwise ordered, will

be furnished geared "even," that is, ad a 44 inch

driver, it will be fitted, if so ordered, with cither a

48 or 52 inch gear, or these wheels may be had at

any time as extras.

Every wheelman who has not already on file the

last issue of the Columbia catalogue (dated April,

1886,) should at once procure one. The cata-

logues, containing fifty-two pages and fifty-one

engravings, will be mailed free upon ajjplication.

Sale aqd Exchange.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling expenix:.

It often occurs that a wlieehnan wishes to exchange or sell his

m.icliine, or a new-comer wishes to purch.ise a second-hand
wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be <7«<r cerU fer word, each insertion, cash with the on/rr.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

A^
DVERTISKRS will consult their own interests by .idver-

tising in The \Vheelmi;n's Gazette.

B IC'N'CLES. — Fair prices and spot cash paid for desirable
2d-luind wheels. 13UTMAN & CO., 89 Court St., Bosto.n.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.—-Specialty in furnishing
new wheels fur exchange. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay

.Square, Oriental ISuilding, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — B-irgains for cash;
wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTMAN

& CO., 89 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

B ICYCI.es AND TRICYCLES received on consignment:
no charges ni.Tcie when goods are furnished in exchange.

liUT-MAN &. CO., Oriental Building, S9 Court St., BosTO.v.

BAROAIN.— 56-inch Royal Mail bicycle, full-nickeled, ball

pedals, practically new; cost ^1^9.50; price $125.
-Address T. O. ANGELL, Jk., 604 South First East Street,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

B.ARG.'MN.S— We have a ninnber of second-hand wheels,

all in excellent condition, which we offer cheap; full de-
scription on application bv mentioning this paper. Address
STODDARD, LOVERIKG & CO., 152 Congress Street,

Bos ION, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.— 125 shop- worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; correspondence and inspection invited;

open Saturday evenings. BUTM.VN & CO., Scollay Square,

Oriental Bulling, Boston, Mass.

OW-HORN BARS, nickeled and complete, $5. LOWE
BICYCLE CO.MPANY, Fitchulrg, Mass.c

CHEAP—4S-inch Special Facile, nickel and enamel; ridden

only about 50 miles; good as new. Also, 54 -inch full-

nickeled Star, in excellent condition. F. CL.'VPSADEL,
Jamestown, N. V.

FOR S.ALE—A receipt for 50 cents, entitling the holder to

The Wheelmen's Gazette for one year.

FOR SALE — A 42 -inch Special Facile Biocle, 1885. as

good as new; price $100. Address P. O. BOX 126,

Reading, Pa.

FOR S.4LF. — 18.85 Victor Tricycle, never been used ; best

offer over $125 will be accepted. LOUI TAFT, Box 335,
Spkisgfield, Mass.

FOR S.-\LE—42-inch Ideal, only $i7.5o,with tool-bap, tools,

and bell ; good order. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.\LF.—56-inch Standard Columbia, ball-bearings, in

good order; <;55. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
P.\NY, SpKiNGfiELD, Mass.

FOR SALE—5S-inch Royal Challenge, ball-bearings: been
run only a little; S70. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-

P.\NY, Spkingfield, Mass.

FOR S.\LE — Lakiu Cyclometer, with nickeled lamp, for

52-inch wheel; good as new; cost $14. 50; price $6.50.

W. L. B.ATES, ToPEKA, Kansas.

FOR S.ALE—.\ lot of good second-hand $% Hill & Tolman
Bells ; Ji.so for Expert or .Sland.ird. A.SlERICAN BI-

CYCLE COMPANY, Springfielu, Mass.

FOR SALE—56-inch Harvard, ball bearings to both wheels,

full -enameled: in fine order: onlv $70. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Spri.ngfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE— 54-inch Roval Mail Full Roadster, cow-hom
bars, enameled, fine order: onlv f75. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, SpRiNcnELP, Mas.s.

FOR SALE — Victor Tric\cle, 1884, with lamp, luggage

carrier, extra gear wheel, and chain-steering: excellent

condition; Jioo. Dr. C. H. OSBORNE, Southport, Ct.

FOR S.AI.F. — Fifty second-h.ind Bicycle S.-<dd]es at $1

each: manv of the saddles are worth twice the amount.

\l>io. Dui>l<x Whistle*, withchain, on receipt of 35c. AMER-
ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
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FOR SALE — 54 -inch new Rudge Racer, $115 cash.

MONROE COBURN, Springfield, Mass.

rOR SALE — 38 -inch Rudge Safety, good as new, extra

saddle; bargain. W. E. LEWIS, StajMFORD, Ct.

FOR S-ALE—Victor Tricvcle, in fine order ; Sioo.

C. L. HOYT, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE — Victor Tricycle, just about as good as new ;

S95 cash. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Spri.ngfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — Heavv ribbed Bicvcle Hose, black or blue,

sent bv mail on recei'pt of Si. AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— 52-inch Victor Bicycle, in good order: price

$80 ; too small for owner. Address A. G. SMITH,
-Amity, Yam Hill County, Oregon.

FOR SALE OR EXCH.-iNGE — Cheylesmere Tricycle,

rear steerer ; will sell cheap, or exchange for a fine gun.

A. A. MANN, Easth.\mptox, Mass.

FOR SALE— Victor Tricycle, 1885 pattern, in excellent

condition : also several extras : price S90. Address
H. B. CULVER, 146 Broadway, New York.

FOR S.ALE— 52-inch new Yale Light Roadster, wheels
enameled, balance nickeled; only $g$. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—English double Children's Tricycle, just about
asgoodasnew: cost new $65 ; price $30. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—One No. 5 Royal Mail Racing Tricycle, cost

newSi75; been used only a little; $80. .AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, .Mass.

FOR S.ALE— .Any Premium named in our list at retail

price, and a copy of The G.\zette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE, Springfield, .Mass.

FOR SALE— Heavy all - wool ribbed L. A. W. stockings ;

sent by mail on receipt of Si ; special price to clubs.

A.MERICAN BICYCLE COMP.ANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE—36-inch English Challenge, cost $60 new ; in

good order; with bell, tool -bag, and tools; price $22.50.

.AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

FOR SALE—54-inch Matchless Bicycle, nickeled and
painted, ball bearings to both wheels : good order ; $65.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR S.ALE—Regular ?2.oo Facile Bicycle Bells; can be
used on any machine ; sent bv mail on receipt of S1.25.

AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.MPANY, Spri.\gfield,Mass.

FOUND OUT— That Wheeling Annual is the best of

all, and can be obtained of The Wheelmen's Gazette,
Springfield, Mass. Mailed post-paid on receipt of 50 cents.
VVhy not have one ? Why not present your friend with a copy ?

Cheap enough—don't you say so?

GIVEN AWAY—Premiums for .Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.
THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

HAND-INKING PRINTINC;- PRESS, 10^x15*, for

second-hand Bicycle or Tricycle. O. A. WARD,
Hu.mboldt, Iowa.

NOTICE.— Why use an uncomfortable Saddle when you
can get a Warwick .Self-.Adjusting Suspension Saddle for

$2.75? This is bv far the best Saddle in the market for the price.

AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.MPANY, Springfield.Mass.

OVERMAN WHISTLES, with chain, 35 cents, to adver-
tise; no stamps. LOWE BICYCLE COMPANY,

FiTCHBLRG, Mass.

ON S.ALE— 1S84 40-inch Special Facile, never injured, in

prime running order; best offer over $75 accepted. Bi-
cycles bought, sold, and exchanged. BICYCLE AGENCY,
C.\STILE, N. Y.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, post-paid, on receipt of price, Two Dollars, by

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

SEND 50 cents in stamps to the .AMERICAN BICYCLE
COMP.ANY, Springfield, Mass., and they will send

you by mail a nice Bicycle Lock and Chain.

SEND 35 cents in stamps and receive a pair of Crescent
Bicycle Hose Supporters. Thousands of them in use.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COM PANY, Springfield,Mass.

THE G.AZETTE and WHEELING ANNUAL, onlv $1.
THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE,Springfield,Mass.

W.ANTED—.A Boehm flute in exchange for a good 54-inch
ball-bearing bicycle. Address B., Wheelmen's Gazette,

Springfield, Mass.

THE WARWICK SELF-ADJUSTING STAR SAD-
DLE is the one for comfort and durability ; price $2.75.

On receipt of $5.50 we will prepay express and forward two of
them anywhere in the United Slates. THE .AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Spri.ngfield, Mass.

W.ANTED—Second-hand Bicvcle Lamp, Cyclometer, and
League Pin. E. SPENCER, Butler and 48th Streets,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WHEELMEN, how can you enjoy the wheel ? By keeping
fully posted and subscribing for so excellent a journal as

The Wheelmen's Gazette. Only Fifty Cents per year.

wANTED—Lantern and cyclometer for 56-inch wheel; give

lowest price. WM. WELLS, 53 South St., New York.

52
-INCH CYCLOMETER WANTED in exchange for

a .McDonnell of 54. HENRY W. ELLISON, Box
263, New Bedford, Mass

^^A^CRRD^

H'e ivish to thank our friends ajid customers for their

patience in waiting for oitr HUMBER TANDEMS, and

ive are pleased to say that ive luive received a fult supply

and can ttvw ship orders promptly.

Regretting the delay, 'which Ims been unavoidable, ive

refnain^

Yours very tndy,

STODDARD. LOVERIXG &- CO.

LEABUE RACES.
The following Races will be held under the auspices of the

L. A. W., at

Boston, Nlay 29, 1886,
at 3 P.M., on the

Union Grounds, Dartmouth Street.

1-mile Amateur Bicycle Race, League National Championship

1-mlle Amateur Tricycle Race. League National Championship

1-mile Amateur Bicycle Race. Massachusetts State Cham-
pionship (Entries limited to Massachusetts riders).

1-mile Amateur Bicycle Novice Race.

1-mile Amateur Bicycle Handicap Race.

1-mile Bicycle Invitation Race.

3-mile Bicycle Invitation Race.

5^°° Entries made to Abbot Bassett, Cycle office, 22

School street, Boston. Entrance fee, Si ; no fee for invitation

races. Entries close May 17. The Racing Board L. .A. W.
reserves the right to reject any and all entries to the national

championship.

Admission to the Jtaces, 50 cents.

RIBBON BADGES!
R. H. RADKORD,

manufacturer,
28 John Street, - - NEW YORK.

Ribbon Badges for the L. .A.W. and all other Clubs.

4^THE OnO BlCyCLL4-

This is a cut of the machine which cost $168, has not been
run 75 miles, is in excellent condition, runs very easily, and is

now for sale at $65 by the

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Two Days' Grand Sport,

jVIay 24 A)^o 25, 1886,

WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO.

Woodstock Amateur Athletic Association.

PROQRANINIE.

FIRST DAY-Monday, May 24.

1—One-Mile Bicycle Race. Sovioe. Open to C. W..\.

Prizes— ist, Gold Medal ; 2d, Gold-Plated Chain.

i—One-Mile Bicycle Race, Professional.

Championship of Canada. ^50 and Gold Medal added
by .Association. Sweepstakes. $10 entrance—S5 payable
May I, $5 May 18, when entries close.

3—100-Yard Foot Race, .Amateur.

Prizes— ist. Diamond Pin ; 2d, Gold Sleeve Buttons.

4—Five-Mile Bicycle Race, Amateur.

Prizes— ist. Gold Stop Watch ; 2d, Diamond Scarf Pin.

5— Half-Mile Bicycle Without Hands, Amateur.

Prizes— ist. Silver Watch ; 2d, Silk Umbrella.

<i
—Vaulting High With Pole, Amateur.

Prizes— ist, Silver \S ?.ter Pitcher; 2d, Gold Shirt Studs.

i—Five-Mile Bicycle Race, Professional. Open to all.

Prizes— ist, $100 cash; 2d, $40; 3d, S20.

S—One-Mile Tricycle Race, Amateur. Open to aU.

Prizes— ist. Gold Filled Watch : 2d, Pearl Opera Glass.

9—440-Yar(l Foot Bace, Amateur.

Prizes— 1st, Gold Ring; 2d, Gold Shirt Studs.

10—One-Mile Bicycle Race, Amateur. Open to all.

Prizes— ist, Diamond Ring; 2d, Gold Chain.

SECOND DAY-Tuesday, May 25.

1—Two-Mile Bicycle Race. S.20 Class, Road Machines.
Open to C.W..i. Members.

Prizes— ist. Silver Tilting Pitcher; 2d, Cyclometer.

2—i'20-Yard Foot Race, Amateur.

Prizes— 1st, SilverWatch; 2d, (iold-PlatedWatch Chain.

3—Five-Mile Bicycle Race, Amateur.

Provincial Championship—Gold Medal.

4—Two-Mile Bicycle Race, Professional.

Sweepstakes. #5 entrance. S2 5 added by .Association.

75 per cent, to 1st, 25 per cent, to 2d.

5—Half-Mile Foot Race, Amateur.

Prizes— ist. Gold Chain ; 2d, Dressing Case.

6—Three-JIile Bicycle Lap Race. Amateur. Open to all.

Prizes— 1st, Silver Stop Watch ; 2d,Gold Sleeve Links.

I—Running Broad Jump, Amateur.

Prizes— 1st, Timer; 2d, Cigar Case.

8—Half-Mile Bash. Amateur. Open to < . W . A.

Prize—Silver Tilting Pitcher.

9

—

High Jump, Amateur.

Prizes— ist. Meerschaum Pipe ; 2d, Cigar Case.

10—Two-Mile Bicycle Race, Amateur.

Open to riders in County of Oxford. S. Woodroofe Cup.

11—One-Mile Bicycle Consolation Race, Amateur.

Prizes— ist, Bronze Clock; 2d, Silver Cup.

Entries Close May 18. Entrance Fee—Professionals, $1 ;

Amateurs, 50c. All Entries should be addressed to D. A.
IVHITE, Sec. iV.A.A.A., H'oodslock, Out.,— entrance /er

to accom/>auy same in all cases. J'ost entries, 51V. e.xtra.

The order of Races is suhjefl tu cluvige at the discretion of
the Sports Committee.

If Promateurs are not reinstated by May 18, i/ie Spi^'ts

Committee will arrange Races with satisfactory prizes for
tliem.

Three entries and two starters required in each etieitt.

All bicycle races run under C. W. A. rules, which are tlu

same as the L.A. 11^'. racing rides.

Foot races and jumps under C. A. A. A. rules.

^^Special Lo^o Rates oh all Canadian Railways.
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and if the result of the undertaking rests with

tlieni, or is to be consequent on their efforts, the

association will get along all right. Talking of

officers, how about our L. A. W. officers for the

coming year ? Everyone is anxious to know who
is going to be who, but the returns of elections

appear to have gone to heaven, or to some other

place ; a good many voting papers will probably

go or have before now gone into the stove, but we

ought to know by this time who the favorites of

tlic I,. A. W. are. Before this letter gets into

print I suppose the returns will have stolen a

march on Karl Kron's book, and got rigged out in

the full glory of pica or brevier. And how about

the League meet .' I do not hear much talk about

it, nor does the note of preparation sound as loud

or as long as it has done during former years. Is

this going to be an instance of the truth of the

old adage that " still waters run deep " and that

Boston is going to surprise the L. A. W. brother-

hood ? If not she had better wake up and let the

fraternity know what they are to do, or if they are

to do anything except stay at home and read

accounts of the success of the great meet of 1886.

Chris.
PHII.ADELPHIA, May I, 1886.

AJAX DEFYING THE TOLL-GATE.

" Come, Ajax, it is your turn now to contribute

a story for the amusement of the crowd."

" I am not very good at story telling," replied

Ajax, " but I can tell you of a novel cycling ex-

perience in which I happened to take a very active

part."

" Bravo ! bravo ! let's have it," cried the squad

of wheelmen, who, with a number of village peo-

ple, were seated under the shade trees in the yard

of a country hotel, some eighteen miles from

Nashville.

Ajax cleared his throat and related the follow-

ing:

" On a beautiful .Saturday afternoon in the not

far distant past, three wheelmen of the X. Bi. C.

were trundling their machines down Church

street towards the Union Depot. There was to be

a ball at Cayce's Springs that evening, and as we
could not get off from business early enough to

wheel through, and also thinking we should be

too tired to fully enjoy the dance if we took the

long run, we had agreed to take the late afternoon

train to Franklin and ride from there over the

splendid Carter's creek pike to the Springs, a dis-

tance of about twelve miles.

" We boarded the train, and a little before dark

arrived at Franklin. Knowing that we could not

more than get out of the town before darkness

would be upon us, and also that the moon would

not rise for fully an hour, we lighted our lamps

before starting.

"As well as I remember, it is ten miles from

Franklin to the mouth of the lane leading to the

Springs. This ten miles we wished to make in one

hour. When I say that not one of us had ever

been over the road before, and that it w-as dark,

the only light being our three hub lamps, to wheel

at this rate of speed under these conditions, my
hearers, at least those of you who cycle, will say

was a risky ride.

" We had been assured, however, bv several

who had lately wheeled over the road, that it was

in perfect condition ; so as soon as we had passed

through the town a lively gait of some ten to

twelve miles an hour was struck. Gip's lamp had

the peculiarity of throwing a narrow stream of

light far ahead, while Sandy's and mine, although

of the same size and make, threw a broad light

only a few feet in front of the wheels. Gip was
selected to take the lead on this account. He
rode on the left center of the pike, about ten yards

in advance of me, who was on the right center,

while Sandy followed some ten yards to my rear.

Thus we continued riding up hill and down for

several miles, over a road as good as wc could

have desired.

" It had now become quite dark, but it had

grown upon us so gradually that our speed was

not slackened on this account.

" Suddenly I saw Gip's lamp give a downward
jerk and disappear. In another instant my wheel

jumped down an inch or two, and from the rum-

bling noise I knew it was abridge. Hastily look-

ing back, I saw Sandy's lamp, and while looking

at it for not exceeding two seconds, it also instantly

disappeared. Could it be possible that both the

boys had missed the bridge and run off the em-

bankment into the creek below .' I heard no one

cry out and could scarcely understand what had

become of them. Could it be possible they were

seriously hurt ? I felt my blood chill at the

thought, and scarcely had enough strength left to

back pedal for a dismount. I was just in the act

of alighting when I saw ahead of me the two

lamps of my companions, and it was several mo-

ments before my stupid brain could fathom this

mystery— namely, it was an old-style covered

bridge, having a partition through the center for

right and left driving. Gip and Sandy had taken

the left side, while I was on the right, and the

ceiled partition had both hidden their lamps and

deadened the slight noise of their wheels. I gave

a long breath of relief, put on an extra spurt, and

soon regained my position next to the leader.

They had a laugh at my fears ; for Gip, by the aid

of his " long distance " lamp, saw it was a double

bridge ; while .Sandy, who was riding near the

center of the road, had to turn ([uicklv to the left

to avoid a collision with the partition.

" We had gone about a mile farther, still keep-

ing up a rapid steady pedaling, when I felt, by the

way my wheel was running, that we were going

down a slight grade ; suddenly I heard Sandy cry

out, ' Stop ! stop I " Thinking the pace was a little

too fast for him, I paid no attention to his injunc-

tion, and as I passed by he again cried, ' For

heaven's sake, stop
!

' I still thought he wished

to slacken the speed at which we were going, and,

instead of slowing up, I gave my pedals an extra

thrust. In an instant I saw, not twenty feet be-

fore me, the bar of a closed toll-gate square across

the pike. Much quicker than can be related, I

decided what was the best thing to be done under

the circumstances. I knew it was utterly impos-

sible to check my speed or to dismount with

safety, so quickly raised my feet from the pedals

and threw my legs over the handle-bar in front

of me as in coasting, only they were held straight

out in a parallel line to the road. The wheel

struck the bar, and I shot forward like an arrow

from a bow. I had made quick calculations to

alight on mv feet, but was going at a much faster

speed than was taken into consideration, and as

quick as a wink, before I could bend my limbs,

hit the pike in a sitting posture, the same position

I held when leaving the saddle. Rut I did not

stop where I hit. The impetus I was under sent

me sliding along down the road the same as if on

a sled down the snow-covered Capitol hill of last

winter. I instinctively grabbed for the brake, but,

hollow mockery, it was not there I The hill sud

denly became steeper and my rate of travel was
correspondingly increased. There I sat bolt up-

right, with feet stuck out in front of me, going at a

three minute gait and no means at hand to check

my speed. It was so dark I could just barely see

the road. I regretted I had not grabbed my hub
lamp as I left the wheel, so that I might now see

where I was going. I succeeded fairly well in

keeping in the middle of the pike by digging first

one heel and then the other in the road, as one

guides a sled. At one time I got turned almost

half around and thought surely I would have to

finish the coast backwards ; but, by a great deal

of kicking, finally got in a straight line again.

How much longer was this hill .' I asked myself.

Would I ever reach the foot? It was becoming a

serious question with me whether my breeches

would last much longer under this trying ordeal.

A few moments more (which seemed years to me),

I stopped so suddenly I thought my head would
fly off.

" It was only a narrow culvert across the road,

the wooden covering of which happened to be

about two inches higher than the road surface. My
heels had struck this raised edge, and, as it did

not give way, of course I had to stop. I felt my
head to ascertain if it had been jerked off, and
while wondering if I was all there, slowly got up,

slapped the dust from my clothing, and started

back for the toll-gate.

" I soon saw a light going first to one side of

the pike and then to the other, which I could not

understand. As I approached them I saw both

the boys and the old toll-gate keeper bent over,

and all busily engaged in looking for something.

What could the boys have lost.' As soon as I

got within calling distance I yelled out, ' Hello !

boys, what's the matter .'
'

' We've lost a wheel-

man,' answered Sandy. Sure enough they had

called the gate keeper out, asked the loan of a

lantern, and were then scouring the pike to find

what had become of me. Ciip said he saw me
throw my legs over, saw the wheel hit the gate,

saw me shoot forward in the darkness, and looked

for the pike to strike fire when I hit, but he did

not see the flash and that was the last he saw of

me. He and Sandy had dismounted just before

reaching the gate, come across to the other side

to find me, but failing to do so, had called the old

gate keeper to ask the loan of a lantern to con-

tinue the search.

" When I arrived they had about come to the

conclusion that I had been pulverized so fine that

thev could not find the particles. After telling

them of my novel coast down the hill and seeing

I was not hurt, they had a second good laugh at

my expense. We then went to examine into the

condition of my wheel, and finding the old road-

roller all right, we were soon mounted and spin-

ning onward. The moon rising before we entered

the lane enabled us to arrive at the Springs in

good time, and after a change of clothing, which

had been sent out that morning by rail, we en-

tered the ball-room and passed an evening of such

genuine enjoyment that it well repaid us for the

trip."

" Hurrah for .\jax I
" cried the crowd, when he

had finished the storv. Fvery one was in the act

of making some remark when the music of the

dinner-gong floated gently on the breeze and they-

dispersed to discuss the bill of fare.

"Fifty-three."
Nashviule, Te.n.n., April 17, 1SS6.
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THE COLONEL WITHDRAWS THE INJUNC-
TION.

BY WILL MAMTIC.

" ' 'Twas ever thus, from childhood's hour

I've seen my fondest hopes decay
;

I never loved a tree or flower,

But 'twas the first to fade away.' "

" I never had a piece of bread

Particularly wide,

But what it fell upon the floor

Upon the buttered side,
—

"

I mocked.
" Oh, pshaw !

" said Harry.

"E.xpressive of disgust, I should say," replied I.

" May I inquire the cause .'

"

" You, just at present. More generally, every-

thing and everybody."

" Quite comprehensive, certainly. How about

one's self .'' " I ventured.

" Myself included."

" And the bike ? " I continued.

" No, that excepted. If it weren't for my ma-

chine and the ability to kick out some of my blues

on that thing, I think I should want to go West

and become a cowboy, or find something else

equally as diverting. But after all it frequently

brings to mind some very unpleasant thoughts."

"What, your wheel?" said I. "By the bye,

I've understood you got that machine in rather a

peculiar way. Tell me about it."

Harry did not respond at once, but slowly

knocked the ashes froin his cigar, and then, with

a preoccupied air, began watching the smoke as

it curled upwards. I had known Harry Miller for

some time, but our acquaintance had not been inti-

mate. A mutual and thorough devotion to wheel-

ing had finally brought us together, and we were

spending our vacation in touring to the nuinerous

summer resorts. To-day we had made quite a

run and were indulging in a siesta with cigars,

after having washed the dust from our throats

with copious draughts of milk, obtained at a

neighboring farm-house. Miller's home was in

New Jersey, and he had formerly been a trifle

wild, I knew, though now he was steady enough,

and was surely booked, so it was said, for a place

" on Commencement." He had come to us from

Cornell, a rather long "rustication" there having

caused the old gentleman to put his son where

temptations were a little less numerous. Finding

that Harry had quite lost himself in a day-dream,

and was not likely to emerge from it soon, I

abruptly exclaimed, " You don't say so !

"

" Well, no, I don't," he slowly said, " but I will

if you care to listen, though it's nothing but a

short chapter of incidents, or rather accidents,

perhaps."

" Go on, ' I'm all ears,' as the donkey said."

" A personal reminiscence as it were."

" Oh, never mind being sarcastic," said I, " i)ro-

ceed with the story."

" Well, it was all through a certain young lady

—Miss Carrie Van Houten."

" Van who ? " I suddenly exclaimed.

" Van Houten—Carrie Van Houten—old Colo-

nel Van Houten's daughter. Do you know her ?'

" No, never saw her."

" Why display that sudden interest, then ?
"

" I—that is—never mind. I'll tell you later."

He looked at me curiously a moment but finally

resumed :
" Well, you see I went making calls

with three or four of the boys one New Year's,

and our list included a few places over in Bergen

County, among the ' Dutchmen.' The last place

we called at was Colonel Van Houten's— a real old-

time family homestead. The young ladies had

prepared a very bountiful spread, and what with

refreshments and a number of waltzes, we spent

considerable time there. One of those who re-

ceived was the Miss Van Houten I mention, and

we became mutually interested during the even-

ing. After that, I saw her frequently. During

the summer I used to take a run over there quite

often, and when she arranged to visit with her

cousin in Montclair, I promised to take a spin out

there and call on her. Well, it seems that her

cousin owned a tricycle, and Miss Van Houten

learned to ride it unknown to me. So that, one

day, having promised to arrive there on my wheel

about such a time, she started out on the tricycle

to meet me and give me a surprise—and she did,

a complete one."

" How was that ?
"

" Well, I had been delayed with a loose tire, so

after I had tied that securely, I mounted and be-

gan to make up for lost time. I took a 2.40 gait

and away I went, with my head down and my
legs pumping in their best style. All at once I

struck something—a stone wall, I thought,—and

then I knew nothing for the next few minutes."

" What was it—a stone ?
"

" No, it was a tramp. It seems that Miss Van

Houten had come to a piece of road where there

were no houses in sight, and had just taken out

her watch to note the time. The tramp must

have seen her do it, for he started out from the

bushes, stopped her machine, and threatened I

don't know what, if she didn't give up her watch

and valuables. Fearing to anger him, for he was

a burly ruffian, she set about removing the chain

and her ear jewels, when I came tearing round

the curve and created a diversion, so to speak. I

struck that fellow right amid-ships, and in about

half a jiffy there was a most puzzling mixture of

tramp, rider, and machine. The shock threw me
about ten feet, and I was a sorry looking bov

when I rose. My clothes were torn, my left arm

broken, and my face looked as though I had

shaved myself with a curry-comb. But mv bike was

the sorriest looking mess. One handle-bar was bent

straight down, the wheel was buckled, and the

little wheel had sprung forward till it had the ap-

pearance of trying to shake hands with the pedal."

" What did Miss Van Houten do ?
"

"Do! Why she screamed, same as any girl

would, so she said. But when I came to she had

brought my cap full of water and was giving me a

most liberal ducking."

" And the tramp .'
"

" He resumed his business—tramped. His fall

dazed him somewhat, but by the time we could

pay any attention to him, he had disappeared."

" What did you do then .'

"

" We packed my wheel on to the tricycle and

started on, pushing it ahead of us. I thought I

should faint once or twice, my arm pained me so,

but I shut my teeth, and she didn't know it was

anything more than a sprain till we reached the

house. Then a doctor was called. After being

laid up there a couple of days, I was carried home,

and about a week after that the expressman called

and left me a new Victor with the compliments

of the Colonel. It's a daisy, the best wheel made,

1 think. That's the kind that makes the little

boys yell, ' Let her go, Sinith ! She's a good one.'
"

" You're enthusiastic, I see. The Colonel cer-

tainly did the square thing by you. But I'll take

a Columbia for mine. Did your arm recover

nicely ?

"

" Oh, yes, that's all right."

" And the young lady became more interested in

you ?
"

" Yes, I suppose so."

" And you became more mterested in her.'
"

" Yes "—with a snap.

" Then I should think the world might seem
rosy-hued to you. Why this disgust with every-

thing and your frequent attacks of the blues.'

Has anything happened to disturb the course of

true love .'

"

" Only a trifle," he replied, with bitter sarcasm.
" Her father ordered me one day some time after

our engagement had been announced, never to

darken his doors again, and said that he should

consider my engagement to his daughter perma-

nently broken."

" Phew 1 .'^nd did the young lady heartily agree

to that ?

"

" I suppose so. I have never seen her from
that day to this. She was sent away to some
seminary, I believe."

" Didn't you write to her.'"

" Yes, but my letters must have been intercepted.

At least I never received any answers. Finally I

gave it up."

" But what caused such a sudden turn in

affairs .'
"

"I didn't say."

" I know you didn't. That's what I'm asking

you."

" Well, it's a matter which I don't find much
pleasure in mentioning, so if I tell you it must be

kept in strict confidence."

Of course I promised,—everybody always does,

you know,—and he continued.

" Well, it was another accident. You see Jack
Marston was in Columbia then, and he had some
of the boys up from there and was showing them
the lions of the town. I happened to meet them

and we all went up into Garside's to have a game
of pool. The boys were feeling quite hilarious,

though I was straight enough, for I had not been

with them. But I was in for a lark, for I had just

been rusticated and time hung heavily on mv
hands. Well, while they were setting up the balls

for a second gaine somebody called out, ' Who
was George W^ishington .' ' and then they all

shouted, ' The Father of his Country,—First in

War, First in Peace, and First in the Hearts of

his Country—Men I ' banging their cues down in

unison on each important word, and ending up

with a grand tattoo. I chimed in, and, at the final

bang, I gave my cue an extra whirl, when, much to

my surprise, I saw a stovepipe hat roll on the

floor. Imagine my complete horror when on look-

ing around I found that it fell from the white head

of Carrie Van Houten's father. I rushed to pick

it up, but the boys, thinking it done purposely, had

already made a foot-ball of it, and by the time 1

got it, the rim, crown, and sides had dissolved

partnership. Meanwhile Colonel Van Houten had

fled in anger and disgust. I called next day to

apologize and explain matters, but the old gentle-

man was choleric, and would hear to no reason.

It appears that he had seen me go up with the

boys and had followed to ask me if I wouldn't

come away from such a crowd and place. The

interview became stormy when he said he thought

it was bad enough to he suspended from my own
college without coming home to carouse with a set

of rowdies from another. Finally he ordered me
never to darken his doors again, etc., as I told

you."
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" And do you think the young lady acquiesced

in that command ?
"

" Whv, I suppose she must have, otlicrwise she

might have communicated with me."

" Hut you don't know ?
"

" No, I can't say I do."

" I promised to tell you something, but I guess

I'll wait."

" But you said you would."

" I said ' later,' and so I will later. Trust in

nie." Now the reason was that 1 had but just re-

ceived a letter from a friend at the Ocean House

at our prospective next stopping-place, accom-

panied by a Sill Shell, which contained a list of

recent hotel arrivals, and among them was a Miss

Carrie Van Houten registering as from New
Jersey. I had neglected to show this paper to

Harry because we had agreed to confine our visits

to places where we should find everybody total

strangers, and I disliked to announce that I was

about to break the arrangement. Now I was glad

of it, and resolved to keep the fact entirely a

secret, for I had conceived a wild idea that this

Miss Van Houten might be flic one, and then

Harry could meet her. After finishing our cigars

and resting some little time, we mounted again

and pushed hard for the beach. Putting up at

the Monmouth we gave orders not to be called,

and retired early. Next morning I came down

first, on plea of getting a shave, which having

been obtained, I rushed over to the Ocean House,

feeling somewhat like a culprit, but quieting myself

with the excuse that it was " all in a good cause."

Quite a number of the guests were already on the

piazzas, and, by good luck, I found that my friend,

Miss Davidson, was one of these early risers.

.\fter some little conversation, I hastily made in-

([uirics concerning this Miss Van Houten, but re-

ceived little information, as they had met for the

first time the afternoon preceding. Then relating

as much of Harry's position as I well could and

keep faith, I detailed the outlines of my plans, into

which Miss Davidson heartily entered. As we

could fix upon nothing definite, we agreed to trust

to circumstances, and I promised to bring Harrv

over at the earliest opportunitv. Then I rushed

back, answered inquiries as best I could, and ate

my breakfast alone, for Harry had become tired

of waiting and gone in ahead. After breakfast, a

tour of the beach seemed first in order, so we
mounted our wheels and started out. After some
time I suggested that we go up on the verandas

of the Ocean House and watch the bathers.

There, as I expected, 1 soon saw Afiss Davidson,

and, feigning surprise to Harry, I e.xcused myself

that I might speak with her. .Somewhat to my dis-

appointment Miss Van Houten had not been seen

by her that morning, but would probably be down
sometime during the bathing hour. .So I rushed

back, returned with Harry, and introduced him.

.\s we sat conversing I watched the entrance, and

finally there emerged, among others, a young lady

with a shawl on her arm and a book in her hand.

Glancing at Harry I saw he had noticed her, too,

and, by the prolonged stare and compressed lip, I

gues.sed who it was. I signaled Miss Davidson,

and she confirmed my supposition by a nod, then

endeavored to engage Harry more closely in con-

versation. He proved, however, a sorry listener,

especially after Afiss Van Houten, in looking

about, had chanced to catch his eye. No recogni-

tion was exchanged, but I saw- the color rush to

her face and as quickly fade away, while but a mo-

ment afterwards she appeared to be chilly, and

drew her shawl quite closely about her. After that

her attention seemed entirely given to her book,

though I noted that the pages were but seldom

turned. At length she rose and went into the

hotel, and perceiving that Harry was now thor-

oughly uneasy, I suggested making our adieux,

which we accordingly did. During the afternoon

he was moody and inclined to keep by himself,

which I allowed him to do, but after supper he

put his arm through mine and asked me to take a

stroll. Cigars were lighted and the silence re-

mained unbroken for some time. Penally Harry

said :
" Thought you weren't going to visit any

place where you had friends. Didn't vou know
Miss Davidson was here .'

"

" Not when we arranged to come here," I re-

plied. " In fact, not till yesterday and then
—

"

" Well, never mind excuses. I'll forgive you.

In fact I'm glad of it. Can you guess why .''

"

I professed most complete ignorance, and he

continued :

" Whom do you suppose I saw at the Ocean

House this morning .' You never could guess.

It was no less a personage than Miss Carrie Van
Houten. I could hardly believe my eyes. Now,
old fellow, I've been thinking, and I've made up

my mind. The time has come, and if she don't

run away before the earliest permissible calling

hour to-morrow, I'm going to find out just exactly

how I stand in her good graces."

So he rattled on for some time, and I proved

how true a friend I was by listening to it all with-

out a murmur. Next morning he was up and away

early, gone for a spin, so a note on the dressing-

case said. Subsequent events I relate as they

were afterwards told to me by the parties con-

cerned. Miss Van Houten slept but poorly the

night after she caught that first glimpse of Harry

on the veranda. What should she do, and how
should she act—were questions that troubled her

much. Did she run away it might possibly be

construed into a confession that Harry's power to

attract her had not abated. Did she remain, she

ran the risk of meeting him at any time and put-

ting that power to the test, when she feared her

most complete surrender. She endeavored to call

pride to her aid. Had not her father fully ex-

plained what an insolent, reckless, dissipated

young fellow Harry was, and had he not extracted

a promise from her never to accept further atten-

tions of his, and had not Harry quietly acquiesced

in this by never calling again or attempting to

write to her, after she had gone awav, thus show-

ing how lightly she was held in his estimation ?

All this was true, .she thought, and vet she feared

to meet him lest her armor of steel should prove

to be but pasteboard. Next morning her way

seemed no more evident, and after toying with

her breakfast she called for a horse, hoping that

a brisk canter would sweep the cobwebs from

her brain and allow her to think more clearly.

.Straight into the country she turned, where the

hundreds of seaside revelers were not to be met,

and silence reigned supreme. .Still her mind was

in a chaos, and coming to a pretty nook beside the

road she alighted and hitched her horse. Daisies

were numerous, and having gathered some, she

seated herself on a rock and began idly flicking at

others with her whip. She was roused bv the

prancing of her horse, and looking up, beheld a cy-

clist dismounting from his wheel. \ glance told her

it was Harrv, and the impulse came to run awav.

Not a moment was left for thought, however, for

he quickly seated himself beside her, saying,

" Good morning, Carrie, my dear. This is in-

deed good fortune, for I have been wishing so

much for a chance to speak with you."

" Mr. Miller ! sir !
" she said, " how dare vou ?

Have you not been forbidden to address me ?"

" Carrie, how can you speak so .'" he returned.

" ' Sir,' to me ! and ' forbidden '
I What though I

was.' The command never came from you and

I'll speak this time if I have to hold my tongue

forever after. And why was I forbidden .> What
have I done to merit such treatment .' Nothing !

Of course I know its cause, but it was an accident,

pure and simple. To think that such a thing

should separate us ! Carrie, I would not have be-

lieved you would allow it. Why did you not an-

swer my letters ? One little word and I could

have waited years for the storm to blow over."

" Letters !
" she exclaimed. " Did you write to

me .'

"

" Certainly I did, and I should have seen you

again, if but only once more, had you not been so

mysteriously spirited away. Where did you go.>

Did you never receive any of my letters.'"

" No, not one. I'apa was awfully angry at you

about something. He sent me immediately to

Ilellmuth College in Toronto. Why did you not

write to me there .'

"

" How could I .' My letters in town were in-

tercepted, and later, pride forbade my displaying

my ignorance by asking your out-of-town address.

But all that is passed—long passed. I^t us talk of

the future. Carrie dear, have you lost your re-

gard for me .' Can you not say, even as I do,—' I

love you still '? Will 3'ou not be mine in spite of

all obstacles ?

"

"Oh, Harry, don't, don't! " she pleaded, hiding

her face in her hands. " You mustn't talk to me
so. Have I not made promises to papa, which

even now I am breaking? Please don't ask me.

Papa will never give his consent, and without that

it is impossible."

" Ah ! Then you have not forgotten how to love

me!" joyfully exclaimed Harry. "Now I be-

lieve all will come right. I think I can prevail

upon your father, and then, Carrie, then
—

"

A light report floated away on the morning

breeze, and was followed by the low hum of a pro-

longed conversation, the tenor of which may be

easily imagined. Finally Harry sprang to his feet,

saying, "Come, Carrie, we shall have but little

spare time before dinner if we do not hurry going

back, and after dinner I wish to see your father."

" He is not here, now."

" Not here ?
"

" No, he established mamma and me, and then

returned as he could not leave business just then.

But we have just heard from him and we expect

he will be here to-night."

" Then I can't see him till to-morrow," said

Harry. " But never mind, I'll call at the Ocean

House this afternoon and pay my respects to your

mother and yourself."

" No, Harrv," she replied, " I cannot permit it.

'Twould be deliberately breaking my promises to

papa. Doubtless mamma would be pleased to re-

ceive you, but for myself, I must be excused."

" Oh, bother promises," said Harry. " Why
did you ever make them ? But I'll not blame you,

for of course you did what seemed right to you.

I'll amuse myself by thinking of our delightful

chat this morning, and wait as patiently as I can."

So the ride back to the shore was beguiled by

pleasant conversation, and they parted, hopefully

bidding each other " atif-Miedersehen?"
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Next morning Harry was one of the first pur-

chasers of a Sea Shell, and after glancing at it a

few minutes he looked up to me and said with a

comical grimace, " I'm in for it, Will. Give me

your sympathy."

" What have you found.'" I asked.

" Why, the Colonel—Colonel Van Houten, you

know,—is registered among last night's arrivals at

the Ocean House. So to-morrow I mean to make

the plunge, and an awful cold bath it'll be, too,

I expect."

" Wind seem to be from the east } " I queried.

" Yes," he replied. " Looks to me as though it

were going to be a cool day—a good deal cooler

than it was on the piazza the other morning."

" Well, the sun may come out brightly after

all," I remarked. " What do you say to taking a

run down to the Neck and staying over night at

the -Sea View .'

"

The plan met his approval and we followed it

out, getting back to the Monmouth about noon

ne.xt day. After dinner I went out on the veranda

for a swing in the hammock. Presently I saw

Harry pass down the walk and turn towards the

Ocean House, bound on an errand which I could

easily guess. He inquired if Colonel Van
Houten were in, and being answered in the affirm-

ative, asked that the Colonel might be called down
to parlor B.

" Shall I send up your card ?
" inquired the

clerk.

As may be imagined, Harry by no means de-

sired it and replied, " No, thank you ; do as I

requested, and I will wait here for him," which

he did, taking a chair at one of the windows and

sitting with his face quite concealed. He had but

a few minutes to wait before the door opened and

Colonel Van Houten entered.

As soon as the Colonel was well into the room
and the door had closed, Harry rose and saluted

him, to which the Colonel stifHy responded, in-

quiring, then, " To what, sir, if 1 may ask, am I

indebted for this honor.'"

" Be seated, please ; I called," replied Harry,

"because I wish to discuss with you a certain

matter—a matter, the drift of which you will, I

think, find it not difficult to surmise."

" If the subject of your discussion is in relation

to my daughter, Mr. Miller," answered the

Colonel, " I beg to be excused. I fully announced

my wishes and decision in regard to a certain

affair, I think. They remain unaltered and I am
therefore, I must say, surprised at your persistent

intrusion."

"Colonel Van Houten," said Harry, firmly, "I
have not forgotten what you said, but— "

" But me no buts, sir," impatiently interrupted

the Colonel. " Did I not say that my decision

was unchangeable ? More than that, sir," he con-

tinued, waxing angry, "did I not command you
never to darken my doors again ?

"

" Yes, Colonel, I believe you did put such an

injunction upon me—a most unjust one I always

thought—and, as you are aware, I have never in-

fringed upon the rights you have in your own
property. But to-day, sir, the case is different.

We stand on neutral ground,—the parlor of a pub-
lic hotel,—and you are here at my request. To-
day, then, I mean to speak," Harry rushed on ex-

citedly, "for I believe lean prove to your satis-

faction that you have acted impulsively and dealt

harshly with Carrie and myself. To one unfortu-

nate circumstance I trace all your anger and
severencss towards me. That act, as I have before

said, was thoroughly unintentional. Had it not

been, I never could have had the brass to face you

again. That I was among those students that

night is a matter to be regretted, but, let me add,

my connection with them was hardly less innocent

than was your own. But that may not be all.

If then any previous acts of mine had met with

your disapproval, I submit to you my record for

the past year, which I believe to be as honorable

a one as any young man can boast, and which I

beg to say will be continued to the best of my en-

deavors."

" That's very well, but — " interrupted the

Colonel.

" Wait a moment, please," said Harry. " I

have but a few words more to say. A day or two

since I met Miss Van Houten here, by the merest

chance. I find that my presence is not distasteful

to her—more than that, I find that her love for me
has suffered as little diminution as has mine for

her. Let me add that I think Mrs. Van Houten
also favors my suit, and then I present the case to

you to be decided on its merits, and I can but

believe that you will see it is only right to make
us both very happy by giving your consent."

" Mr. Miller," said the Colonel, " that your

side presents some strong points I must admit,

and it may be that I am in the wrong. But if I

have spoken hastily, believe me I have not acted

without thought. While wishing to be just to

you, you will pardon me if I hesitate before re-

signing the happiness of my daughter into any

young man's hands. I don't know much about

the young men nowadays, but seems to me they

are a great deal more unsteady than when I was a

boy. But if I reserve my decision it shall not be

for long, and I will inform you concerning it at

the earliest possible moment."

" Very well, Colonel, I am thankful for even

that concession, and I must, I suppose, be con-

tented with it for the present at least. I can only

hope that your decision will finally be favorable,

and for the present bid you good by. Please give

my regards to the ladies. Good day."

"Good day."

Soon after, Harry reappeared at our hotel and

was heading apparently straight for our room, but

I intercepted him and inquired, " W^ell, what

luck ?
"

" I can't say yet," replied Harry. " It's doubt-

ful, and 'doubtful things are onsartin,' you know."
" Well, that's one point gained if it's doubtful,"

said I. " Was the day as cool as you expected ?
"

" Well, no, not quite. In fact it threatened to

become quite warm at one time. The Colonel is

as autocratic as the Pope himself, and when he

says a thing he's apt to mean it. I'm in hopes,

though, I've won him over. Man alive I I ought

to have done so, for I got so excited that I hardly

knew what I was saying. He reserved his de-

cision and I'm to know later."

Harry was not kept long in suspense, however,

for ne.xt day he received a letter which proved to

be an invitation to take tea eu fiimille with the

Van Houtens that afternoon. Then for a few

days I saw comparatively little of him, and when

one noon I banteringly suggested that we continue

our trip " among strangers," he replied, " Say,

Will, you just go over and amuse yourself with

that little ' stranger,' Miss Davidson. And, say,

if you want to import any cloth for a suit to wear

as best man next winter, you may as well be about

it."

" Is that so," said I. " What do you say to

making it double, and I'll import some cloth to

wear as very best man '>.
"

"Aha 1
" exclaimed Harry. " Is that the way

the wind blows .' Will, let's congratulate each

other. What a jolly thing it is when ' The
Colonel withdraws the Injunction '

!

"

Arthur Wesley Chase.

STARLEY VS. POPE, OR, GENIUS VS. TACT.

How Great Ends are reached through di-

verse Channels. Great Promoters oe

the Bicycle Industry in England and
America compared.

One of the first objects of interest to which my
attention was drawn after our arrival in Coventry,

was the Starley monument, so called, erected in

honor of Mr. James Starley, the able inventor and

mechanic, who is said to be, and well deserves the

enviable title of, " Father to the bicycle industry in

Coventry." This monument is a creditable work
of art erected by means of private subscriptions

from Mr. Starley's grateful admirers, and, upon

intercourse with the citizens of Coventry, the trav-

eler will learn much to justify the honor bestowed

upon his memory by so worthy a tribute.

This morning, while meditating upon the events

of the week, and taking great credit upon myself

for feeling happy in such a climate, and vainly

endeavoring to dispel the delusion that this driz-

zling rain would ever stop, a roll, bearing several

familiar stamps upon its mutilated wrapper, was

placed in my hands, which upon opening proved

to contain a large portrait of our Colonel Albert

Pope. Now here we have another bicycling

celebrity, and would naturally look for some points

of similarity in these two men, yet we find none;

rarely do we see characters so dissimilar, whose

labors have produced results so nearly compara-

ble. What, then, are the secret springs of suc-

cess that can be so differently touched .' Starley

might be termed a hero of mechanical conception,

while Pope would shine as a champion of mercan-

tile execution. Starley seemed to be a plain, we

might say commonplace, hard-working artisan, of

a retiring disposition, and perhaps somewhat of

the plebeian type, though a man of remarkable

presence. Pope is of the aristocratic persua-

sion, and of a military, we might say aggressive,

bearing. The former arrives at results by the pa-

tient application of purely constructive faculties,

and in the privacy of his own workshop among

whirling mandrels, clinking hammers, and glow-

ing forges ; while the other attains his success

by his executive abilit}', in an energetic display

before a busy commonwealth through its news-

papers, popular gatherings, and other far-reaching

means of grasping the attention of the public,

—

the one excluding, while the other courts, the pres-

ence of the outside world.

Starley dropped a subject just where Pope takes

it u]) : when the mechanical problems have all

been solved, and the difficulties of manufacture

surmounted; the work ready for, but not in, prac-

tical use ; a thing jjerfect in its way but a long way

from being a public benefit until such men as

Pope, with one hand upon the perfected machine,

and the other grasping a reluctant public, bring

them together and show that each is intended for

the other. The two characters fit together, each

being necessary to the success of the other, and

by both the public is benefited and becomes a de-

lighted admirer of the producer, the introducer,

and the thing produced.
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AMERICAN RUDGE
THK \VHEEL FOR 1886.

IT HAS ND EgUAL AT THE PRICE !

feijd for 1886 Gatalope. Jeiid for 1886 Catolopie.

AMERICAN RUDGE. PRICE (60-INCH), $107.50.

REAH WHAT THEY SAY DF IT.

"The AMERICAN RUDGE is a dandy; staunch and easy-rnnningr." If. ('. OGUEN, Middletown, N. V.

"For business purposes and jfeneral road ridin;? it has no superior." .1. II. BROW>', Rochester, >'. Y.

"Have ridden my o6-inch AMERICAN RUDGE 1500 miles, and cheerfully recommend it." . . C. W. SEAMAN, Lewisbursr, Pa.

"It takes at sight. Those who intend getting a Bicycle sliould get an .\MERICAN RUDGE." . E. E. CUMNER, Leniston, Me.

A ff'ir Shop-wofn and Second-hand 3IacJii'nes fit Storh- at Lotr Prices.

Send for List.

Sole United States Agents,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON^ MASS.

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS, G. R. BIDWELL, 2 and 4 East 60th Street.
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A WESTERN WEEKLY

SnCIETY #^ FAMILY JOURNAL,

OFFICIAL ORGAN FOR THE IOWA DIVISION

OF THE L. A. W.

Sample copy sent to any portion of the United States upon

receipt of a two-cent stamp.

Pi-ice $1.50 per year.

Address

BROWN BROTHERS, Publishers,

OTTUMWA, IOWA.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-

hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

Anierican wheels.

iS.WTEEL
^lilni^iiniiiaili

^ Banios^
264 MA1^J STREET,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

GRAND

Fifty L. A. W. fine gold beveled edge

Cards, in handsome case, with your name,
address, and emblem (in gold) neatly

printed on all, by mail post-paid for 50

cents. Sure to please. An agent wanted
ill every club to take orders. Send stamp
for terms and samples.

B. SHEAFER, Camden, Ohio.

IF YOU are interested in Inventions, Pat-
ents, Manufacture, etc., secure a FREE copy
of the old established Illustrated journal, the

I

-AMERICAN- p^
NVENTOR

J. S. ZERBE, Publisher, »
188 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI, O.

OXT.Y $1.00 PER YEAH.

PATENTS quickly obtained at reasonable
rates in the U. S. and all Foreign Countries.

P
AMERICAN ^piatenT

188 & 190 W, FIFTH ST„ CINCINNATI, 0.
Bt^ Special Department for the Exhibi-
tion of Models and Sale of Patents. "*

p i3ULL&I30WEN
COR.MAIN,8,CHIPP£WASJf2f|

Bi/rrALo, -

M'F'R'S OF
'- ACCESSORIES,

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

INTERNATlONALi

Cycling tournamenT
AND

Great Meet f Metropolitan Clubs,

JVIay 21 and 22,

Alexandra Park Athletic Grounds, London, Eng.

PROQRAIVIME.
FRIDA Y.

3-mile Bicycle Race, scratch.

2-mile first-class Tricycle Race, handicap; limit, loo yards.

J-mile Bicycle Race, handicap.

SA TURDA V.

5-miIe Bicycle Race, scratch—International Challenge Shield.

2-mile Tricycle Race, scratch.

i-mile first-class Bicycle Race, handicap; limit, 75 yards.

5-mile Tandem Tricycle Race, scratch.

/J// firs/ Prises full value allowed by N.C. I/.,—£10.

8^°' Prospectuses may be obtained of President HENRY
E. DUCKER, Springfield, Mass.

GET THE BEST 1

THE

t^Fidard S^©r©me:te:r.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

REGISTERS 2500 MILES.
We have plven the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

investijration and studv, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems ab'^oUitely perfect m all its workings. W-V
furnish a certificate of accuracy with all iiistntvients. In

orderinj; pive size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with

balance weight and lantern attachment, Jio.oo.

J. A. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MASS.
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THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

179 Tremont Street, BOSTON, MASS-

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WORLD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

STURMEY, Coventry, England.

PERIODICALS * AND * LITERATURE. ^
Thb Bicycling World (established 1879), the leading cy-

cling paper of America, employs the best writers on cycling
subjects, and makes a specialty of practical articles relating to
cycling. All the news carefully edited and given with dispatch.

$2 per year; clubs of five, $6.25; clubs of ten, $\o\ sub-
scriptions from clubs, 5'. 00.

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-

ports of all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only llie largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturraey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per year, includ-
ing postage.

Bicycling News (English), including the three papers,
News^ Tricyclist, and Wheel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H, Griffin, and a staff of writers

of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, breezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. $2.50, including postage.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-book.—By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-
ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1S84, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 18S5.

Bicyclists' Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an edition of this work for 18S5, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels. — By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin ;

Baths and Bathing ; The Morning Tub ; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment : Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the
Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise ; Medicines in Training ; Road
Comforts ; How to Ride ; Clothing ; Care of the Feet ; Care
of the Hands ; Soap—Toilet Requisites ; Calmatives—Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness; Mineral Waters ; A Tourist's Filter.

Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club Songs.—A collection of twenty bicycle songs, set to

popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D. , F.R.S. By mail, 30 cents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. " For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies

who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-

cling for some small book which should put them in posses-

sion of the most useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints

on the choice and management of tricycles, with suggestions

on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special

requirements.' 25 cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, \vith .Special Re-
gard TO Bicyclists.—By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author of

this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider

of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no other
book on training possesses. As its hints and directions are in

every way practical, it can be strongly indorsed as giving all

the information that a book can give on this important sub-

ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.—A bicycle alphabet in rhyme. Illus-

trated. 10 cents.

A. B. C. OF Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-

structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of

wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1. First edition. 20 cents.

Christmas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of ihe

Cyclist arc profusely illustrated, and filled with entertaiiiinc;

reading matter. " Our Camp," the current number, has mad"
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left. _j
cents.

Bicycle Tactics.—By Capt. T. S. Miller. A complete

manual for drill by clubs. 20 cents. New edition now ready.
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EXPERT COLUMBIA.

A Scienti/icaily-Construfled^ Higk-Grade

Roadster.

COLUMBIA

LIGHT ROADSTER.

A Genuine Light -Weight Bicycle.

COLUMBIA

SEMI - ROADSTER.

A High-Grade, Moderate-Priced Bicycle

/or tlie use of boys mid light men

of small stature.

COLUMBIA RACER.

upon this Racer were made the U 'orhfs

Records for J and J ntilc, andfrom 2 to

38 miles {inclusive); the World's Amateur

Records for \ and i jnile ; the IVorld's

Professional Records for 4 to jo and 21

to 43 miles (inclusive) ; the Greatest Dis-

tance Ever Made Inside ike Hour (20J

miles, 396 feet).

B

LanBiAS
FOR 1886

ARE CONFIDENTLY PRESENTED AS THE

STAUNCHEST, MOST RELIABLE,\
EASIEST-RUNNING MACHINES

MANUFACTURED.

^PRICE8*REDUCED!>o

THE COLUMBIAS ARE THE HIGHEST GRADE OF

MACHINES MADE.

->^

They have Stood the Test of the Roads for Eight Years,

and so far as known there is not a COLUMBIA which by wear

or breakage is unfit for use.

THE RIDERS OF COLUMBIAS
HOLD

THE BEST RECORDS OF THE WORLD.

The COLUMBIAS are Ridden by the Majority of Wheelmen

at Every League Meet, and are almost invariably chosen by the

Long- Distance Wheeimen.

~>^

EVERY PART IS INTERCHANGEABLE,
AND CAN BE OBTAINED AT OUR BRANCH HOUSES, OR

AGENCIES AT EVERY IMPORTANT CENTER.

CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

•)•

«

STANDARD COLUMBIA.

This '•Old Reliable" M'hcel has Gone

Into the Largest Use of Any Bicycle in

This Country. A Tlu>rougbly First-Class

.Machine at About tlu Price Chargedfor

Second-Grade Bicycles. For the Money

a is ike Best Bicycle ManufaSlured.

COLUMBIA
TWO -TRA CK TRICVCLE.

strong. Staunch, Rigid, Light, and

Easy-Running. The Simplest and Mosi

Scientifically ConstruOed Tricycle in the

Market.

® (St

COLUMBIA
RACING TRICYCLE.

Weighty all on, 47^ pounds. Remark-

ably Sirongj considering its iveigki.

COLUMBIA SAFETY.

Sirofigy Light., Simple., Easy • Running.

LADIES'
COLUMBIA TIVO -TRACK-

TRICYCLE.

A Light and Elegant Machine for

Ladies^ attdMen weighing up to \yypounds.

S 8

THE P0PE nra gq.
597 Washinoton Street, BOSTON.

12 Warren Street, NEW YORK. BRANCH HOUSKS 115 Wnhash Avenue, CHICAGO.
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reCJR liEADINS MOUNTS.
AP0L2bO.

Light Roadster and Semi- Racer. These Wheels lead in popular favor

among experienced riders. Ball-bearing head, detachable handle-bar, true

tangent spokes, and all latest improvements. To try one is to buy one

s. s. s.

Singer's Straight Steerer In both ladies' and gentlemen's patterns.

40 -inch drivers. Hand and foot brake- power. Rigid, light, durable.

Four bearings on the axle. Best Tricycle made.

A feiv last year'.i APOJ.I.OS. BRITISH
CUAXLEXGES, and SiyGJSJi CHALLEX-
GES, at Seduced Prices.

Second-hand iflieels taken in trade.

-Xr

SA.KETIES,
'XTRAORDINARY,

CHALLEXGE SAFETY,
AXD COURIER.

VKIvOCIIVIAN,
ONLY PRACTICAL HAND-MOTOR TRICYCLE FOR CRIPPLES,

SIXGEB'S CSALLEXGE, improved for

ISSG. Detachable Coiv-Hom Handle - Bars.
Price of SO-inch, $103.00.

Second-hand Wheels sold on installments.

SPRINGEIEbB TANBEM.

Lady can ride on either seat. Automatic steering. Perfect safety

in coasting. Long distance between riders. Strong, light, easy-running.

TRAVELLER TANBEM.

Improved Humber type. Four bearings on the axle. Both seats

adjustable. Speedy, popular, good.

1886 CATAI,OGXJE AXD SECOXI»-HAXI> LISX XOAV KKADA'. A FEW FIKST-Cr,ASS AGEXTS i;V^A5rTEI».

V. B. EVERETT ^ GQ.
Sole United States Agents, 6 and R Berl^elev Street, BOSTON.
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Time may bring forth greater men in the bicy-

cling industry than the subjects of our sketch, but

however deserving they may be, since the industry

has become an assured success, to none of the later

ones can we give the credit due to the great pio-

neers, who had the energy, confidence, and daring

to devote their time, talent, and money to an un-

certain enterprise. One marvels at the immense

amount of labor in the way of inventing and ex-

perimenting done by Starley, and at the herculean

task Pope had before him in bringing the bicycle

before the public. The many tumbles, upsets, and

general smash-ups incident to Starley's new wheels,

cranks, and levers, in working out the practical

bicycle, can well be compared to Pope's many bat-

tles against the cuts and jeers of a relentless

prejudice. The rewards reaped by our respective

heroes are equally diverse. The public in its

munificence bestows upon one a monument, the

other bestows a monument upon the public.

Ambitious laborers in the field of usefulness,

will you give or take a monument ? Observe the

contrast and take your choice : both genius and

tact are in great demand. To some extent either

quality may have to be born in you, but the great

bulk of each seems to be found in a sphere called

hard work. R. P. S.

Baltimore, Md., April 18, 1886.

LAKE CITY ITEMS.

There is no particular news to chronicle this

week, as Chicago is fast settling down to the or-

dinary routine of the riding season. The first run

of the Chicago club was called last Saturday,

when a goodly number convened at headquarters

at 6.10 P. M., and wheeled to the Boulevard Hotel

for supper, and a very enjoyable time was reported.

Tiiis club has re-leased its old quarters for the

coming twelve months. The interior will be

painted, papered, and decorated generally, and

the boys are looking forward to something respect-

able wherein to receive their friends and stimulate

the joys of " Garden City " cycling.

The Prince-Schock race, at Minneapolis, will

probably be a go. Letters from them dated last

Thursday develop the fact that .Schock's money
was up and part of Jack's. This race will un-

doubtedly be a record smasher, as both men have

some of their own money up and both are fast.

Schock has already shown his metal by his

1,009^ world's record, while Prince is riding in

splendid form, as he has recently demonstrated by

his races with Woodside. Schock will ride his

51-inch Champion, while Prince will try his luck

on a 53-inch Apollo. Roth are confident and

mean business, and the result may demonstrate

the superiority of first-class staying qualities over

speed or vice versa. At any rate we shall watch

this race with interest.

The John Wilkinson Company will move. May
I, from Wabash avenue to their old stand at 77

State street, and a very advantageous move it is,

too, as there is no comparison to be made as to

the popularity of the two thoroughfares. .State

street is to this city what Fourteenth street is to

New York, hence the cycling de])artment of this

establishment will boom, no doubt. In their new
catalogue they have listed only the machines man-

ufactured by Gormully & Jeffery, and while they

do not control the entire line, they have secured

the exclusive on the American Champion and are

looking forward to great things from this machine.

The Owl club is in a flourishing condition and

will be heard from before the lake freezes again.

They have cosy, comfortable quarters in a two-

story building on Indiana street, which is nicely

furnished and " janitor always on the premises,"

don't you know } The Owls are mostly young

fellows and they ride.

The membership of the recently disbanded

Hermes club is for the most part attending school

or college.

The Dearborn Avenue Cycling Club, with a

healthy membership of ladies and gentlemen,

wind up our club directory. This club is already

on the alert and planning for the summer cam-

paign.

The Mirror of American Sports, which has been

pursuing an apathetic course so far as cycling is

concerned, has acquired considerable life from the

fact, no doubt, that the SportingJournal\% making

a strong bid to outdo it in this particular, so that

the last week's issue was teeming with news and

really presented a creditable appearance. " Let

the good work go on," is rather stale and some-

what tinctured with Salvation Armyism, but it

fills the bill.

The much-talked-of si.x-day race to take place

in the Exposition building in June, is fast assuming

a tangible shape and will likely come off, and it

looks very much as if it would be a success at this

writing. The scheme, as now proposed, is to have

the race directly under the management of the

makers and dealers, each of whom will have a

representative actively interested. Sam Miles, of

the Sporting Journal, is working the thing up, and

he told me last Saturday that there was little

doubt but that the manufacturers would take hold,

in which case Gormully & Jeffery will have their

Mr. Oliver to look after their interests; the John

Wilkinson Company will be represented by Chief

Consul Blake, and the Pope Manufacturing Com-

panv by Major Durell. Sam says the race will be

run on racing principles, that it will be freely

boomed for weeks beforehand in the newspapers,

that pools will be sold on the floor, and that the

best field of professional starters this country ever

saw has already signified its intention of par-

ticipating. I believe myself that the only way to

hold a successful race in this city is to let the

gamblers in, as the sporting public will not be in

attendance unless they have an opportunity to

wager on the result, k successful race will cer-

tainly be a novelty much to be desired.

" Growler."

THE CITY OF CHURCHES.

Most of our wheelmen have put on tlieir new

uniforms or brushed up their old ones and have

resumed riding. The fair weather which fol-

lowed the heavy rain-storms has brought a great

many out into the country, and the season may be

said to be already well advanced in this city.

The wear and tear of all sorts of vehicles during

winter shows considerable effect on Bedford ave-

nue, formerly, and to some extent even now, the

wheelmen's paradise, but I am glad to learn that

an appropriation has been made to have it re-

paired. .Some blocks arc dangerous to ride upon

now, consequently it will be a great relief and

convenience to many who use the avenue nearly

cverv day in the week.

If the Prospect Park commissioners want to en-

force their rule in regard to wheelmen wearing

badges, they will have to procure the badges first.

As yet not a single badge has made its appearance,

and the resolution seems to have fallen through.

Farr, who made such a good showing at the

Ilderan's race meet, will henceforth race on a

Royal Mail instead of the Lxpcrt. He seems to

have a great deal of pluck and will give the fliers

some work this season.

The Nassau Athletic Club's quarter-mile track

is nearing completion and it is said to be one of

the fastest in the country. Some show for Brook-

lyn now.

The action of the racing board in regard to the

suspension of most of the best racing men in the

League, meets with the disapproval of every one
whom I have interviewed.

I have received a copy of " The Long Island

Road Book," compiled by A. P.arkman, and,

judging by its general appearance, it ought to sell

well in this city, and I ho])c Mr. ]5arknian is com-
ing up to antici])ations.

The latest addition to our list of clubs is the

Independent Wheelmen. Their new uniform of

grayish brown cloth looks handsome, and is well

adapted to touring. They have already gained

some fame as a road-riding club, making as many
tours as time and weather permit. They have no

club-house as yet, but their meetings are held at

39 Second Place, and are always well attended.

A. B. Rich, of the Kings County Wheelmen,
seems to be coming out all right after his sickne.ss

the past winter, and we may expect something

great from him this season. Valentine, of the

same club, will be his rival, having beaten him

once and coming in a close second at the .Seventh

Regiment games on Saturday, April 3.

The Kings County Wheelmen intend to put a

scorcher on the track this season, mounted on a

Star. They will not say who it will be, but they

say he will be one of the fastest of the day. The
Star seems to gain the favor of some " crank "

riders, slowly but surely, and it may sometime

become the leading machine. The main thing

which tells against it is its heavy weight.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen's challenge has been

accepted by the Kings County Wheelmen, who
will put in a team of eight of the best road riders

in the country. It is expected that the contest

will be very close and exciting. Captain Pettus

will go at it again, as well as Rich, the best racer

in the State. With these two scorchers in the

field it is thought that the Kings County Wheel-

men will get the best of the Elizabeth men.

Miss Teaser :
" Don't you Ihink that short pants

look nice on bicycle riders ?
"

^^r. Skinnylegs (who owns a bicycle): "Oh
yes, they look quite nice."

Miss Teaser: "How I should like to see you

riding vour bicvcic in knee-breeches."

(Total collapse of the dude.)

J. W. S.
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GRAND FOREIGN TOUR,

Under the Auspices of the American Bi-

cyclists' AND Tourists' Association.

The proposed tour of the above Association will

last nearly ten weeks, embracing journeys by water,

rail, jaunting-cars, bicycles, and tricycles, visiting

parts of Ireland, Scotland, England, France, and

many points of historical interest not herein named,

and will undoubtedly be a most delightful one.

The party will leave New York City, Saturday, July

3, i886, per steamer " City of Berlin," at 4 i'. m.,

from Inman pier, foot of Grand street, Jersey City.

The number of persons will be limited to fifty, to

include ladies on tricycles as well as gentlemen on

bicycles and tricycles. The management of the

party, from the time of starting until its return to

this country, will be under the

personal supervision of the

manager, P. Harvard Reilly,

who has been over almost the

entire route while traveling

abroad. Mr. Reilly is well

known as one of the most ac-

complished professors of danc-

ing in this country, and his

academies in Newport, Wor-

cester, Springfield, Hartford,

and Fifth avenue. New York,

are patronized by the elite. Mr.

Reilly is an enthusiast in all he

undertakes, and has traveled

much for the past few years

for pleasure and information,

having spent most of his time

during the summer months in

touring upon his E.xtraordi-

nary bicvcle, both in this coun-

try and abroad. He was a

member of the Big Four tour

of last year, and is well sp( km
of by all who came in conl i(.t

with him. Mr. Reilly 1 >ni

menced cycling in 1883, md
joined the Springfield Bic 1

Club and the L. A. W. in 1 ^^

and the Citizens Bicycle C Uil

of New York, and the C. T (

in 1885. The tour will be u

ducted in a manner agreei' 1

to gentlemen wishing an ex-

tended trip for pleasure and

sight-seeing, and we can un-

hesitatingly assure our readers

that nothing will be left undone

that will add to the comfort of

the party, and nothing be al-

lowed that will mar the pleas-

ure of a single individual. ,\s a manager, Mr.

Reilly has few equals, and in this statement we
are positive that all who accompany him will, upon

their return home, fully concur.

The membership in this party for the entire trip

(comprising about seventy days) will cost five hun-

dred dollars, which insures first-class cabin pas-

sage both ways, railway, steamboat, jaunting-car,

and hotel accommodations, omnibuses, porterage

between stations and hotels, free transportation

of a reasonable amount of baggage, with bicycle,

gratuities to servants, fees for sight-seeing, services

of special guides and interpreters, etc., etc. If for

any reason one or more wheelmen should desire

to take only a part of the trip (say about six weeks),

the membership fee would be three hundred and

fifty dollars. Such persons would leave New York

with the party, July 3, and return, sailing from

Liverpool, August 3, thereby giving a trip of forty

days or more. As the steamers are generally taxed

to their utmost in providing accommodations for

passengers during the summer months, application

for membership should be made as far in advance

as possible. The full name and address of each

person must be given for registration. The only

things necessary for personal consideration will

be the subscription, the forwarding of your ma-

chine (crated) and steamer trunk directed to Inman

pier, in time. On receipt of security, any infor-

mation or assistance regarding money exchange,

outfit for journey, etc., will be cheerfully given by

the manager at headquarters, Grand Union Hotel.

The best months for visiting Ireland and Scot-

P. HARVARD REILLY.

.MANAOER AMERICAN BICVCI.ISTs' AND TOURISTS* ASSOCIATION.

I

land are June, July, and August. The hotels in

I

the different countries will be found remarkably

well conducted, though the charges in Ireland and

Scotland are higher than those of England or

France. The return steamship tickets are good

for one vear from date of sailing.

After crossing the .Atlantic, the itinerary will be

as follows:—Disembark at Queenstown and pro-

ceed to Cork (Imperial Hotel). (It was in Cork

that William Penn became a convert to Quakerism.)

From this place excursions will be made to its

beautiful environ.s, to Blarney Castle, erected in the

fifteenth century, and which contains the celebrated

Blarney stone said to confer upon the lips that kiss

it the power of eloquence. Thence to the lovely

Lakes of Killarney; to Dublin (Shelburne Hotel),

the capital of Ireland, where we tarry to visit

Dublin Castle, the University, Phoenix Park, and
many other interesting places in its vicinity ; thence

to the Giant's Causeway and to Belfast (Queen's

Hotel), from the latter place taking steamer to

Glasgow.

On arriving in Glasgow (Cockburn Hotel) we
find ourselves in the most populous city in Scot-

land. It has many fine public buildings, the most

interesting being the Cathedral, which is well worth

a visit. It was built in the twelfth century, and is

said to rank next to Westminster Abbey. Close

by is the Necropolis, where many distinguished

.Scots are buried; its most conspicuous monument

is the one erected to the memory of John Knox,

the great reformer. The Anderson University, the

Royal Exchange, Kelvin Grove House (Museum
of .\rt and Natural History),

the Botanic Gardens, Castle

Milk (where Mary Queen of

Scots lodged), the Queen's seat

on Catlin Hill, and the princi-

pal picture-galleries and streets

should all be visited. Glasgow

has two very fine parks—West
End and Queen's; on the for-

mer are placed the guns taken

at the siege of .Sebastopol.

The city is adorned with nu-

\ merous fine statues, among vhe

most notable being that of the

Duke of Wellington, opposite

the Royal Exchange, executed

in bronze by Marochetti, said

to be one of the finest in the

world; those of Sir Walter

.Scott, Sir John Moore, James
Watt, and Sir Robert Peel, in

George's Square; and several

others in the various squares

and public buildings. From
Glasgow to Balloch, Loch Ka-

trine, the Trosachs, to Stir-

ling, visiting the Royal Castle,

etc. Continuing our journey

we reach Edinburgh (Cockburn

Hotel), the capital of .Scotland,

which has a population of 200,-

000. It is one of the most im-

posing, interesting, and mag-

nificent cities in Europe. In

Edinburgh Castle the crown

jewels are kept. This historic

castle is teeming with romance,

and its origin is lost in obscur-

ity. The principal street, which

contains most of the hotels, is

Princess ; here also is the

monument to Sir Walter Scott, 200 feet high, hav-

ing 287 steps leading to the top, where the statues

in the niches represent characters taken from the

works of the great novelist; viz.. Prince Charles

from Waverley, Meg Merrilies from Guy Manner-

ing (representing her breaking the sapling over the

head of Lucy Bertram), Last Minstrel (playing

the harp). Lady of the Lake, and George Heriot,

while below is the large marble statue of Sir

Walter with his pet dog Bevis. Continuing we

visit the National Picture Gallery, the Royal Scot-

tish Academy, the Register House, Calton Hill,

Nelson's monument, Burns's monument, .Arthur's

Seat, St. Giles's Cathedral (where Jenny Geddes

brought her stool and threw it at the dean's head),

the University of Edinburgh, the Royal College of

Surgeons, George lY.'s Bridge, the Grayfriars
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Churchyard, St. Andrew's Square, and Holyrood

Palace. The rooms in this palace were occupied

by the unfortunate Mary Queen of Scots, and her

bed-chamber, where Kizzio was murdered, remains

in the same state as when she left it. Lord Darn-

ley's rooms, where he was married, are also shown

in this building. Holyrood Abbey, where the

kings and queens of -Scotland were crowned, the

Queen's Drive, and Queen's Park to the south of

Holyrood, should also be visited.

On arriving in London (Midland Grand Hotel)

the party will decide whether to continue on to

Paris or tarry in London for a week or more, mak-

ing visits to the different points of interest, in-

cluding the British Museum. In visiting the

above points we ride through the principal streets,

viewing Somerset House, New Law Courts, Tem-

ple Bar, Foundling Hospital, St. Paul's Cathedral,

Cheapside, the Tower of London, St. Paul's

Churchyard, General Post ()ftice, Charing Cross,

Trafalgar Square, National Gallery of Painting,

Westminster Abbey, South Kensington Museum,

Hyde Park, Albert Memorial, Regent's Park,

Zoological Gardens, Houses of Parliament, St.

James Park, Buckingham Palace, Bethlehem Hos-

pital, Blind Asylum, Blackfriars Bridge, Bank of

England, Mansion House, Royal E.xchange, Lon-

don Bridge, St. George's Cathedral, Spurgeon's

Tabernacle, Crystal Palace, and many other places

of interest.

If the party decides on going directly from Scot-

land to Paris, we will cross the Channel at New
Haven to Dieppe, and thence through Rouen to

Paris (Grand Hotel), where we will spend some
time visiting the many points of interest, including

the New French Opera (exterior), Madeleine

Church, Place de la Concorde and Obelisk of

Lu.vor, Arc de Triomphe de I'Etoile, Palace of

the Elysee, Palace of the Trocadero (E.\hibition

Buildings), Palace of Industry, Panorama Battle of

Champigny, Champs Mars, Ministry of Foreign

.\ffairs, Ecole Militaire, Invalides and Tomb of

Napoleon I., Palace Bourbon, Palace of Legion of

Honor, Pont de la Concorde, Palace of the Coun-

cil of State (ruins), Palace Royal, Church St.

Eustache, the Halles Centrales, Garden of the

Tuileries, Boulevard Sebastopol, Place de la Re-

publique, Place de la Bastile, Prison de la Roquette

and Place of Execution, Cemetery of Pere la

Chaise, Column of July, Belleville, Park of Buttes

Chaumont, Portes St. Martin, St. Denis, Grand
Boulevards, Grand Cascade, Rue Lafayette, St.

Augustin, Park Monceaux, Arc de Triomphe, Bois

de Boulogne, the Lakes, Grand Cascade and Race
Course of Longchamps, Private .Apartments of

the Empress Josephine, Napoleon I., view of the

Citadel of Mont Valerian, Town Forest of Ville

d'Avray, Mme. de Maintenon and State Carriages,

F'lace de la Coeur, Avenue de Picardie, Boulevards

de la Reine, Grand Trianon, Palace, Galleries, and
Park of Versailles, .\venue de Paris, Viroflay,

Chaville, Sevres (porcelain manufactory). Fortifi-

cations of Paris, Seine Embankment, Viaduct of

.\uteuil, Cours la Reine, Park and Ruins of St.

Cloud, Montretout, Place and Column Vendomc,
(larden and Palace (ruins) of the Tuileries, Mint,

Rue de Rivoli, Institute of France, Palace of Jus-

tice, Ste. Chapelle, Pont Neuf and Statue of Henry
IV., Tribunal of Commerce, Palace and Museum
of the Louvre, Place du Carrousel and Triumphal
Arch, Luxembourg Galleries and Gardens, Boule-

vard St. Michael, Fontaine de I'Observatoire,

Conciergerie, Palais Royal, Ecole des Beaux-.Arts,

St. Sulpice, Statue of Marshal Ney, Pantheon, St.

Etienne du Mont, Carpet Manufactory of the

Gobelins, Jardin des Plantes, Halle aux Vins, the

Morgue, Tour St. Jacques, Cathedral of Notre

Dame, Place du Chatelet, .\ venue de I'Opera.

P'rom France we return via London to Liver-

pool (Adelphi Hotel), and sail for America on the

steamer " City of Chicago," Tuesday, August 31.

' ROTATING" THE LEAGUE PRESIDENCY.

'J'o tlu- Editor Wheelmen's Gazette :—

h was a gratification for me to discover, in the

course of a talk had with you about this subject,

last winter, that you agreed with me in thinking

yourself not to be a proper person for the presi-

dency. So far as mere pride of position is con-

cerned, greater glory attaches to the presidency of

the Springfield Bicycle Club than to the official

leadership of the League ; while, as regards active

work for the League's advancement, the presi-

dency of his .State division, rather than that of

the main body, is the post at which a man of am-

bition and energy may most effectively exert him-

self for bringing things to pass. It seemed to me
that you showed good sense in preferring to retain

this, and in sticking to the idea that more fun mav
be found in " running the Springfield tournament "

than in " running the League presidency,"—or in

runningyi'r it.

There is no need of my expressing an opinion

as to whether the numerous newspaper " men-

tions," pro and con, signify that you could make a

successful run. The point which concerns mv
argument is that you do not want the place, and

cannot afford to take it. Of similar significance is

the recently published decision of another prom-

inent chief consul, T. J. Kirkpatrick, of Ohio,

positively withdrawing his former consent to let

his friends offer his name as a candidate. Still

further, the president of the Boston Bicycle Club,

E. C. Hodges, whose supporters before the Chi-

cago convention of '82 mustered 156 votes, as

against 207 for the president actually chosen, gives

the readers of his paper to understand that he will

not again court the judgment of the ballot box.

These three cases, I think, form a fair excuse for

reprinting the following words :
" It is at once the

pride and fear of the League that its officers have

accomplished such extensive results from the

most disinterested motives and by such personal

sacrifices ; the pride, because of the example set

before the rank and file ; the fear, because the fear-

fully rapid 7nidtiplication of duties bids fair to

frii^hteu off the othemuse 7uilliii_i^ volunteers."

My quotation is from an article by" Ha! " (in

Bulletin, Dec. 4, '85, p. 364), which formed the

pretext of our talk, and which contained this addi-

tional bit of wisdom :
" The duties of chief consul

offer greater opportunities for necessary and im-

portant League work than the presidency ;
" but

the words which chiefly interested me in the arti-

cle were these :
" // is a proper courtesy to "rant

the office in rotation to different portions of this

free and enlit^htened cycledotn."' I was interested

in them because I always feel impelled to denounce

the idea on which they are based, and the impli-

cation which they convey : that, whenever New
Vork or "the East" has filled a given office for

two or three years, "a new deal " ought then to

transfer the same to Ohio or " the West." This

sort of " courtesy " may perhaps please such babes

and sucklings of the wheel-world as are devoted

solely to their geographies; but it is not " busi-

ness,"—it is not the sort of conduct which in-

creases the strength of the League, and compels

men to recognize its strength.

Four years ago (/?/. World, May 19, '82), I urged

"the desirability of keeiiing League officers in

harness just as long as they prove competent and

are willing to serve. The longer a good man can

be kept in office, the better the work which can

be got out of him. The idea that the presidency

or any other office in the League is an ' honor '

which ought to be ' passed around ' so as to ' give

all sections a chance for distinction,' is an idea

that ought to be throttled off-hand. The organi-

zation of the League is flimsy enough from the

very nature of things. The only hope of ex])ect-

ing any good work from it lies in keeping expe-

rienced officers in control." Reprinting these

words a year later (IVheel, May 18, '83, p. 7), I

added :
" Having these beliefs, I naturally felt sorry

when the League lost its first ])rcsident, a year

ago; and though I have no personal knowledge

of his successor, his works seem to have justified

all the promises of his friends who urged his elec-

tion then ; so that if the League fails to retain his

services, not only during the next year, but during

as many following years as he can be persuaded

to render them, the fact of change will seem to

indicate that its management is controlled by chil-

dren rather than by men."

In spite of his pronounced wish to the contrary,

the managers did indeed unanimously re-elect Mr.

Miller to the presidency in '83, but, as he contin-

ued firm in refusing, they finally compromised ou

his consenting to give a second year's service in

the less laborious position of vice-president. I be-

lieve that no charge of incompetency or neglect of

duty has yet been raised against any officer in the

six executive boards of the League, and that no

one of them who has consented to a re-election

has ever yet failed to receive it. There can be no

doubt, I think, that the high average of ))ersonal

and official character in the men chosen, and the

absence of a spirit of political scheming for " ro-

tating " them out of office, have both helped greatlv

to build up the reputation of the League. It will

be a bad thing for it if prevalence is ever given

to "Hal's" idea, that the offices are a sort of

baubles, which ought to be portioned out geo-

graphically for the soothing of sectional pride, as

playthings are divided equallv among children.

-MI this is preliminary to my main purpose of

using the opportunity which the prospective with-

drawal from office of the League's third president

now gives me for expressing without offense cer-

tain ideas concerning that unknown man who will

soon be chosen as the fourth. If he shall prove

as able, and as generally acceptable, as either one

of his predecessors, I insist that the League will

add to its own power and prestige by re-electing

him not simply for two or three terms, but for

an indefinite number,—for as long as he shall be

willing to serve. The "honor" of a quasi-perma-

nent position thus assured might tempt some very

desirable men to assume the costs and responsi-

bilities of the office, who will not do this under a sys-

tem which implies " rotation," just about as soon as

a man can get fairly fitted to his place. I bespeak

for the next president that he should not be ex-

pected (as " Hal's" letter suggests) to " shape the

general policy of the League," or to manifest any

great amount of individual activity. Such expec-

tation is unreasonable, for it implies too great a

sacrifice of vital force. .\ man may have energy

enough to " shape the policy of " a .State division

without neglecting his own private business ; but
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if he seriously attempts to do such a service for

the League, he will have no leisure left in which

to earn a livelihood,—his official task will simply

absorb his entire strength and life. In other

words, the real shaper of executive policy must

be the secretary-editor, theofficer whose livelihood

the League can afford to provide for, in return

for exclusive services rendered.

Aside from the impracticability of securing as

president an active, pushing type of man, such as

makes an efficient chief consul, or " runs " a suc-

cessful cycling tournament or newspaper,—it would

not be proper or desirable to secure him. That

sort of man necessarily makes enemies ; and a

" president with a policy " would soon get the

League into hot water. The State divisions are

the true places where "League policy " can be

formed, and where men of zeal can take the in-

itiative in impressing their ideas. Tact, good-

nature, and a capacity for keeping the peace with

all men, are the qualities which should be chiefly

sought for in the chief executive of the League

;

and I am sure no one will deny that they have all

been found there in abundance during the last

three years. To those few ill-natured critics who
have presumed to sneer at Dr. Beckwith as a

" good-looking figure-head," let me say that a well-

mannered figure-head is exactly what the League

wants, and if the same be " good looking " also, it

gets almost an ideal officer for the place.

I have no patience with people who pretend to

despise physical comeliness. It is not the greatest

gift for a man to possess, nor would I urge it as a

chief qualification for the League presidency ; but

when a man, otherwise competent for the place,

possesses this gift also, I think only the meanest

sort of envy would belittle it, or deny that it defi-

nitely adds to his eligibility. I do not believe

Arthur to be as able a man as either Lincoln, or

CJrant, or Garfield, or Cleveland ; but he certainly

made a better appearance, on public occasions of

ceremony, than any one of the four; and I shall

always remember that the handsome way he held

himself, among the foreign dignitaries at the York-

town centennial, touched my pride in him as an

American. It was pleasant to see that, as regards

physique, and dress, and ease of manner, the courts

of Europe had not been able to contribute to the

ceremony a finer-looking gentleman. Similarly, a

League man may well take pleasure in seeing the

organization represented before the world, on oc-

casions of parade and display, by a good-looking

leader. However silly it might be to vote a man
into the place simply because of his bigness, I see

nothing silly in confessing that those of us who
believe that the present incumbent is "a good

fellow on general principles " admire him all the

more for his ability to gracefully drive a sixty-three

inch wheel.

Never having spoken a word to Dr. Beckwith,

or received a letter from him, I cannot be ac-

cused of personal partiality when I express regret

that the League has not insisted on retaining him

at the helm for a fourth term, and a fifth, and a

sixth. I use the past tense because I accept his

expressed intention of going out as a fixed fact,

which nothing can now be done to alter, and

which I am not now trying to alter. No doubt he

assumes that the " rotation " theory has sufficient

vogue to arouse ill-will against him if he consented

to stand for another term (perhaps ill-will enough

to encompass his defeat), and so gladly gives way

to " let some new man have a chance." But sup-

pose that League clubs in Chicago, Cleveland,

Scranton, Springfield, Philadelphia, Boston, Balti-

more, and elsewhere, had passed resolutions, last

winter, urging him to continue in harness awhile

longer ? Suppose a general demonstration had

been made of the belief that " rotating " the League

presidency, for sectional or sentimental reasons,

is as unbusiness-like as " rotating " the presidency

of a bank ? I do not say that, in the face of such a

call, his decision would have been changed ; for

I know nothing about it, and no practical impor-

tance attaches to the might-have-been. What I do

say is that, as regards the next president, those

who may deem it advantageous to keep /urn a

long time in office should make their wishes plain,

by such means as I have mentioned, a good while

in advance of the season when new candidates

begin to be " talked up " for the succession.

Though I am no believer at all in the " one-man

theory," which assumes the help of a certain indi-

vidual as essential to an institution's success, I

wish to call attention to the fact that the number

of men likely to make satisfactory presidents must

always of necessity be small. Only a few can

afford the time and money demanded for such a

purely honorary position ; and not all of these few

possess the valuable negative recommendations

of the present incumbent and his immediate

predecessor. I mean by this that no one could

pretend to accuse either of them of advertising

his profession or business by the fact of holding

the office; whereas the presence of Mr. Pratt in

the chair would cause the cry that the Pope Manu-

facturing Company, of which he is the attorney,

" was running the League "
;
people who objected

to Mr. Hodges would say he was "advertising the

Overman Wheel Company "; you yourself would

be accused of " making the League a tail to the

Springfield tournament," and so on. Or assume

my own election to the presidency : I could not

possibly accept it without absolutely abandoning

my business as a book-publisher, for everything I

might say or do would necessarily be in some

sense " an advertisement of ' Ten Thousand Miles

on a Bicycle '"
; and similar cases will readily oc-

cur to any one who reflects upon the matter.

As considerations of this sort make the real

field of choice a very narrow one, I protest against

any such further restriction of it as must needs

result from the spread of the theory that the pres-

ident ought to have a " policy," or that " figure-

head service " of the sort which has been rendered

during the last four presidential terms isn't entirely

creditable and satisfactory. Adapting the words

of " Hal," I say again, " Beware lest the multipli-

cation of expected duties frighten off those who

would otherwise willingly consent to officially

serve the League." With equal earnestness I say,

" Beware of going to the other extreme, and adopt-

ing the English plan of electing a figure-head too

old and respectable for any active work at all."

It would be a grave error, for example, to put at

the head of the League, an elderly dignitary like

Colonel Higginson (who graduated at Harvard

way back in '41, two years before Colonel Pope

was born), though his holding the presidency of

the Massachusetts Bicycle Club is a rather pleas-

ant thing to be able to point to, for the humilia-

tion of those ancient-and-honorables who still pro-

fess to believe that all cycling is "childish."

Finally, the only geographical consideration

which ought in any way to affect a man's eligibil-

ity for the jjresidency is the purely practical one

that the preferable residence is near the place

where meetings of the official board can be most

conveniently held. In other words, the League
will be likely to get more work out of a president

who lives on the Atlantic slope, and especially in

New York City. It cannot reasonably expect
that a man of the West will make all the addi-

tional sacrifices of time needed to place him on a

level in efficiency with one who resides nearer the

cycling center. I hope the " shriek of localitv
"

may not be used in behalf of that section in choos-

ing the next president. The man most available

for service should be elected as such, with only

minor regard to the question of residence ; and if

choice be made of a Westerner, I hope he will be

kept in service for many terms and will be freed

from all fear of " rotation."

Karl Kkon.
The University Building,

Washington Square, N. V., May 5, 18S6.

MAN AND MACHINE.

Respectfully inscribed to Col. Albert A. Pope, of Pope

ATanufacturing Company, the pioneer of cycle manufacture in

this country, by T, W. E.

In the land of progress, the " land of the free,"

Our pride rests a bountiful share

;

The fathers who wrought out this fair destiny

Nor laurels with kings need compare ;

The praise of the people is greater than crown,

Justly won by enterprise's mien ;

A " Pope of mechanics" is high in renown

—

America's man and machine !

As pass-word to citizen loyal and true

" Columbia " will e'er remain ;

A child of this thought is the wheel that we view,

Desiring until we obtain.

It was first-born of all, its birthplace the " hub,"

And treasures its /tud all the more
;

Like man is a member of many a c/red ;

We've met oft in times gone before.

Like man, too, a jjenchant it has for the " Weed,"

Is fitted in works of that kind :

Like man, too, is known by its merit and deed ;

Alike to excel both inclined.

But fiot like a man whom we justly call *' fast
"

In a speed that hastens his ruin

—

" Columbia's " record is " speed to the lasi^

In age youth quickly renewing! "

'Neath the stars and stripes at the tap of the drum

How quickly the heart's blood is stirred
;

To observing points loyal people fast come

—

Proud the men accouterments gird;

At the bugler's blast of a cycling band

Impression is nearly the same.

And cheers that the iniiformed lads understand

Outburst in "Columbia's" name!

To the powers of progress there is but one '* Pope,"

Though creed may advance many more ;

The " king of mechanics " is ready to cope

With money, with make, and with store.

America's heart will remember him still,

From ill prosperity screen.

While the men that " Union " uphold with a will

Welcome the man and machine !

Curious Conclusive Evidence.—A few weeks

ago the racing board of the League of American

Wheelmen suspended almost all the prominent

amateur riders of America on the claim that they

had violated the amateur definition. Commenting

upon this action the chairman of the racing board,

in the last edition of his newspaper, says :
" We

have only suspended those against whom we have

the most conclusive evidence," and, in another

column, announces that C. O. Danforth, of Cam-

bridge, has satisfactorily proved his innocence.

It would be interesting to read the "most conclu-

sive evidence " which Danforth so easily brushed

aside.

—

Sf'irit of the Times.
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BOSTON, MASS.

If yoti intend to bny a Bicycle, a Tricycle,

a Safety Bicycle, or a Tandem Tricycle, send
for onr 1886 Cataloerie.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON;, MASS.

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS, GEO. R. BIDV/ELL, 2 ,.• 4 East 60lh Street.



The vheelmen^s gazette.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,) ^^^ YORK,
o/ Nassau btreet, )

THE ONLY

Official omtBrtotLlW.
L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.00

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amoinit, also name and Leagne number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double width, J4 /er yard.

THE BROOKS imi^CYCLOM£T£R,

The simplest, most reliable, and best

Cvclometer made. Small, light, neat,

c(impa(5l, accurate, and cheap. Cer-

tainty of operation and accuracy of rec-

« >rd guaranteed. Weighs only 10 oimces.

Xo weights or springs. Always in gear.

Rubber packing for easy attachment.

Reads miles and tenths up to 1,000.

Nickel -plated, only $5.00.

BROOKS ODOMETER CO.

LOWELL, MASS.

WHEELMEN !

56-inch American Rudge, in first-class condition; ball pedals,

six-inch cranks, and long-distance saddle ; for sale cheap.

Address J. M. TRVON, Toledo, Ohio.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),

and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIFFICULT REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

~'H

I'ocfet BrinUiig Cup.

Folds together and goes in

case size of watch. Price 50
cents each. Send for circular.

The Greghill Mfg. Co.

Box 1026. MERIDEN, CT.

'Ss^Cl^efGjlN-
PUBLISHED ASU EDITED BY

ABBOT BASSETT,
22 School Street, BOSTON.

Room 19.

Suhscription Price, $1.50 a year.
Three Copies in one order, $3.00.

The Cycle will contain all the news, and articles on the
mechanics of the wheel will be a specialty.

The Cycle will give you the value of Jf 1.50 in its 52 visits,
never fear.

1 HE C^'CLH win be sent one month to any person who sends
ten cents for a trial trip. We are not afraid to show samples
of our goods. The trial trip cannot be repeated, however.

Every bicycle agent is our agent, and all are authorized to
receive subscriptions at the regular price.

We are bound to go to the top. You had better get on board.

a
LET HE PIPMEP EII \\l CRIlfE."

When a dealer resorts to fallacious statements, thus imposing on the credulity of those unac-
quainted with the facts, it is well to caution the thinking public to e.xamine into facts before pur-

chasing a machine which requires such defense.

Is it reasonable to suppose the Original Huniber to be the only good machine, simply because
it was the first of that pattern, while dozens of manufacturers hold the privilege, under license, of
reproducing every feature of the machine .''

The test of the road is sure to bring out points which need remodeling, and how well the
Huniber has stood the test of American roads let the repair shops tell.

THE SPARKBROOK HUMBER TANDEM,
With patented double-driving differential gear, and brace for supporting the center of the axle, which
overcomes the binding strain incident to the swaying of the riders, and also making it impossible for

the axle to sag or break, with many other excellent features,—has gained an enviable standing in

pjigland, and now claims the attention of every American rider. Price $240.

X. H.—The word Humber, as every one acquainted with the state of the art knows, is simply used to distinguish the

type of the machine, and not to mislead buyers into believing that they are getting Original Himibers.

McCOY & WILLIAMS,
SOLE IMPORTERS,

24 and 26 Nlechtanic St., NEWARK, N. J.

SALESROOM, 373 MAIN ST., ORANGE, N. J.

SAFE, PRACTICAL W FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Koad Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles
within the Hour.

Three L. A. W. Championships for 1835.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Smitbville, Bar. Co., BT. J.

THE STflU BICYCLE TO TJIE FBOKT \m\ \

n-

GEOBGB E. WEBEB, of SmithviUe, X. J., ivon the SO-
3IILE BOAT) BACE at ClarlsriUe, 3Io., in 3 Jioui.s, 7 min-
utes, and SH"/t seconds, heating the previous Aineriean Boatf
Becords nearly 2o minutes.

CITABLES E. KLIGE, the STAB rider of Xeir YorU.
seenred second place iti 3 hours, 22 minutes, and 27 secon^/s,

also within the Becords.

^^^'^F'oi- further particulars address as above.

SUBSCRIBE TO

$1 aYear.
LESS THAN TWO CENTS

PER WEEK. imm:
$1 a Year.

LESS THAN TWO CENTS
PER WEEK.

LOOK AT OUR COMBINATION OFFERS!
The Bicycling World and The Wheel, $2 a year; regular price of The World, $2 a year.

Outing and The Wheel, $3 a year; regular price of Outing, $3 a year.

PUBLISHED BY

THE CENTRAL PRESS .^^ PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 44:4. No. 12 Vesey Street, NEW VORK.
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^ewg Botes.

Mr. R. P. Gormully is making a flying trip East

again.

The Apollo of this season is fitted with hall-

bearing head.

The doctor has given the Victor perniission to

go outdoors.

For gorgeous stationery Gormully ^: Jcffcry

hold the record.

Hillier's memory is poor, and the lesson of

1885 is soon forgotten.

Perfection has been reached in the celebrated

King of the Road lamps.

Burley B. Ayers is partial to royal purple

—

even in printing a circular.

IT. B. Hart's Hold Fast cement should be in

every wheelman's tool-bag.

For ways that are dark and tricks that are vain,

we commend the racing board.

The Victor bicycle is now on the market. All

injunctions and attachments are off.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club has contributed

$200 towards the League's meet fund.

The Chicago Track Association is out of debt,

and its members are correspondingly happy.

Springfield tournament .Sept. 14, 15, 16, and 17,

only for two classes, amateur and professional.

The latest theory for painting cycles is luminous

paint. It is especially designed for night riding.

Jenkins wants to see the constitution and by-

laws of the League published as they now stand.

The Brooks Ideal cvclometer is a neat little

instrument, and is meeting with considerable suc-

cess.

Gormully & Jeffcrv are cvidentlv making many

more cycles than wheelmen have generally sup-

posed.

The trials and tribulations of Job are nothing

compared with those of the Overman Wheel

Company.

" Great cry and little wool " seems to have been

the result in England on the makers' amateur

question.

There are some plain truths in this number, but

they are frozen facts, nevertheless, and are hard

to contradict.

The new catalogue of Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas

& Co. is one of the best English catalogues that

has come to hand.

Those who have tried the Rudge Crescent tri-

cycle are loud in their praise of it. It will be

heard from later on.

The demand for Springfield tandems far ex-

ceeds the supply. Messrs. Everett & Co. have a

full supply (H route.

The Citizens Bicycle Club, of Xew York, will

have the freedom of the Massachusetts club-house

during the League meet.

The Facile is of all the safeties having a sure,

steady growth in numbcrs,which indicates a healthy

and not a forced growth.

Burley B. Ayers was victimized to the tune of

$100 by a fellow who posed as Colonel Paul

Methuen, of the English army.

J. Lumsden, the Scotch professional, had his

collar-bone broken by a fall during the fifty-mile

race in Leicester, Eng., April 24.

The Royal Mail decides to have no salaried

riders in its employ for advertisement, but to let

the wheel stand on its own merits.

New Orleans will ne.xt winter be the scene of a

big bicycle tournament which the managers say

will be second only to Springfield's.

Geo. W. Rouse & Son will close out their large

implement business and hereafter devote their

whole time and attention to bicycles.

Vicksburg, Miss., will hold a grand cycling tour-

nament early in -September. A new half-mile track

will be built especially for the occasion.

Gormully & Jeffery will issue, in the near future,

a very neat half-sheet show-card, with photos of

all their wheels, interiors of their factories, etc.

All the winners of the one, ten, twenty, and fifty

mile international championships held on I'^aster

Day in luigland, rode the Rudge Racer, as usual.

Fred Westbrook, the Canadian professional

fast and fancy cyclist, has been engaged to travel

with Forepaugh's Circus during the jiresent sea-

son.

Burley B. Ayers, the energetic commander and

originator of the Big Four tours, for 1886, has

pinned his faith to a 54-inch Rudge light road-

ster.

The popularity of the Rudge Ilumber tandem

inay be gleaned from the fact that one of the im-

porting firms of Boston recentlv sold fourteen in

one week.

The Rudge safety is greatly improved for 1886.

A pair of double ball-bearings are now attached to

the lower fork extension, which entirely obviates

any cross strain.

The basement of Mechanics' Hall has been

rented by the Boston Bicycle Club, and its use will

be tendered the l^eague for storage of wheels

during the meet.

V. C. Place, one of the fast men of 1881, will

appear on the track this season mounted on How-
ell's 5g-inch Rudge Racer, on which the latter rode

the mile in 2.31 |s.

J. A. Lakin has improved the Standard cyclom-

eter by the addition of a bell which is rung on

the completion of every mile. It is a novel addi-

tion to the cyclometer.

Such is fame : The Courier Company, of

Buffalo, N. Y., has had applications for bicycle

posters from England and Xew Zealand. Spring-

field again, gentlemen.

For the small sum of seventy-five cents you can

re-enamel your entire wheel. One bottle of the

celebrated Ardill's liquid enamel and a little time

are all that you require.

At the dinner of the Citizens Bicycle Club, of

New York, Colonel Albert A. Pope was pleas-

antly introduced by the toast-master as the George

^Vashington of cycling.

A. G. Spier, of New Lebanon, will start for San

Francisco on his wheel, leaving Albany, N. Y.,

June I. The start will be made from the Ken-

more hotel in that citv.

The Bicycliiii^ Xc'i's calls The \Vhkei.men's

Gazette a " moribund journal." Yes, but we
have an idea that it might can gain a few points

even from the Gazette.

The new Rapid bicycle as a curiosity is past.

The wheel can now be seen in daily use on the

roads. It is a handsome looking wheel, and one

which bears close inspection.

Gormully & Jeffery have engaged ample space

in the coming lioston Club exhibition at the L. A.

\V. meet, and will have a complete display of the

American cycles and sundries.

Our British correspondent, " Facd," wants

America to send over a team to capture the chal-

lenge shield. How we should like to do so, and, if

it were only possible, we would.

Many Denver wheelmen expect to attend the

Springfield, Massachusetts, races in September,

where there will be four days of the best racing

ever held in this country.— Tribune.

It seems to take more than three rounds to

knock Overman out. What the result of the

Pojje vs. Overman suit w-ill be, cannot be foreseen

even at this stage of the proceedings.

IVheding is two years old and rises to remark,
" Don't forget Springfield and its hospitality."

Just like I'^therington ; it must be he has some
I)leasant memories lingering in his soul.

When we refer to the society with the long

name, it has no reference to Mr. Bergh's pet

society, but " The New York and New Jersey

Team Road Bicycle Racing Association."

Should Mr. Hillier's crusade against Springfield

have as much weight as did that of last fall, we

should not be surprised to find it many dollars in

our pocket. Just the rever.sc of what is intended.

The West and some of the English cycle edi-

tors seem to regard Ducker as the monopolist of

cycle race meetings, and consequently he must be

sat upon. Wheelmen cannot stand a monopoly.

Should the League hold to the stand taken on

the M. A. question what a crowd would be on

hand at the next Springfield meeting to see Hen-

dee, Rowe, Howell, Wood, and Lees race together.

The St. Johns (Mich.) bicycle band is com-

posed of thirteen men who furnish music while

riding a-wheel. There was some talk of their

coming to Boston during the League meeting in

May.

Westfield, Mass., contains a bicycle club of 100

members, whose social events are rarely outdone

in any of our large cities. The club is an enter-

prising one and counts one more for Western Mas-

sachusetts.

Evidently the secretary-editor of the League has

left the business of the L. A. W. for the past two

months in other hands. We miss the guiding

hand, and note with regret the frccpient mistakes

of the office.

We have stood abuse long enough, and if neces-

sary we can defend ourselves. With truth on our

side and proofs in our hands we can easily con-

quer. We care not for the fight, but if forced

w^ll show no quarter.

Wheelmen wishing for a live sporting paper

can secure the .Mirror ofAmerican S/or/s and the

Gazette for the price of the S/'or/s, t.vo dollars

a year. Subscriptions sent to either parly will re-

ceive prompt attention.

The New Jersey Cycling and Athletic Associ-

ation's track at Newark, N. J., is jirogressing very

rapidly, Sio.ooc worth of slock having been sul)-

scribed for, the ground secured, and the track in

process of construction.

What is the difference between a cycling editor

in England who is willing to accept pay to visit

Springfield, and a racing man whose expenses arc

paid by his friends? Can the Bicycling Xaifs

answer .' and echo answers, what ?
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One of the most absurd letters ever given to

the cycling press is the one written to the Chicago

Inter-Ocean by W. J.
Morgan. " Spokes " will

have to confine himself a little more to facts or he

will lose his reputation as a writer.

Miss Elsa Von Blumen, on April 17, at St.

Catharines, Can., won a fifty-one hour race against

two local wheelmen, one of whom at the close ac-

cidentally ran into her, throwing her against one

of the benches and shaking her up severely.

To those clubs who have so nearly succeeded in

sending the required number of subscribers in

order to obtain the Buffalo home trainer, we would

say that the balance can be made up by sending in

subscribers for two years or even renewals ahead

of time.

Fred Jenkins, in speaking of the large tourna-

ments, says :
" These monster gatherings tend to

advance cycling greatly, and bring the sport di-

rectly to the notice of the general public from

whose ranks the increasing army of wheelmen arc

recruited."

In a recent 20-miIe match between Jack Keen,

on a bicycle, and J. Rellew, with three horses, to

change at will, at the Crystal Palace, London,

Keen won easily by about 200 yards, despite the

fact that Rellew constantly changed his mount.

Time ih. 12m. 38^8.

E. H. Foote, of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club,

has suggested a simple method of timing by

electricity. The Springfield Bicycle Club will un-

doubtedly adopt it at the coming fall tournament.

In our ne.xt issue we shall illustrate it for the bene-

fit of cycling meetings.

Henry Sturmey, the English authority, gives

the Royal Mail Grip Fast rim a high recommen-

dation. The ball head also has high praise from

E. R. Shipton, of the C. T. Gazette. It goes with-

out saying that the Royal Mails have made a

tremendous stride this year.

Mr. H. W. Fairfax, who is touring with a friend

from New Orleans to Boston to attend the League

meet, writes, " The rnads are pretty rough but we

make from thirtv to fifty miles a day. We are

getting along very nicely, and e.xpect to get to

Boston in time for the meet."

Geo. Lacy Hillier is probably the sickest man

in old England. The tremendous whipping he

received last year on tlie Springfield times still

rankles in his breast. It is a worm whose con-

stant gnawing is vi.sible on the surface, and the

result is some contemptible flings in his paper.

The Bicycling World says, that being the only

cycling paper that pays, itself and the Bulletin are

the only papers that can be independent. How
about the Wheelmkn's G.^zette? We had a

faint idea that we do not mince matters, but say

just what we think, and stand by the consequences.

Mr. Hillier questions Mr. Ducker's amateurism.

This is only for spite, and one thing is sure, Mr.

Hillier cannot show one item against Mr. Ducker,

while the reverse can be shown of Mr. Hillier.

Some writers have bad memories, but it is said

Mr. Ducker is careful of all letters entrusted to

his care.

The Cycling; Times asks what sort of a reception

Mr. George Lacy Hillier is likely to receive in

America .' We cannot vouch for the whole coun-

try, but if he pays Springfield a visit he will re-

ceive a welcome that will insure a yearly visit, and

one which he will delight to talk and write about

on his arrival home.

On Sunday, April 18, Messrs. Tom Barber and

Eugene Crist broke the road record from Wash-

ington to Cabin John's I^ridge, on a H umber tan-

dem, the distance from the starting point being

about ten miles, and made it in fifty minutes.

This time beats all previous records. The best

bicycle record is fifty-one minutes.

Turf, Field, and Farm voices the minds of many

when it says: "The Wheelmen's Gazette, pub-

lished at Springfield, Mass., grows better with

each number. It is unquestionably the most

readable monthly devoted to bicycling and our only

regret is that it does not come to hand once a

week, instead of once every thirty days."

A rider writes the Bulletin, making the vv'ise

suggestion that the League pay less attention to

racing and more to touring. The committees are

even, and if the racing portion evince more life

and energy than the touring portion, members

should not find fault. The League should regu-

late everything pertaining to wheeling.

The Gazette was in error in the last issue in

stating the death of Geo. W. Rouse, Jr., of the firm

of Geo. W. Rouse & Son. It was Geo. W. Rouse,

Sr., who met with the painful accident which caused

his death. Mr. Rouse was a firm friend of wheel-

ing, and his influence has been appreciated in more

than one instance by the wheelmen of Peoria.

Norton H. Van Sicklen, it is said, will do no

racing until the latter part of July, as his business

will require his time till then. At that time he

e.\pects to go into active training and he will come

to Springfield and will try and cut it out in a man-

ner to worry the fastest flier. He puts in private

practice at his surburban home at Chicago every

evening.

The Courier Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., who

have issued the handsome posters of the Spring-

field Bicycle Club for the past three years, call

the attention of bicycle clubs by an advertisement

in another column. Their work is too well knowu

to need any commendation from us. Promoters

of race meetings vi-ill further their own interest by

writing them.

" It is reported that the reason the result of the

League election was not made public sooner w-as

because the president was down in Washington

having a good time with the 'boys.' Judging

from the way things were mixed up somebody

must have been out with the ' boys ' just before

the ballots were mailed to members," so says the

Boston Globe.

In order that the club may make as fine appear-

ance as possible on the parade of the L. A. W.

meet, the Massachusetts Bicycle Club has decided

to wear the white helmets adopted last year as the

summer head-gear ; and every member should ob-

tain them very soon, in order to avoid the rush

that is sure to come at the last moment. White

gloves will also be worn on the parade.

Van Sicklen says of the board-track record

question :
" St. Louis thinks that that was aimed

at her, particularly when that rate was cast. I

don't believe that any one of the board had St.

Louis in mind, it was aimed at board tracks in-

doors, and I think that if they lay their claim be-

fore the racing board, that records made on that

track (if they ever make any) will be accepted."

The Standard Columbia is the oldest American

wheel, and undoubtedly the finest made and most

desirable bicycle manufactured for the price. The

severe test of eight years' continuous riding, and

the fact that it has gone into greater use than any

other machine in this country, well prove its

popularity, reliability, and staunchness. It is

really a first-class bicycle at the price generally

charged for second-grade machines.

Springfield is to be boycotted for the following

reason : Last fall some uncommonly fast time

was made at Springfield ; said time was doubted

by Mr. George Lacy Hillier, editor of the Bicy-

cling Nnas ; the same was upheld by Wheeling.

Result : Triumph for Wheeling with a large

increase in circulation, and the utter defeat of

Hillier, who received the contempt of all reputable

cyclists. Now, to get even, Mr. Hillier is going

for us. All right, Mr. H., but if we get after you

a worse defeat stares you in the face than that of

last fall.

We wish to call the attention of American

wheelmen, racing and touring, to the programme

of the Woodstock Amateur Athletic Association

in our advertising columns. The meetings of this

association are always well attended, and are prob-

ably the largest spring meetings held this side of

the big pond. It is well worth a trip to Canada

to see this monster meeting, and wheelmen can

arrive home in time for the L. A. W. meet in

Boston. Western men, please note, buy your tick-

ets via Canada, and stop off and have a day's en-

jovment en route.

Decidedly unique and original is the little cy-

cling scrap-book just issued by the Pope Manu-

facturing Company, of Boston, Mass. Upon the

covers are fac-similes of the covers or front pages

of thirty-seven of the leading American publica-

tions, and inside are between two and three hun-

dred newspaper and magazine clippings and quo-

tations from prominent personages, pertaining to

the hvgienic, business, and pleasurable advantages

of cycling. By au arrangement of tint and type, the

selections have the appearance of genuine pasted

scraps, which makes the book worth possessing

as a curiosity, as well as for the really valuable

information it contains. The book will be sent

upon request free by mail, upon receipt of stamp,

to any one interested in cycling.

Wheeling thus retorts to the sneering remarks of

a contemporary regarding the Springfield meeting :

" We trust that our American readers and con-

temporaries will not misunderstand the feeling of

the British public towards the tournament, which

all cycling America looks forward to vv'ith anxious

interest throughout the year. The wheelmen of

England, Scotland, and Ireland are not in any way

represented bv the class of men who, when they

find that business will prevent their attending

Springfield, or when they realize that growing un-

popularity in England would probably come to a

head in America, sit down to write spiteful at-

tacks on Springfield, and endeavor to work

against a great meeting's probable success. No !

the British wheelman is fast learning to recognize

the frauds, who have for so long imjiosed upon

him, and their voices do not speak for liim."

When Corey was in Omaha, Neb., a short time

ago, he amused himself with Jack Ilitclicock in

riding the latter's Humber tandem, and while out

for a quiet ride on Sunday afternoon a gentleman

meeting them wagered that they could not climb

a certain street on " that new-fangled invention,"

as he called it. The hill in question was one that

no bicycler except Hitchcock had ever ridden, but

the two tandemites knew just about what could

be done on their mount, and they accepted the
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wager. As luck would have it, there were two

churches on the hill, one on each side of the street,

and as the tandemites started to ride it they

met both congregations just coming out. For an

instant they hesitated whether they would keep on,

but Corey said, " We've started, Jack, let's put her

through." ".\11 right," replied Jack; and amidst

the wondering gaze of the good people of Omaha,

who had probably never seen such a machine be-

fore, the two tandemites rode the hill after a tre-

mendous struggle.

IhSRE lived a rUDFBSSDR QUITE WI5£

"W^D V>ift5 ANXIOUS TD CAPTURE APRIZB

iuHE RIDqEIlUFA5AILariHI5TRiKE

Ian wnii TildpiCE'CAIN5T THEBIliE

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

Mr. Schuyler Merritt,of the Vale & Towne Manu-

facturing Company, is a pleased rider of the Fa-

cile, which does away with the expense of a horse,

carriage, and driver's time between residence and

olifice. When compared to walking, Mr. M. saves

about two-thirds of the time usually taken, not to

mention the ease and comfort enjoyed.

Several of the Greenwich Leisure Hour Wheel
Club came over here on Good Fridav, their first

spring club run. The new Facile rider, Mr. Mead,

numbered one of them.

It's a little depressing to one who has ridden all

but fourteen days during the whole vear, to read

of " blistered saddles, bent bars, and wrecked

machines in general," on first outings, all because

riders have neglected regular e.xercise, and own
the wrong kind of wheels.

The headers and break-downs <?(/ ///>. taken by

that gentleman who went over the mountains, in the

fiiillttin, are painful, as is the experience of that

other who "hopes to learn to ride some day"!

It may be all right to put thousands of dollars

into one race track, and do this at many different

points throughout the country, but it seems to us

that the most good to the greatest number could

be done by using some of the money apparently

so easily raised, in macadamizing some of our

through routes, and improving roads in general.

We confess to being one of the ninety-and-nine,

and think that touring, road riding, and the busi-

ness use of wheels are legitimate cycling, whatever

racing is, or is not.

Let those who like racing, race, and let the

tourists tour, but for the good of the majority

devise some way of making our roads more

ridable the year round.

The wretched roads in many sections of the

country account largely for so little riding through-

out fall, winter, and spring, and not the amount of

snow or cold.

On a smooth macadam, hereabouts, snow would

very soon pack, or blow off, or melt off, probably

on account of the salt breezes from the sound and

ocean. Will some one find the cost per mile of a

good broken stone macadam, and report ?

".Stamso.x."

(I©i?r?eSp8i^de^(ie.

Editor Wheelmen^s Gazette

:

—
So the Springfield Wlicclmeii's Gazette is dead

;

and with " the flowers that bloom in the spring "

we are to have its successor and residuary lega-

tee, the Wheelmen's G.\zette. Peace to the

memories of the old journal, and success to the

new. May its shadow never grow less! I think

wheelmen everywhere will agree with me that it

would have been a decided loss to cycling journal-

ism to have had the G.\zette drop out of exist-

ence, for it fills a niche that no other pajjer

occupies. Bright, newsy, and independent, we
recognize it as far and away the best of the

cycling monthlies. There is but one thing, Mr.

Editor, in which I could suggest an improvement,

and that is the date of issue. Now that the paper

starts out anew, let us have it early in the month,

and you will earn our thanks.

Glad that the " split " does not take the shape of

the late one in the Bicycling World, by which two

papers take the place of one. The field appeared

to be pretty well filled before the Cycle came,

and I question whether it is going to pay. " Room
at the top " it is true, but cycling subscribers are

limited in number, and the field is already so w-ell

filled that several pulilications have died quietly a

natural death within the past three months. Never-

theless we all wish Mr. Bassett success, even al-

though the reported cause of his severance from

the Bicycling World must be questioned. Why he

should object (as is stated) to that journal com-

menting on the case of the Pope Manufacturing

Companv 7.1-. Overman Wheel Company (which,

stripped of all its verbiage is the gist of the rea-

sons as given in a late L. A. W. Bulletin) is one of

those things no fellow can find out. We of the

North allow no gag law on our press, and if our

journals are to refrain from straight-out, manly

comments in all cases of tyranny and oppression

—

whether legal or otherwise—merely through fear

of a loss of patronage if they antagonize a suc-

cessful monopoly, then the sooner they shut up

shop the better. Let us have a fearless and free

discussion on all subjects of interest to wheelmen

through the columns of our cycling press. No
one was ever vet hurt bv the truth unless it were

the wTong-doers.

To turn to a more congenial subject: The first

spring days. Not the lame apologies that we

have been having; with a glimjise of wintry sun-

shine for a little while, and then a series of chilling

blasts to remind one that the coquettish maid is

still doing the naughty act which we usually term

lingering in the lap of winter—or vice 7'ersa, as

you may choose—but the glorious spring weather

when summer itself seems to float through the

|>rescient air; days when, mounted a-whecl, the

whole joy of existence seems crowded into one

delightful run or spinning coast. Such a day was

last Sunday, and I venture to say that there were

but few idle wheels in this part of the country, at

least. Your humble servant joined the happy

throng (your pardon, " Dash,") and was one of

a quiet party who enjoyed the peaceful beauty of

the morning of as lovely a day as we have had for

a long while. In the first place I charitably

devoted about half an hour, while waiting for the

rest to come along, to aiding with my advice the

maneuvers of a tyro learning to ride a Facile. If

you ever want to learn to ride, take my advice and

learn on a Facile. It's the easiest learned wheel

I ever saw. My gentleman (a man of from thirty

to thirty-five years of age, I should say) had only

received the machine Saturday evening and had

tried it for a few moments before dark, and yet at

his first attempt this morning he mounted and

quietly rode off along the country road for about

half a mile. W'e dubbed him the " Phenomenon"
at once, and I recalled with mingled feelings of

envy and regret the recollection of sundry flounder-

ings and undignified dismounts on the occasion of

another individual's attempt with the " beast."

But the day was too lovely to waste in that way,

so we pulled out for Aulenbach's hill, and felt so

good over our first genuine ride of the year that

we never made a dismount for this, the toughest

of the tough ones in this locality. At the top we

were joined by the "Uncle" with the Novice in

tow. The Novice was a plucky youngster, how-

ever, even if he was " green," and although he

had been planted on his head about four or five

times, on an average, every calendar day, for two

weeks past—ever since his machine came in fact

—

yet he was thoroughly game, and kept up with

us right along.

Coasting the other side of Aulenbach's, the

first blessing of the season was encountered. The
writer was last, and passing a countryman's car-

riage, whose horse had become somewhat restive

at the preceding bicycles, he was saluted by one

of the "ladies" it contained with the genial and

cheering remark: "I wish every feller who got

on one of them blamed things would break his

darned neck !

" The vicious look with which

she accompanied this thrust was not at all soft-

ened by the way I bowed (with a grace which I

flatter myself could not have been surpassed by a

Chesterfield), and the suave tone in which I re-

joined, "Thanks, madam," so feeling that it was

of no u.se, I wheeled away after my companions.

Our route lay down the Oley pike, which here and

there (alas, only here and there, must it be said)

in choice bits equals the Lancaster pike out from

Philadelphia, but as it was the first genuine run

for several of us this year, and as the Novice's

wind and endurance were not equal to a prolonged

pull, we only ran to the Big Tree, and then turned

for home.

There is not much local news as yet. The sea-

son is too young. It is stated, I see by the

papers, that the Reading Bicycle Club intends

holding a tournament on Decoration Day, but

particulars have not yet been published. It ought

to succeed though, and, if pushed through in no

narrow spirit, it doubtless will. Wc have enough

w'heelmen in town to make it a success. Cycling

seems to be taking quite a boom here this season.

Quite a number of new riders have appeared on

the streets and more are in prospective.

The Pope Manufacturing Company has made a

change in its agency here, as Messrs. Hoff & Bro.,

the former agents, gave it up on account of the

press of other business.
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Will the junior member of the cycling firm

of Crowther & Potter allow me to give him a

piece of advice ? I assure him it is prompted by

a sincere regard for his welfare. He has gotten,

lately, a lap-dog in the shape of an English mas-

tiff, as large as a young calf, which he takes with

him on little excursions that he terms "giving the

pup a run." Now the brute has conceived the

most insane affection for his master, and when

they are out together he'll pull along in front of

the wheel gazing up at said master with a most

idiotic grin (he's got a most suggestively open

countenance, that beast has—I can imagine him

tackling me on a dark night), and the long and

the short of it is that some day he'll get too close

and there'll be a calamity; and that dog will con-

ceive a most sudden and unaccountable aversion

to bicycles of any and all kinds. " Cycle."

Reading, Pa., April 20, 1SS6.

Editor IVheelnun^s Gazette:—
Failing to see Canada or Canadians represented

in the G.^zette, and being conscious that great

injustice has been done them by not being so rep-

resented, I launch out this month as the Canadian

representative of the Wheelmen's G.azette.

I have no doubt that Canada, at some stage in

the reflective mood of our cousin wheelmen, seems

a kind of a somew'here they have not yet traversed,

a clime where ice and snow--drifts abound through-

out half of the year, and thus picturing to their

minds what must be the monotonous life of their

friends across the line, thev draw a deep sigh of re-

lief as they again " come to " and find they are vet

Yanks.

Such, I believe, are the reflections that are cast

upon this—well—grand country of ours. Canada
is yet in her infancy in bicycling. True the Cana-

dian Wheelmen's Association has been in opera-

tion for several years, and the way it has engen-

dered and promoted bicycle interests in Canada is

vouchsafed for by the wide sphere of popularity it

has gained outside of its own dominions. It has

instituted an annual meeting to be held on the ist

of July of each year—our national holiday—in a

city competent to entertain it. At this annual meet-

ing all races run are " championships of Canada."

Last year the city of Woodstock was honored

with the event, and a most successful one it was.

This year it goes to Montreal, and we have no

hesitation in saying it will be a grand success.

At Montreal resides the ex-champion five-mile

amateur, W. G. Ross, and we all hope to see him
again on the path this year, and if he is a better

man than we can place in the field, to see him

once again triumph in his lost laurels. While we
wish Ross all the success he is capable of winning

we must stop a moment and look at home, for you

know, " Charity begins at home." While we have

neither a Hendee nor a Rowe, we have the winner

of all last year's championships. Herbert W.
Clarke is not entirely unknown to wheelmen. He
will be remembered as the lad of seventeen years

of age who lowered the Canadian records of a

mile in 3.05 to 2.59, and five miles from 17.16 to

i6.oof. This was considered a wonderful per-

formance for one so young. It must also be borne

in mind we have no good bicycle tracks here—at

least tracks cajjable of competing to any degree

with the very superior ones in the United States.

Woodstock possesses the best in Canada, but

those who have seen the American tracks will at

once place it down as very inferior.

This year Clarke will be a dangerous opponent
to all Canadian aspirants for the bicvcle cham-

pionships, and I have not the slightest hesitation

in stating that if he takes care of himself—which

I fear he is not doing to the degree necessary

—

he w-ill before the season closes place the Cana-

dian records up to five miles on a favorable com-

parison with the American.

A two days' meet is to be held at Woodstock

on the 24th and 25th of May. B'or the first time

in Canada this meet will have professional races

on the programme, and from the good induce-

ments offered, no doubt some of the crack fliers

from across the lines will be present. The title

of professional champion of Canada has been a

long discussed subject between several riders

now resident of American soil, and this will be

the best opportunity they ever had of settling the

controversy. Our old friend Bob Neilson has

sent word he will be here, and the one that gets

" there " before him won't have to stop to screw

up his pedals on the way. Prince also has signi-

fied his intention of coming, and everything points

to a most successful meet.

While passing over the course of events I must

not forget to say a few words about the opening

of the new club-rooms of the Woodstock Amateur

Athletic Association, which took place on Thur.s-

day, April 8. These are the finest club-rooms in

Canada, with the singTe exception of Montreal.

They are fitted up with bowling alleys, billiard

and pool rooms, reading rooms, chess and checker

rooms, and gymnasium. At the formal opening

we had with us, J. S. Brierley, St. Thomas, presi-

dent C. W. A.; Hal. B. Donly, .Simcoe, secretary

C. W. A.; A. N. Lindsay, St. Catharines; W. E.

Tisdale, Simcoe ; and a host of others whose

names we did not ascertain.

The annual meeting of the Woodstock Bicycle

Club was held a fortnight ago in the W. A. A. A.

rooms, when the following were elected ofiice-bear-

ers for the present year: President. A. M.Scott;

vice-president, Jos. Codville ; secretary-treasurer,

S. Woodroofe ; captain, W. A. Karn ; first lieuten-

ant, W. Martin ; second lieutenant, S. L. McKay
;

third lieutenant, H. Williams; bugler, W. S.

Hurst; committee, J. G. Hay and E. E. Merner.

Hoping before your next issue to greet a host

of our friends from Uncle Sam's domains to the

" .Springfield of Canada," and that we can then pre-

vail on them to throw- to the winds their unfavora-

ble criticisms of our dear country and its popula-

tion, I will for the present hang up my quill under

the uom de plume of

—

" Sandy."
Woodstock, Can.

Editor ]Vheelmen''s Gazette :—
The St. John Bicvcle Club held its annual meet-

ing, April 7. The following ofiicers were elected :

President, George F. Smith ; captain, W. A. Mac-

lachlan ; secretary-treasurer, J. M. Barnes ; first

lieutenant, Chas. Coster; second lieutenant, H. C.

Page.

Thinking that some of your readers might feel in-

terested in this locality, as Mr. Elwell proposes to

have his annual tour in this Province this summer,

I send you a few lines. The route selected for the

tour, from Grand Falls to St. John, a distance of

about 200 miles, is a fine one, and follows the .St.

John river the entire distance ; the scenery is

magnificent, and the roads (a very important item)

are good. It is not known exactly when the party

will start, but it will probably be about the last of

July or early in August, as the roads are in better

condition at that time, most of the road-making

being done here in June or July.

It is expected that the party will leave Boston

Friday night, meeting the .St. John contingent

Saturday noon at Mc.\dam Junction, arriving in

Grand Falls same evening. .Sunday they will have

a chance to see the Falls, natural wells, etc. Mon-

day, ride to Andover (25m.); Tuesday, to F'lor-

enceville (26m.) ; Wednesday, to Woodstock (25-

m.); Thursday, to " Half -way- House " (32m.);

Friday, to Fredericton (32m.). Between W'ood-

stock and Fredericton will be found some splendid

coasting, and, of course, some good hills to climb.

The writer was over this road last year, and feels

sure the party will enjoy this part of the trip.

Fredericton, known as the " Celestial City," is

the capita! of the Province, and a very beautiful

city. Here will be found the Parliament build-

ings. University, Gibson cotton mills, etc. Satur-

day and Sunday will be spent here, giving ample

opportunity to visit all the points of interest.

Monday take steamer down the St. John (the

Hudson of New Brunswick) to Westfield, and

wheel to St. John (i6m.). The scenery on this

river is unexcelled, and will prove a very interest-

ing part of the journey. The St. John boys will

endeavor to make it pleasant for the visitors dur-

ing their stay in this city.

All who are acquainted with Mr. Elwell must

feel that the " Blue-nose" tour for 18S6 will be a

grand success.

A short time ago the club presented our ener-

getic ca])tain, W. A. Maclachlan, with a handsome

breast-pin in recognition of his valuable services

to the club. " 5--"

St. Juhx, N. B., April ifi. 1SS6.

Editor Wheelmen''s Gazette

:

—
Nebraska is at last coming to the front. She

has a division of the L. A. W. and propo.ses to

make wheeling hum. At a meeting called for the

purpose, Tuesday evening, April 27, at the Millard

hotel, a division of the League of American

Wheelmen for the State of Nebraska was formed

and the following officers elected : W. M. Rogers,

chief consul; B. F. Fell, secretary and treasurer;

W. M. Rogers, State representative.

Committee for drafting constitution and by-laws

—Warren Rogers, B. F. Fell, C. M. Woodman,

A. D. Hughes, and L. Stephens.

Racing board—Messrs. Hitchcock, Blackmore,

and Gordon, leaving two members to be elected

outside of Omaha.

After a very enthusiastic and well attended ses-

sion, the meeting adjourned to meet May 5, at the

Millard, for a called meeting to vote on the con-

stitution and by-laws.

Those present at the meeting last evening were

Messrs. Rogers, Fell, Jolliffe, Blackmore, Shears,

L. Stephens, W. Stephens, Sloman, Morford,

Wilde, Burkley, Ilaynes, Griswald, Mitt.mer,

Johannes, Woodman, Hughes, Clarke, Schwarz,

and Townsend.

We start off with fifty-two members and the

time will soon came when Nebraska will take a

front rank among those interesticl in bicycling.

Yours fraternally,

BixN F. Fell,

Ser.-rreas., Xel: State Div.

Omaha, Neb., .April 29, t8S6.

Horses that arc so nervous or bad-tempered that

at the sight of a bicycle or tricycle they will break

away from the control of a muscular and skillful

driver, are out of place in our public drives. Better

weed out the horses than keep out the cycles.—

A'e7v York Trihtine.
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CASE BROTHERS,
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

TOIIICII %: BOCK

Highland Tonica Water is a natural mineral water, possessing \vf)nc!crfiil curative powers for all diseases of the blood. It is es|)ecially efficient in

the treatment of malaria and kidney complaints. Highland Rock Water is the climax of table waters,—pure, sparkling, and healthful; a perfect

beverage.
Thisr l\ ntrrs ai-r for sale by all first-class Jiruyyists,

THE HIGHLAND NEWS is published moiulily at M.iiichester Highlands, Ct. It is devoted to the discussion of questions of health and matters of gincral interest.

Its advertising rates are low, considering that its edition numbers 100,000 copies each month. .Subscription, prepaid, 25 cents per annum. Send for a sample coi>y.

The excelsior CYCLOMETER
NOW READY FOR DELIVERY.

Simple, Accurate, and Reliable. The Oldest and Best Cyclometer on the Market.

PRICE $8.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Manufactured by ^MMD aTWWW1^^9 Bicycles,Tricycles,&c.

Agent for the New Rapid. Dictator. Spalding. Genuine Number. Etc., Etc.

21 PARK HOW, (Booms do, 66,07

J

]^EW YORK.
Factory and Repair Shop, 291 West Eleventh Street.

HE^^All manner of Repairs executed promptly, and at niodeiate r.itfs. I il-..ililc(l ni.ichines called for and delivered, free of charge, in any part of the
city below 6ist street. Nickeling and enameling a specialty. Orders b\' mail will receive prompt attention, Oitt-of-tinvu repairs should be sent hy freight.

GEO. m

PRINraG*AND^4ITH0GRAPHIC*INK,

34 Hawley St., BDSTDN. 25 Rdsb St., NEW YDRK.

WORKS AT NORWOOD, M:ASS.

SHATTUCK& FLETCHER, Agents, 520 Commercial St., SAN FRANCISCO.

THE GAZETTE IS PRINTED WITH MORRILL'S XVSY-
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WANTKD

!

An Agent in Every City and Town in the United States to Canvass for

^fie: iDfieelmeHs (layette:,
TO WHOM WE OFFER

-4-VALUABLE PREMIUMS. 4-

Tlte Premiums 7iamed belirw ivill be given to any one sending us tlie requisite

nutnber of sitbscribers at y) cents each/or oit£ year. value no.
PREMIUM. SUBS.

•M < .iSTERBlRT PILGRIMAGE," $0.50 2
"HHKELING A>M AL," .50 2
VKST-P(>< KKT PISTOL 1.00 4
THK PKliFK(TI(»S HKATER 1.00 4
THE Bl FFALt) TOOL BAG 2.00 8
THE Bl T( HER Al TOMATIC BICYCLE ALARM, . . . 2.00 8
'RHVJIES OF THE ROAD AXU RIVER," 2.00 8
(JEM PISTOL 2.00 9
SINGLE-SHOT PISTOL 2.50 11
THE PEKFECTIOX BELL 3.00 12
A WATERBIRV H AT( H 3..50 12
THE AMEHK AX SA1»I>LE 4.00 15
THE HOME EXEK( ISER 5.00 18
THE PEI!FE(T HYGIEXIC SADDLE 6.00 20
BILL\ BOWEXS LOXGDISTAXCE SADDLE, .... 4.00 22
THE SPALl)IX<i (Yt LOMETER 5.00 24
EIGHT-IX( H BARREL OLD MODEL RIFLE, 10.00 27
THE STAXDARD ( Y( LOMETER. 10.00 40
TEX-IX<H BARREL Bit Y< LE RIFLE 10.00 42
THE BlTt HER (Y( LOMETER 12.25 47
TWELVE-IX( H BARREL Bl( YCLE RIFLE 13.25 49
FIFTEEX-IX( H BARREL BI< Y( LE RIFLE 15.00 .59

EIGHTEEX-IXCH BARREL Bl( Y( LE RIFLE, 1G..50 07
THE BIFFALO HOME TRAIXER .-JO.OO 100

The Rijies offered aboi'e are matiu/afiured by J. STE VENS &^ CO. , andfor
excellcjit worktnanship arid accuracy in slwoting cannot be excelled.

To ttwse -wlio prefer, me willpay a Cash Commission. Terms made known upon
application.

A ny ivJieelman can readily secure one of the abo7ie Pretniums. A few eveftijigs

will suffice to secure twentyfive to fifty subscribers. Nearly a whole Cbtb Juive been
secured in one evening.

Only SO cents a Year.

THE WHEELIvIEN'S OAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

WANTEL3 !

EVERY WHEELMAN IN THE UNITED STATES TO SUBSCRIBE FOR

To those ivisliing good reading we /nake thefollowing

-f LIBERAL COMBINATION 0FFERS.4-

Name of Publication.
'""pruJ'e*'''*

Outing, $3.00

The Bicycling World, . . 2.00

The Wheel, 1.00

The CycUst and Athlete, . 2.00

Wheeling, 2.00

The Cycle, 1.50

The Star Advocate, . . .50

Harper's Magazine, . . 4.00

Harper's Weekly, . . . 4.00

Harper's Yonng People, . 2.00

Mirror of American Sports, 2.00

The Bicycle South, ... .50

The Southern Cyder, . .50

The American Sportsman, 2.00

Name of

Publication.

The (Jazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

The Gazette,

Price.

80.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Our Price
for Both.

$3.00

2.00

1.00

2.00

2.00

1.50

.85

00

00

00

00

.85

.So

2.00

Send on yotir name at once, with the price named in the last

column, and receive the papers of your choice.

THE WHEELMLEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

TH E 1885-86

©me®F(amsr
Sent Free to any and all Bicifvle Clubs in the

United States and Canada sending

100 SUBSCRIBERS

The WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

u
lljfiG©rime ^nnuaV

Contains finely executed lithographed Portraitx of
the following

THIRTY CELEBRATED WHEELMEN OF THE YEAR.

MAKE YOUR CLUB ROOMS ATTRACTIVE.

ADD A "HOME TRAINER" AND "THE GAZETTE."

KEEP YOUR MEN IN TRAINING THE YEAR ROUND.

J. H. AD.AMS, long-distance rider.

G. ATKINSON, edilor Sporting Life.

E. P. BURN HAM. well-known cyclist.

DAN CANARY, champion trick rider.

R. CHAMBERS, the Speedwell flier.

G. P. COLEMAN, N.C.U. time-keeper.

R. CRIPPS, the speedv tricyclist.

H. E. DUCKER.ed. HVieelmen's Gazette.
A. P. ENGLEHEART, Safety champion.
R. H. ENGLISH, long-distance rider.

HARRY ETHERINGTON, Wheeling.
C. J. FOX, editor TJu! Cycling Times.
P. FURNIVALL, all-round path rider.

H. W. GASKELL, the "old-timer."
G. GATEHOUSE, champion tricyclist.

E. HALE, the fastest loo-niile road rider.

G. M. HENDEE, America's favorite.

G. L. HILLIER, the i8Si champion.
R. HOWELL, the i-mile world champion.
W. A. ILLSTON, the fast yoync; rider.

R. JAMES, the well-known professional.

C. H. LARRETTE, sporting authority.

T, R. MARRIOTT, best road tricyclist.

W. McWILLIAM, an old English rider.

TOM MOORE, joint editor of U heeling.

C.W. NAIRN, a name known world-wide.

J. S. PRINCE, America's late chamjion.

S. SELLERS, the 1884 champion.

M.V.J.WEBBER, the demon wheelman.

F WOOD, Howell's great rival.

Yon ran help hici/clinf/ hy sending 100 sub-
.scribfi-s to THE WIIEELMEX'S GAZETTE, and
in return 100 wheelmen will secure the best of
cycling papers for tirelve months, and your Club
will .'iccure THE HOME TBAIXEB,—all for the

small sum of $oO. Don't wait, but send in your
sub.scriptions at once.

COMPLETE TABLES OF EXOLISH AJfD AMEKICAX
BECOBDS, compiled hi/ TTnrry Etherinf/ton ; cnHOJVOLOdy of

WHEELIXG in 1885; BESTMES OF THE PASTIME FPOM
ALL PABTS, Etc., Etc.; the u-hole in the most elegant Wrapper
ever produced in connection trith the sport, by an American artist.

Pul>li.«hed by H.tKltT ETHEPTXGTOX, "Wheeling" Offices.

132 Fleet Street, London, E. C, England.

^^Every Americiin should handle a copy of this Work

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS,

THE WHEELNIEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

THE WHEELA/IEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.
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WHEELMEN !

What do you think: of THE OAZETTK •? ?

? Fifty Cents a Year ? Postage Paid ? *? ?

No wonder you are pleased !

Por it certainly is a bonanza !

! But it is nevertheless a fact

And not a cheap paper either, only in price, which is way down.

m READ IT ! ^

SUBSCRIBE FOR IT

ENJOY IT

It is the popialarity of THE OAZETTE
and its large circtalatiori v*/lnich.

enables i_is to offer the paper at

stach a LOW PRICK !

Of coiarse thie paper improves "vv^ith.

age. We can't tielp it, KOR 'X IS

OUR NATURK TO.

We Believe in Reading, and feel it

our SOLEMN DUTY to advise yoia

to subscribe no^v, v/tiile tbe fever

is on. Ttiere is nothing cheaper
or better (50e. year) KNOLIOH SAID!

We are airways glad to hear from you.

All ^vell. Write soon.

Yeurs very truly.

The Wheelmen's Gazette,
Springfield, Nlass.

# Nothing Sticceeds Like Success.

-;>^ X- -:«- HENCE XHE ABOVE. «- >;- -x-
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WE WANT AN AGENT IN EVERY BICYCLE CLUB

FOR

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport.

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY.

A member of a large city club secured twenty- five subscribers in a short time by

nicrely posting a subscription -sheet in the club -room. Write for our liberal terms

to agents, and help our circulation while helping yourself and friends. Everybody knows

Outing, nearly everybody wants to take Outing, but everybody has not been asked.

W^RITE FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

I • J 1 1 r| 1^ A*^ Is the best printed and most superbly illustrated magazine of out-door sports in the world,

^•^ i-lLLl 1 V-/ while in the literary excellence of its reading matter it rs second to none. It is already

recognized as in the front rank of American periodicals, and although a brilliant success in 1885 it will be brighter

and better in every way in 1886.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $3.00.

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS. Guting 140 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.

REDUCTION IN PRICES!
The Greatest Bargains Ever Offered. Final Clearance Sale.

Reductions from $40.00 to $75.00.

Highest grade, brand ne\v, perfect in every respect. All ^veldless steel tube and
interchangeable. Bali bearings to both wheels. All sizes.

AMERICAN SANSPAREIL. AMERICAN CLUB,
SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER. AMERICAN ROADSTER.

Prices from $60.00 to $90.00.

m^^ Machines will be sent on approval, and may be returned if not satisfactory, and
money will be refunded.

^^e:^j> for pbice-list and particulabs.

TESTIMONIALS FROM PURCHASERS.

WM. M. FRISBIE, Pres. New Haven Bi. Club:—

After giving the 57-inch Sanspareil Light Roadster a

trial of over 500 miles of hard riding, I am more than pleased

with it; U gives me entire satisfaiftion.

N. K. NOYES, Manchester, N. H.:—

My Sanspareil Light Roadster is as near perfedlion

as a wheel can be.

J. L. ROSS, Eufala, Ala.:—

My 55-lnch Sanspareil Lic.ht Roadster suits me ex-

actly. My weight is 175 pounds. I am highly pleased.

G. W. GREEN, Cuthbert, Ga.:—

The 56-inch American Roadster has proved perfectly

satisfa(5lory, and is really more than you represented it to be.

HARRY K. FOX, York, Pa.:—

The 58-inch American Sanspareil was perfe(5lly satis-

facflory, and I consider it the best wheel made.

2 and. A Hanover Street BALTIM:0RE, NlARVLAND.



^ WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE. _
LARGEST SHOW AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING HOUSE IN THE WORLD.- FIRE -PROOF.

197 and 199 IVXain. Street, 188 to 216 Waxtiingtoii Street,

toi- ISSH we are tmt with something/ enfhehi \f ir tintf Oiiqhint in T)eshin> find sinpasshiff anif l'initht<t or

lithographing heretofore jtroduced bg us for

BICYCLE AND TROTTING MEETINGS OR AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.

We eartiesfli/ call goiir attention to this, and a trait your apjtliration for samples and prire-list. fhir jnm-
ities for furnishing Color rrinting and Lithographing are unegualed, and we solicit your patronage.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND PROPERLY EXECUTED.

THE NEW Z. SS.

We have opened our New Stores in New-

ark and Orange, and are prepared to fill

orders for Cycling Sundries of any descrip-

tion. Send stamp for new Catalogue.

pWARDiSMIIH^O.
Successors to ZACHARIAS & SMITH

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N.J.

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
fuse the Thing for Merchants, Druggists, Grocers,

Boys, Girls, Everybody

!

Presses trom $3 to $175. Outfits from $6 to $60.

Any one wiih ordinary intelligence can do the work. Full

instruiftions with every order. Send ior descriptive price-list,

and mention this paper. R. D. ZERBK, iSS West Fifth St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

BICYCLE SIGNAL WHISTLE
Th- IdudcAt ntil

^hlslir of i(^ <\:-

to one mill'.. )

oO calibre C H.

Rifle Cartridge. M^, ..fl-ur.

nlftbod braiA with nlcLel
bullet. Invaluable a^ a
siRoal for teain«terH,
farmer*, sportBintu . ,
and all who wish to \V ,*\ Bo at-

attract.itlontionak d^^i^ Iract-

" " "^^ '^ ^
1 i t tie

Doveltj- tbai
rver^- one who

y noes it waots it.

Tou should have
It. To lutrotluc:: our

full, e.Tpcnnlve, aud In-
tercntlng catalogue of

gunii, knlveih noveltleK* and
uneful articles, we will Et-od thi«

histle ao'l cataln^ue by mall, post-

paid, for only 25 oentu in stamp-i KA-
dress UENNIE A AM. SON MFO.

CO.. 786 Filbert Street, I'hiludelphlu, Penna.

DOW-HOB^^HflPlE-BPS,
FOR EXPERT AND STANDARD COLUMBIA,

$4.50
Complete, with brake-lever and bracket, all nickeled.

^SW^ These Bars are the handsomest, strongest, and best in

the market. Wc can also make them to tit any machine if the

ti:)rks are sent to us.

O. W. Co.'s Duplex Whistles, 35c.

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

Why Cannot a Wheelman
Make a Good Book

Canvasser ?

Because he can ! The man with the 1
'

one with a horse and buggy through ti'-

One of the best books to try !t with is DR. CHASF s

RECIPE BOOK of 3,000 recipes, a wondci

for r'.frv f,iriii!\ in t'.wn or coiititrv.

I'trj J. libera/ 1% '

Address

Br. Gliase'g Steam Pniiui nua^c,

ANN ARBOR, MTCHIOAN.

BEST GOODS st LOWEST PRICES!
Pl'nnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee- Breeches, only

%i, a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimerc, Corduroy, Flan-

nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle Stocking

1 1 a pair. Improved .Acme Helt Hose Supporters, asc. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST
OIL or ENAMEL,-that is, THE FACILE,

And If your Local Deal-

er does not keep it and

will not get it, send direct

to headquarters for it. It

cannot be mailed : but six

or more bottles of OIL, or

four or more of ENAMEL,

will be sent, carriage paid,

to any place east of the

Rockies and having an

express office, on receipt

of the price.

Fouiitaiii Pen,

Type Writer,

ROADSTER BICYCLE,
Suppose you send

I SELL THEM.

for Descriptive Price-

Listand look into the

FACILE,- which, by

the way, is not a

"new" machine, but

is proved by seven

years' hard and in-

creasing use, by all

sorts ot persons, un-

der all sorts of con-

ditions. It is greatly

improved this year,

and the price is re-

duced Five Dollars.

Mention this Paper, and write to Tff. D. •WILCDX, 33 Murray St., New Yorii. Agents Wanted.
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THE

"AIEEICAI CHAIPM,"
POSITIVELY

^m GREATEST TRIUMPH OF CYCLING MANDFACTORE 4-

IN ANIERICA !

ENTIBELT MANUFACTURED IX AMERICA, with Our Own Plant and on Our Otvn Premises, €ina

tpith Every Care to Suit the TASTE and NEEDS of an AMERICAN WHEELMAN.

BE SURE TO SEE IT BEFORE DECIDING UPON YOUR MOUNT FOR 1586!

BECAirSJB
Chiiy the best arid most cart/uify seUBtd

Steel is used, and the distribuiicn of
the metal is so appropriate that

It is the Jfost IHirable Machine
Yet Devised.

BECAzrsx:
With our patent G. A'/. Ball-BeartHgt

all over (Jo Pedals also)

It is the Easiest -ItunniH0.

BECAUSE
With Hollow Forks and Backbone fitted

and brazed to the patent G. &'J.
Head and Neck

It is the Strongest and Most Rigid.

BECAUSE
With the direa-aeiing and thick-ended

Spoke

Jt is the Easiest to Bepair awd the
Least Liable to Buckle,

BECAUSE
Witk the G. &'J. hollow, detachable, and

one-piece cow-horn Handie-Bar

It is the Easiest to Steer, and there
is little danger of the Handle-

Bar Breaking,

->^

BECAUSE
It has the patent G. &'/ "Solid ComJ.

Saddle," which fits close to the

Backbone and is

The Most Comfortable to Sidf

BECAUSE
It has the patent G. &=/ adjustable a

Rubber-Capped Step.

BECAUSE
It has all the advantages both of a eon^

pressed and a contraSlile

Rubber Tire made from the Bet$
Red Para Rubber.

BECAUSE
It is the most graceful in its lines of 0)0

known Bicycle, combining

Equal Strength and Rigidity.

BECAUSE
IT IS SOLD AT A REASON-

ABLE PRICE:
GO-inch, Standard Finish.

Enamel and Nickel,

$103.50.

And numerous otfier reasons, which prove conclusively that it is the MOST SATISFACTORY BICTCLEo,i the markj^^^^^^

by applying for our new and handsomely-illustrated 4S-page Catalogue, containing a minute description of-this Machine,

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, AND SUNDRIES. ^
A REMARKABLE RECORD ON A REMARKABLE WHEEL!

t. r ... nt
Albert Schock, at Minneapolis, broke the World's Long-Distance Record of 1007

l"'^f^f.%'fr„.iL deftaU^^^
Middleboro, England, in 1880, on an AMERICAN CHAMPION ROADSTER, n^^^^^

the well-known Woodside on a Racer by nearly 100 miles. The CHAMPION that Schock tode was me jiist

put together. This result is remarkable as tvell as significant.

Minneapolis, Minn., March i6, i8S6.

Messrs. Gormully &' Jeffery, Chicago.
Permit me to express my appreciation of the Champion

bicycle 1 used in my recent long-distance race in this city. The
machine stood the loogi miles without turning a screw, and the

only tool used by my trainers was an oil-can occasionally. The
machine is exceedingly easy running and steering, and the most
rigid of any I ever mounted ; and being very firm and solid it

did not tire me nearly as much as might have been expedted.

I understand it is a roadster ; such being the case I shall be

careful to ride a roadster in any races I may in future enter

which require endurance. Yours, ALBERT SCHOCK.

•TESTIMONIALS
Chicago, III., March 22, i886.

Mestrs. Gormully &= Jeffery, Chicago. •
.

After giving the Champion several exhaustive trials on

the road, I cannot refrain from saying that it is the most rigid,

easy running and steering bicvcle that I have everndden. Its

high grade and very reasonable price will doubtless make a

large sale for it the coming season.

Thi« is the first testimonial I have ever wntten.

Yours very truly, JOHN O. BLAKE,
Chief Consul L.A. IV. , State of Illinois.

Minneapolis, Minn., March 15, 1886.

Messrs. GormuUy &'Jeffery, Chicago.

We wish to congratulate you on the great success of spur

American Champion bicydein •'! ^'^V'^'^^^'^* ^vf,h mtrt
,2.hours-per-day race, just finished in this city).. \\ ith Albert

Schock its rider, it covered .0094 miles, winning the world s

long-distance record. The machine came through >" grand

shape, not the slightest thing going wrong;
':?.q"'""S'^™"f^':

out the race but the care oTan occasional oiling. One of ihe

results of the contest is a lively demand for the new wheel in

this city. Yours very truW,^_
^^^^^ ^ ^^_

GORMULLY & JEFFERY,
222 and 224: NORTH KrANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

y, B.—We are tniinufacturing a Ifew Line of ?
I VT> 111,'iT.K. Mention this Paper,
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• THK-

•(•5 OOI^U^
EXPERT COLUM.BIA.

{
A Scientifically-Constructed, High-Grade

Roadster.

COLUMBIA
LIGHT ROADSTER.

A Genuine Light-Weight Bicycle.

COLUMBIA
SEMI-ROADSTER.

A High-Grade, Moderate- Priced Bicych

for the use of boys and light men

of small stature.

COLUMBIA RACER.

Upon this Racer were made the World's

Records for \ and ^ mile, and from 2 to

38 nniles (inclusive); the World's Amateur

Records for 5 and 1 mile
;

the World's

Professional Records for from 4 to 10 and

21 to 43 miles (inclusive) ; the Greatest

Distance Ever Made Inside the Hour (20*

miles, 396 feet).

FOR 1886

ARE CONFIDENTLY PRESENTED AS THE

STAUNCHES!, MOST RELIABLE, AND

EASIEST-RUNNING MACHINES

MANUFACTURED!

THE COLUMBIAS ARE THE HIGHEST GRADE OF
MACHINES MADE.

THEY HAVE STOOD THE TEST OF THE ROADS fOX EIGHT

YEARS, AND SO FAR AS KNOWN THERE IS NOT A COLUMBIA

WHICH BY WEAR OR BREAKAGE IS UNFIT FOR USE.

THE RIDERS OF COLUMBIAS
HOLD

THE BEST RECORDS OF THE WORLD!

THE COLUMBIAS ARE RIDDEN BY THE MAJORITY OF WHEEL-

MEN AT EVERY LEAGUE MEET, AND ARE ALMOST INVARIABLY

CHOSEN BY THE LO-VG-D/STANCE WHEELMEN.

EVERY PART IS INTERCHANGEABLE,
AND CAN BE OBTAINED AT OUR BRA.NCH HOUSES, OR AGENCIES

AT EVERY IMPORTANT CENTER.

CATALOGUE SENT FREE.

The P0PE MPS. G9.
507 WA.SHINQTON STREET,

12 Warren Street, NEW YORK. BRANCH HOUSES

STANDARD COLUMBIA.

This "Old Reliable" Wheel has Gone

Into the Largest Use of Any Bicycle in

This Country. A Thoroughly First-Class

Machine at About the Price Charged for

Second-Grade Bicycles. For the Money

it is the Best Bicycle Manufactured.

COLUMBIA
TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE.

Strong, Staunch, Rigid, Light, and Easy-

Running. The Simplest and Most Scien-

tifically Construe ted Tricycle in the Market.

COLUMBIA
RACING TRICYCLE.

Weight, all on, 4Ti pounds. Remark-

ably Strong, considering its weight.

COLUMBIA SAFETY.

Strong, Light, Simple, Easy - Running

LADIES' COLUMBIA
TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE.

A Light and Elegant Machine for Ladies

and Men weighing up to 130 pounds.

BOSTON.
115 Wtibash AN-enue, CHICAGO.
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BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of anv kind, send stamp lo

A. W. OUMP,
U£i>-ton, Ohio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-hand Machines.

Second-hand Bicycles taken in exchange.
Bicycles repaired and nickel-plated. Cash
paid for Second-hand Bicycles. Largest
Slock of Second-hand Wheels in America.

* Bargains His IHontli.*

52-Jnch ENGLISH BICYCLE, enameled, ball bearings, $50

54-Inch ENGLISH BICYCLE, new tires, parallel bearings, 40

VICTOR TRICYCLE. In good order 80

SOCIABLE TRICYCLE, in good order 85

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Oi Anv kind, send stamp to

A. W. OUAIP,
Liayton, Oliio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-hand Machines.

Second-hand Bicycles taken in exchange.
Bicycles repaired and nickel-]>lated. Cash
paid for .Second-hand Bicycles. Larsrest
Stock of Second-hand Wheels in America.

NOW READY.

WHEELIVIEN'S

REFERENCE BOOK,
CONTAININQ

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HTTNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY ; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 * FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS ^ 49
IK THRBE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN,

WILL APPEAR IN THE BOOK :

F. F. IVES,
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
a E. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. BASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH.

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. Van SICKLEN,

W. C. MARVIN,
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AYERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. B. RICH,

E. P. BURNHAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,
W. S. ATWELL,

A. G. SPALDING,
H. B. SMITH,

H. W. GASKELL,
S. T. CLARK,

W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKER & GOODNIAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

IF YOU are interested in Inventions, Pat-

ents, Manufacture, etc., secure a free copy
of the old established illustrated journal, the

I

-AMERICAN- V^
NVENTOR

J. S. ZERBE. Publisher, »
188 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI, O.

oyzY $1.00 rJER tear.

PATENTS quickly obtained at reasonable
rates in the U. S. and all Foreign Countries.

P
AMERICANatenT

188 & 190 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI,
X^' Special Department for the Exhibi
tion of Models and Sale of Patents,

—'—

HOLDFAST^
©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRICE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HARUIIARCH5T.PmLAr

Bundle Carrier for Center of Wheel.
A new and novel idea, whereby a large bundle maybe easily

placed within the wheel without removing a spoke. Cannot
be injured by any kind of a fall, and entirely out of the way.
Per/eWy firnflical. Wherever seen pronounced as the best
bundle carrier known.

Finished in cloth, post-paid $'.25
Finished in go^^amer, post-paid 1.50

FRANK B. WILKINS, MUlord, N. H.

"WHEELING."
THE

LEADING ^ WHEEL ^ PAPER
OF" GREAT BRITAIN.

Weekly: 5 cents, or $2.00 per Annnm.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip

and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs ; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for

which ^15 is given weekly-

HARRY ETHERINGTON, Proprietor,

IBS Fleet Street, LONnOX, E. C.

Amekican Agents :

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

(]1^P"Wheeling and The Gazext£ mailed, post-paid, for

$2.00 per annum.

-HOW-
TO SELL THE

RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

AGENTS AND DEALERS, AND THOSE INTERESTED

IN THE Bi;SINESS, SHOULD SEND STAMP

FOR FULL DIRECTIONS TO

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

THE REPRESENTATIVE CYCLING
PAPER IN THE SOUTH.

W. L. SUBPRISE, Editor and Proprietor.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

It is the oldest paper in the South devoted to cycling, and

has gained a large support all over the country.

Its advertising facilities are unsurpassed for the introduction

of goods, in the South and West particularly. Rates on

application.

SUBSCEEPTION. FIFTY CENTS PER YEAB.

Sample copy free on application. AddreM

THE SOUTHERN CYCLER,
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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Extraordinary Doniaiul. A I'orfcct Wlieol Ai>i)r<>('iat('<l. Aifoiits Wanted EvorywJiorp.

ROYAL MAIL!
THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR ! THE MOST COMPLETE AND IMPROVED BICYCLE EVER OFFERED !

Best Road Record of 1885, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

SPECIAL notice: !

Oii'ing to the now veri/ cotninon pnivtice of prominent racinf/

H'heelnten ridin</ in the interests of eertnin makes and for their

adrertisement, ire wish to announee UICFORK THE ltA('I\(i SKA-
SON OI'EXS that

Tie HOYjlL PIBIL tias NO SalarieU lers % i(s Employ!
NOR WILL IT HAVE ANY !

We heJiere wheefmen shoaf<l not Itr and are not inflneneed in the

selection of tlieir mounts hij the fast ridimj or l>reahin(f of records bif

PAID riders on this or that wheel.

We have in stork KOYAL MATT. Ctlthiiitxl lliims lOTl SAT.IC, tiiiil Jioiii tlnir prist

repututiott offer tlicttt as the finest anil most rif/i<l ra<iii)j lelieels niiule.

Our aim is to fnrnisli a I'erfeet Ttoailster, atiil ire offer as siieli llie HOVAI. Mill..

DETACHABLE
HANDLE-BARS

SIX IMPROVEMENTS! THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR!

SPOKES WOUND SEVEN TIMES,
Giving Rigidity to the whole Wheel. No Rattle.

Note this Tying.

GRIP-FAST RIM AND TIRE.

Needs no Cement ; holds iiniier than
Cement; no thin edge of Rim to dent;
whole Rim stronger; also seamless.

BALL-BEARING Ui.AL>.

No friction of Cones, hence no loosening nor constant tightening

up. Can he run six months with one adjustment and one oiling.

r^ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE in ROYAL MAILS
this year. Offered as the Most Perfect Wheel yet shown.

ISE-A-X) THIS 1

' Ever since the introduction of the indla-rnbbcr tire it has proved itself, like .nany other tl.in:.^, not altogether an nnmixcd blessing; for the difficulty to keep it on has ever been a ereat

nne, and manv and various have been ibc devices adopted bv ingenious makers to make its fastening to the rmi secure. A year aso, at the Speedwell Exhibition, a rim and tire h.ad just bcLU

patented, atvdour opinion was asked upon it. Ibis rim was an ordinary crescent steel felloe, with the edges turned in so as to fit into a couple of lonsitudinal grooves cut in the rubber tire .yid

thus without tl.-- aid of c ment holding the rubber firmlv in its place. We at once spotted the idea as a good thing. As will be seen by the sketch, the tires are held lirm in the nms withoi.t the

use of cement, and ar - tlur. for.> cleaner in application than a cemented tire. Not caring to speak of such an important matter without practically testing the idea, we have ridden it in town riding

and tlie tires appear, if anything, more firmlv seated than ever, despite the fact that our last experiment with them w.is to run our steering-wheel in the tram grooves .and re|)eateclly twist it out

?c,aui suddenly, a proof which satisfies us that the invention is a success. As we have said, the tires have not yet come out with ns ;
when they do—,/ they d.^we shall let our readers know

.

—Henkv Sturmev, in Tlu- Cyclist, .April 14, iSSi"). ^ —

Wm. SEHD & SODS, sole WcaiiPgents, 107 Wasigloq St., BOSlOIl.
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If you are interested in cj'cling, hunting, fishing, trap-shooting, the kennel, and reputable outdoor sports in general,

A
_

.T. YOU SHOULD READ _g)

A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF SPORTS AND PASTIMES.
The only paper of its class published in Cincinnati, and the recognized authority and by-word for sportsmen of the central West and South.

Subscription Price, - $2.00 a year.
T/u Atiierican Sportsman and The Wheelmen's Gazette to one address for one year, $2 oo. Special rates to getters-up of clubs. Correspondence solicited.

THK AMERICAN SPORTSNIAN COMPANY,
HUSTON ST. JOHN, Manager. 232 Vif'alnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH. ^ ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.

ADJUSTABLE IN WIDTH. ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN REAR. %
A BIFURCATED SEAT.

A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE
Is the ONLY ONE possessing any of these Points. Is the ONLY ONE that can be changed in Shape or Position at aU.

Is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Market.

For all makes, including the Safeties and the Star. Price, Nickeled, $5.00; Coiled Spring, etc., for Old Saddles, $0.75.

FRBEMAN LILLIBRIDGE, Rockiford, 111.

BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicjxles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except
for interest. Second-Hand Wheels bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON. 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely- illustrated Catalogue, with "A Pilgrimage

A-Wheelbacic," illustrated, now in press. Our Catalogue is of interest to every

a(5hial or prospecflive wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

ARE THE BEST.

Don't take my word for it, but investi-

gate for yourself, and decide honestly.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

J. R. UNDERWOOD, Dorchester, BOSTON, MASS. :^

wjm: m mw. ,1^1
Wheelmen who are in need of CYCLE REPAIRS of any description will find it to their advantage to write to the undersigned for estlmatee. We make a

specialty of repairing and renewing Bicycle, Tricycle, and Tandem Bearings, Tubes, etc., using the finest steel and warranting the same.

Agents for the Celebrated RUDGE Cycles.

BICYCL
Established 1884. G9 Roseville Aveuue, NEWARK, N. J.
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THE MECCA
ANNUAL RACE MEETING. \,f^^ ^° WHICH ALL CYCLERS

FOUR DAYS. ^^% TRAVEL,

UrnaKent
THERE IS

DERBY OF CYCLIN_p. ONLY ONE SPRINGFIELD.

H-17»SEPrE/^BER ^^

AS USUAL ,^^^^ $5000 IN PRIZES.

NEW RECORDS WILL BE MADE. ^^^^^ SEE FUTURE ISSUES.

— GRANDER AND GREATER THAN EVER.

ff^° ? Yes ' The Fifth Annual Tournament of the Springfield Bicycle Club will eclipse all former efforts. Our track is

far superior to former years; the Club will leave nothing undone that will tend to increase the sport of cycling; the prizes this year

will be on a scale never before approached; while the arrangements are in the same competent hands which have so successfully

guided the former Tournaments of the Club Full particulars in the July issue ; meantime, get up your muscle, save your pennies,

and start for Springfield in time to get into trim for our Races, September 14, 15, 16, and 17, 1886.

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE CLUB, Springfield, Mass., U. S A.
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LARGEST SHOW AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING HOUSE IN THE WORLD -FIRE -PROOF.

197 and 199 IVEain Street, 188 to 216 Wasliington Street,

BUFFAJLO^ Wo Yo

For ISSa ire are out trith something entirely yetr <utd Orh/hiaf hi Desif/n, and surj>assinf/ any Printiufi oi-

Lithographing heretofore produced bg us for

BICYCLE AND TROTTING MEETINGS OR AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
We earnestlg call goiir attention to this, and <nrait goiir ajtjtliration for satnjdes and price-list. Our facile

ities for furnishing Color Printing and Lithographing are unegiKiled, and we solicit your patronage.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND PROPERLY EXECUTED.

M KMOW
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

M 'S)

Tomcn
JIJ5,

PCK
Highland Tonica Water is a natural mineral water, possessing wonderful curative powers for all diseases of the blood. It is especially eiticie t in

the treatment of malaria and kidney complaints. Highland Rock Water is the climax of table waters,—pure, sparkling, and healthful; a p&vtct

beverage.
Thvse Waters are for sale hij all Jifst-elass JJriiyijists.

THE HIGHLA-ND NEWS is published monthly at Manchester Highlands, Ct. It is devoted to the discussion of questions of health and matters of general intf ,st.

Its advertising rates are low, considering that its edition numbers 100,000 copies each month. Subscription, prepaid, 25 cents per annum. Send for a sample copy.

GEO. H. MORRILL S CO.

PRINT1NG^^^L1TH0GRAPHIG INK,
34 HAWLEY STREET, BOSTON. 25 ROSE STREET, NEW YORK.

SHATTUCK & FLETCHER, Agents,

WORIvS ATT NORWOOD, MASS

520 Commercial Street, SAN FRANCtSCC

THK CAZETTE IS PRINTKI) WITH MORRILL'S INK.

The excelsior CYCLOMETER
NOW READY FOR DELIVERY.

Simple, Accurate, and Reliable. The Oldest and Best Cyclometer on the Market.

miCE $8.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALFBS.

ManufacturEd by FRED JENKINS^ HicyclES, TricyclES, Etc.
Agent for the New Rapid, Dictator. Spalding. Genuine Humber. Etc.. Etc.

21 PARK now, (liooms (ir>,(i(i,(i7J JSEW YOIiK.
Factory and Repair Shop, 291 West Eleventh Street.

dC^^'All manner of Repairs executed promptly, niul al nuKlLTale mtes. Disabled machines called for and delivered, free of charge, in any part of the
city below 6ist street. Nickeling and enameling a speci.ilty. Orders by mail will receive prompt attention, Oui-of-imvn repairs shmild be sent by freight.
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VHCfliMEN'S GKZtrtL.
A JO(dRNAb or GYGLING. P(JBLISHED MONTHLY.

Vol. 1. SPRIIMQKIELD, MASS., JUNE, 1886. No. y.

JFhe iX/heelmen'S Gazetsfee.

Terms of Subscription.
One Year, by mail, post-paid, - - . . 50 cents.

Six Months, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, ------ 4 shillings.

Henry E. Ducker, - - Editor and Manager.

Communications must be in not later than the 20th of each

mouth, to secure publication for the following mouth.

Address all Communications to The Wheelmen's Ga-
zette. Make Checks and Money Orders paj-ablc to same.

The trade supplied by the American News Co., New York.

Entered at tke Post-O^ce^ Springjieldf Mass.^ as Second-
class Matter.

LESSONS OF THE LEAGUE MEET.

The seventh animal meet of the L. A. W. has

come and gone, and what are its lessons .' Firstly,

that, from a social standpoint, the organization is

a gigantic success; secondly, that, as a parliament-

ary body, capable of transacting business in a

careful and intelligent manner, it is a gigantic

failure. And why so.' Principally, because,

through constant tinkering of, and confusing

amendinents to, its constitution, it has ceased to

be a legislative body, and the control of its

affairs having been taken away from the members

at large, its management is now controlled by a

certain desjiotic few. It matters not that the

members themselves voted to alter the constitu-

tion. They probably voted as instructed, which

like certain other instructions were misleading and

calculated to give false ideas of the matter to be

voted upon. This power of re[)resentation at the

general meeting having thus been taken away, of

course there was no inducement to be present,

especially when so many outside attractions,

coupled with the beautiful vt'eather, were provided.

The L. A. W., whatever else it may be, is not able

to transact its affairs in a systematic and business-

like manner. In the first place, the law of punc-

tuality is an unknown tpiantity in its calculations.

.At whatever hour the ineeting is called it is per-

fectly safe to say that it will be an hour after the

appointed time before the meeting is called to

order. .\nd then in what a shiftless manner the

whole business is conducted. Motions, counter-

motions, suggestions, amendments, etc., follow one

another in such rapid succession, that unless the

presiding officer is a skilled parliainentarian,

nothing but the utmost confusion can result. And
in fact, such confusion did prevail that several

tiines the presiding officer became so confused

that he, himself, not only forgot the motion before

the house, but also the stenographer was unable

to furnish it. If the officers' ineeting was slovenly

conducted the general meeting was equally so.

The delay in its being called together, coupled

with announcements that it had been postponed to

2 o'clock, prevented the attendance of those inter-

ested in the solution of the most vital question of

the whole meet,—the M. \. question. And how
was this question disposed of.' The chairman of

the racing board was unanimously sustained and

indorsed. Out of a League inembership of nearly

10,000, a unanimous indorsement of thirty
votes sustained the action of the chairman of

the racing board. How unanimous this indorse-

ment was, may be adjudged from the fact that

an appeal has been made for a mail vote. It

is claimed, however, that the friends of the

racing inen were not present and that it was

through their own neglect that they were defeated.

But previous to the meet the members were

officially notified that they would have no voice in

the general meeting, and that the M. \. question

could only be disposed of by the racing board.

This information coming from what was supposed

to be reliable authority, deterred many from tak-

ing what they supposed would be a fruitless jour-

ney to Boston, and those who did go had no reason

to believe that their presence at the general meet-

ing would be of any influence. But enough of the

alleged business meetings. No better criticism

can be made than that of a correspondent of the

Spirit of the T/iiits, who says :
" If the association

is to outlive its days of babyhood, and enter upon

a life of continued usefulness, there must clearly be

some radical changes made within the ne.\t few

years, and a business precision and attention to

details must take the place of the spasmodic and

e.xperiinental customs which have apparently here-

tofore conducted its methods."

Another cause of great dissatisfaction was the

unsatisfactory report, or rather lack of any report,

of the condition of affairs in charge of the secre-

tary-editor. Ill health, of course, is a misfortune

for which considerable allowance can be made, but,

nevertheless, it is hardly sufticient excuse for no

report whatever. The secretary-editor's repre-

sentative was repeatedly asked to furnish facts

that would give an intelligent idea of the financial

status of the League, but beyond detailed state-

ments regarding the affairs of the official bulletin,

he could give nothing at all. There has been

complaint for si.x months regarding the poor man-

agement of this important branch of the League,

and it seems as if the secretary-editor had been

given ample time to prepare a full and sat-

isfactory statement of the affairs entrusted to

him. .\s we understand it, his illness is of but

recent date, while the clamor for information has

extended over a period of several months. Ac-

cordingly this report, which was the most import-

ant one of all, has been deferred for publication in

the Bulletin, giving no opportunity for discussion

or action. Truly, the secretary-editor's illness was

unfortunate in more ways than one.

And then the races. What a farce! The less

said about them the better, and therefore we will

dismiss them without further consideration.

But the meet was not wholly without enjoyment.

As we said in our opening paragraph, as a social

organization the League is a grand success. From
the first night's " free and easy " to the closing

banquet .Saturday night, all the visitors heartily

enjoyed the varied attractions provided. The club

runs were well patronized, and " The Cycleries
"

reflected great credit on the Boston Bicycle Club
and the manufacturers represented. A specially

charming feature of the meet was the presence of

the ladies, who were quite largely represented, and
amply demonstrated that cycling is not exclusively

a masculine sport. Their trim costumes and rosy-

cheeked countenances and graceful ap])earancc

furnished one of the most pleasing sights to be
met with during the whole meet. The Corey hill

climbing contest was a fitting opening of the

meet. The minstrel show, Friday night, was well

planned and executed, and all in all the Boston
cyclists have reason to congratulate themselves

upon having so successfully entertained so numer-
ous a gathering. The hearty handshake of brother

cyclists, and the many " reunions," are not the lca.st

incidents that will cause the seventh annual to be

looked back upon with the luost pleasant

memories.

And now a word in closing about the A. C. U.

It originated in the dissatisfaction of those who
did not believe in the summary expulsion from the

League of the class of riders called makers' ama-

teurs. It is not antagonistic to the League, but it

does believe the expelled riders have been dealt

with unjustly, and therefore it has been organized

with the express purpose of protecting racing men
and to promote the interests of the sport. If the

mail vote asking reinstatement is unsuccessful, the

\. C. U. will stand by the racing men and afford

them the protection which has been so ruth-

lessly taken from them.

Before another meet it is our fervent wish that

all differences may be harmonized and the L. \.

W. once more become a League of American
Wheelmen, with equal rights and privileges

for all.

LYNN, ACCEPT OUR CONGRATULATIONS.

The Lynn Cycle Club Track Association dedi-

cated its new bicycle park and track .Monday,

%May 31, most successfully, as far as its efforts

were concerned. The park is within easy access,

and most prettily situated in a charming locality

designated as Glenmere. Considering the short

time allowed for fitting up a track and its ad-

juncts, the Lynn boys have reason to congratulate

theinselves. Of course there was considerable

that was rough and crude in the general appear-

ance and fittings of the grounds, but time will

efface all that. The Association was blessed

with nearly perfect weather, and an extremely

large attendance. In fact, all the elements for a

successful race meeting were there, with the ex-

ception of the most important—that of s|)iritcd

racing. The racers were there,—the fastest in the

country,—but their racing powers seemed to have

been stricken with a sudden blight. This, how-

ever, was not the fault of the Association. They
had promised good racing, and did all in their

power to fulfill that promise, but there was no

means by which they could then have compelled
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the riders to do their best, and therefore the races

were a worse failure in some respects than those

under the auspices of the L. A. VV. the Saturday

previou^. But it is said the riders were discour-

aged and dissatisfied at the outcome of the M. A.

question, and the A. C. U. was then hardly

strong enough to have any influence. Its plat-

form had not been formulated, and the racing

men were in a quandary what to do. They were

billed to appear, and rather than leave the Asso-

ciation entirely in the lurch they came upon the

track, and if they didn't make satisfying records

Ihey at least furnished e.xciting sport at the fin-

ishes. Hendee's burst of speed in the five-mile

open reminded his Springfield friends who were

present of those glorioHS achievements on the

Hampden Park track, and had it not been for the

unfortunate accident in the last race, Rowe, who
viias cutting out a very pretty pace, would proba-

blv have given his friends a chance at the finish

to make the welkin resound with their triumphant

shouts. Prince and Neilson also greatly marred

the afternoon's sport by their boyish actions, but

the magnificent spurt with which they crossed the

tape caused the majority of the spectators to for-

get and forgive the tortures of the laps preceding

the final one. We are happy to learn that

tire Association has provided against any rep-

etition of such performances. The Association,

however, is most to be complimented on the

pluck it displayed in daring to brave the su-

preme and sublime authority of the chairman of

the racing board L. A. W., who, in stately and sol-

emn silence, viewed from his lofty perch the pro-

ceedings transpiring below in utter defiance of his

autocratic decrees, and who afterwards, as a result

of the Association's action, issued another of those

formidable documents calculated to strike with

terror the hearts of those who had thus rashly

dared to assert ideas and opinions of their own.

Lynn has indeed set a glorious example of inde-

pendence and unwillingness to submit to auto-

cratic and despotic government, and this e.xample,

we are pleased to state, is to be followed all along

the line. In olden times it was the custom, when
rulers became too despotic, for the multitude to

rise and unite in their overthrow, and these

United States of America are a glorious exam-

ple of this method of resenting tyrannical and
despotic government. Will Lynn's example be

followed ? Time will tell.

THE A. C. U.

The American Cyclists' Union was temporarily

organized at the Hotel Vendome, Boston, Mass.,

Saturday, May 29. Henry E. Ducker, of Spring-

field, Mass., was chosen president, and A. O. Mc-
Garrett, also of Springfield, was chosen secretary

and treasurer. A committee was appointed to

draft a constitution and by-laws, to be acted upon

at an adjourned meeting. The report of this

committee is published in full elsewhere in this

issue of the Gazette. In a^iswer to the oft-rc-

poated questions: What in the A. C. U., and

what are its objects, we quote from Article II. of

the Constitution :

—

Art. II. Its objects arc to foster ai'.d encourage racing by
the promotion of the interests of the American cycling path

;

the prevention, detection, and punishment cf frauds tlicreon
;

and uniformity in the government of the various kinds cf

cycle racing*

The A. C. U. will admit ti its membership bi-

cycle and •tricycle clubs, track associations, unat-

tached riders, and all persons interested in cycling

as a sport and pastime. The standard of ad-

mission to membership will be based on the fol-

lowing rules defining an amateur and a profes-

sional :

—

An amateur is any person who lias never raced nor exliib-

ited his skill for a public or private stake, or purse, or for

gate money, or competed under a false name, or has backed,

or allowed liiniself to be backed, in a public race.

A professional wheelman is one who has ridden a cycle in

public for money, or who has engaged, taught, or assisted in

the art of riding the cycle, or any other athletic exercise, for

money.

No one who is not an amateur according to the

above definition will be eligible for membership,

or will be allowed to compete in any races under

the auspices of the A. C. U. The organization

will have a racing committee, to which will be

referred all matters pertaining to racing. Their

duties are very clearly defined, but the rules giv-

ing them power to expel wheelmen from the track

are so drawn that the authority to so act is not

vested in one member of the board alone. And
further, any wheelman who has been expelled

from the track is given the right of appeal to the

full board of officers, who can reinstate by a two-

thirds vote. The track rules adopted by the

racing board are very similar to those of the rac-

ing board L. A. W., with one important addition

as regards class races.

The A. C. U. stands on a broad and liberal

platform, but its confines are so defined as to pre-

serve the purity of amateur racing. This associ-

ation v.ill not furnish an asylum for refugees from

any organization whatever ; but, on the contrary,

will insist on strict adherence to its rules and reg-

ulations. All members who violate thein will be

called to account, given a fair and impartial hear-

ing, and their cases vi'ill be tried on their merits,

and judgment awarded accordinglv.

The A. C. U. recognizes as athletic exercises

all the sports under the jurisdiction of the Na-

tional Association of Amateur Athletes of Amer-

ica and the National Cyclists' Union of England.

Accordingly, all English riders who are in good

and regular standing in the N. C. U. of England
will be eligible to compete in this country in any

race meetings held under the auspices of the A.

C. U., and provided they do nothing to conflict

with the rules and regulations of that organiza-

tion.

The A. C. U. has hoisted its standard, and ex-

tends a cordial invitation to all cyclists to enlist

under its banner.

SPRINGFIELD'S NEW BICYCLE.

A unique safety bicycle has been comnleted and

just tested on our streets. It has many new feat-

ures, and is constructed so entirely upon new
principles that it has none of the features of

other bicycles now covered by patents. It is

propelled by leverSjgiving the constant application

of power so appreciated on muddy or sandy roads

and in hill climbing. This is the third year the

i'ucntor. Rev. Homer A. King, of Clinton street,

this city, has been inventing and securing patents

on cycles, making a new apjilication about every

five months. Having first discovered the new
motor, he has continued on a new line of inven-

tion, all suited to the new motor, bringing out the

steering with the rear sni.all wheel by the depression

of either end of the bent handle-bar, the position

of the hands being most natural and effective, en-

abling the rider to increase the advantages of the

new motor, which, by connection through the a.xle.

enables him to bear his whole weight upon the

pedals, thus utilizing his weight as well as his

muscles, as the depression of one lever, \iithout a

spring, raises automatically the other foot on lever,

thus saving much power and fatigue. The adjust-

able anti-friction bearings cannot roll together, run

very easily, are very light and durable, capable of

bearing great weight, and are adapted to many
kinds of machinery. The new hollow felloe rim is

very rigid, and several can be made with no more
labor than one of any other kind. The new gear-

ing, without cog-work or changing the point of the

flexible connection to the levers, enables the rider,

without dismounting, to set a 50-inch wheel to the

foot-stroke speed of a 40, 50, 60, or 70 inch crank

bicycle, with very little added friction, and abso-

lutely none when set for powerfor sandy or muddy
roads or hill climbing. The new silent ratchet is

appreciated, especially in coasting, and is so sim-

ple that any person can take it apart and put it

together. Many other points might be named or

summed up in ease, speed, and especially safety, as

the pedals being in the rear of the hub there is an

uplifting at the fulcra in front, thus avoiding

headers.

BARNUM SHOULD HAVE THEM.

It often happens, through an oversight, our

great and only Barnum does not possess all of the

leading curiosities, and we have in mind two

great inconsistencies that would prove a valuable

addition to the great moral show. For one we
refer to the action of Mr. Bassett as chairman

of the L. A. W. Racing Board at the Lynn races.

It was announced that these races would be run

under the A. C. U. rules, and the A. C. U., pend-

ing the report of the committee, adopted as

theirs the racing rules of the N. C. U. of England

;

this bod)' and its rules are recognized by the L. A.

W., yet the chairman, in his endeavor to strangle

the new-born infant, repudiated the very rules

he has for the past year endorsed. Perhaps it

is as well, seeing that the N. C. U. has failed

to recognize the L. A. W. Truly consistency is a

jewel.

The second is the action of Charles H. Potter,

of Cleveland, who has sued the Lynn association

for running the races under the very rules for

which Mr. Potter is the chief consulate of Ameri-

ca. Rather an awkward position, to say the least,

and we wait to see how this gentleman will ex-

tricate himself from the very embarrassing posi-

tion he is now in. Mr. Potter is a true amateur

in every respect, and is entitled to all the credit

as such. Yet what is the difference between Mr.

Potter, who is able from his own pocket to hire a

professional trainer for a year, to train him, that

he may be able to win the prizes, and some poor

boy who has the endurance, hut no money, and

allows some friend to pay his training expenses }

To our way of thinking, both are in the same

boat; but as the League makes a distinction in

favor of the rich as against the poor, we accept

the result, and leave it for the wheelmen of this

democratic country to settle in the near future.

G. Lacy Ilillier is sitting down hard on Spring-

field and its tournament. He almost believes

Springfield to be the birthplace of promatcurism.

My 1 But won't his eves open when he reads about

the plan to put cycling journalists in that baneful

class of riders for which he can hardlv find words

enough to express his aversion and horror.

—

Spriiigfielii Union.
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FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT,

III"".KK is balm in Gijfacl

;

there is contentment in

the l)reast.s of liiitish

cyclists. With almost

startling suddenness,

tlie winter broke up at

the end of April, and in

its place we have enjoy-

ed a spell of magniliccnt

weather. Easter was very fine, and club tours

were carried out with uniform success. Racing

has set in with its accustomed severity, over sixty

races taking place on Kastcr Monday alone, in

various parts of the kingdom.

The first great event of the season was the .Sur-

rey Bicycle Club meeting at Kennington Oval.

Here, notwithstanding a wet day, the attendance

was large ; but the grass course was frightfully soft,

and no fast times were possible. II. \. .Spcechley

won the challenge cu}) for the third time, thus

securing it as Itis exclusive property; Kurnivall

was second, but was not at all trained ; A. 1'. Kngle-

heart, who made his maiden effort on a ball bicy-

cle, cut out the running throughout, and might have

won had he used better judgment ; A. E. Langley

was the smprise of the meeting, being close uj) at

the finish, and as this rider has youth on his side

and uses good judgment, he will doubtless make

his mark. In the half-mile tricycle race handicap,

H. C. Sharp, who is always at home on grass, had

a rather easy win from A.J. Wilson ; .N.. L. ]5ower

being a bad third ; this race was peculiar by reason

of all the pl.iccd men starting from scratch.

The ne.\t meeting of importance was the two

days Easter tournament of the Irish Cyclists Asso-

ciation, at Hall's Bridge, Dublin. This was very

successful, although entries were scarce. The

feature of the meeting was the hard racing between

R. J. Mecredy, the hitherto invincible Irish crack,

and A. J. Wilson, on tricycles, the Londoner being

successful on both occasions. F.J. Nicolas was

the only other Englishman who competed, he

making a good show in the bicycle events.

E. M. Mayes, of the .Surrey, and R. H. English,

are the onlv other two scratch men who have

shown up well as yet. Furnivall intends to con-

fine himself to scratch races this season.

The entries received to date for the International

Tournament at Alexandra I'ark, London, next

week, show that the meeting will be the grandest

ever held in this country. In fact, considering that

the best riders in Scotland, Ireland, Belgium, and

Holland have entered to compete against the

pick of our countrymen, I think we may claim to

have even a better field of men than you had at

.Springfield. The team selected by the Racing

Cyclists Club to represent England in the race for

the Challenge Shield consists of P. Furnivall and

H. A. Speechley (London) ; W. A. Illston and W.
Terry (Birmingham); J. H. .\dams (Canterbury);

R. H. English (North Shields); C. E. Masters

(Weston-super-Mare); and M. V. J. A. Webber
(Ryde). Geo. Gatehouse, B. Ratcliff, and A. P.

Engleheart are either " off-color," or too busy, to

compete. Out of this lot, Furnivall should be the

winner, being quite at home on the A. P. track
;

and none of the foreign teams are regarded as at

all dangerous. (;eneral regret is e.xjjressed at the

total absence of .American representatives ; but all

the same we calculate upon the tournament being
" the best on record for England."

There has been a wretched show at the so-called

Albert Palace,—a sort of cross bgtw^en a music-

hall and the .\le.xandra Palace, in a suburb (jf

London called Battersea,—where a series of races

has been held on an improvised track ; but nobody

in the world of wheels has paid any attention to

it, excepting .Sharp, Langley, and Mayes.

Almost before we had time to realize the fact

that a number of our fastest riders were debarred

from competing on the path, we heard that the

whole of the suspensions were remitted, or re-

scinded, or withdrawn, or whatever else the correct

term may be. Practically, our " sub-amateurs "

were only suspended until the racing season be-

gan, and then they were allowed logo onas before.

From the point of view of the N. C. U., this action

was consistent and dignified, the idea being that

the suspensions came upon the offenders against

the amateur law by surprise, and that the object

should not be to punish past misdeeds so much
as to prevent future transgressions. So, after just

as long a period as sufficed to convince the men
that the N. C. U. meant business, and had

jjower to enforce its laws, the whole batch of sub-

sidized amateurs found themselves at liberty, with

the understanding that if they again came under

reasonable suspicion they would be permanently

suspended. The error, if error there is, has been

on the side of mercy, and the Union scores all

along the line. Already we hear of some men, who
are notoriously unable to race unless paid, discon-

tinuing to race for the present, and altogether the

impression created by the action of the N. C. U. is

decidedly favorable to amateur sport.

The general meeting of the Cyclists Touring

Club passed off very (juietly, only a bare hundred

members—forty of whom were officers—taking

part in it, out of some 19,000 on the roll. The

chief business was to institute life membership, a

fee of five guineas, paid after being an ordinary

member for two years, being the amount of com-

position. As the subscription is only ha!f-a-crown,

this is equivalent to forty-two years' purchase, ex-

clusive of interest. .Vnother alteration of the rules

stipulated that if any rejiresentative coumrilor

should fail to attend at least two meetings during

a year; he should be ineligible for election the

following year, unless the council considered that

exceptional circumstances warranted a relaxation

of the rule.

The meet of local cyclists in the Northeast dis-

tricts of London took place last Satm day, 327 riders

" proceshing " at Woodford. A few weeks before,

some South-of-London clubs mustered a hundred

men between them for a " meet "
; but the W^ood-

ford gathering continues to be the only regularly

organized bicycle meet held in the metropolis. Any

suggestion for the revival of the monster meets at

Hampton Court would be scouted by nearly every

club here. We are getting horribly practical

and unsympathetic in London. Our club-runs

arc not attended by the veterans except for some

unusual purpose. .Secretaries and captains appeal

in vain to the absent members to " turn up."

Members prefer independent runs, " and for pa-

rades and musterings they do not care a cuss."

The millennium is at hand ! Both Wheeling

and Bicycliu!^ Ah-ivs come out this week with-

out a single personal or slating reference to each

other ! It must be a remarkable coincidence that

can make accidents happen to the type-forms in

both offices, for surely nothing less than a typo-

graphical upset can have been the occasion for

both these great and good journals depriving us of

our weekly quantum of venom. " F.VED."

London, May m, 18S6.

visitor, unawares.

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

OMIN(;,as it appears to be

coming, unassumingly, al-

most unheralded we might

say if we call to mind former

League meets, the " meet "

of the present year bears

about its oncoming, at the

time of this writing, the

flavor of being among us

like the proverbial angelic

How is this.' Every year,

according to my recollection, as the time for the

annual reunion of American cyclers drew nigh

there was a lively commotion all along the line.

ICvcn before the time drew nigh, even before the

time itself was specified, the flurry and uneasiness

commenced in re the fixing of that time, and the fix-

ing of " the place," to say nothing of the fixing of

a great many other things, loose backbones and

uncertain votes for instance ; but this year, as I

said, the League reunion had crej)! ujion a great

many, to my own certain knowledge and observa-

tion, like a thief in the night, and somehow or

other so quietly and umioticed that it has not

waked them into a sufficient degree of activity after

the winter of wheel-rest, to "get there,"—to Boston,

I mean, the place of all other places to which the

wheelman ought to have a desire to turn his toes

and his tire. New \'ork, Washington, Buffalo,

the writer remembers these green spots of the past

with many pleasurable emotions, and he is not at all

thankful to that grim master of the ceremonies of

the present year, which keeps him from adding

one more of those pleasant revel ings amid the

delights of cycling and the associations of kindred

spirits, in the first home of the bicycle in America.

Sometime ago I ventured the prediction that a

rather limited contingent would go from the

(Quaker city to the League meet of this year at

Boston, and the signs now at the last minute

seem to point to a bearing out of that prediction

of nearly two months ago. I am sorry that I

should have turned out a bit of a prophet, for, from

all I hear and know, the absent ones will miss a

good bit of enjoyment by not being present at

Boston this month. Buffalo was the source of

much pleasure, if not profit, to those who found

themselves there last year, but if signs and proba-

bilities go for anything, Boston will give the

visitors of this year's meet something as worthy

of remembrance as any offered and taken from

New York, Washington, or Buffalo. Personally,

I only know of eight or ten riders from Phila-

delphia who are going to the meet of '86. This is

a poor showing indeed from this big city, and if

every other large cycling center remembered the

L. A. W. gathering after this fashion, the chances

for a big turnout would be but small indeed.

What mistakes the mighty autocrats of the daily

press will fall into resi)ecting bicycling! To-day

the largest of Philadelphia's dailies, and the one

which pretends to the greatest accuracy in all

matters appertaining to sport, gave out to the

credulous public that the next few days would sco

no less than fifteen thousand bicyclers within the

limits of the grand old city of Boston. Wherever

it got hold of this information I do not know.

.After making this stupendous statement, it went

on to give an outline of what was to be done by

the bicyclers, and how the general mass of them

were to rise in their might and overthrow the

effete oligarchy which had held power too long.
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What a neat programme has been gotten up for

the meet! In style it follows closely on the lines

of the one provided by Buffalo last year. After the

League meet is over I suppose the next event in the

cycling world which will create widespread interest

will be the Springfield tournament. What new

wonders will it produce this year ? Who knows .'

As I before hinted would very likely be the case,

seems to be coming round in earnest in this

neighborhood, viz. : an increased interest in tri-

cycling. Ladies appear to be taking more to the

recreation than ever, and the only thing that holds

them back from indulging in the enjoyment of

tricycling more than they do round this town is the

most deplorable lack of riding streets. May the

new society for the advancement of cycling lately

founded in this city fulfill the great mission which

it professes is the primary cause for its existence,

the improving and proper paving of our highways.

Philadelphia, the home of the crack American

cricketers, would become, I am verily assured, if

its cobble-stones would only take unto themselves

wings and fly away, as noted a home for the

wheel. With respect to local wheel matters there

is after all not very much going on here of interest to

anybody outside of local men. No great racing or

other luminary has been produced here during the

past while, and there is not the prospect of any-

thing e.vtraordinary in that line turning up.

Our summer club life has commenced, and the

"pike " and the park are having their full share of

attention at the hands of wheelmen. The runs

out Lancaster pike are becoming gradually more

extended, and are pushed beyond the precincts of

this favorite highway even by riders who up to the

present were content to roll over its level surface

again and again, and put up with a repetition of

scenes and objects which gradually grew tiresome,

so long as they still had the sand-paper path

beneath their wheels. There is a small coterie of

the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club whose chief object

in this life, at least in the wheeling portion of it, ap-

pears to be fast and furious riding ; they are invet-

erate " tearers out," and veritable disciples of Jehu

of biblical fame as fliers. So pronounced has their

reputation become in this line, that the one crowd of

about five or si.x comets generally go together, for

their less ambitious fellow members who possess no

hankering after a fast reputation have given up

the bare idea of ever riding with them, except on

the most matter of fact of club runs, which of late

have unfortunately become exceedingly scarce. It

is a pity that club runs have fallen so much
into disfavor lately ; they are when properly

managed a valuable means of pushing a sort

of esprit de corps among members, bringing

them periodically into relationship with each

other, and of giving the participants almost al-

ways, if the captains happen to be politic as

well as sensible, something to carry aw-ay with

them to be remembered with pleasure afterwards.

Genial companionship, enjoyed in pleasant places,

will leave its green spots in the memory of the

wheelman for many a long day, and some of my
most pleasing recollections of cycling are bound
uj) with some of the old club runs taken in com-
panionship with good fellows, who now very

likely hold and treasure similar remembrances to

my own. Talking of the fast galaxy of the Penn-

sylvania Bicycle Club, it has lately received an ad-

dition, and from the great and renowned Gotham,
too, in the person of Mr. F"ontaine, an ex-member
of the Citizens' Bicycle Club, who has become a

settler in Philadelphia. After taking up his quar-

ters in the Quaker City, he took up his wheeling

abode with the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, and

after becoming a fully fledged member of Pennsy,

he was taken out by some of the lightning

crowd that I have just referred to, and shown what

speed could be made on the surface of " old Lan-

caster." Whether a report that their new member
was a goer or not had reached the ears of the

irresistibles or not I do not know, but of course

they were bent on showing him their little wheels

occasionally, just for fun and by way of variety,

but rumor has it, and rumor is not always wrong,

that Fontaine's little wheel was as often seen by the

fliers of Pennsy, as were their trailers seen

by him. With this coterie of quick travelers also

rides a certain member of the Germantown Club,

who is restless ever unless on a wheel, and who
meditates accomplishing the greatest single day's

road ride ever taken in Pennsylvania, the precise

length of which he has not yet determined on, for

doubtless he would wish it to have no end. The
Philadelphia Bicycle Club is occupied at present

with its plans and prospects for the new club-

house,—for a new club-house this, the oldest

cycling club in Philadelphia and one of the oldest

in the country, is going to have. Report says that

when the proposed domicile is completed, that the

members of Philadelphia will find that their lines

have fallen in pleasant places. Pennsylvania is

following in the footsteps of her sister organiza-

tion, and is bound to have a home of her own, too.

Such is the force of example, or the stimulus of

competition. Sometime since Pennsylvania be-

came an incorporated body, and a little while after

Philadelphia followed suit. Now Philadelphia

builds a club-house, and Pennsylvania must have

one for its own self, too. Not from a sense

of rivalry do the.se things happen among us

here, though that is a good enough feeling

to exist when the nature of its existence is

healthy, but, as I said before, from the force

of example. The committee appointed by the

Pennsylvania Club to consider the advisability of

building a club-house, and to devise means for

doing the same, has reported favorably to the

members respecting the project, and the chances

are that in this big "city of homes," we will very

shortly have two very pretty cycling ones. The
health of the secretary-editor of the League has

been very poorly lately, every one was remarking

how pulled to pieces he looked, and when some
little time since it was reported that he had given

out, and had to go away for a much needed rest

which should have been taken by him long ago, no

one felt surprised. The writer thought that it was

hard lines not to be able to turn up at Boston, but

he finds that others besides himself have had to

endure disappointment in this matter, among
them the secretary-editor, for I understand that

the South held the great League worker, while

the East held the great League meet. Though
not a very large representation goes from Phila-

delphia to this year's League gathering, still a

great deal of interest is felt here respecting it.

There are so many questions, some of them rather

grave ones, at present occupying the attention of

League members, that the action of the League

at Boston with reference to them will be waited

for and received with interest. Some people ap-

prehend trouble, others seem to think that fortmic

will still smile on the good ship of the League, and

that rocks and shoals will be avoided.

About two weeks ago Mr. Ilcmy S. Wood, of

the Germantown Cycling Club, and Messrs. Fon-

taine and Stadelman of the Pennsylvania, took a

day's trip from Philadelphia to the Susquehanna
River, making the distance over So miles, road not

sand-papered, by sundown on the day of start, or

rather making Port Deposit at 6 o'clock, p. m., and

Havre de Grace a little later, arriving at the lattei

place in time to take train back to city. The trip was
such an enjoyable one that the same riders have

determined to try and run through to Baltimore in

one day. If they succeed in doing so will let you

know in next letter ; the ride is over a hundred

miles, and the roads between the Quaker City and

the Monumental City are not of the same pattern

as those round " The Hub " of the City of the Big

Tournament. Chris.

Philadelphia, M,iy 29, 1SS6.

A SCORCH TO GREENWICH.
The road was hard frozen and smooth enough

in the wheel tracks to permit riding comfortably

and safely on our P'acile, in a late December run

to historic Greenwich, and with the exception of

snow, the scenery was set for winter. Cold gravs

largely predominated, and the bits of crimson on

mossy sides of rocks and trees were welcome, for

an almost too fresh breeze was blowing, and a

wheelman was fain to linger in the protected lower

levels between the hills, for which this part of New
England is famous.

Possibly the moss has coated deeper the sagging

roof of yonder old barn on the sunny hillside, but

in few things can wc see any change in these wav-

side pictures since our trip this way a year ago.

An occasional dismount to save a valued wheel

from hubs only serves to bring to notice minor ob-

jects by the way, which would be missed in a rapid

passing through. Here wisps of hay yet remain

clinging to the old bar posts where loads of it

went through, fresh and sweetly odorous, to the

mow that has so many times been filled from that

same meadow. An alder-fringed brook twists its

devious way through it, as if seeking broader,

fairer fields and pastures new, among the hills

blue in the distance, that blend so charmingly to

the southward.

What seems to be a " crow convention " is

assembling in a back pasture over there, and from

their nmnber and noisy greetings, there is "evi-

dent ' caws ' for earnest and prompt action."

But this musing takes time, and we mount and

push on again, thankful that this old New York
and Boston post road is as ridable as we find it at

this season.

Few teams are out, and soon, with feet over, we
coast the three down grades that end at the

Mianus River bridge, and over it, with flitting

glimpses of the Sound, the long railroad bridge,

and nearer, the shipping at the wharf, where is a

little pretended activity in loading and discharging

cargoes.

Before the habitants of the sleepy hamlets come

out of their " brown studies," we are through it and

dash up Diamond hill, the steepest short one in

this whole region of hills. We pass a pretty stone

church, and farther on the " big oak," under whose

spreading branches red braves have met in coun-

cil, as well as did the continental soldiers durirg

the youth of the nation.

Round here to the left we turn to sec an ancient

burial plot ; most of the stones remaining are

rough sandstone slabs, and a few, broken, worn,

and mossy with age, originally had " cherub heads

with angel wings " carved upon them, and doubtless

were brought over from England. The flight of
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X- PROVED ITSELF THE FASTEST CYCLE IN THE WORLD ! x-

r^^i.

THE

(patented and kegisteked)

THE

torn SaMy
(I'ATENTED AND KEOISTEKED)

SO Miles on the Road in 31i. Sm. 34s. 10 Miles in 29ni. 301 Miles in ih. 41m.

15 ExBUKY Road, Catford Hill, May 6, 1886.
Messrs. Starley & Sutton :

Gi-iilliiiu-ii—After giving the Rover Safety a thorough trial, extending over several months, I feel bound to testify my entire satisfaction with the

machine. Although geared to 60 inches, I find that it not only equals but e.xcels every other machine for hill-climbing, while coasting is aj^erfect iu.xury

unattainable on any other one-track cycle that I know of; and its ample brake power enables one to bring the Rover almost to a standstill on the steepest

decline without the certainty of a nasty header, as would be the case on any ordinary bicvcle or on most of the so-called safeties. I'reviously to this season

I had always pinned my faith to the ordinary bicycle; but my experience of the Rover has led me to the conclusion that it is not only the safest but also the

swiftest cycle on the road, and I can safely say that my mounts in future wuU always be of the Rover tyjje. ^'ours faithfidly,

CIIAS. P. SISLEV, Catford C. C, C. T. C, and iV. C. U.

STARLEY & SUTTON,
METEOR WORKS, COVENTRY, ENO.

'^ ReduetioFi t: ipif; price s: OH ;^^ X 885 «^ §toG:k."#^

APOLLOS.
Three 54=inchL Apollos at $130.00 each; former price $145.00.
Two 56 =incli Apollojs at $132.50 each; former price $147.oO.
Two 5S=incli A^pollox at $135.OO each; former i^rice $150.00.

BRITISH CHALLENGES.
A few 1885 British Challenges, witl i cow=h<)i-ii bars and

balhpedals, at $15 reduction; 50=incli $120, fornieidx- $135.

SINGER CHALLENGES.
48, 50, 52, 54, 56, and 58=inch Singer Challenges;, from

$87.50 np; former prices $1( )2.50 \\\^.

CHALLENGE SAFETIES.
36 and 40=incli Cliallenge Safeties at $125, formerly $140.

j^'The above are all first-class machines, left over from last season. Sent CO. D., with privilege of

examination, on receipt of $10 to cover transportation.

mJ^ m

G and 8 Berkieley Street, Boston, Mass.
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THE

AMERICAN RUDGE
THB AVHEEL FOR 1886.

IT HAB ND EgUAL AT THE PRICE !

feg for 1886 Gatalope. |^^4|,^l W ^ 1886 Gatolope.

AMERICAN RUDGK PRICE (50-INCH), $107.50.

READ WHAT THEY SAY DF IT.

"The AMERICAN RUDGE is a dandy; staunch and easy-running;." H. C. OGDEN, Middletown, IS. Y.

" For business purposes and g-eneral road riding it has no superior." J. H. BROWN, Rochester, N. Y.

" Have ridden my 56-inch AMERICAN RUDGE 1500 miles, and cheerfully recommend it." . . C. W. SEAMAN, Lewisburg, Pa.

"It takes at sig-ht. Those who intend getting a Bicycle should get au AMERICAN RUDGE." . E. E. CUMNER, Lewiston, Me.

A few SJioji-tvorn and Secoud-hand 3IaeJrines in Stoclv at Low Prices.

Send for List.

Sole United States Agents,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON^ MASS.

NE\V YORK HEADQUARTERS, G. R. BIDV/ELL, 2 and 4 East 60th Street.
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years has effaced their inscriptions, and those whom
they commemorate are indeed " dust unto dust."

No fence separates this resting-place of the pio-

neers from the highway, and weeds and grasses

every springtime seem trying to cover and protect

it. Here, by the way, is a wreck of an old house

in which it is said Putnam was when surprised by

the red coats of the Revolution ; be that as it may,

the house looks every whit as aged as Dame
Rumor has it, and its shingled sides, monster

stone chimney, and small window panes tell their

own story of the long ago, and we only regret not

having time to go inside and listen to echoes of

the past, before its wide fireplaces and in its relic-

strewn attic. It is peopled with provident red

squirrels and generations of the bat family, and

we register a vow to visit their haunts in the old

manor house, " when May-flowers bloom again,"

as we return to modern times and the stage coach

road again, and wheel on over a succession of hills

until soon we are trundling up the long " pebble

paved " incline, known locally as " Put's Hill."

A yellow barn among some veteran apple trees,

over to the left and half way up, is shown as the

site of " about where the old gineral went down,"

and there are now pleasant meadow and pasture

lands, orchards and tilled fields, where once the

dense undergrowth hid the daring horseman from

British eyes and musket balls.

Near the hill-top the roadway cuts through ten

feet of rock, and the gradient is much easier than

in the years gone.

Not long ago we saw the remnant of an old

cemetery near by, with queer headstones and

quaint inscriptions, pushed aside, removed, to give

place to modern improvements. Here is the

house, modernized, in which General Putnam
lived, and this fine avenue, the pride of Green-

wich, is named for him. It is lined with grand old

shade trees and handsome residences. There are

two stone churches, one of which is a prominent

landmark for many miles in all directions.

Here is the summer house of Mr. Wm. Rocke-

feller, with grounds like a park, and a stable of

horses any horse lover might take pride in, but as

they do not compare (for our use) with ours of

steel, we ride serenely along to the head of Green-

wich avenue, coming upon the town on the hill-

top, and there is a good half-mile coast down
through it to the railroad, and further on to the

Sound's shore, where are the steamer docks,

oyster packers' houses, a mill or two, and several

summer hotels, one of the most notable of which

used to be the Wm. M. Tweed club-house.

Away to the south across the Sound's glistening

water is Long Island, and between us and its blue

outlines is a changing picture that delights the

eyes of lovers of nature, from first to last, in sun-

shine or storms. Just out there is Captain's

Island, with its clump of trees and a lighthouse

that looks like a country church, and just eastward

is little Captain's Island.

When we have enough of "the salt sea air,"

which has a trace of frost in it, we return up town

for dinner, some business transactions, and then

away again for Stamford and home.
" St.vmsun."

j^ews ^efees.

When will "XM Miles on a Bicycle" be is-

sued ? Guess ; and the one coming nearest the

date will receive a bicycle rifle worth 5' 5. free.

Send in your answers on a postal previous to

July 20.

Now for St. Louis.

Boston did right nobly after all.

B. B. B. is the King B just at present.

The day of a large League gathering is past.

Westward Ho ! for League members in May,

1887.

The total membership of the League is now

8,643.

" Trust me," is not popular with the racing

board.

A child of jjromise : "The American Cyclist

Union."

For setting pace on a road race the Star is just

the wheel.

Springfield, September 14, 15, 16 and 17. Fifth

annual tournament.

For a royal good time at League meetings Bos-

ton takes the cake.

With the coming of fall all eyes are turned

towards Springfield.

New York still holds the record on League

meetings, banquets, etc.

Those who expect to be respected must have

some respect for others.

Business was nowhere ; fun everywhere. Such

was the meeting at Boston.

Out of repair—the scales of Justice used by

the L. A. W. Racing Board.

Not the rage, but a necessity, is the new stock-

ing supporter of Howard A. Smith.

The American Wheelman sings out in accents

wild, " Give us a new racing board."

The Promised Land : "Springfield, Mass.," and

the date September 14, 15, 16 and 17.

They spell it II— A — M — P— D—K—

N

P—A—R—K. Well, it is well known.

It is a melancholy fact that those who are now

governing racing never do any themselves.

One thing certain, that for road racing the Star

always leads, while on the path it holds its own.

Stoddard, Lovcring & Co. intend to make a

specialty of importing light tricycles for ladies'

use.

What shall be .Springfield's stand on the amateur

(picstion .' We shall be found on the right side as

usual.

Let us see. Where was it those wonderful

times we heard so much about last year were

made ?

Promises, like pie crusts, are easily broken, and

those of the of the L. A. W. are no

exception.

W.^ted— .\n American Krupp with facilities

for hooping. Must have a large foundry and ma-

chine shop.

It took the Bulletin just three months to pub-

lish the constitution of the League, as revised at

New York, February 22.

If you want all the news while it is fresh sub-

scribe for the Springfield Daily Union. It has

over a column of cycling news daily.

In spite of the numerous safeties with which

the cycling market is now floodetl, the old original

safety, the Facile, holds its own well.

Messrs. Hill, Fairchild, and Fairfax arrived at

Boston May 24, having wheeled from New Orleans,

with the e.vception of about 140 miles.

Afloat and Ashore appreciates Outing's illustra-

tions, judging by the wholesale way it has of pi-

rating their cuts without giving due credit.

The Boston Cycleries contained no Challenge

wheels. Owing to the demand for them, Messrs.

(Jormully and Jeffcry could not spare any.

One hundred and thirty riders wheeled to Echo

bridge Thursday afternoon, during the meet, and

Chief Consul Ducker dropped out by the way-

side.

The Bicycling A'c-ius of May 7 has a cartoon

showing Furnivall sitting in his room surrounded

bv his prizes. It is called " Too Much of a tjood

Thing."

Those who predicted that the safety was a

thing of the past would be surprised at the way

the safeties are holding their own with both old

and new riders.

London Wheeling says that the racing prosjjects

of the year are considerably improved by the

prompt action of the N. C. U. in reinstating the

suspended pro-mateurs.

The American Rudge has not lost its great

prestige, as is easily proven by the number Stod-

dard, Lovering & Co. are daily shipping to all

parts of the United States.

The League made the rules, and supposed the

racing board would use judgment in carrying

them out. It is the old case of a little brains

needed to make them successful.

The only parts used in the construction of

the American Cycles not manufactured on the

premises are the rubber tire, the rubber handles,

and the leather used in the saddles.

The biggest man in the L. A. W. is the chair-

man of the racing board. Those fifteen votes at

the meeting have inflated him to such an e.xtent

that even iron hoops won't hold him.

W. B. Everett & Co. completely sold out their

stock of Ajjollos, tandems, and tricycles during

the League meet. A fresh supply is on the road,

and all orders will be filled promptly.

One of the heinous offenses charged against the

Rev. Mr. .Scott, who has been asked to resign the

pastorship of a church in Evanston, III., is that

he has been in the habit of riding a bicycle in

public.

The difference between a maker's amateur and

a genuine true-blooded amateur, according to

L. A. W. rules, is, the one has his training expenses

paid for him, while the other is able to pay his

own. See .'

The cycling sketch found elsewhere, and repro-

duced from the Spectator, is from the pen of Miss

Lillie Stone, sister of the late Cola E. Stone, and

is a truthful representation of races under the

present L. A._W. rules.

A St. Louis baker made a unique medal to be

given to the winner of the C'larksville race. A long

Vienna loaf formed the bar, and a twelve-inch cake

was the pendant. It went to Weber, who proved

to he the " bread-winner
"

We have in this number spoken out plainly on

one or two issues, and would announce that in the

future our motto will be, " It must be cruel to

be kind," therefore transgressors on wheelmen's

rights will have to stand from under.

It is reported that a certain wheelman down in

Baltimore, who was training for a hill-climbing
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contest, refused to ride a New Rapid. He said

he had tried it, but it went so easily he couldn't

get up any muscle by riding that machine.

The New Rapid shown at the Boston Club's

exhibition during the L. A. W. meet, has already

made a reputation for itself, and we are sure

many will avail themselves of this opportunity to

examine and study its true tangent wheel.

The Bicycling World tells the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, when it says :

" We are not in favor of allowing any one to run

rampant on rules, but there is getting to be a good

deal that is autocratic and high-handed in the ac-

tion of the racing board."

We went, we saw, but were not among the victors.

But then we were present at the birth of a new

cycling child (A. C. U.). The mother has sur-

vived, and the father—well ! the doctor has hopes

of his complete recovery. The child is the pict-

ure of health, and all is serene and lovely.

The general business meeting of the League

should not be abolished. The League is even at

present too much under the thumbs of a half-

dozen men.

—

American Whecbnan. Right you are,

and if we are not mistaken wheelmen will soon

open their eyes to what is an anticipated fact.

Wheelmen will watch with much interest the re-

sult of the suit against the Lynn Cycle Track

Association by Charles H. Potter and Taylor

Boggis of Cleveland, for breach of contract in

changing the rules under which the races were to

be run. The amount sued for is 5Soo and $300.

City Editor Ayres, of the Hartford Cotirant,

makes a very practical use of his Columbia two

track tricycle. It is practically a vade mecitm

and the machine is of immense value to him,

having rendered specially important service on

several occasions. He considers it as indispen-

sable.

An organized effort is being made by certain

officials to sit down on the Springfield tournament

this fall. It won't work, gentlemen, we have found

it out too soon ; but then we suppose Springfield

must be punished somehow this fall. One thing

certain, we shall face the music, and, if necessary,

die game.

Texas cowboy (who has heard that a Northern

man has arrived in town with a bicycle, but thinks

that it is a shooting weapon of some sort)

:

" What may be the size of your bicycle, stranger .'

"

Bicyclist: " It'safifty-si.x." Texas cowboy : "A
fifty-six shooter ! Gewhillikins, you can be mayor

of this town, if you say so !

"

The first high class, ball-bearing, hollow-fork bi-

cycles in this country were made in 1878 by Thos.

B. Jeffery, and about the same time he made the

first tricycle for A. H. Overman. Mr. Edwin Oli-

ver, who looks after the correspondence and ad-

vertising of Gormully & Jeffery, attended the

L. A. W. meet in the interest of the firm.

The finest club group ever taken is that by the

Notman Photographic Company, of the Massachu-

setts Bicycle Club. The picture is 4x5 feet in

size, and contains the portraits of 170 of the club,

all inclosed in a large wheel. In the center appear

the officers of the club. In each corner appear

exterior and interior views of the house and

rooms. The design is emblematic, and is superb-

ly done.

The Wheel World for May contains a very

clever drawing by Moore, representing a young

couple who being deeply in love, much against

the father's wishes, desire to get married, and

adopt the novel plan of eloping on a tandem tri-

cycle, and succeed in reaching the parson's, who

ties the nuptial knot, when just as they are com-

ing out of the door of the church the irate father

arrives on horseback and dismounts, but is " too

late."

Every wheelman in the wide, wide world should

send five cents to the American Wheelman at St.

Louis, Mo., for a copy of the May issue. It con-

tains one of the best written accounts of the

greatest road-race the world has ever had. It is

well illustrated, and for enterprise easily leads

the van. The Wheelman improves with age, and

to-day is one of the very best bicycle papers is-

sued. Its articles are crisp, interesting, and to

the point. Try a copy and be convinced. So say

all of us.

President Cleveland was at one time very fond

of riding a tricycle, and since his marriage it is re-

ported that the White House has been besieged

with agents of the various makes of machines,

trying to get his order for a tandem. It is said

that when the President tried to escape by the

back door after the wedding ceremony his carriage

was chased about town by an enterprising reporter,

who mounted a bicycle, by the aid of which he was

able to keep near the carriage of the blissful couple,

his presence all unknown to them.

The withdrawal of. the Springfield Club from

the League is to be deeply regretted, as it was one

of the oldest clubs. The League officers have

themselves to blame, or rather Dr. N. M. Beck-

with. The club on April 20 addressed a letter to

the president requesting a reply, and the highest

official of the League did not show the club even

courtesy enough to send them so much as a postal

acknowledging the receipt of the same. There is

an old saying, that need not be repeated here,

which would apply well to this case.

The World's Pastime Exposition, which opens

in Chicago on the 3d day of July, and continues

100 days, will be an event of unquestioned inter-

est to sportsmen. The managers are making very

liberal arrangements for the display of all classes

of goods relating to the pleasures and pastimes of

the people, and a number of attractive programmes

for out-of-door sports are being arranged. This is

the first event of the kind that has occurred in the

United States, and a large building is being erect-

ed to accommodate the exhibits ; and all indica-

tions point to a large attendance.

Hillier's German records were knocked out by

Webber at Munich, the stout-hearted Islesman

winning both his races after a terrible fall the day

before. He writes us : "I don't expect I shall

be able to race any more this year ; no matter !

I'll smoke my rides out this season and go for 'em

next year." We wish him a speedy recovery and

a return to the path at an earlier date than now

seems possible to him.

—

London Wheeling. The

races mentioned were a 5,000 metres scratch race,

in which Webber (^L V. J. R.) easily defeated

Ikely, Swiss chami)ion, and Haase of Berlin, in

9m. 14s.; and a 10,000 metres (6i miles) scratch

race, in which Webber defeated the same competi-

tors in 1 8m. 53s.

" Mr. Ducker is out with a long screed, in which

he endeavors to show that the chairman of the

racing board has exceeded his authority in his ac-

tion against the makers' amateurs, and he seeks

to bolster up his side of the case by an attack on

the method employed. We have no time to reply

to the article. It is full of misstatements and

wrong deductions. At the meeting of the League

the chairman will substantiate everv statement

that he has made by the production of official doc-

uments, which will bear out what he says." So

says the chairman of the racing board in the Cycle,

yet, notwithstanding, not one word contained in

our criticism in the May issue has been contra-

dicted. It is an old way of dodging facts by not

replying to them. They were, alas, too true and

unanswerable, and the facts remain the same.

Fred Jenkins, as correspondent of the Sporting

Life, says, in his review of the L. A. W. meeting,

" What promised to be the big sensation failed

at the eleventh hour. We were given to under-

stand that the Springfield chieftain was going to

stir up the whole amateur business from beginning

to end—to rake the robust chairman of the racing

board over the coals of everlasting fire; but, lo

and behold, we find the tables turned; the pure

amateur spirit upheld by thundering votes [fifteen

votes out of a total of nine thousand], and Ducker

obliged to go off in disgust and form a league of

his own. The trouble with Ducker is that he is no

politician [too true], and had no orators to back

him up. He stood alone and could not stem the

tide, and it wiped him out politically and otherwise.

[Guess not, he will be heard from in the near

future.] He had no support for the presidency—no

support in his warfare on the racing board, and lit-

tle, if any, encouragement in his efforts to amend

the rules so that professionals can become mem-

bers of the League."

The result of the Buffalo home-trainer race,

which has been in progress for the past six

months, has been made public by the referee,

John A. Wells. Some of the records claimed are

so fast as to almost seem incredible, but all ap-

pear to be properly substantiated. The rec-

ords made are as follows : J. B. Spencer, Hart-

ford, Ct., April 30, one mile, i.23|. George

C. Dresser, Hartford, Ct., April 28, one mile,

1.23; April 29, l.2l|; April 30, i.igf- Everett

E. Arnold, East Hartford, Ct., April 26, one

mile, 1.18J; April 28, 1.17 : April 29,1.16!; April

30, 1.15I. P- M. Harris, Ixion Bicycle Club, New
York City, April 29, one mile, 57|s. N. C. Her-

ring, Ixion Bicycle Club, New York City, April

29, one mile, S2fs. The prizes were awarded to

the latter two men. Regarding these the referee

writes: "The times made by Messrs. Herring

and Harris are so much faster than any other rec-

ords received that I requested a sworn certificate

of the time and of the circumstances under which

the records were made."

For several years subsequent to the manufacture

of bicycles, paint, on account of its cheapness, and

enamel, for its durability, were preferable finishes

for bicycles. The beauty of the nickel plate was

acknowledged ; but experience then showed it

could not be depended upon for durability. There

was a flaw somewhere in the method of applying

it, and although every manufacturer strove to

remedy it, none were wholly successful. A few

years ago the Pope Manufacturing Company, of

Boston, perfected a method of nickel-plating the

Columbia, which has borne the test of four years

without any complaint from riders save where the

machines had been used near the salt water, against

the influence of which no finish can wholly with-

stand. The fact that during one year, seventy per

cent, of all Experts sold were full nickeled, all of
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which were highly satisfactory to the riders, and

that Thomas Stevens, now circunibicycling the

globe, rides a full nickeled Expert, thoroughly

proves that nickel plate is the best finish for a ma-

chine away from the salt water. Its beauty and

attractiveness, especially when the sun is glisten-

ing among the polished spokes, more than com-

pensates for the little extra work required in the

care of the machine over the dull finish of paint or

enamel.

" Verax," one of the best known wheelmen and

the corresiiondent of the Sf'ortiiii;Jiuinia!, says, in

speaking of the action of the League: "In the

words of one of our prominent Eastern manufact-

urers, whose testimony I heartily endorse, ' The

bicyclists in general do not appreciate what they

owe to the racing interest. I believe that one of

the Springfield tournaments makes more ideas

than any other one influence at present excited in

this country. Among the thousands of all classes

of people who witness the tournament, many be-

come imbued with the idea of becoming cyclers,

and then the press notices regarding this gigantic

meeting all over the country make many more, and

we can trace a good deal of our fall trade directly

to Si^ringfiekl. By eliminating the makers' ama-

teur, who always rides to win, and without whom
the spice of broken records is taken away, the

drawing power is also destroyed, and the meeting

sinks into the insignificance of the ordinary trot at

a country fair. I am sorry for Mr. Ducker, but

I have no doubt iiis great vitality will sustain him

and he will come out at the top of the heap.'

These are my sentiments to a nicety. Ducker and

the Springfield and Hartford clubs are entitled to

consideration at the hands of the League, and

should be accorded every courtesy in the settle-

ment finally of this much disputed question." The

above is gospel truth, and here's a hearty shake to

the wheelman whose prejudice has not got the

better of his common sense.

In speaking of the makers' amateur, Fred Jen-

kins, correspondent of the Sf>ortiiii^ Life, who is

considered to be an authority on matters pertain-

ing to racing second to none, not excepting the

chairman of the racing board, thus frees his mind

and gives the whole story in a nutshell :
" Now

let us consider the rules of the League which

make this action necessary. Are they just .' Are

they really formulated in the actual interests of

the organization ? I think not. I have carefully

watched the growth of the League since its concep-

tion, and am free to state that at no time has its

amateur rule been just and equitable. We have

tinkered with it, amended it times without num-

ber, until it stands to-day a mass of inconsistency

which cannot be lived up to. What is the remedy ?

Wipe it from the books, if the League wishes to

retain control of the racing interests. Substitute

something simple and consistent. Something we
can all live up to, and not violate one day and white-

wash the next. Under the strict interpretation no

one can assist an impecunious racing man, whose

probable victories would reflect honor on his club.

We cannot ])ay his traveling expenses even if we
would from pure love of the sport. We cannot

provide him with a proper racing wheel. Under
our present laws racing will be restricted to the

wealthy, and they are in the minoritv, which cer-

tainly should not rule. Therefore the injustice.

The League was created for the masses—and for

the advancement of the best interests of wheeling,

and certainly the best interests demand a modified

amateur rule."

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

An unusual press of business prevented many

from attending the League meet, which if later,

say in July, would have been enjoyed by a one-third

larger number. We have the consolation of at

least intending to fall back on Springfield this fall.

We lately had a most delightful spring outing to

Pemberwick and Glenville, with Mr. J. L. Mead,

the Facile rider of the Leisure Hour Wheel Club,

of Greenwich.

Very soon after the New Orlcans-to-l'oston

tourists passed through Greenwich, we pidlcd out

toward I'ort Chester, coasting the frequent steep

hills as safely as one might in a stage coach with

brakes hard on. How we reveled in the perfume

of fruit blossoms, wild flowers that clothe the

hillsides, the green of verdure and foliage on either

side, and in the charming freshness and bcautv of

another spring, another May.

Many fine studies an artist might get up in this

attractive region, for there is a variety to it most

pleasing. On the Glenville road is a rugged pict-

uresqueness noticeably grand. There are places

close to the road, thirty feet down steep banks,

where the water, black as ink, winds silently

among gnarled tree trunks and roots, in and out

of dense foliage, that seems trying to "cover

from human eyes its deeds of darkness " ; some of

its color is due to its cleansing mission in and

about the great woolen mill farther up stream, but

little do the furry and feathered denizens of its

peaceful haunts care for that, for it onlv intensi-

fies its property of reflecting objects in its depths,

which is one of its chief charms for the skctchcr.

We make frequent halts to admire these country-

side pictures, and not being a road-racing team,

are amply repaid for an occasional walk up hill.

Serenity largely prevails in the hamlets of Pem-

berwick and Glenville, which are silent, except

the muffled rumble of the mills, for they are the

hives in which the workers work, and they include

about the entire population. The houses straggle

up the hilly streets, down which in winter there is

some coasting on moonlight nights, and doubt-

less skating claims attention ; but now, with no cy-

cles, we wonder how the young people maintain

an existence.

The business errands that partly brought us

over, being done, we head for home by another

route, (which is an imperative rule with the .Soli-

tary Club,) and which proved to have more hills

sloping in the right direction, than those of the

other road. All along there was the usual atten-

tion given to the wheels, which were a novelty up

that way, but we hope they will be less so as the

days go by.

We have memories of a bountiful tea, and

courteous attention at Mr. Mead's pleasant home,

after his genial companionship on an hour and

three-quarters run, which we hope to repeat.

Mr. R. D. Lockwood now has every Facile-ity

for seeing the country to good advantage, and

much more enjoying his outings, than ever before.

Like the writer, in pre-bicyclic days, he " frater-

nized with Walker, a good deal," but now cuts

the old gentleman at every chance.

Fair summer wheeling is again ours, but how

we need macadam the year round !

Greenwich is doing the right thing in roads, to

a limited extent, and her cyclers may well increase

in numbers.

The new sewer makes Stamford streets worse

than ever. Our street commissioners do not know

what macadam is. " St.\mson."

Geppesponde^Ge.

DIXIE LAND.

Editor U7i,t-l»iill's Gazette:—
Never having seen anything in the Gazetie

from this part of " Dixie," I thought a few lines

might be acceptable to you. I am not a rider,

and have no mount
; yet I take a lively interest in

cycling, and read the Gazere with a good deal

of interest and pleasure. I think it the best ))ub-

lication for the money I have ever seen. I notice

the advertisements of several builders of cycles.

This country is well adapted to their use the

larger portion of the year. It would seem, if the

builders could understand the large field there is

in this country—say the Gulf .States—where m.a-

chines might be employed, that energetic mission-

aries (!) would be sent out to make themselves ac-

([uainted with the country and its needs; that they

would spend a little money in sending such per-

sons out. Dealers in other commodities are trav-

eling through this country every month in the

year. Generally speaking, the people here do

not take to anything new as readily as our North-

ern cousins ; they don't quite understand how a

wheel can be made to perform the service that is

ordinarily rec|uired of a saddle-horse. If a mis-

sionary were sent out with a good serviceable wheel,

the i^rice of which is as low as a serviceable

wheel can be afforded, and could, by visiting va-

rious parts of the country, show that it would

answer for general pur])oses as well as an animal

for riding, they would doubtless come into favor.

Formerly, the boys in this country were taught

to ride a horse or pony as soon as they could tod-

dle about ; frequently each one had a ritling ani-

mal for his special use. Things are greatly

changed now ; with few exce])tions the men, much

less the boys, are not able to keep an animal ex-

clusively for riding; the food and the care it

must have daily is now a large item of expense,

and therefore if they can see it demonstrated that

a wheel will answer or meet the requirements,

they would doubtless come into favor. I will take

pleasure in assisting the representative of any

good wheel to introduce them. Such a man could

cover a good deal of territory within two months,

—the pleasantcst in the year ; he could make the

act|uaintance of suitable persons to represent them

and their wheel wherever he went, and might

spend two or three months pleasantly, and event-

ually i)rofitably, to the company he rejjresents.

Very respectfully,

J. 11. Allen.

Clinton, Greene Co., .Ala., May 10, 1886.

Editor lV/u\lmeii's Gazette :—

I am quite interested in the articles on Sunday

riding in last issues, and with "Cycle" should

like to hear it more fully discussed. Of course

we cannot decide for, or l.iy clown the rules to,

any one but ourselves, and upon ourselves alone

rests the responsibilities of decision; nevertheless

the opinion of riders will be of interest to all. I

agree with " Dash " that we should not ride on

Sundavs, though I am the only rider in town of

that opinion. "Cycle " says he is a poor unfortu-

nate, because he has to work for a living. He
ought to take that back, for the very reason that

his work permits only occasional riding, gives it

added zest. To show that I can understand his

l)osition, I will state that I am obliged to work for

a living also, from seven till six o'clock ; not always
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having holidays,—last year with but four days' va-

cation. Nearly every week three of my evenings

are taken up, yet last year I rode about 1,200

miles. I have risen at three in the morning to

ride, and have often ridden after ten at night ; so

he can see that I am an enthusiast. I ride my bi-

cycle as a hobby, talking in its praise at all times.

But to the question of Sunday riding :
" Dash " is,

I think, a Christian, and as such he should be an

example to the world. Now how many would like

to see their minister and all their Christian friends

hunting, canoeing, or even bicycling on the Sab-

bath ? Would it look consistent in a minister

to preach a sermon in the morning on obeying and

serving God at all times, or on keeping the fourth

commandment, and then go out wheeling or hunt-

ing ? To how much would his sermon amount .'

The very first to find fault would be those who now

laugh at us for being Betties, just as they do

about dancing. Yet none of these are wrong in

their place.

We are all responsible for our influence and its

effect on those around us, and if any acts of ours,

however innocent in themselves or to us, lead

others downward we are responsible. We are our

brother's keeper. " Whosoever causes one of

these little ones to offend, it were better that a

millstone were hanged about his neck and he were

cast into the midst of the sea." " If meat cause

my brother to offend, I will eat no meat while the

world standeth." This position of Paul's should

be that of every Christian.

Now for myself, and I am only giving reasons

for my own decision, of the other fifteen or si.xteen

cyclers in town none are Christians, and some have

not very good reputations, while I am in a posi-

tion where I have some influence with the younger

portion of the community. What will they think

of me if I ride with the rest on Sunday? That I

am like them ? Does " Cvcle " believe that he

can get more good by riding than by attending

church, as we are commanded ? It seems to me
that the e.xcuse of " Cycle " for bicycling on Sun-

day, that " it is not so bad as many other forms

of amusement practiced on that day," is rather

lame ; if we all use that excuse what would be the

result .' According to that, a man is excused for

committing robbery, " because it is not so bad as

murder." Once more I would say I heartily agree

with " Dash," and would like to shake hands with

him. " Hold fast the profession of thy faith that

no man take thy crown." " Elotlaw."

Editor IV/ueltncn's Gazette :—
Though the question with which " Stamson "

concludes his communication in your May num-
ber, like the problem that, after twenty or more
years' wandering about the country press in the

shape of horses, cows, sheep, and other objects

calculated to catch the rural mind, recently found

its way into the columns of the Cycle, lacks suffi-

cient data to admit of a solution, I will try to

give him a few figures that may be of interest.

The grading may cost from twenty-five cents to

one dollar and a half per cubic yard, depending
upon the nature of the material, and the distance

it may have to be hauled. The quantities will

depend upon the topography, and the maximum
gradients and degree of curvature allowed ; so it

will be seen that anything like a close approxima-
tion to this jiart of the work is out of the ques-

tion.

In regard to the superstructure, however, we
can arrive at something more definite.

In the construction with which I have been

connected we used the refuse from limestone

quarries, known as rip-rap. This was broken, off

the road, to such size that the longest diameter of

any piece should not exceed three inches and

one-half. It was then lifted with ten-pronged

forks, and deposited upon the prepared bed in

such depth that after six rollings with a three ton

and one-half roller, having a four feet base, the

layer should measure six inches. After this roll-

ing was completed, another stratum was applied,

and after this had received six rollings sufficient

clay was applied to fill the top interstices; another

rolling followed, and finally the small particles of

stone left at the points where the breaking had

been done were spread in two layers, and each

layer rolled. When finished, the rock was twelve

inches deep, and the top-dressing one inch, and

the surface as smooth as Chicago's boulevards.

In the absence of sufficient screenings for the

top-dressing, the deficit was made up with coarse

sand and fine gravel.

And now for the cost. For a road eighteen

feet wide, which will accommodate a pretty con-

siderable traffic, we have paid from ^5,702.40 to

$7,983.36 per mile ; or, to put it so that it may be

applied to roads of any width, from 540. to 75joC.

per square yard.

Where stone may be had for from $1.00 to $1.10

per cubic yard, such a permanent way ought to be

constructed for about 68j%c. per square yard, or

$7,223.04 per mile of eighteen feet roadway, or

perhaps less, if a steam crusher be used. There

will be more and better screenings when the

stone is broken by steam. L. A. W., 1097.

CoATESviLLE, Pa. {en route to Kentucky), May 27, 18S6.

Editor Wheehncii's Gazette

:

—
Since my last letter to you (April 29) I find

many changes have been going on, both in your

home as well as in mine. I have watched with no

small amount of interest the different changes, in

progress, or just about completed, in the offices

of a few cycling publications. Judging from the

text and matter which appeared in your own
(" Vol. I., No I "), the change has been decidedly

for the better.

At last writing I spoke of our reunion, which

celebrated the consolidation of the California

Cycling Club with the San Francisco Bicycle Club.

In due course of time the different committees

were in good working trim. Arrangements were

completed, and the clubs at home and across the

bay were invited to accept our hospitality at Hay-

ward's. The Oakland Ramblers, Oakland Wheel-

men, Highland Park Club, and Bay City Wheel-

men were well represented, and adding to this

our own lusty boys, we had forty-seven in line.

We all met at Eighth and Oak streets, Oakland,

and vs'heeled in a body, the procession making six

files, with eight wheels abreast. By some precon-

certed plan a couple of amateur photographers

were planted in front of us with their well-known

field battery, and after firing a volley at us re-

treated to the side, and fell in at our rear. Their

ammunition having given out (for the time being),

they were unable to fire any very telling shots
;

but when we reached a level spot at the top of a

short hill, they commanded us to halt, when we
were formed into a division, and had our photos

made, with good results, as was afterwards shown.

No more perfect day than this 28th of April

could be found ; but for the name of the month,

all could have sworn 'twere summer. After

wheeling eight miles we stopped at San Leandro
to wet our whistles and to rest a few moments, for

among us were several new conquests, and we did

not care to disgust them on their first long run.

The bugle called on us to mount and away, for it

was nearing lunch time, and there still remained

eight miles between us and it. We reached Hay-
ward's at 12.20, which allowed us forty minutes

to wash up, cool off, and otherwise get ready for

the onslaught. With forty-seven occupying one

room, there was quite a little hubbub for a while;

but as soon as all were served, quiet reigned for

about an hour. After dinner an adjournment was
had to the little summer-house, on top of the hill,

back of Hayward's Hotel. This hill rises some
seventy-five to eighty feet above the road. From
this point it looks grand on a clear day to see San
Francisco bay, south and west, with San Fran-

cisco on its "seven hills" looming up in the

distance, barely distinguishable through the hazy

atmosphere. On the other hand rises the Coast

range, actually purple and dark blue from distance

and heat. After basking round on this lovely

spot till past 3 o'clock, the order was given to

return homeward, which point we reached at 5.30.

The club run was then dismissed, and the mem-
bers, watching their chance to ride on the cable

track roadway, were soon lost and scattered among
teams and cars.

After this " Mr. Clerk " became careless, and

was not exceedingly particular what kind of

weather he gave us, so we have been kind of tied

up so we could not tell very well what move
would come next. But in spite of our inactiveness

we were not idle. Our regular monthly meetings

were held, and many improvements adopted-

Among these were slight changes in suits and

pins, which, I guess, will both be now satisfactory

for some time to come.

Now that the weather is rather settled, all riders

can see the new converts coming out of their

winter quarters, and I can tell you every club is

laying good bait to attract new members. Our
club elected six new members at its last meeting,

and we have already four or five more applica-

tions yet to be acted upon. Take it all in all,

cycling is beginning to show great activity in our

Great West.
Harrison Houseworth,

Second Lieutenant, San Francisco Bicycle Club.

San Francisco, Cal., May 6, 1886.

Editor Wheehnen^s Gazette:—
Messrs. W. F. Moss and T. P. .Stallings, of Thomasville,

came to Tallahassee on bicycles yesterday. They left Thom-
asville after 6 o'clock in the morning, and made Bradfordville

at 10 o'clock, where they were detained by rain until 4 p. M.,

when they started for Tallahassee, and rolled on to the side-

walk in front of the St. James about 6 o'clock. Having gone

out of their way about six miles on the trip, they traveled

forty-two miles in six hours.

—

Floridian, Tallahassee.

The above will give you some idea of what our

wheels do down here at the " jumping-off place."

Eight miles of the road from Thomasville to

Tallahassee is a solid " sand-bed," six inches deep,

where we had to depend entirely upon foot-paths,

going nearly the eight miles with heads and

shoulders over handle-bars to avoid Florida bram-

ble and briers, growing thickly along the road.

Headers were in order, but only two were called

up, each leaving a full length (life size) photo-

graph in Florida sand. We stirred up the na-

tives, ours being the first bikes seen in that part

of the world. At Bradfordville, while waiting for

the storm to pass off, we had an audience of about
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The Hand^omes^t, Strongest, and Highiest^
Grade Bicycle ever produced.

S. T. CLARK & CO.
Send for Catalogue. BALTIMORE. MARYLAND.
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STODDARD. LOVERING & CO.
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If 3^oiji initend to bijiy a Bicycle, a Tricycle,
a Safety Bicycle, or a Tandem Tric^^cle, send
for onr 1886 Catalogne.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTOINI^ MASS.
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NEW NEW

COLUMBIA SE
Brief of 46-lNCH.—Endless moulded red-rubber tires, J-lnch to front and J-incli to rear.

Crescent felloes. 46 and 18 direct spokes, No. iij steel wire, with both ends enlarged.
i6-inch rear wheel. 3-incli hub-flanges, witit 5-inc!i spread of spokes. Detachable cranks, 4
to 5 inches throw. Parallel pedals, with corrugated rubbers. Columbia ball-bearings ( I'eters

and Wallace patents) to front wheel, with new adjustment (Pope patent). Cone bearings to

rear wheel, li-inch cylindrical perch. 4f-inch cylindrical head, with cone centers. Klliptical

seamless steel tubular front forks, solid rear forks. 24-inch cow-horn handle-bars. Vulcanite
handles (Moran patent). (Irip-lever spoon brake. One-piece leg-guard. Oblong open ser-

rated step. Kirkpatrick saddle (.Shire, Veeder, and Kirkpatrick patents). Tool-bag, with
monkey-wrench, screw-driver, and oiler. Weight, all on, -^4 ])i)unds.

PKICE. 8s.'>, for a 4(>-In('li. Perch. Forks, Felloes, and Spokes enameled;
balanre nirkeled, nitli Cow-Horn llandle-Bars and Kirkpatrick Saddle. Sizes,
ii, 44. 4G, 4.S, and 50-incli. Difference of S2.50 for each two inrhes in size, up or
donn.

MI-ROADSTER.
The Coi.fMBiA SiiMi-RoAnsTER is a high-grade, moderate-priced bicycle for the use of

boys, and even for light men of e-mail stature. In designing and making it, our aim has been

to reach a higher degree of excellence in durability, simplicity of construction, elegance of

form and finish, and all other points which go to make uj) a first-clas.s machine for its purjmse,

than has yet been attained ; and in this we have easily succeeded, by applying to its con-

struction all of our experience as to just what is required, and the best methods of sup-

plying it.

The idea has quite generally prevailed heretofore that, for the use of a boy or youth

whose full growth has not been attained, a cheaply made bicycle was sufficient, which would

last as long as the first user could ride it, and then might be tlirown aside, or, at the best, sold

for a very small proportion of its cost. The better economy, however, will be found in a

thoroughly well-made bicycle, which, as in the case of our fuU-si/.ed machines, if its owner's

tastes or requirements call for a change after several seasons' use, may still be sold or ex-

changed for another to good advantage.

COLUMBIA SAFETY.
I?RIKF.—42-inch and 20-iiicli wheels, i-incli and 5-incli endless moulded icd-nibber tires.

Crescent felloes. 40 and 20 direct spokes, No. 11^ wire, with both ends enlarged. 22-inch hub
on 7-inch axle, with jj-inch spread of spokes. Adjustable crank and cliain-driviug gear.
Detachable cranks, 4^ to s.J-inch (or 5^ to 65-inch) throw, notched on back for adjustment of

pedals. Columbia " Doulde Crip" rubber (Litta p.itent) ball-pedals (Peters and Wallace
patents). Columbia adjustable ball-bearings (Peters and Wallace patents) to front and rear,

and .sprocket wheels. ij-inch seamless-steel cylindrical perch. 5-inch cylindrical-head, with
dust-shield. Columbia elliptical, seamless-steel tubular front forks. .Semi-tubular rear forks
(Knous and Wallace patents). 26-inch hollow continuous steel det.achable (Pratt and Knous
patents) co\y-horn handle-bar. Vulcanite handles (Moran patent). One-piece leg-guard.
Grip lever-spoon brake. Oblong open serrated step. Kirkpatrick saddle (Shire, Veeder, and
Kirkpatrick patents). Tool-bag, with nickeled nuinkcy-wrench, screw-driver, and nickeled
oil-can. I'"inisli, I), with nickeled fork extensions. Wei'.;lu, nil on, 47* pounds.

PUKE, .S140. Ball-Bearinirs all around. ( oinnihia " Koul.le-Cirip " Ball-
Pedals. Kirkpatrirk Saddle, and One-Piece llollon (on-Horn Handle-Bar. Or,
nith Columbia "Double-Grip" Parallel Pedals. .Si:J.">.

For our Coi.I'.mria Safetv, or dwarf bicycle, we have adopted the front crank and
chain-driving gear-pattern, as embracing the greatest advantages in construction, general
effectiveness, and appearance. It affords ample strength, with comparative li'jhlness, an
economy of power to tie expended in driving, ease of control, and simple and effectual
means of adjustment for different riders. In most points it presents the simple and excellent
principles used in the Exiert and Columbia LiiiiiT Roadster.

LADIES' COLUMBIA TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE.
Bkihf. — Two 44-inch driving-wheels, and one 20-inch friMit steering-wheel, tracking

before the right-hand driver. Endless moulded }-iuch rubber tires. Crescent felloes. 56 and

24 full-tangent spokes. No. 14 steel-wire. Three-part (Wallace patent) seamless tubular

steel frame. Dwarf (Wallace patent) cylindrical cone-center steering he.id. Columbia lock

steering (Pope patent). .Adjustable inclined vulcanite sp.ade-handles. Double .ndjust.ible

(Wallace patent) seat-rod attachment. Cradle-spring (Harrington patentl .Adjustable tricy-

cle saddle. Columbia " double-eri)) " rubber (Latta patent) ball-pedals (Peters and Wallace

patents). Central crank and chain-driving ge.ar. Bicycle adjust.ible cranks. Koot-resl.

Central compensating gear (Whitehead and Wallace patents). Columbia double-band (Wal-

lace patentl brake.
' Columbia adiustable ball-bearings (Peters and Wallace patents) all

around. Tubular safety-stay. Wire dress-guard. Tool-bag, with oiler, screw-driver, and

monkev-wrencli. Width of track, 31 inches; total width, 36 inches. Finish, enamel and

nickel tips, Weiuhl. 70 p(iunds.

PUK K. with "Double-Grip" Ball-Pedals. .SITo; nllh " DoiiliIe-(irlp "

Parallel Pedals. .^170.

A light and elegant machine for ladies, and suit.ablc .tlso for men weighing up to 130

pounds, (»r careful riders of greater weight.

The great success of our regular Coi.rMBtA Two-Track Tricvci.e, and its decided

practical advant.iges, have led us to adopt that general form of construction for this tricycle.

In its details, however, it presents some special modifications of importance, for the most part

tending to an economy of weight, while presenting the greatest strength possible with tlic

amount of material employed.

Ubistyated Caialoicue Free.

THE POPE MFG. CO.
Principal OKKICE, 507 Washington Street, BOSTON.

12 Wprrer^ Street, NEW YOKK. r5RA.NCH HOUStCS 115 \Vul>asU A.venue, CHICAGO.
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WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

AS A ROADSTER,
Because it is propelled by levers, giving

a constant application of power so highly

prized on sandy or muddy roads and in hill-

climbing.

FOR SAFETY,
Because, the treadles being in the rear of

the hub, there is an uplifting at the fulcra

in front, removing the danger of "taking a

header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,
Because the levers can be adjusted so

that a 50-inch wheel can be set to suit a rider

of almost any stature.

FOR POWER OR SPEED,
Because the rider, without dismounting,

can set a 50-inch wheel to run with the same
foot-stroke speed as a 40, 50, 60, or 70-inch

crank bicycle.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,
Because the new adjustable anti - friction

bearings run very easily, are very durable,

and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,
The new hollow - felloe rim being very

rigid, and when the bicycle is made without

steering - head the braces prevent the usual

strain on the backbone.

FOR POWER AND VELOCITY,
Because the new motor, utilizing the weight, and the natural position of the hands, enable the rider to greatly increase the pressure upon the pedals.

Secui-f'd hi/ United States Patents and Pending United States and Foreign Applications

bu the Inientor, Per. HOMEP A. KIXG, Springfield, Mass.

PRICE LIST.
Parallel Bearings.

THE KING BICYCLE, Enamel Finish, $80
THE KING BICYCLE, Half Nickel, 90
THE KING BICYCLE, Full Nickel, 95
THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER, e"

Hollow Frame,
namel Finish. 15

Adjustable Anti-Friction Bearings Adjustable Anti-Friction Bearings
to front wheel. to both wheels.

Half Nickel,

$95
105

110

130

$110
120

125

Full Nickel, 145

SPECIAL OFFER.
Clergyman's Discount of one-tenth affoiceff to any First Purchaser in any Town or ward in any City.

AGENTPS W-ANTKD.

THE l\% WHEEL COHIPflHl SI Mn SIM, |IEW W.
A. Copy of THE BICYCLE HER-A.LD Sent Kree.
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fifty nigs, the laughable remarks and comments of

which would (ill your paper. The Pojie Manu-

facturing Company, and Gorniully & Jeffery, I

think, will be largely benefited by the trip.

M .

Thomasville, Ga., May 12, 1SS6.

Editor IVheelmoi's Gazette:—
It is intended that a cycle meeting be held at

Vicksburg, Miss., about the month of September,

1886. They have a good half-mile dirt track

(the best in the State) on which very fast time can

be made. A large number of suitable prizes will

be offered. It will be the first large cycle meet ever

held in the South, and a large attendance of both

Northern and .Southern cyclists and enthusiasts is

expected.

Any one desiring iiiforniation will please address

Jamks Purvis Bruck,

Vicksburg, Miss.

Items of Ir^feepeSfe.

F. S. Rollinson, the old-time professional, is not

dead as reported, but is a real ranchman on a

California farm.

Prince and .Schock rested eight and a half min-

utes each in the seventy-two hours. This is a

little different from the rest required in a six days'

walking match, and speaks volumes for the wheel.

An actual count of the bicycles used by the

members of the Massachusetts Picycle Club of

Boston, which is the largest club in this country,

shows that there are morj Rudges used than any

other make. This speaks well for this popular

machine.

The refusal to ])ermit Stevens to continue his

journey through Afghanistan is final, and he is

thereby absolutely unable to complete his journey

aioun 1 the world by that route. He is now on his

way back to Constantinople. From there he will

seek to work his way through India. This will

make a very much longer journey for him ; but,

from the spirit which he has shown, there is little

reason to doubt of the success of his trip.

The number of machines in the L. A.W. parade,

as shown by the checking of three cyclists, was

653, fifty of that number being tricycles. Four
hundred of that number were of home manufact-

ure. The bicycles, as counted by these gentlemen,

were as follows: Columbia (.Vmerican), 2S3

;

Rudge (English), 116; Star (.'Vmerican), 53;
Royal Mail (English), 36; Victor (.American), 20;

Singer (F.nglish), 20; Facile (English), 1;; mis-

cellaneous makes (.\merican and English), 70;

tricycles, single, 39; double, 11.

Miss Easy: "These machines seem to run very

easy."

Mr. Pump : " Ve-rrrr-y."

Among fehe GlubS.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Cluu, in order to

stimulate and promote touring and road-riding

and to make the club pre-eminently a riding club,

offers to its members prize medals suitably in-

scribed as follows : ( I ) the best road record made
during the calendar year

; (2) the second best

road record made during the calendar year
; (3)

for the best twenty-four hour road record
; (4) for

each century run
; (5) for each one thousand miles

ridden, with an extra bar to attach for each addi-

tional thousand miles; (6) to the member attend-

ing the most club runs. These medals will be

awarded by the board of trustees, subject to the

following and such other conditions as the board

may deem necessary for the best interests of the

club: All competitors must carry a reliable cy-

clometer, and at the end of each month send to

the captain a record of each day's riding during the

month. Members attempting twenty-four hour

hour records, or century runs, must choose a course

covering at least twenty-five unrepeated miles, and

give previous notice to the captain that arrange-

ments may be made for checking. Members who
have kept no tally of riding already done will be

allowed to approximate mileage from January i to

April I ; the same with all data that will substan-

tiate their claim to be sent to the captain before

April 26, 1886, who will submit the same to the

board for approval. Road officers will be de-

barred from the sixth medal. The following club

races will occur during the year: (i) the two mile

championship race in June ; (2) the road champion-

ship races on the dates hereafter to be decided

upon and subject to the following conditions, viz :

Three separate races will be held at distances of

two, five, and ten miles respectively ; the win-

ner of each race will score five points and each

other contestant one point less than his leader at

the finish ; the contestant aggregating the largest

number of points in the three races will be

awarded the championship. Stated events to

June 30 are as follows : May i, informal run ; as-

semble at Boulevard entrance at 4.15 p.m. May
8, Fort Hamilton ; assemble at Boulevard en-

trance at 4.15 p. M. May 15, moonlight run on

Staten Island ; assemble at .South Ferry, Brook-

lyn, at 3.50 p. M.; later arrivals can join us at

Staten Island in time for supper. May 22, first

race of road championship, distance two miles;

Boulevard course at 5 p. m. May 28, trip to Bos-

ton ; assemble at club rooms at 3.30 p. m., taking

Fall River boat at 5 p. M., thence by rail ; .Satur-

day, L. A. W. parade and races; Monday (Decora-

tion Day), ride round Boston and suburbs. June

5, "Around the block"; assemble at club rooms

at 4 P. M. June I2, run to Roslyn, L. I., return-

ing by boat to New York by moonlight ; assemble

at Flatbush depot in time for 4.22 p. m. train to

Jamaica; from thence to Roslyn is a delightful

run of fourteen miles. June 19, moonlight run to

Brighton Beach; assemble at club rooms at 7

P. M. June 21, annual club dinner. Runs post-

poned on account of rain or other cause will be

held later in the season.

Or.wge Wanderers. First annual five-mile

handicap road races. On Saturday afternoon.

May 22, the above club held a five-mile road race

over their new course for that distance. The
start was from the corner of Grove street and

Central avenue, west to Harrison street, to Center

street, to Highland avenue, to Essex street, to

Central avenue, and then directly back to /j of a

mile below Grove street. The course is an excel-

lent one to test both the speed and endurance of

riders, there being a number of hills and heavy

grades, and a few smooth and level stretches. The
course was quite dusty in some places, which to-

gether with the hills made fast time almost impos-

sible. The contestants finished as follows : Hen-

ning (Victor), ist (2 m. 30s. handicap), net time,

2im. 14s. E. P. Baird (Royal Mail), 2d (scratch),

time, 18m. 48s. A. E. Cowdry (3m. handicap),

3d. C. S. French (2m. 45s. handicap), 4th. I,. II.

Porter (2m. 30s. handicap), 5th. L. H. Johnson
and N. T. Smith, I lumber Tandem tricycle

(scratch), o. At the start of the scratch men
Baird on his bicycle immediately led the tandem,

and at two miles out was about 200 yards in the

van, when, by an unfortunate accident, the tricycle

ran into a carriage and broke out three spokes,

which disabled the machine so that the riders gave

up the race. At a mile and a half from home
Baird first caught sight of the handicapped men
and soon began to overhaul them. President Por-

ter was caught one half mile from home, French

was passed laboring up the Munn avenue hill,

Cowdry was vanquished at Grove street, and the

scratch man then had to be satisfied with second

medal, crossing the line four seconds behind Ilen-

ning the winner, who deserved great credit for the

pluck he exhibited. Great disappointment was
expressed that Johnson did not ride a bicycle, as

a great race was expected between him and Baird.

Efforts, however, will be made to bring the two

together later in the season. Cowdry deserves

mention for the determined spurt he made when
the scratch man closed with him.

The Orange Wanderers having offered a

medal to any member of the club riding 100 miles

in twenty-four hours, a successful attempt to

cover that distance was made by E. P. Baird on

Decoration Day. Starting from Brick Church at

5.10 A. M., he rode to Caldwell, Upper Montclair,

etc., completing thirty miles at 7.40 .\. m. After

breakfast the following towns were passed through

in the order given : Newark, Elizabeth, Rahway,

Westfield, Plainficld, and Bound Brook. .After

dining at the last-named town and resting an hour

Mr. Baird again started at 2 p. m., riding to South

Branch and return, a distance of twent\' miles in

two hours, seventy-five miles of the race meantime

being completed at 3 p. M. After twenty minutes"

rest at Bound Brook the start for home was made
at 4.20. Passing Plainfield and Scotch Plains,

100 miles was completed at 6.40, through a desert

of sand which was at times unridable. After pass-

ing .Springfield the run to Brick Church, over su-

perb macadam roads, was soon made, and on dis-

mounting for supper at 8.07 P. M. the cyclometer

indicated that 11 1^ miles had been ridden. At

9.10 P. M. Mr. Baird was again on his wheel and

leisurely rode about the Oranges by lamplight,

completing 126 miles at 10.58 P. m. The route

described from I-^lizabeth to Bound Brook, and

in returning from Bound Brook to Springfield, is a

very difficult one to cover on a bicycle, the roads

being either very rough or sandy. In addition to

the medal before mentioned, the Wanderers will

at the end of the riding season award a gold

medal to the member covering the greatest dis-

tance in twenty-four hours. It remains to be seen

whether Mr. Baird's record will be eclipsed.

The Westfield (Mass.) Wheelmen at their

regular monthly meeting voted to prohibit mem-

bers from riding bicycles on certain sidewalks, and

to use their best efforts to induce all owners of
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wheels outside the organization to observe the

same rules. By vote of the town at the recent

meeting the following sidewalks were forbidden to

bicyclists : Elm street, both sides ; north side of

Franklin ; south, west, and north sides of Meadow,

Mechanic, and Bartlett streets. To these the

wheelmen have added all the sidewalks on the

public square; north side of Court street to Day

avenue; east side of Broad, and south side of King

streets, and all of School street.

The Meriden Wheel Club will give a 20-

mile champion club road race, open to all clubs in

the state, on the 27th. None but strictly amateur

riders will be allowed to compete. The course is

from Meriden to New Britain and return. Each

club is to enter a team of three men, the positions

at the finish to count as in tug-of-war races. The

prize for the winning team is a bronze figure of

Mercury valued at $30. Individual prizes for the

first three men of $25, $15, and $8 are offered.

The North Adams Bicycle Clut. is arrang-

ing for a grand tournament, July 5, and e.xpects to

offer Si,ooo in prizes. An effort will be made to

obtain some of the fastest racers, and the track

will he put in good shape for producing fast time.

The Detroit Bicycle Track Association

filed articles of incorporation on March I. The

capital stock is $3,000 divided into 200 shares of

$25 each.

The Maryland Bicycle Club, so well known,

but of which we hear so little through the cycling

press, has been steadily growing this spring. A
number of their associate members have joined

the active ranks, and manv applicants for mem-
bership have been accepted. Their roll is now
only a few short of one hundred and fifty.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

Albany (Oregon) Bicycle Club— President,

W. L. Jester; secretary, J. F. Hail; treasurer, P.

R.Kelly; captain, T.J. Overman ; first lieutenant,

J. F. Powell ; bugler, J. P. Hail.

Bennington (Vt.) Bicycle Club— President,

Wells Valentine ; vice-president, H. D. Fillmore;

secretar)--treasurer, F. H. Scott; captain, H. D.

Fillmore ; lieutenant, A. J. Cooper ; bugler, L. L.

Tiffany.

Brooklyn (N. V.) Bicycle Club—President,

Albert B. Barkman ; vice-president, Isaac B. Pot-

ter ; secretary, Hermann H. Koop, Jr. ; treasurer,

Howard E. Raymond ; captain, L. W. Slocum
;

first lieutenant, Frank B. Jones ; second lieutenant,

Howard Spelman; surgeon. Dr. A. C. Brush;

color bearer, William R. Snedeker ; bugler, Ben-

jamin J. Kellum, Jr.

Cambridge City (Ind.) Wheelers—President,

W. G. Davis; secretary and treasurer, William

Ballenger; captain, Frank Marson.

Canton (O.) Bicycle Club— President, M. P.

Fry ; vice-president, Dr. E. P. Morrow ; secretary-

treasurer, Will. G. Saxton ; captain, F. W'. Jay;

lieutenants, W. A. Bell, J. A. Meyer, Jr. ; bugler,

W. N. Eyster; color bearer, N. Deuble; standing

committee, Frank C. Meyer and Dr. J. F. Dough-

erty.

Canion (O.) ToiTRiNG Club—President, O. B.

I.eonhart; secretary, Charles Norris; treasurer,

W. O. Myers; captain, F. II. Poorman ; lieu-

tenant, J. H. Strasser.

Chautauqua Wheelmen (Jamestown, N. Y.)

—President, R. P. Hazzard ; captain, Charles E.

Gates ; secretary-treasurer, F". A. Clapsadel ; first

lieutenant, K. P. Hazzard; second lieutenant, E.

R. Dempsey.

Connecticut Bicycle Club (Hartford, Ct.)

— President, .Stephen Terry ; secretary, J. G. Cal-

houn ; treasurer, Charles A. Rogers ; captain,

Robert F. Way ; first lieutenant, George H. Burt

;

second lieutenant, David J. Post. Charles E.

Chase was unanimously re-elected captain, but de-

clined the post. The club committee will consist

of the president, treasurer, and captain, and S. O.

Prentice, George O. Hull, F. E. Belden, and

Charles H. Longley.

Crescent Cycle Club (Gloucester, Mass.)

—

President, C. J. Gray ; secretary-treasurer, Joseph

C. Merchant ; captain, D. T. McFee ; first lieu-

tenant, G. H. Rogers ; second lieutenant, C. J.

Gray.

East Saginaw (Mich.) Bicycle Club—Presi-

dent, N. W. Ely ; vice-president, A. F. Isham
;

secretarj-, Geo. W. Smith ; treasurer, D. E. Prall

;

captain, A. L. Button ; first lieutenant, R. E.

Wrege ; second lieutenant, P. F. Treanor.

Hoosac Wheel.men (Hoosick Falls, N. Y.)

—

President, Danforth Geers ; vice-president, F. W'.

Rosebrooks ; secretary, J. C. Haswell ; treasurer,

O. C. Gibson ; captain, G. J. Stevens ; lieutenant,

Richmond F. Ball ; color bearer, M. W. Kincaid

;

bugler, D. R. Armstrong.

Ke.nnebec Wheelmen (Augusta, Me.)—Presi-

dent, G. E. Dunton ; captain, H. L. Stone ; secre-

tary and treasurer, M. S. Campbell ; bugler, A.

Pinkham; first lieutenant, A. C. Walker; second

lieutenant, W'. W^. Ladd.

Le Mars (Iowa) Bicycle Club—President and

captain, J. N. Sammis ; lieutenant, Dana Long

;

flag carrier, F. A. Post ; secretary-treasurer, F. E.

Davis.

Leominster (Mass.) Bicycle Club—Presi-

dent, John M. Lockey ; secretary and treasurer,

Edmund Munsie ; captain, Charles A. Joslin

;

lieutenant, Everett E. Burdett.

Los Angeles (Cal.) W^heelmen—President,

G. A. Von Brandis ; vice-president, J. Philip Per-

cival ; secretary-treasurer, Robert Woodworth

;

captain, Nathan White; lieutenant, O. C. Smith;

bugler, R. J. Cope.

M.vco.N (Ga.) Bicy'cle Club—President, Dr.

N. G. Gewiner ; secretary - treasurer, Charles

Guernsey ; captain, John C. Flynn.

Melrose (Mass.) Club—President, Dr. Par-

tridge ; vice-president, H. Joyce ; secretarj', Will-

iam L. Reed ; treasurer, F. Coggswell ; captain,

Alonzo Tracy; first lieutenant, F. W. Downing;

second lieutenant, H. Keep.

Middletown (Ct.) Wheel Club— Presi-

dent, Edward G. Camp ; secretary Charles L.

Brockway ; treasurer, Dale D. Butler ; captain,

Arthur H. Rutty ; first lieutenant, .Seward V.

Coffin ; second lieutenant, Ralph H. Burr ; bugler,

Charles E. Wells; color bearer, Charles S. Perry;

club committee, the president, treasurer, captain,

J. Spear, and W. H. Lee.

Montclair (N.J.) Wheelmen—Captain, Ross

M. Weir ; lieutenant, Joseph M. McFadden
;

secretary-treasurer, Albert J. Wright ; color bear-

er, Samuel J. Holmes ; executive committee,

Messrs. McFadden, Weir, Wright, Tryon, and

French.

Mystic Cycle Club (St. Johnsbury, Vt.)—

President, C. M. Cheney; captain, J. L. Keyes
;

secretary-treasurer, A. F. Walker; bugler, G. H.

Frost.

New Brunswick (N. J.) Club— President, D.

N. Merritt ; captain, J. L. Merritt ; secretarv, W.
H.Waldron; treasurer, E. H. Wikoff ; lieutenant,

J. W. Kilbourn; bugler, A. W. Evans; color

bearer, W. D. Vignes ; historian, D. H. Merritt.

Newburgh (N.Y.)Wheelmen— President, J.E.

Wilson ; secretary and treasurer, L. W. Y. Mc-
Coskery ; captain, Frank Hollister; lieutenant, A.

N. Chambers.

Omaha (Neb.) Wheel Club—President, War-
ren M. Rogers ; captain, John G. Hitchcock ; sec-

retary, C. M. Woodman ; treasurer. Peer)' Ba-

dollet.

Pentucket Wheel Club (Haverhill, Mass.)

—

President, C. P. Sumner; vice-president, H. .\.

Chase ; secretary and treasurer, A. E. Leach

;

captain, C. E. Dole; first lieutenant, H. E. Gup-

til ; second lieutenant, F. 11. Fernald ; club com-

mittee, C. P. Sumner, H. A. Chase, A. E. Leach,

C. E. Dole, C. A. Hilton, and H. H. Gage.

PiTTSTON (Pa.) Bicycle Club—President, J.

Harry Bryden ; vice-president, W. L. Foster; sec-

retary-treasurer, C. W. King ; captain, W. W.
Berry; first lieutenant, W. F. Staley ; second lieu-

tenant, W. B. Noltman.

Richland Ramblers (Mansfield, O.)—Presi-

dent, F. L. Casselberry ; vice-president, B. J. Bal-

liett; secretary, L. S. Harman ; treasurer, W. P2.

Sawin, Jr.; captain, A. P. Seller; lieutenant, F.

D. Gadsby ; bugler, C. B. Bushnell ; color bearer.

Will Bissman.

Sewickley (Pa.) Bicycle Club—President,

F. L. Clark ; treasurer, Hubert Nevin ; secretary,

Frank Richardson ; captain, Robert Tate.

St. Louis (Mo.) Star Bicycle Club—Presi-

dent, F. W. Haid; vice-president, Edward Lewis;

secretary-treasurer, W. W. Carpenter, Jr. ; cap-

tain, H. W. Greenwood ; first lieutenant, E. M.

Beach ; second lieutenant, S. Carpenter.

The Alert Bicycle Club (St. Paul, Minn.)

—

President and captain, Charles Parker ; secretary-

treasurer, C. A. Johnson ; lieutenant, R. L. Dock-

ery.

Terre Haute (Ind.) Bicycle Club—Presi-

dent, N. Smith; vice-president, F. Kidder; secre-

tary-treasurer, A. Hulman ; captain, J. F. Probst;

first lieutenant, G. V. Lucas ; second lieutenant,

E. Hudson ; bugler, H. Hulman ; racing board, J.

F. Probst, A. Hulman, N. Smith.

Vermont Wheel Club (Brattleboro, Vt.)

—

President, II. L. Emerson ; vice-president, V. L.

Shaw ; secretary and treasurer, J. W. Drown

;

captain, F. T. Reid ; lieutenant, C. R. Crosby

;

color bearer, W^ E. Gordon.

Wheeling (W. Va.) Wheelmen—President,

Dr. Charles E. Mason ; secretary-treasurer, A. A.

W'heat; captain, W'ibur S. Wright; lieutenant.

Dr. R. H. Bullard; color bearer, R. J. Smyth,

Jr. ; bugler. Dent A. Taylor.

Woodstown (N. J.) BiCY'CLE Club—Presi-

dent, Dr. J. E. Jacquett; captain, George M.

Andrews ; secretary, William L. Taylor ; treasurer,

Allen T. Lewis.

While in Boston, both Captain W. B. Brewster,

of the Missouri Bicycle Club of St. Louis, Mo.,

and Sanford Lawton, secretary of the Si)ringfield

Bicycle Club of Springfield, Mass., were smitten

with the appearance of the Rudge Light Roadster,

and each of these gentlemen took home one with

him when he left.
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[Copy of final decree, entered June 2, 1SS6, in

the bicycle case of the Pope Manufacturing Com-
pany against the St. Nicholas 'l"oy Company.]

Unitku Statks CiRCurr Court, Northern
District of Illinois.

Bill.—The Tope Manufacturing Company vs.

Harry B. Owsley, Ileaton Owsley, and George 15.

Marble.

Cross-Bill.—Harry li. Owsley, Heaton Owsley,

and George B. Marble <'.r. The Tope Manufactur-

ing Company.

This cause coming on to be heard upon the bill

of complaint filed herein, the answer thereto, and

the replication of the complainant, the cross-bill

of said defendants, the answer thereto, the repli-

cation to said answer, the proofs taken in said

cause, and argument.s of counsel, and the court

being fully advised in the premises, doth find:

—

That the equities of this cause are with the com-

plainant in the original bill.

That the defendants entered into the agree-

ments with the complainant in the original bill, as

stated in the bill of complaint in this cause,

whereby the defendants became licensees of the

complainant under certain letters patent specified

in said agreements, and that said agreements were

in force at the hearing of this cause, excepting

the agreements marked E.xhibit " A " and " I " in

the original bill of .complaint.

That the defendants have violated the said

licenses and agreements entered into with the

complainant by refusing to make monthly reports,

or returns in writing, to the complainant, on or

before the loth day of each calendar month in

each year, of machines manufactured by the de-

fendants during the month preceding; that said

defendants have refused to make such reports, or

to pay the royalties of license fees due the com-

plainant for such manufacture from February,

1883, except as ordered by the court, since this

suit was commenced. That since that period said

defendants have continued to manufacture ma-

chines and other articles which they were licensed

to manufacture under said licenses, and have neg-

lected to make returns and pay royalties thereon,

except as ordered by the court, and have sold

different machines manufactured under the patents

referred to in said licenses, and containing the

devices patented in said letters patent, without

affixing or stamping on such articles the word
" patented," in accordance with the terms of said

licenses, and without attaching thereto a printed

list of patents under which the said machines

were made, in accordance with the conditions of

said licenses.

The court further finds that the defendants, un-

der the order of the court, have reported a num-

ber of machines that they had manufactured under

said licenses, and that the amount due under said

license agreements on said machines so reported

by the defendants, is seven thousand five hundred

and forty-eight dollars and ninety cents ($7,548.90),

and that there was due the complainant at the

time of hearing this cause said sum, with interest

thereon from the date when said license fees or

royalties became due and payable to March 29,

>886, amounting in all to the sum of one thousand

one hundred and fifty-nine dollars and one cent

(§1,159.01), making a total of eight thousand

seven hundred and seven dollars and ninety-one

cents ($8,707.91), which said sum was then due

the complainant from the defendants for royalties

on machines reported by the defendants, and the

interest thereon.

It is therefore ordered, adjudged, and decreed

by the court that the said defendants pay the com-

plainant the said sum of $8,707.91 for said royal-

ties, and interest due up to the 29th day of March,

1886, and that a judgment for that amount be had

against the defendants and the surety signing the

bond which was given by the defendants under

the order of this court, to secure the payment to

the complainant of such sum as might be found

by the court to be due the complainant.

It is further ordered that there be a reference

to E. r>. .Sherman, one of the masters of this

court, to ascertain and report to this court what

machines the defendants have made and sold in

violation of their agreements, and which are cov-

ered by complainant's patents, other than and be-

sides those reported by the defendants as afore-

said as having been made under said license

agreements herein, and the master is directed to

take proofs, and report the same with his conclu-

sions thereon. And he is hereby authorized to

summon the defendants, their agents, and em-

ploye's before him, and examine them on oath,

and require said defendants, or their employes, to

produce their books of account touching the mat-

ters hereby referred.

It is further ordered, adjudged, and decreed by

the court that the defendants shall perform each

and every obligation in said licenses contained

which are obligatory upon the defendants to make
and perform, and that the defendants shall make
returns and pay royalties in accordance with the

terms of the said licenses.

It is further ordered, adjudged, and decreed by

the court that the defendants, and each of them,

their, and each of their servants, agents, and em-

ploye's be, and they hereby are, enjoined from

manufacturing or selling any velocipedes, bicycles,

or baby carriage wheels, specified in said several

licenses, without affixing or stamping thereon the

word " patented," in accordance with the terms

of said licenses, or without attaching thereto a

printed list of the patents under which said sev-

eral machines may be made, in accordance with

the conditions of said licenses. That the said

defendants, and each of them, their servants,

agents, and employe's be, and they hereby are, re-

strained and enjoined from manufacturing or

selling any velocipedes, bicycles, or tricycles other

than or different from what they are allowed to

make in and by their aforesaid licenses, or in

violation of the conditions in said licenses con-

tained, so long as the patents, or any of them

mentioned in said license, shall remain in force.

That said defendants, and each of them, are here-

by enjoined from in any manner, directly or indi-

rectly, violating any of the provisions in the said

several licenses mentioned in said bill of com-

plaint.

It is further ordered, adjudged, and decreed

that the cross-bill of the defendants herein be

dismissed for want of equity at the cost of said

defendants, Harry B. Owsley, Heaton Owsley,

and George B. Marble.

S. T. Clark & Co. report that, although having

received large consignments of new Rapids, thev

have not yet succeeded in getting in a stock

ahead of their orders. They have cabled to the

factory to double their weekly shipments.

Gormully & Jeffery's new show card, which is

made after the photo-gravure process, will be

ready for distribution in a few days. It will have

photos of the various departments of their fac-

tories, and also ])hotos of the different wheels of

their manufacture.

(;ormully & Jeffery did not send any wheels to

the L. A. W. meet, preferring to satisfy the urgent

demands of the dealers who had unfilled orders

l)laced with them of long standing. They were

able, however, to ))ick u)) about thirty wheels in

Boston, and showed a full line of American Ideals

and Safeties, about half a dozen Challenges, and

three Champions. The .Vmcrican Ideal was the

only youth's machine on exhibition at the Cycleries.

The Safety attracted a good deal of attention, and

was tried by nearly every I'^xpert who visited the

show, while the Champion was critically examined

by all the makers and importers, none of whom
were disposed to find any fault with it. Their

exhibit was in charge of J. H. Murrav, their

Boston agent.

The "Wheelmen's Reference Book for 18S6,"

published by Ducker & Goodman, is a pamphlet

of 180 pages, and a si)ecimen of very fine typo-

graphical work, from the presses of the Spring-

field Printing Company. It contains biographical

sketches, with numerous portraits, of leading

wheelmen, descriptions of the leading makes of

wheels, complete tables of wheel records of En-

gland and America, and valuable information re-

garding the League of American Wheelmen,
tables of racing events, a club directory, hints on

touring, and a collection of opinions from the

press and from prominent individuals regarding

the interests of the wheel. The book should be-

come a classic with wheelmen, for no other publi-

cation has condensed within similar limits so

much that is of interest and value to them, de-

spite the few errors contained.

PATENTS.

List of patents granted for devices of interest to wheelmen,

for the month ending Tuesday, May 18, 18S6, compiled from

the Official Records of the United States Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheelmen's Gazette by Shipley lirash-

ears, patent law office. No. 607, 7lh Street, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C, of whom copies and information may be had.

No. 338,256, March 23, 1886, W. M. Farr, Dow-
agiac, Mich., seat lock.

No. 338,484, March 23, 1886, J. R. Clair, Phila-

delphia, Pa., wheel.

No. 338,922, March 30, 1S86, T. G. Carlin, Alle-

gheny, Pa., assignor of two-thirds to W. J. Carlin

and J. T. Arnold, same place, wheel.

No. 339,289, April 6, 1886, W. II. Hale, New
Haven, Ct., bicycle saddle.

No. 339,422, April 6, 1S86, J. G. Hudson, of

Birmingham, County of Warwick, Eng., wheel for

velocipedes.

No. 339,436, April 6, 1SS6, E. G. and A. C.

Latta, F'riendship, N. V., velocipede.

No. 339,446, April 6, 18S6, S. Martin, Berchficld

Road, Lozells, near Birmingham, County of

W'arwick, Eng., velocipede.

No. 339,550, April 6, 1886, J. Hudson, of Bir-

mingham, Eng., wheel for velocipedes.

No. 339,537, April 6, 1S86, C. E. Duryea, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to C. H. Stone, same i)lace,

tricycle.

No. 339,765, April 13, 1886, Ilarrie B. Hart,

Philadelphia, Pa., velocipede.

No. 339,793, A|)ril 13, 1886, H. W. Li bbey, Bos-

ton, Mass., hood attachment for bicycles.

No. 339,891, .\\t\\\ 13, 1886, G. P. B. Hoyt,

Jamaica, N. V., cyclometer.
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No. 340,617. April 27, 1SS6, H. A. Robinson,

Foxcroft, Me., tricycle.

No. 340,643, April 27, 18S6, A. Wacker, Kings-

town, N. Y., ice velocipede.

No. 341,237, May 4, 1886, J. H. Healey, Volun-

town, Ct., bicycle.

No. 341,389, May 4, 18S6, C. A. Prescott, Co
bourg, Ont., Can., bicycle.

No. 341,383, May 4, 1886, H. A. King, .Spring-

field, Mass., velocipede.

No. 341,526, May 4, 1886, B. S. Whitehead,

Newark, N. J., bicycle.

No. 341,547, May n, 1S86, R. Bean, .Springfield,

Ohio, bicycle saddle.

No. 341,736, May II, 18S6, T.J. De Salba, New
York City, velocipede.

No. 341,811, May 11, 1886, E. G. Latta, Friend-

ship, N. Y., assignor of one-third to A. C. Latta,

of same place, velocipede.

No. 341,946, May, 18, 1886, E. A. Richard-

son of Cumberland Mills, Maine, bicvcle pedal.

No. 341,911 May 18, 18S6, A. Hoak of Millers-

ville, Pa., velocipede.

No. 10,727, May 18, 1886 (Reissue), A. Huber
of Marion, Ohio, wheel.

NEW ENGLISH PATENTS.

riie following is a monthly list of new cycle patents applied

lor in Great Britain, specially compiled for The Wheel-
men's Gazette, by Messrs. Hughes, Eli & Hughes, patent

agents and engineers, and proprietors of the Central Bicycle

and Tricycle sale rooms, 76 Chancer)- Lane, London, Eng.,

of whom copies and information may be obtained.

No. 3,288, R. Taylor, of Glasgow, for " improve-

ments in fastening India rubber tires to the rims

of bicycle and tricycle wheels."

No. 3,294, P. Q. C. F. Renouf and T. ^V. Booth-

royd, of London, for " improvements in and relating

to velocipedes."

^^o- 3,370, R. P. Scott, of Baltimore, U. S. A.,

for " improvements in bicycles."

No. 3,372, J. Payne, of California, for "improve-
ments in bicycle saddles."

^o- 3>397, Hon. and Rev. H. Bligh, of London,
for " improvements in the construction of tricycles

or other like and similar vehicles."

No. 3,410, O. R. Barnicott, of Cambridge, for

" improvements in tricycles, bicycles, and other

velocipedes."

^'o- 3>445, R- O. Owen, of London, for " an im-

proved wheel rim cleaner for tricycles and bi-

cycles."

^0- 3,778, G. Hoakham, of London, for " im-

provements in or additions to the india rubber

tires of velocipedes and other wheeled vehicles."

No. 3,789, J. Howes and G. N. Howes, of Cam-
bridge, for " a triple tandem safety bicycle."

No. 3,829, C. R. E. Bell, of London, for " im-

provements in or applicable to bicycles."

^o- 3,833, J- Koots, of London, for " improve-
ments in gear for cycles and other machines."

No. 3,996, C. H. Bingham and D. W. Van Ren-
nes, of Holland, for" improvements in the driving

gear of velocipedes."

No. 4,126, J. Lee, of London, for " improvements
in velocipedes."

No. 4,127, J. Goldschmidt, of London, for " im-

provements in brakes for velocipedes."

^"o- 4,273, A- C. Pemberton, of London, for " the

compact cyclists' tire cementer and oil can com-
bined."

No. 4,346, G. Singer and R. H. Lea, of Coventry,
for " improvements in tandem tricycles and similar

velocipedes."

No. 4,566, M. L. Corrie, of London, for " the

lady cyclists' ankle guard or screen."

No. 4,589, B. S. \Yhitehead, of London, for

" improvements in bicycles."

No. 4,636, W. Fletcher, of London, for " an

improved oil can."

No. 4,643, A. \Vesterfr61ke, of London, for

" improvements in steering attachments for velo-

cipedes."

No. 4,688, W. C. Burton, of Rochdale, for " an

improved two-speed driving gear for velocipedes."

No. 4,837, H. Lucas and A. H. Bishop, of Bir-

mingham, for "an improved wrench."

No. 4,911, T. Hawkins, of London, for "im-

provements in or applicable to tricycles and

bicycles to render the same straight-steering."

No. 1,301, Charles Church, of London, for "im-

provements in the ineans of locking bicycles and
velocipedes."

No. 1,303, William Deakin, of Birmingham, for

" improvements in driving chain for velocipedes

and for other purposes."

No. 1,348, Harry William Greenfield, of London,
for " improved means for adjusting the seats of

tricycles.

No. 1,358, .Sydney Lee, of London, for " im-

provements in bicjxles."

No. 1,487, Josiah Brookes, Henry James
Brookes and William Richard Kettle, of South-

wick, for "an improved anti-vibrating automatic

steering arrangement for velocipedes."

No. 1,519, Charles William Rudolph Duerre, of

London, for " improvements in the method of

steering velocipedes and in apparatus therefor."

No. 1,628, Edwin Henry Ba.xter, of Birmingham,

for " improvements in lubricators for bicvcles, tri-

cycles, perambulators, and other purposes."

No. 1,657, Joseph Edwin Holloway, of London,
for " a new or improved gear wheel for bicycles,

tricycles, or other velocipedes."

No. 1,673, Arthur Hunnable, of London, for

" improvements in velocipedes hereafter known as

' The Hunnable speed and power gear ' to be ap-

plied to safeties and other velocipedes."

No. 1,682, William Scantlebury, of London, for

" improvements in velocipedes."

No. 1,685, John Harrison, of London, for "im-

provements in cranks for velocipedes."

No. 1,775, William Hillman, William Henry
Herbert and George Beverly Cooper, of Coventrv,

for " improvements in velocipedes."

No. 1,777, Alfred Thomas Andrews, of London,

for " improvements in the manufacture of wheels

applicable to perambulators, velocipedes and other

purposes."

No. 1,802, William Edward Hart, Jr., and Char-

les Lee, of Wolverhampton, for " improvements in

bicycles."

No. 1,828, Jules Truffault, of London, for "im-

provements in driving gear for bicycles, tricvcles

and other velocipedes, also applicable to other

purposes."

No. 1,841, George Alfred Wright and John De
Lannay Watson, of Bri.xton, for " improvements in

ball bearings for velocipedes."

No. 1,909, Alfred Reliant, of London, for "a
new and improved means or appliance for carrv-

ing watches or timekeepers on cycles and other

wheeled vehicles."

No. 1,910, Julius Alfred White, of London, "an

improvement in lamps for tricycles and bicycles."

No. 1,997, Joseph Henry Dearlove and Harry
Thresher, of London, for " improvements in and

relating to velocipedes."

No. 2,036, James Hudson, of Birmingham, for

" improvements in the construction of bicycles, tri-

cycles, and other similar vehicles."

No. 2,058, E. C. Clarke, of Derby, for " improved
method for automatic steering and taking off vibra-

tion from bicycles, tricycles, and other carriages."

No. 2,069, James Alfred Lamplugh, of Birming-

ham, for " improvements in luggage carriers and
bags for bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes."

No. 2,084, Walter Phillips, of Coventry, for

" improvements in and relating to velocipedes."

No. 2,085, Henry Osborne, of London, for "im-
provements in and relating to velocipedes."

No. 2,117, Charles Joseph Hart and Benjamin
Charles Barton, of Birmingham, for " improve-

ments in the steering of bicycles and tricycles."

No. 2,118, Charles Joseph Hart and Benjamin
Charles Barton, of Birmingham, for "improve-
ment of velocipedes."

No. 2,752, John Marshall Starley, of Coventry,

for "an improved spring fork applicable to the

steering and trailing wheels of velocipedes and
other vehicles."

No. 2,461, John Charles Vincent Smith, of Lon-

don, for " an improved step for bicycles and other

velocipedes." A communication to him from

abroad by Willard D. Doremus, of U. S. A.

No. 2,535, Charles Vernon Boys, of London, for

" improvements in combined driving and steering

gear, chiefly suitable for velocipedes."

No. 2,579, Henry Harris Lake, of London, for

"improvements in bicycles." A communication

to him from abroad by Griffith Glover, of U. S. A.

No. 2,602, Henry Usher, of London, for "an
improved a.xle for velocipedes."

No. 2,126, Maurice Foley, of London, for " im-

provements in luggage carriers for velocipedes."

No. 2,740, Edmund Charles Clarke, of Derby,

for " improvements in the construction of wheels

for velocipedes."

No. 2,741, Edmund Charles Clarke, of Derbv, for

" improvements in driving chains for velocipedes."

A SUNDAY RUN.
BY " FIFTV-THKEE."

Ere the sun had dispelled the sparkling dew
At crimson dawn on a lovely June day,

Two c\clists met, who were friends firm and true.

For a village run twenty miles away.

Companions in culture and social state,

Both ardent lovers of the wheel they strode,

Intent on pleasure, not records to break.

In happy converse side by side they rode.

They chatter of wheels of every known make,

Of spokes tangential, resultant, direct

;

The different rims, bars, saddles, and rake,

Of pans that were good, those having defect.

The Lea^te was discussed, and the N. C. U.,

The roads, the weather, and fair skies above
;

Other subjects quite old, and topics new,

But the sweetest to them, the theme of love.

Slower pace to admire some exquisite scenes,

Heard carol of songsters from bush and thorn.

Spoke of great nature—work of God supreme
;

A fitting subject for this Sabbath mom.

Thus distance and time unheeded flew past,

Wlien hark ! the deep music of church bells' chime,

Which summons obeyed, to village sped fast,

.•\nd worshiped their Lord at His holy shrine.

.4fter the sermon and benediction,

To see the girls pass—at the door they staid
;

Received each a bow of recognition,

And escorted home a sweet, pretty maid.

Repaired to the inn for lunch at noontide,

By courteous ways many new friends made ;

Freely to questions of the wheel replied,

Came joyfully home in the evening shade.

Nashville, Tens., June 10, 1S86.
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Eale ar^d Exchange.

This department is for tlie convenience of our readers, in

whicli their wants may be made known at a trilling expense.

It often occurs tliat a wheejinan wishes to exchange or sell liis

macliine, or a new-comer {lishes to purcliase a second-liand

wheel ; here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per ^uoni^ each iftiertion, cash ivith the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

ADVERTISEKS will consult their own interests by adver-

. tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

AGOOD PHOTOGRAPH I.ENS (5x8) cost ^6, for L.

A. VV. B.idge or Pin, or bicycle sundries. WM. H.
WELLS, 53 South street, New Yokk.

A 50-inch OLD-STYLE STANDARD COLUMBIA, #20.

48-inch nickeled Standard Columbia, #48; a bargain.

G. W. RIBBLE, Harri.sonburg, Va.

A 58-inch ROYAL MAIL LKIHT ROAD.STER.all balls,

excellent condition, $85 ; cost about $145. 48-i;ich

Special Columbia, balls, nickeled, fine order ; $80. Address
(;. W. RIBBLE, Harrisonbukc;, Va.

B ICYCLES. — Fair prices ar.d spot cash paid for desirable

2d-hand wheels. BUTMAN & CO., 89 Court St., Boston.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.—Specialty in furnishing

new wheels for exchange. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay

Sqtiare, Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

B.\RG.AIN.— 50-inch full-nickeled Columbia Standard, ex-

cellent condition ; Hill and Tolnian bell; only $55 ; sent

on trial. G. W. NELLIS, Herkimer, N. Y.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Bargains for cash ;

wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTMAN
CO., 89 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES received on consignment;
no charges made when goods are furnished in exchange.

BUT.MAN & C(J., Oriental Building, 89 Court St., Boston.

B.\RG.AIN.—A 51-inch .Star, good condition, newly en-
ameled, ])atent Hygienic saddle; owner wants Special

Star. Star bargains are getting scarce, so address soon, GEO.
METZGER, Jr., Emp;)Rium, Pa.

BARG.AIN.S— We have a number of second-hand wheels,
all in excellent condition, which we offer cheap ; full de-

scription on application by mentioning this paper. Address
STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.; 152 Congress Street,

Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — 125 shop- worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. .Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; correspondence and inspection invited;

open Saturday evenings. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay Square,
Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

CANTERBURY PILtlRIMAGE and WHEELING
.ANNUAL mail'.-d |)ost-pnid for One Dollar. .Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, SrkiNGFiELD, Mass.

FOR SALE—A receipt for 50 cents, entitling the holder to

The Wheelmen's Gazette for one year.

FOR SALE—New Victor Tricycle, $100 cash. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE.—42-inch Facile Bicycle, in first-class condi-
tion

;
price ;f65 ; a bargain. Address BOX 587, Milford,

Mass,

FOR SALE—52-inch new Yale Roadster, full-enameled;
only $80. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,

Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE — 36-inch new Rudge Safety; best offer over
$100 will be accepted. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-

PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—A new 52-inch McDonnell Cyclometer, never
been used ; price ,$3 ; or will exchange for a 50-inch. f.

A. BENDER, Everett, Pa.

FOR S.ALE — Victor Tricycle, 1884 pattern, in excellent
condition; only $75. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-

P.ANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.—One Coventry Rotary Tandem, balls over
all, including pedals ; eood as new ; price S175 ; cost 5235.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 Congress stieet,
Boston, Mass.

FOUND OUT— That Wheeling Anni-al is the best of
all, and can be obtained of The Wheelman's Gazette,

Springfield, Mass. Mailed post-paid on receipt of 50 cents.
Why not have one? Why not present your friend with a copy?
Cheap enough— don't you say so?

FOR S.ALE — 55-inch second-hand Royal Mail Racer, in

excellent order ; S75. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
P.ANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— 54-inch Rudge Light Roadster, full-nickeled

except wheels; brand new; big bargain. CHARLES
WlESlNliER, Adrian, .Mich.

FOR SALE— 50-inch Ideal bicycle, half-nickeled and
enameled ; run about 20 miles ; too large for owner ; f 55.

LOCK. BOX 32, Watsontown, Pa.

FOR SALE—48-inch improved Horsman Bicycle, only $30;
in good running order, with brake, bell, and complete

outfit. BOX 105, Plymouth, Ct.

FOR .SALE—English double Children's Tricycle, just about
as good as new; cost new $65 ; price ;?3o. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Ma.ss.

FOR S.ALE—One No. 5 Royal Mail Racing Tricycle, cost

njwji75; been used only a little
; $80. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Sp'ringfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — 58-inch full-nickeled Harvard, with Lilli-

bridge saddle ; in fine order ; $72.50 cash. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE.—At a bargain, a full-enameled 4S-inch Stand-
ard Columbia, in good order ; price $50; owner wants a

50-inch. M. R. HOLCOMB, Plantsville, Ct.

FOR S.ALE.—$75 cash buys a 53-inch nickeled Harvard
Full Roadster, with bell and tools ; A i order. Apply to

FRANK. R. CURTISS, Box 50, Stratford, Ct.

FOR SALE— 52-inch double hollow fork Premier Bicycle,

balls to both wheels, double -action spring; a bargain at

the price—J50. J. T. ROBERTS, Decatur, III.

FOR SALE — 54-inch Sanspareil, nickeled and enameled,
just about as good as new ; a bargain; $65. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — New 54 -inch Rudge Racer, nickeled and
enameled, with cow-horn handle-bars; $100. AMER-

ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE — .Any Premiimi named in our list at retail

price, and a copy of The CIazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—36-inch English Challenge, cost $60 new; in

good order ; with bell, tool -bag, and tools; price 1^22.50.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE—54-inch Matchless Bicycle, nickeled and
painted, ball bearings to both wheels ; good order; $65.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR .S.ALE — Heavy all-wool ribbed Bicycle Hose, blue,

black, or L. A. W. color, sent by mail on receipt of f i.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mas.s.

sent by mail to any address on receipt of 15 cts. in stamps.
MERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

T7OR SALE — Lithographs of George M. Hendee, 14x17;

AM

FOR SALE—Regular S2.00 Facile Bicycle Bells; can be
used on any machine ; sent by mail on receipt of 75 cts.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Rudge Coventry Sociable

Tricycle ; can be ridden single or double ; cost new $212 ;

will exchange for a good saddle-horse. W. P. WARREN,
Westfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE—44- or 46-inch Special Facile Bicycle, both in

first-class order ; 44-inch used but very little ; owner can
use but one and wishes to dispose of the other. Address Box
242, New Haven, Ct.

FOR S.ALE.—55-inch Royal Mail Racer, direct spokes,

straight handle-bar ; weisrht 26 pounds ; good as new ; $50
cash. STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 Congress
street, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE— 51 -inch second-hand American Club, full-

nickeled, dropped handle-bars, and in fine order; for par-

ticulars, address CHARLES MORGAN, care of Meekins,
Packard & Co., Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE.— 50-inch Standard Columbia, used only in

rink ;
good as new; bargain at $65. .Also 50-inch .Ameri-

can Rudge, 1885 pattern, balls to both wheels; $75; owner
wants larger size. Address WILLI.AM TAYLOR, 'Popeka,
Kansas.

F<JR SALE.—A 54-inch Victor Bicycle, used about three

months, in first-class condition ; jirice 5 100. .A 52-inch

Victor Bicycle, used about three months; a perfectly sound
machine; price 5ioo; both the above are practically as good
as new, as they have not had hard ns;'.ge, and have been rid-

den but little. A 50-inch Victor Bicycle, used about three

hours ; as good as when turned out at the factor^' ;
price J 100.

J. T. ROBERTS, Decatur, III.

GIVEN AWAY—Premiums for Subscribers. Sec our list

and obtain si>nie of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

KIRKPATRICK SADDLE, used 2 weeks; Harvardclip;
will exchange for a first-class hub lantern, or offers.

E. D. SMITH, Santa Ana, California.

OVERM.AN WHISTLES, with chain, 35 cents, to adver-
tise; no stamps. LOWE BICYCLE COMPANY,

Fitchburg, Mass.

RHY.MES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, post-paid, on receipt of price. Two I)o]lars, by

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZEITE, Springfield, Mass.

SI''ND 35 cents in stamps and receive a pair of (,re^xeI t

Bicycle Hose Supporters. Thousands of them in use.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

ST.ARS. — 51-inch, nickeled and bright, suspension saddle,
new tires, low head, $70; 48 -inch, lot extras, excellent,

!^55 i 45-inch, standard finish, power traps, rubber step, and
handles, suspension saddle, patent oilers, $65 ; big bargain.

G. W. RIBBLE, Harrisonburg, Va.

THEG.AZETTE AND WHEELING ANNUAL, only $1.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield.Mass.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST ADVERTISINCJ
MEDIUM

—

The Wheelmen's Gazette, .Springfield,

Mass. Rates 40 per cent, less than any other cycling paper.

THE WARWICK SELF-ADJUSTING .STAR SAD-
DLE is the one for comfort and durability; price $2.75.

On receipt of S5.50 we will prepay express and forward two of

them anywhere in the United States. THE AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

wANTED.—A 54- or 56-inch Bicycle cheap. W.
ROBB, State Center, Iowa.

W.ANTED — 40,000 wheelmen to read and subscribe for

The Wheelmen's Gazette. 50 cents a year.

wRITE TO (i. W. RIHiU.K, Harrisonburg,Va., for full

list new and secoiul-liand cycles. Lot boys'wheels verj'low.

wHEELING and The Gazette for one vear, price $2.

WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

\ \ TANTED.—Four 42-inch and two 44-inch Special Faciles

;

VV state particulars to the THE SOLITARY CLUB,
Stamford, Ct.

W.ANTED.—Star Special Bicycle, about 50-inch; one
that has been badly smashed ; state condition and low-

est price. R., P. O. Box 148, Passaic, N. J.

WHEELING ANNUAL, the best of all Annuals, mailed
post-paid on receipt of price,— Fifty Cents. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

TT 7HEELMEN, how can jou enjoy the wheel ? By keeping
V V fully posted and subscribing for so excellent a journal as.

The Wheelmen's Gazette. Only Fifty Cents per year.

W.ANTED— King of the Road hub lamp; also cyclometer
for 52 - inch wheel ; state condition and lowest price.

A. C. GRIFFIN, 178 East Seventy-sixth St., New York.

W.ANTED.—To exchange a 54-inch .Standard Columbia
Bicycle for a chain-geared .'^afetv Bicvcle or Tricycle.

Address LUTHER S. HAWKINS.Box 116, Danville,
Ind.

WANTED TO EXCHANGE.— A 16-shot, 32-caliber

Winchester Rifle, with 400 cartridges and loadmg tools,

nearly new and in perfect order, for a 52-inch cycle that is in

good order. Address J. H. ALLEN, Clinton, Greene
County, Alabama.

WANTED— Purchasers for Wheeling Annual, 50 cents;

Canterbury Pilgrimage, 50 cents ; Rhymes of Road and
River, $2 ; The Wheelmen's (Iazette, 50 cents per vear ;

or the whole four for 53, post-paid. TH E WH EEL.M EN'S
GAZETTF:, Springfield, Mass.

.5Q-INCH KANGAROO, enameled and nickeled, in per-

v5 feet condition; cost f 130: will sell for $roo; correspond-

ence solicited. Dr. G. P. ROBINSON, Babylon, L. I.

CO <-ENTS buys WHEELING ANNUAL. Fifty

J Cents buys Canterbury Pilgrim.ige. Two Dollars buys
Rhymes of Road and River. The whole mailed to any
address, post-paid, for 53, including The CIazette for a vear.

THE WHEELMEN'.S GAZETTE, Springfield, JfAss.

r-j-INCH COLUMBIA LIGHT ROAD.STER, nickeled

00 except wheels, Kirkpatrick saddle, double-grip ball-

pedals, 1885 pattern; in perfect order; cost J147. 50; will sell

lor $115. .Also, Columbia hub lamp, ^1.50; Columbia ball-

pedals, 57; Hill &Tolman .alarm, J1.50; '52-inch McDonnell
cyclometer, in good order, S2 ; Z. & S. carrier, J1.50; A-'"ch
sieel balls, 5c. .A. O. DOWNS, .Aquebogue, L. I.

r^i-INCH 1886 pattern Rudge Light Roadster; run ten

Z)\ miles; J 120 ;
guaranteed in perfect condition. Address

BOX 2571, Boston, Mass.
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Handsomest, Strongest, and Best Bars in Market

COMPLETE. WITH BRAKE-LEVER AND BRACKET,
ALL NICELY NICKELED, ONLY $4.50.

These B.irs have the most graceful curves of any in the

market, ai d are made of the best of steel. We lead; let

others imitate and claim the same;— but wheelmen should see

1" it that they get the Bar which has the best of material, the

best of workmanship, and is the latest in style. Remember,
we make these Bars to fit any cycle made. Agents wanted.
Liboral discount to the trade.

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

NOW IS THE TIME
To secure anylhing in the CYCLE SUNDRY line that you

may need.
STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

152-158 Congress Street, Boston.

A BICYCLE FREE!
The Vekhont Bicycle free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicycle buyers. Most

newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE, West Randolph, Vt.

LAMPS.
"King of the Road" Lamps, of all sizes, prices, finishes,

and patterns, can be found at

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.'S,

152-158 Congress Street, Boston.

P'ifly I,. A. \V. fine gold beveled edge
Cards, in handsome case, with your name,
address, and emblem ( in gold ) neatly

printed on all, by mail post-paid for 50
cents. .Sure to please. An agent wanted
in every club to take orders. Send stamp
for terms and samples.

B. SHEAKER, C.\.mden, Ohio.

I. C. DOANE of Richmond, Ind.:

"I have just returned from a trip to a neighboring town 30
miles from here on my new RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER. I

am perfectly delighted with the wheel in every way. It is the

easiest hill-climber I ever rode."

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
Just t/u- Thiw' for Merchants, Drm^i^ists, Grocers,

Boys, Girls, Everybody

!

Presses from $3 to $175. Outfits from $5 to $50.

Any one with ordinary intelligence can do the work. Full
iiistrutflions with every order. Send for descriptive price-list,

and mention this paper. R. D. ZERBE, 188 West Fifth St.,

Cl.NCINNATI, tjHIO.

CALDER BROS, of Terre Haute, Ind.:

"The 48-inch AMERICAN RUDGE is at hand. This wheel

is far superior to what we had expected, and will no doubt

be the meano of increasing the sales of this class of ma-
chines."

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the pl.ice to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large
stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for cat.alogue of
American wheels.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
Have received a supply of LIGHT CRIPPERS for the use of

light-weight gentlemen or ladies. These are of the latest

pattern and a very suitable machine for both sexes.

THE Z. & S.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-

tions as they appear.

TWO PAPERS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE !

T/i£ li lieebneji's Gazettefree to every subscriber to The U lieel.

Combination Rates.
The Wheel,
(luting and The Wheel,
The Bicycling World and The Wheel, . .

Tlie Cycle and The Wheel,
The Wheelmen's Gazette and The Wheel, .

The Century Magazine and The Wheel,
Harper's Magazine and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Weekly and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Bazar and The Wheel, ....
Harper's Young People and The Wheel, .

Puck and The Wheel,
The Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, . .

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

75 3. year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

Aih'ertisiyi^ Rates on applkation. Sold on all New York
and Brooklyn news-stands. Se*idfor sample copy.

The Central Press and Publishing Company,

12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.

Every wheelman should have them in

his wardrobe or on his back. They are

unquestionably the best yet produced.

Made so as to be worn beneath the

flannel shirt, pass over the shoulders

and down each leg. A sliding buckle

allows for tension, and can be unfast-

ened by a spring in an instant without

inconvenience.

Price per pair, 65 cents.

Send stamp for new Illustrated Cata-

logue, now ready, of our Cycling Goods.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
Siti'crssors to

Zacharias ^ Smith,

ORATON HALL, NEWARK, N. J.

Branch Store, Orange, N. J.

BURLEY B. AYERS of Chicago,
One of the most popular and best known wheelmen in the

United States, writes :
" My RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER

arrived to-day and is the acme of grace and elegance. It is

the best hill-climber that I have ridden."

BEST IN THE WDRLE !

THK

KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
The advantages of this Shoe are as follows:—

First, Superiority of workmanship .ind m.iterial. Second, Adjiislabihly in lacin}; to suit the wearer (style secured by caveat).

Third, The style of lasts upon which thev are made, being without spring, thus relieving the toes of the constant pressure upon

them, which has been the fault with I'.icycle .Shoes made on the ordinary lasts. Fourth, The cut of the Shoe, niakins the fit

perfectly hygienic, causing it to set smoothly in whatever position the foot may be placed. Fi/th, The improved conforming

shank, beiiig one of the great features of the Shoe, the style of which is claimed to be superior to any other. Sixth, Heels that

will not strike the hub on the closest-built machine. Seventh, Equally good on rubber or rat-trap pedals ; will not bounce nor

slip. Eighth. Bottoming all done by hand, so that in getting the Kei,'lo<;(; Kicvci.e Shoe you will not be iitiposed upon by a

machine-made article. Ninth, Can be easily repaired, if necessary, without lessening its merit. Tenth, Being, in fact, per-

fection for a Cycling Shoe, as it is light, comfortable, cool, and durable, and needs only to be worn to be appreciated.

Our LADIES' TRICYCLE SHOE is laced low, high-cut, kangaroo, light, flexible, and comfortable.

NET PRICES.
Gentlemen's Bicycle Shoe, Kangaroo, $5.00 Ladies' Tricycle Shoe, Kangaroo, $7.00

We also manufacture two grades of Gentlemen's Fine Shoes, hand-sewed and fair stitch, of best quality French calf.

Price—Grade No. i, $7.00; C.rade No. 2, $6.50. Patent leather, alligator, cork soles, etc., from ;fi.5o to S2.00 extra.

Every order must be accompanied by the cash, either by check, post-office order, or registered letter. In sending your

order, state the size you wear, and give measurement of heel, instep, ball, and ankle, just as you want them to lit, as m all cases

we shall make according to the measurement sent us.

W. H. KELLOGG, Manufacturer,

PALMER, MASS.

J. H. BUTXERKIELD, Agent, SPRINGEIELD, MASS.
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THE HONESTY OF CYCLERS.

On the 2jd of January, 1SS4 (two days before

the ll'/ial made public the prospectus of "X. M.

Miles on a Bi," and urged the League to

promptly pledge the "1,000 one-dollar subscrip-

tions" which I demanded as a condition of

undertaking a formal canvass for 3,000), the fol-

lowing words were addressed to me by a Boston

man, who was quite familiar with my writings, and

who was really more competent than any one else

in America to form a dispassionate and intelligent

jud,;^mcnt of the chances for making money by

republishing those writings in the form of a wcll-

indcxcd road-book :—

"
I have been selling bicycling literature for nearly three

years, and I know a little about the market. Let me say

then, frankly, that you cannot sell 1,000 copies of a bicycling

work at $1 each,—no matter how good it is nor how much it

commends itself. The market will not absorb that quantity

of books. I place the outside limit of your sales at 300

copies, and I can't believe you will sell that number. Vou

will say that the wheelmen have been crying for just such a

book, and that the great majority ought to buy it. Experi-

ence will show you that, no matter how much the bicyclers

may howl for a thing, they fail to come to time when asked to

pay for it. * * * I don't desire to throw a wet blanket on

your enterprise ; neither do I desire to see you enter on a

speculation without a full knowledge of the facts. I think

your road-book will sell ; but, if you miisl have an advance

sale of 1,000 copies, you will waste your time and money

working on the thing."

I do not quote this prediction for the sake of

bringing ridicule on the writer of it ; for I insist

that it was worthy of the respect which always

belongs to the opinion of an experienced and

careful observer. A few persons, of less practical

knowledge and greater enthusiasm, may have

believed that I might possibly secure 1,006 advance

subscribers (especially after they learned that

half that number had come to me in less than a

month) ; but no one in the world who knew any-

thing about the book-business really supposed I

had the ghost of a chance for pledging the 3,000.

Colonel Pope, for instance, had no idea that I

could do it,—neither had the president of the

Springfield liicycle Club; though both of them

are men who take an extremely sanguine view of

all that appertains to cycling, and both of them

have shown more willingness than any one else

in America (save myself) to back up their faith

by playing big risks against high stakes and

remote results. As for business-men beyond the

realm of cycledom, I suppose that nine out of ten

of them who may read my to-day's statement,

that "more than 3,300 individuals have in fact

pledged to buy 3,540 copies of the book at $1

each, will take the stateinent to be " merely the

customary publisher's advertising lie."

If such skeptics read of my " confident expec-

tation of selling 30,000 additional copies at $1.50

each, in the same way that the subscribers were

secured " (namelv, by jirivate and individual effort

;

relying upon the good-will and wheeling enthusi-

asm of hundreds of volunteer agents who are

strangers to me ; offering them no discounts, or

commissions or premiums or " chromos " of any

sort ; resorting not at all to the ordinary machinery

of the book-trade, spending no money for adver-

tisements in the public press, and exhibiting no

volumes for sale through the book-stores), they

will call such expectation "mere advertising

braggadocio." If the average hard-headed busi-

ness-man could conceive of my seriously enter-

taining it, he would look upon me not merely as a

" visionary and fantastic crank," but as a down-

right lunatic who ought properly to be repressed

in a strait-jacket. The average wheelman, who

knows what I have done already, has a better

opinion of my sanity and my business sagacity,

and he doesn't think I am chaffing when I talk of

"30,000," but even he, however hopeful or

enthusiastic, can hardly believe in the possible

sale of sifch an enormous quantity of books. Yet,

on general principles of human-nature, the selling

at $1.50 each, of 30,000 copies of a book con-

taining seven or eight times as many words as are

usually supi^lied for that price, does not seem to

me as difficult a task as the one I have actually

accomplished, in pledging 3,300 people to " each

put up a dollar in advance," for a book whose

scope and character none of them really know

anything about, and whose size might be eight

times smaller than it is in fact without violating

any promise of the jirospcctus.

Now, what I want to call attention to, in the

first place, is the impulse and encouragement

which my success (in persuading this vast multi-

tude of people, in all parts of the world, to pledge

so respectable an aggregate as $3,540) has already

given to other creditable literary schemes for the

benefit of cyclers. Whether or not my own shall

ultimately prove of credit and value, I have at

least incidentally conferred a notable benefit upon

the cycling world by this impressive demonstra-

tion of the truth that wheelmen can be made to

" talk money." The prevalent and most intelli-

gent opinion was to the contrary when I began
;

and every Ainerican who has since been insj^ired

to compile a road-book, or other literary help to

cycling, is to some extent indebted to me for

giving him courage, by showing the error of that

opinion. In the second place, I want to insist

upon the fact that, in the collection of these sub-

scriptions, I expect to incidentally confer a

second benefit upon the cycling world, by demon-

strating that the inhabitants thereof are excep-

tionally honest. Without being such an optimist

as to suppose that no rascals whatever are

included among my 3,300 patrons, I am confident

that not one of these intends to cheat me out of

so small a sum as a dollar. I've no doubt that

more than one of my subscribers would yield to

the temptation of robbing me of $100, or $50, or

$25, if a good chance were offered them; but as

for purloining the price of a single book, which

comes to him at two-thirds its market-rate, and

which he knows has cost the owner three years of

hard work to put together,—I don't believe there's

one man of the 3,300 who is mean enough to do it

!

The third point which I wish to proclaim in

this letter (and this is the practical part of it, to

which the previous remarks are but introductory),

is that "the collection of dollar subscriptions" is

by no means the sort of work which will absorb

my energies when publication-day finally arrives.

These subscription-pledges have value, in a busi-

ness sense, chiefly as an advertisement,—as an

eye-opener to the skeptical outside jniblic,—as a

stiffener to my own courage in fighting for an

enormous sale. I believe they represent an

exceptionally honest and enthusiastic set of men,

who will hasten forward to claim their "specially

numbered and autographed copies" and pay for

them. If thev don't so hasten, the loss will be

theirs, not mine. I shall not turn from the task

of selling the book to new men, at Si. 50 each, to

waste much time in calling the attention of these

older ones to ancient history. The original sub-

scription-form, which was signed by the first 1,000

or so of my supporters, made the pledge condi-

tional on the book's appearing " not later than

Dec, '84"; and as for the others, who signed

without any such time-limitation, I hereby freely

release them from any obligation they may have

made to take the book. Still further, I intend to

print in it a notice that if any subscriber will write

to me of his dissatisfaction with the book, within

a month from the day he pays for it, I will return

him his dollar and a stamped label by which he

may forward the volume to a later purchaser. I

am grateful to these 3,300 men for having each

promi.sed to buy a "cut-rate" ticket to my show
;

and I hope to please them so much that they will

persuade all their acquaintances to buy the full-

priced tickets on whose sale the show's success

depends ; but I shall not nag any one who forgets

or neglects his promise, nor shall I tolerate any

fault-finding pretense that my own has not been

fairly kept. Whoever says he is disappointed

with the performance can have his money refunded

at the door

!

The responses which have come to my circular

of April 15, askmg certain of my old subscribers

to serve briefly as distributing-agents for the book,

have been uniformly friendly ; and the very few

w'ho have declined have expressed regret at the

circumstances which prevented them from accom-

modating me. In very many of these letters,

however, a misapprehension is shown as to the

amount of exertion which I expect the agents to

make for me, and as to my general ])lans for

forcing a sale of the book. Xow, all I ask is,

that the subscriber who receives a package of

books from me should notify the others, whose

labeled copies are contained therein, that they can

get the same on payment to him of $1 each, and

that, in default of such payment within a inonth,

the books will be sold elsewhere at the regular

rate of 5i-50- I don't want anyone to "dun" a

subscriber, or to feel under the least obligation to

" collect " for me. The books are simply sent "on

approval " ; and if any designated owner doesn't

approve his own judgment in pledging a dollar,

when he sees the portrait of the distinguished

bull-dog to whose memory the 700 pages are dedi-

cated, I am not anxious to receive his money.

As extra copies can be included in a bundle

without any increase in the cost of jjacking or

expressage, I intend to order some sent with each

(generally 2, but for a few towns 5 or 10), in the

belief that they will command an immediate sale

at $1.50. I hope each recipient may take pains to

secure the chief hotel and public library of his

town as purchasers; but I do not ask him to do

this,—still less, to take any active steps to secure

private purchasers. The latter will (|uickly pre-

sent themselves, I think ; but if not, I can in due

season forward some stamped and addressed

wrappers, which will carry the book to other

owners. It should be understood that (as I do

not intend to make use of the express companies

except for this original dispatch of subscribers'

bundles to certain depositories, but rather to have

the mail serve as my forwarding agent for later

sales) no books are to lie returned to vie in any ease.

When notified that certain copies lie uncalled for

at a given depository, I shall merely ask that they

be put in the post office, after the new labels

which I forward shall have been attached. The

list of those who have already consented to act as

distributing agents is as follows (the * denoting

those who are dealers in bicycles) :

—

Abington, M.iss., Charles Reed; .Adrian, Mich., • W. B.

Mumford; Albany, N. Y., Henry Gallien ; Altoona, Pa.,
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Robert M. Riddle; Amherst, Mass., E. R. Bennett; Ann
Arbor, Mich., Junius E. Beal ; Ardmore, Pa., W. A. Stadel-

man ; Baltimore, Md., * S. T. Clark & Co. ; Beverly, Mass.,

Geo. Chinn : Birmingham, Ct., W. G. Taylor; Boston,

* Pope Mfg. Co. £or Mass. Bi. Club, J. G. Dalton for Bos-

ton Bi. Club, and Abbot Bassett, editor of the Cycle, 22

School St., for all others; Bridgeport, Ct., C. VV. Spooner;

Bristol, Pa., W. P. Pray ; Brooklyn, N. Y., *Pope Mfg. Co.,

12 Warren St., N. Y. City (except members of K. C. W.,

who will get books of their secretary, Mr. Loucks) ; Buffalo,

N. Y., * Bull & Boweu ; Chatham, N. Y., * Geo. E. Patton

;

Chicago, 111., *The John Wilkinson Co.; Cincinnati, O.,

"A. A. Bennett, 14 W. 4th st. ; Clearfield, Pa., *J. E. Har-

der; Cohoes, N. Y., Frederick J. Hiller; Coldwater, Mich.,

C. A. Couover ; Columbia, Pa., John S. Musser ; Columbus,

Ind., Will G. Irwin; Concord, N. H., A. F. Sturtevant

;

Corry, Pa., F. G. King; Danbury, Ct., L. L. Hubbell

;

Detroit, Mich.,*T. B. Rayl & Co., 112 Woodward ave.
;

Dorchester, Mass., W. S. Doane ; Flushing, L. I., A. P.

Cobb; Fort Wayne, Ind., * C. W. Edgarton ; Gloucester,

Mass., John S. Webber, Jr. ; Greenfield, Mass., F. R. Hol-

iister ; Halifax, N. S., Herbert Temple; Hartford, Ct.,

*Weed S. M. Co.; Hoboken, N. J., *Pope Mfg. Co., 12

Warren St., N. Y. ; Holyoke, Mass., Wm. O. Green; Hud-
son, N. Y., *H. R. Bryan; Indianapolis, Ind., *C. F.

Smith; Irwin, Pa., R. E. Humphreys; Jamestown, N. Y.

,

F. A. Clapsadel; Jersey City, N. J., *Pope Mfg. Co., 12

Warren St., N. Y. ; Little Falls, N. Y., Geo. L. Smith;

Lyons, N. Y., Geo. H. Cramer; Meriden, Ct., *T. S. Rust;

Middletown, N. Y., * H. C. Ogden; Morristown, N. J.,

*G. E. Voorhees, Jr.; Newark, N. J., * Howard A. Smith

& Co. ; New Britain, Ct., C. C. Rossberg; Newburgh, N. Y.,

*J. T. Joslin ; New Haven, Ct., J. W. Jewett ; New York

City, *G. R. Bidwell, 358 W. sSth St., for all the club-mem-

bers, and for unattached riders who live above 41st st. ;
* Pope

Mfg. Co., 12 Warren st., for unattached riders living below

42d St. ; also subscribers in Hoboken, Jersey City, Jamaica,

and Brooklyn (except members of the K. C. W., who will get

their books at the club-house and make payment to the secre-

tary, A. C. D. Loucks); Niagara Falls, N. Y.,. Neil Camp-
bell; Norristown, Pa., W. Wallace Acker; Orange, N. J.,

*L. H. Johnson; Pawtucket, R. I., B. W. Gardner; Peeks-

kill, N. Y., D. C. Hasbrouck; Philadelphia, Pa., * H. B.

Hart, 811 Arch st. ; Pittsburg, Pa., H. E. Bidwell, 143

Water st. ; Pittsfidd, Mass., L. L. Atwood ; Plainfield, N. J.,

* Harold Serrell ; Portland, M^., F. A. Elwell ; Portland,

Or.,'*F. T. Merrill; Portsmouth, N. H., C. A. Hazlett

;

Poughkeep.sie, N. Y., C. B. Herrick ; Reading, Pa., H. W.
Potter; Rochester, N. H.,*E. H. Corson, editor of Star

Advocate ; Rochester, N. Y., Si. H. Pool; Rockville, Ct.,

J. C. Whittlesey: Rutherford, N. J., H. R. Jackson, Jr.;

Schenectady, N. Y., Jacob W. Clule ; Sinclairville, N. Y.,

W. J. Dunihue ; Stamford, Ct., W. L. Baldwin; Syracuse,

N. Y., C. W. Bardeen, 83 S, Clinton st. ; Thomaston, Ct.,

C. T. Higginbotham; Trenton, N. J., B. S. Rose; Walden,

N. Y., C. W. Sadlier; Wappinger's Falls, N. Y., * Harry
H. Brown ; Washington, D. C, E. T. Pettengill, 1713 New
York ave.; Wellsboro, Pa.,* Frank A. Deans; Westboro,
Mass., F, O. Swallow; Williamsport, Pa., Frank R. Otto;
Worcester, Mass., * Lincoln Holland, 195 Front St.; York,
Pa., D. K. Trimmer.

Since the foregoing names were put in type, these addi-

tional depositaries have reported to me : Aurora, III, *G. O.
Clayton

; Belfast, Me., *G. T. Read ; Brattleboro, Vt., *J. W.
Drown; Canton, O., C. S. Cock; Cazenovia, N. Y., *.S.

Dorion; Cleveland, O., C. H. Potter, 99 Superior st.; Harris-

burg, Pa., Geo. A. Gorgas; Harrisonburg, Va., * G. W.
Ribble; Laitcaster, Pa., Chas. E. Hab.-rbush; Lewiston,
Me., A. F. Nutting; Louisville, Ky., *Huber & Allison, 44S
W. Main st. ; Memphis, Tenn., W. L. Surprise, editor of

Soutlicrn Cycler; Milwaukee, Wis., K. k. Hathaway ; Peoria,

111., *G. W. Rouse & Son; Red Bank, N. J., G. F. Mnrsden

;

St. Louis, Mo., L. J. Berger, igor Oregon ave. ; Sandhurst,
Vict.,W. J. Parry; San Francisco, Cal., Chas. Biederman,
Fourth and Townsend sts. ; Scranton, Pa., A. J. Kolp

;

Smithville, N. J., E. F. Burns; Springfield, O., 'L. F. Olds
& Bro.

; Summit, N. J., Pope Mfg Co., 12 Wan'en St., N.
Y. ; Weissport, Pa., J. F. Zern ; West Randolph, Vt., F. E.
DuHois.

Subscribers in towns adjacent to the above,
who may find it convenient to have their Ijooks

come through any of these agencies, will confer a

favor by notifying me. New subscinbers (at $1.50)

can be enrolled as late as July i, for insertion

in the supplementary list ; and intending purchas-

ers who reside in towns where express-bundles

are to be sent, are invited thus to subscribe,

to save the risk and trouble of later forwarding

through the mail. As already explained, I hold

no one under obligation to take his book from
the depository, if an inspection of it there fails

to convince him that it is worth the price pledged.

Motels and libraries can still be enrolled at $1

each; and booksellers and cycling dfealers at the

same rate, if they take two or more copies; but

there will be no such discounts after publication-

day. The approach of this ever-receding day still

seems " about two months ahead," just as it did

at the close of winter, when I had " six chapters

yet to write." Only three of these have in faot

been written, and my pen drags wearily along at a

snail's pace, in spite of all my impatience to push
it briskly to the finish. I trust it may "get there "

by the middle of July, however, and then be at

liberty to sign receipts for the cash which I in-

vite my old-time subscribers, who rsside in towns
where I have no designated depositories, to for-

ward to me, from that time forth, by way of dem-
onstrating "the honesty of cyclers." If any such
subscribers, in towns outside the loS on the list,

prefer to receive their books by express rather

than by mail, and are willing to receive extra copies

"on approval," I shall be pleased to have them
notify me promptly. I especially address this re-

mark to those who have not yet replied to my
circular of April 15. K.vrl Kro.n.

The University Building,

Washington Square, N. Y., May 29, 1S86.

TWO MILES A MINUTE.

An Electric Tricycle R.vce with a Light-
ning E.XI'RESS Tr.\in.

" I wonder yon never thought of applying steain

to your tricycle," said my friend and fellow engi-

neer, Sam Andrews. " I should think it would
not be difficult, and you are just the fellow to do
it—so fond of experiments, and all the appliances

to your hand, besides being an experienced cyclist."

"Oh!" replied I, "I have done better than

that. What do you think of electricity .?"

" Have you really tried it .
"

" Ves ; I will tell you how. You know, before

I came here I had for the previous six months
been assisting my father, who was chief engineer to

the coinpany, in finishing the small branch

line at . The roads were frightfully bad, and
I had no opportunity of indulging in my favorite

exercise, so the idea of constructing a tricycle to

run on the metals occurred to me-
" I was sanguine of success, but kept the idea

secret from every one but old Warner, whose
assistance I required in constructing the machine.
This was easily done, as my father was much occu-

pied with his responsible duties, and there was a

private workshop adjoining the large one at——

,

where the work-people were accustomed to our
working at experiments they were not allowed to

see. Thus my proceedings gave rise to no partic-

ular remarks.

"Well, to cut a long story short as I can:

Warner and I had nearly finished the machine, the

gauge of the railway, with flanges on the wheels,

one large driving wheel, eight feet in diameter, on
the left, and two smaller ones on the right, when
the idea of electricity as a motive power struck

me, I may say, like a flash of lightning, and at once
I determined on the experiment. This, however, I

kept secret even from Warner, and the machine
was furnished with treadles and multiplying gear,

as at first designed, it being my intention to make
either mode of propulsion available at will.

" At length all was ready and I prepared for a
trial trip. We got the machine down to a lonely
place by the rails on the main line after dark one
night, and at daylight next morning I fixed my
batteries and cumulators, eagerly waiting for ihe
six A. M. express to pass, when I knew I should
have the line clear for above half an hour, the next
train being a slow ' mineral ' which turned on to

our new branch about a mile further on. And 1

knew the points would be turned for it at the
junction as soon as the express had passed over
them.

"Just as the latter was due the old man came
running down to say I was wanted by my father,

and my being called away has an important bear-
ing on my story. I hurried to the office and after

some little delay found what he required, and,
looking at my watch as I hastened back, thought
I could still be in time, the mineral train being
rather irregular and often a few minutes late.

" It was not in sight, and without much difficulty

I got my steed on the rails just as I heard the
distant sound of the approaching train. Nothing
daunted, as I felt quite sure of beating the slow
coach, I mounted, and tried the treadles first. The
machine worked beautifully, and I was delighted
with the ease with which I sped along, but hear-
ing the train behind apparently gaining on me, I

cautiously applied my electric power, and in a few
seconds was going at some 30 miles an hour.

" Still I did not shake off my pursuer, and to my
astonishment I passed the junction without being
turned off the main line as I had expected. What
was the pointsman about.? A glance over my
shoulder and another at my watch explained all.

The mineral train had passed while I was away,
and the arrangeinent of the lamps in front of the
engine told me that I was running a race with the

fastest mail train on the line.

" For a moment my head swam. The next, with
professional promptness, I took in the whole situa-

tion, which, through trying enough, I confess, was
not yet desperate. I was going far too fast to jump
off, and my only chance of safety seemed to lie in

increased speed until the driver should see me,
which he would surely, I thought, soon do, and I

listened intently for his whistle.

"In the meantime I boldly turned on more
electric force (I had long since taken my feet from
the treadles) and looked ahead anxiously for the

tunnel, which, as you know, is exactly two
miles long, and has a downward gradient, hoping
fervently that my position would be seen and the

train stopped before I reached it. This, however,
was not to be.

" Fortunately for me, the line here is jierfectly

straight (or practically so) for several miles, or my
light machine would soon have left the rails, with
what result it is needless to speculate. As it was,

the rapid and most astonishingly smooth motion
through the air was so exhilarating that I felt a

kind of half reckless exultation, and, if it had not

been for that confounded tunnel, should have
thoroughly enjoyed the race.

"All too soon I saw its black mouth—at first a

mere dot in the hillside—rapidly approaching, as

it seemed, to devour me. Strange that the driver

still took no notice. On, on we sped. Mechani-
cally I glanced at my watch as I entered the black

jaws of the tunnel. The man at the signal box saw
me bift was too dumfoundered at the novel sight

to believe his eyes, and in another moment the

opportunity of warning the express was lost.

Now, at last, I heard the whistle as I rushed
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through the darkness, but it was only the caution-

ary one usual on entering a tunnel.

" How pitchy that darkness was! And what a

roar accompanied the shriek of the steam whistle

as the train entered close in my rear. I instantly

increased the force at my command to the utmost,

so imminent did the risk of my being overtaken

while in the tunnel appear to my e.xcited senses.

I skall never forget my sensations. It seemed an

age before I saw the welcome light of day at the

other end, though in reality it could not have been

more than some fifty or si.xty seconds. Then how

slowly the bright spot ahead seemed to increase,

until like a flash I dashed into the glorious fresh

air again.

"At the same instant I felt a shock and heard

something snap beneath me. The whole of my
electric ajjparatus had become detached. Still I

sped on, but gradually at a less and less headlong

speed. The signal man at the exit of the tunnel,

however, had seen me and waved his flag. My
race for life was over, and in another half mile I

came to a stand-still. The machine was so strained

that another mile might have been fatal to me, and

it could never be used again. By my own stop

watch, corroborated by the two signal men, I had

run the two miles in 57 seconds."

THE WITTY IRISH WIDOW.
Mrs. M.m.kdocin's Buy T<j-mmy Takes a

Hkadek ox a Bicycle and is Brought i.\ isy

the i'oi.ice.

"What's the matther now, me fiind.'" asked

Mrs. McCilaggerty, coming to the fence and thrust-

ing her chin over into the widow's yard.

" Matther ? " said the widow ;
" no matther at all,

but fwhat's the matther wid me all the toime, Mrs.

Glaggerty. Bad Ink seems to have markt me for

its own, an' bechuxt fwhat I foind av it fur meself

an' fwhat's brung into me be uvr)'body that begs

or borries it, be heavens, it seems that I'm al-

ways in throuble. Sure an' wasn't my son Tammy
carried into me this mawrnin' out av an ambylance,

an' isn't he now lyin' in bed wid a cut an the tap

av his head that ye kud dhroive a sthreet car into

vvidout much anconvanience ? It's jisht his luk,

too, fur aff his shkull wasn't shplit open the polaice

'ould have a hoult av him, an' it's in the bowels av

the cooler belyow he'd be reshtin" now inshtud av

in his comfortible bed. Fai.x'n I'm thinkin' it was

a sore day to me fwhin Tammy was born, fur he's

gettin' to be a tvirrible little toof, an' I'm affeered

that aff he dizn't die a natteral death purty sune

he'll be afther breakin' his nick an the gallows wan
av these foine days ; an' bechuxt ourselves, Mrs.

Mctllaggerty, it's no more nor less than he de-

sarves. But to come to the pint, as the man sed

fwhin he shwallycd the darnin' needle, I was in the

parlor this mawrnin' dishtin' aff the Kinzintin' foire

scrane an' the Shatshumy vases fwhin a knock kern

to the dure, an' I shouted, ' Come in.' I,o an' be-

hold ye, the ward was no suner out av me mouth
than in walked two big polaicemen an' thcv carrvin'

my Tammy in their arms bechuxt thim. Well,

upon my wurd, I musht have got as fwhoite as vour

Jurry's fwhishkers, an' me knees rattled together

loike I had the agy. ' Is he dead ?
' sez I. ' No,'

sez they, 'but he's not far fram it.' ' Who did he

bate ?
' sez I. ' Nobody,' sez they, ' he tuk a header

fram aff a boicycle.' 'Did he stale it .''sez I.

' No,' sez they, ' he jisht tuk it.' ' An ' fwhat was
it.'' sez I. 'A header,' sez they; 'he fell an his

forrud,' sez they. ' Thin divil moind him,' sez I,

'an' it's wish that it's broke his forrud, he'd done,

that I'm afther wishin',' sez I. ' Ahmin,' sez they,

an' wud that they pit Tammy an the bed in the

parlor, an' there he lay wud his mouth open gash])-

in'way loike as aff he was in the lasht i.xthrimitics.

But divil the wan bit did I i)ity him, whin I hurd the

shtory the ])olaiccmin tould about him thryin' to

roide a boicycle that he found shtandin' an the pay-

mint outsoidc av a shtore—thryin' to roide it, the

gentlemin sed, but it's thryin' ta shtale it, I guess.

He got up an the mashshecn, they tould me, an' he

was no suner up than he was down agin' goin'

head fusht over the fwhcel anto a shtove on the

top of his head. I thanked the niiu fur bringin'

him home an' sint out a little b'y that was passin'

fur a can av beer fur thim, fur they war very dhry

as I kud see be the way they dhrank it all up, an'

thin aff they wint. But arrah wurrah, to think

that my Tammy, not satisfied with bein' a toof and

a base-ball crank, an' a foor-round foighter, musht

go an' casht suspicions an' his common sinse be

thryin' to roide or shtale a boicycle. Sure an' we

nuver saw annybody roid in thim things fwhin we

war gerls ; the young niin av our days had more

respect for themselves, Mrs. McGlaggerty. They

rode harses an' carts an fwhin they didn't have

thim to roide in they med no exschcuses be roidin'

in hoigh chumed fweel barries, fur that's all they

are, Mrs. Glaggerty. May the divil pull the

liver out av the man or min that invinted the boi-

cvcle, an' that's the shweetest pray'r I have fur

thim, an' fur spoider-legged judes that diz be thryin'

to shpoort thimselves around on thim. They're

anlucky conthrivances, an' aff my Tammy uver

agin intends to cloimb anto the back av wan av

thim I hope the ould b'y '11 come around an' shpit

him an the ind av his toastin' fork; an fwhin he's

dancin' around on the red hot coals, Mrs. McGlag-

gerty, it's moighty little toime he'll have to be

thinkin' about boicycles or bahcycles aither."

—

Elniira Tidings.

PRAISE OF THE WHEEL.
BY " FIFTV-THKEE."

Roll on, my wheel, so soft and still,

My petted steed, more prized than gold,

Fly through valley, skim o'er the hill,

Our run complete, ere day grows old.

Thousands now are wrapped in slumber

—

Went late to rest, will late arise :

How few are they among this number

Who know the worth of exercise.

If they would master tliee, my wheel,

And ride a mount, good, strong, and light.

What beauties would this land reveal.

What charming scenes, what jnire delight.

Rolling here 'neath nature's bt,iwers,

They'd Iiear the birds so sweetly sing ;

Hreathe air perfumed wl:h wild spring tlowcrs,

Partake of joys a wheel can bring.

Would moimt this hill with ease and grace.

On sunnnit high the landscape view:

Coast down the slope with rajiid pace,

Gain health and strength and life renew.

Feast eyes on farms where jilenty dwells.

Fine blooded stock, horse, kine, and sheep.

Grazing in valleys and shady dells,

With grand backgroinid of mountains steep.

See beauties in each changing scene.

If fertile field or patch of brier ;

A noisy mill tm'ned by a stream,

Some village church—heaven-pointing spire.

Then back for home with appetite,

A morning plunge, a wholesome ineal,

To work with mind so clear and bright,

They'd join with me to praise the wheel.

Nashville, Te.vn., April 17, 1886.

AMONG OUR EXCHANGES.

When a .New Zealand census-taker wants to get

a count of the inhabitants of a town he doesn't go

chasing around after folk ; he just arranges a bicy-

cle accident in a stiuare, and then climbs up a tele-

graph pole and counts the heads.

—

Cycling Tiincs.

" See here," said a wayback farmer to a stray

wheelman dressed in full bicycle costume, " See

here, my little feller, hain't you got old enough to

wear long trousis yit ? I say, bub, how long ago

did you give up your dresses to your little sister.'"

—Lynn Union.

A young inan who is learning to ride a bicycle

sent money to a New York publisher the other

day for a book entitled " How to Get On." When
the work arrived he was disgusted to find that it

contained no instructions for mounting the wheel.

—A'orristown Herald.

Bicycler to rural individual :
" How far is it to

Blankville ? " " Wall I For a hoss'n kerridgc it's

a good three mile, but for one of them blamed things

I guss it ain't much more'n a couple o' hundred rod.

Fust road to th' left, mister, then keep straight

ahead t'l ye get thare."

—

Boston Record.

Wheelmen everywhere please make a note of it,

that the publishers of this |)apcr have arranged with

the publishers of The Wheelmen's Gazetpe, of

Springfield, Mass., by far the best wheel paper in

the world, whereby we are enabled to receive

yearly subscriptions for the two papers. The Mir-

ror of American Sports and The Wheelmen's
Gazette, one year, for the nominal fee of two dol-

lars only, in fact t-wo papers for the price of one.

Subscriptions and money inay be sent to either

one of the pa])crs, as the subscribers may prefer.

This is getting the price of good wheeling and

other reputable sporting news down to a good

hard-pan basis, and cannot but increase the circu-

lation of the two papers many thotisand copies.

—

Mirror of American Sports.

It has been calculated that a man whose stride

is 32 inches, will make 1,980 steps to the mile. If

he walks at the rate of one hundred steps per min-

ute, he will walk a mile in 19m. 8s., or about

three miles an hour. A rider of a 52 inch bicycle

(about the average size wheel used, the largest

usually being 60 inch), on the other hand, each

time he makes a revolution of the pedal, advances

his wheel 163.362 inches, or \t,\ feet. If he makes

a hundred revolutions per minute he moves 1,361

feet, or nearly fifteen and a half miles an hour. It

may be said then that on a good road a rider of a

bicvcle can cover a given distance in one-third the

time with one-sixth the exertion as compared with

walking, or three times as far as on foot with the

same rapidity of inovement, and less than one-half

the exertion.— The Standard.

One of the most practical and convenient of cata-

logues is the April edition of the Pojje Manufact-

uring Company's, of Boston, New York, and

Chicago, in which are illustrated and described

nine Columbia bicycles and tricycles. The book

is of fifty-two pages, and contains fifty-one illustra-

tions, the mechanical drawings of the several ma-

chines, parts, and sundries being remarkable in

mechanical clearness. The Columbia machines

for the season of 1 886 have undergone inuch im-

provement over those of past seasons, and the

company has put upon the market this season five

new machines, namely, a safety bicycle, a semi-

roadster, a racing bicvcle, a ladies' two-track tricy

cle, and a racing tricycle. The catalogue will be

sent free upon application.

—

Scientific American.
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A horoscope of the start in the great International one-mile race at Springfield next September,

should the present war against the makers' amateurs be carried out.— The Spectator.

O no, brother! The new American Cyclist Union will control racing hereafter, and nothing but

the best of racing will result.

GLEANINGS FROM GOTHAM.
The last number of the Cycle contains the

startling information that during the League meet

a Boston man took a header, and in answer to in-

quiries as to whether he was hurt, replied by say-

ing that he had fractured the extensor ossis

tnetaear/'i poUicis mciitiis. The Bi. IVorld of the

same date says that the fellow was a girl. The

Cycle still further tells us that the New York

party rushed in pursuit of a dictionary, and from

it interpreted the remark that the fallen party had

brcjken his or her thumb. Now we do not doubt

that the Boston man took the header, and though

he imagined he had hurt his thumb, we don't for

a minute doubt that he made the reply stated,

which, however, is grossly inaccurate, and we
marvel much at the combined wisdom of the

editors of the journals quoted, for falling into the

pit laid for them. We doubt that anv New
Yorker had to consult a dictionary, and if he was

obliged to, we know he would not have found the

solution to the very simple problem therein, for, as

any school-boy knows, what the Boston man
really said, while laboring to give a mystical and

high sounding expression for a small hurt, was

that he had fractured (.') an e.ftensor (that is a

muscle) that moves, not the thumb, but the meta-

carpal bone of the thumb. This, will be plainly

seen, is widely different from the metacarpal

phalanx of the thumb. While it is generally con-

ceded that Bostonians yearn after culture. New
York is satisfied to deal with facts, and the

attempt of the Cycle to represent the New Yorker

as being ignorant of the elementary terms used at

the very threshold of anatomical study evinces a

spirit, which, to say the least, is decidedly ungen-

erous.

The first great road-race has passed into history,

and the New York and New Jersey Team Road-

Racing Association can congratulate itself upon a

decided success. I>ast Saturday was a fine day

for wheeling, a trifle warm, but the fine condition

of the roads made up for any deficiencv that was
experienced in other details. The starting point

of the road-race was some two or three miles from

the Newark cycling headquarters, and my good

friend .Smith having placed a Cripper tricvcle at

my disposal, I started to follow a party of Hudson
County Wheelmen to the course. It was a stern

chase and a long one, and the trip was the longest

three miles I had wheeled over for many a day.

I had the honor of being born in Jersey, but I left

at a tender age and before the League was organ-

ized, and my knowledge of the country has been

confined to a study of the road books. I trusted

to the leader of the party, however, but next time

I lake a trip to Irvington by the way of Orange

and Milburn, I will take the horse cars before I

trust a resident of Jersey. I only regret that I

was unable to keep my appointment as timer, as

the race was started before I was able to reach the

starting point. The arrangements for checking

and handling the men were perfect, and the course

was kept comparatively clear of teams. Upwards

of five thousand people were scattered along the

six and a quarter miles of highway, and groups of

ladies wearing the club colors enlivened the scene

as they wildly cheered their favorites. It was a

hot race from start to finish, and the winners

never faltered. To write the history would take

many a column, but I will confine myself to the

brief facts : Six clubs put in appearance. The
Kings Countv Wheelmen were represented by E.

Pettus, E. M. Yalentine, M. L. Bridgman, and L.

P. Weber. The Ilderan Club had W. Richard-

son, II. II. Farr, H. Greenman and W. J. .Savoy.

Elizabeth put in the field A. S. Bellinger, A. ."-'.

Roorbach, L. B. Bonnett and II. Caldwell. Har-

lem Wheelmen quartette consisted of E. I. Ilal-

sted, M. F. Germond, A. T. .Steiner and C. Pearse.

The Rutherford team consisted of E. W. Dean,

Jr., F. T. Doolittle, A. P. Jackson and H. R.

Jackson, while Hudson County was represented

by Charles A. Steuken, Ed. P. Baggott, L. Allen

and Chas. Lee Myers. The contestants, as a rule,

were dressed as if for the track, and at the start

were ranged in rows of four, with about twenty-

four feet between each row. Over three hundred

1 eoplc witnessed the start, and manifested consid-

erable interest throughout the contest. The

course led over hill and dale, a gentle rolling

country with several steep rises. The road was

uniformly in good condition, except in a few

spots where repairs were being made. There
were fewer accidents than was to be expected

under the circumstances and the Association is to

be congratulated. The start was not made until

after half past four, but when the men got under

way they made up for lost time. C. Lee Myers
led the van at the commencement of the first

round, with the others bunched close behind. The
pace proved too much for him and at the end of

the third mile Steuken, of Jersey City, went to the

front, followed by Yalentine, Halsted, Caldwell,

and Bridgman. This order was maintained

throughout the first round, Steuken being the

first to finish the twelve and a half miles, his time

being 48 min. 12J sec. Before the hotel at Irving-

ton was reached on the second round, Valentine

passed him and took the leading position, which

he held to the finish, winning the race and the gold

medal in i h. 41 min. 5 sec. The second man,

.Steuken, received a silver medal, and the Kiiigs

County Wheelmen hold the cup until next fall,

when it will have to be run for again. The Kings

County Wheelmen scored i, 4, 5 and 7th places,

making a total of 83 points. The Elizabeth Club

took 3, 6, 9, and nth, making 71 points in ail.

The Harlem Wheelmen came next with 54 points,

having taken 8, 10, 12, and 16th places. Halsted

of this club, who was riding a good second, at the

first turn took a bad header but pluckily kept

through and finished i6th. The Ilderan team

scored 33 points, winning 13, 14, and 15th places,

their other man, Farr, taking a bad header. The
Hudson County Wheelmen only had one man in

at the finish, Steuken, the others dropping out

from disability, headers, etc. The riding of Pettus

of the Kings County Wheelmen was noticeable

for grit. He was eleventh man at the end of the

first round but managed to pull up into fifth place

at the finish, although he had not especially

trained and did not expect to start. The following

table of the order of the finish has been prepared

and forwarded through the courtesy of Mr. E. K.

Austin of the Kings County Wheelmen :

E. M. Valentine, K. C. W.,

C. A. Steuken, H. C. W.,

H. Caldwell, Elizabeth W.,

M. L. Bridgman, K. C. W.,

Ed. Pettus, K. C. W.,

L. B. Bonnett, Elizabeth W.,

L. P. Weber, K. C. W.,

C Pearse, Harlem W.,

A. S. Roorbach, Elizabeth W.,

M. F. Germond, Harlem W.,

A. S. Bellinger, Elizabeth W.,

A. T. Steiner, Harlem W.,

W. J. Savoy, Ilderan B. C,
H. Greenman, Ilderan B. C,
W. Richardson, Ilderan B. C,
E. I. Halsted, Harlem W.,

MIN. SEC.

41 5

42 40

4S 14

50 24

50 45

52 45

52 45

56 3

5^' 7
5ft 40

56 4"

58 40

59 35

00 '5

I 1

8

The remainder straggled in at all hours, and no

official recognition was taken of their performance.

The best of feeling prevailed throughout, and the

close finish proves that the competition will be

very keen next fall after a season's riding has

toughened the muscles of the racers. The Kings

County and Elizabeth Wheelmen race, for teams of

eight men, will take place on July 3. The oflicers

of the meeting were : referee, A. E. Fauquier

;

judges, W. W. Share, T. C. Smith, and W. C.

Smith ; timer.s, E. H. Douglass, W. H. DeGraaf,

and W. H. H. W^arrcn. The scorers places were

ably filled by E. K. .Austin, W. Adams, J. C.

Willcvcr, and C. C. Pennell, while ICIliott Mason

acted as starter. T. C. Crichton fulfilled the one -

ous position of clerk of course. Jenkins.
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WE WANT AN AGENT IN EVERY BICYCLE CLUB

FOR

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport.

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY.

A member of a large city club secured twenty- five subscribers in a short time by

nicrely posting a subscription -sheet in the club -room. Write for our liberal terms

to agents, and help our circulation while helping yourself and friends. Everybody knows

Outing, nearly everybody wants to take Outing, but everybody has not been asked.

WRITE FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

[s the best printed and most superbly illustrated magazine of out -door sports in the world,

while in the literary excellence of its reading matter it is second to none. It is already

recognized as in the front rank of American periodicals, and although a brilliant success in 1885 it will be brighter

Outing

'

and better in every way in 1886.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $3.00.

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS. Outing 140 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.

REDUCTION IN PRICES!
The Greatest Bargains Ever Offered. Final Clearance Sale.

Reductions from $40.00 to $75.00.

Highest grade, brand new, perfect in every respect. All weldless steel tube and
interchangeable. Ball bearings to both wheels. All sizes.

AMERICAN SANSPAREIL. AMERICAN CLUB,
SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER. AMERICAN ROADSTER.

Prices from $60.00 to $90.00.

t^" Machines will be sent on approval, and may be returned if not satisfactory , and
money will be refunded.

SEND FOB PRICE-LIST AND PARTICULAIiS.

TESTIMONIALS FROM PURCHASERS.

WM. M. FRISBIE, Pres. New Haven Bi. Club:—

After giving the S7-inch Sanspareil Light Roadster a

trial of over 500 miles iif hard riding, I am more than pleased

with it; it gives me entire satisfa<flion.

N. K. NOYES, Manchester, N. H.:—

My Sanspareil Light Roadster is as near perfe(!lion

as a wheel can be.

J. L. ROSS, Eufala, Ala.:—

My 55-inch Sanspareil Light Roadster suits me ejt-

a(5lly. My weight is 175 pounds. I am highly pleased.

G. W. GREEN, Cuthbert, Ga.:—

The 56-inch American Roadster has proycd pcrfedlly

satisfa<5lory, and is really more than you represented it to be.

HARRY K. FOX, York, Pa.:—

The 58-inch American Sanspareil was perfeftly sntis-

factory, and I consider it the best wheel mada.

2 and 4 Hanover Street
& GO.

BALTIMORE, IVIARYLAND.
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THE RUDGE SAFETY.

Manufactured by D. Kiidire &= Co., Co7'entrv, Eng

and imported by Stoddard, Loitering &-" Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Among the many types of safety machines on the

market is the Rudge Safety, which was introduced

by the above-named firm in 18S5. It is simply a

miniature Rudge, with a hollow square bar extend-

ing from each side of the driving-wheel down in a

direct line to the front fork, 8 inches. To the

lower end of these bars is attached a ball-bearing,

through which passes a short axle. On the end

nearest the driving-wheel is keyed a gear-wheel

having 15 teeth, and on the other end is a crank

having from 5 to 6^ inch throw.

The principal movements for 1886 are the im-

proved method of attaching the front forks bv two

bolts to the lower extension fork, and the new

lower double ball-bearing, which does away with

all side shake.

The front wheel is fitted with a hollow rim,

|-inch tire, and direct spokes.

The hub is gun metal, and the flanges are 3
inches in diameter. The distance between the

inner sides of the flange is 3 inches. The flanges

are extended out f of an inch on each side of the

wheel, and have a row of teeth, 9 in number, ex-

tending around them, the power being transmitted

from the larger gear-wheel mentioned to the hub
of the driving-wheel by means of a Morgan patent

endless chain, which, from its peculiar construc-

tion, allows great freedom and ease of motion
with very little friction. It has Rudge's ball-

bearings to all frictional parts, including pedals,

the front wheel bearings being of a specially con-

structed pattern for this wheel.

The bottom ball-liearings have been greatly

improved. Owing to the great cross strain at the
bottom, it has been advisable to add a new and
improved bearing of double rows of balls, which
far supersede all others for ease and durability.

It is now perfection.

The front forks, head, handle-bar, brake, back-
bone, rear forks, etc., do not differ materially from
the ordinary Rudge Light Roadster.

The rear wheel is 17 inches in diameter, fitted

with a |-inch hollow rim, f-inch round tires, and

direct spokes, as well as with Rudge's ball-bear-

ings.

The rake is about the same as the Light Road-
ster, the safety being derived from the large pro-

portion of the weight of the machine being placed

at the lower end of the fork extension, which acts

as an anchor to keep the rear wheel on terra

firma.

The steering differs in no way from the ordi-

nary bicycle, and it is not " sensitive," as in the

case where rhe forks are carried back of the cen-

ter of the wheel, instead of through it.

The rider is placed well over his work, his

weight being directly over the large wheel, there-

by doing away with much of the unpleasant jar

incident to machines with a larger amount of

rake, where the weight is thrown almost

entirely on the small wheel.

The weight of the machine, complete,

including saddle and pedals, is but 39
pounds. The extreme height is 42 inches,

and the length 54 inches.

It is a very convenient machine for stor-

age or transportation purposes, and is cer-

tainly one of the easiest to mount and dis-

mount, while in propelling it equals the

ordinary bicycle. It is extremely neat and
graceful in appearance, and is well adapted to all

kinds of road-work, hill-climbing, and racing.

Its American agents have taken great care to

have it built especially for the American roads,

every point being carefully considered ; and the

Rudge Safety is, as its name implies, a bicvcle

combining the safety of a tricycle, and the speed

and ease of a bicycle.

It lists, enameled and nickeled, all sizes, and
fitted with ball pedals, cradle spring, and long-

distance saddle, at $135.

THE AMERICAN RUDGE.

Manufactured by D. Rudge &> Co., Cmjentry, Eng.,

and imported by Stoddard, Levering &= Co.,

Boston, Mass.

There is a large class of wheelmen and would-

be cyclists whose desires for a good wheel far ex-

ceed the ca])acity of their purses.

Until within a couple of years very many have

been compelled to put up with a poorlv-madc ma-

chine, or, in their ignorance, have been led to buy

some second-hand and discarded rattletrap.

We are pleased to say that that day has gone

by, for the machine which we have in mind, the

American Rudge, is what has long been wanted for

this market, viz., a machine which, while low in

price, is handsome and well made, and just the

thing for those who find it difficult to raise the cash

to purchase a more expensive mount, and yet

whose desire is to own a machine one need not be

ashamed of.

The American Rudge is fitted with crescent steel

rims, I and f inch red rubber tires. The hubs are

nickeled gun metal, well recessed and pierced

with eighty and twenty No. 11 direct spokes,

making the wheel immensely strong and rigid.

The backbone is a round weldless steel tube,

nicely tapered and curved, terminating in a nicely

shaped rear fork. The head is of the Humber
pattern, with long centers, similar to the well-known

Andrews, and is protected by a neat dust shield.

The spring is plain, flat, and broad, and slides

at the tail on a small steel plate attached to the

backbone.

The handle-bar is solid, gracefully curved, and

of good length, and to which is attached a stout

double-lever spoon brake.

The front forks have received the makers' special

attention, being hollow and elliptical, calculated to

stand any strain that will be put upon them.

The bearings are the celebrated Rudge's " Un-
equaled " balls to both wheels. These bearings

are so well known that comment is unnecessary.

Plain parallel pedals are fitted, or ball pedals at a

slight extra charge.

The machine has a leg guard and a saw step,

and is fitted with either Lamplugh and I^rowu's

or Brooks's long-distance saddles, and furnished

with tools and oil can.

It is in a great many respects similar to the

Rudge Light Roadster, the only points of differ-

ence being the wheels, where we have gun-metal

hubs, direct spokes and crescent felloes instead of

tangent spokes and hollow felloes. The handle-

bar being curved solid instead of hollow.

Having their house in Bradford, which brings

them in direct communication with Messrs. Rudge
& Co., its American agents are enabled to place

large orders and handle this wheel on a very small

margin, and it is especially intended to reach that

large number of wheelmen who want a first-class

article, but who cannot pav a high price.

The great popularity attendant on this wheel

during the last three years, and the large number
which Messrs. Stoddard, Lovcring & Co. have

sold, convince them that the American Rudge
has filled a want long felt by the large class of

American riders,—viz., a first-class, thorough, reli-

able, easy-running, and carefully built all-round

roadster at a low price; and it can unhesitatingly

be said that there is no machine either on the

English or American market that can compare

with it, either in qualifv, workmanship, or finish.

In fact many customers h.ave sent unsolicited

testimonials saying they prefer the .American

Rudge to other wheels costing from $20.00 to

$25.00 more.

Before buying a second-hand wheel it would

be well to consider whether il would not he better

to add a few more dollars and order a new
American Rudire.
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128 and 130 Fulton Street.j ^^^ yORK.
87 Nassau Street, )

THE ONLY

OlficialOutfittertotneLiJ.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.00

L. A.W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders iiuist be accompanied by money - order for tlie

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, doiMe width, f4 fer yard.

^r^A^GARD^^

We wish to tJiank mtr friends and customers for their

patience in xvaiting for our NUMBER TA.VD/CAfS, and

we are //eased to say that we have received a full supply

and can n<yiv ship orders promptly.

Regretting the delay, 7vhich has been unavoidable^ we

remain,

}'ours 7'ery truly, ,.

STODDARD, LOVERING &- CO.

SADDLES.
The agents of the BUFFER SADDLE have been faxed to

their utmost to make the supply equal the demand, but are

now pleased to say that their stock is complete.

STODDARD. LOVERING & CO.

152-158 Congress Street. Boston.

BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES!
Punnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breeches, only

$4 a pair. Knee-I?reeches out M Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. P.est Long Bicycle Stockings,
$1 a pair. Improved .Acnie Belt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

.Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REMEMBER
That by using a bottle of ARDILL'S LIQUID ENAMEL (price

75 cents) you can make your machine look like new in a few

minutes.
STODDARD. LOVERING & CO.

152-158 Congress Street. Boston.

T3ULL&I30WEN
COR.MAIN & CHIPPEWASg-^

Bi/Fr/\Lo, - '

A WESTERN WEEKI.V

SOCIETY .;* FAMILY JOURNAL,

OFFICIAL ORGAN FOR THE IOWA DIVISION

OF THE L. A. W.

MF'RS OF

^ACCESSORIES.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

Sample copy sent to any portion of the United States upon

receipt of a twp-ceiit stamp.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART. 811 Arch St.. Philadelphia,

fur illustrati-d 60 i>age catalogue I free),

ami price list of secoiul-haiul Machines.
1)111 Kill kKI'AlKlN<; A Sl'l ClAl.TV.

Address

I'rirr $l.,'tO ]>er year.

BROWN BROTHERS, Publishe.-s.

DiriMWA, IOWA,

SAFE, PRACTICAL w FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 60 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles

within the Hour.
Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when In Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Smifhville, Bur. Co., N. J.

^TPESm BICYCLE TO TBEFBOKTIIGIIIK!*
GEOJiGE E. WEBEIi, of Sauf/iriffr, A'.,/., h-oh the ,^0-

3IILE liOAJ) BACE at Chu-hsrilfc, Mo., in :i houvs, 7 miu-
tites, ami ,3H-^4 seconds, Iteathuj the previous Ainerlean Ifoaff

Ite<'or(Js nearJij 2.7 minutes.

CITABLES E. KLIGE, the STAR rider of Xeu- Yorh'.

secured second place in 3 hours, 22 minutes, and 27 seconds,
also within the Records.

^:^^For further parficiilfirft address as abore.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST
OIL or ENAMEL-that is,

MCllELUBRICAW

[""UNlVtACUMORCHW*!,

I

'"C MOST PEBFtCT l)"-|

INmEHORtO

''"ICE 25 Cents-]

EfACIlEBICTCLEASOlCl

*5 Murray st.

NEW YORK

And if your Local Deal-

er does not keep it and

will not get it. send direct

to headquarters for it. It

cannot be mailed : but six

or more bottles of OIL. or

four or more of ENAMEL,

will be sent, carriage paid,

to any place e.tsf of the

Rockies and having an

express office, on receipt

of the price.

Foudtaii) Pen,

DumicatiDyiliiiiaratiis,

Tynewnler,

ROADSTER BICYCLE,

I SELL THEM.

Suppose you send

for Descriptive Price-

List and look into the

FACILE.- which, by

the way. is not a

"new" machine, but

is proved by seven

years' hatd and in-

creasing use. by all

sorts of persons, un-

der all sorts of con-

ditions. It is greatly

improved this year,

and the price is re-

duced Five Dollars.

Mention this Paper, and write to Tff. D. TfflLCDX, 33 Murray St., New York. Agents Wanted.
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From The Republican.

Rev. Homer King, of Clinton street, has per-

fected a new pattern bicycle, of which he e.xpects

great things. The little wheel in the rear is the

steering wheel, the movement of the handle-bar

being perpendicular rather than horizontal. It

has a long lever movement instead of a crank

movement, and one of a peculiar pattern. New
anti-friction bearings have been invented, and a

number of other differences are noticeable.

Fro?n The Daily Union.

A New Bicycle Constritcted on Eniirely
New Principles.—a unique safety bicycle has

been completed and just tested on our streets. It

has many new features; is constructed so entirely

upon new principles that it has none of the feat-

ures of other bicycles now covered by patents.

It is a lever machine, giving a constant applica-

tion of power, so appreciated on muddy or sandy
roads, or in hill climbing. The inventor. Rev.
Homer A. King, of Clinton street, this city, has
been inventing and securing patents for 'three
years, making new application for a patent nearly
every four or five months. Having discovered the
motor, he has continued on a new line of cycle
invention suited to the motor, bringing out the
new adjustable anti-friction bearings, which have
less friction, as they cannot roll together, than
ball-bearings ; being more durable, and capable of
supporting great weight, are applicable to other
kinds of machinery. The new hollow-felloe rim
is more rigid than any other. Several can be
made at not more than the cost of one of any

KROM

THE SPRIKGFIELD PRESS.

other hollow-felloe rim. The new gearing, with
out cog-work, or changing the point of the flexible

connection to the levers, enables the rider, with-
out dismounting, to set a 50-inch wheel to the
speed of a 40, 50, 60, or 70-inch crank bicycle with
very little added friction, and absolutely none
when set for power for sandy or muddy roads, or
hill-climbing. The new silent ratchet is appreci-
ated, especially in coasting, and is so simple that
any person can take it apart and put it together.
The steering with the small wheel in the rear, by
the depression of either end of the bent handle-
bar and the position of the hands, is most natural
and effective, and enables the rider to increase
the advantages of the new motor. This enables
him to bear his whole weight upon the pedals,
thus utilizing his weight as well as his muscle,
and as the depression of one lever, without a
spring, automatically raises the other foot and
lever, much fatigue is avoided. Many other
points might be mentioned, or summed up, in ease,

s]3eed, and especially safety. As the pedals are in

the rear of the hub, and the fulcra in front of the
hub, the downward pressure upon the pedals pro-

duces an uplifting at the fulcra, enabling the rider

to pass safely down a steep hill, through a rut, or
over a large obstruction, with no danger of taking
a header. While Mr. King was in the pastorate
of the First Baptist church of Mystic, Ct., which
he resigned to engage again in evangelistic work,
he felt the need of pastors, and all who would
avoid the risk, care, and expense of keeping a
horse, and now offers them a beautiful, safe, fleet

horse, which eats nothing, and may stand in the
hallway, always saddled and bridled, ready for re-

creation or business. P'or the last nine months
Mr. King has only preached each Lord's day,
spending five days of each week at his cycles, but
he intends soon to return either to the pastorate

or evangelistic work. A company is forming for

the manufacture and sale of the King bicycles,

tricycles, and quadricycles. His brother in New
York will be the general agent, but the manu-
facturing may continue to be done here.

From The Homestead.

The King Bicycle.—A new safety bicycle with
lever pedals and new adjustable anti-friction bear-
ings, which are claimed to be m.uch superior to

ball-bearings, has been invented and patented bv
Rev. Homer A. King, of this city, and is called

the King. * * * The silent ratchet is especially

desirable in coasting, and is very simple. The
steering is done by depressing the ends of the
bent handles, which regulate the small wheel.
The pedals are in the rear of the hubs, and the ful-

crums in front. The machine is especially recom-
mended for safety, speed, and ease of propulsion.

From The Daily A'^ews.

Springfield's New Bicycle.—A safety bicy-

cle, with many new features, has just been com-
pleted and tested by Rev. Homer A. King, of

Clinton street, in this city. It is propelled by levers,

and will be of about the usual weight, capable of

great speed, and yet well adapted as a roadster.

It has new anti-friction bearings, a ridged hollow
rim on a new principle, a device for varying

speed from sandy, or muddy road, or hill-climbing

speed, with no added friction, to a desired in-

crease up to three-fourths of a revolution of the

drive-wheel at each foot stroke. It is a safety

vehicle, because the pressure is upon the pedals

in the rear of the hub, and this causes an uplifting

on the fulcra in front of the hul), enabling a rider

to pass safely down a steep hill, through a rut,

or over a large obstruction, without danger of
" taking a header."

THEm WHEEL COpiPllllT, 51 Barclag Slieel, m TORK.

For prices, see another page, or send address and receive a copy of THE BICYCLE HERALD.
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IT IS

THE PLAIN DUTY
-OF ALL-

AMATEUR WHEELMEN
TO

JOIN THE L.A.W.

IN THE LAST FIVE YEABS

IT HAS

DONE MORE FOR CYCLING

THAN

ALL OTHER AGENCIES COMBINED 1

SEND $1.60 TO SECRETARY

e. M. AARON, Box 916, PHILA-

DELPHIA, PA.

AND THEBEBY HELP TO

REPAY AN OLD DEBT,
FOB YOU OWE IT TO YOTJESELF

AND THE

TO BECOME

"ONE OK THE lO.OOO!"

IF FOB ANT SEASON YOTT CAN'T JOIN

THE L. A. W., THEN

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

L A. W. BULLETIN,
THE

- BRIGHTEST AND NEWSIEST
CYCLING WEEKLY

PUBLISHED IN AMEBICA !

CIECULATION GEEATER THAN ALL THE
OTHEB WEEKLIES COMBINED.

$1 FEB YEAB.

BUBSCRIBE NOW!

THE "EUREKA" BANJO

PRICE fi5125.00

The above cut is a fac-simile of one of the best of Banjos. It has a very fine tone, ii-intli .iKi;i-plaicd rim, thirty gold

brackets, amaranth neck, inlaid with two liundred and sixty pieces of pearl, ivory keys ; cheap at $126.

WOULD EXCHANGE FOR A BICYCLE.

GEORGE W. TEEL, 264 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.

Sx. Louis, JVIo.

L. S. C. LADISH, Editor. PRICE 5 CENTS. J. T. SMITH, Bus. Man^r

i>e.e0nd to flone.

Single Copy, per annum, $0.50

In Clubs, of Five, per annum, each, . .45

In Clubs of Ten, per annum, each, . $o.4C

In Clubs of Twenty, per annum, each, .35

An Extra Copy Free to Getter-Up of Qlub.

FOR SALE AT LEADING NEWS-STANDS EVERYWHERE.
Positively No Combination With Any Other Paper.

Dealers Supplied at a Special Rate by addressing

THE AMERICAN WHEELMAN, 816 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

Or THE ST. LOUIS BOOK AND NEWS COMPANY, St. Louis.

2^^ Advertising Rates Made Known on Application. .=^^

A CHARMING BOOK FOR WHEELMEN.

A ^ GANtERBaRY^^^ PlLSRl/AASE •^-

Ridden, Written, and Illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robins Pennell. One volume,

square 8vo. Paper
; 50 cents. Mailed post-paid on receiiit of price.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.
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GORMULLY S JEFFERY,
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAKERS OF THE

merican

]VIa.n.u.factiJire thieir Wheels, from tine bottom up, on their

o^^rn premises and with, their ovi^n plant, thereby saving the
purchaser from

Their Cycles are Gnaranteed. to have no Superiors

IN POINT OF

HONEST WORKMANSHIP
L^^ EASE OF RUNNING,

And. are constructed v^^ith an experienced eye to

the needs of an American wheelman.

a^^-All are invited to examine the prettiest Catalogue in the
trade, which is NlAIIvKD KRKE.
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VOL. I.-NO. 4. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., JULY, 1SS6. PRICE 5 CENTS.

OX ™ BOP TJE COLIfllBIIIS "n "E puTii

BOSTON, ,Tuly 1, 1S86.

The records made and the prizes won bt/ riders of COZiVMJiIA.S during the season of IfiSK are familiar to wheelmen. Appended is a reeapit-

ulation of the more important victories for riders of COXiUXBIAS during the openimj of the present season.

The Coiumbias at Boston.

May 29.

1-MILE L. A. W. BICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP RACE, . . .

1-MILE L. A. W. TRICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP RACE, . . .

A. B. RICH.
A. B. RICH.

«,The Coiumbias at Lynn.

May 31.

1-MILE OPEN RACE, First, W. A. ROWE.
3-MILE RACE, 9.45 CLASS, First, CHAS. E. WHITTEN.
1-MILE RACE, 3.20 CLASS, First, CHAS. E. WHITTEN.
3-MILE LAP RACE, Sbcond,W. F. KNAPP.
5-MILE OPEN RACE, First, GEO. M. HENDEE.
3-MILE HANDICAP RACE, First, CHAS. E. WHITTEN.
3-MILE HANDICAP RACE Second, E. P. BURNHAM.
5-MILE PROFESSIONAL RACE, American Championship, JOHN S. PRINCE.

Sflx Firsts out of a possible Eight, and, Tvoo Seconds, won on Coiumbias.

The Coiumbias at New Haven.
June 11-12.

1-MILE OPEN RACE First,

1-MILE OPEN RACE, Third,
3-MILE HANDICAP RACE Second,

3-MILE OPEN RACE First,

2-MILE NOVICE RACE, Second,

2-MILE HANDICAP RACE, First,

2-MILE HANDICAP RACE Second,
20-MILE COLUMBIA CUP RACE, First,

20-MILE COLUMBIA CUP RACE, Second,
1-MILE RACE, 3.05 CLASS First,

1-MILE RACE, 3.05 CLASS, Second,
5-MILE LAP RACE First,

5-MILE LAP RACE Third,
J-MILE BOYS' RACE First,

J-MILE BOYS' RACE Second,

3-MILE OPEN RACE First,

3-MILE OPEN RACE Second,

3-MILE HANDICAP RACE, First,

W. A. ROWE.
CHAS. E. WHITTEN.
L. A. MILLER.
GEO. M. HENDEE.
G. B. BUXTON.
W. F. KNAPP.
C. P. ADAMS.
A. B. RICH.
J. ILLSTON.
E. A. DeBLOIS.
E. S. HORTON.
GEO. M. HENDEE.
J. ILLSTON.
F. A. CLARK.
W. F. GRAHAM.
W. A. ROWE.
W. F. KNAPP.
E. A. DbBLOIS.

Every Open Event won on Coiumbias.

The Coiumbias at Lynn.
June 17.

1-MILE NOVICE RACE, First, S. L. TRUESDALE.
1-M I LE NOVICE RACE, Second, HENRY McBRIEN.
1-MILE OPEN RACE, First, W. A. ROWE.

Time, ».ail.
2-MILE LAP RACE, First, GEO. M. HENDEE.
2-MILE HANDICAP RACE First, F. S. HITCHCOCK.
i-MILE PROFESSIONAL TRICYCLE RACE, World's Record, T. W. ECK.

Time, .4»}.

The Coiumbias in New Jersey.
June 19.

25-MILE INTER-CLUB ROAD RACE, First, E. H. VALENTINE.
25-MILE INTER-CLUB ROAD RACE, .... Third, H. CALDWELL.

On Columbia I4ffht Koadsters.

The Coiumbias at Brooklyn.
June 19.

1-MILE NOVICE RACE.
2-MILE HANDICAP RACE.

3-MILE HANDICAP RACE.
2-MILE CHAMPIONSHIP RACE, BEDFORD CYCLE CLUB.

5-MILE NEW YORK STATE CHAMPIONSHIP RACE.

The above Events tron on Coiumbias.

Long-Distance Riders on Coiumbias.
ACROSS THE CONTINENT THOMAS STEVENS.
10.000 MILES KARL KRON.
FROM PENNSYLVANIA TO NEBRASKA & RETURN, HUGH J. HIGH.
FROM NEW YORK TO SAN FRANCISCO (ontheway), F. E. VanMEERBEKE.
FROM NEW YORK TO SAN FRANCISCO (on the way), S. G. SPIER.
FROM LYNN TO CHICAGO, PC. DARROW.
AROUND THE WORLD (on THE WAV), THOMAS STEVENS.

The Coiumbias in the West.
THE RECORD BROKEN.-SPLENDID PERFORMANCE OF S. P. HOLLINSWORTH.

Indianapolis, Ind., June 19.—S. P. Hollinsworth, of Russiaville, was wonderfully suc-

cessful in his attempt to beat the long-distance amateur bicj'cle record of this country and Great

Britain. He completed his task at Greenfield this momms at 4 o'clock, and in the 24 hours

scored a total of 2>>1^ miles. His actual riding time was 21 hours and 23 minutes, 2 hours and
37 minutes being lost in eating and in being rubbed down. Heretofore the best American record

was 2.'>9J miles, made by Munger of Detroit, at Boston, while the English record is 266. The
best track record is "Tl^.—Social Dispatch to The Boston Herald.

This record was made on a SS-inch Columbia Light Roadster.—Indiamxfolis Tittus.

CATAXOGXTE SENT FREE.

XHE I^OI^E IVIF^O. CO-
PRINCIF»AL OKKICE, 597 Washington Street, BOSTON.

12 "Warren Street, NEW YORK. BRANCH HOUSES 113 Wabash Avenue, CHICAOO.



IHL WMLLLnLN'^ bAZnTTE.

WE WANT AN AGENT IN EVERY BICYCLE CLUB

FOR

Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport.

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY.

A member of a large city club secured twenty- five subscribers in a short time by

merely posting a subscription -sheet in the club -room. Write for our liberal terms

to agents, and help our circulation while helping yourself and friends. Everybody knows

Outing, nearly everybody wants to take Outing, but everybody has not been asked.

WRITE FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

Is the best printed and most superbly illustrated magazine of out -door sports in the world,

while in the literary excellence of its reading matter it rs second to none. It is already

recognized as in the front rank of American periodicals, and although a brilliant success in 1885 it will be brighter

and better in every way in 1886.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $3.00.

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS. Outing 140 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.

REDUCTION IN PRICES I

The Greatest Bargains Ever Offered. Final Clearance Sale.

Reductions from $40.00 to $75.00.

Highest grade, brand ne^v, perfect in every respect. All "weldless steel tube and
interchangeable. Ball bearings to both Avheels. All sizes.

AMERICAN SANSPAREIL. AMERICAN CLUB,
SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER. AMERICAN ROADSTER.

Prices from $60.00 to $90.00.

t^* Machines will be sent on approval, and may be returned if not satisfactory, and
money will be refunded.

SEND FOB PRICE-LIST AND rABTICUEAMS.

TESTIMONIALS FROM PDRCHASERS.

WM. M. FEISBIB, Pres. New Haven Bi. Club :—

&ftcr giving the 57-inch Sanspareil Light Roadster a

trial of OTsr 500 milei of hard riding, I am more than pleasad

with U ; U gives me entire satisfaAion.

N. K. NOYBS, Manchester, N. H.:—

My Sanspareil Light Roadster is as near perfe^on

as a wheel can be.

J. L. ROSS, Sufala, Ala.:—

My s5-inch Sanspareil Light Roadstbs suits me ex-

aAly. My weight is 175 pounds. I am highly pleased.

G. W. GEEKN, Cuthbert, Ga.:—

The 56-inch American Roadstkr has proved perfe<5Uy

satisfadlory, and is really more than you represented it to be.

HAEEY K. FOX, York, Pa.:—

The 58-inch American Sansparkil was perfeAly satis-

fa<5tory, and I consider it the bast wheel mad*.

'« T. OIa^MM
2 and 4 Hanover Street, BAIvTINlORK, JVIARYLAND.
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Jg^"" Extraordinary Demand. A IVrfcof WIicol Appreciated. Assents Wanted in Kverv Town. '^.^H

ROYALJVIAIL!
THE wneel of ttie Year !

^^ TKe most Comnlete aQU Imiirovoil Bioyoie Ever Olfereo

!

Best Road Record of 1885, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

T/te Detnond for tftese Snjicrh, Stricth/ Jfif//i -Clftss

Wheels con tin ttes

-f UNABATEDH-
We ore taxed to oar atinost to meet the orders j'roia

all parts of the eoantrif. Where one is shinrn, itther

orders qaiehltf folio a'.

Only Wheel with Genuine Triyu;eU Jiall Head !

GREAT BARGAINS NOW ON HAND!
Some last i/caf's model liOYAL JfAILS under price. Aluo a few

this year's exchanged for different sizes and second-hands.

DETACHABLE
HANDLE-BARS

GET OUR SECOND-HAND LIST.

BARGAINS!

SIX IMPROVEMENTS. THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR.

SPOKES WOUND SEVEN TIMES,
Giving Rigidity to the whole Wheel. No Rattle.

Note this Tying.

GRIP-FAST RIM AND TIRE.
Needs no Cement ; holds firmer than

Cement ; no thin edge of Rim to dent

;

whole Rim stronger; also seamless.

BALL-BEARING HEAD.
No friction of Cones, hence no loosening nor constant tightening

up. Can be run six months with oue adjustment and one ciling.

:r ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE in ROVAL MAILS
this year. Offered as the Most Perfect Wheel yet shown.

ISE..A.I3 THIS I

" Ever since the introduction of the india-rubber tire it has proved itself, like many other thiniis, not altogether an inimixed blessing; for the difficulty to keep it on has ever been .1 great
one, and many and various have been the devices adopted by ingenious makers to make its fastening to the rim secure. A year ago, at the Speedwell Kxhibition, a rim and tire had just ueen
patented, and our opinion was asked upon it. This nni was an ordinary crescent steel felloe, with the edges turned in so as to fit into a couple of longitudinal grooves cut in the rubber tire, and
thus without the aid of cement holding the rubber firmly in its place. We at once spotted the idea as a good thing. As will be seen by the sketch, the tires are held firm in the rims without the
use of cement, and are therefore cleaner in application than a cemented tire. Not caring to speak of such an important matter without practically testing the idea, we have ridden it in town riding,

and the tires appear, if anything, more firmly seated than ever, despite the fact that our last experiment with them was to rim our steering-wheel in the tram grooves and repeatedly twist it out
again suddenly, a proof which satisfies us that the invention is a success, .^s we have said, the tires have not yet come out with us; when they do—//"they do—we shall let our readers know."
—Henry Sturmey, in 77te Cyclist, .April i\, i8S6. ^^^^_^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^__

WILLIAM RLM I SONS, Sole iinerlcan Agents, 107 Wasliingtoii Street, Boston.
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HARTFORD'S ALL RIGHT !

AND THE

CDNNECTICUT BICYCLE CLUB
WILL CONDUCT ITS

THIRD ANNUAL TOURNAMENT
UNDER THE

o« u« mui^M

Charter Oak Park tias been greatly Improved dutring

thie past year, and it is the intention of the management to

m.ak:e ttiese ttie best Races ever given by tbe Club.

Tbe Races will be for Amateurs and Professionals, and
OVER ^2000 v^ill be offered in Prizes.

Tbe Dates are SeptenibeR 8 and 9, and are tbe Opening
Races of tbe big Ne^w Kngland Circuit.

Address, for Kntry Blanks,

BEDRQE H. BURT, Secretary,

Post=Okeice Box 414. HARTFORD, CT.
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Incorporated January 23, 1884.

WILLIAM H. SELVEY, Vice-President.
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THB

Feil>OV»BII!lfG[f>n|lfl|IIE|IT
OR THB

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.

^

S7,500.00
^

cv.

" Rota Terras Circumvolat."

inPRIZESI

^TF

HAMPDKN PARK,

SPRIFGFIELD, MilSS., U.f.A., SEPIEpER 14, 15, 16, ^^M/, 1886.

mO^U« Miil©e to Oo^ern
RACES FOR AMATEURS, PROMATEURS, AND PROFESSIONALS.

Entries Clnse SepiEmber 7^ IBBB.

Remember 2.31S, and tlnen conne and see
it beaten at Springfield in Septennber.
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WITH

Xhie Handsomest, Strongest, and HighLest=
Grrade Bicycle ever prodnced.

S. T. CLARK & CO.
Send for Catalogue. BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
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VHC£l>\CN'S GKztrxz.
A dOyRNAb or CYCLING. PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

\'OL. 1. SPRINQKIELO, NIASS., JULY, 1886. No. 4.

5Fhe WheelmeFi'g Sazefefee.

'I'orms of Subscription.
One Year, by mail, post-pai<i, - . . . 50 cents.

Six Months, by mail, post-paid, - . - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, 4 shillings.

Henry E. Ducker, - Editor and Manager.

Communications must be in not later than the 20th of each

month, to secure publication for the following month.

Address all Communications to The Wheelmen's Ga-
zette. Make Checks and Money Orders payable to same.

The trade supplied by the American News Co., New York.

Entered (il the I'ost-Office, Springfield, Mass., as Second-

class Afatter.

SPRINGFIELD FOR RECORDS.

Springfield for records ! The cycle racinj; sea-

son was gloriously inaugurated at Springfield on

the morning of July 5 by the breaking, and, in

fact, complete obliteration of the twenty-mile road

record. Twenty miles in one hour, nineteen min-

utes, and fifty seconds ! But as that is our first road

race, we won't go too much into ecstasies over it, as

we expect to improve with each contest and, there-

fore, do not wish to entirely exhaust our stock of

enthusiasm. Then in the afternoon, Ileiidee,

—

"Our Cieorge," to whom we still pin our faith,

despite the fact that our Lynn neighbors almost

take away our breath with their accounts of

" Their Billy's '" exploits,—again we say, Hendee

took his turn at record breaking and gave us the

best one-mile record ever made in a race. And
this was despite the fact that the track was rather

rough, which caused him to ease up considerably

on the last quarter. But had conditions been

more favorable, there is no doubt but that the rec-

ord would have been 2.30. A record of 2.34, under

such circumstances, gives us every reason to be-

lieve that .Springfield will continue its hold on the

records, and that some surprisingly fast times will

be made this fall. If Hendee and Rowe can break

records at Lynn, there is no reason why they

should not do the same here in Springfield. Lynn
is fast establishing a reputation as the possessor

of a good track, but it is our private belief (though

we wouldn't dare state it publicly) that Springfield

won't lose its grip this season. We are glad to

hear such good reports from Lynn, and if we fail

to give satisfaction as regards records this fall, we
advise the disappointed ones to hie themselves to

the Lynn tournament the week following, and if

our neighbor fills the bill more satisfactorily than

we are able to do, we shall be the first to tender

congratulations. Talking about records, reminds

us that even the Caledonians seeined to be under

the mystic spell of Hampden Park, and they, too,

made records, notably so in the case of throwing

the hammer. The previous record was in the

vicinity of iiS feet, but two of the contestants in

this event ihade respectively throws of 125ft. loin.

and 125ft. Whether it was the atinosphere, the

surroundings, or the fact that bicycle racing was

included in the events of the day, we know not the

reason, but this we do know, that Springfield and

Hampden Park's reputation for record breaking

suffered no diminution by the results of the Fourth

of July sports, or because the races were under

the A. C. U. rules; on the contrary, new laurels

were added.

THE RETORT COURTEOUS.

G. Lacy Hillier is a gentleman (at least he pre-

tends to be one), and is interested in the publica-

tion of a paper called the Bicycling iVfcvs, which

caters to the best grade of people. In that case,

how they must appreciate the choice language in

the following extract from a recent issue of the

A'tius. Verily, the appended scurrility would dis-

grace the lips of the vilest peddler of billing.sgate.

What, then, can characterize such vileness on the

part of this pretender to a position for which

neither natural nor actjuired ability ever destined

him.'' His own words are sutificient condem-

nation :

—

His Name is " Muu."

Mr. H. E. Ducker's name, on his own showing, is now

"Mud," for the general meeting of the League of American

Wheelmen has confirmed in every case the verdict of the

racing board. Mr. Mud has started a new association and

declared war, which simply means that Mr. Mud's Barnu-

nient at Springfield will be a professional gala, mere competi-

tion in which will disqualify every cyclist who goes there. Mr.

Mud will have a number of respectable professional perform-

ers, who will doubtless go hippodroming round the country in

search of dollars, and we make no doubt that they will all of

them, in due time, hold one or other of those " world's rec-

ords" of which Mr. Mud and Springfield retain the copyright.

Let us hope that, now the game is up and Mr. Mud shown in

his true colors, we may have some hint given us as to tlie way in

which the noisy entrepreneur work^ his little " barneys." No
one will, we suppose, now assert that the interests of Mr. Mud
and Mr. Mud's club are in any way distinguishable from the

financial and money-making question. The grand fact re-

raMiis that the action of the ],. A. W. racing board was unani-

mously sustained, and that the list of suspends has now become

a list of professionals.

Is not the above sufficient to give the lie to the

writer's pretensions of possessing the least attri-

bute of decency and gentlemanliness.' Forsooth !

If C). Lacy Hillier is the representative of English

courtesy and fairness, we want none of it. But we

are happy to state that Mr. Hillier occupies a very

insignificant position among his journalistic ci'/i-

//rrcs, and we should not have given him this ex-

tended notice had we not desired to show the

gentleman (?) in his true light.

TO OUR ENGLISH COUSINS.

Hartford, Springfield, and Lynn are to hold

tournaments this fall, in the order named, and

each will provide attractive features for their

visitors from England. At present there seems to

be great fear that our English friends will sacrifice

their amateur standing if they come to America

this year, owing to the L. A. W.-A. C. U. im-

broglio. We hasten to dispel those fears, and

give assurance that whoever may desire to come

will be am])ly |)rotected, and that their standing in

their own country will remain imimpaired. We
have information from authentic sources to the

effect that the L. A. W. will recognize the A. C. U.

;

in fact, before this issue of the Gazette has

reached all its readers, we can confidently state

that a settlement between the two organizations

will have been publicly announced, and on a basis

which will be perfectly agreeable to the N. C. U.,

and, we doubt not, that will be indorsed by that

organization. Therefore, in our own behalf, and

also for Hartford and Lynn, we extend a cordial

welcome to the racing fraternity of England and

guarantee them the best of sport, the best of

tracks, the best of competition, and the best of

records. Come and see us, and we'll make it a

right royal time for all. Defeat will be taken

gracefully, but we warn you that it will not come
as easily as in past seasons. Wc have the

tracks and records, and this year we shall try to

furnish competition worthy the mettle of any of

England's cracks. Once more we extend a hearty

and cordial welcome. Come !

THE KING BICYCLE.

We are informed by Rev. Mr. King that he first

made and tested his bicycle with his new patent

motor, anti-frictional bearings, and i)ower and

speed gearing, arranged to steer with the large

front wheel, and then made application for his

fifth patent. He afterwards sought, if possible, to

further increase the speed and power by steering

with the rear sinall wheel, and made his sixth ap-

plication for a patent, but after further tests is

convinced that beginners will learn to ride the

former front-steering style more easily, and that it

will be more appreciated by riders of the crank

wheels; hence the change in the advertisement and

at the manufactory, to sujiply sample bicycles to

agents and others, though they expect to make

both styles after a few months. Every bicycle is to

be thoroughly tested and sent out with the usual

guarantee.

An article recently published in the .Springfield

Union, which, to say the least, was decidedly pre-

mature, announced that officials of the L. A. W.
and A. C. U. had agreed upon a compromise

whereby the League had agreed to abandon cycle

racing to the Union, provided the latter organiza-

tion would make provision for a third or pro-

mateur class of riders. The above-mentioned

paper, in its zeal to make a specialty of bicycling

news, has, in this instance, drawn too liberal an

inference from certain circumstances and has,

therefore, rather overstated the facts. While we

do not deny that there is in contemplation an ar-

rangement whereby the L. A. W. and A. C. U.

may work harmoniously together instead of on di-

vergent lines, we have no authority to state that

any compromise whatever has yet been agreed

upon. To be sure, the A. C. U. constitution has

been altered and amended in such manner as to

separate racing men into three distinct classes,

viz., amateurs, promatcurs, and professionals, but

this has been due principally to the expressed
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wishes of the promateurs themselves, who have

asked to be classified as such. They do not desire

to become professionals, neither do they desire to

parade as amateurs, as defined by the L. A. \V.

They wish to be represented in their true light,

—

as makers' amateurs. Their request has accord-

ingly been granted. It is earnestly hoped, how-

ever, that what was stated as a fact in the article

under discussion may indeed become a reality, and

we shall, therefore, render all assistance in our

power toward the accomplishment of such a benefi-

cent result. There is no reason why the L. A. W.
and A. C. U. cannot work together harmoniously.

If the League chooses to adhere strictly to the

letter of its rule defining an amateur, well and

good. Probably there are many who would prefer

to race under L. A. W. rules, and would be con-

tent to live up to their requirements. But for those

who wish to devote themselves entirely to racing,

the A. C. U. provides ample opportunity, and,

moreover, the rules are so drawn as to allow a

rider to compete strictly in his own class and with

his own equals. The promateur, under the rules of

the Union, is given a chance to compete with the

very best riders without being forced into profes-

sionalism, and his standing before the public re-

mains untarnished just so long as he desires it.

The large racing associations need such an organi-

zation as the A. C. U., as they can have races for

all classes of riders ; while the smaller organiza-

tions, which care only for contests among local

riders, vi'ill be equally satisfied to be governed by

the rules of the League. As we have stated above,

there is no reason why the two organizations

cannot enter into some harmonious compact

whereby each can control its own specialties and

recognize each other. We regret deeply that an

apparent bitterness of feeling should have arisen

between the League and the Union, and it is our

fervent wish that the day is not far distant when

the League of American Wheelmen and the Ameri-

can Cyclists' Union shall stand together upon the

platform of fraternal love with hands joined in a

fraternal grasp, while Public Opinion stands by

pleasantly smiling approval of such a union.

THE CYCLISTS' JUBILEE.

$14,000 IX Prizes. Three Weeks of Gr.\nd

Racing. The Cycling Circuit—Hartford,
Springfield, Lynn.

America this fall bids fair to offer to the world

three cycling events that have never been excelled,

while to racing men an opportunity is offered for

glory such as only the cycling path within the

above circuit can offer. The three cities have un-

excelled tracks, fast riders, unbounded enthusiasm

of the citizens, with managers who understand

their business, and who use their utmost endeav-

ors to please the public in fine racing, excellent

music, and last, but not least, fine weather. The
trouble in the amateur ranks bids fair to be set-

tled long before the opening of events, and in a

manner entirely satisfactory to all ; and the man-

agers of the above circuit pledge themselves

to protect those who favor us with a visit the

coming fall. The size of the undertaking may be

judged from the fact that the three associations

offer in prizes the equal of all of the race meetings

in the United States combined, which is of itself

considerable of an inducement to men who love

racing to wait and take their vacation in the fall,

and spend a few weeks in the East, cultivating the

art of fast pedaling.

Hartford opens the ball by a two days' meeting,

September 8 and 9, and the Connecticut Bicycle

Club has expressed the determination this year

to eclipse all of its former efforts.

Springfield follows the next week, commencing

Tuesday, September 14, and continuing the 15th,

i6th, and 17th, with $7,500 in prizes. The track

will, as usual, contain the lightning so essential for

speed.

Lynn, who has already shown herself capable

of conducting race meetings second to none, comes

on the following week, commencing .September

23, and continuing the 24th and 25th. The track is,

without a doubt, the fastest small or one-third-

mile track in the world, and the management

promises that the track shall be so improved in the

fall that racers will be enabled to lower all records

made at Hartford and Springfield, which in this

case means the reverse of the old saying, " Last

but not least "
; for in the city of lasts they mean

their records shall be the lowest, and we congratu-

late them on the plucky endeavor, but we think

Springfield, which follows Hartford, will try to

set a mark, that, if beaten, will be all the glory

Lynn needs. In our next issue full particulars of

each event will be given. Entries for Hartford

will close September i ; Springfield, September 7 ;

Lynn, September 16; and racing men will bear

the above dates in mind.

We have always given Karl Kron credit for con-

siderable shrewdness as an advertiser, but his

good-fortune in respect to the recent Fourth of

July races on Hampden Park fairly staggers us.

He celebrated July 4, 18S5, it will be remembered,

by enrolling the long-fought-for " 3,000th advance

subscription " for his monumental " History of

Columbia, No. 234 " ; and now he celebrates the

first anniversary by persuading America's most

famous bicycle racer to " lower the world's record "

and ride that memorable mile in just 2.34.

•WHEN WILL X. M, MILES ON A Bl. BE

ISSUED?"

When, from Eastport to the Golden Gate,

Our country roads shall all be " nickel plate "

;

When Stevens shall have found the far North Pole,

And through Sahara's sands swift wheels shall roll

;

When Karl's subscribers shall be dead and buried,

Their children's children come of age and married

;

When Disappointment shall have conquered Hope,

And Victor wheels be manufactured by the Pope ;

When Blaine shall come to rule fair Erin's Isle,

And tandems run a minute to the mile;

Then, oh, then — perhaps,— if naught shall brook,

Some unborn cyclist may behold the book.

" Subscriber."

REMINISCO-PROPHETICO.

Twenty cyclers are sweeping by

Fields and hedges that backward fly,

Where Coventry's city is stretching high

Its tapering steeples to pierce the sky

;

And these twenty cyclers, on steeds of steel.

Are riding to visit the "home of the wheel."

Coventry's city is fair to see,

As you look across over meadow and lea,

Coventry's story is certain to be

Carefully carried o'er land and sea ;

For far as it travels our steed of steel

Tells of the triple-spired "home of the wheel."

City, we greet thee, as slow we ride

Into the stream of thy busy tide.

Work that is honest is heaven's own pride.

And Covenlrj-'s work is known world-wide ;

Yet, Coventry 's will, worked in Coventry's steel,

Can't keep Coventry always the " home of the wheel."

Chris Wheeler.

A SUNDAY MORNING RIDE.

When fields released from snowy robes,

When Spring's warm breath the flower unfolds,

The cycler, who by Winter's reign

Has banished been from hill and plain.

Brings out his wheel once more to try

A pleasant ride 'neath sunny sky;

Though in the air there lingers still

Faint traces of the winter's chill,

The blood leaps lightly through his veins

As on the leaf fall April rains

;

The wild flowers, through the tender grass.

Peep shyly on him as he pass
;

The bluebird, earliest of the train

From warmer climes, has come again ;

And, flitting on from tree to tree.

Pours out his heart in melody.

This day, released from toil and care

With one or two his joys to share.

Upon a beauteous Sabbath morn.

Like fleecy clouds on air upbonie

The cycler, on his shining wheel.

New life within his pulses feels

;

A rapture in his bosom glows.

Which no one but a rider knows;

The bursting buds on forest trees

Faintly perfume the passing breeze
;

Or later on, in Summer's prime.

When bees go humming through the thyme,

The fragrant smell of new-mown hay.

Regales him as he wheels his way

Past lowland meadows, where the stream

Dances beneath the morning's beam.

Where blackbirds whistle and the thrush

Makes music through the Sabbath hush
;

The lowing kine, in farm-yards seen.

Or roaming pensive on the green.

Seem almost conscious of the day

;

The steeds, released from toil, may play

And gambol at their hearts' delight

;

From early mom till dewy night

All nature rests. Our Maker knows

The peace which from the Sabbath flows.

Now carking Care may fold her wings.

Nor mar the peace which this day brings ;

While sweet-toned bells, through balmy air,

Call grateful hearts to praise and prayer;

The churchward people, whom we pass

(Each stalwart man and blooming lass),

Look on us with a wondering eye.

As we all noiseless pass them by;

They think perchance we're sinners bold,

Whose fearful doom has oft been told

By preacher's voice from pulpit desk,

Whose words may oft pervert the text

;

But He who, on a Sabbath mom.

In Jewish fields plucked ears of com,

Proclaimed the day was made for man.

This is our Father's loving plan :

The pure in heart through fields may stray.

Nor desecrate the holy day;

May rest beside the murmuring rill.

And feel their hearts responsive thrill

With Nature's heart, or on a bike

May wheel along the lengthening pike;

And he who in the chancel kneels.

May feel no more than they on wheels.

James D. Dowling.

Thus use thy wheel not like a childish toy,

But love the patient steed that bears thee on

Where'er thou wish to go. The .^rab loves

The barb that bears him o'er the sandy plain

Whose sinewy strength, by care and kindness nursed,

Returns the man's affection, love for love.******
So ride that when thy summons comes to join

The mighty host of stalwart men who move

On to the annual meet of L. A. W.

As witness, or participators there,

Thou go not like a pampered oflicer

In palace car drawn by the iron horse.

But lightly poised upon thy turning wheel

Thou movcst along the intervening road

Like fabled Centaur, man and steed combined.

Rejoicing in the modem name, wheelman.

James D. Dowling,
Philadelphia.
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FROM OUR FRENCH CORRESPONDENT.

S cycling only another name for

progress and unity ? Last year

it brought England and America

into friendly rivalry on the paths

at Springfield ; a week or two

ago England and France

fought many stubborn bat-

tles on the tracks at 1-eices-

tcr and \Volvcrhani])lon, and

to-day 1 am inaugurating

with my pen cycling rela-

tions between the two great

republics of the nineteenth

century that, I trust, will be followed by many a

well fought race on each side of the Atlantic.

In this part of the old world, with all its repub-

lican institutions, we cannot boast of a progress

to compare with that made by American wheel-

men during the last few years. Frenchmen seem

made of the wrong sort of stuff; like a certain

pretty maid of world-wide notoriety, they have

some sort of an idea that their face is their fort-

une, and the simple thought of "gravel rash"

would frighten them away from a "bike." By and

by, when the better half of La Belle France follow

the lead so courageously set by the ladies of En-

gland and America, perhaps the youth of France

will devote some of the time now given to titivating

in front of a looking-glass to riding a spanking lick

along the picturesque roads that surround Paris.

It is in the provinces that cycling has made
most headway in France, and the clubs of Mont-

pellier and Bordeaux advance about equal claims

to be considered the Coventry or Springfield of

the country. There are, however, two or three

good clubs to be found in the capital ; the Club

de Cyclists de Paris organizes capital excursions,

and as there are several Englishmen on the list of

its members, American cyclists visiting Paris

would do well to look them up in order to enjoy

a good run with a few English-speaking compan-

ions. The Societc Vclocipedique iMe'tropolitaine

is the club to which most of the French cracks

belong. De Civry, the present champion of

France; Dubois, holder of the junior champion-

ship ; Me'dinger, a thundering hard man to beat

on a " tri "
; Pagis, the hero of the Paris-Vienna

ride that created so much sensation in the infancy

of cycling—are generally to be found at the head-

quarters of this club on a meeting night. There

are two other clubs constituted entirely by French-

men : one, the Sport Vc'locipcdique, organizes

good long-distance races, while the other, the Club

Montmartre, came into existence on a series of

fiascos, and appears likely to extinguish itself by

the same means. All this sounds a lot like an-

cient history, but as it will clear the way for future

notes, I'm going to ask the editor to be good
enough to keep his pen off the copy. If I go back

to the time when De Civry, Duncan, and Dubois
returned from England covered with glory and
loaded with gold, and Vidal -with the glory, but

sans cash (your readers will have heard of the

Molineux row), I think I shall find a very good
starting point for the news. Well, the cracks

hadn't been in the country a week before they

were obliged to "climb down." De Civry looked

like a certainty for a couple of international events

at Bordeaux, but Charlie Terront, of Agricultural

Hall fame, thrashed him on the bicycle, while

Eole, a young rider, ran away from him on the

three-wheeler. On the same unlucky Sunday
Duncan and Dubois were in for some good things

at Orleans, but a dark horse named Charron, who

had not even a local celebrity to back him up, was

too good for them and lowered their colors very

effectively. Speaking of Charron as a " dark

horse," a term which I suppose has the same sig-

nificance in America as in England, reminds me
of an incident that marred the proceedings.

Whether Duncan was fairly beaten or succumbed

to a fluke was much canvassed, some saying that

the crack had the race so easily in his hands that

he slackened before reaching the post and did not

make allowance for the youngster "coming "at

the finish. Anyhow the jirize went to Charron and

a scene occurred. Duncan api)ears to have recol-

lected one or two forcible, if not polite, English

expressions, which he translated for the benefit of

his opponent, and there was sundry talk about

punching "eyes," but the matter went no further.

Frenchmen don't seem to tumble to the beauties

of a rough and ready British description of a fight,

and it's a long time since I have heard anything

more comical than the procis-verbal of the squab-

ble that was given me by a foreign listener.

Several cham])ionships have been decided dur-

ing the last week or two, but the principal events

of the year are postponed until late in the season.

On the 23d of >Liy the long-distance tricycle cham-

pionship of France brought ten or a dozen con-

testants to Bordeaux. A race of 50 kilometres

(31 miles 90 yards,) terminated as follows : Eole,

2h. 20m. 37s., first ; Laulan, 2h. 22m. 40s., second
;

Leveilley, 2h. 25m. 45s., third. On the same day

the championship of the Ilaut Rhone was decided

over a course of 50 kilomiitres on the road. A some-

what international character was given the affair by

the presence of three Swiss riders amongst the

eight starters, and the race turned out to be one of

the most exciting ever run in France. Half a dozen

of the competitors kept in a heap nearly the whole

distance, and a rare finish resulted. Brionnet,

Grenoble V. C, France, ih. 57m. 30s., first; Bruet,

Geneva V. C, Switzerland, ih. S7m. 40s., second;

Parent, Geneva V. C, .Switzerland, :h. 57m. 48s.,

third ; Chatelain, Lyons V. C, France, ih. 57m. 50s.,

fourth; Favel, Grenoble V. C, ih. 58m. 30s., fifth;

Dumolard, Grenoble V. C., ih. 58m. 54s., sixth.

By this race the record for 50 kilometres has been

pulled down by lim. 30s. At Amiens, on the

30th, P. Medinger ran away with the two inter-

national eveiits in the programme, winning the

2,500 metres (r mile 950 yards), tricycles, from L.

Sourbadere and Jones, in 7m. 30s., and the 2,500

metres bicycles in 6m. 4s. On the 6th of June, at

Auch, there were also a couple of international

races, the 4,000 metres tricycle, resulting in favor

of Eole, the chamjMon of France, who won easily

from Boyer, of Bordeaux, and Me'dinger, of Paris,

in 8m. 30s., while Boycr and Medinger fought out

the battle of the bicycles, the former just getting

his wheel in front and completing the 8,000 metres

course in 17m. 3s. There was a little race meet-

ing at Adamville, a Parisian suburb, on the same

date, at which .Sourbadere, Castillon, and Capitrel,

carried off the lion's share of the spoil.

According to present arrangements Duncan will

be seen on the Springfield track this autumn, but

I believe it is yet an open question whether

either De Civry or Dubois will accompany him.

A visit to Paris is promised by Canary, the

great American trick rider. De Civry and Dun-

can tell a queer yarn about him. I'll include it in

my next month's notes for the benefit of readers

of The Wheelmen's Gazette.

Paris, June ij, i886.

FROM OUR AUSTRALIAN CORRESPONDENT.

/ V. are fast aiijiroaching

^^'-y/
, , the close of another

cycling season in this

colony, and, when the

present month is past,

comparison will show
whether this season

^ has made the ad-

vancement that en-

thusiasts expected. .Sjjeaking as one who has

been identified with the pastime since its infancy

here, I must say the advancement does not a])-

pear to have been so great as I expected. The
chief cause of this, however, is attributable to the

very dry summer experienced, rendering the roads

so loose that riding for some months had to be

almost suspended. Nevertheless touring has been

indulged in by many riders. One of the longest

tours yet accomjjlishcd here was that of Mr. Lang-

down, who, in the early part of the season, started

from Wellington, ])roceeded through the Mana-
watu gorge and through some very rough country

to Napier on the east coast, thence crossing the

ranges to Wanganui on the west coast. It was
his intention to continue his journey by the west

coast until reaching Wellington again, but, owing

to his bicycle breaking down at New Plymouth,

he had to abandon the intention. The time spent

up to this point was about six weeks and the dis-

tance covered about 600 miles. Messrs. Lowry,

Parker, and Painter also completed a long and dif-

ficult tour, viz., from Christchurch to Hokitika, or

across the entire country. Many large rivers had

to be forded and mountain ranges crossed, so that

the journey proved one of considerable difficultv,

and, although several riders had attempted the

trip previously, I understand these are the first

who have successfully completed the full dis-

tance. The distance traveled was slightly over

300 miles, and the time occupied ten days.

The New Zealand Cyclists' Alliance has carried

out its bicycle championships. The first of these

—the five miles—was held at Christchurch in De-

cember, in conjunction with the interprovincial

bicycle races, and in the presence of His E.xcel-

lency the Governor and 2,000 other spectators.

The race included riders from Auckland, Christ-

church, and Dunedin, and was won by Mr. T. C.

Fisher, of Dunedin, with Mr. Langdown, the

Christchurch champion, a close second. The one-

mile was held at Auckland in January, won by Mr.

Stewart, Mr. Fitton second, both .Auckland riders.

The ten-miles was held at Dunedin in April, won
by Mr. Webb, recently from England, Mr. Recce,

of Christchurch, being second. The Kangaroo

pattern safety bicycles have come into extensive

use here lately, more particularly by riders whose

nerves will not admit of the dangers (in their

opinion) connected with the ordinary machine.

One of the results of the advent of the safety

bicycle has been the almost total discardment of

tricycles.

Pakeha."
Christchurch, N. Z., May 22, 1886.

On June 2, P. C. Darrow, of this city, started

on a tri|) from Boston to Indianapolis on an Ex-

pert Columbia bicycle. He reached home yester-

day afternoon, after a tour of eighteen days.

The route taken lay through Connecticut, along

the Hudson river, across New York State, along

the lakes, reaching home by way of Fort Wayne

and Peru.

—

/ndiaiuifotis Times.
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FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.

HE tournament is over;

and London cyclists

have almost ceased to

talk about it already.

It was a success, cer-

tainly, but our variable

climate rendered it a

very close thing, and

failure dire and unutter-

able was only escaped by about forty-eight hours.

The manager of the Alexandra Park athletic

grounds has made a pecuniary profit, and a sporting

success, of his venture, thanks to the cvcling public

appreciating his personal worth as_ a straight-

forward sportsman and painstaking manager; but

the fickleness of our weather showed verv plainly

that the tournament is at the best a doubtfully

lucrative speculation ; for within forty-eight hours

of the racing we were delayed by torrents of rain

which, lasting over several days, actually washed

away the surface of the track.

As far as the attendance was concerned, the

numbers would not seem at all imposing to Spring-

fielders ; but for a London gate it was decidedly

grand, exceeding every cycling or athletic meeting

ever held in the metropolitan district excepting,

perhaps, one or two of the Surrey Bicycle Club's

gates at Kennington Oval, where the situation is

exceptionally convenient for towns-people. Alex-

andra Park is on the road to nowhere, and although

the railway journey from the city only occupies half-

an-hour, or less, Londoners never have seemed to

fancy it. So that when I say that the attendance

on the Saturday was "ariously estimated at from

7,000 to 10,000, you must imagine that this repre-

sents 7,000 to 10,000 unusually sportive members
of the great British Public. Saturday was, indeed,

the day for spectators, our universal half-holiday

system making it a foregone conclusion that the

last day of the meeting w'ould be the most im-

portant. On the Friday, the spectators were few,

and on the Thursday fewer still, although good

sport was presented on both those evenings.

The entries were the most numerous, and of

the best class, possible; almost every crack rider

in the British Isles had entered, and in the handi-

caps (which were all first-class, with a seventy-five

yards limit to the mile, so that mediocre riders

were kept out) the large number of scratch men
was noticeable.

The first day—Thursday, May 20,—was devoted

to preliminary heats, when the first good thing to

be upset was in the tandem scratch race, the favor-

ites—P. T. Letchford and A. J. Wilson—being

defeated in their heat by the foreigners, Benkelaer

and Kiderlen. Furnivall, Mayes, Speechlv, and

Illston beat Masters, Terry, and Adams, in the

trial heats for the representation of England, Web-
ber and English being absent through accidents.

On the Friday, there was not a breath of wind

stirring ; the temperature was equable, the track

good, and the records began to go. W. A. Illston

commenced operations by reducing the bicycle

half-mile record to im. i6|s., which he further re-

duced in the final heat to im. i6s. In the one-

mile tricycle handicap, A. J. Wilson brought the

starting quarter down to 4i*s., and later on 11.

C. Sharp reduced this time by | of a second. R.

J. Mecredy made the tricycle mile in 2.58, onlv to

have that record wrested from him by A. E. Lang-

ley,who did J mile in 2m. 13s., and the mile in 2.55!.

J. M. Inglis was credited with the half-mile in

1.27^. The feature of the day was the riding of

the bov Illston, whose win, from scratch, in the

half-mile bicvcle handicap, was very popular, the

youngster having a beautiful style on his machine.

Mecredv, the Irish representative, would have won

the mile tricycle from scratch, probably beating

Langley's time, but that his saddle came off. In

the three-mile bicycle scratch-race the times were

slow, all the men riding lazily ; Furnivall was first,

Illston second, and Speechly third. On this

form, seeing that Illston had been riding in the

handicap while Furnivall was resting, the boy

should be a hard nut to crack for the champion-

ships this year.

On Saturday, there was some wind ; and the

onlv record which went was the two miles tricycle,

which was broken by Kiderlen, 6m. 1 54s. in his heat.

In the final, Tohn Lee rode a most game race, and

won a splendid finish by a couple of yards from

Kiderlen, Inglis being third. In the mile bicycle

handicap, Illston was again the hero of the hour,

but the wind would not let him approach the record

nearer than 2.44^. The five miles race for the In-

ternational Challenge Shield was won, as was ex-

pected, by P. Furnivall, who, after a waiting race,

beat E. M. Mayes by five yards ; H. A. Speechly

being third. D. W. Laing (.Scotland) and S. R.

Stedman (Ireland) were the other men in the final

heat. The time was very slow, viz., l6m. l|s.

The final heat of the five miles scratch tandem race

produced a magnificent struggle, which sent the

spectators fairlvw'ild with excitement. It was the

last event on the programme, and formed a fitting

wind-up to the day's sport. Kiderlen (Holland)

and Benkelaer (Belgium) rode together on a

Humber tandem, and seemed to be most perfectly

matched in their action, striking together beauti-

fully, although Kiderlen was much the better rider

of the two, on a single trike. J. Lee and Illston were

also well matched, but although they made the

pace at an awful rate, with the foreigners close u]5,

they were left as though standing still when the for-

eigners put on a mightv spurt in the last lap and

won bv thirtv yards. This broke up the British

public, who mobbed and cheered the victors with

the utmost good-will, considerablv to the surprise

of the visitors from abroad.

From the above it will be seen that England

holds the challenge-shield ; the representatives of

Scotland, Ireland, Holland, and Belgium being

fairly run off their legs by the three Londoners.

Nevertheless, justice compels me to say that the

intrinsically best show of the tournament was made

by voung Illston, the Birmingham lad, who rode

splendidly in every event. Had he saved himself,

as Furnivall did, for the scratch races, it is a moot

point whether he would not have beaten the

Londoner ; but this question will be settled by the

men's performances in the championship races,

the first of which series will be held at Weston-

super-Mare next Monday.

For the one-mile tricycle championship, Fnrni-

vall is most fancied. Letchford and Wilson are

both stale, and the latter will not start, although

The Cyclist predicts him as having as good a chance

as anybody. Of the remainder, John Lee and R.

T. Mecredy are the likeliest to trouble Furnivall;

and if there is much wind (as there frequently is at

Weston) I fancv most the chance of Mecredy, the

Irish crack, whose forte is strength, as opposed to

sprinting. For the twentv-five miles bicycle

championship, J- E- Fenlon is most fancied, al-

though his build is rather speedy than staying;

but he is an improving rider, while all the others

entered are either falling off, half-trained, or actual

mediocrities. Furnivall has not entered for this

distance. These two races come off on Whit-

monday, so that the results may perhaps be known

in time for the present issue of your Gazette.

Of other scratch racing lately, the most note-

worthy was the one-mile invitation bicycle race of

the Racing C. C, won easily by P'urnivall, Mayes

being second and Wood third ; and the same club's

five miles tricycle championship, also won by

Furnivall, fifteen yards in front of Letchford.

For the latter race, Wilson had been the favorite

up to the tournament day, but being overtrained

this was to be his last race, and his chance

was effectually extinguished by a collision which

cut out everv spoke from the outer row of his off-

side driving-wheel. A. J. W'. therefore disappears,

from the path for this season, for which the presen'

writer is thankful, it being at all times a difficuh

task to avoid a feeling of egotism when stating

broad facts about one's own racing performances.

Just as this veteran racer (who has been on the

path for nine successive years) drops out of the

ranks, one of the best of the old-timers is return-

ing to the track, in the person of M. D. Rucker,

who was a very successful racing man up to seven

years ago, and who bids fair to develop renewed

powers after his long retirement. His initial per-

formance last Saturday gained him a time-medal

for the tricycle five miles above mentioned.

My news this month is essentially of the path.

On the road, nothing of note has yet been done, if

I except the private races, which are becoming

very numerous among the clubs. In the imme-

diate future, Alfred Nixon is contemplating an

effort to regain his long-faded notoriety, by riding

from Land's End to London in two days—

a

distance just under three hundred miles ; and next

Saturday week the North Road Club's open fifty

miles road-race takes place; all kinds of cycles

being eligible, and separate sets of prizes being

offered for each class. This race is not so much

to lower the records as to obtain com/'arath'e

records showing the speeds of various cycles under

identical conditions; and as I hear that some very

representative entries have already been received,

the results will be highly interesting.

On Mav 29, the Canonbury Cycling Club—one

of the oldest wheel clubs in London—promoted

an open hill-climbing contest at Muswell Hill

for which the entries of sixty-one riders were re-

ceived. Safetv bicycles and tricycles were barred,

"ordinary" pattern machines only being allowed

to compete ; and the rider accomplishing the

fastest time was rewarded with a gold medal, silver

medals being given to the next five fastest men,

and certificates to all who completed the ascent.

The day was beautifully fine, and the surface of the

road was in capital condition, so that nearly all the

starters succeeded in reaching the summit without

a dismount. P. L. Breysig, of the Finsbury Park

and North Road Clubs, was the fastest, his time

being 2m. 45s., and W. Travers was second,

in 3 minutes, other competitors stretching out the

time to as much as 5^ minutes. Some fuss has

since been created by Travers alleging that Breysig

used a bicvcle specially built for the climb, but

this turns out to be altogether wrong, the only

peculiaritv about Breysig's machine—which is the

roadster he has been using for some time past

—

being that it is built for speed and power with a

rather narrow hub, low handles, and no spring, the

last being to enable him to ride a larger wheel

than he could reach if he had a spring, as he is

quite a little chap.
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On the same afternoon, a meet of tricyclists was

held at Hampton Court,—the annual meet having

hitherto been held at Barnes. Only three hundred

riders or so attended, the Ilolborn Cycling Club

scoring first honors by bringing nearly eighty

riders into line. As a representative gathering of

London tricyclists, the event was a ghastly failure,

as will be understood when I say that some five

or six years ago the bicyclists used to have an

annual meet at Hampton Court, with ab<iut twenty

times as many riders as attended the tricycle meet

this year, although at the time there were fewer

bicyclists in this country than there are now tricy-

clists.

The quarrel between the North Koad Club and

the Ripley Koad Club has been amicably adjusted

by a few of the leading spirits in each meeting at

Kipley on the day after the tournament, and

fraternizing in the utmost good fellowship. A
friendly race is on the cards—or rather should be

on them by this time—but, although the North

Road Club offered to race the Ripley men on their

own favorite ground—the ten miles between Ditton

and Ripley,—twelve men a side, on condition that

the Ripley Club would enter twelve men for the

North Road Club's open fifty miles race, the match

threatens to fall through owing to the Ripley men

not being able to get together a team capable of

racing such a long distance as fifty miles I No
doubt, rather than spoil altogether, the North Road

scorchers will eventually race the Southerners on

their own terms, but the absence of recijirocity is

very marked, and it is rather absurd for an ostensi-

bly crack road club to be unable to race fifty miles

on the road.

Yesterday (June 12th) the North London Tricy-

cling Club held its third annual road trial for

twenty-four hours, six members starting from

Harnet at midnight. Of these, C. \V. Brown rode

206 miles by eleven P. m., the actual time in the

saddle being 19 hours; E. V. Moorhouse went 175

miles; L. C. Brookes, 150; W. S. Harvey, 130;

])r. J. Greenwood, 130. Nelson's machine broke

down, through his charging a curb-stone in the

dark. " P'aed."

IJiGGLEswADE, En(;., June 13, 1886.

WHEEL ETHICS.

"Tell me, O wheelman, ere you ride away,"

I asked, " where have you been this Sabbath day? "

Then the cycler replied from his lofty perch.

With gracious mien, '*
I have been to church ;

I have been to church, though, strange to tell,

I have heard neither parson nor tolling bell.

" 'Twas a volunteer choir, and the rapturous notes

That fell on my ear, as the tiny throats

Seemed bursting with praise of the Maker's name.

Thrilled with such joy I was glad that I came.

" And the air was so pure, so fresh and sweet,

Thougli I sat on a softly cushioned seat,

—

That I never once thought of going to sleep ;

Nor was the sermon too dull or deep.

" I remember the text, too, ' God is love,'

—

'Twas everywhere written, around me, above.

On the stately columns that ro.se at my side.

To the vaulted arch so blue and wide.

" Upreaching to the very throne of grace,

—

'Twas a grandly solemn, sacred place.

And I almost forgot how cold and drear

Is the earth, sometimes, heaven-seemed so near."

Thus I hold that pure worship has no part

In the time or the place, but springs from the lieart.

Charles Richards Dodge.

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

YCLI'.RS are stewing just

now, whether they be on

their machines or off them,

in all the glory of Fourth of

July weather. Many parties

of happy cyclers had ar-

ranged about a week since

to take extended trips round

the " Fourth " this year under

promise at the time of the

making of arrangements of exceptionally cool

weather, just the thing for riding. But such hopes

were illusory. The " Fourth " is here and also

the sun-god, giving us ninety in the shade, and the

panting and frizzling bands of cyclers are at their

wits' end to keep passably cool. A large party of

the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club arc taking a two

days' trip, the Fourth being observed as a holiday

on the fifth, and notwithstanding that Philadelphia

is reputably a very moral place, her cycling sons

.seem as a class to have very little compunction

about riding on Sunday. I notice that in the col-

umns of Thk Wheei.men'.s Gazette, and other

cycling papers, this subject, of the right or wrong

of riding a bicycle or tricycle on Sunday, has been

somewhat freely discussed of late. This is one

of those questions which stand a very poor show

of being settled either way, owing to the extreme

views held by parties on both sides, and therefore,

like all such matters which do not directly contra-

vene what is generally supposed to be law and

order, it may be left to what may be termed the

jurisdiction of conscience. We are not having

much stir in cycling circles here just at present.

The association for the advancement of cycling

lately started in Philadelphia is commencing work

in a quiet way, a mode of starting which augurs

well for its future. Already, as I have been given

to understand, a communication has been received

by it from the association of citizens formed some

time since to agitate for improved streets and

highways, throughout this much cobblestoned

portion of the earth's surface. The communication

from this august body of carriage and buggy driv-

ers asked for the co-operation of the new cycling

association. This little incident goes to show

that the time may come, or rather that it will

most surely come, when cyclers will have a consid-

erable influence in matters relating to our roads.

Indeed this matter of agitating for good roads is

one which ought to receive the attention of Phila-

delphia cyclers more perhaps than any others in

the country. We have tried race meetings here

and the building of race tracks. All the meetings

have practically been financial failures, and the

race tracks have come to naught. The really first-

class one which was built a couple of years ago

on South Broad street got so severely handled on

account of alleged shortness in length, that its

fate has not been deplored, since, amid the glory

of falling records, it disappeared from the ken of

cyclers. Since that grand faux pas at Jumbo
Park we have fought shy of any herculean attempts

of a like nature to inoculate Philadeliihians with

any of the enthusiasm which Springfielders have

respecting cycle racing. So, as I said before,

Philadelphia cyclers can hardly do better than to

give their attention to the work of starting the ball

of reform in the matter of roads and highways,

rolling as fast and as far as it can possibly be made

to go. Philadelphia is a good place to begin with.

Acting on the good old idea, to start with what is

difficult or bitter and wind u|) with what is easy or

sweet, if the initiative reforms do get started here

(partly through the instrumentality of cyclers),

who knows how far they will extend or what per-

sons or places will find themselves under the

necessity of imitating ?

It having been demonstrated, and pretty con-

clusively, too, that it is but waste of energy on our

part to attem])! here what may be termed " S|)ring-

field racing," why not turn the spasmodic effort

which has heretofore been exper.ded on futile

attempts to make fast time and full treasuries,

to good account in forcing, if possible, issues on

the scores of good roads, etc. ? The example of

active work among cyclers in this matter would

be worth something, too. We have .seen how
emulation in the matter of race meetings has been

excited among different clubs and organizations of

cyclers, and it is not too much to expect, in fact it

is only reasonable to suppose, arguing from

analogy, that active steps taken by cycling

organizations, even in matters local connected

with the bettering of our roads, would have a stimu-

lating influence, and that wide-spread and well

directed effort would emanate from, and be kept

in active life by, the many little bands of wheel

votaries scattered over the land. Rightly di-

rected these cycling clubs and L. A. W. organiza-

tions throughout the different States might be so

many little head centers, making their influence

felt in political and municipal circles, in relation

to all matters appertaining to the bettering of our

roads. This idea has been broached before, and

looking at the growth of the L. A. W. and to the

development of cycling generally, it would seem as

if at no distant date the idea will be an idea no

longer, but that theory will have given place to

something more substantial. As far as I am aware,

this Philadelphia association for the advancement

of cycling is the first thing of the kind yet started,

and now if it can only meet with the support which

it deserves, and achieve the success which it aims

at, there is no reason why its exainple should not

be followed, and why, as I said before, the emula-

tive spirit should not be stirred into activity among
our fellow wheelmen in other places.

Cycling in Philadelphia may be said to be under-

going the operation which the city is undergoing,

viz., one of steady, sure, and, if I am not mistaken,

gigantic growth ; none the less so that the process

is apparently a slow one. Our quick growing

trees and many other things are favored for the

most part with comparatively short lives, while our

toughest and strongest sons of the forest, as well

as our toughest and strongest sons of humanity,

are of slow growth, generally speaking. So, argu-

ing from this, the stability of cycling and cycling

institutions in this city would appear to stand

assured. The Philadelphia Bicycle Club has at

last laid the corner-stone of its new club-house,

and a right comfortable and handsome house, ac-

cording to all accounts, it is going to be. It will

cost about 5-0,ooo and the appointments, etc.,

will be all that cyclers need ask for, even to

accommodations for ladies. And here we note

another ste[) in the evolution of cycling in Phila-

delphia. Philadelphia's oldest club takes lady

members, and while building its club-house
sjiecial pains are being taken by it to have the

comforts and needs of the fair members of the club

attended to. Very probably the time will come
when the tricycle will have made itself felt among
the fair sex, when every bicycle and tricycle club
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will have its lady members, and then the " clean-

ing out" fever, manifested so often on the road

and elsewhere to the detriment of the physical

make-up as well as the dignity of cyclers, will

meet with a decided set back.

The Springfield meet will doubtless now be

the thing to talk about. I should not be surprised

if more cyclers shall go on to it from this

neighborhood than went last year. If the fuss

over the makers' amateurs, and the racing question

altogether, about which you well know your

correspondent knows nothing,—^you were good
enough to say so once,—can be fixed up, there will

be no necessity for America's great race gathering

to die. Chris.
Phil.\delphia, July 5, 1SS6.

FROM OUR PACIFIC COAST CORRESPOND-
ENT,

Wheeling is on the boom, now that the season

is fairly opened, and wheels are being rapidly dis-

posed of by the agents.

To enliven the interest in cycling the ever ener-

getic Bay Citys have offered a gold medal to the

member scoring the greatest mileage up to Novem-
ber I, and a leather medal (special) for the one

riding the least. Competition is at present very

brisk. Quite a number of Eastern wheelmen are

visiting us, having taking advantage of the low

rates, and they are in ecstasies over our climate

and scenery, but they prefer their own roads.

Wednesday, May 12, the Bay City Wheelmen
tendered a banquet to the newly elected officers of

the California division of the L. A. W. It was a

most enjoyable affair, about one hundred wheelmen
being present. President Hill, of the Bay Citys,

acted as toast-master and introduced the chief

consul, Mr. R. C. M. Welch, of San Francisco.

Welch made a very clever little speech, reviewing

the life of the bicycle and the L. A. W., and wound
up by proposing a toast to the L. A. W., which was

heartily responded to. Speeches and songs fol-

lowed in rapid succession, conspicuous among the

latter being the following original song by

S. Booth, Sen.:

—

O, all you members of the League,

Whose lungs are good and strong,

Come join with all your voices in

The chorus of my song ;

About a gallant wheelman and

A comrade good and true.

Elected district consul of

The L. A. W.

CHORUS.

This fine American wheelman

All of the modern time.

No shining stars nor golden bars

Attest his racing fame,

Nor do the cycling chronicles

His victories proclaim.

He holds no envied *' record "

Of a mile, or of an hour
;

His record is " good fellowship "

When out upon a tour.

CHORUS.

This fine American wheelman, etc.

In the heroic days of old,

Before great Cajsar's birth.

To be a Roman consul was

The grandest thing on earth.

But not great Julius himself.

The day that he did squelch

The Roman Senate, was a prouder

Man than Consul Weldi.

CHORUS.

This fine .\merican wheelman, etc.

To win the Roman consulate.

And stand where Cxsar stood,

Great Pompey and his friends went down
Amid a sea of blood ;

And so to gain the lofty place

Which' he adorns to-night.

Our modem consul comes victorious

From a gallant light,

CHORUS.

Like a tine American wheelman, etc.

.\niong his brave competitors

Who came to sudden grief

Was Mohrig of the Drill Corps,

And erst their gallant chief.

Though wearing proudly on his breast

Full many a prize, I trow

His glistening stars and golden trophies

Could not save him now,

CHORUS.

From this fine American wheelman, etc.

"The San Franciscans" also had

Their champion candidate.

And fain had seen yoinig Harry Greene

Crowned with the consulate ;

But though his comrades mustered strong

And true across the bay.

And though hero of many a fall.

His worst fall was that day,

CHORUS.

By this fine American wheelman, etc.

Other competitors there were,

But all to fame unknown.

Who never spoke in others' praise.

But loudly sang their own
;

And others still who trusted in

Their monumental cheek

For victor)', but they, too, were

Compelled to eat the leek,

CHORUS.

By this fine American wheelman, etc.

And so we come to celebrate

His triumph here to-night.

With speech and song to welcome him

Victorious from the figlit

;

To lay our vows of fealty

And service at his feet.

And wish that as Chief Consul

The success might be complete,

CHORUS.

Of this line American wheelman, etc.

The Clipper Quartette helped to make things

lively by several very well rendered quartettes, and

received round after round of applause. F. R.

Cook responded to " our racers " in a few short re-

marks. W^hen he had finished some one cried,

" What's the matter with Cook," whereupon every

one present arose and yelled, " He's all right every

time, you bet !
" It was quite a late hour when we

dispersed, and it was universally said to have been

one of the pleasantest meetings we have yet had.

Our division officers are truly "rustlers," esi)c-

cially the chief consul. He has traversed some50O

miles within the last few weeks, wakening the

sluggards to join our merry band, and also getting

items concerning the various roads of the State,

for a road book, which he is preparing.

Messrs. Meeker and Hill, of the Bay Cit)-s, and

Kennedy, of Denver, recently took a trip to the

Ceysers, and upon the whole had a most enjoyable

trip, though they had some startling adventures.

Messrs. Tittle, Booth, and Welch recently took a

trip to Livermore and returned the same da\-, a

distance of about 75 miles; they report walking

along the mountain ridges as very bad, though

most of the way they had fine wheeling and some
splendid coasts. Messrs. Cruikshank, Dubois, and

Blinn, of the Highland Park Wheelmen, recently

took a trip to the Yosemite Valley. Thev sav they

came across a man who had never seen a bicycle

before and took them for a traveling circus.

Cook has received his " walking papers " from

the genial chairman of the racing board of the L.

A. W. This is taken by the wheelmen on this

coast as an insult, and is very keenly felt by the

Bay City Wheelmen, who have worked so hard for

the cause of cycling ever since their organization,

and who were the prime movers in the formation

of a State division of the L. A. W. I ask if you

think this is treating us right, to e.\pel our captain.

May be the worthy chairman will imagine that we

shall construe every action of the racing board as

being perfectly proper without further comment,

and calmly submit, bounce our captain, and send

them a vote of thanks for their highly commenda-

ble action. But allow me to inform you that we

are made of sterner stuff, and sooner than bounce

our captain we shall bounce the League. It is

well for the racing board that they do not reside

in the " far West," or I am afraid their racing days

would be brought to a speedy close. By the way,

what's the matter with Van Sicklen that he was not

"on the list".' W^ell, one thing is sure, we won't

bounce our professional (.') captain, and we won't

refuse to race with him ; then again we don't allow

professionals in our ranks, so " here's a pretty state

of things." What is the racing board going to do

about it? Better send a carload of certificates out,

I guess, or warn us through the Bulletin to beware

of "ourselves."

On May 31, the long-looked-for races of the

Bay City Wheelmen and the Albion Athletic Club

came off. The day was very fine, but in the after-

noon a rather stiff breeze came up, which, coupled

with the softness of the track, made the pushing up

the back stretch very much like work. The track

was a five-lap one consisting mostly of gravel upon

which about one week's work had been done. In

some places it was very soft, the wheel sinking in

as much as three inches, which accounts for the

slow time. The bicycle events were a half, one,

two, and five mile, and a maiden mile, the first two

being scratch. In the half-mile were F. D. Elwell,

of the Bay City Wheelmen, and H. G. Kennedy, of

Denver. Elwell obtained a very poor start by giv-

ing his handle-bars such a jerk that they nearly

broke. Kennedy thus got a start of about 40 feet

;

when Elwell got underway, however, he came like

a streak, passing Kennedy in great style and win-

ning the race in 1.33.

In the mile scratch were Elwell, of the Bay City

Wheelmen, W. G. Davis, of the Sail F"rancisco

Bicycle Club, and C. A. Biederman, all of San Fran-

cisco. Elwell and Davis lit out, leaving Biederman

some ten yards behind, on the second lap. Elwell

led until the last lap, when Davis passed him on

the inside and won in 3.10J. Elwell thought there

was another lap and intended to let Davis lead half

of it and was quite surprised, as were all present,

to see Davis carry the tape. He claimed a foul,

which would have been allowed had he cared to

press it, but he preferred to run it over, to which,

however, Davis objected. They will probably

meet at a future date, if Davis has the grit.

In the two-mile handicap were Elwell, Ken-

nedy, Biederman, H. S. Blood, and a few others.

Elwell and Kennedy started from scratch. Blood

fifty yards, Biederman si.vty. From the start it was

easy to see that the contest lay between Elwell and

Kennedy. They soon overhauled the head men

and then laid down to work, Elwell forcing the

pace with Kennedy's wheel lapping him. If the

track had been in any sort of condition a good
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record would surely have been made. On the final

lap, when near the tape Kennedy forged a wheel

ahead of Klwell ; the latter straightened up and

throwing all his weight on the pedals came up even

and just at the tape got his wheel about a foot

ahead of his competitor, winning the race in 6.56^.

The mile maiden race was one of the most in-

teresting of the kind ever run on the coast. The

entries were I. S. Ireland, II. P. W., R. W. Turner,

B. C. W., J. D. Sears, F. James, \i. C. W., W.

Hammer; the other entries failed to put in an ap-

pearance. Ireland and James started out at a good

pace, closely followed by Turner. On the last lap

the men got bunched very closely until the last half

when Turner forged ahead and succeeded in keep-

ing so to the close. Time, 3.27, Ireland second,

James third. Before the two-mile race some friend

(.>) of Klwell's filled him with beer, the bad effects

of which he felt after the race, so he concluded to

stay out of the five mile. The race was started

with Kennedy scratch, Blood, Scars, and Churchill

with handicaps from 50 to 100 yards. Kennedy

soon caught up the handicaps and led, with Blood

second, Churchill third. Blood passed Kennedy

several times but the latter always succeeded in

catching up. On the five mile Churchill put on a

good burst of speed and got to the front. Lap

after lap was passed with him leading. Blood and

Kennedy alternately trying to pass him but with-

out success. On the last lap, however. Blood met

with success and got to the front, but was in turn

passed by Kennedy, who succeeded in winning the

race in 19.04^, Blood second, Churchill third.

The meeting was a complete success in every way

and was the best field day ever held on the coast.

The races were all very e.xciting and closely con-

tested, and the next meeting is looked forward to

with considerable interest. The officers of the

meet are to be congratulated on their admirable

tact in conducting the affair as they did.

The following were the officers : Referee, F. R.

Cook ; starter, W. C. Brown
;
judges, E. Mohrig, E.

F. O'Connor, J. J. Theobald ; timers, Col. G. C.

Edwards, P. Mclntyre, A. W. Brown; clerks of

course, Thos. L. Hill, P. N. Gafney.

At the conclusion of the races "Malty," the

world-renowned trick rider, gave an admirable ex-

hibition on the wheel, which was the best ever

seen on the coast.

Sometime ago a tournament was given by the

Bay City Wheelmen, in which the San Francisco

Bicycle Club assisted, to create a fund for the

building of a track. A treasurer was appointed to

keep charge of the coin, who happened to be a Bay

City Wheelman. This has worried the San Fran-

cisco Bicycle Club for a long time, and finally, to

settle matters, the fund was divided between the

l?ay City Wheelmen and the San P'rancisco Bicycle

Club, each taking one half. As the San Francisco

Club had but four men in the parade against forty

odd of the Bay City Wheelmen, and as the Bay

City Wheelmen did all the work and all the racing,

I presume the San Francisco Bicycle Club is

satisfied with the settlement. " Rocks."

San Francisco, Cal., June 3, 1886.

FROM OUR NEW ORLEANS CORRESPOND-
ENT.

Bicycling is on a greater boom than ever. Good

weather, fine races, news from Boston tourists

—

why, we are all upside-down ! Not less than nine

young men, within the last month, have handed in

their applications for membership in the hand-

some little N. O. Bi. Club. The plucky little

rider. Van Mcrbcckc, of New York, stopped in

this city on his way to San Francisco, and was

royally entertained by New Orleans riders. The

Young Men's Gymnastic Club held its first annual

athletic tournament at the Fair grounds. May 29

and 30. Among their many sports were bicycle

races, tendered the New Orleans Bicycle Club.

The first day's sport opened with a mile handi-

cap, with the following contestants: W. L.

Hughes, E. E. Marks, G. Mel). Nathan, and our

able young editor of the Bicycle South, W. W.
Crane. The judges considered them so evenly

matched that they were all started from the

scratch. They were started at 4 P. M., exactly,

Hughes a little the best, but he had hardly gone

fifty yards, when his little wheel was seen to rear,

and he took a lovely header. Not discouraged

by his fall he quickly mounted, and was after the

gang at a clipping gait. At the half-mile Nathan

was about two hundred yards ahead, Mark second.

Crane third, and Hughes last but rapidly gain-

ing; at three-quarters, Nathan still ahead; seven-

eighths, all bunched, when, unfortunately for Crane,

he took a header and was out of the race. Down
the stretch it was a pretty sight, and a hard tussle

;

when within ten yards of the finish, Hughes over-

took Marks and was declared winner by six

inches. He was warmly congratulated by his

friends for his success, and also his nerve in re-

mounting and riding after having taken a fall.

Time, 4m. 3 i-2S. Half an hour afterwards there

was a half-mile dash by the same gang, with the

addition of F. M. Ziegler, Jr. Hughes had every-

thing his own way, took the lead from the start,

and won as he liked, legs on handle-bars. Time,

1.51^. Crane was unfortunate enough to take

another header in this race, which used him up

pretty badly. The next day being Sunday there

was only one race and two starters, Hughes and

Marks, a mile dash. Marks got the best of the

start and took the lead, which he held until the

seven-eighths, when Hughes caught him, passed

him, and won by about forty yards. Time, 3.51.

The track on which the races were run is our

race course, a one-mile dirt track, and, as it was

not in the best condition, the time made is con-

sidered very excellent. Hughes was awarded his

three medals the night afterwards, and of course

feels very proud. Expect to have our L. A. W.
races soon, when the boys will have another go at

each other. " New Orleans."
New Orleans, June 5, 1886.

^ews ^©feeg.

2.34.

He got there.

On Monday, July 5.

Hampden Park, Si)ringfield.

His name is George M. Hendee.

Sin twisters, I lartford and Springfield.

Col. Pope and A. II. Overman are in Europe.

To differ with a League otlicial is to declare

war.

Dayton, Ky., is boiling over with bicycle enthu-

siasm.

Howell won the first professional race of the

season.

A. C. U. stock has an upward tendency and is

in lively demand.

No more loafing at A. C. U. races ; the $10 fine

racket works to a charm.

The Cycle has been made the official organ of

the racing board L. A. W.

The Lynn Cycle track is undergoing a few

slight changes for its betterment.

Work is in progress on the bicycle track at the

lacrosse grounds, Winona, Minn.

Dr. Geo. E. Blackiiam believes in reforming

the amateur rule within the Ixague.

Every wheelman visiting Dayton, Ohio, always

calls on that prince of cyclists, A. W. (Jump.

By far the best riding this season has been

done by Weber in the Clarksville road race.

At a recent race meeting in the North of En-

gland three frying pans were offered as prizes.

The A. C. U. will have no official organ, as the

daily press can furnish ample accommodations.

Over two hundred cyclists took part in the an-

nual parade of the Brooklyn wheelmen, June 17.

English amateurs visiting America this fall can

race under A. C. U. rules and not lose their stand-

ing.

The A. C. U. rules commend themselves to

everybody and only words of praise arc spoken of

them.

The A. C. U. starts off nobly in the line of rec-

ords, one-mile 2.34, all from five to ten miles in-

clusive.

How would the Englishmen like to compete

with Star Weber in some of their hundred-mile

road races .'

Kluge, the Star champion, will not be able to

ride for some time, in consequence of his fall at

the Lynn meet.

What's the matter with Ducker .' He's stub-

born as a mule ! Well, and what's the matter

with the A. C. U. .'

See "for sale columns" for bargains in racing

wheels. No need of being dependent on the mak-

ers, with such bargains.

P. Harvard Reilly's trip to Europe is a success.

The party leaves New York, Saturday, July 3,

and includes ladies.

W. S. Maltby, the fancy and trick bicycle rider,

has sailed for Australia, and will undoubtedly as-

tonish the natives of the far south.

The Springfield treaty: The signing of the arti-

cle of peace between the Pope Manufacturing

Company and the Overman Wheel Company.

The Sporting and TheatricalJournal has now be-

come the official organ for the Illinois division, ow-

ing to the death of the Mirror of American Sports.

Can any one tell the difference between an asso-

ciation that winks at men receiving their expenses

and one whose rules allow what the other forbids

but dares not enforce .'

Racing men and others visiting Springfield this

fall will be glad to learn that Mrs. Gardner has

enlarged the house 39 Main St., and is better than

ever prepared to entertain visiting wheelmen.

A correspondent asks the question, " Would
not a toll road for cyclers along the line of rail-

roads, constructed and kept in repair by them, be

possible and profitable ? " We think it would.

" Ride to the divil !
" said Pat, with a contempt-

uous look at the combination of man and wheels.

" Do ye think I cam from the aould counthry to

drive a donkey-caart, bedad, and be me own

horrse ?
"

—

Record.

Albert Schock was arrested in Minneapolis,
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Minn., June 17, having assaulted an employe in

Brown Brothers' restaurant, in which he has re-

cently taken an interest, with a carving-fork. The

dispute arose over the filling of an order.

Col. Albert A. Pope, president of the Pope

Manufacturing Company, in company with George

H. Day, the manager of the factory at Hartford,

sailed from New York, Saturday, July 3, for a two-

months business and pleasure trip abroad.

The Lakin Cyclometer Company of Westfield

offers the California wheelmen a gold cyclometer

to be competed for between July 15 and January

15, owing to the difference in their riding season,

which prevents their competing with riders of

other sections of the country.

At last, the racing seems to be fast getting into

shape, for which we have to thank the A. C. U.

The members from Lynn, Xewtonville, Spring-

field, and Hartford have worked like beavers, one

and all ; one full board meeting every week and

an average of two minor meetings e.xtra. Nothing

like A. C. U. enthusiasm ; it beats all.

The Boston Globe says :
" One of the Boston cy-

cle dealers stated recently that he had a waste-

paper basket full of applications from non-sus-

pended straight amateur racing men, asking that

thev be on the quiet furnished with machines and

expenses for racing at all future events which are

run under League rules. ' It is remarkable,' said

the dealer, ' how cheaply you can buy League ama-

teurs. They come at a much lower rate than

do those in the A. C. U.'"

The Elmira Tidings asks a question of the city

government :
" The Council has denied the bicy-

clist the right of the sidewalk, even in wet weather,

but the numerous children's tricycles and other

vehicles are still permitted to obstruct the walks

and annoy pedestrians. Especially is this true

on the bridges. Even last evening we noticed a

lady's elegant dress torn and smeared by a girl

who needs must go at a breakneck speed, and oc-

cupied the whole passageway nearly. If one is

denied, why not, city fathers, give attention to the

greater evil ?

"

Percy Furnivall, the favorite here last Septem-

ber, is riding in great form both on the tricvcle

and the bicycle, having won the one-mile tricycle

championship at Weston the 14th over Langley

and Lee, the best heat being made in 2m. 595S.

The 25-mile bicycle championship was run the

same day. R. H. English, the champion at

the distance, was entered for this, but suffered

from a lame ankle, and finished seventh. It

brought a new champion, J. E. Fenlon, of the

Gainsboro club. Ratcliff was second and Gate-

house third. The time was good, ih. 19m. 29^5.

The Sporting and Theatrical Journal, Chicago,

says: "Ed Wilcox, who is known all over as the

best salesman in the trade, especially for pastures

new where a bicycle has never been seen, was in

town the other day. Wilco.x has a farm down in

Geneva, and when not thinking of the American cy-

cles is quite apt to turn his attention to the dispo-

sition of the produce. That he has great ability

in this direction is evident, as while riding down
town with Mr. Gormully he sold him five hundred

pounds of butter, one hundred dozen eggs, and a

horse for home use. Verily, Wilco.x, you are a

dandy."

Gormully & Jcffery have recently received a

very handsome bronze medal from the New Or-

leans Exposition Co. as a souvenir of the fact that

their wheels took the first award at the New Or-

leans Exposition. On one side of the medal is an

allegorical design of " The Three Americas," sim-

ilar to that on the Prince Albert memorial in

London ; and on the other is a suitable inscrip-

tion. It is claimed that there are more of the

American Cycles in actual use in the South than

those of all other makes combined. Several of

the largest clubs ride these wheels exclusively

and take their club name from them.

The Springfield Daily Union, in a recent issue,

says: " A. B. Norton, of Westfield, who is one of

the contestants for the Lakin gold cvclometer

offered to the amateur wheelman of the country re-

cording the greatest number of miles during the

year, has already scored nearly 4,000 miles. The

contest closes December i. Bank Clerk Goodnow

of the same town made a record of 5,050 miles

last year. The way the Westfield boys do it is to

tackle a sort of square over there, the distance

around which is about two miles, and keep pegging

away at it for a number of hours. Goodnow, so it

is said, used to leave the bank about 4 o'clock and

ride into the night, and sometimes on moonlight

nights he would ride all night. They have a good

hard sidewalk and the road is thus an easv one."

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

** Grateful fragrance along the way

Revealed the presence of new-mown hay,"

in a hue run home by starlight ; and we could

in the dim light just make out the forms of the

heaps of hay made ready for barn or stack. Fire-

Hies seemed trying to light up the shadowy scenes

as we passed, but their fitful flashes made the

darkness darker, and objects more vague. Our

silent progress now and then startled some night

prowler, who skurried away through tall weeds and

grass by the roadside, and at one time a little owl

swooped about overhead, with the peculiar snap-

ping sound of his hooked beak, as if he disputed

our right of way. Scents and sounds familiar to

all farm-yards greet us as we pass one where a big

ox chews the cud of sleepy contentment beside

the gray old barn. Carts and tools are strewn

about where night found them, and the day's toil

ended.

All along the way on this dark run of three

miles, we rode so easily and securely without a

lamp, that the Facile has scored a point as a night

roadster.

The Stamford Wheel Club, and several unat-

tached, sail and wheel to Coney Island on their

annual run, July 15. They had a club run and

shore dinner on the 5th.

At this writing the Solitarj' Club is preparing

for the capture of New Jersey at an early day, and

it will be well if they keep the roads clear, and

have the cuisine of the hotels up to the standard !

Consul Baldwin is working up the road book,

and Consul Reynolds is looking after the L. A. W.
signals. The lack of one at Putnam's Hill has

caused several headers, during the spring.

Three Meriden cyclers, touring to Tarrytown,

Albanv, Howe's Cave, and probably home by way

of Springfield, called here recently. They rode

two Stars and one Club, and looked equal to a

long distance and a good time.

Those figures for a road of macadam are rather

startling. We think that a steam crusher in this

very stony section of country would lower them

verv much. " Stamson."

BROOKLYN NOTES.

The Bedford Cycling Club has been " fixing

up" its club-rooms in general. It has also put

in some new lockers.

Fisher, of the Bedford Cycling Club, is now on

a three months' tour in California. Besides riding,

he will also do some sketching.

Captain Pettus, of the Kings County Wheelmen,

has received his new Roval Mail. He considers

it quite a good machine for ordinary road-riding.

The Bedfords have been very quiet, during the

past month, and seem to need a little shaking up.

It is quite a large club, and ought to show some

enthusiasm.

The Wayside Wheelmen are no more. With

few exceptions they have joined the Kings County

Wheelmen. Several of them went over to the

Bedfords, and a few others remain unattached.

A. B. Barkman, president of the Brooklyn Bi-

cycle Club, and compiler of the Long Island Road

Book, who recently sprained his ankle while dis-

mounting near Jamaica, is riding again. He will

ride a Victor this season.

At the Brooklyn Athletic Club's games. May
31, a two-mile handicap race was held in connec-

tion with the other sports. The bicycle race re-

sulted in an easy victory for F. L. Ray, of the

Ixion Bicycle Club, with J. S. Kulp second by

nine yards.

The weather has been perfect during the past

month, and a great many club runs and tours were

held. Our local clubs were all well represented

at the League meet, and the " boys " report having

had a good time, although the business meeting

was not what they had expected.

The two-mile road race of the Brooklyn Bicycle

Club resulted in a'victory for Hawkins, with Slo-

cum a good second. The event proved very ex-

citing, and was witnessed by a throng of wheel-

men. The course was two miles of the Ocean

Parkway, the favorite road of lirooklyn wheelmen.

E. Valentine is the coming man of the Kings

Countv Wheelmen, as well as of Brooklyn. At

the recent race meeting of the Kings County

Wheelmen he gave A. B. Rich, the New York

State champion, some hard work. He makes ex-

cellent home spurts, and if he continues will soon

rival Rich.

The annual parade of Brooklyn and New York

clubs took place on Bedford avenue. The start

was made at 9 p. m. at Bergen street, and the long

line of lights moved up the avenue to the Kings

County Wheelmen club-rooms, where refresh-

ments were served. There were about 200 wheel-

men in line.

Harrv Farr, the Ilderan Bicycle Club's coming

man, took a bad fall by slipping his pedal in the

road race. He was picked up unconscious, with

both wrists sprained, his lip badly cut, and an

ugly bump on the right side of his head. Never-

theless, he is now all right again, and raced in

several of the Kings County Wheelmen's races.

The ladies of Brooklyn contemplate organizing

a tricycle club. Several ladies have already sig-

nified their intention of forming a club if they can

get enough members to make some sort of a dis-

play. The number of lady tricyclists is gradually

increasing, and the forming of a club might be an

inducement to a great many young ladies to be-

come tricycle riders.

Tiic competition among the Brooklyns, for the
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PROVED ITSELF THE FASTEST CYCLE IN THE WORLD I

(Patented and Registered)

50 MILES ON THE ROAD, 3h, 5m. 34s.

10 MILES, 2901. 30i MILES, Ih. 41m.

Ma i8S5.15 KxBL'RY Road, Catford Hii.i,,

Messrs. Stari.ev & Sutton :
—

Gcutletiien— After giviiii; the Rover Safety a thorough trial,

extending over several months, I feel bound to testify my entire satisfac-

tion with the machine. Although geared to 60 inches, I find that it not

only equals but excels every other machine for hill-climbing, while coast-

ing is a perfect luxury imattainable on any other one-track cycle that I

know of ; and its ample brake power enables one to bring the Rover
almost to a standstill on the steepest decline without the certainty of a

nasty header, as would be the case on any ordinary bicycle or on most of

the so-called safeties. Previously to this season I had always pinned my
faith to the ordinary bicycle ; but my experience of the Rover has led

me to the conclusion that it is not only the safest but also the swiftest

cycle on the road, and I can safely say that my mounts in future will

always be of the Rover type. Yours faithfully,

CHAS. P. SISLEY, Cat/ord C. C, C. T. C, a,ul N. C. U.

METEOR WORKS. SXAR3LEY <& SXJXXON, COVENTRY, ENG.

OYOI^M
^ReciH©tiom®iFi®Friee©OFi#iiS§®$to<2:K.^^

APOLLOS.
Three 54:=incl:L Apollos at $130.00 eacli

;

fornner price ^14^.00.
Two 56^inchL Apollos at ^132.50 eacli

;

former i^rice %\A7 .BO.
Two 58=inclTL Apollos at $135.00 eacli

;

former price SloO.OO.

BRITISH CHALLENGES.
A few 1885 Britisli. Challenges, ^vitl^l cow^=h.om bars and

ball=pedals, at $15 reduction; 50=incb $120, formerly $135.

SINGER CHALLENGES.
48, 50, B2,, 54, 56, and 58 =incli Singer Challenges, from

$87.OO up; former prices $102.50 up.

CHALLENGE SAFETIES.
36 and 40=incb Challenge Safeties at $125, formerly $140.

^^ The above are all first-class machines, left over from last season,
examination, on receipt of $10 to cover transportation.

Sent C. O. D., with privilege of

m

6 and 8 Berl^eley Street, Boston, jVIass.
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BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send slanip tu

A. W. aUNIP,
OaytoiT., Ohio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-hand JNIachines.

Second-hand Bicycles taken in exchange.
Bicycles repaired and nickel-plated. Cash
liaid for .Second-hand Bicycles. Largest
Stock of Second-hand Wheels in America.

Ins Tills
'4^

52-inch ENGLISH BICYCLE, enameled, ball bearings, $50

54-Inch ENGLISH BICYCLE, new fires, parallel bearings. 40

VICTOR TRICYCLE, in good order 80

SOCIABLE TRICYCLE, In good order 85

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Uf any kinti, send stamp to

A. W. QUIVIP,
IDci>'ton, Oliio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-liand Machines.

Second-hand Kicvclt-s taken in exchange.
Bicycles repaired and nickel-plated. Cash
paid for Second-hand Bicycles. Largest
Stock of Second-hand Wheels in America.

NOW READY.

WHEELMEN'S

REFERENCE BOOK,
CONTAINING

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY ; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 * FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS ^ 49
IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN,

WILL Ari'EAR IN THE BOOK I

F. F. IVES,
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
G E. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. BASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH,

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. VanSICKLEN,

W. C. MARVIN,
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AYERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. B. RICH,

E. P. BURNHAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMH^TON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

A. H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,

W. S. ATWELL,
A. G. SPALDING,

H. B. SMITH,
H. W. GASKELL,

S. T. CLARK,
W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKER & GOODA/LAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

IF YOU are interested in Inventions, Pat
ents. Manufacture, etc., secure a free copy
of the old established illustrated journal, the

I

-AMERICAN- p^
NVENTOR

J. S. ZERBE, Publisher, •
188 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI, O.

oxT.y $1.00 rEn yicah.

PATENTS quickly obtained at reasonable
rates in the U. 8. and all Foreign Countries.

P
AMERICAN IVi

ateimT
188 & 190 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI,
jD^" Sjiecial Department for the Exhibi
tion of Models and Sale of Patents. "^BS

I
HOLDFAST^
'©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRJCE 20 GTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HART,8IIARCH5IPHILA.=

Bundle Carrier for Center of Wheel.
A new and novel idea, whereby a Lirge bundle maybe easily

pl.iced within the wheel without removing a spoke. Cannot
be injured by any kind of a fall, and entirely out of the way.
l^erfeniy firaflictzi. Wherever seen pronounced as the best
bundle carrier known.

Finished in cloth, post-paid $1.25
Finished in gossamer, post-paid, 1.50

FRANK B. WILKINS, Milford, N. H.

ii

wheeling:
THE

LEADING^ WHEEL* PAPER
OK GREAT BRITAIN.

Weekly: 5 cents, or $2.00 per Annum.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip

and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs ; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for

which 515 is given weekly.

HARRY ETHERINGTON, Proprietor.

1B2 Fleet Street, LONDON, E. C.

American Agents :

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

|]g^°°\VHEELiNG and The Gazette mailed, post-paid, for

$2.00 per annum.

HOW-
TO SELL THE

RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

AGENTS AND DEALERS, AND THOSE INTERESTED

IN THE BUSINESS, SHOULD SEND STAMP

FOR FULL DIRECTIONS TO

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

BOSTON, Pvl^VSS.

THE REPRESENTATIVE CYCLING
PAPER IN THE SOUTH.

W. L. SURPRISE, Editor and Proprietor.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

It is the oldest paper in the South devoted to cycling, and
has gained a large support all over the country.

Its advertising facilities are unsurpassed for the introduction

of goods, in the South and West particularly. Rates on

application.

SUBSCEIPTION, FIFTY CENTS PER YEAR.

Sample copy free on application. Address

THE SOUTHERN CYCLER,
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

AS A ROADSTER,
Because it is propelled by levers, giving

a constant application of power so highly

prized on sandy or muddy roads and in hill-

climbing.

FOR SAFETY,
Because, the treadles being in the rear of

the hub, there is an uplifting at the fulcra

in front, removing the danger of "taking a

header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,
Because the levers can be adjusted so

that a 50-inch wheel can be set to suit a rider

of almost any stature.

With any of the leading Saddles.

FOR POWER OR SPEED,
Because the rider, without dismounting,

can set a 50-inch wheel to run with the same
foot-stroke speed as a 40, 50, 60, or 70-inch

crank bicycle.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,
Because the new adjustable anti - friction

bearings nin very easily, are very durable,

and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,
The new hollow - felloe rim being very

rigid, and when the bicycle is made without

steering - head the braces prevent the usual

strain on the backbone.

FOR POWER AND VELOCITY,
Because the new motor, utilizing the weight, and the natural position of the hands, enable the rider to greatly increase the pressure upon the pedals.

Secured by United States Patents and Pending United States ami Foreif/n Ajyplications

/>// the Inventor, Rev. HOMEll A. KING, Springfield, Mass.

FRICE LIST.
Parallel Bearings.

THE KING BICYCLE, Enamel Finish, $80
THE KING BICYCLE, Half Nickel, 90
THE KING BICYCLE, Full Nickel, 95
THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER, E^nlt.VS. 115

Adjustable Anti-Friction Bearings Adjustable Anti-Friction Bearings
to front wheel. to both wheels.

$95 $110

105 120

no 125

Half Nickel, 130 Full Nickel, 145

SPECIAL OFFER.
Clergyman's Discount of one-tenth allowed to any First Purchaser in any Town or ward in any City.

ACxKNaS WANTBD.

THE Kmii WHEEL COPIPHIIT, SI Batty Slicei, HEW lOHK.

A. Copy of THE BICYCLE HEFiALD Sent Kree.
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M. V. J. WEBBER,
When he went back to England last September, left his

56-inch RUDGE HUMBER RACER with Mr. H. D. Corey.

This Is the machine on which he rode during the famous

race of 20 miles within the hour, and was used only at

Springfield. Mr. Corey offers the same for sale, and Invites

correspondence. Address 152 Congress Street. Boston.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-

hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

-^ Sable "^ SdilS P

A WESTERN WEEKLY

SOCIETY .t-^ FAMILY JOURNAL,

OFFICIAL ORGAN FOR THE IOWA DIVISION

OF THE L. A. W.

Sample copy sent to any portion of the United States upon
receipt of a two-cent stamp.

Price $1.30 2ier yc:;r.

Address

BROWN BROTHERS, Publishers,

OTTUMWA, IOWA.

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
Just the Tiling for .Merchants , Druggists, Grocers,

Boys, Girls, Everybody

!

Presses from $3 to $175. Outfits from $5 to $50.
Any one with ordinary' intelligence can do the work. I-'iill

instructions with every order. Send for descriptive price-list,

and mention this paper. R. D. ZERBE, iSS West Fifth St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fifty L. A. W. fine gold beveled edge
Cards, in handsome case, with your name,
address, and emblem ( in gold ) neatly

printed on all, by mail post-paid for 50

cents. Sure to please. An agent wanted
in every club to take orders. Send stani]i

for teims and samples.

B. SHEAFER, Camden, Ohio.

E

VERY ONE should have his machine in the best possible

condition. This can be done by using a bottle of Ardill's

LIQUID ENAMEL, price 75 cents.

STODDARD. LOVERING & CO., Agen's.

152-158 Congress Street, Boston.

-M BMOWMMM WmS)
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

Tmi « ceiralel BijIdJ Waters.'m
Highland Tonica Water i,s a natural mineral water, possessing wonderful curative powers for all diseases of the blood. It is especially efficient in

the treatment of malaria and kidney complaints. Highland Rock Water is the climax of table waters,—pure, sparkling, and healthful; a perfect

beverage.
TIicsv Waters are for sale by all first-class Drut/r/ists.

THE HIGHLANE) NEWS is published monthly at Manchester Highlands, Ct. It is devoted to the discussion of questions of health and matters of general interest.

Its advertising rates are low, considering that its edition numbers 100,000 copies each month. Subscription, prepaid, 25 cents per annum. Send for a sample copy.

GEO. H. MORRILL S CO.

PRINTING^LITHOGRAPHIC INK,
34 HAWLEY STREET, BOSTON. 25 ROSE STREET, NEW YORK.

WORKS AT NORWOOD, MASS

SHATTUCK & FLETCHER, Agents, 520 Commercial Street, SAN FRANCISCO.

THE GAZETTE IS PRINTED WITH MORRILL'S INK.

The excelsior CYCLOMETER
NOW READY FOR DELIVERY.

Simple, Accurate, and Reliable. The Oldest and Best Cyclometer on the Market.

PRICE $8.00. FOB SALE BY ALL DEALEBS.

Manufactured by FREU JENKINS^ BicyclES, TricyclES, Etc.
Agent for the New Rapid, Dictator. Spalding, Genuine Number, Etc., Etc.

21 PARK ROW, r noo in s r,r>, 06,07,) NEW YORK.
Factory and Repair Shop, 291 West Eleventh Street.

II^^^AIl manner of Repairs executed promptly, and at moderate rates. Disaljled machines called for and delivered, free of charge, in anv part of the
city below 6ist street. Nickeling and enameling a specialty. Orders by mail will receive prompt attention. Out-of-town re/iairs should he sent by freight.
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various medals which have been offered, is becom-

ing very strong. Hawkins rode 135 miles on the

road in fifteen and one-half hours, and Messrs.

liarkman and .Skinner made a century run inside of

ten iiours. Mceteer, the winner of their one-mile

club championship race, is also a good road rider,

but does not seem to care for making records.

The lirooklyn Bicycle Club held a club run to

Koslyn, L. I., on June 12. They took the 4.22

I'. M. train from Brooklyn to Jamaica. The dis-

tance from Jamaica to Roslyn was made by wheel,

and the return by boat to New York. This was a

rather curious club run, as the distance from

Brooklyn to Roslyn and return is fifty-one miles,

while but fourteen miles were ridden on bicycle.

The Brooklyn Eagle devotes a column or more

every day to so-called " Sports and Pastimes."

Generally it had a whole column filled with base-

ball news, and once in a while throws in some

cricket news. But it does not seem to consider

cycling a sport, for it never has anything to say on

the subject e.xcept when some important event

takes place, and then it condenses it as much as

possible.

The Kings County Wheelmen have proved that

they can put the best team on the road by the

manner in which they won the inter-club race of

the New N'ork and New Jersey Team Road Racing

Association. Kd. Pettus, their captain, who has

been out of training for over two years, and who
everybody thought would have no chance what-

ever, managed to come in fifth and received great

applause.

Jamaica, L. 1., which is about twelve miles dis-

tant from Brooklyn, has about fifteen bicycle riders

and a few tricycle riders. A few of the boys

wcnild like to organize a club, the same as some

of our Brooklyn clubs, the members of which do

a great deal of touring with them. If they could

get the support of all Jamaica's riders, form a club,

and hire some nice, comfortable club-rooms, they

would very likely attract a great many young men
who are not yet riders.

The Kings County Wheelmen held their annual

race meeting at the Brooklyn Athletic Associa-

tion's grounds. Numerous entries had been re-

ceived from all the best racers in the State, and

some pretty good time was made. The track is

of cinder and measures five laps to the mile.

Harry Hall was to have raced, but did not turn

up. He is said to be getting some surprisingly

fast time out of his Star, and many of the riders

present wanted to see him test it on the track.

The Kings County Wheelmen and the Inde-

pendent Wheelmen held club runs to Pachogue

on Decoration Day, returning the following dav.

When they reached Babylon, about twenty miles

from Pachogue, they were all soaked, having rid-

den some distance in a heavy shower. The Kings

County Wheelmen and all of the Independents

took the train from there, except two of the Inde-

pendent Wheelmen. They resolved to ride the

whole distance, and were rewarded by having a

cool, clear afternoon.

An accident occurred on Ilcnry street by which

a prominent wheelman almost got into a scrape.

A small boy was playing ball in the middle of the

street, with his back towards the approaching cy-

clist. The rider turned to one side to pass him,

when the boy, unconscious of all danger, ran to

the same side and collided, the bicycle throwing

the rider, and falling on the boy. His father im-

mediately had the wheelman arrested, but, on

learning that his son was not hurt, refused to press

a complaint, and the wheelman was allowed to

proceed.

Hello! The Prospect Park badges are out at

last. They are certainly not very attractive, and

are very large. The badge is round and a trifle

larger than our silver dollar. In the middle the

rider's number is inscribed in plain black figures.

Above this is i)rinted in black letters " Wheel-

men's Badge," and below " B. P. C." Half the

size would have sufficed, but the Brooklyn Park

Commissioners seem to think a wheelman likes to

make as much show as possible, or may be they

are trying to make him look as stupid as possible,

by compelling him to wear conspicuously on his

breast a badge larger than our cart-wheel dollar.

However, we have to submit to it and pay fifty

cents besides, if we wish to have the privilege of

riding in the Park. Another dodge of the com-

missioners was to commence selling the badges

from number 300 up, and as soon as they had

become known to most wheelmen, then they com-

menced to sell the lower numbers.

flmQng fehe Clubs.

Connecticut Division L. A. W.—The an-

nual meeting of the Connecticut State division L.

A. W'. was held at Hartford on Tuesday, June 29.

At the officers' meeting a number of important

matters affecting the interests of the division were

considered. The subject of a road book of

Connecticut was taken up. The book will prob-

ably be issued this fall and will contain careful

details of about 3,000 miles of road in Connecti-

cut, with maps and distances, besides a general

description of the character of the road. It was

voted to formally demand of E. M. Aaron, the

national secretary-editor, the sum due this division

and for some unexplained reason unpaid. The
subject of changes in the racing rules of the

League was discussed, and while a change of some

sort was felt to be necessary the exact form of it

was not the subject of a vote. A motion to allow

all wheelmen, members of the League, to race in

classes (except professionals), provided they had

no better record than that of the class entered,

was lost.

At the general meeting there was an attendance

of a little over 100 members. The report of the

secretary-treasurer was read and showed receipts

of $243, a balance of $95, and due from the na-

tional secretary-editor about $329. The ballot for

secretary-treasurer of the division resulted in favor

of D. J. Post by a vote of 56 to 45 for F. H. Cry-

gier.

The annual report of the chief consul, C. G.

Huntington, was a strong document. It reports

a membership of the division of nearly 550 against

307 at the last annual meeting and an increase

from six to ten representatives. The percentage

of growth has been as great as that of any division

except Massachusetts. The matter of racing is

thus treated :

—

"The racing interests of this division are veiy

considerable, and in referring to them I beg to here

state that I consider the course now being taken

by the national racing board most unwise and un-

reasonable. In my judgment want of reason has

become a chronic and constitutional malady with

this racing board. The effect of its recent action,

if consummated, would entirely crijiplc the tourna-

ments without giving any offsetting advantage

whatsoever. The noise and stir made throucrhout

the country by the great race meetings of the past

three years have worked wonders for the general

benefit of cycling. I claim that it is a most im-

portant part of the work to which the League's

support is jiledgcd to do everything possible to-

ward the encouragement and success of these race

meetings. What lies at the bottom of the League's

persecution of the ' makers' amateur ' and the

branding of him as a 'professional '.' I can con-

ceive of nothing unless it is 'because it's English,

you know.' » » » The ' makers' amateur

'

rides to win the race ; the ' professional ' rides

to win what, if you will excuse the vulgarity, I

should term the ' boodle,' and the worst of it is,

the unsuspecting public has no means of deter-

mining whether the 'boodle 'goes with the head

or the tail of the procession which passes under the

wire. True, the outward and visible occupation

of the ' makers' amateur ' may be cycle racing,

but he does not ride with ])rofcssional intent, ac-

cording to the best meaning of the term as applied

to athletics, and he should not be classed with

those who do so ride. The League justly forbids

racing for money prizes. Such racing is demoral-

izing. * * » Whatever the League does to-

ward the elimination of the gambling element is

commendable, but it goes too far in rule H. The

whole vexing question could be easily and effect-

ually settled by taking every man morally entitled

to recognition as an amateur and placing him on

the path by time classification, strictly according

to his ability."

RACE MEETINGS.

Brushton (P.\.) Brvcle Club.
Saturday, June 26.

Otw-Atiie //ufuiicap.

W. D. B.iiiker, scratch, Pittsburgh, Pa. Time, 4.57

John E. Harris, 55 yards, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Half-Mile A mateur.

W. I). Banker, Pittsburgh, Pa., Time, j.34 3-4

J. W. McGrady.

C.\N.VDIAN W'HEEI.MEN's ASSOCIATION.

Date 0/ Meeting, July 1,2, and 3, 1886. Track, cinder, 4

laps to a mile. Weatlur, very fine and bright. Wind, very

strong.

Officers—Referee, J. S. Brierley of St. Thomas, Ont.

;

Judges, W. I,. Maltbyof Montreal, Angus Grant of Montreal,

W. G. Eakins of Toronto, Ont. ; Timer, J. A. Taylor of

Montreal ; Starter, J. A. Muirhead of London, Ont. ; Clerk

of Course, V>1. G. Ross of Montreal; Secretary, I. G. Gualdin-

ger of Montreal ; Attendance, large first day, medium second

day.
Thursday, July i.

One-Mile, 4t/i Class (green).

Chas. Ware, Marblehead, Mass., Time, 3.20 1-2

D. Pollock, Montreal, " 3.37 3-8

One-Mile Cltcimpionship of Canada.

H. \V. Clarke, Woodstock, Ont., Time, 3.09 1-2

Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont., " 3.09 5-8

100 Yards Run, in Heats. \st Heat.

J. S. Robertson, Montreal, Time, 10 1-5

Bert Field, Woodstock, Ont.

100 Yards Run. 2d Heat.

J. S. Robertson, Montreal, Time, 102-5

Three-Mile Roadster Machines, 40 lbs. or o-,'cr.

T. Fane, Toronto, Out., Time, 10.08 1-2

J. H. Robertson, Montreal, " lo.oS 5-8

Time by Afiles—isX, 3.13 ; 2d, 6.56 1-2.

Half-Mile Dash IVitlioul Hands.

Chas. Ware, Marblehead, Mass., Time, 1.46

D. B. Holden, Montreal, " 1.48

Fri'e-Mile Championship cf Canada.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont., Time, 18.5G

J. R. Scales, Montreal, " 1S.57

Time by Miles — ist, 3. 38 1-2 ; 2d, 7.22 ; 3d, 11.05: 4th,

14.56.

One-Mile Tricycle Championship of Canada.

A. T. I^ane, Montreal, Time, 3.51

G. .\. Mothersill, Ottawa, Ont., " 4.30
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440 Yards Run.

J. S. Robertson, Montreal, Time, 52 1-5

J. F. Owens, Montreal.

Thrce-Mile Open.

H. W. Clarke, Woodstock, Ont., Time, 10.04

D. E. Hunter, Alberton, P. E. Island.

Friday, July 2.

Road Race {scratcli) to Lachine, 10 Miles.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont., Time, 42

M. F. Johnston, Toronto, Ont., " 42 1-4

J. R. Scales, Montreal, " 42 1-2

T. Fane, Toronto, Ont., " 43 1-2

F. \V. S. Crispo, Montreal, " 43 3-4

Saturday, July 3.

One-Mile (id Class), Open to all A mateurs wlw Imne never

•zvon a prize except in a 4M Class Race.

Chas. Ware, Marblehead, Mass., Time, 3.23 1-2

D. Pollock, Montreal, " 3.33 1-4

Half-Mile Trial Heats. 1st Heat.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont., Time, 1.34 4-5

J. H. Robertson, Montreal.

2d Heat.

H. W. Clarke, Woodstock, Ont., Time, 1.30

D. E. Hunter, Alberton, P. E. Island.

220 Yards Run.

]. S. Robertson, Montreal, Time, 2.30 2-5

W. R. Thompson, Montreal.

Half-Mile Final Heat.

H. W. Clarke, Woodstock, Ont., Time, 1.30

Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont.

880 Yards Run.

J. W. Moffoet, Montreal, Time, 2.03 2-5

S. D. Jones, Montreal.

Five-Mile Open.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont., Time, 17.10 1-2

T. Fane, Toronto, Ont., 1725 3-S

Two-Mile (2d Class), Open to all A mateurs who have never

•won a first prizefront scratch, except in a yi or i,th Class

Race.

Chas. Ware, Marblehead, Mass., Time, 6.47 1-4

N. L. Lusher, Montreal, " 6.49

Three-Mile Open.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont., Time, 9,55 1-5

T. Fane, Toronto, Ont., " 9.552-5

A. T. Lane ran one-mile tricycle against time, in 3.52 2-5

The meeting of the O. W. A. was held in connection with

the Montreal Bicycle Club, and passed off without a hitch.

Very strong wind each day.

BiNGHAMTON (N. Y.) BiCYCLE ClUB.

Date of Meeting, Monday, July 5, 1886. Track, clay, in

fair condition, five laps to the mile. Weather, very hot.

Wind, slightly breezy.

Officers.—Referee, Geo. R. Bidwell of New York City

;

Judges, N. M. Beckwith of New York City, W. S. Bull of

Buffalo, N. Y., E. J. Wheeler of Albany, N. Y. ; Timer,

Fred C. Hand, Scranton, Pa. ; Starter, W. H. Hecox, Jr.,

Binghamton, N. Y. ; Clerk of Course, Gerry Jones, Bing-

hamton, N. V. ; Attendance, about 2,000.

Monday, July 5.

Two-Mile Dash, Open.

A. B. Rich, New York, Time, 5.56 1-2

H. S. Kavanaugh, Cohoes, N. Y., " 5. 56 3-4

J. R. Schlager, Scranton, Pa., " 5.57

Time by Miles— ist, 2.57 ; 2d, 2.59 1-2.

One-Mile Novice.

C. B. Kies, Rochester, N. Y., Time, 3.04 1-2

L. Davis, Elmira, N. Y., " 3.05 1-2

H. A. Niles, Binghamton, N. Y.

One-Mile X. Y. State Cluiinpionship.

J. R. Rheubottom, Weedsport, N. Y., Time, 3.05 3-4

H. C. Hersey, Elmira, N. Y., " 3.06

A. B. Rich, New York, " 3.07 1-2

A waiting race and slow time.

Half-Mile, Boys U>uier 15 Years.

Fred Bump, Binghamton, N. Y., Time, 1.43

Bert Warner, Scranton, Pa., " 1.46

Bert Kenyon, Weedsport, N. Y.

One-Mile Bingliamton Bicycle Club Handicap.

W. A. Piatt, II seconds. Time, 3.05

C. E. Titchener, scratch, " 2.55

W. H. Stone, 22 seconds.

This was the fastest mile made during the meet, 2.55.

Three-Mile Handicap Open.

H. S. Kavanaugh, Cohoes, N. Y., 75 yards.

.\. B. Rich, scratch,

P. J. Duckelow, Rochester, 90 yards.

An easy victory for Kavanaugh.

One-Mile Ride and Run.

W. H. Stone, Binghamton,

C. J. Connelly, Rochester, distanced.

Thrce-.Mile, 9.45 Class.

C. E. Titchener, Binghamton,

H. C. Hersey, Elmira,

P. J. Duckelow, Rochester.

Ofte-Mile Cojisolaticn.

C. J. Connelly, Rochester,

P. J. Duckelow, Rochester,

One-Mile Team Race.

Binghamton Bicycle Club, Binghamton.

C. E. Titchener, I Time, 2.55

W. A. Piatt, 1 15 points.

H. A. Niles,
I

Genesee Bicycle Club, Rochester.

C. B. Kies, 1

C. J. Connelly,
J.

6 points.

Time, 9.54

Time, 4.44

Time, 9.32 3-4

" 9-33

Time, 3.10

3.10 1-4

G. S. Montgomerv,

This meet was largely attended by wheelmen throughout

the State and vicinity. About 250 wheelmen paraded in the

morning, followed by the races at 3 p. m. and a rink entertain-

ment in the evening. Scranton Bicycle Club won prize for

drill squad.

All races were contested by " Simon Pure " amateurs (?)

and run under L. A. W. rules.

Boston (Mass.) Races.

Monday, July 5.

One-Mile Novice.
F. W. Perry, Time, 3.26

W. W. East, Boston, Mass., " 3.30

Tivo-Mile A mateur.

C. W. Ware, Marblehead, Mass., Time, 6.55

F. G. Gibbs, Cambridge, Mass., " 7.07

One-Mile Tricycle.

H. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., Time, 3.55

J. T. Williams, " 3.57
Tivo-Mile Lap.

C. W. Ware, Marblehead, Mass., Time, 6.55

F. W. Perry.
Three-Mile A mateur.

H. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., Time, 10.20

C. W. Ware, Marblehead, Mass., " 10.40

Caledonian Sports.

Springfield, Mass., Monday, July 5.

Ofte-Mile Handicap.

W. M. Haradon, 150 yards start, Springfield, Mass.

Geo. M. Hendee, scratch, Springfield, Mass., Time, 2.34

Time by Quarters— ist, 36 2-5; 2d, 1.13 2-5; 3d, 1.52;

4th, 2.34.
One-Mile, High School.

W. M. Haradon, .Springfield, Mass., Time, 3.602-5

J. G. Norton, W. Springfield, Mass.

Half-Mile Against Time.

C. P. Adams, Springfield, Mass., Time, 1.21 3-4

Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club.

Monday, July 5.

Road Race, Twenty Aides.

F. A. Eldred, scratch. Time, i. 19.50

C. P. Adams, two minutes, " i. 25.17

H. B. Wadsworth, scratch, " i. 29.29

Cleveland (O.) Bicycle Club.

Monday, July 5.

One-Mile Novice.

S. J. Herrick, Jr., Cleveland, O., Time, 3.11 1-2

Lucian Davis, Cleveland, O.

Half-Mile, 1.30 Class.

V. C. Place, Greenville, Pa., Time, 1.26

W. D. Banker, Pittsburg, Pa.

Otic-Mile Handicap.

J. T. Huntington, Cleveland, O., Time, 2.59

V. C. Place, scratch, Greenville, Pa.

One-Mile Tandem.

G. Collister and C. Howland, Time, 3.00

Fred Palmer and W. L. Martin.

Quarter-Mile, 50 Class.

Lucian Davis, Cleveland, O., Time, 42 1-2

H. Crumley, Mt. Vernon, O.

Two-Mile, 6.30 Class.

F. P. Root, Cleveland, O., Time, 6.25 1-2

J, T. Huntington, Cleveland, O.

Five-Mile, 17.00 Class.

J. T. Huntington, Cleveland, O., Time, 17.15

L. Davis, Cleveland, O.

One-Mile Tricycle, Handicap.

Geo. Collister, scratch, Cleveland, O., Time, 3.20 3-5

G. C. McNeill, Akron, O.

Two-Mile L. A. IF. Championship.

V. C. Place, Greenville, Pa., Time, 6.15

F. P. Root, Cleveland, O.

Half-Mile Handicap.

H. Crumley (six seconds), Mt. Vernon, O., Time, 1.30 1-4

J. T. Huntington (two seconds).

One-Mile, 3.00 Chzss.

J. T. Huntington, Time, 2.56 1-4

V. C. Place.

W. D. Banker.

One-Mile Hatidicap. Tattdetti Tricycles.

Fred Palmer,

W. B. Martin,
Cleveland Bicycle Club, Time, 3.36 1-2

Cleveland Bicvcle Club.
Geo. Collister,

C. Howland,

Otie-Mile, 3.00 Class.

J. T. Huntington, Cleveland, O., Time, 2.56 1-4

V. C. Place, Greenville, Pa.

W. D. Banker, Pittsburg, Pa.

Waltham (Mass.) Bicycle Club

Monday, July 5.

Half-Mile.

Half-Mile Safety.

Alfred Hales.

A. M. Haynes.

G. W. Chamberlain.

G. F. Walters.

Brookline (Mass.) Bicycle Club.
Monday, July 5.

One-Mile.
W. K. Corey, Time, 3.47

Sloiv Race.
H. B. Seamans.

North Adams (Mass.) Bicycle Club.

Monday, July 5.

One-Mde Ncriiice.

H. Lee, Time, 3.13

Three-Mile County Cliampionship.

C. D. Heath, Time, 10.15

One-Mile Open.

H. L. Burdick, Albany, N. Y., Time, 3.03

Otie-Mile, 3.20 Class.

Grant, Time, 3.06
Three-Mile Open.

C. D. Heath, Time, lo.ij

One-Mile Tricycle.

Gardner, Time, 4.08

Five-Mile Record.

H. L. Burdick, Albany, N. Y., Time, 17.10

One-Mile, Boys.

Kieman, Time, 3.29
Half-Mile Dash.

H. C. Getchell, Time, 1.25

One-Mile Consolatiott.

Dewey, Pittsfield, Mass., Time, 3.19

Five-Mile, Horse vs. Man.
Horse, Time, 17.37

W. J. Morgan, Chicago, 111.

Chelsea (Mass.) Bicycle Club.
Monday, July 5.

One-Mde Novice.

A. B. Stoddard, Time, 3.00

.\. D. Grover, " 3.05

Otie-Mile Cliampionship of Cltelsea.

L. H. Frost, Time, 3.04 1-2

K. A. Woodman.
One-Mile Lap Race.

V A. Woodman, Time, 3.08

A B. Stoddard.

Wakefield (M.\ss.) Bicycle Club.
Monday, July 5.

Five-Mile Race.

J. Clark, Time, 14.34

J. E. Coombs.
Three-Mile Hatidicap.

J. Clark, Time, 13.29

H. R. Emerson.
Two-Mile, Boys.

Eugene Cann, Time, 10.06

R. J. Eaton.
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Newton (Mass.) Kicycle Cluu.

Monday, Jii.v 5.

Ten-Mile Road Race.

H. O. Crocker, Newton, Mass., Time, 40.46

C. \V. Page, Cohoes, N. v., " 41. "2

G. V. Williams.

Ten-Mile Road Race for Boys.

A. E. Vose, Time, 41.49

E. B. Bishop, " 4"-59

Lynn (M.\ss.) Bicycle Ci.un.

MosDAV, July 5.

One-.Mile Xovice.

H. N. Farnham, Lynn, Mass., Time, 3.04 1-5

F. M. Barnette, Lynn, Mass., " 3.05

E. A. Packard, Lynn, Mass.

Two-Mile.

W. F. Knapp, Denver, Col., Time, 5.45

Geo. E. Weber, Smithvillc, N. J.,
" 5.45 i-5

E. P. Buniham, Newton, Mass.

Otu-Mile.
W. L. Lewis, Time, 3.00 4-5

F. S. Hitchcock, " 302 2-5

Geo. E. Porter.
One-Mile, Boys.

W. H. Senter, Lynn, ALass., Time, 3.14 2-5

^L Porter, Newtonville, Mass., " 3.152-5

John Williams, Lynn, Mass.

Three-Mile Handicap.

W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass., 250 yds.. Time, 9.35

A. A. McCurdy, Ljoin, Mass., 350 yds., " 9.35 1-2

F. S. Hitchcock, 450 yds.

One-Mile.

W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass., Time, 2.51 1-5

S. L. Truesdale, " 2.58 4-5

Geo. E. Porter.

Five-I^Tile Professional.

W. M. Woodside, Chicago, 111., Time, 15.00 1-5

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass., ** 15.00 4-5

Ten-Milesfor a Record.

W. A. Rowe, LjTin, Mass., Time, 28.03 2-5

New Records. Miles. Old Records.

1 2.352-5

2 5-21 3-5

3 8-07 2-5

11.05 4 II. II 4-5

•3-57 2-S 5 '407 2-5

16.47 6 >6-55 2-5

19.38 7 19.47 2-5

22.24 2-5 8 22.41 4-5

25.182-5 9 25.414-5

28.03 2-s 10 28.37 4-5

MigcellaneouS.

SOLITARY TOURS.

One does not have to be exclusive, nor peculiar,

in order to get positive and lasting pleasure out of

a " lone tour," as some may think. Much, of course,

depends upon how ardent a lover of nature he

is, and his notes of the jaunt, which help him won-

derfully to live the scenes and e.xperiences over

again, whenever they are read. Note-taking, espe-

cially when on long tours, is too little practiced

by the average wheelman, and should be "added
to his virtues," sure, with the coming of another

season, for it pays !

Many most delightfully satisfactory trips awheel

have we taken, when no one could make it con-

venient to accompany us, and on such solitary runs

one advantage is in being able to stop, and start,

and take any rate of speed at will, knowing that

no one was ahead or behind, and that we should

displease no one,—in fact, the glaring absence of

the, tons, dread of all road-riding, the " scorcher,"

was quieting and restful in itself.

How any one can find comfort in riding at a

race-horse gait, when out ostensibly for pleasure,

is one of the things past our finding out, and we
do not claim to be one of the slowest, either.

Many and pleasant to the ear are the voices of

nature, heard by the roadside, in woods, and fields,

as the listener silently rides along, and, under the

right conditions, we prefer this charming com-

munion and quiet delight to the company of noisy,

and at times almost rude cyclers, who have been

known to " carry the thing too far."

For " voices of the night " in profusion and per-

fection, take a moonlight run, in summer. We
remember several of last July and August. How
loudly prominent the katydids were, and yet how
ably seconded were they by the cricket family, who
are a whole field-orchestra in themselves, and

seem on such an occasion to have had ample re-

hearsal, for they never miss a note.

How softened by a little distance and vaguely

indistinct are protruding objects, as great rocks,

clumi)s of foliage, and buildings. The wheel

breaks a small stick in the roadway, with a re-

sounding snap that by daylight would be unno-

ticed, and nothing more harsh occurs to disturb

our revery as we wheel into and out of the shadows

of the great trees, under which there are " heaps

of moonlight," the like of which we never had in

studies at school. " St.\mso.\."

^~»

A BICYCLING YARN.

It chanced one day that three wheelmen, over-

taken by the rain, came together in the same way-

side inn. As time hung on their hands, they

thought of shortening their cntmi by telling one

another adventures. One of the wheelmen, having

lit his cigar and prepared himself for talking, un-

folded the following yarn :

" In the summer of '83, as you know, I was

spending a short vacation in the country, living at

my uncle's farm. I had taken my wheel with me
as there were fine roads in the vicinity. \Yell, one

fine morning, I started out for a ride. Soon I

came to a hill, a mile and a half long, which had a

beautiful riding surface. Nobody being in sight on

the hill, I resolved to coast it. I soon reached such

speed that it was hard for me to breathe. Soon I

saw a cross-road ahead, and to my intense horror

heard a vehicle approaching. I could not yell, as

the wind produced by my speed took my vocal

power; I could not halt. Destruction seemed in-

evitable. .Suddenly a brilliant idea struck me. I

took firm hold of my handle-bar and kept my body

stiff. I struck the side of the wagon between the

wheels with such vehemence, that I turned a com-

plete somersault over the wagon, resting on my
head for an inconceivably short time. I landed

safely on my wheel on the other side of the wagon

and continued on my way unhurt. Soon a bridge

which was being repaired hove in sight. It con-

sisted of piles connected by large cross-beams,

running in the same direction as the current of the

river. As the old timber running across the cross-

beams (in the same direction as the road) had be-

come worthless, the repairers had removed it and

were just going to lay new timber on the cross-

beams, and had laid loose planks across for the

carpenters to walk on. These did not run in one

line, but were scattered. Nearest to the side of the

road on which I was, lay a plank. I could not stop.

The carpenters yelled to me to halt, if life was dear

tome. I thought my last hour had come. An ad-

mirable idea flashed through my mind at that mo-

ment. Leaning back well, I let my machine run

until I got on the plank. Then I applied my brake

with all the force I could command. My plan suc-

ceeded. I!y the inertia of my wheel the plank was

moved across the bridge. As soon as I reached

the other side I let go of the brake and continued

on my way with increased speed."

"Why so?" asked the listeners.

" Hecause the inertia of my wheel was so great

that a temjjorary check did not lessen but aug-

mented its speed, just like, when sprinkling, a

stream of water can be made to fetch farther by

checking its flow for a few moments.

"The end of the hill was near, but I had reached

such a rattling speed, that I could not halt. I saw

a hay-stack in a neighboring field and a foot-path

running to it. I took this, as it led through an

opening in the fence. My plan was to ride against

the hay-stack and so stop my furious momentum.
When I struck the hay with the front wheel, I was

astonished that I did not take a header ; I gently

slid off my seat landing safely on the hay. IJut

my machine was not there ! It had tut its way

through the stack and was traveling on without

its owner at the rate of ten miles per hour ! It

was already a quarter of a mile away. I could not

overtake it. Hurrah! I had a plan. Picking up

a flat stone, I threw it in front of the large wheel.

It struck the wheel on its flat side (the stone's).

By the pressure of the air against it (while striking

the speedy wheel and on account of its striking

the wheel), it lessened the machine's speed con-

siderably, so that I was soon again possessor of my
wheel."

" But how could the stone you threw, strike

your wheel when it was already so far away?"

the other wheelmen laughingly inquired.

" Why, easy enough," was the rejoinder, " there

was a strong breeze blowing at the time and it

carried the stone to its destination."

The rain had now stopped, the sun appeared

again, and after hearty " farewells " the wheelmen

were in their saddles, pursuing their course to their

different destinations.
" Independent."

RIFLE PRACTICE IN AUTUMN.

The G.\7,ette's offer to " give a bicycle rifle

worth $15" to the man mailing it a postal card

inscribed with the date which appro.ximates most

nearly to the day when my long<lclaved " X. M.

Miles on a Bi " shall actually be published (p. 43

of June issue), is an offer which has no restric-

tions ; and a sarcastic friend of mine says that my
best chance for making any money at all from

three years' toil on the book consists in offering

the " correct guess " and capturing that rifle ! Such

a weapon would doubtless be useful to me for

defense, if I live to go on the road as a full-fledged

book-agent (since I e.xpect then to advertise my-

self ten times more obno.xiously than ever I have

dared to do while drumming up the 3,000 sub-

scribers), but I feel that I am in fact quite unable

to win it. I would gladly give double the price of

the rifle for the ability even now to foresee the ar-

rival of my "actual day of publication."

That day still seems to me—exactly as it has

seemed every week since I enrolled my 3,000th

subscription, a year ago—"just about two months

ahead." Like an ever-receding mirage in the

desert, this sort of self-deception, which makes me
believe that I'm " almost in sight of the end," has

given me strength to keep advancing. However

slowlv my left hand may limp along, I always feel

as if its pace for "next week " or " ne.xt month "

must certainly be much faster. Since the 29th of

.May, when my last letter to you expressed the

hope of "finishing the three unwritten chapters by

the middle of July," I've been struggling contin-

uously with a " statistical history of wheel litera-

ture " ; and the two other chapters (shorter and
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less laborious, I trust) have not yet been touched.

Afterwards, I must compile the contents-tables and

indexes, on whose perfection and elaborateness I

pin my hopes of selling 30,000 copies of the book.

Reflecting upon this exhibit, I must confess that

the chance seems slight of finishing before Sep-

tember. If I can get the last page of copy into

the printer's hands by the first day of autumn, I

shall do all that can be reasonably expected. How
long it may take the printers to bring out the book,

after my own personal part in its production has

been finished, I have no means of knowing. I

can offer no better points than this to those who
wish to "guess for the rifle,"—for I presume you

will decide to extend the date of receiving postal

cards for a month or more beyond July 20, which

you named at first.

For the benefit of subscribers who may not have

jead my former announcements in your paper, or

who may have forgotten them, I remark that the

sheets of the first 544 pages of the book (6,200

copies) were printed five months ago, and are

stacked in the store-room of the Springfield Print-

ing Company, awaiting the others. About 100

pages more are already in type ; and my wish is to

compress the remaining chapters into 50 pages of

about 1,000 words each. The indexes and other

matter for the front of the book will cover a good

many pages in addition to the 700 which form the

body of it, and I am not sure but what even the

body alone will exceed " 700 pages of 450,000

words." This shows the danger of putting a price

upon a book, and beginning to print it before the

whole is actually written. My first prospectus

which called for dollar subscriptions promised only

" 300 pages," w hich might have been filled by no

more than 75,000 words. The moral of this com-

parison is that an enormous sale will be needed to

justify my putting so elaborate a book into the

market at any such low rate as $1.50.

A few pledges at that rate have straggled in to

me since I announced the closing of the regular

$1 subscription-list, last F'ebruary, and others

which may arrive for the next month or so will

have their makers' names printed in the sup-

plementary list. Such persons will also receive the

book somewhat earlier than those who wait to buy

it ; for only about 200 copies a day can be turned

out of the bindery, and subscribers will be supplied

first. The June Gazette (p. 52) printed a list of

those who have kindly consented to act as my dis-

tributing agents in 108 towns, and to whom I shall

send packages by express. Residents of adjoin-

ing towns, who may find it convenient to have

their books included in those same packages, will

please notify me. Subscribers whose books are

to go by mail need not begin sending in any

money until September i, though all remittances

will be promptly acknowleged. A recent trade-

order for 250 copies has brought the total of

pledges up to 3,796.
Karl Kron.

The University Building,

Washington Square, N. Y., July 10, 1886.

brave," and, accordingly, we can do and say what

we wish about riding on the Sabbath. " Dash "

being, perhaps, a little religiously inclined, thinks

it improper to ride on Sunday, saying that Sunday

should be used for rest and devotion. His argu-

ment can be controverted by saying that a man
taking a pleasant ride on his wheel derives more

benefit, because he sees the Creator's handiwork

more impressively than a man sitting—and per-

haps sleeping— on the benches of a crowded

church. " Cycle's " argument, namely, that it is

jjerfectly right to go cycling on a Sunday, can also

be controverted by inferring that those wheelmen

who go riding on Sundays are apt to acquire the

habit of considering Sunday as they do any other

day. Thus we see that each side has its />r(>s and

lo/is, according to a man's opinion. But through

" Dash's " and " Cycle's " arguments no decision

as to what is right or wrong is reached. Each

maintains his own ideas and disregards the opin-

ion of others. Would he be satisfied with only

thinking little of others' opinions, all would be

well ; but no, he must make unnecessary and un-

welcome comments thereon, assuming that people

who are not of the same mind as he must be stupid.

I am sorry to say that the " more religious " belong

to this class, and indeed, " Dash," who seems to be

of that character, commenced arguing about the

Sunday-riding question first.

We all have different views and ideas of a

thing. The Tatin saying, ^^ De gtistibus non est dis-

piitandiiin " (one must not dispute about tastes),

applies well to the case before us. If a man
thinks it right to go out on .Sunday, let him go;

but let him refrain from trying to induce others to

follow his example. If a person thinks it wicked

to go out riding on a Sunday, may he keep his

opinion to himself; for, in plain English, it is none

of his business ivJiat others do. I'll wager that the

average reader, glancing at the title above, will

skip the article, because he does not care to hear

the opinion of others. Let each go about his own

business and follow up his own ideas.

" Independent."

ABOUT SUNDAY RIDING.

In the last issues of the Gazette considerable

space has been consumed by the discussion of the

right or wrong of Sunday riding. Its p}-os and

co)is have been ably set forth by such writers as

"Dash" and "Cycle"; but none of their argu-

ments seem altogether satisfactory, and only tend

to induce such scribes as myself to take up the

question.

This is " the land of the free and the home of the

SPOKELESS SELF-CONCEIT.

I'm glad I was not born a god,

A god of self-conceit,

—

Expecting all to cower or fall

Most humble at my feet

And honor the great one—myself

—

Because they seem so small,

While my eyes pass around like glass

Reversed—belying all.

Unto this one there's nothing right

Except he thinks—may do

—

And comely naught—despised thought

—

But likeness own to view.

As faulty as a spokeless wheel,

This soulless, vain idea ;

The road rough paves for him it 'slaves.

Far better from it steer.

Perfection's " hobby " 's hard to ride,

And seldom in repair ;

And " buckled " style provokes a smile,

If self-pride takes no care.

In this I'd fain give wheel no part,

Lest it be indiscreet
;

But if found there, the moral share

—

Scorn " spokeless " self-conceit

!

Better have less in head—of self

—

And something in the heart

For others who are good and true.

And of God's world a part

!

1886 TOUR OF THE IOWA DIVISION L. A. W.

The Iowa Division L. A. W. will leave Des
Moines, Monday, August 9, for a tour across the

State to Spirit Lake, where the annual fall meet

of the division is to be held Monday, August 16.

The headquarters at Des Moines will be at the

League hotel—.Sabin House, corner of Fourth

and Chestnut streets—where all wheelmen are ex-

pected to report on arrival at Des Moines, prior

to starting upon the tour.

The start will be made at i v. m., from the Sa-

bin House, the tourists wheeling via Waukee to

Adel, twenty-three miles, where the first night

will be spent. On Tuesday they will make an

early start from Adel, wheeling through Red-

field, Linden, Panora, and Herndon, reaching Jef-

ferson, the home of the chief consul, for the night,

a distance of forty-five miles, the longest dav's run

of the tour. On Wednesday the start will not be

made till 10 a. m., the party making only twelve

miles to Churdan for dinner, and eleven miles to

Lohrville for supper, after which train will be

taken to Fonda, and accomtnodations secured at

Hotel Ewing for the night. Thursday morning,

after a twenty-mile ride via Newell, the party will

reach Storm Lake for dinner. Here the remain-

der of the day will be spent in fishing, boating,

bathing, or "doing the town," which, by the way,

is a very pretty one. During the evening all who
wish can join in a sail on the lake, while other

amusements will probably be furnished those who
do not care for boating. Baggage will be on

hand here, and all can indulge in the luxury of a

change of apparel. Friday will be spent in wheel-

ing over the famous prairie roads of northwestern

Iowa. Capt. John A. Pallister lately rode over

this section of the route and reports it in excellent

condition. Twenty miles will bring the tourists to

Sioux Rapids for dinner, and again twenty miles

and they reach Spencer for the night. Saturday,

August 14, will see the end of the tour. Leaving

Spencer after breakfast, and wheeling over eight-

een miles of fine roads, they reach Lake Okoboji,

and six miles further enter Spirit Lake,—about

184 miles having been made in the saddle and 27

miles by rail.

Of the pleasures about the lake regions of Iowa

it is useless to write ; suffice it to say that in addi-

tion to all those enjoyed by thousands of ordinary

mortals who frequent these regions aimually, the

wheelman will have all the jileasure of the wheel,

including many fine runs through this country of

lakes, prairies, and woods.

At the fall meet races will be indulged in, add-

ing a little spice to the cycling amusements. That

the stay at Spirit Lake will be highly enjoyable

all last year's tourists will testify.

The first question in regard to the tour is,

"What will it cost?" 'Ihe touring board would

say that every item of expense will be reduced to

the very lowest figure, and though much of the de-

tail has not yet been arranged, still it may safely

be said that the expense from the start at Des

Moines to the finish at Spirit Lake will not exceed

JjJio.oo, and upon arrival at Spirit Lake arrange-

ments are in progress to furnish the tourists with

first class accommodations at very low rates. The

route selected follows soine line of railroad the

greater part of the distance, being never more

than eight or ten miles distant. The pace of the

tourists will be such that an ordinary rider will be

able to keep with them easily.

All wheelmen, whether of Iowa or neighboring

States, are cordially invited to join in this tour.
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THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

170Ti('iii(»iit Strcol, BOSTON,

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WORLD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

STUKMEY, Coventry, England-

PERIODICALS * AND * LITERATURE. ^
The Bicycling World (established 1879). The leading

cyclins: paper of America : employs the best writers on cycling
subjects, and makes a specialty 01 practical articles relating to

cycling. All the news, carefully edited and given with dispatch.
Otte Dollar a year.

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-

ports 01 all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. $2.50 per year, includ-

ing postage.

Bicycling News (English), including the three papers,
News^ Tricyclist^ and lyiieel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, VV. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a staff of writers

of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, breezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. $2. 50, including postage.

Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-book.
—By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-
ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1884, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 1S85.

Bicyclists' Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an edition of this work for 1885, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels. — By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin ;

Baths and Bathing; The Morning Tub; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment ; Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the
Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise; Medicines in Training; Road
Comforts; How to Ride ; Clothing; Care of the P'eet ; Care
of the Hands; Soap—Toilet Requisites; Calmatives—Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness; Mineral Waters; A Tourist's Filter.

Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club Songs.—A collection of twenty bicycle songs, set to
popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. By mail, 30 cents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. " For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies
who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-

cling for some small book which should put them in posses-
sion of the most useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints
on the choice and management of tricycles, with suggestions
on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special
requirements." 25 cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with Special Re-
gard to Bicyclists.—By Dr. H. L. Corlis. The author of
this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider
of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no other
book on training possesses. As its hints and directions are in

every way practical, it can be strongly indorsed as giving all

the information that a book can give on this important sub-
ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.—A bicycle alphabet in rhyme. Illus-

trated. 10 cents.

A. B. C. of Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-

structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of
wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1. First edition. 20 cents.

Christmas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of the
Cyclist are profusely illustrated, and filled with entertaining
reading matter. " Our Camp," the current number, has made
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left. 25
cents.

Bicycle Tactics.—By Capt. T. S. Miller. A complete
manual for drill by clubs. 20 cents. New edition now ready.

POSTAGE -STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER,
FINGER DAMPENER, AND PAPER-

WEIGHTS COMBINED.

This combination has been devised to avoid the undisputed nuisance of licking postage stamps. It serves as two separate

paper weights, works rapidly, saves time, and is always ready for use. Fifty envelopes can be stamped by this machine in one

minute. The stamp holder contains 125 postage stamps, and once placed in the receptacle they arc not seen until they adhere

to the envelope. The moistening machine seals envelojie flaps in an instant, and requires no licking ; it is invaluable to bank

tellers as a finger dampencr ; druggists by using it save the annoyance and trouble of licking labels. The machines never get

out of ordiT, and are beautiful and lasting ornaments to any desk. They arc brass, nickel-plated, and weigh ij pounds each.

Endorsed by all who use them.

Price per Set, $2.50, post-paid. Discount to Agents.

T. A. N/[cDONALD & CO., New Albnny, Ind.

Se Qmerieere QJieHrmaK,
St. Louis, JVIo.

L S. C. LADISH, Editor. PRICE 5 CENTS. J. T. SMITH, Bus. Mangr.

(3 flloFitfir^ fleojspaper ©e:uote:d to ©^efiFig.

Seeomd to Rone:.

Single Copy, per annum, $0.50

In Clubs of Five, per annum, each, . .45

In Clubs of Ten, per annum, each, . $0.40

In Clubs of Twenty, per annum, each, .35

An Extra Copy Free to Getter-Up of Club.

FOR SALE AT LEADING NEWS-STANDS EVERYWHERE.
Positively No Combination With Any Other Paper.

Dealers Supplied at a Special Rate by addressing

THE AMERICAN WHEELMAN, 5i6 OHve St., St. Lonis, Mo.

Or THE ST. LOUIS BOOK AND NEWS COMPANY, St. Louis.

2[^= Advertising Rates Made Known on Application. ^^.^

A CANTEIiBUIiY PILGlilMAGE.
Hidden, written, and illustrated by Joskph and I-.i.izabetm Rohiss Pi;nnfi.i.. One volume, square Svo. Paper, socts.

A clutriiiiiig book for wlieelmen. Mailed jxjst-paid on receipt of price.

THE WHEELMEX'S GAZETTE, Spriiiy/itld, MnsH.
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NEW POCKET DRINKING CUP.

Folds together and goes in a hand-
some nickeled watch-case. Weighs
only one ounce. Price 40 cents each,
or three for $1, post-paid.

THEGREGHILL MFG. CO.

Mekiden. Ct.

\^^ V^^T£»^tO,
128 and 130 Fulton Street,

|

87 Nassau Street, j

NEW YORK.

THE ONLY

OI[iGiiilOutfittiirtotli6L.fl.W.

L.A.W. REGUXATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.00

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double width, $4 fer yard.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
Have in stock a few shop-worn RUDGE RACERS upon

which they would be pleased to quote Net Prices to aspir-

ants for racing honors. Their supply is limited, and appli-

cations should be made early.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),
and price list of second-hand Niachines.
DIFFICI'LT REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

Why Cannot a Wheelman
Make a Good Book

Canvasser ?

Because he can I The man with the bicycle can discount

one with a horse and buggy through the country.

One of the best books to tr>' it with is DR. CHASE'S
RECIPE BOOK, of 2,000 recipes, a wonderfully handy book

for ever>- family in town or country-.

Very Liberal Terms to Agents.

Address

l)r. CliaseV^ Steal Printing House,

A.XX A.RI30R, XIICHIOAX.

SADDLES.
As predicted early in the season, THE BUFFER SADDLE

has had a most flattering run : and it well deserves it.

STODDARD. LOVERING & CO.

Sole United States Agents. 152-158 Congress St., Boston.

T3ULL&I30WEN
cor.Main,8, ChippewaS^^
BJrr/\Lo. -

MF'R'S OF
^ ACCESSORIES,

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY,

Mr, THEOPHILUS WABBLE'S

ippupillEWOp
ON A BICYCLE.

KUI.LY ILLUSTRATED.

Commenced in Texas Si/tings July 3, and will be continued

weekly. Si/tings for sale by all newsdealers. Back numbers

can be obtained from

TEXAS SIFTINGS,
240 Broaciwav, NEW YORK.

GET THE BEST !

THESTPflHDCyCLflPlETER.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMEI\iT EVER INVENTED.

REGISTERS 2500 MILES,
We have ^\en the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

investijiation and study, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems absolutely perfect m all its workings. We
furnish a certificate of accuracy ivlth all instruments, I n
ordering give size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A.
Send for Circular.

IvAKIN & CO.
WESTFIELD, MASS.

HAVE YOU EVER USED THE

ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE ?

METHOD OF APPLYING.

If not, your troubles have been doubled.

It is the best appliance offered to cyclists for holding loose
tires in place. It can be applied in an instant without heat,
and is always ready for use. To apply, wind it lapping upon
itself as shown in the above cut ; it needs no tying, as it is

adhesive. Every wheelman should have a roll in his tool-bag.

Price 25 cents per roll.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
(Successors toZACHAKiAs& Smith.)

ORATON HALL, - - NEWARK, N. J.

C^^^Send to us for anything you want in the line of Bicycle

Sundries. Catalog sent for stamp.

LAMPS.
The greatest safety for night riding is a thoroughly reli-

able Lamp. The celebrated "KING OF THE ROAD" has

this quality in a very marked degree.

STODDARD. LOVERING & CO.

152-158 Congress Street, Boston.

THE BROOKS IDEAL CYCLOMETER.

The simplest, most reliable, and best

Cyclometer made. Small, light, neat,

compacl, accurate, and cheap. Cer-

tainty of operation and accuracy of rec-

ord guaranteed. Weighs only lo ounces.

No weights or springs. Always in gear.

Rubber packing for easy attachment.

Reads miles and tenths up to i,ooo.

Nickel -plated, only $5.00. Liberal

discount to the trade.

BROOKS ODOMETER CO.

LOWELL, MASS.

A BICYCLE FREE !

The Vermont Bicycle free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicvcle buyers. Most

newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE, West Randolph. Vt.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES!
Pinnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breeches, only

?4 a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle Stockings,
$r a [lair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

-.I'M) V'^K lATAMH.rF T'

m G.W.TEEL
^mnKmuffiwiiili

2G4 ;VIAI^J STF^EET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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All who possibly can are expected to be in the

saddle at the start in l)es Moines and stay to the

finish, but if this is not practicable they can join

en route, but they must so inform the touring

board.

As it is very important that the touring board

should know as soon as possible how many will

go, all who expect to go should at once notify J.

F. Rail, secretary-treasurer Iowa Division, Iowa

Falls, Iowa, and all must so notify before July

25th, as entries to the tour will close on that day.

Even if not certain of going, those who tiiay go

should send their names, so that any further cir-

culars, etc., may be sent them.

This tour having been arranged at a large out-

lay of time and work by the ofificers and members
of this division, all who join the tour are expected

to be or become members of the L. A. W. Every

Iowa wheelman should be a member of the L. A.

W., whether taking this tour or not. Any in-

formation in regard to joining the L. A. W. or

going on this tour will be given by addressing the

secretary-treasurer, as above.

J. F. Rai.i,, Chairman, \

Iowa Falls,

Cii.\s. I). Howell,
Wintersct,

W. M. FERC.USt)N, C". C".,

Jefferson,

Ti'iin'ng Board,
hrii'a State Division

L. A. IV.

THE RUDGE.
[I was asked if I wrote "The Hiimbei," in the Bulletin

of June II. I did not write it, as my sentiments are those

given below.] L. H. P.

Was there ever wheelman

With heart so cold.

But he loved the cycle

Upon which he bowled ?

Was there ever cycler,

Callous to all worth.

But he thought his own wheel

Best of all the earth ?

I have rarely met one

So devoid of zeal,

But he sang the jiraises

Of some maker's wheel.

Nor am I exception

To the mighty throng,

Neither when 1 praise one

Do I otliers wrong.

All makes have their lovers.

Each as best they claim,

But the wheel most perfect

Is the one I name.

Of all 'tis most graceful

;

Yields in speed to none ;

Faster than its compeers,

Records best has won.

Lighter than all others,

As " light roadster " claimed;

Stronger than the strongest

Which " light " wheels arc named.

Firm, and very rigid ;

True beyond compare

;

On the coast the fastest,

Like a bird of air.

Smoothest in its motion.

Fastest up the hill

;

Like a sentient being

Yielding to the will.

More than any other,

Life endowed it moves

;

Its surpassing virtues

Always fresh it proves.

Ask you what the wheel is,

Chiefest known to fame ?

Need I but pronounce it,

Light Rudge is its name !

TOURING IN MINNESOTA,

An .\cc;()t:Ni' ok thk 'I'kii' iakkn iiy Faki-

liAULT'.s " I!i<; Four."

Ves ! there were four of them.

Who they were I won't say, as it will make little

difference to most who read this, and to those who
saw them they will be recognized readily by the

following names by which they were dubbed on the

trij) :

First came Prince, seated astride of a New
American Champion, followed in order by Stuff,

on an Expert Columbia; Jack, the heavy man, on

a Columbia Light Roadster, and Schock, also

riding a Champion.

Mounting their wheels in the order named, they

left Faribault (Minn.) at precisely ten o'clock one

morning, bound for Owatonna, a distance of eight-

een miles.

During the night before, a shower of rain had

left the ground nice and soft, and considerable

kicking was indulged in by some of the party, as to

whether it would be policy to attempt the journey.

Prince and Schock were bound to go ; of course

the roads would be all right out of town ; tiny knew

all about it.

" .Suppose they are too muddy," said Prince, " we

can take the railroad track and get there in no

time. I've gone that way before, after a rain

storm, and got there a-flying ; what's the matter

with trying it again .'

"

(He didn't say whether he went by the cars, or

on a bicycle ; only that he went.)

" Bet your life," said Schock, and so they started.

Prince set an easy pace with the rest of the party

close behind. After riding about a mile the first

hill was reached, and here-the trouble began.

Owing to the slippery condition of the road the

large wheel spun around at a terrific pace ; throw-

ing a shower of mud in every direction, but making

scarcely any perceptible headway. Von can bet,

however, that they got to the top at last in good

shape (by walking) and with a detertnined air set

out to break the record,—or their necks.

But fate and mud seemed against them,—fate

against their breaking the record, and mud against

their breaking their necks. They soon found that

further riding on the highway was impracticable.

The railroad track being but a half mile to their

right with a level stretch of meadow-land between,

thev concluded to climb over the barb-wire fence

and make for it.

Pushing their machines before them, they pressed

forward. After a few minutes' walk. Stuff mounted

his wheel ; and the others, seeing that he could

ride through the deep grass all right, followed his

example. For a time all went well and the spirits

of the party rose rapidly ; but suddenly, a loud yell

from the rear, followed by a crash, caused them to

halt and investigate.

With the perspiration dri])|>ingfrom their faces.

Prince, Stuff, and Jack drew together for a consul-

tation. Stock was taken immediately and upon

further inquiry the discovery made that .Schock was

missing—in fact had entirely disappeared. What
had become of him was a mystery. Various theo-

ries as to his whereabouts were put forward but

none seemed to meet with favor and were thrust

aside.

The most feasible was that expressed by Jack

—

" Took a header !

"

Just as they were about to turn back to hunt

him up a commotion in the clover drew their at-

tention. They stepped back in amazement. That

a fierce struggle was going on there, was plainly

apparent from the glimpses obtained now and then

of shining metal and navy blue uniform, which by

turns showed above the field of clover. Finally

the blue uniform came out on top, and Schock—for

it was he—yanked his bicycle to an upright posi-

tion in a twinkling, meanwhile giving vent to his

feelings in sulphurous language.

After a good hearty laugh all around, during

which Schock stood not a little guying, another

mount was made and shortly afterwards they ar-

rived at the railroad track Here they found

pretty fair riding. In some places where the ties

rose above the gravel filling, riding was rendered

necessarily slow. Then again stretches were met
with where the gravel lay loose and the party were

obliged to foot it. As before Prir.cc look the lead,

followed closely by Stuff, while Jack and Schock
brought up the rear. The riding was tolerable but

nothing to brag of; many times were they com-

pelled to dismount and jnirsue the journey on foot.

It was after eleven o'clock when Walcott was

reached; only four miles from Faribault. Walcott

is yet a small city. In time it may become a rival

of Cannon City, but as yet nothing marks the local-

ity save an empty box-car standing on a side track.

Prince and Stuff arriving a few minutes ahead

of their companions seated themselves under the

shady side of the city (box car), until they were

joined by tl>e others. While reclining on the iron

rail, a better view was taken of their surroundings.

Before and behind them lay the long stretch of

railroad track. On either side, as far as the eye

could reach, extended the beautiful rolling prairie,

with its standing grain waving gently to and fro

in the light summer's breeze. The sun shone

brightly. Its warm rays caused the four sturdy

wheelmen to perspire like a flock of mud-hens:

better known as hell-divers in these parts. The
only evidence of life about the place was a black-

bird squaking from the top of a telegraph pole.

Jack got mad and fired a rock at the noisy citizen,

but with such precision that it came within fifty

feet of its intended mark.

After a few minutes' rest the journey was once

more resumed. Taking a brisk pace, with Stuff

in the lead, the party sjied swiftly onward. Away
they went, bounding over the ties, crossing the

trestle bridges to the imminent danger of having

their necks broken, and having a tough time gener-

ally until Medford hove in sight.

Medford is only a small village, with jierhaps

400 or 500 population, and situated nine miles

south of Faribault. No stop was made here out-

side of the tiine spent in oiling machines and fill-

ing up on cold water; but considerable cussing

was indulged in over the shaking up they had re-

ceived on the trip by rail. They swore that they

would keep on the road the remainder of the dis-

tance even though compelled to walk it knee-deep

in mud.

Prince again took the lead with .Stuff at his little

wheel. Away they flew down the road, Prince

doing some of his phenomenal spurting, while

Stuff was vainly trying to keep him in sight. On
and on thev went ; but suddenly the scene changes.

Prince is about to attempt a flying leap over a mud
l)uddle when,

—

Lo ! and behold !

He is seen to pause. He spies something in the

mud before him ; a moment he is poised in mid-

air and then shoots forward with lightning-like

rapidity.

"Has he got it?" This is the question asked

by the excited jiair who are fetching up the rear.
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They gaze upon the sight with mingled feelings

of alarm; Prince is up and away almost before

they can think. The next moment brings them to

the same place ; both spy the same object as seen

by Prince ; both go through the same performance.

Prince, who is standing by, quietly watching the

proceedings, waits until after they have arisen, and

then asks

:

" Well ! did you get it ?
"

Winking at each other but deigning no reply they

again move forward.

But what has become of .Stuff.'

He had just time enough to choose between the

mud-puddle route and a barb-wire fence, so he

chose the latter and fortunately slid along the

whole length of wire between posts, without

damage to himself or being compelled to dismount.

As he hung to the fence post, with the remainder

of the party trudging along behind, Prince shouted :

"Come off. Stuff! Might as well make up your

mind to walk it now, as at any other time, for you

can't ride through all this mud !

"

"Come off, nothing!" he returned, "not till I

get to Owatonna. I'm going to ride to Owatonna
;

you fellows can walk if you wish."

" Walk !
" exclaimed Prince. " If you are going

to ride / am, and don't you forget it."

Prince then mounted and flew after Stuff, who
w'as spinning along the road at a brisk pace ; while

Jack and Schock, following more leisurely, were

soon left behind.

The roads to Clinton Falls, three miles beyond

Medford, were pretty much dried off, as in fact they

were all the way to Owatonna, barring here and

there a mud-pool ; thus allowing the party to move
forward at a much faster pace than heretofore.

Stuff and Prince arrived first. Looking back

nothing could be seen of the other two and they

concluded not to wait for them.

Stuff was in the lead, but going up the long hill

at this station he on his Expert Columbia found it

rather tedious w^ork and almost did the stand-still

act several times ; while Prince on his Champion

was allowed to go by and again capture the lead,

which he succeeded in holding throughout the re-

mainder of the race.

From Clinton Falls until Owatonna was reached

nothing worthy of note occurred. One stop of half

an hour was made about two miles this side, to give

Jack and Schock time to catch up, and when at last

they were sighted about a mile to the rear, pushing

their machines before them, the pair again mounted

and resumed their journey. When at last they got

into Owatonna, at half-past two o'clock, they went

straight to a restaurant ; for the inner man was in

sad need of refreshment. Twenty minutes later

Jack and Schock arrived. .Schock was a beautiful

sight. He was literally covered with mud from head

to foot and presented a most ludicrous spectacle.

"Where in thunder have you been, Schock.'"

asked Prince, munching a mouthful of pie; "you
look as though you had just come out of some real-

estate speculation."

" So I have !
" he grinned. " When I got to the

bottom of that dang big hill back there I tried to

turn out for that mud-puddle, but somehow I lost

my grip and ran off the bank into a slough instead.

Jee ! but you should have seen me ; went way out

of sight in the rushes and mud
; bent my crank

and handle-bar and had to yell for Jack to pull me
out. Darn such riding, any way !

"

" Well, you're a dandy !
" exclaimed Stuff.

" What'll your girl say when she sees you in that

condition .' Better not go near her to-day."

"Aw! let up, Stuff, can't you.' I ain't got no

girl; but I'm hungry and want some grub." .So

saying he seated himself at the table and sent in

his order.

" What kept you fellows so long ?
" asked Prince,

turning to Jack. " We waited for you back here

a w'ays about half an hour, and just before we saw

you I was saying to Stuff that either you had

turned back or continued on the railroad track."

" Why ! Schock here, the darn cuss, kept me
back ! Every little while he would take a header

and I'd have to go back to straighten him out
;

I wasn't going to leave him alone. You'd 'a' died

laughing to see the headers he took !

"

After this Schock was guyed unmercifully

throughout the remainder of the meal. He was

made to believe that no rest would be taken ; but

that the homeward journey would be resumed

immediately. He took it so hard, however, that

they finally let up, and it was decided to remain in

the city over night and return home the next

morning on the early train.

Dinner over, the four merry cyclists went outside.

Again mounting their wheels, Prince taking the

lead, the ride to the central portion of the city was

completed, where inquiries were made for the

whereabouts of the Owatonna Club.

Some one said that they had gone to Waseca.

This was a severe disappointment to the boys,

but still they kept up hope, thinking that perhaps

some still remained in the city. They rode as far

as the .\rnold House and dismounted.

Hardly were they comfortably seated on the

veranda of the hotel, when they were agreeably

surprised by the appearance of the Owatonna

Club. After a hearty exchange of greetings and

introductions, some one suggested that a wheel be

taken around the city, to which all were willing

and the procession formed in double line.

The cyclists' party, now swelled to the number

of eleven, made a fine appearance as they swept

through the streets. All places of interest were

visited and several rounds of fluid taken in at

Causer's Brewery by those who were so inclined.

Thus a highly enjoyable hour was spent, and

when the return was made to the hotel for supper,

a more genuinely enthusiastic set of fellows than

were Jack, Prince, Stuff, and Schock could not be

found within a radius of fifty miles.

While the jolly party of wheelmen were stand-

ing about outside awaiting their turn at supper,

Jack, our heavy man on the light roadster, was

prevailed upon to give an exhibition of his skill as

a fancy rider. Fancy riding is one of Jack's strong

points and the way he pitched into that machine

was a caution.

After riding it in all conceivable shapes on the

two wheels, he unfastened the backbone and tak-

ing up the large wheel proceeded to give such an

exhibition of one-wheel riding as is rarely wit-

nessed in these parts. A large crowd of specta-

tors soon gathered and applauded Jack's every

effort. Such riding many had never seen before,

and, after he had finished, he found himself the

lion of the hour.

Supper was then announced, and the way those

four sturdy wheelmen from Faribault slaughtered

the viands should be a warning to all hotel men
in the future. After the inner man was satisfied,

Jack and Prince, lighting a couple of cigars, set

out for a stroll about the city. During their

absence, however. Stuff met with quite a severe

accident.

It appears that while coasting down Cedar street

hill, in company with Schock and the Owatonna
Club, his tire became loosened by coming in con-

tact with a stone, throwing him forward and bruis-

ing him quite severely about the face and arms.

He was picked up insensible and conveyed to

the house of a relative in a hack, where he was
well cared for and maybe all right again in the

course of a week.

Prince did not get back until quite late and

expected to find his companions sound asleep, but

imagine his surprise when, upon entering his bed-

room, there lay Jack and Schock in his bed,

propped up with pillows, the lamp still burning

and each of them puffing away at a cigar.

" Well, I'll be hanged !
" he exclaimed. " What

in Sam Hill is the matter with you fellows ? Are

you crazy ; or do you want to set the bed afire ?
"

" Set nothing afire," replied Jack ;
" only taking

solid comfort."

" Where've you been. Prince? " asked Schock,

rising and spitting out of the window. " Jack said

you went to see your girl. Is that so ?
"

" Never you mind, Schock," answered Prince,

disrobing, preparatory to going to bed. " She is

well and happy, and that is all you'll find out

from me," saying which he lighted a cigar also and

crowded in between his two companions.

All had a high old time.

Schock said it was the most fun he had had

since he took his header from the bridge into the

river on his way to Northfield. Jack thought he

never had had such a picnic since the time he de-

feated Louise Armaindo in their two-hundred-mile

race last winter. Prince also expressed himself

favorable to the occasion.

After finishing their cigars, the lights were put

out and the boys turned over to go to sleep.

Schock was soon in the land of dreams. He
tossed restlessly and ever and anon would mut-

ter a few unintelligible words. Prince listened

closely, but could only distinguish the following

disconnected sentence

:

" Dove— green grass !

"

The next morning, all were up bright and early.

Prince and Schock took a wheel around the city

before breakfast to get up an appetite ; after which

they returned to the hotel and did full justice to

the meal.

After settling their bills, they took leave of the

genial proprietor and wheeled their way down to

the depot where they were met by a couple of the

Owatonna boys who came down to see them off.

Here the party indulged in a few minutes' pleas-

ant conversation and after wishing their friends

good-bye, the four tourists stepped aboard the

cars and were soon speeding away towards home.

All were well satisfied with their trip and should

the Owatonna Club accept the invitation to visit

Faribault, they can rest assured that no pains will

be spared to make their stay a pleasant one.

"One of the Four."

There is a growing wonder if the L. A. W.
racing board exists for the purpose of booming

Mr. Bassett's Cycle. Official notices appear in it

first, and in the official organ of the League next.

—

St. Louis Post Disputeli.

It is suggested now that the A. C. U. has shown

its strength that it would be a very graceful act on

the part of that organization to take steps for a

compromise with the L. A. W. whereby that

association shall relinquish bicycle racing to the

A. C. U., which in turn may yield one or two points

regarding the M. A.'s.

—

Springfield Union.
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AMONG OUR EXCHANGES.

Hythe way, speaking al)out amateurs, did it ever

occur lo you that the most illustrious example of

the "pure amateur" is a resident of Springfield

and that his name is Henry E. Ducker? He has

worked and toiled and sjient time and money in

the promotion of cycling, and as a reward of all

his labors is to-day the most roundly abused and

misrepresented person in the cycling world,—not

excepting the chairman of the racing board 1-. A.

W .

—

S/>riiig/ifhf i 'iiioii.

W. M. Woodside has a very pretty and wealthy

lady admirer in Minneapolis. The lady's family,

however, don't take kindly to the mode of life

adoi)tcd by their prospective son-in-law, and have

made vigorous " kicks " to no purpose. When all

other iilans failed to win their daughter from the

si.\-foot record breaker, they sent her two hundred

miles away, much to the young Irishman's sorrow.

Four days later, however, when in the midst of a

six-day race, the following telegram was handed to

him on the track :
—

" Keep up courage. Although

far away, my heart is with you. Emii.v."—The

spurt that followed surprised Schock, and the

rafters of the rink re-echoed with applause from

the admiring throng of spectators. Did they know

the cause of the spurt .'' We guess not.

—

Sporting'

Ji'iniml.

The League of American Wheelmen, at the

recent annual meeting in Boston, struck a blow at

racing when it voted to expel the twenty-five or

thirty riders suspected of having accepted more or

less financial support from manufacturers and

dealers. An immediate result of this severe policy

was seen at the League meet, where the races,

which in former years have proved an attractive

and important feature, this time amounted to

nothing. It is impossible to avoid the conclusion

which we reached sometime ago, that a milder and

more lenient course would have been better for

the interests of cycling as a sport. But the L. A.

W. seems to have thought differently and to have

decided that it can get along better without than

with the racing men. Possibly the racing men

may find that they can get along very comfortably

without the League. The season of 1886 will serve

to test the matter all round, and everybody will

be the wiser for a year's experience when the

wheelmen shall gather for the next annual meet.

—

Mirror ofAmerican Sports.

Two recently-fledged tricyclists of the genus

dude were gayly speeding about Chestnut Hill

reservoir one afternoon last week, and endeavor-

ing to make every one they met appreciate the

fact that they were " real la las." Soon along

came a couple of lady tricycle riders, who became

so impressed with the beautiful appearance of the

young gentlemen that they concluded to try a

spurt with them. Away went the quartette at their

topmost speed, puffing frantically for more wind,

and leaning far over the handle-bars. It was a

novel sight, and additional interest was lent to the

race by the lusty shouts of half a hundred merry

cyclists standing on the hillside at the wheelmen's

rendezvous. They of the gentler sex fell behind at

the start, but, bracing up their feminine muscle,

they forged ahead, and coming down the straight

where the wheelmen were cheering, they had a

good long lead, much to the disgust of the two
" dudes," who were glad to turn about and push

home as fast as their tired legs would permit, in

order to escape the jeers of the spectators on the

hillside.

—

Boston Globe.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE LEAGUE AND
THE AMERICAN CYCLISTS UNION.

MuruAi. Concessions Nkcf.ss.\ry. — W^iikrk

TiiK Two Organization.s 1)iiki;r, a.\d How
Thky Micwit Agrkk.

The difference existing between the two main

organizations, the League of American Wheelmen
and the American Cyclists Union, is the princij^al

tojiic of discussion in cycling circles at this time.

The League of American Wheelmen has from the

first been the representative of all that is strict in

amateur ruling. So particular has it been in this

matter that it has always refused to allow its mem-
bers to receive from their clubs or from any associa-

tion of their friends any contribution toward their

expenses, either traveling or otherwise, incurred

in attendance of race meetings and tournaments.

From the stand-pointof most amateurorganizations

this has been a very ultra view of the case. As is

well known to all Thiladclphia readers, the gentle-

men of Philadelphia, when they went to England

to defend America's reputation in the cricket field,

had all or nearly all their expenses paid for them

by admirers and friends. So, too, in other organ-

izations we find clubs frequently setting aside cer-

tain sums for the traveling and other expenses of

their champion or representative men.

It is this action of the League which the Ameri-

can Cyclists Union claims to oppose and gives as a

reason for its separate organization. But it goes

much further than any other athletic organization

and o])ens the amateur ranks to those men who
take money on the quiet from manufacturers and

dealers to pay them for winning certain races and

riding certain makes of machines. The League

claims that this line of conduct is the most repre-

hensible of which wheelmen can be guilty, holding

that the straightforward professional who takes

money openly is a much better and nobler order of

being than the underhanded makers' amateur, who,

claiming to race for the laurel wreath, in fact is

taking money for his efforts and thus obtaining it

under false pretense. It is the opinion of many
well versed in the League and also in the organiza-

tion of the Union, that if the latter would make
concessions leading to the setting apart of the class

of makers' amateurs, and the former would make
concessions allowing clubs to help defray the ex-

penses of their special prides, that all differences

would then be at an end, and that the League would

in time be glad to hand over to the Union the care

of all racing interests, confining its own attention

to the furthering of other cycling interests and to

the advancement of touring, and the legal rights of

wheelmen, for which it was originally formed.

Nothing to be Gained by Warfare.
Be this as it may, it is admitted by all that

neither organization can gain anything by a con-

tinued warfare. So far both organizations have

had to occupy alternately defensive and offensive

positions, and both have been materially harmed by

being placed in the latter. The very form of attack

which it has been necessary for the League to in-

dulge in has no doubt contributed largelv to in-

crease the membership of the L^nion, and the same

form of attack indulged in by the Union has doubt-

less kept many a worthy and energetic man from

joining that organization, and while the two organ-

izations must suffer by the continuation of this war-

fare the cause of cycling in America must doubt-

less suffer in a still greater degree.

The better element of wheelmen, those whom
the health-giving properties of the wheel, its possi-

bilities for recreation and rest, have attracted.

and who, by the very nature of things, arc at

present the bone and sinew of the wheeling interest

in America, will naturally fight shy of cither organ-

ization so long as a part of their income and a part

of their active endeavors are given to the tactics

brought forth by a warfare between the two rivals.

If, however, on the other hand, the American Cy-

clists Union will show itself worthy the confidence

of American wheelmen as a class, the League,

the representative of that class, will gladly relin-

([uish the racing interests and hand them over to

the keeping of the Union.

Protecting the Bicyclist.

Beginning with the expense entailed by corre-

spondence and its printing, by many precious

hours of legislative assemblies, and their records,

and by the never-ending efforts of the League

racing board, the League has, from first to last,

spent many dollars to legislate for the racing in-

terests and to protect the amateur from the pro-

fessional, either openly or on the quiet. A large

minority, if it be not a majority, of the League be-

lieve that this money has been worse than wasted.

They look upon it as money that should have been

spent for the maintenance of their rights on the

public highways, and for the education of all those

who have charge of legislation and action affecting

the condition of those highways. They all see that

the efforts of racing interests have ended in noth-

ing but bickering and discontent, hence they con-

sider this expenditure an unfortunate waste of

money. Looking at it from that stand-point they

would hail with joy the day when a union and more

rash organization would undertake to manipulate

racing men and to legislate so as to suit their many
minds, for it is a fact, well known to all, that the

hardest problem to solve is, " What will please

the racing men f " for that class have never been

able to discover that themselves.

The Amateur Question.

However, the Union can rest assured that while

the makers' amateurs are allowed to race promis-

cuously with amateurs of the purest type, under

their rules, the League will never consent to hand

over to them the care of the racing interests, as

they will always, under those circumstances, deem

them unworthy of the trust. The League is com-

posed, theoretically, of an enormous number of

pure amateurs, to whom a laurel wreath or even a

leather medal would be sufficient indication of glory

that they have been won in a race.

Practically, this large majority of pure amateurs

are not only unwilling to race themselves or to

take any active interest in that branch of the sport,

but very many of them are unwilling to waste their

time in attending these meetings, as the matter has

become to them an old song and is considered by

them pre-eminently the cycling "chestnut." The

above will express the opinion of the great majority

of the members of the League, and, we have reason

to believe, that of a large number of the Union.

To recapitulate, if the League desires to main-

tain its hold upon the racing interests and to bury

its antagonism with the Union, it is necessary for

it to do away with the rule which ])rohibits clubs

from assisting their members in their expenses at

contests of all sorts. If, on the other hand, the

Union wishes to assume control of the racing in-

terests and to influence the League to relinquish

those interests to their keeping, it is necessary for

them to ])lace the makers' amateurs in a class by

themselves ; and, lastly, if either of those organiza-

tions wish to continue as organizations, or wish to

continue a healthy life, they must learn that bicker-
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ing and constant strife will always be a barrier to

that end, and that so soon as they decide to pool

their issues and prove to the wheelmen of America

that they are more interested in procuring their

good than they are in quarreling over mere quib-

bles, they will find that the old period of prosperity

and harmony which has characterized the life of the

League for the past two years will return with

promptness. "l"),'' 'n\ I'/tilaiielphia Times.

AM 1 AN OLD FOGY?

The amateur question is a chestnut — wormy,

too. It has been written nearly out. Still I should

like, to be permitted to say my say, which is that

the old, time-honored definition of an amateur as,

a gentleman who does not contend for a wager

or a money prize, nor with those who do so, is

good enough for me. I can't see wherein our

sport is so different from all other sports as to

need a different definition of an amateur. Our

boat clubs train and expend much money and

time preparing themselves for racing. Somebody

pays the bills. We have sent amateur boat crews

to England, and we all can remember how indig-

nant we were when the English objected to one

or two of our crews because some of the oarsmen

were accused of working at manual labor for a

living, and therefore not being gentlemen in the

English sense of the word. But nobody objected

to them because their e.xpenses were paid. Our
wonderful sprint runner, Meyers, went to England

and cut down all the records, coming back loaded

with medals and fame. To accomplish this re-

quired months, and even several successive years,

of training. But nobody ever asked if he paid

all the heavy expense of this out of his own
pocket. He remained an amateur until he ran for

a money stake. Are we proud of him } Well,

rather.

I don't race. I ride on my dignity, not on my
speed. I would like to trade a mountain of dig-

nity for just a little bit of speed, but can't. But

when I go to see races I want to see speed. Es-

pecially when I pay for seeing races do I want to

see the best speed there is. I would pay a dollar

to see Hendee, Rowe, and Weber contend in a

record-breaking race sooner than I would pav a

dime to see all the duffers between Halifax and

the city of Mexico cover their miles in over three

minutes. The flying Get There captures my money
and my enthusiasm ; so he does the money and

enthusiasm of the American people. The Ameri-

can people want to see the fliers; they don't care

a straw for the duffers. If bicycling wants to cap-

tivate the American people, it has got to parade

the fliers. If the League wants to spread the

glory of the wheel, it has got to beat the British

records, and breed the fastest fliers in the world.

That is one of the surest ways to make bicycling

universally popular.

Well, now fliers don't grow like weeds. They
have to be carefully cultivated from the hardiest

stock. Somebody has got to pay for their culti-

vation. Hendee and Rowe and Weber and the

rest can't beat the English unless they spend

months of time and hundreds of dollars of expense

in training and procuring the best wheels that can

be manufactured. Not one in a thousand of the

fliers is a rich man. The flying stock is usually

derived from the ranks of labor and active busi-

ness. Unless somebody foots the bills, you don't

have fliers. Whether the club, or a manufacturer,

or a wealthy promoter of the sport pays the ex-

penses, makes no difference with the result. It is

the trained cracks who draw,—who always will

draw,—who do more to promote bicycling as a

national sport than any other class. So long as

they do not ride for wages, or with betting men,

they are amateurs in the old-fashioned sense.

Why should they not be .^ But there are, or may

be, amateurs and amateurs. Why not compro-

mise this business, and divide amateurs into two

classes ? Class A : Those who pay their own

expenses, and fall within the present rule. Class

B : Those whose expenses are paid in whole or in

part by their clubs, or by promoters of the sport,

no matter who, provided that such expenses are

paid by men who are themselves gentlemen ama-

teurs, and not gamblers. And disqualify any who
ride in a class to which they do not belong. It

seems to me that here is the sensible compromise.

This would give Class A a fair chance, and their

best men would graduate into class B, and so keep

this class of renowned fliers full to hold the cham-

pionship for this country. If the League is to

take entire charge of racing, it may also create a

third and wholly separate class of distinctively

professionals.

I don't believe in forcing the best into the pro-

fessional class, but in keeping the best as long as

possible in the amateur class. I have the natural

prejudice of millions against gambling and against

those who contend for bets or money. But Cola

Stone was good enough company for me, and so

are Hendee, Rowe, Weber, and scores of others

of the now proscribed fliers. I don't want the

League to lose its control over gentlemen riders

merely because they train and win, and make the

sport renowned all over the world. I don't want

Stevens kicked out because he is trying to ride

around the world, and somebody pays his expenses.

I want my club, if it has a rider of exceptional ex-

cellence, to have the privilege of training and

sending him at our expense abroad, if we choose

to capture glory for ourselves. I want the League

to promote, and not to obstruct, the highest possi-

ble development of speed. I am getting old, and

I want to live to see the wheel beat the horse for

a mile. At the same time, I want to see the un-

trained riders given a chance to take prizes in tJnir

classes, and so be encouraged to develop more

fliers to enter the trained class. I want to see

the sport become as popular as base ball is now, so

that every city in the land will have its track, its

meets, its great crowds of ladies and gentlemen to

witness the trials of speed and endurance, and thus

make the wheel the popular American institution,

and its triumphs the ambition of all our athletic

young iTien. If not, why not } Am I an old fogy ?

—President Bates, in Bicycling World.

AROUND THE WORLD ON A BICYCLE.
Near ten o'clock on Tuesday morning finds

Angora the scene of more excitement than it has

seen for some time. I am trundling through the

narrow streets towards the appointed starting

place, which is at the commencement of a half-

mile stretch of excellent level macadam, just be-

yond the tombstone-planted suburbs of the city.

Mr. B is with me, and a squad of zaptiehs

are engaged in the lively occupation of protecting

us from the crush of people following us out; they

are armed especially for the occasion, with long

switches, with which they unsparingly lay about

them, seemingly only too delighted at the chance

of making the dust fly from the shoulders of such

unfortunate wights as the pressure of the throng

forces anywhere near the magic cause of the com-

motion. The time and place of starting has be-

come generally noised abroad, and near 3,000 peo-

ple are already assembled when we arrive; among
them is seen the genial face of Suleiman Effendi,

who, in his capacity of mayor, is early on the ground

with a force of zaptiehs to maintain order, and with

a little knot of friends, behold, is also our humble

friend, the Armenian pastor, the irresistible attrac-

tions of the wicked bicycle having temporarily over-

come his contempt of the pomps and vanities of

sccidar displays.

" Englishmen are always punctual !" says Sulei-

man Effendi, looking at his watch ; and, upon con-

sulting our own Waterbury, sure enough we have

hajipened to arrive precisely to the minute. An
individual named Mustapha, a blacksmith who
has acquired an enviable reputation for skill on ac-

count of the beautiful horseshoes he turns out,

now presents himself and begs leave to examine

the mechanism of the bicycle, and the question

arises among the officers standing by, as to whether

Mustapha would be able to make one ; Mustapha

himself thinks he could, providing he had mine

always at hand to copy from.

" \'es," suggests the practical-minded Suleiman

Effendi, " yes, Mustapha, you may have marifet

enough to make one; but when you have finished

it, who amongst all of us will have marifct enough

to ride it .'

"

"True, Effendi," solemnly assents another, "we
woidd have to send for an Englishman to ride it

for us, after Mustapha had turned it out !

"

The mayor now requests me to ride along the

road once or twice to appease the clainor of the

multitude until the Vali arrives. The crowd along

the road is tremendous, and on a neighboring knoll,

commanding a view of the proceedings, are several

carriage loads of ladies, the wives and female

relatives of the officials. The mayor is indulgent

to his people, allowing them to throng the road-

way, simply ordering the zaptiehs to keep my road

through the surging mass open. Whilst on the

home stretch from the second spin, up dashes the

Vali in the state equipage with quite an imposing

body-guard of mounted zaptiehs, their chief being

a fine military-looking Circassian in the pictur-

esque military costume of the Caucasus. These

horsemen the governor at once orders to clear the

people entirely off the roadway—an order no sooner

given than executed ; and, after the customary inter-

change of salutations, I mount and wheel briskly

up the broad smooth macadam between two com-

pact masses of delighted natives; excitement runs

high, and the people clap their hands and howl

approvingly at the performance, whilst the horse-

men gallop briskly to and fro to keep them from

intruding on the road after I have wheeled past,

and obstructing the governor's view. After riding

back and forth a couple of times, I dismount at

the Vali's carriage ; a mutual interchange of adieus

and well-wishes all around, and I take my depar-

ture, wheeling along at a ten-mile pace amid the vo-

ciferous plaudits of at least 4,000 people, who watch

my retreating figure until I disappear over the brow

of a hill. At the upper end of the main crowd are

stationed the " irregular cavalry," on horses, mules,

and donkeys; and among the latter, I notice our

ingenious friend, the armless youth of yesterday,

whom I now make happy by a nod of recognition,

having scraped up a hacksheesli acquaintance with

him yesterday.

—

Thomas Stevens, in Outing iox

June.
^M»

The issue of the first number of the Bicycle I/er-

alilwns delayed, but will appear in a few days.
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Sale and Exchange.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheehnan wislies to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be oitf cent per ivord, each insertion, cash ivith tlu order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

ADVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

. tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

ICVCLES. — Fair prices and spot cash paid for desirable

2d-hand wheels. IJUTM.AN & CO., SgCourt st., Boston.B
BICYCI.E.S AND TRICYCLES.—Specialty in furnishing

new wheels for exchange. IiUTiM.-\N & CO., Scollay

Square, Oriental liuilding, liosToN, Mass.

BICYCLES .AND TRICYCLES. — Bargains for cash ;

wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTMAN
& C(J., 89 Court Street, Boston, Ma.ss.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES received on consignment;
no charges made when goods are furnished in exchange.

BUTM.AN & CO., Oriental Building, S9 Court St., Boston.

BARG.AIN — 54-inch .Sanspareil Light Roadster, nearly

new; ball-bearings to both wheels, Duryea saddle, handy
tool-bag with tools, and brake, complete ; only $65 cash or $70
on installments; cheap. H. N. SILLIMAN, Nevada, Iowa.

B.'VRt.i.AINS— We have a number of second-hand wheels,

all in excellent condition, which we offer cheap ; full de-
scription on application by mentioning this paper. Address
STODD.ARD, I.OVERING & CO., 152 Congress Street,

Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. -^ 125 shop-worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; correspondence and inspection invited;

open Saturday evenings. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay Square,
Oriental Builcling, Boston, Mass.

COLUMBIA TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE, good as new,
{^125. Columbia 46-inch Special Bicycle, enameled, cow-

horn handles, good order, $45. Rudge Tandem Tricycle,

painted, balls all round excejit pedals, $70. .Small engine, J-
horse-power, good as new, but too small for our work, ;?2o.

Address BOX 407, WAPriN(.r;K's Falls, N. Y.

FOR SALE— 52-inch Victor, new, $100. A. W. GUMP,
Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE— 50-inch Expert, all nickel but wheels, $75.
A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—54-inch Sanspareil, all nickel but wheels, 550.
A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricycle, in good running order, $55.
A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Two-track Coventry Rotaiy Tricycle, #65.
A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—40 -inch Facile Bicycle, No. i order, #60.
A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—54-inch English Bicycle, enamel, almost like

new, ^50. A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—52-inch Sanspareil, all nickel but wheels, ball-

bearings, $60. A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—52-inch Expert, new tires, all nickel but rims,

just like new, $95. A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR S.ALE— 54-inch Expert Columbia,nearlynew; alsohalf-
nickeled Standard Columbia. C. S. SCOTT, Cadiz, O.

FOR S.ALE—50-inch Rudge Light Roadster, ball-bearings
all around, just like new, $90. A.W. GU.MP, Dayton, O.

FOR .SALE— 56-inch .Standard Columbia, parallel bearings,
excellent order; #45. AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.,

SpRiNc.FiELD, Mass.

FOR SALE — 55-inch second-hand Royal Mail Racer, in

excellent order; S65. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—55-inch Columbia Light Roadster, new this

season and only a little used, $115. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Sprinofield, Ma.ss.

FOR S.\LE—English double Children's Tricycle, just about
as good as new ; cost new $65 ; price $25. AM ERIC.AN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Spkinoheld, Mass.

FOR SALE—One No. 5 Royal Mail Racing Tricvcle, cost
newji75; been used onlv a little ; $70. AMK.RICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Sprin<;field, Mass.

FOR SALE— 54-inch Expert, full-nickeled, very latest ('86)

pattern; has not been run 15 miles, and is exactiv as good
as new; $120. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— A .St. Paul model canoe,
with paddle and sails, made by Kane, Chicago; and a

good single shell with oars< Will sell cheap for cash, or ex-

change either for a good 52-inch bicycle. S. B. NEWMAN,
Knoxville, Tenn.

FOR S.ALE — 54-inch Siinspareil, nickeled and enameled,
just iibout as good as new ; a bargain; $65. AMERI-

CAN BICYtLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — New 54 -inch Rudge Racer, nickeled and
enameled, with cow-horn handle-bars; $90. AMER-

ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.\LE — Heavy all-wool ribbed Bicycle Hose, blue,

black, or L. A. W. color, sent by mail on receipt of $1.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spkingfieli>,Mass.

FOR S.A I.E— 56-inch Rudge Light Roadster, nickeled and
enameled; new last season, and in fine order; 585.

AMERICAN I'.ICYCLE COMPANY, Springfiei.d,.Mass.

FOR .SALE — Lithographs of George M. Hendee, 14x17;

sent by mail to any address on receipt of 15 cts. in stamps.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

FOR S.ALE—Regular ?2.oo Facile Bicycle Bells; can be
used on anv machine ; sent bv mail on receipt of 75 cts.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

FOR S.ALE— 58-lnch Royal Challenge, ball-bearings, hollow

fork, and in fine order; the best offer over f67.5o will be
accepted. AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., Spkingfield,Ms.

FOR S.ALE— 54-inch British Challenge, full-nickeled, with

dropped handle-bars ; in excellent order, the nickeling as

good as when it left the factor\- ; only $85. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, SPRiNGFiELD, Mass.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricycle, in first-class order; King of

the Road lamp, new steering-gear, just enameled (Ardill's),

and looks nearly as well as new ; price only J75. Address
C. T. GAGE, 333 Woodward avenue, Detroit, Mich.

KIRKP.ATRICK STAR SADDLE, used one month,
$V5o. 50-inch accurate MiDonnell cvclometer, used

375 miles. #3. F. CLAPS.ADEL. Jamestown, N. Y.

OVERMAN WHISTLES, with chain, 35 cents, to adver-

tise; no stamps. LOWE BICYCLE COMPANY.
FiTCHBURG, Mass.

RUBBER TIRES, any size, 95 cents per pound ; regular

price $2. LOWE BICYCLE CO., Fitchburg, RIass.

ROYAL MAIL FOR SALE— 56-inch, bought this year,

not ridden over 30 miles; 18S5 pattern, with ball-pedals

and hygienic saddle ; practically a new machine ; big bargain

at Jiio. Also, 58-inch American Rudge, bought la.si seasim,

very little used, at a very low price; condition perfect. Address
at once, CASTILE BICYCLE ACIENCY, Castile, N. Y.

RUDGE RACERS.
attention, racing men.

One 53-inch Rudge Racer, used twice $90
One 54-inch Rudge Racer, used three times, 90
One 55-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden (><>

One 57-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden, 90

Saddle on backbone, and all latest improvements. Apply
early. STODDARD, I.OVERING & CO., 152 to 158

Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

SEND 35 cents in stamps and receive a pair of Crescent
Bicycle Hose Supporters. Thousands of them in use.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Sprin(;field,Mass.

STAR FOR SALE—48-inch, all enamel, 1SS4 plain pattern,

in perfect order; price, including cyclometer, lugg.age car-

rier, lock and chain, and Buffalo saddle, S60 ; machine has

received best care and is sound in every way. CA.STILE
BICYCLE .VGENCV, Castile, N. Y.

THE WARWICK SELF-ADJUSTING STAR SAD-
DLE is the one for comfort and durability ; price $2.75.

On receipt of 55.50 we will prepay express and forward two of

them anywhere in the United St.ites. THE AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Sprinc.field, Mass.

WANTED—48-inch Expert Columbia, in fine condition.

A. S. ALLEN, Summit Point. Jefferson co., W. Va.

WANTED

—

\ Shipman No. 2 full i-horse-power engine;

state condition and low est price. Address B. F. CLAPP.
Wappinger's Falls, N. Y.

WANTED— 54-inch Columbia Expert, full-nickeled, ball-

bearings, dropped handle-bars, and in first-class order.

EDSON C. STEW.ART, Franklin. Delawarecounty. N.Y.

^O-INCH EXPERT, full - nickeled, cow-horn handles,
^'-' full ball-bearines. Brooks paleni saddle: fine condition;

Jiai. WATERBUKY & MACIX INAI.D. Stamford.Ct.

^'^A^GARD^^

We wish to t/tank our friends and customers for their

faiience in waiting for our NUMBER TA.VD/CMS, and

ive are pleased to say that ive Itave received a full supply

and can ttcnv ship orders promptly.

Regretting the delay, which has been unavoidable, we

remain,

Yours 7'ery truly,

STODDARD. LOVERIXG &^ CO.

JUST OUT.

A BOOK WHICH WILL INTEREST
EVERY WHEELMAN.

One feature was gotten up especially f<tr the bencfii of
wheelmen, and contains a /^r^^ roathvay map of Berkshire
County,, giving the roads and distances, and mentions which
are the pleasantest to take ; and should one wish to tarry tells

where Nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep, can be obtained,
and the cravings of the inner man satisfied at reasonable rales

where the associations and surroundings are most conducive lo

enjoyment and proi>er digestion.

In paper binding, 50 cents; bound in leatherette, 75 cents.

Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

CLARK W. BRYAN & CO., Publishers,

GREAT HARRINGTON a i. HOLYOKE, MASS.

New York Office, 239 Broadway (Room 18).

STODDARD, LOVERING &, CO.
Wish to state that they are now prepared to fill orders for

THE AMERICAN RUDGE. They report the sale of this ma-

chine as something extraordinary, and they have been taxed

to their utmost to keep up with the sales. The American

riders are beginning to appreciate that they can get a first-

class bicycle In the vicinity of $110.

COW-PRNHIiPLE-epS!

Handsomest, Strongest, and Best Bars in Market.

COMPLETE. WITH BRAKE-LEVER AND BRACKET.
ALL NICELY NICKELED. ONLY $4.50.

These Bars h.ive the most ijraceful curves of any in the
market, and are niatle of the bust of steel. We lead ; let

others imitate and claim the same;— but wheelmen should see

to it that they get the Bar which has the best of material, the
best of workmanship, and is the latest in style. Remember,
we make these Bars to fit any cycle made. Agents wanted.
Liberal (llscouiil lo the trade.

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-

tions as ihey appears

Two Papers for the Price of One

!

The M 'lu-rimcii's ii,iu-llc I'rcc to every Mib.scriber lo /'/;,• (/ 'heel.

<'onibination Kiitfu.
The Wheel
OutiiiK and The Wheel
The Bicycling World and The Wheel, . .

The Cycle and The Wheel.
The Wheelmen's dazette and The Wheel. .

The Century Magazine and The Wheel,
Harper's Magazine and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Weekly and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Bazar and The Wheel
Harper's Young People and The Wheel,
Puck and The Wheel,
The .Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, . .

$1.00 a year.

3.00 a year.

1.50 a year.

1.75 a year.

1.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

2.00 a year.

5.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

Ad^'ertising Rates on application. Sold on all Xe-.v York

and Brooklyn ne^us-stands. Sendfor sample copy.

The Central Press and Publishing Company,

12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.
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SPRINGFIELD,

SEPTEMBER 14, 15, 16,#17, 1556.

OE^MD

ONE-MILE RACE
KOR THE

«SPEGIAl2 GeNDineNS
(ADDITIONAL TO A. C. U. KULES).

Contestants must have a Record of 2.45.

The Race to be run in heats of two men each, the winners of each heat

to run to a final heat.

First Prize to the winner of the final heat, who shall be declared the

Champion of the World. Second Prize to the winner of the fastest heat.

Both Prizes of equal value.

Contestants to be the guests of the Club.

For particulars, adtes SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE CLUB, Springfield, Mass, U.S.A.
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THE

SERIES
OF THE CIRCUIT,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

CycleM pssoGlatloii,

LYNN, MASS.

SEPTEMBER 23. 24. p.^^ 25. 1886

A. C. U. RULES TD [tDYERN !

Tine last TotirnamLent of thie s^eason, and
on thie Kastest Track: in thie World, here's^ a
chance for Records tfiat vv/ill stand vintil tine

Fall of 1887 !

ENTRIES CLD5E September IB, IBBB.

Kor F^tall Particuilars, address E. IVE. BAILBY, Secretao^,
IvYNN, NlASS.
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IT IS

THE PLAIN DUTY
-OF ALL-

AMATEUR WHEELMEN
TO

JOIN THE L.A.W,

IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS

IT HAS

DONE MORE FOR CYCLING

-THAN-

ALL OTHER AGENCIES COMBINED

!

SEND $1.50 TO SECRETARY

E. M. AARON, Box 916, PHILA-

DELPHIA, PA.

AND THEREBY HELP TO

REPAY AN OLD DEBT,
FOE YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF

AND THE

TO BECOME

"ONE OK THE 10,000!"

IF FOR ANY REASON YOU CAN'T JOIN

THE L. A. W., THEN

SUBSCRIBE TO THE

L A. W. BULLETIN,
THE

BRIGHTEST AND NEWSIEST
CYCLING WEEKLY

PUBLISHED IN AMERICA!

CIRCULATION GREATER THAN ALL THE
OTHER WEEKLIES COMBINED,

$1 PER YEAR.

BESX IN THE ^Vy'ORI^DT

THE

KELLD&& BICYCLE SHOE.
The advantages of this Shoe are as follows:—

First, Superiority of workmanship and material. Second, Adjustability in lacing to suit the wearer (style secured by caveat).
Third, The style of lasts upon which they are made, being \\ithout spring, thus relieving the toes of the constant pressure upon
them, which has been the fault with Bicycle Shoes made on the ordinary lasts. Fourth, The cut of the Shoe, making the fit

perfectly hygienic, causing it to set smoothly in whatever position the foot may be placed. Fifth, The improved conforming
shank, being one of the great features of the Shoe, the style of which is claimed to be superior to any other. Sixth, Heels that
will not strike the hub on the closest-built machine. Ser'eriih, Equally good on rubber or rat-trap pedals ; will not bounce nor
slip. Eighth, Bottoming all done by hand, so that in getting the Kelloc.g Bicycle Shoe you will not be imposed upon by a
machine-made article. Xinth, Can be easily repaired, if necessary, without lessening its merit. Tenth, Being, in fact, per-
fection for a Cycling Shoe, as it is light, comfortable, cool, and durable, and needs only to be worn to be appreciated.

Our LADIES' T^tCYCLE SHOE is laced low, high-cut, kangaroo, light, flexible, and comfortable.

SUBSCRIBE NDIST!

NET PRICES.
Gentlemen's Bicycle Shoe, Kangaroo, $4.00. Ladies' Tricycle Shoe, Kangaroo, $6.00.

Every order must be accompanied by the cash, cither by check, post-office order, or registered letter. In sending your
order, state the size you wear, and give measurement of heel, instep, ball, and ankle, just as you want them to fit, as in all cases
we shall make according to the measurement sent us.

MANUFACTURED BY

KELLOGG & EAGER
PALMER, MASS.

J. H. BUTTERFIELD, Agent, - - Springfield, Mass.

SAFE, PRACTICAL » FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Macliine to make more than 20 Miles

witMn the Hour.
Tliree L. A. W. Championships for 1886.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,

since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Smitbville, Bar. Co., ST. J.

TKeStarBicyclejojUeFFOiitBgalu!

GEOBGE E. TVEBEN, of SmifJiriUe, :\\ J., won the JO-

3ITLE BOAD BACE at ChfrlsriJIe, Mo., in 3 hours, 7 iuia-

ntes, and .38% seconds, heating the i)revious American Boad
Becords nearly 25 minntes.

CHABLES E. KLTGE, the STAB rider of Xew Yorl\

secured second place in 3 hours, 22 minutes, and 27 seconds,

also ii'ithin the Becords.

^a^For fntthev particulars address as above.
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If you are interested in cycling, hunting, fishing, trap-shooting, the kennel, and reputable outdoor sports in general,

YOU SHOULD READ

-^SMs
A WEEKLY JOURNAL OF SPORTS AND PASTIMES.

The only paper of its class published in Cincinnati, and the recognized authority and by-word for sportsmen of the central West and South.

Subscription Price, - $2.00 a year.
TA* American S/iortsman and The Wh«blmbn's Gazette to one address for one year, $2.00. Special rates to getters-up of clubs. Correspondence solicited.

THK AlVIBRICAN SPORTSIVTAN COIVLPANY,
HUSTON ST. JOHN, Jvleinager. 232 Walnut Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH. sb ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.

ADJUSTABLE IN WIDTH. ^
^ flUduoittDbCi in nciiuni in rnuni. ^ A BIFURCATED SEAT.
^ ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN REAR. ^ A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE
Is the ONLY ONE possessing any of these Points. Is the ONLY ONE that can be changed in Shape or Position at •&.

Is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Market.

For all makes, including the Safeties and the Star. Price, Nickeled, $5.00; Coiled Spring, etc., for Old Saddles, $0.75.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE, Rocl^ford, 111.

BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Factle, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except
for interest. Second-Hand Wheels bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON. 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely • illustrated Catalogue, with "A PII.GIUMAGS

a-Whbblback," illustrated, now in press. Our Catalogae is of bterest to evcqf
aAual or prospeiflive wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

ARE THE BEST.

Don't take my word for it, but investi-

gate for yourself, and decide honestly.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

J. R. DNDERWOOD, Dorchester, BOSTON, MASS.

Wheelmen who are in need of CYCLE REPAIRS of any description will find it to their advantae^e to write to the tmdersigned for estlmatea. We make a
Bpeclalty of repairing and renewing Bicycle, Tricycle, and Tandem Bearings, Tubes, etc., using the finest steel and warranting the same.

Established 1884. 69 RosevUle Arenae, NEWARK, N. J.Agents for the Celebrated RDDGE Cycles.
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ABOUT THE

AnERIGAN
GHAMPI

F^rom thie

Editorial Coliamns of Xhe Amkrican Whkelnian
for Nlay.

"GORMULLY & JEFFERY'S CHAMPION BICYCLE Is meeting with a remarkable sale; and it is not

surprising, for the CHAMPION is really a first-class wheel and is sold at a second-class price,— $102.60.

Some time ago we said that the need of the hour was a first-class wheel at a low price; and Messrs.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY have promptly filled the breach and are now reaping their reward. The CHAMPION
is just as handsome, just as staunch, and just as reliable as any wheel on the market, and sells from $22.50
to $32.50 less. Comment is needless."

The above is an hionest, unpaid opinion from an expert
>?vli.o kinows A?v^lnat tie is talkiing aboiat.

The AiviKRiCAN Chanipion is manutfacttired by

CHICAGO,
IVIalcers of tbe well = known AiVLERiCAN CYCLES, v^bich. are

Higb-Grade Nlacbines at Reasonable Prices.

NEAtESr GArAl20G IN THE TRADE FREE.
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RUDGE TELEPHONE MAN.

Hello, IMr. Duickier ! Please enter nae for the Springfield

Races. I have just got a beautiful RUDGE RACER from
Stoddard, Loverino & Co., Boston, and I shall be on band,
sure pop ! Ann. going "great guns," and intend to bave some
of your medals,— and don't you forget it. Nly RUDGE is a
dand^^.

L2EY'S*H0TEUn>
SPRINGFIEI2B, MASS.

PAHTIES

WHITING FOR ROOMS
SHOULD STATE THE TIME THEY ARE

TO ARRIVE.

PARTIES

WRITING FOR ROOMS
SHOULD STATE THE TIME THEY ARE

TO ARRIVE.

Conveniently Located near Union Depot. First-Class in Every Respect.

$2.DD TD $2.5D FER HAY.

J. M. COOLBY & CO., Proprietors.

BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicj;cles and Triq-cles sold on easy pajTnents, with little or no extra charge except
for interest. Second-Hand Wheels bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
.Send for our larje new finely- illustrated Catalogue, with "A Pilgrimage

a-Wheelback," illustrated, now in press. Our Catalogue is of interest to every

actual or prospe(5live wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.
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g@^ Extraordinary Deinaiul. A Perfect Wheel Aitpreciated. Agents Wanted in Every Town. "^It

ROYAL MAIL!
TPE Wlieel of tlie Year ! ^ Tie most GoiDplete aiiil improveil Bicycle Ever Ollered

!

Best Road Record of 1885, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

T/te J)eiH(fin1 for titese Sujterh, SfHcflfj llitfli -('hiss

Wheels (-ontiuiies

-f UNABATED! 4-
We are taxed to our ntimtst to meet the orders from

all jjarts of the eouutrt/. U here one is s/iotrn, other
orders quiehlif foJhuv.

Only Wheel tvith Griniine Trhjwell Hall Head!
TRY ONE !» GREAT BARGAINS NOW ON HAND!

Some last f/etir's nuxtef TiOVAL JfAILS intdcr pi-icf. Also a few
this !/ear\s exclumged for (liffcrent sizes (tnd serond-Itaiitls.

DETACHABLE
HANDLE-BARS

GET OUR SECOND-HAND LIST.

BARGAINS!

SIX IMPROVEMENTS. THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR.

SPOKES WOUND SEVEN TIMES,
Giving Rigidity to the whole Wheel. No Rattle.

Note this Tying.

GRIP-FAST RIM AND TIRE.

Needs no Cement ; holds firmer than
Cement ; no thin edge of Rim to dent

;

whole Rim stronger; also seamless.

BALL-BEARING HEAD.
No friction of Cones, hence no loosening nor constant tightening

up. Can be rmi six months with one adjustment and one oiling.

: if ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE in ROYAL MAILS
this year. Offered as the Most Perfect Wheel yet shown.

XeiE-^IS THIS !

" Ever since the introduction of the india-rubber tire it has proved itself, like many other things, not altogether an unmixed blessing: for the difficulty to keep it on has ever been a ereat

one, and many and various have l)een the devices adopted by ingenious makers to make its fastening to the rim secure. .\ year ago, at the Speedwell Kxhibilion, a rim and tire had just oeeii

patented, and our opinion was asked upon it. This nm was an ordinary crescent steel felloe, with the edges turned iu so as to tit into a couple of longitudinal grooves cut in the rubber tire, and
thus without the aid of cement liolding the rubber firmly in its place. We at once spotted the idea as a good thing. .\s will be seen by the sketch, the tires are held firm in the inrtis withoiit the

use of cement, and are therefore cleaner in ajiplication than a cemented tire. Not caring to speak of such an important matter without practically testing the idea, we have ridden it in town riding,

and the tires appear, if anything, more firmly seated than ever, despite the fact that our last exjieriment with them was to run our steering-wheel in the tram grooves and repeatedly twist it out

again suddenly, a proof which satisfies us that the invention is a success. .As we have said, the tires have not yet come out with us ; when they do

—

if they do—we shall let our readers know.'
—Henrv Sturmev, iu T/ie Cyclist, .April 14, 18S6. __^_^_^^__^_^.^^^^^^^^^_^___^

WILLIAM READ I SONS, Sole AmerlGan Agents, 10/ Wasliiiigton Street, Boston.
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THE RUDGE HUiMBER TANDEM

D. RUDGE & COMPANY,

COVENTRY, ENG.

IMPOP -ED BY

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO

BOSTON, MASS.

mm
RUOGC NUMBER TANOEII*

'BtfiDPARO- LOVCRINQ &G2ii
BOSTON. MASS.

Probably the most popular Tandem in use in England to-day is the well-

known and popular Ilumber, which enjoys an enviable reputation for its

many excellent qualities not only in Great Britain, but in France, Germany,

Italy, and America as well.

This machine was invented some years ago by Mr. Thomas Ilumber of the

firm of Messrs. Humber, Marriott & Cooper, and although other Tandems
similar to it have appeared on the market from time to time, some of them

having points which at first sight appear to the casual observer to be supe-

rior, still it is noticeable that, in spite of great competition, the Humber
still leads, and no machine in the country where it is used stands higher in

the opinion of the cycling public.

It was on this form of Tandem that Mr. Joseph Pennell and wife rode

during their trip through Italy, a description of which appeared in T//f

Outlay Magazine a short time ago under the title of " Italy from a Tri-

cycle."

In 1SS5 the firm of Messrs. Ilumber, Marriott & Cooper dissolved, Mr.

Ilumber still keeping on the original works at Beeston, Nottingham, while

Messrs. Marriott & Cooper removed to Coventry.

It was chiefly under the guidance of Messrs. Marriott & Cooper that the

Ilumber Tandem was brought into such prominence; they were two of the

most popular riders in England, and the names of Marriott & Cooper will be

remembered for years to come. Upon the dissolution of the firm of Messrs.

Humber, Marriott & Cooper, each retained the right to manufacture the

original Humber Tandem, together with the trade mark of " Humber," under

which it was so well known.

After the dissolution, Messrs. Marriott & Cooper perfected a number of

improvements over the original machine. In order to meet the increasing

demand they deemed it advisable to procure the aid of a large manufacturer,

and after a careful consideration of all the cycling manufacturers in England,

they selected Messrs. Rudge & Co. of Coventry, whose world-wide reputa-

tion for the Rudge machines, together with their immense plant and facto-

ries (covering nearly six acres), would enable them to fill all orders promptly.

The name of Rudge & Co. is asufficient guarantee for workmanship and
material ; but in spite of the capacity of their works the demand for these

machines has been so great that at times they have been compelled to work
night and day to fill orders.

To distinguish the Tandem made by Messrs. Rudge & Co. from that of

Humber & Co. of Beeston, it is necessary to state that one is called the

Rutlge Humber and the other the Beeston Humber, although in form and
outward appearance they are practically the same machine except in

details.

The Rudge Humber Tandem (Convertible) offers advantages which are

found combined in no other form of machine. The speed is such that bicy-

clists have great difficulty in keeping up with two moderate riders on the

Tandem. It can be ridden in its double form by one rider only, as easily as

most Tricycles in their single form. It can be converted into an ordinary

Genuine Humber Tricycle with far less trouble than most of the so-called

convertibles. Its width is only 40 inches, making it easy of storage and

transit by rail. The weight complete is not more than 100 pounds actual.

For comfort we have the most convincing proofs that it has attained its

object. Ladies in particular are loud in its praise on account of the small

amount of labor required to propel the machine at a good pace, up steep

hills even, and for the comfortable position they are enabled to take ; while

its peculiar construction entirely obviates the much-comi)lained-of displace-

ment of the dress, even when pedaling at a fast pace.

The delightfully easy and reliable steering of the Rudge Humber Tan-

dem forms one of its great charms, and has done much towards making it

the universal favorite it now undoubtedly is.

The rider sitting behind has the entire control of the steering, thus mak-

ing the seat in front a luxury, especially when used by a lady (which is often

the case), and requiring only a minimum of the labor and attention necessary

in ordinary tricycle riding.

Probably no machine in England has acquired such a prestige, chiefly

owing to the well-known practical and mechanical knowledge of its invent-

ors; and we have everv reason to believe it will be as fully popular in this

country as it is in that.

The Rudge Humber Tandem for 1S86 will have several improvements,

to which we would call your special atttention.

1st. Instead of having one single brake, a jiowerful double-lever brake is

attached to it, which is considered a great advantage, as it does not throw

the responsibility entirely upon one lever.

2d. The semi-circular handle-bar on the front part of the machine can

be adjusted so as to make it practicable for cither a lady or a gentleman,

with short or long arms.

3d. E.xtending from the drop tube holding the forward pedals and rear

tube, is a detachable brace, which effectually prevents any sjiringing together

or loosening up of the chains. The front chain is entirely covered by a

guard, which protects a lady's dress from dust or dirt.

The wheels are 42 inches in diameter, fitted with direct spokes and J

rubbers, making them very strong and extremely rigid.

To those who doubt the ease of propulsion or the speed of the Rudge

Genuine Humber Tandem, we simply say, try it and be convinced.

PRICE, $250.00.
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AMERICAN RUDGE
THE WHEEL FOR 1886.

IT HAS ND EgUAL AT THE PRICE !

fori for 1886 CotQlogiie,

AMERICAN RUDGE. PRICE (50-INCH), $107.50.

READ TffHAT THEY SAY DF IT.

"The AMERICAN RUDGE is a dandy; stamuh and casy-ninniiiff." H. C. OfiDEN, Middletown, >'. Y.

"For bnsiness pnrposps and >fonoral road riding' it has no superior." J. H. I?1{(>W\, Rochester, \. Y.

"Have ridden my 56-inch AMERICAN RUIXilE 1500 miles, and cheerfully recommend il." . . C. ^^. SE.VMAX, Lewislmrfr, Pa.

"It takes at siarht. Those who intend getting a Bicycle should get an .VMERICAN RUDGE." . E. E. CUMNER, Lewislon, Me.

A ff'H' SJiop-ii'ofii and Sccotn1-h(nnJ Machines in Stovh- at Low Prices.

Send for List.

Sole United States Agents,

STODDARD, LOYERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON^ MASS.

NEW^ YORK HEADQUARTERS, G. R. BIDWELL, 2 and 4 East 60th Street.
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T rrwT5

Xhie Handsomest, Strongest, and HighLest=
Grade Bicycle ever prodnced.

S. T. CLARK & CO.
Send for Catalogue. BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
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SPRINGFIELD'S TOURNAMENT.

Septemisf.r 14, 15,16,17, 1886.

BY T. W. E.

I fancy a tower on Hampden Park,

It is built of hopes and invitations

For the bell at top to sound—and, hark !

These are a few of its deep vibrations :

" To the north, the south, the east, and west,

Echo the message here out-pealing.

Sent by the spirit of honest zest

Unto those governed by like feeling.

*' Wheelmen, arouse !

"—to you it's sjieaking

—

" Come "—is the word it most often repeats

—

" Pleasure and profit worth while seeking

Wait hand in hand at our cycling fetes.

So come, all that ride; come, all that race ;

Friends of the many and friends of the few

;

The time is set and this is the place "

—

Thus rings the bell's message now unto you.

Springfield, Mass

THE CONNECTICUT'S " 1,400."

Brother Aaron's bit of sarca.sm concerning the

Connecticut Club's withdrawal of 1,400 members

from the League seems to have been extremely

premature as well as painfully ridiculous. Everj'-

body in the wheel world, save Brother A., knew at

a glance that the " 1,400" meant nothing but one

of those frequent and absurd blunders made by the

Associated Press in telegraphing figures. The

Connecticut Club inclines towards being brainy.

Its meiTibership contains, Ijesides doctors and law-

yers, very few who are not prominently connected

with the best banking, insurance, and manufactur-

ing interests of the rich city of Hartford, and for

the editor of the Btilktiii to assume that a club of

this sort in making a public announcement of its

League membership would deliberately multiply its

whole active and associate membership by ten in

order to " seek notoriety," is quite too funny. We
hope the secretary-editor is not wet-nursing any

spitefulness in re any late unpleasantness between

the Connecticut Division and himself, and trying

to make the Connecticut Club suffer for the acts of

the Division. As for the Division, the chief consul

lately said in his report that the State organization

was standing by the L. A. W. in a most cotnmend-

able way, its percentage of increase of member-

ship having during the past year been greater than

that of any other division save our own, of Massa-

chusetts. As for the club, serenity appears to at-

tend all its doings, and just now its members

are very cheerfully looking forward to the brief

season of jollity and good fellowship with the

wheelmen from far and near who will attend its

forthcoming two days' tournament. We trust no

one will forget the dates—September 8, 9.

GREAT CRY AND LITTLE WOOL.

We had occasion in the last number of the

Gazette to make some comments on a certain

person whose name is G. Lacy Hillier. We
thought we should have no further occasion to re-

fer to him, but the latest freak of this singularly

erratic individual is really so ridiculous that we
cannot refrain from again granting him gratuitous

advertising by referring to his latest idiosyncracy.

As is well known by this time, the person now un-

der discussion is very much prejudiced against

Springfield, the mention of that name having the

same effect upon him as that of a red rag upon a

bull; and, in fact, it is our opinion the bovine

specimen is the more sensible of the two animals,

as he is not endowed with reasoning powers;

while it is charitable to suppose that our dear G.

Lacy has a slight modicum of brain matter. But

we diverge. As above stated, the antipathy of

Sirrah Hillier is so great that he apparently

lies awake nights that he may devise ways and

means whereby to crush Springfield and its tour-

nament out of existence. Of course we know not

his motives for such proceedings, but probably it

has nothing to do with a refusal to grant him $100

for expenses in order that the Springfield tourna-

ment might be honored by his gracious presence.

And again, his anger was, of course, not due to a

polite refusal to advertise the aforesaid tourna-

ment in his " Week End," in return for which he

would most graciously condescend to boom us

with as much vigor as he now opposes us. We
say, of course, that person Hillier's enmity could

not have been excited by either of these trifling

circumstances. We leave people to thaw their

own inferences as to what has turned his vials of

wrath upon Springfield and its tournament.

We have been rather long-winded in getting at

the subject matter of this article, but really it is

so ridiculous—this latest freak of our British

weakling—that the more we think of it the less

worthy of mention it seems. Well, here it is in

all the startling effect that type can give to it. The
issue of Bicycling News, July 23, contains these

head-lines :
" Strange Revelation ! The Real Value

of the Springfiehi Prizes ! An Expert's Opinion."

Then follows a long and wordy article in which a

correspondent (probably a jealous pot maker—we

beg pardon, cup maker) goes on with a thrilling

yarn that the prize cups won by Furnivall last

year were of base Britannia metal and therefore

practically valueless. The alleged correspondent

who is alleged to have talked with an alleged ex-

pert, says that the latter individual admitted that

the designs were worth something, but that they

could be reproduced at a very much cheaper rate.

The correspondent, or the expert (it matters not

which), forgot to state that the first cost of a

special design is what puts up the price ; of

conxsQ facsimiles can be very easily produced, but

the original design is what has to be paid for.

And that all the .Springfield cups were of original

design can be fully i)roven. But enough of this

line of argument. We simply wish to ask G. I-acy

Hillier a straightforward question. If (as he

certainly loses no opportunity of proclaiming on

any and every occasion) he is in favor of the

purest of i)ure amateurisin, what matters it to him

of what value the prizes are .' Does he not claim

that the pure amateur should only race for sport

and not for what he may gain in the way of

prizes? Has he not called .Springfield the

fomentor of professionalism by offering big

prizes } If so, what consistency is there in at-

tempting to decrj- the value of prizes offered at

any tournament when, as he has always main-

tained, the prizes should be the least inducement

for winning a race .' The true inwardness of the

attack of the Bicycling A'lius upon Springfield is

owing to our disinclination to look upon its chief

editorial writer as the one sujjreme cyclist of the

world whose word is law, and hence it is that he

uses the columns of the above-named publication

to vent his personal spite.

One word in closing. G. Lacy Hillier is not de-

serving our contempt ; rather our pity that there

is no one to guide him and prevent his recent reck-

less exhibitions of inexperience and lack of judg-

ment. As it is now, he is not only a laughing

stock among his own countrymen, but is fast bid-

ding for the same position in this country. .\ trip

to America is the only effectual cure, and it is

hoped that the remedy will be applied this fall.

I'alc, dear George.

CONCERNING TWO SUCCESSFUL CLUBS.

The Connecticut and .Springfield Clubs are

occasionally accused of being "sporting "and
money-making organizations. Well, the Connecti-

cut and Springfield boys seem to take the accus.v

tion very philosoi>hically. If there are other clubs

in existence whose members get more ]iractical en-

joyment out of using their wheels, and club room
sociability, we would like to hear of them. No
doubt it is perfectly natural for wheel clubs not

given to enterprise and hard work to be a little

envious of the success of these two clubs, whose ex-

ertions for bettering themselves and pleasing the

public have resulted in their replete treasuries and

world-wide prominence. It is scarcely necessary

to say that a complete consideration of the subject

would reveal that the great indirect influence of the

Hartford and .Springfield tournaments has been in

the past vastly beneficial to American cycling at

large. These clubs have succeeded in benefiting

themselves, but in so doing have they not simul-

taneously benefited the public and the general

"cause of the wheel "? We think they have.
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HARTFORD LETTER.

Editor IVheclmat's Gazette:—
Your correspondent is again determined to

send unto you a short epistle, but he knows not

quite where to begin, for the time which has

elapsed since the appearance of your last " Hart-

ford Letter " has been marked by several distinct

chronological epochs in the cycling history of the

goodly city of Hartford.

Briefly, without attention to detail, the most

important happenings have been, perhaps, as fol-

lows : First, The second annual tournament of

the Connecticut Bicycle Club at Charter Oak Park,

last September, where Columbia was downed by

Britannia, the local public was vastly entertained,

and the wheelmen gathered from far and near had

no end of a jolly time. Second, The springing

up within our midst of the Hartford Wheel Club,

a body of thorough riders, ably officered, and

pleasantly and conveniently located in the Times

Building parlors. Third, The great local interest

taken in the spring election of the L. A. W. this

year, when the greatest economic blunder of all

League history caused Hartford men to lose their

votes. Fourth, The tandem fever. Everybody has

it, and is going to ride double as soon as he can

afford it. Fifth, The annual meeting of the Con-

necticut Division, held June 29 last, especially

noticeable for the little flurry of excitement over

the election of secretary- treasurer, and the vir-

tuous zeal manifested to help along the effort to

get " Rule H" buried forever from human sight;

and it may be remarked that the attendance at

this meeting was more than three times as large

as at any previous annual meeting in Connecticut.

Sixth, Explosion of the short crank heresy. This

may seem a small matter, but it is fast revolution-

izing road riding. Seventh, Renovation and re-

pavement of Hartford's principal streets. Bless

that old tricycliform steam roller ! And so on.

A'ow, it goes without saying, that all, wheelmen

and public, are awaiting with expectant attention

the Connecticut Club's annual tournament, to be

held September S-g. Being a member of the

aforesaid most excellent club, you must allow me
to expatiate a little over this coming event. The
Connecticut Club has had the benefit of thorough

experience in handling race-meetings. Heretofore

it has succeeded in conducting things in a manner

perfectly satisfactory to the racing men who have

entered the Hartford lists, and so thoroughly in-

terested the public in this comparatively new

and very agreeable style of out-of-door entertain-

ment, that the '86 meeting is being gotten up as

much in obedience to the popular demand for it

as for anything else.

The club proposes this year to make the best

possible use of what its former efforts have

taught it, and it feels perfectly confident that the

coming tournament will result even more profitably

to the competitors, the public, and itself, than did

its affair of '85. Call this club a " show " club if

you will. No one can say that it does not give

good shows, well worthy the generous patronage

they receive. What is a cycle club for, if not to

secure to itself all possible benefits to be derived

from cycling, and promoting general interest and

enthusiasm for cycling? This club is no money-

making coalition of individuals. Not one cent of

outside capital has it ever, or will it ever invest in

its tournaments. Whatever money it has made
heretofore by judicious investment of its funds

and its own brain work, has been carefully used

for the better comfort and convenience of its

members and such guests as they may from time

to time be privileged to entertain. Who calls this

way of doing club business mercenary .' My opin-

ion may not count, being prejudiced, but I own to

believing that the Connecticut BicycleClub of Hart-

ford, Ct., U. S. A., is just about the kind of a wheel

club that every wheel club ought to strive to be-

come. Blowing.' Perhaps so. I'll blow further.

I affirm that the great tournaments constitute a

particularly important branch of the whole wheel

interest so important that every available means

should be used to further their continuance and suc-

cess. Cycle racing is an excellent sport. Properly

indulged it is healthful to the racer, and attractive

to the spectator. The general advancement of

cycling owes more to the racing wheel than to the

roadster. Don't believe it ? I think it does.

Whatever turns general attention to cycling serves

indirectly to remove prejudice, create new riders,

boom the trade, and advance the " cause." W'here

is the roadster compared with the racer when the

subject is thus considered? The " quiet tour" is

another matter. Give me the tour personally in

preference to the race every time, but let the tour-

ist not forget what " the noise and stir made in the

world by the racing man and his works " has indi-

rectly done for touring. Why, I would wager you

that three out of every five wheel papers published

in the United States to-day would never have been

born were it not for cycle raeitig. The wheel ed-

itor who belittles the path evidently don't know

what he is doing. The entertainment furnished

the public by these races is another thing not

to be overlooked. In fact, it would be useless for

me to attempt to here relate the infinite variety of

things not to be overlooked in considering the

general advantages of cycle racing.

Now the Connecticut Club has done a good

deal for the cyclist at large with its race meetings.

I do not say but that the Springfield Club has

done more, but we have done much. We have

furnished the racing man opportunities to exhibit

his prowess in the stimulating presence of the

most formidable of his brotherhood from all over

the world, and before thousands of spectators;

and we have afforded the Connecticut public

proper and pleasurable entertainment w'ith the

pool-box and entire gambling element detached.

We have made a little money ; enough to com-

fortably furnish some very pleasant rooms. If we

succeed in making a little more, we shall, doubt-

less, find it convenient to still further increase our

comforts.

It certainly looks as though this year's meet

would be very successful. The entries are coming

in rapidly. Already the list includes all of the best

known American " fliers," and some foreigners of

particular note.

The club will deal honestly with racing men and

public alike. The prizes offered are valuable, and

the valuation is strictly their market price, the

figures indicating precisely what a winner would

have to pay for a duplicate article. If any of our

English friends succeed in carrying home any of

our "metal," they will find, if they choose to melt

it, that it will be as good as anything found in Her

Majesty's sovereigns and shillings. The club in-

tends also to insist upon being honestly dealt with

by whoever races under its auspices. A glance at

the programme will show that it will be conven-

ient for whoever expects a jilace or ])rize to "go."

Creat confidence is placed in the general integrity

of the racing man, but it is vitally important that

the sport be kept clean, and any detected trickery at

Hartford will not go unpunished. A strict appli-

cation of the penalties imposed by the new and

excellent A. C. U. rules would be very trouble-

some to a trickster.

The Connecticut Club adopts the A. C. U.

rules, believing them in many ways superior to

those of the L. A. W. The institution of the

third class impresses it very favorably, as being

perhaps the best way of disposing of the vexing

" makers " question. It may be noted that the

Hartford meet amply provides for each of the

three classes, and in such manner that all rep-

resentatives of either, will, during the tournament,

have a fair chance for winning a prize.

Not the least pleasurable feature of the Hart-

ford meetings is always the presence of friends

from a distance. All of the old timers thus far

heard from will be with us again this year, and we

shall be prepared to welcome them most cordially.

Hartford, you know, comes first after the sum-

mer's rest, and here friend and foe meet together,

shake and make merry, and go away without a

" foe " in the crowd. It was most beautiful to see,

last year, how certain brethren of the cycling

quill, who, during the preceding season had vitu-

perated each other with extreme viciousness, be-

come chatty, confidential, and friends forever

after. Here old sores heal. Have any of late

felt the mighty smite of Aaron's rod? If they

can catch him at Hartford they will speedily re-

solve that the chastening was merited, and the

blows governed by a wise hand and discerning

spirit ; or, they will never believe that they were

smitten at all. Let all come !

NOTES.

Who will be the one-mile A. C. U. man? The

Elkington shield is a beauty.

Reform never did originate in popular senti-

ment. The A. C. IT. has started with the derision

of the multitude. It looks, though, as if it were

on a fair road towards reforming cycle racing.

But hurrah for the old L. A. W. ! Long may it

wave.

America has just now an elegant sufficiency of

cycling literature. Where can you find a more

crisp and breezy cycling weekly than the Biey-

cling World of the iiresent ? The Cycle is a good

paper, and the Wheel better than ever before. The

Bulletin is a most excellent organ of the great or-

ganization it represents, and it cannot be denied

that its influence as a general cycling newspaper

is very valuable. True, it gets a little mixed oc-

casionally, and sometimes explodes prematurely,

but all good papers do likewise. For a monthly

it is observable that the G.^zette continues to beat

the world.

The Connecticut Club is still L. A. W., and un-

doubtedly will long continue in the fold.

Charter Oak Park is now in good trim for

wheeling, and local celebrities there take their

daily practice spins.

Over the river in East Hartford they have a

lively little club which controls a quarter-mile

track, and includes a number of riders who give

promise of becoming well known before this sea-

son's tournaments are ended.

Shall the expelled men be re-instated? It hard-

ly seems necessary, considering the new phase of

affairs.

" All this notoriety (referring to the Conn. Bi. C.)

hardly seems to recompense them for the loss of

an efficient and prominent president."

—

Bulletin.

Is'h dot so ? H.

Haktfoku, Ct., Aug. i, 1S86.
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FROM OUR FRENCH CORRESPONDENT.

INCK my last letter several

evidences have been given of

the progress cyclisin is mak-

ing in France this summer

as compared with previous

years. We are still, how-

ever, a long way behind (ler-

manv, where the ])astime, al-

though more recently introduced, has secured a

thoroughly good liold, and what is more they have

good fast tracks in the jMincipal towns. For a

month our th.rec cracks, I)e Civry, Duncan, and

Dubois, made an exhibition tour through that

country; in fact, they stayed until it became down-

right monotonous to reail Duncan, De Civry,

Dubois ; De Civry, Duncan, Dubois ; and occasion-

ally Dubois, etc., etc. How long they would have

kept the game up it is impossible to say, but, as all

the world knows, the " mad king " of Bavaria

drowned himself and all sporting and other amuse-

ments were knocked on the head for several weeks,

and the redoubtable three returned to France.

During their absence the second-rate men had high

times and the big fields that contested many of the

races last month surprised the wheelmen them-

selves. At a little meeting near Paris, one Sunday,

about sixty riders competed in the several races,

while on the same day a like number of men were

found at a gathering further south. Most of the

English firms have agents in France for the sale

of their machines, and until a few years since very

few home-manufactured bicycles were seen on the

road. Now, two or three French firms turn out

bicycles and tricycles that meet with much favor

among Frenchmen, and, as in other matters, the

supply follows the demand, so several large work-

shops have sprung up of late. Perhaps the only

house known to racing men abroad is that carried

on under the style of Ch'ment & Cie., noted for

the very light machines they turn out. If F'rench

racing men like one thing more than another it is

a light machine, and, regardless of the risk of

"buckling," they moimt bicycles so tender that

elsewhere people would say they were absolutely

dangerous. Cle'ment & Cie's light machines seem

to stand the strain of a hard ridden race on the

road very well, and the firm have found their busi-

ness growing to such an extent as to induce them

to enlarge their workshops, which are now about

the finest in France.

A French tourist from Nevers was in Paris a

fortnight ago, and reported a meeting on the Vonne

with an American gentleman. Both wheelmen

sought shelter from a heavy shower and in con-

versation he informed my French friend that he

came from Chicago, had done England, the North

of France, and Paris, and was following the banks

of the Yonne en route for (ieneva.

There has been a lot of racing during the last

few weeks, and, as I hear that Duncan has won

the championship of France, this country will be

very well represented at .Springfield in theautunm.

On the 20th of June at P.ergerae the 10,000 nu-tres

international bicycles was won by Charles Terront,

an old si.x days go-as-you-please man of .Agricult-

ural Hall celebrity, in 23m. 49s. ; Vidal, of

IJordeau.x, also of Molyneux Grounds renown,

pulled off the international tricycles, completing

the 2,500 metres in 5m. 5SS., or ten seconds worse

than the time for the local men's race over the

same course. ( )n the same day a grand meeting

was held at Narbonne. Here Chaudin, a local

man, won the bicycle and tricycle championships

of Aude ; but the event of the day was the defeat

of the tricycle champion of France by Miidinger,

of Paris. It was the first defeat l-",olc has experi-

enced this year,—half a wheel in a 3,600 nii-tres

race that was won ii\ 9m. 30s. Mc'tlingcr also won

the international l)icycle race over the same course

in 7m. oljs. A three days race gathering at Ageii

passed off brilliantly; De Civry and Duncan

Ncored several successes, but our records, bad as

they are, have not been affected by recent events.

A question that has been agitating French

cvclists for the i)ast few months is the employment

of velocipedes in time of w.u. It h.is been

announced that a squad of cyclists were attached to

one of the (ierman army corps, and, luuler the a-gis

of the Union Velocipedique de France, a request

was addressed to the Minister of War for permis-

sion to organize a squad of cyclists to operate with

the troops in the autumn maneuvers. I'he cyclists

offered to place themselves for the time under

military regulations, jjay, food, accommodation, and

discipline, believing that their services would be

found welcome for the conveyance of orders, dis-

patches, etc. Some delay occurred in the rccei))t

of a response, but at last the answer arrived with

the permission of the Minister of War for two

cyclists to follow the operations under the direction

of the brigadier, and for their services, a sum of

2fr., 50c. (half a dollar), a day was offered. The

cyclists had no mercenary ideas and it's a pity

so ridiculously small a recompense was suggested.

A novel safety has been turned out in Paris this

spring by M. Truffault, of 277 Boulevard Pcriere.

It is unii|ne in its way and the opinion formed of

it by those who were among its earliest riders has

been in large measure realized. He has dis-

carded the usual chain gearing of safeties and in

its place mechanism securing two turns of the

wheel to each revolution of the pedals, is inclosed

in an enlarged hub. A 35-inch wheel in one turn

of the pedal makes the circuit of an ordinary 70 inch,

and a racing machine of this size passed the post

first four times on one day, ridden by a second-rate

man against ordinary racing machines. The multi-

plying mechanism being in the center of the wheel,

the weight is not ajipreciable, and altogether is far

lighter than ordinary chain gearing. Handles and

saddle are adjustable, the steering is steady for a

safety, and from personal experience the writer

is able to speak in favorable terms of Truffault's

" Sphinx " roadster, wdiilc as to his racer multi-

plied to 90 inches—we shall sec what we shall see.

On the i)oint of dispatching this letter a lOinpte-

reiuiii of the race for the championship of France

came to hand. Over a course of 10,000 metres

(6 miles 350 yards) nineteen competitors, including

De Civry, last year's champion, took part. Eole,

the bicycle champion, made the pace for the first

eight or ten laps and was closely attended l)y Dun-

can, De Civry, and Terront, Medinger leading the

second division. At half distance the field was

reduced to eight men, of whom Terront and Boyer

were allowetl to keep the lead and when the bell

rang for the last lap, these men were running neck

and neck, with Charron in waiting and Duncan and

De Civry well uj). A splendid finish resulted.

1. H. O. Duncan (of MontpelHer), 2oni. 48 2-55.

2. C. 'I't-rront (of Bnyonne), 2oni. 48 3-5S.

V C'h.irron (of Angers), 20m. 48 4-5S,

4. De Civry (of Paris), 20m. 49 1-5S.

5. I'.oyet (of IJayonne), zoin. 4g 2-5S.

These times were, however, worse than those of

the juniors over the same course, but it appears

to have been to some extent a waiting race.

I'AKis, July 12, 1S86.

FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.
ICVCLIN'C matters have been pretty lively

since the date of my last letter ; and

both on the path and on the r<iad

some tall i)erformances have been

omplished, the road holding

pride of place. To begin with,

there was the ojien 50-niiles

road race, promoted by the

North Road Cycling Club,

on June 19; this produced

(7 starters, although the

weather was most unfavor-

able, a northeast gale of wind

blowing, and, occasionally,

showers of rain enlivening

the jjrospect up to the time of

starting. With such a big field, it

became necessary to divide the

men, so the race was run in three

sections, single tricycles starting

first, then tandem tricycles, and

lastly bicycles, intervals of five

minutes dividing the classes. In the result, con-

siderably to everybody's surprise, the bicycles ut-

terly failed to catch the tandems, but all lost

ground, the tandems going throughout at a faster

pace than the bicycles. 'I'he route was uneveidy

out-and-home, the first 28J miles being against the

wind and the remaining 21^ miles with it. Two

laudems, ridden respectively by C. E. Liles and

.\. J. Wilson, G. Gatehouse and J. Lee, reached

the turning-point together, but on the return jour-

ney the London pair drew away from the pro-

vincial crew in the last four miles, and won by a

long street. One of the leading bicyclists was up-

set from his " ordinary," so that a " safety " came

in first of the two-wheelers. The single tricycles

made a poor show, the best rider in the class

breaking his crank-bracket soon after the start.

Tlie time accomplished by Wilson and l.iles was

3h. i6m. 58s. (best on record), which is regarded

as very fast, considering the circumstances. The

first bicyclist—E. Hale, holder of the 100 miles

record—occupied 13 minutes longer over the dis-

tance; and the first rider of a single tricycle—C.

W. Brown— took four hours. Only 25 men

finished the distance, so severe was the wind.

The result is looked upon as very satisfactory,

proving—what has long been contended by the

cognoscenti—that the tandem tricycle is the fastest

machine on the road. All previous races have

afforded no criterion for comjiarison, by reason of

the different circumstances of wind, weather, and

roads under which each performance was accom-

plished ; but here we see that under equal condi-

tions the tandem tricycle beats every other kind

of velocipede, and the " safety " is practically

beaten by the ordinary (inasmuch as the riders of

ordinary bicycles made a vastly better show

—

taken all round—than the numerous riders of

"safeties" who started). This result will be, 1

expect, still further demonstrated on the occasions

of the open 100 miles and 24 hours races, to be

promoted by the same club on August 28 and

September 4, res])ectively.

As a sequel to this great road-contest, we have

been treated to a disgraceful specimen of adver-

tising dodgery, the makers of the " Premier " tan-

dem having advertised for several weeks in the

press saying that their tandem, ridtlen by Goldcr

and Buckingham, finished first in the race. The

truth was that Golder and Buckingham were

beaten into a cocked hat long before the half-
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distance ; they turned short of the proper turning-

point, and so came in at the finish first, but having

only ridden 43 miles ! So slavishly servile to the

advertisers are some of our journals, that they al-

lowed this barefaced lie to be inserted in their

advertising pages week after week, and repeatedly

suppressed letters from competitors and officers

of the club pointing out and protesting against

the fraud. Wheeling is the only paper to take the

honorable and fearless course of editorially point-

ing out the deception. The Coventry papers have

often enough assumed a virtuously indignant air

at hearing of American records ; but in this mat-

ter the proprietor of the Coventry Ring has evi-

dently allowed Colder (who is a clerk in his print-

ing office) to influence him for evil, and Wheeling

scores heavily.

Two days after the race above referred to,

Alfred H. Fletcher, of the Anfield B. C. (Liver-

pool) raised the mileage for an all-day tricycle

ride, by accomplishing 251 miles in the 24 hours.

This was a genuine road journey, over measured

highways, and covering no piece of ground more

than twice, in accordance with our N. C. U. rules.

Another Liverpool Anfielder—G. P. Mills—has

eclipsed James Lenno.x's latest John O'Groat's

feat, by riding an ordinary bicycle from end to end

of Great Britain (S61 miles) in 5 days, 1 hmtr,

45 minutes. It seems a miraculous performance,

but there is no doubt about its genuineness. He

rode 215 miles the first day ; the first 500 miles in

2 days 13 3-4 hours {^luith only three-quarters of an

hour^s sleep in all that time !), and notwithstanding

the dreadful stretches of unridable road met with

in several places, and an intensely cold gale of

wind against him for the last 200 miles, he reached

John O'Groat's house exactly 5 days i hour 45

minutes after having started from Land's End,

beating the best previous performance by i day 6

hours 45 minutes. The marvel about it all is that

he is so little distressed by his exertions as to be

resolved to repeat the ride next month, on a tri-

cycle.

A fatal accident occurred to a bicyclist on the

Ripley road, yesterday. Particulars are not yet to

hand, but it appears that Mr. Pausey—a bicycle

and tricycle maker in a small way of business, but

turning out machines of excellent quality—was

riding fast down the hill by the Fair Mile, and by

some means took a header from his bicycle. Be-

ing alone, he was picked up by some neighboring

cottagers, and expired half a minute afterwards.

The event quite upset the usual crowd of Ripley

road riders when they reached the spot, and the

gloom occasioned by the occurrence will not pass

away for some time.

The majority of the amateur championship races

promoted by the National Cyclists' Union have

now been decided. The one-mile bicycle and one-

mile tricycle fell to P. Furnivall, who won them in

his usual wait-for-the-last-run-in style. The five-

miles tricycle race, run at Glasgovv-, resulted in

Furnivall being nicely beaten at his own game, for

after a funereal race he was fairly caught napping

in the last lap by W. Allard, of Coventry, who put

on a fine spurt and won by six yards. The five-

miles and the 50-miles bicycle races have yet to

be run, but both the 25-miles races have been rid-

den ; on the bicycle, J. E. Fenlon, of London, was

victor, Furnivall not competing ; and on the tri-

cycle, R. J. Mecredy, of Dublin, beat all comers,

after a stubborn race with Gatehouse, by 4 yards.

In no case have any phenomenal times been ac-

complished, the weather being unfavorable on the

occasions of the i and 25 miles bicycle, and the

25 miles tricycle, races, and the waiting tactics

adopted in the other events rendering the times

slow.

There has been a peculiar show of amateur

racing at North Shields, where a "seven hours"

race—one hour each night, Monday to Friday,

and two hours on .Saturday—resulted in W. Wood
riding 130 miles i lap, beating J. Fleetwood by a

yard only. Five others covered upwards of 120

miles in the seven aggregate hours.

P. T. Letchford beat the two-miles tricycle

record, bringing it i 1-5 seconds under 6 minutes,

at Cambridge, on June 17, but this time was

surpassed by G. Gatehouse, at Alexandra Park, on

July I S, the latter's time being 5m. 57 4-5S.

At the Crystal Palace, July 3, H. A. Speechly

"had a day out " and made a couple of records

look silly. The C. P. track has been much im-

proved by a series of experiments culminating in

a beautiful surface, and with a fine, clear, and

calm day in his favor, Speechly rode one mile in

2.34I, and three miles in 8.2dJ. Five watches

were set on the move, and although neither was a

" Kew Tested " watch, and neither watch-holder

was an N. C. U. official, I am glad to hear that

the records committee will probably pass the rec-

ords, as we had too much humbug last year

about no record being accepted unless guaranteed

by the N. C. U. red-tape, hall-marked-official time-

keeper and official watch ; and so long as the

watches are good ones, and the men holding them

are experienced and reliable time-keepers, lack of

officialism seems to be no reasonable bar to a

record's acceptance.

Another claim to a record, which will not be

granted without some more evidence than we at

present have seen, is that of F. W. Berridge, a

second or third rate rider, who claims to have rid-

den a Rover safety bicycle 20 miles under the

hour at Lillie Bridge.

The Catford Cycling Club promoted an open

road race of 25 miles, on July lo; but it was a

handicap, framed by two gentlemen whose quali-

fications for the task were obscure, and in the

result four members of the North Road Club won
the first four places. No fast times were made.

In the immediate future, we have a cluster of

interesting fixtures, including the Harrogate camp
(which is to be more than ever a social success),

the Southern Counties camp (this year to be held

at Guildford, and promising to far surpass its pred-

ecessors), and a grand tour to Killarney by some

forty Irish and English cyclists. On the latter

trip will be found " F.aed."

London, July 19, 1886.

We again ask the League to remodel the ama-

teur rule so as to make it read :
" An amateur is

one who has never raced for a money prize, or

stakes, or for gate receipts." Such a rule would

effectually separate the professional from the

amateur, while it would keep that useful and de-

sirable class, the makers' amateurs, within the

League fold. We will not dilate on this subject,

however. Its pros and cons have already been so

thoroughly discussed that the sentiment of the

rank and file is known to every one, and that senti-

ment is unequivocally in favor of less stringent

rules and the re-instatement of the suspended men.

Don't let us act hastily in this matter. Don't let

mistaken ideas of a " codfish " nature warp our in-

telligence. The m. a.'s are men like ourselves, and
most of them fine fellows.

—

American Wheelman.

FROM THE HUB TO HOOSIERDOM.

YCLING is a pastime that I

would never recommend to a

lazy man, nor to one of those

unfortunate mortals afflicted

with constitutional inertia, un-

less satisfied of a sincere desire

on his part to reform and lead a

different and a better life. To
such an one the feelings that

prompt a bicycler to mount his

wheel and ride ten or fifteen

miles before breakfast, or fifty or sixty miles for a

day's run, are utterly inconceivable.

But to a person who delights in the fresh and

invigorating breezes of an early summer morning,

in the healthful but more fervid glow of the mid-

day sun, and in the cooling, peaceful calm of a

summer evening; or, best of all, a good refreshing

sleep to end the day—to him I would say, " Ride

a bicycle." If you have already learned to ride

the graceful steed and tamed his fiery, restless

nature, to a certain extent—to you, I would say,

take a tour no matter where, but take a trip awheel

for a week at least and you will find new joy in

bicycling that you never before dreamed of and

which cannot be realized by one who never goes

beyond fifteen or twenty miles from his native

town.

Ever since I had learned to ride—a wheelman

dates all things from that event, even as the Mus-

sulman figures from the Hegira—I had wanted

to take an extended cycling tour of several hun-

dred miles, and the League meet at Boston offered

the desired opportunity.

From a certain stand-point a bicycle tour from

Boston to Indianapolis looked like a rather large

undertaking, but such things had been accom-

plished before and could be again. The distance

is the easiest thing to realize in such a case. That

is largely a matter of figures, but the condition

of the roads is a matter that cannot be estimated

before hand. Probably it is just as well that the

Western tourist does not bother his head about

such small matters till after it is too late to turn

back, or there might be less touring in certain sec-

tions of the country.

Western cyclers have an idea that the East,

—

the rosy-tinted, vague, indefi-

nite " East,"—is crossed and

recrossed from one end to an-

other with smooth, hard,sand-

papered roads,—cleaned with

a carpet-sweeper and sprink-

led with Florida water every morning.

But this is not the case.

It was in ignorance of the actual state of affairs

that I laid out a course homeward, through Provi-

dence, Hartford, New Haven, New York, Albany,

Buffalo, Cleveland, and Fort Wayne to Indian-

apolis.

At Boston I fell in with a Baltimore wheelman,

who said he was going to ride home and wanted

me to accompany him as far as New York, and I

had about half concluded to do so, when in a

burst of enthusiastic confidence, one evening, he

began recapitulating his stopping places on the

way home, and I soon discovered that either his

road record or his self-confidence was something

remarkable. According to the schedule marked

out, he " allowed " to reach New York the second

day and lialtimore in three more. I wouldn't

have cared had he taken a run from New York to

Baltimore in twenty-four hours, as I vv'ould not
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II^PORXAWT XO BICYC
INJURIliS IIECEIVEU IN TKAVBI. WORK, OR SPORT, ALL AROUND THL GLOBE,

ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

HARwTHE TRAVELERS "'^^i^'^^^

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

Jie- ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD !
•;:v INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE.

ASK AGENTS TO SHONA^ A COPY.

Assets, $8,417,000.
James G. Batterson, Presidum.

Surplus, $2,096,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $11,500,000.
— k.iiJNEV Dennis, Secretary.

OmeM MMOTMMM'
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

T

Highland Tonica Water is a natural mineral water, possessing wonderful curative powers for all diseases of the blood. It is especially efficient in

the treatment of malaria and kidney complaints. Highland Rock Water is the climax of table waters,—pure, sparkling, and healthful ; a ])erfect

beverage.

These Vaters are for sale bjf all first-clans Vriij/yiHtH.

THE HIGHLAND NEWS is published monthly at Manchester Highlands, Ct. It is devoted to the discussion of questions of health and matters of general interest.

Its advertising rates are low, considering th^t its edition numbers 100,000 copies each month. Subscription, prepaid, 25 cents per annum. Send for a sample copy.

FREDERICK JENKINS,
322 West Fifty=NinthL St., Nbw York.

(BETWEEN EIGHTH AND NINTH AVENUES.)

The New Rapid, The Humber Light Roadster, The Kangaroo,
The American Star, The Spalding, The American Premier Bicycles,

The Celebrated Quadrant Tricycle.

storage for Bict/rfcs and Convenient Locker Room at Moderate Rates.

|I£^°"AI1 manner of Repairs executed promptly, and at moderate rates. Disabled machines called for and delivered, free of charge, in any part of the

city below 6ist street. Nickeling and enameling a specialty. Orders by mail will receive prompt attention. Ont-of-lmuu repairs should be sent by freight.

OPEN EVENINGS. CALL AND EXAMINE THESE WHEELS. "^F^oV^saie K,%Md''ea!ers.*^

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH.

ADJUSTABLE IN WIDTH.

ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.

ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN REAR.

A BIFURCATED SEAT.

A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE
Is the ONLY ONE possessing any of these Points. Is the ONLY ONE that can be changed in Shape or Position at all. Is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Market

For all makes, including the Safeties and the Star. Price, Nickeled, $5; Coiled Spring, etc., for Old Saddles, 75 cents.

KRKENIAN LILLIBKIDOE, RocKKoKD, Illinois.
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THE

THIRD ANNUAL

INTERNATIONALTOURNAMENT
OK THE

GeNNEGTiear bigygle Giae
WILL BE HELD IN

9 \MWT. m

Charter 0AI\: RA-RIv hcis l^een greatl^^ impro^'ed the past season,
and is now faster than ever. The Kecords rratast aro !

\im:

FIRST DAY.
I-JIIIE AMATEUR, 3.10 CLASS—First, (iol<l Meilal; Second, Cold and Silver Medal;

Third, Silver Medal.

1-MII,E I'ROMATEUR, 2.40 CLASS- First, Solid Silver Brush and Comb; Second,

Rifle.

3-MILE PROFESSIONAL—First, .<;75 Cash; Second, $50; Third, $25.

1-MILE PROMATEUR, A. C. V. CHAMPIONSHIP - First, Elegant Silver Shield;

Second, (iold Medal.

2-MILE AMATEUR HANDICAP—First, Colunil.ia Light Roadster Bicycle (Presented

by the Weed Scn'g Mach. Co.); Second. Diamond and Ruby Horseshoe Scarf Pin.

1-MILE PROMATEUR TRICYCLE-First. Spider Scarf Pin, Diamond and Sapiihire:

Second, Pearl-Handled Revolver.

3-MILE AMATEUR OPEN — First, Diamond Ring; Second, Solid Silver Shoe Set

in Handsome Plush Case.

10-MILE PROMATEUR, LAP RACE-First, Diamond Ring; Second, Hall Mirror of

Elegant Design.

1-MILE AMATEUR, TEAM UACE—First, Handsome Engraving ; Second, Handsome
Engraving.

SECOND DAY.
1-MILE PROMATEUR. OPEN — First, Diamond Stud; Second, fiold Watch-diain

with Charm.

1-MILE PROFESSIONAL. HANDICAP—First. .$100 (ash; Second, .$.'J0; Third. .$25.

3-MILE PROMATEUR TRICKLE—First. Fine Alligator Traveling-Bag, completely

furnished; Second, Alligator Traveling-Bag.

1-MILE AMATEUR BICYCLE-First. Shot-tiun; Second. Pearl-Handled Revolver.

5-MILE PROFESSIONAL, LAP-First, $100 Cash; Second. ^'50; Third. $25.

2-MlLE AMATEUR. TANDEM TRKYtLE- First, Tuo (lold-Hcaded Canes; Second.

Tuo Silver-Headed Canes.

FIVE-MILE PROMATEUR BICYCLE, OPEN-First, Shot-Gun : Second. Fishing Set,

Rod, Basket, etc.

5-MILE AMATEUR, STATE CHAMPIONSHIP- First, (Jold Medal: Second. Silver

Medal.

In the CONSOLATION RACE there will be Three Prizes in keeping with the above

List.

1-MILE AMATEUR, HARTFORD WHEEL CLUB-First, Gold Medal ; Second, Silver

Medal.

OVER $2000 has been expended in getting tap the above List, and
everything is of the very best order and first=class in every w^ay. If you
are not on hand 3^oti will miss it.

Entry KEES, $1 for each Event, e:x:cept Professionals. Address, for

Entry Blanks, etc.,

GEO. H. BURT, Box 414, Hartford, Ct.
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take that |)ait of the trip; but as for two <lays

from lio.sloii to New \'ork ! not even after I liad

felt the mellowing influence of the punch so liber-

ally dispensed at the bancjuet, had I dared to im-

agine such a performance. Any one in such a

feverish hurry as that ought to travel by rail or,

better yet, in a pneumatic tube.

So afterwards I c|iiietly informed my wild-eyed

Southern friend that I was rather afraid his i)ace

was a trifle faster than I could keep, and that rather

than hinder his progress by lagging behind, I

would take a route of my own.

And so I left him, to ride at my own sweet will

across the hills and dales of New iMigland.

Whether he made the trip laid out that evening

or not, I never knew, but not hearing of any one

from lialtimore breaking the road record, I pre-

sume that the plan fell through. One can more

easily imagine him lounging on the shady side

of one of the shore line steamers headed for Balti-

more.

Hut I was not sorry to leave him for he smoked

a villainously strong pipe and had a way of calling

the Vendome Vendoom that was really blood-

curdling.

Knowing nothing whatever of the country over

which my route lay, it became necessary to seek

information. It may be that I did not seek hard

enough, 1 certainly found none. Here and there

a cycler was to be found who knew one or tsvo

roads for about twenty-five miles out of ISoston.

I have stoi)ped pedestrians out on the roads of

Indiana and inquired the way, v.ith little hope of

gaining any intelligence, but from a Boston wheel-

man one has certainly the right to e.xpect some-

thing different. Just the same, he doesn't get it.

Western wheelmen have an idea that every cy-

cle rider in the Hub has wheeled as far as New
York at least once. This is not the case, how-

ever. Upon close inquiry and special cross-ques-

tioning, a certain prominent member of the Boston

club said he did know of some one who had once

made the trip, but could not recall his name or

address, and so with this most satisfactory piece

of information and a road-book giving a route as

far as Providence, I had to rest satisfied.

After all, lioston wheelmen are not to be blamed

for never venturing off their delightful sand-pa-

pered roads. lie who would leave such roads as

lie about ]!oston, for the sand heaps of Connecti-

cut would certainly display rank ill taste,—and ill

taste is the last offense one would ever lay at the

door of a T.ostonite. But they are all good fellows,

these wheelmen of Boston, and if they arc ignorant

of some things, what they don't know about enter-

taining their friends wouldn't till half one side of

a postal card.

I had determined to start Tuesday, the morning

after the Lynn races ; so on Monday morning, hav-

ing some spare time on hand, I wandered forth to

make some jjurchases, when I became strongly im-

pressed with another Boston characteristic—that

is their regard for Decoration or Memorial day.

There is only one dav more universally observed

there, and that is Bunker Hill day,which follows in

a few weeks. As it was I found all the stores and
work-shops closed. Even a few ])ieces of soiled

linen that I wanted to have cleaned before starting,

I was obliged to send home as they were. On ask-

ing one laundry man whose ofifice I chanced to

find open, if I could get some washing done by

evening, he exclaimed in undisguised astonish-

ment, "What! you don't expect us to work on

Memorial day, do you ? " He evidently thought

he had fallen in with aforeigner, who, as the stump

speakers tell us, " has no sympathy witli Ameri-

can institutions."

I was about to write down, " Bright and early

Tuesday morning I left Boston behinil me," but I

will have tosjwil the jihrasc and write it, " Bright,

but not early, " for I was determined not to start

for home on an empty stomach, and having ac-

cepted an invitation of a friend in Ro.xbury to stay

all night, so as to get an " early " start, I yielded

to the invitation to stay to breakfast, which at his

generous " hashery " was not served till cS or there-

abouts.

But we are finally off, and my friend sees me
as far as Dedham, from where I strike out for my-

self. The way I became acquainted with my
friend is singular and probably worth relating.

We often speak of "falling in " with an acquaint-

ance, and this is a case in which the much used

figure was rendered literally. We, that is the cy-

cling jjopulation of Boston, had been out to the

Reservoir and after a late start were scorching

down Beacon street as only a crowd of hungry

bicyclers can go, when suddenly I heard behind

me some sort of commotion, and glancing back be-

held two clowns on Star ma-

chines, while high in the air,

on a i)ole which connected the

two, another clown gyrated

round and round in a hazardous

and grotesque fashion. After

looking back once, I looked

again and again, and finally once

too often, for coming to a turn in the street, and

being closer on to my neighbor in front than I sup-

posed, I ran over his little wheel and as a natural

consequence we both landed in the dust. Of

course I apologized for my carelessness and

brushed him off, and then he apologized, though

what for I can't imagine, and likewise brushed

me off.

By this time the crowd had gone far ahead, and

my companion, seeing that I was a stranger, after

satisfying himself of the peacefulness of my inten-

tions and my harmlessness of character, invited

me to dinner, and to be brief took me under his

wing and acted as a generous Bostonian should

toward a denizen of the Wild Howling West.

P'rom the pump in the public square in Dedham
we drink each other's health and with a hearty

hand shake we part company. A lively kick and

a rather high jump, takes me over the bundle of

luggage on behind, and as I roll away, I give a

hurried glance behind and mentally say good-bv

to the many bicycle friends and acepiaintances I

have made in the hospitable Hub.

About twenty miles out of Dedham while roll-

ing merrily along cogitating the question ever

uppermost in a cycler's mind, where am I to get

my next meal, I am rudely awakened by what the

reporters call a " dull thud," and, looking around,

see the road for one hundred yards back strewn

with various articles of wearing apparel, from a

celluloid collar to a change of hose.

Upon dismounting inspection showed that my
new luggage carrier which had cost me $2.00 good

and lawful money, the dav before, had suddenly

struck on being jolted along in such unceremo-

nious fashion, and releasing its hold had let down
my baggage with the aforementioned " dull thud."

Right here began a struggle between me and mv
baggage that kejit up as far as Hartford, when I

acknowledged myself beaten, and, even at the risk

of running short of clean underwear, pruned mv

baggage down to the lowest possible limit, and

shipped the rejected articles home. Whaievei

the bicycle is as a pleasant and rapid means of

locomotion, it will never be put before the public

on its merits as a carrier of freight and miscella-

neous baggage, and my advice to tourists is, take as

little luggage as you possibly can do with, even

at the risk of traveling somewhat tramp fashion.

About five miles from Wrenthani I strike my
first sand, and the little walking I now do gives me
a taste of what is before me, though blissfully un-

conscious of that fact. I had been previously

overtaken by a I'hiladelphia party of three on

their way homewards, but as their pace is faster

than I care to keep, we part along here. I dis-

like to be the tail end of a party on the road, for

all the small boys run out to the fences as you go

by and yell, " Keej) on, keep on, you'll ketch 'em,"

and other encouraging remarks, some of them not

quite complimentary to the abilities of the hind-

most rider. Neither is it pleasant every time on

coming up to where the party is evidently resting

to hear how long they have been waiting for you

to catch u]i. These things wound one's sensitive

spirit, and when I fall in with a crowd whose pace

is faster than mine, I lag behind and ride as I

please and give the others a chance to do the

same.

I am bound to North Attleboro for dinner, and

at one place inaccurately inquiring for Attleboro,

learn there are as many as half a dozen Attleboros

scattered over this region. A sign-board tells me
North Attleboro is two and a half miles, and after

going three miles further, by cyclometer, I come

to a town where my first inquiry for a hotel elicits

the fact that the oidy hostelry in town is a board-

ing house, where I find dinner is over.

Boarding house—hungry

cycler— dinner over— an

u n h a p p y combination I / ''^.^^'^^^^ P'- \ /
There was a prune pie on y,JS^^^ *^, \///

the premises, however.

Had there not been, this

article might never have

been written.

On getting ready to start and inquiring the next

town down the road, I am astonished by hearing,

" North Attleboro, two and a half miles," and I

wonder why some one don't go back three miles

and bring up that misleading sign-post to where

it belongs.

After that, however foolish it might seem to the

inhabitants, I always inipiired the name of the

town as I entered, sometimes with a feeling of

" Ha, ha, I've run you down at last," as the de-

tective stories say ; at other times with an air of

" Well, if it suits me, I'll buy it."

A little ways out of North Attleboro I come to

South Attleboro, and all the rest of the afternoon

ride from one Attleboro to another. It grows

quite hilly along here, near Attleboro No. 27, and

some of the hills are enough to frighten a native

Hoosicr, but I manage to mount the most and

walk the rest, still undismayed. If a bicycler

wants practice in rough and tumble hill climbing,

let him take a tour through New England. By

the bv, if he wants excellent practice in slow rid-

ing, with frecpient stand-stills, let him join the

next L. A. W. parade.

Running through a lonesome stretch of woods,

I hear ahead the unwelcome sound of a bicycle

calliope, and naturally look out expectantly for

some stray wheelman, though none is in sight,

either ahead or behind. Soon a bend in the road
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discloses a school-house, with three small boys on

the front fence, each tooting as hard as he can on

a " screecher," and each apparently enjoying him-

self as only a small boy can when he is making an

unlimited amount of unearthly noise.

Providence is not an easy town for a stray

bicycler to find his way into. Through Pawtucket

up to within three miles of town the road is

straight as a die, after which, if you turn once you

turn a dozen times from main to branch roads and

back to main road again. Stopping, I asked

some men working on the road the way into town.

" Do you want to go by the red bridge .'
" said

one. Now, the fact of the mat-

ter is I didn't care two cents

about the color of the bridge, so

that it was moderately substan-

tial, so I told him I didn't care

<; much ; a white-washed bridge

would do just as well if it would

be any more convenient.

^;j He studied over the matter a

^^ moment, then—" Well, ye have

ter go over the red bridge."

There was only one road into town and I took

it! It was used by its present owner only for a

short time and will be sold cheap for cash or

cycling sundries.

After supper I wheel about three miles out of

town to a farm house, so as to make possible an

early morning start.

Daylight finds me up and ready to start, but

early as it is the family are all astir. As I left

them awake last evening, I naturally wonder if

they have not sat up all night discussing their

strange guest and his wonderful horse. The road

starts off pretty good, but every one I ask says

there is trouble ahead. While stopping at a

tavern for lunch, the landlord says, " You've got

some mighty hard roads ahead of you, mister."

I tell him I am glad of that, for I had been in-

formed that they were very soft and sandy. The

road, which has been running southerly, soon

turns west, and then the interest of the rider ap-

pears to center on the road directly in front of his

wheel, and the process of keeping on the upper

side of the saddle begins to grow more and more

a matter worthy of deep and careful consideration.

The roads here are nothing but sand-papered,

with the single omission of the papered part, and

what further adds to their wild, picturesque

beauty is the total absence of side paths, or, as we

Westerners call them, pig-paths, so I draw an in-

ference that the festive porker does not haunt

these sandy wilds. It is all up hill and down hill,

without any level stretches, and by walking the

hill and carefully riding the down grades, I man-

age to get along for a while, till finally the sand

is so thick that I have to dismount and push the

wheel down hill. Think of that, ye Western

cyclers! pushing—actually pushing— a bicycle

down a steep grade.

By persevering I manage to get along slowly,

riding occasionally, though sometimes a dismount

has to be made in a good deal shorter order than

common to avoid a header. But headers are fre-

quent and I get most of them by riding on the

grass by the side of the road—which is the only

ridable place — and having the bank suddenly

give way, letting the wheel down in the sand.

Once this happens on a rather steep grade and I

take the best header of the day, bending the han-

dle nearly down to the fork. This I straighten

somewhat, but it, together with the luggage on

the backbone, makes mounting along here a risky

if not dangerous operation. Rather than get

another fall, I conclude to walk till the roads get

better, and the ne.xt five or si.\ miles are traveled

in that way.

I have been followed all morning by a baker's

wagon, which has overtaken me eight

or ten times, I passing it at its stops.

Likely the driver thinks I will weaken

after a while and of^er him a dollar to ^^

carry me out. The farm houses begin ^
to get scarcer, and on stopping at one

I ask the native in charge how long "

these kind of roads last. " O, not very long,"

says he.

My hopes go up.

" Not very long," he continued, mournfully,

" they git a derned sight worse as ye git inter the

country a bit."

My hopes fall again, but that settles it. If they

call these good roads and worse are to be ex-

pected ahead, I am ready to back out. Walking

is very good in its way, but when one starts out

on a bicycle tour and has to walk and push the

machme that ought to carry him, and all this with-

out any prospect of relief ahead, it is time to call

a halt and surrender at discretion. There is a

railroad in the vicinity, for I have heard the

whistles at various times during the morning, and

so I inquire the nearest way to it, where even if I

have to walk it will be walking on a level, and

there will be the further satisfaction of knowing I

am coming out somewhere; whereas, on the sand

hill road, it is getting to be a matter of conjecture

if I ever come out anywhere. I find by going

back nearly a mile there is a cross-road which

leads to the railroad three miles south, so I turn

back and walk the whole four miles to the station.

Bicycle riders all look alike to the natives along

here, presumably because they see them so sel-

dom. One old farmer hails me with the greeting

:

" Howerye .'' Ain't ye the young feller that

went by here two or three years ago on one of

them things ?
"

When I answer in the negative he avows,

" Well, he looked jest like yer," and further, as a

clincher, " he rid the same identical machine as

that ther."

As my wheel is of the '86 pattern, I am disposed

to doubt this part of the assertion, but at any rate

I know I am not the only bicycler who has wan-

dered thus far from ridable roads.

After a while I came out at Coventry. The

whole town is merely a big factory with a cluster

of dwellings around it. From what I see of the

population I should judge it is al-

most wholly female. From every

window in the factory—four hun-

dred, more or less—protrude the

heads of some three or four fac-

tory girls, each one bent on

i^ watching a forlorn bicycler walk

up the main street to the railroad station.

The two men at the station are the only speci-

mens of the " lords of creation " that are visible,

and they seem not to be lording it very much this

season, either.

It is somewhat discouraging to learn that the

next train does not stop here, but at Summit, four

miles further on, and for the next hour and a half

I get all the bumping I want as I count the ties

between stations. P'very once in a while the road

between rails looks ridable, but a little ex-

perience and a few hair-breadth escapes demon-

strate the fact that walking is the only safe way

of making progress. When a wlieehnan takes a

header from a 54-inch wheel and strikes on a T
rail, he is liable to land on the evergreen shore at

one and the same time. I jiass several gangs of

workmen fixing the road. They all seem to take

a kindly interest in me and permit themselves to

become very much worried because I don't ride.

On telling one man that it is too rough, I get a

particularly valuable suggestion: " Mister, if ye

will jist turn that ere leetle wheel around and let

her run in front, ye can ride over enythin' from a

cobble-stone to a stump, for I seed a feller do it."

At Summit there is nothing but a primitive sta-

tion and a store where a boy

who keeps up a continual

whistle of " The flowers that vv,,,,,^ ,, y_^
bloom in the Spring, tra la," is " / ^\

the only sign of modern civil-

ization observable. I manage

to make a dinner off cheese

and crackers and a vile con-

coction called root beer, brewed on the premises,

and calculated in that benighted region to take

the place of the old reliable " cool and foaming."

Helping myself to as much of the cheese and

crackers as I want, I hand the store-keeper a

dime. He takes the crackers from my hand, care-

fully weighs them, tells me to take two more from

the barrel, and then carefully weighing the cheese,

hands me back two cents.

Another example of Rhode Island economy I

now call to mind, is a sign over a bridge, which

reads : " Any one riding or driving over this

bridge faster than a walk, will be fined $2." Out

our way we never think of mentioning a less sum

than $\o, and often bluff slow riding out of drivers

by a $50 warning. Perhaps, however, the man

who framed the law drove a fast horse and wanted

to run as small a risk as possible of losing his

hard-earned cash.

Four hours' loaf in a little way station up in

the sand hills of Rhode Island is not the most

pleasant diversion in the world, but it soon comes

to an end, and I am finally landed in Hartford

about supper time.

Max Adeler's hired man, who began work by

taking a vacation, was no fool if he has been

laughed at by everybody, and a wheelman starting

westward from Providence could not do better

than to follow his example and travel by rail or

boat for a hundred miles or so.

[ To be contimied. ] P. C . DaR ROW.

One of the most healthy exercises for the mind

and body, barring headers, etc., is bicycling.

Treading the wheel is about the best way to clear

the cobwebs from a man's brain, to fill his lungs

with air, rejoice his eyes, broaden his understand-

ing and increase his knowledge of his own beauti-

ful land. The sooner our girls learn to exercise

their limbs by tricycling, the sooner will they ac-

quire that physical development and that purity

of complexion which seaside lounging and cos-

metics can never provide. As for the danger of

the sport, it is practically nil. The number of seri-

ous accidents from bicycling and tricycling is very

small, and we venture to assert far smaller than

those incident to buggy riding. In the matter of

health there can be no comparison of buggy riding

and cycling, the cramped up position of the one

and free motion of the limbs in the other need no

comment as to which is the most desirable.—5(Z//

FmucisiO Sunday World.
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JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

U'l'TING records is now
the avocation of those

wheelmen who are fortunate

or unfortunate enough to

be cunning with their feet.

What are we coming to

anyhow ? The significant

figures 2.34, in the last num-

ber of the (iAZEiTE, while

not coming unexpectedly to

many sanguine wheelmen, still were sutificient of a

surprise to the bulk of riders here to give rise to

a great deal of comment, and to many auguries of

what was to come in the near future. It is almost

an assumed fact by the majority of those wheel-

men of this region who are votaries or patrons of

the path that 2.30 is bound to come this season,

and when 2.30 does come, why, judging from all

precedent, something else must necessarily come

after it—something more wonderful still—though

as yet no one, as far as I am aware, has had the

hardihood to say exactly what it will be. A well-

known English flier, however, is credited with

having said that if the Yankees could get down to

2.35 he judged the Britons could go one or two

better into the near proximity of the two and a

half. It is a wonder that when this sanguine

islander was on this theme—and off his machine

—

he did not put in for two and a quarter.

Of course the recent doings on P-^ast, to which

the A. C. U. owes its existence, and the formation

and action of the new association, have excited a

good deal of attention and comment around this

region. The disposition among local wheelmen

has been in the main to criticise the late happen-

ings in a very quiet and conservative manner.

Philadelphians are noted for being conservative,

and as we have no very great racing interests

here, and as there are few makers' amateurs, semi-

professionals, amateur professionals, or ice cold

or red hot " half-and-halfs " round these diggings,

we may be excused from being over-interested in

the question as to whether the A. C. U. partakes

of the nature of a filibustering expedition into the

territory of the L. A. W., or whether it is a lawful

and praiseworthy attempt to grapple with and cope

with a problem which a great many thinking

cyclers would wish to see solved, but which it

would appear, that, think as much, and talk as

much, and write as much as they will, they are un-

able to successfully deal with. However, time

will decide what is for the best; the old law of the

survival of the fittest will have to receive at the

hands of wheelmen another indorsement as to its

eternal verity, and then no one will dare to ques-

tion its abiding truth.

Who is coming over from the " tight little isl-

and " this year to scoop in the " pots " which the

cycling natives of that favored spot of the earth's

surface are so fond of monopolizing? Will Fur-

nivall—Percy Furnivall, the Hotspur of last fall

—

find his way again to the field where he won as

great a fame last year by showing his rear to the

enemy, as did that other Percy, who, in the olden

days, was so exceedingly fond of showing his front

to the foe >. And if the favorite of last fall does
drop over, just for fun, you know, is it likely that

he will beat—say, the 2.30 to be made by Hendec ?

Surely never was such a programme offered to the

cycling world in America, at least to the Ameri-
can racing cycling world, as that put forward by
the district wherein are situated the three cities of

Lynn, Hartford, and Springfield. As the Gazette
said in its last issue, they make a wholly unprece-

dented offer to the cycling world, both to racers

and to those who like to look at racing.

Distance may lend enchantment to the view, as

the poet sings ; and ])erhaps from the position

which I occupy, writing to you from beyond the

three rivers which we Philadelphians have to ride

or paddle over to get from " we unto thee," jjeo-

plc and things may appear more wonderful than

they would on a closer relationship, still, for all

that, a big time is undoubtedly in store for those

who may be fortunate enough to find themselves

in a position this fall to take in what is offered by

the great New England trinity. I have no doubt

that this racing feast which September will place

on the cycling board will have a far more potent

influence in drawing a big crowd to the cities of

the meets than even had the meeting of the L. .\.

W. at Boston this year. Anyhow, it appears to

me that unless some new method of organizing or

running an annual meet of the L. A. W. is hit

upon, the future gatherings of the National as-

sociation will not be of the enthusiastic and, even

with its increased membership, thoroughly repre-

sentative character for which they were noted in

past years. It would be a pity, as I have said

often and often when speaking on this subject,

that our annual League gatherings should cease,

for, as those who have been fortunate enough to

have had experience of them know, they have

been the sources of much pleasure, and leave

naught else but pleasant memories behind them;
at least they do to the majority of wheelmen at-

tending them ; of course we cannot speak for the

politicians and wire-pullers who get on the wrong
side of the hedge occasionally. If the annual

meet goes West next year, and some new and en-

thusiastic blood gets hold of the arrangements for

it, and (now that the organization is able so well

to run its business, etc., by its own weight,) gives

very little attention to politics and gerrymander-

ing, a very successful reunion in 1SS7 might be

the result.

The association for the advancement of cycling

whose birth and whose existence in this city I have

referred to in previous letters has just issued a

very neat circular and card of application for

membership. The circular was mailed to-day to

the wheelmen of the city and surrounding districts,

and an increase of membership may be the result

of its mission. The back of the application blank

bears the following selection from the rules and

by-laws: "Members of the L. A. W. who are also

members of a L. A. W' . club (having at least ten

members) shall be eligible to either active or life

membership in the Association." The dues for

such members are fixed at five dollars per annum.

Members of the L. A. W^ who are not members
of any L. A. W'. club arc eligible for membership

also, but have to pay in addition to dues an en-

trance fee of five dollars. Associate members are

admitted for ten dollars per annum. The circular

itself sets for the ends and aims of the association,

which are mainly, as I before stated, the furthering

of efforts to improve our public roads and high-

ways. The circular is signed by three names well

known to Philadelphia's cyclers, and indeed well

known to the cycling world at large, E. M. Aaron,

H. B. Hart, and Geo. I). Gideon.

Speaking of the secretary-editor, he is hard at

work at his post once more, as was evidenced some
little time since by the departure taken by the

Bulletin in coming out on time. This is a move

in the right direction even if readers have to

forego the very latest little bit of news. The only

time when we may expect a delay in future will be

very likely somewhere round the time when Vwx-

nivall may be exjiectcd to make 2.30 and Hendee
2.29, then there will be some reason for holding

on a bit.

There is not an extraordinary amount of riding

being done in this vicinity just at ])resent. The
Pennsylvania Club's Lake (ieorge party, however,

had quite an extended and very pleasant trip,

and returned from their two weeks' sojourn at the

famous summering place well pleased with their

riding, boating, and fishing experiences. A small

party of the Pennsylvania Club took a run to

Luray Cave in Virginia, and reported a pleasant

Iri]) over roads fairly good. Last week I took a

run down to the great and only Atlantic City and

while there noted numerous very business-like

youngsters speeding along on bicycles throughout

the place over the really splendidly macadamized
streets. On inquiring who these sedate cyclers

were I was told that they were the telegraph mes-

sengers, who now did their errands mounted on

cycles. This is rather suggestive of how the bicy-

cle and tricycle could be put to very practical use

where the state of the highways warranted at

least partial exemption from the risk of broken

bones. No such exemption have we in Philadel-

phia. Our world of cobble stones prohibits us

putting cycles to many uses, which under more
favorable circumstances they would most assuredly

attain to. The association for the advancement

of cycling has a big field of work laid out for it,

and we wish it every success in its endeavor to be

equal to the call. Very likely a break will very

shortly be made by the new association in con-

junction with the city clubs in the matter of testing

whether wheelmen should be compelled to pay

toll over a road that while bemg nominally a pike,

yet is not a pike, that is unless ruts and rocks con-

stitute what is supposed to be a turnjiike in good

repair. A stretch of Lancaster Pike over which

toll is charged, and over which a goodly number

of cyclers would undoubtedly pass if it were not

for present disabilities, is in exceedingly bad re-

pair. Repeated requests have been sent in to the

company to have this portion of the pike looked

after or else to have the toll removed, but no

notice has up to the present been taken by the

pike fathers. Tiring of waiting, legal advice has

been obtained by the wheelmen, and, if there is any

show of succeeding, an effort will very shortly be

made to compel the pike company to do what is

right in the matter of shoveling more stone or else

charging less toll.

One of our city newspapers has been devoting

considerable space of late to cycling intelligence,

and it is only a matter of time, no doubt, when most

of the journals daily and weekly which now devote

columns of their space to the ball field, will be glad

to give some attention to things cycling. The
Philadelphia Press some little time since printed

the following, and as this journal holds a front

position among the dailies that give sport a large

share of attention, I bring the matter to your

notice :
" It is with great satisfaction that the

more sober thinking members of the fraternity

have read the telling pronunciamento of the

racing board against road racing. Wheelmen

have for years been fighting to obtain their rights

and now that they are beginning to obtain them

a craze for road racing has arisen that bids fair

to undo all the work accomplished and create a
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feeling of disfavor that must act to its disadvan-

tage." Of course there is a great deal of truth in

the foregoing, but road racing is one of those

questions akin to the question of Sunday riding,

the rightfulness or wrongfulness of which will not

receive universal support, or be allowed generally

either way.

The Pennsylvania Division L. A. W. holds its

annual reunion this year at Williamsport. The

Williamsport Wheel Club is one of the most

active cycling organizations in this now active

cycling State and themeet will doubtless be a very

pleasant affair. Of course you are aware of the

fact that we have lost the secretary-editor I.. A. W.

for our chief consul. His place is worthily filled

however by Mr. J. A. Wells of this city who has

been the coadjutor of the ex-chief consul for some

time past in the editing and printing of the Btil-

htiii. I suppose by the time my next reaches you

you will be well on the way towards success with

the big tournament. Wish .Springfield the success

she deserves. Chris.

Philadelphia, August 2, 1SS6.

A BACK-SEAT VIEW.

I take a back-seat view of the amateur question.

This view has, very naturally, not been presented

to the public. It is rarely that anybody on the

back seats has the temerity to rise and state his

opinions. We are only spectators, and our chief

utility is supposed to be to applaud the perform-

ers, pay our money for the performances, and

listen to the orchestra without unseemly inter-

ruption. We do not race : we merely help make

up the crowds which attend the races. As wheel-

men, we are, of course, a little more interested

than the general public; but, as non-racers and

back-seaters, we are, after all, only a part of the

general public, with whom we are mingled in the

grand stand and about the track. The breath of

our approval and theirs is fame and success ; our

disapproval is failure ; but we are not expected to

take any part in the discussions, the management,

or the framing of the rules. Our opinions are

parts of that shadowy and uncertain something

called public sentiment. Nobody knows exactly

what that is, though it finally controls everything.

Being wheelmen, we desire as heartily as any-

body the success of wheeling. We wish the num-

ber of wheelmen to greatly increase. We wish the

manufacturers to greatly and rapidly enlarge their

sales. We want the sport to flourish, and become

the leading sport of the country and the world. To-

gether with the non-wheeling spectators, we want

to see the very fastest time made that is possible.

We want the number of renowned "fliers" to be mul-

tiplied. We want as many racers as possible care-

fully trained to the highest attainable speed and en-

durance, to give interest to the races at which we
are spectators, and also to enhance the fame and

sale of wheels, and to glorify our favorite sport.

Perhaps, being non-racers, and therefore not

personally interested, the framing of the rules is

none of our business—at least not our immediate

business. But we have the same interest in them
that an audience has in a play. If it fails to pro-

duce results which please the public greatly, the

play is a failure, and so with the bicycle races. To
please the public means great gatherings of spec-

tators, a popularization of the sport, a paying busi-

ness for the racers and the getters-up of races, and

fortunes for the manufacturers.

Now, to please the back seats and the public

there must be plenty of " fliers," fast ones—the

very best that careful selection and costly and

long-protracted training can produce.

We back-seaters and the public do not care

much how these trained athletes on the wheel are

selected, trained, and brought forward, only so

that they ride honestly, ride their best, keep low-

ering the records, show us a splendid and exciting

struggle, and are under such rules that we can be

reasonably sure that they are not " professionals
"

of the sort whom we are, perhaps, too apt to sus-

pect of not always riding honestly and as fast as

they possibly can.

Somebody has evidently got to pay the expense

of this training and incessant devotion to racing,

which alone can produce " fliers " such as will at-

tract people in thousands to the bicycle track.

Hence there are " makers' amateurs," " dealers'

amateurs," " club amateurs," and a few amateurs

who are able and willing to pay their own training

expenses, and devote their time to the business.

So far, the best results—that is, the most famous

fliers, the best records, and the men we turn out

eti masse and are ready to pay liberally to see

race—have been produced by the " makers' ama-

teurs." Leave these out and where would be the

tens of thousands of spectators who thronged the

track at Springfield.' Leave these out, and who
could really expect to attract a great crowd to at-

tend a bicycle race anywhere ? One might as well

hope to fill the theaters without stars, as to suc-

ceed in having a grand bicycle racing meet with

Hendee, Rowe, Weber, Dolph, all the English

fliers who have visited this country, and a long

list of others of note, including Munger, of De-

troit, and Van Sicklen, of Chicago, all left out.

Any rule which would not only exclude these, but

would certainly result in bringing forward men
less thoroughly trained, and incapable of equaling

the records made by these makers', dealers', and

club amateurs, would inevitably be an invitation

to the public to stay away from bicycle races.

The public wants the very best that can be pro-

duced for its money and its time. The public will

not turn out largely to see either second-class

horses or second-class men race. The public

don't care a brass farthing who owns the horse

that can beat the record, or who pays the ex-

penses of the man who can beat the record—the

public simply aches to be there and see the record

beaten.

I am the public. All we back-seaters are the

public. These are our sentiments.

We are ready to pay a thousand dollars to see

William A. Rowe ride 20 1-2 miles in one hour,

sooner than pay five dollars to see the best simon-

pure, unadulterated, strictly holy, none-genuine-

unless -branded-"Approved-Racing-Board"-on-the-

left-leg amateur that ever straddled a wheel, who
can only cover 17 miles in an hour. We will turn

out ten thousand strong, at half a dollar a head, to

see Weber, Hendee, and Rowe race a mile in less

than 2.30, sooner than turn out three hundred

strong, at a quarter of a dollar a head, to see the

best strictly racing-board-rule amateurs in the

world who can't race a mile inside of three min-

utes. The manufacturer whose amateur can ride

a mile in 2.25 (which will yet be done) can sell us

one hundred machines (provided they are first-

class), where the manufacturer whose amateur can

only go a mile in 2.40 can sell us ten (his machines

being no better). The men who break the

records, and bring renown upon the sport, will

create a thousand new riders where the feebler

racers create ten. They are famous advertise-

ments of the wheel, equally with—perhaps more
than—great parades, grand tours, and the like.

They help largely to make it the fashionable sport

of the times. That is to say, they excite the ad-

miration, awaken the interest, and stimulate the

emulation of the public and us back-seaters in

wheeling. President Bates.

AROUND ORANGE.

According to the comments of some of the cy-

cling journals, Oiitiuifs Russian correspondent,

Mr. James Ricalton, will be unable to complete his

tour for the stipulated sum, two hundred dollars.

The gentleman will do it, if he has agreed to; he

has had considerable experience as a traveler and

it has always been his endeavor to see how cheaply

a trip can be taken. He resides in Maplewood,

N. J. He has traveled through Iceland and is the

first white man who is known to have reached the

geysers without the aid of a guide. The cost of

that tour was $300. For eighteen hundred miles

he has followed the Amazon river through Brazil

in the search after knowledge, being accompanied

by a friend from Maplewood who wanted to secure

specimens of birds from foreign countries. They
were successful in securing valuable ones, some of

which are now on exhibition at the Smithsonian

Institute, Washington. One is of a variety un-

known to naturalists. Mr. Ricalton captured a

jaguar which he sold to the Zoological Gardens,

Philadelphia, for $100, thus reducing the cost of his

Brazil trip to 5125. Considering these facts he will

surely succeed through Russia and his articles will

prove an addition to Outing. I may give a descrip-

tion of his outfit later. He does not ride a tricycle.

The ten-mile road race of the Orange Wanderers

for the championship of Hudson, Essex, and Union

counties, held on the Central avenue course Satur-

day, July 10, was witnessed by about five hundred

people. The start was made at 4.30 p. m. The

starters were : E. P. Baird, Orange Wanderers;

F. B. Hallett, C. R. Hoag, and T. D. Palmer, New
Jersey Wheelmen; C. Lee Meyers, C. A. Stenken,

and Willard P. Smith, Hudson County Wheel-

men ; E. B. Moore, Elizabeth ; T. H. Burnett,

Roselle Ramblers. Palmer fouled Stenken, who
fell, throwing Meyers. This put three good men
out of the race. The tire of Hoag's little wheel

came off and this left but five men in the race,

which was a close and exciting one between Smith

and Baird. The order of finish and time was

:

Baird, 36.51^; Smith, 37.24; Burnett, 38.51; with

Hallett a few feet in the rear.

It is hard to please all, 'tis useless to try ; some

criticism on the ordinance compelling all wheel-

men to carry lighted lanterns at night and bell or

whistle at all times are very unfavorable toward

the bicycle club through whose influence the ordi-

nance was passed.

About three years since a friend broke his pedal

pin and rode about ten miles with one pedal ; he

vowed he'd never do it again, so at once purchased

an extra pin and carried it carefully in his tool bag,

for three long years. Yesterday he took a header

and broke one pedal-pin ; with one eye closed with

an I've-got-you-this-time expression he brought

forth his reserve pin and proceeded to fit it ; it

wouldn't fit ! To see the expression on that man's

face was enough to cause a deacon to smile.

With tears in our eyes we laughed till our sides

ached as he lectured himself; the air was blue.

The /\talanta Wheelmen, of Newark, have re-

signed from the L. A. W. and intend joining the

A. C. U.
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SPRINGFIELD,

SEPTEMBER 14, 15, 16,#17, 1556.

QKAM©

ONE-MILE RACE
FOR THE

Cfiani|)ioi|slil|i of IHe Woi

!

iSPEGIAl2 G0NDiri0NS»^
(ADDITIONAL TO A. C. U. RULES).

Contestants must have a Record of 2.45.

The Race to be run in heats of two men each, the winners of each heat
to run to a final heat.

First Prize to the winner of the final heat, who shall be declared the
Champion of the World. Second Prize to the winner of the fastest heat.
Both Prizes of equal value.

Only two men in each heat, and three heats each day.

For particulars, adtes SPRINGFIELD BICIGLE CLUB, Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.
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FIFTH GRAND

OF THE

lYCLB CLU:

Ham;pden Pq

GRAN

rk, Spring
r ' 1

IP
iiuJ

ON THE

Id, Mass.,

FAMOUS

U.S.A. ,Se]ptenito 14, lM6,^n/, 1886.

D RACE FO]

L

R THE WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP!

1ST OK RACES.

First Day— Tuesday, September 14. Third Day—Thursday, September 16.

EVENTS. CLASSES. WHEEI.S. CONDITIONS. EVENTS. CLASSE.S. WHEELS. CONDITIONS.

1-mile

1-mile
10-mile

5-mile

1-mile

5-mile

1-mile

3-mile

1-mile
1-mile

Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Amateur

Bicycle

Bic'vcle

Bicvcle
BicVcle
Bicvcle

Bicvcle
Tricycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Tandem

World's Championship—1st heat.

Novice.
A. C. U. Championship.
Handicap.
World's Championship—2d heat.

16.30 Class.

Open.
Open.
World's Championship—3d heat.

A. C. U. Championship.

1-mile

3-miIe
in-mile

1-mile

1-mile

5-mile
3-mile

1-mile

1-mile
3-mile

Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Professional

Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicvcle

Bicvcle

Bicvcle
Bicycle
Tricycle

Bicvcle
Bicycle
Tricycle

World's Championship—Tih heat.
Open.
Lap.
Open.
World's Championship—8th heat.
Open.
Open.
Handicap.
World's Championship—9th heat.
Handicap.

Se(;ond Day—Wednesday, September 16. Fourth Day— Friday, September 17.

EVENTS. CLASSES. WHEELS. CONDITIONS. EVENTS. CLASSES. WHEELS. CONDITIONS.

1-mile
5-mile

5-mile

3-mile
1-mile

3-mile

5-mile
3-mile

1-mile

3-mile

Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Professional

Promateur
Professional

Amateur

Bicvcle

Bicycle
Bicycle

Tricycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicvcle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Tricycle

World's Championship—4th heat.

Lap.
Handicap.
Open.
World's Championship—5th heat.

Lap.
Lap.
Handicap.
World's Championship—6th heat.

Open.

1-mile
3-mile

3-mile
10-mile

1-mile

3-mile

1-mile

5-mile

1-mile
1-mile

Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Amateur

Bicycle
Bicvcle
Bicvcle

Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicvcle
Bicvcle
Bicvcle
Bicycle

World's Championship—10th heat.

9.45 Class.

Open.
Lap.
World's Championship— I llh heat.

Handicap.
2.40 Class.

Open.
World's Championship—final heat.

Consolation.

m^ ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 7, 1886. All Events have three Prizes, where there

are four or more starters. Entry Forms, Blanks. List of Prizes, etc., will be famished upon

application to SANFORD LAWTON, Secretary, Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

IPMIMOB^IEI^DI ^^

e^ wwJ^
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HELLO, THERE !

ARE YOU GOING TO THK LYNN RACES ?

THE * FIRST * GRAND * FALL * TOURNAMENT
OK THE

LYNN CYCLE CLUB TRACK ASSOCIATION
AT

Lynn, Mass., September 23, 24, .^ 25, IBBB.

A. C, U. RULES TO GOVERN.

in Prizes ! Races for Amateurs, ProMteurs, Professiomls. $5000 in Prizes

!

BEHOLD THE GRAND LIST OF RACES AND PRIZES.

KIRST DAY—THURSDAY, SERTEIVIBER 23.
1-mile Novic.' Kicyde, Open 1st, Gold Medal. 2d, (".old and Silver Medal. 3d, Silver Medal.
^Miiile .Amateur Bicycle, ry.io Class 1st, Fruit and Klower Stand. 2d, Silver Revolving Butter IJish. 3d, Silver Bell Spoon Holder, cold lined.

1-mile Promateur Bicycle, Open 1st, Snowflake Silver Embossed Tea Set. 2d, Silver Engraved Ice-Water Set. 3d, Cake Basket, hammered, Venetian chased,
.'i-mile Professional Bicycle, Handicap.. ..1st, $60 Cash. 2d, $40 Cash. 3d, $20 Cash. (gold lined.

2-mile -Amateur Tricycle, Lap 1st, liase Parlor I-amp, gold and oxidized. 2d, Silver Vase, gold inlaid and oxidized. 3d, Russia Leather Satchel.
lO-mile Promateur Bicycle, Lap 1st, Fine Cold Watch, stem-winder. 2d, Silver Festoon Chased Tea Set. 3d, Gold Watch Chain.
1-mile Amateur Bicycle, Open 1st, Silver Water Set, snowflake chased. 2d, Silver Vase, gold and oxidized. 3d, Gold Watch Chain.
.5-mile Professional Bicycle, Lap 1st, $7.') Cash. 2d, $.')0 Cash. [plaque. 3d, $2r) Cash.
3-mile Promateur Bicycle, Handicap 1st, Silver Tilting Water Set, gold ornamentation. 2d, Clock, Persian chased, applique, candelabra, 3d, Pair Pearl Opera Glasses.

SECOND DAY—FRIDAY, SERTEMBER 24.
1-mile Professional Bicvcle, Open 1st, $rM Cash. 2d, $30 Cash. .Id, $20 Cash.
1-mile Promateur Tricycle, A. C. U. Championship (time limit, 3m. Ss.) 1st, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 2d, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 3d, A. C. LI. Silver Medal.

10-mile Amateur Bicycle, Lap 1st, Lynn Prize Cup. 2d, Dessert Set, coral rose, glass and silver. 3d. Nut Bowl, gold lined, oxidized finish.

5-mile Promateur Bicycle, flandicap 1st, Gentleman's Fine Gold Watch. 2d, fipergne, engraved, oxidized, gold finish. 3d, Snowflake (phased Tilting Ice -Water Set,
1-mile Amateur Bicycle, 3.05 Class 1st, Fishing Set. 2d, Cake Basket, gold lined, oxidized finish. 3d, Fine Russia Leather Satchel. [gold lined.

.5-mile Professional Bicycle, Lap 1st, $75 Cash. 2d, $.50 Cash. .'Sd, $25 Cash.
1-mile Amateur Bicycle, A. C. U. Championship (time limit, 2m. 50s.) 1st, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 2d, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 3d, A. C. U. Silver Medal.
3-mile Promateur Bicycle, Lap 1st, Double Walled .Silver Ice-Water Urn. 2d, Shot Gun, double-barreled, breech-loader. 3d, .Silver Watch.
3-mile Amateur Bicycle, Handicap 1st, Center Piece and Fruit Dish, Crystal Dishes. 2d, Flower Stand, cut glass, gold, oxidized finish. 3d, French Pearl Opera Glasses.

THIRD DAY—SATURDAY, SERTENIBER 25.
1-mile Promateur Bicycle, Open 1st, Lynn Prize Cup. (Special Prize for Record.) 2d, Base Lamp, gold inlaid and oxidized finish. 3d, Diamond Breast Pin.
3-mile .Amateur Bicycle, 0.10 Class 1st, Base Lamp, old silver and hammered. 2d, Vase, gold finish. 3d, Gentleman's Gold Ring.
2-mile Professional Bicycle, Lap 1st, $50 Cash. 2d, $.30 Cash. 3d, $20 Cash.
3-mile .Amateur Tricycle, Lap 1st, Photographer's Outfit. 2d, Silver Watch. 3d, Fishing Set.

5-mile Promateur Bicycle, .A.C. U. Championship, (time limit, 15ni.) 1st, A. C. U. Gold Medal, diamond setting. 2d, .A. C. U. Gold Medal. 3d, A. C. U. Gold and Silver Medal.
1-mile Amateur Bicycle, Lap 1st, Fruit Dish, rich cut glass, gold, oxidized. 2d, Cigar Box, oxidized. 3d, Gentleman's Gold Chain.

10-mile Professional Bicycle, Lap 1st, $100 Cash. ($.50 extra for Record ) 2d, $.50 Cash. 3d, $25 Cash.
3-mile Promateur Bicycle, Handicap 1st, Handsome Oil Painting. 2d, Silver Cashmere Band Tea Set. 3d, Dessert Set, coral rose and glass.

1-mile Amateur Bicycle, Consolation 1st, Half dozen NapkinRings,goldground,satincase. 2d, Silver Watch. 3d, Russia Leather Satchel.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 16.

All Events tiave Three Prizes \\'l-iere there are four or more starters.
Entry Eorms, Blanks, List of Prizes, etc., fiirnisheci upon application to

E. M. BAILEY, Secretary Lynn Cycle Ti-ack: Association, LYNN, NIASS.
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SEPTEMBER 30. OCTOBER 1
^^^ 2,

ABE THE DATES FOR THE

KIRST ANNUAL

CYCLING TOURNAMENT
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

NEW JERSEY CYCLING ^^' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,

MAGNIFICENT THIRD - OF - A - MILE TRACK AT

Rose^ille Station, Ne^uy-a.rl^., N- J'-

RACES FOR AMATEURS !

RACES FOR PRONIATEURS !

RACES FOR RROFESSIONALS
RACES FOR BICYCLES !

RACES FOR TRICYCLES !

RACES FOR TANDEMS

A. C. U. RULES TD DDVERN !

Plan ynur vacatinn so as tn take in this Event, It will cnnclnde the circuit nf dig

Taurnaments; and you can enjay the fine riding in the cBlebrated Drange District and thE

pleasures of the mEtrnpolis, Only 3D minutes from City Hall, New Turk, by the D, L, & W,

R, R,| Ferries at Barclay and Christopher Streets,

$2000 IN PRIZES.

Address all coiuiiiiiiilcations tu FREDERICK JERKISS, Manager, Oratoii Hall, lewark, I J.
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All

A board

!

Hartford, Ct., Sept. 8, 9.

Springfield, Sept. 14, 15, 16, 17.

Lynn, Mass., Se])t. 23, 24, 25.

Newark, N. J., Sept. 30, Oct. i, 2.

It is now Fredericl< Jenkins, manager.

The big three—Hartford, Springfield, Lynn.

Racing for fun and glory at the fall tourna-

ments.

" Psychelist " is the way a Princeton wheelman

signs himself.

The Hoston Club has voted to join the American

Cyclists' Union.

Have you the " Wheelmen's Reference Book .''

"

'f not, why not .'

The lantern parade of the Lockport wheelmen

was a grand success.

President Bates will hereafter be a regular con-

tributor to the Gazette.

"Jack" Rogers has joined the editorial staff of

the Aiiuriian iVIicehnait.

Where are those croakers who said there would

never be a cycling circuit.'

If road commissioners were only bicyclists what

ideal roads we should have

!

Wheelmen who use it speak in the highest

terms of adhesive tire tape.

It looks as if Ducker had the best of President

Beckwith on the open letter question.

The Connecticut Club's active membership con-

tains a number of excellent chess players.

The many admirers of Harry Corey would be

glad to see him on the path again this fall.

G. Lacy Hillier has had another fit of jim jams,

and his mutterings are over the Springfield prizes.

Hitchcock, of the Lynn Cycle Club, will prol>

ably go into training very soon for the September

races.

The Nonantum Cycling Club, of Newton, with-

out a dissenting voice, has voted to leave the L.

A. W.

Now comes the Newark Athletic .Association

with a monster tuurnanienf, and all under the A.

C. U. rules.

At the close of the year 1S86, we shall have to

offer a load of postal cards containing guesses on

K. K.'s book.

Seven men meet in a New York hotel and pass

a unanimous vote of the entire New York division.

Talk about ring rule !

The Springfield Bicycle Club will repeat their

excellent minstrel entertainment two evenings

during the tournament.

The A. C. U. is a child of quick conception,

rapid growth, healthy, vigorous, with promise of a

long and jirosperous life.

The " Wheelmen's Reference Book" is for sale

everywhere, only 50 cents, or sent for two sub-

scribers to the Gazette.

Fred Wood is reported as riding faster this year

than ever before. He e.xpects to arrive in America

some time during August.

We welcome Fred. Jenkins to the cycling arena;

as manager of a first-class tournament, wc pre-

dict for him a successful career.

Compare the first three months of the L. A. W.
with those of the A. C. U., and you get a faint

idea of what the A. C U. is to be.

The Bicycling World thinks that this doubling

and twisting over a ten-mile route for twenty-four

hours is not fair road record breaking.

If the Connecticut division parades at Hartford

again this year, the recent great improvement of

the principal streets will be well appreciated.

The Wheeling,W. Va., cyclists' thirty-mile road

race was run by W. Banker, in 2h. 52jm., the fif-

teen mile by Shouj), of .Mleghany, in ih. 29m.

F. W. ]5erridge claims to have ridden twenty

miles and thirty yards within the hour, at Lillie

Bridge, London. He did it on a Rover safety.

The Star machines are to be fitted with a coast-

ing step. It is fastened on each side of the steer-

ing rod and affords a comfortable rest for the feet.

How to make a tournament pay.' Why, my
son, Hartford, .Springfield, and go to 'Mork. That's

about the way the money has been made thus

far.

The Lynn Bee gets in some pretty severe stings

in its cycling colunm.—The Union. It is the

nature of bees to sting, and Lynn's is no excep-

tion.

Wasn't President Terry's little when-the-cat-is-

away-the-mice-will- play letter to the Bicycling

World about the Connecticut Club just a bit

hasty .'

W. H. Warner, of this city, has been appointed

official manufacturer of the new A. C. U. pin.

The pin is greatly admired and is the work of Mr.

Warner.

Twenty-five cents will buy a package of adhe-

sive tire tape that is always ready for business

and will hold a loose tire in place until it can be

cemented.

A picture of Prince and Neilson, taken at the

start of their five-mile race on May 31, has been

presented to the Lynn Cycle Club, by Dr. Ken-

dall, of Boston.

It's a bad case of family pride : the recent

vote of the New York division officers sustaining

the action of President Beckwith in removing Mr.

Ducker from office.

The Hartford hacknian who ran down Mr. Y..

Y. Judd, of the Connecticut Club, paid ten dollars

fine and costs of arrest and conviction of assault

for his carelessness.

Wilford H. Barber is said to have beaten the

world's unicycle record at Rochester, N. Y., July

22, by making a mile in 3m. 51s., which is los. bet-

ter than any previous time.

How about that promise of President lieckwith

at the Boston meeting, that in two weeks we should

have a new secretary-editor ? Well, it is like all of

his promises, easily broken.

A Northampton man has invented a new

cyclists' whistle, which he guarantees will produce

a more fiendish noise than anything of the kind

yet placed upon the market.

Sanders Sellers, of Preston, Eng., the well-

known amateur, who was the first in the world to

make the mile inside of 2m. 40s., will participate

in the American tournaments.

No bare legs at any race meeting held under

L. A. W. rules. Next thing in order will be that

all contestants must wear cut-away coats, silk

stockings, and stove-pipe hats.

In our next issue President Bates commences a

cycling yarn, written in his characteristic style,

entitled "The Sadiron (jhosts," and which will

well be worth a year's subscription.

Mr. A. Kennedy-Child will personally attend

the Hartford and Springfield tournaments this

year, and can form his future opinion of " Ameri-

can time " by actual observation.

Three Irish chami)ionships were decided at

Dublin on July 3; R. J. Mecrcdy wiiuiing the one-

mile tricycle in 3.14!, the mile bicycle in 2.47 J,

and the four-miles bicycle in \\.\^\.

Hartford, Springfield, Lynn, Newark! What
will the new records be .' Will any of our English

friends again get away with America's muscle and

wind.' We shall see what we shall see.

Mr. Ducker evidently believes in the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth, judging by

the way in which he is following up Dr. IScckwith's

statements concerning the removal of Mr. Ducker.

John S. Prince was defeated at Akron, ()., July

20, in a five-mile race for %\oo by W. W. Rich-

ardson's trotting mare, Eva R. The mare won

by half a second. Time, 16.09I. The track was

sandy.

The Connecticut Club's racing committee this

year is, R. F. Way, chairman ; G. 11. Burt, club

secretary; J. G. Calhoun, chief consul Hunting-

ton, and the new division secretary-treasurer, David

J. Post.

A man making a statement about Mr. Ducker

must be prepared to substantiate the same every

time, for he is not the man to allow a misstate-

ment to appear in print without following it up to

the end.

A Simon pure amateur bicycle meeting will be

the Cleveland meeting, Aug. 26, 27, and 2S. But

we notice that the managers are as eager to make

money as are those of any of the so-called business

meetings.

Up to the end of June Yan Sicklen led the mem-

bers of the Chicago Bicycle Club in riding distance,

having covered 1,562! miles. W. O. Munford

came next with 1,362 miles, and F. A. Ingalls third,

with 1,283^ miles.

The Wheel World is the only English paper

printing the Gazette's excellent stories that gives

credit where credit is due. The "Affair in Koor-

distan " is reprinted in nearly all the iMiglish and

Irish cycling papers.

Any one desirous of seeing what a tricycle can

do under full pressure should observe city editor

and L. A. W. representative Ayres, of the Hart-

ford Courant, respond to a fire alarm with his

Columbia two-track.

The board of officers of Pennsylvania division

has decided, by mail vote, to accept the invitation

of the Williamsport Wheel Club to hold the an-

nual meet of the division at Williamsport, on

Thursday, August 19.

Tandem tricycling has become very popular in

Hartford this season, and on any i)leasant evening

one may see ladies and gentlemen enjoying the

exhilarating sport on the beautifully paved outsiile

streets of the capital city.

The " Wheelmen's Reference Book " is one of

those excellent publications that should be in every

wheelman's hands. Price 50 cents, or with the Ga-

zette, 75 cents. Sent free to any one sending us

two subscriljcrs for the (Jazette.

Whatever the individual opinion regarding the
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respective merits of the L. A. W. or A. C. U., the

general sentiment as voiced is: " It's no use buck-

ing against the Springfield tournament."—Respect-

fully dedicated to G. Lacy Hillier.

S. A. Mills, of Chicago, and editor of the Sfcrt-

ill:; and Theatrical Journal, is fast pushing that

paper to the front. Its bicycle pages are of the

very best, and its editorial opinions of the leading

cycling topics are widely copied.

Small boy examining a cyclometer on a bicycle :

" Say, cully, dat's one of them things dat tells yer

how fast yer goin'." Second urchin, evidently

mistaking it for a compass : "No 'tain't neither.

It tells yer where yer are when yer lost."

"There is ample presumptive evidence, "says

the Lynn Bee, " that all the members of the L. A.

\V. will soon be required to part their hair in the

middle under penalty of expulsion for non-con-

formity to the prevailing official tastes."

One of the finest photographs of a bicycle meet

ever taken is that of the Ilagerstown, Md., meeting.

The photo was taken by B. W. S. Phreaney, and

it would have given us pleasure to reproduce it,

but it was out of the question to do it justice.

The A. C. U. has push and vim. For push see

2.34, and Wm. Rowe's world's records. For vim

see the complete and much admired constitution,

by-laws, and rules. Copies mailed free upon ap-

plication to A. O. McGarrett, Springfield, Mass.

The Big Four this year are Hartford, Spring-

field, Lynn, and Newark; for managers, Burt,

Ducker, Carroll, and Jenkins ; the dates. Sept 8

and 9 for Hartford ; 14, 15, 1 6, and 17, .Springfield
;

23, 24, and 25, Lynn; Sept. 30, Oct. i, and 2 for

Newark.

G. Lacy Hillier publishes a facsimile of a

forged letter containing his signature. We know
of a letter written by this illustrious individual,

which is not a forged one, asking that his ex-

penses be paid to attend a certain meeting, which

was refused.

" Papa, why does that man pluck his hair and

talk fast.''" asked a little boy of his father, as they

saw a wheelman in a race get off his wheel and

examine his tire. " He is calling himself a fool,

my son, because he did not get a package of Ad-

hesive Tire Tape."

At Atlantic City the district messenger boys are

becoming expert wheelmen, and now glide over

the streets on the bicycle. They have got some-

thing to amuse them at last and do not stop to

play marbles or ball, and the consequence is that

messages are delivered in half the usual time.

The road record of the Star Club, of Cleveland,

for si.x months, ending July i, is as follows:

Number of runs, 17; total mileage, 835; longest

run, 1 52 miles; average, 49 miles; attendance, 125;

average, 7. The largest individual records are :

R. W. Wright, 2,030 miles, and H. E. Chubb, 1,850

miles.

Chief Consul Huntington thinks it very proba-

ble that a parade of the Connecticut division may
be held at Hartford on the first day of the tourna-

ment. The parade last year was a complete suc-

cess, and several prominent state clubs have sig-

nified their willingness to jjarticipate in a general

turn-out again.

It is said that no suggestion made to the N. C.

U., of England, is recognized, unless made by one

of the executive. We can sympathize with them,

as a similar state of affairs exists in this country.

— The Wheel. But then they are ahead of us, as

their executive committee is larger than that of

our pet organization.

We think the Star men will do some remarkably

fast work at the fall tournaments. Weber will rest

to the beginning of August, and Kluge's enforced

retirement will do him good.— The Wheel. Don't

you know that had the editor of the Wheel attended

the fall tournaments in the past, he would have

no occasion to think of them otherwise than fast .'

The glass manufacturing firm of Whitall, Tatum,

& Co., whose factory is at Millville, New Jersey,

at the request of its employes, has built a shed

where the bicycles may be safely stowed during

working hours. The members of the firm say

that bicycles are useful to them for bringing their

help jjromptlv to their work at the appointed

hour.

Jenkins says in the Sporting Life, in speaking of

Dr. Beckwith :
" He is likely to resign, as his pro-

fessional duties do not admit of the unpleasant

notoriety that recent events have given him. He
goes west for a month's vacation and carries with

him the best wishes of his large circle of friends."

When it comes to business the doctor is lacking,

and his friends cannot always carry him along.

At Tynemouth, England, Wesleyan chapel on

the 2d inst., by the Rev. I. T. Marquand, J. R.

Hogg, honorary treasurer North .Shields Amateur

Bicycle Club, trustee to the North .Shields Cy-

cling grounds, representative councilor to the

Northern English Division of the Cycling Touring

Club, to ^L^rgaret, fifth daughter of Mr. Ralph

Walton, both of North Shields.

The Chicago Bicycle Club tried to get up a

race meeting recently at which no prizes should be

given other than decorated ribbons. As the day

of the races drew near, not a single entry had been

received, and the management had to scurry

around for some valuable prizes to prevent the

races from falling through. Even Chicago wheel-

men refuse to ride for glory only.

The St. John Sun says that Elwell's bicycling

party, had a Springfield contingent. That it is not

generally known that Adam Forepaugh, Jr., was

with the party and enjoyed the trip very much.

In fact he was the jolliest man in the lot. All

are enthusiastic in their admiration of the country

and praise the selection of the route and urbane

guidance of their cicerone, William McLauchlan,

of St. John.

The Victor team is getting in trim to down the

Columbia team. When the battle gets too hot

there will probably be a compromise. Perhaps it

will be known as the "treaty of Lynn."

—

Boston

Globe. As both teams are now in town it is more

liable to be the treaty of Springfield. Nothing

like Springfield for either records or treaties.

—

Springfield Union. On what basis, please, shall

the races be decided ?

The elaborate silver shield made by El-

kington & Co., London, given by the Connecticut

Club for the A. C. U. one-mile championship to

be run at Hartford, is one of the most elegant and

appropriate trophies ever offered at a race meet-

ing. He who shall be fortunate enough to have

his name inscribed thereon as winner will indeed

have an elegant thing to place upon an easel and be

l)roud of forever after.

Ducker, as usual, has the best of his argument

with the L. A. W.

—

Sporting Journal. That is

what comes of being in the right. The same pa-

per says : "Aaron shows no sign of resigning.

He, like Ducker, doesn't care to be driven." So
it seems there is more than one stubborn man in

the League, or rather there are two men who know
what their rights are, and have the courage to

stand up and defend them.

The track at Charter Oak Park, Hartford, is in

beautiful shape this season. The Connecticut

Club has made arrangements whereby it is to con-

trol it for a much longer period previous to the

tournament than last year, when it was obliged to

put on the finishing touches rather hurriedly.

Racing men going to Hartford this year will be

sure of finding the track in perfect order, and the

finest home stretch in the world.

The Orange Wanderers have issued a neat cir-

cular letter, and mailed a copy to many out-of-

town wheelmen, notifying them of the ordinance

recently passed in West Orange, that all cyclists

must carry a bell or whistle at all times, and that

after dark a lighted lantern must be attached to

all cycles. This club displays much consideration

in thus warning their brother wheelmen, who, by

heeding this notice, may be saved trouble and an-

noyance.

The tricycle is now considered about the most

popular outdoor amusement in England. People

on tricycles throng the parks, and encumber the

suburban roads, and mingle with the gay carriages

on the promenade at Brighton. The ladies who
ride wear as natty habits as though they were in

the saddle on the finest horseflesh. They evince

no shyness, but flash along like meteors on wheels,

making everybody desirous of emulating their

skill and independence.

After three years of active service as president

of the L. A. W., President Beckwith has the fol-

lowing great and noble deeds to point to with

pride: ist. He has succeeded nobly in advertis-

ing a certain New York clothing house. 2d. He
has got himself in hot water by taking the advice

of a certain New York wheelman in expelling Mr.

Ducker from the chief consulship of Massa-

chusetts. Truly great is the reward of a man who

is capable of riding a 62-inch wheel.

President Beckwith, of the L. A. W., positively

states that Mr. Ducker's statement that he (Beck-

with) dickered with him for the presidency of the

L. A. W. is entirely without foundation. Mr.

Beckwith says that he can prove by a dozen wit-

nesses that he did not want the office.

—

Boston

Herald. How about that banquet speech, doctor,

wherein you spoke of an agreement with Mr.

Ducker about bringing the meet to Boston.

Please say what your understanding of it was.

The Post Dispatch says: "When the cvcling

king makes up his jewels a bright place ought to

be occupied by the Missouri Club, which is doing

so much to get non-riders on the wheel. Other

clubs may labor to make riders expert and all

that, but the Missouri is working a good vein in

spreading the cycling fever, which, unlike other

febrile affections, delights and invigorates. Some

of the most incorrigible opponents of the bi. and

tri. have fallen under the Missouri's influence and

have succumbed to short pants and a flannel shirt
"

Says the Philadelphia correspondent of the

Sporting and Theatrical Journal : "Aaron shows

no signs of resigning. He, like Ducker, doesn't

care to be driven." I brought this item to the

secretary-editor's notice, and he replied about as

follows :
" While I am getting dozens of letters

begging me to stick to League work, I shall not let

my rivals in cycling journalism talk me into re-
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signing. While prominent League leaders tell me
that it is my duty to the League and to myself to

stay in the office, Fli do it if I die in the attempt."

In another column we publish an open letter

from Mr. Ducker. It is to be regretted that a

man of Mr. Ducker's position should display such

an utter lack of good form as to circulate such a

document, the style of which has hitherto been

monopolized by fifth-rate prize fighters. We
hope Mr. Bassett will enjoy his position as referee.

— The Wheel. Evidently the Wheel does not call

for truth. The fact is, we know the doctor has

made a statement without foundation, and Mr.

Ducker does not propose to let it pass unnoticed.

Says " Daisy " in the Cycle : " I am a convert to

the handle-bar steering tricycle and hope to ride

nothing else in the future. I find that I can do

more with a machine thus equipped than I was

ever able to do with the side steerers. The
mounting and dismounting was a little awkward

at first, but it is soon mastered, and is, after all,

no great objection. 1 was told that the vibration

would be hard on the hands, but the makers have

corrected this evil by the use of a spring, which

destroys all vibration, and nothing of the kind is

experienced."

We are informed on good authority that the

recent terrible earthquakes at the antipodes swal-

lowed up none of the two dozen New Zealanders

who, in the early months of '84, subscribed all

trustfully for " the great American road-book—to

be published not later than December." Some of

the superstitious natives are indeed reported to

say that the wheelmen themselves produced the

convulsion with dynamite in order that the book-

less condition of their island might thereby be

forcibly called to the attention of the weary worker

on Washington .Square.

The Boston GM>e says :
" Most absurd and un-

reasonable are the insinuations which have been

cast by certain parties, to the effect that the course

which President Ducker, of the Springfield club, is

at present pursuing, is antagonistic to the League,

and that as such he should resign his official posi-

tion in that organization. No one is more loyal

to the League than is Mr. Ducker, and what he has

thus far done is in nowise antagonistic to the

League ; in fact, quite the contrary, for if he is

able to induce the League to abandon racing, he

will have done it a valuable service."

The editor of the Bicycling A^nus wrote a letter

to the president of the Springfield Bicycle Club

soliciting an advertisement, and as an inducement

to advertise offered to give the club favorable

notices of the forthcoming tournament. Believing

that the best way to get a good advertisement in

the i^£-^c'J was to withhold the advertisement, we
acted accordingly. It has worked to a charm, and

as the result we have been favored with page after

page of abuse, and all free. Ilillier's abuse is

worth its weight in gold for Springfield. Thanks,

Brother Hillier; give us some more.

Richard Howell, the professional champion, fell

from his machine on July 21, while taking a prac-

tice spin, and received injuries of a serious char-

acter. In addition to being severely cut and

bruised, his collar bone was broken. After his

injuries had been attended to, the champion, for

some considerable time, was in a very prostrate

and feverish condition, and it is feared that, so far

as the present season is concerned, his brilliant

career has been brought to a termination. Prior

to the accident, Howell was never moving better.

and his friends were sanguine of his taking every-

thing before him, both in England and .\merica.

-A lady friend sends me a new idea for a tricycle

costume. It is a new pattern just on the market

and especially designed for hill climbing. The
skirt is a double-driver with V-hems and differ-

ential plaits. .Seams are tangential and warranted

not to buckle. Drapery pinned back with a

Rudge pedal pin and securely fastened by a Mor-

gan chain. The basque is geared down to 48*

inches and has a cone-bearing bo.vplait on the

backbone, a detachable collar of black velvet,

fitted closely and keyed in.
^ " '--earing hat,

trimmed with ribbon steering.

—

St. Louis Spectator.

To which should be added a hygienic bustle, sus-

pension saddle, and rubber corsets.

George Chinn, of the Beverly Citizen, has just

issued the third edition of his handbook of Essex

county. The book has been thoroughly revised,

the greater part of it having been rewritten and

enlarged to nearly double the former number of

pages. It contains all information essential to the

wheelman or general tourist, concerning every

town and city in the county, with mention of their

objects of interest, hotels, cycling clubs, etc., and

road routes to every place, with distances and
condition of roads. There is also a sketch of the

League of Essex County Wheelmen, and a chapter

on the literature of the " wheel," which is the

only complete review of the subject extant. The
price of the book is 20 cents. Published at

Beverl)-, Mass. Every wheelman should provide

himself with a copy.

Miss Emma L. Waldo of Hartford, was the

heroine of quite an adventure at Oak Bluffs re-

cently. A pair of horses attached to a hack,

becoming frightened at a steamer's whistle, started

at a breakneck speed. When just turning into

Lake avenue, headed for Oak Bluffs, it was
noticed that Miss Waldo with her tricycle had

just come upon the narrow avenue, only a little in

advance of the running team. With almost super-

human effort, she kept ahead until reaching a

narrow passageway, when she turned suddenly to

the waters of the lake. A few seconds later the

hack crashed against the electric light pole. The
breathless crowd, who were held in that dreadful

suspense, rent the air with cheers, and voted Miss

Waldo, not only the best, but the fleetest tricycle

rider on the island.

F. R. Cook has been re-instated as an amateur by

a unanimous vote of the L. A. W. racing board.

Chairman Bassett, in making this announcement,

expresses the hope that this action of the board

will afford the members of the California division

as much pleasure as it does him. We can assure

Mr. Bassett that it affords us unqualified pleasure

to have justice done Mr. Cook. He had been pro-

ceeded against with severity, inasmuch as he had

never been guilty at any time of more than a

violation of Rule H, the penalty of which is

merely suspension, not expulsion, from the ama-

teur ranks. The makers' amateur question now
no longer interests California except as an ab-

stract proposition.

—

Inglcside. The thanks of the

California division are now due the A. C. U. for the

above action of the L. A. W.

As Parson Beecher was passing down Market

street, Elmira, recently, on his tricycle, and while

opposite Farr's laundry', in the Advertiser build-

ing the delivery wagon belonging to that institu-

tion was suddenly backed into his machine, crush-

ing it between two telegraph poles. It was

con-,jletely wrecked, but Mr. Beecher escaped

w'Jiout further injury than having his clothing

soiled considerably in trying to extricate himself

from the wreck. He took the mishap calmly, say-

ing that " accidents are always likely to happen,"

and the worst of it all would be that he would
have to walk home. The debris of his machine

was taken into the Market street entrance to the

Masonic Temple and locked up. The driver of

the laundry wagon said he tried to whip his horse

forward, but it backed up in spite of all he could do.

THE NEW P.\RK BADGES OF BROOKLYN.

The New Orleans tourists, A. M. Hill, C. M.
Fairchild, and H. W. Fairfa.x, have published a

letter of thanks to the members of the League of

American Wheelmen for the kindness and court-

esy shown them during their trip, and especiallv,

among others, to Capt. Peck, of the Massachusetts

Club; Messrs. Hodges, Hopkins, Whitney, and

Webber, of the Boston Club; F. F. Ives, of Meri-

den, and Capt. White, of Waterbury, Ct., and also

the members of the following bicycle clubs

:

Springfield, Mass.; Massachusetts Club, of Bos-

ton, Mass.; Hartford, Ct.; Boston Club, and to

Col. Pope, Harry Corey, and C. W. Fourdrinier,

who did much to make their stay in Boston pleas-

ant. The letter concludes as follows :
" To all

of these clubs and gentlemen we tender our heart-

felt thanks. They made our tour pleasant and

enjoyable when otherwise it would have been

most tedious."

W. J. C. Elliott, a member of the Victorian

Cyclists' Union, has an action pending against the

council of the Union to recover ;{^ 500 damages for

having declared him a professional, and thus pro-

hibiting him from taking part in the recent com-

petitions for valuable prizes held on the M. C. C.

ground. On May S, Mr. Justice Cope was applied

to, on behalf of plaintiff, for an interlocutory in-

junction to restrain the defendants from con-

tinuing the resolution on the books. It was

contended on behalf of plaintiff that he was going

to Sidney to take part in the intercolonial cham-

pionship meeting this month, and if the resolution

naming him a professional was not rescinded he

would probably be prevented from entering. On
behalf of defendants it was argued that the court

had no jurisdiction, and the plaintiff should enter

for the races, and if he were disqualified wrongly

he had his action against the club. The injunc-

tion was granted.

The most prominent chief consul in the League

has written to Mr. Ducker as follows : " I think
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that Dr. lieckwith's action in your case is extremely

arbitrary and a most dangerous precedent. If the

president can at his own sweet will remove a

unanimously elected officer, the right of ballot

might as well be taken from the members at once

and the appointing power vested in the executive.

I am not at this writing aware of the action of the

meeting called for the 17th, but if at that meeting,

whether legal or otherwise, the action is favorable

to your remaining in office I do not see how the

president can with any show of being guided by

the sentiments of the constituents, refuse to rein-

state you. Dr. Beckwith, I do not doubt, was

guided bv what he deemed the interests of the

League, but his action establishes a precedent

most dangerous to the rights of the members and

the divisions. If you can serve yourself in any way

by using the above you are at liberty to do so.

The question in my mind is less a matter of men
than principle."

The Boston HeraUl says: "The exciting tilt

between President Beckwith and ex-Chief Consul

Ducker is making the campaign, ordinarily very

dull, extremely lively, coming so very soon after

Mr. Bassett's vigorous warfare upon the amateur

professionals. Though strong efforts have been

made to place Mr. Bassett in a wrong light, they

have been signally unsuccessful, and he has kept

on the even tenor of his way, unrufHed and undis-

turbed. Rightfully, the National Cyclists' Union

of England should recognize the American Cy-

clists' Union and not the L. A. W. The former

protects and harbors the makers' amateur ; so

does the A. C. U. The former made an attempt

to oust the men of this class, and it proved a sig-

nal failure. The L. A. W. made the attempt and

it was successful. Yet the American maker must

suffer, while his English rival thrives and laughs.

Hendee's mile in 2m. 34s. is in every way as

worthy a place on the amateur records as

Speechly's mile in 2m. 34fs. The distinction will

not affect racing in this country, though it will de-

tract greatly from the interest taken in it."

Police

:

—"Clit along there or I'll take yer's up !

"

Bicycle Kiiier, who has had too much :
—" This

blamed machine has a wonderful attraction for

lamp-posts, and is bound to bring me to the next."

Wheelmen who will visit St. Louis, October i,

2, 3, will be well repaid for their visit. Taking

the Boston illuminated parade as a cue, a similar

affair of much greater magnitude will be arranged,

preparations for which have been going on for

months. The programme will be as follows, sub-

ject, of course, to later modifications : Friday night,

grand illuminated parade ; .Saturday morning,

road race from Manchester to the city, 18 miles,

and a hill -climbing contest at Son-of-a-Cun

;

afternoon, races at Union Park, with some Eastern

fliers entered ; evening, sociable, with music and

light refreshments at some large hall ; Sunday,

run to De Soto over the famous air line route, the

party to be divided into several sections, under

competent tourmasters. This will afford visiting

wheelmen a round of fun and amusement that is

strictly in line with their sport. Beside this,

there will be the magnificent exposition, the Gil-

more band concerts, the parade of the secret

societies, and scores of other entertainments that

week, while the following week will come the

grand St. Louis fair and Veiled Prophet's pro-

cession and ball. Prizes are to be offered for the

best decorated machines of the various styles.

In voting on the amendments which will shortly

come before the board, we commend the action

of the New York board to other State divisions.

True, we are awfully conservative in Gotham,

having but one or two fast men to look after,

but State divisions will remember that this whole

trouble is local with Massachusetts and Con-

necticut.— TJie Wheel. And the wheelmen of

Gotham are likely to remain conservative just as

long as their tainted racing men are retained in

membership by the L. A. W. Had the suspension

of Rich not been promptly withdrawn, the probabil-

ity is that the New Yorkers would have created as

big a furor over his case as would any of the other

States over a regiment of racing men. New York

has but one or two fast men, to be sure, but what

there are of them they propose to retain, and the

action of the racing board indicates that they

made their intentions known in no uncertain tones.

Might does not make right and the L. A. W.
should not have made fish of one and fowl of an-

other. The case of Fred Russ Cook, of San Fran-

cisco, was parallel to that of Rich, the Pacific slope

standing by him solidly. Had the Massachusetts

and Connecticut divisions supported the cause of

their suspended and expelled members in like

manner, that virtuous (?) spasm of the L. A. W.
would not have given birth to the A. C. U. The
whole trouble is not local with Massachusetts and

Connecticut, however, but permeates the League

in spots all through the country, and pretty big

spots some of them are, too. Notwithstanding

all the hypocrisy and inconsistency that has

marked the movements of the L. A. W., in its stu-

pendous effort to squelch all opposition however
honorable, it discovered at last that the A. C. U.

was no chicken. The Wheel's advice is bad.

—

Lynn Bee. Had the I,eague followed up its course

the A. C. U. would have nearly every State divis-

ion now in its ranks.

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

Architect De Ved is the latest to give up walk-

ing, and enjoy the king of pastimes.

\Ve have taken Jersey,—or rather Jersey has

taken us,—in and done the agreeable.

Artist Roorbach, a Star rider of Elizabeth, N.

J., is expected up here on a sketching tour, this

month.

It's pleasanter now to wheel either at earlv

morning, or " when the blazing sun has set," even

if the nickel with dew is wet.

The Brothers I'hillips, of Washington, have been

summering at Sound Beach ; one rides a 60 Expert,

the other a 54 Star, and "draw," whenever they

ride together.

May be it was well we went before that Lamp-

bell-whistle manifesto came out, which, as Kron
says, ought to " ease up a little for tourists," and

not show the black flag in every case.

Faciles to the number of thirteen, now gladden

as many riders here, and the number is increasing.

As coasters, they equal the famous-in-that-line

Star, and are used nearly the year round.

Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co. and Recreation,

of Newark, held out friendly hands to the Solitary

Club, in its late run that way, as also did Artist

Roorbach, the road-rider of the Elizabeth Wheel-

men.

Now go boating, get becalmed at low tide, suffer

untold miseries
;
your girls ditto

;
get home away

into the night, sunburned, moon-struck, water-

logged, and mad. Next day sell boat and bi-a-

cycle.

It has come to such a pass that our Cap'n

cannot ride " hands off," any more, for fear his

wheel will run away, and he find himself coasting

backwards down the wheel's backbone, while the

consul says that his saddle is so easy that he is

lulled to sleep, on the road, and is frequently car-

ried beyond his destination. In such cases he

should arrange to have a yaller dog run out and

yelp, at regular intervals and distances, to avoid

accidents. " Stamson."

THE CITY OF CHURCHES.

Most of our local wheelmen have left the city.

The extremely warm weather has made them seek

the various cool and secluded summer resorts, and

everything seems almost at a stand-still. Of

course, there are many who do not go away at all,

but even their enthusiasm is checked by the burn-

ing sun and dusty roads. However, some races

have been held, and a few tours have come off.

Bedford avenue, Henry, Union, and nearly all

the asphalt paved streets, which were formerly in

deplorable condition, have been repaired. Bed-

ford avenue looks like itself again and many are

the riders that one encounters on a fine night,

wheeling over its fine surface. The repairing of

Union and Henry streets was also a blessing as

they are the principal thoroughfares to Prospect

Park.

The west drive of Prospect Park is unridable in

several places. The park authorities should see

that it is well rolled every day. Instead of that

they roll it a few times, and after a few carriage

wheels sink in it, it is just as bad as ever. How-

ever, all repairing, etc., done by our " excellent
"

park commissioners is very "long winded," and

all we can do is to endure it good-naturedly.

A new club called the Prospect I?. C. has been

formed. Its members have a very neat imiform

with " P. B. C." in gilt letters on the collar of the

coat. The club starts with twelve members.

The " Great Race," between horses and bicycles

at the Nassau Athletic Club's grounds, ended

like the one in Madison Square Garden, New

York, namely in a miserable farce. It was adver-

tised very extensively, but it did not "take worth

a cent." Prince and Eck were to have raced

against a " Mexican cowboy," but Prince being
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PROVED ITSELF THE FASTEST CYCLE IN THE WORLD!

(Patented and Registered)

50 MILES ON THE ROAD, 3h. 5iii. 34s.

10 MILES, 29II1. 30i MILES, lh.41in.

15 KxRrRv KoAo, Catford Hii.i,, May 6, 18S6.

Messrs. Stari.ey & SuTTt>x :
—

Geftiiefnen— After giviiij; tlic Rover Safety a ihnrough irial,

extending over several months, I fuel bound to testify my enlne satisfac-

tion with tlic machine. Althouc?,h geared to C>o inches, I find that it net

only uquals but excels evoiy oih^r machine for hill-climbing, while coast-

ing is a perfect luxury unattainable on any other one-track cycle that I

know of; and its ample brake power enables one to bring the Rovkk
almost to a standstill on the stcejjest decline without the certainty of a

nasty header, as would be the case on any ordinar\' bicycle or on most of

the so-called safeties. Previously to this season I had always pinned mv
faith to the ordinary bicycle ; but my experience of the Rover has lud

me to the conclusion that it is not only the safest but also the swiftest

cycle on the road, and I can safely say that my mounts in future will

always be of the Rover type. Yours faithfully,

CHAS. P. SISLEY, Catford C. C, C. T. C, ami N. C. U.

METEOR WORKS. SXARLEY <St SUTTON, COVENTRY, ENG.

^<^ ReduetloFi <^ ii^ ^e^Priee ^ on :t> xB85 ^^ p\oQ&M^

APOLLOS.
Three 5-4=inch Apollo^ at Sl^^O.OO each; former price $14-.".OO.
Two 50 = in.cl:i Apollos at ^132.50 eacli

;

former price 5$14-7.oO.
Two 5B=incln Apollosi at $135.OO each; former price $150.00.

BRITISH CHALLENGES.
A fe\v I8H0 British Challenges, Axith co\v=liom^ l^ars and

ball^pedals, at $15 reduction; 50=inch $120, formerly $135.

SINGER CHALLENGES.
4<S, 50, 52, 54, 56, and 5cS=inch Singer Challenges, from

$H7.50 up; former prices $102.50 np.

CHALLENGE SAFETIES.
36 and 4:0=inch Challenge Safeties at $125, formerly $140.

j;^ The above are all first-class machines, left over from last season. Sent CO. D., with privilege of

examination, on receipt of $10 to cover transportation.

m

6 and 8 Berkieley Street,

8l go.
Boston, Mass,
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DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
Just t/ie Tiling Jor Miii:ha>tts. Druggists, Gioicrs.

Boys, Girls, Evtryt'ody .'

Presses from $3 to $175. Outfits from $5 to $50.

Any one with ordinary intelligence can do the work. Full
instrudlions with everj' order. Send for descriptive price-list,

and mention this paper. R. D. ZERBE, iSS West Fifth .St.,

CiNcixNATi, Ohio.

CHARLES WARE of Marblehead has lately been covering

himself with glory. He won four first prizes at the Montreal

races, and two first and one second on Boston Common
the Fifth of July. He rode a 55-inch RUDGE RACER.

Fifty L. A. W. fine gold beveled edge
Cards, in handsome case, with your name,
address, and emblem ( in gold ) neatly

printed on all, by mail post-paid for 50
cents. Sure to please. An agent wanted
in every club to take orders. Send stamp
for terms and samples.

E. SHEAFER, C.\mden, Ohio.

-HOW
TO SELL THE

RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

AGENTS AND DE.\LERS, AND THOSE INTERESTED

IN THE BUSINESS, SHOULD SEND STAMP

FOR FULL DIRECTIONS TO

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

I
HOLDFASTS
'©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRJCE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HARUIIARCHST.PHILA=

THE RUDGE took four prizes at the Montreal Races, and
three on Boston Common. July 5.

IP YOU are interested in Inventions, Pat-
ents, Mannfacture, etc., secure a free copy
of the old established illustrated journal, the

I

-AMERICAN- p^
NVENTOR

J. S. ZERBE, Publisher, »
188 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI, Q.

OXLY $1.00 I'liR riSAR.

PATENTS quickly obtained at reasonable
rates in the U. S. and all Foreign Countries.

P
AMERICAN iViatenT

188 & 190 "W, FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI,£^~ Special Department for the Exhibi
tion of Models and Sale of Patents,

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your rejiairs done, as he keeps a large
stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of
American wheels.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES!
Punnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Brceches, only

$4 a pair. Knee-Iireeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle .Stockings,

§1 a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure lilanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

POSTAGE -STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER,
FINGER DAMPENER, AND PAPER-

WEIGHTS COMBINED.

This combination lias been devised to avoid the undisputed nuisance of licking postage stamps. It ser\'es as two separate

paper weights, works rapidly, saves time, and is always ready for use. Fifty envelopes can be stamped by this machine in one

minute. The stamp holder contains 125 postage stamps, and once placed in the receptacle they are not seen until they adhere

to the envelope. The moistening machine seals envelope flaps in an instant, and requires no licking: it is invaluable to bank

tellers as a finger dampener ; druggists by using it save the annoyance and trouble of licking labels. The machines never get

nut (»f order, and are beautiful and lasting ornaments to any desk. They are brass, nickel-plated, and weigh i^ pounds each.

Endorsed by all who use them.

Price per Set, $2.50, post-paid. Discount to Agents.

X. A. Mcdonald & CO., Ne\\- Albany, Ind.

LA.W. HOTEL FOR SPRINGFIELD.

HAYNES'5^ HOTEL,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THE LARGEST FIRST- GLASS HOUSE IN THE GITY.

LOCATION UNSURPASSED !

Six Blocks Down Town from the Station; Directly in the Center of the City; Free from

all Noise, Smoke, and Confusion of Trains.

Recently Enlarged and Greatly Improved by extensive additions, embracing an entire block devoted to Store-room,

Kiulifii, and I'lilin.irv 1 ii-n.Trtnient, lenvins: the Hotel prnper entirely free from smoke, smell, fire, or steam, making this the

Most Complete Hotel Establishment in Western Massachusetts.

A MODEL OF NEATNESS, CONVENIENCE, AND COMFORT. BEST ROOMS,
BEST TABLE, AND BEST SERVICE IN THE CITY.

Recommends itself particularly to ladies and families, as possessing all the requirements of a home; while its charges, as

regulated by the accommodation required, allow guests the choice of the most simple or the most sumptuous apartments at

corresponding prices.

PORTERS, BAGGAGE WAGONS, AND FREE CARRIAGE AT ALL TRAINS.
Parties desiriiii; to walk down can leave their checks with the porter, or at the liotel office. Orders for rooms by m.iil or

telegraph promptly attended to.

POPULAR PRICES.
Regtjilar Rates, S3.50 (5), $4.00.

T.ecigiie Rates, $2.50@$3.00.
C. H. GOODMAN, Proprietor.
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out of condition, Woodside look his place.

Woodside made a splendid showing, hut the small

attendance on the first day, and the still smaller

audience on the second day, was so discouraging,

that the race ended on the second day with the

bicycles several miles ahead. The receipts did

not half cover expenses and the " Great Race "

was nothing but a big fizzle.

The team road race between the Kings County

Wheelmen of this city and the Elizabeth Wheel-

men of New Jersey, has been declared off. On

account of the Elizabeth Wheelmen's team having

lost several of their best men through various

causes, they could not come up to their challenge

and the K. C. W. generously called the race off.

Now that Rich, of the K. C. W., has no Kluge

or W^eber to compete against, he is having every-

thing to himself. Look at the fine style in which

he spurted over at the Staten A. C. grounds,

winning the four-mile championship of America

by about 25 yards, in 13m. 22|s. He seems to be

in better form than ever and has won almost

every race he entered this year.

Two members of the Independent Wheelmen

made a century run on June 28. They left Brook-

lyn at 5.30 A. M. and arrived at Islip (50 miles dis-

tant) at 10.25 A. M., making the fifty miles in 4

hours and 55 minutes, which was very good time

considering the sandy state of our Long Island

roads. The return trip took 7 hours, on account

of a head wind which they had to work against,

and then they took their ease on the last 20 miles.

The three-mile bicycle race held in connection

with the Nassau Athletic Club's games, resulted

in a victory for Burnett. C. L. Myers fell heavily

on the last lap and was carried off by three men.

Burnett was so overcome by his final spurt, that

while crossing the tape his wheel staggered, and

he fell back into the arms of several of his friends,

who had gone to assist him when they saw him

stagger. It was a terrifically warm day.

Captain Savage, of the Ilderan Bicycle Club, has

purchased a new Rudge. He seems to like it

very well and says he can get more power over it

than on his E.xpert, on account of its being

lighter.

Harry Farr, the plucky little racer of the

Ilderans, had another mishap some time ago.

This time he was run into by a grocery wagon and

knocked senseless, his wheel getting sadly de-

molished. However, he is now out again riding

as if nothing ever happened.

A petition has been started at one of the best

hotels on the ocean parkway for electric lights on

this road. Every wheelman stopping in has signed

it, for it would be a great thing for Brooklyn's cy-

cling fraternity, and I hope they will succeed in

accomplishing their purpose. J. W. S.

Rowe's present weight is 180 lbs.

Vick will be heard of later in the season at

Springfield.

At the Cleveland meet the two-mile L. A. W.
championship was won by V. C. Place.

On July 4, H. O. Duncan won the champion-

ship of France against all comers on a 56-inch

Rudge racer.

Chas. Ware, of Marblehead, has lately been

covering himself with glory. He won four first

prizes at Montreal races, and two first and one sec-

ond on Boston Common the 5th of July.

The very latest news from England conveys the

information that Howell's trainer hopes to get his

man sufficiently well to visit Springfield next

month. Howell is making splendid progress.

Kirk Corey pushed the Rudge to the front in

the one-mile bicycle race held at the 5th of July

celebration at Brookline, Mass. It was on the

same track that his brother Harry won his maiden

race five years ago.

Captain Peck, of the Massachusetts Club, is not

only one of the most popular captains that the

club has had but is the champion road rider.

Since April he has covered over 2,000 miles on

his 55-inch Rudge light roadster.

The following new records have been made in

England recently: Sharp, quarter-mile tricycle,

4i|s. ; Langley, one -mile tricycle, 2m. 55^5.;

Inglis, half-mile tricycle, im. 27^s. ; Langley,

three-tjuarter mile tricycle, 2m. 13s.

How many more victories.' The one-mile bi-

cycle championship of the world (first prize £ ^o),

open to all comers, was won on a Rudge. Besides

this over one hundred prizes have already been

won this year on Rudge Roadsters, Racers, Royal

Crescents, Rotaries, and Bicyclets.

The editor of <9«//«^has received the following

dispatch from Meshed via Teheran, giving the

latest information in regard to Thomas Stevens

and his globe-girdling bicycle :

—

Teheran, May 24, 1886.

Stevens went from Meshed to Birjand with intention of

reaching India via Siestan and Belncliislan, but after talking

with the Heshtnet-i-Molk, governor of Ghain and Siestan,

concluded this route was impracticable. He then' struck

across the desert, forded the Harud river and reached Farrar,

about midway between Herat and Kandahar, or 10 days'

journey from Quetta. Here the Afglians arrested him and

brought him back to Herat, and finally back over the Persian

frontier to Kariez, from whence he returned to Meshed. He
was under arrest 19 days, but was well treated. The Afghans

by accident slightly damaged the bicycle, but not sufficiently

to render it unridable. He will now wheel back to Astrabad,

and proceed to India viti Constantinople. He will resume

his journey from the nearest point possible to that at which he

turned back.

The World's Ten-Mile Tricycle Record
Beaten.—For some time past T. Battensby, of

Ncwcastle-on-Tyne, has been training on the Cov-

entry track, and when he announced his intention

of going for M. J. Lowndes's long-standing ten

miles record of 32m. 335S., every one who had

watched him at work knew that he had set him-

self an easy task. The evening of Monday last

was fixed for the attctnpt, and the track was in

grand order, although a strong wind made riding

anything but easy. Punctually to time Battensby,

on his " Crescent " racing tricycle, by Rudge &
Co., weighing 42 lbs. and geared to 64 in., came

up to scratch, accompanied by Hawker. At the

word "go" he was quickly imder way, and fin-

ished his first quarter in 47s., his second cjuarter

taking 44s. only. Riding wonderfully easy and

carefully coached by Hawker and Farndon,

Battensby reeled off the miles as follows :

—

M. S.

3 3

6 9

9 12

12 18

'S 25

MILE.

6

7

8

>8 35§

21 41

24 4SI

27 59

3' si

Record was beaten from the third mile, and the

full distance was im. 3i^s. faster than the previous

best. Battensby finished up wonderfully fresh,

and could with a fine day, we think, easily cover

the distance inside the half hour. Mr. W. \V.

Alexander (Cyclist), oflicial timekeeper to the N.

C. U., clocked the race, and Mr. S. C;older

(Cyclist) scored the laps, while M. J. Lowndes
looked on and " watched " with a very serious

face, his records going one by one. He may
console himself that he still holds the amateur

record.

—

Cyclist.

SERIOUS ACCIDENT TO THE CHAMPION.

R. Howell, the professional chamjjion, met with

a serious accident while training on the Belgrave

Road Grounds last Wednesday, an account of

which was supplied to our representative by How-
ell's trainer. Jemmy Brooks. It was about twelve

o'clock when we reached the ground, where Robh,

of Birmingham, and I'ettitt, of Northampton, were

also training. After riding a couple of miles at a

moderate pace Howell wound himself up for a

flying spurt, Robb at this time being a hundred

yards ahead. At once doubling, the champion
was soon going at top speed, when, suddenly

raising his head, he found Robb easing. Then
Howell, in order to avoid a collision with the

]5irmingham pro., turned his machine sharply, and
immediately came down. In the fall Howell's

head came in contact with one of the boundary

I)osts, from which it received rough treatment. In

addition to being much cut and bruised in differ-

ent parts of the body, Howell's collar-bone was
broken, and, in fact, the chainpion presented a

complete wreck, whilst his splendid " Rudge

"

racer was twisted into all shapes. After medical

aid had been obtained, the unfortunate rider was
conveyed to his residence on the Melton Road,

and on Thursday morning the doctor enjoined

perfect quietude, inasmuch as there were symp-

toms of concussion of the brain. At the time of

writing, however, we are pleased to learn that tiie

champion is making slow but satisfactory progress.

Regarding last Saturday's race, the trophy (sil-

ver belt value /'40) for which has to be won three

times in succession, Howell had obtained a brace

of wins, and had therefore only to secure another

victory in order to become absolute possessor of

the trophy. Had it not been for Wednesday's

spill, Howell would have certainly landed the

prize, as he was never moving better. Still, under

the circumstances, it is hardly supposed that the

directors of the Belgrave Ground Company will

require Howell to accomplish another trio of

consecutive wins in order to obtain the belt, as

such a course would be exceptionally hard lines

for the champion. As a matter of course, all

Howell's immediate engagements have been aban-

doned, but his trainer informed our representative

that he hoped to get him sufficiently well to visit

Springfield.

—

Cyclist.

An Expert Columbia recently collided in this

city with a carriage, and after the carriage had

finished with it the machine was apparently a total

wreck. The spokes were twisted and bent out of

all resemblance to any shape, and a person who
saw it afterwards lying in a repair shop said he

wouldn't give S5 for the whole affair. The re-

pairer, however, thought something could be done

with the remnants, and went to work on it. With

the exception of procuring a new rim he succeeded

in restoring the machine to as good condition as

when first inade, out of the wreck that was brought

him, and that, too, at an expense of only S14.

That wheelman now swears by the Expert, and

thinks it capable of enduring anything.

—

S/'titn;^-

ficld Union.
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DARKTOWN BICYCLE CLUB ROOM.

The Berkshire County Wheelmen, will

hold their fourth annual tournament at Pittsfield,

September loth and nth. First day: i-niile

novice; 3-mile Berkshire County championship;

i-mile invitation; 5-mile professional record;

|-mile open; 2-mile invitation; 3-mile Ijerkshire

County Wheelmen ;
5-mile handicap, open. Second

day: ^-mile invitation
;
3-mile professional ; 2-niile

o[)cn
;

5-mile handicap invitation; i-mile 3 niin.

class, open; i-mile professional; 3-mile record

invitation; 5-mile open; i-mile consolation. The

prizes will be of the usual quality and value given

by this club. This is their first experience with a

two days' meet, but, judging from our past record,

it will be successful. It is intended to make it the

best meet of the season outside of Springfield
;

coming as it does in the interval between Hart-

and Springfield, they e.xpect to draw all the racing

men who attend those meets.

THE ROSEVILLE TOURNAMENT.

The New Jersey Cycling and Athletic Associa-

tion is a corporation with a capital of ten thousand

dollars. The stock is taken by wheelmen who be-

long to the various clubs in New Jersey, and espe-

cially at Newark is the greatest interest taken.

Ample and spacious grounds have been leased

near Roseville station, a suburb of Newark, and

on the line of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern Railroad. Early this spring the ground was

broken for a three lap track, modeled after

Springfield. It is dead level with raised cor-

ners, twenty feet wide e.xcept at the home stretch,

where it is twenty-five. Composed of clay with a

top dressing of fine gravel it presents a smooth

surface that delights the eye and is indicative of

fast time. The center has been leveled so that

the spectators from the stands have an almost

uninterrupted view of the entire course. The
center has been laid out for base ball, and tennis

courts will be added. The first tournament will

be held on the 30th of September, October ist and

2d. Great preparations have been made to pre-

pare an attractive programme and the prizes

offered will be well worthy of competition.

The attention of racing men is directed to (his

event, as being within 30 minutes of New York
it forms a convenient stopping-place on the way
home from the Springfield and Lynn meets. The
races will be run under A. C. U. rules, and there

will be races for amateurs, promateurs and pro-

fessionals. The grounds will be open for train-

ing purposes and the manager will be pleased to

hear from parties wishing the jjrivileges of the

grounds.

Those who are fond of good riding will find the

roads in the vicinity the l)est the country affords.

It is within the easy reach of the celebrated

Orange district, and pilgrimages to these grounds

of recreation will become immensely jjopular.

Further details will be published in the cycling

papers, and those desiring information may address

the manager, Frederick Jenkins, Oraton Hall,

Newark, N. J.
^i»*^

THE LYNN TOURNAMENT, SEPT. 23, 24, 25.

It is a well-known fact that Hartford, Spring-

field, and Lynn, intend to offer to the public three

of the grandest cycling events the world ever saw.

Although Hartford and Springfield have the call

for public patronage which they have well earned

by past events, the Lynn Cycle Track Associa-

tion intend to show the world that they are capable

of conducting race meetings second to none, and

with this aim in view, the management will strain

every nerve to make the Lynn race-meeting such

a grand success that the public who attend the

races will be well satisfied with the result. The

association, not yet a year old, have, at this early

day, established a world-wide reputation by the

pluck and enterprise which they have shown in

the contest between the L. A. W. and the A. C.

U., starting in as they did, when the L. A. W.

racing board were warning the racing men not to

take part in the Lynn races. However, the Lynn

Association pulled through, and although the action

of the L. A. W. racing board had a bad effect on

the races, on May 31st, the races of June 17th

and July 5th were all that could be wished for. In

fact they were the best races that were ever run in

the world. This may be a broad statement, but it is

a fact, however, and the time that was made on

July 5th, when Wm. A. Rowe lowered the

world's lo-mile record, is positive proof of the

same. The Lynn track, which is a third of a

mile long, has already won for itself a reputation

that it may well be proud of ; the surface is com-

posed of the best blue gravel, which gives it a

smooth, hard finish ; the turns, which were consid-

ered good, have been improved and raised so that

now it is safe to say that the records which may

be made at Springfield will be lowered at Lynn.

The list of races which the association offers is as

good a list as could well be gotten up, and the

prizes offered are second to none. It is the aim

of the management to make every one satisfied, and

visitors and wheelmen from abroad need have no

doubt on this point, for Lynn is a grand old city of

hospitality, and in Lynn you will find as many
points of interest and renown, as in any city in the

Union ; old Dungeon Rock, a historical cave, where

parties have been digging for years, hoping to find

the treasure Captain Kidd is supposed to have

buried there ; the house of old Moll Pitcher, situ-

ated at the foot of High Rock, and many other

points of interest ; the fine sea shore and beach of

Lynn is second to none on the North Shore ; the

pleasant roads for wheelmen, along the shore, ex-

tending to Swampscott, Marblehead, .Salem, Bev-

erly, and Manchester-by-thc-.Sea, on the left—and

the pleasant summer resort Nahant, on the right

;

moreover, the city is easily accessible by good

roads from all the surrounding towns, and it is

a very pleasant ride from Boston for wheelmen

over the roads. There are two railroads, which

run into Lynn—the Boston & Maine (Eastern

Division), and the Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn

railroads, the running time between Boston and

Lynn is 30 minutes; and it is a pleasant ride on

the Revere Beach road, the only road that carries

wheels free of charge. The hotel accommoda-

tions are good; the Boscobcl is the L. A. W.
hotel, and is first-class in every respect. Wheel-

men and others will do well to plan their vaca-

tion so as to be present at Hartford, Springfield,

and Lynn, and they will be well repaid for so

doing. It is an assured fact, that Hartford,

Springfield, and Lynn will do all that lies within

their power, to make it pleasant for all visiting

wheelmen, and a grand good time will be the

result.
^—*

SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.

Although the Springfield Bicycle Club has oc-

cupied its new rooms in Parsons block for some

time it is not until within a few days that the fit-

tings and furnishings have been entirely com]3leted.

The rooms, as is well known, were formerly the

headquarters of the Winthrop Club, but since its

removal there has been such a thorough overhaul-

ing and renovation that its recent occupants would

be unable to find a vestige of its former appear-

ance. Under the hands of the frescoer, the deco-

rator, and draper such an effect has been produced

as may well pardon a feeling of pride with which

members speak of their new home. And what prog-

ress these elegant rooms show when we look back

five short years when the club had literally no

place in which to meet. The organization of the

Springfield Club was the outcome of a street cor-

ner " confab " in 1S80, which conference was inter-

rupted by the vigilant policeman, necessitating an

adjournment to the janitor's room of the Bridge

street skating rink, now the Musc'e. The parlies

to this conference were five young men, and as a

result of continued conversations a formal organi-

zation was effected May 6, 1 881, at the Peabody

Guard armory, with these officers : President, S.

J. Billings ; secretary and treasurer, Charles K.

Ferry ; captain, Linwood Morgan. The first year

of existence was marked by no special event and

the club met at various places, sometimes at the

rink, sometimes at the members' houses, and in

fact " all over the lot." The second year Mr.

Ducker was elected president and many of the

meetings were held at his house. Finally the club

obtained quarters in the basement of M. D. Gil-

lett's store and there the meetings were held,

hat boxes and packing boxes serving as desks and

seats. In truth the club had to " rough it " the

first year, but their first tournament, held in the

fall of 1882, put them on their feet, and in January,

1883, the club opened its first, and recently vacated

rooms in the Massachusetts Life Insurance Com-

pany's building. Owing to the desire of the com-

pany to use these rooms for their own purjioses,

the club early this year were forced to seek for a

new home ; the present quarters were secured and

the club occupied them for the first time, July 6, of

the present year.

The apartments now occupied by the club con-

sist of a suite of three rooms with several small

side rooms. The front room, or that overlooking

Main street, is used as a parlor and reception

room ; the next or intermediate room is for the

business meetings, and the rear room of the suite

is a billiard and card room with smoking privi-

leges. Over the stairway leading to the rooms is

a small room which is called the directors' room,

and will be devoted exclusively to their use. The

billiard room has a coat closet and wash room.

As the visitor enters the apartments he is struck

with the richness and elegance of their appearance.

The prevailing colors are old gold and blue, and

the hangings, wall decorations, and carpeting have

been made to harmonize so exquisitely that the

effect upon the eye is that of a complete and ar-

tistic whole. The frescoer, C. J. Halm, has

I wrought wonderfully and well, and in conjunction
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with the wall furnishings, from the lionse of Whit-

ney iV Adams, most excellent results have been pro-

duced. The parlor and reception room has been

finished in old gold and blue ingrain pai)er, the side

walls having a pressed leather frieze in red bronze.

On the ceiling Mr. Halm has artistically produced

a summer sky effect, with gold lines and delicate

vines. Glancing into the directors' room it is

found to be ornamented with odd patterns of rich,

gold ground paper. Passing back through the

parlor and into the assembly room its light terra

cotta papering with dark blue frieze e.xcites favor-

able comment, while the frescocr's art is again

noticeable on the ceiling which is finished in deli-

cate fine figures, the coloring being the same as

on the side walls. Uut the decorators have been

at work in yet another room. The billiard room

has a mustard colored ingrain paper on the sides

with a bold cut frieze in poppy designs in strong

colors of reds and olives, which is divided from

the wall paper with a heavy black molding. The

ceiling is frescoed in three panels of stencil de-

signs in colors to harmonize with the side walls.

Notwithstanding the artistic efforts of the deco-

rators there was yet something needed to round out

and complete the picture of comfort and elegance.

For this purpose the a,ssistance of Meekins,

Packard & Co. was asked, and under the super-

vision of James If. Rijiley the rooms have been

draped with the richest and most elegant hangings

that could be obtained, and which were selected

with an especial view to harmonizing with the

prevailing colors employed by the decorators.

Mr. Ripley's good taste and judgment have called

forth many exclamations of admiration and

approval. The window of the directors' room has

been furnished with a heavy Turcoman drajicrv

which, including even the loops, harmonizes and

blends with the general coloring of the room.

The parlor windows are draped with a rich and

elegant wool damask, the sash curtains being of

silk, and the draperies being finished with old gold

and blue trimmings. Between the parlor and

assembly room hangs a blue portiere, jsrovided

with a very convenient ai)pliance for drawing to-

gether or separating its folds. A door leading

from the parlor to the hallway is draped with a

very neat design in silk, which tends to soften the

unimpressionable api)earance which ordinary doors

generally have. The carpeting of the rooms, also

from Meekins, Packard & Co.'s, is of lirussels and

the colors are of the prevailing old gold and blue.

Between the assembly and billiard room hangs

one of the portieres used in the former club room
;

the chandeliers are also from the old rooms. The

furniture is of cherry, with the exception of a heavy

polished oak table in the parlor, and was bought

of Charles K. Maxficld. Krom the walls of each

room arc suspemled various pictures and a few

engravings (the latter from James 1). (iill's and

E. A. Booth's), the tendency of the pictures, of

course, running to bicycling subjects and celeb-

rities. A large table in the assembly room fur-

nishes space for various club trophies and bicycle

literature. The billiard room is equipi)ed with a

pool, billiard, and two cherry whist tables with

chairs to match. Ash billiard racks hang upon

the walls. The billiard room has a hard mai)le

floor, and all the rooms are finished with hard ash

wainscoting, and are heated by steam.

The club has been at an expense of over 5>.ooo

in fitting up its new rooms, and, best of all, occu-

l)ies them with the knowledge that there is no

debt incumbrance to detract from their enjoy-

ment. It was planned at one time to have a for-

mal opening of the rooms for ])ublic insjiection,

but as there was so much delay in getting them

fully fitted it has been thought better to wait until

some time in September, and throw them open to

the public some one night in that month. The

members of the Springfield club have certainly rea-

son to be proud of their new home, and they are

deserving of the heartiest congratulations. May
their career be a long and prosperous one.

CLUB ELECTIONS

Bay City (Mich.) Whekl.mkn— President, Ed-

win Mohrig ; vice president, R. M. Welch ; secre-

tary, E. Eahrbach ; treasurer, C.J. Schuster; cap-

tain, D. O'Callaghan ; first lieutenant, W. M.

Meeker ; second lieutenant, K. James ; buglers, R.

Tittle and C. C. Moore; drill master, R. Tittle.

Berkshire Cuinty Wheelmen (Pittsfield,

Mass.)— President, E. H. Kenney; vice-president,

J. N. Robbins ; secretary, W. S. Kells ; treasurer,

II. G. West; captain, C. C. Kennedy; first lieu-

tenant, W. H. Sheridan; second lieutenant, II. J.

Grant.

Crescent City Cyclini; Ci.uh (I'>ansville,

Ind.)— President, J. N. Jorgcnson ; vice-president,

A. M. Schneider ; secretary and treasurer, T. L.

Kerth ; captain, E. R. Richardson ; lieutenant,

Louis Metzner.

DisTRicr Wheelmen (Washington, I). C.)

—

President, Ballard Morris ; captain, ,S. O. Ed-

monds ; lieutenant, Geo. A. II. Mills; secretary,

N. b. Collamer.

Los Angeles (Cal.) Wheelmen—President,

G. A. Van Brandis ; vice-president, J. P. Percival

;

secretary-treasurer, R. Woodworth ; captain, N.

White; lieutenant, ( ). C. .Smith; bugler, K. J.

Cope.

.Massii.L(j.\ (().) Wheel Chu!— President, C.

M. Whitman; vice-president, Karl Hellenthal
;

secretary and treasurer, P"elix R. Shepley ; caj)-

tain, Geo. S. Atwater ; first lieutenant, Charles

M. Atwater; second lieutenant, Frank E. Hess;

color bearer, Frank H. Snyder ; bugler, Jno.

Walker; standing committee, Frank E. Hess,

Wm. F. Breed.

Meriden (Ct.) Wheel Cluu— President, Dr.

Rust; treasurer, Ed. Brainard ; secretary, Horace

Miller; captain. Will Collins; first lieutenant.

Lew Miller; second lieutenant, Frank Stevens;

bugler, W. L. Loomis ; color bearer, Dwight .San-

ford.

New Soi'TH Wheel Ci.ri> (Birmingham,

Ala.)— President, L. D. Aylett ; secretary and

treasurer, E. L. Rowley; captain, J. W. I.utz.

Ra( iNE (Wis.) Bicycle Cluh— President, H.

G. Mitchell; vice-president, W. C. Quarles

;

secretary and treasurer, Walter Driver ; captain,

F.L.Mitchell; lieutenant, F. K. Bull; quarter-

master, W. J. I lopkins.

RocHEsiER (N. Y.) Bicycle Cluh— President,

L. F. Featherly ; secretary, R. A. Punnett ; treas-

urer, Wm. Crail); captain, Charles Ford; lieuten-

ant, Albert Scherck ; first guide, II. .\. Zinimer;

second guide, W. P. Sweeny; bugler, B. I..

Genthncr ; executive committee, Messrs. Lennox,

Stinson, Klein, Featherly, Punnett, and Craib.

WMnona (Minn.) Bicycle Club— President, C.

H. Porter; vice-president and captain, W^ H.

Elmer; secretary, A. W. Laird; treasurer, John

I. Willson ; first lieutenant, H. S. Bolcom; sec-

ond lieutenant, J. R. Marfield ; executive com-

mittee, L. W. Worthinglon, K. E. Tearse, H. H.

Norton.

WoiJi'RN (.Mass.) Bicycle Cluh— President,

Joseph C. Larock; vice-president, E. I. Brackett

;

secretary, F. H. Read; treasurer, W. II. .Sher-

burne ; captain, IL W. Mann ; first lieutenant, I'^.

E. Murphy.

RACE MEETINGS.

Detroit (Mich.) Bicycle Cluh.

Date of Meeting, June 24, 1886. Track, gravel and cl.iy,

15 ft. wide—20 ft. wide home stretch, 4 laps to a mile. Wratlur,

fair, except last race—run in rain. Wind, sligiil.

Ofi'icehs—Re/cree, J. H. Johnson of Detroit
; Jiuiffa,

Theo. Huss, East Saginaw, Mich., V. A. Venior, Kalama-

zoo, Mich., J. E. Bear, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Timers, li. J.

CamiJau and R. H. Weeks of Detroit, and W. H. liumhain,

jVcIrian, Midi.; Starter, H. M. Snow of Detroit; ClerHi 0/

Course, C. K. Alvord of Detroit ; Secretary, A. !•'. I'eck of

Detroit; AllenJance, 1,000.

Thuksuav, June 24.

One-Mite Novice,
v. E. Park, Detroit, Time, 3.20 \i

(1. E. Lane, Detroit, " 3.284-5

J. H. .\ines, Detroit.

Two-Mile Amateur, Open.

Taylor Iioj;gis, Cleveland, ()., Time, 7.12

N. n. Van Sicklen, Cbica.no, 111., " 7-12 2-5

Geo. T. Snyder, Cleveland, ().

Half-Mite Miciiigan Division L. A. /K. Ciuunpiomhip.

M. D. Hubbard, St. Johns, Mich., Time, 1.34

Geo. F. Keck, Ann Arbor, Mich., " 1.37

K. T. Spraiiger, Jr., Detroit.

Ifalf-Mile, Boys, Under 16 yrs.

M. A. Higlow, liirmingliam, Mich., Time, 1.47 1-4

V. S. Ives, Detroit, " 1.50 1-4

One-Mile Michigan Division /,. A . l^^. C/tavipionship.

Chas. J. Keyes, Time, 3.11.

Geo, v. Keck, distanced.

Naif-Mite A niateur, Open.

T.iylor r.oggis, Cleveland, O., Time, 1.29 1-2

Karl Pardee, Akron, O., " i.2y 3-4

100 i'artts Sltnv /\a<e-

Merton Terry, Battle Creek, Mich., Time, 3.42

li. C. Nickels, Ann Arbor, Mich., " 3.18

i'Vve-Mde Miciiigan Di7'ision Ctuimpionstiip.

Chas. J. Keyes, Farmington, Mich., 'lime, 18.34 1-2

.-V. F. Peck, Detroit, " 1S.45

rliree-Mite Detroit Club Outmpionsliip.

F. T. Spranger, Jr., Detroit, Time, 11.12

P. E. Park, Detroit, " 11.16 1-4

Ten-Mile L. A 11^. Clianipwnsliip.

N. H. Van Sicklen, Chictgo, 111., Time, 36.21 1-2

Geo. T. Snyder, Cleveland, O.

Chas. J. Keyes, Farmington, Mich.

COMING EVENTS.

AlK.UST.

ly Tluirsday—Weedsport, N. V. Bicycle Club's tournament.

19 Thurs<lay—Pennsylvania Division annual meet and races,

at Willi.unsport.

24 Tuesday— Fifth animal tournament of the Scranton (Pa.)

Club.

26 Thursday, first day; 27 Friday second day; 28 Saturday,

third day—Race meeting of the ("leveland Bicycle Club

28 Saturday—Annual meet and races of the New Jersey

Division, at Millville, N. J.

SliPTF.MBER.

1 Wednesday—Race meeting of the Troy (N. V.) Club, nine

open races.

\, 4 Friday, Saturday—New York Division meet and races,

at I'.uflfalo, N. V. Five-mile L. A. W. championship.

6 Monilay—Grand tour of the L, A. W. from Niagara Falls

and P.uff.ilo, iliough Central and Southern New York,

Virginia, and the Shenandoah Valley, winding up at Har-

per's Ferry, September 18.

f), 7, S Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday—Annual meet

Olii.. Division, ai NLisvill,,!!, Ohio.

8, 9 Wednesday, Thursday - Annual race meeting of

the Connecticut Bicycle Club, at Charter Oak Park.

Hartford, Conn.
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g, 10 Thursday, Friday—Races at Crawfordsville, Ind. , of

the Montgomery County Agricultural Society.

10, II Friday, Saturday—Annual tournament Berkshire

County Wheelmen, at Pittsfield, Mass.

II Saturday—Races of Harlem Wheelmen, at Manhattan

Grounds, New York.

14 to 17, Tuesday to Friday—Springfield Bi. Club's

Fifth International tournament at Hampden Park,

Springfield Mass. Race for the championship of

the world.

iS Saturday—Races of the associated clubs at Allegheny

City, Pa.

21, 22, 23 Tuesday to Thursday—Bicycle races at Junction

City, Kansas.

23, 24, 25 Thursday to Saturday—Fall tournament of

Lynn Track Association, at Glenmere Park, Lynn,

Mass.

27 Monday—Annual 100-mile road race of the Boston Bicy-

cle Club.

30 Thursday—First day of totumament of New Jersey

Cycling and Athletic Association, at Roseville

Station, Newark, N. J.

October.

1, 2 Friday, Saturday—Second and third days of tour-

nament at Newark.
I Friday— Illuminated parade of wheelmen, at St. Louis,

Mo. J. S. Rogers, care of American H'luelman, St.

Louis.

I, 2 Friday, Saturday— Interstate meet at St. Louis, Mo.

SPRl NGFI ELD TOURNAMENT AND THE A. C.U.

As Viewed Throl(;h English Eye.s.

IVhcding, of July 28, contains the following

editorial

:

"The time is fast approaching when ]?ritish

racing men will have to decide whether they will

visit the States this autumn or not. When we write

that racing men will have to decide the point we are

perhaps scarcely correct, for we are aware that

several men are willing to go if the N. C. U. will

give its consent to their competing under the rules

of the American Cyclists' Union. And here we

come to the point which it is the object of this

article to elucidate. What will be the attitude of

the N. C. U. towards this tournament? W'e may
state positively from reliable information received

that the power of the League of American Wheel-

men is so completely shattered in its relation to

racing that an understanding with the newly-formed

A. C. U. which shall hand over the control of

racing to the latter body is a certainty, and there-

fore our Union will have to face the question as

to whether or no it will recognize the principle

that American wheelmen have a right to govern

themselves as they please. For, after all, that is

what it coines to. If America decides as we have

no doubt it will, that the " promateur "' has a status,

which, while not approaching to the sublimity of

amateurism, is yet very different from that of pro-

fessionalism, it will be for us to say whether we

will refuse to endorse that decision, or whether we
will proclaim to the sporting world that British

cycling will have nothing to do with its Transatlan-

tic brother.

" Let us reflect for one moment what the N. C.

U. will be doing if it stands on its dignity—a most

precarious foothold at any time—and waives aside

the claim of America for recognition. In England

to-day, after a wearisome discussion—so wearisome

that no one dares to revive the nauseating topic

—

common consent has relegated to the limbo of for-

bidden subjects, the makers' amateur. We do not

legislate for him, we treat him as the respectable

family treats the lost sheep who has dishonored

its name, we " never mention him now." But, good

gentlemen of England ! do not hug yourselves in

the belief that he is not with you. He is as much
in evidence as ever he was. If the executive of

the N. C. U cannot see him, we of the wheel press

can. And we say, and saying defy contradiction,

that it is impossible with any regard for the fitness

of things, for the British association, whose rules

are broadly violated every day by makers' amateurs

riding as pure amateurs, to Puritanically abjure

the A. C. U., which honestly divides its clients into

three distinct bodies. Whether the plan will work
on the other side remains to be seen. At all events

it is a bold attempt to deal with the question.

" Racing men who may think of going to Spring-

field, will be interested to know that there are

three meetings following one upon the other,

Hartford, Lynn, and Springfield, the prizes at

which will total up to some thousands of pounds

in value, and it is to be hoped that the Union will

make some announcement ere long for the enlight-

enment of the public as to their intentions with re-

gard to amateurs competing at Springfield. We
do not, for reasons of our own, suggest that the

Union should do so—we only humbly trust that

they will speak in fairness to the various interests

involved as soon as it is possible for them to come
to a definite conclusion. There can be no question

which way the interests of international sport point.

They point to Springfield, where, when all the

flimsy filmy figments of amateurism are swept from

the mind, the prospect of world-famous sport re-

mains gloriously tempting.

" The cheap sneer which is directed against

Springfield as a gate-money meeting is so terribly

open to the crushing retort that the N. C. U. hunts

" gate " with an avidity to which the enterprise of a

Ducker, a Cathcart, or a Finn can in nowise com-

pare— that we need take no further notice of it

than to say that the man who is led away by its

apparent truthfulness into imagining that there is

any disgrace in a business man conducting a busi-

ness enterprise, which, while furthering his own and

his club's interests adds immensely to the traditions

of international sport—such a man is to be com-

miserated with on his bell-wether-following dis-

position.

" Finally we hope that the executive of the

Union will treat the question in a broad and

sportsmanlike manner, having full regard to all

the points involved and remembering that there is

a wheel world worthv consideration right outside

the inner circle of officialism, a world which thinks

more of a grand race between international cham-

pions than of all the farcical tenets of amateurism."

Much praise we hear of the Royal Mail latest

two-track tricycle with the newly patented self-

adjusting brake—a splendid brake for hill work.

The Royal Mail is still having a great run.

Certainly a most popular wheel! It shows what

appreciation is given to strictly high grade work if

kept, as this wheel is, up to the standard.

Indeed fortunate is the house which has little of

a previous season's stock on hand, and few houses

are ever in that prosperous condition. The Pope

Mfg. Co., of Boston, notwithstanding that it is the

largest cycle house in the world and consequently

must carry an immense stock, has always been

fortunate in not being obliged to carry over an

abundance of any previous year's stock, and on the

first of July of the present season there were not

any Expert Columbias, Columbia light roadsters,

nor Columbia Racers, of the pattern of 1885, in

stock, the highest compliment which the wheelmen

of America could pay these popular machines.

Mr. R. P. GormuUy of Gormully & Jeffery,

sailed for Europe, accompanied by his brother,

the eminent Canadian harvester, on the " Etruria,"

last Saturday, from New York. The large and

rapidly growing business of this enterprising firm

has demanded the arduous attention of its busi-

ness head, so that Mr. Gormully was pretty well

worn out and compelled to take a vacation. He
will be absent in the neighborhood of six weeks,

most of which time will be spent in England. It

would seem that most of our American manufact-

urers were in Europe this season. Mr. Gorniullv,

however, will not spend any time among the En-

glish manufacturers as the G. & J. wheels are en-

tirely manufactured and designed in this country.

WILLIAM H. LANGDOWN.

William H. Langdown, the Australian bicycle

rider, who is making a journey of 16,000 miles to

participate in the Springfield tournament this fall,

is a resident of Christchurch, New Zealand, and

captain of the Pioneer Bicycle Club of Christchurch.

He is the amateur champion of New Zealand.

He is also considerable of a long distance rider.

One of the longest tours yet accomplished in

Australasia was that of Mr. Langdown, who, in the

early part of the season, started from Wellington,

proceeded through the Manawatu gorge and

through some very rough country to Napier, on

the east coast, thence crossing the ranges to

Wanganui on the west coast. It was his inten-

tion to continue his journey by the west coast

until reaching Wellington again, but, owing to his

bicycle breaking down at New Plymouth, he had

to abandon the intention. The time spent up to

this point was about six weeks and the distance

covered about 600 miles.

—

Springfield Daily Union.

A young ladv, not a hundred miles from New-

ark, often dons her brother's uniform, when he is

away from home, and mounting his bicycle takes

a spin on the back roads. A few evenings ago

he happened to take a back road home, and was

thunderstruck to meet his sister in full uniform,

bowling over the dirt at a three minute rate. Tab-

leau and explanations. She now has a bran new

tricycle.

—

Cyclist and Athlete.
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Sale arid Excl^angc.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a Iriflinj; expense.

It often occurs iliat a whcehnan wislies to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent fier WDrtl, each insertion, cash with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

K
B

B
BU

DVKRTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

tising in The Wheelmi;n's Cazette.

ICYCLES. — Fair prices and spot cash paid for desirable

2d-hand wheels. BUTM.AN & CO., SgCourtst., Busto.n.

BICYCI-KS AND TRICYCLES.—Specialty in furnishing

new wheels for exchange. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay

Square, Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Bargains for cash ;

wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTMAN
& CO., 89 Court Street, Bosto.n, Mass.

ICYCLES AND TRICYCLES received on consignment;

no charges made when goods are furnished in exchange.

l'.\I.\N & CO., Oriental Building, 8g Court St., Boston.

B.ARC..\INS—We have a number of second-hand wheels,

all in excellent condition, which we ofifer cheap ; full de-

scription on application by mentioning this paper. Address

STODDARD, LOVERINU & CO., 152 Congress Street,

Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — 125 shop- worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; correspondence and inspection invited;

open Saturday evenings. BU IWHN & CO., Scollay Square,

Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE—A receipt for 50 cents, entitling the holder to

The Wheelmen's Gazette for one year.

FOR SALE—48-inch Star bicycle, new this spring; $65.

G. MILLER, 39 Main Street, Springfield, ^fASS.

FOR SALE—56-inch Standard Columbia, parallel bearings,

excellent order; $45. AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — 5s-inch second-hand Roval Mail Racer, in

excellent order; $65. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.'M.E— 52-inch Expert Columbia bicycle, with ball-

pedals; looks like and is as good as new; J 100. Address

J. T. RtJBERTS, Decatur, III.

FOR S.ALE—55-inch Columbia Light Roadster, new this

season and onlv a little used, J115. AMERICAN BI-
CYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—English double Children's Tricycle, just about
as good as new ; cost new $65 ; price $25. AMERICAN

BICYCLE CO.MPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—One No. 5 Royal Mail Racing Tricycle, cost

newSi75; been used only a little ; $70. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— 54-inch Star bicycle, power traps, bag and
tools, all bright except rims ; #55; cost new $110. Let-

ters answered. SAMUEL SH.^KP, Chester, N.J.

FOR SALE — 54-inch Sanspareil, nickeled and enameled,
just about as good as new ; a bargain; $65. AMERI-

CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Spri.ngfiei.d, Mass.

FOR SALE — New 54 -inch Rudge Racer, nickeled and
enameled, with cow-honi handle-bars; Sgo. AMER-

ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mas.s.

FOR S.'M.E — Heavy all-wool ribbed Bicycle Hose, blue,

black, or L. A. W. color, sent bv mail on receipt of $1.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE—56-inch Rudge Light Roadster, nickeled and
enameled; new last season, and in fine order: $85.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE— Lithographs of George M. Hendee, 14x17;
sent by mail to anv address on receipt of 15 cts. in stami)s.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE — Any Premium named in our list at retail

price, and a cojiv of The Gazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.4ZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—Regular $2.00 Facile Bicycle Bells; can be
used on any machine ; sent by mail on receipt of 75 cts.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

FOR SALE—58-inch Royal Challenge, ball-bearings, hollow
fork, and in fine order; the best offer over $67.50 will be

accepted. AMERICAN BICY'CLE CO., Springfield, Ms.

FOR SALE— 54-inch British Challenge, full-nickeled, with
dropped handle-bars ; in excellent order, the nickeling as

good as when it left the factorv ; only S85. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOUND OUT— That Wheeling Annual is the best of
all, and can be obtained of The Wheelmen's Gazette,

Springfield, Mass. Mailed post-paid on receipt of 50 cents.
\Vhy not have one ? Why not present your friend with a copy ?

Cheap enough— don't you say so?

FOR SALE—54-inch English Bicycle, enamel, almost like

new, 550. A. W. GUMP, Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE—54-Inch Expert, full-nickeled, very latest ('86)

pattern; has not been run 15 miles, and is exactly as good
as new; *i2o. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — 58 -inch Rudge Light Roadster, enameled,
balls all around ; Tolman's bell, tools, bag, etc.; in perfect

order— in fact, never been ridden 150 miles; cost ?i53.5o; will

sell for J loo. Address M. W. IL, Box 625, Nokwalk, Ct.

FOR SALE OR EXCHAN(;E—A St.Paul model canoe,
with paddle and sails, made by Kane, Chicago; and a

good single shell with oai's. Will sell cheap for cash, or ex-

change either for a good 52-ii>ch bicycle. S. B. NEWMAN,
Kxcixville, Tenn.

FOR SALE—New Colt hammerless, finest Damascus bar-

rels, pistol stock, 12 bore, 5i"o grade; best (tffer over ;^6o

takes it. Also, Waltham Chronograph (slop watch), nickel

movement, stop, start, fly-back, in patent ^old case; absolutely

new; $50. Will exchange b{)th for full-nickel 1S86 Star Light

Roadster. BURLINGTON (Vr.) BICYCLE AGENCY.

GIVEN AW."\Y— Premiums for Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

ITALIAN BEES, in new hives, for Star Bicycle. Address
C. H. SMITH, Box 908, Pittsfield, Mass.

RUDGE RACERS.
attention, racing men.

One 53-inch Rudge Racer, used twice $90
One 54-inch Rudge Racer, used three times, 90
One 55-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden, 90
One 57-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden 90

Saddle on backbone, and all latest improvements. Applv
early. STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 to 158

Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

SEND 35 cents in stamps and receive a pair of ('rescent

Bicvcle Hose Supporters. Thousands of them in use.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

THE WARWICK SELF-ADJUSTING STAR SAD-
DLE is the one for comfort and durability; price J2.75.

On receipt of S5.50 w-e will prepay express and forward two of

them anywhere in the United States. THE AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Spri.n<.field, Mass.

WANTED — 50-inch Bicycle for a 52-inch; too large for

owner. For description, address E. C. SPENCER,
Corner 48th and Butler Streets, Pittsburg, Pa.

A 0-INCH E EXPERT, 18S6 pattern, good as new; $100.
4*-' G. S. FITCH, Walton, N.Y.

A 0-INCH STAR BICYCLE FOR SALE, good as new,

4 cost #84, for $60. Corresiiondence solicited. Address
FRED. S. LYKE, Coldwater, Mich.

CO-INCH COLUMBIA LIGHT ROAD.STER, latest

00 model, enameled; notrun isomiles; want to exchange for

4S-inch Special Star. GRANT BELL, Minneapolis, Minn.

rA- INCH RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER, balls all

O around; run only one month ; best offer over %cjp takes

it. Address BOX 1703, Fitchbirg, Mass.

— 50-inch Club bicycle, balls to both wheels, and ball-

, pedals. JOHN STARR, Coldwater, Mich.$60

THli

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-

tions as they appear.

Two Papers for the Price of One.
The U 'hceii'ien's Gazettefree to every subscriber to The M 'heel.

Combination Rates.
The Wheel $1.00 a year.

Outing and The Wheel 3.00 a year.

The Bicvcling Worid and The Wheel, . . . 1.50 a year.

The Cvcle and The Wheel, 1.75 a year.

The W'heelmen's Gazette .tnd The Wheel, . . i.oo a year.

The Centurv Magazine and The Wheel, . . 4.00 a year.

Harper's Magazine and The Wheel 4.00 a year.

Hanier's Weekly and The Wheel, .... 4.00 a year.

Harper's Bazar and The Wheel 400 a year.

Harjier's Vonnc People and The Wheel, . . 2.00 a year.

Puck and The Wheel, 500 » year.

The Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, . . . 4.00 a year.

Advertising; Rates on afipUcalion. Sold on all New York

and Brooklyn news-stanck. Send/or sample copy.

Tlie Central Press and Publishing Company,

12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.

SECURITY
Mutual Benefit Society,

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ONLY TWELVE ASSESSMENTS have been levied

since the Society began business, averaging three a year, and

making the cost for assessments to a man 40 years of age less

than five dollars a vear for each J 1000 of insurance.

E. P. BAIRD won the Orange Wanilerers' 10-mile Open

Road Race, held Saturday. July 10, on a 53-inch RUDGE

LIGHT ROADSTER,-time. 36.51i.

The a. g. a. pin.

THE MOST UNIQUE EMBLEMATICAL
BICYCLE PIN MADE!

Exact Size. Pat. Pending.

The above cut represents the new Pin adopted by the

Executive Committee of the .American Cyclists' Union. It

presents the wheel "head on," is of a suitable size for the

vest or scarf, and is strong and durable.

The Regidation Pin is made of solid gold, Roman color,

raised polished letters, garnet stone in diamond setting.

Price $3.50. Oxidized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, $3.50.

Enamel around letters, 50c. extra. Two or three garnet stones

set on top of crown, Ji extra for each. Diamond in crown,

from $10 to $25.

.All orders sent to me will be filled promptly, and must b«

accompanied by cash, check, or money-order.

W. H. WARNER,
Badge Manufacturer, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

KIRK COREY pushed his RUDGE to the front in the 1-niile

Bicycle Race held at the Fifth of July Celebration in Brook-

line. Mass. It was on the same track on which his brother

Harry won his maiden race five years ago.

^<#A*eARD^^

U'e wish to thank cnir friends and customers for their

patience in waiting for our HUMBER TAXDEMS, and

lue are pleased to say that we have received a full supply

and can now ship orders promptly.

Regretting the delay, which luts been unavoidable, ive

remain,

Yours very tndy,

STODDARD. LOVERIXG &- CO.
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WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

With any ot the leading Saddles.

AS A ROADSTER,
Because it is propelled by levers, giving

a constant application of power so highly

prized on sandy or muddy roads and in hill-

climbing.

FOR SAFETY,
Because, the treadles being in the rear of

the hub, there is an uplifting at the fulcra

in front, removing the danger of "taking a

header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,
Because the levers can be adjusted so

that a 50-inch wheel can be set to suit a rider

of almost any stature.

FOR POWER OR SPEED,
Because the rider, without dismounting,

can set a SO-inch wheel to run with the same
foot-stroke speed as a 40, 50, 60, or 70-inch

crank bicycle.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,
Because the new adjustable anti - friction

bearings run very easily, are very durable,

and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,
The new hollow - felloe rim being very

rigid, and when the bicycle is made without

steering -head the braces prevent the usual

strain on the backbone.

FOR POWER AND VELOCITY,
Because the new motor, utilizing the weight, and the natural position of the hands, enable the rider to greatly increase the pressure upon the pedals.

Secured hi/ Unifed States Patents and Pendhiff United States (nid Foreign Applications

Iti/ the fitrenfor, lier. ITOMEli A. KTXG, Spiinf//ield, Mass.

PRICE LIST.
Parallel Bearings.

THE KING BICYCLE, Enamel Finish, $80
THE KING BICYCLE, Half Nickel, 90
THE KING BICYCLE, Full Nickel, 95
THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER, E"n°i'^^.S 115

Adjustable Anti-Friction Bearings Adjustable Anti-Frlctlon Bearings
to front wheel. to both wheels.

$95 $110

105 (20

no 125

Half Nickel. 130 Full Nickel, 145

SPFCIAL OFFER.
Clergi/man's Discount of one-tenth allowed to any First Purchaser in any Town or irard in any City,

AGENTS \V>\NTED.

THE KINIi WHEEL tOHIPOHT, 51 Barclay SIM, HEW TOHK.

A Copy of TI-IK mCVCLrC HERALD Sent F"ree.
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NEW POCKET DRINKING CUP.

Folds together and goes in a hand-
sonic nickeled watch - case. Wcij;hs
only one ounce. Price 40 cents uach,

or three for ?i, post-paid.

THEGREGHILL MFG. CO.

Mekii)I-n, Ct.

128 and 130 Fulton Street.) ^^^ yORK.
0/ Nassau btreet, )

THE ONLY

0[[iGlalODtllttertotttiiL.ll.W.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amount, also name and League number.

Etiglkh C. T. C. Cloth, douile width, $4 fer yard.

How many more victories? The 1-mile Bicycle Champi-

onship of the World (first prize $50). open to all comers,

was won on a RUDGE. Besides this, over one hundred

prizes havo been won already this year on RUDGE ROAD-

STERS, RACERS. ROYAL CRESCENTS. ROTARIES. and

BICYCLETS.-[The Cyclist.

Handsomest, Strongest, and Best Bars in Market.

COMPLETE. WITH BRAKE-LEVER AND BRACKET.
ALL NICELY NICKELED, ONLY $4.50.

These Hars have tlio most graceful curves of any in the
market, and are made of the best of steel. We lead ; let

others imitate and claim the same;— but wheelmen should see
to it that they get the liar which has the best of material, the

best of workmanship, and is the latest in style. Remember,
we make these liars to fit any cycle made. Agents wanted.
l.iliL-ral disciHuit to the trade.

Enamel, per bottle, $0 50
0. W. Co.'s Duplex Whistles, each, 25
Knockabout Whistles (wooden), each, 35
Rubber Handles, per pair, 1 25
Spade Handles, per pair, (regular price $5) 3 95
Larason's $1 Luggage Carriers, by mail, each, 85

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 i>age catalogue (free),

and price list of second-hand Machines.
niKI-lCt'l.T RKrAlKlNG A SPHIIAI.TY.

A BICYCLE FREE !

The Vermont Bicycle free to all who send name on
postal, with names of five intending bicycle buyers. Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE, West Randolph. Vt.

l3ULL&I30WEN-
cqr.Main I ChippewaS^^

NfY .^sjgffa^P^^^fRS OF
I •^^VMp^^CCESSORIES,

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.!^^

Mr. THEOPHILUS WABBLE'S

IPPUFDTIIEWOP
ON A BICYCLE.

KUULY ILLUSTRATKU.

Commenced in Texas Si/tin^s July 3, and will he continued

weekly. Siftiugs Uy[ sale by all newsdealers. I'ack numbers

can be obtained from

TEXAS SIFTINGS,
U40 Liroadwuv, NEW YORK.

GET THE BEST

THESTflpmiilGYGLOPIETEIl.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

Q :3

Q O
< I
C/5 L_

Oi -J

Q: I- m

CD

REGISTERS 2500 MILES.
We have given the manufacture of tlic Cyclometer careful

investigation and studv, with a re.solute determination to rem-
edy ail defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. We
fitrnish a certificate of accuracy inith all instruments. In
ordering give su.e and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. IvAKIN cS: CO.
Send for Circulai', WESTFIELD. MASS.

TREMENDOUS SLAUGHTER IN BICYCLE HOSE!

We have on b.uid .1 Lu^e (piantity of al]-w<Mil ril)l>ed hose
which we shall sell al the ridiculously low price i>f 63 cents jK-r

pair, post-paid. Hose that are no better are sold everywhere
for from f 1 to f 1.25 i>er pair. We have them in all siics, and
in three colors—black, brown, and navy blue.

THE GREGHILL MKG. CO., Mcriden, Ct.

NEW ROAD-BOOK.

JUST ISSUED,
THIRD EDITION—Thoroughly Revised, and Enlarged to

Nearly Doublfi its Former Size.

me WliBeliDaii's Haim-Book

ESSEX COUNTY, MASS.
CO.STAINING

Sketches of the various Cities and Towns, with mention of

their Objects of Interest, Hotels, Cycling Clubs, League
Officials, etc.

Road Routes, with distances to every place in the County

and vicinity.

Sketch of the League of Essex County Wheelmen.

The Only Complete Catalogue of Wheel Literature ever pub-
lished, embracing all Cycling Periodicals in the English

Language, and Every Book and Paper connected with the

Sport ever produced in America,

Price 20 CerttSf

By mail, post-paid. Old Editions free for 3-cent stamp.

GEORGE CHINN, Publisher,

.^h-ntioii Gazette. BEVERLY, MASS.

V. C. PLACE pushed his 58-inch RUDGE RACER to the

front in the 1-mile L. A. W. Championship Race at Cleveland.

Why Cannot a Wheelman
Make a Good Book

Canvasser ?

P.ccause he can 1 The man with the bicycle can discount

one with a horse and buggy through the country.

One of the best books to try with is

DR. CHASE'S J^liCIPE BOOK
OF 2,000 RECIPES,

A wonderfully handy book for every family in town or country

I'ery Liberal Terms to Agents.

Address

Dr. Chase's Steam Printing House,

'iFVD I nR r,\TAl ' ".IF

''I
r/Aimmmmai

•7/ 2G4 A^AI^J STREET
// SPRINGFItLD. MASS.
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THE WHEELMEN'S FAVORITE RESORT.

^

QOTEL IIIIIIIIWICK

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

^

HANDY FOR ALL.

SITUATED BETWEEN THE
DEPOT AND THE PARK,

(SECOND BLOCK NORTH OF DEPOT)

ON MAIN STREET.

ENGAGE YOUR ROOMS EARLY

!

^

JOTELUfimWIGl

WM. M. BEMIS, Proprietor.

BESX IN XHE ^WrORLlDT

^

THE WHEELMEN'S FAVORITE RESORT.

THE

KELLD&E BICYCLE BHDE.
The advantages of this Shoe are as follows:—

First, Superiority of workmanship and material. Seco^ni, Adjustability in lacing to suit the wearer (style secured by caveat).

Third, The style of lasts upon which they are made, being without spring, thus relieving the toes of the constant pressure upon
them, which has been the fault with Bicycle Shoes made on the ordinary lasts. Fmirth, The cut of the Shoe, making the fit

perfectly hygienic, causing it to set smoothly in whatever position the foot may be placed. Fifth, The improved conforming
shank, being one of the great features of the Shoe, the style of which is claimed to be superior to any other. Sixths Heels that
will not strike the hub on the closest -built machine. Sevejith, Equally good on rubber or rat-trap pedals ; will not bounce nor
slip. Eighth, Bottoming all done by hand, so that in getting the Kellogg Kicvcle Shoe you will not be imposed upon by a
machine-made article. Nifith, Can be easily repaired, if necessary, without lessening its merit. Tenth, Being, in fact, per-
fection fiir a Cycling Shoe, as it is light, comfortable, cool, and durable, and needs only to be worn to be appreciated.

Our LADIES' TRICYCLE SHOE is laced low, high-cut, kangaroo, light, flexible, and comfortable.

NKT PRICES.
Gentlemen's Bicycle Shoe, Kangaroo, $4.00. Ladies' Tricycle Shoe, Kangaroo, $6.00.

Every order must be accompanied by the cash, either by check, post-office order, or registered letter. In sending your
order, state the size you wear, and give measurement of heel, instep, ball, and ankle, just as you want them to fit, as in all cases
we shall make according to the measurement sent us.

MANUFACTURED BY

KELLOGG & EAGER,
F^ALMER, MASS.

J. H. BUTTERFIELD, Agent, - - Springfield, Mass.

SAFE, PRACTICAL H FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World s Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles

within the Hour.
Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,

since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Smitbville, Bur. Co., N. J.

Tie Star Blcyclejojlie Froiil flgaiii!

GBOBGE E. WBBBIi, of Smithi'iUe, N. J., ivon the 50-

3IILE liOAD RACE at Clat-ksriUe, Mo., in .'} hours, 7 min-
utes, and :iS% seconds, heating the previous American lioad

Records nearly 2S minutes.

McCURDY'S GREAT 24-HOUR RECORD,
2803'2 MILES,

W«'^s nnade on. tlie STAR.
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BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of anv kind, send stamp lo

A. W. GUJMP,
13ti>-ton, Oliio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-hand Machines.

Second-hand Bicycles taken in exchange.

Bicycles repaired and nickel-jilaled. Cash
paid for Second-hand Bicycles. Largest

Stock of Second-hand W'lieels in America.

''Bargains TtiisM'^
S2-inch ENGLISH BICYCLE, enameled, ball bearings. $50

54-inch ENGLISH BICYCLE, new tires, parallel bearings. 40

VICTOR TRICYCLE, in good order 80

SOCIABLE TRICYCLE, in good order 85

I

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
Of any kind, send >,tnniji to

A. W. GUiVEP,
L^ayton, Oliio,

For Large Illustrated Price List of New
and Second-hand Machines.

Second-hand Bicycles taken in exchange
Bicycles repaired and nickcl-jilated. (Jash

paid for .Second-hand Bicycles. Largest
Stock of Second-hand Wheels in Amenca.

Silmoreg ©per® I^oMge^^^ K©!©! ^ilmore:
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

C*^

D, 0, GILMORE, Proprietor,

9

TEMS, $2.00 PER MY.

%

Ttiis Hotel is situated in the Business Center of the City, Opposite
ttie Post=Office, tias One Hundred and Kift^^ Large, Airy Rooms, tieated by
steam and supplied v^itln rxanning "water, and has an annex fronting on
Court Square specially adapted for fan:iilies and pern:ianent hoarders.

SPeRTlNS WATGHES
A SPECIALTY.

STOP CHRONOGRAPHS, in Silver and Nickel Cases, $7, $15, $24, $30,
to $300.

CHRONOGRAPHS in Gold Cases, $75 to $200.

SPLIT SECONDS, $150 to $700.

Also In Stock, a Large Assortment of MINUTES, REPEATERS, and PLAIN
WATCHES=

E. A. WHIPPLiE
331 Wain Street, SPRINGFIELB, MASS.
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REDUCTION IN PRICES!
The Greatest Bargains Ever Offered. Final Clearance Sale.

Reductions from $40.00 to $75.00.

Highest grade, brand new, perfect in every respect. All weldless steel tube and
interchangeable. Ball bearings to both vv^heels. All sizes.

AMERICAN SANSPAREIL. AMERICAN CLUB.
SANSPAREIL LIGHT ROADSTER. AMERICAN ROADSTER.

Prices from $60.00 to $90.00.

1^* Machines will be sent on approval, and may be returned if not satisfactory, and
money will be refunded.

SEND FOB FBICE-LIST AXD FABTICULAFS.

TESTIMONIALS FROM PURCHASERS.

WM. M. FKISBIE, Pres. New Haven BL Club :—

After giving the 57-inch Sanspareil Light Roadster a

triaJ of over 500 miles of hard riding, I am more than pleased

with it ; it gives me entire satisfaction.

N. K. NOYES, Manchester, N. H.:—

My Sanspakeil Light Roadster is as near perfeiSion

as a wheel can be.

J. L. ROSS, Eufala, Ala.:—

My 55 -inch Sanspareil Light Roadster suits me ex-

adlly. My weight is 175 pounds. I am highly pleased.

G. W. GREEN, Cuthbert, Ga.:—

The 56-inch American Roadster has proved perfe<5Uy

satisfa(5lor\', and is really more than you represented it to be.

HARRY K. FOX, York, Pa.:—

The 58-inch American Sanspareil was perfedlly satis-

fadorj', and I consider it the best wheel made.

2 and 4 Hanover Street,

: & GO.
BALTINIORE, IVIARYLAND.
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PRES.S OF S^PRINGFIKLD PRINTING COMPANY

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., SEPTEMBER, 1556. PRICE 5 CENTS.

-^COLOMBIA*ANNOUNCEMENTS,

THE

tolunilila Safely,

Which was recently placed

upon the market, has received

a recognition from wheelmen

beyond our most sanguine

predictions for its reception.

THE

Liglitest Safety.
THE

HANDSOMEST SAFETY.

THE ONLY SAFETY
Which is Self -Adjustable to

Any Reach of Rider.

We have now a stock of these ma-

chines sufficient to immediately fill or-

ders of any reasonable size.

THE KIRKPATRICK SADDLE.
The unprecedented demand for this Saddle has heretofore this season rendered it ex-

trennely difficult, often impossible, to fill orders from old COLUMBIA riders, and owners or

dealers of other makes of machines, with a degree of promptness satisfactory to us. It is with

pleasure that we now announce a LARGE STOCK ready for immediate shipment.

,.-fl5Di5i<Si

o>*
- f

THE POPE MFG. CO.

Si.

CDLUMBIA TIRES are WARRANTEI].
The attention of purchasers is particularly called to the Excellence and Durability

of COLUMBIA TIRES. The use of Pure Gum only, the Careful Selection of

Stock, and the Inspection of Each Tire, enable us to furnish the Best and Most

Thoroughly Reliable Goods on the market. The COLUMBIA TIRES are More

Elastic and will Last Much Longer than those of a second grade, or made of compo-

sition stock, which can be sold at low figures. Our Prices, which we have been able to

Reduce Materially by taking advantage of a decline In rubber stock, are as Low as is

consistent with all that is required in the Highest-Class Tires.

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
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IIMPORXAN O BICYC RS T

IIJURIES nmW 11 TRAVEL, lORl OR SPORT. ALL AROUM THE GLOBE,
AKE INStTRED AGAINST BY

HARTFORD, J^£ TRAVELERS "'^^^™'°'
CONN. CONN.

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! ^^ INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE.
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $8,417,000.
James G. Batterson, President.

Surplus, $2,096,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $11,600,000.
KoDNEV Dennis, Secretary.

OASH BMOTMMM^ '»

SOLE PROPRiETORS OF THE

T

Highland Tonica Water is a natural mineral water, possessing wonderful curative powers for all diseases of the blood. It is especially efficient in

the treatment of malaria and kidney complaints. Highland Rock Water is the climax of table waters,—pure, sparkling, and healthful; a perfect

beverage.

These Waters are for sale by all first-class I>ntggists.

THE HIGHLAND NEV/S is published monthly at Manchester Highlands, Ct. It is devoted to the discussion of questions of health and matters of general interest,

lis advertising rates are low, considering that its edition numbers 100,000 copies each month. Subscription, prepaid, 25 cents per annum. Send for a sample copy.

FREDERICK JENKINS,
322 West Fifty=NinthL St., Nbw York.

(BETWEEN EIGHTH AND NINTH AVENUES.)

The New Rapid, The Humber Light Roadster, The Kangaroo,
The American Star, The Spalding, The American Premier Bicycles,

The Celebrated Quadrant Tricycle.

Stofdffe for Bicycles atul Couf^enient Locker Room at Moderate Rates.

I^^AU manner of Repairs executed promptly, and at moderate rates. Disabled machines called for and delivered, free of charge, in any part of the

city below 61st street. Nickeling and enameling a specialty. Orders by mail will receive prompt attention. Out-of-town repain should be sent by freight.

OPEN EVENINGS. CALL AND EXAMINE THESE WHEELS. "^f^o'-S b,%ii d^aierl"

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH.

ADJUSTABLE IN WIDTH,

ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.

ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN REAR.

A BIFURCATED SEAT.

A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE
Is the ONLY ONE possessing any of these Points. Is the ONLY ONE that can be changed in Shape or Position at all. Is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Market

For all makes, including the Safeties and the Star. Price, Nickeled, $5 ; Coiled Spring, etc., for Old Saddles, 75 cents.

FREEMAN LILLIBRIDGE, RocKFORD, Illinois.
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g@" Extraordinary Beinaiul. A Porfcci WIicol Apjirociafod. Airputs Waiitod in Every Town.

ROYAL MAIL!
TjlE Wlieel of ttie Year !

^^ TQe most Complete aiin improveil Bicycle Ever Oflereil

!

I Best Road Record of 1885, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

Tlte Don (Iml for these Superb, Strictli/ IIif/7i -f'lass

Wheels eoiitht ties

-f UNABATEDH-
We are taxed to our tifinost to meet the orders from

all 2*f'f** f>f f1'*' eountrtj. Where one is shown, other
orders quiekhj follow.

Only Wheel with Gen/nine Triffwell Ball Head !

TRY ONE !

«@- GREAT BARGAINS NOW ON HAND!
Some last year's model ROYAL MAILS under price. Also a few

this year's exchanged for different sizes and second-hands.

DETACHABLE
HANDLE-BARS

GET OUR SECOND-HAND LIST.

BARGAINS!

SIX IMPROVEMENTS. THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR.
o
CO

SPOKES WOUND SEVEN TIMES,
Giving Rigidity to the whole Wheel. No Rattle.

Note this Tyiag.

GRIP-FAST RIM AND TIRE.
Needs no Cement ; holds firmer than

Cement ; no thin edge of Rim to dent

;

whole Rim stronger; also seamless.

BALL-BEARING HEAD.
No friction of Cones, hence no loosening nor constant tightening

up. Can be nm six months with one adjustment and one oiling.

: r ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE in ROYAL MAILS
this year. Offered as the Most Perfect Wheel yet shown.

Z&S.<!^Z3 T'lEXXS I

" Ever since the introduction of the india-rubber tire it has proved itself, like many other things, not ahogether an unmixed blessing : for the difficulty to keep it on has ever been a great

one, and many and various have been the devices adopted by ingenious makers to make its fastening to the rim secure. A year ago, at the Speedwell Kxhibition, a rim and tire had just been
patented, and' our opinion was asked upon it. This nm was an ordinarv crescent steel felloe, with the edges turned in so as to (it into a couple of longitudinal grooves cut in the rubber tire, and
thus without the aid of cement holding the rubber firmly in its place. We at once spotted the idea as a good thing. .\s will be seen by the sketch, the tires are held fimj in the rims wHthout the

use of cement, and are therefore cleaner in application than a cemented tire. Not caring to sjieak of such an important matter without practically testing the idea, we have ridden it in town riding,

and the tires appear, if anything, more firmly seated than ever, despite the fact that our last experiment with thtyii was to rim our steering-wheel in the tram erooves and repeatedly twist it out

again suddenly, a proof which satisfies us that the invention is a success, .^s we have said, the tires have not yet come out with us; when they do—//" they do—we shall let our readers know."
— Henkv Stikmev, in T/ic Cyclist. .April 14, i<S6

WILLIAM READ I SONS, Sole AineriGan Agents. 10/ Washington Street, Boston.
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THE RUDGE HUN4BER TANDEM

MADE BY

D. RUDGE &L COMPANY,

COVENTRY, ENG.

it

IMPOP"S0 BY

STODD/RD, LOVERING & CO

BOSTON, MASS.

'%5*

oosTON. ua:-,

Probably the most popular Tandem in use in England to-day is the well-

known and popular Humber, which enjoys an enviable reputation for its

many excellent qualities not only in Great Britain, but in France, Germany,

Italy, and America as well.

This machine was invented some years ago by Mr. Thomas Humber of the

firm of Messrs. Humber, Marriott & Cooper, and although other Tandems
similar to it have appeared on the market from time to time, some of them

having points which at first sight appear to the casual observer to be supe-

rior, still it is noticeable that, in spite of great competition, the Humber
still leads, and no machine in the country where it is used stands higher in

the opinion of the cycling public.

It was on tlxis form of Tandem that Mr. Joseph Pennell and wife rode

during their trip through Italy, a description of which appeared in T/it'

Century Magazine a short time ago under the title of " Italy from a Tri-

cycle."

In 1885 the firm of Messrs. Humber, Marriott & Cooper dissolved, Mr.

Humber still keeping on the original works at Beeston, Nottingham, while

Messrs. Marriott & Cooper removed to Coventry.

It was chiefly under the guidance of Messrs. Marriott & Cooper that the

Humber Tandem was brought into such prominence; they were two of the

most popular riders in England, and the names of Marriott & Cooper will be

remembered for years to come. Upon the dissolution of the firm of Messrs.

Humber, Marriott & Cooper, each retained the right to manufacture the

original Humber Tandem, together with the trade mark of " Humber," under

which it was so well known.

After the dissolution, Messrs. Marriott & Cooper perfected a number of

improvements over the original machine. In order to meet the increasing

demand they deemed it advisable to procure the aid of a large manufacturer,

and after a careful consideration of all the cycling manufacturers in England,

they selected Messrs. Rudge & Co. of Coventry, whose world-wide reputa-

tion for the Rudge machines, together with their immense plant and facto-

ries (covering nearly six acres), would enable them to fill all orders promptly.

The name of Rudge & Co. is a sufficient guarantee for workmanship and
material ; but in spite of the capacity of their works the demand for these

machines has been so great that at times they have been compelled to work
night and day to fill orders.

To distinguish the Tandem made by Messrs. Rudge & Co. from that of

Humber & Co. of Beeston, it is necessary to state that one is called the

Rudge Humber and the other the Beeston Humber, although in form and
outward appearince they are practically the same machine except in

details.

The Rudge Humber Tandem (Convertible) offers advantages which are

found combined in no other form of machine. The speed is such that bicy-

clists have great difficulty in keeping up with two moderate riders on the

Tandem. It can be ridden in its double form by one rider only, as easily as

most Tricycles in their single form. It can be converted into an ordinary

Genuine Humber Tricycle with far less trouble than most of the so-called

convertibles. Its width is only 40 inches, making it easy of storage and

transit by rail. The weight complete is not more than 100 pounds actual.

For comfort we have the most convincing proofs that it has attained its

object. Ladies in particular are loud in its praise on account of the small

amount of labor required to propel the machine at a good pace, up steep

hills even, and for the comfortable position they are enabled to take ; while

its peculiar construction entirely obviates the much-complained-of displace-

ment of the dress, even when pedaling at a fast pace.

The delightfully easy and reliable steering of the Rudge Humber Tan-

dem forms one of its great charms, and has done much towards making it

the universal favorite it now undoubtedly is.

The rider sitting behind has the entire control of the steering, thus mak-

ing the seat in front a luxury, especially when used by a lady (which is often

the case), and requiring only a minimum of the labor and attention necessary

in ordinary tricvcle riding.

Probably no machine in England has acquired such a prestige, chiefly

owing to the well-known practical and mechanical knowledge of its invent-

ors; and we have every reason to believe it will be as fully popular in this

country as it is in that.

The Rudge Humber Tandem for 1S86 will have several improvements,

to which we would call your special atttention.

1st. Instead of having one single brake, a powerful double-lever brake is

attached to it, which is considered a great advantage, as it does not throw

the responsibility entirely upon one lever.

2d. The semi-circular handle-bar on the front part of the machine can

be adjusted so as to make it practicable for either a lady or a gentleman,

with short or long arms.

3d. Extending from the drop tube holding the forward ])edals and rear

tube, is a detachable brace, which effectually prevents any springing together

or loosening up of the chains. The front chain is entirely covered by a

guard, which protects a lady's dress from dust or dirt.

The wheels arc 42 inches in diameter, fitted witii direct spokes and |

rubbers, making them very strong and extremely rigid.

To those who doubt the ease of jiropulsion or the sjiccd of the Rudge

Genuine Humber Tandem, we simply say, try it and be convinced.

PRICE, ^250.00.
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THE

AMERICAN RUDGE
THE WHEEL FOR 18SG.

IT HAS ND EgUAL AT THE PRICE !

fori Seiid for 1086

AMERICAN RUDGE. PRICE (50-INCH), $107.50.

REAH WHAT THEY SAY DF IT.

"The AMERICAN RUDGE is a dandy; staunch and easy-nmniiig-." H. C. OGDEX, Middlolown, N. Y.

"For business purposes and general road riding it has no superior." J. H. BROWN, Rochester, N. Y.

"Have ridden my 56-inch AMERICAN RUDGE 1500 miles, and cheerfully recommend it." . . C. W. SEA3IAN, Lewisl)urfr. I'a.

"It takes at sight. Those who intend getting a Bicycle should get an AMERICAN RUD(JE." . E. E. CUMNER, Lewiston, Me.

A few Shop-wovn and Secom1-h<tnd M<irhines hi SforJ,' at Loir Prices.

Send for T^ist.

Sole United States Agents,

STODDARD, LOYERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTOISI^ MASS.

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS, G. R. BID^A^ELL, 2 and 4 East 60th Street.
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RUNS ON THREE WHEELS ONLY. PATENT AUTOMATIC STEERING.

Oufiiif/ for May says :

"The MARLBORO' TANDEM is in every way the greatest advance for 1886."

THE COVEIITIt! mDGIIIIIISTS' UWW
239 Col\iinlD\is A^a-enuLe,

, linilBH,

IvTJLSS.
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THE N. C. U. vs. AMERICA.

It Closes its Doors Ag.\i.\st us and Says:

"Not at Home"—Are the English R.\c-

iNG Men Afraid ok the A.mericans?

The N. C. U., by its recent action in refusing

permission for its English proinateurs to cross

the water this year and compete with our Ameri-

can promateurs has given, if not a death blow, a

blow to international cycling from which it will

take years to recover. For several seasons past

England has sent to this country annually, racing

men who have had the satisfaction of taking home
with them American prizes. Well, we have no

fault to find on that score. The Englishmen

proved themselves the better riders and, therefore,

were entitled to the prizes. We have cheerfully

submitted to these defeats and cordially renewed

the invitation to come again. If we had followed

the example set by some of our English friends

regarding the breaking of records we should prob-

ably have disputed these victories and claimed

some " shenanigan " in their obtainance. But we
did no such thing. We again allowed England

to head us in that respect.

We stated in our opening sentence that the re-

cent action of the executive of the N. C. U. would

be a probable death blow to international cycling.

Had our English cousins crossed the water this

season our riders would assuredly have gone to

England early next season. Indeed, they very

nearly did so this year and undoubtedly would

have raced in that country this year had it not

been for the embroglio on the makers' amateur

question.

We claim that cycle racing in general will be

considerably affected by the above mentioned de-

cision of the N. C. U. It is the international con-

tests that have, given such an impetus to racing

the past few years and incidentally caused so

much lowering of the records. If, now that we
have men whom we think it difficult to defeat, this

mutual interchange of visits could be permitted,

the interests of the sport would be promoted.

Furthermore, by allowing our riders to come to

England the doubters could then see for them-

selves just what our men are capable of doing.

But no, the N. C. U. says to us : We don't want

your men here. Let them stay at home. They

will contaminate our " pure amateurs." Of course

we do not wish to commit so horrible a crime and

therefore we shall have to keep our men at home.

The N. C. U.'s action is the result of a most

narrow-minded and bigoted policy with perhaps

the additional flavor of personal spite. England

was the first to sound the alarum and raise the war

cry : Down with the makers' amateur ! But it

went little farther. The makers' amateurs were

not to be downed, and after a flourish and big

blare of trumpets the N. C. U. meekly submitted

to the most humiliating terms from their intended

victims. Yes, the highest English cycling execu-

tive board to-day grovels in the dust at the feet of

the makers' amateurs (or promateurs as we call

them here) and dares not lift even a finger of pro-

test.

America, urged on by the hue and cry in En-

gland against the promateurs, took the matter vig-

orously in hand and soon relegated the promateurs

to their proper places. It took nerve and back-

bone but these were not lacking, and to-day the

American promateur's position is clearly defined.

But he is none the less respected. Indeed the

promateurs have materially aided the L. .A. W. in

having their positions defined and unlike their

English brethren decline to pose as "pure ama-

teurs." On this point, then, we have beaten En-

gland. To-day our promateurs are known and

openly acknowledged as such. In England it is

openly admitted that the promateurs control the

N. C. U.

But the question arises, if the promateurs con-

trol the N. C. U., why do they not come to Amer-

ica and openly defy the N. C. U. to withhold its

sanction ? Because the promateurs control the N.

C. U. If they come to this country they will be

under the jurisdiction of the L. A. W. and A. C.

U. It is well known by this time how these or-

ganizations are dealing with the promateurs, and

the English promateurs are probably shrewd

enough to see that however successful they may
be in posing as pure amateurs in England they

never can be recognized as such in this country.

The mystery now is, why the N. C. U. does not

avail itself of this glorious opportunity to deal

with the English promateurs. By giving its sanc-

tion, allowing them to come to .\merica this year,

the much ve.ved question would have found an

easy solution. As soon as the English promateurs

had reached this country they would have been so

declared by both the L. A. W. and A. C. U.

When they had returned to England the N. C. U.

could have said : The L. A. W. has declared you

promateurs. As we recognize the action of the

L. A. W. we must follow its example. But the

N. C. U. has refused its opportunity. It can only

be from the most narrow-minded and bigoted

reasons.

It is hinted that the racing men themselves may
have been instrumental in causing the N. C. U.

to withhold its sanction to their racing in this

country this year. It is rumored that thev are

not over anxious to meet Rowe and Hendee on

the racing path this year lest England should be

compelled to lower its colors to America. Be
that as it may, it is definitely settled that there will

be no international contest this year or the year

following, and, indeed, until the N. C. U. recedes

from-its present position. We had hoped to wit-

ness this year one of the grandest cycling contests

that ever took place. We had looked forward to

it with especial interest as a means of definitely

deciding the superiority of England or .America on

the racing path. Unfortunately that question can-

not now be settled. America is ready and anxious

but England is timid and hesitating. We have

heard a great deal of English jjluck, but that qual-

ity seems to have departed from England this year

and taken up its residence in America. But if

our English cousins will agree to cross the water

we will return their share and, if need be, give

them some of our own courage. We had counted

on a visit to England but she closes her doors

against us and inscribes on them the legend

:

"Not at home." But if our English friends wish

to visit us they will find the door wide open and

some one standing on the threshold ready to wel-

come them with a hearty hand-shake, and prepared

to extend the hospitalities with which it has been

our pleasant lot in seasons past to welcome our

visitors from across the water.

THE RACING STATUS OF FRENCH RIDERS.*

When the amateur ([uestion crops up in France,

as no doubt it will in time, affairs will be found in

a state exactly opposite to those which have ex-

isted in England and the States. In those two

countries the amateurs hold the field with aU the

tyranny of majorities : here it is the professional

that monopolizes the racing path and the club.

This state of things has many drawbacks, and ac-

counts in some measure for the slow advance

cycling has made in France. It is where a rivalry

other than a sordid one exists that sport is found

to flourish, and although I would not suggest for

a single second that our professionals arc not

actuated by the highest aims of true sportsman-

ship, yet the fact that they in many cases make
their bicycle their business, detracts from the

local interest taken in their performances. Several

months ago three of our leading men went on an

exhibition tour through a neighboring country.

From first to last it was a series of magnificent

finishes, in which the firsts were pretty fairly

divided. But what advantage accrued to cycling ?

It did not need that a person should be ac-

quainted with the relative capabilities of the men
at different distances to show that the results were

arranged. To be perfectly fair, I don't think the

riders made any attempt to conceal it. They

thought, and rightly too, that as they were travel-

ing in company, it mattered little how the spoil

• Written for the Wheelmen's G.\zette by Ernest
Smith, Paris, France.
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was apportioned so long as the spectators got

some little excitement for their money. But

against this, amateurism is almost necessary to

give tone to the sport, and the question cycling

bodies in the birthplaces of the pastime are en-

gaged in solving is, how these two elements can

exist, not as repellent forces, but working together

in the interests of cycling. Between the exclusive

professionalism of France and the rigid amateui-

ism of England, a medium must be found.

Whether the intermediary body created by the

A. C. U. will be the basis of the future, time must

prove. The regulations affecting racing men in

France are of the simplest nature. There is no

question of amateur or professional status to

worry the council of the Ve'locipedique Union

;

they are not occupied at one board meeting in the

drawing up of a list of " suspensions " to be sus-

pended at their next gathering ; they have not a lot

of riders under their jurisdiction whom they persist

in regarding as suspicious ; in fact they are only en-

gaged with the question of racing men once a

year, and then for the pleasant duty of promotion.

In France there are but two sections of racers,

seniors and juniors, and this is the only distinc-

tion known in cycling circles in the republic. At

the close of each season the council meet, the

form of the men who have appeared on the racing

track during the year is considered, and promo-

tion to senior rank is accorded those who have

done great things amongst junior riders. Unfort-

unately handicap racing is nearly unknown in

this country, so the existence of professionals of

the caliber of Duncan, De Civry, Dubois, Medin-

ger, Eole, and one or two others, affects consider-

ably racing enterprise. As soon as a man quits

junior rank, he finds himself in company of such

riders as those mentioned, if the prize is worth

their attention, if not, the second-rate riders have

to consider themselves whether the gaining of a

trifling prize would pay their expenses, and thus

cycling suffers. Amateurism is needful. For a

trumpery bronze medal an amateur will train him-

self till he is as thin as a rake, and consider him-

self well repaid for expense and inconvenience

with the applause of his friends, and these friends,

interesting themselves in those whom they know,

soon 'acquire a liking for the sport on its own

merits. A judicious infusion of amateurism, or

well-arranged handicapping, would bring new

names into the French winning lists. In some

districts successful handicaps have been run, but

no central organization has interested itself in the

question, so starts are allotted without that ap-

preciation of relative merit possessed by a gentle-

man on the staff of the London Sporting Life, who

told me he could handicap the best known foot-rac-

ing men in Great Britain and bring them within six

inches on the tape. This handicajjping question

reminds me of an incident which took place this

season at a club meeting in the neighborhood of

Paris. Its recital in the columns of the Cyclist got

me out of the good graces of the excellent presi-

dent of the Club de Cyclists de Paris. I hope for

a day of reconciliation, but at the risk of retaining

his eternal displeasure I must repeat the story of

the handicap. It was a club race. Amongst the

twelve or fourteen competitors were all sorts and

conditions of riders. Well, the French idea of

handicapping was to start them level in two

heats and then handicap the final. To clear all the

weakest men out by way of scratch heats was

comical enough, but when it came to giving one

of the men who had got into the final three hun-

dred yards' start in a little over a mile sprint, the

affair became absolutely ridiculous, and is one

that I shall remember as long as my interest in

cycling lasts. This article is very discursive ; its

object has been to explain French regulations

concerning racing men, and point out the necessity

of joint amateur and professional talent to insure

the advancement of cycling in the country. It is

important, however, that they should be co-equal,

so to speak, and that neither shall exist on suf-

ferance alone. With the makers' amateur ques-

tion of course we have not been troubled in

France, and no difficulties ought to present them-

selves in the way of accepting any well thought-

out solution of the amateur and professional

question at which American or English wheelmen

may arrive.

THE N. C. U. REFUSES

Its Sanction to International Racing.

The N. C. U. has come out flat-footed and

adopted the following :
" Under no circumstances

will permission be given by the N. C. U. to any

English riders to compete in America against any

class of riders except such as are recognized by

the L. A. W. as amateurs, as distinguished from

promateurs and professionals, the A. C. U. recog-

nizing the two latter classes as being, in fact, pro-

fessionals."

London Wlicelnig comments on the above reso-

lution as foriOV\s :

—

" Theie is something truly English about this

decision—something which appeals to the admira-

tion of all stubborn-minded Britons. Across the

ocean goes ringing the bold refusal of King Todd

and his merry men to aUow their pure and un-

defiled racing men to compete against the jiro-

mateurs of America. Right glorious in their con-

scious purity from promateur stain, stand the rac-

ing division of England. Receipted bills for ma-

chines, parental checks for expenses, employers'

permits for continual holidays, are waving in the

wind and striking conviction home to the breasts

of the sapient legislators of Basinghall street.

.Shall these spotless amateurs, these virgins of the

path, compete against America's erring sons, who

have sinned in the eyes of all the world, and must

forever bear the stigma of lost amateurism .' And
with one accord the legislature of the sport reply :

' Our promateurs are not as other people's pro-

mateurs are. They're English, you know—quite

English.'

" We may be accused of want of patriotic feeling

because we write strongly on this subject, but we

will risk that in the firm assurance that we are

doing right in calling attention to the hypocrisy

of the Union's attitude. It is a ]5atent fact to all

who know anything of the racing life of to-day,

that numbers of amateurs have their expenses paid

by makers, and their machines supplied to them.

The same thing is done in America. There, how-

ever, the A. C. U. boldly divides these men from

the pure amateurs and constitutes of them a jiro-

mateur class. The English legislature, which

knows perfectly well that the men they call ' En-

glish amateurs ' are exactly on the same footing

as the American promateurs, pretends that the two

sets of men differ, whicli pretense we deliberately

characterize as absurd, indefensible, and unworthy

of a great association.

" It is now too late, we fear, in view of the

Union's decision, to do anything this year, but we

would ask the general reader of the cycling papers,

the clubman whose voice can influence a delegate's

vote, the delegates of clubs and local centers

themselves, to think out the Union's position.

Think of the men who w-ould go out to Springfield

to race as amateurs, and by special permission

against the promateurs for the nonce. Would
they have their expenses paid by the trade or no .="

We need not reply. Then, we ask, what harm
would be done if they met the great riders of

America as promateurs ? The interests of inter-

national sport demand permission for such a meet-

ing. The interests of international hypocrisy

deny it.

" There will no doubt be a jubilant cry over the

Union's decision from the quarter which is respon-

sible for the continual insults to American sports

and sportsmen, but the time will come when the

honesty of the American position will have to be

recognized, and then the reviler will once again

resume the very small appearance which must be

now getting pretty familiar. As to the League of

American Wheelmen, that body's position, as re-

gards racing, can only be maintained for the very

shortest period, and the N. C. U. will find that in

reckoning with it as still being the representative

racing association of America, it has made another

great error."
<> —

LAID TO REST.

Funeral of the Late George E. Weher.

The funeral of the late George E. Weber, the

bicyclist, who died at Smithville on Tuesday even-

ing, August 24, of typhoid fever, took jilace from

the residence of his parents in East Burlington,

Friday morning, August 27. Promptly at ten

o'clock the funeral cortege moved from the house,

preceded by Messrs. Dixon, Finley, Mc.Annv, and

Finley, carrying floral offerings to the deceased.

The remains were encased in a large casket,

covered withblack cloth, furnished by Undertaker

M. H. Keeler, of Mt. Holly, who had charge of

the funeral. Messrs. P. Fitzpatrick, Charles

McDonald, Isaac J. Alston, Thomas Sherman,

and James Flynn acted as pall-bearers, assisted

by Charles Frazier, Charles Bishop, Albert Tihall,

and others.

On the coffin, at the head, lay a handsome floral

pillow with "Geo. E. Weber, died August 24,

aged 21 " on it, and a dove pendent on a pedestal

over the same. A cross and wreath also lav on

the coffin. An unique floral bicycle and an arched

basket with " G. E. W." on same, a present of

the Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club and racing

men at Springfield, were carried by the gentlemen

before named. The other floral offerings came

from the employe's of the Smithville works,

thirty-seven of whom attended the funeral.

The remains were conveyed to St. Paul's Roman
Catholic church, where a high mass of requiem

was celebrated, after which all that was mortal of

George E. Weber was laid to rest in the grounds

that surround the church.

—

Evening Reporter.

WANTED TO HEAR IT AGAIN.

He sat on a l)icycle str.iiglu .is an icicle, and she on a tricycle

rode by his side.

He talke<l like a jolly fop and naught could his folly stop, with

all kinds of lollipop enlivening the ride.

At last incidentally, more instinctive than mentally, he grew

sentimentally saccharine sweet.

And he told with intensity, of love's strong propensity, its force

and intensity, fervor and heat.

Just then o'er soine hummocks he sprawled out kerfiummux,

and she thought what a lumnnix to tumble just then!

But he climbed to his station, while she said with elation,

" Renew your narration ; say it over again."

—

St. Louis

Spectator.
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FROM OUR FRENCH CORRESPONDENT.

lIF.REis very little racing

gossip from the continent

of Europe this month, the

)eriod of the year having

arrived when all who have

the means betake them-

selves to spots where they

can enjoy refreshing sea

breezes. Although less than three hundred miles

south of London, we have extremes of climate in

Paris that rarely trouble cyclists in the English

metropolis. For the si.x weeks following the mid-

dle of Julv, horse racing and almost every other

out-door amusement is suspended in the interior

of France, and even cycling becomes ditificult in

consequence of the excessive heat. Qui vciit la

fin veut It-s moyeiis, say the members of the Lyons

Club ; so precisely at midnight the other Saturday

five members started off for their usual .Sunday

run. Seven hours' riding took them far from home

and at Monta Pila the wheelmen rested from eight

in the morning till four in the afternoon, when the

return journey was commenced, and at eleven

o'clock at night the five men rode into Lyons sat-

isfied that their holiday had not been ill-spent.

Some plucky riders are now engaged doing France
;

indeed, I am assured by those who ought to know,

that never before have so many cycling tourists

passed through the country between Dieppe and

Paris. If wheelmen were well advised they would

wait for the cooler days of September and October

before undertaking a continental journey. How-

ever, as many have only Hobson's choice in the

matter of holidays, they will find the best thing

they can do when they go south will be to make

the most of their mornings and evenings. With

the intention of riding on this principle a couple

of tourist parties from the Club de Cyclists de

Paris started off for Switzerland last week with a

jolly fortnight's trip sketched out. The roads in

that direction are stated to be good, the scenery

is undoubtedly magnificent, and most likely a good

many English and American cyclists who get so

far as Paris will undertake a like excursion before

the season is at an end.

A few days ago I had an opportunity of mount-

rng a Columbia,—the first American made ma-

chine I have seen in Paris—and was delighted with

the appearance of the bicycle. She had not been

ridden a mile and went a trifle stiffly, but was so

easy a machine to sit that tourists ought to be

hapuy in such a saddle.

An international exhibition is open at the Palace

of Industry in Pari.s, and although bicycle makers

were invited to exhibit, only one firm, that of

Clement & Co., have made a show in the exhibi-

tion building. French manufacturers complain

that foreigners cut them out in their own markets.

How can they be surprised when they are abso-

lutely wanting in enterprise themselves ?

In my last letter I gave a brief account of the

race for the championship of France. At the same
meeting a long distance race of 100 kilometres (62

miles 150 yards) was decided, Dubois of Paris win-

ning in jh. 55m. 29s., the other placed men be-

ing Boyer, of Bayonne, jh. 57m. 58s., Lanlan,

of Blaye, 4h. im. 59s., and Charles Terront, of

Bayonne, 4h. 9m. 13s. Twenty kilometres were

clocked 47m. 31S., and 50 in ih. 46m. lis. Ter-

ront was taken suddenly ill and dismounted, but

was able to retake his place on the track after a

short rest. Records don't seem to go over here,

nor will they until we get one or two decent tracks

in the country. If you compare our times with

those of your " fliers " at .Springfield you will think

our men ride bone-shakers ; they don't, although

the correspondent of a French journal states that he

saw one threading its way through the Boulevard

des Italiens at four o'clock the other afternoon.

Some of the best paved roads in Paris are closed to

cvclists by the authorities ; others are so wretchedly

rough that cyclists close them for themselves, so

I am glad to know that our bone-shaking friend

has found out where machines run the easiest.

Monsieur Baby is a cyclist well known in France,

and to-morrow he starts on an attempt to make a

record between Pau and Calais. Dinican tried to

accomplish a similar task early in the year, but

after fighting against five or six days almost inces-

sant rain he gave up any idea of making a record

performance.

It was owing to M. Baby's initiative that the

Minister of War accepted the service of cyclists

for military duties in the forthcoming autumn

maneuvers. Wheelmen have been tried with an

Austrian army corps, and did some handy work,

so it is likely that a few cyclists will be perma-

nently attached to the Austrian army.

On Sunday week the championship of the Gre-

noble Bicycle Club was run over a course of 10,000

metres. Brionnet won in 20m. i6s. (32 seconds

better than Duncan's championship time), Limbard

was second in 20m. 35s., and Pcrin third in 21m.

41s.

Dubois is going to Springfield with Duncan.

He is now in training at Leicester for several pro-

fessional events in England, and as he expresses a

partiality for a thoroughly good track, he will be in

his glory in America, and ought to do well in the

long distance races. De Civry left here on Satur-

day for England, but I believe it is still an open

question whether he will go to Springfield.

Most of the French championships will be run

early in .September, but if the "g-r-r-rand" riders

are away they will lose in interest. A meeting of

European interest takes place at Berlin next week,

and as nearly every nationality will meet on Ger-

man territory the affair will be of world-wide in-

terest.

Baby started on his record tour, as announced,

on the 1 2th, and is reported at Paris as having

made his first stages in the times that he pub-

lished in his itinerary for the journey. It is not

likely, however, that he will do the 1,050 kilo-

metres in the time stated, but if he completes the

trip it will no doubt be a record performance. At

the time of writing, he is due at Paris, but neither

Baby, nor the troop of riders who went out to

meet him, has yet appeared at the Porte Maillot.

De Civrv, ex-champion of France, has, it is be-

lieved, decided to go to America, but for what

firm he will ride I have not yet heard.

Among the most successful pastors in Philadel-

phia the following are enthusiastic riders of the

bicycle: Rev. Wayland Hoyt, D. I)., of the liaptist

Church ; Rev. George K. Morris, D. D., and Rev.

S. O. Garrison, D. D., of the Methodist Church;

Rev. J. C. Chapman, of the Reformed Pres-

byterian Chinch; Rev. J. Henry Sharpe, D. I).,

Rev. C. C. Dickey, Rev. William L. Ledwith,

Rev. William C. Rommel, and others of the Pres-

byterian Church. For a minister to ride a bicycle

is not so much of an innovation, after all. It is

decidedly more dignified and graceful than the

riding of a horse, and there is no exercise more

conducive to health.

—

Soiit/ruvstfrii Obsenvi:

LAKE CITY ITEMS.

MERE seems to be a gen-

eral feeling of regret in this

section over the fact that

^ the League was foolish

^•ji enough to start the row

iig-Ji*^ that resulted in the organ-
•'''•

ization of the A. C. U. The
boys, as a rule, think it

would have been just as

well for all concerned if the amateur question

had been handled as it was in England and the

makers' amateurs winked at. Now that the racing

board have had tlicir way and Mr. Bassett has

been permitted to slaughter right and left, we arc

looking for something beneficial, but cannot dis-

cover anything. I believe myself that the league
has still remaining a big enough field for action, if

it carries out a scheme somewhat after that of the

Cyclists' Touring Club. ]5ut most of the boys

feel considerably hurt at the way the A. C. U.
have stepped in and already acquired the mo-
nopoly of the best tracks. Chief Consul Blake re-

marked to me yesterday, in private conversation,

that he thought it was very foolish for the

League ever to have given Bassett the swing he

had, on the theory that too much one-man power
was bad. " Of course," he said, " I have no feel-

ing against the chairman of the racing board, and
I am in sympathy with the sustaining of a strict

amateur rule, but I should have liked the matter

adjusted quietly between the makers' amateurs

and the L. A. W., so that equanimity would pre-

vail on all sides, and my impression is it would
have been much better for all concerned, except-

ing the A. C. U. However," says Blake, " there

is plenty to do in this division without dabbling

with racing." Burley Ayers is very much cha-

grined at the present attitude of the L. A. \V. to-

wards racing, and often expresses himself in unmis-

takable terms regarding it. In fact, I never heard

Burley so emphatic about anything before, always

excepting touring. He thinks we have had lots

of music, but is inclined to think that the show
will not draw the crowd. ."Xnd as to Van Sicklen,

he is unofficially in sympathy with the pro-

mateurs, and has been from the start, though

this leaks out only in private conversation, and
generally when he is in a corner where he can't

get away from the scribe. Well, I presume the

L. A. W. is satisfied, and that being the case, its

members must be.

We don't race very much out this wav, but we
are rolling u]) a good deal of mileage in touring.

The 0\\\ Club have had a number of tours, and

next Saturday the C'hicago Club go to Peoria for

a day's run, at the invitation of that club. The
Western Division T. D. have their monthly tour

regularly, which is always well attended. The last

one, to Lake Geneva, on the 14th, only numbered
thirteen, on account of the threatening aspect of

the sky al)Out starting time. Still, that number is

plenty for a good time, which all the participants

report. The limit of the L. A. W. tour is fast be-

ing reached, and those wanting to go will have to

be very (juick about it or there won't be room. The
route is attractive enough to please the most par-

ticular, and the daily mileage is easy, which is a

great jioint to the older ones. This tour will un-

doubtedly be a great success.

On Saturday, August 21, the Chicago Club will

give another matinc'e at the Base Ball park, at

which all the local fliers will compete for fun or

patriotism, as there will be no medals or prizes.
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The proceeds will go to the club-house fund. The

Owl Club announces a race meet next month, and

a very good series of events has been arranged,

with suitable medals. A new club was formed on

the West Side last week, under the name of " The

Illinois Cyclers." It starts out with a member-

ship of about twenty, and are all young fellows.

It has several members whose ambition lies in

the direction of the track, among whom Messrs.

Roe and Bowbeer have both shown fast material

already this season.

The Chicago Club is soon to be incorporated,

for convenience. Its direct aim is to get a club-

house worthy of the Garden City, and it looks

more as if it could do so this time, as there seems

to be more pluck and stay to this movement than

to any of the previous ones.

The dealers report that business is still keeping

up. The McDonnell cyclometer cannot be pur-

chased except by the lucky ones, as the arrange-

ments for their manufacture arc not at all com-

mensurate with the demand for this really excel-

lent little instrument. Gormully & Jeffery are

still on the boom, and are working to the full

capacity of their factories. They will have a

magnificent place when their new building is com-

pleted, and will rank among the first of Chicago

manufacturers in point of capital invested. The

way their wheels have come to the front this sea-

son has been a surprise to the local knowing

ones. The old story of the prophet, you know.

Mr. Gormully is expected home from Europe

about September i. There have been but few

Rudges and Victors sold here, so far. The latter

has not been represented, while Vovvell's regular

caligraph business leaves him little time to devote

to the Rudge. Maynard manages to sell a Star

occasionally, and once in a while an Apollo.

Most of our riders use cither the Columbia or G.

& J. wheels. " Verax."

Chicago, III., .\iigust 21, 1S86.

MY GEM.

BY T. \V. E.

Gems and jewels of whatever name,

Glistening beauties meriting fame.

However prized by the world tliey are.

My gem I prize above these by far.

Diamonds throwing out shafts of light

Help in their way to make earth more bright,

But though possession increases wealth

Never their use can give lone to health.

Not as doth my gem, 'neath summer sun

Seen brightly sparkling as fairest one,

Biaring me often by river and rill

And scenes causing my senses to thrill.

Not least of all the grand exercise

—

Turn of the pedal health shall devise

—

Equal in beauty, useful and fleet,

Unknown the object that can compete.

Glorious wheel I thy mission is high ;

Gem of all gems 'neath star-jeweled sky,

Were I offered richest diadem

I'd not exchange thee, my precious gem !

Springfield, Mass.

English law requires that women in factories

may not work later than 10 P. M. As it is neces-

sary for later work than this at the C>r//>/ office on
mailing day, the male typos and the office hands

wrap the papers after ten o'clock. Thus the law
prevents the females from doing mail work.— The
Cyclist.

many new ones will

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

OMING, coming—gone! By

the time my next communi-

cation gets under way to

cross the " three rivers " to

Springfield, the big tourna-

ment will be a thing of the

past ; some new cycling his-

tory will have been written
;

many existing reputations

will have been lost, and

have been made. All the

fuss, activity, and life in cycling circles seem to

be setting towards the East, with, however, a

strong tendency to diverge to the West. At least

apparently this is the case, for it would seem that

in reality cycling life is growing and expanding in

some shape or other all over the country. No
better work is done in the racing line than is done

in the East ; no better solid politico-legislative

work is accomplished anywhere in our cycling

world than is accomplished in our middle and our

upper Southern division, while the great Western

section of our cycling community is becoming

noted for a happy blending of the two foregoing

features of our wheel world, which happy com-

bination bids fair to make the West a big factor

in the cycling history of the future. It would ap-

pear to me that the West is bound to be, and that

at no distant date either, as great a " cycling

countrie " as is proverbially the group of Eastern

states where cycling first took its rise in this land,

and from whence the inception of most of our

cvcling institutions maybe said to emanate. Writ-

ing to the Gazette, I do not think it out of place

to remark that one of the main factors in the mat-

ter of associating the Eastern states with cycling

progress may undoubtedly be said to be the

mammoth meet and tournament held annually by

the Springfield Bicycle Club. It would be hard

to find any more potent way of drawing the atten-

tion of the public to what concerns cycling and

cyclers than that one instituted by the Springfield

Bicycle Club several years ago, viz., the holding

of a race meeting of a character, and under regu-

lations, which would place it beside any gathering

of any one kind of sport in the country. There

is no doubt that the Springfield tournament has

given cycling in America a lift forward that is far

in advance of any other help of a like nature that

it has ever received, and therefore it is witli. a

great deal of interest, not to say solicitude for

success, that the meet of this year is looked for-

ward to by most wheelmen, whether they be in

the L. A. W. or out of it. Partisans on either

side of the vexed amateur question can hardly

hope anything else than that the tournament of

this year will be as successful, or even more suc-

cessful, than those of past years ; while those

cyclers who sit astride the fence, with one sym-

pathetic foot dangling in the sweet flower garden of

pure amateurism, and the other as fully svmpa-

thetic pedal-pusher cultivating the good fellowship

of the cabbage garden of professionalism, cannot

but wish for peace at any price, which can best be

assured, they no doubt think, by everything going

on swimmingly, and everybody being half satis-

fied, because nobody gets wholly "left." But

dropping this half serious, half light, way of treat-

ing a grave subject, I may say, and say with truth,

that Springfield, as far as the tournament is con-

cerned, carries the sympathy of the bulk of cyclers,

though like all reformers—or would-be reformers,

I won't say definitely which— in the matter of

the correct way of dealing with the amateur-pro-

fessionals, etc., she has not the sympathy of the

majority, and how could it be expected she would
have.' Cyclers generally know the L. A.W. to be

a good thing ; they know the Springfield tourna-

ment to be a good thing, but they are chary about

new doctrine and the A. C. U. Well, it is but the

old story, and, as in every other instance, what is

best will come out ahead, and time will settle all

things. I do not know at present what sort of a

representation will go on from Philadelphia to take

in the series of big race meetings on East during

next month. If what is offered this year induces,

comparatively with last year's racing feast, a like

representation of Philadelphia cyclers, then quite

a goodly number of Quaker City riders will find

themselves in the State of Massachusetts some-

where about this time next month. Talking of

races, we are to have, for a wonder, a race meet-

ing here within the course of a few weeks. It is

to be held under the auspices of the Association

for the Advancement of Cycling, with the object

of interesting a certain class of people in cycling

who can be reached, it would seem, in no other

way. Racing is not one of the features of the new

association, and many persons were surprised

when they learned that the association was to hold

a meeting, but, as I said before, the idea is for the

new organization to act up to its name, and to ad-

vance the cause of cycling by whatever legitimate

means it can command. I may as well remark

that the association is doing remarkably well.

One of the main objects of those directing its fort-

unes is to enlist as many influential men, whether

they be great cyclers or not, in the cause of " the

wheel." Its work was to be mainly legislative,

and its principal attention was to be given to the

solid and permanent good of cycling. The regular

club organization could be trusted to look after

the individual cycler, and to see after race meet-

ings and so forth, but the Association for the Ad-

vancement of Cycling was to be a body of heavier

caliber than the conventional cycling club, and

was to do things and attend to matters that our

regular cycling clubs would very rarely, if ever,

give any attention to. Within the past month or

so, several influential citizens have been added to

the association's membership roll, and joint action

between the drivers of buggies and carriages and

the riders of cycles is looked forward to to insure

a better condition of our roadways during the

future. This race meeting, therefore, is oiily a

means to the great end of pushing cycling before

the notice of at least our Philadelphia public.

Fashion does a great deal, and the support of

prominent people for anything—for a charily, an

amusement, a speculation, for almost anything in

fact—is half the battle. The mere fact of two

daughters of the Prince of Wales being tricyclers,

and not being afraid, princesses though they be,

to do their fifty miles in a day on their three-

wheelers, has without doubt an immense effect

over the water yonder, in popularizing the tricycle

among the gentler sex. What we shall be able to

do here in the way of booming the cause of the

" wheel " remains to be seen. If the new associa-

tion was made up of the .\aron, Gideon, Wells,

or Wood stamp, there would be a good account

rendered before very long, but, as is always the

case, a small batch of such individuals do all the

work and the general congregation gets more than

its share of the credit. The firm of A. Coningsby

& Co., of this citv, have put in condition, and in-
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ONE-MILE RACE
FOR THE

« SPECIAL? G0NDirieNS»*
(ADDITIONAL TO A. C U. RULES).

Contestants must have a Record of 2.45,

The Race to be run in heats of two men each, the winners of each heat

to run to a final heat.

First Prize to the winner of the final heat, who shall be declared the

Champion of the World. Second Prize to the winner of the fastest heat.

Both Prizes of equal value.

Only two men in each heat, and three heats each day.

For prtiGulars, oiress SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE CLUB, Springfield, Moss., U. Si.
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FIFTH ANNUAL TOURNAMENT OF THE SPRINGFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.

wnoTates'Ein^wiioTaiies'Eiii
•

Di'^'ICIAL LI5T DF RACES RNB FRIZES.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY, SEPTEIMBKR 14.

EVENTS. CLASSES. WHEELS. CONDITIONS. FIRST PRIZES. SECOND PRIZES. THIRD PRIZES.

1-mile
1-mile

10-mile
5-mile

1-mile

5-mile

1-mile

3-mile

1-mile

1-mile

Promateur
Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Promateur
Amateur
Promateur
Professional
Promateur
Amateur

Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

Tricycle
Bicycle

Bicycle

Tandem

World's Championship, 1st heat.

Novice.
A. C. U. Championship.
Handicap.
World's Championship, 2d heat.

10.30 Class.

Open.
Open.
World's Championship, 3d heat.

A. C. U. Championship.

Vase Lamp, liammered copper and
A. C. U. Gold Medal. [oxidized.

;J100 Cash.

Gold Watch, open face.

Gold Watch, open face.

$62.50 Cash.

Two Gold Medals.

Scarf Pin, diamond setting.

A. C. U. Gold Medal.
$60 Cash.

Vase Lamp, gold and Silver.

Ewer, antique brass, embossed.
$37.50 Cash.

Two Silver Medals.

Fancy Inkstand, gold and oxidized.

A, C, U, Gold Medal.
$40 Cash.

[qu^, gold lined.

Smoking Set, hammered and appli-

Opera Glass, pearl mounted.
$25 Cash.

SECOKD DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPTENIBER 15.
EVENTS. CLASSES. WHEELS. CONDITIONS. FIRST PRIZES. SECOND PRIZES. THIRD PRIZES.

1-mile

5-mile
5-mile

.3-mile

1-mile

3-mile
5-mile

3-mile
1-mile

3-mile

Promateur
Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Promateur
Professional

Promateur
Professional
Promateur
Amateur

Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Tricycle

Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle

Tricycle

World's Championship, 4th heat.

Lap.
Handicap.
Open.
World's Championship, 5th heat.

Lap.
Lap.
Handicap.
World's Championship, 6th heat.

Open.

Gold Watch, open face.

Diamond Stud.

^62.50 Cash.

$62.50 Cash.
Gold Watch, hunting case.

$62.50 Cash.

Gold Medal.

French Clock, with bronze figure.

Gold Watch, hunting case.

$37.50 Cash.

P7.50 Cash. [breech-loader,

Stevens Shot-gun, double-barreled,

$37.50 Cash.
[tern.

12 Silver Knives, renaissance pat-

Glass Vase, decorated gold stand.
Silver Chronograph Watch.
$25 Cash.

$25 Cash.
Silver Chronograph Watch.
$25 Cash.

Traveling Clock, and case.

THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.
EVENTS. CLASSES. WHEELS. CONDITIONS. FIRST PRIZES. SECOND PRIZES. THIRD PRIZES.

1-mile

3-mile

10-mile
1-mile

1-mile

.5-mile

3-mile

1-mile

1-mile

3-mile

Promateur
Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Promateur
Amateur
Promateur
Professional
Promateur
Professional

Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

Tricycle
Bicycle

Bicycle

Tricycle

World's Championship, 7th heat.

Open.
Lap.
Open.
World's Championship, 8th heat.

Open,
Open.
Handicap.
World's Championship, Olh heat.

Handicap.

Gold Medal.
Diamond Stud.

$50 Cash.

Tea Set, 6 pieces, satin embossed.
Gold Watch, hunting case.

$50 Cash.

$62.50 Cash.

French Clock, with bronze figures.

Gold Watch, hunting case.

$30 Cash.

Stevens Sporting Rifle.

Diamond Stud,

$30 Cash,

$37,50 Cash,

Gold Watch Chain.
Gold Watch, hunting case.

$20 Cash.

Stevens " Hunter's Pet " Rifle.

Gold Watch Chain.
$20 Cash.

$25 Cash.

fourth: day—FRIDAY, SEFTEMBER 17.
EVENTS. CLASSES. WHEELS. CONDITIONS. FIRST PRIZES. SECOND PRIZES, THIRD PRIZES.

1-mile

3-mile
3-mile

10-mile
1-mile

3-mile

1-mile

5-mile

1-mile

1-mile

Promateur
Amateur
Promateur
Professional
Promateur
Amateur
Promateur
Professional

Promateur
Amateur

Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

Bicycle
Bicycle

World's Championship, 10th heat.

9.45 Class.

Open.
Lap.
World's Championship,11th heat.

Handicap.
2.40 Class.

Open.
World's Championship, final heat.

Consolation.

Gold Watch, open face.

Diamond Stud.

$120 Cash.

Diamond Stud.
Gold Watch, open face.

$100 Cash. [Medal.
li-'inner last /teat. Gold Watch and
Gold Watch Chain.

Carving Set, renaissance pattern.

Complete Fishing Outfit,

$90 Cash.

Scarf Pin, diamond setting.

Pedestal Lamp, antique brass, tulip

?60 Cash, [globe,

IVinner fastest /teat. Fine Gold
Stevens Bicycle Rifle, [Watch,

Gold Cuff Buttons, stone settings.

Water Set, silver, gold lined,

$60 Cash. Fotirt/t, $30 Cash,
[and oxidized.

Biscuit Jar, decorated china, gold
Gold Watch Chain,
$40 Cash,

[Fi/t/t, Lakin Cyclometer,
Seal Ring. Fourt/i, Traveling Bag.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 7, 1886.

All Events have three Prizes, where there are four or more starters. Entry Forms, Blanks, List of Prizes, etc., will be

furnished upon application to SANFORD LAWTON, Secretary Springfield Bicycle Club, Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.

^SMM^^iSi.
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tend to keep in condition, I believe, tlie track on

which the races at the coming meeting are to i)e

run. W'iiat tiie track will be like is not known

yet, but our local fliers are expecting to have a

better show for making fast time than they have

had for some time past. Our old tiine champion

and record-holder, George D. Gideon, is in the

hands of the trainer and appears to be taking to

the path with all of his old ardor. His brother,

Sam Gideon, is the favorite among Philadelphia

cyclers as a fast man, and his physi(|ue, pluck,

and judgment seem to warrant the belief that he

will yet make his mark on the track.

Our new track here is a five-lap one, and there-

fore labors under the disadvaiitages of having

numerous turns. The drawback with the Uni-

versity track in this city are the turns, and the bad

feature about the old Stenton track, where "Gid"

used to figure in times of old, is precisely the

same thing; we do not appear able here to get a

respectable oval to speed our men over. There

are a few of them now who can speed, and if they

had the track they could doubtless make the time.

Louis Hill, the new flier of the Penn.sylvania

Bicycle Club, is in a fair way to do some very re-

spectable work at no distant date. Formerly he

did all his work, and it was not bad work either,

on a heavy machine, and laboring under the dis-

advantage of being a green hand. Now, however,

he is in the hands of an experienced trainer, and

when he makes time at the end of this week at

Millville, N. J., in company with Gideon and some
other Philadelphians, he will be on a twenty-two

pound racer, and will doubtless show if there is

really much go in him.

The scheme of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club

of building a club-house is still in an incipient

state, with better prospects of its being realized

very shortly, however, than on my last writing. A
large suin of inoney has been guaranteed, and no

doubt Pennsy will soon own a domicile of some
pretensions to comfort and elegance. Not much
is heard from the club of late. A number of the

active cyclers have been out of town during sum-

mer, and consequently active work on the road

and elsewhere has not been a feature of the past

month. The party of the Peimsylvania Bicycle

Club who made the trip to Lake George had, as

one of them asserted, a " royal good time." Noth-

ing in the way of attention, especially from cyclers

along their route, was too good for them. An
escort from the localclub of almost every town

and village on their route met them on their ar-

rival, and then saw them off on their departure.

In some instances the guard of honor saw their

visitors on their journey some thirty to fifty miles

before leaving them. Captain Roberts deserves

to have his name honored among the members of

cycling clubs. He is one of the representatives of

our club captains. Holding his position almost

from the date of " Pennsy's " organization, he has

for these past years given much of his time, and
taken an extraordinary amount of trouble, to the

feature of touring. He has made travel on the

wheel one of the first objects among the members
of his club, and their fine record as road-riders

shows how his efforts have been rewarded. He
is constantly organizing runs, tours, and excur-

sions for the benefit of members, and it is ques-

tionable if there is a more unobtrusively deserv-

ing, and consequently a more truly popular wheel-

man in the city than C. Arthur Roberts, who car-

ries on his shoulder the captain's insignia of

" Pennsvlvania."

Hill climbing has taken a step forward here.

Ford hill, the great bugbear of Fairniount Park,

has already surrendered to niunenuis riders, and

now the hoted Conshockcn hill, with a total

length of one mile and a rise of five hundred feet

in that distance—the grade in many places being

too much, as has hitherto been said, "for gods or

men"—has been surmounted by W. A. .Stadelman

and Frank Kohler, two of our Pennsylvania Club's

hard road-riders. The next man to have a crack

at it will doubtless be our new chief consul, l\Ir.

John Wells, who is an A i hill-climber, and was

among the first to vanquish Ford hill.

Mr. Wells is proving a worthy successor to Mr.

Aaron in the chief consul's chair, and under his

supervision the Pennsylvania Division bids fair to

go on and prosper. Chris.

Philadelphia, August 20, iS,S6.

TOURING.

Some hold that racing is more important for the

cause of cycling than touring. " Racing brings

cycling before the public," they say. Well, it does

in a certain way, but it carries erroneous ideas with

it sometimes. For instance, the on-looker may get

the idea into his cranium, that the bicycle is only

good for a smooth track, etc. Meanwhile touring

is considered as worthy only of a back seat. It is

the writer's opinion that touring is on the same

level with racing and is sometimes to be consid-

ered worthy of a higher position than racing. It

is a mistake to suppose that touring does not bring

cycling before the public. It doc-s. If people hear

of the performances of the wheel on the path, they

generally think, " well it was done on a race-track
;

after all the bicycle is not a practical vehicle." If

the same people read of a road ride, their opinion

on the subject is changed. The touring cyclist

imparts and disseminates bicycle knowledge. Rac-

ing promotes professionalism in a certain degree,

touring does not ; for the latter is done for one's

own edification while the former is done more for

the pleasure of the on-lookers. Touring promotes

good-fellowship ; does racing .> Racing can only

be done by strong persons, touring can be done by

the weakest of cyclists. Touring makes a person

healthy ; can this always be said of racing ?

When the undersigned mentions the word

"touring "he means judicious touring. Judicious

touring is f/ic delight of the wheelman's life. It

not only develops him physically but also mentally,

by opening his eyes to the beauty of nature. What
is judicious touring.' The wheelman who tours

such a distance that he comes home all tired out,

does not do judicious touring. Nor does he who
tours only for " winding up " miles. Much less

that one that never looks around. The scorcher

belongs to the latter class. He either leaves you

or makes you ride faster than you wish to. When
he injures himself, you are expected to spoil your

own pleasure.

There is nothing more delightful than a judi-

ciously undcrt.ikcn tour.

" Independent."

AN IDYL FOR OCTOBER.
Editor Wheelmen^s Gazette:—
The man who expects to go gunning with that

"bicycle rifle worth $15," which you offered on

p. 43 for the " nearest guess concerning my actual

day of publication" (to be filed with you not later

than July 20), is hereby informed that he will have

to wait at least two months longer for the realiza-

tion of his hopes.

The prospects of "Ten Thousand Miles on a

Bicycle," which were detailed by me in the

G.AZKTTE of June (p. 52) and July (p. 65), are still

quite uncertain ; and it is not in my power even

approximately to " name the day." I can only re-

port that, during the last two months, I have pro-

duced 150 manuscrii)t pages on my chapter de-

voted to "wheel literature"; that 50 pages more
will be needed to comi)lete it; that two shorter

chapters must then be put together ; and that the

final task of compiling the contents-tables and in-

dexes will be slow and difficult.

At least a week's delay has been caused by the

necessity lately put upon me of rousing up public

opinion against a Jersey cycling club, who issued

a manifesto recommending illegal and prohibitory

local rules against touring wheelmen. As the suc-

cess of my book depends upon the undiminished

popularity of touring, this intolerable act of the

Orange Wanderers, besides being an affront to the

self-respect of cyclers in general, was a direct blow

at my business as a publisher. Simply as a book-

agent, therefore, I was bound to resent, as forcibly

as I could, their strange attempt to discourage bi-

cycle travel by a threat of " $5 fine or thirty days

imprisonment. K.\rl Kron.
The University Kuilding,

Washingto.n Square, N. Y., Aug. 7, 18S6.

INJURIOUS, NOT BENEFICIAL.

Cycling journalism, so-called, has an elasticity

and adaptability peculiarly its own. For instance

Mr. Amateur Pencilpush, in- his strife after suflr-

cient matter to fill his weekly drivels in the " Pedal

Pusher's Own," sees in a daily, a note stating that

Princess Beatrice since marrying Prince Blacken-

brush has given up tricycling and in consequence

thereof has grown exceedingly fleshy. He there-

fore uses this as a moral to adorn a tale and

launches into a lengthy advice to ladies not to give

up tricycling, not even if they do marry a prince,

but to keep on riding if for no other reason than

to keep from overstocking the dime museums with

fat women, which profession is already crowded

with ladies of monstrous proportions who secured

fame in the avoirdupois line solely through not

riding tricycles. The issue of one hundred and

fifty copies of the " P. P. O." is hardly off the press,

when a note is handed Mr. Pencilpush marked
" Important," with a big I. Opening this he finds

it is a communication from the local dealer, who
wants his " ad " removed at once on account of the

foregoing note. Bankruptcy thus staring Pencil-

push in the face causes him to at once call upon

the offended dealer, when it transpires that the

aforesaid dealer had lost a sale of a single track

trike to Miss Featherweight through her reading

about the Princess gaining weight by not riding,

while the dealer had been using as an argument for

the sale the inunense advantage that Miss Feather-

weight would have for gaining flesh through riding
;

he thus considered this article aimed at his busi-

ness and intended to at once withdraw his adver-

tisement from the offending journal.

An explanation takes place and the next week's

issue of the " P. P. O." has the following: " Mrs.

James Brown Potterry, the well known society lady,

finding that the continuous recitation of " Hustler

Joe " was causing her to lose weight, has taken to

tricycling and in consequence thereof has regained

all her former weight and beauty. We advise all

ladies desiring to increase their physical charms

to take to tricycling, etc., etc." Mr. Dealer sells

the trikc, increases his " ad " 52 a vear more ; Mr.
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Pencilpush prides himself on his journalistic

qualifications and takes to singing that old nursery

rhyme concerning a gentleman named Jackson

Horner, Esq., who always congratulated himself

with the remark of " what a great boy am I !
" firmly

believing that he and Jackson are identical in this

respect.

Such is not an exaggeration, as any who have

made but a passing study of cycling literature will

readily admit, and until such rot and truckling to

agents and manufacturers ceases, the cause that

they attempt to uphold suffers, rather than benefits,

bv their efforts. Frank Aloy Egan.

AROUND THE WORLD ON A BICYCLE.

Through the Sivas Vilayet imo Armenia.

It is six hours distant from Yuzgat to the large

village of Koehne, as distance is measured here,

or about twenty-three English miles ; but the road

is mostly ridable, and I roll into the village in

about three hours and a half. Just beyond Koehne,

the roads fork, and the Mudir kindly sends a

mounted zaptieh to guide me aright, for fear I

shouldn't quite understand by his pantomimic ex-

planations. I understand well enough, though,

and the road just here happening to be excellent

wheeling, to the delight of the whole village I

spurt ahead, out-distancing the zaplicli^s not over

sprightlv animal, and bowling briskly- along the

right road within their range of vision, for over a

mile. Soon after leaving Koehne, my attention is

attracted by a small cluster of civilized-looking

tents, pitched on the bank of a running stream

near the road, and from whence issues the jo^-ous

sounds of mirth and music. The road continues

ridable, and I am wheeling leisurely along, hesita-

ting about whether to go and investigate or not,

when a number of persons, in holiday attire, present

themselves outside the tents, and by shouting and

gesturing, invite me to pay them a visit. It turns

out to be a reunion of the Yuzgat branch of the

Pampasian-Pamparsan family—an Armenian name

whose representatives in Armenia and Anatolia, it

appears, correspond in comparative numerical im-

portance to the great and illustrious family of

Smiths in the United States, and following—or

doubtless, more properly, setting—a worthy ex-

ample. They likewise have their periodical re-

unions, where they eat, drink, spin yarns, sing, and

twang the tuneful lyre in frolicsome consciousness

of alwavs having a howling majority over their less

prolific neighbors.

Refreshments in abundance are tendered, and

the usual pantomimic explanations exchanged be-

tween us ; some of the men have been honoring the

joj^ul occasion by a liberal patronage of the flowing

bowl, and are already mildly hilarious ; stringed

instruments are twanged by the musical members

of the great family, whilst several others misinter-

preting the inspiration of raki punch for terp-

sichorean talent are prancing wildly about the

tent. Middle-aged matrons are here in plentv

;

housewifely persons finding their chief enjoyment

in catering to the gastronomic pleasures of the

others; whilst a score or two of blooming maidens

stand coyly aloof, watching the festive merry-

makings of the men ; their heads and necks are

resplendent with bands and necklaces of gold coins,

it still being a custom of the East to let the female

members of a family wear the surplus wealth about

them in the sha])e of gold ornaments and jewels, a

custom resulting from the absence of safe invest-

ments and the instability of national affairs.

Yuzgat enjoys among neighboring cities a reputa-

tion for beautiful women, and this auspicious occa-

sion gives me an excellent opportunity for drawing

my own conclusions. It is not fair perhaps to pass

judgment on Yuzgat's pretensions, by the damsels

of one family connection, not even the great and

numerous Pampasian-Pamparsan family, but still

they ought to be at least a fair average. They

have beautiful large black eyes, and usually a

luxuriant head of hair; but their faces are on the

whole, babyish and expressionless. The Yuzgat

maiden of " sweet sixteen " is a coy, babvish creat-

ure, possessed of a certain doll-like prettiness, but

at twenty-three she is a rapidly fading flower, and

at thirty is already beginning to get wrinkled and

old. Happening to fall in with this festive gather-

ing this morning is quite a gratifying and enliven-

ing surprise ; besides the music and dancing and

a substantial breakfast of chicken, boiled mutton,

and rice pillau, it gives me an opportunity of

witnessing an Armenian family reunion under

primitive conditions. Watching over this peaceful

and gamboling flock of Armenian lambkins is a

lone Circassian watch-dog ; he is of a stalwart,

war-like appearance ; and although wearing no arms

—except a cavalry sword, a shorter broad-sword,

a dragoon revolver, a two-foot horse-pistol, and a

double-barreled shot-gun slung at his back—the

Armenians seem to feel perfectly safe under his

protection. They probably don't require any such

protection really ; they are nevertheless wise in em-

ploying a Circassian to guard them, if for nothing

else, for the sake of freeing their own unwarlike

minds of all disquieting apprehensions, and enjoy-

ing their family reunion in the calm atmosphere of

perfect security ; some lawless party passing along

the road might peradventure drop in and abuse

their hospitality, or partaking too freely of raki,

make themselves obnoxious, were they unpro-

tected; but with one Circassian patrolling the

camp, they are doubly sure against anything of the

kind.

—

Thomas Stevens in Outitigiox September.

A DARING FEAT.

A daring and foolhardy feat was performed bv

a bicycler a day or two ago at Cabin John Bridge,

near Washington, D. C. The place is a general

pleasure resort, about twelve miles from town, over

the military road built by Jeff Davis while the latter

was secretary of war. The bridge is said to be the

longest single span of masonry in the world. It is

125 feet high and about 200 feet long, a single

magnificent arch spanning a deep and rocky gorge.

There is a brown-stone coping on the three-foot

wall on either side of the roadway. This coping

is about a foot broad and is beveled on the two

upper edges for an inch or two. On the inside of

these walls is the solid roadway above the duct.

On the outside is a perpendicular descent of about

i25feetinthe center of the bridge and no less than

75 feet at either abutment. The 5'Oung man
stopped and dismounted at the end of the bridge

and lifted his machine upon the coping. The act

was noticed by a couple of gentlemen smoking

under the trees, but it was looked upon as a freak

of a young man who had been drinking a little too

much, and no particular attention was paid to it.

The next moment there was an exclamation of

horror from the direction of the bridge, and the

young man was seen mounted upon his 30-inch

wheel deliberately riding along the narrow coping.

The sight froze the blood of the ladies and chil-

dren picnicking in the gorge below, and was

enough to appall the stoutest heart. The gentle-

men in front of the hotel started to their feet and

called to the other wheelmen within. " Stop him !

For God's sake, stop him !
" shouted a lady with

two children clinging to her, wringing her hands

with fright. It was too late. The young man was
already in the center of the bridge. He never

swerved a hair's breadth from his seat. From the

end of the bridge he seemed a toy machine running

by mechanism, so erect and motionless he sat and

so evenly he rode. " Let him alone," said one of

his companions ;
" he could ride it if it was a rope."

Nevertheless, the fear that interference might

hasten the horror that all wished to prevent, left

the party rooted to the spot. In two places, the

coping makes a zigzag by the w'idening of the road-

way, and at these places the rider must steer his

wheel through a very narrow space at nearly right

angles with his course. The daring fellow had

passed the first of these ticklish spots, and when
he carefully wore round the second not a single

one of the horrified spectators could draw a breath

for fear. From thence to the end was a short and

straight run, and in another moment the young

man had completed his dangerous ride, dis-

mounted, and was waving his hand laughinglv at

the frightened men and women and children who
had witnessed it.

—

3oston Herald.

For the first time in his career as president of

the L. A. W. has Doctor Beckwith made a move
that is distinctly hostile in its character, and the

friends of the gentleman are no doubt as much
surprised as I am that he has put his foot squarely

down and laid himself liable to the attacks that

declaring the office of chief consul of Massachu-

setts vacant will naturally engender. Those who
are acquainted with the Doctor know a gentleman

who is polite to a high degree, who is very loth

to take any step that tinctures of the war cry even

at a distance, and who is very apt to think several

times before putting himself in a position to be

criticised. Judging the situation at this distance

from the seat of hostilities necessarily takes the

form of conjecture, more or less as the facts when

they reach us are apt to be obviated by after hap-

penings ; but from a purely guessing standpoint,

I should say that the Doctor in this instance had

allowed his usually conservative ideas to sink be-

neath the pressure that the racing ring and its

followers were able to bring to bear, and hence we

see the second exhibition of capital punishment

in the history of the League. That Mr. Beckwith

has taken this decided stand reluctantly goes with-

out saving. That he will hereafter defend himself,

if accused, witli all the wisdom that many third

persons can suggest is also true. If, however, the

Massachusetts Division should declare in favor of

Mr. Ducker, I fear that our president will live to

regret that he was forced to exercise his executive

prerogative against this gentleman, who can be

charged with nothing save a sincere antagonism

to the dictates of the racing board. This case

calls to mind the fight between Fred Jenkins and

Henry Ducker, when the former was badly

worsted, and with a good deal to be said in his fa-

vor, too. And it remains to be seen whether Mr.

Beckwith, with the backing he has secured in the

three years he has occupied the executive chair,

and with the assistance of the Cycle, and its editor

Mr. Bassett, can successfully squelch the wily

Ducker, whose entire make-up is of the consistency

of a rubber ball, and whose pluck will never wane

until the end is come. I think Mr. Beckwith has

a Spartan this time surely.

—

Ykra.x in Sporting

foiiiiial.
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FROM THE HUB TO HOOSIERDOM.
NUMHEK 2.

AKTFORl), besides being

ihc abiding place of Maik

Twain and seven-eighths of

tlie insurance companies of

the United States, enjoys

the further distinction of

standing second only to

Springfield in bicycle racing

matters. This I am confi-

dently told liy one of the

Hartford club members

who is doing the hospitalities

on the evening of mv arrival.

I remember with reasonable distinctness of

hearing one-third of this remark made concerning

Lynn a few days before, and a more searching

retrospection brings to mind that I have been told

the same concerning both Chicago and Cleveland,

while attending races in those cities.

Why the second place should be such a matter

of dispute, when it would be just as cheap to

claim first, is one of those things no fellow can find

out. As it is though, all concede Springfield first

place and content themselves in a wild scramble

for second.

Before retiring I received explicit directions for

finding the way out of town on to the road to New
llaven. The back of a small address card serves

as sailing chart, so to speak, and it is covered with

"T. R.," "two blocks to left," "T. L.," "second

four corners," "school house at cross roads," and

other remarks of like import, the memorizing of

which might shatter the strongest intellect. All

this is done, as I had decided to start at four o'clock

the next morning.

Let me say right here that after this, my third

day out, my enthusiasm having dampened consid-

erably, I took no more four o'clock starts on an

empty stomach.

The two hours sleep between four and six, backed

up by a good healthy breakfast, became more and

more enticing after a while, and though I afterwards

often rode some distance before breakfast, I al-

ways made sure of a reasonably good eating place

being within two hours' riding distance.

This particular morning, however, breakfast

didn't materialize till nine-thirty and to say that

I was hungry was to put it exceedingly mild.

Given a four o'clock start and by six a wheel-

man is ravenously hungry; by eight, grim famine

stares him in the face ; by ten he is liable to slay

a human being and commit the horrible crime of

cannibalism.

Fortunatel-y for nic, and all other parties who

might have been concerned, relief arrived at nine-

thirty—or rather I arrived at the Berlin Hotel.

Now, Berlin is not such a great distance from

Hartford—ten miles, perhaps—and some of the

Connecticut wheelmen who have been over the

road time and again in one-fourth the time, may

smilingly remark that I must have made a regular

scorch of it. Here let it be recorded that I did

not scorch. I might have stewed or boiled, but

the fires of sheol couldn't have scorched me in

such a rain as I pulled through that morning.

Had I been anything of a weather jirophet, I

would have seen that it would rain within thirty

minutes after leaving Hartford, and it did rain to

break the record.

A convenient barn along the roadside offered a

temporary refuge. I'^verything about the place

and the house near by was as quiet as could be

—

apparently the folks were not yet up—and so it

was with somewhat the feelings of a tramp or

horse-thief that I drew open the stable door and

climbed in on the hay.

I lay there for what seemed a day and a half.

Calmer investigations afterward put Ihc time at

about thirty minutes. And as 1 lay there I

thought of all the good things I would cat when

I got to the next town. The subject of break-

fast weighed so heavily on my mind that I finally

tried my best to find an egg in the liay, but my
agricultural instincts were not sharj) enough to

track down the luscious hen fruit.

r)isa]>pointment gave way to other emotions

when 1 saw approaching from

the woods across the way, a

man with a shot-gun and dog

accomixmiment. He was evi-

dently the owner of the prem-

ises, and a solitary squirrel,

which he carried by the hind

legs, showed that he had

been out foraging for break-

fast.

He stopped short as he

caught sight of me and looked

astonished. I know he is

surprised to see visitors this

time in the morning. He didn't sav so, in so

many words. Still, I feel safe in saving he was

surprised.

It didn't take long for me to convince him that

my mission there was a purely peaceful one, and

not at all incendiary in its purpose. But not so

with the dog. He was one of those suspicious

brutes whose acquaintance is hard to cultivate,

and although I acted toward him in a jnnely re-

served and dignified manner, he did not take

kindly to me, and we parted no better friends than

when we met.

I pitied the poor farmer, for it seems that a man

who would tramp through the wet woods in his

shirt sleeves, during a drenching rain, all for a

poor, two-pound squirrel, must be very short run

in the home commissary department, or else his

taste for fried squirrel was positively abnormal.

For a wdiile I encouraged myself by thinking that

may be I would be invited in to breakfast, and

after throwing out two or three broad hints as to

the peculiar merits of fried squirrel, I saw all was

useless, and rather than stand out in the barn and

hear the wild revelry of breakfast in which I could

not partake, I pulled out on to the soggy road and

made the best time I could to the next town

ahead.

The road along here is composed of a peculiar

red clay, which looks as though in dry weather

it would be very fair riding, but it is now so sticky

and soft that continuous wheeling is next to im-

possible. The mud runs up the tire and is caught

by the forks, and drips down, covering the whole

machine, and in time the frequent mounts and dis-

mounts work a very fair percentage of it on to my

clothes. The mud is about the color of a well-

faded League uniform, so in this particular case

the muddiness of costume is not glaringly a|)-

parent.

My wheel was a sight to behold when I reached

Berlin, the handle-bars being the only visible por-

tion. There is but one way known to science for

cleaning a bicvcle in such a condition. Could my

bicycle have talked and expressed its emotion at

this time, I feel quite sure of how our conversa-

tion would have drifted:

" O Mulchaey, are you a friend of nioin ?

"

" \'is, Muldoon, that I be."

" Thin turn the hose on me! "

I turned the hose on.

And this calls to mind the greater convenience

to tourists of an enameled wheel over a nickeled

one, for, by the time breakfast was over, my
Columbia stood in the shed dry and clean. ILul

it been nickeled, an hour or so would have had to

be spent in rubbing it down.

The rain has now stopped, but I spend the rest

of the morning in this puritanical burg, which

differs in more ways than one from its (iernian

namesake. About the middle of the afternoon I

wheel into Meriden, and put in the rest of the day

lounging about the Meriden club rooms, or about

town.

The scenery so far down the C'onnecticut valley

is very picturesque. Small villages can be seen

from the road, dotting the hill-tops for miles

around. I know that, theoretically, I am going

down hill all the way, but the contrary seems the

case. In fact, I would have taken it as a very

logical fact had I been told that the Connecticut

river ran up hill. The apparent up-grade of the

road would certainly have gone far towards jjrov-

ing such a statement.

From Meriden, which I leave next morning, a

very picturesque road leads into Nevi' Haven, but

sand soon interferes with enjoyable riding. About

four miles out of town I strike a sidewalk, which

is a welcome relief. I expect every minute to be

seized by a policeman—for how do I know what

local law I may be transgressing—but sooner than

work my way through the sandy streets, I take my
chances with the vigilant patrolman, and luckily

get through all right.

From New Haven through Milford, Stratford,

Stamford, and a dozen or so more fords on to

New York, I find, contrary to expectations, fairly

ridable roads. Scarcely any of the road lies

within eight miles of the sea, or sound rather, but

a peculiar brackish odor which is wafted on the

breezes, is an unmistakable sign that the ocean is

not far off. My Western readers who have never

had the opportunity of visiting the seaside, can

catch this same perfume with considerable exact-

ness by standing on the windward side of an old

mackerel barrel and drawing in a few deep

breaths. Every little while a sandy stretch of

road takes the place of

the fairly good pike, and

in one of these places

a header causes the loss

of considerable personal

property, a list of which

I append. It is hardly

likely that they are there

vet, unless my " missing

link " thoughtfully volun-

teered to chain them

down. Still, if any wheelmen in the vicinity hap-

pen to find anv of these articles, they are hereby

_

given a quit-claim deed to the same, and the full

power of ownership, based on the right of dis-

covery.

The list includes: One small wrench, good as

new.

One folding screw-driver, ditto.

One nickeled spoke wrench—never been used.

One needle and thread, carried to darn stock-

ings with, ditto.

One " missing link "—still missing—and

( )ne bunch of adhesive tire tape.
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It is scarcely to be hoped that these chattels

will be fortunate enough to fall into the hands of

a wheelman. More than likely some ingenious

Yankee has cut the tire tape up into fly paper,

used the screw-driver to mash potato bugs, and

laid by the spoke wrench to use in the winter for

cracking hickory nuts.

At about this time I make a rash mistake that I

do not repeat. Stopping at a small hotel over

night, 1 fall into conversation with the landlord,

and tell him that I am wheeling from Boston to

Indianapolis. Then he asked all the regulation

stock questions. How fast could I go ? How
often did I fall ? Was it harder than walking ?

How far could I go in a day.^* and so forth and so

on
;
you wheelmen know how it is ; and finally he

took a last critical inventory of me and my ma-

chine, and said, " Well, it wouldn't do for me to

travel that way ; I'd break my neck, first thing
;

but I should think, for a young man with lots of

spare time and a good deal of money, it would be

a very nice way of traveling."

I did not catch the full force of the last of that

remark till next morning, when I settled an extra

first-class bill for scant second-class accommoda-

tions. This landlord evidently thought that a long

cycling tour wtis, ^riina facie evidence of boundless

wealth, and more than that, a wealth that he would

never again have an opportunity of reducing.

Landlords as a rule, and especially country land-

lords, consider a wheelman on a long tour of any

kind, as necessarily the scion of some bloated

millionaire, and knowing that he will not come

their way again, consider it their phiin duty to

strike him for all they can. On the other hand, if

they suppose he lives in the adjoining county, and

that he and probably friends of his may come that

way soon again, they modify their charges con-

siderably. So thereafter, until I reached Indiana,

I always hailed from the town just back and was

going to the town just ahead. This hint is freely

-offered to the cycling world, but before I send it

forth, let me embody it into a plain, terse precept,

" Cycle tourists should always travel ' incog, and

witliout baggage.' "

The proximity of the metropolis is evident quite

awhile before you sight New York itself. The

country roads gradually blend off into city streets,

and finally " shantytown," in all its glory, bursts

into view. This is the native lair of that omnivo-

rous poster-eating quadruped, the shantytown goat,

and here you find him in all his picturesque and

aromatic grandeur.

Perched high upon a shelving bank are the man-

sions of the O'Reekes, the McGinnisses and the

O'Tooles ; while numerous Mikeys run along the

sidewalks, notifying their immediate neighborhood

to " look at the dude on the bovcikle."

I reach Central Park about the middle of the

afternoon, and the rest of the day is spent in see-

ing the sights. Knee breeches are common
enough around the park, but are evidently un-

known in the lower part of the city ; and they at-

tract so much attention that my stay down town

is shortened on that account. I can stand being

referred to as a " bicycle dude," whatever that is,

but when I hear one street arab inquire of another

if he knows Oscar Wilde is in town—then I feel

that I am in uncongenial company, and take the

L road up town again.

In endeavoring to obtain the badge which, I am
told, is a necessary passport in order to gain safe

passage through the Park or Riverside drive, I

meet with no success whatever ; and so, armed

w'ith a road book of Long Island, giving the route

as far as Albany, I make my way northward out

of New York early ne.\t morning. It is early;

too early for the vigilant patrolman to be on

deck. I also figure on being able to outrun any

who might possibly interfere w-ith my badgeless

journey, and so I take the Riverside drive. 1 am
inclined to think, however, that the New York

policeman is not as fierce as he is painted, for

several that I passed made no move on the trans-

gressor of the law, and I finally made bold enough

to stop and inquire of one the way, which informa-

tion was cheerfully given, and all without the

magic talisman of the leaden medal, so judiciously

distributed by the Citizens' Bicycle Club.

The ride up Riverside was really grand, but,

like most other good things, too good to last. I

will not describe it. Wheelmen who have been

over it know all about it, and those who haven't

could get but a faint idea of it from any descrip-

tion of mine—so we will branch off on to the road

up the river towards Albany.

Traveling by guide book of any kind always ap-

peared to the writer as a sort of cut-and-dried way

of taking enjoyment. There is about the same

difference between one of Cook's " personally

conducted " tours of Europe and a go-as-you-

please ramble over the old country, as there is be-

tween an eight-dollar ready-made suit of clothes

and a well fitting tailor-made garment. In the

first case, in each instance, if it don't fit you, you

have to fit it, whether you like it or not.

A bicycle route book, while not at all arbitrary

in its directions, approximates this ready-made

style of traveling to such a degree, that, after look-

ing over the route and getting a general idea of

the roads and distances, I put it in my bag, and

there it stayed till I arrived at Albany.

The ride up the Hudson compensates for all

the bad roads lying behind and before me.

The river, which is in sight nearly all the morn-

ing, rolls lazily along hundreds of feet below, while

on the opposite shore the high bluffs loom up

through the morning mists, revealing the long

blue range of the Catskills in the distance. An
occasional scow or steamboat is the only thing to

break the solitude of the scene. Even these glide

silently by, as though not daring to disturb the

serenity of the picture.

The fine roads along here enable the wheelman

to move along without any apparent effort, and

his thoughts naturally tend to the long train of

historical associations that linger along the lower

Hudson.

He can almost imagine the feelings of Henry

Hudson as he sailed up this sublime river for the

first time, or the feelings of the Indians as they

watch from the bluff the strange craft which has

intruded on to their favorite grounds. I'.ut limes

have changed since then, and it is a question

which would have been the most surprised, Henry

Hudson or the Indians, could they have stood by

the shore of the river last summer and seen the

one hundred and fifty Big Four tourists wheel

down the road and into the village of Hudson.

But all these thoughts are interrupted by the

gnawing tooth of famine, and I stop at the histor-

ical little place of Tarrytown and quiet my ap-

petite. A steep hill leads from the road into the

town, and in starting out again I fear I took the

wrong road, for it grows unbearably sandy for a

while, and walking is again in order, but after I

arrive at Peekskill, the road again becomes as

good as the average and improves right along.

When on a tour, there is nothing so discouraging

as to strike, on a bad road, a long, steep hill, but

on a smooth, hard road, the exact reverse is the

case, and every hill and undulation adds to the

variety of the ride, and a fine coast on the down
grade fully repays for the extra push on the

pedals going up the hill. These last are the kind

of hills you find going up the Hudson, and fur-

thermore the hills are continuous, following each

other in almost unbroken order. The level

stretches in all the road from New York to Al-

bany, if put end to end, wouldn't make a full

twenty miles.

Along in the middle of the afternoon, without any

apparent cause, and certainly without the owner'!

knowledge or consent, my new " Slaughter " cy-

clometer, which I had fixed on the hub of my
wheel at Boston, stops registering. At least I

supposed it had stopped, or was going backwards.

It had only registered three miles for three hours'

riding, and I was almost positive I was going

faster than a mile an hour.

A further trial of an hour longer satisfied me
that there was no go in it, and I then and there

join the great body of cyclers who swear there is

no perfect cyclometer yet invented. This fact is

remarkable, inasmuch as the cyclometer is the

only member of the great family of meters that

ever stops or refuses to register. It seems to be

the one black sheep of the flock.

Poughkeepsie is my stopping place for the

night, and the next day, which is Sunday, I start

out bright and early before breakfast. The name
Poughkeepsie is a sort of shibboleth of the natives

of this part of the country, and I know I disclose

my being a stranger more than once by the way I

pronounce it in answer to various inquiries along

the road. For all that day I hailed from Pough-

kipsie. After thirty or forty attempts, however,

I acquired a reasonably correct pronunciation, and

rather flatter myself on my ability to master

foreign names, when the next day and the day

after, Schenectady and Canajoharie laid me low.

The first ten miles out of Poughkeepsie, through

Hyde Park and on to Staatsburg, is (he finest

stretch of country road up the whole river. The
hard, wide roadway, sheltered the whole length

by trees, is faced on both sides by wide, spreading

lawns. The regulation farm-house gives way to

handsome country residences, and there is an

atmosphere of wealth and jjrosperity pervading

everything. The passing wheelman unconsciouslv

breathes in part of it, and at the end of the ten

miles he feels as wealthy—if not wealthier—than

any of the property owners along the road. Just

as ten miles on a rutty dirt road would make him

feel as forlorn and poverty-stricken as the meane.st

inhabitant in the neighborhood.

.\s I pass through Staatsburg, ap]Kirentlv no

one is up, so T shove on to Rhinebeck over a

fairly good road. Old Dutch farm-houses now
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THE NEW RAPID
(WITH TRUE TANGENT WHEEL)

"UNDOUBTEDLY THE LEADING BICYCLE OF THE YEAR."

See Testimonials on the Following F*a.ges.

Y ^
BECAUSE IT PRESENTS MORE POINTS OF REAL EXCELLENCE.

It has stiffer Forks and a stronger Backbone than other machines. It has the TRUE
TANGENT WHEEL, and every ounce of pressure on the Pedals is carried direct to the
Rim. These points make it the best hill-chmber.

Take a NEW RAPID and spin the wheels, front and rear; they \vill continue in
motion longer than any wheel you ever saw. Because the bearings and balls are made
v/ith the greatest care to micrometer, are thoroughly hardened, and are ground in emery
after hardening. These points make it the easiest-running and the fastest coaster.

It is the most durable, because no cast or common metal is used. It is ALL STEEL,
and every part is made from drop forgings, to fit gauges, and is therefore ABSOLUTELY
INTERCHANGEABLE.

Its weight is 40 pounds for a 50-inch. It is therefore the lightest Roadster on the
market. Few^ Light Roadsters scale less.

It is easily guided, because it has hemispherical centers and cow-horn hollow one-
piece Handle-Bar, from 28 to 31 inches in length. This Handle-Bar is detachable in a
few seconds. This device is the only one thus far that absolutely will not work loose.

It is readily adjusted everywhere, and new spokes may be put in without removing
the tire.

It is fitted with square rubber Ball Pedals, Coil Spring, and Eclipse or Lillibridge

Saddle, at option of purchaser.

It has no paid riders to push it to the front, but wherever exhibited has been awarded
the Gold Medal, and is constantly v/inning the golden opinions of its numerous riders.

We want you to study the specifications of this machine. Send for our new
Illustrated Catalogue.

SAML. T. CLARK & CO.
@^m want Active Agents Everywhere. Write for Terms. Baltimore, ^larylando
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BKTTBR THAN TRACK RECORDS NIADE ON
RACINO IVIACHINES BY PAID RIDERS.

WQal Is THoiigUl ol Tte Hew Wi
SEND KOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

Baltimore, Md. , August 7, 1886.

Gentlemen— I WTite to say how pleased I am with the 52-inch New Rapid you furnished
me in the spring. As you know I am no light-weight and am considered a hard rider, and
much of my ridmg is over roads that many consider very bad. My machine has carried me
safely, however, and I am surprised and delighted at its easy running and marvelous hill climb-
ing powers. Long distances are accomplished with far less effort than with my former mounts,
and I climb hills with much greater ease. Its beauty and excellence of workmanship deserve
notice, and I am glad that so many of the veteran riders of my Club (I believe there are now about
twenty-five New Rapids in the Club) are selling their old machines and taking New Rapids,
which has made considerable improvement in their riding. I first hesitated about buying an
imported machine, thinking there would be difficulty in procuring parts for repairs in case of

breakage, but my fears on this point were allayed when you showed me that you kept a large

stock of every duplicate part that might be needed. I am happy to say, however, that I have
not yet needed any of these parts. Yours, I. C. C-\NFIELD, Jk.,

Captain AIaryla7id Bicycle Club.

Sewicklev, Pa., June 8, 1886.

Gentlevten—The 54-inch New Rapid I purchased from you has, I think, been given a
thorough test. I believe the True Tangent Wheel to be incomparably superior to any other in

practice, as well as in theor}-. The heavy perch lessens vibration, and large trailer takes ruts
very easy. The long handle-bars do away with hard work ordinarilv connected with steering,

even when climbing a hill, and there is enough rake to insure an ordmarily careful rider immu-
nity from headers. My machine weighs, all on, but forty-three pounds, with one and one-half
inch perch, eighteen-inch trailer, heavy forks, handle-bars, and felloes. I think this is at once
the strongest, stiffest, and lightest wheel made. But the hill-climbiitg qualities of the machine
are, I believe, its strongest point. Six-inch cranks give power; but above all, the rigidity of

handle-bar, head, forks, and bearings takeyoit up hill. When depressing the right pedal, you
do not have to pull handle-bar toward you to hold her straight. In other words, she goes just

where you " point " her. and don't wabble all over the road. My wheel has run from 1,550 to

1,600 miles since I got it, and is in first-class condition. The Hub Cyclometer, ordered the
evening of May 28, and received the morning of May 29. surprised me, as it is something quite

unique to find a firm who ship promptly upon receipt of order and deliver goods 300 miles in

a half day. Yours truly, SEWARD H. MURRAY,
Captain Se^vickley Valley iVlteehnen.

Pittsburgh, Pa., June 11, 1S86.
Gentlemen—Tht New Rapid purchased from you this spring is entirely satisfactory, and

in some respects has exceeded expectations. It is all the manufacturers claim for it, and more.
As a hill climber, it has not its equal on the American market to-day. It is simply astonishing
with what ease I can climb hills on it that I have failed to climb on other machines. Its stiff

forks and rigid wheels are strong points that commend it to ever>' considerate wheelman. I

predict for it a large sale in this countr\' as soon as its merits become more generally known.
Yours truly, H. E. BIDWELL,

Captain Keystcme Bicycle Club.

New York, August 11, 1886.

Gentlemen—Mr. C. M. Phelps, Second Lieutenant of the Harlem Wheelmen, made two
attempts upon Sunday, August i. to climb the hill on the road from Fordham Heights to

Kingsbridge, starting at Kingsbridge. On his first attempt he came witliin seventy-five feet of

the top, and his second carried him twenty feet farther. Upon Monday he tried again, and
succeeded in topping the hill at the first attempt. He was witnessed upon the first day by
Messrs. Edwards and Halstead, and upon the next by Mr. George Pearse. The length of the
hill is about five-eighths of a mile, and the rise is very sharp. At the lower end the grade is

about one foot in eight feet, the middle about one foot in eleven, and near the top one foot in

seven. The hill has been attempted many times, but all were unsuccessful. Below is Mr.
Phelps's testimonial. Yours, F. I,. BINGHAM.

New York-, .August ?., 1886.

Gentlemen— I take great pleasure in announcing to the wheeling fraternity that the New
Rapid Bicycle is the best machine I have ever ridden for hill-climbing. Its exact adjustment

of bearings, Itjnc cranks, rigidity of wheel, ease of steering, and general firmness, combined with

the strong liandie-bar, with its heavy drop, makes your wheel the easiest of hill climbers. I

cheerfully recommend it. Respectfully. C. M. PHELPS,
Second Lieutenant Harlem U'lteelmen.

Baltimore, Md., July 22, 1S86.

Gentlemen—In the last six years I have owned six different makes of wheels, and have
tried as many more, but can truly say the New Rapid is the best of the lot. I never chmbed
a hill with half the ease or coasted so fast on any other machine. I ride to and from business

over Belgian block (rough), cobble stones, and badly piked roads; and, after having done
some hundreds of miles of this riding, my New Rapid runs noiselessly, and has never required

the slightest adjustment. In short, I consider it the most desirable bicycle I ever saw.
Sincerely yours, E. P. HAYDEN,

President Maryland Bicycle Club.

Wheeling, W. Va., July 24, 1886.

Gentlemen—After fourteen years of varied experience with best makes of bicycles, I take

great pleasure in stating that 1 find the New Rapid the most rigid, easiest running, and
altogether the best roadster I have ever owned. Its growing popularity is certainly merited.

Yours very truly, H. NORTHWOOD.

1121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., June 29, 1886.

Gentlemen—I was invited to tiythe first New Rapid sent to Philadelphia, and was so

well pleased that I immediately placed my order and sold my Light Roadster. I find it the

most rigid machine I ever rode, and can especially commend the True Tangent Wheel, very

rigid handle-bar, and black rubber tires. For a thoroughly rigid roadster, it is by far the best

wheel I ever rode. Yours very truly, LOUIS A. HILL,
Pennsylvania Bicycle did).

Ai.TOdNA, Pa., July 19, 1886.

Gentlemen— I take pleasure in informing you that in the course of an experience as a
wheelman of over six years, during which time I have tried various makes, I have never

mounted a more rigid or solidly constructed machine. The manner in which the spokes are

tied near the middle renders them far less likely to be kicked out or broken by an accidental

blow ; and the handle-bar and its method of attachment give especial satisfaction to all of my
friends owning New Rapids. In my opinion the machine is a long stride toward perfection

in the manufacture of the bicycle. • Very truly yours, ROBT. M. RIDDLE,
Draughtsman, P. R. R. Co

New Haven, Ct.. July 17, iS,S6.

Gentlemen— It is with pleasure that i can with others say, at last we have found a perfect

wheel in the New Rapid, with the True Tangent Wheel, long cranks, long handle-bar, and
rigid forks. The New Rapid has given me more easy riding than I ever had on any other

machine I have ever ridden. It is simply a matter of trying a machine to buv it.

W.M. M. FRISBIE.

New York, July 24, 18S6.

Gentlemen— I received my New Rapid from you before attending the meet at Boston. I

found that I could ride the hills and cover more ground with less exertion than I could before

I had a Rapid. Its rigidity and strength gives the rider greater confidence while riding over
rough and dangerous ground than any make that I know of.

Respectfully, FRED. L. BINGHAM,
Harlem IVlteehnen.

Beaver Falls, Pa., July 19, 1S86.

Gentlemen—The New Rapid does up the world on hill - climbing. As an all-round

roadster for the rough roads of Western Pennsylvania, the New Rapid has proven itself, in

the history of our Club (The Beaver Valley Wheelmen), always ready for ever\'thin,g ridable,

and first to the top of all hills. Firm and rigid, and not a loose spoke in a wheel this season,

and everj'body swears by the New Rapid handle-bar. J. M. CRITCHLOW.

Elizabeth, N. J., July 19, 1S86.

Gentlemen— I gave up my to get a New Rapid. Have ridden the latter some 500
miles, and am well satisfied with the change. Respectfully yours, GF'.O. J. M.ARTIN,

Captain Elizabeth Wlteelmen.
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Ai.TooNA, Pa., July 19, 1886.

Gentlemen—The New Rapid Bicycle I purchased this spring has exceeded my expecia-
tions. I find it very rigid, liglu. easy-running, and a perfect machine. The ease and comfort
with which it is ridden is favorably commented on by every one who has tried it. A friend of

mine, who owns another \velI-!<nown make, after riding tlie Niiw Rai-id, declared enlhusi-

astically that it was as sohd as a liorse. Yours very respectfully, K. C. M.ANX,
Secretary Juniata I 'alley Wheelmen.

Baltimore, Mn., July 14, iS.%.

Gentlemen— In regard to the New Rai'IU I purchased of you in June last, would say that

in my past five years' riding I never rode a machine that pleased me as well, and would further
state' that for climbing hills the New Kai-iu is perfection. Vours, CHAS. K. MUNIJKK.

303 Kennard Street, Cleveland, O., July 29, 1S86.

Gentlemen— I expect you think it is time for me to report and let you know liow 1 like the
New Rapid Bicycle. I am happy to say that I have tested it to my full satisfaction. It is,

in my opinion, the most rigid and strongest wheel in the market. On the last 54-inch 1 ordered
two beginners learned to ride. We abused it fearfully—falling in the sjiokes, and throwing the
bicycle around in every direction. I told the gentleman it was too bad to take a new machine
like that to learn on ; he said he knew it, but liad no other, and must learn to ride. I sent to

Mr. Samuel T. Claik iS: Co. for some new spokes to have them ready in case I should need
them. When I got through with the riders the machine was not' luirt in the least ; I took it,

and wiped it up, and it looked as if it just came out of the crate new ; I turned it over to the
gentleman and he paid me, and said he was satisfied that no other machine would stand the
abuse ha gave that, and if he could help me by telling his friends to purchase the .same
machine he would. He then said, "Pankhurst, if all machines are built as rigid as the New
Rapid, you will have to shut up your repair shop."' I have examined the New Rapid very
closely, and have had the best experts to look at it with me, and cannot find the least fault

about it. I have agents that sell other makes come to see me, I ask them how they like it,

they say it is a good wheel and have no fault to find about it. One of them told me it' was the
best wheel for our roads, and also said if it was not so late in the season he would get one, but
promised to buy one of me next season. I have had six years' experience in bicycles, and can
say honestly that the New Rapid is the most rigid and strongest wheel in Cleveland.

Yours truly, T. J. PANKHURST.

2321 Broad Street, Altoona, Pa., Julv 17, i88d.
Gentlemen— I have had the experience of four years with the various makes' of bicycles,

but never mounted the equal of the New Rapid. Y'ours truly, H. E. STOVER,
President Juniata Valley IVheehnen.

Bridgeport, 0., August 2, 1886.
Gentlemen—After five months' experience with the New Rapid on all sorts of roads, I

can unhesitatingly pronounce it all you claim for it as a roadster. Its rigid forks, stiff, low
haridle - bars, and liberal crank throw, specially adapt it to our hillv roads, and make road
riding a pleasure. It is growing in the favor of its numerous riders here who sing its praises
loudly. Yours respectfully, JNO. A. TOPPING.

Fergus Falls, Min.v., August 4, 1S86.
Gentlemen—"Xy^ New Rapid is the finest wheel I have ever ridden. It is very rigid, and

an excellent hill climber ; runs much easier than an , and is stronger and lighter.

Yours," T. R. DALEY.

197 Pearl Street, Buffalo, N. Y., July 16, 1886.
Gentlemen— \ am more than satisfied with the New Rapid. My principal nding is done

on the road, where a staunch and rigid wheel is very essential. I find the Rapid both,
besides being a very easy runner. I remain yours verv truly, A. K. HUME.

Baltimore, Md., Julv 16, 1SS6.
Gentlemen— I have been a bicycle rider for the past four or five vears, and ' have ridden

many different makes of machines: but the New Rapid—purchased from vou this spring-
gives me more real satisfaction than ariy wheel I have hitherto ridden. The hill-climbing and
coasting qualities of the wheel are its strong features, and together with the true tangent
spokes, rigid handle-bar, and black rubber tires, makes the wheel especially adapted to the
roads around Baltimore. Yours sincerely, R. M. LOCKWOOD, Jr.

Secretary Baltimore Cycle Cluli.

New Haven, Ct., Julv 15, 1SS6.
Gentlemen—I write to inform you of my entire satisfaction of the New' Rapid. I

consider its narrow tread, long cranks, rigid w'heels, and hollow \\^VL(\\ft% four great improve-
ments. Yours verv truly, EDWIN I.. P.'\RMELEE

Hanovek, Pa., Julv 15, 1886.
Gerit!etnen—'V\\e New Rapid machine I procured from you a short time ago is the first

one of that make that has been brought to this section, and with pleasure I can say, gives
entire satisfaction. It appears to be perfect in all its appointments and construction. The
combination of strength obtained in the peculiar construction of the wheel is superior to all
that ever came to my notice, and is so pronounced bv experts.

Respectfully. W. BOADENH AMER-.

Ei.LicoTT City, Md., July 16, 18S6.
Getitlemen—The S4-inch New Rapid purchased from you some time since has been

ridden over a great variety of countr,-. and proved very satisfactory. Its ability to climb hills
is really something remarkable, and, considering the time I have been riding. I am often much
astonished at the way I can get up a hill. The lightness of the machine.'combined with its

rigidity and strength, is a very ])leasing feature. .\s an object of beauty (as far as beautv can
be found in a machinel the New Rapid exceeds, in my opinion, the majority of wheels.
Were I about to select a wheel I should unquestionablv choose the New Rapid', being thor-
oughly satisfied as to this superiority. Vours very trulv. WM. H. C.IBBONS, Jk.

Cincinnati, O., July 17, 1886.
Gentlemen—\oil ask me what I think of the Rapid. In my opinion it is the strongcsl,

handsomest, easiest running, and most rigid wheel in the market. It makes a pleasure ofihe
greatest drudgery of cycling—hill climbing. I have climbed hills will) ease on my Rapid that
I have not been able to gel half way up on my Eight Roadster, while down hill ii leaves
everyihing. This is not only my opinion, but the opinion of all who have seen it.

Yours truly, H. B. BURKOUtJHS.

Burlington, Ia., July lO, 1S86.
Gentlemen— I have ridden on the road, during four years, all the principal makes of

bicycles, but must confess, have never ridden a machine equal in any way to the New Rapid.
Its hill-clinibing qualities, as well as coasting, ease of running, and general staunchness arc
unexcelled, and have so been pronounced by all who have seen or ridden it.

Very truly yours, OTTO I,. KROPPACK,
Burlington liicycte Club.

Terre Hill, Md , Julv 19, 1886.
Gentlemen—Enclosed yon will find check for?i4o, to pay for mv 54-inch N'ew Rapid.

The machine is more than you claimed it to be, fits like a glove, and if 1 were blindfolded, I

would not know when I came to a hill. Very truly yours, W. S. GLEIM.

Martinsburg, W. Va., July 20, 1886.
Gentlemen—The New Rapid which I obtained from you, I fully tested on all kinds of

roads, and pronounce it the best machine I have ever ridden. Its strongest points are : I'irst,

rigidity and strength combined with lightness. Its easy running and unexcelled hill climbing.
Its disinclination to headers, secured by a proper rake and easy spring. When once tried a
rider would have no other. Yours respectfully, ELMER SWOPE.

Cleveland, O., July 15, 1886.

Gentlemen— I purchased a 56-inch New Rapid through T. J. Pankhurst, your Cleveland
agent, and wish you to know how thoroughly I am pleased with it. I have ridden other
machines, and I must say that none of them compare with it in easy running.

W. M. ALLEN.

2244 Euclid .Vvenue, Cleveland, C, July 19, 1886.

Gentlemen— \ am delighted with the New Rapid. It satisfies every claim made for it,

and surpasses in lightness and durability of construction any wheel I know. In fine, it is well
pleasing throughout. I may sav that the machine took me safelv through my novitiate, and is

none tlie worse for that ordeal. Y'ours, 'MATTON M. CURTIS.

Cheyenne, Wvc, July 20, 18S6
Gentlemen— I believe that the True Tangent is the wheel. I like it for its lightns light

in uie
tness

combined with its great strength. I have ridden my New Rapid over 650 miles in tiie two
months that I have had it, and think it the lightest, easiest running wheel I have been on.

Yours trulv, FRANK A. GILLESPIE.

New Haven, Ct., July 22, 1886.

.Gentlemen—I have ridden several machines of different makes, but for a handsome, easy,
and silent running machine the New Rapid takes the lead. I have given the machine a severe
test, riding it over cobble-stone pavements ever\' day, but have not had to tighten any bearings
since I received it, and it is as perfect as the day it came. Y'ours, E. O. JER.ALDS.

New York, July 27, 1886.

Getitlemen— In regard Id the Rapid, I would like to state that I am well satisfieel with it,

and that I think it is all you claimed for it and what I thought il was when I bought it. It is

behaving splendidly downi here on the rough roads, and on tlie good roads at a distance it is of
course all nght. Y'ours, EDMUND W. TRYON,

Citizens Bicycle Club.

New York, August 3, 1S86.
Gentlemen—The New Rapid that I purchased from vou last spring has given me ihe best

satisfaction of any wheel that is in the market to-day. I find it is much easier for hill-climbing

than other wheels. I think it is the most rigid machine that I have ever ridden, and together
with its true tangent spokes, its long, beautiful, curved handle-bars, and its partly nickeled
sjiokes, it is the prettiest machine that the market affords. 1 have ridden considerably on it,

and I have not yet .spent one cent on it for repairs. 1 have raced with it. and have been vic-

torious, receiving some one of the prizes awarded. I predict that the New Rapid will be the
coming wheel, it only wants a little time for bicyclers to become thoroughly .icquainted with it.

Riders who are using the Light Roadster have tried my machine, and they sav it runs much
easier than their own. Hoping that you mav have success in the future. 1 remain.

Yours truly, IRVING M. SHAW,
Ixion Bicycle Club.

Grand Rapids, Mich.. July 10, iS.'Sfi.

Gentlemen—The New Rapid in my possession has had some severe tests, and I don't
hesitate to pronounce it the most rigid and the easiest running wheel I have ever ridden, and
I've been on nearly every kind in the market. .\l the Michigan division of the L. A. W.
meet ai Detroit, June 26. I had my New Rapid, and all who examined it were ven,- favorably
impressed with its rigidity and beauty. Would not .sell mine for double its price if I could not
get another. Youi's respectfully, WILL S TURNER.

McPherson, Kan., July 17. 1S86.

Gentlemen— I am glad to express you my satisfaction about the New Rapid I bought of

you. I find it a splendid hill climber ; the tangent spokes are unsurpassed, while the long,

one-piece handle-bar, bringing the handles in the best position for the rider, and the rigid front

forks .add greatly to its strength, and easy going and steering, thev being the strongest on any
wheel I have yet seen. It was jironounced by experienced riders and mechanics the best
wheel, and ahead of all American and other English makes. I can reconimend it hearlilv to

all wanting a first-class mount. Vours truly, PAUL G. VV.AKENHUT.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicjjeles and Tricj'cles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except
for interest. Second-Hand Wheels bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely- illustrated Catalogue, with "A Pilc.rimage

a-Wheelb.\ck," illustrated, now in press. Our Catalogue is of interest to every
aclual or prospective wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

HELLO ! HELLO !

\v 1

RUDGE TELEPHONE MAN.

Hello, IVIr. Ducker ! Please enter me for the Springfield
Races. I have just got a beautiful RUDGH RACER frona

Stoddard, Loverino & Co., Boston, and. I shall be on band,
sure pop ! Am going "great guns," and intend to have some
of your medals,— and don't you forget it. IVI^^ RUDGE is a
dandy.

THE MILTDN HRAIILEY COMPANY,

ART LITHOGRAPHERS AND PUBLISHERS,
DESIGNED, ENGRAVED, AND PRINTED THE

"UNCLE SAM" BICYCLE SHOW CARD
FOR THE

G-rand International Tournam.ent, September 14, 15, 16, 17, 1886.
Correspondence relative to any similar Lithographic Work solicited.

BRADLEY'S WHEELING AND DRIVING CHART OF SPRINGFIELD AND VICINITY.
A New Map of Ten Miles Around Springfield, with Many Novel and Valuable Features of interest to any wheelman. Folded in neat covers for the pocket.

Sample by mail for 25 cents. United States Postage Stamps of any denomination accepted.

HALMA-A NEW GAME.
The latest excitement in board games is Halma, which is a most interesting and scientific game, both social and solitaire. Adapted to Club and Association

Kooms. A folding paper board, with box of men. Price, by mail, $1.

HALMA, CHESS, AND CHECKERS IN COMBINATION.
For Club and Association Rooms this is an elegant combination. A polished cherry tray frame surrounds a central board with Halma on one side and a

chess and checker board on the reverse. Accompanying the board is a box containing a set of Halma, chess, and checker men. Price for the entire combination,
only $1.75. Cannot be sent by mail. Send for illustrated description.

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

DAYTON

BICYCLE STAND I CAMP STOOL

RKFORK YOlJ RXTY A BICYCr.K, nvi

Patented by A. W. GUMP. Dayton. Ohio.

It can be used as a stand, converted into a stool, used
for cleaning, or folded into small space. Adjustable to <

any size Bicycle. Weii^ht r>i pounds. Price •S2 each.

taiiiik to A. W. OITMP, ]>:iytoii, <»hi«>. for I.i*t of XEW^ AltfR SECOXI* -IIANI> MACITIXES.
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take the place of suburban homes, and there is a

general air of comfort and plenty about. Every

door-yard has its cluster of pink and yellow rose

bushes, and these, with the locust trees scattered

along the road, scent the whole morning air. The

old oaken bucket has not yet been superseded by

the more modern pump, and an occasional

thatched roof, with the chimney on the outside of

the house, shows that you are going through an

old settled country.

By the time I get to Rhinebeck I am quite

ready for breakfast, but brealvfast is not yet ready

for me.

There is an old-fashioned hotel here. The only

person visible at this time in the morning is an

old Irishman engaged in sweeping out.

" Did they know ye was a-comin'.' " he asks, in

reply to my question as to whcMi I could get

breakfast. " Well, none of the help is up yit, and

if they didn't know yer was comin' ye can't get

breakfast for more than a couple of hours, no-

how."

This was encouraging. Would I have to send

out postals, like a commercial traveler, notifying

folks several days before my arrival .'

There is a little bakery across the street, which

is run by a colored woman, where, upon explain-

ing the situation, I am served in a twinkling with

as nice a breakfast as one could desire.

I have been on the track of a tandem since

leaving Rhinebeck, and about ten o'clock I come up

to two young men seated on a Ilumber, resting

under the shade of a tree. Of course I stop and

we exchange particulars of our respective trips.

They tell me they have been four days out of New
York, and from their apparently exhausted condi-

tion I don't doubt it a bit. They are bound for

Hudson, which they e.xpect to reach by nightfall.

I expect to get dinner there. They carry baggage

enough to fill an ordinary-sized trunk, which

they tell me is constantly trying to work its way
on to the underside of the backbone.

We start out together after a while, but in

descending the next hill, which happens to be

rather steep, the man on the rear of the tandem
loses control of his steering,—the machine bounces

frantically from one side of the road to another,

till finally sjjving a suitably large stone, it heads

straight for it, and in an instant the two tandem-

ites are rolling frantically over each other down
the hill. The Ilumber lies

^--^Ts'^^isK ,i
°" "'* ^''^^ ^"^'^'^ ""^ artistic

*'t'^V:^*fc^!»56r|y twist in one of its wheels.

ii'^^-^i This is the first buckled

wheel I have ever seen, and

hope it will be the last.

/ A buckled wheel is not a

^^. pleasing thing to look upon.
'^ ' I helped the two tricyclcrs

unbuckle their wheel and

watched them start off. Then I wheeled ahead

by myself. From the shaky appearance of their

off wheel, when they started, it is doubtful if they

ever got to Hudson, unless they walked.

A little further on an old Dutch farmer, who is

sitting in front of his house smoking his Sunday
pipe, calls me in and fills me up with hard cider.

He assures me that there is nothing in it but the

pure juice which he put up himself.

Every time I vi'ould stop drinking he would be-

gin : " Wat, wat, you don't was done yit ! I make
dem cider myself. A leedle boy could drink more
as a bucket full of dat. and it doan' hurt him."

Then he would pour out another glass, and it is

lv«ir

just possible that before I quit I did drink "more

as a bucket full."

The reader will please note that the rather

florid description of the lower Hudson was written

during the morning and so cannot be credited to

the virtues of the above mentioned cider.

Along about here I became painfully acquainted

with the practical workings of a feature in the

road laws of the State of New York. To say
j

that the road laws as they stand now are a dis-

grace to the Empire State is not jiutting it at all

strong.

It seems as though each farmer is allowed to

work out his own road tax, and the way some good

roads are plowed up and made impassable under

the deluded notion that they arc being improved,

ought to render the builders liable to a fine for

destroying a highway. The general manner of

" improving the roads " in New York is as fol-

lows : Some spring morning when there is noth-

ing in particular to be done about the farm, all

hands turn out on the road. The old road plow

is pulled out of some corner of the cow lot where

it has lain since last year, and the old horse is

harnessed to it. Then the soil along the side of

the road is plowed up and shoveled on to the

hard road bed. This is sprinkled in with a liberal

mixture of sod, bricks, old drain pipe, broken

crockery, or whatever else comes convenient. Sod

and turf are used in the majority of cases, but I re-

member a place where the old granger had re-

cently torn down a brick out-house and had used

that debris with which to make road.

I hear that in all well regulated New York farm-

houses they keep an old barrel which answers as a

receptacle for an accumulation of bric-a-brac, which

is saved from one season to another to be used in

making roads.

If Saniantha Ann breaks a wash bowl or Pete

finds an old trace chain or the baby smashes a toy

elephant, it all goes, as everything in the Empire

State goes, into the broad, free, homogeneous high-

ways.

They are left thus without any attempt at roll-

ing down or pressing and all that is necessary to

make them " first-class highways " is to pass the

inspection of the road inspector
; generally some

ignorant farmer who knows about as much about

good roads as he does about logarithms.

These kinds of roads or rather absence of roads

occur at intervals of from ten minutes to half an

hour and generally run from one hundred yards

to half a mile. To attempt to ride one of these

stretches would be to tempt Providence. It is

likely they get packed down in time, but s\ircly bi-

cyclers and foot passengers do not contribute to

that end.

I dine at Claverack, about four miles east of

Hudson, and take another lunch at Kinderhook.

Kinderhook is a quaint old town some four miles

from either railroad or river. I am told to look out

for Martin Van Burcn's old homestead a little ways

out of town, and full directions are given for iden-

tifying it by a communicative storekeeper, where

I am lunching on ice cream and crackers.

The road from here on takes me over part of

the Big Four tour of last year and I hear about

them all along. At every farm-house I stop, the

men folks, who are all at home to-day, meet me at

the gate, and one of the first things I hear, is of

one hundred bicyclers who came down the road

last summer. Sometimes the number runs up as

high as five hundred, all owing to the enthusiasm

of the narrator.

Then certain hills or rocks are pointed out

where some unfortunate

wheelman took a header,

and I am introiluced to the

same identical pump where

they took a drink or shown
a bunch of trees where they

rested. It is plain to see

that the narrative of this

tour is taking on the form

of a family tradition and it

will probably be generations

before the natives will have

done talking about it, espe-

cially if the subject of conversation in any way
concerns bicycles or bicyclers.

Albany is sighted some time before I get into

the city and I know that my journey for the day

is nearly done. I go down the long hill that runs

into Greenbush at a rattling rate, and nearly tip

up several times on account of the uneven surface

of the road.

From the suspension bridge a fine view can be

obtained both up and down the river, and I am
taking this in very intently when I am rudely

awakened by an officer of the bridge, who demands
in a loud voice, why I tried to dodge the toll-gate

on the other side. As no one on the other side

had made any demand on me for toll, it is hardly

fair to charge me with running the gate.

The irate gatekeeper was scarcely to be pacified

by such explanation, however, so depositing my
toll I rode on leaving him growling like a bear.

'

I take supper at the Kenmore and by the looks

of the guests at the table and the increasing anx-

iety of the waiters as I go through the bill-of-fare

from SOU]) to nuts, I know they think I have been

fasting for a week. But I have not, as my land-

lords back along the road will testify. I am hun-

gry, as hungry as a—as a—well, as hungry as a hun-

gry bicycler, and if that don't express the superla-

tive of hunger I don't know what does.

At length, as I was about finishing, the waiter

glides up and smoothing down the table cloth in

that seductive way peculiar to his class, inquired:
" Well, boss, is you going to be with us for

breakfast ? " He didn't say, " If you are not, you
had better tip me that quarter right now while

you think of it," but he meant it just the same.

I saw through his scheme.
" Yes," I answered, " I will be here. You may

tell the steward to prepare for the worst."

Oh, what a lie that was ! P. C. D.\kro\v.

[ To be continuid. ]

MUTUAL ADMIRATION.

Ruslli-

:

—" Say— "

IVhednian:—"Can't stop to talk; bound for

Springfield."
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THE SADIRON GHOSTS.
[Written for the Gazette by President Bates.]

CHAPTER I.— The Man.

The Rev. Pyromander Sadiron had preached a

powerful "awakening" sermon to an unusually

large audience that Wednesday afternoon. The
log school-house in which he had " held fqrth " had

been filled to its utmost capacity ; besides thirty or

forty persons, unable to gain admittance, had lis-

tened from outside of the building, their interested

faces blocking up the open windows and the wide

doorway. The meeting had plainly shown signs of

the opening of a "revival." The hymns had been

sung with unusual unction and twang. The solemn

tones of Balerma and the mournful minor of China

had been e.xecuted with peculiar nasal pathos,

while the richer and more jubilant melodies of

Coronation and Dunbar had been pealed out by the

united voices of the settlers. The groans of the

leading meinbers during prayer, and their exclama-

tions of "glorv!" "bless the Lord!" and

"amen!" had been given with special fervor

during the sermon.

After the service, the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron,

first exchanging solemn greetings with various of

the " brethren and sisters," gravely mounted his

tall 56-inch bicycle, and rode sedately away, to

preach at another " revival meeting " in another

settlement, some miles distant, that evening.

The place was in the northwestern part of the

Canadian province of Ontario; the time October,

1885. The Rev. Pyromander Sadiron was a mis-

sion preacher of the itinerant Methodists. He
" supplied " no less than four settlements, preach-

ing at one in the morning, at another in the after-

noon, at a third in the evening, and at the fourth,

and least important, occasionally. He was now
holding a series of w-eek-day " revival meetings "

in two of his charges. His afternoon service, this

day, had been before his largest congregation. In

the evening he was to preach before the next larg-

est. His life was a hard-working and anxious one,

inasmuch as his success in his profession, his hope

of being called to a more "settled" and better re-

warded ministry, and of becoming an influence in

the church, depended upon his " building up " into

permanent church organizations at least two of his

four missions. He was a young man, hardly past

twenty-four 3'ears of age, tall, strong, and what is

called cleanly built, with an intelligent face, an

impressive head, showing him to be an intellectual

as well as a physical athlete, and a fountain of

sinewy if not very polished eloquence, well adapted

to move and impress his rude audiences. Already

he was spoken of by his elders of the clergy as

" the most effective and earnest young preacher in

any of the northwestern conferences."

The sermon had been somewhat longer, as well

as more earnest, than usual, and already in that

high northern latitude the brief October sun was

hastening to its setting. The day was clear, the

air a cool and pleasant tonic, fragrant with the

balsamic odors of the pine and hemlock forests,

and the roads were dry and firm. One of the first

improvements the Canadians of Ontario Province

make in their new settlements is the construction

of at least one good gravel road, leading to the

nearest market town. Along this road the Rev.

Pyroinander Sadiron drove his black-enameled

wheel, relieved by its glittering nickel-plated head,

pedals, handle-bar, and springs, at first with a grave

ministerial moderation, conscious that the eyes of

his congregation, and especially of its young peo-

ple, carefully noted every item of his carriage and I

conversation. If his thoughts were somewhat com-

placent, that was hardly a fault. He had a right

to feel pleased with the prospect that "the Lord

was Apparently about to bless his labors with an

outpouring of the Spirit," as his mind phrased it,

after the manner of his order. And if he felt a

natural exultation in the idea that a "revival"

bringing many " redeemed " to his " fold," would be

followed, in due course, by the organization of a

strong and self-supporting church, whereby his own
fortunes would be greatly advanced, it was a train

of thought which could hardly be avoided even by

one far more ascetic than his twinkling blue

eyes and good humored mouth proclaimed him to

be in his " natural man."

These pleasant thoughts miconsciouslv inspired

his muscles with a happy activity, his body yield-

ing readily to the pleasurable excitement of his

mind, so that presently he was speeding at that

rapid and exultant pace over the smooth road

which is most delightful to a strong and practiced

wheelman. Mile after mile the small farms and

the bordering woods drifted behind him, like a

landscape flowing backward in a swift tide.

Presently the sun set behind the crest of the great

pine forests ; and then the brief twilight began

rapidly to wane. It was just when the darkening

atmosphere had taken that mysterious and uncanny

shade which the Scotch call " gloaming," and which

is neither light nor darkness, that he rode over the

crest of a long hill, overlooking a deep valley, on

the opposite side of which, a mile beyond the little

creek which rippled through the hollow, lay the

settlement to which he was bound. As he threw

his legs over the handle-bar for a long coast, his

vision took in the whole scene. Below him the

valley lay already half hidden in the dusk of the

coming night. He could barely discern the gray

outlines of the short bridge he must cross over the

creek. But upon the opposite hill the lingering

day still shed its level light. The road up the

steep incline showed distinctly its white line

against the soft browns and greens of the hillside;

and, near its summit, the white headstones of the

settlement grave-yard gleamed spectrally on the

left hand, over against a thicket of trees and under-

brush on the right.

Just when his wheel had acquired a steadily in-

creasing velocity down the smooth descent, the

Rev. Pyromander Sadiron was suddenly startled by

observing a tricycle, ridden by a lady coasting

down the opposite hill to meet him on the bridge.

It did not at first strike him as singular that he had

not seen his approaching vis-a-vis pass over the

brow of the opposite hill, and yet his gaze had

been directly upon the roadway there at the mo-

ment she must have passed. He was conscious of

being mysteriously shocked, without as yet per-

ceiving why. At first his thought did not grasp the

fact that no tricycle rider, and especially no lady

tricycle rider, was known to exist within more than

a hundred miles of that locality. Hence, as he re-

membered afterward, the appearance of anybody,

especially of a woman so mounted, in that place,

was surprising.

But was she in that jjlace ? In some peculiar

way the hill down which she was gliding was an-

other hill than the one which lay opposite him—

a

hill which he knew, located nearly a hundred miles

away. While he saw the true hill opposite in its

proper shades and proportions, there appeared to

lie over it. and between it and his eye, the distinct

picture—or the phantom, if there can be a phantom

of sccncrv—of that other and distant, but familiar

hill ; and the strange tricycle rider was coasting

down that other and distant hill, apparently to

meet him on the bridge at the foot of this hill.

What first surprised and startled him was the

distinctness of this unexpected vision, at such a

distance and in such a light. The stranger wore
a soft, gray dress, with a pale blue belt ; a gray ca]),

with a pale blue feather floating over it; and a

spray of late flowers tied with one or two early

autuinn leaves in a small knot of pale blue ribbon

on her bosom. All these details the Rev. Pvro-

mander Sadiron saw distinctly while she was yet

apparently almost a fifth of a mile distant ; also

that the strange fair was young, tall, and graceful,

with a noble graciousness of figure. Her face was
not beautiful—not even pretty—but intelligent,

joyous, and gentle, though wearing a troubled ex-

pression.

These impressions were gained at a glance, for

the pair were gliding together with the speed of

skimming swallows, and in an instant would ineet

and pass each other on the bridge. The wheel of

the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron had already reached

the slight rise of the bridge approach, and the face

of the stranger woman was directly before him,

not more than four rods distant. He seemed to

see her features, her dress, her tricycle, as distinctly

in that dusky hollow as though it were broad dav-

light. But, as his wheel touched the first plank of

the bridge, and hers seemed to be mounting the

opposite side, tricycle and woman and phantom
hill suddenly vanished. At that precise fraction

of a second, the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron had

allowed his glance to drop to the ground, to be

sure and give ample room for the two vehicles to

pass each other safely. It was but the flashing of

a glance, the literal twinkling of an eye ; but when
he looked up, with a half involuntary motion of his

left hand tow-ard his hat, she was gone !

The shock so startled the reverend rider that

his wheel wavered ; he dropped his feet toward the

pedals, at the same time involuntary applying force

to the brake; and the next moment he took a fly-

ing header from the farther end of the bridge,

plowing the slight dust on the surface of the road

with his hands and knees, while his bicycle turned

a half somersault and landed in the ditch, with

the little wheel up and spinning violently. Mr.

Sadiron scrambled to his feet with violent activity,

and at once turned about and looked back along

the road to see the stranger, who, he felt sure must

somehow have passed him, and be now climbing

the hill down which he had just coasted. But she

was not in sight. He turned and peered on every

side as well as he could through the dusk; but no

one was in view : he was unquestionably alone!

The Rev. Pyromander Sadiron was a firm be-

liever in miracles performed two thousand years

ago, but not in modern ones. Probably j^ou might

search the entire county, and all adjoining ones,

and not find another man more solid in his rejection

of physical and psychological mysteries. Outside

of his religious faith, everything supernatural was

dead and dusty with antique grime ; only the natural

survived. Or, if there were unexplainable phenom-

ena, they were of the powers of evil, and not of

good; the latter had retired from the jugglery

business these many centuries. The miracles he

believed in had been done for a purpose, necessary

and wise and grand—to attest the revelations of

Deity. A miracle with a woman and a tricycle,

with no higher perceptible object than to mystify

and astonish a Canadian mission preacher, he

would be the first to reject and ridicule. Therefore,
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after peering about, examining every possible and

impossible place where the stranger might have hid-

den, he dusted his clothing with his haniikcrchicf,

wiped the blood off a slight scratch on the end of

his nose, picked up his wheel, swung himself into

the saddle, and toiled vigorously his way up the

steep ascent. Thrice on the way up, he spoke

aloud to himself, in a partially aggrieved, partially

astonished tone: " Hy George !
" This unclerical

expression had not passed his lips for half a dozen

years. It was a reminiscence of his unconverted

state in the sinful days of his boyhood. He did

not think of it until next day, when he blushed to

himself at the memory of such a lapse from

ministerial morals. As he rode on into the hamlet

where he was to preach, he carried in his memory

a vivid picture of the face, form, and dress of the

apparition. In vain he strove to rally his thoughts

to a review of the sermon he was about to deliver

;

the face of the unknown rose constantly in his

imagination. It so interfered with his appetite that

Mrs. Buswing, his hostess, several times inquired

if he was well, as he did not eat as heartily as

usual, and he seemed too preoccupied to take his

proper part in the conversation. In fact, it had

only been by a mental effort that he managed to

ask a blessing before eating ; and this in an un-

usually perfunctory manner.

The more he reflected upon his singular ad-

venture, the more the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron

was disturbed. New evidences of the peculiar

nature of the apparition kept occurring to his mind.

He now remembered that the form and face of the

unknown were not only totally strange to him, but

he could not recognize in the features any trace of

any family he had ever known. There was no

hiding place where the woman had disappeared in

which a human being, much less a tricycle with its

glittering nickel-plated parts, could be concealed.

The water of the creek was not over a foot in

depth, and there was no place under or about the

bridge into which he had not looked. The ground

all about the bridge was clear, without a bush,

much less a thicket. There were no fences until

the height of the new cemetery on the brow of the

hill was reached.

He went to his evening service with his mind so

greatly perturbed, and especially with such a dis-

tinct memory of the haunting face and figure, that

he was almost afraid to begin his sermon, feeling

unable to lit his thoughts upon his subject with his

usual clearness and power. The audience room
was crowded, and here, also, were manifest signs

of a religious interest, which he longed to kindle

into a flame. He was conscious, however, that his

opening prayer and hymn-reading, were cold and

mechanical. He could not give to either his text

or the opening of his discourse that singleness of

spirit which the occasion demanded. The soleinn

words of the hymn, sung by the quavering voices

of the older settlers, by the dim light of a few

lamps, to the pleading old air of Windham,

—

" Stay, thou insulted Spirit, stay !

Though I h.ivc done thee such despite.

Cast not a sinner quite away,

Nor take thine everlasting flight,"

—

sounded distant and melancholy in his ears, as

never before. In vain he strove to rally his

oratorical powers—they refused to answer to his

will. Nevertheless, little by little, as a strong

speaker will often affect himself more than his

audience, he became exalted through his own
eloquence; and the latter half of his long sermon
was marked bv a force, a clearness, a fervid fire

of persuasion, such as he had rarely attained, and

at its close there were nearly a score of his hearers

attesting his power by penitential tears and sobs

and moanings.

Then followed the usual revival scenes—prayers

with many groans and loud "amens," exclamations

of "glorv," weepings and "wrestling with the

Spirit." At a late hour the meeting broke up.

But, in the midst of the benediction, the Rev.

Pyromander Sadiron suddenly paused, standing

motionless, with uplifted hands, staring hard at the

door, framed iii which, and lighted by two lamps,

one on each side, he saw, or thought he saw, the

woman of his vision, standing and looking at him

with a sad and appealing countenance, the pale blue

feather of her hat tretiibling in the current of air

which rushed through the open doorway. For

several seconds he stood thus, until a number of

his congregation also turned and looked curiously

at the door; when, seeing nothing peculiar there,

they once more turned, wondering, to the preacher,

who now recovered himself with an effort, and

finished pronouncing his blessing.

To the questions asked by several of the elder

" brethren " Mr. Sadiron replied evasively that he

"felt a sudden peculiar sensation—it was nothing

of consequence—let me get a breath of the fresh air,

please." So speaking he hurried to the door, and

looked eagerly up and down the road and abotit

the building, examining closely the congregation as

they poured out and departed. But nothing re-

warded his search ; and he went home with Mrs.

Buswing and sought the seclusion of his room, to

ponder alone over these inysterious visitations.

It was long before he fell asleep, and his slumbers

were disturbed by roinantic dreams, in which the

form and face of his fair apparition bore a con-

spicuous part in various imaginary scenes.

[To be cortiinued.'\

Editor Whcilmcii's Gazette :—
At last it can be said that there are as many

styles of wheels as there are ages of riders. The
consolidated catalogue of bicycles and tricycles

contains hundreds of machines of every quality and

price. To select from so immense a list the wheel

best suited to one's use is indeed a difficult thing

to do if one is disposed to hearken to the bugle

blasts of some manufacturers and dealers which

appear in every cycling paper published. Whether
the price of the really high grade bicycle and tri-

cycle is too much above what would be a fair living

price is not to be discussed in the absence of suffi-

cient data to substantiate any opinion. When the

wheelman has an intelligent conception of the

enormous expetise of the plan* and care, and the

quality of material reqtiired to make a practical

roadster which will carry a two-hundred-or-more

pound man over good, bad, and indifferent roads for

ten or more years, and weigh less than fifty pounds,

it will be time for him to dictate upon the price of

cycles. There are high grade bicycles, medium
grade bicycles, and poor grade bicycles at propor-

tional prices. The statement that in either, one

gets his money's worth, is borne out with a fair

showing of facts, but the wheelman should not ex-

pect to receive two dollars worth of machine for

one dollar. It would appear that it is a mechanical

and commercial impossibility to sell at profit a

high grade machine at a medium grade jjrice. The
announcement of certain makers or dealers going

the rounds of the advertising pages of the press,

that they sell the highest grade of machines at a

price which could not possibly admit of better than

medium quality, is misleading to the innocent cy-

cler. The machines in question are worth proba-

bly all that is charged for them, but they cannot

be of highest grade when compared with the bi-

cycles and tricycles which sell for a great deal

more. These words are written by a wheelman

to caution every prospective cycler to look before

he leaps—upon a bicycle, and to remember that

claims in jjrinter's ink are often quite different

from pure reality. WHITNEY.

Editor WheelmciCs Gazette

:

—
The wheelmen's meet in this city, July 5, was

one of the most successfully conducted celebra-

tions that ever occurred in this section, and has

been marked by all attending, either as spectators

or participants, a red letter day in the annals of

" Bonnie Maryland." For the rescue of the day

from the orthodox demonstrations of the past and

the inauguration of " something new under the

sun" entire credit is due the officers and mem-
bers of the Ilagerstown Bicycle Club. Bold in

conception, their plans were energetically accom-

l>lished, and where all were so assiduous in

arranging and entertaining, particular inention

would be unjust, except in the case of Captain

Geo. F. Updegraff, who worked with tireless

energy from first to last and " knew no such

word as fail."

The club numbers twenty-five members, who
wear the regulation uniform, and is officered as

follows: R. B. M. Reno, president; Geo. F.

Updegraff, captain ; Harry G. McComas, sul>cap-

tain ; Harry B. Irvin, secretary ; Geo. E. Stever,

treasurer; Frank S. Heard, bugler; Dr. E. A.

Wareham, surgeon. It numbers among its mem-
bers Will C. McComas, the pioneer bicycle rider

of Western Maryland, who has done much to

promote the interests of wheelmen in this section.

The day dawned bright and beautiful and re-

vealed the city nestling like a rich gem on the fair

bosom of this beautiful "Vale of Cuinberland,"

robed in myriad wearings of the national colors

and, floating in profusion over all, the starry em-

blem of the free. Early in the morning large

crowds began to arrive in every conceivable sort

of vehicle ; all trains were crowded and before

noon the city presented a most animated appear-

ance. A large number of wheelmen arrived on

Sunday and were met by reception committees

from the local club and escorted to hotels, where

every provision was made to secure their comfort.

The wheels were stored at the Hose Opera House,

the headquarters of the bicyclists.

By 10.30 o'clock the visitors had all arrived,

with the exception of several Baltimoreans who
"gave out," and took a rest at Martinsburg,

arriving in Ilagerstown as the procession was

passing. The ringing of church and fire bells

was the signal for all to assemble in the central

square, where a speakers' platform had been

erected. Vast crowds braved the burning sun,

and streets, windows, and balconies were a solid

mass of humanity.

Mayor R. J. Halm, a popular young attorney,

delivered an address of welcome to the wheelmen,

on behalf of the local club and the municipality,

and extended to the visitors the freedom of the

city. He was an early favorite with the boys and
" What's the matter with the Mayor.'" " He's all

right," was chorused by the crowd. At the con-

clusion of his remarks the Capital Club, of Wash-
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ington, D. C, sang, " He's a Jolly Good Fellow,"

to the tune of America. J. Kemp Bartlett, Jr., of

Baltimore, chief consul Maryland Division, L. A.

W., responded to the welcome in a neat address,

complimenting highly the citizens, the local club,

the city, and the excellent roads and streets, which

he said were a "paradise for wheelmen." He
was tendered the chief marshalship of the parade

and formed the clubs in the following order :

—

Hagerstown Bicycle Club, blue uniform, blue

caps with white bands and white shirts, preceded

by F'rank S. Heard, champion bugler ; McCon-

nellsburg. Pa., Club ; Williamsport Wheel Club, of

Williamsport, Pa. ; Harrisburg, Pa., Club ; Cham-

bersburg. Pa., Club; Martinsburg, W. Va., Club
;

Harrisonburg, W. Va., Club; Woodstock, W. Va.,

Club; Capital Bicycle Club, of Washington, D. C;
Washington Cycle Club, and District Wheelmen,

of Washington, D. C. ; Cumberland, Maryland,

Club ; Maryland Bicycle Club, of Baltimore ; Bal-

timore Cycle Club ; Cycling Ramblers, of West-

minster, Md. ; representatives and unattached

riders. Nearly 200 wheelmen were in the city,

but owing to the intense heat but 158 wheels

were in line. The effect, however, was grand and

novel and won the applause of the assembled

thousands. The Capital Club, of Washington,

thirty-five members, were accorded the honor of

being the best drilled and best riding club present.

An eighteen mile run over an excellent road,

was vetoed in the afternoon on account of the

heat, much to the disappointment of people along

the line who had assembled in great numbers

with refreshments for the boys. The city streets

were newly graded, graveled, and rolled, and

tempted riders from the shade, by twos and threes,

during the afternoon, while in the early evening

wheelmen whirled everywhere. Speeches, run-

ning races, games, etc., filled the afternoon pro-

gramme, and in the evening a firemen's and mili-

tary parade was followed by a grand display of

fireworks. At 11.30 P. M. the Hagerstown boys

tendered their visitors a grand banquet at the

Hose Opera House. The auditorium was draped

with bunting, flags fluttered everywhere, and flow-

ers bent their lovely heads above the rich laid

tables. A huge " Welcome " in artificial flowers

rested on the proscenium arch, and a large floral

bicycle attracted much attention. Mr. J. K.

Bartlett presided. Among the guests were ex-

Gov. W. T. Hamilton, Col. H. Kyd Douglas,

Mayor Halm, Rev. E. H. Delk, the only minis-

terial bicyclist in the State, and representatives of

the local press, Baltimore Sun, and Wheelmen's
Gazette. Letters of regret were received from

several prominent people including Hon. L. E.

McComas, of Maryland. After the banquet the

visiting clubs mostly departed on special trains

for home, and thus closed the first bicycle meet
j

of Western Maryland, leaving a lasting impres-

sion for the good of all wheelmen and pleasant

memories of its pleasures and success.

Among the visitors were S. T. Clark, of " True

Tangent" fame, Baltimore; Geo. W. Ribble, Star

trick rider, Harrisonburg, W. Va.
; Jno. W.

Leggett, of Detroit, Mich.; Ed. T. Pettengill,

chief consul, L. A. W., District of Columbia, and

J. Kemp Bartlett, chief consul of Maryland.

Hagerstown, Md., July 8, 1S86.

Editor Wheelmen''s Gazette:—
It's singular how very exacting some people can

be. Here are a couple of poor fellows down East

who have been suspended by their club simply

because they went into a saloon to get a glass of

beer, leaving their bicycles on the outside. I be-

lieve the offense consisted not so much in getting

the beer, as in leaving their machines in a place

where they would publish the fact that their own-

ers were taking a drink. What a model set of

men the wheelmen must be down Yankeeland-

ward. Bless their dear innocent hearts, there are

mighty few of us who would stand the ghost of a

chance with them. This is a place whose habits

are founded on German customs to a very great

extent, and in consequence every one drinks beer.

The German population feed it to their babies, and

the youngsters seem to thrive on it. It is consid-

ered the proper thing for a person to go into a

beer saloon to quench his thirst, and our best peo-

ple all do it, although it looks odd to a stranger.

In the fatherland the custom obtains to even a

greater extent than here, and one of our promi-

nent divines tells a good story on himself in this

connection. It appears that he had an eminent

German minister stopping with him some years

back, and the reverend stranger was a thirsty soul.

So the day after his arrival he proposed to his

host that they go down to a saloon and get a glass

of beer. Now, although German customs are

strong here, yet the sentiments of the English-

speaking community have drawn the line at pas-

tors going to saloons and gardens for the extract

of malt and hops, consequently the worthy doctor

explained to his guest that however much it might

do at home, it was not the custom here, and that

he was too well known to be seen entering a sa-

loon. However, as his guest was unknown, he

said he could go in, as the doctor saw nothing

wrong in the beer-drinking itself, so the two

walked down to Bissinger's—one of our noted

resort.s—and the doctor waited outside for his

companion, not in front of the door however. En-

joying a chat with an acquaintance who happened

along, he was suddenly tapped on the shoulder,

and turning around, to his surprise and horror,

beheld the German dominie with a glass of foam-

ing beer in each hand, which he had brought out

to enjoy with his friend. Tableau! And they say

that the doctor has never been able to quite ex-

plain away this little incident.

Our German friends will tell you that lager is

not intoxicating, but don't you believe it. Some of

the old wooden-heads here can get away with from

twenty to forty glasses in the course of an evening,

but it catches the unaccustomed drinker sure pop.

However much it may do for the Germans—ha-

bituated to its use from infancy—there is no doubt

but that the license afforded by their habits is a

curse to Americans. Only a Sunday since I saw

a respectable looking young girl come in from one

of the beer resorts in the suburbs (of which we
have numbers, and which are all crowded on Sun-

days) so drunk that she could not walk straight,

and had to be supported by two of her compan-

ions. This is not intended as a temperance lect-

ure, but I do say that it is a disgrace to any com-

munity to sanction the open and public drinking

of beer by men, women, and children, indiscrimi-

nately.

I had occasion to read a couple of our beer-

swilling countrymen a lesson on the rights of the

road, last Sunday. Several of us were quietly

wheeling along the pike about two miles from

town, when I was saluted by " Get out of the way
there ! Run him down !

" from a buggy which

was driven furiously along behind me, and I had

barely time to jump off and get out of the way

when they bore past. I was mad—fighting mad,

although I have a pretty equable disposition—and

I bounced on my wheel and made up my mind I'd

trail those fellows to town. Well, I did, and over-

hauling them just outside of the city limits, ad-

vised them forcibly that I intended having them

arrested, the very first policeman I met. To say

that my cheering proposition was met by a torrent

of profanity would be putting it mildly; but it

wasn't any use. I quietly jogged along at the tail

end of the carriage and presently my companions

came up. By this time vv-e were in the suburbs,

and, waking up to the fact that we meant business,

they began to take water. First, one fellow says :

" Say, I '11 give you a dollar if you '11 say nothing

more about it." The thing began to be ridicu-

lous, and as it was Sunday, and I didn't care about

having a row, I told them that if they would apol-

ogize, and take it all back, we would drop it.

They jumped at the chance, and then—being half-

seas over—became quite loquacious and wanted

to shake hands all around ; so we mounted and

left them to waste their protestations on the air.

I don't think they '11 try to run any more wheel-

men down, however.

We had a case not long ago in which one of

our local wheelmen—a Mr. Mauger—was run

down by a team, and the driver refusing to pay

the damages, suit was brought ; but it never came

off, for the chap finding his position untenable

paid over both damages and costs, although it was

done w-ith very ill grace.

We have been having some little " meets " on

our own account down this way, to console our-

selves for the deprivation of Boston. On Dec-

oration day the Reading Bicycle Club gave an

afternoon's racing at the Three-Mile House, a very

good number being present. Wilhelm won all

the races in which he entered, although the track

was in such wretched condition that no time could

be made. The one-mile novice race was very

close and exciting. R. Eckert won in 5.13, but

Charles Graeff made such a plucky spurt in the

last hundred yards that it made a very close and

exciting finish. He was completely exhausted

though, and had to be helped from the track.

Why fellows will go into racing without the proper

training is a conundrum. Now there 's Wilhelm.

The fellows say he wins because he is a big, mus-

cular man. It is no such thing. He wins simply

and solely because he trains and practices regu-

larly. By the way, he is developing into quite a

racer. He captured several prizes at the New-

castle, Pa., races, and also at Pottstown. His

principal race at Pottstown was the 25-mile, with

Hugh J. High of that place. A great deal of in-

terest was taken in this race, but it was devoid

of excitement. Wilhelm simply pulled along with

High until they struck the homestretch on the last

lap. He then put on steam and landed a winner

by about fifty yards. High's only chance for win-

ning would have been to have made the pace and

pumped Wilhelm—if he could. The two-mile

race at Pottstown was quite close and exciting.

Dampman, of Honey Brook, and Schwartz, of

Reading, came down the homestretch neck and

neck, but Dampman slipped his pedal and Schwartz

crossed the line ahead. The gentleman who took

third prize in this race is to be congratulated, for

his performance was a remarkable one for him.

He has been using a pack or two of cigarettes

daily (tobacco—particularly cigarette tobacco—is

good for the wind, you know), and came on the

track with one of the odorous things in his mouth,
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HURRAH FOR LYNN I

FIRST GRAND

UK THIi

LYNN CYCLE CLUB TRACK ASSOCIATION
AT

Lynn, Mass., September 23, 24, .^25, IBBB,

A. C. U. RULES TO GOVERN.

in Prizes ! RacGS for Amateurs, Promateurs, ProfessioMls. $5000 in Prizes

!

BEHOLD THE GRAND LIST OF RACES AND PRIZES.

FIRST DAY—THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23.
1-mile Novice Bicycle, Open 1st, Gold Medal. 2d, Gold and Silver Medal. 3d, Silver Medal.
L'-mile Amateur Bicycle, 5.45 Class 1st, Fruit and Flower Stand. 2d, Silver Revolving Butter Dish. 3d, Silver Bell Spoon Holder, gold lined.

1-mile Promateur Bicvcle, Open 1st, Snow-flake Silver Embossed Tea Set. 2d, Silver Engraved Ice-Water Set. 3d, Cake Basket, hammered, Venetian chased,
3-mile Professional Bicycle, Handicap.... 1st, SCO Cash. 2d, 540 Cash. .3d, $20 Cash. [gold lined.

2-mile Amateur Tricycle, Lap 1st, Base Parlor Lamp, gold and oxidized. 2d, Silver Vase, gold inlaid and oxidized. 3d, Russia Leather Satchel.
10-mile Promateur Bicycle, Lap 1st, Fine Gold Watch, stem-winder. 2d, Silver Festoon Chased Tea Set. 3d, Gold Watch Chain.
1-mile Amateur Bicycle, Open 1st, Silver Water Set, snowflake chased. 2d, Silver Vase, gold and oxidized. 3d, Gold Watch Chain.
5-mile Professional Bicycle, Lap 1st, $75 Cash. 2d, $50 Cash. [plaque. 3d, $25 Cash.
3-mile Promateur Bicycle, Handicap 1st, Silver Tilting Water Set, gold ornamentation. 2d, Clock, Persian chased, appliqu^, candelabra, 3d, Pair Pearl Opera Glasses.

SECOND DAY—ERIDAY, SEFTENIBER 24.
1-mile Professional Bicvcle, Open 1st, $.50 Cash. 2d, $30 Cash. M, $20 Cash.
1-mile Promateur Tricycle, A. C. U. Championship (time limit, 3m.5s.) 1st, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 2d, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 3d, A. C. U. Silver Medal.

10-mile .Amateur Bicycle, Lap 1st, Lynn Prize Cup. 2d, Dessert Set, coral rose, glass and silver. 3d, Nut Bowl, gold lined, oxidized finish.

.5-mile Promateur Bicycle, Handicap 1st, Gentleman's Fine Gold Watch. 2d, fipergne, engraved, oxidized, gold finish. .3d, Snowflake Chased Tilting Ice -Water Set,
1-mile Amateur Bicycle, 3.05 Class 1st, Fishing Set. 2d, Cake Basket, gold lined, oxidized finish. 3d, Fine Russia Leather Satchel. [gold lined.

.T-mile Professional Bicvcle, Lap 1st, $75 Cash. 2d, $.50 Cash. 'M, $25 Cash.
1-mile Am.iteur Bicycle'. A. C. U. Championship (time limit, 2m. 50s.) 1st, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 2d, A. C. U. Gold Medal. 3d, A. C. U. Silver Medal.
.3-mile Promateur Bicycle, Lap 1st, Double Walled Silver Ice-Water Urn. 2d, Shot Gun, double-barreled, breech-loader. 3d, Silver Watch.
3-mile Amateur Bicycle, Handicap 1st, Center Piece and Fruit Dish, Crystal Dishes. 2d, Flower Stand, cut glass, gold, oxidized finish. 3d, French Pearl Opera Glasses.

THIRD DAY—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25.
1-mile Promateur Bicycle, Open 1st, Lynn Prize Cup. (Special Prize for Record.) 2d, Base Lamp, gold inlaid and oxidized finish. 3d, Diamond Breast Pin.
3-mile ..\mateur Bicycle, 9.10 Class 1st, Base Lamp, old silver and hammered. 2d, Vase, gold finish. 3d, Gentleman's Gold Ring.
2-mile Profes-sional Bicycle, Lap 1st, S-50 Cash. 2d, $.30 (jash. 3d, $20 Cash.
.3-mile .\mateur Tricycle, Lap 1st, Photographer's Outfit. 2d. Silver Watch. 3d, Fishing Set.

5-mile Promateur Bicvcle, A. C. U. Championship, (time limit, 1.5m.) 1st, A. C. U. Gold Med.il, diamond setting. 2d, A. C. U. Gold Medal. .3d, A. C. U. Gold and Silver Medal.
1-mile Am.iteur Bicvcle, Lap 1st, Fruit Dish, rich cut glass, gold, oxidized. 2d, Cigar Box, oxidized. .3d, Gentleman's Gold Chain.

10-mile Profession.il Bicycle, Lap 1st, $100 Cash. ($.50 extra for Record.) 2d, $-50 Cash. .3d. $25 Cash.
.3-mile Promateur Bicycle. Handicap 1st, Handsome Oil Painting. 2d, Silver (Cashmere Band Tea Set. •3d, Dessert Set. coral rose and glass.

1-mile Amateur Bicycle, Consolation 1st, Half dozen NapkinRings,goldground,satincase. 2d, .Silver Watch. 3d, Russia Leather Satchel.

ENTRIES CLOSE SEPTEMBER 16.

All E\^ents have Three Prizes -where there are four or more starters.
Entry Korms, Blanks, List of Prizes, etc., furnisheci upon application to

E. M. BAIIvEY, Secretary Lynn Cycle Track: Association, LYNX, NlASS.
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SEPTEMBER 30, OCTOBER 1 # 2,

ARE THE DATES FOR THE

KIRSTT ANNUAL

CYCLING TOURNAMENT
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

NEW JERSEY CYCLING # ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,

MAGNIFICENT THIRD - OF - A - MILE TRACK AT

Rose-srille Sta^tioxi, Ne'wra.rl^, N. J'.

RACES KOR AMATEURS !

RACES FOR PROJVIATEURS !

RACES KOR RROKESSIONALS !

RACES KOR BICYCLES !

RACES KOR TRICYCLES !

RACES KOR TANDEMS !

A. C. U. RULES TD BDVERN !

Flan ynur vacatinn sn as to take in this BVent. It will CDncludE the circuit nf dig

TnnrnamEntS; and yna can enjoy the fine riding in the cElEhratBd DrangE IDistrict and the

plEasuTBs of tliB mEtropolis, Dnly 30 minntEs from City Hallj Nexv Yark; tiy ths D. L, & W.
R. R.j FErriES at Earclay and ChristnpliEr Streets,

$2000 IN PRIZES.

Address all commiinlcatlons to FREDERICK JEKISS, Manager, Oraton Hall, Newark, I J,
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so I say it was a capital record for him ; and I

venture the prediction that if he will only let the

festive cigarette alone he will make a racer.

Mem. : He sports orange and black colors on his

handle-bar. Let's see. Those are the colors of

Baltimore, are they not .' Why of course ! It's a

city and not a girl that he carries the ribbons for.

Didn't know he was a lialtimorean though.

Thought he came from the other direction.

A gentleman in the Bi. World oi June 11, pays

me his compliment under head of scraps from this

section, signing himself " Owl." If it be the party

whom I suspect, he has chosen a singularly felici-

tous name, for he is a night-hawk of the most

approved kind, and his relaxations are taken un-

der cover of the darkness when most respectable

people are safe abed. If he tries any " Screamer "

serenade dodge on me, I '11 snap an instantaneous

photo, of his " shape " and distribute it among the

girls. 'Ow'll that do for a sweet revenge ?

The " Wheelmen's Reference Book " has been

received, and is the most complete thing of its

kind ever offered the wheeling public. It should

be in the hands of every rider. The legal points

on cyclers' rights are alone worth the price of the

book. " Cycle."

Editor Whechju'ii's Gazette:—
A person taking a stroll along our .St. Charles

avenue and looking at the number of cyclists would

scarcely believe that this most enjoyable sport has

increased so wonderfully in the last twelve months,

despite the many obstacles that have been thrown

in their way, such as ordinances compelling them

to ride in the street, to carry lamps and bells, and

to the general complaint of the public, but with it

all we have now nearly two hundred riders.

Until recently there were very few makes of ma-

chines here, but now one looking at a turnout on

the "ave " can see every conceivable sort of wheel,

Humber, rotaries, and trikes, quadricycles, and

nearly every crank machine that is made.

A great deal of the above is due to the untiring

efforts of L. U. Mungcr, who spent quite a time

with us some few months ago, also to the New-
()rleans-to-Hoston tourists, for since his visit and

the tourists' ride cycling has been on thie increase.

The membership of the L. A. W. now numbers
about sixty, which of course entitles us to a repre-

sentative, and I am sure that it will not be a very

long time before we have one.

Do not be surprised if the Crescent City should

spring into prominence, and rival the great

"Springfield," for through Mr. C. H. Genslinger's

efforts we are now having meetings for the organ-

ization of an athletic ])ark, bicycle and race track,

and if his efforts should be crowned with success,

look out for a tournament that will surpass any-

thing that has ever been given in this country.

Two well known cyclists, namely Harry II.

Hodgson and Samuel M. Patton, celebrated their

respective births on the second of August, by

giving a stag supper. As most of the N. O. Bi.

Club were invited, you may imagine what an en-

joyable evening was spent ; music, recitations, magic

lantern, and the drinking of good wine was the

programme for the evening.

The annual meet of the L. A. ^^'. will take place

on the 26th and 27th of this month. It will be the

finest we have ever had ; two championships are to

be run for the L. A. W. and the N. O. Bi. C. The
most likely candidates for the above are Hughes,
Hill, and Guillotte. We expect to seethe Colum-
bus record of 2.53 broken.

All hands are hard at work and can be seen on

the " ave " night and morning.

It would be more than pleasant to have 1'-. 1'.

Baird with us this year to see if he would carry off

the prizes as easily as he did last. I think he would

find it a difficult thing to do.

New Orleans, Aug. 17, 1886.

^ews ^efees.

Are you going to the Hartford bicycle races ?

England now has the best mile record for the

world.

Abbot Bassctt has accepted the position of

referee at Springfield.

Titchener, of Binghaniton, made a mile in 2m.

sfi\%. at Scranton last week.

Mr. R. P. GormuUy, of Gormully & Jeffery, sailed

from Liverpool for New York .August 21.

The L. A. IV. Bulletin calls the Springfield

tournament " the world's great race meet."

The lantern parade of the Wilkesbarre Bicycle

Club on the evening of Aug. 7, was a grand suc-

cess.

Very few wheelmen from this section of the

country will participate in the L. .\. W. tour this

year.

Dan Canary, who is still giving exhibitions in

Europe, has been presented with twin Canaries by

his wife.

What is the matter with the Rudge telephone

man.' He is busy ordering wheels for the coming

fall tournaments.

The Springfield L'nion administered a sharp

and well-deserved rebuke to Editor Aaron on his

makers' serf article.

The Cleveland Club did not display very good

taste in selecting one of its members as referee,

thereby creating some dissatisfaction.

The New Rapid has taken a strong hold on the

Pacific coast, and since it was introduced there

large orders have poured into Messrs. Clarks'

hands.

A mathematical calculation has shown that if

the muscles of a racing man were relatively as

strong as those of a flea he could do a mile in mie

minute.

A. B. Rich races as an amateur saint, because,

as he says, " he can win more prizes." A speci-

men of the simon pure branded on the left leg

amateur.

A. (). McGarrett was married on Wednesday,

Aug. 25. We blush to say it, but our genial secre-

tary was an amateur under the A. C. U., likewise

his charming bride.

The largest simon pure amateur race meeting

in the United States was held at Cleveland, O.,

and we are sorry to announce was a complete

failure financially.

A young lady was looking at a picture repre-

senting two lovers on a sociable with the gen-

tleman gently clasping the waist of his lady fair,

when she immediately exclaimed, " How natural !

"

Outiitg has arranged with the Connecticut Bi-

cycle Club for facilities for taking photograjjhs

and sketches of the coming tournament, and will

publish an illustrated account of the parade and

races.

No further evidence is needed to show how small

and mean it is possible for a man to be than

the last action of G. I>acy Hillier in cutting off

the Bicycling News from the exchange list of the

(iAZKITIi.

The New Rapid bicycle has proved itself a

marvelous hill climber and was the first machine

to be ridden up the famous Breakneck Hill, near

New York, a hill which is longer and steeper

than Corey Hill.

Eugene M. Aaron says, ." I have all along

believed that it was the duty of League officers to

allow the A. C. U. to run its own course. If it

was wisely managed nothing that we could do or

say as League officials could take from it success."

Mr. W. H. Langdown, of C!hristchurch, N. Z.,

has arrived in the city to participate in the Spring-

field tournament. In appearance he is the very

hcaii idciil of an athlete, and we have no doubt

but that he will maintain the cycling honor of his

country.

During the Springfield tournament the Pope

Manufacturing Company will open an office at the

Massasoit House, and the Columbia tent upon the

grounds will afford an excellent rendezvous for

visiting wheelmen, who are cordially invited to

make it their headquarters.

A. W. CJump, of Dayton, Ohio, who is well

known as the largest dealer in second hand ma-

chines in this country, has declared in favor of the

American safety ; read his testimonial in the Gor-

mully & Jeffery advertisement on another page.

This speaks well for that machine.

Fred Lees will make his first visit to this

country this year, and before he leaves Spring-

field he intends doing 22 miles within the hour.

Lees is a little fellow who rides a 55 to 56 inch

wheel, and is able to ride any distance from one

to 1,000 miles, and is one of the best of all round

riders of to-day.

In the history of the League's official organs a

no more abusive article has ever appeared than

the one of Editor Aaron on makers' serfs. That

it has cost him the respect of many is not to be

wondered at, and it should have cost him his

official position. Abuse is not argument, and

Mr. Aaron is aware of it.

The Wheelmen's Gazette for August, when

it was laid on our desk on Thursday, looked so

bright and attractive that work had to be laid aside

to glance it over. It is sparkling and spicy from

cover to cover.—A''. E. Honie!:tcad. Beg pardon,

gentlemen, for interrupting business, but the shoe

is on the other foot every week.

There are a number of large and active clubs

in various parts of the United States who have

taken their names from Gormully & Jeffery ma-

chines, and, Aug. 15, fourteen riders in Albany,

Ga., organized themselves into the "Gormully

Bicycle Club." Compliments of this character

demonstrate the popularity of this enterprising

firm.

The action of the Philadelphia Association for

the Advancement of Cycling in deciding to help

discourage reckless riding is commendable. The
Philadelphia Times hit the truth when it said :

" Those guilty of this practice are in nearly all

cases novices who cannot resist the temptation of

exhilaration afforded by fast riding and ' coast-

ing.'"

" Oh, did I tell you about little Henry, grand-

ma? He's got a bicycle." " Sakes alive ! Well,

don't get excited about it. Jest you put a big

poultice of soap and sugar on it, and change it
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every morning, an' it'll be gone in three days.

Your grandfather used to have 'em every havin'

time, reg'lar as June. They ain't nothin" ; they'll

d.) him good."

The Aiiii'iicaii ly/uclmnu, published monthly at

St. Louis by L. S. C. Ladish and " Jack " Rogers,

signalizes its second volume by changing its former

rather bulky sheet to a neater and more compact

16-page paper, size and style of the Gazette.

The IVheelman is now one of the very best of

monthlies, and is in every respect a worthy com-

petitor of the G.\ZETTE.

The Springfield Union objects to the appellation

of " makers' serfs " as applied to the promateur.

We ourselves think the name a bit powerful, to

say the least of it. Even the promateur is entitled

to consideration and courtesy, strange though it

may seem to some.

—

Bicycling World. Verily

there is none perfect save one, and he is secretary-

editor of the L. A. W. Bulletin.

Mrs. Brown (with her dander up) :
" Didn't I

caution you not to make a noise with that horrid

tin whistle .' " Little Johnny (quite crestfallen):

" Why, pa told me to." Mrs. Brown (getting an-

gry) :
" You naughty boy ! you know very well he

didn't." Little Johnny (pertinaciously) :
" Oh

)'es, he did, ma. I asked him to buy me a bicycle,

and he said I would have to whistle for it."

Every wheelman in Connecticut should go to

Hartford, with his wheel, September S. All

cyclists, whether members of any organization or

not, are invited to join the parade to be held under

the auspices of the Connecticut Division of the

League. The races at Charter Oak Park on the

8th and 9th promise to be unusually brilliant, and

with good weather the attendance will be immense.

The annual 100-mile road race of the Boston

Bicycle Club is set down for September 27, the

start to be made at 11 a. ,m. The course will be

carefully laid out, and will measure fifty miles.

There will be two classes, the amateur and pro-

mateur, and the race will be run under A. C. U.

rules. Entries, accompanied with $1, to R. J.

Toombs, 36 St. James avenue, IJoston. Entries

close September 25, at noon.

Considerable curiosity is manifested among
wheeling circles as to what disposition is to be

made of N. H. Van Sicklen, of Chicago, and a

member of the L. A. W. racing board. This man
is one of the makers' amateurs who has esca])ed the

hatchet, and the question is, will he race in this

city?—IV. E. Homestead. Just wait till the A. C.

U. gets after him, and it will not be slow in plac-

ing Mr. Van Sicklen in his proper place.

Messrs. S. T. Clark & Co., of Baltimore, claim

to have struck it rich on the " New Rapid." They
report very extensive sales, in fact much beyond

their most sanguine expectations. From their

advertisements in this issue it certainly seems as

if they were rushing things. Seldom have such

thoroughly good testimonials, from such well

known riders, been presented to the public, and w^
congratulate the firm upon the magnificent wheel

they have produced.

The dates for the Connecticut Bicycle Club's

annual tournament this year are September 8

and g. All classes and conditions of professionals,

promateurs, and " straight " amateurs are provided

for in the excellent programme of races. Perhaps

the most important race will be the one mile A. C.

U. championship. Ilendee and Rowe, who have

beaten everybody else, but have never raced to-

gether, will, it is announced, meet for the first time

as competitors in this race.

The success of the American manufacture of bi-

cycles is making itself felt in England. A manu-

facturing house at Birmingham advertises as

manufacturer of Columbia racers, roadsters, and

safeties. " It's American, you know 1
" may shortlv

be favorite slang with foreign cyclists. English

manufacturers could not have paid American cy-

cles a higher compliment than by taking advantage

of the lack of international trade-mark law to util-

ize a name so thoroughly American.

—

Boston Globe.

American excellence in the manufacture of bicy-

cles is making itself felt abroad. In Birmingham,

Eng., a manufacturing company is advertising it-

self as manufacturer of Columbia racers, roadsters,

and safeties. The manufacturing industries of

Great Britain could not have paid a better com-

pliment to the nicety of American manufactured

machines than by choosing for a name a word

which is so familiar to wheelmen all over the

world, and in every respect American.

—

Boston

Herald.

Another New York amateur has given rule

II the cold shake. Wonder what salary Fred

Jenkins is to receive for managing the Roseville

tournament under A. C. U. rules.' It's remarka-

ble how the simon pures catch on when they

have a chance, but then, they are all welcome.

—

Lynn Bee. How about the president of the

League ? He gave it the cold shake some years

ago. Still that is all right, or will be till the rank

and file find it out. But we happen to be in a

position to know whereof we speak.

The race meetings of the Connecticut Bicycle

Club, given annually at Charter Oak Park, Hart-

ford, are always liberally patronized by the best

people of Hartford and surrounding towns. Noth-

ing is permitted within the grounds in the way of

open betting, pool selling, or any of the numerous

gambling devices which have been so largely ac-

countable for the decline of horse racing as a

healthy sport. The rules as to the proper dress

of the contestants are very strict, and the most

fastidious person finds nothing offensive to his

best idea of propriety.

Pray what business has New York Division to

arise and indorse President Beckwith in the

Ducker matter, which is none of their business ?

This was a blunder, and it does seem as if blunders

were the order of the day in the L. A. W. lately.

—Bi. IVorld. The World is not posted. Don't

you know that there is a club in New York, non-

League at that, and it contains the president of

the League, one of the executive committee, one

chief consul, and four representatives .' A nice lit-

tle ring which controls League matters. What if a

Boston club should contain so many officers .'

Whew !

Connecticut wheelmen are anticipating the Hart-

ford tournament, to be held September 8 and 9,

with great interest. The general public, too, has

come to regard cycle racing with high favor as a

healthful out-of-door attraction, and an immense

attendance at the Hartford meeting is indicated.

An attractive feature will be the parade of the

Connecticut Division of the L. A. W., which will

be participated in by the various State clubs of the

organization. The list of races includes two or

three important championships, and among the

competitors are the fastest riders of America,

England, France, and even New Zealand. Local

interest in the meeting is very great, and excursion

rates will be given by the various railroads leading

to the city, for the benefit of the outside public.

The committee on rules and regulations L.

A. W^. have reported the following changes :

(a) The election of the president and vice-] resi-

dent by the membership at large, (h) The estab-

lishment of a reserve fund, (c) A new rule under

which officials can be suspended or removed, (d)

A clause giving 25 per cent, of the initiation fees

to the state divisions, (c) A new method of can-

vassing the votes for officers of the board. (/)

Making the treasurer a salaried officer at $200

per annum, (g) A change in the tenure of office

of the secretary-editor, so that that officer shall

hereafter be elected annually. (//) A provision

permitting State divisions of 500 members or

more to make their own regulations as to the

method of apportioning, casting, and counting

vote for chief consul and representatives in said

states. (/) Defining the .status and privileges of

a League club and the restoration of the proxy

system for League clubs.

The Wlieel gives utterance to the following

" happy thought "
: We are informed that a " pure

amateur " has been discovered by Bob Neilson,

who will " bring him out " for the fall tournaments.

We are glad that Mr. Neilson's investigations and

observations have resulted in the discovery of this

new planet. And right here we elevate to orate,

why do not the managers offer a prize for the dis-

covery of the largest number of " pure amateurs "

between now and September 8 ? The plan has

been used successfully by a university, which

offered $200 for every new comet. It is needless

to say that comets are discovered quite often, the

most successful at the game being Professor

Brooks,—not of Blossburg, Pa.,—who discovers a

comet or an asteroid whenever his funds run

short. If the .Springfield Club should offer $100

for the discovery of every cycling planet, Eck,

Neilson, Higham and other " bringers out " would

simply glue themselves in the observatory chair

and peer into every corner of the country in their

efforts to pocket the shekels.

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

The consul is working the road book, and we

look for something about right for this section.

Mr. G. S. Benedict is secretary-treasurer of the

Hartford Wheel Club, in place of W. L. Baldwin,

resigned.

Owing to Mr. or Miss-management, one of our

wheelmen badly sprained an ankle recently. He
was on a big wheel, and Facile stock is steadily

rising, as its riders are not treated to any such

little eccentricities.

One of our cyclers has been touring, but left his

wheel at home and went by rail. Such a man in

the Solitary Club would get promptly court-mar-

tialed. They usually ride, and no chapters of

accidents follow, either. [Beg pardon.]

Postmaster Palmer, of Sound Beach, gave us

the pleasure of his full nickeled Expert company

in a late run to " the Landin'," and Dumpling

pond. He is convinced as to the ea.sy going and

coasting (]ualities of the Facile.

Some popular members of the " Scorch Club"

are keeping an eye to the opening of the various

old cider mills along the way on their frecjuent

jaunts, and watch the ripening of fall fruits, as

well. They say their favorite mill is " nearlv

ripe "

!
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Ever notice how accounts of club runs or tours

bristle witii mishaps, and the accidents and head-

ers outnumber the sketches of fine bits of scenery

along the way, and the stops for note taking ?

Without the ever present header what would the

average club run amount to.

President Michaels brought home from I'.ngland

better health and a Humber Cripper, which is a

beauty, and would be more available here if we

had good street pavements, which we are agitating

now. We have heard of " fire-brick," with foun-

dation of sand and broken stone or gravel. Will

anybody shed light on this subject in the columns

of the G.\7.KTIK?

It's a glaring fact that some of our people

who are well enough informed in other matters, do

not know macadam from cobble-stone pavement.

W^e understand that the fire-brick can be furnished

and laid for 63 cts. per square yard, and that the

asphalt, so favorably thought of at Washington,

and which, according to one writer, is supersed-

ing macadam and all the rest, costs $1.80 per square

yard. As our sewers are well under way, and a

horse railroad ordered and promised in running

order by December, we think it high time we had

decent pavements, and as we have said ever so

supplicatingly in our local papers, give, O give us,

better roads

!

Some autumn tours are already planned, and

among the others are some by *' Stamsdn."

HARTFORD NOTES.

Chairman Way, who has been seriously ill, is

convalescent.

The Hartford Wheel and Kast Hartford clubs

will show powerful rei>resentatives in the team

races.

The parade promises 500 flders. W^eed's band

will succeed the buglers of last year in furnishing

music.

Prizes for the races are attracting great attention

in Schall's window. The parade prizes are at

Eckhardt's.

We are looking for something of a crowd from

Springfield. Excursion tickets, including admis-

sion to the park, $1.50.

Excursion parties will come from Springfield,

Boston, New Haven, Bridgeport, Stamford, W'a-

terbury, Danbury, and New Britain.

Rhodes's late surprising performances add addi-

tional zest to the speculations as to the result of

the A. C. U. championship. It is now rumored

that Hendee and Rowe will both be started in this

race.

Next week will be wheelman's week in Hart-

ford. This week the horsemen have the track to

themselves, the " wheel " being excluded until the

close of the trotting meeting. Next Saturday,

September 4, the wheelmen will be given exclusive

control of the park until after the tournament,

and they will make lively use of it. The prelimi-

nary practice of the men previous to the meeting

will be considered by the public hereabouts as a

part of the proceedings not to be missed, and be-

ginning with next Sunday crowds will go out daily

to watch the spins.

Well, every detail of the many arrangements

necessary to make the Hartford tournament a

grand success is receiving careful attention from

the hard working committees, and you may be

sure that with good weather, the turnout will be

inmiense. Hendee, Rowe, Burnham, Knapp, Ives,

Rhodes, Stone, Gaskell, Rich, Foster, ValentiTie,

and I couldn't begin to here tell you how many

other well appreciated fast ones are to be with us.

We have not yet given up hope of greeting our

I'.nglish friends, and with them the field will be as

huge as can be easily handled. II.

RACE MEETINGS.

Coming Evk.nts.

Sepiember.

3, 4 Friday, Saturd.iy—New York Division meet and races,

at Buffalo, N. V. Five-mile I,. A. W. championship.

4 Saturday—Race meeting of the Orange Wanderers, at Rose-

ville, N. J.

6 Monday—Cirand tour of the L. A. W. from Niagara Falls

and Huffalo, through Central and .Southern New York,

Virginia, and the Shenandoah valley, winding up at Har-

per's Ferry, .September 18.

6, 7, 8 Monday, Taesday, and Wednesday—.Annual meet

Ohio Division, at Massillon, Ohio.

8, 9 Wednesday, Thursday—Annual race meeting of

the Connecticut Bicycle Club, at Charter Oak Park,

Hartford, Ct.

q, 10 Thursday, Friday—Races at Crawfordsville, Ind., of

the Montgomery County Agricultural Society.

10, II Friday, Saturday—.Annual tournament Berkshire

County Wheelmen, at Pittsfield, Mass.

II Saturday—Races of Harlem Wheelmen, at Manhattan

Grounds, New York.

14 Tuesday—Races of the Columbia Bicycle Club, at North

Atlleboro, Mas.s.

14 to 17, Tuesday to Friday—Springfield Bi. Club's

Fifth International tournament at Hampden Park,

Springfield, Mass. Race for the championship of

the world.

iS Saturday— Races of the associated clubs at .Allegheny

City, Pa.

iS Saturday — Races of the Passaic County Wiieelmen, at

Clifton, N. J.

18 .Saturday— Races of the Kings County Wheelmen, at

Brooklyn, N. V.

21 Tuesday—Races of the Wyoming Wheelmen, at Wyo-
ming, Pa.

21, 22, 23 Tuesday to I'hursday— I^icycle races at Junction

Citv, Kansas.

23, 24, 25 Thursday to Saturday— Fall tournament of

Lynn Track Association, at Glenmere Park, Lynn,
Mass.

27 Monday—.\nnual loo-mile road race tif the Boston Bicy-

cle Club.

30 Thursday—First day of tournament of New Jersey

Cycling and Athletic Association, at Roseville

Station, Newark, N. J.

OCTOBKR.

I Friday — Illuminated parade of wheelmen, at St. "Louis,

Mo. J. S. Rogers, care of America?! Wheelman, St.

Louis.

1, 2 Friday, Saturday—Second and third days of tour-

nament at Newark.
I, 2 Friday, Saturday— Interstate meet at St. Louis, Ato.

One-Milt Club Handicap.

J. k. Khcubottom, scratch, Time, 3.04 1-2

L. W. Putnam, 100 yards, " 3.09

V. L. Durbin, 150 yards, " 3.10

One-Mite, 3.20 Class.

B. A. I'ratt, Rixhesler, N. Y., Time, 3.20 1-2

\V. B. Perry, .Syracuse, N. Y.

W. F. Herring, New York Cily.

One-Mile Central Netv York Cham/iionshi/).

C. E. Titchener, Binghamton, N. Y., Time, 3 09 1-2

J. R. Kheubottom, Weedsporl, N. V., " 3.11

John G. Elbs, Rochester, N. Y.

One Hundred I'ards, Sl<nu Race.

J. R. Rhcubottom, Weedsporl, N. Y.

J. G. F.lbs, Rochester, N. Y.

W. I. Rice, Syracuse, N. V.

Half-Mile, Hands Off.

J. R. Rheuboltom, Weedsporl, N. Y.

,

Time, 1.42

J. G. Elbs, Rochester, N. Y.

C. J. Connolly, Rochester, N. Y.

One-Half Mile Ride and Rim.

W. H. .Stone, Binghamton, N. Y., Time, 4.42 1-2

J. G. Elbs, Rochester, N. Y.

W. F. Herring, New York City.

Ofte-Afile Tricycle.

W. F. Herring, New York City, Time, 4.46 1-2

Three-Mile Lap Race, Score by Points.

C. E. Titchener, Binghamton, N. Y., 24 points. Time, 9.55

J. R. Rheuboltom, Weedsport, N. Y., 18 points.

J. G. Elbs, Rochester, N. \'. , 12 points.

One-Hal/ Mile Time Race. Time, 1.40.

W. H. Sione, Binghamton, N. Y., Time, 1.40

C. J. Connolly, Rochester, N. Y., " 1.40 1-2

One-Mile Consolation.

F. L. Durbin, Weedsport, N. Y., Time, 3.44

E. I. Rice, Syracuse, N. Y.

Wep;dsport (\. \ .) Bicycle Ci.iib.

Date of Meeting, August 19, 1886. Track, fair, two laps

to the mile. Weather, fine. IVind, none.

OfTiz^K?..—Referee, Gerry Jones of Binghamton, N. Y.

;

Judges, J. P. Becker of Syracuse, N. \., S. B. Alley of

Moravia, N. Y., W. R. Brock of Weedsport, N. Y. ; Timers,

O. v.. Higley, C. C. Caywood of Weedsport, N. Y. ; Starter,

C. C. Teall of Chicago, III. ; Clerk of Course, H. E. Rheu-

boltom of Weedsport, N. Y. ; Secretary, H. E. Rheuboltom

of Weedsport, N. Y. ; Attendance, good, about 500.

The third annual meeting. A large attendance of visiting

wheelmen. Parade.

THt'RSDAV, Ai^r.usT 19.

Half-Mile Novice.

L. W. Putnam, Weedsporl, N. V., Time, 1.35

W. B. Perry, Syracuse, N. Y., " 1.37 1-2

One-Mile Open.

J. R. Rheuboltom, Weedsport, N. Y., Time, 2.58

E. H. Gamble, Batavia, N. Y.

C. E. Titchener, Binghamton. N. Y.

One-Half Mile Boys' Race.

Bert Kenyon, Weedsport, X. Y., Time, 2.17

Henry Brewster, Weedsport, N. V., " 2.28

ScR.AMON (P.A.) Bicycle Club.'

Date of Meeting, Tuesday, .August 24, 1S86. Track, one-

half mile. IVeathcr, fine. Il'ind, none.

Officers.—Referee, Gerry Jones of Binghamton, N. Y.

:

fudges, Ira Dayton of Williamsport, Pa., S. B. Vaughn of

Kingston, Pa., J. G. Carpenter of Wilkcsbarre, Pa. ; Timer,

Harry Boyden of Pittston, Pa. ; Starter, F'red C. Hand of

Scranton, Pa. ; Clerk of Course, B. P. Connolly of Scranton,

Pa. ; Secretary, John J. \'an Nort of Scranton, Pa. ; At-

tendance, about 2,000.

One liundred and fifty-two wheelmen in parade. Com-
mander, Gerry Jones, Binghamton, N. Y. .Staffs, Geo. A.

Jcssup, Fred C Hand, M. T. Andrews, J. .A. Spencer, F.

I). Watts.

TlESUAV, Al'GlST 24.

One-Mile Novice.

Edward Siebecker, Scranton, Pa., Time, 3.01 1-2

H. C. Wallace, Scranton, Pa., " 3 03

W. T. Andrews, Williamsport, Pa., " 3.03 1-2

Two-Mile Pa. State Cluimpionship. •

J. R. Schlager, Scranton, Pa., Time, 6.10 1-2

Arthur Monies, Scranton, Pa., " 6.20

One-Mile Open.

C. E. Titchener, Binghamton, N. V., Time, 2.4l> 1-2

E. P. Baird, Brick Church, N. J.,
" 2.55

One-Mile Club Championship.

J. R. Schlager, scratch, Scranton, Pa., Time, 2.51 3-4

Arthur Monies, 125 yards, Scranton, Pa., " 2.53 1-4

H. C. Wallace, 150 yards, Scranton, Pa., " 2.53 3-4

One-Half Mile Boys' Race.

H. M. Coursen, Scranton, Pa., Time, 1.41 3-4

C. A. Raub, Scranton, Pa., " 1.44 1-4

Three-Mile Handicap.

C. E. Titchener, scratch, Binghamton, N. Y., Time, 8.59

J. S. Kulp, 100 yards, Wilkesbarre, Pa., 10.00 1-4

One-Mile Ride and Run.

John B. Nallin, Scranton, Pa., Time, 4.22 1-4

W. H. Stone, Binghamton, N. Y.

,

" 4.26 1-2

Three-Mile Lap Race.

J. R. Schlager, Scranton, Pa.

E. P. Baird, Brick Church, N. J.

One-iifile Consolation.

W, H. Stone, Binghamton, N. Y., Time, 3.23 1-2

One-Half Mite Tandem Tricycle.

Scranton, Pa., team. Time, 1.44

Wilkesbarre, Pa., team, " 1.48 1.4
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ROSEVILLE NOTES.

The Roseville track is fast getting in shape and

a number of the local fliers are in active training

every day. Brown and Crist, of Washington, are

here training for the big tournaments, having

arrived this week from Cleveland. A. B. Rich

came out to try the track and vv'as so well pleased

with its appearance that he decided to cut Buffalo

and remain for the opening race meet under the

auspices of the Orange Wanderers on the 4th inst.

Rich will do all his work at Roseville and expresses

himself well pleased with the shape and construc-

tion of the surface. The grand stand has been

fitted up in good shape for the accommodation of

the riders. Commodious dressing rooms have

been built, and large lockers that will accom-

modate racing machines have been provided and a

number have been leased to men who propose to

continue in active training. The wheelmen are

beginning to appreciate the fact that thev can now
have all the advantages of Springfield at their

very doors, and the grounds have already attained

a popularity that speaks well for the future. Rose-

ville is exceedingly well situated. Over ninety

trains on the Delaware, Lackawanna '& Western

railroad stop at the station, and a few minutes'

walk brings one to the gates. Every arrangement

has been made for the comfort of the riders ; an

ample shower has been constructed which is duly

appreciated.

The arrangements for the big tournament on

Sept. 30 and Oct. i and 2 are being rapidly com-

pleted and there is every evidence that the meet

will be a big success. Of course in opening up

new grounds there is much to contend with, but

every effort is being made to make the tournament

complete and satisfactory. The following pro-

gramme has been outlined but is subject to some

slight changes, which if made will be duly an-

nounced :
—

First Day^ September 30.

i-mile novice, bicycle.

2-mile amateur, bicycle 5.45 class,

i-mile promateur, bicycle.

3-mile professional, bicycle lap.

2-mile amateur, tricycle.

I-mile promateur, tricycle,

lo-mile professional, bicycle.

3-mile promateur, bicycle lap race.

3-mile amateur, bicycle handicap.

Second Dny^ October 1.

I-mile amateur, bicycle lap.

3-mile promateur, bicycle handicap.

5-mile professional, bicycle.

2-mile amateur, tandem tricycle.

3-mile amateur, bicycle,

lo-mile promateur, bicycle.

I-mile professional, bicycle liandicap.

I-mile amateur, bicycle, 3 minute class.

2-mile promateur, tricycle.

Third Day, October 2.

I-mile professional, bicycle.

2-mile amateur, tricycle handicap.

1-mile promateur, bicycle handicap.

5-mile amateur, bicycle scratch.

5-mile professional, bicycle handicap.

5-mile promateur, tandem.

I-mile amateur, bicycle.

5-mile promateur, lap.

I-mile amateur, bicycle, consolation.

The list of prizes will be carefully and judiciously

selected and there will be a variety that will be

sure to please. P'urther details will appear in the

cycling papers from time to time, and any letters

addressed to Frederick Jenkins, manager. Station

D, Roseville, N. J., will receive prompt and im-

mediate attention.

MUST GET ALONG WITHOUT ENGLISHMEN.

Reasons Why the Public and the Cyclists

Have Nothing to Fear—The Wonderful
Development ok Home Racing Men and
Wheels.

The managers of the tournaments this fall are

confronted by the fact that they must settle once

for all the question whether America can support

big cycling meets without the presence and com-

petition of English riders. The latest cable news

makes the statement authoritative that no English

amateurs will come, except perchance .Speechley

and M. V. J. Webber, who have been sent for by

friends in this country. A half-dozen of the best

professional riders are already on the way, and

the fact that more American professionals are

now in training on Hampden Park than ever be-

fore, and that they are one and all in vastly better

shape to compete with the Englishinen than they

were last year, makes it evident that there will be

some very hot contests for the money prizes this

fall. But there is disappointment in store for the

people who think that they cannot enjoy a tourna-

ment unless every race is an international contest,

for the promateur and amateur classes will be

filled by Americans solely. Many people growled

last year because the Englishmen took home inost

of the prizes, and heartily wished the Britishers had

staid on the other side of the ocean; and all such

will have a chance to see the non-professional races

contested by our own riders. Thus there are two

sides to the matter from the point of view of the

public who are depended on to support the tourna-

ment. But from inside the cyclists' unions there is

but one view, that of the statidard or ranking of the

riders. The League of American Wheelmen has

recognized the American Cyclists' Union, so that

'there is no trouble at home ; but the National Cy-

clists' Union of England has refused to allow its

amateur members to come to this country to race

with American promateurs. Yet these Englishmen

who race as amateurs are not wanted here to appear

in the arnateur contests, for no American pure

amateur would race with them for the double reason

that they would be beaten badly, and would be rac-

ing with makers' amateurs which would involve ex-

pulsion from the L. A. W. and make them proma-

teurs in the ruling of the A. C. U. These fast-

riding Englishmen are all under engagement to

cycle makers. It is not generally known, perhaps,

that the Springfield Bicycle Club never has deal-

ings with the racing Englishmen themselves,

whether professionals or amateurs, but simply

negotiates with British cycle makers for the ap-

pearance of their best men and these firms send

such riders as they choose. But the makers' ama-

teurs seem to have decided that they prefer to

maintain allegiance to the N. C. U. rather than

stand by their contract with the manufacturers.

Hence the question arises, will the fall tourna-

ments be impaired by the absence of the English

makers' amateurs ? It would seem that America

had been long enough in the cycling business to

"go it alone." Systematic training, the develop-

ment of speedy American wheels, experience in

handling race meetings, and the liberal outlay

of money have combined to place this country at

par with England in the matter of cycling tourna-

ments. The presence of the Britishers has helped

wonderfully to stimulate growth in all the features

named, and doubtless riders and manufacturers

could learn more by further contact and rivalry.

But it will be shown this fall that Americans can

get along very well without outside help. For

several years the records have been sliding down
the scale, largely through the competition of Brit-

ish and American riders, but almost wholly by

the enterprise of American managers. New men
have been brought out constantly, some of whom
have not been heard from a second season, while

others have developed from year to year, and at

each successive .tournament have showed that

America has good racing stock to call on for

fliers. There are probably more pure amateurs

in training this summer for the fall tournaments

than ever before. Now that the promateurs are

out of their way, they will have a series of exciting

brushes between themselves. The League has

consented to let its amateurs enter the A. C. U.

meets, hence the fall races in their classes cannot

fail to be as interesting as ever. Again, there is

more money in bicycle racing this year than ever

before. Several new tracks have been built at

considerable cost expressly with a view of fall

tournaments. None, perhaps, are so good or so

costly as the Springfield track, which when the

snow began to fly last fall held every one of the

38 world records made last season by American

riders besides the two world records made by

Howell and Wood. But all the new tracks are

patterned after the Springfield course and will in

time be worthy rivals of the now peerless Hamp-

den Park. Money has also been lavishly spent

in systematic training. The public may never

know how much it costs Col. Pope to maintain his

Columbia team, their trainers and manager, or

how much the Overman Wheel Company have in-

vested in the same business. But $10,000 a year

for this sort of an advertisement for the Columbia

and Victor wheels is perhaps a moderate esti-

mate. A year ago last spring an American racing

machine was unknown. It cost $3,000 to build

the first one, and doubtless every one sold this

season cost more than the price charged. The

prizes, too, average better than ever before,

Springfield alone offering professionals $1,500 in

cash.

The country was, therefore, never in better shape

to get along without the English cyclists. Every

meeting which calls together the professionals and

promateurs now in training on Hampden Park

and the amateurs who are doing their work in the

background cannot fail to show the public as

spirited racing as was ever seen, without the

jockeying which disgusted so many last year.

Too much cannot be said in praise of the system-

atic training which our riders have undergone this

summer. The results were shown on the park

Saturday, when 37 seconds were knocked out of

the five-mile record as it was left last year after all

the paring and lopping which the records under-

went at that time. The outlook for the Spring-

field tournament is even more promising than last

year, and if the local club succeeds in demonstrat-

ing that in pleasing the people, in developing

riders, and in keeping for its famous track inore

records than any other can boast,—all without the

help of English " amateurs," it will do a great

favor for cycling in this country, for other enter-

prising clubs can then hold race meetings, which

are debarred now by the great expense of importing

English riders. On the last bank holiday 90

English tracks and clubs had race meetings, and

there is no reason why the same cannot be done

here, with our own men, and even give the British-

ers points, as we do now in timing riders to the

fifth of a second.

—

S/r/^ii^M KcpuhUcati.
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Sale ar^d ExGl^angc.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheelman wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per word, each insertion, cash with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

A^
DVKRT1SKKS will consult their own interests by adver-

tising in The Wheki.men's Gazette.

BICVCLKS. — Fair prices and sjiot cash paid for desirable

2d-hand wheels. BUTM.AN & CO., SgCourt St., Boston.

BICYCLES .^ND TRICVCLE.S.—Specialty in furnishing

newwlieels for exchange. IJUTiM.^N & CO., Scollay

Square, Oriental liuilding, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Bargains for ca.sh
;

wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTMAN
& CO., 89 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES received on consignment;
no charges made when goods are furnished in exchange.

BUTMAN & CO., Oriental Building, 89 Court St., Boston.

B

BARC,A1NS!-Humber Tandem Tricycle, $185. 48, 52,

and 54 inch Experts, 48 to 52 inch Standards, 52-inch new
Victor, cheap to close. Correspondence solicited. Address
NEW YORK BICYCLE AGENCY, 21 Worth St., N. V.

jARO.AINS—We have a number of second-hand wheels,

} all in excellent condition, which we offer cheap ; full de-
scription on application bv mentioning this pa]>er. Address
STODDARD, LOVERING & C(J.I 152 Congress Street,

Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — 125 shop-worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; coiTesjjondence and inspection invited,;

open Saturday evenings. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay Square,
Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

BIG BARGAINS TO MAKE CHANGE !— 48 -inch
Standard Columbia, two -thirds nickel, good; ^^44. 50.

58-inch Royal Mail good ; $80. 52 -inch Club, 48-inch Sans-
pareil. Special and Standard Columbias, Ideals, Special and
American Stars, etc., at rock-bottom prices. Send for list at

once. G. W. RIBBLE, Harkisonbukg, Va.

CHEAP ENOUGH— The Wheelmen's Reference Book
and The Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

CANW.RBURY PILGRIMAGE and WHEELING
ANNU.AL mailed po.st-paid for One Dollar. Address

THE WHEEL.MEN'S GAZETTE, Spki.ngfield, Mass.

DON'T BUY A SECOND-HAND CYCLE until you
have seen our list. We have been making money trad-

ing New Rapids, and can afford to sell second-hand machines
cheaper than anybody. Columbias, Royal Mails, Rudges, etc.

,

on easy payments. S. T. CLARK & CO., Baltimore, Mu.

EVERY CLUB SECRETARY should have the Refer-
ence Book. Only 50 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR S.-\LE—A receipt for 50 cents, entitling the holder to
The Wheelmen's Gazette for one year.

7REEI—The Wheelmen's Reference Book free to anyone
sending us two subscribers to The Gazette.

rOR S.ALE—New 54-inchYale,n!ckeled and enameled; $85.
AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.-VLE— 55-inch Royal Mail Racer, in excellent order;

J65. AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., Springfield,Mass.

FOR .SALE—The Wheelmen's Reference Book; 50 cents.
DUCKER & GOODMAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

FOR SALE — 42-inch Ideal Bicycle, standard finish, per-
fectly new ; will sell for $34. ALBERT H. CHAPEN,

Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE — 50-inch Roval Canadian, ball-bearings;
special bargain; $40. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-

PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— 51-inch American Star, new last season, and
in fine order; S50. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-

PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE — 52-inch 1S86 Expert Columbia, only a ven-
little used; $95 cash. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-

PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—44-inch Standard Columbia bicvcle, in good
order; best offer over $38. A. S. ALLEN, Summit

Point, Jefferson County, W. Va.

FOR SALE—42-inch .Standard Columbia, parallel bearings:
in fine order; onlv ?37.5o. AMERICAN BICYCLE

COMPANY, Springfiei-d.Mass.

FOR SALE — 54-inch Standard Columbia, ball-bearings;
in fine order ; onlv 540. AMERICAN BICYCLE

COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—54-inch British Challenge, full-nickeled, with
dropped handle-bars ; in excellent order, the nickeling as

good as when it left the factor\- ; onlv $75. .AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— King of the Road Lamp; McCoy & Williams
#6 .Saddle; both new; will sell them both for J8. Address

ADDISON TAINTOK, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—56-inch Expert, full-nickeled, with cow-horn
handle-bars; in excellent order; only jigo. AMERICAN

lilCYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—English double Children's Tricycle, just about
asgoodasnew; cost new $65 ; price $25. AMERICAN

BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—One No. 5 Royal Mail Racing Tricycle, cost

new;?i75; been used only a little ; $65. AMERICAN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— 51-inch new model Star Bicycle,with tool-bag,

tools, and lantern; good as new; cost 1^130; must be sold;

price 1^85. Addre.ss L. H. FORBES, Burnside, Ct.

FOR SALE — New 54 -inch Rudge Racer, nickeled and
enameled, with cow-horn handle-bars; J80. AMER-

ICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — 4S-inch Special Star; ball-bearings to small
wheel, new this season, and only a little used; price ;f8o.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE— Any Premium named in our list at retail

price, and a copy of The Gazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — $S breech-loading Hub Lamp; Lillibridgc

.Saddle; pair hard rubber Expert Handles; all new ; the
lot forjio. LOUI TAFT. Box 335, Sprin<;field, Mass.

FOR SALE — Heavy all-wool ribbed Bicycle Hose, blue,

black, or L. A. W. color, sent bv mail on receipt of $1.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfihld,Mass.

FOR S.ALE — Lithographs of George M. Hendee, 14x17;
sent bv mail to any address on receipt of 15 cts. in stamps.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE—Regular f2.oo Facile Bicycle Bells; can be
used on any machine ; sent bv mail on receipt of 75 cts.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfiei.d.Mass.

FOUND OUT— That Wheeling Annual is the best of

all, and can be obtained of The Wheelmen's Gazette,
Springfield, Mass. Mailed post-paid on receipt of 50 cents.

Why not liave one ? Why not present your friend with a copy ?

Cheap enough— don't you say so?

FOR SALE—New Colt hammerless, finest Damascus bar-
rels, pistol stock, 12 bore, $100 grade ; best offer over $60

takes it. .Also, Waltham Chronograph (stop watch), nickel

movement, stop, start, fly-back, in patent gold case ; absolutely
new; J50. Will exchange both for full-nickel 1S86 Star Light
Roadster. BURLINGTON (Vt.) BICYCLE AGENCY.

GIVEN .AW.AY—Premiiuns for Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, jwst-iiaid, on receipt of price. Two Dollars, hs

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE, Springfield, Mass,

RUDGE RACERS.
attention, RACINt; MEN.

One 53-inch Rudge Racer, used twice, $90
One 54-Iuch Rudge Racer, used three times, 90
One 55-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden 90
One 57-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden, 90

.Saddle on backbone, and all latest improvements. Apply
early. STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 to 158
Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

SEND US ONE DOLLAR for Jhe Gazette two years,

and receive a copy of the Wheelmen's Reference Book.

THE GAZETTE and WHEELING ANNUAL, onlvfi.
THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, SpRiNGFiELD,RfAss.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST ADVERTISING
MEDIUM

—

The Wheelmen's Gazette, Springfield,

Mass. Rates 40 per cent, less than any other cycling paper.

WHEELMEN'S REFERENCE BOOK and The
Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

Tl WANTED—Tandem Tricycle, one of the best and latest

VY improved. E. L. SMITH, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

WHEELING and The Gazette for one vear, price $2
WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

WANTED—Second-hand Tricycle, Columbia Two-Track
or Victor; must be in good condition and at a low price.

F. A. HUBB.ARD, Brattleboro, Vt.

WHEELMEN, how can you enjoy the wheel ? By keeping
fully posted and subscribing for so excellent a journal as

The Wheelmen's Gazette. Only Fifty Cents per year.

CO CENTS BUYS WHEELING ANNUAL. Fifty

O Cents buys Canterbun,' Pilgrimage. Two Dollars buys
Rhymes of Road and River. The whole mailed to any
address, post-paid, for ;?3, includin.g The Gazette for a vear.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, AfAss.

CO-INCH BRITISH CHALLENGE, in good condition,

O^ fors,ale at^b,argain; J80. Address E.'F. BUTTON,
care Box G, Springfield, Mass.

r 0-INCH RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER to be sold at

O once; in good condition ; looks almost like new; price
$So: will send by freight or C. O. D. for examination. Address
C. E. FITZ, 335 Broadway, Somerville, .Mass.

The a. g. a. pin.

THE MOST UNIQUF: EMBLEMATICAL
BICYCLE PIN MADE!

tt -

Exact Size. Pat. Pending.

The above cut represents the new Pin adopted by the

Executive Committee of the American Cyclists' Union. It

presents the wheel "head on," is of a suitable size for the

vest or scarf, and is strong and durable.

The Regulation Pin is made of solid gold, Roman color,

raised polished letters, garnet stone in diamond setting.

Price S3. 50, Oxidized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, $3.50.

ICnamel around letters, 50c. extra. Two or three garnet stones

.set on top of crown, Ji extra for each. Diamond in crown,

from $10 to $25.

All orders sent to me will be filled promptly, and must be

accompanied by cash, check, or money-order.

W. H. WARNER,
Badge Manufacturer, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

• H OW
TO SELL THE

RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

a<;ents and dealers, and those interested

in the business, should send stamp

for FfLL directions TO

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

L30ST0M, XIASS.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

^A^GARD^

li^e wis/i to ihank mtr frietids and atstomers for tlieir

patience in waiting for mir NUMBER TANDEMS, and

we are phased to say that we have received a full supply

and can now ship orders protnptly.

Regretting the delay, luhich has been unavoidable, ive

re7nain,

Votirs very truly,

STODDARD. LOVERIXG &> CO.

BOUND FOR THE

TOURNAXIEXT
AT SPRIWiFIEl.D.
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PREPARE FORTHETRACKORROAD

NOW,
For never again will vcmi have the chance to

buy giMxI

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
so CHEAP

!

AI.L SIZE^ AND ST\-I,ES.

*J The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. J*

A FULL STOCK OF SUNDRIES.

Bathing Pads, Hose Supporters, Helmets,

Shoes, Stockings, Lamps, Luggage Carriers,

Uniforms, etc.

You can be fitted out complete.

Hgy'lJo not forget that you can get anything

you want of

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
Oralon Hall, Ne^A'ark, N. J.

BRANCH STORE : Park Street, ORANGE, N. J.

• PARIS (MMME*
Journalist engaged as Paris correspondent for London jour-

nals seeks similar employment on first-class .American news-

paper, or the representation in Paris of an American press

agency. Excellent references in England and France.

SMITH, tg Cite des Fleurs, Paris.

For locking bicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant. Can be

applied instantly, and locks automatically. Neat, compa(5t, and
cheap. Weight only 2^ ounces ; length only 4 inches.

Dr. W. D. Ball of Boston writes: " I bought one of your
Locks the first of the season, and can say it is really the only
Lock on the market good for anything. I leave my bicycle

anywhere, and have never had it tampered with : and yet two
bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office."

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-paid on

receipt of ?. MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO., New Haven. Ct.

NEW ROAD-BOOK.

JUST ISSUED,
THIRD EDITION—Thoroughly Revised, and Enlarged to

Nearly Double its Former Size.

Ttie wieeimaii's naiiii-BooK

ESSEX COUNTY, MASS.
Cl.>NTAIN'!.\G

Sketches of the various Cities and Towns, with mention of

their Objects of Interest, Hotels, Cycling Clubs, League
Officials, etc.

Road Routes, with distances to every place in the County
and vicinity.

Sketch of the League of Essex County Wheelmen.

The Only Complete Catalogue of Wheel Literature ever pub-
lished, embracing all Cycling Periodicals in the English
Language, and Every Book and Paper connected with the

Sport ever produced in America.

Price 20 Cents,
By mail, post-paid. Old Editions free for 3-cent stamp.

GEORGE CHINN, Publisher,

Mention Gazette. BEVERLY, MASS.

^

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

i(

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 Rose Street, New York.

WORKS AT NORWOOD. MASS.

SHATTUCK & FLETCHER, Agents,
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

^

• The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. t*

128 and 130 Fulton Street,
j ^ ^^ y^

0/ Nassau Street, )

THE ONLY

OfficialOulfiltfirtotliBLll.W.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

-All orders must be accompanied by money - order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double -umlth. $4 Ar yard.

Patented ( )ctobcr and December, 18S5.

HUMPHREYS SPRING CO.
IRWIN, PA.

LORD & THOMAS, ^^?^^^
49 Randolph St., Chicago, keep this i)!ipcr on file

and are authorized to |t|fPnTI^Pn^
make contracts with AUlClf I IwCllWl

TREMENDOUS SLAUGHTER INJICYCLE HOSE!

We have on hand a lar^e quantity of all-wool ribbed hose
which we shall sell at the ndiciilously low price of 63 cents per
pair, post-paid. Hose that are no better are sold everywhere
for from $1 to Si. 25 per pair. \Vc have them in all sizes, and
in three colors—black, brown, and navv blue.

THE GREGHILL MFG. CO., Meriden, Ct.

the;

SECURITY
Mutual Benefit Society,

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ONLY TWELVE ASSESSMENTS have been levied

since the Society began business, averaging three a year, and

making the cost for assessments to a man 40 years of age lesS

than live dollars a year for each J 1000 of insurance.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

Why Cannot a Wheelman
Make a Good Book

Canvasser ?

Because he can ! The man with the bicycle can discount

one with a horse and buggj' through the country.

One of the best books to try with is

DR. CHASE'S J^ECIPE BOOK
OF 2,000 RECIPES,

A wonderfully handy book for every family in town or countr)-.

Very Liberal Terms to Agents.

Dr. Cliase's Steam Printing House,

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART. 811 Arch St.. Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),

and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIFKICL'LT RKPAIRINc; K SPKCIAITV.

CDW-BORj HBPLE-BPS!

Handsomest, Strongest, and Best Bars in Market.

COMPLETE. WITH BRAKE-LEVER AND BRACKET,
ALL NICELY NICKELED. ONLY $4.50.

These liars have the most graceful curves of any in the

market, and are m.tdc of the best of steel. We lead ; let

others imitate and clann the same;— but wheelmen should see

to it that they get the liar which has the best of material, the

best of workmanship, and is the latest in style. Remember,
we make these Bars to fit any cycle made. Liberal discount

to the trade.

0. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.
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A BICYCLE FREE!
Tmi; Vkkmunt iJicvci.E fiuc to all wlio sciul name mi

jjostal, with nanits uf five iiUfiuling bicycle buyers. Most
newsy monthly. l'Ji;lu laii^e j)a_ues. All Hke it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE, West Randolph. Vt.

EASY PAYMENTl
All kinds, low prices—Bicycles, Tricycles, Tandems
new or second-hand—("lergymcn, I)()Ctors, Lawyers.
Merchants, Clerks—adopt tins system—Send 2 cent

stamp for particulars. Mention this paper,

S.T.CLARK&CO. Baltimore, Md.

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
Just tlic V'hiiii; for M< i\ /laii/s, J)nij^i;i.its. (/'rocrrs.

Bt'ys, Gills, K'uivl'ody 1

Presses from S3 to $175. Outfits from $5 to $50.

Any one with ordinary intelligence can do the work. Fidl

instriK^lions with every order. Send for descriptive price-list,

and mention this paper. R. D. ZEK15E, i.SS West Fifth St.,

CiNCi.NNATi, Ohio.

I
HOLDFAST®
'©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRJCE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=fl.B.HARUIIARCHST.PIIILA.=

Fifty I,. A. W. fine gold beveled edge
( .\rds, nt handsome case, with your name,
ildiess, and emblem (in gold) neatly

I'liiited on all, by niail post-paid for 50
iits. .Sure to please. An agent wanted

111 every club to take orders. Send stamp
lor terms and samples.

H. SHEAFER, Camden, Ohio.

IF YOU are interested in Inventions, Pat-

ents, Manufacture, etc., secure a free copy
of the old established illustrated journal, the

-AMERICAN- p%
NVENTOR

J. S. ZERBE, Publisher, •
188 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI, O.

OXT.Y $1.00 I'En YIJAIi.

PATENT.S quickly obtained at reasonable
rates in the U. S. and all Foreign Countries.

P
AMERICAN ^matenT

188 & 190 W, FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI,
JP^T" Special Department for the Exhibi
tiou of Models and Sale of Patents, "^cl

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES!
Punnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-lireeclies, only

$4 a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. liest Long Bicycle .Stockings,

$1 a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SEND Fi'N L.\r.\l nl.lF. Tr

1 G.WTEEL;
^.llll IvlHIiPlrHlllJl

264 JVIAI^J STREET,
SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

BESX IN XHE ^yy^ORLDT

Tl T 1^

KELLDDG BICYCLE BHDE.

This Shoe has all the qualifications necessary to make it THE STANDARD SHOE
FOR CYCLISTS. It will be exhibited on the grounds at the coming International Tour-

nament at Springfield, September 14-17, where we respectfully invite all to examine it for

themselves. Dealers wishing to handle it in future can obtain full particulars. The man-

ufacturers will be present to take orders and answer all questions. Persons wishing to

buy a pair during the Tournament can be accommodated by Mr. J. H. BUTTERFIELD,
our Springfield agent, 451 Main Street, opposite Court Square, or ANTHONY McLEAN,
173 Main Street, Holyoke. Should there exist any peculiarity of the foot rendering a fit

difficult to obtain, we shall be prepared to take measures and fill orders on limited time.

Investigate and you will be happy.

KELLDBB & EABER,
Sole IM^imaf^icturers, i^^LNlKK, IVL^SS.

NET PRICES.
Gentlemen's Bicycle Shoe, $4.00 Ladies' Tricycle Shoe, $6.00

SAFE, PRACTICAL M FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

Worlds Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles
within the Hour.

Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when In Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Kniitlivillo, Bur. Co., N. J.

TtieSlarBiG||GlelollieFroi)IRgaii|l

ai:01iGE E. WEBEIi. of Smithrille, X. J., iron thv ."tO-

MILE liOAT) L'ACE at Chfr/^srif/c, J/o., in :i hours, } niin-

Hfcs. (ind ,'i<S''4 seconds, brftfint/ t/ir prcrious Anicrhon liimd

Hcrot'ils ncdi'ff/ V.T nihnites.

MiCmnY'S GREAT 24-HOJR WOIiLD'S liEVORD,
2SC> lOOO Miles, WHS made on a STAM.
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TheKim SPBIPELD'Sm BimCLE

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

The King

AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers, giv-

ing a constant application of power so

highly prized on sandy or muddy roads

and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the rear

of the hub, there is an uplifting at the

fulcra in front, removing the danger of

"taking a header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,

Because It can be run backwards, has

the silent coasting ratchet, and any rider

can tighten a loose spoke with a spoke-

tightener or insert a new spoke. Extra

spokes sent with each bicycle.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing the

weight, and the natural position of the

hands, enable the rider to greatly in-

crease the pressure upon the pedals.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-fric-

tion bearings run very easily, are very

durable, and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,

The new hollow-felloe rim being very

rigid, and the new tangent spokes inter-

laced make a very strong wheel.

Secured hy United States Fateiits and J'eiidhtf/ United States and Foreign, Applications

by the Inventor, Rev. IIOMIill A. KIXG, Sjiringfield, Mass.

Made at the Celebrated Cycle Works of the Ames Manufacturing Company.

WHAT eTHERS SAY.
Springfield, Mass., August 12, 18S6.

I have ridden a crank wheel for five years, and the past few
months have ridden The King Safety Bicycle on the

track and over rough roads, through mud and sand, up hill

and down. In ascending a hill the weight can be utilized as

well as muscle, and in coasting down hill The King Safety
beats all others. It runs more easily than the crank wheel,
and is safe against headers, as the weight is always on one
pedal in the rear of the hub. There is no machine more easy
to mount and dismount. I have let many ride it, and they
are all delighted with it. CHARLES QUIMBY.

Rev. Dr. Gifford, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Baptist

Church of Boston, Mass., a noted cycle rider, occupied the
pulpit of the State-Street Baptist Church in Springfield,

Mass., August 1, and called at the factor^' Monday and ex-

amined the cycles. We were not present, but waote him
soliciting an article, and received the following note :

—

Dear Brother King— I enclose you a bit on re-creation.

. . . . I think you have a good machine. I have always
ridden the crank w^heel, but think yours will have more power
and safety. Yours truly, O. P. GIFFORD.

Springfield, Mass., July 28, 18S6.

After riding a crank wheel for three years, I have given it

up, for fear of going over the handle-bars, and purchased a

Star. Have also tried The King Safety Bicycle, which
I think fully as safe and good.

HARRY R. HITCHCOCK.

PRICE LIST OF THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE. •

ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

Enamel Finish, $95.00 $115.00
One-fourth Nickel Finish, 100.00 120.00
One-half Nickel Finish, 105.00 125.00
Full Nickel Finish, 115.00 135.00

One-fourth Nickel includes Saddle - Spring, Handle -Bars, Brake, and Head; One-half

Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel; Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.

SFECIAIj OFFEJt,~Ten per cent. Disroiint to any Clergyman.

AOENTS WANTED.

THE mm! wn cmnpiiiiv, si natty sm. pim.

THE BICTCLE HEBBLII
AND

Tie Weei(ly Evaoyellst

Have been united, and the consolidated paper is now issued

monthly by THE EVANGELLST COMPANY, at Evange-

list Building, 182 State Street, Springfield, Mass.

THE HERALD
CONTAINS

THE EU.V.VIA'G RECORD,
PROGRESS OE THE ART,

CYCLING ROMANCE,
PRACTICAL HELPS.

THE EVA.NOELIST
IS DEVOTED TO

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE,
E VANGELIS TIC WORK,

TEMPERANCE AND REFORM,
YOUTH'S DEPARTMENT.

TERMS.
Single Copy, 8 pages, one year, So. 35

Three Copies, one year, i.oo

PREMirnvts.

Bicycles may be partly or wholly paid for by soliciting sub-

scribers. For many years we carried on a purchasing agency
in New York, purchasing at wholesale prices from all the

leading houses. We also supplied almost any article desired

by any agent as a premium for sending us a club of subscribers,

but we found it necessary to require agents to send us as many
subscribers as tliey could obtain, and a fair remittance, and
trust to us to purchase the article at a low price and credit

them with any balance their due, or return it to them with the

preiuium if they desired. We can furnish any premium offered

by any other paper on as liberal terms as any one, but time is

too valuable to make a trip to inquire the price of special ar-

ticles, and afterwards another trip for the article, if the agent

raises the club and does not change his mind as to the pre-

mium desired.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

1. We offer a fine Steel-Plate Engraving, entitled "The
Star of Bethlehem," size 22x28, price $2, and The Bicycle
Herald and Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for

only $!.

2. We offer HoUyer's line and stipple Steel-Plate Engraving

of " Henrv W. Longfellow in his Library." size 24x32, price

$7.50, and'THE Bicycle Herald and Evangelist, for one

year, all post-paid, for only $1.25.

3. We offer Webster's Practical Dictionary, the latest and

best $1 dictionary in the market, and The Bicycle Herald
AND Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for only 3i.

Sample co/y of Pafer sent free to any address. Agents

wanted in every town in the United States. Preminms or

liberal cash commission given. Write for terms. .Address

ALBERT J. KING,
51 Barclay Street, - NEW YORK.
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WEBSTER'S
UNABRIDGED
With or without Fateut Index.

iDIGTIONAli^l ITSELF

,

The Attention of School Offleers, ami others,
is invited to the fact that in purthasing the

latest issue of this work, tliey get

A Dictionary

containinpSiH"! ninro words and nearly 200(1 more
illusitriitions than any otlior American Diotionarj'.

A Gazetteer of the World

conlaininp over 25,Witi Titles, with their pronunci-
ation and a vast ninmint of othrr information,

(just aih.K-d, Iks:,, ;ii,,1

A Biographical Dictionary

giving pronunciation of names and brief facts
concernmg nearly l(i,ii(iu Noted Persons; also
various tallies giving valuable information.

All in One Book.

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary is recommend-
ed l>y the State Sunerintendentsof Schools in 36
States, and by leading College Presidents of the
United States and Canada. It is Standard Au-
thority with the United States Supreme Court,
and in the Government Printing Ciffice. It has
tieen selected in every case where State Purchases
have been made for Schools, and is the Diction-
ary upon which nearly all the school books are
based.

Get the Latest and Best
It is an invaluaVile companion in every School

and at every Fireside.

G.&C. MERRIAM&CO., Pub'rs, Springfield, Mass.

GET THE BEST

THESTRPliilDGYGLOIIIErER.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

O
z

Q O

Q
LU
CO
Z3

REGISTERS 2SOO MILES.
We have given the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

investigation and sludv, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. We
furnish a certificate of accuracy with all instruments. In

ordering give siza and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub "ihoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern att.achment, Sio.oo.

J. ^.
Send for Circular.

I.AKIN & CO.
WEST FIELD. M.'VSS.

y
y).^€-i(^ rJ/'U/f/^iZ/^r^

POSTAGE -STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER,
FINGER DAMPENER, AND PAPER-

WEIGHTS COMBINED.

This combination has been devised to avoid the undisputed nuisance of licking postage stamps. It serves as two separate

paper weights, works rapidly, saves time, and is always ready for use. Fifty envelopes can be stamped by this machine in one

minute. The stamp holder contains 125 postage stamps, and once placed in the recept.ide ihey are not seen until they adhere

to the envelope. The moistening machuie seals envelope flaps in an instant, and requires no licking : it is invaluable to bank
tellers as a finger dampener ; druggists by using it save the annoyance and trouble of licking labels. The machines never get

out of order, and are beautiful and Listing ornaments to any desk. They are brass, nickel-plated, and weigh i{ pounds each.

Endorsed by all who use them.

Price per Set, $2.50, post-paid. Discount to Agents.

T. A. McDonald & CO., New Albany, Ind.

IN Zl

Corner Sanford and Market Streets, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

:;:^= Exhibitors" and Club Tents to rent for the Springfield Bicycle
Tournament.

'a.W Camping Tents, Sidewalk Canopies, Decorations, etc., lor sale

or hire.

2:^" Tents, Flags, and Banners of every description made to order.

J ,iaHT ROADSTERS
are in dcmaiid everywhere owing to their hill climbing powers and ease of propul-
sion and to the fact that they are quite as durable as heavy machines, if construc-
ted with hollow fellows, large tires and laced tangent spokes.

COT PRICES AND EASY PAYMENTS.
We have left a few splendid Light Roadsters, weighing as low as 3G pounds for

50 inch, with Lillibridge .saddles, also some very desirable full Roadsters—Weld-
less steel tube, ball bearings—highest grade machines, which we have cut down
to much less than cost of importation, and which we will sell for cash or on easy
payments to responsible parties. Send 2 cent stamp for list and description of
machines and terms for easy jiayments. 'J^ Mention this paper.

YOU WILL BE SURPRISED!
SAML. T. CLARK «fc CO.. Baltimore. Md.
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THE AMERICAN SAFETY
WE WILL ABSOLUTELY

[jUarantee td be the easiest-runninc bicycle in the WDRLE !

AND WE KNOW WHEREOF WE SPEAK.

It is original, too, and not a copy of a foreign make.

We append herewith the unsolicited testimony of three of the largest dealers in the country, who sell

all the well-known makes, and who have purchased, paid for, and are now riding this machine, because
they know it is the best and therefore the mount for their personal use.

Dayton, 0., August 13, 1886.

Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery

:

Please send me by freight, as soon as possible,

one 42-inch AMEKICAN SAFETY, with ball-bearings

to both wheels and to cranks, and cow-hom handle-

bars. I wish this for my own use. I have for the

last five years been riding an Expert, but the AMER-
ICAN SAFETY you sent me has spoiled me. I think

the one you send me will be my future mount.

Very respectfully, A. W. GUMP.
Bicycles and Sundries.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 6, 1886.

Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery

:

Please ship a 46-inch AMERICAN SAFETY, with

balls all over, for my own use. I believe you have
by far the best dwarf m8M;hine in the market. It

runs easier than any light roadster I ever mounted,
and I shall ride one the balance of the season.

Yours truly, 0. F. SMITH.
Manager Indiana Bicycle Company.

New Haven, Ct., June 3, 1886.

Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery

:

The 42-inch Safety has arrived, and the purchaser

is more than pleased with his mount. I tried the

AMERICAN SAFETY myself, and I must say that it

is the finest action for a Safety and the easiest-numing

bicycle I ever rode; and that is saying much, as I have
ridden almost every make. I congratulate you on your
achievement of turning out the best Safety for the

lowest price. Yours, J. C. THOMPSON.
President and Treasurer American Bicycle Company.

The last edition of ou.r Catalogue (printed in Ju.ly), containing detailed
descriptions of thiis and of our other excellent Cycles, mailed KREE,

GDRMTTLLY & JEFFERY, ChicagD, lU.

OYOIaM
If you want the Lightest Bicycle in the Market, buy an APOLLO. Rigidity not sacrificed to weight.

20 lies on ttie Roan iii iii.i2iii.35s. [iPyl I (j
!!0 iies on tue Boan in ii).iaiii.3!;!i.

Mr. F. W. PERRY made tiiis WORLD'S RECORD on July 20, 1886.

Noblesville, Ind., July 1, 1886.

I want to say right here that my 54-inch APOLLO is the finest little wheel
I ever saw. Yours truly.

L. M. WAINWRIGHT.

Syracuse, N. Y., July 1, 1886.

To say that I am pleased with the APOLLO is very mildly putting it. I can

find only two words which will express my feelings: it is a "Jim Dandy."

Yours truly, FRED. BRI6HAM.

If you want the Most Practical Tricycle, buy the S. S. S.

Ttie Giealw of llie Seasoii.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

6 AND 8 Berkeley Street, BOSTON, PvIASS.
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^
PATENT i;v SOMETHING NEW! :;'- pending.

Every wheelman should have one of our neat and attractive

miniature handle-bars for walch-chain or pin. Tapered bars,

with ebonite handles, either straight, dropped, or cow-horn, as

preferred. Price, post-paid, neatlj- nickeled and polished, $1.25;

heavy rolled cold, $2. Send post-office order or registered letter.

FLINTHAM & FRAMPTON, Box 139, Toiek.^. Kansas.

FOR CLUBS!
Outing, $300
The Bicycling World, i-oo

The Cycle, 1.50

The Wheel 2.00

The Hicycle South, 50
Wheeling, 2.50

The Wheelinen's Reference Book 50
The American Wheelman, 50
A Canterbury Pilgrimage 50
Wheeling Annual, 50
Recreation 1.50

S14.00

Mailed post-paid for one year to any club or indi\idual for

gio, bv
THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,

Sfkingfield, Mass.

I
HOLDFASTS
'©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRICE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HARUIIARCH5T.PHILAr

PREPAREFORTHETRACKORROAD

NOW,
For never again will you have the chance to

buy good

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
so CHEAP

!

ALL SIZES AND STVLE.S.

A FULL STOCK OF SUNDRIES.

Bathing Pads, Hose Supporters, Helmets,
Shoes, Stockings, Lamps, Luggage Carriers,

L^niforms, etc.

Tou can be fitted out complete.

C5^I 'o not forget that you can get anything

you want of

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

BRANCH STORE : Park Street, ORANGE, N. J.

•PARIS COffiSMI)EEE,«
Jom-nalist engaged as Paris correspondent for London jour-

nals seeks similar employment on first-class American news-
paper, or the representation in Paris of an American press
agency. Excellent references in England and France.

SMITH, 19 Cite des Fleurs, Paris.

Handsomest, Strongest, and Best Bars in Market.

COMPLETE. WITH BRAKE-LEVER AND BRACKET.
ALL NICELY NICKELED, ONLY $4.50.

These Bars have tlie most graceful curves of any in the
market, and are made of the best of steel. We lead ; let

others imitate and claim tlie same:—but wheelmen should see
to it that they get the Bar which has the best of material, the
test of workmanship, and is the latest in style. Remember,
we make these P.ars to fit any cvcle made, l^iberal discount
to till- trade.

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

POSTAGE -STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER,
FINGER DAMPENER, AND PAPER-

WEIGHTS COMBINED.
This combination has been devised-to avoid the undisputed nuisance of licking postage stamps. It serv'es as two separate

paper weights, works rapidly, saves time, and is always ready for use. Fifty envelopes can be stamped by this machine in one
minute. The stamp holder contains 125 postage stamps, and once placed in the receptacle thfy are not seen until they adhere
to the envelope. The moistening machme seals envelope flaps in an instant, and requires no licking : it is invaluable to bank
tellers as a finger dampener : druggists by using it sa%e the annoyance and trouble of licking labels. The machines never get
out of order, and are beautiful and lasting ornaments to any desk. They are brass, nickel-plated, and weigh \\ pounds each.

Endorsed by all who use them.

Price per Set, $2.50, post-paid. Discount to Agents.

T. A. Mcdonald & CO., New- Alban^^ Iiid.

^^^^^^ _^^ ^^ m^ wa^ A B^ i'°n '^u.'^t Going T>own to tho Gate. Ting! Tingi

^^^^^^ ^^B n Thul's How Tbc Bell Goes. A KolliDg Siodc Gath-
^^^^^B ^H ^# I I ^# I I I H Ik ers No Moss. Willow, Til-nillow. Warrior Bold.
^^F^^H ^H ^ ^ MM FM Blue Als^tian Mouutaill^'. Sailing; or Wbeu Jacli

H^H ^^H ^^H I ^^ I ^0 ^^1 I Comes Home Agaiu, Auoie Laurie. Graodmuther's
^^H^ ^^H ^^H ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Chair. A Waudering Minstrel I. lu the Gioaniing.
^^H^^V ^^M ^^^^^^HM^^^H^^^^^H Take the Thou Gavest. Uood.bre. M;
^^^^^^^k ^^H Honer. I'm Gone. Dream Faces. The Hridge.^^^^B ^^M a^ M M M % #^ Stella'Sneetheart. Heart Bowed Down. Mv Queen.
^H^^^l ^H n Mil M ll m. Wait for the Turu ol the Tide. Wheii Jennia^H ^H ^H WM Wk MM ^ Oomes Down the Lane. When the Swallons Xorlh-^^^^^H ^H _ JH MM IM tJ '*^<'<' ^''^' *)''' '^''"^'^ Blacksmith's Shop. Ue-
^^^^^^H ^^M HV > ^H MV ^^ member Poor Mother at Home. Twickenham Ferry,

^^^^^^ ^^H ^^^^^^^^g^^^^^^^^^^B Killarner. Beueath the Low-Thalchcd Roof .Again.^^^^^^ ^^" ^^M^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Sweet Geraniums. Larboard Watch. Don't 'Take
De Left-Uaud Road. Far Away. Won't You Tell

Me "Why, Robin? Kathleen Mavourneen. We'd
Belter iiide a Wee. Good-bye. Sweetheart. (Good-

bye. The Bend of the River. Then Tou'II Remember Me. I Dreamt That I Dwelt in Marble Halls. Let Me Dream Again. When
the Leaves Begin to Fade. The Old Sexton. E>ervbody Has a Trouble of His Own. The Girl with the Oaingboro Hat. Luna.
The Dear Old Farm. Don't Crv. Little Sister, I'll Look Out for You. Anna Song. The Miller's Jollr Song. The Dot Above the " I."

The Black Tulip. Little Kate Kirbv. Little Ones Alone. Baby Boy, Mother Rests Beneath the Daisies. Where Bonnie Blue
Bells grow. When Our Darlings Kneel in Prayer. She's Just Sweet Sixteen Years Old. The Old Factory Bell. The Blue and the

Gray. We Couldn't Bring the Little Darkc-v To. Irredell. Goodbye, My Boy, Good-bye. Trust the 'Boy Whose Motto is ".My
Motiier. " Boys Keep Away From the Girls ; i;,ove's a Very Funny Thiiig, A Flower From" My Angel Mother's Grave. I Left Ireland

and .Mother Be'cause We Were Poor. Give an Honest Irish Lad a Chanre. 3iot Before Pa. We Never Speak as We Pass By. You
Gel More Like Your Dad F.very Day. Mary of the Wild .Moor. Farmer's Boy. Bulcher Boy. Over the Garden Wall. Poor, But a
Gentleman Still- Forgive and Forget all the Troubles You Have Met. Sweet Evelina. P.-illet of Straw. Only a Pansy Blossom.
W'hen You've Got But Fifty Cents. Leafof Tvv F'-"ni My Aiiu'.-I M..thor « Gra\-^ Thisjviok is printed on pap'-rsante size as sheet mu
and contains words only. Gi\'en f"r

~ "'~

only SOctis* Stamps taken. Address

ONLY 20 CTS-

FRANKLIN NEWS CO.. 723 Filbert Street. Philadelphia. Pa,

SAFE, PRACTICAL i FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Koad Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more tban 20 Miles
within the Hour.

Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, 'when in Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Smithville, Bnr. Co., X. J.

T.I&HT EOADSTERS
iBiinimiii

aif ill tlfiuaiul t-verywhere C)wiug to their hill climliiog powers and ease of propul-

sion and to the fact that they are quite as durable as heavy machines, if construc-

ted with hollow fellows, large tires and laced tangent spokes.

CUT PRICES AND EASY PAYMENTS.
We have left a few splendid Light Roadsters, weighing as low as 36 pounds for

50 inch, with Lillibridge saddles, also some very desirable full Roadsters—Weld-
less steel tube, ball bearings—highest grade machines, which wo have cut down
to much less than cost of importation, and which we will sell for cash or on easy
payments to responsible parties. Send 2 cent stamp for list and description of
machines and terms for easv pavments. tT^ Jlention this paper.

YOU WILL BE SURPRISED!
SAML. T. CLARK «fc CO., Baltimore, Md.
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g@°" Extraordinary Demand. A Perfect Wheel Appreciated. Agents Wanted in Every Town. °^ft

ROYATMAIL!
THE Wlieel of tie Year ! ^ Tie jHost Complete ain Imiiroveil Bicycle Ever Ollereil

!

Best Road Record of 1886, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

The Uemand for tJiese Superb, Stricthf JTiffft -Class
Wheels eonthnies

-f UNABATEDH-
We are taxed to our itfiHost to meet the orders from

all jtarts of tJie eountry. 11 here one is shown, other
orders qaieh'h/ follow.

Only Wheel with Genuine Triijwell Ball Head I

TRY ONE !

«^ GREAT BARGAINS NOW ON HANOI
Some fast yefn'''s model liOYAL MAILS under price. Also n few

this year's exchanged for different sizes and second-hands.

DETACHABLE
HANDLE-BARS

GET OUR SECOND-HAND LIST.

BARGAINS!

SIX IMPROVEMENTS. THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR.
a>
u

Q.

SPOKES WOUND SEVEN TIMES,
Giving Rigidity to the whole Wheel. No Rattle.

Note this Tying.

GRIP-FAST RIM AND TIRE.

Needs no Cement ; holds firmer than
Cement ; no thin edge of Rim to dent

;

whole Rim stronger; also seamless.

BALL-BEARING HEAD.
No friction of Cones, hence no loosening nor constant tightening

up. Can be run six months with one adjustment and one oiling.

:yALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE in ROYAL MAILS
this year. Offered as the Most Perfect Wheel yet shown.

ieE.£tI5 THIS I

" Ever since the introduction of the india-rubber tire it has proved itself, like many other things, not altogether an unmixed blessing: for the difficulty to keep it on has ever been a great

one, and many and various have been the devices adopted by ingenious makers to make its fastening to the rim secure. A year ago, at the Speedwell Exhibition, a rim and tire had just been

patented, and our opinion was asked upon it. This rim was an ordinarv crescent steel felloe, with the edges turned in so as to fit into a couple of longitudinal grooves cut in the rubber tire, and
thus without the aid of cement holding the rubber firmly in its place. We at once spotted the idea as a good thing. .\s will be seen by the sketch, the tires are held firm in the rims without the

use of cement, and are therefore cleaner in application than a cemented tire. Not caring to speak of such an important matter without practically testing the idea, we have ridden it in town riding,

and the tires appear, if anything, more firmlv seated than ever, despite the fact that our last experiment with them was to run our steering-wheel in the tram grooves and repeatedly twist it out

again suddenly, a proof which satisfies us that the invention is a success. As we have said, the tires have not yet come out with us ; when they do

—

// they do—we shall let our readers know.
— Henrv STrRME\-. ill 77/t' Cvclis!. .'\piil 14. j<vS^i. ^^^^_^^_^___^^^^^^___^^_^.^^^^

WILOJIM READ I SONS, Sole imvm ipnts, 10/ Washington Street, Boston.
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THE

3ie^ehm^li ©r

Jl@- ONE DOLLAR A YEAR I-^a

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

179 Tremoiit street, BOSTON,

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WORLD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

STURMEY, Coventry, England-

PERIODICALS* AND* LITERATURE.

The Bicycling World (established 1879). The leading
cyclin<; paper of America; employs the best writers on cyclirg
subjects, and makes a specialty of practical articles relating to

cycling. All the news, carefully edited and given with dispatch.

Ofie Dollar a year.

The Cyclist, the !ead"mg paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-

ports of all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairii. $2.50 per year, includ-

ing postage.

Bic^-CUNG News (English), including the three papers,
News, Tricyclist, and IVIieel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a staff of writers
of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, breezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. 52.50, including postage.

Tricyclists' Indispensablk Annual and Hand-book.
—By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-

ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1884, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 1SS5.

Bicyclists' Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an ediffon of this work for 1885, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels. — By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin ;

Baths and Bathing; The Morning Tub; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment : Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the
Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise; Medicines in Training; Road
Comforts; How to Ride; Clothing; Care of the Feet; Care
of the Hands ; Soap—Toilet Requisites ; Calmatives^Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness; Mineral Waters; A Tourist's Filter.

Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club Songs.—A collection,of twenty bicycle songs, set to

popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. By mail, 30 cents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. *' For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies
who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-

cling foi- some small book which should put them in posses-
sion of the mo'.t useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints
on the choice and management of tricycles, with suggestions
on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special
requirements." 25 cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with Special Re-
gard to Bicyclists.—By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author of
this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider
of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no other
book on training possesses. As its hints and directions are in
every way practical, it can be strongly indorsed as giving all

the information that a book can give on this important sub-
ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.—A bicycle alphabet in rhjTiie. Illus-
trated. 10 cents.

A. B. C. OF Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-

structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of
wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1. First edition. 20 cents.

Christmas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of the
Cyclist are profusely illustrated, and filled with entertaining
reading matter. " Our Camp," the current number, has made
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left. 25
cents.

Bicycle Tactics.—By Capt. T. S. Miller. A complete
manual for drill by clubs. 20 cents. New edition now ready.

THE LEADING WHEEL PAPER OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Weekly: Five Cents, or Two Dollars a Year.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for which $15 is given weekly.

HAIiltr ETHEBIXGTOX, Fropiietot; 152 Fleet Street, Lomloii, E. C.

American Arjeiits, TBE WUEEI^MEyS GAZETTE, Sjnhii/ficUl, Muss.

Wheeling and The Gazette mailed, post-paid, for $2 per annum.

^ V/HEELVIEN'S ^

REFERENCE BOOK,
CONTAINING

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OP

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY ; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 ^^ FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS ^ 49

IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN.

F. F. IVES,
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
a E. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. BASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH,

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. VanSICKLEN,

W. C. MARVIN,
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AVERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. B. RICH,

E. P. BURN HAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

A. H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,

W. S. ATWELL,
A. G. SPALDING,

H. B. SMITH,
H. W. GASKELL,

S. T. CLARK,
W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKER & GOODNIAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

Ridden, written, and illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robins Pennell. One volume, square Svo. Paper, socts.

A ciarminff book for wheelmen. Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

THE WnEELJUEX'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Ciiai.i.en(;e, Facile, Otti), and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except
for interest. Second-Hand Wheeus bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely -illustrated C"ata!oj;ue, willi "A I'lix

iVheelback," illustrated, now in press. l)ur Catalogue is of interest

actual or prospetflive wheelman.

KIMAI.K
lo every

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

l-€^(f. 2??^^^^^î/^^C€^/-^-i/

,

We beg to inform the cycle trade ofAmerica that 7ve

are now in a position to suppiy our Celebrated Hollow
Felloes in large or small quantities, ihving to the large
demand of the English trade, it is on/y recen/ty that, by
increased plant and facilities for producing them, "we

liax'e been able to meet the demand.

Pricedisis free on application, and special quotations
for quantities of any kind.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cyjie^//c/e a^na

OF EVERY DESCKIPTIOy,

No^v t/tat we feel competent to meet any call upon us,

7ve are desirous of soliciting orders in A merica for our
Patent Felloes, /*atent ^^Perfefiion^ Backbones and Fork
Sides, besides ordinary articles used in tlte construffiofi
and repairs of liicycies and Tricycles, of which we man-
ufatlure all kinds and patterns, and of best quality.

In a later issue of this journal ive will give illustra-

tions of our specialties.
^^^^^^'^^^^/^ 2^^;?^

^ / 'T

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of Wood, James, Gaskell, Oipps, p'urnivall, Illston, Rovve,

Woodside, Langdown, Prince, Kck, Frazier, Crist, and Merrill.

Per copy, 35 cents; 4 for %\. Mailed to any address, postage

''"

BUCHHOLZ'S PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO,
Lock Box 34. 365 Main Street, SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

$3.50 for $2.50.
The Bnok-Reeper*s Delight, $2.50
'I"he Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Sent to any address for ^2.50, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
^i'KiN(.FirLi>, Mass.

DAN G. KIRSHBAUM of Burlington, Iowa,

"
I have just returned from the Iowa Division Tour from

Des Moines to Spirit Lake, a distance of 211 itiiles. and
can say that the RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER stands the

racket as well if not be'ter than the heavier machines.
I have had my wheel for nearly a year and have not paid

out a cent for repairs."

THE

SECURITY
Mutual Benefit Society,

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ONLY TWELVE ASSESSMENTS have been levied

since the .Society began lnisini"-s, ,iver,\c;inR three a year, and

makinc the co^t for assessments to a man 40 years of age lesS

than five dollars a year for each $1000 of insurance.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

SPADE HANDLES!
Handsomest, Strongest, and Best Handles in the Market.

ONLY $3.95.

// 'r ha~>e them to Jit any Cycle inadv.

C. W. SPINNEY, - Fitchburg, Mass.

$7.50 for $5.00.
Outinp; $300
Rhymes of Road and Kiver, 2.00
The Book- Keeper's Delight, i.50

Sent to any address for 55.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
:Sl'KlN<.HI;l L), >tASS.

JOHN H. CUNNINGHAM of Westminster, Md.

iriili s :

"The 54-inch AMERICAN RUDGE received all O.K. It

is a beauty. In my experience of six years the AMERICAN
RUDGE is the most reliable wheel on the market to-day.

It gives splendid satisfaction."

DAYTON

BICYCLE STAND I CAMP STOOL
Patented by A. W. GUMP. Dayton. Ohio.

It can be used as a stand, converted into a stool, used

for cleaning, or folded into small space. .-Xdjustable to

^ any size Bicycle. Weight SJ pounds. Price S2 each.

BEFORE YOVr Bl'Y .V BICTCLE, send vtamp ^o A. W. GVMI*. Dayton, Ohio, for LUt of XEW .\XI> SECO> O -II.IXD MACHINES,
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^

. Without a pace-maker, and on a 50-niile straightaAvay and surveyed road, at

Crawfordsville, Indiana, STILLMAN G. WHITTAKER started at 5 o'clock A.M.,

September 24, for the 50 -mile and 100 -mile records under A. C. U. rules. He
did the 50 miles in 2h. 55m. 46^8., beating' George Weber's (American) record by

over 11 minutes, and Goldeu's (English) record by over 9 minutes. He finished

the lOO miles in 61i. 43m. 56s., knocking McCurdy's record over an hour. His

mount was a 51-lnch AMERICAN CHAMPIOX, which is not a light roadster

but is constructed solely for road riding. Whittaker says it's the bearings.

^ ^

eNE er many.* sacGESs well? merited.

T. A. McDonald &. co.
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF 'X

THE BOOK-KEEPER'S DELIGHT.' \
POST*GE-STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEAIER, PAPERWEIGHT,

ANO FINGER DAMPENER. COMBINED.

yte-ut OXLcbnyu,, Jn.d.j Sept. 13, 1886.

The Wheelmen's Gazette , Springfield, Mass.

The 100 copies of the Gazette containing our advertisement

of "The Book-Keeper's ]Delight" reached us this morning; and we h ave

to say, in reply, that the advertisement seems to have caught the eye

of the people so readi ly that several orders and letters of inquiry

had reached us through the mails before the copies arrived. We can

heartily recommend the Gazette as a good advertising medium. We

know nothing of the extent of your circulation, but the communica-
tions we have received from different parts of the United States ev-

idently prove that the Gazette has no small number of readers. Two

of your subscribers from the far West--Ogden, Utah--Mr-Funge and Mr.

Griff in--ordered our C(Dmbination. We are fully satisfied that " The

Book-Keeper's Delight" is what all clerks and book--keepers want.

°"^^r,.
Yours truly, T. A. McDonald & CO.
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VHCCLiMCN'S GAZCTTC.
A dOdRNALz or CYCLING. PCdBLISHED MONTHLY.

\'OL. I, SF'RINQKIELD, MASS., OCTOBtiK, 1886. No. 7.

5Fhe Wheelmen's Gazebtee.

Terms of Subscription.
One Vear, by mail, ]iost-paid, - - - - 50 cents.

Six Months, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, -.-..- 4 shillings.

Henry E. Dijckf.r, - - Editor and Manager.

Communications must be in not later than the 20th of each

montli, to secure publication for the following month.

Address all Communications to Tun Wheelmen's Ga-
zette. Make Checks and Money Orders payable to same.

The trade supplied by the American News Co., New York.

Entered at t/ie Post-Office , Springfield, Mass., as Second-

class Matter.

THE FALL TOURNAMENTS.

The fall meetings of our race promoting clubs

were not the success financially that we had

hoped for, although in many respects they far

outshone all previous meetings. That five large

meetings could be held covering eleven days' rac-

ing in one month argues well for racing in the

future.

The meetings this fall were held against great

odds, the unsettled state of the amateur question

during the spring and summer keeping many men
off the path who would otherwise have ridden ; also

the promateurs and the new A. C. U. were untried,

and by some considered of a doubtful quality, but

happily they were disappointed, for both proved

that they can and will stand the test of time. We
want more promateurs, just as two years ago we
wanted more professionals. Then our cup ofjoy

will be full. Still, every year we are more and more
convinced that the amateur law as regards cycle

racing must be abolished. Why not let Americans

take the lead .' Establish a rigid system of classes

and the sport of cycle racing will take a great leap

forward. England is now considering the matter,

and has twenty adherents to-day where there was

one a year ago. The recent suspensions of the N.

C.U. have helped the matter along somewhat and

set our English cou.sins thinking. Come, let us rise

above our feeling of old fogyism, do away with the

sentimental, and abolish the amateur law, and in

future govern our meetings with a grain of com-

mon sense.

RECORD BREAKING EXTRAORDINARY.

The season of record breaking for 1SS6 began

on Hampden Park, Springfield, Mass., Saturdav,

August 28, when W. A. Rhodes accomplished

five miles in 13.30, beating the world's record.

Rhodes's time for the intermediate miles, were :

First mile, 2.36^; second mile, 5.19; third mile,

8.oi|; fourth mile, 10.48^; five miles, 13.30; beat-

ing Wm. A. Rowe's time by 27^ seconds. On
September 30, the Overman Wheel Company gave

notice to the A. C. U. officials, that on October

8, they would attempt the feat of riding twenty-one

miles within the hour, and on September 9, would
ride for the loo-mile record. How well they suc-

ceeded the following will show : Rhodes's twenty-

one miles within the hour is to-day what Cortis's

ride of twenty miles was a few years ago, simply

wonderful ; and we almost sec the ambitious youth

now trying for twenty-two miles, and we believe it

can be done under proper circumstances, such as

pace-makers, weather, etc. On Hampden Park

track, Saturday, Oct. 9, F. F. Ives, of the Victor

team, rode for the loo-mile record, and succeeded

in making new world's records from twenty-two

miles up to and including si.xty-eight miles. On
this ride Mr. Ives accomplished forty miles in 2h.

I7|s., an equally wonderful feat when compared

with Rhodes's twenty-one miles, 534 yards in the

hour.

No sooner were the above records made and set

down, than Wm. A. Rowe, who, for some reason un-

known, had been dubbed with the title of champion

record breaker of the world, set himself to work

to better Rhodes's time for the hour, and on Tues-

day, October 12, rode twenty-one miles, 1,149 yards

within the hour. This lacks some of the glory

which attaches itself to Rhodes as being the first

man to accomplish the twenty-one miles within

the hour. Rowe's chance is now to do the twenty-

two miles, which we firmly believe can be done.

For convenience we append the records as they

stood before Rhodes's breaking of them, and

Rowe's subsequent alterations. Rhodes's record

stood the test of time just five days.

RECORDS REVISED REVISED

.SEPT., 1886 OCT. 8, '86 OCT. 12, '86

MILES HELD BY BY RHODES. BY ROWE.

1 Hendee, 2.81 2.48 2.46 2-5

2 Rhodes, 5.19 5.38 5.28 4-5

3 Rhodes, S.Ol 1-5 8.334-5 8.11

4 Rhodes, 10.4S 4-6 11.19 1-5 *o*57 3-5

5 Rhodes, 13.30 14.11 1-5 13-42 1-5

6 Rowe, 16.47 '6'57 2-5 lfi.31 1-5

7 Rowe, 19.38 19.48 3-5 19.10

8 Rowe, 22.24 2-5 22.37 1-5 22.04 1-5

9 Rowe, 25.182-5 25.182-5 24.48

10 Rowe, 2S.03 2-5 28.17 3-5 27.37 1-5

11 Rowe, 3'.37 1-5 31.11 30.22 2-5

12 Rowe, 34.32 3-5 33.57 1-5 33.09

13 Rowe, 37.24 3-5 36.52 35.54 2-5

14 Jtowe, 40.25 39.38 3-5 88.43 2-5

15 Rowe, 43.261-5 42.292-5 41.821-5

16 Rowe, 46.292-5 45.141-5 44.25

17 Rowe, 49.25 48.03 4-5 47.12 1-5

18 Rowe, 52.25 1-5 50.38 2-5 .lO.OO

ig Rowe, 55.22 2-5 53.38 1-5 52.47 2-5

20 Rowe, 58.20 56.28 2-5 55.36

21 Ives, 1.06.252-5 59.122-5 58.19 2-5

1 Hour, Rowe at Springfield, Oct. 19, 18S5, 20 m., 1012 1-3 yds.

Rhodes "
Oct. 8,1886,21m., 534 yds.

Rowe, "
Oct. 12, 1S86, 21 111.,1149 yds.

[World's records as they stand to-day in Bold Face Type.]

F. F. Ives, whom we believe capable of still fur-

ther reducing the loo-mile record, lost ;.ll of the

world's records above sixty-eight miles by a foolisli

bit of indulgence. At fifty miles hunger seemed

to overtake him, and eat he would, and eat and

drink he did, till at last, with an overloaded stomach
loginess set in, and Ives was lazy from over-feeding.

Nevertheless, his riding was remarkable, and we
append the world's records, both old and new, as

they now stand up to sixt)'-eight miles. Beyond
that, Ives succeeded only in capturing the Ameri-

can record by 21m. 44|s.

HELD BY TIME. MILES. F. F. IVES.

Fenlon, 1.05.31 3-5 22 1.05.17

Fenlon, 1.08.35 '"5 23 1.08.31

Fenlon, 1. 11.40 3-5 24 1.11.31 1-5

Fenlon, 1.14.38 25 1.14.23 1-5

Woodside, 1.18.56 2-5 26 1.17.19

Woodside, 1.22.21 27 1.20.16 1-5

Woodside, 1.25.49 4-5 28 1.23.13 1-5

Woodside, 1.29.22 1-5 29 1.26.11 3-6

Woodside, 1.32-56 '-5 30 1.29.07 4.5

Woodside, 1.36.45 3' 1.32.05 8-5

Woodside, 1.40.22 1-5 32 1 .35.03 2-5

Woodside, 1.44.06 33 1.3S.01 1-5

Woodside, 1-47-43 34 1.41.00

I.ees, 1.50.24 35 1.44.05 4.5

Woodside, 1.55-28 3-5 36 1.47.18 1-5

Woodside, 1.59.193-5 37 1.50.84 4-5

Woodside, 2.03.15 1-5 38 1..53.47 2-5

Jephson, 2.06.49 '-5 39 1.57.01

Jephson, 2.10.65 4-5 40 2.00.17 2-5

Jejihson, 2. 13. 31 3-5 41 2.03.30 3-5

Jeplison, 2.16.51 2-5 42 2.06.48

Adam, 2.20.18 4-5 43 2.10.04

Vesey, 2.23.42 1-5 44 2.13.25 4-5

Jephson, 2.27.05 4-5 45 2.16.42 2.5

Keith-Falconer, 2.30.33 2-5 46 2.19.56 1-6

Jephson, 2-34-04 3-5 47 S.23.23

Jephson, 2-37.43 1-5 48 2.26.44 2-5

Jephson, 2.41.08 2-5 49 2.30.14 4-5

Keith-Falconer, 2.43-58-3-5 50 2.33.54

Hillier, 2.55.24 5' 2.46.01 1-5

Waller, 2.58.43 52 2.49.42 8-5

Hillier, 3.02.50 53 2.53.17 1-5

Waller, 3-05-32 54 2.56..iO

Fry, 3.10.58 55 3.00.14

Waller, l.il.oi 56 3.03.38

Fry, 3.18.03 57 3.06.59 3-5

Waller, 3.20.0S 58 8.10.26

Fry, 3-25.01 59 3.13.54 8-5

Waller, 3-27."5 60 8.17.20

Fry, 3-32-07 61 8.20.55

Waller, 3.34.1s 62 8.24.42 3-5

Fry, 3 -39-0 < 63 3.28.11 3-5

Waller, 3.41.34 64 8.32.14

Fry, 3-45.55 65 8.86.02

Waller, 3-48.49 66 3.39.49

Fry, 352.45 67 3.43.59 1-5

Fry, 3-56.12 68 3.48.37

The officials were : Referee, Howard P. Mer-

rill
;
judges, Asa Wendell, A. O. Sinclair, Mr.

Pect ; timers, Fred R. Brown, Charles P. Adams,

William Bleloch ; scorer, Howard P. Merrill;

starter, John Illston.

0.\ THE Road.

The records have suffered considerably by an

attack on them by Stillman G. Whittaker, of Chi-

cago, who was ably backed by Gormully & Jeffery,

whose wheel (the Champion) Mr. Whittaker rode.

The ride was begun at Crawfordsvillc, Ind., on

Friday, September 24, at 5 A. M., Mr. Whittaker

reaching the 25-mile post in ih. 30m.
; 50 miles in 2h.

^jni. 46 I-2S., beating the record held by Golden

of England, by 9m. 13 i-2s. ; the 75 miles were

made in 4h. 41m. 30s.; 100 miles, 6h. 43m. 59s.,

thus beating the American record of A. A.

McCurdy, made last November by ih. 7m. 31s.,

and falling short only by 4ni. 54s. of E. Hale's
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English, records, which was a grand perform-

ance when the roads are taken into consideration.

The following records with certificate of measure-

ments tell their own storj'. The ride was run un-

der the A. C. U. rules, which makes the record

one of the most remarkable achievements of the

wheel in America.

To ivhotn it may concern :
—

KnrM ye. That I, Stillman G. VVhittaker, do hereby claim

the following road records of the world, made, under the

rules of the American Cyclist Union, on Friday, September

24th, 18S6, over the New Richmond and Potato Creek

gravel roads, in Montgomery county, Indiana. The bicycle,

used by me on this occasion, was manufactured by Messrs.

Gormully & Jeffery, of Chicago, Illinois.

The following is a correct record of miles run and the time

of running the same, to wit :

—

25 miles.

50 "

75 "

100 *'

Time ; 1 hour, 31 minutes, 00 seconds.

2 " 55 " 46 1-2
"

4 " 4'
"

30
"

6 " 43 " 59

Stillman G. Whittaker.

IVe, the undersigned, certify the said Stillman G. Whit-

taker's claim to the above record is just and correct in every

respect.

Given under our hands, at Crawfordsville, Indiana, this

29th day of September, 1SS6.

Chas. E. Gilbert, yarf^*'.

Ned Oliver, yW^d.
Tom B. Nicholson, Scorer.

Albert S. Miller, Scorer.

H. T. Coons, Starter.

W. H. Pontiol's, Referee.

Fred. T. Brown, Thner.

M. H. Inslev, Thner.

M. B. Keegan, Timer.

Sa.m S.mith, Timer.

The fifty miles oi graveled road in Montgomery and Tippe-

canoe counties, Indiana, measured by me, with the assistance

of Stillman Whittaker and Geo. Fouts, to be used as a bicyc'.e

course, to the best of my knowledge I aver to be correct.

H. C. McCller, Civil Engineer.

Crawfordsville, I.ndiana, October 4, 18S6.

SPRINGFIELD'S FALSEHOODS.

That eminently respectable, usually conserva-

tive, high-toned, moral cycling paper, the London

Cyclist, is out with a statement imder the startling

head-line as above, and then goes on to show that

Springfield never had any show of the English-

men visiting America this fall, and that in the end

all was a deliberate falsehood. The Cyclist says :

—

Were there the least foundation for the assertion that three

parts of the riders named would visit America this year we
could allow the rest for possibilities, but under all circum-

stances we can only characterize the assertion as a deliberate

falsehood with the object of "booming" the tournament on

false pretenses. We are loth to call it by such a hard name,

but can use no other. » • * • » Readers of our

columns ere this know that of those mentioned only Wood,

James, and Langdown will be present, and that, with the ex-

ception of Howell, .AUard, and Duncan, neither oi the others

have had the remotest intention of visiting Springfield this

year, whilst we are told by a contemporary last week that

the "leader of the English party" had wired to Ducker

saying that no English amateurs would attend on account of

the N. C. U. action, though here we assert that the N. C. U.

refusal to grant permits to our riders to meet the promateurs

scarcely affected the matter one iota, as, long before the

request, our minutest inquiries failed to unearth one amateur

who intended going.

The above seems to the uninitiated almost wholly

unanswerable, but such is not the case ; and if

the Cyclist and the N. C. U. knew as much about

the English amateurs as we do on this side, and

as Harry Etherington has told them on the other

side, our case would clear itself ; but while the

English cycling public are so willing to be gulled,

we cannot help them. That any and all of the

English amateurs who have ever visited America

are promateurs as much as Hendee, Rowe, Ives,

Rhodes, and others, we can easily prove ; and by

that we will not except even Percy Furnivall. We
consider it no disgrace, only as the English cycling

press keep up a continual lying relative to it,

whether through ignorance or for fear of offending

their advertisers, we know not ; but the misrepre-

sentations e.xist, and to an alarming extent. But to

return to our subject. The Springfield Bicycle

Club, through their president, Henry E. Ducker,

did make arrangements with certain agents, im-

porters, and manufacturers, to be represented at

Springfield by amateur and professional racing

men, and in turn were told that upon certain con-

ditions (viz., the paying of a certain sum) they could

have them. Said conditions were agreed upon,

and then they had a right to suppose the contract

would be fulfilled, and so announced the same, all

in good faith. There were a few not mentioned

in the contracts who were included in the list of

expected visitors ; these the club received private

notification would be present, but at the same

time classed them among the doubtful. At the

time (September 8) the Cyclist announced the

above, the club had been publishing for over a

week that the Englishmen would not be present,

and the G.\zette had been mailed a week or more

containing notices to that effect. The first intima-

tion that none were coming, came from Harry

Etherington; otherwise they had every reason to

believe the men would be present, especially after

agreeing to pay nearly $1,500 to said agents, im-

porters, and manufacturers, towards defraying the

e.xpenses of the trip. Thev agreed to pav upon the

delivery of the goods, which were not forthcoming,

hence the disappointment.

As illustrating the old adage, " There are none

so blind as those that won't see," we clip the fol-

lowing from the Bicycling A'lnus, whose erratic ed-

itor cannot, or will not, see a hole in the wall :

—

The Springfield Republican says :

''
It is not generally

known, perhaps, that the Springfield Bicycle Club never has

dealings with the racing Englishmen themselves, whether pro-

fessionals or amateurs, but simply negotiates with British cycle

makers for the appearance of their best men, and these firms

send such riders as they choose. But the makers' amateurs

seem to have decided that they prefer to maintain allegiance

to the N. C. U. rather than stand by their contract with the

manufacturers." (i) It is instructive to know how we manage

these things in England, and we copy this because we are

afraid the English people are not half up in the ways of our

manufacturers or our racing men. If the American public

can swallow all this seriously, it could swallow anything, and

we intend to set to work at once to make up a falsehood

which for magnitude has never been dreamed of, much less

approached, and with it we w-ill try the believers in such out-

rageous tales. (2) Why, our manufacturers would declare such

statements to be lies, our amateurs would describe them as

lies, and as we are the only ones who seem to have seen the

paragraph, we unhesitatingly pronounce it to be a pack of lies

altogether.

(l) We for one cannot believe that our dear

friend, G. Lacy, is as ignorant as the paragraph

would have him appear. We have alwajs^iven

him the credit of knowing just a little, but lacking

common sense, and therefore had some pity to be-

stow on the poor unenlightened individual. After

the above admission of know-nothingism, we shall

expect all sorts of mad ravings. (2I The Republi-

can'sf^tzXtmcnt is easily proven, and if (;. Lacy will

accept as proofs certain letters which the club have

in their possession they will endeavor to convince

him in the following manner : These letters in

evidence will be sent to .A. J. Wilson, London,

with the proviso that the contents, the riders named

therein, or the amounts to be paid, shall not be di-

vulged on any account but shall be held in sacreil

confidence. They hold a full hand and can show

how utterly ignorant G. Lacy Hillicr is of the meth-

ods used and employed by certain promateurs who
pose as amateurs by the feeble assistance afforded

by Saint Hillier, of London, Eng.

We have gone into the matter more fully than

the case demands, but as the club's honor had been

attacked, they desire to show that all their an-

nouncements were made in good faith, and we will

cite one case in point. A letter from Henry E.

Ducker to Henry Sturmey, early in the season,

looking towards making arrangements for cabling

the results of the Hartford and Springfield meet-

ings (as Mr. Ducker has done for the past two

years), was met by the answer from Mr. Sturmey

that the firm of Iliffe & Sturmey would send over

a representative. Private advices said it was to be

Saint Hillier. That accounts for Mr. Hillier's

name being mentioned, although classed as doubt-

ful.

The largest bicycle ever made for road use has

just been made to order and shipped to R. B.

Bolton, Whitesboro, Texas. It is a 64-inch full

nickeled Expert Columbia of the very latest pat-

tern. Mr. Bolton is twenty-two years old, and

measures si.x feet, seven inches, in his stocking

feet. He contemplates a trip from Texas to Day-

ton. The machine was sold through the agency of

A. W. Gump, of Dayton, O.

The Overman Wheel Co. have set all record

breakers a good example in the mattter of breaking

records. Mr. Overman has been very desirous of

keeping within the cycling laws, and decided to

follow out the strictest of them. They therefore

adopted those of the A. C. U. and in each case

gave the full seven days' notice of their intention.

A full set of officials were on hand, and the A. C.

U. appointed an official timer for the various events.

Records made in this way are far more difficult

than those attained last fall and are deserving of

much more credit.

Great credit is due the Springfield daily papers

for the prompt and efficient manner in which the

tournament was reported. The L'liioii published

every evening a glowing account of the day's do-

ings, and the Republican g-w^ each morning a full

account of the races, including portraits of the win-

ners. At the close of the tournament both papers

issued an extra containing the full report of the

four days' meetings, and we would advise every

one who wishes to see a graphic account of the

meeting, to send five cents to the Republican, and

the same to the Union, and secure one of their

unexcelled bicycle extras.

The promateur is a grand success viewed from

almost any light. The only drawback this season

was, there were not enough of them. Still they

made a good showing. They allowed the amateurs

full sway, and we predict that another season un-

less the amateur definition should be swe|)t awav
(and we hope it will be), the ])romateur class will

be largely augmented, for this fall has been enough

to show that the simon pure amateurs do not care

enough for racing to pay for the fun of it. It lias

helped the manufacturers, inasmuch as they know
just how much money must be spent for the sea-

son's racing. Now that the amateurs find out rac-

ing is costly they vvill gladly accept assistance.

"There is an evidence of how an American girl

goes ahead," said a friend to me as a stunning

looking girl swejit by on a two-tracker. ".Six

months ago she was a saleslady in Redstar's at $6

a week, and now she wears silks and satins and

diamonds galore." " Caught a prize in a lottery,

eh?" "Better than that She had a dead sure

thing. You see she had two offers of marriage,

one from a plumber and one from a bicycle dealer,

and she took the latter."

—

T/ie Wheel.
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JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

'^Ir'-^^jy'-'^ • JLOXJIA) you not send on to us

•^is^'^^J^^^'jr^ here sonic of the luck which

attends your Springfield race-

meetings ? We have decided

to have a pedaling exhibition

here of our own, and a week

from now will show whether

the usual luck will befall the

effort. I suppose the wheel-

men of every locality which

has ever tried its hand at a race meeting have ex-

perienced the same sensations. The major por-

tion of them developing within themselves the

sensation of curiosity, and sometimes of what

must be called unfriendly criticism, while the

minor portion developed and experienced the sen-

sation of what work was like, and what feeling

tired was like, and what it was to do a lot of

things for other people who hardly half appreciated

what was being done for them. I have often won-

dered why it was that from its inception there was

and is still such scant courtesy shown to cycling

and to those who take an interest in it. It is no

harm to touch on such matters now ; we have had

our fill of racing and its attendant pleasures, and

now that the rush of our meets is over, and one

gets a chance to look round and note facts and

events, and weigh causes and effects, the truth ap-

peals still more than ever to the observer that the

return for all the fuss is not commensurate with

the outlay and effort. This fact, for it is a fact,

makes me ask why it is that a recreation such as

cycling, possessing the character that it does, the

eminently individual character that it does, has not

met with more support .'' I remember from the very

first time that the iron-tired wooden monstrosity

termed a velocipede went grinding and groaning

along over the foot pavement—not the roadway,

remember—of the conservative British town where

I was then rejoicing in the luxury of innocence of

all wrong-doing save the sin of wearing the knees

out of my knickerbockers—not cycling ones, then

—

up to the present time, public sentiment has most

unaccountably fought shy of cycling. Only a few

days ago I heard a sensible man make the statement

that the bicyclers as a general rule were a genus of

dudes, or Esthetes, and he wanted very much to

find out what there was in cycling which threw

round all cyclers an apjjarent atmosphere of ex-

clusiveness. He wanted above all things to find

out what there was in cycling, which, as he termed

it, "gave to all the young sprigs who affected the

sport, the bearing of being better than everybody

else on this here old planet." I could not tell him,

nor could any one else who was by. To have told

him that cycling, pure and simple, has an elevating

instead of a lowering tendency in the case of the

vast majority of those who follow it would have

been like pouring water into a sand pit ; it would

never have had the slightest effect in shaking the

opinion of this good man that all cyclers were whole

dudes and half fools. Talking about the elevating

tendency of cycling, your readers will pardon me
for allowing an idea to run in here. I like an

olla-podrida, a jumble, even a mi.x-up now and

then ; and as these jottings partake of a gossipy

nature,'! shall be pardoned, I know, when I say

that talking of the elevating of human beings'

natures, etc., by cycling, causes my mind to revert

to a fact which I have noticed of late, and that

is, that the tendency amongst wheelmen has

been trending towards a lowering of their bodily

status. I don't mean that the cycling world as a

whole has gone into training ; heaven forbid that
;

I hate to see a man trained down to half a skeleton,

but what I mean is, that dwarf bicycles, tricycles,

and medium sized regular wheels are fast getting

things all their own way, and the spectacle now of

a five-foot man bestraddling a machine built for a

si.\-footer is becoming very rare indeed. While in

the ])ark a few days since, I saw in the vicinity of

the new race track which will be baptized next

Saturday, a remarkable number of small machines,

safety bicycles and tricycles. " Faciles," " Rudge

safeties," "American safeties," even a "Rover,"

were represented. Of course there were numbers

of " Stars " round. I tried a new " Facile " ma-

chine which a friend had just procured and was

having a first ride on. The little thing felt rather

awkward at first, but though for myself I prefer

the regulation bicycle, I can easily understand how

a timid individual, or one who does not care

about looking—as our old critic before mentioned

would say—" too big for the planet," would take

kindly to any of the numerous safety machines on

the market. The " Rover " is a curious looking

machine, but it must be a good one for steady

work. I see that our " Rover " rider here makes

short work of the hills. I do not mean speedy

work, but easy, sure work
;
you can go fast on the

thing, too, though it looks like—well, I don't know

w^hat it looks like, when the rider is on it. I got

the very original idea into my head that it looked

like a giant ant.

Next week Philadelphia is to have a race meet-

ing given under the auspices of the Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Cycling. Things

look very promising for a successful affair, and

only you go to press so early I might have had

the chance of chronicling in this month's "Jot-

tings" the first real success in the matter of a race

meet that has yet rewarded the efforts of Phila-

delphia cyclers. A track has been laid in West

Philadelphia, close to where the Pennsylvania

Bicycle Club is located, and as there appears to

be more work this time and less " blowing " than

in times past over like undertakings here, the

chances are that there will be some fun next week

for our local cyclers. The Association for the Ad-

vancement of Cycling is making itself felt in more

ways than one, and this modest effort at a race

meet should meet with encouragement. There

will be some res|)ectable racing, too. We have no

Hendees or Rowes, but Louis Hill and Schaefer,

of the Pennsylvania Club, and Sam Gideon,

Nicholls, and a few others of the Germantown

Club will undoubtedly make good time. Talking

of this meeting brings up the much-to-be-regretted

unpleasantness which has occurred in connection

therewith between Mr. George D. Gideon and the

Association for the Advancement of Cycling, under

whose auspices the races were to be held. Mr.

Gideon being an old racer, and having an intimate

knowledge of racing matters, has been generally

connected with committees of the L. A. W., both

.State and National, which have attended to track

matters ; and it was while serving on a committee

to get up the meeting under notice that the fuss

originated which has estranged him from some of

his old friends. Occurrences of this kind gener-

ally have more weight attached to them and are

accorded more notice than they merit or should

have, and it would not surprise me to find perma-

nent results accruing from what in the beginning

was a mistake, or, at most, an error of judgment.

There is no lack, when any kind of a fuss occurs.

of friendly critics, who put in a little oar to churn

u}) the foam of unrest a little faster, or add a little

wind to help up a small storm to the dimensions

of a hurricane, and, as I said before, very unpleas-

ant consequences may grow out of this misunder-

standing in the first place, developing into a mis-

take in the second place, and perhaps ending in

the third place in action detrimental to cycling in-

terests. The whole story of the affair is, that Mr.

Gideon, being on the committee to get up the

meet, differed from his two colleagues in the mat-

ter of where the races should be run, they declar-

ing for a track in West Philadelphia handy to the

city and the whole cycling fraternity in the city,

while he wanted the races held on a track—a bet-

ter one we will allow, though we do not know
exactly as to this matter, than the one in West
Philadelphia—situated in Camden across the river

from Philadelphia. Mr. Gideon, with the eye of a

racer, noted the shortness of the turns on the

favored track, and declared he would have none of

it even in the face of a majority of his committee.

Of course he was outvoted, and if he had been

sharp he would have let well alone and trusted to

events to bear out the correctness of his judgment

by some unlucky cycler breaking his neck bobbing

round a corner; but instead of following this

course, he committed a grave error of judgment

in notifying men who might be expected to take

part in the races, that the track was unsafe, and

warning them not to ride. This was an error of

judgment ; it ought to considered nothing more.

Mr. Gideon, no doubt, owing to what might be

called the professional nicety of an old racer's

eye, concluded that the track was an unsafe one,

and it is but fair to suppose that he honestly felt

that if such was the case, it was his duty to warn

riders of what he considered a serious fact. If so,

well and good. But if he had any personal motive,

any childish desire to get even with his committee

for going contrary to his individual opinion, then

his action is reprehensible. There now, that is as

far as it is profitable to criticise on an occurrence

which is very much to be regretted, and if the mat-

ter is let alone, the principals will no doubt forget

which of them was absolutely right, and which

absolutely wrong. Be the track safe or unsafe,

the races are to be run, and as much fun is to be

had out of the business as is possible, and as much

done as can be done towards furthering cycling in-

terests here. In connection with this local fracas

I hear that Mr. Ewing L. Miller has been appointed

by Chief Consul Wells to take Mr. Gideon's place

as chairman of the State racing board. The sec-

retary-editor is hugging himself over the immedi-

ate prospect of the L. A. W. reaching the coveted

total membership of ten thousand. Ten thousand

will not satisfy him, however; he will want more.

It is a pity there is not a conscription law in the

cycling world, and it would not be long before the

indefatigable secretary-editor would have a young

grand army under the banner of the I,. A. W.
There is a young army there already, and as solid

a one as Xcnoi)hon's phalanx of heroic runaways.

Chris.

In speaking of the Springfield tournament, the

New York Clipper says :
" As in previous years,

since this event became our leadiug annual cycling

fixture, the general management was worthy of

jnaise, and the result attained cannot but enhance

the reputation of the track and of the .Springfield

Bicycle Club, under whose auspices the mammoth
tournament is yearly given."
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LAKE CITY ITEMS.

WAS in Indiana last week. Went
down to see Stillman G. Whit-

taker have a go at the records.

The course selected was a

fifty-mile straightaway, with a

starting point about a mile and

a half from Crawfordsville, a

pretty little town of about nine

thousand inhabitants, forty-

five miles from Indianapolis.

To avoid all question as

to the distance traveled, the

\ \ i /

¥'''^ V course was surveyed by a com-

\Vi'l'//j ^ petent local civil engineer.

The rules of the A. C. U. were strictly adhered to

in the matter of officers in charge, though an ab-

sence of promateurs made pace-making impossi-

ble, and checkers were stationed along the route

and at each end. Mr. Harry Pontius, the local

L. A. W. consul, was referee, and selected his staff

from the bicyclers in the neighborhood. At ex-

actly 5 A. M., Friday, Sept. 24, the starter fired the

pistol, and Whittaker was off at a three-minute

gait, intending to cut under Geo. Weber's, as well

as the English, record for fifty miles or die. You
will remember that Whittaker took a severe

header in the famous Clarksville race, which

made the first place an easy win for Weber, and

he has long had it in mind to get under Weber's

time at the first opportunity. He was in splendid

form, the gravel road in capital condition, having

been settled by a few days of hard rain, not a

breath of air was stirring, and it was two to one

among the crowd who came to see him off, before

he was out of sight, that the record would have to

go. Whittaker reached the 25-mile stake at 6.31,

and without a rest, excepting to get off and on

ag.iin, he started on the return trip. Quite a

crowd had assembled to see him finish, which he

did at yh. S5m. 46|s., having made the last 25

miles in ih. 24m. 462S. Weber's record was

lowered by 1 1 minutes and the English record by

9 minutes. He was in fine condition, and insisted

upon having a try at the 100 miles, so after a

thorough rub-down he was off again with only 8

minutes lost. He reached the 75-rnile point at

9h. 41m. 30s., and losing no time he was about for

the 100-mile finish, and at iih. 43m. 59s. he

crossed the tape, i hour and 7 minutes inside of

McCurdy's record. That Huntley record was

touched pretty quick, was it not.'' Whittaker

ended the 100 miles in fine shape, notwithstand-

ing a nasty accident on the last 25 miles, which

consumed 20 minutes. He scared a pair of horses

driven by ladies; the horses ran and Whittaker

after them, and having caught them, walked back

with tliem to the owners, taking a bad header as

he mounted his wheel again. Cheer after cheer

went up when the time for the 100 miles was read,

and the whole crowd were eager to do something

for him. We gave him a good rub-down and let

him have plenty of milk and beef tea to drink, a

couple of sticks of roast duck, and then a half

hour's sleep rolled up in blankets. He was very

an.\ious to keep right on for the 24-hour record, and

thought that his gain in time would more than

compensate for his fast riding so far, so at the ex-

piration of an hour and eight minutes he was off

again at what seemed to me was a 2.50 pace. It

was now the time for him to get some of his pro-

verbial bad luck. Half a mile from New Rich-

mond, which is 13 miles from Crawfordsville,

Whit was riding at a terrific pace, with his -lose

right over the tire, when he ran plump over a cow

lying in the middle of the road, and as matter of

course the result was about the worst cropper he

had ever taken, thoroughly winding him and

bruising him up generally, so that he could not

mount his machine, which, by the way, did not

suffer from the fall beyond a bent handle-bar.

He is a marvel in the way of unadulterated grit,

however, and pushed his wheel into New Rich-

mond, making the 13 miles, including the half-

mile walk, in 42 minutes, showing that this was

the fastest time of the day. He did not feel like

continuing, and a carriage brought him into Craw-

fordsville, where he received a perfect ovation

from the town, which had lost its head over the

performance. And so ended this ride against

time, and it is, in my opinion, so far the greatest

in the history of the sport. Of course you want

to know what wheel he used. It was a 51-inch

American Champion Roadster, exactly like the

ordinary, excepting that the front wheel had a

seven-eighth instead of an inch tire.

Now, gentlemen, I would like to say a word

about the magnificent roads in this section of the

country. A fifty-mile straightaway, devoid of

stones and hills, can be had almost anywhere.

This particular one is as good as any, perhaps.

Gormully & Jeffery had it surveyed and staked,

thinking it was an available point to go for long

distance records, so that it is now ready for any

of the ambitious ones in this direction. Craw-

fordsville has been aroused and is willing to do

all in its'power in the way of assisting any record

breaker that comes there. Say, what a place this

would be for Whittaker, McCurdy, and Hollins-

worth to come together, with perhaps a couple

more of the fast ones ! I believe that should the

manufacturers unite and put up a thousand-dollar

medal, the promateurs would run for it, and that

Hollinsworth would be willing to sacrifice his

status for the sake of winning such a race and

medal. Come, gentlemen, let us hear from you

on this subject

!

The Indianapolis races, set for Sept. 27 and 28,

owing to continued rains vv'hich completely ruined

the track, were postponed until Oct. 8 and 9. It

was a great disappointment to the boys, as nearly

all the entries were on the ground, and all the

surrounding states were represented. We staid

until Monday night, however, before we took the

train for home. But most of the boys will return,

and I trust that Indianapolis will have a success-

ful meet, as they have certainly worked hard for

it, and have offered prizes that it will be worth

while to win. " Ver.\X."

Chicago, III., Oct. i, 1S86.

«•

To own and ride a horse or drive a gig is, in

some people's minds, such a sign of superiority as

to raise them immediately above the common or

roadside cyclist. Under these circumstances, the

following true tale is absolutely too good to avoid

telling: It was under the willow trees on the

strand at Barnes close by the jjebbly bank of

Father Thames, just below the " Black Bull," that

two tandemists were sheltering, when advent to

them a horseman and two ladies also to shelter.

The grating of a boat's keel on the pebbly bank

caused one horse to slightly shy and drew forth

from the gentleman the following :
" .\h ! he ain't

used \o i^ondolns like them /Vtv///;; horses." Since

the gentleman expressed his delight after a stormv

passage at getting once more on terra cotla^ wc have

heard nothing better in its line than this.

—

Cvclist.

FROM OUR FRENCH CORRESPONDENT.

RITIXt; within a few hours of

the opening of the world's gather-

ing at Springfield I may be per-

mitted to say that I am not alone

in France when I wish the pro-

moter and those who take part in

the meeting every success. It is said that the gods

bestow favorable regard on a brave man strug-

gling with adversity, and in the interests of cycling

it is to be hoped that our editor will come up
smiling in face of the English policy of abstrusion.

While on this subject let me express the hope that

all references to the intended visit of French riders

to America were cut out of my last letter ; at the

time of penning those remarks I knew that Duncan,

De Civry, and Dubois had made up their minds to

run at Springfield, but riders propose and makers

dispose. An unpleasant incident in connection

with their German trip led Messrs. Rudge to dis-

pense with their services, and so at the end of

August these three riders were left without makers

to ride for, and consequently did not go to Spring-

field. There is the plain reason of their absence ;

it was no question of amateurism, and at the end of

the first week in September De Civry was still with-

out a permanent mount. Dubois was not long in

settling down with the Beeston Humber people,

and I have seen a letter penned by Starley Sutton

stating that Duncan is much pleased with their

Rover and intends making some records on it in

France. Without any intention of being satirical

I may remark that there is plenty of room for im-

provement between the record of i8m. 9|s. just

made by Fred Lees at Christiania and Duncan's

201TI. 485s. for the championship of France. Let us

hope that another year these riders will not quarrel

with their employers on the eve of the great

American meeting.

Off the racing ground " Baby " has absorbed the

attention of cyclists during the past few weeks. Mr.

Daniels, otherwise known as " Baby," obtained the

permission of the French Minister of War to or-

ganize a party of cyclists to demonstrate the value

of velocipedists attached to an army and all

arrangements were made for their taking part in

the autumn maneuvers. " Baby " and his friends

went into hard training, and had determined to

keep up the credit of cyclists before the eyes of

the military authorities, when some jealous wheel-

men started the rumor that " Baby " is a German.

Letters were sent by the clubs to the head of the

Army Corps to which the cvclists were to be at-

tached, protesting against a German spy being al-

lowed to assist in the most important military

exercises of the year, while on the other hand Mr.

Daniels wrote to the Minister of War assuring him

that his only desire was to show how valuable an

auxiliary a troop of bicyclists and tricyclists would

be with an army, at the same time placing himself

unreservedly in the general's hands in the matter

of his withdrawal from the cycling party should

his presence be considered undesirable. The up-

shot of it was that his permit was canceled, and

that, too, in a fashion that brought the attention of

all France and Germany upon the incident. The

"spy" scare inFrance appears to have reached an

acute stage ; within tlie past fortnight there have

been about half a dozen cases where inoffensive

English, .'\merican, and German touri.sts have been

detained or annoyed, but here was a German actu-

ally presuming to follow the military maneuvers.

.Vlthough the incident is barely 48 hours old a

strong feeling of indignation has found expression
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in almost every paper in France, not against

" Baby " personally, but against the authorities who

gave permits to follow the maneuvers to riders

whose nationality was unknown to them. After the

trouble " Baby " took to obtain the sanction of the

military officers to demonstrate the capabilities of

the cycle, and the heavy training he and his con>

panions went through, his lot is rather a hard one,

but at the same time thegovernmentjiave common
sense on their side in this instance.

Now for recent French racing, and before enter-

ing into detail let me point out one of the most

glaring objections to the professional status alone

known in this country. Several of the champion-

ships have just been run, but what happens .' Our
best riders, the holders in fact, find more lucrative

engagements further afield and the races for med-

als and honors are left to second and third rate men,

so that the proud title of champion goes to a man
entirely incapable of supporting it even amongst

riders of his own locality.

" Baby's " record from Pau to Calais is a great

performance according to French ideas, and cer-

tainly he deserves all the credit that he has received

for establishing the " tri " record between those

towns, but compared with English and American
feats, well, the ride exhibits nothing remarkable.

As stated in the last issue of the Gazette " Baby "

left Pau on the 12th of August at 4 a. m., and ar-

rived at Bergerae at 9.40 P. M., having made 215

kilometres 500 metres, or about 137 miles in the

day. His ne.xt stage commenced at Bergerae at

4.20 on the following morning, and he kept plod-

ding on till 3 A. M. ne.xt day, sleeping at Laumont
for two hours only, and then making on to Orleans,

which he reached at 8.30 p. if., on Saturday night.

As mentioned last month he had not reached Paris

at the time our dispatch quitted that city; it ap-

pears that a mistake in the road caused the

delay of two or three hours, which prevented our

chronicling his arrival. Leaving Paris on Sunday
afternoon he pushed on to Pontoise. The ne.xt

stage was from that town to Au.xy-le-Chateau and

the final from .\uxy-Le-Chateau to Calais, reached

at 2.17 p. M., on Tuesday. The total distance

of 1,056 kilometres 400 metres (660 miles) being

covered in 5 days loh. 17m., ggh. 37m. being spent

in the saddle. The plan adopted by "Baby" to

verify his ride was to dispatch postcards from each

village he passed, the same being countersigned by

the postmaster or postmistress. About the same
time Mills did the 8S1 miles between Land's End
and John O'Groat's in five days ten hours.

Three of the autumn championships have been

brought off this month, the first being that of the

Sociotc'Velocipe'dique Metropolitaine over a course

of 4,000 metres, with three dead turns on a road of

ordinary width at St. James'. De Ci vry, the holder,

htd better employment elsewhere, so Me'dinger

was left without an opponent worthy of his efforts.

He played with the men who placed themselves

in line with him and won just as he wished. P.

Me'dinger, 8m. 30s. ; H. Pagis, 8m. 32s. ; Grossin,

8m. 33s.

The following Sunday morning the third annual

championship of the Club de Cyclists was raced,

over ten thousand metres, at Longchamps and
brought out seven competitors, Harvey, last year's

champion, having gone out of training owing to ill-

ness. The only incidents worthy of remark in the

race were the heavy course and wind, the wretch-

edly bad time, and the fact that fhc winner rode the

" Sphinx " racer of which the writer said in the

August number of the Gazette, " we shall see

what we shall see." The result was :—Cammar-
stedt, 22m. 45s.; Duboe, 23m. 55s.; Mitrecey, 25m.

30s., and the rest nowhere, it having been a strag-

gling affair throughout.

During the afternoon of the same day another of

De Civry's championships went over to Medinger,

who only had three opponents in the race for the

championship of Paris and the North of France.

The race was over ten thousand metres at St.James,

with turns as described in the account of the S. V.

M. contest every 1,000 metres, so the time may be

considered fairly good. Modinger, 21m. 3s. ; Castil-

lon, 22m. IIS.; Grossin, 22m. s6s. ; Pagis, 22m.

56^5. Castillon, a young rider, traveled in very

good form, but had a lot of spirit taken out of

him by the manner the winner ran away from his

field at the start.

The other French racing has been unimportant,

everything having succumbed to the attractions

that foreign countries offered to our best men.

Mr. P. H. Reilly, of New York, has been winning

golden opinions amongst Paris cyclers, and when

he left for Hartford at the end of August it was

with the best wishes of quite a wide circle of

friends. He had done England and part of

France, and it was only the fact that his presence

was absolutely necessary in America this fall that

prevented him joining the members of the C. C. P.

in their Swiss excursion.

Paris, Sept. 13, 18S6.

A FREAK OF FATE.

Or a Wild Romance of the Wheel.

BV T. W. E.

At foot of long and steep descent,

Where Nature's purpose seemed intent

To rear a landmark all should praise

.\nd hold enchained the tourist's gaze,

A cyclist rested wilh his wheel,

Content to see and know and feel

The beauties round him well expressed.

From lowly vale to lofty crest.

The roadway like a cascade fell

'Neath shady forest to the dell,

Where man had set progression's seal

In parallels of railroad steel.

Lost to himself, for long he stood,

This cyclist, in admiring mood,

.A.nd thought that city's choicest lawn,

Arbor, or shade looked tame and worn

Beside this scene of solitude.

The home of wild-bird and her brood.

A whistle at the hilltop's caught

By sylvan sprites, unto him brought

;

It tells him of the riders' cheer

.•\nd hesitation, half of fear.

To attempt the downward rapid run

—

Or question, "Who'll be foremost one? **

When, suddenly, as leaves are cast

To a long distance by the blast,

There comes another whistle call

And down the hill move the group all

The two-wheels quietly are led

—

To ride while danger lurks ahead

Like plank upon the water's face.

Till o'er a dam it ends its race

Shattered and cut by the great force.

Is deemed not now the wisest course.

Four three-wheels, though, the run will try.

The brakes seem strong, on them rely

;

Two men, two maidens, gayly ride,

Away from rest down the hill's side.

Hast seen the swallow in its flight

Earth-reaching from a diz7.y height ?

Not rapid as ihe s nbeam's glance

In moment o'er half earth's expanse

—

Such speed I've ftver wished or tried.

And knowing not am satisfied.

Behold it, as fast down the grade

Unto our hero comes fair maid

Outstripping friends that with care glide

With speed-decreasing power applied.

Our cyclist's awe receives a thrill

;

It seems her speed's outstripped her will.

Orasping in sympathy his brake,

.As though advising her to make

Quick use of hers and tame her pace,

He watches still in wild amaze.
" The girl is mad !

" to him seems plain,

Or else her speed would ere this wane.

Around the curve crossing highway

The giant Travel now doth stray
;

Thj shriek of whistle, clang of bell,

Are signals that we know full well.

And heed if caution is at hand

To halt us with alarm's raised wand.

She hears the sound and then the shout

Our hero gives, as, stepping out

From trees have hidden him before.

Half to command, and half implore :

" Set the brake hard ! there's death ahead 1
"

As nearer to him she is sped.

She faintly renders this reply :

" 'Tis useless!— I have ceased to try."

" Can naught be done ? " our hero thought

—

Quickly are fiercest battles fought.

And inspiration at death's brink

May guide to safety ere we sink.

Now such a thought comes to his mind,

And soon his purpose is divined.

But a few rods is she away.

Travel hies near unto his prey.

Collision pending and is nigh.

" No ! with God's help she shall not die !
"

Wilh hands outstretched to lose no lime,

'Twixt her and danger safety line

Forms, dauntless as ever stood

Fain to promote another's good.

To grasp, to lift her from the wheel.

That onward springs with rack and reel.

Though but an instant's well-shaped deed.

Proves him, a stranger, " friend in need !

"

Into the springy roadside bush

The wheel is guided in its rush ;

And thus all prey escapes the train,

And fate has planned its ills in vain.

Ere long, recovered from their fright,

Our cyclist all the group invite

To journey with them on their way,

And, pleased with all, he says not nay.

Acquaintance is a flower fast grown

On soil of heroism blown.

And seldom fruits of it will blight

When hearts, like petals, seek the light.

«**«» »• •*• ••
One year has gone by since first day,

A wedded couple pass that way.

The honey-moon shines on the pair.

Nor leaves a trace of shadow there.

In baggage-car their wheels are stored.

But not at all by them ignored.

They choose the freedom of both rail

And finest road-path, to regale

The spirit of variety.

And model tours are yet to be.

Around ihe same curve speeds the train,

They look upon the hill again

Nor shudder o'er past danger great.

But, rather, thank " A Freak of Fate."

A STRANGE WHEELMAN.

O. \X. J. Trig and a toothache are two things

that don't go very well together ; at least I thought

so one night last spring term, for after trj-ing in

vain for nearly two hours to make them harmo-

nize, I finally gave it up as a bad job and went

down stairs for a turn in the fresh air. It was one

of those still, warm nights; hardly a breath of air

stirred, and the moon at its full made it almost as

light as day. I had hardly struck the i)avement

before it occurred to me: What an elegant night

for a run. The thought had no sooner worked

itself through my then filled-\vith-0.-W.-J. brain

than I proceeded to put it into execution. I flew

up stairs four steps at a time, grabbed my hat,

pulled my wheel from its accustomed place,
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backed it down stairs, vaulted into the saddle, and

in five minutes there was a mile behind me. The

road was good and I was perfectly familiar with

it, having ridden over it many times before, so I

pedaled along at a rapid gait. Up hill and down

I went, as if trying to beat the world's record.

Grades which before I could hardly get up were

nothing to me now. The perspiration oozed from

every pore, but still I kept on.

At last, after climbing a very steep grade, I

looked about me to ascertain where I was. Cer-

tain landmarks which I recognized told me I was

si.\ miles from home. I thought that was far

enough, so I dismounted and sat down on a large

stone to cool off and enjoy a cigarette. As I sat

puffing at my cig and gazing about me, the first

thing to attract my attention was a graveyard

which lay at the foot of the hill I had just

climbed. For some reason its huge iron gates

and white gravestones seemed to fascinate me ; I

could not withdraw my glance from them ; they

seemed to hold a charm over me which I could

not break. For some time I sat intently gazing at

the silent churchyard and wondering how many
people had passed through those gates never to

return, when all of a sudden I heard the clanking

of iron and the huge gates swung open. In a few

moments, to my great astonishment, a wheelman

rode slowly out, and began, with a slow, measured

tread, to ascend the grade which lay between us.

What on earth could he be doing in there at

this time of night ? I thought to myself, and what

a queer-looking fellow, too. He appeared to be an

e.xceedingly tall and exceedingly slim fellow, and

he was mounted upon an exceedingly small wheel.

. Was it a ghost .'' In an instant the whole mill-

ion of ghost stories I had heard ran through my
mind, but none of them had anything about a

ghost on a wheel.

No, it was not a ghost, I thought. But judge

of my amazement and fright when, as he drew

near, I discovered he was nothing but bones—

a

skeleton

!

On he came, rattling up the steep grade at an

easy gait—the rattling of his bones and wheel

making as much noise as a Star—until opposite,

when he came to a stand-still, and throwing one

leg carelessly over the handle-bar and resting his

elbow upon it, and his chin upon his hand, he sat

for at least five minutes without moving, except to

turn his head slowly as he looked from me to my
wheel.

As he sat staring at me, I had a chance to take

in his wheel. It was a queer-looking thing, the

big wheel being nothing but the hind wheel of

some buggy; the little wheel was of iron, and, I

should judge from its appearance, had once done

duty on the front end of a plow. The backbone

and forks were wood, so was the handle-bar, and
for handles there were fastened to this the silver

handles of a coffin. It was very rudely con-

structed, indeed, but it did not show exactly the

lack of workman's skill, it showed more the lack

of tools.

I had hardly finished my observations, before

he, the skeleton, said :

" Nice looking wheel, that," pointing with his

thumb to my L. R. R., which was leaning against

the fence. " Rudge, ain't it ?
"

As I replied in the affirmative, he continued :

"Thought so; used to ride one myself before I

came to live down there," nodding with his head

toward the graveyard below. " Mighty good

wheel they arc, too."

" Lonesome place to live down there, did you

say ? No, not very. I thought it was at first, but

after I got acquainted and got this wheel, it was

not so bad. Where did I get this wheel.' Oh, I

made it. I could not get along without a wheel

no way. Darn job it was, too. You see I could

work only nights, and then I had to use what I

could get to make it of. Where did I get my
tools and material ? Didn't have any tools except

a saw and a hammer I borrowed from that barn

over there. This big wheel and most of these

other things I got from that old wreck of a wagon

you see down at the foot of the hill. This little

wheel I got from an old plow a farmer had

thrown away. 'Tain't much of a bike, I know, but

it is better than none at all. Belong to the Uni-

versity ? I thought so. I was over there myself,

last fall. I hadn't been down there more than

two or three days, when, one dark rainy night, a

couple of fellows came and dug me up, put me in

a sack, carried me over to the University and put

me in a little closet down in the basement. They

kept me there most a week, hacking and sawing

away every day, until I began to think that by the

time they got through, there wouldn't be anything

left of me. But there was, and one night they

brought me back and put me in my hole again.

They had cut me into more than a thousand

pieces, though, and a deuce of a job it was I had

getting myself together again. As good luck

would have it, the pieces were all there, except

part of my left foot. But that did not matter; I

could walk all right, only when I got my wheel

made and came to ride, I could not keep my foot

on the pedal, so when I go for a ride I have to

borrow the missing part from my neighbor. It

does not fit very well, but it answers the purpose.

Well, it must be getting late, and as I want to see

a friend over here in the country about four miles,

I guess I had better be going, for I must be back

before daylight, you know. So good night," and

bending over his handle-bars he rattled away.

I watched him until he disappeared over the

brow of the next hill, and then with a start I

awoke. My half-smoked cig I still held in my
hand, my hat lay at my feet, my wheel leaned

quietlv against the fence, and I was shaking with

the cold. I looked up and down the road; not a

living thing was in sight, but at the bottom of the

hill was the graveyard, and not twenty paces from

me the old wagon with one wheel gone. As I

rode slowly home I could not help wondering why

it would not be a good plan for some benevolent

creature to establish wheel agencies near grave-

yards, so that good, respectful skeletons could

hire or buy their bikes and not be obliged to build

them out of whatever material they could find.

" DODD."

A LONG ISLAND RECORD.

f. b. h.vwkins, of the brooklyn bicycle

Club, rides 202 miles in Twenty-four

Hours.

Mr. Hawkins, accompanied by F. B. Jones as

checker and pace-maker, left the club rooms, 112

St. Felix street, at 1.25 a. m., Saturday, Septem-

ber II. Riding over the asphalt streets and

walks in Brooklyn, 37 miles was accomplished bv

5.17. Taking a direct course down Long Island,

Jamaica was reached at 6.21, 11 miles in ih. 4111.;

Hempstead at 7.27, 12 mileS" in ih. 6m., 26 min-

utes' stop for breakfast ; Newbridge was reached

at 8.35, 7 miles in 42m. ; Amityville at 9.05, 6 miles

in 30m. ; Babylon at 940, 6 miles in 35m. ; Bav-

shore at 10,4 miles in 20m.; Sayville at 11.05,

5 minutes' stop, 10 miles in ih. ; Patchogue at 11.32,

5 miles in 27m.; stopped 4m.; Bellport at 11.58, 4
miles in 22m.; South Haven at 12.28, 5 miles in

30m., 6 minutes' stop ; returning, 7 miles were

ridden off main road, reaching Bellport at 1.45, 12

miles in ih. iim.; Patchogue at 2.10,4 miles in

25m., 35 minutes' stop for dinner and a rub down
;

Sayville at 3.20, 5 miles in 33m., 2 minutes' stop

;

Bayshore at 4".I7, 9 miles in 57m.; Babylon at 4.46,

5 miles in 29m.; Amityville at 5.20, 6 miles in

34m., stop, 5 minutes ; Newbridge at 5.56, 6 miles

in 31m.; Hempstead at 6.36, 7 miles in 40m., 47

minutes' stop for supper and a rub down. Messrs.

Adams and Ticknor now took the place of pace-

makers, and the ride was continued around the

vicinity of Hempstead, Garden City, and Jericho.

At II P. M. Mr. Hawkins's crank broke while in

the saddle, and he was unable to ride further, hav-

ing covered at that time 192 miles in 2ih. 35m.

elapsed time, with 2h. 20m. for stops. He pluckily

continued walking his \vheel during the remaining

2h. 25m. allotted him, and succeeded in covering

202 miles by 1.25 a. .m., September 12. The first 100

miles were ridden in loh. 20m., including 34 min-

utes' stop. In the first I2h. 115 miles were ridden,

and but for the above unfortunate accident 220

miles would easily have been covered. At no

time was the route repeated over once.

A straightforward statement of the makers'

amateur question in England, and among English

riders, is that of Harry Etherington's .London

IV/ieeling-, just received. In an editorial on the

recognition of the A. C. U. rules by the L. A. W.,

this paragraph appears :

—

" The question which occurs to us as regards

.Springfield is this : Will the American Cyclists'

Union, even if recognized by the N. C. L^., allow

all our so-called amateurs to ride as amateurs in

America ? It will be scarcely fair to Hendee,

Rowe, Knapp, and others to be relegated to the

promateur class, while men holding precLsely simi-

lar relations to the British manufacturers as the

former do to the American are allowed to ride as

amateurs. The difficulties of the situation become

more apparent when we reflect that the N. C. U. is

practically being requested to recognize a bodv

whose amateur law is purer than its own, and that

if our association refuses to own as a brother the

body which separates amateurs from promateurs,

our association will look supremely ridiculous in

the eyes of the world. Whether the Union here at

home will ever be able to follow the lead of the

A. C. U. and divide the classes, we are afraid, is a

doubtful question, but recognition of that body

seems to us a matter of absolute necessity. Our

makers' amateurs are racing as pure amateurs every

day. Only a week ago one firm entered their man

for his races without even consulting him, and it

may safely be said that the principle flourishes as

strongly as ever. On the other hand we could

name several prominent amateurs, one a shining

light of the touring club, who have no hesitation

in losing races if they can make more money by

doing so than by winning, and are not to be com-

pared for an instant with the straightforward

sporting-minded makers' amateur."

At Christianiathe ladies present the racing men

with bouquets. At the recent European cham-

pionship contests, J. E. Fenlon received no less

than twenty-nine bouquets, and his machine

" looked like an animated horticultural show."
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THE SADIRON GHOSTS.
[Written for the Ciazette by President Bates.]

CHAPTER II.—The \Vo.m.\n.

Narcissus Baudry, of Montreal, although a

Frenchman and a Catholic, moved by both social

and political reasons, was ambitious to have his

daughter Innocente educated after the English

fashion. She would then go more into English

society, and thereby aid his business and political

ambition. Therefore, at the age of fourteen, she

was sent to an English boarding-school, and later,

to a famous seminary in the United States. A
very natural result followed, which he had not fore-

seen. At the age of eighteen she returned home,

an accomplished and charming young woman—but

a Protestant in religion, so far as she had any re-

ligion. That is, her religious opinions and faith

were Protestant, although she was not a member,

nor even an adherent of any church. She was an

excellent musician, with a cultivated and sympa-

thetic contralto voice, a good linguist, and a scholar

of unusual strength in the more solid branches of

female education. This because she possessed a

clear and logical mind, united with more than

ordinary physical and mental energy and a resolute

will. In fine, she was a young woman of excep-

tional strength of character, of a noble intellectual

and physical growth, with a joyous disposition and

sound judgment. She was neither beautiful nor

even pretty in features ; but her countenance was

mobile and expressive, and her apjiearance and

manners charmingly gracious and attractive. In

short she was one of those rare women whom
everybody warmly likes, though but one may love

;

but whoever does really love, loves wh'.lly.

In part she fulfilled her father's e.xtiectations

—

she became a great favorite in Engli.-;'; society. But

she bitterly disappointed him otherv/ise—she had

abandoned the religion of his fathers forever,

and she looked with positive aversion at all his

projects for marrying lier to a Frenchman and a

Catholic. During her ah.sence in the seTuinary her

mother had died ; hence her father had r.ot watched

her progress as cloocly as he might had fortune

dealt with him more kindly. She was an only

child ; and she now presided over his small house in

a manner which made it a model among his ac-

quaintances, but not after the French and Catholic

customs so familiar and dear to him. She made it

a loving and cosy home, after the American style
;

but, while her father found it the abode of affection,

comfort, and taste, he could not reconcile himself

to the fact that it was not French or Catholic.

In the summer of 1885, when the small-pox

scourge broke out in Montreal, Innocente, herself

vaccinated, daily urged her father to take this pre-

caution ; but, with a Frencliman's gay carelessness,

and something of the prevailing French super-

stition, he continually postponed doing this, prom-

ising to attend to it as soon as his business would

permit him to spare a few days. The natural re-

sult followed. He was seized by the disease in

its most malignant form ; and, in spite of medical

skill and the most careful nursing, the attack

proved speedily fatal.

Unfortunately Mr. Baudry had been as improvi-

dent in his business as in taking care of his health.

He had always earned a good income, but spent it

all in free living. Hence, when he died, there was

nothing left, after providing for his funeral, except

his house and lot and furniture. Before dying, in

fact as soon as he realized his peril, he bethought

hiinself of the condition in which his daughter

would be left. Owing to her change of religion

and her English education and ways, she would not

be welcome by any of his French friends, even if

they were not all so worried by the prevalence

of the plague as to make them indisposed to assume

strange burdens. Among his English friends in

the citv he knew of none to whom he was willing

to confide so dear a trust. In this sore strait he

bethought himself of one old friend, in whose per-

fect honor and ready self-sacrifice he could repose

implicit faith. This friend of his boyhood's days,

and also of his early manhood, was Petronius Sad-

iron, lie had not heard of this friend for now some

half dozen years; but, the last time he had met

him, he was engaged in a small but substantial

business in a village of northwestern Ontario.

He resolved to make Mr. .Sadiron his daughter's

guardian.

Besides the reasons already stated for such a

decision, there were others. First, he desired that

Innocente should leave the plague-stricken city.

She had already been separated from his people by

her education. Under the humiliation of the

poverty which would befall her, he preferred that

she should begin her new life away from the societv

which had admired her so long as she was able to

move in fashionable circles, but which would look

askance upon her as a teacher, or in any other paid

occupation. There was, perhaps, no better excuse

for putting this burden upon his old friend, Mr.

Sadiron, other than the fact that Mr. Sadiron, in

their earlier days, had often rendered him favors
;

and he instinctively felt the great truth that the

person most likely to do you a great favor, upon

request, is not the one who owes you gratitude

and requital for favors you have bestowed, but

the one to whom you are already most greatly

in debt for past kindnesses.

Moreover Mr. Sadiron, he judged, would re-

ceive Innocente not as a burden, but as a supe-

rior being—not a dependent, but a lady. The
Sadirons were humble people; and Innocente,

with her education, accomplishments, manners,

and thoroughbred ladylike ways would, by her ex-

ample and teaching, largely repay them for any

trouble in her behalf. Their very humbleness

was one reason why, to them, his daughter would

appear as a gracious gift, rather than as an im-

position. In fact, looked at from a society stand-

point, the Sadirons were commonplace nobodies.

They could not possibly count their genealogy

farther back than three generations. One James

Sadiron, who was either a British or an American

sailor, nobody knew which, married a Holland

girl somewhat better educated than himself, and

appeared in Canada some years before Narcissus

Baudry was born. The Holland wife gave to

their child the name of Petronius. This lad, a

playmate of Baudry, inherited a certain dogged

fidelity and probity as his most marked traits of

character. He married an American girl who had

acquired, as one of the elements of her mere-

tricious education, the slighest smattering of the

Greek language—just enough to make her vain of

showing it off. Therefore she had named her son

Pyromander, partly because the initial " P " was the

same as his father's, and also indicated a learned

and high-sounding name. Mr. Baudry barely re-

membered the existence of Pyromander as an

awkward small boy, whom he had seen but once.

Influenced by these feelings, he dictated a letter

which he managed to sign, and also his will.

These documents having been duly fumigated,

were sealed, directed to " P. Sadiron, Millfall,

Ontario," and delivered to his daughter, with

minute verbal instructions how to proceed in the

business of selling his furniture, renting the house,

and seeking out her new home. Having thus, in

so far as he was able, endeavored to repair the

errors of his life, or, at least, to avoid in some
degree the consequences of his own improvidence,

he bade his attendants in the hospital adieu with

his thanks, sent for his parish priest, confessed his

sins, received absolution, and died as became a

French gentleman, in the very midst of the good
father's prayers for the dying.

Innocente Baudry was, at first, inclined to dis-

obey her father's dying directions. She appre-

ciated, with large common sense, the change in her

fortunes. She saw the necessity of earning her

living; and that immediately. But she disliked

leaving Montreal. She was attached to her home
;

and she believed that, with her talents and acquire-

ments, she could succeed in the city as well as the

many less fortunate ones who had been bred to

self-support. But two or three weeks of trial

showed her the difference. The friends of her

better days, while they recognized her superior

acquirements, for that very reason would not em-
ploy her. She was too near their own social

plane. Having often treated her as a lady, they

would not willingly endure the awkwardness of

receiving her as a hired employe. Society rapidly,

though as courteously as possible, ignored her.

Moreover, in the plague-stricken city, nfearly all

such employments as she sought were dropped.

Pupils no longer took lessons in languages, music,

drawing, and painting, or other accomplishments.

She was hurt by the avoidance of those who had

seemed to be her friends and admirers. Perhaps

she was most hurt by the cold distance of a gentle-

man who had been one of her warmest admirers,

and who had won a larger share of her regard

than she supposed, though, fortunately, he had not

yet conquered her love. He had come so near,

however, that the sting of her mortification over

his manifest desertion was deep and bitter.

She now began to perceive the wisdom of her

father's desire that she should begin her new life

amid new surroundings, where the shadow of her

former estate would not hinder her. She resolved

to obey her father's directions. Xot knowing the

relations between her father and Mr. Sadiron, she

naturally supposed that he had been selected as

her guardian because he was the nearest friend of

her father, and the one most naturally to be chosen

for such an office. Therefore she had no doubt of

a friendly reception, and imagined that she was

going to a home ready and glad to receive her.

She reproached herself for not having at once

forwarded her father's letter by mail. She had not

done so from an apprehension that her new guard-

ian would immediately appear, assert his legal

authority, and prevent her plan for self-support in

Montreal. She would now take the letter and

will to him herself, confess her error, and rely

upon his friendship for forgiveness.

Her preparations were soon completed. The
furniture and personal property were all sold; her

house was leased to a good tenant; and with her

few remaining effects, reduced to the dimensions

of a large trunk and a box to be shipped when sent

for, she bade farewell to the few friends she still

retained, and left the city. One not strictly neces-

sary article of her possessions she retained, hoping

that it might be useful, and not willing to sell it

at a large sacrifice—her tricycle. This she took

with her. And so with such hopes and fears as

were natural to a young girl setting out in the
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world alone, in search of those she had never seen

and hardly heard of, about to plunge into the

utterly unknown, she proceeded to Millfall.

CHAPTER III.—The Villain.

On arriving in Millfall, and making inquiries,

Innocente was shocked, alarmed, and pained at

learning that Petronius Sadiron and his wife had

been dead nearly two years. Their son, Pyro-

mander, she was told, was a Methodist preacher,

held in high repute. He had closed his father's

business, sold all his property in Millfall, and

removed to Scotten, nearly one hundred miles

distant, in the newer northern settlements, where

he was engaged in preaching. Everybody spoke

of him with respect, and many with warm friend-

ship. He was a young man, and unmarried, how-

ever ; and this added to the embarrassment of her

situation.

Where, now, should she turn ? What should,

what could, she do ? To return to Montreal she

would not, if she could possibly obtain employ-

ment elsewhere. To this end she canvassed the

chances in Millfall. It was barely possible that,

as a teacher of music, drawing, painting, and

languages, she might obtain a few pupils, and in

time establish herself upon a paying basis ; but

the place was small and the prospect discouraging.

She resolved to at least spend a fortnight trying

this plan. Meanwhile she kept her room at the

village hotel.

At the end of several weeks of incessant en-

deavor, she had so far succeeded that her income

from giving lessons was, at least, sutificient to pay

her board. She had sung two or three times in

the village churches, and her voice and cultivated

style were greatly admired. While she was not

conscious that she had made friends in the village,

she knew that she had conquered the respect and

admiration of the people, and her future began to

look less desolate, though not much less dreary.

Only one thing annoyed her ; the persistent at-

tempts of one of the boarders at the hotel to force

his attentions upon her. This man, Owen Barfell,

was the owner of the principal mill in the village,

and a man of some influence in business matters,

though not of the best reputation socially. He
was evidently upon too familiar terms with one of

the maids at the hotel ; he was known to be vin-

dictive and unscrupulous; and his various dis-

creditable actions made him socially shunned by

the better people of the place. Innocente re-

pelled his advances with the cold and distant

civility of a thorough lady, scarcely permitting

him to speak to her in public, and entirely avoid-

ing him in private. But she resolved to obtain

board with a private family, and thus avoid this

and all chance of similar annoyances, as soon as

she was certain of sufficient business success to in-

sure her stay in the village.

One Wednesday Innocente was engaged to sing

in the evening in a church in a little village six

miles distant, having been invited by several of the

leading members. She was invited to ride to Coign-

leigh with the family of one of the church mem-
bers ; but, as she wished to study the music of a solo

before going, she decided to ride on her tricycle,

as the day was fair and the road fine, and the ex-

ercise would do her good. She intended to start

about 5 o'clock, which would give her about an

hour before dark in which to cover the distance.

At that time of the day she would be likely to en-

counter few people on the road, and to escape

much observation in either village, while the people

of the farms along the road would be engaged at

supper or " doing chores," so as not to notice the

silent passage of her quiet vehicle.

A few minutes before 5 o'clock, as she was re-

turning from a call to inform one of her pupils

that she would not be able to give her a morning

lesson, but would postpone it until the afternoon

of Thursdav, while passing the null office of Owen
Barfell, that person suddenly stepped out of the

door and confronted her, accosting her with a rude

familiarity which betrayed the fact that he was

partially intoxicated. She replied to his saluta-

tion with distant and evasive formality, and was

hastening on, when he stopped her by barring

her way, and insisting upon walking with her.

She quietly declined, and calmly requested him

to stand aside and allow her to pass. Instead of

doing so, he made an insulting remark, whereupon

without a word, but with a gesture and counte-

nance expressing contempt and disgust, she walked

past him and proceeded toward the hotel. He
followed her a few yards, mad with passion and

liquor, not quite daring to touch her, awed by her

firm bearing and the haughty scorn of her large

dark eyes, but muttering evil threats in her ear.

" Oh, it's no good your playing scornful with

me, or putting on your fine lady airs," he said
;

" I can spoil your living in this town, and I will

unless you come down a peg or two. I'm a bad

enemy, but a good lover. Take your choice."

Then as she coolly walked on without paying the

slightest heed to his words, he added savagelv

:

" So you prefer to make an enemy of me ? Before

you are three days older, my lady, you will repent

it terribly,"

With this he turned back, and she proceeded

without further interruption. But, although she

had passed through this trying ordeal with cool

courage, she was considerably disturbed by the

man's threats. She knew his malicious and mean

character ; she realized her own isolated, friendless,

and unprotected situation. Her native spirit was

too brave to hold the man in much personal fear,

unscrupulous as he was ; but she well knew that

the breath of calumny, however malicious and

mean might be its origin, might be fatal to the

prospects, and perhaps to the reputation, of a girl in

her condition, a stranger, alone, defenseless, and

dependent upon winning and retaining the public

respect for her chance to obtain a living.

Arriving at the hotel she dressed herself in her

riding suit, quietly got out her tricycle, and rode

leisurely out of the village, seeing hardly anybody

as she passed. She had dispatched a satchel,

containing such articles of her wardrobe as she

would need, by the family who had expected her

to occupy a seat in their carriage, and by whom
she was to be entertained for the night.

The cool October air was bracing, and the wind,

which had been blowing briskly, was slowly fall-

ing with the sun. The road was smooth, the wind

behind, and, in the delight of her favorite exer-

cise, she forgot her cares, and was again happy for

a little while. But gradually, as the sunset ap-

proached, the solemn stillness of the day and

scene wrought upon her spirit. She began to

think painfully of her past troubles and her pres-

ent forlorn situation and prospects. A strange

sense of loneliness and an indefinable apprehen-

sion of impending evil oppressed her. She won-

dered, in case any new misfortune should befall

her, to whom she could turn for either svmpathy

or aid. .She felt that she lind, so far, made a good

impression upon the people of Millfall ; but she

knew not whether she had made a friend, while

she was certain that she had made an enemy, and
one in some respects powerful and notoriously

malicious, cruel, and unscrupulous.

Her thoughts suddenly reverted to one unknown
and distant, whom she had never seen, but upon
whom she felt that she could safely rely in case of

need, for at least some measure of help—the Rev.

Pyromander Sadiron, son of the man whom her

father had selected to be her guardian. She won-

dered where he was, and what he was, and how he

would conduct himself if she should send him the

letter addressed by her dead father to his dead

father. She had a fair conception of his appear-

ance, as she had seen his photograph several times,

and had one in her pocket at that moment, it hav-

ing been given to her by one of her pupils. While

her thoughts were thus going out strongly toward

this absent stranger, she took out his photograph

and looked at it as she rode along. While she

looked, she seemed to see, as one in a dream, a

strange country, a road bordered with forests and

new farms, quite unlike the one over which she

was steadily riding. She had a dim sense of a

wheelman riding along this strange spectral road,

indistinctly and like a phantom.

Presently her own road ran over the brow of a

hill plunging into a deep hollow, which it crossed

and ascended an opposite hill. The sun had al-

ready set, and with its setting, the wind had died,

and brooding silence and a gloomy spirit of loneli-

ness settled down with the dusky shadows upon the

woods and fields. The valley below her lay almost

dark in the shadow, but she could dimly perceive

a little wooden bridge over which she must cross.

Beyond the bridge the roadway up the opposite

hill rose out of the bottom darkness into the linger-

ing daylight in a plainly perceptible broad gray

ribbon. The way looked clear and smooth ; and

she put up her feet on the foot-bar, and allowed

her tricycle to coast rapidly down the hill.

When she had got fairly started, she suddenly

saw, on the opposite hill, the man of her dream-

like vision, mounted upon a bicycle, coasting down

into the valley. She had not perceived his com-

ing over the brow of the hill, and his sudden and

distinct presence startled her. He would, appar-

entlv, meet and pass her midway on the bridge.

He looked tall, and strong, and manly, and he was

riding with a practiced ease and grace. Singularly,

even at that distance, she could see every feature

of his face and dress. And she knew him. Be-

vond doubt he was the man of whom she was so

intently thinking, and whose photograph she had

—the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron

!

But how came he here? Why, he was not here.

Distinctly as she saw him coming toward her, the

road he was riding was not her road, but a spectral

road in the air, like a shadow over her road—

a

strange road which she had never seen. There

was a hill hovering in the air over her hill. This

strange hill was bordered with pine woods, while

hers was bordered with oaks and beeches. Down
this spectral hill he was coasting to meet her on

or near the bridge in the valley.

While she wondered, the two were gliding to-

gether with noiseless speed, and in an instant they

would meet on the bridge. She ran her tricycle

on the extreme right of the road, in order to pass

safelv, at the same time applying the brake to

check her flight. But, just as her wheel struck the

first ])lauk of the bridge, and his was mounting the

opposite side, wheel and man suddenly and un-
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accountably vanished, while she was staring at the

place where they had been !

She checked her wheel just beyond the bridge,

and looked curiously, and in some awe, all about

her. There was no trace of any other human pres-

ence. Undoubtedly she was alone. Nowhere

could she see any hiding place in which a man

could conceal himself. Two or three times she

rubbed her eyes and looked about. In vain.

Then she pushed her tricycle, walking behind it,

and several times stopping to look back, up the hill.

After a long backward look from the summit, she

remounted and rode on to the village, got her sup-

per with the lady who had invited her to sing ; went

with the family to church ; sang with the choir,

besides a couple of fine solos ; went home with her

hostess, and presently retired to her chamber.

It was yet early in the evening, the church serv-

ices having been brief. Hut Innocente almost

immediately fell asleep. .She was awakened by a

vivid dream. She seemed to be in a strange vil-

lage, and in some great but unknown distress. It

was night, and she walked through the village, led

by an impulse in her feet, until she came to a rude

church, in which some one with a clear, strong,

earnest voice, was preaching. She stood outside

and heard the conclusion of the sermon ; then the

prayer, and the hymn sung to the tune of Dunbar.

But, while the preacher was pronouncing the bene-

diction, she stepped inside the door to look at his

face, and recognized the Rev. Pyromandcr Sadiron !

As he came hurriedly toward her, she awoke. As

she did so, she heard a clock in a room below her

chamber strike the hour of eleven. After that,

while puzzling her disturbed thoughts to account for

these mysterious delusions, she again fell asleep.

The ne.xt day she returned to Millfall, and was

presently called from her room by a maid and

met by a constable, who arrested her on a charge

of stealing from Mr. Barfell a wallet containing

nearly one hundred dollars.

[ To be continued. ]

Newly arrived gentleman :
" Whisht, Patsey !

Did yez see the bye goin'pasht a layin' on the top

av a whale ?
"

Patsey : " My, but yer a gossoon ! The whale's

a Boy-j/rXr/."

" A phwat ?
"

" A Boy-j/rA7. Whin I kim over they called

thim a wheel-Z/cwopede, an' sence the byes tuk

to riden thim it's '^o-^-sickels they are. An' ef yees

desire to learn to ride w'an, ye can begin be larnin'

on the grindstone in me back yard. An' whin yees

kin ride a grindstone along the top uv a rail fince

ye can tackle a 'Qoy-sickel."—Spectator.

The action of President Beckwith in the Ducker

matter was to our mind a grave mistake. If the

rules give him such an overwhelming power as

this, then the sooner such rules are changed, the

better. According to this precedent he may at

his own sweet will summarily remove an officer

whose views and actions do not coincide with his

ideas, regardless of the wishes of the constituency.

The voting power is taken from the members, and

the president becomes a dictator. Mr. Hayes

may be an e.xcellent man for the office, but he was

not the choice of his division. Mr. Ducker was

elected in April without an opposing vote, and no

man, president or kaiser, should have the power

to remove the choice of the people. Give the

president the power of suspension, subject to the

decision of the division, but take from him the

power of arbitrarv removal.

—

Americati Wheelman.

FROM THE HUB TO HOOSIERDOM.
Nr.MKER J.

O matter how bad roads the

cycling tourist has to struggle

through between Scroggs-

ville and Jimtown, or any

other out-of-the-way villages,

he manages to endure the

situation with a very moder-

ate amount of dissatisfaction.

But in the vicinity of large cities he feels that he

has a right to e.xpect good roads.

He does have the right, but he doesn't always

have the good roads.

What I am now hinting at is the road between

Albany and Schenectady. If there is a worse

short stretch of road in the country connecting two

cities the size of those, the writer is glad to say

that he does not know of it.

Capt. Scattergood, who undertook the task of

piloting me to Schenectady, told me the wheelmen

of Schenectady very seldom rode over to Albany,

and vice versa. I didn't understand why at first.

I do now.

I have never ridden from Schenectady to Albany,

but I have ridden vice versa.

The scenery along here may have been very

fine; there were certainly hills enough. In fact,

the whole twenty miles is one continuous up grade,

corresponding to the one I came down yesterday.

I didn't take much interest in the scenery. The

particular piece of road in front of my wheel occu-

pied my attention pretty thoroughly an forenoon.

When I left Albany I was a strong believer in

two popular bicycling fallacies that have wafted

their way out west. One was, that in crossing

New York, all a wheelman has to do is to get in

between the tracks on the New York Central,

mount his bike, and wheel on happy as can be.

And when he gets tired of the monotony of the

railroad tracks, and tires of overtaking freight

trains, all he has to do is to cross over on to the

picturesque tow-path, and here he would find an-

other cinder packed road, something like a race-

track.

Both of these notions have been rudely dis-

pelled. A little ways beyond Schenectady, I grow

tired of the hilly and sandy country road we are

traveling, and determine to try the tow-path.

The tow-path, while not affording that quiet and

easy riding I had been led to suppose I would

find, has its advantages over the sandy, hilly

wagon roads of this section. Not the least of

these advantages is, that you are always riding on

a level, and you are always sure you are in the

right road, and are not constantly worrying about

losing your way.

In traveling along the canal you are liable to

lose almost anything—your pocket-book, your

watch and valuables, a portion of your self-respect,

or, perhaps, vour life ; but you will never lose

vour way. Besides, it is not so lonesome as travel-

ing by oneself usually is. There are always some

canal boatmen within speaking distance. They

are always willing to swear

at you in a friendly, hospita-

ble way, and if you are will-

ing to swap profanity with

them they are glad to keep

up the running end of the

conversation as long as you

are within shouting distance.

Barring these minor details, the tow-path furnishes

much the same kind of riding as the bouldered

streets in the business section of any city. .Such

stretches are ridable, to be sure, but not desirable.

The scenery along the lower .Mohawk valley is

something indescribable,—a unique blending of

the picturesque and the plain, the wild and the

cultivated, the civilized and the uncivilized. 'I'o

the extreme left, tall cliffs tower up straight to the

sky, their rocky sides jutting out as though trying

to crush the West Shore trains that occasionally

go darting along for a second or two, and are then

out of sight. Then comes the canal with its boats

and boatmen ; then the path with its mules and

drivers. This is the picturesque, wild, and un-

civilized portion. To the right are the long, low

levels, the Mohawk flats, covered with grain fields,

whose yield is as prolific as that of any land in the

country. Then you have the .Mohawk river wind-

ing slowly along, and beyond, that great artery of

traffic, the New York Central, with its four tracks.

A continuation of grain fields, with an occasional

town beyond, finishes the picture. This is the

cultivated and civilized portion. It is picturesque

certainly, in a way, but an almost continuous line

of freight or cattle cars, passing and repassing,

rather banishes that idea.

Here is the canal mule in his native wilds, and

to see him go slowly plodding along, half asleep,

and the driver back of him equally listless and

inert, you wonder if anything can stir them out of

their chronic apalh)'. You don't wonder long,

however, for the mules soon catch sight of the

bicycle—and then what a

transformation. With ears

erect and nostrils dilated, ^^^-^^^!^~^I^'\^
they go ambling back toward "V w;—•''^'

the boat, and the driver on

behind running along like a

happy school-boy. But you

know he is not ha]5]>y, for the continual siring of

oaths that come floating back, tell you that his

thoughts are not on educational matters. Then

another voice comes drifting across the water,

and the canal boatman appears on deck, foaming

over with rage, and dividing his curses between

the driver, the mules, and the wheelman. Some-

times his wife also appears on the scene, and adds

spirit to the general confusion. By this time the

wheelman is well past; the boy has pulled the

mules up the bank, and everything moves on as

before.

This programme, with slight variations depend-

ing on the health of the mules and the tempera-

ment of the driver, occurs at intervals of five or

ten minutes all day. The wheelman has nothing

to fear from all this fuss and fury, for the parties

on the boat can't get ashore, and the driver has

about all he can attend to in keeping the mules

out of the water. Through all the disturbance

you are just as safe as when you sass a man by

telephone.

Sometimes I would pass what would seem to be

a very polite and accommodating driver ; in fact, a

very Chesterfield of his class. He would let the

rope trail on the ground, and hold the mules fast for

me to wheel over the tow-line. But I never did it.

ididn't want to open to him the temptation of jerk-

ing that rope up about the time my little wheel

was getting ready to go over it.

During the campaign of iSSo I remember see-

ing pictures of James A. Garfield, when a boy,

driving a pair of mules on the tow-path. This

was before the day of bicycles, and it is well it

was so, for no man could help wrecking himself,

both morally and phvsicallv, who had, although
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only occasionally, to struggle with a pair of canal

mules in the face of their deadly enemy, the bi-

cycle.

For the last hour or two I have been chased by

a rain storm. The next town is still ten miles

ahead, and I rush along at my best gait, hoping to

avoid a ducking. I was glad I was alone. I

don't like any one to see me put in my very best

licks. It might influence the handicappers should

I ever want to go in a race. All the while, how-

ever, the rain storm was coming along a little

faster than I was, and it overtook me about si.x

miles from Fonda. This was none of your light

rains that start in with a sprinkle and gradually

work up to the dignity of a shower. It was one

of those kind that come on the dead run, and when

it arrives every one around knows it.

There was a barn a quarter of a mile off, and by

the time I reached it I was as wet as if I had been

soaked over night. The building was situated in

a low piece of ground, and a lot of rough stone

work, eight feet high, served as a bank against the

tow-path. Down this wall I lowered my wheel

—

not once thinking how I could get it out again

—

and ran quickly under the roof. The storm did not

last long, but it lasted considerably longer than it

took me to find out that I was in a trap of my own
construction. The eight-foot wall ran all around

the lot. Gate there was none. The only way out

was by way of a foot bridge running from the sec-

ond story window to the road. The door leading

upstairs was locked. To lift a wheel over an

eight-foot wall is no easy job ; but, by sticking

the end of the handle-bar into convenient holes in

the wall, I gradually worked it on to the path again.

This is the only instance on my entire trip where

I found my E.xpert Columbia too heavy. The
makers of the wheel probably did not design it to

be lifted over eight-foot walls.

After all my efforts to get the wheel on the road

again, what a road it was ! Always naturally

dirty, it was now much worse, and its slimy,

sticky surface offered poor showing for a bicycle

rider. I walked about two miles when I again

mounted and pulled into Fonda. While walking,

I easily overtook several boats going the same

way I was. This shows with what lightning-like

rapidity they move along.

The landlord, at a little hotel along the canal

bank, tells me that he caters to the bicycle trade,

so I stop there. There must have been some mis-

take about his being largely patronized by bicy-

clers, for I feel sure that no wheelman would ever

put up twice with the kind of meal I had that

evening for supper.

All ne.xt day I keep on the tow-path. It is still

very wet in places, and the wind now blowing

straight against me makes it very hard riding.

The locks along the path afford comfortable rest-

ing places. They occur at intervals of about five

miles. At each lock is a store which serves as

lodging place for the lock hands as well as a gen-

eral supply store and saloon for the benefit of

the canal boatmen. Sometimes they leave out the

supply store part. They always have the saloon.

Around all these locks, in various degrees of

wakefulness or stupor, are swarms of loafers, and

there is just enough natural curiosity in them to

make the arrival of a wheelman a matter of in-

terest. In passing several lock houses yesterday

and this morning I noticed that some of the loaf-

ers tried to hail me to stop. Not caring particu-

larly for their society, I had wheeled past each

time. Later in the morning, as I stopi)ed to rest

at one of these places, a lockman, after a few pre-

liminary remarks, began :
" Day before yester-

day, there was a feller along here on a bicycle.

It was silver all over, an' it cost two hundred

an' fifty dollars, an' there was a clock in the mid-

dle that showed how fast he was goin', an' he

wasa goin' to San Francisco. Where you goin' ?
"

" Buffalo," said I.

This was probably what the lockmen had been

trying to tell me all day yesterday and this morn-

ing.

During the afternoon I stopped again at a lock

house. All hands appeared to be busy ; but one

man knocked off work, and, after carefully inspect-

ing my wheel as though he expected to buy one,

began :
" Day before yisterday *****

an' he was goin' to San Francisco. W^here you

goin'?

"

" Buffalo," said I.

The bar-keeper stepped out of the store just in

time to catch my answer.

" Goin' to Buffalo on dat ting, cullv .'
" he asked,

and without waiting an answer continued :
" Day

before yisterday there was a feller along here on a

bicycle "

—

I waited to hear no more, but mounted my
wheel and sped away. For a moment I could

hear the bar-keeper's voice calling after me,—" an'

it was silver all o-v-e-r, a-n', '" then it was lost in

the distance.

That evening I stopped at a small hotel at Lit-

tle Falls, and, as I handed my wheel to the porter

and steppec^ up to the counter to register, the

clerk remarked, " Day before yesterday "

—

" See here," I said, interrupting, " I know what

occurred the day before yesterday, just as well as

you do. A man stopped here with a bicycle, that

was silver all over, and had a clock inside, and cost

$250, and he was going to San Francisco. Now
show me where I can get something to eat. One
thing more," said I, turning to go ; "I give you fair

warning. If any of the miserable attaches of this

house undertake to spring that ' day before yester-

day ' story on me, there is going to be trouble."

Next morning while pedaling over a wet path,

with the wind dead against me, as usual, and with

head ducked down, a loose boulder throws mv
machine straight towards the canal. The tenth

part of a second is sufficient time for me to calcu-

late my chances in fifteen feet of water with a bi-

cycle on top of me. Without the assistance of

pencil or paper I figured out my chances of coming

out alive, and found them rather small. Throw-

ing myself as far as pos^ble in the other direction,

I landed in a thicket head first, and lay there half

stunned with fright. Three

old women who lived in a

little house near by came run-

ning to my assistance. They

stood by and offered numer-

ous well-meant suggestions

as I pulled myself out of

the brush. Their offerings of lint, bandages, and

arnica were declined with thanks.

" But can't we do something to assist you ?
"

they anxiously asked.

" Well, yes," I sighed, " in case you have any

cold pie or chicken, or anything of the kind in the

house, I might brace up my nervous system a lit-

tle." So, seated under the shade of the bushes, I

devoured my third meal for that day. Laugh !

laugh in cold derision, ye dyspeptic scorners of

the bike. After all is it anything to one's discredit

to be always hungry ?

^5*rfe-^^.

About noon I am tired enough of the tow-path

and its everlasting tradition to try the road again.

It is first-rate for a while, and after that the least

said about it, the better. The railroad tracks lie

about a quarter of a mile south, and I decide to

trs' them awhile and see how the riding is between

tracks. It takes about two minutes to learn that

the N. Y. C. R. R. didn't lay its tracks for the bene-

fit of bicyclers. The loose gravel and rocky path

being absolutely unridable, what a nice ride that

wide level road bed, with eight feet between the

tracks, would have made, had it only been hard ! I

foot it to the next station wher^ there happens to

be a bridge, and I again take the tow-path. Not
even the re-occurring tale of " Day-before-yester-

day " can keep me away from it,—with such wagon

roads as there are back in the country.

All along through Central New York at every

little town you will find a bicycle club of some

sort. Sometimes the town is situated right on the

side of a hill, with country roads around it utterly

vile, yet you invariably find a bicycle club. Some-

times it seemed as though the interest taken in the

sport was in inverse proportion to the natural ad-

vantages for it.

At Syracuse I leave the canal for good and take

the road to Auburn, and from there along the lakes

to Rochester. At Rochester I gather all the in-

lormation I can concerning the road to Buffalo.

They tell me that the round trip has been made in

twenty-four hours, so I am not at all fearful but that

I can make it one way in a day. I find one way

makes quite a day's ride, however. Arriving at

Buffalo, I make straight for Bull & Bowen's, where

every wheelman is expected to make his head-

quarters.

Early next morning Mr. Bull pilots me out of

town. A long stretch of salt swamp south of the

city makes it necessary to take in the entire circuit

to the north and east of the city before striking

the country road. Over the fine asphalt streets of

Buffalo, and through the pleasant park driveways,

we ride fully twelve miles before we leave the city

behind us, and even then it is not out of sight till

late in the afternoon. I soon strike the lake and

can still see the city with its smoky skv, after I sup-

posed I had left it for good. There is a cold breeze

blowing from off the lake which makes it com-

fortable to wear a coat ; at the same time the hot

sun scorches my other side till I long to ride in my
shirt sleeves. Karl Kron says that the road from

Buffalo to Erie is the best hundred-mile stretch of

road in the United States. This is the welcome

information concerning the road I had given me
at Buffalo, and it is doubly welcome after the four

dnys' wheeling over the bad roads of Central New
York. My trip over the hundred (or less) miles

convinced me that it was much better than any

I had been over ; but as much as I shrink from

disputing such excellent authority as Karl Kron,

I would suggest that there are many hundred-mile

stretches of gravel pike in Indiana that are as far

superior to this road as it is to the sand paths of

Rhode Island.

About three o'clock the lake road turns inland,

the cold lake breeze ceases to blow, and all is com-

fortable again. If it were not for the frequent

steep hills along here, and the occasional stretches

of " made " road, you might ride from town to

town without a dismount. But an occasional quar-

ter-mile strip of plowed-up sod, in the middle of

the road, still reminds me that I am in New York.

Coming to a rather steep down grade, where I can

see the road has been worked for some distance
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ahead, and being naturally suspicious of such

places, I asked a workman at the top, if the hill

was safe. He looked up deliberately, and, after

sizing up both me and my wheel, drawled :
" Well,

there's some pretty heavy loads go up and down

that hill every day, and I never heerd of it weakenin'

any."

Along late in the afternoon I am the innocent

cause of a runaway, the first one on the trip.

Take an ordinary horse, a small boy, and a bi-

cyclist,—let them come in contact as often as they

will, and all will be well ; but add to these a

nervous old woman, and the combination at once

becomes dangerous. On this occasion the combi-

nation was of a most jeopardous phase. The old

woman sighted the bicycle afar off. It at once

became evident to her mind that in such an unprec-

edented crisis, something had to be done, and

nobly she arose to the emergency. She jumped up,

grabbed the reins, uttered a terrific shriek, and the

ne.xt instant, as the horse lunged, rolled out of the

back of the wagon, followed closely by the small

boy. A moment later, as the guilty wheelman

S])ed by, the |5oor frightened horse stopped in his

mad career and gazed after the bicycle in a curious,

inquiring way. Evidcntlv he had not noticed the

wheel before.

Silver Creek is reached late enough in the

afternoon to make that a stopping place. The

long, steep hill that runs into the town makes a

splendid coast. I am afterwards told that Mr.

Howen, of Buffalo, is the only one who has suc-

ceeded in climbing it. After supper, while loung-

ing outside the hotel doorway, the landlord ap-

proaches, taps me on the shoulder, and motions

for me to come in. I know I am looking rather

tough at this stage of the trip, but I hope I don't

look hard enough to have to pay in advance for

my accommodations. I follow him in to the desk.

Then he opens the register, points to a name sev-

eral lines above mine, reading something like

this :—
" S. G. Javelin, champion bicycle rider, from

Albany to San Francisco on a a wheel. H T.

Pd." So this it was who had just passed the day

before—but stop. " What day was this ? " said I,

turning to the landlord, " dav before yesterclav .'

"

He smiled in assent and was about to continue

speaking when I got in ahead of him. " Honor
bright, now, you were going to tell me about this

episode of the day before yesterday, about the two

hundred and fifty dollar bicycle, the silver plating,

and all that stuff, wasn't you ?
"

" Why yes," he faltered, " I was, but did some

one else tell you ?
"

" Some one else tell me ? Whv, man, I haven't

heard anything but that miserable fish story all

the week."

As I leave Silver Creek rather early in the

morning I notice the number of vehicles on the

road. They come along in a cloud of dust, singly

and in droves. The old man in front, driving,

glances a fierce look at the bicycle as he jerks up

his horses. The small boys bestow on the bicycler

looks of envious pride, while the grown boys smile

at him contemptuously. The girls cast demure

glances at the gray knickerbockers and long stock-

ings, and the old women look with a mild disap-

proval on the whole affair. I am at a loss to ac-

count lor all this early traffic, till I remember that

the barns and fences of Silver Creek were " painted

red" with four colored lithographs of the Great

American Agglomerated Eight Ring Circus that

was to show there to-day.

Falling into a reverie, as wheelmen when alone

often do, 1 am suddenly awakened to the fact that I

am off the pike, and running over a rough wagon

road across lots. I have been told to follow the

telegraph lines all day, and have been watching

them rather than the road; but they are still run-

ning straight ahead. I look around for some

explanation to this road, and see a small house

with a garden to the side, a short distance from

the road. A little pink dress and sun-bonnet is

moving about in the garden. " Well," thouXjht I,

" this isn't so bad after all. She's gathering a

morning bouquet, no doubt, while the fresh dew is

still on the flowers. I guess I'd better ct. Amount

and inquire about the way." I walked up to the

fence, but the maiden in pink continued her work,

not looking up. Coming still nearer I called out,

" Excuse me—Miss." No answer. Again, louder.

Then a voice from under the sun-bonnet grunted

forth, "Ugh! Who want injun ? Injun heap mad,

go way ! !
" And the figure straightened up, dis-

closing to my astonished gaze a six-foot squaw.

Two little sticks and a can she held in her hand

showed me that she had not been gathering posies,

but potato bugs.

Taking in a full view of the stranger her frown

disappeared, and, with a grin that cracked her

face from ear to ear, she blurted out, " Gimme a

chaw o'terbacker .' " I retreated precii)itately to

the road.

I soon strike the pike again, and learn at the

next house that I have just crossed the Indian

reservation, and that is why the mud road took

the place of a pike. About two miles from the

state line, as though to give me a parting kick, the

road is newly worked, and my last two miles of

riding in New York is walking. There is a road

house at the state line, and, as I sit on the porch

partaking of a lunch, I think how little I ever

realized the size of New York till after I had rid-

den through it on a bicycle.

When I dismount again I am well into Pennsyl-

vania. I stop at a call from a benevolent looking

farmer standing at his gate. He says his two boys

ride bicycles, and as they will be in from the field in

a little while, he wants me to wait and see them.

The smell of a good dinner is coming from the

kitchen, and as he hangs up a hammock in the

yard I can't refrain from waiting. The boys are

much interested in my trip, and after throwing cut

a good word for the Columbias and the L. A. W.,

both of which they promise to soon try, I leave

them. The old-fashioned home-made dinner I

had there beat anything on the trip, four-dollar-a-

day hotels included.

When 1 arrive at Erie about night-fall and am
strolling up one of the main streets looking for a

hotel where I can stop till morning, without danger

of insolvency, I am met by a fellow bicyclist who
takes me home with liiin and insists on keeping

me over night. That evening, in order to give me
some needed exercise, the local bicycle club took

me down to the lake point to see the mosquitoes.

They didn't tell me that that was what they were

going to see, but it must have been, for the mos-

quitoes constituted the one single attraction to the

i place, except it was the solitary fisherman who
' wanted to fight somebody for sitting in his boat.

The mosquitoes, however, furnished the basis of

the entertainment, and thcv seemed to consider a

crowd of bicyclers, with long stockings, as far

easier prey than the horny skinned native boatmen.

At Erie I turned my watch back one hour. It

was correct at Buffalo—now an hour too fast.

Wouldn't the road from Buffalo to Erie be a good

place to break the straightaway road record, where

the rider could get an hour's boost by changing

from eastern to central time .'

P. C. Darrow.
[ To be continued. ]

GQPPegpondGi7Ge.

A CHANCE FOR THANKSGIVING.

Editor Whcdmcn's Gazette .—

I've been disappointed by so many delays, that

I will not pretend the chance is a brilliant one;

but there is at least a chance of my book 's ap-

pearing before the last Thursday of November.
Electrotypes are now made for 694 pages, and

copy for 40 pages more is in hands of the i)rint-

ers. Two other chapters, with contents-table and

indexes, will raise the total to nearly 800 pages, I

fear.

My persistent advertising having brought my
name into the reach of the Commissioner of Ju-

rors, I have this day fled from the big city, lest the

obligation to do jury-service there postjjone in-

definitely my publication-day. For the next two

months or more my address will be " West Spring-

field, Mass." ; and I invite subscribers who reside

outside the io8 towns to which express-bundles of

books will be forwarded (see list in June Gazicttk)

to send payments thither, if they wish to receive

early copies by mail. Such copies will be mailed

in the order paid for ; and the bindery will issue

about 200 a day when the printing is finished.

I wheeled 25 miles in five hours this afternoon,

ending here just inside the border of Connecticut,

and I expect to finish my trip at West .Springfield,

on the sth. Kari. Kudn.
Greenwich, Ct., Oct. i, 1886.

P. S. Monday, Oct. 4. I reached West Spring-

field at 8.15 to-night, having left New Haven at

9.15 in the morning. The distance, by Pope cy-

clometer, was 64J miles; and I have very rarely

got over so much ground in eleven hours. The
wind was at my back, and the roads averaged bet-

ter than on any previous trial made by me be-

tween the two cities. The last 14 miles were by

moonlight. On Saturday I rode from Greenwich

to New Haven (45 miles Ijy cyclometer, though I

believe the distance was farther) ; so that the

whole trip from New York, registering 134 J miles,

was made in two and a half tiavs of riding.

K. K.
^M*.

THOMAS STEVENS AND OUTING.

Editor Wluelmoi's Gazette :—
At the last meeting of the League of .American

Wheelmen, held in Buffalo, a statement was made
by one of the prominent speakers, calling in ques-

tion the character of Thomas .Stevens. It was
hinted that this gentleman belonged to a class of

riders who are hired to exploit particular makes
of bicycles. .Vs Mr. -Stevens is now crossing In-

dia, and close to the Chinese frontier, this slan-

derous statement will not reach him for many
weeks. Will you kindly allow me therefore to

state :

—

1st. That Thomas Stevens is making the tour

of the world solely as special corresjjondent of

Oiitiiiq.

2d. That he is at perfect liberty to ride anv

style of bicycle he chooses.

3d. That his expenses are paid exclusively and

entirelv bv Outino.
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4th. That no special manufacturing interests

have anything to say in regard to Outing, the en-

tire and sole control being vested in the editor.

I am yours, very truly,

POULTNEY BlGELOW.

Editor Wheelmen^ Gazette

:

—
The numerous advertisements of various wheels,

constantly appearing in the cycling papers, all tell

us of events performed on the track or remarka-

bly fine roads, by experienced and well-trained

riders. As it occurs to me that the experience

with his wheel, of an indifferent rider, over some

of the confessedly worst roads in the country,

might be of advantage to some riders in selecting a

mount, I here give it.

My Expert Columbia, which recently carried me
from Boston some thousand miles westward, came

through without a break. It cost me nothing for

repairs while on the road. An occasional tight-

ening of the bearings or straightening a handle-

bar, which every wheelman is supposed to be

able to do, was all the attention it needed.

One thing was noticeable, that Aad a serious

break occurred, there was scarcely a town that

sported a bicycle at all but what had an Expert

Columbia ; so repairs could have been secured for

it much more readily than for any other wheel.

I consider it to be the embodiment of a strictly

first-class and reliable road machine.

P. C. Darrow.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette :—
Last Sunday morning four local bicyclists

started for a run to a town about fifteen miles dis-

tant. The rftads were in fine condition, so we
sped merrily along. All went well until we came
to a long down grade. As usual, we threw up our

feet to have a fine coast of a half-mile or so.

About half way down there is a corn-field where a

lot of pigs were rooting about. We were per-

haps twenty yards from a gap in the wall when out

of the field came several pigs about the size of a

terrier dog. Before we had time to think they

trooped out into the road, and—well, the first man
ran into one pig, took a header, and landed on top

of a second. The next man took a header over

the first man's wheel, and he also landed on top

of a pig. The rest of us passed by in safety, al-

though there was great danger of our mixing in

the pork also. The little runters scampered in all

directions, only wishing to escape. But for the

buckling of one wheel we came out all right.

We think the best place for pork is in the sty

or pork barrel, and not in the highway.

Worcester, MAss.,Sept. 23, 1886.

^ewg F|0tes.

The League meet in St. Louis means death to

New York ring rule.

There will be.' Yes! you will find it at the

League meet at .St. Louis.

After a slight absence the Bicycling A'e^us has

put in its appearance again at our ofiice.

The Bicycling A^ivs is pining for readers, and
offers to send the vile sheet free for four weeks.

Failures this year in the L. A. W. : ist, the

meeting
; 2d, the uniform

;
3d, League tour

;
4th,

League race meetings.

Send us eight subscribers to the Gazette and

receive the " Book-keeper's Delight," mentioned

in our advertising columns, free.

Philadelphia has had a race meeting at last,

and, if we are to judge from what we hear, it was

a successful and an enjoyable affair.

Distance only precluded our being present at

the complimentary banquet of the St. Louis

Wheelmen, Saturdav evening, October 2.

Dr. Beckwith missed the chance of retiring when

popuiir for the sake of one more year of office,

and now will retire with not the very best of feel-

ing towards him by his constituents.

At tk^ Cleveland races, George Collister and J.

T. Huntingdon broke the quarter and half mile

tandem record, making the quarter in 43jS., and

the half in im. 24s.

The Association for the Advancement of Cy-

cling, lately formed in Philadelphia, appears to

be getting along all right. Its objects are praise-

worthy and its life ought to be long.

Sam Gideon has been doing a good deal lately

in the tricycling line. He is perhaps one of the

fastest tricycle riders in Philadeljihia, and may do

something exceedingly good in the future.

We are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the

English mail, when we shall be surprised if the

idiotic Hillier does not claim the credit of having

rain at the Hartford, Lynn, and Springfield tour-

naments.

The League uniform is of a doubtful quality

and fades after a little exposure. Had a little

more money been put into the cloth, and less in

the commissions. League members would have

had a serviceable uniform.

Here, give us your hand, G. Lacy. The tour-

naments were a success, and we now extend our

most hearty compliments to you for the free ad-

vertising you have so liberally bestowed on us.

Again, our thanks. Adieu.

Harfier's Weekly contained an excellent full-page

cut of Hampden Park, drawn by Henry Sandham

from sketches on the ground during the tourna-

ment, showing a cluster of men coming down at

full speed at the end of a lap.

Abe Powell, of Philadelphia, has surrendered

up the championship of Lancaster Pike to his

fellow-citizen, Frank Kohler. Powell does not

rest easy under the circumstances and Lancaster

Pike will see some more fast road speeding.

Almost every make and style of machine is now-

ridden in the Quaker City, and cycling is still on

the increase. Riding among the community is

going ahead, and consequently club membership

and League membership forges ahead also.

Thomas Stevens, the plucky correspondent of

Outing, who is making the trip around the world

on his bicycle, has just arrived in Delhi, India, in

good health, and confident of his ability to com-

]5lete his journey, unless some unforeseen accident

bars his way in China.

The presidential bee is said to have set up a

very lively buzzing in the bonnet of George R.

Bidwell, of New York. The gentleman has long

been recognized as a power behind the throne.

—

Boston Globe. We are afraid the bee will find the

bonnet an empty one.

Mr. H. D. Corey, of Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,

sails for England on the North German-Llovd

steanishii) "Aller," on the 6th of October. He goes

to personally superintend the manufacture of a

number of bicycles and tricycles which his firm

intend to make a specialty of next year.

Expressions of regret are heard because the

records stand just about where they were before

the tournaments began. The times are already

so very low that in order to reduce them further

the conditions for racing must be perfect; which

was not the case on any day of the big meets.

Camden, N. J., just across the river from Phil-

adelphia, and much looked down upon by the

dwellers in the city of Penn as a place located

somewhere on the borders of civilization, has at

any rate been ahead of her big neighbor for some
time in the matter of having a good bicycle track.

Rumor has it that married life will also have its

attractions for Rowe before the winter is over.

—

Sprim^field Union. The symptoms indicate that

Dame Rumor has hit the nail on the head this

time.

—

Lynn Bee. And the path loses one of its

greatest riders, but then they all do it -sooner or

later.

Some little time since, Mr. George D. Gideon

and Mr. Henry S. Wood, two of Philadelphia's

most prominent w^heelmen, had a disagreement.

Now, most unfortunately, the former of these

gentlemen and the secretary-editor and a number

of other Quaker City cycling celebrities are hav-

ing what we hope is but a sham fight.

Hal Greenwood (the king of hill climbers), of

St. Louis Ramblers, climbed Corey Hill on a 51-

inch Star four times in succession without a dis-

mount recently. He climbed the front side,

coasted the back, turned round, climbed the back,

coasted the front. Greenwood was fresh at the

finish and wanted to climb it some more.

" Over the hills and far away,"' is getting more

than ever the rule with Philadelphia cyclers. Ac-

cording as the roads in the vicinity of the city are

improved the cycling travel increases. As time

goes on cycling may be expected to become quite

an institution of the city, so to speak. But

—

every one knows " ' Phila ' and cobble-stones."

The American Bicycle Companv, of Spring-

field, Mass., have a large stock of second-hand

bicycles, all of which they are anxious to dispose

of at once, and to do it they are offering prices

which defy competition, and to any one thinking

of purchasing a machine we would suggest that

vou write to them and state size, kind, and about

what you want to pay.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has not yet de-

cided when, where, nor how, it will build its new

club-house. The Pennsylvania men are de-

termined to have a house, for has not the Phila-

delphia Bicycle Club already commenced con-

structing its new abode.' Plans for the new

club-house have almost been approved of by the

Pennsylvania Club's building committee.

First, second, and third prizes in every event,

save the consolation race, at the Kings County

Wheelmen meet (at Brooklyn, N. Y., September

iS, 1SS6), were won on Columbias. In the bicy-

cle team race (four men each), the Kings County

Wheelmen won with three Columbias, and the

Harlem Wheelmen were second with four Colum-

bias. Another sweep for the Columbias.

New York having claimed and got the office of

president L. A. W. on the strength of one of its

members riding the largest wheel and presenting

an imposing appearance when on parade, will lay

claim to the office next year on account of the ex-

treme beauty of one of its members, but it is no
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THE NEW RAPID
(WITH TRUE TANGENT WHEEL)

"UNDOUBTEDLY THE LEADING BICYCLE OF THE YEAR."

See Testimonials on. tine Following Pages.

BECAUSE IT PRESENTS MORE POINTS OF REAL EXCELLENCE.

It has stiffer Forks and a stronger Backbone than other machines. It has the TRUE
TANGENT WHEEE, and every ounce of pressure on the Pedals is carried direct to the
Rim. These points make it the best hill-chmber!

Take a NEW RAPID and spin the wheels, front and rear; they will continue in

motion longer than any wheel you ever saw. Because the bearings and balls are made
with the greatest care to micrometer, are thoroughly hardened, and are ground in emery
after hardening. These points make it the easiest-running and the fastest coaster.

It is the most durable, because no cast or common metal is used. It is ALL STEEL,
and every part is made from drop forgings, to fit gauges, and is therefore ABSOLUTELY
INTERCHANGEABLE.

Its v/eight is 40 pounds for a 50-inch. It is therefore the lightest Roadster on the
market. Few Light Roadsters scale less.

It is easily guided, because it has hemispherical centers and cow-horn hollov/ one-
piece Handle-Bar, from 28 to 31 inches in length. This Handle-Bar is detachable in a
few seconds. This device is the only one thus far that absolutely will not work loose.

It is readily adjusted everywhere, and new spokes may be put in without removing
the tire.

It is fitted with square rubber Ball Pedals, Coil Spring, and Eclipse or Lillibridge
Saddle, at option of purchaser. '

It has no paid riders to push it to the front, but w^herever exhibited has been awarded
the Gold Medal, and is constantly winning the golden opinions of its numerous riders.

We want you to study the specifications of this machine. Send for our new
Illustrated Catalogue.

SAML. T. CLARK & CO.
B^^We want Active Agents Everywhere, Write for Terms. Baltimore, ^TLsLrylSLTidi^
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I3MPORXAN O BICYC
iimm umw n travel, iori or sport, all around the globe.

ARE mSiniED AGAINST BY

Hfi^joRD'THE TRAVELERS "^^^q^^-

ACCIDENTS are always happemSig to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

il@- ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! <^ INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE.
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $8,417,000.
James G. Batterson, President.

Surplus, $2,096,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $11,500,000.
RoDXEY Dennis, Secretary.

-M BMOTHMM'
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

T

Highland Tonica Water is a natural mineral water, possessing wonderful curative powers for all diseases of the blood. It is especially efficient in

the treatment of malaria and kidney complaints. Highland Rock Water is the climax of table waters,—pure, sparkling, and healthful; a perfect

beverage.

These Waters are for sale by all first-class Druggists.

THE HIGHLAND NEWS is published monthly at Manchester Highlands, Ct. It is devoted to the discussion of questions of health and matters of general interest.

Its advertising rates are low, considering that its edition numbers 100,000 copies each month. Subscription, prepaid, 25 cents per annum. Send for a sample copy.

FREDERICK JENKINS,
322 West Fifty=NinthL St., Nkw York.

(BETWEEN EIGHTH AND NINTH AVENUES.)

The New Rapid, The Humber Light Roadster, The Kangaroo,
The American Star, The Spalding, The American Premier Bicycles,

The Celebrated Quadrant Tricycle.

storage for Bicycles and Convenient Locker Room at Moderate Rates.

|t^°"AII manner of Repairs executed promptly, and at moderate rates. Disabled machines called for and delivered, free of charge, in any part of the

city below 6ist street. Nickeling and enameling a specialty. Orders by mail will receive prompt attention. Out-of-town repairs should be sent by freight.

OPEN EVENINGS. CALL AND EXAMINE THESE WHEELS. EXCELSIOR No. 2.

For sale by all

ADJUSTABLE IN LENGTH,

ADJUSTABLE IN WIDTH.

ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN FRONT.

ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT IN REAR.

^ A BIFURCATED SEAT.

I A COMFORTABLE COASTING PLATE.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE
Is the ONLY ONE possessing any of these Points. Is the ONLY ONE that can he changed in Shape or Position at all. Is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Market

For all makes, including the Safeties and the Star. Price, Nickeled, $5 ; Coiled Spring, etc., for Old Saddles, 75 cents.

KREBMAN LILLIBRIDOE, RocKFORD, Illinois.
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go, George R. What the League will have in the

future is brains and executive ability, which it has

lacked in the past few years.

"Mr. Diicker," says the Athletic Xr.^'s of IJir-

niinghini, "shirks the question that has been per-

tinently asked respecting the value of the prizes*

at the Springfield tournament." Not so. We
have yet to see the value of Springticld prizes

doubted by any reliable or responsible person.

The only doubts we have seen expressed were by

an imbecile London fop, who edits an obscene

London cycling paper. If the Xe~Ms will name

one prize out of the ninety prizes offered that

was not as advertised, we will cheerfully answer

all questions relating to the same.

Henrv E. Uucker has issued another challenge

to I'resident Beckwith, calling for proof of the

statements made by the latter as to what influ-

enced his action in removing the former. Many
are of the opinion that the documents will never

be produced, for the reason that they do not be-

lieve there are any such in existence.

—

Lynn Bee.

We knew whereof we spoke in issuing our chal-

lenge, and we have scored one point against our

president, whose surname is not that of the im-

m )rtal father of our country, whose life we would

recommend Dr. Heckwith to study.

Mr. Ricalton, the adventurous e-xplorer, who was

sent out to the Arctic Ocean in May by Outing, in or-

der to make a journey on a three-wheeled machine

from Archangel straight through Russia to Crimea,

has not been heard from since leaving New York.

His friends are very an.xious on his account, and

it is feared that the Russians may have treated

him as they did Thomas Stevens on his bicycle,

only a little more effectively. Mr. Ricalton had

with him a photographic apparatus, with which he

intended to illustrate a series of articles in Outing,

and it is quite likely that this instrument was the

e.xcuse for his arrest.

The consul of the Victorian Cyclists' Associa-

tion (Australia), W. J. Parry, in sending to us,

through Karl Kron, a renewal of his subscription

to the Gazette and Wheeling, writes thus, Aug. 9 :

"Here in Sandhurst, cycling will be going ahead

presently,—arrangements having been completed

for laying down a splendid racing-track, four laps

to the mile, and si.xteen or eighteen feet wide, on

the cricket grounds at Black Creek, a mile out of

the city. When finished, it will be opened by a

combined meeting of the local clubs, giving bicy-

cle and tricycle races. If convenient, please send

me a diagram and description of the track at

Springfield." (The G.\zette of Aug., 1885, con-

taining diagram of Hampden Park, has accord-

ingly been sent.)

The great race of S. G. Whittaker, of Chicago,

against time, with a bicycle, began at Crawfords-

ville, Ind., Friday, September 24. He started at

5 A. M., reached the 25-mile post at 6.31 and the

50-mile point at 7.55.46^. Time, 2h. 55m. 46^s.

This beats the record of Golden in England by

9 minutes and 13^^ seconds, and the American

record of Weber by n minutes, 13^ seconds.

Whittaker completed a run of loo miles at

11.43.59; time, 6h. 43m. 59s., beating the fastest

time ever made on the globe by one hour, seven

minutes, and one second. His run was to have

stopped at 5 a. m. Saturday, and he expected to

cover 300 miles in the 24 hours; but after com-

pleting 150 miles he ran into a cow and was so

bidlv bruised that he had to abandon the race.

The attention of our readers is called to the ad-

vertisement of Messrs. Kellogg & Eager, makers

of the Kellogg Bicycle Shoe, which, although just

commenced being put on the market, is already

becoming immensely popular. Mr. W. H. Kel-

logg has applied for a patent, which will give

him the inside track over all other manufacturers

of a "regular bicycle shoe"; he has also had a

long experience in the shoe business, and is con-

nected in the manufacture of them with F. M.

Eager, of Palmer, Mass., who is widely know-n as

doing a large custom boot and shoe business.

They not only know how, but are prepared to

make any amount of them that the trade c'Emands,

and, after hearing them spoken of in such high

terms of praise, we may safely predict for them a

large sale in the future.

" The Bard," London correspondent of the Bicy-

cling World, has this to say of America's cycling

friend :
" It seems, however, to many men on

this side that the American papers have an e.x-

aggerated idea of the importance of Mr. Lacy

Hillier's utterances. You may rest assured that

his following is a very small one, and diminishing

daily. International snobbery, as manifested by

the pen of a small stock-jobber, in an unpopular

cycling paper, is as offensive to English as to

American eyes ; and if American wheelmen will

reflect that the man who prostitutes a paper to

air his malice against America, is, after all, a very

poor journalist, a very ordinary Stock Exchange

operator, and merely a figure-head and ' slater ' to

the paper, which a boy at Coventry really edits,

they will estimate his remarks at their proper

worth." We have had the same opinion of Mr.

Hillier given us before by prominent Englishmen,

but the above is the first time we have seen it in

print.

GormuUy & Jeffery's new building is about com-

pleted. Five stories are completed and the sixth

nearly so. This large addition to their factories

more than doubles their facilities and altogether

makes an imposing looking edifice. * * * The
gear about which there has been so much talk this

fall is being made by Gormully & Jeffery, and is

being put on an ordinary 54-inch American Cham-
pion, gearing it up to a 126-inch wheel. This

gear is undoubtedly the simplest yet produced,

and in a 38-inch Ideal wheel, with improvised

forks and with bearings that consisted only of a

hole bored through iron, and with a rider who re-

quired the reach of a 58-inch wheel, made a mile

in 2.56. What it will do on the large wheel is of

course experimental, but its inventors are very

sanguine. If it is successful it will at once be put

on the market. Pedaling a four-minute gait will

put the mile under two minutes. Philosophy tells

us that additional speed requires a corresponding

additional power, but we shall see what we shall

see.

Speaking of racing, the Springfield Daily Union

says that " the day for amateur racing has gone

by. By amateur racing we mean the letting out of

all one's energies from starting point to finish.

Such contests as these can be expected only in

the amateur events and even then only the new,

inexperienced, and ambitious riders are the ones

who think they can win by si.urting the whole

distance. The man who leads at the start is

usually found in the rear at the finish. Riders

have learned that in order to insure themselves a

winning position they must hold some of their

strength in reserve for the final spurt. There are

few riders who can (or will, even if they have the

ability) ride a s|)rinting race. There is too much
wear and tear involved. In the early days of bi-

cycle riding, races were run in this way. But

where arc the fliers of a few years ago, who used

to give such marvelous exhibitions of their powers .'

They have either gone stale or abandoned racing

altogether. The riders of to-day arc profiting by

the experience of the former leaders and unless a

record is desired the speed will come at the finish

rather than at the beginning of a race. The pub-

lic, if it wishes spirited contests, must be content

with a comparatively slow beginning. This is es-

pecially true in a long-distance race. And, though

the spectator may sigh and wish for the good ohl

days, he must put up with the inevitable (which

has already come), and content himself with a

shorter but more exciting struggle."

Mr. Furnivall said, in conversation with a re-

porter of the London Xe-ws, that he believed that

the mile record could be lowered from its present

figure, and that Richard Howell, the professional,

could hang on to Maud S., if a couple of boards

were set up at the back of the car to fend the

wind off him. In any case I think without even

that amount of artificial assistance in pace-mak-

ing, 2.25 certainly and 2.20 can be done. I believe

there are seven or eight men in England to-day

who, if properly coached and taken along, can

beat my record. " Then you ascribe great impor-

tance to pace-making, Mr. Furnivall?" "It is

everything. In fact, there is frequently more

credit due to the pace-makers than to the record-

breaker himself. It is so simple to hang on be-

hind a man who is setting the pace." "Taking
into consideration your remarks about windage,

what would you consider the possible time for a

straight mile, ridden with the wind at your back.'"

"I think," said Mr. Furnivall, " it could be done

in im. 50s., or less. It would become a ques-

tion of fast pedaling." " You are champion

on both bicycle and tricycle over a mile, I be-

lieve, Mr. Furnivall ? Might I ask what you deem
the greatest tricycle performance of the year .'

"

"George Gatehouse's 20 miles 460 yards in the

hour. I was one of his pace-makers, and the

manner in which he broke up man after man

—

whether on bicycles, tricycles, or tandems—was

the most wonderful piece of riding I have ever

witnessed. In my opinion. Gatehouse is the best

man on the bicycle or tricycle in England to-dav,

although he has been unlucky enough not to win

a single championship." " What do you think

are the chances of the amateur definition being

abolished.'" " I feel convinced that it must go,

and am personally on the side of the abolitionists.

It is impossible for the rank and file of racing

men to incur the heavy expenses contingent upon

wheel racing and remain pure amateurs."

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

We welcome "The Sadiron Ghosts."

The consul's patience has about given out, and

when the crisis conies, " it will be better if we are

not thar !

"

Mr. Scofield, of Mianus, is the latest convert

to Facile cycling, and is delighted, as are all the

others, including Mr. Schuyler .Merritt, who rides

a 48.

As this is penciled, the Solitary Club is prepar-

ing to wheel to Springfield, leaving here on the

I3lh. Some notes by the way are to be taken, and

impressions given in these columns, later.
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We are still talking and writing up macadam for

our wretched streets, but as yet no steps have been

taken—except to stumble over our mud-soaked

cobbles—toward giving us smooth roadways, but

we hope on, hope ever.

The apathy displayed this season by some of

our veteran wheelmen in cycling affairs in general

is painful, and is only in part accounted for from

the fact that our streets, always rough, are now

roughest ever known, owing to the new sewers.

We read with pleasure Mr. Darrow's notes

awheel, but he locates us seven miles too far in-

land, for we do indeed revel in " briny breezes

blown from sea," and they are active agents in

melting our snow and tempering wintry winds, as

well as lowering summer temperature.

Our street pavements (all on paper, or in yer

mind), consist of fire brick, asphalt, and macadam;

but if we can get the powers to put down a sec-

tion of each, on trial, this fall, we will try to be

satisfied. They are washing j520o,ooo through the

sewers, and it is hoped a fraction of it can be

caught for paving purposes.

A pleasant memory of early September was a

moonlight run awheel to Greenwich. The charm

of vague, moonlit scenery, kept pace with the easy

and safe-running Facile all along the way, and the

pictures of the weirdly beautiful were continuous.

Night voices in various tones came to us as we

sped smoothly on, and, despite some deep dust

and stones encountered, the outing was delightful

and without mishaps.

Later:—We are so deeply buried in chagrin at

having stopped short of Springfield, after wheel-

ing nearly there, on account of rain and mud, that

the secretary refuses to send the G.\zette notes

of our tour, until " the snow again is piled up

higher, and cyclers sit about their evening fires."

" Stamson."

w**^

THE CITY OF CHURCHES.

The great tournaments in Massachusetts have

attracted a great deal of attention from every part

of the country, and our city appears quite insig-

nificant against places like -Springfield, Hartford,

and Lynn. However, we have our good times

here as usual, and we are patiently waiting for the

Roseville tournament, where it is expected some
very fast time will be made. As this town is only

thirty minutes' ride from New York, a large at-

tendance is looked for, and it is hoped the affair

will be a success.

While visiting the Museum of Arts in New
York, several days ago, with a party of Brooklyn

wheelmen, we were agreeably surprised by seeing

a handsome oil painting by Rogers, representing

a scene from bicycle life. It is a perfect picture,

and some club would do well to purchase it as an

ornament for the club room.

The runs to Coney Island are dying out.

Wheelmen now begin to realize that there are

other roads just as good and not half so monoto-

nous as the Ocean Parkway. Bath seems to be a

favorite place for short runs, while long tours out

on Long Island are becoming more popular than

before.

A. B. Rich has a brother, vi'ho, though quite

young, is already quite a " hummer." He showed

himself to good advantage at the K. C. W. meet

in this city, as the below report will show.

Accidents are now of frequent occurrence on the

Boulevard. .Several members of the Algonquin

Wheelmen were taking a spin down the road, when

they saw two carriages coming towards them at a

very fast rate. The wheelmen were on the right

side of the road and steered as closely as possible

to the gutter. One of the racing carriages, with

its intoxicated occupants, came up on the same

side that the bicyclists were taking, and, despite

the riders' shouts to steer out, they kept right on

until almost running into them. All of the

wheelmen succeeded in getting out of the way,

except one. This unfortunate rider was smashed

into and thrown to the ground. He was picked

up unconscious, and it was found that his jaw was

broken}- in addition to having received several

ugly gashes on his face. The carriage kept on

racing at its break-neck speed, not stopping a mo-

ment to find out the result of the accident. This

reckless driving by incompetent persons should

be stopped, and it is hoped that the authorities

will soon take the matter in hand.

The park commissioners are at last commenc-

ing to repair the walks. It is high time that this

is done, as the pavement is so full of holes in

some places that it is a problem if there ever was

smooth asphalt on the walk.

A young rider about fifteen years of age is mak-

ing himself very conspicuous by wheeling through

the streets and park attired in a gaudy suit of

light blue skin-tights, dark gray swimming trunks,

white shirt and vest, and a derby hat.- It is a

curious combination, and the club-men cannot re-

frain from smiling when he rides past.

There has been some talk of the Independent

Wheelmen going over to the Ilderan Bicycle

Club. If the union is effected it will probably be

in winter, or in the beginning of next season.

The parade of Brooklyn wheelmen took place

on Thursday night, Sept. 16. Owing to a rain in

the morning the streets were quite slippery, mak-

ing riding a little difficult, which deterred many

from participating. However, quite a number

were present, altogether about 250. The line was

made up by the following clubs in the order stated,

namely : Kings County Wheelmen, 70 men ; Il-

deran Bicycle Club, 40 men ; Bedford Cycling

Club, 35 men; Long Island Wheelmen, 25 men;

Independent Wheelmen, 10 men ; Prospect Bi-

cycle Club, 15 men; unattached riders, etc., 50

men. The start was made at 9.15 P. M., and the

long line of lights moved up Bedford avenue to

the fountain, then half way down again, when

they turned around and proceeded to the K. C.

W. club rooms, where refreshments were served.

.\fter some music and speeches, the gathering de-

parted with pleasant recollections of an enjoyable

evening.

Mr. Sam Butler, one of our most enthusiastic

road-riders, has recovered from his recent illness,

and is welcomed back to his fellow-wheelmen with

a hearty shake. We are all glad to see him

amongst us once more.

The fourth annual race meeting of the King's

County Wheelmen took place here on Saturday,

Sept. 18. Although everything was " pure ama-

teurism," and the races under L. A. W. rules,

nevertheless the events were well contested, and

Rich's mile in 2.57I was worthy of especial notice.

The events and the winners were as follows : One-

mile novice : first heat, C. F. Pray,ist, M. F. Ger-

mond 2d, John W. Schoefer 3d; time, 3.21^.

Final heat, Prav ist, Weber 2d; time 3.09!. One-

mile lap: A. B. Rich ist; time 2.57I ; S. H.

Rich 2d. (This was the fastest race of the

day, the time being exceptionally fast for a 5-lap

cinder track.) Two-mile handicap : J. W. Powers,

200 yds., 1st ; time 5.56I ; S. H. Rich 2d. Three-

mile handicap: A. B. Rich, scratch, ist; time

9.27I; E. Valentine, 130 yards, 2d. One-mile

novice club: L. P. Weber ist, 3.19!; 2d, F. G.

Brown, time 3.20. One mile, 3.10 class: S. H.
Rich ist, time 3.08; J. W. Powers 2d. Five-mile

scratch: S. H. Rich ist, time 18.40I; A. B.

Rich 2d. (It was evident that A. B. Rich allowed

his brother to beat him in this race.) Two-mile

team race, four members from each club: Kings

County Wheelmen ist, Harlem Wheelmen 2d.

The plucky riding of Harry Fair was noticeable in

this race, he having been quite sick and not in

condition to race. One-mile consolation : E. C.

Parker ist, time 3.i6f ; F. B. Hawkins 2d. This

ended the meeting. The attendance was fair and

the weather very fine, although a stiff breeze was

blowing against the racers on the long stretch.

The races were well managed and showed that the

K. C. W. know how to run a race meet.

J. W. S.

Once more have we met together from many a land and clime,

And again the noiseless bicycle with its ever silent chime

Has filled our busy city and our hearts with exultant pride

For our noble men who won the race as they rode by each

other's side.

How quickly the year has passed since we met with the merry

crowd,

.And defeat has been forgotten, and glad we were, and proud,

To clasp the hand in friendship and try the race once more,

For some must lose where others win, is the saying we've

heard of yore.

It has brought to many changes, to some more form and grace,

To our noble Hendee always in the foremost ranks a place.

Long may health and brightest prospects be his lot in years

to come

;

As he fights in life's great battle be his the victory won.

It may be hard to Rmve against the wind and tide,

Whether on England's British soil or on the .American side.

For many a champion rider goes forth in the bloom of youth,

Bearing inscribed on his banner for victory and truth.

Again has our noble president, with his customary charm and

grace.

Kept very good friends with the weather with only otte day to

disgrace :

But we win not chide or upbraid him if he did duck us under

a little.

For I know that he smiled at the surging crowd as they passed

in the bright little nickel.

.And in memory we write of two who are sleeping since last

we met.

Beneath the green sod they are lying and our eyelids with

tears they are wet;

With a cold dreary stone to mark where they lie.

With the stars peeping down through their webbing on high.

So over the Rhodes the bicycle speeds, bearing its precious

freight,

.And we gaze with awe on the silent steed that really takes the

cake

;

And the mounted rider looks down with disdain on us mor-

tals here below,

With only a nod, as he glides along, for of course he knows

he makes quite a show.

.And Prince of the wheel, what a title to claim,

But I tell you he knows how to ride, just the same

;

For of course you all saw him, on our neat little park

;

Where the tournament stops so does Jack of our heart.

So let us all rest and talk over the races,

And keep till another year bright smiling faces

;

Give three hearty cheers for the boys all around.

That no headers they'll take but keep off the ground.

And three more for Ducker, that long may he wave

" O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave."

May Springfield long cherish in memory the man

Who owned the first bicycle, and come to the next tourna-

ment if you can. Mattib.
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RACE MEFTINGS

LocKPoRT (X. V.) Whkelmen.

Thursday, August 26, 1SS6.

One-Mile Open.

W. S. Campbell, Niagara Kails, N. V., Time, 3.21

E. H. Gamble, Hatavia, N. Y.

One-Mile S'cniice, Xiagara County

Arthur Montgom^-ry, Lockport, N. Y., Time, 3 13

H. D. Kitienger, Lockport, N. Y.

One-Mile Club Championship.

A. Montgomery, Lockport, N. V., Time, 3.14 1-2

H. D. Kittenger, Lockport, N. Y.

Oiie-ffa// Mile Boys' Race— 16 Years.

L. C Allen, Lockport, N. Y., Time, 1.32 3-4

F. A. Kittenger, Lockport. N. Y.

One Hundred J 'ards. Slow Race.

Neil Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y., Time, 3.04

C. J. Connolly, Rochester, N. Y.

Three-Mile Open.

E. H. Gamble, Batavia, N. Y., Time, 9.45 1-2

— . — . Milley, Buffalo, N. Y.

Half-Mile Riiie and Run.

\V. B. Metzger, Lockport, N. Y.

,

Time, 2.19

C. J. Connolly, Rochester, N. Y.

One-Mile Safety.

\V. S. Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y., Time, 3.32 1-4

f/alf-.Uile, Hands Off.

E. H. Gamble, Batavia, N Y., Time, 1.41

C. J. Connolly, Rochester, N. Y.

One-Mile Unicycle Open.

W. S. Campbell, Niagara Falls, N. Y., Time, 4.30

One-Mile Tandem Tricycle.

Campbell Bros., Niagara Falls, N. Y., Time, 3.49

Cleveland (O.) Bicycle Club.

First Day— Friday, August 27.

One-Mile Novice.

\V. H. Wylie, St. Louis, Mo., Time, 3.02 1-5

F. E. Ranney, Akron, O.

J. E. Douhet, Cleveland, O
One-Mile Tricycle State Championship.

K. A. Pardje, Akron, ()., Time, 3.14 3-4

G. Collister, Cleveland, O.

Half-.Mile Open.

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. L, Time, 1.21 1-5

W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.

H. S. Kavanagh, Cohoes, N. Y.

Two-Mile 6.30 Class.

George H. Terry, Batavia, N. Y., Time, 6.15

F. X. Spranger, Detroit, Mich.

W. H. Wylie, St. Louis, Mo.

One-Mile Tandem Tricycle.

J. T. Huntington and G. Collister, Cleveland, O.,

Time, 3.06

E. J. Douhet and W. D White, Cleveland, O.

On,--.Mile Open.

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I., Time, 2.54

J. R. Rheuboitom, Weedsport, N. Y.

W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.

Half-.'ifile 1.30 Class.

P. ,S. Brown, Washington, D. C, Time, 1.26 2-5

F. E. Ranney, Akron, O.

F. X. Spranger, Detroit, Mich.

Five-Mile Ohio State Championship.

r-w
A.

s.

J

A.

Time, 17.09 1-5K. A. Pardee, Akron, O.,

G. Collister, Cleveland, O.

Quarter-Mile Open.

H. S. Kavanagh. Cohoes, N. Y.,

H. E. Bidwell, East Hartford, Ct.

P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C.

One-Mile Tricycle Open.

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I.,

K. A. Pardee, Akron, ().

(J. Collister, Cleveland, O.

One-Mile Handicap.

(Jeorge H. Terry, Batavia, N. Y.,

J. T. Huntington, Cleveland, (1.

H. S. Kavanagh, Cohoes, N. Y.

Second Day—Saturday, August 28.

One-Mile.

F. X. Spranger, Detroit, Mich., Time, 2.54 3-5

F. E. Ranney, Akron, O.

W. H. Wylie, St. Louis, Mo.

Two-Mile State Championship.

J. T. Huntington, Cleveland, O., Time, 6.15 4-5

K. A. Pardee, .Akron, O.

J. J. McTigne.

Time, 0.40 2-5

Time, 3.17

Time, 2.5S

Half-Mile Handicap.

. E. Crist (10 yds ), Washington, D. C, Time, 1.18 2-5

A. Hart (.25 yds.;, St. Louis, Mo.

P. HoUinsworfh (35 yds.), Russiaville, Ind.

One-Mile Tandem.

T. Huntington and G. Collister, Cleveland, O.,

Time, 3.04 4-5

B. Rich, New Brighton, L. L, and J. R.

Rheubottom, Weedsport, N. Y.

One-Mile Open.

E Bidwell, East Hartford, Ct., Time, 2.53 4-5

S. Kavanagh, Cohoes, N. Y.

Quarter-Mile 45 Second Class.

H. Tern-. Batavia, N. Y., Time, 40 2-5

S. Brown, Washington, D. C.

E. Ranney, .Akron, O.

Two-Mile Lap. »

S. Kavanagh. Cohoes, N. Y., Time, 5.57 1-2

B. Rich, New Brighton, S. L
One-.Mile Tricycle Handicap.

.\. Pardee (40 yds.), .Akron, O., Time, 3.10

B. Rich (scratch). New Brighton, S. L
Half-Mile Open.

B. Rich, New Brighton, .S. L, Time, 1.19 1-5

. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.

A. Hart, St. Louis, Mo.

One-Mile 3.00 Class.

.A. Pardee. Akron, O.. Time, 3.04 1-2

S. Brown, Washington, D. C.

P. Hollinsworth, Russiaville, Ind.

Third Day—Monday, August 30.

One-Mile 3. 10 Class.

X. Spranger, Detroit, Mich., Time, 2.55

H. Terry, Batavia, N. Y.

H. Wylie, St. Louis, Mo.

One-Mile State Championship.

A. Pardee, Akron, O., Time, 2.56 4-5

T. Huntington, Cleveland, O.

Two-Mile Handicap.

B. Rich (scratch). New Brighton, S. L, Time, 5.47 2-5

P. Hollinsworth (50 yds), Rus,siaville, Ind.

M. Brown (60 yds.), Newcastle, Pa.

Half-Mile Tricycle Open.

B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I., Time, 1.34 4-5

A. Pardee, Akron, O.

Collister, Cleveland, O.

One-Mile Handicap.

H. Brown (scratch), Washington, D. C, Time, 2.54 2-5

H. Wylie '15 yds.), St. Louis, Mo.

H Hemstreet (65 yds.), Cleveland, O.

Five-Mile Lap.

S. Kavanagh (5 points), Cohoes, N. Y. , Time, 9.04

P. Hollinsworth, Russiaville, Ind.

Quarter-Mile Open.

R. Rheubottom, Weedsport, N. Y., Time, 0.40

E. Titchener, Binghamton, N. Y.

E. Bidwell, East Hartford, Ct.

One-Mile Lap.

S. Kavanagh (15 points), Cohoes, N. Y., Time, 2.49 3-5

E. Titchener (11 points), Binghamton, N. Y.

A. Pardee (10 points), Akron, O.

One-.Mile Consolation.

C. Herring, New York City, Time, 2.59

J. Douhet, Cleveland, O.

Goodman, Hartford, Ct.

New Jersey Division L. A. W. R.\ces.

MiLLviLLE, N. J., Saturday, August 28.

One-Mile Novice.

C. L. Meyers. Hudson County, Time, 3.00 1-2

Norton Ludlam, Millville, N. J.

One-Mile State Championship.

James B. Pearson, Vineland, N. J.,

C. R. Hoag, Newark, N. J.

Quarter-Mile Dash.

George D. Gideon, Philadelphia, Pa.,

W. D. Wilhelm, Reading, Pa.,

One-Mile 3.00 Class.

Harry Schwartz, Reading, Pa.,

Lewis A. Howell, Millville, N. J.

One-Mile 2.55 Class.

Harry Schwartz, Reading, Pa.,

C. S. Stevens, Millville, N. J.

One-.Mile Boys'' Race.

Herbert Blanchard, Millville. N. J.,

One-Mile Open.

W. y. Wilhelm, Reading, Pa..

C. L. Heath, N. J..

Time, 2.54 1-4

Time, 0.40

0.42

Time, 2.52 2-5

Time, 2.54 4-5

Time, 3.19

Time, 2.51 4-5

" s-52 7-8

Fizte-Mile State Championship.

C. R. Hoag, Newark, N. J., Time, 15.27 4-5

Thomas L. Hand, Millville, N. J.,
" 15.28 5-8

James B. Pearson, Vineland, N. J.

Three-Mile Lap.

W. J. Wilhelm, Reading, Pa., Time, 10.13 J-5

F. M. Dampman, Honeybrook, N. J.,
" 10.28 3-4

Connecticut (H.srtiord) liicvctE Club.

Dale of Meeting, Wednesday and Tlmrsday, September 8

and 9. Track, clay trotting. Laps to a mile, one.

Officers.—Referee, Abbot Basscit of Boston, Mass.

;

Judges, H. D. Corey of Boston, Mass., A. Von B. Kennedy-

Child of London, Eng., Freeland Morris of Hartford, Ct.

;

Timers, F. G. Whitlemore, Col. Henry Kennedy, George

Best; Starter, A. J. Wells of Hartford, Ct. ; Clerk oj

Course, E. G. Judd of Hartford, Ct. ; Attendance, two days,

8,000.

A large attendance the second day was prevented by rain at

2 o*clock. The meeting was a success and was run undci

A. C. U. rules. The records remained untouched, although

F. Wood's fast mile is the best made in competition.

First Day—Wednesday, September 8.

2 53 3-4

5.41 1-4

5 4> 3-4

3.09 1-2

3 >o

One-Mile A mateur 3. lo Class.

W. L. Prior, East Hartford, Ct., Time,

W. S. Hart, New Britain, Ct.

Time dy Quitrters.— I'iX, 0.^0 \-^\ 2d, 1.243-4; 3d, 2.14.

One-Mile Protnateur 2.40 Class.

Y. F. Ives, Meiiden, Ct., Time, 2.54 1-4

H. Crocker, Newton, Mass., " 2.54 1-2

Time hy Quarters.— 1st, 0.54 j 2d, 1.36 1-2 ; 3d, 2. 19.

Three-Mile Professional.

F. Wood, Leicester, Eng., Time, 8.59 1-2

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., " 8.59 3-4

Time iy Quarters.— ist, 0.46 ; 2d, 1.33 1-2; 3d, 2.181-2.

One-Mile Promateur A. C. U. Championship.

George M. Hendec, .Springfield, Mass., Time, 2.38 3-4

W, .A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass., " 2.50 1-2

C. P. Adams, Springfield, Mass.

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.37 1-4 ; 2d, 1. 19 ; 3d, 2.01.

Two-Mile A mateur Hattdicap.

H. S. Hart (200 yds.>. New Britain, Ct., Time,

E. A. De Blois(fx)yds.), Hartford, Ct.,

Time.— Half mile, 1.13; mile, 2.44.

One-Mile Promateur Tricycle.

E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass., Time,

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.,

C. E. Kluge.

'Time by Quarters.— ist. 0.56 ; 2d, 1.45 1-4 ; 3d, 2.34.

Three-Mile A mateur Open.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can., Time, 9.15

A. B. Rich, New York, 9.15 1-4

Ten-Mile Promateur Lap.

W. A. Rowe (38 points), Lynn, Mass., Time, 30.57 1-2

W. .A. Rhodes (32 points), Dorchester, Mass., '* 31.05

Time by Miles.— 1st, 2.5S ; 2d, 5.57 ; 3d, 9.02 ; 4th, 12. 1 1 1-2 ;

5th, 15.16 1-2 ;6th, 1S.26; 7th, 21.37 :Sth, 24.43 J 9'ti, 27.53 1-4.

One-Mile Amateur Team Race.

Hartford Wheel Club (r I points). Time, 1.50 1-2

East Hartford Wheel Club (10 points).

Second Day—Thursday, Septb.mber 9.

One-Mile Handicap.

0. C. Dresser (170 yds.). Time, 2.41 3-4

E. A. De Blois (scratch), Hartford, Ct., " 2.42 1-2

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.38 1-2 ; 2d, 1.20 1-4 ; 3d, 2.03 j-4.

One-Mile Promateur.

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass., Time, 2.40

F. F. Ives, .Meriden, Ct., " 2.41 1-4

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.40; 2d, 1.21 1-4 ; 3d, 2.07 1-4.

One-Mile Professional Handicap.

Fred Wood (scratchl. Leicester, Eng., Time, 2.33

R. .A. Neilson (25 yds.), Boston, Mass., " 2.33 1-4

W. M. Woodside (15 yds.), .Minneapolis, Minn.

Time by Quarters.— 1st, 0.39 1-4 ; 2d, 1.18; 3d, 1.57.

Three-Mile Promateur Tricycle.

E. P. Bnrnham, Newton, Mass.,

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.,

One-Mile A mateur.

A. B. Rich, New York,

H. W. Gaskell, London, Eng.,

C. D. Heath, Lee, Mas.s.

Time by Quarters.— ist. o 44 ; 2d, 1.22 1-4; 3d, 2.03.

Fiz'e-Mile Professional Lap.

W. M. Woodside (23 points), Minneapolis, Minn.,

Time, 15.59

R. A. Neilson (17 points), Boston, Mass., " <5-59 1-4

W. J. Morgan (16 points^ Chicago, 111.

Time, 9.30 1-2

" 93"

Time, 2.46 1-2

'• 248
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Time 5-5S

6.22

1-4

1-293-4; 3d, 2. 4;

Time 16.07 1-2

"
16.10 -2

ionship.

Time 17.08
'

17.0S 1-2

Time 3 04

3.09

\

Two-Mile Tandem.

Crist and Brown, Wasliington, D. C,
Bidwell and Jackson,

Time try Qi<arlers.— isx, 0.443-4; 2d,

mile, 3.00.

Five-Mile Fromateur.

George M. Hendee, Springfield. Mass.,

\V. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass.,

E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass.

Fizie-Mile Connecticut Cluivtpionship.

H. S. Hart, New Britain, Ct.,

K. A. Da Blois, Hartford, Ct.,

William Harding, Hartford, Ct.

One-Mile Consolation.

\V. H. Langdown, Christclmrch, N. Z.,

C. D. Heath, Lee, Mass.,

E. B. Smith, .Springfield, Mass.

Springfield (M.-vss.) Bicycle Club.

Date oj Meeting, September 14, 15, 17, and iS, 1SS6.

Track, clay and gravel. Laps to a mile, two. Weather,

vnifavorable.

Officeks.— Referees, Abbot Bassett of Boston, Mass., A.

Kennedy-Child of London, Eng.; Judges, W. V. Oilman of

Nashua, N. H., F. A. Elwell of Portland, Me., C. H.

Hazlelt of Portsmouth, N. H.; Timers, O. N. Whipple,

E. C. Robinson, Geo. W. Robinson, H. M. Washburn

;

Starter, C. E. Whipple of Sprmgfield, Mass.; Clerk 0/

Course, D. K. Miller of Springfield, Mass.; Assistant Clerk 0/

Course, H. W. Wadsworth of Springfield, Mass.; Secre-

tary, Sanford Lawton of Springfield, Mass.

Tuesday, September 14.

First Heat Il^orld^s Chatnpiotiship, Fromateur.

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass., Time, 2. 38

C. E. Kluge, Jersey City, N. J.,
" 2.40 4-5

'

Time by Quarters.— m, o.ic)\ 2d, 1.18; 3d, 1.573-5.

Second Heat World^s C/uimpionship, Fromateur.

E. P. Burnliam, Newton, Mass., Time, 3.02 2-5

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., " 3.03 3-5

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.4S; 2d. 1.361-5; 3d, 2.23 2-5.

Third Heat IVorld^s Cluimpionship, Fromateur.

Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo., Time, 3.17 4-5

Charles P. Adams, Springfield, Mass., " 3.18

Time by Quarters.—-ist, 0.57; 2d, 1.48 1-5; 3d, 2.37 2-5.

Fourth Heat World's Champiotiship, Fro/essional.

R. .A. Neilson, Boston, Mass., Time, 4.19

R. James, Birmingham, Eng., " 4.20 1.5

Time by Quarters.— ist, 1.32 2-5 ; 2d, 2. 58 4-5 ; 3d, 3.37 4-5.

Otte-Mile A mateur Novice.

Wm. Harding. Hartford, Ct., Time, 2.51 4-5

F. W. Fahy, Hartford, Ct., " 2.55 2-5

Henry Goodman, Hartford, Ct.

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.41 2-5 ; 2d, 1.25 4-5 ; 3d, 2.07 1-5.

Ten-Mile Fromateur A. C. U. Cluimpionship.

Geo. RL Hendee, Springfield, Mass., Time, 29. 48 4-5

Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo., " 30.19

W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass.

Time by Miles.— ist, 3.18 2-5; 2d, 6.27 1-5; 3d, 9.09 2-5 ;

4th, 12.04; 5th, 15.05 1-5; 6th, 1S.04 2-5; 7th, 21.07; Sth,

23-51 2-5; glh, 26.40.

Five-Mile Professional Handicap.

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass., 100 yards, Time, 14.36 4-5

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., 30 yards.

H. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., 100 yards.

Time by Miles.— ist, 2.46; 2d, 5.53 2-5; 3d, S.24 ; 4th,

i'-49 2-5. ^
Five-Mile Atnaieur 16.30 Class.

H. S. Hart, New Britain, Ct., Time, 15.02 1-5

H. L. Burdick, Albany, N. Y., " 15.03

P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C.

Time by Miles.— \%K, T,.\\ 2-5; 2d, 6.20 1-5; 3d, 9.21 2-5;

4tli, 12. 17.

One-Mile Fromateur Tricycle Open.

E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass., Time, 3.1S 1-5

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., " 3.18 2-5

C. E. Kluge, Jersey City, N. J.

Time by Qu.zrters.— 1st, i.oi 2-5; 2d, 1.51; 3d, 2.38 4-5.

Three-Mile Professional Open.

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass. Time, 9.01

H. G. Crocker. Newton, Mass., " 9.01 1-5

W. M. Woodside, Minne,apolis, Minn.

Time by Miles.— ist, 3.14 2-5; 2d, 6.08 2-5.

One-Mile Amateur Tandem Tricycle A. C. U. Champion-

ship.

Time, 2.43 1-5• S'c^p''
'''^''

} Washington, D. C
P. S. Brown, )

" '

A. B. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y., I

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can. )

Time by Quarters.— m,o.^i 1-5; 2d, i.2t 2-3; 3d, 2.01 3-5.

Wednesday, September 15.

Fifth Heat H^orld's Championship, Professional.

Fred VVood, Leicester, Eng., Time, 2.32 3-5

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., " 2.36

Time by Quarters.— 1st, 0.3S1-5; 2d, 1.163-5; 3d, 1.562-5.

Sixth Heat IVorlcCs Cluimpionship, Fromateur.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., Time, 2.35

W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass., " 2.43

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.37 1-5 ; 2d, 1.14 4-5; 3d. 1.53 2-5.

Seventh Heat World's Cluimpionship, Professional.

John S. Prince, Washington, D. C, Time, 2.44 4-5

H. G. -Crocker, Newton, Mass., " 2.45

Time by Quarters.— 1st, 0.44 4-5 ; 2d, 1.23 4-5 ; 3d, 2.04 1-5.

Five-Mile A mateur Lap Race.

H. W. Gr.skell., Boston, Mass., 89 points. Time, 15.03

F. Foster, 'Toronto, Can., 74 points, " 15. 03 1-5

A. B. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y. , 111 points.

Time by Miles.— isl, 2.47 1-5; 2d, 5.50 1-5; 3d, 8. 46 2-5;

4th, 11.55 2-5.

Three-Mile Professional Tricycle Open.

H. G. Crocker, Newton, .Mass., Time. 9.41 2-!>

T. W. Eck. Chicago, 111., " 9.45 3-5

R. James, Birmingham, Eng.

Time by Miles.— 1st, 3.15 1-5; 2d, 6.26 1-5.

Five-Mile Fromateur Lap Race.

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass., 50 points, Time, 14.35

W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass., 34 points, " 1436

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., 30 points.

Time by Miles.—151,2.47 4-5; 2d, 5.42 2-5; 3d, 8.39 2-5;

4th, 11.37 4-5-

Three-Mile A mateur Tricycle Open.

A. B. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y., Time, g.57

H. W. Gaskell, Boston, Mass., " 9.59 3-5

J. T. Williams, Boston, Mass.

Time by Miles.—ist, 3.15 ; 2d, 6.47 4-5.

Three-Mile Professional Hafidicap.

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., scratch. Time, 8.36 4-5

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., scratch, " 8.37

R. .\. Neilson, Boston, Mass., 50 yards.

Tinte by Miles.— ist, 2.40; 2d, 5.44 2-5.

Five-Mile Fromateur Handicap.

W. M. Haradon, .Springfield, Mass., 550 yards.

Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo., 350 yards.

C. E. Kluge, Jersey City, N. J., 300 yards.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., scratch. Time, 14.17 2-5

Three-MUe Professional Lap Race.

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass., 25 points. Time, S.37 2-5

Charles Frazier, Smithville, N. J., 26 points, " 8.39 3-5

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., 32 points.

Time by Miles.— ist, 2.41 ; 2d, 5.36.

Friday, September 17.

Eighth Heat World^s Cluimpionship, Frofessioiml.

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., Time, 2.44 1-5

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass., " 2.44 2-5

Time by Quarters.— 1st, 0.41 ; 2d, 1.21 2-5; 3d, 2.02 2-5.

Ninth Heat ll^orhfs Cluimpionship, Fromateur.

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass
,

Time, 2.44 3-5

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., " 2.44 4-5
^

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.43 2-5; 2d, 1.25; 3d, 2.07.

Three-Mile Fromateur Tricycle.

E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass., Time, 8.56 2-5

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., " 8.56 3-5

C. E. Kluge, Jersey City, N. J.

Time by Miles.— tst, 2.56; 2d, 5.57 2-5.

Five-Mile A mateur Open.

W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, Time, 16.26

.A. B. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y., " 16.26 2-5

H. W. Gaskell, Boston, Mass.

Time by Miles.— 1st, 3.25; 2d, 6.57 2-5; 3d, 10.21 4-5; 4th,

13-3S.

One-Mile Professional Handicap.

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., 20yds., Time, 2.34 2-5

W. J. Morgan, Chicago, 111., 120 yards.

F. T. Merrill, Portland, Oregon, 140 yards.

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.43 ; 2d, 1.22 2-5; 3d, 1.54.

Three-Mile A mateur Open.

•' W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, ) ,„, , . „,, t-. „
T, T' . 1^ . /^ '> dead heat, Inne, S.40 1-5
F. Foster, Toronto, Can., )

' > t 3

A. B. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Time by Miles.— 1st, 2.57 4-5; 2d, 5.53 3-5.

Running Off Heat, One Mile.

F. Foster, Toronto, Can., Time, 3.11

•-W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, " 3112-5

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0-58 1-5; 2d, 150 2-5; 3d, 2.36.

Ten-Mile Fromateur Lap Race.

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass., 118 points, Time, 30.44

W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass., 88 points, " 30.44 1-5

C. P. Adams, Springfield, Mass., 66 points.

Time by Miles.—ist, 3.02 3-5; 2d, 6.10; 3d, 9. 11 2-5; 4th,

12.08 2-5; 5th, 15.08 1-51 6th, 1S.18 2-5; 7th, 21.29 2-5; Sth,

24.40; 9th, 27.46.

0>ie-Mile Frofessioiuil Open.

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., Time, 2.46

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass., " 2.46 4-5

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng.

Time by Qiuirters.— 1st, 0.46 2-5; 2d, 1.33; 3d, 2.11.

Three-Mile Professional Tricycle Hattdicap.

H. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., scratch. Time, g. 10

T. W. Eck, Chicago, 111., 100 yards.

W. J. Morgan, Chicago, 111., 100 yards.

Time by Miles.— ist, 2.55 4-5 ; 2d, 6.03 4-5.

Saturday, September iS.

Final Heat World's Cha7npicnskip.

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass., Time, 3 08 3-5

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., " 3.09 1-5

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.43 1-5; 2d, 1.27 1-5; 3d, 2.28.

Three-Mile A mateur 9.45 Class.

H. L. Burdick, Albany, N. Y., Time, g.20

P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C, " 9.21

W. L. Harding, Hartford, Ct.

Time by Miles.— ist, 2. 58 2-5; 2d, 6.13.

Ten-Mile Professional Lap Race.

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., 13S points.

Time, 3 1. 19 2-5

Charles Frazier, Smithville, N. J., 120 points, *' 31.20

H. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., 99 points.

Time by Miles.—ist, 2.42 1-5; 2d, 5.47 4-5; 3d, 8.55; 4th,

12.01 3-5; 5th, 15.07 2-5; 6th, 1S.22 2-5; 7th, 21.34 4-5; 8th,

2442 2-5 ; gth, 27.52 2-5.

Three-Mile Fromateur Open.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., Time, g. 02 4-5

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., " 9.03 2-5

W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester, Mass.

Time by Miles.— 1st, 2.48 4-5; 2d, 5.57 3-5.

Three-Mile A mateur Handicap.

^W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, 40 yards. Time, 8.38 3-5

H. S. Hart, New Britain, Ct., 50 yards.

F. Foster, Toronto, Can., scratch.

Time by Miles.— 1st, 2.48 4-5 ; 2d, 5.43.

Special Race, One-Mile Professional Open.

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass., Time, 2.58 3-5

J. S. Prince, Washington, D. C, " 2.59

Time by Quarters.—ist, 0.47; 2(1, 1.31 3-5; 3d, 2.20.

One-Mile Fromateur 2.40 Class.

Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo., Time. 2.51

E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass., " 2.51 3-5

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.

Time by Quarters.— 1st, 0.51 3-5; 2d, 1.36 1-5; 3d, 2.12.

Five-Mile Professional Open.

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., Time, 16.16 3-5

Charles Frazier, .Smithville, N. J.,
" 16.16 4-5

R. A. Neilson, Boston, Mass.

Time by Miles.— ist, 3.1S 2-5; 2d, 6.35 2-5; 3d, g.56 1-5;

4tli, '3-23 4-5-

One-Mile Challefige Tandetn Tricycle.

RS^Bmwn, |
Washington, D. C, Time, 2.48

J. T. Huntington, ) ^1 1 j r-i

G. H. Colhster, {
Cleveland, O.

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.40 2-5 ; 2d, 1.19; 3d, 2.03.

Special One-Mile Race, Record.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., Time, 2.31

Time by Quarters.— 1st, 0.38 4-5 ; 2d, 1. 15 2-5 ; 3d, 1.52 4-5.

One-Mile Consolation.

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct., Time, 3.01 3-5

A. T. Edmans, Troy, N. Y., " 3.01 4-5

E. B. Smith, .Springfield, Mass.

Time by Quarters.— ist, 0.48; 2d, 1.33 3-5; 3d, 2.21.

The Springfield meeting, which in years past has always

been favored with pleasant weather, was this year the recipient

of numerous showers, and threatening weather. Thursday

—

rain all day, which caused a postponement; otherwise the

meeting was an immense success.

Lynn (Mass.) Cycle Club Association.

Date of Meeting, September 24,25, and 27. Track, cXa^

and gravel. Laps to a mile, three. Weatlter, unfavorable.

Wind, strong.

Officers.—Referees, W. W. Stall of Boston, Mass.,

J. H. Lewis of Newton, Mass. ; fudges, F. S. Winship of

Lynn, M>iss., W. Pevear of Lynn, Mass., Henry E. Ducker

of Springfield, Mass. ; Timers, O. S. Roberts, George N.

Nichols, Eugene Merrill ; Starter, H. W. Hayes of Cam-
bridge, Mass. ; Clerk of Course, F. S. Hitchcock of Lynn,

Mass.
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First Day— Friday, September 24.

One-Mile A'ovke.

George J. Collins, Lynn, Mass., Time,

E. A. Packard, Lynn, Mass., "

J. H. Sherman, Lynn, Mass.

Two-Mile Amnteftr^.^^ Cinss.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can,, Time,

~^W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C,
D. Edgar Himter, Salem, Mass.

One-Mile Promateur Ofen.

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass., Time,

G. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass.,

I'. K. Ives, Meriden, Ct.

Three-Mile Fro/essional Handicap.

Fred Wood (scratch), Leicester, Eng., Time,

J. S. Prince (100 yds.), Washington, D. C,
W. ^L Woodside (scratch), Minneapolis, Minn.

Two-Mile A mateiir Tricycle Lap.

A. P,. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y., Time, 6.18

H. W. Gaskell, Boston, Mass., " 6.21

J. T. Williams, Boston, Mass.

Ten-Mile Promateur Lap.

W. A. Rhodes(i28 points), Dorchester, Mass., Time, 29.53

Percy W. Stone (109 points), St. Louis, Mo., " 32.22

F. F. Ives (87 points), Meriden, Ct.

One-Mile A maleiir.

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can., Time, 2.48

^4V'. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, " 2.49

D. Edgar Hunter, Salem, Mass.

Five-Mile I'ro/essional Lap.

Fred Wood (io[ points), Leicester, Eng., Time, 16.07

H. G. Crocker (98 points), Newton, Mass.

J. S. Princs (92 points), Washington, D. C, " 15. i&

Three-Mile Promateur Handicap.

W. A. Rowe (scratch), Lynn, Mass., Time, 8.22

F. F. Ives (75 yds.), Meriden, Ct., " 8.23

C. P. Adams (125 yds.), Springfield, Mass.

Second DA^

—

Saturday, September 25.

One-^nie Professional Open.

Chas. Frazier, Smithville, N. J., Time, 2.57

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., " 2.58

J. S. Prince, Washington, D. C.

One-Mile Promateur Tricycle A. C. U. Championship.

E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass., Time, 2.59

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., " 2.59

Ten-Mile A tnateur Lap.

A. B. Rich (181 points), Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. W. Gaskell (179 points), Boston, Mass., Time, 31.35

Fred Foster (144 points), Toronto, Can.

Fi-<e-Mile Promateur Handicap.

W. \. Rowe (scratch), Lynn, Mass., Time, 14.08

G. M. Hendee (scratch), Springfield, Mass., " 14.oS

F. F. Ives (150 yds.), Meriden, Ct.

One-Mile A tnateur 3.05 Class.

W. H. Boudreau, Lynn, Mass., Time, 2.54

C. W. Ware, Lynn, Mass., " 2.56

W. Windle, Lynn, Mass.

Five-Mile Professional Lap.

W. M. Woodside (81 points), Minneapolis, Minn.,

Time, 15.09

H. C.. Crocker (79 points), Newton, Mass., " 15.14

Chas. Frazier (68 points), Smithville, N. J.

One-Mile Amateur A. C. U. Championship.

A. B. Rich, Brooklyn, N. Y., Time, 2.47

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can., " 2.47

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct.

Three-Mile Promateur Lap.

W. A. Rowe (43 points), Lynn, Mass.

F. F. Ives(37 points), Meriden, Ct., Time, 9.22

E. P. Burnham (32 points), Newton, Mass.

Three-Mile A niateur Handicap.

E. A. De Blois (225 yds.), Hartford, Ct., Time, 9.46

W. H. Boudreau (300 yds. }, Lynn, Mass., " 10.01

^^P. S. Brown (150 yds.), Washington, D. C.

Third Day—Monday, September 27.

One-Mile Promateur.

Geo. M. Hendee, .Springfield, Mass., Time, 2.41

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., " 2.41

Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo.

Three-Mile Amateur 9.10 Class.

^%W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, Time, 9.34

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can., ** 9.34

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct.

Ttvo-Mile Professional Lap.

W. M. Woodside (25 points), Minneapolis, Minn.,

Time, 5.30

H. G. Crocker (34 points), Newton, Mass., " 5.34

Chas. Frazier (34 points), Smithville, N. J.

4-5

Three-Mile Tricycle Handicap.

H. W. Gaskell (50 yds.), Boston, Mass., Time, 9.10 4-5'

A. B. Rich (scratch), Brooklyn, N. Y., *' 9.11 1-5

D. Edgar Hunter, Salem, Mass.

Five-Mile Promateur.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., Time, 14.30 3-5

Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo., " 14.31

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.

One-Mile A mateur Lap.

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct., Time, 2.43

25 Fred Foster, Toronto, Can., " 2.43 1-5

4-5~'~^. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.
,

Ten-Mile Professioftal Lap.

Chas. Frazier (146 points), Smithville, N. J., Time, 39.36 1-5

W. iM. Woodside (170 points), Minneapolis, Minn.

Three-Mile Promateur Handicap. *

W. \. Rowe (scratch), Lynn, Mass., Time, 8.21 1-5

P. W. .Stone (75 yds.), St. Louis, Mo.

E. P. Burnham (90 yds.), Newton, Mass.

One-Mile Consolation.

H. S. Kavanagh, Cohoes, N. Y., Time, 2.52 2-5

(;. M. Worden, Lvnn, Mass.

3-5

4-5

4-5

Time, 07 4-5

17

Time, 2.55

" 2.56

J-45 2-5

i.46

Rain caused a postponement of the first day's races; other-

wise the meeting was a successful one, and the races spirited

and exciting. The meeting was not, however, owing to the

weather, a financial success.

RosEviLLE (X. J.) Bicycle Club.

Thursday, Septe.mber 30.

One-Mile ymiice.

F. B. Jones, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

W. H. K. Davy, Weston, N. J.,

E. B. More, Elizabeth, N. J.

One-Mile Promateur.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass.,

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.,
"

E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass.

Two-Mile A mateur 6.00 Class.

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct., Time
W. G. Wilhelm, Reading, Pa.,

P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C.

Three-Mile Professional Lap.

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., 67 points. Time,

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., 57 points.

H. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., 52 points.

Tivo-Mile A mateur Tricycle.

George D. Gideon, Philadelphia, Pa., Time,

H. W. Gaskell, Boston, Mass., "

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, g. I.

Three-Mile Promateur Lap.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., 27 points. Time,

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., 18 points.

C. P. Adams, Springfield, Mass., 7 points.

One-Mile A mateur Handicap.

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I., Time,

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct.,
"

J. Powers, Jr., New York, N. Y.

Ten-Mile Professional.

Chas. Frazier, Smithville, N. J., Time,

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., **

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn.

Three-Mile A mateur Handicap.

00 2-5

01 1-5

9.06 1-5

2.40 3-5

2.40 4-5

30.22 1-5

3023 1-5

8.37 2-5

8-37 3-5

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can., Time

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct.,

W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.

Friday, October i.

One-Mile A mateur Lap.

W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, 54 points, Time, 2.53 2-5

.\. B. Ricfi, New Brighton, S. L, 20 points.

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct., 16 points.

Three-Mile Promateur Handicap.

Geo. M. Hendee, .Springfield, Mass., scratch. Time, 8.54 1-5

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass., scratch, " 8.54 2-5

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct., 100 yards.

One-Mile Professional Handicap.

"W. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., 30 yards. Time, 2.44 1-5

Chas. Frazier, Smithville, N. J., 25 yards.

R. H. James, Birmingham, Eng., scratch.

Two-Mile A mateur Hatidicap.

H. W. Gaskell, Boston, Mass.,, 50 yards. Time

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct., 30 yards,
"

A. B, Rich, New Brighton, S, I,, scratch,

Ten-Mile Promateur.

Geo, M, Hendee, Springfield, Mass,, Time,

F, F, Ives, Meriden, Ct,,
"

C, P, Adams, Springfield, Mass,

. 5-53

5 53 2-5

31 04 2-5

31,04 3-5

Three-Mile A mateur.

• W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, Time, 9.10 3-5

H. W. Gaskell, Boston, Mass., " 9.10 4-5

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I.

Five-Mile Professional Lap.

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn., 79 points.

Time, 15,29 2-5

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng,, 75 |X)ints, " 15.29 3-5

Chas. Frazier, Smithville, N. J.

One-Mile Amateur 3.00 Class.

J. Powers, Jr., New York, N. Y,, Time, 2,56

C. A. Stenken, Jersey City, N. J.,
" 3.01

E. W. Smith, Jersey City, N. J.

Tivo-Mile A mateur Bicycle Tandem.

-W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, I .,-

Fred Foster, Toronto, Can., J
1 ""0,5.594-5

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I., I ., ,

H. W. Gaskell, Boston, Mass., )
''•°° ^-.^

Saturday, October 2.

One-Mile Professional.

Chas. Frazier, Smithville, N. J., Time, 2.53 2-5

H, G, Crocker, Newton, Mass.

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng.

Tivo-Mile Amateur Tricycle.

G. D. Gideon, Philadelphia, Pa., Time, 3.21 1-5

A. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I.

One-Mile Promateur Handicap.

Geo, M, Hendee, Springfield, Mass., Time, 2.48 1-5

W. A. Rowe, Lynn, Mass.

F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.

Five-Mile A tnateur.

W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C, Time, 16.27 4-5

6.28 i-sA. B. Rich, New Brighton, S. I.,

Five-Mile Professional Handicap.

Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., scratch, ' Time, 14.42 3-5

H. G. Crocker, Newton, Mass., 45 yards.

W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn,, scratch.

Five-Mile Promateur.

Geo. M. Hendee, Springfield, Mass., Time, 14,41 1-5

F. F, Ives, Meriden, Ct.

Three-Mile Amateur 9.30 Class.

E. A. De Blois, Hartford, Ct., Time, 9.19 3-5

P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C.

Otw-Mile A mateur in Teams of Three.

Hudson County Wheelmen, 13 points. Time, 2.55 3-5

Kings County Wheelmen, 8 points,

One-Mile A mateur Consolation.

J, Powers, Jr,, New York, N. \'., Time, 2.57

C. R. Hoag, Newark, N. J.

H. J. Hall, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.

3Fhe n^Pade.

PATENTS.

List of patents gi-anted for devices of interest to wheelmen,

for the month ending Tuesday, July 13, 1886, compiled from

the Official Records of the United Slates Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheei..\ien's Gazette by Shipley Brash-

ears, patent law office. No, 607, 7th Street, N, W,, Wash-

ington, D. C, of vvliom copies and information may be had.

No. 344,442, June 29, 1SS6, G. H. Day, Hart-

ford, Ct., assignor to the Pope Manufacturing

Company of the same place, wheel for veloci-

pedes.

No. 344,449, June 29, S. W. Jones, of Will-

iamsport, Pa., velocipede.

No. 344,529, June 29, 1SS6, E. P. Howe, North-

borough, assignor of one half to C. R. Rogers and

J. J. Shaw, Plymouth, .Mass , treadle motion,

brake and steering devices for velocipedes (3

patents).

No. 345,1 iS, July 6, 1S86, W.Cole, Lawrence,

Mass., vehicle spring.

No. 345,351, July 13, 1SS6, L. E. Whiton, of

West Stafford, Ct., bicycle tire.

No. 345,414, July 13, 18S6, Adolph Coudyser, of

Hartford, Ct., polycycle.

No. 345,424, July 13, 1SS6, \. I.. Fish, Newark,

N. J., bicycle saddle.

No. 345,465, July 13, 1SS6, J. N. Waite, of

Hartford, Ct., assignor to the Pope Manufact-

uring Company of the same place, velocipede.
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HOW I ENTERED PARIS,

Tmay sound conceited, but really I don't

think that I was as much astonished in

Paris for the first time as Paris

was in seeing me. It was on

towards the end of July in the

early afternoon and very hot,

//' \\ IAv
""' ^""^ ' 'oiled down the avenue

De la Grande Arme'e utterly

oblivious of the fact that I was on one of the grand-

est streets of Paris and rapidly approaching the

Arc de Triomphe. I say rapidly approaching, but

it was only because 1 was running down hill on a

splendid macadam road and not by reason of any

superfluous energy on my part. Quite the contrary.

I was hot, tired, very dirty, and serenely indif-

ferent alike to the beauties of Paris and also to

what any one might be thinking of me. I had left

Mantes early that morning after paying an ex-

orbitant bill, and that had been the first of a

series of annoyances which had finally put me in a

very bad humor. First, for some reason or another

my wheel would not run well. I dismounted to

" oil up " and tighten the nuts, and found that my
wreHch was gone. Then, very soon, I came to an

awful hill and by this time the heat had become

very oppressive. Now, there may be some little

interest in pushing a heavy machine up a long steep

grade when you have some one with you, and, in

such case, bicycle riders will almost kill themselves

rather than admit that that sort of thing is hard

work. Each one stimulates the other. But, when

you are alone and tired, when the sun beats down on

you relentlessly, when your eyes are filled with dust

and you look ahead (/. e., as well as you can) and

see a long white hill stretching up before you, why,

those are " the times that try the souls of wheel-

men." Well, I tvalked \\\'3X hill and I can't say that

I enjoyed it either. When about half way up I was

quite disposed to admit that bicycling has its draw-

backs and when I reached the top I dropped my
machine on a bank and myself, too. There was a

man cutting grass, or something else, in a field

near by, and I conceived the brilliant idea of

climbing the fence and talking to him while I rested.

I arranged a nice grammatical French sentence

quite to my own satisfaction, and exploded it on

him from a distance of four or five feet. He began

with my shoes and examined everything critically,

very much in the way that a scientist would look

at a new bug, and he gradually raised his head as

far as the top of my cap. Then he shook his head

with a mournful sigh, and went on cutting grass.

I suppose he was sorry there wasn't more of me.

Well, I tried three or four other French sentences

on him, the very best ones I had, but it was no use,

he went on cutting grass all the same. I don't

know what can have been the matter with that man,

whether he was deaf or whether he spoke some

barbarous patois, still it was annoying. Soon the

road became very bad, cobble-stones nearly all

the way, for in France all the state roads are

paved wherever there is a town or village, and, in

approaching Paris from a distance of twenty or

thirty miles, there are houses almost continuously.

It was while I was jolting over a part that was

especially bad that a countryman stopped me to

ask how many kilometres I could go in an hour.

Now that is apparently an innocent enough

question, a question that I have answered a great

many times since I came to France (and in a great

many different ways, anything from fifteen up to

seventy-five, in inverse jiroportion to the man's in-

telligence), but on this occasion I felt like choking

the fellow. He may have done it quite honestly,

but at such a time and in such a place and such a

humor

—

How many kilometres could I go? That

was too cruel. All this was aggravating, but the

worst was to come. I had reached at last, and to

my unutterable relief, the splendid forest of St.

Germain, where a smooth hard road runs under the

trees for three or four miles. This was lovely, and

I stretched myself out on the grass to enjoy the

cool thade. If I only had staid there quietly, but,

alas, as I looked about me in a lazy way, my eyes

fell on two large stone posts right in the walk,

about four feet high and perhaps a foot apart. I

wondered what in the world those posts were put

there for, what good could they possibly do any one,

and finally some evil spirit suggested that it would

be a nice clever bit of riding to pass between them.

Could I do it.' By measurement I found that it

was barely possible for my wheel to pass through'

without touching, perhaps an inch or two to spare.

I decided to try it, took my machine back for a

hundred feet or so, and started. Well ! / got

through with great success, I may say with Jlying

colors, but my wheel didn't. After that I lay on

the ground for a while meditating on the supreme

capacity of the human animal for making a fool

of itself, then I gathered myself together and pro-

ceeded to take account of the damage. The frame

of my wheel was bent a little, a couple of spokes'

were broken, some skin was missing from various

parts of my body, and, worst of all, my trusty knee-

breeches, which had done me such good and loyal

service all the way from Havre, were now, I found,

in a condition to strikingly illustrate that well

known principle, " United we stand, etc.,"—par-

ticularly the converse. This was a serious matter,

and rather embarrassing, too, in a foreign country,

without a change of clothing, and only a few miles

from Paris. What could I do.' I decided to try

my French on the nearest tailor and if possible

" lay by for repairs." The details of this delicate

but important operation are unnecessary. It was

finally accomplished. The Frenchman annoved

me with questions as to how I could have torn my
clothes in such a very peculiar way. I told him

that I had been riding through a sausage machine,

and rolled on to Paris, but I wasn't in a mood to

be very enthusiastic. I kept thinking of that

tailor with his shoulders in the air and his " Grand

Dieu !
" and then those two miserable stone posts.

I haven't found out yet what they were there for.

I had always had a most vague idea about the

" walls " round European cities, and supposed that

they looked like an inclosure for base ball or racing,

only on a larger scale. I expected, too, that some

one would stop me and want a passport (which I

didn't have), or that I would be searched for con-

traband articles, or something of the sort, and I

amused myself speculating on the probable result

of their investigations. But nothing of the sort

happened. I found it no more e.xciting passing

the fortifications of Paris, than in going from Brick

Church to Orange. You notice a sort of toll-gate

with four or five soldiers standing round, and that's

all. The soldiers here are chiefly noted for the

enormous trousers which they wear. You have no

accurate means of determining just how many men
may be concealed inside. It's a great thing in

traveling on the railroads. You can carry all your

friends with one ticket. As you enter the city the

street is so wide that you hardly see the wall itself,

which of course is a grand military work, running

all round the city, sloping upward like a huge

mound from the inside, but outside faced with stone

and giving a sheer descent of thirty or forty feet.

No one stopped me and I found myself in Paris.

Just then an enormous street car passed me. It

was loaded inside and on top, as is their custom

here, and every identical man, woman, and child on

that conveyance seemed to be stretching their necks

to watch me. The soldiers stared, too, and the

driver allowed his three horses to follow their own
sweet wills while he followed me with his eyes.

" Well," I said to myself, " there's evidently some-

thing wrong with me," and I dismounted in all

haste. My wounded spirit reverted instantly to my
late mischance. " Has that wretched tailor neg-

lected something?" I thought. "One might fancy

from the way they all look at me that I had them

on wrong side out." However, I could discover

nothing out of the way except a general appearance

of travel. I went on up the avenue, wondering if it

wouldn't pay to buy a tent and exhibit myself as a

curiosity. The people continued to stare, those

who passed me turned their heads, and bo\'S with-

out number shouted at me in French which I did

not understand. I thought though that it might

perhaps mean, " Ring your bell. Mister," so I rang

my bell. Finally I came to the Arc de Triomphe,
" commenced in 1806 and finished under Louis

Philippe, cost over nine million francs, is about

I 50 feet high, magnificent trophy of colossal grand-

eur, representing the ' Resistance against the In-

vaders of the Fatherland,'" etc., etc. (I copy

all this from a guide book and can give you two

pages more, if you like it.) Twelve beautiful

streets or avenues radiate from this point, avenues

such as we have no idea of in New York. All of

them from 200 to 300 feet wide, sidewalks as broad

as our average streets, and then in the center a

double row of beautiful trees growing among flower

beds and grass plots and fountains. .Sometimes

the trees and lawn are at each side of the avenue,

dividing it into three parts, the center one being

paved with cobble-stones and the two at the sides

with macadam. The Arc de Triomphe stands

on high ground on the western side of the city and

with its great size is visible from all points. You
stand there and have twelve distinct panoramas

;

whichever way you turn a new scene slopes and

tapers away for a mile or two. If I had been in a

normal condition I should probably have stood

there for an hour or so pondering on the sublimity

of all this ; for all I know I might have attempted

some " verses written at the Arc de Triomphe "
;

but what I did was to get down from my wheel,

lean it against a lamp post, take out my map of

Paris, and proceed to study the situation with a

view of determining where to go. I congratulated

myself that it would be down hill anyhow. x\s I

have remarked, the streets of Paris are very beauti-

ful, and perhaps from the standpoint of an artist

even more so because they are irregular, luit from

my standpoint it was like looking for a match box

in the dark, which is not a particularly enjoyable

operation. I was so interested in this Chinese

puzzle that I did not look up for a minute or two,

and when I did imagine my surprise at finding my-

self the center of a rapidly increasing crowd. I

looked around bewildered, half expecting to hear

some one call out "speech." What in the world

could there be about me which drew their attention

from this masterpiece of architecture under which

we were standing.' A tired, dusty traveler, very

cross and hungry, and a bicycle which certainly

had never been celebrated for its heauty, in Orange !

Nothing very extraordinary in that. If I had worn

a fancy -colored suit, patent leather shoes, etc.,
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and had had a splendid bright glittering wheel, why

I could have understood it, but this old thing and

these forlorn corduroys,—no, it certainly must be

something else. " Perhaps they take me for a

German spy, perhaps they think I'm the advance

guard of an army come to capture Paris. If they

want to see how easy it is to pacify me, let them

point out a restaurant." So I soliloquized and

then, having made up my mind as to my course,

I started down the Champs Elyse'cs leaving my
friends disconsolate, for all I know. This is the

Fifth Avenue of Paris only a thousand times finer,

and I rode along down the broad, beautiful street

among the "swells" of Paris, for the fashionable

hour was approaching. Of course I " braced up "

a little amid so much elegance, and pushed on some-

what faster. I would show them, forsooth, what

Brick Church could do—ahem ! A gentleman

whom I was passing watched me with a great deal

of interest as I drew by him. Then he leaned for-

ward and spoke to the coachman, who immediately

touched up his horses. Now a challenge like that

would arouse the vim in a rider even more " played

out " than I was, and I gripped my handle-bar

from below and leaned forward, resolved to do my
best. The coachman now was laying on his whip

vigorously and still I kept ahead. By this time

hundreds of people were watching the race and a

couple of policemen started forward to stop me,

I suppose. I did not know whether bicycles were

allowed there (I found out afterwards that they

are not) and I certainly did not care. Rules or

no rules I was going to beat that Frenchman if I

could. Fortunately I had nearly a clear road ahead

and it was as smooth and hard as possible. For a

quarter of a mile or so I kept a lead of about

twenty feet, then I began to lose my breath and he

shortened the distance between us until I could

see his horses' heads. I made one grand final spurt

and came to the front again, but should certainly

have been beaten if the race had gone on much
longer. As it was, much to my relief, we had

reached the Place dc la Concorde, where the

Champs Elysees ends in the garden of the Tuileries.

The Frenchman turned to the left and followed

the Rue de Rivoli ; while I crossed the bridge to

the southern bank and proceeded to study out the

way to the " Students' Quarter." I have found out

since that the whole secret of the peculiar interest

wdiich I had aroused, lav neither in myself nor my
clothing but in the fact that the small wheel of my
bicycle runs in front instead of behind. Evidently

the " Star " is something entirely unknown over

here. All of which goes to show the great differ-

ence between tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee.

Royal C.\mi>.

CYCLING IN NEW ZEALAND.

The Christchurch Bicycle Club, of Christchurfh,

New Zealand, held a v«iy enjoyable evening on

Tuesday, July I, 1886, by opening their new club

rooms in Inglis buildings, High st. These rooms

command a splendid view of all the principal

streets and buildings in town, and are nice and con-

venient for the members to muster in for runs, etc.

Captain N. Oates took the chair in the absence

of the president; the room being packed to its ut-

most e.\tent. The captain oj^ened the meeting by

giving a very pleasant address, calling attention to

the gigantic strides the club has taken of late, and

remarked he had a very pleasant duty to perform

this evening, in the wav of presenting the success-

ful competitors with the prizes duly won at the

clulj's last Easter race meeting. The following is

a list of names of successful competitors and

number of prizes received :

—

Wilmot, N. C. \i. C, 2; E. L. Martin, P. B. C,

2; Mansell, C. B. C, 2; Godfrey, C. B. C, i;

.\ndrews, C. B. C, 2 ; Martin, P. B. C, 2 ; Duncan,

P. B. C, 2 ; North, C. B. C, i ; Lowry, P. B. C, 2

;

Recce, P. B. C, 2; J. W. Painter, 2.

The prizes were of a useful description; viz.,

Rudge racing machine, silver watch and chain,

silver cups, silver salver, cruet stands, bre^akfast

stand, a cycler's long distance saddle, pair of ball

pedals, etc., etc.

.After this pleasant ceremony the secretary, Mr.

A. P. (irecnfield, made an appropriate speech and

presented to the late secretary, Mr. H. Oakey (who

held the post of hon. secretary and treasurer for

five years), on behalf of the members, a splendid

illuminated address. This address was done in

an e.\ccllent style, proving that the designer,

Mr. Stowe, did not spare his talent on the work.

In replying Mr. Oakey thanked the members for

their kindness and submitted a statement of the

career of the club since its foundation. During

the evening, songs were sung by Messrs. Silberg,

Reid, Parker, Bilcliff,Andrews, Cooper, and others.

Secretary Greenfield gave a ventriloquist enter-

tainment which was productive of great applause.

Mr. P. Skelton exhibited his skill by giving a

violin solo, and instrumental duets were given by

other members of the club.

The following toasts were also drunk: " Captains

and secretaries of P. B. C, N. C. B.C, and T. B.

C. clubs," responded to by their respective rep-

resentatives ;
" Lhisuccessful competitors," replied

to by Mr. Langdown, a position he had never been

placed in before (I may here state that Mr.

Eangdown is on his way to Springfield, Mass.,to try

his luck for cham])ionship) ; "The ladies—as we

receive great support from the fair se.x at our race

meetings we never forget them at our socials."

" The press,"—the proposer of this toast remarked

that cyclists should be thankful for the help the

press gives the different clubs by publishing the

reports of their meetings gratuitously, which far

outweighs any exjiense they might have in ad-

vertising,—responded to by a reporter who was

present. The meeting was brought to a close by

toasting Captain N. Oates and Secretary A. P.

Greenfield, and all joined in Auld Lang Sync.

The following is the history of the Christchurch

Bicycle Club alluded to above as delivered by Mr.

Oakey :
" Our first meeting took place in my hair-

cutting rooms. High St., in Sept., 1881. There

were present si.x members, Messrs. Harmon,

Church, Williams, Calvert, Atkinson, and myself.

After some discussion it was decided to form a club

which should have runs early in the morning so that

the members, having a vigorating spin, might be

able to return in time for breakfast and business.

This being decided on, the title was the next

trouble, and after a host of suggestions, as Trades-

man's Club, etc., etc., it was unanimously resolved

to call it the Christchurch Club, a title which, look-

ing back these past years, you will agree with me

was a most suitable one. Mr. J. Hannah was ap-

pointed captain, Mr. Church sulvcaptain, myself

secretary and treasurer, and it took all the rest to

form a committee. \Ve used to meet regularly

o]>posite Edwards, Bennett & Go's., never later

than six, and sometimes earlier.

"Our runs were to Hcalhcote, Hillsborough,

Cashmere, Sunnyside, and Riccarton. To the best

of my recollection we did not augment our mem-

bership by many that season, as, being more of a

social arrangement or clique amongst ourselves,

we did not make any efforts in that direction.

Our balance after all expenses were paid was 155.

" The next year brought us Messrs. May, Oates,

Pillow, and several others as members, and we

removed our headquarters to Central Hotel and

issued membership tickets, and things began to

look more ship-shape, a more business-like aspect

prevailing generally. All this time the runs were

well attended. Mr. T. H. May made the first run

to Hurunui and back, accomjianied by Mr. K.

Atkinson, who had to stay at Waikari for a rest

till Mr. May's return. Mr. May accomplished the

distance of 114 miles in 17 hours. It w.is the fol-

lowing season that the brothers F. \V. and J. W.
Painter joined, and the memorable champion road

race to Hurunui and back was run, resulting, as

some of you are aware, in the Painter brothers

coming first and second in the splendid time of

I ih. 9m., contrary to the general opinion that Eang-

down would win easily. I may say this record has

not been reached by any other cycler as yet. The

next season saw us joining with the Pioneer Club

in an interprovincial race meeting which resulted

in a fair profit to each club. Since then we

have held two fifty-mile race meetings, two

annual Easter meetings, a cattle-show day festival,

to say nothing of a concert and ball on our own

account, which have all happily resulted in an ad-

dition to our exchequer and also to our member-

ship, our roll now amounting to some 90 mem-

bers. In concluding this review I cannot close

without referring to the valuable aid our present

worthy captain (N. Oates) has afforded us. He
has been to the fore in every case ; not being satis-

fied with giving advice he has literally heljjcd the

club to its present jiosition. All things must have

a beginning, yet when I look at the assemblage of

bicyclers before me and contrast it with our first

meeting, I think we must feel intensely gratified

with the gigantic strides that bicycling has taken

in Canterbury. Besides the other clubs so numer-

ously represented this evening, we have the Ran-

giora Club, which is fast coming to the front and

which, I venture to say, will prove one of the most

successful racing clubs. Their members have

shown themselves fliers, and they will also have

the advantage of one of the fastest racing grounds

in the colony, unless the present condition of Lan-

caster Park is much improved, and this I think,

gentlemen, ought to be a matter of serious con-

sideration, as now there is no chance of fast rec-

ords or for our light racing men."

WE HEAR THAT

Indiana has the finest roads in the world.

All road races should be held in that State.

Indiana Bicvcle Co. is selling many wheels.

Ft. Wayne has a large and enthusiastic club.

Zinunerman makes a better secretary than rac-

ing man.

L. M. Wainwright has the Indiana agency for

Singer's cycles.

The bicvcle is booming, and the state division

E. A. W. has near 200 members.

Hollinsworth, Wainwright, and the two Hul-

mans are the big four of Indiana. They are hard

to beat, even among themselves. Wainwright is

graceful and a fast sjiurter; Hollinsworth can ride

300 miles in 24 hours.

NOBLESVILLE, InD.

X. X. X.
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WANTED TO BE REDUCED.

Turning Hopefully to a Tricycle to get

Back Her F^igure.

A young man went spinning up Riverside drive

on a wheel, swung to the left at the semi-circle,

made half a dozen sweeping gyrations, like a buz-

zard sitting on a bough, and alighted astraddle his

backbone—that is, the backbone of his wheel—so

near the retaining wall that a little more momen-

tum would have sent him headforemost over it.

It all looked graceful enough to indifferent stocks

and scions of old families rolling by in their

victorias, carts, and drags, but the young man's

hair had hardly settled back into place when a ba-

rouche stopped beside him and a sweet voice said :

" Will you be so good as to tell me, sir, where

I can buy a tricycle ?
"

The young man of the wheel gasped twice when

Why, I used to be so slender, willowy, as they call

it. I've tried everything to get back my shape,

but all in vain, as you see. No more flattery, if you

please. It is wasted on an ugly, old, fat woman.

But where can I get a tricycle ." I ride horseback

every day, but it doesn't reduce me one bit."

" No ! I should think it would—a—reduce th

—

a—horse somewhat."

"Oh, it does, it does. He is nothing but a pack of

bones," cried the fairy's companion. Age nineteen.

Brunette. Tailor-made suit. V-shaped shirt bosom.

Enameled studs. Standing collar. June complex-

ion. Smiled at everything to give her pretty teeth

a fair chance. Didn't require reducing.

" I am rather too heavy for poor Bucephalus,"

chimed in the fairy. " Do tell me about the tri-

cycle."

"Madam, go down to Blank's, in Fifty-eighth

horse attempted to roll with the bicycle wheel

upon his back, breaking eleven spokes of the

wheel and somewhat turning the wheel out of

true. Stevens had six spokes with him and was

enabled to repair the bicycle somewhat. Some
idea of the strength of American-made machines

can be given in his words :
" The absence of five

spokes and the rim pulled somewhat out of true

make no visible difference in the strength of my
wheel. I have ridden it up from Herat to Meshed,

making i6o miles from Karez in two and a half

days. After this I feel that one cannot say too

much in praise of the Columbia as a roadster. A
machine that will stand 60 miles a day over Per-

sian roads with five spokes short, tires worn almost

to the rim, and the front wheel out of true, ought,

with reasonable care, to last a person a life-time

for touring about his own country.

—

BostonJournal.

he brought his eyes to bear upon the speaker.

Age thirty-five, more or less. Tender-eyed blonde.

Crimson cheeks. Dimples. Roll under the chin.

Diamonds. Black satin. Yellow gloves. Brace-

lets. French heels. Coachman. Footman. Skye

terrier. Weight, say 245 pounds.

Two hundred and forty-five pounds spinning up

Riverside on a summer afternoon, mercury 100

degrees.

" I want something to reduce me," continued

this fairy. " Don't you think a tricycle would re-

duce me ."' Are they hard to ride ? I wonder how
long it would take me to learn .' I see you ride a

bicycle. I couldn't do that very well, but I do so

much wish to get a tricycle—that is, if it will reduce

me. What do you think about it }
"

" I—a—really—I—a—think it might reduce one.

But, pardon me, madam, I—a—don't think that

you—a—need reducing."

This gallant lie brought to the surface three

smiles and a roll of the head.

" Oh, I must be reduced, I am resolved upon it.

OHIO DIVISION L. A. W. MEETING, AT CANTON, OHIO

Street, ask for Jones, hire a pair of wheels for an

hour and take a spin up Riverside, just to see how

you like the sport."

" Oh, thank you ever so much. I shall do that.

Are you riding every afternoon ? I think I shall

be on my tri—my wheels, as you say, to-morrow.

I do hope it will reduce me. It ought to do it.

Good afternoon, sir, and thank you so much for

your kindness."

The barouche with its fair burden rolled away.

The wind came swirling up the road, lifting clouds

of dust ; other vehicles dashed by the young man
of the wheel ; a New York Central freight train

rattled along the track below; a sprinkling cart

spurted and squirted in the semi-circle, but above

all the din there sounded one word in a tone hope-

ful, if pathetic—" reduced."

—

Xtnu York Tribioic.

Thomas Stevens, the around-the-world bicycler,

in speaking of his capture, says that the soldiers

deprived him of his bicycle and fastened the big

wheel to the back of a horse. It appears that the

There is much jealousy between Lynn and

Springfield. The wheelmen of Lynn are not a

little aggrieved that the Columbia team has been

taken to Springfield to run for records, and call it

a " deal " between Messrs. Atkins and Ducker.

Mr. Atkins explains that he can get better officials

and timers at Springfield than can be had at Lynn.

As an item in the cont«oversy, Rowe refuses to

race Hendee save on the Lynn track.

—

Cycle.

We are also amused at the wisdom of the

knowing ones, who hear tell that some one said,

they heard rumored, that Col. Pope said that

Manager Atkins was instructed to make arrange-

ments with some one that Rowe should only make

record on some particular track and no other. We
get awfully tired of reading such stuff. Even allow-

ing it to be true, Col. Pope and Manager Atkins

are not nincompoops, neither can Ducker be

called a flat. From which we wish our readers to

infer that "we hear tell," "that it was said," etc.,

all exist only in the knowing one's brain.

—

Bicy-

clino JForld.
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Sale ai^d ExGl^anie.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wants may be made known at a trifling exjjense.

It often occurs that a wheehnan wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent fer word, each insertion, cash with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

A^
DVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

B ICYCLES. — Fair prices and spot cash paid for desirable

2d-hand wheels. BUTM.AN & CO., 89 Court St., Boston.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.—Specialty in furni.shing

new wheels for exchange. liUTMAN & CO., Scollay

•Square, Oriental liuilding, liosTON, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Bargains for cash ;

wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTM.\N
& CO., 89 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES received on consignment;
no charges made when goods are furnished in exchange.

BUTMAN & CO., Oriental Building, 89 Court .St., Boston.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — 125 shop- worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; correspondence and inspection invited;

open Saturday evenings. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay Square,
Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

cHEAP ENOUGH— The Wheelmen's Reference Book
and The Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE and WHEELING
ANNU.AL mailed post-paid for One Dollar. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S G.^ZEITE, Springfield, Mass.

DON'T BUY A SECOND - HAND CYCLE until you
have seen our list. We have been making money trad-

ing New Rapids, and can afford' to sell second-hand machines
cheaper than anybody. Columbias, Royal Mails, Rudges, etc.,

on easy payments. S. T. CL.'^RK. & CO., Baltimore, Md.

EVERY CLUB SECRETARY should have the Refer-
ence Book. Only 50 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR SALE — 50 -inch Bicycle, in excellent order; ^130.

J. A. CAMPBELL, Lee, Mass.

FOR SALE—A receipt for 50 cents, entitling the holder to

The Wheelmen's Gazette for one year.

FREE!—The Wheelmen's Reference Book free to anyone
sending us two subscribers to The Gazette.

FOR SALE—New 48-inch '86 pattern Ideal Bicvcle; $50.
LOUI TAFT, Box 335, Springfield, Mass.'

FOR SALE — 4S-inch Otto Tricycle, in good condition;
chain guard; $45. Address BOX S38, Paris, III.

FOR SALE—VictorTricycle.'Sj pattern, in first-class order.
Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR SALE—54-inch Roval Mail Racer, good order
; $55.

AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., Sprin<^field, Ma.s.s.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricvcle, fine order; <!6o. AMERI-
CAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield. Mass.

FOR S.4LE—The Wheelmen's Reference Book: jocents.

DUCKER& (;OOI).MAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

FOR SALE—48-inch Standard CoIumbia,good order, ^37. 50.

AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE—56-inch Expert, full-nickeled, excellent order;

S80. AMERICAN BICVCLE CO., Springfield,Mas,s.

FOR .SALE—42-inch Standard Columbia, excellent order;

$37.50. AMERICAN BI. CO., Springfield, Mass.

FOR .S.^LE — 44-inch Standard Columbia, nickeled and
painted; good order; $65. THE SOLITARY CLUB,

Stamford, Ct.

FOR S.ALE—57-inch .'American Star Bicycle, in good run-
ning order; will be sold cheap. Address A. E. WIIITK,

Westfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — 50-inch .Standard Columbia, ball-bearincs;
in fine order; only S45. AMERICAN BICYCLE

COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR .S.\LE— New 54-inch Vale Bicycle, cow-horn bars,
hollow fork, Warwick felloes; nickeled and painted: reg-

ular price about #120, but must be sold even if at $75. Write
AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR SALE—56-inch Expert Columbia Bicycle, full nickel

plate, ball-bearings, 1885 pattern. F. MAHNKEN,
Post-office Box 3341, New York Citv.

FOR SALE — 51-inch American Star Bicycle, new last

season and in excellent order; ;f5o. AMERIC.-VN
BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR S.ALE — Lillibridge Saddle and King of the Road
Lamp, both new and taken in trade ; $7. Address A. R.

I'AINTOR, (care Forbes & Wallace,) Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — Any Premium named in our list at retail

price, and a copy of The Gazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZE'ITE, Springfield, Mass.——

—

J

FOR SALE — 54-inch Standard Columbia, latest p.ittern,

c<iniparatively as good as new : price $50 if ordered at once.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield.Mass.

FOR SALE— 54-inch Standard Columbia, ball-hearings;

Hill & Tolman bell; first-class order; #40 cash will buy it.

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.

FOR S.'VLE- 58-inch Standard Columbia, latest pattern,

with ball-bearings; only a little used ; best offer over $55
will be accepted. AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,
Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE— 50-inch American Challenge Bicycle, enam-
eled, ball-bearings to both wheels, ball pedals, cow-horn

handle-bars, Kirkpatrick saddle; in perfect condition; has not

been ridden over 50 miles; price $80. Address P. O. BOX
836, Stamford, Ct.

FOUND OUT— That Wheeling Annual is the best of

all, and can be obtained of The Wheelmen's Gazette,
Springfield, Mass. Mailed post-paid on receipt of 50 cents.

VVhy not have one? Why not present your friend with a copy?
Cheap enough— don't you say so?

FOR S.ALE. — 48-inch Star, perfect order, $45. 52-inch

Extra Challenge, balls, good order, J45. 52-inch Harvard,
balls, Ai, $50. 54-inch Standard Columbia, balls, #55. 56-inch

Expert, nickeled, snap, J70. 44-inch Facile, balls, good, J50.
CAPITAL CYCLE COMPANY, Washington, D.C.

GIVEN AW.AY—Premiums for Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

POLISHING, Gold, Silver, Copper, and Nickel Plating of

all kinds well done. All our nickeling is done on buffed

copper, and is warranted to stand the climate and its changes.

Particular attention paid to plating all kinds of cycle work.

WM. BOVVERS, 291 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, post-paid, on receipt of price. Two Dollars, by

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

RUDGE RACERS.
attention, racing men.

One 53-inch Rudge Racer, used twice $90
One 54-inch Rudge Racer, used three times, 90
One 55-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden 90
One 57-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden 90

.Saddle on backbone, and all latest improvements. Apply
early. STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 to 158
Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

SEND US ONE DOLLAR for The Gazette two years,

and receive a copy of the Wheelmen's Reference Book.

THE G..VZETTE and WHEELING ANNUAL, only $1.

THEWHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,Springfield,Mass.

TO TRADE — A fine Gold Watch (new), taken for a $100
debt from a jeweler, for a 52-inch bicycle. JACOB

SCHLINKER, Lafayette, Ind.

THE CHEAPEST AND BE.ST ADVERTISING
MEDIUM

—

The Wheelmen's Gazette, Springfield,

Mass. Rates 40 per cent, less than any other cycling paper.

WHEELMEN'S REFERENCE BOOK and The
Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

W.VNTED — 40,000 wheelmen to read and subscribe for

The Wheelmen's Gazette. 50 cents a year.

wHEELING and The Gazette for one year, price $2.

WHEELMEN'S G.'iZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

WHEELING ANNUAL, the best of all Annuals, mailed
post-paid on receipt of price, — F"ifty Cents. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S G.^ZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

WHEELMEN, how can you enjoy the wheel ? By keeping
fully posted and subscribing for so excellent a journal as

The Wheelmen's Gazette. Only Fifty Cents per year.

W.ANTED—To exchange, a good driving horse, or whole
team, for a 52-inch Expert Columbia, or 51-inch Star,

silent ratchet. For further particulars, address J. O. BEL-
CHER, WiLLIAMSBlRG, MaSS.

rA-INCH ROYAL MAIL, new, with Eulcher cvclom-

Z) cter; a bargain for $120. Address CHARLES G.

WIESINGER, Adrian, Mich.

CO CENTS BUYS WHEELING ANNUAL. Fifty

J Cents buys Canterbury Pilgrimage. Two Dollars buys
Rhymes of Road and River. The whole mailed to any
address, post-paid, for $3, including The Ga;jptte for a vear.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, AfASS.

25c. fbls ^QFtiticate 2Sq.

And 25 cents will entitle the sender lo one copy of The
Wheelmen's Reference Book (price 50 cents). Mailed
post-paid. .Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

Send for our new book on the

lOpen lire Place and its Sur-

Iroundings, cont:iinini^ illustra-

jtions of the finest series of hire
ll'lace Linings ever offered,

jincluding designs by Elihu
1 Welder and other artists.

Mailed free on receipt of 4 cents in stamps.

SMITH & ANTHONY STOVK CO.

53 & 54 Union St., - - Uoston, Mass.

$1.00 for 75 cents !

The Wheelmen's Reference Book,
The Wheelmen's Gazette,

^50
-SO

Sent to any address for 75 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, scml to

H. B. HART. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),

and price list of second-hand Machines.
dikficilt rfpaiking a spf:cialtv.

The Wheelmen's Reference Book,
PRICE 50 CENTS,

Will be sent to any subscriber sending us one new subscrip-

tion to The Gazette, and 10 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SlRINGFIELD, MaSS.

The A.G.a. pin.

THE MOST UNIQUE EMBLEMATICAL
BICYCLE PIN MADE!

Exact Size. Pat. Pending.

The above cut represents the new Pin adopted by the

Executive Committee of the American Cyclists' Union. It

presents the wheel "head on," is of a suitable size for the

vest or scarf, and is strong and durable.

The Regulation Pin is made of solid gold, Roman color,

raised polished letters, garnet stone in diamond setting.

Price Jj 50. Oxidized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, $3. 50.

Enamel around letters, 50c. extra. Two or three garnet stones

set on top of crown, $1 extra for each. Diamond in crown,

from $10 to $25.

All orders sent to me will be filled promptly, and must be

accompanied by cash, check, or money-order.

W. H. WARNER,
Badge Manufaclnirer, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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The Kin
« SPBIIIIiFIELD'!! P BICICLE

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

Ttie King

AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers, giv-

ing a constant application of power so

highly prized on sandy or muddy roads

and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the rear

of the hub, there Is an uplifting at the

fulcra In front, removing the danger of

"taking a header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,

Because it can be run backwards, has

the silent coasting ratchet, and any rider

can tighten a loose spoke with a spoke-

tightener or insert a new spoke. Extra

spokes sent with each bicycle.
*&*'!^

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing the

weight, and the natural position of the

hands, enable the rider to greatly in-

crease the pressure upon the pedals.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-fric-

tion bearings run very easily, are very

durable, and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,

The new hollow-felloe rim being very

rigid, and the new tangent spokes inter-

laced make a very strong wheel.

Secured hy ZTniled Stales Patents and Pending Ignited States and Foreign Applications
hij the Inventor, Bee. HOMJJli A. KiyG, Springfield, Mass.

Made at the Celebrated Cycle Works of the Ames Manufacturing Company.

WHAT 0THERS SAY.
Springfield, Mass., August 12, 18S6.

I h,ive ridden a crank vvlieel for five years, and the past few
months have ridden The King Safety Bicycle on the

track and over rough roads, tlirough mud and sand, up hill

and down. In ascending a hill the weight can be utilized as

well as muscle, and in coasting down hill The Kino Safety
beats all others. It runs more easily than the crank wheel,
and is safe against headers, as the weight is always on one
pedal in the rear of the hub. There is no machine more easy
to mount and disinonnt. I have let many ride it, and they
are all delighted with it. CHARLES QUIMBY.

Rev. Dr. Gifford, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Baptist

Church of Boston, Mass., a noted cycle rider, occupied the

pulpit of the State-Street Baptist Church in Springfield,

Mass., August i, and called at the factory Monday and ex-
amined the cycles. We were not present, but waote him
soliciting an article, and received the following note :

—

Dear Brother King— I enclose you a bit on re-creation.

. . . . I think you have a good machine. I have always
ridden the crank wheel, but think yours will have more power
and safety. Yours truly, O. P. GIFFORD.

Springfield, Mass., July 28, 18S6.

After riding a crank wheel for three years, I have given it

up, for fear of going over the handle-bars, and purchased a

.Star. Have also tried The King Safety Bicycle, which
I think fully as safe and good.

HARRY R. HITCHCOCK.

PRICE LIST OF THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

Enamel Finish, $95.00 $115.00
One-fourth Nickel Finish, 100.00 120.00
One-half Nickel Finish, 105.00 125.00
Full Nickel Finish, 115.00 135.00

One-fourth Nickel includes Saddle - Spring, Handle-Bars, Brake, and Head; One-half

Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel ; Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.

SPECIAL OFFER.—Ten i>er cent. Dinroiint to any Clergyman.

AQENXS WANTED.

THE mii WHEEL IliFIIIIV. Si Bmlag SlIWl.m YORK.

TjlE BICICLEVm
AND

Tlie WeeKly Evangelist

Have been united, and the consolidated paper is now issued

monthly by THE EVANGELLST COMPANY, at Evange-

list Building, 1S2 State Street, Springfield, Mass.

THE HEFiA-IvD
contains

THE RU.V.VI.VG RECORD,
PROGRESS OF THE ART,

CYCLING ROMANCE,
PRACTICAL HELPS.

THE EVANGEI.IST
is devoted to

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE,
EVANGELISTIC WORK,

TEMPERANCE AND REFORM,
YOUTH'S DEPARTMENT.

TERMS.
Single Copy, 8 pages, one year, S0.35

Three Copies, one year, i.oo

PEEMIUMS.
Bicycles may be partly or wholly paid for by soliciting sub-

scribers. For many years we carried on a purchasing agency
in New York, purchasing at wholesale prices from all the

leading houses. We also supplied almost any article desired

by any agent as a premium for sending us a club of subscribers,

but we found it necessary to require agents to send us as many
subscribers as they could obtain, and a fair remittance, and
trust to us to purchase the article at a low price and credit

them with any balance their due, or return it to them with the

premium if they desired. We can furnish any premium offered

by any other paper on as liberal tenns as anv one, but time is

too valuable to make a trip to inquire the price of special ar-

ticles, and afterwards another trip for the .article, if the agent

raises the club and does not change his mind as to the pre-

mium desired.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

1. We offer a fine Steel-Plate Engraving, entitled "The
Star of Bethlehem," size 22x28, price $2, and The Bicycle
Herald and Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for

only $1.

2. We offer Hollyer's line and stipple Steel-Plate Engraving
of " Henrv W. Longfellow in his Ldjrary," size 24x32, price

S7.50, and'THE Bicycle Herald and Evangelist, for one

year, all post-paid, for only $1.25.

3. We offer Webster's Practical Dictionai-y, the latest and
best $1 dictionary in the market, and The Bicycle Herald
AND Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for only $1.

Sample copy of Paper sent free to any address. Agents

wanted in every town in the United States. Premiums or

liberal cash commission given. Write for terms. .Address

ALBERT J. KING,
51 Barclay Street, - NEW YORK.
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TIE BOOK-IEEPES'S DELISBT.

JJ

A CONIBINED

POSTAGE-STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER, FINGER DAMPENER, I PAPER WEIGHT.

MANIFACTIRED BY

T. A, Mcdonald & CO., Nkw Albany, Ind.

There have been numerous attempts within the past ten years to invent

a practical instrument for the use of book-keepers, accountants, and clerks,

which should have the qualities combined in the head-lines of this article.

Not one has fulfilled its mission until the introduction of T. A. McDonald's

idea, as embodied in his patent granted May 25, 1886. The field has appar-

ently been tlioroughly worked, and either gracefully or ungracefully aban-

doned, because not one of the inventions came up to the demands of the

exacting consumer.

The leading cities of the East,—Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and

Baltimore,—each had its separate and distinct patent, not one of which is in

the market to-day. The Baltimore patent was too clumsy and unreliable

;

that of Philadelphia cost too much money ( ^10 ) ; the New York one was too

complicated ; and that of Boston was not at all practical when in hard use,

and was constantly getting out of order.

McDonald's patent starts out with an entirely original method, which in

itself must arrest attention. There are two separate instruments, the Moistener

and Stamp-Holder. The Moistener consists of a reservoir, within which the

water to be applied to the stamps is contained, said reservoir having journaled

in its upper portion a roller around which an endless band revolves, and a

loose roller or weight resting at or near the bottom of the reservoir, within

the lower part of the endless band, for the purpose of keeping the band taut.

The reservoir being half filled with water keeps a constant supply of damp-

ness or moisture, which can be used either for the purpose of dampening the

fingers in counting notes, for wetting the lappel of the envelope for sealing,

or for dampening the edge of the envelope prior to affi.xing the stamp on

the usual upper right-hand corner.

The Stamp-Holder consists essentially of a rigid post, having a surround-

ing spiral spring, a stationary plate secured to the top of the post, a bo.x or

receptacle loosely connected to said post with capability of reciprocating

vertically thereon, and having flanges at its top to jirevent more than one

stamp, label, etc., being withdrawn at a time. The receptacle, which is to

be removed from the holder, is inverted and filled with any number of stamjis

up to 125, and replaced with the gummed sides turned upwards. This is all

there is of the invention, stripped of useless verbiage.

Attaching postage-stamps to envelopes will always be a necessity, for

the government will never be able to induce consumers to use the stamped

envelope,—it will never become popular,—hence the necessity for this neat

office device is apparent at a glance. The greatest nuisance of the counting-

house and bank is the stamp -" licking." A government official connected

with the administration of President Arthur publicly said in Washington that

" if the people knew of the composition that entered into the manufacture of

mucilage used in our department on stamps thev could not be hired to use

their lips as a moistener." If this be true of the little diminutive innocent-

looking postage-stamp, what should be said of the lappel of the ordinary

cheap envelope, which is whisked across the lips so unconcernedly hundreds

of times per day in every house of ordinary business capacity?

The Book-Keeper's Delight comes, therefore, as a two-fold saver : first,,

in that it does away with the use of the lips; and, second, in that it enables a

person to do a great deal more work in a given time. By its use 1,200 en-

velopes can be stamped and sealed in one hour by an inexperienced person
;

as to the amount an expert can do we do not pretend to say, but certainly

sufficient to drive to the wall every defender of the old and sickening

method.

The main hold of Mr. McDonald's device, and where he surpasses in

every respect every invention having a similar purpose in view, is that it

thoroughly does its work, cannot get out of order, having no complication

of parts, and its lasting qualities. One of them can do the work of three

men in celerity and neatness; in fact, it delegates a man's work to a child,

and this very ease with which it operates is what renders it so popular with

those who are using it.

Another field in which it will have a world of opportunity is that

of the druggist or box-maker, or any business calling for the attachment

of labels. The ground for its operations with these two callings is immensity

itself. It will save the apothecary an enormous amount of vexation and

vexatious delay ; while to the paper-box manufacturer it will prove quite as

great a labor-saver as the Wade Cutting Machine, which astonished that

trade by its labor-saving qualities about nine years ago.

The machines can be made for all sizes of druggists' labels, which can be

put upon bottles and bo.\es just the same, and with the same ease, as can

the postage-stamp upon envelopes. They are now being constructed of brass,

nickel-plated, weigh 1} pounds each, and form most excellent paper-weights

in addition to their valuable qualities as a labor-saver. But one thing remains

for the standard firm running this patent, and that is to lose no time in in-

troducing it. The time and occasions are more than ripe for such instructions.

It will sell on sight among banks and book-keepers, who will acknowledge

its practical value the very momei\t they see it.

It so overtops all its competitors in the same line, that it will have no

difficulty in marking out its own field, not only making itself a blessing

to the user, but being a handsome and well-deserved financial return to the

ingenuity of the brain that conceived it. In the Eastern office of the JAr-

chaiit and Manufacturer numerous devices have been tested which have had

the same aim as this, but every one has been cast aside as useless. But the

McDonald patent has come to stay. The very features in which it is the

strongest, others were the weakest ; and it does not take a practical man

a long time to tell whether an invention is good or useless. It is the latest

and best invention of its class, and there is no danger of any improvement

being made upon it, so completely docs it fill the bill, and it will have an

enormous sale.
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
Outing, S3.00
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Sent post-paid to any address for $3.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Sl'RINGFIELD, MAeiS.

\m Vcve^o
128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,
NEW YORK.

THE ONLY

OlIicialOutfittertotfieLlU.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money - order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C- T C. Cloth, double ividth, ^4 per yard.

sC
YCLES,

EASY PAYMENT
All kinds, low prices— Bicycles, Tricycles, Tandems
new or second-hand—Clergymen, Doctors, Lawyers,
Merchants, Clerks—adopt this system^—Send 2 cent

stamp for particulars. Mention this paper.

S.T.CLARK&CO. Baitimore, Md.

GET THE BEST !

THESTPOIIDGYGLOPIETEQ.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

REGISTERS 2500 MILES.
We have given the mnmifaclure of ihe Cvclmneter careful

investigation and study, with a resoUile determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market nn instru-

ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. M'e
furnish a certificate of accuracy with all instruments. In
ordering give size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. LAKIN c^ CO.
Send for Circular. WE-STFIELI), NL'\.SS.

*% The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. J*

^

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

2b and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK & CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS -NORWOOD, MASS.

^

*% The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Isk. I*

Patentid Oiflober and December, 1885.

HUMPHREYS SPRING CO.
IRWIN, PA.

A CASKET OF

SILVERWARE
-FREE-

to any person who will show it to their friends
and send us ordei-s.

$«0 per Month
salary and pxponses paid those who prefer salary

to commission, and their salary raised to

$75 per Month
tlie tliird, and

$100 per Month
the sixth month they are with us, if they prove

proficient .salesmen.
Give Post Offlce and Express Office address, and

state what paper you saw this a'ivertisement in.

Address: Wallineiord Silver Co.
'\Valliii;;l'or<I, Conn.

ANY BICYCLE CLUB
Can get a Buffalo Home Trainer free by sending us S50 to

pay for 100 subscribers for one, two, or more years; renewals
count. Now is the time; three Home Trainers already sent
to clubs this fall by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Si'KiNtiFiELD, Mass.

NEW ROAD-BOOK.

JUST ISSUED,
THIRD EDITION—Thoroughly Revised, and Enlarged to

Nearly Double its Former Size.

Ttiii Wleeiiiian's nann-BooK

ESSEX COUNTY, MASS.
CONTAINlSr,

Sketches of the various Cities and Towns, with mention of

their Objects of Interest, Hotels, Cycling Clubs, League
Officials, etc.

Road Routes, with distances to every place In the County

and vicinity.

Sketch of the League of Essex County Wheelmen.

The Only Complete Catalogue of Wheel Literature ever pub-
lished, embracing all Cycling Periodicals in the English

Language, and Every Book and Paper connected with the

Sport ever produced in America.

Price 20 Cents,
By mail, post-paid. Old Editions free for 3-cent stamp.

GEORGE CHINN, Publisher,

Mention Gazette. BEVERLY, MASS.

IF YOU are interested in Inventions, Pat
ents, Manufacture, etc., secure a free copy
of the old established illustrated journal, the

I

-AMERICAN- r^
NVENTOR

J. S. ZERBE, Publisher, »
188 W. FIFTH ST., CINCINNATI, C

oyi^y $1.00 FEU yeas.

PATENT.S quickly obtained at reasonable
rates in the U. S. and all Foreign Countries.

P
AMERICAN mjmatenT

188 & 190 "W. riFTH ST„ CINCINNATI, 0,
43^^ Special Department for the Exhibi-
tion of Models and Sale of Patents

A BICYCLE FREE!
The Vermont Bicycle free to all \Nho send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicycle buyers. Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE. West Randolph. Vt.

For locking Pjicycles. New, Novel, and Elegant. Can be

applied instantly, and locks antomatically. Neat, compact, and

cheap. Weight only 2A ounces; length only 4 inches.

Dr. W. D. Ball of Boston writes: " I bought one of yonr

Locks the first of the seascni, and can say it is really the only

Lock on the market good for anything. I leave my bicycle

anywhere, and have never had it tampered with ; and yet two
bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office.'*

Can bj had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-paid on

receipt of ,<i. MARLIN FIRE-ftRMS CO., Nevif Haven. Ct.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

$4.00 for $3.00

!

Rhymes of Road and River, ifj.co

Tile Wheelmen's Reference IJook 50
Wheeling; Annual 50

A Canterbury Pilgrimage, .50

The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Mailed to any address, post-paid, for 5.^, hy

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Si'KiM.rnn.i), Mass.

HOWTOHEAT&VENTIIATETHEM.

An attractive book of odnages
cnntaininir illustrations of^somc
of the tinest residences in the
country. It is a coniplete Manu-
al on the subject of Sanitary
Heatinir and Ventilatinff.
Mailed free on receipt of 6

cents in stamps.

SMITH & ANTHONY STOVE CO,
BZ & 54 Union St., - - Boston, Mass.

BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES!
Punnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-i'-reeches, only

$4 a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassiniere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. I'esi l.mv^ r.icycle Stockings,

if I a pair. Improved Acme P.elt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks,

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Mr. THEOPHILUS WABBLE'S

ON A BICYCLE.

KULLY ILLUSTRAXKU.

Commenced in Texas Si/tings July 3, and will be continued

weekly. Si/tings for sale by all newsdealers. }?ack numbers

can be obtained from

TEXAS SIFTINGS,
l.*40 BroaclwoN", XtCW VOKK.

LORD & THOMAS,T^^^
4!) Randolph St., Chicago, keep this paper on file

and arc authorized to J|n|fFnT|OEBQ
make contracts with AUlLll I Iwblfwi

WINNING NEW LALKELS DAILY.

^

BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kanj;aroo or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other BicNicle

Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of i)rice, $4. Liberal

discount to dealers. Manufatlured bv
KELLOGG & EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

^

WINNING NEW LAIKELS DAIL%-.

$5.50 for $4.00 !

The Book-Keeper's Delight fJ 50
Rhymes of Road and River, 2.00
The Wheelmen's Reference Kook, 50
The Wheelmen's (iazelte, 50

Mailed lo any address for *,^.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
.Si'iaN(.i lEi.L), Mass.

This paper U kept on file at tlin oince of

YER^SON
DVERTISING

^ GENTS
TIMES BUILDING g'^g'thl^s PHILADELPHIA.

rOTllliTrp For NEWSPAPER »I»VFRTlSI\fi rnrr
LOlimHICO at Lowest Cash Rates rnCC

*';t:irr;.V"AYER & SON'S MANUAL

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
Just ihc Thiir^' for

'/iovs.

Mc>\/itiitts, J'>nii^i,'is/s. Grocers,

Cir/s, /^'rryMy!

Presses from $3 to $175. Outfits from $5 to $50.

.Any one with ordinary intellij<ence can do the work. Full
ijistrucfions with everv order. Send for descriptive price-list,

and mention this [lape'r. R. D. ZERl'.K, iSX West Kifth St.,

CiNCIN.SATI, Ollln.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.

FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-

tions as tliey appear.

Two Papers for the Price of One.
The H '/leehiieii's Gazette free to every subscriber 10 The Wheel.

Combination Rate*.
The Wheel
Outins; and The Wheel
The Wcycling World and The Wheel, . .

The Cvcle and The Wheel
The Wheelmen's C.a/ette and The Wheel, .

The Centiu'y Magazine and The Wheel,
Harper's Mai;a/ine and The Wheel, .

Harper's Weekly and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Hazar and The Wheel
Harper's \'ouiv.: People and The Wheel,
I'nck and The Wheel,
The .Xtlantic Monthlv and The Wheel, . .

MOO a year.

3.00 a year
1.50 a year.

1.75 a year.

1.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

2.00 a year.

5.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

Advertising Rates on appllcatwti. Sold oh all Xc-^v York

and Brooklyn nc~,us-stands. Send for sample copy.

The Central Press and Publishing Company,

12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.

FOR CLUBS!
Outinj; ?.1.oo

The liicvcling World, >oo
The Cvcle »-50

The Wheel 200
The Uicvcle South, 5°

Wheeling 2-50

The Wheelmen's Reference Hook, 50

The .American Wheelman 50

.A Canterbury Pilgrimage S"
Wheeling .Annual 5°

Recreation '-S"

$14.00

Mailed post-paid for one year to any club or individual for

'^'°'
^ THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,

.Springfield, Mass.
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If you want the Lightest Bicycle in the Market, buy an APOLLO. Rigidity not sacrificed to weight.

m

l!0IIIiI(IS0l)tIlBB0aiIilllI1.12lD.3!)S. QP|miJ!!OPlilii!!Oi)tQeiloailiiilli.I2ii|.

Mr. F. W. PERRY made this WORLD'S RECORD on July 20, 1886.

Noblesville, Ind., July 1, 1886.

I want to say right here that my 54-mch APOLLO is the finest little wheel
I ever saw. Tours truly,

L. M. WAINWRIGHT.

Syracuse, N. Y., July 1, 1886.

To say that I am pleased with the APOLLO is very mildly putting it. I can

find only two words which will express my feelings: it is a "Jim Dandy."

Yours truly, FRED. BRIGHAM.

If you want the Most Practical Tricycle, buy the S. S. S.

Ttie Greatw of me Seasoii.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

6 AND 8 Bkrkelby Street, BOSTON, IVLASS.



PRRSS OF SPRINGFIELD PRINTING COMPANY.

VOL. L-No,8. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., NOVEMBER, 1SS6. price 5 cents.

:l»MMS 0)W ooiuui^Bimi
H1@L©

^WOHI^D*® HMOOMD
1-4 MIIaM to a4 MIEiMI

t]l!iS@LUlS(\^i

THE GREATEST DISTANCE EVER MADE WITHIN AN HOUR,
22 Miles, 150 Yards.

THE LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN BICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIPS
For 1-2 Mile, 1 Mile, 5 Miles, and 10 Miles,

and the 1-Mile Tricycle.

THE AMERICAN CYCLISTS' UNION BICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIPS
For 1-Mile Promateur, 10-Mile Promateur, 1-Mile Amateur,

and the 1-Mile Promateur Tricycle.

ALL A. C. U. CHAMPIONSHIPS SAVE THAT OF TANDEM.

CATALOGITE SENT FREE.

THE POPE IVIPO. CO-
597 WASHINQTOX STREET, = - BOSTON.

12 Wiirren Street, NKW YOKK • )iRA.TMCH HOUSES • llo Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
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The iiaGiBOGRAPH.
In this instrument are combined all desirable qualities and movements; improved double-swing rising and falling front, our patent attachment for

the ground-glass frame, reversible for horizontal or vertical views. Made of best quality mahogany, highly polished. The lens is a single achromatic of

superior quality, fitted' with revolving diaphragms and instantaneous shutter; most admirable instantaneous pictures have been made with this lens. The
tripod is best quality feather-weight. When folded, everything except the tripod is enclosed in the case, the plate-holder being left beneath the ground glass.

The 5x8 size measures 9^x6^x4]- inches; smaller sizes in proportion. To sum up, this instrument is the product of the best skill and workmanship of our
factory, and our large and fine facilities have enabled us to fi.x the price low, believing that in the end our profits will be equally large and our usefulness
greater. Prices given include everything requisite for work in the field, extra plate and plate-holders excepted. Especially designed for out-door work.

PRICE LIST LUCIDOGRAPH, COMPLETE.
No. 1. Kor 3i X 4i Picture, no Sliding Kront,
No. 2. Kor 41 X 5^ Picture, no Sliding Kront,
No. 3. Kor 5x8 Picture, Sliding Kront,

$22.50
22.50
27.00

Enclose 4 cents for Circular and Catalogues.

THE BiiAIR GAnERA G9.

318 Broadway, NEW YORK.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

471, 475, and 477 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

BLAIR & PRINCE, 148 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI.

® PUMITMMM ®
8 CENTS JPJEB POUND. THE CITAMJPION WASHING COMPOUND OF AITEMICA.

NEVER MAKES THE HANDS SORE.

Read and See What Yoa TWnk of Our Idea.

The equal of any other, and in many respects far

superior, we shall be pleased to send you a sample

to examine, and then leave it to your good judgment

to decide, without the importuning of any traveling

salesman. Remember, we are not making a low-

grade, adulterated soap powder, but as fine as first-

class workmen and fine material will make. Our

competitors have placed their agents so thick that

they are treading on the heels of each other, and

hence are cutting prices. Our territory is now open,

and we do not propose to place agencies so near

together that they will cut each other's throats, but

maintain prices. It has been our study to produce

a soap powder which is perfectly pure, and at as

small a price as possible. We realize that nothing

gives such a foot-hold as a LOW PRICE. We
realize, furthermore, that in order to have merchants

handle our goods, nothing will give such life and

energy as a good profit. The wholesale price of

PURITENE is 8 cents per package. One-

pound packages, full weight.

TRADE MARK.

R. J. PAINE, the Inventor and Patentee

WHAT WE WILL DO.

With the first order you give us, in addition to

show-cards, shelf strips, advertising cards, etc., we

will furnish you circulars free, with your name and

address printed thereon, a Box of Free Samples,

and pay all freight on five-box orders. We will sell

you on 30 days' time, at the end of which time, if

you are not satisfied that PURITENE is all we
claim for it, you can return it to us. We will

not consign PURITENE ; either remit at the end

of 30 days, or return the PURITENE. A l-cent

postal card will bring your order to our office.

Now, reader, will you fall in the ranks and make

money on handling PURITENE ? Suppose you

only sell PURITENE to a portion of your trade

—

won't it pay you.' Remember, what trade you build

up you have it by yourself. Also remember, if

PURITENE does not give the best of satisfaction

to your customers, return it to us ; don't pay for it.

Can we offer any fairer inducement? Hoping to

receive an early order from you, we remain your

obedient servants.

DON'T DECEIVE YOURSELF. WE LIVE IIS^ AN AGE OF PROGRESS.
PURITENE IS SOAP IN A CONCENTRATED STATE.

JINKS BDAP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MANSFIELU, MASS.
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THK

"CUNARD"
#^ TmCICLES, ®

TBPEIUS ^*' SBFETIES.

THE LADY'S CRIPPEK, with Folding Handle-Bar
to admit of easy access to the front saddle.

THE CUNARD SAFETY, has Automatic Steering.

THE CUNARD LIGHT ROADSTER, weight 32
pounds.

THE CUNARD FULL ROADSTER, weight 38
pounds.

THE lOPBD" COPEBTIBLE TflPEPl

Has Automatic Steering. 3Ia.v be ridden by two
ladles. Reduces in width to 27 inches, for storage. Has
Folding Handle- Bar for easy access to the front seat.

Is the only Tandem Avliose wheel-load is equally distrib-

uted in single and double foi-ms. May be steered by
either or both riders. Is pronounced by the press and
public to be the most unitiue machine of its class.

See Press Reports and Catalogues, which are free on
application.

D« MOGMM! OOm
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

801 Broad Sttrekt, NEV/ARK, N. J.

t^- ACTIVE AND RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED, ^.m
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Outing

The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Travel, and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED. THREE DOLLARS A YEAR.

OUR FIELD IS THE OUT- DOOR WORLD.

During the Year there will be Articles upon

EXPLORATION,

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE,
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING,

CAMPING,

POPULAR FORESTRY,

HUNTING AND FISHING,

WALKING,

COURT AND LAWN TENNIS,

ARCHERY,
CRICKET,

LACROSSE,

SNOW-SHOEING,
TOBOGGANING,

SKATING,

YACHTING,

ICE YACHTING,

ROWING,

CANOEING,

BICYCLING,

TRICYCLING,

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY.

Conducted by POULTNEY BIGELOW.

140 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
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24-

THE

9

OR

250 MILES, 140 YARDS,

RIDDEN ON THE

MARLBORO' TANDEM
BY A

LADY ^ GENTLEMAN,

BEATINQ ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS BY OVER THIRTY MILES.

THE MARLBORO' ALWAYS CARRIES ITS LOAD WITHOUT BREAKING DOWN.

THE CDYENTRY MACHINIBTB' CD.

239 Columbus Avenue, - BOSTON, MASS.
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JJV^ THE PBESS.

TwoTrinstotHeEineriiiiilsle

By 'TAED.''

I.-A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.-A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

Profusel;/ IJliistrntptl htj Vonr)-Ciit and I.it]t-

of/rapliic Pfoci-sses, hy GliOKGE MOOKE.

READY IN TEN DAYS.

Price $1.50. post-paid, from tlie office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield. Mass.. U.S.A.

EDITION DE EVXE,

Printed on thlcl< paper, with 20 photographs of scener\' by

the author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the

author, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, England.

DIXON'S
AMERICAN GRAPHITE

PENCILS.
SEND 16 CENTS FOR SAMPLES

IF YOUR STATIONER DOES NOT KEEP THEM.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

CYCLING PHOTOS.
.\ 5x8 Photo, of Twelve Cycling Celebrities, including Pres-

ident Beckwith, H. E. Ducker, Abbot Bassett, and Captain

A. D. Peck, Jr. (Massachusetts Club), mailed to any address

on receipt of twenty-five 2-cent stamps. Also views of Weber
climbing Corey Hill, starts of the 18S6 League championship

races, the Prince, Woodside, Neilson, and the Rowe, Weber,

Knapp races at Lynn.

CYCLING PHOTO. CO.
176 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.

ReCRE.\TK)N.
The L. A. W. Bulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

r* jthe '^^ ^"

BEST ROADSTER

dP'liriM' . PIOVED BYSEVEM

V.i [9' YEARS HARD USE
SEND FDR IllUSIRATED PRICE LIST

ARTHUR IVETJNSON, Agent
STAMFORD, CT.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES!
Punnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knce-Breeches, only

$4 a pair. Knee- Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, I'lan-

nel, Cheviot, etc., same ])rice. I5est Long Bicycle Stockings,
$r a pair. Improved .Acme Belt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and me.isvire blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y. I

THEm HDB BflHGE
with

MAMMOTH ASH PAN and GAUZE OVEN DOOR.

reR SAbE

IMPORTANT TO HOU SEKEEPERS
A REVOLUTION IN COOKING.

Pure air is as necessary in the cooking of food as in its assim-
ilation after it is eaten. Air to be pure must be kept in motion.
This law is one from which nature never varies, and steady cur-
rents of fresh air surround our globe, driving away the vitiated

produ(5lions of respiration and furnishing to every human being
a pure, uncoiuaminated atmosphere to breathe.
This same law of nature governs all the principles and prac-

tice of cooking. Meat and bread in cooking give out deleteri-

ous gases which are re-absorbed in the ordinary range oven,
producing unhealthful food, besides diminishing the -w/]^/// and
shiinking the substance of the articles cooked. The IFire
Gauze Door reTohttionizes nil this, hy keepitig up a circulation
of/resh air in the oven. The food is thus surrounded by a pure
heated atmosphere during the process of cooking, and meats
are roasted and bread baked in accordance with natural laws.

No odors come into the room, less fuel is required, and tough
meats are made tender. Bread baked with the Wire Gauze Door
does not mold, and pies and cakes keep fresh for a long time.
This wonderful Door is used exclusively on the Hub Stoves

and Ranges, and all imitations and substitutes are worthless, as

it is tlie gauze tliat produces the results^ and no other Range
can use this.

Sold by dealers ever^'where. Special circulars gladly sent
on application.

SMITH & ANTHOXY STOVE CO.
Manufacturers of the Hub Stoves. Ranges, and Furnaces,

BOSTON, MASS.

icciiion

^T A BARQAIN.

Light Brahmas and Plymouth Rocks, $1.50

each. Silver Spangle Hamburgs, Brown and
White Leghorns, $i.oo each.

TKSTITvIONIALS.

Marlette, Mich., November 27, 1885.
Mr. A. Newton; Dear Sif— 1 received the four cockerels

(Plymouth Rock, Light Brahma, Brown and White Leghorn)
all U.K. I have been in the poultry business for several years,
and I must own up these are the best I ever owned.

Yours truly, W. B. McGILL.

Newark, N. J., July 2, 1S86.

Mr. A. Newton : Dear Si>— I received this morning the
five Light Brahma chicks. I am delighied with the manner in

which you shipped them. I have received stock from many
poultrymen, but your shipping coops and careful manner of

shipping far exceed any breeder with whom I have ever dealt.

Yours fratemallv, H. F. ALLING,
Propr. IValnut-St. Poultry Yards.

'Send for free descriptive circular to

ADOLPHUS NEWTON,
PLYMOUTH, N. Y.

The a. C. U. Pin, the most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made; patent pend-

ing; cut shows exact size. Prices : Made
of solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

garnet stone in diamond setting, $3.50; ox-

idized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, $3.50;
enamel around letters, 50c. extra ; two or

three garnet stones set on top of crown, $1
extra k)r each; diamond in crown, from $10
to $25. Send cash, check, or monev-order.
W. H. WARNER, Sirin(.field,' Mass.

POSTAGE -STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER,
FINGER DAMPENER, AND PAPER-

WEIGHTS COMBINED.

This combination has been devised to avoid the undisputed nuisance of licking postage stamps. It serves as two separate

paper weights, works rapidly, saves time, and is always ready for use. Fifty envelopes can be stamped by this machine in one

minute. The stamp holder contains 125 postage stamps, and once placed in the receptacle they are not seen until they adhere

to the envelope. The moistening machine seals envelope flaps in an instant, and requires no licking ; it is invaluable to bank

tellers as a finger dampener ; druggists by using it save the annoyance and trouble of licking labels. The machines never get

out of order, and are beautiful and lasting ornaments to any desk. They are brass, nickel-plated, and weigh i\ pounds eich.

Endorsed by all who use them.

Price per Set, $2.50, post-paid. Discount to Agents.

T. A. ]\/[cDONALD & CO., New Albany, Iiid.

SAFE, PRACTICAL i FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles
•within the Hour.

Three L. A. W. Championships for 1886.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when In Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Sinithville, Bnr. Co., N. 3.
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202 MILES IN 24 HOURS, by W. H. HUNTLEY and H. D.COREY.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTOIM^ MASS.

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS, GEO. R. BIDWELL, 313 ^A;est 58lh Street.
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^^VORbB'S REG0RBSn^
ISIOW , GENTLEIVIEINI , w^e fail to see vv^hy records made on

a 22=poun.d racing \vhLeel, and on a tracl^ with. an. eiKceedingly
smootlT. racing stirface, — we fail to see, >A^e say, w-hi^^ these
results demon^strate any superior e:x:cellence in a roadster (a

differently = constructed nnachine), even thoughi the latter be
made by the same company ; bu.t when remarkable results
are attained on the machine for which the stiperiority is

claimed, that fact w^e believe to be significant.

The AMERICAN GHAMPieN
Holds to = day Ever^^ World's Record on the Road above

2o miles to 300 miles . The latter enorm.ou.s mileage w^as
done within the 24 hours by STILLMAN G. WHITTAKER .

at Crawfordsville, Ind., October 18 and 19. The run wras made
on a 50=mile straightaway and surveyed road, un^der A. C. U.
rules, and n^ot on a carefully=selected lO-mile stretch.

Following are the times:—

50 IVIILESa (About 4 minutes behind his previous World's Record.)

I f^^^ IVI II PC /25 minutes ahead of the World's Record, and over a minute better\IV/V/ IVIIL.[^0, V than Ives' Springfield Track Record. /

150 MILES,
200 MILES,
300 MILES, (About 24 minutes better than the best World's Track Record.)

The latter magnificent record is about 41 miles better than
the hitherto accepted A. C.U. record by NlUNOER, about 19 miles
better than HOLLINSWORTH'S performance, and 13 miles bet=

ter than IMcCURDY's,—neither of which latter tv^o are accepted
records, however. ^

If 3^ou \vant the Easiest-Running Roadster in the World
you must corrie to us.

GORMaLliY Zi JEFFERY,
Manufacturers of the AMERICAN CYCLES. CHICAGO, ILL.

HOURS. MINUTES. SECONDS

2 59 501
6 1 15

10 28 52
15 13 30
23 46 161

:1 miles bett



A JOdRNAlJ or CYCLING. PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

Vol. I. SPRINQKIELD, NIASS., NOVEIvlBER, 1886. No. 8.

jphe ix/heelmen'g Gazette.

Terms of Subscription.
One Year, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 50 cents.

Six Months, by mall, post-paid, - - - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, 4 shillings.

Henrv E. Ducker, . . - . Editor and Manager.

Communications must be in not later than the 20lh of each

month, to secure publication for the following month.

Address all Communications to The Wheel.men's Ga-
zette. Make Checks and Money Orders payable to same.

The trade supplied by the American News Co., New York.

Entered at tile Post-Ojfflce^ Springjield^ Mass., as Second-
class Matter.

DOWN THEY GO.

Since our last issue, old Father Time has had

to suffer at the hands of cycle riders, and great

and wonderful strides have been taken. America,

with American riders, on American wheels, has

given old Mother England an object lesson on

how to develop speed upon the cycle, either on

the track or on the road. It is a little surprising

that twenty-two miles in the hour should have

been accomplished in America before twenty-one

miles is reached in England, and that 305 miles is

made on the road in America before the 300 mark
is reached in England ; also, that the first record

in the thirties and the first in the charmed circle

of the twenties can both be claimed for America.

October 13— VV. A. Rowe rode at Springfield,

five miles against time as follows :

—

1 mile, 2.37 1-5
I

4 miles, *io.45
2 miles, *5->4 smiles, *I3.27 2-5

3 miles.

'5'4
*8.o2 1-5

October 14—W. A. Rowe, at Springfield :

—

1 mile,

2 miles,
2-35 2-5

I

3 miles,
•5. 1 1

I

October 16—W. J. Morgan and Mile. I,ouise

Armaindo rode on a tandem at Lynn :

—

5 miles, "18.28 3-5

October 18—S. G. Whittaker, at Crawfords-

ville, Ind., on the road, rode :

—

25 miles,

50 miles,

75 miles,

100 miles,

125 miles,

150 miles.

*i. 28.10
*2. 59. 50 2-5

•4.36
*6.or. 15

•8-2335
*I0.28.52

175 miles,

200 miles,

225 miles,

250 miles,

275 miles,

300 miles.

*i2. 59.20
*'5"3-3o
•17.18.06

•19.20.50
*2'-37-27
•23.46.16 3-5

October 22—W. A. Rowe, at Springfield, rode :

—

1-4 mile,

1-2 mile.
37 2-5

.14 2-5

3-4 mile,

I mile.
50 3-5

1.29 4-5

October 23—W. J. Morgan and Mile. Li

Arinaindo, at Lynn, rode on a tandem :

—

1 mile, 3.09 4 miles, *i2.

2 miles, 6.19 smiles, *i5.

3 miles, g.30

October 25—\V. A. Rowe, at Springfield,

ceeded in placing twenty-two miles within the

to his credit.

1 mile,

2 miles,

3 miles,

4 miles,

5 miles,

6 miles,

7 miles,

8 miles,

9 miles,

10 miles,

11 miles,
*22 miles 150 yards in the hour.

2.36 12 miles, •35
5- "2 3-5 13 miles, >
7-54 3-5 14 miles, •38

•10.41 2-5 15 miles. •4<.

*'3-23 1-5 16 miles, •43
*i6..2 3-5 17 miles. •46
•18.59 18 miles. •48
•21.41 2-S 19 miles. '51
•24.26 4.5 20 miles. *54
•27.07 1-5 21 miles, y*2q-5' 3-5 22 miles, •59

392-5
472-5

suc-

hour

35
18 2-5

01 2-5

41 2-5

264-5
4 4-5

58

40 1-5

25 2-5

073-5
46

October 23—W. J. Morgan and T. W. Eck, at

Lynn, Mass., gave us a professional tandem rec-

ord, there being none previous to this run.

I mile, 3.16 11 miles, 36.10

2 miles. 6.20 1-5 12 miles, 39243-5
3 miles. 9.41 2-5 13 miles. 42.49

4 miles, 12.54 14 miles, 46.09 i-s

5 miles. 16. 16 2-5 15 miles. 49.30 2-5

6 miles. 19.30 1-5 16 miles. 52.52 4-5

7 miles, 22.51 17 miles. 56.17
8 miles, 26.06 1-5 18 miles, 59-33
9 miles, 29.30 2-S 19 miles, 1.02.54

10 miles. 32-5' 20 miles. 1.06.12 2-5

November 5 and 6—Alfred A. McCurdy, at

Boston, Mass., on the road, against time, rode

over the Boston Bicycle Club's course :

—

20 miles,

25 miles,

50 miles,

100 miles,

150 miles.

i.io. 17
I

200 miles, *i4-35

1.27 250 miles, •18.58

3.04 300 miles, *23.38
6.28.25 302 3-16 miles, "23.48.50

•10.24.30
i 304 3-8 miles (305) ^23.57.45

October 19—W. J. Morgan and Mile. Louise

Armaindo, at Lynn, Mass., established a tandem

record for

250 miles in

Actual riding time.
24 hours.

18.4S.42

Same day, T. W. Eck gave American tricycle

records for twenty-five miles, the times above three

miles being American professional records, none

having existed before :

—

1 mile,

2 miles,

3 miles,

4 miles,

5 miles,

6 miles,

7 miles,

8 miles,

9 miles,

10 miles,

11 miles,

12 miles,

13 miles.

3.>3

6.30 1-5

9.4> "-5

*i2.54 4-5

•16.17 i-s

•1945 I-S

*23.o7 2-5

•26.34 3-5
•30.01 3-5

•3348 2-5

*37.30 4-5

•41.14 2-S
•44.46

14 miles. •48.35 4-5

15 miles, •52.16
16 miles. •55.49 3-5

17 miles. •59.21 2-5

18 miles. •1.03.04 2-5

19 miles. •1.06.36 4-5

20 miles. •1.10.25 2-S
21 miles. •i. 14.04
22 miles. •i. 17.48 4-5

23 miles. •1.21.31 4-5

24 miles. •i.25.03 3-5

25 miles, •1.28.26 1-5

Thus closes the record breaking for 1SS6. Old

Father Time can now hold his own till the fall

season of 1887.

Messrs. Fred Wood and Robert James have writ-

ten home to England, complaining bitterly of the

treatment received by them from the Springfield

Bicycle Club, and saying that they will never

again visit Springfield, also advising others to

give us a wide berth. The trouble with Messrs.

Wood and James arose from the fact of their

having been fined $20 and $10 respectively, for

loafing at the Springfield tournament, and they

claim that they had had no notice of any such rules.

The fines were imposed by the referee, according

to the rules of the A. C. U. and not of the club, as

they assert. The statement that Wood did not

know of" any such rules is all bosh, as the men
were duly notified upon the track, and Wood was

fined upon different days, so there was no ex-

cuse the second time.

The real state of the case was that Mr. James lost

his temper in discussing the matter with Treasurer

Marsh, and many things were said which, under

other circumstances, would not have been thought

of, and before Messrs. Wood and James had cooled

off they penned their letter home complaining of

shabby treatment, which we have not the slightest

doubt they have thought better of ere this.

The Bicycling World has a few words to say

relative to some of the alleged record breaking

which was not done according to the rules of the

A. C. U., and also pleads for the abolition of the

" seven days' notice." This to our mind is the

one redeeming feature of the rides against time.

A man who rides against time does in nine cases

out of ten try to outdo a man who may have

made the record under adverse circumstances or

in a hotly contested race, therefore he should be

willing to name a time and place when the attempt

will be made; for it is only fair that he should

take some chances. We do not believe it right

for a man to live next door to the track and try

every day till a perfect opportunity is presented,

as regards weather, track, and the form of the

man himself.

The 11 orlil sa.ys:—
Weather and condition of surface are things that cannot

be relied on as a certainty seven days ahead, to say nothing

of the form of the would-be record breakers.

That is as it should be, and is what the racing

man has to contend with at a race meeting and

that without trained pace makers. The World

further says :

—

Usually these attempts have to be made on the fly, so to

speak, when the man and all the conditions are favorable.

Take, for instance, the records that have been made this fall.

Nearly every one, if not every one, can be verified to the

satisfaction of any man, and yet, if the rule is enforced, this

cannot be allowed by the A. C. U. The absurdity of this is

peculiarly prominent when we look at the Springfield records

lately made immediately under the eye of the A. C. U. itself.

In the above cases the seven days' notice could

have easily been given, and in some cases was.

The A. C. U. cannot stop men running if they

choose, this is a free country; and as the records

have never been accepted by any cycling authority

it remains to be seen whether another season

will not give us different results in the matter of

breaking records. The A. C. U. officials requested

the teams when here to live up to the require-

ments, and they did in every respect except one,

that of giving the rec[uired seven davs' notice.

The \. C. U. cannot make men give notice, but it

can refuse to accept records unless all conditions

are complied with.

Two things were expected of the A. C. U. : the regulation

of road-racing, and the regulation of record-breaking in trials

against time. \Vhat have they done? Nothing. The claim

made for the Union, that it knew what was wanted by the

racing men, and would furnish it, has not been made good.

—

The Cycle.

No one knows better than the editor of the

Cvclc that the A. C. U. has accomplished just

what the editor says has not been done. Take the

300-inile ride of Whittaker, and A. A. McCurdy's

305 miles under \. C. U. rules, and over a 50-mile

course, and what does that mean.' To make the

305 miles cost for officials, tiiner, checker, and

pace makers upwards of S500—and for what t

Just to have a record made under the most strin-

gent of rules. Would it not have been easier and

cheaper for Mr. McCurdy to have ignored the
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rules? Again, we find the Overman Wheel Com-

pany sending their team out to Crawfordsville

and going to an immense expense—for what ? To

obtain a road record that shall be beyond dispute.

The talk of the A. C. U. being dead is untrue.

Its power is being felt and recognized, and for an

organization less than a year old, it has a record

of which it may be proud. Now let it be progress-

ive and abolish the amateur definition, establish

a rigid class system, and devote its energies to the

promotion of cycle racing.

THE AMATEUR QUESTION.

The Practicability of the Abolition.

[By J. R. Hogg, of North Shields, England]

Between the two questions, is the abolition

just .'and is the abolition practicable.' there is a

very great and important difference. We do not

shirk the conclusion, that unless we can prove an

affirmative to each, our case for the abolition of

the distinction is weak. We take it that a pro-

posal, if practicable, should not have much sup-

port if it could be found unjust ; and on the other

hand, a proposal which was unquestionably just

but impracticable, would soon be consigned to the

limbo of sentimental and unworkable theories.

We trust we do no violence to the moral sense of

our readers when we consider, in the first place,

the practicability of the abolition.

Now, one of the chief objections to our pro-

posal was enunciated, we believe, last season, in

an article we remember reading, by Mr. J. S.

Whatton, and was to this effect :
" If you abolish

the distinction you do not get rid of the genuine

amateur; he would still remain and would refuse

to [jrofessionalize himself. Suppose only two or

three, or even one, remained, he would be entitled

to regard himself as ' amateur cycling,' and to

form another amateur association." This view

has been given utterance to over and over again by

other gentlemen, and only recently we have been

asked by a well-known and highly-respected ama-

teur, " How are you going to coerce me.'" Sup-

posing every rider in the kingdom goes in for the

abolition. Well, now, if a man's amateurism

merely consists in a strict adherence to an anti-

quated regulation of the National Cyclists' Union,

if his only claim to the title rests upon his rigid

determination to compete only for a particular

character of prizes, and to outlaw all who accept

of a different class from himself, our proposal

holds out to him no hope, and it would undoubt-

edly shatter his position. He might safely stand

by himself, and would, no doubt, lead a happy

existence in the consciousness of his own impor-

tance. But if he be a true amateur in the only

correct rendering of the word, that is, one zu/io

competes for honor, then his position would be

immensely improved by the acceptance of our

proposal. If he wins a championship race now,

he has the honor of beating the best men of a

class and being the best rider of a class

;

but if he wins a championship under our pro-

posal, he beats the best riders in existence, and

is entitled to consider himself the best rider in the

world. Let the men who talk of our resolution

being imjiracticable take a practical view of the

terms they use. Upon whose authority are we to

take it that an amateur is one who only competes

for a certain kind of prize ? And, indeed, in

what lexicon do we find that amateurism bears

any relation at all to the prizes offered? If we
are to have amateurs let them be amateurs in

spirit as well as in the letter. By all means let us

have the men who race only for honor remaining

in the ranks, but as soon as they begin to dictate

of what character the reward has to be for win-

ning a race, then their real claim to the term

amateur grows shady indeed. By what method

can you contend or prove that Fred Wood thinks

nothing of honor in beating the Americans

because his prize was given him in dollars ? But

supposing we have a number of competitors who

regard themselves as the " remnant in all Israel,"

because their prizes have been paid them in dif-

ferent coin from somebody else's, why should a

great national institution take cognizance of them

alone ? We take it that the Union has no more

right to recognize men who say, " We will ride

only for clocks and butter coolers," than it has to

recognize a class who might say, " We will com-

pete only for certificates or tall hats." You say a

great principle underlies it, and we say so there

does, and we want you to regard it as a great

principle and not as a musty theory-. The princi-

ple is race for honor. You have a grand field for

opportunities of doing so when the abolition is an

accomplished fact, much better than when a bar-

rier is supposed to divide the two classes. Men
talk and write about honor as though it were a

commodity which could be made and unmade by

the laws of the Union. Depend upon it, if the prin-

ciple of honor be implanted in the breast of the

competitor, it will not take to itself wings because

of any edict we may pass ; and we take it that if

that quality be found wanting the Union execu-

tive can never manufacture it. We repeat, the

real, the genuine amateur, would not and could

not be extinguished, but would, even with the

abolition of the distinction, still exercise his

healthy influence on cycling competitions. But it

may be said the riders themselves would refuse to

mix with the " rag-tag and bob-tail professional

gang." Is, then, their objection on moral grounds

or is it on account of social standing ? If on

moral considerations, we can only state it as our

experience that we have known greater black-

guards calling themselves amateurs than we ever

knew as professionals. If it be on account of

social position, the professional element need not

be high in the social scale to stand alongside of

the poverty stricken rank and file of the amateur

classes. When ninety out of every hundred are

either too hard up or too dishonest to pay their

entrance fees, it is a grim joke to refuse to asso-

ciate with any class of riders on account of their

poverty. The fact is, no such consideration ought

to be tolerated for a moment. When a man
mounts his bicycle in a race, we want to know

him as an honest sportsman, nothing more, noth-

ing less.- But, says the querist, we want to know
him as a man of character and as a gentleman. Yery

well. Will you show us how accepting a prize in

silver coin instead of silver cups will militate

against this desideratum ? Fix your ideal of a

cyclist as high as you please, and yet he would be

able to flourish and grow without the distinction.

But we must confess that to attain this ideal the

process is a little curious. On Tyneside, for

instance, the elevating of the ideal cyclist has had

this effect : it has struck out of the ranks only

one man, and that man one of the most straight-

forward and honest riders that ever sat on a

machine, and it has left untouched a score of

men, at least, who by every moral rule and by

every principle of honor and of true sport were

never fit to be on the same track with R. H.

English. You say, but we could not get hold of

the score, and we could get hold of the one.

Just so, and that very inability to touch great

numbers and to strike only at the few, is the

measure of the condemnation of the policy you

are pursuing. Has it not been pointed out all

along that it is a useless and hopeless struggle ?

The members of the Council who voted in such

compact majorities the other night doubtless

thought the purity of the sport was going to be

secured because of the score of suspensions which

have taken place. Why, one per cent, of the men
who are spurious amateurs are not interfered

with. You have put out the men whom a few

months ago you decorated with Union medals,

and the onlv effects not produced are those you

sought to bring about.

It will be exceedingly interesting to observe

how much improved will be the state of ama-

teurism when the genuine triers are sent about

their business, and it will also be interesting to

note how quickly the makers will fill up the gaps-

It will be curious to notice the kind of "genuine

article " which is to be left to uphold the noble

standard of amateurism, and to see how the

crowds will rush to next year's championships to

see the " salt of the earth " compete. It is a little

unfortunate that a resolution to compel thousands

of the genuine ones to pay their honest debts had

to be passed by the Council, but he is a poor

member of the Union if he cannot swallow a

bushel of inconsistencies in defense of the great

principle that a gold sovereign is immoral and a

gold medal moral.

'Tis a glorious work, deny it who can.

The work of a Cyclists' Union man.

— Wheeling.

SENSE vs. NONSENSE.

The Cycle says :
" Wheeling in England and

the World in America have started on a campaign

against the amateur law. They have undertaken

a hopeless task. The drift of public opinion is

setting toward, rather than away from, this law."

If Cycle's editor will examine our April number, he

will find that the American Wheelman, in an article

headed " Does Labor Dishonor ? " denounced the

amateur law as rotfen and superfluous. Since then

we have had no cause to change our opinion.

Originated when the " gentleman " was con-

taminated by association with the trader, the rule

still lives among two nations of traders; its

original idea a thing of the past ; its usefulness, if

it ever had any, gone; a monument of conserva-

tism and the delight of cads. It is, and conse-

quently must be right. No one knows better

than the editor of the Cycle that this rule is a

farce. It does not sejiarate the man who races

for gain from the man who races for honor, as its

friends claim. Who among the amateurs would

spend time and money racing, were a laurel wreath

the prize ? Try a tournament with ribbons for

prizes, and see what success you will have.

Again, why are the ninety and nine who do not

race to be bound by a rule affecting only the few

who do ? Truly, there is sense in that ! Because

a man has at some period in the course of his life

violated this iron-clad law, he is barred from club

life, from the protection of the League, from the

use of our hotels and our advantages. He is an

outcast and a pariah. Bah ! Down with a law

which involves such absurdities ! Down with a

rule so foreign to freedom ! Give us good, sound,

common sense, and the liberty as sportsmen

which we enjoy as citizens.

—

American Wheelman.
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FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.
^11 IS time last month, when I

should have been writing to

you, I was touring in Irc-

f^JvTj land, and therefore unable to

'i'Cx^s say anything about British

i."' .' cycling. Ireland, is, cer-

tainly, part of the British

Isles, but it is geographically and cyclo-politically

separated from England, Wales, and Scotland.

The National Cyclists' Union has no foothold on

Krin's seil, but matters cycular are ruled by the

Irish Cyclists' Association in Dublin, on a plan

analogous to that of the N. C. U., the rules, con-

stitution, and policy of tiie N. C. U. being, in fact,

the pattern upon which the I. C. A. bases its

doings. A cordial understanding exists between

the two bodies, and so long as the I. C. A. con-

tinues to manage cycling in Ireland with the

ability which it at present displays there will not

be any occasion for the N. C. U. attempting to put

an end to Hibernian home-rule in wheel matters.

The tour upon which I was engaged was a mon-

ster tour organized con amove by R. J. Mecredy,

the Irish champion and twenty-five miles tricycle

champion of England. A party of about thirty

riders, accompanied for portions of the way by

numerous others, went from Dublin to Killarney,

and back by another route, visiting some of the

loveliest of Ireland's many beautiful spots, and en-

joying a right royal time of it for just a fortnight.

The tour is destined to become an annual one, the

four riders from London who joined the Irishmen

being particularly gratified by the outing.

Coming back to England, I found that the

wheel world here had been rolling on in its accus-

tomed groove. Racing has gradually given place

to autumn touring, and now the 24 hours craze is in

full swing with its accustomed autumnal severity.

The last of the path championships has been

run, and any t-esuine of results would now be as

ancient history. On the whole, the results show

that Furnivall is our best man for speed, and

Fenlon for distance, this year. Gatehouse was

not ripe at the dates of the championships, but

since his defeat in the 25 miles tricycle race

—

which he is said to have felt very keenly—he

has been doing a lot of strict training, and

accomplished the really wonderful feat of riding

twenty miles under an hour on a tricycle, proving

himself undoubtedly the best man on the path on

a three-wheeler. His list of records from two

miles onward is a very satisfactory one, and will

have the effect of saving us from a horde of puny

little record-breaking feats on the part of medioc-

rities who could have beaten the very poor
" bests " which occupied the record-table anterior

to Gatehouse's marvelous 20-mile ride.

P'urnivall, also, has at last made a record to be

proud of. In an English magazine I chaffed this

young man, some months ago, with being a mere

winner-of-races, and somewhat severely repre-

hended his waiting tactics. IVIiceliiii; took up a

similar cry, and other papers followed suit. As
a result, Furnivall jjut himself into a trainer's

hands, and went against the watch on a path that

suited him, with the result of riding a mile in two

and a half minutes. I have not heard whether

this record has been passed by the N. C. U., but,

whether or no, I hope that Furnivall will repeat

—

and even surpass—his feat at some more public

meeting, so as to place the matter beyond the pale

of adverse criticism. The way in which he has

been victorious against his rivals in races showed

us that he ought to beat the times made by those

rivals ; and now that he has started to do so we

e.xpect even greater things from the man who is

regarded as the fastest cyclist the world has ever

seen—barring II. L. Cortis, who, all are agreed,

would have beaten even modern records had he

ridden modern machines on modern tracks.

London wheelmen are much disturbed regard-

ing the increasing frequency of assaults upon cy-

clists, the police being apparently powerless to

keep order in the outlying suburbs. It is a fre-

quent thing for solitary riders, or small parties, to

be upset or attacked by "roughs," usually under

cover of darkness; and not onlv do the police

usually make themselves conspicuously absent,

but in some cases the officers practically side

with the " hoodlums," as you would call them.

Last week your correspondent had an unpleasant

encounter with some choice specimens of the

genus " rough," one of whom—a tinker—after

battering the rider's face, produced an ugly look-

ing knife, and upon the cyclist exhibiting a re-

volver to deter further violence he was over-

powered by the gang, and but for the interference

for some men who happened along there might

have been a vacancy on your staff. In the result,

the local police-inspector, being friendly to the

ringleader, refused to take the charge of assault,

but locked up the cyclist (until his friends came to

bail him out), on a charge of presenting a loaded

revolver ! When before the court, the case was

dismissed, and a cross-summons was granted

against the rough ; but such is the state of

terrorism inspired in the district by the police in-

capacity that the case has been allowed to drop,

the independent witnesses being afraid to come

forward to give evidence. Several of our daily

papers have commented upon the matter, and the

cyclists in the district are in communication with

the chief of the police, so that it is hoped a stop

may be put to the scandal.

America is credited with being the immediate

cause of our N. C. U. Executive bestirring it-

self to make another attempt at grappling the

makers' amateur difficulty. Engleheart, Oxbor-

row, and Hale are permanently suspended (unless

they clear themselves within a reasonable time)

on suspicion of being employed to ride cycles

;

and other men are expected to be named very

soon. Two others have been suspended for non-

payment of entry fees for races. In these cases,

as was the case in the spring, no public announce-

ment of the names has been made by the Union,

but the officials have sent " privileged " letters to

various parties "in their capacities as members of

the Union " so as to guard themselves against

actions for libel,—a weak-kneed policy which

meets with general condemnation.

The North Road Club's series of open road

races has come to a somewhat unsatisfactory con-

clusion, no very good performances having been

accomplished in either the 100-mile or the 24-

hour race. Good men started in each case, sev-

eral coming down from Liverpool, and the road-

champion of Ireland competing; but the elements

were all against fast riding, a burning hot day and

sandy roads spoiling the times in the 100 miles,

and wet and intensely dark nights reducing the

mileage and conducing to the dangers of the 24

hours. In the former case, E. Hale, on a geared-

up safety bicycle, was first, Adams and Asbury, on

a tandem tricvcle, second, and S. Lee was first of

the single tricyclists. In the 24 hours, G. P. Mills

covered 227 miles on an ordinary bicycle ; T.

Waterhouse, 225; Huntsman, 217; C. W. Brown,

on a safety, 216; and E. I'. Moorhouse with J. \V.

Day, on a tandem tricycle, 207 miles; the longest

distance ridden by a single tricyclist being 190

miles, by T. R. Marriott.

London, .Sept. 10, 1886.

I.ATKR.

With the Kildare and Surrey meetings, our rac-

ing season closed in the middle of September, and
with the falling leaves of autumn the year is rap-

idly dying. Furnivall has left his mark as the

fastest rider of modern times on the path, and is

universally regarded as second only to Cortis. On
the road, G. P. Mills has demonstrated his claim

to the title of the best road rider ever known.

These two men, therefore, Furnivall and Mills, may
be regarded as the cycling heroes of the year.

The topics of the time arc chiefly the suspen-

sion by the Union of many riders, and the rejec-

tion by the Records Committee of sundry claims to

path records. Quite a formidable list of names
was formally presented to the Council of the

Union, at its quarterly meeting last night, com-

prising not only men who had been suspended on
suspicion of infringing the amateur laws but also

a number of suspensions for competing at irregu-

lar meetings, for non-payment of entry fees, and

for furnishing false or misleading information on

entry forms. ' The Executive maintains its policy

of secrecy as far as regards the non-publication of

names (except to members of the Union) but

seems to be acting more determinedly than ever

with respect to men whose conduct on the path is

not all that it should be ; and ere long we hope to

see a few of the most notorious ropers, pistol-

cheaters, and foul riders tackled by our hitherto-

supine Executive.

The decision of the Records Committee, not to

accept the claims put forth by Messrs. Furnivall

and Gatehouse to the mile bicycle and tricycle

records respectively, will come as a surprise, per-

haps, but should result in increased confidence

being placed in the Committee. That Furnivall's

record of 2.30 for the mile should be declared un-

proven seems almost a national misfortune ; but

it appears that the watch used by Mr. Alexander,

the Birmingham gentleman who timed Furnivall

and Gatehouse, was a very inferior instrument,

in fact, a ridiculously rotten affair with no accu-

racy whatever, and the Union consequently had

no resource but to refuse to credit the time given.

I notice that some journals have stated that Mr.

Alexander was a N. C. U. official timekeei)er

;

this was wrong ; he is the official handicapper for

the Midlands, but not an ofticial timekceijcr. Tiie

revelations as to his watch have disgusted London

racing men, who have sarcastically proposed to

organize a subscription for the purpose of pre-

senting him with a new Waterbury watch !

Our road records are attracting the most atten-

tion, nowadays. Path record-breaking has be-

come such a monotonous matter of seconds and

fifths, that it is refreshing to hear of road riders

playing havoc with times and distances which

would last year have been voted impossible. Alf

Fletcher's 251 miles in the day on a single tricycle

has not been touched, yet ; but G. P. Mills has

ridden a bicycle 294^ miles in 24 hours, as well as

beating the 50 miles bicycle record in the fast

time of 2 hours 47 minutes and 36 seconds. Both

these records were made on an Ivel safety bicycle

of the Rover pattern, geared up to 64 ; his many
bicycle record rides having convinced Mills that

the pedal action of his 54-inch ordinary bicycle

A.U'A5\
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was too quick for short records (sic). The same

rider, witli A. J. Wilson on a tandem tricycle, rode

50 miles in 2 hours 46 minutes 3 seconds.

I see in the Bicycling World that somebody has

been asserting that the Ripley Road Club holds

most of the road records. This statement con-

tains about as much truth as an empty pot con-

tains beer, the truth being that at the time that

paragraph was published only three road records

were held by two members of the Ripley Road

Club ; and at the present moment the only claim

to a record (which, by the way has not yet been

passed, as the distance is not guaranteed correct)

from any member of the R. R. C. is that for 50

miles on a single tricycle by S. Lee; with this

solitary exception, n'cry road record is now he]d

by members of the North Road Cycling Club,

namely, Messrs. Mills, Wilson, Fletcher, and

Hale. The road-record breaking season is not

yet over, however, and by this time next month I

expect to be able to send you a complete list of

the road records passed by the Lhiioii.

The growing prevalence of attacks upon cyclists

by roughs (or " hoodlums " as you would term

them) around the outskirts of London, has led to

a petition for increased police protection in cer-

tain specified districts being very extensively

signed and presented to the Chief Commissioner

of police ; in addition to which the habitual night-

riding cyclist very frequently carries a pocket re-

volver for frightening purposes; and the "noble art

of self-defense" is receiving increased attention this

autumn, a well supported club for instruction being

started in connection with the North Road C. C.

The popularity of road races (despite their

technical illegality) was demonstrated very de-

cisively at the Union council meeting last evening,

whereat one eccentric member of the Executive

essayed to move a resolution condemnatory of

road racing ; but so strong was the opposition

from the provincial local centers that it was

announced at a very early period in the debate

that the pro.xy votes would completely throw out

the motion ; so it was withdrawn, much to the

gratification of the bulk of riders present. The
prevailing opinion is that so long as these road

races are carefully organized so as not to pass

through any crowded towns, their technical ille-

gality can very well be winked at by the Union,

as it already is in practice by the police.

The financial loss at the Springfield tournament

is equaled by the deficit of ;^I50 in the Union's

championship accounts; and, in fact, the monetary

aspect of racing seems to have been very unfavor-

able all round, this year. The Racing Cyclists'

Club, of London, has lost a considerable sum of

money over its three meetings, and the Alexandra

Park track proprietor tells me that this has been

a very bad year for him, the International tour-

nament profits having been swallowed up 'oy

losses on other occasions. Next year, things will

probably improve ; the amateur question will be

more settled, and with straightforward riding on

the part of the competitors, the discouragement

of the betting element, and the enforcement of

your American system of fining competitors for

" loafing," the popularity and pecuniary success

of path races will very probably return. Whether
or not this desirable state of things comes about,

the road riding, club touring, and individual ram-

bling features of cycling will undoubtedly continue

to flourish, as they are flourishing with unabated

vigor now. Faed.

London, October 15, 1886.

-^^«^?::r-

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

(YCLERS like myself, who
enjoy more the beauties of a

country road than they do

the exciting certainties or un-

certainties of the race track,

have now with them the sea-

son of their greatest pleasure.

All round us here, the varied

tints that Nature throws over

her forest children at this

season of the year are becoming more and more

apparent. But this state of things will be short-

lived. November, after the first week or so, can-

not be trusted, and gradually the wheels of

Philadelphia riders will cease to revolve, and they

will disappear into the various snuggeries that

our riders here love to consign them to, during

the season of broken weather. We have but few-

enthusiasts who take the opportunity that every

pleasant pet day during winter time presents, for

a spin just to keep in practice. Once the majority

of our wheels go into winter quarters they remain

there, until the " flowers that bloom in the spring,"

you know, tempt the cyclers that blossom in

spring to show their heads in a beautiful row.

Perhaps it is the same want of enterprise, or what-

ever you like to call it, that keeps our cyclers in

this city from doing anything during the off sea-

son to hold the army of " wheel " devotees intact.

We have no entertainments or social events of

any moment during winter to keep alive the in-

terest in the sport which in the breasts of some

of our doughty riders languishes and finally dies

away, by the time that blooming and riding time

comes round again. I hear whisperings, however,

which lead me to believe that there will be a break

this year in the regular programme, and, since the

essay in the matter of a race meeting has proved

successful, that some of our cycling lights will find

their hearts emboldened to try something further,

and see if fun and ducats cannot be induced to

come to the surface of our wheel society during

the winter of '86 and '87.

But I have just referred to the success of the

race meeting lately held here, and which I men-

tioned as being in prospect in my last letter to the

Gazette. Well, then, it came, went, and con-

quered, and Crist, that fast Washington fellow,

came here to it, and saw it, and something else, too,

and conquered somebody, too. And Wilhelm, the

" Star " pacer from Reading, he came and saw

something he wanted in the shape of prizes, and

he conquered, too, and appeared to be well satis-

fied with the track that he had heard so much

about as being likely to unfit him to go starring

any more. The race meeting given under the

auspices of the Association for the Advancement

of Cycling, was a genuine success. All the fuss

over the unfitness of the track for racing came to

nothing; no one was hurt through any fault of the

track, and, as the event proved, some very re-

spectable time could be made on it by those who

knew how to ride. As an instance of the fit-

ness of the track, I may mention the fact that

Crist arrived late ; he missed a train, which caused

him to lose some of the first races, but arriving

late he got on his machine, came to the scratch,

won his races, and made the respectable time

—

for a track that did not pretend to be anything ex-

traordinary,—of 2.53. After the races he said

that the track was the best five-lap one that he

ever raced on. Wilhelm, the Reading man, was

here, too, and declared that he drove his machine

round the much abused turns, just as hard as he

could, and did not find himself the least bit

scarey. Wilhelm is a plucky rider, and was the

only man who had a show with Crist. The suc-

cess of the meeting may be attributed to the fact

that its promoters did not strive, after the fashion

hitherto followed in Philadelphia, to make it a bad

imitation of the meetings held at the great racing

centers like Springfield, or Hartford, or Lynn.

They recognized what their forerunners in the

arranging of our meets here always failed to

recognize, that a meeting with local men, and local

events for its main interests, is the description of

race meet most certain of success in Philadelphia.

And indeed this style of a cycling race meeting is

more certain of success anywhere, and the fact

is becoming slowly recognized. It is right and

proper that a number of large meetings should be

held during the season, but they should, if possi-

ble, be held year after year at some stated point,

or at points where, though the locality might

change, the interest attached to the special meet-

ing would follow it and bring the support neces-

sary to insure success. Take the Derby or the

Oaks, in England, those mammoth horse-racing

meetings, the charm of old associations and

steady interest hangs round them, and makes

them invariably successful. The cycling world

could very well learn a lesson in this direction. If

a few meetings, say like those of Springfield,

Hartford, Lynn, or Roseville, could be made an-

nual features of the cycling year, and if all the

energy and support necessary to make them repre-

sentative affairs could be thrown into them that is

expended by cyclers at large on abortive race

meetings why then we should be making a step in

advance w'hich would be worth something. And
while doing this the local race meeting need not

be lost sight of either, only the disposition to ex-

pend time, monev, and energy in the endeavor to

make it something extraordinary, need not figure

in relation to it to the extent that it has uselessly

figured up to the present. It has taken four years

for us Philadelphians to learn that a local meet

with local racers attended by the people of the

locality, who " go to see the boys race " and tc

have a good time generally, is the proper kind of

a race meeting to have fun out of, and to make a

little money at. The Association found itself a

neat little sum in pocket after the late meeting,

and now in virtue of the success achieved it con-

templates giving several meetings of a like nature

next year, which doubtless it can do to its own

good, and the good of cycling generally. One

feature of the meeting was the club-race idea.

All the local clubs had their championship race,

and the contests called out a great deal of interest,

especially when Harold Lewis, of the Philadel-

phia Club, walked off with his club's champion-

ship, and when Theodore Schaeffer snatched the

Pennsylvania Club's championship from Louis

Hill by about six inches. The Camden Bicycle

Club gave a race meeting last week which was

also a success. Wilhelm, of Reading, Pa., and

f. Powell, J"-, of Sniithvillc, N. J., were the lend-

ing lights, and divided up the honors between

them. Powell is a good Star rider, and is rather

too strong for the Reading fast man on a long

race. The track was in bad condition, however,

and no fast time was made, nothing like the time

which the Association meeting chalked up, and

yet the track which the Association chose, got the

greatest jawing ever heard of prior to the races.
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Now that things turned out so well, another race

meeting is arranged for at the same place on

Thanksgiving day. The Philadelphia Bicycle

Club's new house is nearly completed. It stands

close to Fairmount Park and is a really comfortable

and serviceable cyclers' abode. The basement pos-

sesses every facility for the storage of machines,

while the other three stories of the building are

fitted up with all_the necessaries which gentlemen

of the well known fastidious tastes of our "old

Philadelphias " require. A gymnasium is a

feature of the structure, where—as one of the

fresh boys of two years would say if he were

writing this
—" Ye sons of Philadelphia could

practice up to go out on the road and ride a bit."

Good feeling and co-operation is manifest at

present among our city cycling organizations.

This was very apparent at our late race meeting,

and such a state of affairs should be kept up. The

Association for the Advancement of Cycling can

put in an oar here, and while getting up different

things for the purpose of achieving its aims, it can

link with itself in the good work and with each

other, the cycling fraternities in this proverbial

fraternal city. Much talk of course is going the

rounds in reference to the performances on East

in the racing line, which have indeed been

astonishing. Nobody dares however say that the

limit has been reached yet, beyond which nothing

further can be done. Many a time up to the

present people have imagined that certain feats

could not be e.xcelled, yet we know how a Hen-

dee, a Rowe, or a Whittaker comes along to

upset all calculations as to the stability of "great

records."

One of the most enjoyable events of the season

past was the closing run and supper of the

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, held on Friday even-

ing, Oct. 23. Forty-si.\ of " Pennsy's " members

participated in the event, and out they rolled,

the major portion of them on their wheels to

Wayne, on the Lancaster pike, of pleasant

memories and present delights. The night was

fine, the road good ; cycling companionship never

appeared more enjoyable. Hills were easy where

conversation and good fellowship abounded, and

there was not a man sitting at the great table in

the Bellevue at Wayne on that night, who was not

glad that he happened to be a cycler. This run

was the largest club run ever held by any Phila-

delphia cycling club, and in these days when club

runs are not over much in favor, Captain Rob-

erts may feel well satisfied at turning out such a

respectable number of members. The " sec-

retary-editor " was of course present; he could

not well have begged off. His club most likely

would have sent and hauled him out to Wayne

irrespective of all recognized laws in this country

of freedom of thought and action, if he had

dared to stay away from his old club's gala night.

The great trouble with "Pennsy" always was

that her first president, after he got in with

L. A. W. matters, had too much temptation to

forget his first love, and while always being a lot

of loyal League fellows " Pennsy's " men of

course like to look after " the club." And they

do, too. Soon no doubt we will have to send on

to the Gazette full description of another new

club-house that is to go up in the Quaker city

;

said house to be built by the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club. It is a settled thing now. The ground is

bought and in all probability the building will

soon be commenced. So cycling goes on, and

on, and, like the brook that a celebrated singer of

the present day descants on, it will no doubt "go

on forever."
Chris.

Philadelphia, Oct. 26, 1S86.

P. S.— I do not think that in the communication

to which I send this as a postscript, I trod on

anvbody's toes in reference to a matter on which

I had expressed my sentiments in my October

letter to the Gazette. I thought that the " five-

lap track" fuss was over, until to-day's L. A. W.

Bulletin hauled into light the sentiments of an

unknown. I do not know who the fellow is who

forgot to insert the only word that would have

made his rhyme complete, in one sense of the

word, and who also neglected purposely, perhaps,

to sign his name to the same. It is a good thing

to let people know who you are when you under-

take to size up another fellow who may be a bet-

ter man than yourself. Acting on my own ruling,

then, if the "great unknown" takes any excep-

tion to what is after all not a very hard criticism

on what we will allow is his very readable work,

he will not have much difficulty in locating either

the identity or the whereabouts of Chris.

I.

A rhymer rhymed O such a dear little rhyme,

Which no doubt he just thought was so pretty

That no bard could e'er match it though he gave all his time

To producing another as witty.

But the writer fell short of his coveted mark,

And there died in a snarl what was meant for a bark

;

'Twas no fair and square thrust, but a slab in the dark,

Was this sweet but most mud-mortared ditty.

II.

Now this rhymer he rhymed on a subject that he

Considered so pretty, so pretty,

That he thought that to leave it alone would just be

Such a pity, great pity, great pity.

So he tuned up his pipe with a slight show of art

.\nd launched what he thought was a Vulcan forged dart,

But strange he forgot, though he thought the thing smart,

To sign his great name to the ditty.

III.

'Tis a coward who thinks what his lips fear to say,

And you cannot deny it, deny it

;

Who pokes at the fire that put out yesterday

Mediocrity cannot leave quiet.

And I don't think that if it were you or 'twere I

Who wanted to give to a good man the lie.

That we would be so cool as this rhymer so sly.

And I dare any j/ian to deny it C.

A further P. .S.—Two days later.

I.

Since writing you last it has come to my ears

That the victim of Titwillow's verses,

—

I call the unknown by that name which appears

To fit in with the style he rehearses,

—

Well, since writing you last, I really have heard

That the victim is acting the least bit absurd,

Making little "Don Csesar" an unpleasant word

That an amity spirit reverses.

II.

Some birds as you know sing a very sweet song

And to hear them is pleasure, real pleasure,

And even when sometimes they get a note wrong.

Of sufferance we give them a measure

;

But when in the f.^ce of the gentlest restraint

Or correction, that might emanate from a saint,

They persist in profaning good taste with their plaint,

They fall short of being counted a treasure.

III.

Now suppose a sweet sparrow got singing a song.

Supposing, supposing, supposing.

And somebody whispered quite rightly " that's wrong,"

Still supposing, supposing, supposing.

And this sparrow persisted in singing his fill

Of notes out of tune, would you not think a "pill"

He might make of himself if he tried with a will.

Still supposing, supposing, supposing ?

Chris.

FROM OUR FRENCH CORRESPONDENT.

OONKK than expected, the ama-

teur (|uestion has come to the front

in France, and will be the

center dish for velocipedic

journalism during the winter.

The article in your Septem-

)tr issue brought the subject

prominently before the in-

spirers of the cycling press

in this country, and scarcely

a journal appears without

giving some appreciations on

the question. As your read-

ers know, the amateurs in France are under the

thumb, as it were, of what under English regula-

tions would be regarded as strictly professional

bodies, although it should be mentioned that the

professional status of many club-men is based

upon the fact that they have ridden against a man,

who has ridden against another man who has fin-

ished perhaps a quarter of a mile behind Duncan,

or some other well known professional in a couple

of miles race. There is one club in Paris which

claims to be an amateur organization, but I doubt

whether a single racing member would be re-

garded as an amateur by the N. C. U., so deeply

has the third and fourth generation clause of the

regulations of that body undermined everything

in the shape of ainateurism. It is of no use lock-

ing the stable door after the horse has been stolen,

and the sudden attack of acute amateurism from

which this club suffered, at the beginning of this

year, came too late if they were anxious to retain

the exaggerated standard set up by English theo-

rists. They then passed a resolution by which

members bound theinselves to ride only at meet-

ings approved by the cominittee, who it gees

without saying were thus inade the guardians of

the amateur status of the club. But before this

took place every member, or every racing member,

stood in need of the dispensation of the N. C. U.,

if I understand their regulations rightly, and, of

course, arguing on the assumption that the riders

were within the reach of that organization.

Taking the case of the last year's champion, an

Englishman, who might at any time take it into

his head to race while on his holiday trip in

England, his performances would show perhaps

only a series of club races under the rules of the

most amateur of French clubs, yet come to /ook

at the record of jierhaps his most insignificant op-

ponent and it would be found that this rider had

at some time in his career an idea that he could

thrash some well known professional, and despite

his finishing nowhere, he carried professionalism

into his own club. So difficult was the observ-

ance of the constitution founded on N. C. U. ideas

that a very flexible unwritten law was adopted

under which the members of the soi-disant ama-

teur club do not feel themselves outraged in

knowing that their present champion can be seen

any day (when not training) in the workshops of

a Paris cycle maker. The amateur definition

French cyclists are seeking will have to be a very

wide one or there will be much need of purging

and whitewashing present riders. The amateur

question will be under discussion at the next

meeting of the Southwest Federation of Cycling

clubs, and I am inclined to think they will recom-

mend an amateur status embracing all those

riders who are not actually employed in the cy-

cling manufacture, exhibition and trick riding.

Makers' amateurs, and those who have their
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training or traveling expenses paid, would thus

find themselves in the sacred precincts of French

amateurdom.

The military velocipede won big opinions at the

autumn maneuvers, and the Minister of War ad-

dressing the riders who had taken part in the

operations stated that a troop of cyclists attached

to the headquarters staff in war time ought to ren-

der effective service. The Petil Journal says this

new cavalry eat not, neither do they tire, and being

silent and rapid in their movements are thoroughly

fitted for duties with outpost contingents.

A new cycling publication has reached me from

Bordeau.\. It is a ])ity to throw cold water on a

new enterprise, but if future numbers don't show

a marked improvement on the first, cyclists may

safely leave their interests to the care of the

present Bordeau.x paper.

M. A. De Baroncelli has been appointed chief

consul for France of the C. T. C. ; if any Amer-

ican riders have occasion to look him up while in

France they will be delighted with the attention

he gives to any one requiring road information.

Paris racing has included one or two cham-

pionship meetings in addition to those mentioned

in our last month's issue. The Sport Ve'locipe'dique

Parisien held their meeting at Charenton, where

a surprise turned up in the defeat of M. Sourba-

dere, in the senior championship ; the race over a

course of 8,900 metres falling to M. Lepeigneux,

in i8m. 41s.; M. U. Castillon pulled off the

junior championship in 19m. 40s. over the

same course, while a half distance tricycle race

was won by Sourbadi^re, with the title of cham-

pion. On the 3d of October the C. C. P. ran off

their third long-distance championship over a

road course of 100 kilomfetres (about 62J miles),

but subsequent measurement showed that the

promoters were nearly three miles out in their

reckoning, an unfortunate mistake, Mr. F. De
Civry having obtained permission to ride a tricy-

cle in the race for the purpose of establishing the

100-kilometre tricycle record. The affair was so

miserable a procession that it is lucky it was rid-

den on the high road. M. Cammarstedt won the

championship of the C. C. P. from his competitors,

in 4h. 33m., being followed home by M. Duboc in

4h. 46m., and M. Verchere in 4h. 48m. 50s., the rest

of the starters making winning posts for themselves

at various points of the journey and struggling back

to dine at C baton at different times during the after-

noon. By the way, De Civry on a Marlboro' Club

tricycle sailed away ahead of the bicyclists, who
proved such sorry pace makers that the ex-cham-

pion got his three-wheeler home a quarter of an

hour before the club champion was in sight on

his "bik," the full time of 4h. i8m. 3s. beating

tricycle record by 34 minutes. The error in the

measurement of the course has prevented Mr. De
Civry from asking the Union to accept his per-

formance as a record for the distance.

A very good piece of road work was done the

other day by a French rider who did just over

29^ miles on a Starley & Sutton's "Rover" in ih.

37m., and pocketed a few louis from those who bet

against his doing the distance under ih. 40m.

M. De Beukelaer trained in Paris early this

season with De Civry, and has won the champion-

ship of Belgium, but there must be something

wrong in the time given, for 27m. 34fs. is ri-

diculous for a 6J-mile race.

Yesterday's congress of delegates from the

clubs associated with the Union of France was

not a large gathering in point of numbers: in a

few days we shall know whether wisdom reigned

in the counsels of the few, as there were one or

two good subjects on the agenda paper.

To-day the long-distance championship of

France was run off at Longchamps, the distance

of 100 kilometres being completed by 27 turns

round the Hippodrome and about a mile and a

half additional. Attached to the race was the

title, a bronze objet d'art, given by the Min

ister of War; a gold pin set with brilliants, given

by Baron Seguier and 250 francs in cash; 150

francs formed the second prize, 100 francs the

third, while extra prizes in kind were awarded.

Twenty-three entries were received, but H. O.

Duncan, the 10,000-metres champion of France,

and Lanlan, a crack Southern man, were among
the absentees. For 24 hours prior to the race

a severe storm raged over the north of France,

but the riders having in some cases trav-

eled over 500 miles to take part in the race, it

was determined to bring it off in any weather.

Fortunately the rain stopped an hour before the

start, but the track was very sloppy indeed, and

of course heavy, which, with the great guns it

was blowing for some time after the start, made it

anything but easy work going up one side of the

course. Amongst the sixteen starters were F. De
Civry, ex-champion of France; Charles Terront, a

former long-distance champion
; J. Dubois, the

holder ; P. Me'dinger, the champion of the S. V.

Metropolitan ; Cammarstedt, champion of the

C. C. P. ; Lepeigneux, champion of the S. V.

Parisien ; Wick, of Bordeaux, and one or two

men of local celebrity. The heavy going soon

gave the weak men what for, and at the close of

ten miles the field was considerably thinned. De
Civry appeared trained to perfection and fit for

anything, and Dubois looked a lot better than he

felt, for on his dismounting it was evident that he

had had enough of it. So soon was De Civry's su-

periority apparent that the interest settled on the

fight Terront and Wick made for the closing

twenty-five miles for third place. They clung

closely to each other, and it will be seen from the

following result that they were not very far apart

in the finish :

—

1. De Civry, Paris,

2. Dubois, Paris,

3. Terront, Bayonne,

4. Wick, Bordeaux,

5. Cammarstedt, Paris,

6. Pagis, Paris,

Time, 4h. 3m. o 3-5S.

" 4h. iim. 52 3-5S.

" 4h. 19m. 29 2-5S.

** 4h. 19m. 29 4-5S.

** 4h. 22m. 50S.

" 4h. 35m. i8s.

MM. Coulliboruf, of Tours, Collet, of Paris,

and Girand, of Paris, were the only others who

finished.

Rev. J. H. Watson, a prominent clergyman of

Hartford, Ct., is a very enthusiastic tricycler.

After having ridden his Columbia two-track for

some time he was asked to write something about

cycling, and he rapidly penned the following

unique article :

—

"B's FOR Cleric.\l Bonnets.—Brethren be-

loved! Bicycles befit busy, biblical brain-workers;

bring bounding, blooming buoyancy ; banish bilious-

ness ; baffle bronchitis ; build bones, biceps, brain
;

brew bright blood ; blow balmy breezes before be-

fogged brains ; broaden bigotrv ; bid burdens

begone ; benefit bank-accounts ; bestir besetting

business; brighten barren, bewildering byways.

Benevolent bishops believe bicycles beneficial.

Brother bipeds ! buy bicycles before becoming

bulky, bald-headed, brokeii-winded. He bold ! By

brief battle bravely bestride best-bearing beast."

—

Boston Globe.

GARDEN CITY NOTES.

E are all of us more or less in-

terested in the hare and hounds'

chase that is to come off on

Thanksgiving day, under the

auspices of the Chicago Club.

The run will be to Pullman, and

the start has been set at 10.15

A. M., so the checkers and any so desiring may take

the Illinois Central and see the finishes. Kluge

and Crennan have been selected as hares for the

Chicagos. Bowbeer and Davis will serve in the

same capacity for the Illinois Cyclers, and Har-

mon and Winship for the Owls. The pack

will comprise as many members of the various

clubs as wish to take part in the chase. Indi-

vidual donations will be depended upon for the

medals, I am told.

The rumor that Van Sicklen would again be

seen on the path is entirely without foundation,

I reckon, at least I put it to him straight to-day

and he denied it in toto. He admitted, however,

that he would like to have a dash at the road

records, and thinks he will see what he can do in

this line sometime during the next six months,

probably at Crawfordsville in the spring, when
the G. & J. course will be in fine condition.

Van has always come plumb up to the expected

mark, considering his training opportunities, and

I shall be glad if he can arrange his business

affairs so he can satisfy himself in this particular.

I don't believe that Whittaker's records will be

touched this year. It will soon begin to blow

pretty hard out in this section of the country, and

if any of the Eastern fliers propose to try our

Western roads, I would advise them to get at

them before the Indian summer is gone. I re-

ceived a note from Jack Rogers to-day saying that

the A. C. U. had accepted all of Whit's records,

and if the Columbia, Victor, Rudge, etc., as the

World puts it, propose to make an attempt at

them they will have to pedal quickly, or the roads

will not be in condition. Whitfaker is now in

Crawfordsville and will run for the 20-mile

straightaway road record in a day or two. Nov.

I he made the run in practice in one hour, one

minute, and ten seconds, and yesterday he got 20

seconds under the hour. He wants to do it in

about 59 minutes, and he will, see if he don't.

He has used the same machine, a 51-inch

American Champion, for both training and record

breaking. The machine has cyclometered over

2,500 miles at the speed he rides, and beyond a

badly cut front tire, is all right. He will not race

Ives unless the latter comes somewhere near his

time on the road, but will accommodate Percy

Stone on account of local rivalry.

The Illinois Cyclers are on the move. They

have rented a commodious store on Ogden ave-

nue and Adams street, with an entrance on the

avenue for individuals and on Adams street for

riders accompanied by wheels. They are hus-

tling nowadays for the wherewith to furnish the

new club rooms, and are raffling a silk quilt for

that purpose, and tickets actually sold so far foot

up to something like $150, which added to the

funds in the treasury render an exit from this di-

lemma assured. The regular monthly meeting

which occurs next Tuesday evening will be held

in the new club room.

Chas. E. Gates, who has been making a run

from Western New York to Minneapolis and

representing Recreation the while, passed through

this citv homeward bound, the other day.
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I am somewhat surprised at the attitude the

promateur question has taken among your Kastern

contemporaries. If their opinions arc worth

any consideration at all, it would seem tliat this

type of racer must before a great while cease to

exist I have many times said and I always will

say that I am sorry that the experiment has turned

out a failure, because it will simply lose us any

opportunity whatever of cultivating fast men.

The promateur forced into the professional ranks

and classed absolutely as such, will retire, and

why should he not .' What has he to look for-

ward to in that capacity.' A living, perhaps, if he

is in luck and great luck too, but no more, while

his reputation as long as the amateur rule is in

vogue will suffer, and as a sensitive man he will

dress in citizens' clothes forever and aye, rather

than allow the blush of shame to touch his cheek.

I believe that a wrong view generally has been

taken of this situation, but one against so many

is bound to be crushed by the throng, and I am in

a mood to wait the outcome of events, and shall

look to the future to demonstrate the justice and

honesty of the cause.

A rule which allows a well-bred, blue-blooded

lover of the turf to be socially considered among

the first gentlemen of the land, while he openly

rides a horse, for a purse; a rule which will allow

a gentleman like Commodore Center, of New
York, to steer his yacht to victory for a money

consideration, and still be a member of the Citi-

zens Club, as he is, that is the kind of a rule we

want, and I say bah to that idiotic conglomera-

tion of nonsense, called in this country the N. A.

A. A. A. amateur rule. " VER.'iX."

Chicago, Nov. 3, 1886.

A MATHEMATICAL CALCULATION,

A mathematical calculation has shown that if

the muscles of a racing man were relatively as

strong as those of a flea he could do a mile in one

minute.— IV/uelmcn's Gazette.

Pshaw! that's no comparison at all. Now, if

the .Springfield flea had the jawbone of the Cin-

cinnati mosquito, and should fall ujjon the neck

of the racing man, he, the party of the second

part, would fly.

—

Americau Sportsman.

Or, if the Springfield flea with the Cincinnati

jawbone had the sting of the Lynn Bee, the

Amerieait IV/ieelmait would not be safe on his

Wheel until the awful creature had been driven

from this lueyeliiig IVorld by some brave Cyelist

and Athlete mounted on his Cyete, who would dis-

patch him by putting a Biillet-iu him.—Z. A. IV.

Bulletin.

The brethren are getting away from the origi-

nal proposition. If the muscles of the racing

man were relatively as strong as those of a flea he

would spin so fast that a Sportsman couldn't

possibly put a Bullet-in him, and there would be

nothing but a blue streak to Gazette.

We sincerely hope some kind English soul will

conduct Mr. Hillier—the champion of all dis-

tances for 18S1, we mean—to a padded cell and

there gently break to him the story of Rhodes's

hour ride. There is no telling what effect the an-

nouncement will have on a person suffering from

Mr. Hillier's disease, and it is best that every pre-

caution be taken, as the patient is liable to harm

himself. We are curious to know in what manner

and in what direction, Mr. Hillier's paro.xysms

will manifest themselves.— The Wheel.

ODDS AND ENDS.

ELL, the season is about at

an end ; a long and in-

teresting one it has been.

The sport, in some re-

spects, has assumed a

different phase, caused

by the natural evolution

of things. The windy semi-winter month of No-

vember has set in, with the beastly weather so

prevalent at this season of the year.

The scorchers are busily engaged in ascertain-

ing the true value of their pots, disposing thereof

as soon as the obliging uncle comes to terms, and

ruminating on their chances for next season

;

whether to respectably retire and thus be saved

from the inglorious defeats likely to be received

at the instigation of the younger and faster blood

constantly developing, with a necessary scarcity

of funds, or to again appear on the track, trusting

for a continuance of that luck heretofore attend-

ing. A man's announcing that he is about to re-

tire from racing, necessitated by business inter-

ests, or any other reason, just at a time when new

lights are springing up like mushrooms all over

the country, ready and willing to battle hard with

the war-stained veterans for ducats or a name, is

apt to have a bad effect on the retirer's reputa-

tion, and various rumors, reflecting on his courage

and racing qualifications, are immediately created

and industriously circulated, till every one is

aware that the gentleman will not appear on the

track hereafter, merely because he is afraid to

meet some speedy fliers developing in some far-

away nook. It is a fact that many of our leading

racing men would have deserted the cinder many
months ago, were they not afraid to face the pub-

lic sentiment. Public commendation is most

necessary to the development and success of an

ambitious racing man, and with its loss

goes much of his spirit and speed. Here,

in the metropolis, we are not blessed with a su-

perabundance of scorchers, but those we have

are locally well fitted to represent us on the path.

Rowes and Hendees are as scarce here as any-

where, but good, sound, young material we have

in great quantity, and were our respected official

handicapper to watch the speeders that daily

jiedal on the drives, his frame would quiver with

feeling.

The clubs are preparing for the season of

gayety, commencing annually on the first of No-

vember. Bottles of ginger and other medicinal

licpiids are arriving in huge lots, but it is almost

possible that the supply will be inadequate to the

demand, as the cyclers of this town are fond

—

quite fond—of temperance and other drinks.

Last winter a great amount of the stock on hand

disappeared so rapidly that the suspicions of the

treasurers were aroused, but their inquiries as to

the whereabouts of the same elicited no informa-

tion. Only one suggestion was hazarded by a

member, a young man innocently telling the pow-

ers that the rats must have made off with the

stuff. .\ny one who can shed the least ray of

light on the mysterious occurrence, will be re-

warded with an order for an L. A. W. suit, guar-

anteed to arrive in six months, on communicating

with the proper parties. Winter will, of course,

put an end to racing until the thawing-out in the

spring, but as far as road riding is concerned, why,

bless you, there are dozens of wagers now up, that

certain riders will increase the number of miles

registered on their cyclometers by ten daily, not

in the strict privacy of an apartment, by revolving

the wheel with the hand, but by actual road rid-

ing. A cycler wrapped up in a great coat, seal-

skin caj), gloves, etc., is said to i)rcsent a most

imposing ajjpearance. In connection with winter

riding, while in conversation with the club ])er-

verter the other evening, he asked if I had ever

heard the story of Jim Slote's disap])earance last

winter. I had not, and he then related as follows:

" Well, Jim Slote was a good fellow, even though

you didn't know him. It was a February night,

and Jim, in company with myself and a few

others, was spending the night at the club. The

wind was howling outside, and the snow falling at

a blinding rate. All were warming up at the

stove, and thanking goodness that they were not

out in the storm. But little conversation was in

l)rogress, and Jim particularly seemed to be in deep

meditation. At last he spoke. ' Say, boys, will

some of you take a five-mile ride up the Boulevard

with me, just to say we did it, you know ?
' 'Good

gracious, no! ' shouted the crowd in unison, and

then followed numerous instances of persons

freezing to death, in order to dissuade him from

taking the mad ride, but they had no effect o\\

Jimmy Slote, and in five mjnutes he was ready to

start on the fatal trip alone. Good-byes were

said, copious tears shed and then bottled in mem-

ory of James Slote, deceased, and then he started

off. As soon as we were comfortable inside, just

to assuage our grief, we opened up the remaining

bottles. ' But what became of Jim .'
' you say.

Well, when he reached the corner he concluded

to turn back, and returned just as we emptied the

last bottle. He was so angry that the fellows

had not saved him a trifle, that he gathered up

his effects, immediately got out, and has not been

seen since. That's how he disappeared. See .'
"'

It is exceeding strange that in a city with so

large a cycle population as New York, such a

comparative few enjoy the pleasures of club life.

A close estimate of the number of wheelmen that

flourish and enthuse in this city is fifteen hundred,

yet the membership of all the clubs combined

does not aggregate over two hundred and fifty

men. I hear that many refrain from joining

merely on account of the size of the dues and

assessments, but were the amounts reduced the

running expenses of the different clubs would

hardly be met. The Ixion Bicycle Club, for in-

stance, has an initiation fee of ten dollars ;
yearly

dues, twenty-five dollars. Several smaller clubs

are distributed throughout the city, whose reputa-

tion for sociability is of the best, and whose rates

are proportionately less than the club's quoted.

Unless one has the disposition of a Karl Kron, a

run in company with several others is productive

of more genuine enjoyment than a solitary trip

with no companion, unless the wheel. Cyclers

are certainly shown more respect when traveling

in a body than singly. He who has once tasted

the joys of wheeling as a club member, would not

desert to join the ranks of the unattached for

many times the dues. An evening at the club

during the winter season serves to keep thoughts

of wheel in mind, and offers the ojiportunity for

the planning of numberless ])leasant trips, that

under other circumstances would never have

taken place. Certainly a daily paper of the cir-

culation and standing of the New York World

would not have given publicity to the sport from

a wheelman's point of view, were there no attract-

ive club-houses to illustrate and interest its read-

ers. A forcible illustration of the power of num-
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bers was offered a short time ago in the St. Louis

illuminated lantern parade, of which Harper's

Weekly had a full page drawing and complete de-

scription. A consummation devoutly to be wished

is that the unattached riders of succeeding genera-

tions v^ill do more in assisting to advance cycling

interests, of which the club-men are now laying

the foundation, than are the unattached of this

forward age.

The members of the Bible class were asked last

Sabbath what 13. C. signified. Only one young

man had any idea on the matter, and he thought

it was merely an abbreviation of "before cycling."

Those possessed of a smattering of law con-

tinue to quote Blackstone, orate on the constitu-

tion, and evoke the aid of the spirit of Solomon,

all caused by the dreadful trio of park commis-

sioners, who are so prejudiced against the frater-

nity that they refuse, absolutely refuse, to throw

open the park, including the menagerie, to wheel-

men, on being petitioned so to do. To hear the

quibble that is generally in progress on this much

hackneyed question, would lead a common-sensed

person to believe that cyclers are a body of pros-

pective lawyers. But as far as action goes, a

calm, quiet stillness pervades the air. Singularly

enough, there are many always ready to discourse

the grievance, but none with the spirit or inclina-

tion to propose a more aggressive policy than the

one at present pursued. In the opinion of the

commissioners, wheelmen must be kept in their

proper places, be taught to send up jiraise for the

privileges now enjoyed, and regard the horseman

as they would an Italian nobleman—a superior

being.

Editor Ducker, in the lasi issue of the Ga-

zette, declares for the promateur, and opines that

the class has come to stay till far in the future, or

till some better plan is suggested than his own.

The opinion is certainly erroneous. The tide has

turned in favor of the old condition of things-^two

classes, the rigidly pure, unassailable, necessarily

wealthy amateur, and the out-and-out professional.

The feeling entertained for the class- in question

by the promateurs and manufacturers themselves

was given publicity when Rowe and Hendee, the

leading lights, withdrew to recruit the professional

ranks. The only prominent promateurs left in

the field are the members of Overman's team

—

Ives, Stone, and Rhodes. Now that the Pope
riders have set the example, these men will cer-

tainly follow, as by competing professionally they

would have as much chance to put new records

to the credit of the machine they are hired to ride,

as by remaining in their present condition, and

would also have the opportunity of contesting

with, and winning laurels from, other fast men,

which opportunity they will not have as proma-

teurs, for certain it is that the managers of next

year's tournaments, profiting by the dull thud

with which this season's promateur racing fell flat,

will have their programmes consist wholly of pro-

fessional and amateur events. It has been known
since the conclusion of the first race meeting, who
the superior promateur was, as also second, third,

and so on through the entire list. The racing has

been interesting only because of the fast time

generally made; the result of each race could be

foretold with accuracy before the start, and every

contest flavored of hippodrome. Our track as-

sociations are not working for glory, but for hard,

cold cash ; they realize the fact that promateur

racing was unsuccessful in every sense, principally

in failing to interest the public. Next year will

see a totally different state of things. Every man

on the path will pose either as an innocent, self-

supporting amateur, or a brazen, money-making

professional.

An evil that prevailed at all the large tourna-

ments, and which should by all means be sup-

pressed in the future, was the betting fever, ruling

to a more marked extent than during any other

year. Although all was done on the quiet, many

shekels were reaped in by different parties. In

some cases the methods for drawing the coin from

the pockets of the horny-handed, artless ruralist,

were thoroughly systematized. One of the plans

was operated about as follows : Gentleman of

great experience approaches pleased rural visitor,

and in the course of conversation predicts the

winner of some event
;
generally Rowe in a pro-

mateur contest. Rowe wins as usual, and the

gentleman's reputation as a judge is established

in the mind of the rural visitor. He sees the gen-

tleman again shortly and this time the latter

selects a most improbable winner in a race of an-

other class ; he relates stories of his prowess, and

is thoroughly enthusiastic over his chances of win-

ning the race ; then gentleman number two arrives,

and on learning from gentleman number one that he

favors the improbable man, offers to bet that the

latter doesn't win, and puts his money on the

field. But the first gentleman seems thoroughly

satisfied with his choice, and advises the ruralist

to also put up his money on the improbable man.

It is unnecessary to state that both gentlemen are

closely related in a business sense. This is but

one of the plans operated and they all succeeded

nobly. "Crayon."

KO-KO'S RULING.

The State of Pennsylvania just at present

seems to be the field for fights among League

members. Well, according to the following com-

munication to the Bulletin, Mr. George D. Gideon

does not rest easy under the League guillotine.

We reprint it in full, as a trifle interesting:

—

"Editor L. A. W. Bulletin :—
" In the last issue of the Bulletin your Majesty

has graciously considered it desirable to comment

somewhat severely upon the letter of warning to

out-of-town cyclers, and the stand taken by the

writer, from which he is happy to acknowledge

"he is too proud to recede." The "active pro-

moters" of the A. A. C. races, to whom I have

had the honor to be indebted for my past position

as Chairman, the which, you will doubtless recall,

I at first positively refused to accept and only

finally accepted conditionally at your own urgent

solicitation, cannot, in my opinion, be trusted to

judge of either a safe track or the interests of the

racing division, if the track selected for these

races may be considered a sample of their views

in that line. Your Majesty has admitted that

your experience of race tracks has been confined

to the view from the judges' stand. The present

Chief Consul would be excellent as the judge of

a hill-climbing match, and not one of either the

Committee or the Board of Directors has ever (as

far as I am aware) mounted a racing bicycle in

earnest in his life. How, then, can they judge of

what is right and fair to racers .' Against them

every racing man in this city who has an opinion

of his own to which he can hold for 24 consecu-

tive hours has expressed either an utter condem-

nation of the track or a much qualified opinion

that if certain things were done the track "might

do" for bicycles, while even the Committee them-

selves state that the track is unsafe for tricycles.

"Might do" tracks are very well for racing men
to decide for themselves upon, but it does not

seem to me fair for any body of men, knowing

nothing of racing themselves, to ask riders to

compete in races on a " might do " track, risking

their necks for a chance of filling the depleted

treasury of any association.

"Your Lordship displays unusual brilliancy

when, fairer argument failing, you descend to my
personal racing affairs—almost as brilliant as de-

capitating an official for stating his honest views.

I fail to see what any race or races I may have

ridden in halls or rinks, or on poor or good tracks,

may have to do with the question of an associ-

ation inviting riders to compete on an inferior

track; however, my fastest mile record to which

you refer was made on a track on which the turns

were imperceptible to the rider, and the time

made (2.48) would have been exceedingly unsafe

on the track to which your mistaken reference is

made, in proof of which kindly refer to the re-

ports of the August meeting at Millville, where

out of 21 entries, seven riders fell, and fell hard, too,

as I know from experience, although the fastest

mile of that day was made in 2.51^. Moreover,

even if the sharpest corner at Millville is as

sharp (which, having ridden on both, I am in-

clined to doubt) as on the West Philadelphia

track the grade at Millville rises to the sharp turn,

instead of a sharp descent to it, as on the other,

which has also three turns which are sharp, in-

stead of one, as at Millville.

" Is this, then, a track on which any honest, fair-

play loving cycler of Philadelphia could invite

competitors from other cities to race with him?

What a reputation he would get up for himself as

a trickster if he did. I had far rather believe,

your Majesty, that the rest of the Board are as

ignorant in the matter as yourself than to think

that they would knowingly do this, but it does

seem as if the necessity of raising a few mighty

dollars had turned their heads.

" Should the races be brought to a successful ter-

mination without serious accident no one will be

better satisfied than myself, but my experience

teaches me that such a happy result can only be

through a combination of great good luck, skill,

and careful riding, and the possible money to be

made out of it does not seem to me to be worth

the risk. Enough of my friends have expressed

their confidence in the correctness of my position

to make me careless of other opinion, and I,

therefore, make my little three bows, accepting,

with thanks, the decapitation. Very truly,

" George D. Gideon,

"Ex- {thank goodness) Chair''n State Racing Board"

Whenever My Lord Lacy Ilillier omits to abuse

American wheelmen and wheeling, the Bicycle

N't-ius lacks flavor. Probably it is for the sake of

supplying this seasoning that Hacy Lillier doubts

American records, derides American riders, re-

flects on American amatcurdom, and makes

charges of deception as to the value of American

prizes. Fortunately for the good name and fair

fame of the cycling fraternity, Lilly Hacier is

alone in his work. He will continue butting his

head against the wall in solitude, and encourage

himself in his occupation by imagining he is

breaking it down. But the wall will stand long

after Hilly Lacier's head will have ceased to do

service as a battering ram.

—

Bicycle South.
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THE KIRKPATRICK SADDLE.

This saddle aims at the health and comfort of the rider. It

has springs at botli ends, and is self-adjusting in width, the
long cut allowing it to yield to the shape of the rider and re-

moving pressure from the perinxum. Give make of machine.

Price S6. Given for 24 subscribers, or 12 subscribers and

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.

Can be read from
the saddle. Registers
to 1000 miles and then
returns to zero. Less
than 20 oz. in weight.
Give size and make
of wheel.

Price $10,
$5.

Given for 40 subscribers, or 20 subscribers and

THE BROOKS IDEAL
CYCLOMETER.

This iii'striiment is specially designed
to meet the demand for a strictly first-

class Cyclometer at a moderate cost,

and is offered with full confidence that

it will supply a long-felt want. Weighs
10 ounces, and is provided with raw-
hide bearings to prevent rattle and
wear. The dial, which is the si/.e of an
ordinary watch-dinl, records miles and
tentlis to 1000 before repeating; reading;

up to 10 miles by means of the small
stationary pointer, and lo miles for

every space moved over by tlie hand.

Price §5. (iiven for IH subscribers,

or for 10 subscribers and $2.50.

BICYCLIST'S BELT.

Made from fine worsted or coiiou webbing, with extra fine

trimming. Si/.es from 27 to 32 inches.

Price 50c. Given for 2 subscribers.

STANDARD CYCLOMETER.
< )m- (.f ilu- I)L-st cyclonu-lcrs ni tlu-

market. With each instrument the

manufacturers furnisli a certificate

(ff accuracy. The action is positive

and continuous; the dial can l>e read
from the saddle; it can be used with
or without a hub lamp. .-\ iamj)
attaclmient is sent wirh each cyclom-
eter. In ordering, give size and
make of wheel, size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub
shoulders inside.

Price $10. Given for 35 sub-
scribers, or 20 subscribers and
$3.50.

COW-HORN HANDLE-BARS.

The handsomest, strongest, and best bars in the market.
Complete, with brake-lever and bracket, all nicely nickeled.

Price $4.50. Given for 18 subscribers, or 10 subscribers
and $2.

FLAG-STAFF.
Arranged so thai the flag

I Ml be put at any angle to the
i.iff. Used by the principal

bicycle clubs of the United
States. Kor a meet, parade,
or drill, it makes a very pleas-

ing effect in the line.

Price— Flag-staff with clamp
to fit any handle-bar, nickel-

plated. ^4. Given for 16
subscribers.

Silk flag, with appropriate

lettering on both sides, in any
color of silk, with gold or silk

fringe, $8. Given for U2 sub-

scribers or 10 subscribers and
«4.

CHALLENGE
WALL-BRACKET.

This device will hold one bicycle only,

and must be fastened to a wall or post. It

holds a bicycle of any size very securely at

any angle to the support, and drops out of

the way when not m use, as shown in llie

side cut.

Price $2. Given for 8 subscribers, or (

subscribers and $1.

The greatest convenience
for traveling wheelmen. Can
be applied in an instant, is

convenient to carry, always

ready, and does not need heat

to make it hold.

Price 25c. per roll. Given
for 2 subsctibers.
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RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER.

A charming book of poems, by Chris Wheeler; 154pp., 4to.

,

printed on lieavv plate paper; bound in full cloth, stamped in

ink and gold, wi'th gilt edges. A charming book for presenta-

tion to your friends, or for Christmas.

Price S'2. Given for 6 subscribers, or 3 subscribers and $1.

POCKET DRINKING-
CUP.

Folds together and goes in

a handsome nickeled watch-
case. Weighs only i ounce.

Price 50c. Given for 2
subscribers.

z. & s.

HOSE SUPPORTERS.
These excel all others for comfort and

ease. The supporters pass over the slioul-

ders and down each leg, as sliown in the

cut. They can be worn under the flannel

shirt, are easily adjusted, and have no
bands to chafe or stop circulation.

Price 65c. per pair. Given for 2 sub-

scribers.

BUFFALO HOME TRAINER.
This machine affords an in-

valuable means of exercise, its

systematic use promoting the

health and strength of the en-

lire system, by increasing res-

piration, quickening circula-

tion, and developing the vol-

untary muscles. It is an in-

dispensable adjunct to gym-
nasiums, and forms a very
attractive feature in bicycle

club rooms, affording mem-
bers opportunities for train-

ing, time races, etc. It is also

exactly suited for home use.

The scale for regulating the

degree of resistance to be over-

come, and the alarm cyclome-
ter for measuring the amount
of work done at any given re-

sistance, admit of graded exer-

cise, capable of modification to

suit the strength of every user,

without danger of over-exer-
tion. For the use of racing
men it is indispensable, afford-

ing the same exercise as the
bicycle, and enabling them to

pursue a regular and svstem-
atic course of training during
all seasons and all weatheis.
As a means of practicing quick
pedaling and spurting it is

unequaled.

Price §30. Given for 100
subscribers, or 50 subscribers

and S15, or 30 subscribers

and $20.

TELESCOPIC TOOL-BAG.
Made of superior

leather, and fin-

ished with strong
brass clasps.

Price $1.50.—
Given for 6 sub-
scribers.

Z. 8c S.

STAR STEP.
Will fit any Star; is an

absolute necessity to every
Star rider; gives a broad,

firm foothold; enables the

learner to readily master
the mount. Weighs only

5 ounces. With this step

the Star can be mounted
in the dark with no danger
of slipping. Try one and
be convinced.

Price $1. Given for 4
subscribers.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.
One of the leading cycling journals in the United States.

Weekly.

Price §1 per year. Given for 4 subscribers.

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.

Mide ( ( 1 II 1 or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle

Shoe made.

Price S4 per pair. Given for 16 subscribers, or 8 subscrib-

ers and §2.

z. & s.

TOOL- BAG.
This tool-bag, improved last sea-

son, was the first of its kind on the

market. It has merit. Most ar-

ticles that are imitated have. The
price has been reduced, the bag
made narrower, with more space
inside, and the quality, strength,

and finish have been improved.

Price by mail. $1.60. Given
for 6 subscribers.

BICYCLE STAND
AND

CAMP STOOL.
Can be used as a stand, converted

into a stool, used for cleaning, or folded
into small space : adjustable to any size

bicycle. Weight 55 pounds.

Price §2. Given for S subscribers,

or 4 subscribers and $1.

THE STAR ADVOCATE.
An 8-page monthly devoted to the interests of the Star

wheel.

Price 50c. per year. Given for 2 subscribers.

EXCELSIOR
CYCLOMETER.

Always to be relied upon.
Registers the fractions, and
up to and including 100 miles.

Is easily read, and not liable

to gel out of order.

Price $6. Given for 24
subscribers, or 12 subscrib-
ers and $3.

BICYCLE LEGGINS.
Button fastening. Made of the best

dark brown canvas, muslin-lined; 17

inches high, inside measure ; men's
sizes 6 to 10, boys i to 6. The use of

leggins for cycle wear is rapidly in-

creasing, especially for business men
who often wish to ride when it is not
convenient to change their ordinary

clothmg.

Price $1.50. Given for 5 subscrib-

STAR TOURING BAG

Handy and useful to carr>' books, papers, writing materials,

lunch, etc., when using the wheel for business, or for holding

all clothing and tools necessary for an extended tour.

Price, No. i, canvas, 9x9x3 inches, $4; given for 12 sub-

scribers. No. 2, leather, 9x6x3 inches, $5; given for 16 sub-

scribers. No. 3, leather, 9x9x3 inches, §6; given for 20
subscribers.

LAMSON'S
LUGGAGE

CARRIER.

The most useful of all

attachments for bicvc

Price $1. Given for 4

subscribers.

A weekly jounial of cycling. Illustrations and descriptions

of new wheels, etc., made a prominent feature.

Price $2 per year. Given for 8 subscribers.

BUFFALO TOOL-BAG.

H.uid-ni.ulf.hcst

material, new de-

sign; the smallest,

neatest, and hand-
iest. Tools cannot
rattle.

Price $2. Given
for 8 subscribers.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER
Fastened to one of

the spokes by two
screws. Operated by
a positive action, not
dependent on gravity.

Nickel -plated, abso-

lutely water -proof,

noiseless, and weighs
only 2 ounces.

Price §5. Given
for 20 subscribers,

or 10 subscribers

and §2.50.

AUTOMATIC BICYCLE LOCK-

For locking bicycles. New, novel, and ele.gant. Applied

instantly, neat, compact, and cheap. Wei.jht 2.V ounces;

length 4 inches.

Price .$1; given for 4 subscribers. Nitkul-platcd, .§1.26;

given for 5 subscribers.
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THE STAR LAMP.
Will stand strong winds and

rough roads witiunit flickering.

Price, japanned, ^5 ; given

for IS subscribers. Nickeled,

^(i.oO ;
given for 'H subscrib-

THE ECLIPSE LAMP.
Noiseless, and warranted inextinguish-

able, being evenly balanced with Shef-
field steel springs. New and improved
spring bolt and catch, so as to be easily

fixed in any machine. Side and back
lights. Fitted with all the latest in)-

provements. All parts riveted.

Price $4.50. Given for 16 subscrib-
ers, or 8 subscribers and $2.

VICTOR
SWING SADDLE.

The leather seat of this saddle, being easily put on and off,

can be taken off at every stop, thus keeping the seat dry, and
also effectually locking:: the machine, as it cannot be ridden
without the saddle. Its construction admits of any desired
tension, leaving little to be desired in a saddle.

Price $6. Given for 24 subscribers, or 12 subscribers and

IDEAL HANDLES.
Kbonite, with large

ball-shaped ends.

Price $1..50 a pair.

Given for 4 subscrib-
ers.

DUPLEX WHISTLE.

Made of brass, nickel - plated : consists of two barrels of
different lengths, producing a discordant sound which can be
heard a long distance. With chain.

Price 60c. Given for 8 subscribers.

PERFECTION HEATER.

For cementing rubber tire; a practical and usefid article for

every wheelman ; saves time, money, and accidents.

Price $1. Given for 4 subscribers.

GOULD SPOKE CYCLOMETER.

Fastened to either side of the machine upon ilii ,;,..;' . i

one of the spokes. Nickel -plated, ij inches in diameter,

weighs only 2 ounces, and is practically dust- and water-proof.

.State size of machine and kind of spokes it is to fit.

Price $4. Given for 16 subscribers, or 8 subscribers and
$2.

THE GEM LAMP.
The cheapest hub lamp in the mar-

ket, fitted with all the latest improve-
ments ; grooved and riveted, and
guaranteed not to come apart with llie

fiercest heat
;

^-inch wind-up burner,

to turn from outside of lamp ; 22-inch

glass, side and back lights; finished in

full nickel.

Price §3. Given for 12 subscrib-

ers, or 6 subscribers and $1.

MINIATURE HANDLE-BARS.

Something new. Every wheelman should have one of these

little handle-bars for watch-chain or pin. Tapered bars, with

ebonite handles, either straight, dropped, or cow-horn, as may
be preferred.

Price, nickeled $1.25, heavy rolled gold $2. Nickeled

given for 6 subscribers ; rolled gold given for 8 subscribers, or

4 subscribers and $1.

IDEAL LAMP.
Will fit all sizes of bicycles,

from 30-inch upwards. Also
adapted for tricycles. Nick-
eled.

Price ^3. Given for 12
subsciibers.

CHALLENGE
LAMP.

Fits any size bicycle

over 30-inch. Nickeled.

Price $3.75. Given
for 15 subscribers.

NEW MCDONNELL
CYCLOMETER.

SUPERB BELL.

Full nickel, superior finish ;

has a continuous chiming
,

sound; highly recommended.

Price {

scrihcrs

The small figur^^s

around the dial rep-

resent hundredths
of miles ; the hand
makes a coniplele

revolution of tlie

dial for each mile

traveled, and the

figures to which the
hand at any time
points show the

fraction of a mile
|

traveled. Radical
changes have been
made this season,

and we offer the

instrument in its

improved form.

Price 1^5 by mail,

(iiven for 20 sub-

scribers.

SOLID COMFORT SADDLE.

The superiority of this saddle consists in the use of a coiled

supporting spring placed behind the seat, secured by a link to

the metal leather support ; the leather is very close to the

backbone, but sufficiently removed to avoid contact, although

considerable vertical movement of the spring is obtained.

Price $3.50. Given for 15 subscribers, or 8 subscribers

and $1.75.

CHALLENGE TOOL-BAG.

Made of fine leather, finished in red morocco color, alligator

pattern, bound ed:.;es, and lined inside ; has two fastenings,

and is conveniently arranged for holding and removing of

tools, as shown above.

Price $1.50. Given for 6 subscribers.

O.W. CO. LAMPS.

Completely provides for holdinc the bicycle cither side up.
It is easy to clean one's machine when inverted on an Acme
stand. Every rider should own one.

Price $3. Given for 8 subscribers, or 4 subscribers and $1.

These lamps liave very deep reflectors : they show a white

light ahead, green licht to .starboard, red light to port, and two
red lights astern. They are made almost wholly with rivets,

and the hub tamps have metal iK-arings to go on the axle, thus
doing away with the screw fenders.

Prices— Head Lamp, enameled. $4.*jO, given for IS sub-

scribers; nickeled. $6. given for 24 subscribers; Hub Lamp,
enameled. $5. given for 20 subscribers ; nickeled, $7, civen

for 28 subscribers.
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WATERBURY
WATCH,

Just what every
wheelman should have;
a good reliable lime-

keeper, not easily brok-
en, and cheap to repair:

in fact, no other watch
should be carried on a

wheel. Inexpensive to

lose, not easily broken
by headers, thieves will

not molest, and takt-n

all together it is a valu-

able addition to tlic

wheelman's outfit.

Price §4. Ciiven for

16 subscribers, or S sub-
scribers and $2.

BOSTON CLUB CAP.

The leading wheel paper of Great Britain. Conducted by
Harry Etheriiigtt>n. Weekly.

Price S2 per year. (liven for 8 subscribers.

THE HARWOOD SAFETY STEP.
DETACHABLE.

Will fit any
machine. No
screw-holes on
backbone.

Price $1.—
Given for 4
subscribers.

L. A. W. UNIFORMS.
Suits furnished for 50 subscribers, or 25 subscribers and

S7.50. Coats for 35 subscribers. Pants for 24 subscribers.

CALL WHISTLE.

A good whistle ; furnished with ring fur attaching to the

watch-chain.

Price 85c. Given for 2 subscribers.

CHIMING BELL.
Nickel double bells and fasten-

ings; 2A inches in diameter : does
not rattle ; sounds two distinct

musical notes. This bell has been
entirely remodeled.

Price $1.50. Given for 6 sub-

scribers.

gj^
BUNDLE

CARRIER.
The Z.& S. Luggage Carrier

is fastened on the backbone or
steering-rod in such a manner
as not to interfere in mount-
ing; also adapted to tricycles.

Give size of backbone and
make of machine.

Price S2. Given for 6 sub-

scribers, or 3 subscribers and

CHAMPION LAMP
Fits any size over 50 - incl

Nickeled.

Price
scribers.

Given for 24 si

THE BICYCLE SOUTH.
Published monthly at New Orleans, La. Miniature bale of

cotton given to new subscribers.

Price 50c. per year. Given for 2 subscribers.

This cap was introduced by the Boston Club, ai.d has be-
come very popular. The visor projecting down shields the
eyes from the sun. Color dark navy blue.

Price $1.75. Given for 6 subscribers.

A CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE.

Ridden, written, and illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth
Robins Pennell. i vol., square 8vo.

Price 50c. Given for 2 subscribers.

THE LILLIBRIDGE SADDLE.

Bifurcated and universally adjustable. Adjustable in height
in front and rear; adjustable in width and length; adjustable
in tension ; adjustable to fit anybody and everybody ; a com-
fortable coasting plate. The only Saddle possessing any of the
above points, except adjustability in tension. Nickeled. Give
make of machine.

Price $5.
.?2.50.

Given for 18 subscribers, or 9 subscribers and

/EOLUS BALL PEDALS.

During the past year these pedals have continued to grow in

favor, their success being due to the feature of automatic
adjustment to the curve of the foot, which is the result of the

square rubber used ; this prevents slipping, and makes the
square rubber pedal as safe as a rat-trap.

Price $10. Given for 40 subscribers, or 20 subscribers

and ^5.

COMPACT
BICYCLE

STAND.

YOUTH'S BELL.

Nickel gong and bronze
fastenings. zi inches in

diameter.

Price 50c.
' subscribers.

Given for 2

TRICYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIER.
A simple, light, and

convenient attachment
for carr\'ing bundles, a
satchel ,or other articles.

Quickly removed or put
in place on the frame in

the rear of the machine.
Made for the Columbia
Two-Track and Three-
Track Tricycles. The
machine for which it is

desired should be spec-
ified in ordering.

Price §2. Given for

S subscribers.

YALE LOCK.
These locks are so well

known that they need no
description. The cut is

the full size of the lock,

which being of bronze
throughout is praciicallj

indestructible. Nickel -

plated.

Price Si .25. Given
for 5 subscribers.

THE NEW YORK WORLD.
The greatest newspaper on this continent. Circulation over

1,400,000 copies per week. Every yearly subscriber to the
weekly edition receives free a History of the United States,

bound in leatheret tree calf, gilt, containing 22 engravings:
this dainty book of 320 duodecimo pages is indispensable to

every one as a work of quick and convenient reference. This
is beyond duubt the greatest offer ever made by any publica-
tion in this or any other country; the premium alone is of
more value than the amount paid.

Price $1 per year. Given for 4 subscribers.

Outing
The gentleman's magazine of sport. It is the best printed

and most superbly illustrated magazine of out-door sports in the

world, while in the literary excellence of its reading matter it is

second to none.

Price S3 per year. Ciiven for 12 subscribers, or 6 subscrib-

ers and Sl*^^*

THE STANDARD BELL.

Nickel gong and fast-

enings: 3^ inches in di-

ameter; absolutely the

loudest bicycle bell in

use.

Price Si" Given for

4 subscribers.

FOOTE'S ANTI-HEADER.

Effective, reliable, simple, light, and cheap. Can be applied

to any bicycle in two minutes. It acts, when in position, by
preventing the forks fiom moving forward faster than the top

of the wheel. When the wheel encounters an obstacle and the

forks attempt to swing forward, they are clamped momentarily

to the rim and cariT the wheel forward and over the obstacle,

if not too large. As it offers no obstruction at aiiy time to the

forward motion of the wheel, if the latter is carried to the top

of the obstacle before the rider passes the center of gravity it

will roll on and he will not fall. It prevents all danger of the

wheel rolling back from under the rider when climbing steep

hills. It steadies the running of a bicycle by preventing all

kicking up of the little wheel.

Price $1.50. Given for 6 subscribers.
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THE SADIRON GHOSTS.

[Written for the Gazette by President Hates.)

CHATTER III.—CoNTiNuiu).

This arrest caused much indignation in the

hotel and village. Several leading citizens at

once tendered bail, among them the landlord of

the hotel. The principal lawyer of the village

called at the hotel within an hour, and volunteered

his services to defend the accused. Having heard

the particulars of the accusation, and Innocente's

statement, he assured her that he had no doubt of

making her innocence appear.

He was a worthy gentleman, but his motives

were not wholly disinterested generosity. First

in his thoughts was the fact that his daughter was

taking music lessons of Miss Kaudry, and it

would not sound well to have the story circulate

that he had been employing a woman of ill repu-

tation in his family. Second, his daughter had

already became warmly attached to Innocente,

and insisted, as soon as she heard of the arrest,

upon her father's defending her teacher, indig-

nantly asserting that the charge was one of the

malicious plots of that detestable Barfell. Third,

Mr. Barfell gave all his business to another law-

yer, who was as full of unscrupulous legal tricks

as Barfell was of malice. ISarfell's lawyer had

more than once given 'Squire Peckham an unfair

fall in the courts by means of sharp ])ractice, and

the 'Squire naturally longed for revenge.

The examination of the accused was fixed for

Monday, the fourth day after the arrest. This

gave time for preparation, which 'Squire Peck-

ham diligently improved. It also gave time for

the formation and e.xpression of public opinion.

Either Innocente had many more friends than

she had supposed, or else Mr. Barfell had many
more enemies than he had counted upon ; for, not-

withstanding the cunning with which he had

made an apparently strong case, the general sen-

timent, and particularly that of all the best peo-

ple of the village, was warmly in favor of the

accused and bitterly against the accuser. He was

roundly denounced, while dozens of people put

themselves out to call upon her, with assurances

of sympathy and support.

Upon being arrested, Innocente was, for a few

moments, almost overwhelmed with astonishment,

indignation, and consternation. But her spirit

rose courageously to meet the emergency. Her
first act, after obtaining bail, was to mail the let-

ter of her father, with a brief note of her own, to

the Rev. Pyroniander Sadiron. Then she had a

long conversation with her lawyer, which so im-

pressed that gentleman that, either from that

cause or with a view to keeping his client out of

the reach of the opposite side, he insisted that

she should remove at once to his house, and stay

there until after the examination. She did so,

and was cordially received and entertained.

Pending the examination, she went about her

usual business; only, by 'Squire Peckham's order,

refusing to make any remark about herself or

" the case."

Naturally these were days and nights of sore

trouble. While she was greatly pleased and en-

couraged by the sympathy and respect tendered

her on every hand, she looked forward to the or-

deal of appearing before the magistrate with the

dismay natural to a young girl. Whatever might

be the outcome, there was the dreadful publicity

of it. To be brought into court as an accused

person—accused of a crime—seemed to her the

lowest depth of humiliation and insult. Then

such a dreadful accusation ! There are charges

which defile, even if they are false ; and this was

of that nature. It seemed to cloud her whole

future life, and set her apart as a wretched woman
who had, at least, been accused and arrested, and

subjected to a public examination, as a thief.

There were inany hours of anguish, during which

she would gladly have annihilated herself, were

such a thing possible. lUit there is no annihila-

tion for such a case. Death does not extinguish

the memory of the public. Besides, death would

be believed to be a confession. She had no

thought of suicide, or of flight, or evasion; but

simply a longing for the impossibility of effacing

herself and her memory, so that it would be as

though such a person had never lived or suffered.

Many times, with strange persistence, her

thoughts wandered to the Rev. Pyromander Sad-

iron. What would he think when he got her

note? What would he do.' It did not seem pos-

sible that he could aid her in anyway; and yet

she felt a strong impression that, if he should

come to her rescue, all would turn out well. It

was no matter how or why. Once or twice she

was struck with the singularity, and possibly the

impropriety, of her interest in and reliance upon

one so utterly unknown ; but it was a feeling

which she could neither account for reasonably,

nor resist.

CHAPTER IV.—The Sahb.vih-Breaker.

This being a " revival season," the Rev. Pyro-

mander .Sadiron preached every day once or twice.

On Thursday he preached but once—in the even-

ing. His mind was a good deal exercised con-

cerning his strange vision of Wednesday evening.

The more he thought of it the stranger it seemed.

And, what was more strange, he could not shake

off its impression. That strange face and form

kept obtruding itself upon his memory. He fan-

cied that something must be ailing his mind, since

he was the subject of a delusion, and since he

could not control his thoughts to keep them from

dwelling upon his delusion.

On Saturday morning he arose apparently a

well man. He carefully noted his appetite, it was

excellent ; his pulse was strong ; his head felt

clear; his spirits were bright; his skin and eyes

showed healthy colors. Still that puzzling de-

lusion would intrude itself. He fancied that he

could almost see the image of the phantasmal

woman either as she coasted down the hill on her

tricycle, or as she stood, all breezy and alive, in

the open door of the church, in the rushing air,

gazing at him.

Saturday afternoon he walked, musing upon his

delusion, to the post-office. The mail stage had

just passed, and there was a large envelope di-

rected to him in a strange hand—he thought a

lady's hand. He sat down in the store, which was

also the post-office, and tore open the envelope.

It contained an unsealed note; also a sealed let-

ter and a legal document. He read the unsealed

note first. It was in the same handwriting as

that on the outer envelope. It ran thus :

—

MiLLF.\LL, Ontario, October 22, 1S85.

Monsieur,— I send you (inclosed) a letter from

my dead father to yours; also my father's will.

I am in great trouble and peril, or I should not

venture to address you. I do not know if I am
right or wrong in sending you these papers, or in

venturing to address you. I catne to Millfall,

found your father dead, and knew not whether I

ought to acquaint you with my disappointment.

If I erred, I suffer a sad punishment. But, now
that I am in sore trouble and peril, I appeal to

you in the name of my dead father and yours, not

knowing where else to turn. If you can come to

my help at once, you may do me the greatest serv-

ice. If you cannot then the good God only can aid

me. If you come, you must be here by Monday
morning. I rely upon your generosity with a

strange but strong confidence.

In.NOCKNIK liAUDRY.

To the Rev. Pvkioia\'DI!R Sadiko.v, Scotten, Ontario.

This note gave the Rev. Pyromander Sadiron

no clue to the writer's trouble. But it moved him

strangely. While he read, the form and the sad

appealing face of his vision rose in his imagina-

tion, and seemed to urge its appeal. He took u|)

the other papers, hoping for a solution of the

mystery. The first was a letter addressed to

" Petronious Sadiron, Millfall, Ontario," in a

strange hand. As he took it in his hand and read

the address, tears stood in his eyes, it brought so

vividly before him the name and memory of his

father. This letter did not inform him as to the

trouble in which his aid was invoked ; but it told

him who Innocente Baudry was, and what claim

she had upon him. The letter seemed to him a

message between two graves. In it the soul of

his father's friend talked with the soul of his

father. It recalled to his memory a picture of the

gay and apparently prosperous French gentle-

man, as he had once seen him in Montreal, in his

boyhood. The daughter he had never seen. The
will gave him no further information; but it im-

pressed him as another link in the chain which

bound him to this unknown woman of' his vision

—

for he was now sure that it was she that he h^d

twice seen as a spirit.

The Rev. Pyromander Sadiron went home,

dressed himself in his bicycle suit, packed a bi-

cycle satchel and strapped it to his machine, put

into his wallet all the money he had in the house,

wrote two or three short notes, informing the

leading church rhembers that he was suddenly

called to Millfall on urgent business, and would

write from there as to when he could return, made
the same statement to the family, mounted his

wheel and rode away. He could not wait for the

stage, which would not jiass that wav until Mon-

day morning.

All the rest of that day, and until late at night,

the Rev. Pyrom.ander Sadiron rode steadily for-

ward on his wheel. He stopped at a village

about fifty miles from Millfall, where he slept

until late on Sunday morning. Then he motnited

again and rode on into Millfall. He was a

preacher ; but this Sunday ride was a work of ne-

cessity and charity, so much so that he could not,

in duty and conscience, delay on account of ap-

pearances. Part of the road on this day was
poor, making his progress slow. Hence he did

not reach Millfall initil late on Sunday evening.

He went directly to the house of a friend. Late

as it was, before he slept his friend had told hiin

the whole story of Innocente, as it was known in

the village.

In the morning he had an interview with 'Squire

Peckham, from whom he learned all additional

particulars, and to whom he imparted some in-

formation over which the lawyer consulted with

him for a long time. Innocente was out when he

called, having gone to give her morning lessons

early, in order to be readv for the examination at
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10 o'clock, being resolved that, if this should

prove to be her last day's work, it should neither

be neglected nor ill done. And this resolute de-

meanor added to the popular feeling in her favor.

CHAPTER v.—The Alibi.

The room in which the examination was held

was crowded with people. Innocente entered

attended by several of the leading ladies of the

village. She was greeted by a subdued murmur

of sympathy. Owen Barfell was received in

general by a cold silence, broken by a few open

hisses. The magistrate, a kindly and courteous

old gentleman, rose from his chair to receive In-

nocente, and handed her to her proper seat with

the formal gallantry of an old English gentle-

man. This action, notwithstanding it was one to

which no one could take exception, nevertheless

said to all present, as plainly as words could have

done, that his sympathies were with the accused,

since he manifested for her the respect due to an

undoubted lady.

While this scene was being enacted, Mr. Bar-

fell's lawyer put on an expression of grave sym-

pathy, as if to say how painful it was to him and

his client to bring such an accusation against a

lady. Indeed, in opening the examination, Sharp

said exactly this; but added that, painful as it

was, they were moved by a compelling sense of

public duty. He perceived, and had impressed

upon Mr. Barfell, that they had an exceedingly un-

popular job on hand ; hence both of them ex-

erted their cunning to carry it through. Mr.

Barfell bowed as respectfully as he could to Inno-

cente when she appeared, and took the witness

stand, when called, with a well simulated air of

reluctance. He swore that, on Wednesday after-

noon, between five and six o'clock, Innocente

Baudry had called at his office; that, after a few

minutes' talk she left; that he immediately dis-

covered that his wallet, containing nearly one

hundred dollars, was missing from his desk where

it had lain during their talk; that he had sus-

pected her because no other person had called

;

and he had obtained a search-warrant to have a

constable search her room in the hotel.

Cross-Examination.—" Did Miss Baudry call

upon you by appointment ?
"

('Squire Peckhaiji put this question carelessly.

It was intended to entrap Barfell, by giving his

malice a chance to swear the worst motive for In-

nocente's alleged visit to him in his office. Mr.

Sharp started at the qucsti m, and objected to it

as irrelevant. This not because Barfell would fall

into the trap. Their cue was to treat Innocente

with profound respect, in all except the charge of

theft, and upon this line they had previously

agreed. But the question revealed to him that

'Squire Peckham felt sure of his defense. The
question was allowed by the magistrate on the

ground that the motive of the visit would throw

light upon the probability of the truth of the ac-

cusation, and was, therefore, relevant.)

"No; the call was accidental. I saw her pass-

ing, and invited her in to speak with her upon a

matter of business."

" What was that business ?
"

"To tell her where to get a pupil."

" Name that pupil."

"Miss Ann Burton. Mrs. Ikirton requested

me to tell Miss Baudrv that her daughter would

take music lessons."

This was true ; but Barfell had delivered the

message in the hotel on Wednesday morning.

" What were the relations between you and the

accused—friendly or unfriendly ?
"

" Friendly, on my part, I had the sincerest re-

spect for her. I would "—hesitating—" have asked

her to become my wife, but for this affair."

At this artful stroke there was a stir in the

crowd.

" Have your feelings changed from friendli-

ness?
"

" No ; not wholly. I have been shocked and

hurt ; but, if she were proved innocent, I should

still regard her with the highest esteem."

" Provided she received your advances .'

"

(Barfell could not quite restrain his malice at

this question.)

"She treated me like a dog! I wasn't fit to be

the dirt under her feet I

"

" And so you plotted revenge ?
"

"No,"— recovering himself,— "I still hoped, a

little."

The witness then described the wallet and

some of the money.
" At what hour was this call ?

"

" Between five and six o'clock—nearer six."

" Was it dark }
"

" Not quite. It was dusk."

" Had the sun set.'
"

" Ves."

" Was it light enough to distinguish a person

across the street .'

"

" I think not. A person could be seen, but not

easily distinguished."

" How, then, did you know Miss Baudry to

stop her as she passed .'

"

" She was riding her tricycle."

After sundry other questions, the constable was

called. He had served the search-warrant. Jean-

ette Ri(!ot, the hotel chambermaid, unlocked the

room. Jeanette found the wallet under a corner of

the carpet in the room, after they had searched for

some time. Jeanette could not have put it there

while he was present ; he had watched her closely.

(Wallet produced and identified with its contents.)

Jeanette Ricot sworn. She kept the room

keys. No other person could get into any of the

rooms in the absence of their occupants. She

corroborated the constable's statement. (Cross-

examination reserved.)

Barney Tiemey called. As soon as Barney ap-

peared, the proceedings took a humorous turn.

The witness held up both hands when sworn, kissed

the book and cross with great unction, and an-

swered to the oath that he would tell the truth and

the whole truth: "You bet I will, and don't vou

forgit it." (Laughter.) Witness was the hotel

hostler. " Saw Miss Innocence—may the saints

keep her !—go out with her tricycle. Helped her

take out the machine. .She started at precisely

twenty minutes before five o'clock. I looked at

the big clock in the bar and twigged the time, by

the token that it was time to start the team for

the depot."

At this testimony both Mr. Sharp and Owen
Barfell started in astonishment and confusion.

Mr. Sharp recovered himself, and tried to make
the witness alter his testimony.

" Twenty minutes before five o'clock—is that

what you mean to say ?

"

" It is, sor."

"Not twenty minutes before six o'clock .'

"

" Nary time. It was twenty minutes before five,

sor."

" Have you not told many persons that it was

twenty minutes before six ?
"

" I have, sor."

" So you told Mr. Barfell .?

"

" I did, sor."

" What do you mean, then, by swearing that it

was twenty minutes before five ?
"

" Why, sor, I mean that I lied to Mr. Barfell,

sor." (Laughter.)

"And you lied to me, and to everybody?"

"That's just what I did, sor." (More laughter.)

" Why did you lie ? " (Mr. Sharp did not mean

to ask this question— it slipped from him in

his astonishment.)

" Well, sor, as soon as that sneak" (indicating

Barfell by a jerk of his thumb over his shoulder)

" axed me a question about the young leddy

—

God bless her purty face !—I suspected he was

after mischief, so I just put my spoke into his

wheel. I lied to him, sor." (More laughter.)

" An' then I lied to everybody, sor, to keep him

in the traces long enough for 'Squire Peckham to

drive him into the stable." (Roars of laughter in

which the magistrate joined.) " I wasn't under

no oath to him or to you, Mr. Sharp, bad 'cess to

the pair o' you !

" (Mr. Sharp tried in vain to

check the voluble Irishman.) "An', by the same

token, when Miss Innocence rode off, I watched

her go. She didn't go on the street toward Bar-

fell's office at all, sor; she rode straight out on the

Coulee road ; and I watched her till she went out

of sight, half a mile away, sor. Will ye smoke

that, you rapscallion ? " (turning to Barfell.)

(Great laughter.)

Nothing could shake Barney's testimony; and

he was dismissed with a threat of prosecution by

Mr. Sharp for perjury, to which he replied by

scornfully snapping his fingers, and bidding the

lawyer: " Go to the divil an' shake yourself, Mr.

Sharp !

"

Here was an unexpected breakdown in the

case. If Barney's testimony was believed, then

Iimocente could not have been in or anvwhere

near Millfall at dusk, unless she had returned

from the country. It could be proved that she

arrived in Coignleigh about half past six o'clock.

Barfell had nicelv calculated the spefed at which

the distance could be ridden, and had ascertained

that she had not been seen upon the road. Still,

as the case now stood, it was Barney's oath

against Barfell 's. Unless the defense could find

some witness who had seen Innocente upon the

road at the time when the alleged theft occurred,

the case against her was still strong.

The defense proved the time of the arrival in

Coignleigh, and also the good reputation of the

accused. At this point in the proceedings a tall

gentleman, for whom everybody made way with

respectful greetings, entered the room, in com-

pany with a farmer. The gentleman pushed for-

ward to the bar. Both lawyers rose to salute him,

and the magistrate shook hands with him warmly.

He pushed on to Innocente's chair, with his hand

extended It needed but a glance for them to

know each other. He was the Rev. Pyromander

Sadiron. Innocente gave him both her hands,

with tears welling up in her large, soft eyes, and

a faint blush coloring her cheek, while he whis-

pered :

" I am here and in time to help you. Be patient

a few minutes longer, and you shall be free."

Then he whispered to 'Squire Peckham, who

nodded emphatically several times, and called in

a confident voice

:

" The Rev. Pyromander Sadiron will please

take the stand."
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Mr. Sadiron was sworn, and asked

:

"Are you accjuainted with Miss Haudry?"
" 1 never saw lier before I entered this room

but on one day."

" What day and wiiere was that .'

"

" I first saw her last week Wednesday evening,

at about twenty minutes before six o'clock. She

was then coasting down the long hill near Coign-

leigh. She was going toward Coignleigh. It was

just at dusk ; the sun had been down about half

an hour, but it was not quite dark. I saw her so

distinctly, and so near, that I should know her

again anywhere; I could not be mistaken."

He then described her dress minutely, agreeing

in every particular with the Coignleigh witnesses,

but giving particulars which had escaped them

until they were now reminded of them.

"Take the witness, Mr. Sharp," said 'Squire

Peckham, in a tone of triumph.

Mr. Sharp took the witness with a very give-it-

up expression. It never occurred to him as pos-

sible that a preacher so well known for the

strictest truth as Mr. Sadiron could swear that he

saw Innocente on the hill near Coignleigh unless

the witness was himself there. Therefore his

questions were mostly to ascertain if Mr. Sad-

iron was sure as to time, place, and person. Mr.

Sadiron was sure. The cross-examination only

clinched his testimony, and made the alibi perfect.

As an expert wheelman he swore that no person

could possibly have ridden a tricycle from Mr.

Barfell's office and reached the Coignleigh hill at

the time he saw Innocente, unless he or she had

started from Millfall before sunset, in broad day-

light.

When liarney Ticrney testified, Owen Barfell

had edged himself to the door of the courtroom.

He was now found to be missing, when called for

re-examination.

John Dunlap, the farmer, who h.id come in

with Mr. Sadiron, called. This man was a prying,

curious, scandal-loving character; but a witness

whose word was unimpeachable. He testified

that, on Wednesday, about dusk, he saw a woman
approach Barfell's office. ".She acted so sly that

I hid and watched her. .She went in, and was

there about fifteen minutes. When she come out

Barfell came with her. They both looked care-

fully all around. I heard Barfell say to her:

' Now, Jeanette, don't make any mistake in this

business. Be sure and hide the wallet in Miss

Baudry's room as soon as you get back to the

hotel ; and mind nobody sees you. I shall be

there with a constable in about an hour. The

money shall all be yours if we put this thing

through without any mistake.' I followed the

woman back to the hotel, and saw her ])lainly as

she went into the lighted hall. She was Jeanette

Ricot, the hotel chambermaid."

Jeanette Ricot recalled. She was very much

frightened, and answered the first stern question,

" Why did you put that wallet in Miss Baudry's

room?" by sobbing violently and declaring that,

" I never should have done it, sir, indeed I

shouldn't, only Mr. Barfell ordered me to. He
said he would get me discharged if I didn't, and

he would give me the money if I did. I should

have told all about it if you had asked me before.

It wasn't my doings, sir, at all."

And so the case ended. Owen Barfell was not

seen in the village until several months later, after

the affair had blown over so far as to make him

safe from a criminal prosecution, Innocente hav-

ing left the country.

Epilogue.

The ghosts vanish. The supernatural disap-

pears. In the life of a human being there are

but four miracles—birth, marriage, parentage,

death—and these are natural. The greatest, and

sweetest, and most miraculous of these is love

and marriage. Of marriage the inferior animals

furnish some examples ; of love they furnish hints.

But nowhere else in nature is exhibited the

wondrous miracle of human love and marriage at

all like that which is experienced by a pure man

and a pure woman.

There was a time when the Rev. Pyromander

Sadiron would have been one of the firmest to de-

nounce a tale that the least particle of miraculous

or supernatural intervention could have been

exerted by that Providence in whom there is no

variableness nor shadow of turning, and before

whom all the children of men are as one, the least

and the greatest standing upon the same level of

privilege and favor since the days of the holy

men of old were ended, for no higher apparent

purpose than that an ordinary young man might

become acquainted with, fall in love with, and

marry, an unknown and distant young woman.

He could have grieved with the judicious, if

not laughed with the skeptics, at the statement

that a special miracle was performed in these

modern days, in order to enable a Sadiron to

marry a Baudry. ]5ut the sneer and the doubt have

both died. By whatever process or psycholog-

ical influence the learned may explain the mys-

tery, he accepts the fact that he and his wife were

mysteriously brought together, seeing each other

in the spirit before they were acquainted in the

flesh. Too humbly modest to ascribe this to a

special' personal favor of God, he charges it to

that miracle of love which is the universal her-

itage of mankind in such varying degrees as men

and women possess capacity to receive. He and

his wife love each other sincerely, wholly, de-

votedly. They are really one. Who shall say

that the processes by which two souls created for

each other seek out their mates, and know each

other when they meet, and blend together, are not

miraculous, even when the circumstances are com-

monplace ? Who shall limit their power to dis-

cover and assimilate when there are obstacles to

be overcome ? The heart of a man goeth out to

the one woman, and that of the woman to the

one man, by mysterious ways. Those whom God

hath joined together neither man nor circumstance

can keep asunder. Thrust together by the friend-

ship of the dead; drawn together by the crimes

and passions of the living ; impelled toward each

other by both love and hate, and born for each

other, it would have been a violation of the laws

of Providence and nature if they had failed to

meet and join.

But when a minister has seen visions, has

journeyed publicly on Sunday, and has sworn in a

public court that he saw a person at a certain

time, when it is afterward known that he was a

hundred miles away at that time, it is policy to

remove to another " field of usefulness." The

Rev. Pyromander Sadiron might have remained

in Scotten, or in Millfall, in either of which place

the faithful would have stood by him, believing

fully his explanation of the facts ; but his useful-

ness would be impaired among the cyclers and

sinners. Hence he is now the most popular

preacher whose sermons are heard by the Detroit

Bicycle Club. Hence his wife is the most charm-

ittg, the most universally admired and loved, and

the best of our wheelwomen. Did I say that she

is charming ?—her quality is rarer and higher than

that—in spirit and deed, in all her gracious ways

and words, she is more than charming—she is

Innocente.
[the end.]

A CLOSE CALL.

[In Karl Kron's concluding chapter elsewhere

alluded to as detailing the three years' history of

his book, there appears this account of the cir-

cumstances which came very near causing the

volume to be left everlastingly unfinished :|

Finally, I recall and record my own narrow es-

caps from destruction, June 22, '86, while riding

from Flemington to Somerville, N. J., i6 miles,

before breakfast. It was about nine o'clock, while

on a railroad crossing, one-mile from S., that I

brought my bicycle nearly to a standstill, in order

to inform the driver of a wagon on my right that

a part of the mowing-machine which he was

dragging had fallen into the road, a short distance

behind. At the same time, an omnibus was

crossing the track, in the oi^posite direction, on

my left ; and the rattle of this, and of the mower,

prevented my having the slightest warning of the

fact that a third team was advancing in my rear.

A spirited horse, attached to a light buggy, being

rendered somewhat restive by the rattle of the

mower, and by a boy's sudden leap from the same,

—the driver of the horse took the reckless chance

of trying to pass between me and the omnibus.

He would have done this by a hair's breadth, if

my course had continued straight, but the varia-

tion implied in "slowing up" brought my left

pedal in range of his buggy ; and my first hint of

its presence was a crash which flung me forward

right under his horse's heels. As I struck the

ground, there was a confused sensation that the

forward hoofs of the beast weie in the air above

and must hit hard when they came down ; but,

almost miraculously, I was not struck by them at

all, nor by the buggy. Though covered with dust,

I was not seriously hurt,—neither was the bicycle,

which I drove home to New York, 36 miles

further, before nightfall. The leather-covered

palm of my left hand took the brunt of the fall,

and was sore for a week or two, but my arm was

not made lame. My head was not injured at all,

though it might well have struck the iron rail,

with fatal result. Altogether, it was the " closest

call " that ever came to me,—not even excepting

that earlier call offered by the mules of the tow-

path ; and it suggested the inquiry as to my wis-

dom in violating my vow of December, '84 (" not

to ride the bicycle again until my book was

done"), after 16 months' adherence to it had ren-

dered me doubtful of my ability to survive another

summer without an occasional resort to the

wheel. Inaction has its peculiar dangers as well

as action. We can vary our choice of perils, but

we can never escape the perilous conditions of

our mortal environment. " We stand on a mount-

ain-pass in the midst of whirling snow and blind-

ing mist, through which we get glimpses, now and

then, of paths which may be deceptive. If we

stand still, we shall be frozen to death. If we

take the wrong road, we shall be dashed in jjieces.

We do not certainly know whether there is any

right one. What must we do?"

Wilson and .Mder, the fancy riders, sailed for

F.ngland, where they will give exhibitions of

double-riding while abroad.
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FROM THE HUB TO HOOSIERDOM.
NUMliER 4.

T Cleveland I spend the most

of the morning inquiring the

best route to Ft. Wayne. The

wheelman who kindly gave

me directions said that none

of the roads were very good,

but that he would start me
out on the best one, as far as

Elvria.

I afterwards wrote him

that if any other wheelman

ever arrived at Cleveland,

with an inordinate desir^ to

reach Ft. Wayne, to tell him

to either take a train or else

save time by going one hun-

dred and fifty miles out of

his way, via Columbus and

Indianapolis.

You wonder why ? Read

on !

I mount my wheel in the

"square" at Cleveland, go

south over the viaduct out

Detroit street towards Rocky

River. The road out offers

the wheelman the choice of

three kinds of riding, but it

is a sort of " Hobson's choice," after all.

There is an old corduroy road to the left, with

the boards all warped and an occasional one

missing ; alongside, a road composed of pure

sand, with, perhaps, a small per cent, of adultera-

tion in the shape of clay. Then there is a foot

path, high up, with frequent drain ditches running

across it. It is useless to try the first two, so I

take the side path and run my chances with the

cross ditches.

It rained hard the night before, but the day

promises to be hot enough to dry the ground by

noon. I stop a milkman a short ways out of

town and get a pint of milk of him. Then, as I

am about to mount, I ask if this is the right road

to Rocky River.

" Well," said he, " you're a lively fellow, I must

say; been livin' here in Cleveland all yer life, I

suppose, and ownin' a bicycle and never been to

Rocky river. What's that ? Ain't never been

to Cleveland before 1 Well, where yer ridin'

from, anyhow ?
"

" Boston."

" Boston ? Leninie see ; about what county is

that in ?
"

" O, it's a small place back east a little way," I

returned, with well-meaning but misspent sarcasm.

" It's a suburb of Lynn. Were you ever in

Lynn .'

"

At Elyria I take dinner and start out for Nor-

walk. The day is intolerably hot and the roads

bad. That afternoon I put in probably six miles

of walking—where the roads are so sandy as to

make riding impossible. There are frequent

cherry groves along the road, the trees are filled

with large, ripe fruit, and I stop often and eat all

I can swallow ; sometimes after asking the

owner's consent and sometimes without going

through that formality. Milk was something else

of which I consumed large quantities during my
travels. It was something that could be obtained

at nearly every farm house, and for which the

women folks would never think of taking money
;

so it made a very cheap as well as nourishing lunch.

Cherries and milk, when taken in large quanti-

ties into the ordinary stomach of civilized man,

are apt to cause a little disturbance, to say the

least. The effect on me was unnoticeable.

That is why I say the bicycle is a health-pro-

moter of the highest grade.

At East Norwalk I strike a fine piece of mac-

adamized road into Norwalk; a distance of about

five miles ; by all odds the best riding of the day.

Here I stop all night. The next day's riding

brings me to Fremont by nightfall. The roads

have been very sandy, and from all the informa-

tion I can get, they are no better ahead.

Hoping for the best, I strike out in the early

morning in the direction of Freeport. I pass

e.v-President Hayes's residence, and am picking my
way along the plank sidewalk that runs out of

town, when I am stopped by an old granger who

wants to know where I am from and where I am
going.

Right here it might be well to note a striking

difference between the eastern and western char-

acter. Down east, if you want any information,

you ask for it. No one would think to volunteer

giving it. They would consider it an unpardon-

able invasion of your private affairs. Out west it

is different. One is not supposed to have any

private affairs. A farmer meeting a cyclist on the

road will stop and in-

quire where he is going,

just as naturally as he

would pass the time of

day with a neighbor

;

and then, without wait-

ing to be asked, he ^^
will offer information in

lavish abundance. If

he doesn't know any-

thing about the routes

and roads of the neigh-

borhood, he will guess

at it. He feels that he

would be lacking in

hospitality if he failed

to give you some advice.

It seems homelike and natural to be accosted

thus, so I disinount and tell him that I am travel-

ing from Cleveland to Ft. Wayne, feeling sure

that some information will be forthcoming.

" Cleveland to Ft. Wayne ! Well, I wish I

had a dollar for every time I've done it. Why,
stranger, I could jist take ary one of them half

dozen roads atween them places an' travel over

'em blindfolded. It's kinder lucky you met me,

for when you get me on the roads of Henry

county or Wood or Defiance, I'm just like an old

lake pilot." Then he opened wide the sluice-gates

of his memory and poured out enough road in-

formation to bewilder any one. After he had

finished I was completely so.

One little morsel of advice in regard to a cer-

tain pike I tried hard to remember, because it

was encouraging. "After you pass the little

school-house," he said, "red brick, at the next

crossing, you'll find that the sand road still keeps

on, but you turn off by Tobe Grimes's farm; you

turn off to your right, or mcbbe it's to yotir left

;

but any way, you turn off. Then you keep on a

little ways, only you have to keep angling off to

your right two or three times, but .you foller the

sand and you'll be all right. You keep on, quite

a bit, an' finally you come to Pete Thomas's farm.

Well, when you get there you turn off towards,

Tike's mill (the road is still mighty bad), only you

don't go quite to it. You turn off about two
miles this side of it, and then right ahead of you
is the Greensburg pike, the finest piece of road in

Northern Ohio."

When he was finished I was so turned around
and bewildered that I could not have taken a

compass and told which way was north.

All I knew was that somewhere, far ahead of

me, separated by wastes of trackless sand, was
the finest road in this part of the State, the glo-

rious, far-famed Greensburg pike.

So I pedaled ahead, and whenever I struck

sand and had to get off and walk, which was
pretty often, I consoled myself with the thought

that there was a good road somewhere ahead.

I went on this way, walking occasionally, for

may be two hours, then suddenly the sand left off

and a hard, rutty road filled with loose broken

stones took its place. This was a little bit worse

than the sand, for a fall on to a heaping pile of

flint-like rocks might be dangerous. So I picked

my way cautiously along, dismounting about every

hundred yards to avoid an extra big stone pile,

and longing for the Greensburg pike. The next

farm wagon that passed I called out and asked,

" How far to the Greensburg pike ?
"

The wagon kept on, the driver slid around in

his seat, made a speaking trumpet of his hand and

yelled back, " Yer on it n-o-w."

And this is what I had been struggling forward

to all morning. Great Heavens I

Presently the road runs through a salt marsh, a

lot of condemned land, which, if it is good for

anything, no one has ever discovered what that

thing is. The body of the road here is a soggy

black sand, but it is packed rather hard, and so

barely ridable. For two hours I ride through

that swamp, an occasional marsh bird being the

only living thing in sight. No other signs of

animal life were there. Then I hear a noise ahead

—a sound of voices giving orders in a rather hur-

ried and peremptory manner—and as I wheel

nearer I come upon a gang of workmen lifting a

derailed engine on to its track.

So I consoled myself over the frequent headers

I had taken in the last few hours. If the swamp
lands were so bad that even the railroad tracks

washed away and twenty thousand pound engines

took occasional headers, why should I object to a

few insignificant tumbles .' I didn't have to have

a gang of twenty-odd Irishmen pick me up every

time I fell.

The edge of the swamp is reached at last, and

by industriously picking side paths, I wheel my
way into Freeport.

After dinner the landlord gets down his atlas

of Ohio, and turning to a large plat of Henry

county, gives me seven different routes to Na-

poleon. He traveled over all seven of them in

the next half-hour, and as his large, grimy index

finger wandered from Freeport to Napoleon and

then back again, he dwelt largely on the attrac-

tions of each particular route.

But I didn't get as far that day as we figured it

out on the map. Reaching Weston about five

o'clock, although the coolest part of the day is

yet before me, I decided to stop.

It is only a small town, but in the number of

loafers that congregated around the bicycle on my
arrival, she could not be outdone by many a larger

place. Here again I was posted on numerous

different roads.

Every one who had been five miles out of town

in any direction felt himself competent to give
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full directions as to my future course. They were

by no means reticent with their advice, cither.

That night it rained. When I opened my win-

dow and looked out early in the morning, the

sun was just rising and the road looked wet. 1

also noticed that the first relay of loafers had

already assembled and more were coming.

By the time I had eaten breakfast and over-

hauled my machine, the whole town had collected

to see me off. ISets ran about even as to whether

or not I could ride through the mud and sand.

The road ran straight away for perhaps half a

mile, then it turned. I rode to the turn. Then I

dismounted and walked. Walking just then was

a good deal easier than riding, but I didn't pro-

pose to let that crowd of gawking grangers see

me walk out of town—not if I twisted a pedal off.

After that I got along rather slowly, walking

most of the time. Once, when I attempted to

ride on a particularly inviting side path, I run

into the boughs of an overhanging tree, while my

bicycle rolls off and leaves me hanging there, a la

Absalom.

A while afterwards, as I was pushing my wheel

along through the sand, a benevolent old farmer

came along with an empty wagon and took me in.

Then he gave the reins to his small boy and

climbed over the seat to e.\aniine the machine.

He went all over it
;
jerked all the spokes, pinched

the tire, asked me whether the backbone was

wood or iron, then, as he finished his inspection,

looked up and said, " Patented, I reckon ?
"

I told him there were probably thirty-five or

forty patents embodied in the machine. He gave

an astonished, " Wall !
" and crawled back on the

seat.

We stopped at the next farm house, and as the

bov opened the gate, the farmer's better-half,

spying something strange in the wagon, came out

and greeted him with, " Reuben, Reuben, don't

tell me you've gone and been putting your money

into another of them patent rights .'

"

Reuben rose up in the wagon and waved his

hand reassuringly. " Don't you worry, mother
;

that er machine ain't fer sale, nor the patent,

neither." Then in a lower voice, " Durned sorry

about it, too. Wouldn't mind ownin' a county

right."

Fortunately the road took a steep descent right

here, so I was enabled to mount and ride, much

to the delight of the whole family, who had now

assembled to see me off. When well out of sight I

again dismount and walk through the sand.

The sight of the bicycle breaks up a game of

ball in front of a school-house at a cross-roads,

and small boys to the number of fifteen or more

gather around. I ask one of the boys to hold the

wheel while I get a drink. Instantly seven of the

boys dart forward and each grabs hold on the bi-

cycle, as though it were some fiery, untamed steed

struggling for freedom.

" Boys," said I, turning away to hide a broad

grin, " boys, don't let her break away from you, on

any account."

At the earnest entreaties of the small bovs I

mount and ride, or rather try to ride, for two hun-

dred yards or so.

Farm houses grow scarcer along the road, but

I pass more school-houses today than on any

other two days' travel. At most of them the

school adjourns bodily to see the bicycle pass;

and then,, if at no other time during the day, to

keep up the reputation of the bicycling fraternity

at large, I ride as long as possible.

About three o'clock I arrive at Napoleon, hot

and hungry. The sun has baked the sand and

mud which accumulated on my wheel early in

the morning, till it is as hard as a brick. After a

good meal I go down to the railroad station and

with the aid of two small boys put in an hour

cleaning up my Columbia.

While engaged in this work of necessity I

notice an individual with the [jroniincnt marks of

the genus tram/', who has been taking observa-

tions of me and my wheel from various stand-

points for the last half hour. As I put on a few

finishing touches he crawls down off the fence, his

last roosting place, and shuffling over the road,

holds out his grimy hand, while a broad smile

lights up his hairy face.

" Well, who'd ever a-thought of seein' an old

Indianapolis friend in this out-of-the-way place.'"

he chuckled. "Don't remember me, eh .' Well,

now, that's too good! Knew you soon as I set

my eyes on you. Yer from Indianapolis, an' a

printer, an' yer name's Darrow. See there

!

Didn't I tell you I knew you? And to think

you'd a' forgotten me ! Don't you remember old

Robinson, that used to set out of the brevier,

ne.xt the stove ?
"

Then he straightened himself up, grinned a

complacent grin, and spit squarely on the particu-

lar pedal I had just been cleaning.

Yes, I remembered him, and also a small com-

posing-stick and numerous rules that left about

the same time he did. I also remembered an-

other prominent trait of Robinson's, and not

wanting to be bothered with him any longer, I

handed him a dime, saying, " Here, go off and get

drunk as quick as you can, and when you're sober

enough to leave town, go in the opposite way

from Indianapolis."

He smiled contemptuously at the idea of his

getting drunk on a dime, and then vanished into

a neighboring bar.

Ne.xt morning I leave Napoleon for Defiance,

and from there reach Ft. Wayne by nightfall,

just as a drenching rain is setting in.

The roads are not particularly good, but are so

much better than those I have been used to for

several days past, that I am satisfied. They are

all built up from the surrounding grade, and

unless passing vehicles are obliging enough to

turn out, the cycler has to dismount before pass-

ing.

It was on such a road as this that I overtake a

load of hay, and am surprised at the coolness

with which the granger who is driving complies

with my request to

give me a piece of

the road. In fact,

he doesn't comply

at all, but drives on

without even look-

ing around, though I

X/''^& y
' l^-ll^^'^^i

call out loud enough

"S^^ 2r V/ti3'=-^ to be heard a quar-

ter of a mile. Of

course I could dismount, and by running ahead a

little ways, start on again. But, thought I, what's

the u'le .' The driver will surely turn out if I

halloo at him long enough. So I ride behind that

load of hay at a snail's pace for fully a mile, car-

rying on a one-sided conversation as to the rights

and privileges of bicycles on the highways.

I finally gave him up as an inconvertible sub-

ject and dismounted and ran ahead for a start.

When I stop soon at the ne.\t store on the road, I

ask concerning the selfish old driver who paid so

little attention to my demands for a share of the

road.

" Do you mean the feller drivin' that team just

comin' over the hill thar.>" asked some one from

outside.

" Yes," I said, as I stepped to the door and

identified my unsociable acquaintance in the dis-

tance.

" Why, that's old man Wamsley. He's so deaf,

I guess it's upwards of twenty years since he's

heerd a clap of thunder."

All I could say was to echo the last word

—

" Thunder !

"

Ft. Wayne has, perhaps, more wheelmen than

any other city in Indiana. While there are excel-

lent roads running from the city in all directions,

there is an unridable stretch on nearly all of

them, about ten miles from town, which rather

cuts off the Ft. Wayne cycler from the rest of

the State, and so they form a community of their

own, and a wide awake cycling center it is, too. I

was fully repaid for my visit there, although I had

to walk about five miles both on approaching and

leaving the city.

And this was the last walking I indulged in till

I reached home. At several stages of my trip, it

may be remembered that pedestrianism rather

monopolized the time that should have been spent

in cycling; but now that I was on the good hard

gravel pikes of Indiana, I knew I would have to

walk no more.

From Roanoke to Huntington was the first ten

miles out of the thousand or more I had been

over that I rode without a dismount. And I am

not in the habit of dismounting at every stone on

the road, cither.

At Roanoke I join a party of wheelmen who

are going to " take in " a show at Huntington, and

after the fun is over they light their lamps and are

off for home. As their lights go twinkling down

the road out of town I am almost inclined to go

back with them and run the ten miles over again

next day, so good is the road.

In the morning every wheelman in town is on

hand to accompany me out of town. Some riders,

being without wheels of their own, even go so far

as to borrow others. When we are about to

start, some one asks, " Where's Riggs ?"

Who or what Riggs was I had no idea, but it

was unanimously decided that we couldn't go

without him, and several started to hunt him up.

They soon returned with a comical-looking party

mounted on a sorry-looking bicycle.

I soon discovered that Riggs had not been

brought out to show off his speed or ability as a
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road rider, but simply to make fun for the rest of

the company. He began work by springing on us

a few decayed bicycle witticisms from last week's

Cycle, and all went merry as a chestnut bell.

How soon, alas ! was all this hilarity to be

hushed, for at the ne.xt hill poor Riggs met the in-

evitable fate that sooner or later is meted out to

all poor punsters.

It was a very steep descent, but the surface was

so smooth that no one hesitated to coast it. But

Riggs, as he passed us at the top, said something

about " Pedal your own canoe," and went down
feet on. About one-

third the way down
he began to turn pale,

then he slipped his

pedals, and after that

it was a wild scram-

ble between him and

the bicycle as to

which would reach

the bottom first. He
clung fast to the

handles, and it is

well he did so, for I

think I am safe in

saying that he swung out straight behind during

part of the transit. He finally wound up bv run-

ning into a clump of bushes by the roadside and

came out, after all, more scared than hurt.

Then the whole party turned mournfully home-

ward. Riggs apparently had no pun to fit the oc-

casion.

From Lagro to Wabash the road runs along-

side of an old unused canal that was originally in-

tended to connect with the Erie, but was never

completed. To ride for an hour along a canal

without n\eeting canal boatmen or mules, is much
like seeing " Hamlet" with Hamlet left out.

At Peru I received from home the intelligence

tliat Hollinsworth had started that morning to

break the twent3'-four-hour road record, on the

National Road east of Indianapolis. Every one

knows how well he rode that day. The Indian-

apolis boys all knew he would knock the record

when he started out that bright June morning

over one of the finest roads in Indiana. When I

say one of the finest roads in Indiana, that means
one of the finest roads in the country.

Then, as I sit in the lonely hotel that night, how
I wish I had started from Cleveland south through

central Ohio, and then, besides saving myself all

the sand roads I had just been over, I would also

have been on hand to help celebrate the making of

a new world's twenty-four-hour record.

After leaving Peru I feel that I am home again,

for although I have never been over the roads be-

fore, I meet old wheelmen acquaintances all along.

When I am looking over the bill of fare for din-

ner that day, at Kokomo, and figuring out the

most soul-satisfying repast that would come with-

in the range of my now almost depleted pocket-

book, a tall, mournful citizen slips quietly up and
takes a seat opposite mine. He eyed me very

closely for a few moments and then remarked,
"They tell me out there," pointing with his

thumb in the direction of the office, " they tell me
that you came from Boston on that velocipede ?

"

" Vcs."

"And that you've allowed to go to Indian-

apolis.'
"

" Yes, that's where "—but he interrupted with

—

" Don't you do it,—don't you think of doin' it !

"

" Why not .' " I asked. " That's where I"

—

" Yes, I know," he broke in again, " that's

where you want to go, 'but you don't understand

the situation. You think just because you've had

an easy time of it all along that you can keep on

in the same way, but you can't. You're in In-

diana now. Civilization is behind you. Just

three mile out of town is the Nigger-head swamp.

Hosses sink to their bellies in mud in the dry sea-

son. You can't pull through that. Then right

beyond that is a stretch of sand what they call the

great Hoosier desert. If you was to get lost in

there you'd be gone. They ain't a drop of water

for miles an' miles. Then there's the cowboys

and Injuns to look out for all the time. Oh,

you'd better turn Ijack ! hit's better."

" But," I interrupted, " Indianapolis is where "

—

He paid no attention but kept on :
" Just out-

side of the city the sand leaves off and the land

jist rares right up on end. They have to have

histing apparatus on top of the hills so that they

can pull the teams up with a windlass. You don't

allow to climb sich hills, do you .' You'd better

throw up your bet and go back to Boston."

He paused to catch his breath, and for the first

time I gained the floor ; said I :
" The situation is

something like this: I have to go to Indianapolis,

not from any sense of foolish pride or to win any

wager, but because I live there,—by the way,

when did all this sudden change take place in In-

diana ? This week or last ?
"

He waited neither to answer me nor the waiter's

glib inquiry of " souperfish," but darted for the

door. I was quick enough to join him at the

threshold, and as he passed out I thrust into his

hand a small card I had picked up in some club-

house the day before. On it was this inscription :

" I am somewhat of a liar myself."

There is something in front of the hotel at

Noblesville that attracted my attention on the

night of my arrival. It was a white sign-board

with black characters on it. On close inspection

I remembered I had seen something like it before

in the L. A. IV. Bulletin. Then I decided that

this must be one of the League sign-boards, and

standing, as it did, directly in front of a hotel, it

necessarily meant that place was the League head-

quarters.

Here I had been riding from the very heart and

center of the League, over dangerous roads and

unsafe grades, stopping at League hotels and

hotels that didn't know the League from Adam,
and yet I had to come as far as Indiana to see the

first L. A. W. sign-board. I may have missed

some, I'll admit, and yet I am ordinarily observ-

ant.

But Indiana needn't flatter herself in this

regard, for I venture to say that this is the only

one in the State. I am thinking of having it put

in a glass case to add interest to our club room.

And now, my trip awheel is almost over, for the

next morning the boys from Indianapolis run up

to Noblesville, and by dark we are home again.

But before I leave my readers, who, if they have

followed my rambling letters thus far, must needs

deserve something for their patience, I will throw

out a few hints as to what, in the writer's opinion,

constitutes and goes to make up a pleasurable

bicycle tour.

In the first place, a person wants to start out

with his mind made up to take things as he finds

them. A bicycle traveler necessarily meets with

many discomforts and inconveniences that travel-

ers by other means never find. These, if una-

voidable, he must take as a matter of course, for

growling and fretting only make them worse.

What is more disagreeable than to travel this way
with a " kicker " .'

Then, he ought not to set out to ride so far a

day and then tire himself out in trying to do it.

That takes off much of the pleasure of the trip.

Don't try to mi.x racing with touring.

Granted, then, that our tourist starts out deter-

mined to look on the best side of every situation

in which he finds himself, and further, to take

things easy while on the road, the next thing he

wants to do to make his trip a pleasurable success

is to keep his eyes open, observe what is going on

around him, and enter into the spirit of the occa-

sion wherever he may happen to be.

There were two questions that were put to me
time and again during my trip :

" Don't you get

awfully lonesome.'' I should think j-ou would."

And the other was just like it, only " tired " was
substituted for " lonesome."

To the first I can truthfully answer " no." The
ever-varying classes and conditions of people I

met, the ever-changing landscapes to attract the

eye, made loneliness impossible.

And then I was a part of all this—a part of

every landscape and one of every community I

passed. There is where the bicyclist has the

advantage over the railroad traveler. He sits

immovable in the car window and sees a cold,

distant panorama unrolled before him, then

rushes into the depot lunch-room, bolts his meal

and lounges back to his seat in the cars.

Besides, in picking out a traveling companion

for a long bicycle trip, you want to be careful, and

in more ways than one, at that. I, for one, will

run the risk of being lonesome rather than being

bored.

In answer to the question whether or not I

didn't get very tired, I will answer, " Yes, I some-

times did." But it was a good, healthful tiredness,

and as different as night is from day to the tired-

ness that comes from ennui. That's laziness.

So, if our traveler starts in on a bicycle trip

and fancies that he will go through without

getting tired, I am afraid he will be disappointed,

unless, perchance, he is a trained athlete.

But this kind of tiredness never does a person

any harm. It takes no stretch of the imagination

to hear each particular cell of each particular

muscle waking up and calling to its neighbor,

"Hello! what's this? I thought I was dead, I

haven't been used for so long. Now that we have

a chance, let's go ahead and grow strong."

That's what bicycle touring does for a man.

Try it.

P. C. Darrow.

A rich Norwegian lawyer left all Iiis money to

use in buying bicycles for the Christiania school

children. He evidently believed in having the

rising generation make a strong generation. It is

suggested that some American might do the same
thing with more profit to the human race than in

putting his money into so many so-called philan-

thropic movements.

—

Boston I/eralJ.
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^ews ^efees.

America

For records.

American riders

On Hampden Park.

Dan Canary is in Berlin.

The Australia Cycling A'ews is dead.

We miss the Rudge records this season.

The Columbia team has adjourned sine die.

It actually improves the bicycle record to have

it broken.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club is increasing in

membership.

The I.xion Club of New York is out $300 by its

race meeting.

O give us a rest is what the Rudge wheel is

doing on records.

Philadelphia is to have another race meeting on

Thanksgiving day.

Forty-si.x members turned out on the Penna

Bicycle Club's las club run.

Chief Consul John Wells, of Pennsylvania, is

very well liked by his division.

The cycling trinity—American wheels, Ameri-

can riders, and American tracks.

The press of the Quaker City is commencing to

take an interest in things cycling.

Over 75 wheelmen in this country have a record

of a mile in three minutes or under.

Jack Prince has decided to settle down in

Omaha, Neb., as an agent for Gormully & Jeffery.

The American Champion holds the mile one-

wheel record made by Barber, at Rochester, in 3.51.

W. B. Everett is home again once more among

his friends, having returned from his European

trip.

W. S. Maltby, who is in Australia with Fred S.

Rollinson, is astonishing the natives with his fancy

riding.

Richmond Park, London, has been thrown open

to wheelmen, after having been closed to them for

twelve years.

A Chinese bicycle rider is astonishing England

with trick riding, including a performance on an

inclined wire.

We are indebted to the Canton Roller for the

cut of the L. A. W. meet at Canton, published in

our last issue.

Whittaker's 50-mile road record of 2h. 5Sni.

46^5. has been beaten in England by G. V. Mills,

in 2h. 47 m. 35is.

The Vermont Bicycle for October conies out in

a new dress, having adopted the form of the

Wheelmen's G.azette.

That American riders on American wheels

should make world's records on American tracks

is not to be wondered at.

The sun never sets on the field occujjied bv the

Travelers Insurance Co., of Hartford, to whose

worth many cyclers can testify.

Manager Atkins yet remains " under the

weather," and there is a possibility that he may
go to Florida to recuperate his health.

W. M. Woodside is now the champion of

America, Prince having forfeited his title, in re-

fusing to accept Woodside's challenge.

Frank X. Mudd, of Montgomery, Ala., one of

the most enthusiastic of Southern wheelmen, has

transferred his abode to Oswego, N. Y.

The Coventry Machinists' Co.'s works, Cov-

entrv, were selected by the British Association

for inspection during the recent conference.

Prince Wells, the well-known fancy bicycle

rider, has recently purchased an American Cham-

pion, and will use it in his future exhibitions.

Two hundred and fifty miles in twenty-four

hours, on a Marlboro' Tandem, by W. J. Morgan

and Miss Louise Armaindo, at Lynn, Oct. 19.

During the past London racing season Furni-

vall won eighteen first and four second prizes.

J. E. Fenlon won fifteen firsts, ten seconds, and

six- thirds.

After a month's trial of our Marlboro' Club

tandem, we are fully convinced that, with good

roads, the days of the bicycle for pleasure riding

are numbered.

Mr. George D. Gideon has gone out of the

cycling business. He has turned over all interest

in the firm of Gideon & Co., to his former partner,

Mr. Kirk Brown.

The Association for the Advancement of Cy-

cling in the city of Penn collects cobble-stones

and holds them up for the edification of the

population at large.

The point made by Gormully & Jeffery that

racing records show the excellence of racing

wheels only, and cannot in justice be applied to

roadsters, is well taken.

The Champion's record of 300 miles on a

straightaway course of 50 miles is certainly a

poser, and is a mark for the other makes of

roadsters to work upon.

The Marlboro" Tandem is one of the best run-

ning wheels, as ye editor and wife can testify.

Although a light wheel, it carries its load (336

lbs.) with ease and safety, both up hill and down.

Why do League members pay Browning, King

& Co., $15 for League suits which can be had

of Punnett, of Rochester, for $12. Punnett

probably has no commission to pay, hence the de-

cline in price.

W. S. Maltby's address the coming month is

G. T. office, Bombay, India. Mr. Maltby expects

to meet Thomas Stevens in India, as Maltby is

traveling around the world in opposite direction

to that of Thomas Stevens.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club's new club-

house is an established fact. The Pennsylvania

Bicycle Club's new club-house will soon be one,

too. The wheel-room of the latter will contain

space for over 200 machines.

Those watch chain handle-bars are just too cute

for anything-. Send $2.00 to Flintham & Framp-

ton, Topeka, Kan., and secure one by return

mail, or, better still, send six new subscribers or

renewals to the G.^zette and secure one free.

Mr. A. T. Lane, of Montreal, well known to

riders in this vicinity, who attended the last

Springfield races, has been obliged to carry his

leg in a sling as a result of the interference by a

St. Bernard dog with him while on his wheel.

"My cycling log book" is the title of one of

the handiest of all books designed for the use of

cyclers. Every wheelman should secure one for

the new year, and now is the time. The book is

one of Papa Weston's best efforts in behalf of

cycling.

The Pacific Wheelman is one of the latest cycle

publications. Published at San Francisco monthly
;

is the size and make up of the G.xzErrE, and

sells for 50 cents a year. Let every wheelman

subscribe, and thus help to sustain a paper on the

Pacific coast.

The Wheelmen's Gazette—more imjiortant

to the cyclist than his little round cap and long

stockings. Correspondence from all quarters on

the wheel subject, poems, stories, pictures, com-

pose its interesting and instructive pages.

—

h'a-

tional Repuhlican.

The American Champion now holds every

world's road-record up to 100 miles within the 24

hours. S. G. Whittaker, who has recently been

attaining such startling results on this wheel, and

who had never before experimented on a road-

ster, lays it to the bearings.

The World Travel Co., of New \'ork, issues one

of the best of monthlies, devoted entirely to the

interest of traveling, and should be in the hands

of all wheelmen, whether traveling by rail, water,

or on the wheel. Many points of interest occur

monthly whose advantage should be accepted by

all who travel.

New York and New Jersey Team Road Racing

Association held its second semi-annual 25-mile

road race, November 2, on a five-mile smooth but

hilly stretch, between Irvington and Millburn, N.

J. Teams of four men each— Kings County

Wheelmen, 63 points ; Ilderan B. C, 45 points ;

Harlem Wheelmen, o; Elizabeth (N. J.) Wheel-

men, o ; Brooklyn B. C, o.

Edward A. Shields, chief consul, Louisiana,

who paid Springfield a visit this fall, propounds

the following question in the Bicycle South: "In

viewing the fine track at Springfield, the question

naturally arose in my mind : Why cannot we
stimulate among our wheelmen enterprise enough

to build such a course ? " We should be pleased

to record the fact of the building of at least a half

dozen tracks in the South, each one equal, if not

superior, to Springfield.

H. D. Corey, of Boston, U. S., called on us on

Monday. He reached .Southampton last Friday,

and will stay some weeks in England making ar-

rangements for the construction of Stoddard, Lov-

ering & Co.'s 1887 machines. He says he expects

the A. C. U. will about end its existence with the

year.— The Cyclist. We can hardly credit the

above relative to the A. C. U., to Corey. Although

Corey was not in accord with the A. C. U. in its

fullest terms, he always believed the A. C. U. had

its mission.

C. H. Larrette, speaking of the abolition of the

amateur definition, in the Athletic A'e-Ms, says with

a good deal of force that " the change, however,

must come, but it must not be yet. The minds of

the multitude are not sufficiently educated for

such a radical reform, and the mere mention of it

would cause some of our athletic friends to faint

with dismay. What we must do is to wait a little

longer, as to force on what is rapidly becoming

a popular demand I fear would at present only

end in failure."

Poultney Bigelow, editor of Outing, says that

"serious harm has been done to the re]iutation of

Thomas Stevens as well as to the staff of Outing,

by the report that a firm of bicycle manufacturers

controls either the one or the other, and begs to

assure their readers that Outing is controlled com-

pletely and exclusively by its editorial staff, and
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that our special correspondent, Thomas Stevens,

is under no obligations to ride any particular make

of wheel—he may come home on a Star or Hum-

ber for aught we care."

That the Lynn boys were obliged to assess $50

upon each member owing to the failure of the

tournament, occasioned much surprise, as no one

supposed that the loss would be so severe. The

Lynn Association fulfilled its promises to the let-

ter, and deserves the greatest credit. Its record

was wonderful for a body that gave its first

tournament. Some means ought to be devised to

give the club a good send-off this winter, and all

the clubs in this vicinity ought to take hold.

—

Boston Herald. We second the motion, and would

suggest a grand carnival at the G. A. R. Col-

iseum, Lynn, at an early date.

The three prizes awarded at Roseville, N. J.,

October i6th, for the one mile championship of

the Elizabeth Wheelmen have been on e.\hibi-

tion in Oliver & Drake's window. First prize,

won by W. W. Caldwell, represents Mercury as a

brass statuary, with wings upon his ankles and at

his ears—it is about three feet high and weighs

thirty pounds. Second prize, won by W. J. Bar-

rows—a handsomely engraved brass bell, with

chain attached. Third prize, won by L. B. Bon-

nett—an engraved brass spear head, mounted on

a handle, in imitation of mahogany, with a ther-

mometer fastened on it. The races were run with

high winds prevailing.

The Beauty cycle saddle is built on the ap-

proved principle of suspension and spring. The

saddle yields comfortably away from the person

irt all necessary directions to make the easiest

possible seat. Its motion is rocking or cradle, and

is made of coiled wire of any size. Adjusting rod

and brace form front riveting plate, extending

to back rivet plate through pocket in same, and

secured by nuts on either side of pocket. Leather

used is special, and of the best. The whole ap-

pearance is neat and attractive, as well as effect-

ive. Any ordinary jar is fully compensated, and

its vibration absorbed by perfect spring and sus-

pension. Made by the Humphreys .Spring Com-
pany, Irwin, Pa.

Some society young men in Chicago have be-

come tired of wearing pantaloons, and they have

started a moz'e?neitt in favor of knee breeches of the

old knickerbocker style.. A club has been formed

among them based on the agreement that when it

shall have fifty members they shall take hold of

this great question of dress reform in earnest.

Thus far only si.xteen of the young society lights

of Chicago have entered the organization, but as

soon as the fifty that are required have been re-

cruited by the leaders, they are to appear in pub-

lic all at once in their knickerbockers, and thus

set the fashion for the timid and conservative

young men who have not the courage to exhibit

their calves. Heaven help the crooked-legged

!

There is no way for them to win admiration save

by staying on a bicycle, and that is awkward.

"Say, Mr. Editor, there's another thing that is

bothering us out here. To be sure, it is now
arranged so. our chief consul can give us an

ordes on Browning, King & Co., and we can get a

League suit without the delay caused by getting

permission from headquarters. But after we have

the suit we find that it does not wear like it used,

and a few days' exposure leaves it a dingy, though

pronounced, maroon in color. This would sug-

gest that B., K. & Co. were serving us just as the

cigarette makers do—a tip-top article until one

gets in the habit of using it. The price of the

League suit seems small, but, as a matter of fact,

any manufacturer of clothing will tell you that

there is a very decent margin in the L. A. W. suit,

and they can afford to supply us with the honest

fruit of the loom. I think there is food for re-

flection in this, and I trust it will be noticed by

the powers that be." Verax in Sporting Journal.

Punnett, the tailor, furnishes the League uni-

form at a saving of $4.00 on each suit.

It would add much to the comfort of the

newspaper fraternity, and also to their ability to

correctly report a race meeting, if the newspaper

stand were placed at the finish a little below the

level of the judges' stand, and directly in front

thereof. With the newspaper men sitting at about

the level of the heads of the contestants when

they are mounted on their machines, and the

judges' stand of its usual height, it would be pos-

sible for the judges to survey the whole track

without the reporters being in their way, and at

the same time for the person whose duty it was to

see that the newspapers were provided with all

details of timing and other matters of interest to

them, to go directly from the judges' stand to the

reporters' box without having to cross the track.

—L. A. W. Bulletin. Our experience has been that

the newspaper men have the very best opportuni-

ties for seeing a race, and if a change is made at all,

we would like to see the judges' stand on the outer

side of the track. As it is now, the officials in the

stand have to turn about and about to follow the

riders going around the track, and we have often

suffered dizziness from this. It would be impossi-

ble for a reporter to see the back stretch if he were

in front of the judges' stand ; and if he were in the

stand, he could not sit down and follow the men
with his eyes. It is important that the officials

should be easily reached by the reporters, and it

would be a good move to send them over to the

reporters. It would be a mistake to make the re-

porters cross the track. Secretary Aaron had a

good view of the races at Hartford, but he stood

up and waltzed around with the officials in the

stand. If there had been twenty men waltzing,

the results would have been unsatisfactory.— The

Cycle. We fully agree with the Cycle and know

from experience that under the present arrange-

ments the reporters have all of tlie advantage. As

an official, we should like to see the judges' stand

placed on the outside of the track.

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

Many an October evening run home have vve

had when it was so dark that the road was but a

vague mystery, a gravish blur, which in tree bor-

dered sections vanished altogether, and we steered

steadfastly through the dark tunnel for the

slightly lighted opening far ahead, for the prom-

ised land lievond, where the foliage gave way.

Our good old lamp would have been welcomed at

such times, blit it had been left behind, as the

road with its dim uncertainty was, finally, and we

arrived safely at home.

It's up-hill work to get our town officers to con-

sent to have a trial section of macadam laid here

this fall, which a contractor offers to do at his

own expense, nearly, he having established a

stone-crushing plant, and is ready for orders.

Some fossils, may be, have become so used to

wading about in our cobble-gemmed mud-holes,

alias streets, that they think nothing of it, and

do nothing toward a better state of affairs.

We have agitated the subject a little in local

papers, and as evidence that it is a popular one,

and time something was done about it, when
some one in a speech in a recent town meeting

mentioned street improvement, he was instantly

" drowned with applause." Too much cannot be

done, nor too promptly, by League members, one

and all, toward better roads throughout the

country.

Since rainy weather came on we again feel

about as lonesome on the road as " the church-

fair oyster," for the Faciles are the only wheels

out.

It's dispiriting to read already of wheels laid

up till spring, when we ride daily, the same as

usual, on trips to and from business, and not on

your Orange or Boston roads either, where noth-

ing short of deep snow should prevent riding.

Ours are common roads and side paths until we

reach town, where we take to the aforesaid

"gemmed " streets.

The Secretary of the Solitary Club thinks it

will be no canard to call the fast man of the

Scorch Club "Go-liah," as he can'ard-Iy believe

some of his records !

For the first time recently, we had the pleasure

of riding beside a pretty young lady, who with her

brother was pushing a B. H. Tandem along one

of our best Sound beach roads. There is an un-

mistakable charm added to an outing on wheels

when the occasion is graced by a lady ; our poor

roads prevent the use of three-wheelers to any

great extent yet, and will until we have macadam,

—when, O, when !

An October scorch to Danbury showed us some

of the hilliest and sandiest roads that lay out

door. The country all stands up edgewise, and

the young mountains crowd one another. Be-

tween Ridgefield and Danbury are two hills so

steep that we saw a young man and presumably

his best girl alight from their carriage and walk

up, and down the other side. We coasted it

safely on the Facile, and longed for more,—more

down grades, but we had enough ups for one half

day, and broke a rule of the Solitary Club in re-

turning by train. We used up five hours in doing

the 28 miles, stopping for a lunch and fruit at

several points en route. They may have " Hillier
"

rides in England, but this one is enough for us.

A few choice spirits here—not in bottles—will

tour to Tarrytown during the fair weather we

usually have for a portion of November, and

some other local runs are intended as a kind of

farewell to the scenes of the season's wheeling.

Among those who are usually accredited with

"arriving at his destination" will be
" S I'AMSON."

THE CITY OF CHURCHES.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club has moved from its

old quarters on State street to its new, elegant,

and commodious club-house on St. Felix street,

near Flatbush avenue. The dimensions of the

house are 25x60, and it is three stories in height.

It is the only club in this city which has a whole

complete house to itself. At this time it has sixty-

five members and applications are coming in

steadily. If it keeps on increasing its member-

ship, as it is doing at present, it will soon outrival

the Kings County Wheelmen.

In the two-mile race at the Nassau Athletic

Club's games. Bates with 200 yards finished first,

with W. J. Savoye (scratch) second. The handi-

capping was very poor, and although Savoye tried
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hard, Bates beat him by quite some distance, in

y.oof. As there was only one prize, Savoye re-

ceived nothing for excellent efforts.

Harry Hall, of the K. C. W., does not seem to

get the great speed out of his Star, which was

expected of him in the earlier part of the season.

Although he attended all the large tournaments,

he succeeded only in carrying off a couple of con-

solation prizes. He has seen his racing days, and

should have rested on his laurels, instead of com-

peting with men against whom he stands no

chance whatever.

On September 26 the members of the Ilderan

Bicycle Club held a run to Bath, L. I., where they

were photographed. The club has now 45 mem-
bers, and thinks of considerably enlarging its pres-

ent quarters in the spring. A piano has recently

been added to its parlor and several social even-

ings are proposed for the winter.

A. B. Rich, of the K. C. W., has evidently

done enough racing this season. At Koseville he

was defeated in almost every race, and also at the

Ixion's tournament held at this track. His

brother, Seton H. Rich, is doing first rate, and it

is thought he will attain just as great a speed as

A. B. did during this season.

In the beginning of the month, F. B. Hawkins,

of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, made a 24-hour

record of 202 miles. He could have covered 220

miles had not the crank of his machine broken

off, and the last nine miles he walked in order to

make as much as possible under the circum-

stances. On the 12th and 13th of October, A. B.

Barkman, president of the same club, started out

to beat this record, and succeeded in doing 205^

miles, which gives him the record for the club

and also for Brooklyn. Hawkins intends to try

again, and if he strikes a good day will very

likely succeed in beating it.

The Bedford Cycling Club has quite a fast

man in the shape of C. F. Pray. He has plenty

of speed and should try some of the handicap

races next season. At the September race meet-

ing of the K. C. W., he won the novice race in

3.0SI after a splendid spurt with Weber, whom
everybody thought a sure winner. '

We are pleased to see that the //'//<•<•/ has

secured the services of a Brooklyn correspondent.

It is amusing to note how he struggles to obtain

news, for in his first column he deliberately

copies three paragraphs which appeared in the

G.\ZETTE two months previous. He will also

doubtless copy this paragraph.

In the 25-mile road-race of the Ilderan Bicvcle

Club, over the Irvington-Millburn course, Rich-

ardson finished first, in ih. and 39m., with

Bradley second, and Greennian third. The time

is record for the course, beating Valentine's time

in the great road-race of spring by the three min-

utes. The first four men will constitute the club's

team this fall in the road-race of the N. Y. &
N. J. T. R. R. A.

The K. C. W.'s team was badly beaten at Rose-

ville by the Hudson County Wheelmen. Two of

the H. C. W. men on Stars defeated Rich, the

crack racer of the K. C. W.
G. E. Todd is the coming man of the Brooklyn

Bicycle Club. He has shown good form in

several race meetings this season, and will doubt-

less gain quite a reputation on the track next sea-

son. In racing the B. B. C. has not a very high

position, but in road-riding it will outdo any club

in the city.

The Ilderan Bicycle Club has a little boy com-

monly known as " The Kid" who usually man-

ages to obtain admission to our race meetings on

a press-ticket. He strides around the reporters'

stand with a haughty air, interrupting the other

scribes by his foolish remarks. Such reporters

should be forciby ejected and placed amongst the

audience, where they belong.

There is great dissatisfaction among the Long

Island Wheelmen, between the younger and older

sections. At one time there was a rumor afloat

that they were going to disban^ This is how-

ever emphatically denied by their officers, and

they try to make things appear as if everything

was working smoothly. But even some of the

L. I. W. themselves have said that the younger

members intended to withdraw from the club and

build a house of their own further down towji.

It is certainly evident that some dissatisfaction

has arisen, and we should not be surprised to see

a split before long.

In the one-mile bicycle race for novices, held in

connection with the fall games of the Brooklyn

Athletic Association, Adams, of the Brooklyn

B. C, finished first, with Norman second. Farns-

worth, of the Ilderan B. C, was a sure winner,

and had he not been fouled by Norman he would

certainly have won the race. Upon claiming a

foul, the judges said they were not looking at the

time and therefore could not allow it. They were

certainly not A. C. U. judges. The time for the

race was 3.28I.

At the last meeting of the Independent Wheel-

men on October ist, it was resolved to disband

and join the Ilderan B. C. With the exception of

two members the club joined in a body. The
Prospect B. C. also intends to join soon, and if it

does, it will make the I. B. C. the finest club in

the city. J. W. S.

A CAROL FOR CHRISTMAS.

Editor Wheetmt'ii's Gazette :—
Thanksgiving must be celebrated this year for

other reasons than the completion of " X. M.

Miles on a Bi." though I hope to have all the

manuscript of it made then, except the indexes,

—

for " only a chapter and a half remain to be

written." The 172 pages which are to stand last

have now all been electrotyped, and the plates of

first 554 pages were finished in February. Be-

tween them is a gap of 74 pages, whereof the

printers have half well-in-hand, and I am to

supply the other half. If I really read the final

proofs of the index on the day I am 40 years old,

—which dav is the 24th of December,— I shall

" chortle in my joy."

" This Book of Mine, and the Next " is the title

of a chapter i;}^ PP- "^ 30,000 words) which I

spent the whole of September in putting together,

in order to explain the history of the scheme in

such a way as to persuade my 3,000 " copartners "

—or the survivors of them—that they cannot

really expect to enjoy life until after they have

forced a sale of 30,000 books for me. I have

printed 500 copies of a special pamphlet, contain-

ing this chapter, with " preface," " trade directory,"

and other pages which increase the total to 40; and

I shall be glad to mail copies of it at the rate of 20

cents each.

When I say that this single chapter contains

one tenth the number of words comprised in the

two ponderous volumes of " Gen. Grant's Mem-

oirs " (1,232 octavo pages, 300,000 words, price,

$7), some idea may be had of the enormous labor

implied in building up more than 500,000 words
into the complete book, and of the great risk I

run in putting upon it so low a price as S1.50.

My "dollar subscribers" may therefore feel

sure that no " dun " from me will ever disturb

them. I fully release all from any obligation in

the case. If they send me the specified sum,

within a month or two after publication day, I

shall send them the book,—because I have agreed

to, and because I think they will help secure new
imrchasers,—but I have no wish to send it to any

unwilling patron.

Meanwhile, I shall be glad to give receipts for

subscriptions paid to me in advance at my |)resent

residence, and to file the labels for such payers

on my earliest mailing-lists. Changes of address

should also be sent to me here until December 31.

The names of agents in 108 towns, to whom
bundles of subscribers' books will be sent by ex-

press, for distribution to those who choose to pay

for them, may be found in June G.^zette.

Karl Kron.

West Springfield, Mass., Nov. 4, 1886.

The following circular has been sent out to fair

managers by the Pope Manufacturing Company,
and is worthy of imitation by others :

—

"Dear Sir,—In the direct interest of your com-

ing fair, and in the indirect benefit to ourselves,

permit us to offer the following suggestion; viz.

:

Incorporate in your fair entertainment programme
one or more bicycle races.

"At this day it is unnecessary for any one to en-

large upon the popularity of cycling, nor upon
the enthusiastic greeting always given to this

sport upon the racing track.

" The intense excitement caused by a bicycle

race is unparalleled in the catalogue of contests,

and when suitably announced as a part of the en-

tertainment of a fair, or other out-of-doors event,

larger gate receipts must be the direct result.

" The expense of managing a bicycle race is re-

duced to the cost of a few moderately valuable

prizes; the average cycler, unlike the average

owner of a trotting horse, races for honor rather

than for money or valuable jjrizes ; consequently

an inexpensive acknowledgment of his victory is

sufficient.

"Any track sufficiently good for trotting is more

or less suitable for bicycling, and can be rapidly,

easily, and inexpensively improved, if advisable to

do so.

" It is generally a matter of a few days only to

obtain a goodly number of entries from among
the local or neighboring town wheelmen.

"It is a notable fact that in Hampden Park,

the scene of the Springfield, Mass., bicycle races,

it was absolutely necessary, for the bicycle races,

to more than double the size of the grand stand,

which was amply large enough for any trotting

event ever held within the park.

" Fancy trick bicycle riders can be engaged at

moderate rates, to furnish an exhibition particu-

larly attractive to the general public. We will

with pleasure furnish you with a list of these

riders, and other data about them, and any in-

formation desired about cycling and cycle races,

upon your request.

" Very respectfully yours,

"The Pope M,\nlf.\cti:ring Co."
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Editor Wheelmen's Gazette:—
As offering a solution of the present difficulties

of the amateur question, I beg to submit the fol-

lowing proposition, viz.

:

That the parts of the present definition of an ama-

teur luhich prohibit his competing with a professional

be stricken out, and the rest of the definition be re-

tained.

When I first conceived the above idea, I con-

templated writing a somewhat lengthy argument,

in which I intended to show that the part of the

definition which I propose to strike out is but a

survival of the old theory of amateurism, as exem-

plified by the " Mechanic and Artisan " clause in

the English amateur definition of some years ago,

which would doubtless, had it not been timely

abolished, have mollycoddled the amateur from

the face of the earth. I also intended discussing

all the objections to the adoption of my plan

which might occur to me, and pointing out

the advantages to be gained by it. I am prob-

ably not the best person to object to my own

proposition, therefore I shall await the objections

of others, which, if based upon reason and

brought to my notice, I shall endeavor to answer.

Therefore, the only thing remaining for me to do

is to point out the advantages to be gained, which

I shall endeavor to do .as briefly as possible, re-

stricting myself to the most obvious and impor-

tant.

1. Public interest in cycle races will be much
greater. This is obvious, as it has been proven

that the more classes we separate riders into the

less interesting the racing ; ergo, for racing to at-

tain its greatest popularity we must do away with

all sub-division. This will enable the promoters

of race meets to give more races and better prizes,

an advantage to the amateur, the professional, the

makers, and the public.

2. This proposition does not abolish the ama-

teur (no proposition can) but places him in the

same position as the amateur in cricket, foot-ball,

lacrosse, base-ball, and various other sports where

the amateur question does not continuallv thrust

itself forward as a destroyer of harmony, personal

liberty, and good sport. The amateur, under the

revised definition, gets the credit which he de-

serves for being an amateur, which is all he

wants.

I think, in this connection, it would be well if

the custom prevalent in English reports of cridket

matches of prefixing " Mr." before the names of

amateurs and omitting the same before that of

professionals, were adopted in programmes and

reports of cycle races.

3. This would also do away with the tempta-

tion which now besets makers' amateurs to set

sail under false colors and will, I think, induce

them to throw off the mask and become openly

what they really are, professionals, as they would

gain nothing by dissembling, except a little credit

from those who did not know them and would

probably lose a good deal of lucre, and to a pro-

fessional at heart the former would be valueless as

compared with the latter.

4. As for there being any degradation in com-

peting with a professional, the idea is absurd.

There may be some degradation in being a pro-

fessional bicycle rider, but I fail to see where he
occupies a position to be looked upon more
askance than that of any other entertainer of the

public. The position, it is true, does not call for

very high intellectual abilities, and manv of our

professionals are not at the top of the social scale,

but I opine that they will average quite as high a

social test as the majority of our so-called ama-

teurs. No man need treat a competitor in a bi-

cycle race as a companion and an associate unless

he chooses, and I think we will find that other

things will weigh besides speed on a bicycle when

a man makes such a choice. The truest and

purest amateur, I think, is the man who is always

willing to throw aside all social prejudice when

he enters a race, and accept a defeat, if necessary,

gracefully, eve^rom his own valet. If he wishes

special advantages accorded to him on account of

his wealth or family, beyond what these give him

anyway, then he is not an amateur, but a hog.

Under this definition clubs may still give events

" open to amateurs only," and those ultra-ex-

clusives who cannot debase themselves by riding

against a " common pwofessional fellaw, you

knaw," may still have the opportunity afforded

them of disporting their manly forms before their

lady friends.

I will add that in the case of an amateur com-

peting where money prizes were offered, he

should, under penalty of losing his status, be re-

quired to show to the satisfaction of the L. A.

W. racing board, or the X. C. U. executive :

1. That he communicated his intention of

competing as an amateur to the proper authority

before the race. The proper authority would be,

I presume, in the case of the L. A. \Y., the chair-

man of the racing board ; and in the case of the

N. C. U., the secretary of the same.

2. That he did not receive the money offered

as a prize, and that he did not receive a trophy of

greater value than might be fixed as the limit of

value for amateur prizes.

I will now close by saying that I intend sending

a copy of this letter to every cycling paper known
to me in this country and England, and requesting

that you, whether you find space to publish it or

not, will at least express your approval or disap-

proval of the proposition propounded, and if the

latter, the reasons for the same.

Yours fraternally,

W. C. Herring,

Ixion B. C, L. A. W., and C. T. C.

New York, November 13, 1886.

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette :
—

The wheelmen of the coast are still as active

and energetic as ever, there having been quite a

number of dub runs, banquets, etc., following one

another in such quick succession as to make the

cycler's life a merry one.

The crowning event of the season was the " Bay

City" hop last evening, which upwards of 150

couples attended. These dances are always looked

forward to with a great deal of delight, and this,

the fifth, was an especially pleasant one. Every-

thing went off quite smoothly, and every one had

a good time. The Bay Citys presented a most

imposing spectacle in their new uniforms, cadet

gray, which is acknowledged bv all to be the

neatest uniform on the coast. The chief consul

of the League (California division) looked exceed-

ingly handsome in his new rig; all the ladies

wanted to dance with him.

It is proposed to break the twcntv-five-mile road

record of .America on Thanksgiving dav, if we
can get on the good side of \Yiggins, to grant us

a nice day. U]) to date we haven't had much
rain, but we can't trust to weather now. How-
ever, you will recollect on February 22d we broke

the existing fifty mile record bv a few minutes

(though we were not aware of it at the time), so

don't smile at the above assertion.

The Oakland Wheelmen have reorganized and

are going to build up a good, large club. They
have an almost unlimited supply of unattached

riders to draw from, and no doubt will make a

good showing shortly. They intend to assume

the management of the road race, inviting or

rather challenging the various clubs to compete.

The course will probably be an 8J stretch near

Oakland. The Bay Citys will put in Elwell, un-

doubtedly, and get some of their fliers to coach

him along, and if the record don't go it will be a

caution.

Since the " Cyclery " has been established near

the park, dozens of new riders may be seen trying

to ride, and it has had the effect also of bringing

the tandems pretty prominently before the public.

The California Division now boasts of a lady

member in its ranks, and one who is expected to

become an active rider.

.Star riding has lately taken quite a hold among
the boys. A number of prominent riders are

talking about getting Stars.

Yours truly,

S. F. Booth, Jr.
San Fran'cisco, Oct. 27, 1S86.

Laps

Pa.:

RACE MEETINGS.

Wyoming (P.\.) Wheelmen.
Tuesday, September 21, 1886.

Date 0/ Meeting, September 21, 1886. Track, fair.

to a mile, two. Weather, tine. Wind, very little.

Officers.—Referee, Geo. A. Jessup of Scranton,

Judges, Kred Hand of Scranton, Pa., T. L. Newell of Kings-

ton, Pa., J. G. Carpenter of Wilkesbarre, Pa., E. R. Morgan of

Kingston, Pa., Geo. Weiss of Alden, Pa. ; Timer, L. L. Evans

of Wilkesbarre, Pa. ; Starter, Geo. F. Richmond of Wyoming,

Pa. ; Clerk 0/ Course, Dr. C. P. Knapp of Wyoming, Pa. ;

Secretary, Geo. F. Richmond of Wyoming, Pa. ; At/endauce,

2,000.

One-mile Novice.

P. R. Tracy, Wyoming, Pa., Time, 3.47

A. G. Brandt, Scranton, Pa., " 3.50

Tivo-Mile Club Handicap [^one from any Club).

J. R. Schlager, Scranton, and C. E. Titchener,

BInghamton, N. Y., tie race. Time, 6.11

J. E. Colket, Williamsport, Pa., " 6.20

One-Mile Ride and Run.

J. B. Nallln, Scranton, Pa., Time, 4.48 1-2

J. E. Colket, Williamsport, Pa., " 4.53

One-Mile Tandem Tricycle.

J. R. Schlager and A. Monies, Scranton, Pa., Time, 3.48

C. Levison and S. K. Wheeler, Wilkesbane, team, " 3.51

Cue-Mile Dash.

J. R. Schlager, Scranton, Pa., Time, 3.07

Ed Siebecker, Scranton, Pa., " 3.20

One-Half .Mile Hands Off.

J. B. Nallin, .Scranton, Pa., Time, 1.49

P. Tracy, Wyoming, Pa., " 1.51

Three-Mile Handicap.

C. E. Titchener, Binghamton, N. Y., scfatch, Time, 9.36 1-2

P. J. Dnckelow, Rochester, N. Y., 150, " 9.41

One-Half Mile Boys' Race.

Geo. Sharps, Wyoming, Pa., Time, 2.07 1-2

W. T. Hutchins, Wyoming, Pa., " 2.08

One-Mite Consolation.

Ed Siebecker, Scranton, Pa., Time, 3.48

The 3-miIe handicap which was a tie between Mr. Schlager

and Titchener was afterwards decided by tossing up for the

prize, won by Titchener.

All wheelmen were given their dinner free of charge by

Wyoming ladies at clnb rooms; the parade had 194 wheels in

line, the largest yet held in the State.

<>

Vermont Wheel Cutb (Brattlcboro, Vt.)

—

President, O. A. Marshall ; vice-president, F. I,.

Shaw; secretary and treasurer, Leslie Scott; Cap-

tain, F. T. Reid; lieutenant, C. R. Crosby; color

bearer, W. E. Gordon; club committee, S. W.
Kirkland, O. R. T^eonard, F. II. Houghton.
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Sale ai^d Exet^ange.

This department is for llie convenience of our readers, in

wliich tlieir wants may be made known at a Iriltinj; expense.

It often occurs iliat a wheelman wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes to pm'chase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one ceiit fer ward, each insertion, cash with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

ADVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

. lising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

A(;RE.\T IMPROVEMENT in the method of riding is

to have tact at all times. Some "lose their head" just

when they need it most. Exchange all weaknesses for the

bodilv and in^"ntal power that is given by CROSl^^'^S
VITAI.IZED PHOSPHITES, 56 W. 25th St., New York.
Druggists, or by mail, $1.

BICYCLES. — Fair prices and spot cash paid for desirable

2d-hand wheels. BUTMAN & CO., 8g Court St., Boston.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.—Specialty in furnishing

new wheels for exchange. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay

Square, Oriental Building, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — Bargains for cash ;

wheels not sold on installments nor rented. BUTMAN
X: CO., 89 Court Street, Boston, Mass.

BICYCLES .-VND TRICYCLES received on consignment;
no charges made when goods are furnished in exchange.

BUTMAN & CO., Oriental Building, 89 Court St., Boston.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES. — 125 shop- worn and
second-hand wheels now on exhibition. Stock constantly

changing; no price-list; correspondence and inspection invited;

open .Saturday evenings. BUTMAN & CO., Scollay Square,
Oriental Building, I'.oston, Mass.

CHEAP ENOUGH— The Wheelmen's Reference Book
and The Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

DON'T BUY A SECOND - HAND CYCLE until you
have seen our list. We have been making money trad-

ing New Rapids, and can afford to sell second-hand machines
cheaper than anybody. Columbias, Royal Mails, Rudges,etc.,
on easy payments. S. T. CL.ARK. & CO., Baltimore, Md.

EVERY CLUB SECRETARY should have the Refer-
ence Book. Only 50 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR SALE—Standard Columbia Bicycle, half-nickeled;

>45. C. S. SCOTT, Cadiz, Ohio.

FOR SALE—VictorTricycle.'Sj pattern, in first-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Ma.ss.

FOV. SALE—4S-inch bicycle, cheap, cash or note ; or will

exchange for Star. Also will sell one ebony fife cheap.
Address BOX 89, Carrollton, Kentucky.

FOR SALE — Any Premium named in our list at retail

price, and a copy of The Gazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, SPRiMiFiELu, Mass.

GIVEN .AW.AY—Premiums for .Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling .Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,' SpRiNt.nrLn, Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, jiost-pnid, on receipt of price, Two T)ol]ars, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

RUDGE RACERS.
ATTENTION, RACING MEN.

One 5',-inch Rudge Racer, used twice, $90
One 54-inch Rudge Racer, used three times 90
One 55-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden, 90
One 57-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden, '. 90

Saddle on backbone, and all latest improvements. Apply
early. STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 to 158
Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

SEND U.S ONE DOLLAR for The C.azette two years,
and receive a copy of the Wheelmen's Reference Book.

THE GAZETTE and WHEELING ANNUAL, only fi.
TH E WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,Springfiei.d,M'ass.

WANTED—A good 4S-inch bicycle.

C. S. SCOTT, Cadiz, Ohio.

W.ANTED—Wheel that has been badly smashed, 54-inch
or thereabouts; state condition and lowest price. -Address

LUTHER BLANCHARD, Dunkirk, N. Y.

W.ANTED—Utility lamp- hangers, ebonite handles, and
Harrington cradle spnngs. 44-inch '86 Facile for sale ;

used three months; in prime order. THE SOLITARY
CLUB, Stamford, Ct.

'\1 WHEELMEN who are ambitious to excel in strenelh and
VV skill can exchange Ih-^ir desire for certainty bv building
up their n»rves with the P.rain and Nerve Food, CROSBY'S
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES, 56W. aslhSt., New York.
Druggists, or by mail, Ji.

CQ CENTS BUYS WHEELING ANNUAL. Fifty
O Cents buys Canterbury Pilgrimage. Two Dollars buys
Rhymes of Road and River. The whole mailed to any
address, post-paid, for $?, including The Gazette for a year.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE, Springfield. Mass.

THE

SECURITY
Mutual Benefit Society,

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ONLY TWELVE ASSESSMENTS have been levied

since the Society began business, averaging three a year, and

making the cost for assessments to a man 40 years of age less

than five dollars a year for eacli $1000 of insurance.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangnrno or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle
Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal
discount to dealers. Manufaiftured by

KELLOGG & EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

CocoathetA
GOLD

MEDAL.
New Orleans, 1S84.

The tlnpvt pri'pnmtloii
<>r Aiitl-l)Tspi.|ilir l-oiv-
iliriHl (hiiiiihilp. HE-
((llllKS NO IIOILIKti.
.i piinnceii for tlie iicrv-
• Mi^. A ilrllrloiK Imvit-
iiffp fori-vi'i-yone. Sold
Ip.v nil llrnlers; Sample
Tin niiilli'd fur 10 rolils.

H.O.WILBUR&SONS.PHILA
WiiF.ELMEX And this ]u-ei>aratlon tlie most portattle and

easily preiuircd. 'Inv Ir.

For locking r.icycles. New, Novel, and Elegant. Can be

applied instantly, and locks automatically. Neat, compadl, and

cheap. Weight only 2} ounces; length only 4 inches.

Dr. W. D. P.Ai I. of Boston writes: " I bought one of your
I ocks the first of the season, and can say it is really the only

Lock oji the market good for anything. I leave my bic\cle

anywhere, and have never had it tampered with; and yet two
bicycles have been stolen within a stone's throw of my office."

Can be had of any dealer in Bicycles, or sent post-paid on

receipt of Ji. MARLIN FIRE-ARMS CO.. New Haven. Ct.

SOrvlETHINCr NEW !

patent pending.

Every wheelman should have one of our neat and allraftive

miniature handle-bars, for watch-chain bar or pin. Heavy gold
plate, with ebonite or ivory handles, as preferred, either straight,

dropped, or cow-horn. Price $2 by mail ; send post-office order
or recistered letter. .An acent wanted in every club; write for

special terms. FLINTHAM S: FRAMPTON, Comer yth

and Hollidav Streets, Topeka. Kansas.

Plymouth Rock
Pullets.

A CHOICE LOT OF PLYMOUTH ROCK PULLETS

FOR SALE. THE BIRDS ARE OF EARLY

SPRING HATCH, STRONG AND HEALTHY,
• AND ARE VERY DESIRABLE FOR

BREEDING PURPOSES.

EDWARD DUCKER,
19 MONROE .ST., .SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

FOR CLUBS

!

Outing, $300
'I'iie Bicycling World, i.oo

The Cycle 1.50

The Wheel 2.P0

The Bicycle South 50
Wheeling, 2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book 50
The American Wheelman, 50
k Canterbury Pilgrimage, 50
Wheeling Annual 50
Recreation 1.50

$14.00

Mailed post-paid for one year to any club or Individual for

^ THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Spkin<;iield, Mass.

^fi© Star .^duoeafe

A MDNTHLT JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAR RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. H. CORSO.y, Editor and Proprietor.

T«'rins, 50 Cents a Year, in Advance.

r#°Address all cmmunications to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. Make money-orders and
drafts payable to E. H. Corson.

^S^ We can ijromise an interesting and instructive paper
for all cyclists. Send for a sample copy.

* PARIS COMESMWCE,*
Journalist engaged as Paris correspondent for London jour-

nals seeks similar employment on first-class American news-
paper, or the representation in Paris of an .American press

agency. Excellent references in England and France.

SMllH. ig Cite des Fleurs, Paris.

MURRAY'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of Wood, James, G.iskell, Cripps, Furnivall, Illston, Rowe,

Woodside, Langdown, Prince, Fxk. Frazier, Crist, and Merrill.

Per copy. 35 cents; 4 for 5i. Mailed to any address, postage
free.

BUCHHOLZ'S PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO,

Lock Box 34. 365 Main Street. SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except
for interest. Secund-Hand Wheels bought, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely- illustrated Catalogue, with "A PiLcr.iMAGB

a-Wheelback," illustrated, now in press. Our Catalogue is of interest to every

adtual or prospe(5live wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE 8c SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

#Z^. ^^^^#©ct^-'T^^

.

We beg to in/arm the cycle trade ofAmerica that we
are fiow in a position to supply attr Celebrated Hollow
Felloes in large or small qiia?itities. Chving to the large
deniattd of tlie English trade, it is ofdy recently that, by
increased plant and facilities for producifig thetn, ive

have been able to meet tJie deniayid.

Price-lists free on application^ atid special quotations

for quantities of any kind.

MANUFACTURERS OF

a^.'

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

No^v tfiat ive feel competent to tneei any call upon t^s,

we are desirous of soliciting orders in A nierica for our
Patent Felloes, Patent "Perfeflion^ Backbones and Fork
Sides, besides ordinary articles used in the constru£lion
and repairs of Bicycles a?ui Tricycles, of 'which we tnan-

ufaSlure all kinds and patterfis, and of best qitality.

In a later issue of this journal we 'will give illustra^

tions of our specialties.
^I^^^Zyg^^^f^^tn-'^-^^y \(_y-'^t.

IlWtPORXANX O BICYC
\mm wsm w travel, work, or sport, all aroup the globe,

ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

HARTFORD,
CONN. THE TRAVELERS HARTFORD,

CONN.

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! ^ INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE.
ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $8,417,000.
James G. Eatterson, President.

Surplus, $2,096,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $11,600,000.
Rodney Dennis, Secretary.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
OF ANY KIND, SEND STAMP TO

A. W. GUNIP, DAYTON, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price-List of New and Second-Hand Machines. Second-Hand

Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF SECOND-HAND BICYCLES.

A. W. GUMP, DAYTON. OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Guns Taken in Exchange

for Bicycles.
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
Outing *3 oo

The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 5°

The Wheelmen's Gazette -5°

Sent post-paid to any address for $3.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SrKlN(.Kii-:l.D, Mass.

128 and 130 Fulton Street.) ^ ^^ ^q^^
8/ Nassau btreet, )

THE ONLY

Of[icialOiit[ittertotlieL.ll.W.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amount, also name and League niunber.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double width, $4 per yard.

sC
YCLES-

EASY PAYMENT
All kinds, low prices— Bicycles, Tricycles, Tandems
new or second-hand—Clergymen, Doctors, Lawyers,

Merchants, Clerks—adopt this system—Send 2 cent

stamp for particulars. Mention this paper.

8.T.CLARKd!.CO. Baltimore, WId.

GET THE BEST

THESTflPflQDGYGLOPinER.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

a
z<

cc

o
O

REGISTERS 2500 MILES.
We have given the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

investisration and study, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. We
fttritish a certificate of accuracy ivith all itistruments. In
ordering give sue and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern altachntent, $10.00.

J. A. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, M.ASS.

After Forty years'
extterience in the
preparation of more
than One Hundred

Thou.sind applications for patents in

the United Statei and Foreign coun-
tries, the publishers of th« Scientitio

American continue to act as solicitors

_ for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copy-I riBhiB. etc., for the Unit«d .Stales, and
to obtain patents in Canada. England. France.
Germany, and all other countries Theireiperi-
ence is uoeijualed and their facilities are unsur-
passed. . -, J
Drawings and specifications prepared ana nlea

in the Patent Office on short notice. Terms very
reasonable. No charge for examination of models
or drawings Advice by mail free.

Patents obtained through MunnACo.arenoticed
Inthe SCIEIVTIFIC AMKRICAN. which has
the largest circulation and is the most induential
newspaper of its kind published in the world.

•The advantages of such a notice every patentee
understands.
This large and sple.ididly illustrated newspaper

is publi-shed W^EEKLY at $3.00 a year, and is

admitted to be the best paper devoted to science,

mechanics, inventions, engineering works, and
other departments of Industrial progress, pub-
lished in any country. It contains the names of

all patentees and title of every invention patented
each week. Try it four months for one dollar.

Sold by all newsdealers.
If you have an invention to patent write to

Munn A Co., publishers of Scientific American,
S61 Broadway, New York
UAudbook about pateat* m&iled fre*.

•I The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. %*

^

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK c& CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS -NORWOOD, MASS.

^

% The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. {=

A CASKET OF

SILVERWARE
-FREE-

to any person who will show it to their friends
and send us orders.

$60 per Month
salary and expenses paid those who prefer salary

to commission, and their salary raised to

$75 per Month
the third, and

$100 per Month
the sixth month they are with lis, if they prove

proficient salesmen.
Give Post Office and Express Office address, and

state what paper you saw this advertisement in.

Address: AValllnsl'ord Sliver Co.
Walliiiulord, Conn.

ANY BICYCLE CLUB
Can get a Uuffalo Home Trainer free by sending us $50 to

pay for loc subscribers for one, two, or more years ; renewals

count. Now is the time; three Home Trainers already sent

to clubs this fall by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
i^HRiM.nF.i.i), Mass.

PREPARE FOR THE TRACK OR ROAD

NOW,
For never again will you have the chance to

buy good

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
so CHEAP!

ALL SIZES AND STYLES.

A FULL STOCK OF SUNDRIES.

Bathing Pads, Hose Supporters, Helmets

Shoes, Stockings, Lamps, Luggage Carriers

Uniforms, etc.

You can be fitted out complete.

^g^Tin not forget that you can get anything

you want of

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
Oraton Hall, Newark, N. J.

BRANCH STORE : Park Street, ORANGE, N. J.

J

HOLDFAST®
Iff TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRJCE 20 GTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HARUIIARCH5T.PHILA=

$1.00 for 75 cents !

The Wheelmen's Reference Book j!o.so

The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Sent to any address for 75 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Spki.sgfield, Mass.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART, 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),

and price list of second-hand Machines.
DliKlCtLT RF,PA1RING A SPHCIAI.TY.

The Wheelmen's Reference Book,
PRICE 50 CENTS,

Will be sent to any subscriber sending us one new subscrip-
tion to The Gazette, and 10 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SrRixr.FiELD, Mass.

I1%
G.l^.TEEL
^limKiuuniHtfiii

r^ Banioa^
264 jVIAI^J STREET.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

A BICYCLE FREE!
The Vermont Bicycle free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicycle buyers. Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE. West Randolph. Vt.
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THE

^ie^elmg^^iujorrd.

H^ ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !"®a

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

179 Tremont Street, BOSTON,

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WORLD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

STURMEY, Coventry, England.

PERIODICALS^ AND* LITERATURE.

The Bicvcling World (established 1879). The leading
cycling paper of America; employs the best writers on eyeing
subjects, and makes a specialty of practical articles relatmg to
cycling. All the news, carefully edited and given with dispatch.
One Doilizr a year. ; - -

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-

ports of all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn, $2.50 per year, includ-
ing postage.

Bicycling News (English), including the three papers.
News, Trkyclist, and IVheel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a staff of writers
of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, bceezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. %i.ya, including postage.

Tricvchsts' Indispensable Annual and Hand-book.
—By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-
ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1884, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 1885.

Bicyclists* Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an edition of this work for 1885, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels.— By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin ;

Baths and Bathing; The Morning Tub; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment : Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the
Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise; Medicines in Training; Road
C(jmforts ; How to Ride ; Clothing ; Care of the Feet ; Care
of the Hands; Soap—Toilet Requisites; Calmatives—Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness ; Mitieral Waters ; A Tourist's Filter.

Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club Songs.—A collection of twenty bicycle songs, set to
popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. By mail, 30 cents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. " For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies
who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-

cling for some small book which should put them in posses-
sion of the most useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints
on the choice and management of tricycles, with suggestions
on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special
requirements." 25 cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with Special Re-
gard TO Bicyclists.—By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author of
this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider
of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no other
book on training possesses. As its hints and directions are in
every way practical, it can be strongly indorsed as giving all

the information that a book can give on this important sub-
ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.-
trated. 10 cents.

-A bicycle alphabet in rhyme. Illus-

A. B. C. OF Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-

structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of
wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $\. First edition. 20 cents.

Christmas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of the
Cyclist are profusely illustrated, and filled with entertaining
reading matter. " Our Camp," the current number, has made
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left. 25
cents.

Bicycle Tactics.— By Capt. T. S. Miller. A complete
manual for drill by clubs. 20 cents. New edition now ready.

THE LEADING WHEEL PAPER OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Weekly: Five Cents, or Two Dollars a Year.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for which $15 is given weekly.

JIAliHY ETHEBIXGTON, Proprietor, 152 Fleet Street, London, E. C.

American Agents, THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, SprinafieJd, Mass.

Wheeling and The Gazette mailed, post-paid, for %2 per annum.

REFERENCE BOOK,
CONTAININQ

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OATER TWO HT7NDRED LEADING WHEELMEN ; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 ^^ FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS ^ 49

IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN.

F. F. IVES, M
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
Sf E. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH, *" W,
A. BASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH,

. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. VanSICKLEN,

. C. MARVIN,
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AYERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. B. RICH,

E. P. BURNHAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

A. H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,

W. S. ATWELL,
A. G. SPALDING,

H. B. SMITH,
H. W. GASKELL,

S. T. CLARK,
W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKKR & Goodman, box 352, Hartford, Ct.

-vKfS^ sy^s-#O @ ©aFit^rb^r^ ^ Pilgrimage.^
Ridden, written, and illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robins Pennell. One volume, square 8vo. Paper, socts.

A cluirmins book for tvhcelmett. Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

THE JI'HEELMEyS GAZETTE, Springfield, Ma»».
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TbeKi:« sPBipELD'sm Mm.
WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

The King

AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers, g!v>

ing a constant application of power so

highly prized on sandy or muddy roads

and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the rear

of the hub, there is an uplifting at the

fulcra in front, removing the danger of

"taking a header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,

Because It can be run backwards, has

the silent coasting ratchet, and any rider

can tighten a loose spoke with a spoke-

tightener or insert a new spoke. Extra

spokes sent with each bicycle.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing the

weight, and the natural position of the

hands, enable the rider to greatly in-

crease the pressure upon the pedals.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-fric-

tion bearings run very easily, are very

durable, and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,

The new hollow-felloe rim being very

rigid, and the new tangent spokes inter-

laced make a very strong wheel.

Secured by United States Patents 'and fending United States and F<yrei{/n ApplicatUma
by the Inventor, Jtev. HOMJSIt A. KINO, SpHngfield, Mass.

Made at the Celebrated Cycle Works of the Ames Manufacturing Company.

WHAT eTHERS SAY.
Springfield, Mass., August 12, 18S6.

I have ridden a crank wheel for five years, and the past few
months have ridden The King Safety Bicycle on the

track and over rough roads, through mud and sand, up hill

and down. In ascending a hill the weight can be utilized as

well as muscle, and in coasting down hill The King .Safety
beats all others. It runs more easily than the crank wheel,
and is safe against headers, as the weij;ht is always on one
pedal in the rear of t!te hub. There is no machine more easy
to mount and dismount. I have let many ride it, and they
are all delighted with it. CHARLES QUIMBY.

Rev. Dr. Giflford, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Baptist

Church of Boston, Mass., a noted cycle rider, occupied the
pulpit of the State-Street Baptist Church in Springfield,

Mass., August i, and called at the factory Monday and ex-
amined the cycles. We were not present, but waote him
soliciting an article, and received the following note :

—

Dear Brother King— I enclose you a bit on re-creation.

. . . . I think you have a good machine. I have always
ridden the crank wheel, but think yours will have more power
and safety. Yours truly, O. P. GIFFORD.

Springfield, Mass., July 28, 1886.

After riding a crank wheel for three years, I have given it

up, for fear of going over the handle-bars, and purchased a
Star. Have also tried The King .Safety Bicycle, which
I think fully as safe and good.

HARRY R. HITCHCOCK.

PRICE LIST OF THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

Enamel Finish, $95.00 $115.00
One-fourth Nickel Finish, 100.00 120.00
One-half Nickel Finish, 105.00 125.00
Full Nickel Finish, 115.00 135.00

One -fourth Nickel includes Saddle - Spring, Handle -Bars, Brake, and Head; One-half

Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel; Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.

SPECIAL OFFER.—Ten per cent. Discount to any Clergyman.

AOENTS WANTED.

THE KIP WHEEL GOPIPIIKY, SI Barclay StreetmMl

me Weekly Evaoseiist

Have been united, and the consolidated paper is now issued

monthly by THE EVANGELI.ST COMPANY, at Evange-

list Building, 182 Slate Street, Springfield, Mass.

THE HERAI^D
contains

r/fS RUNNING RECORD,
PROGRESS OF THE ART,

CYCLING ROMANCE,
PRACTICAL HELPS.

THE EVANGELIST
is devoted to

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE,
EVANGELISTIC WORK,

TEMPERANCE AND REFORM,
YOUTH'S DEPARTMENT.

TERMS.
Single Copy, 8 pages, one year, $0.35

Three Copies, one year, i.oo

PEEMniMS.
Bicycles may be partly or wholly paid for by soliciting sub-

scribers. Vor many years wc carried on a purchasing agency
in New York, purchasing at wholesale prices from all the
leading houses. We also supphed almost any article desired

by any agent as a premium for sending us a club of subscribers,

but we found it necessary to require agents to send us as many
subscribers as they could obtain, and a fair remittance, and
trust to us to purchase the article at a low price and credit

them with any balance their due, or return it to them with the

premium if they desired. We can furnish any premium offered

by any other jiaper on as liberal terms as any one, but time is

too valuable to make a trip to inquire the price of special ar-

ticles, and afterwards another trip for the article, if the agent
raises the club and does not change his mind as to the pre-

mium desired.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

1. Wc offer a fine Stccl-Plnte Engraving, entitled "The
Star of Bethlehem," size 22xjS, price Jz, and The Bicvci.b
Hekald and Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for

only $1.

2. We offer Hollyer's line and stipple Steel-Plate Engraving
of " Henry W. Longfellow in his Librarv," size 24x32, price

57.50, and The Bicvcle Herald and 1!vangehst, for one
year, .ill post-paid, for only #1.25.

3. We offer Webster's Practical Dictionary, the latest and
best $1 dictionary in the market, and The Bio'Clb Herald
AND Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for only $1.

Sample cofy 0/ Paprr sent free to aiiy addrtss. Agents

wanted in every town in the United States. Premiums or

liberal cash commission given. Write for terms. Address

ALBERT J.

5 I Barclay Street,

KING,
NEW YORK.
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TRUE TANGENT i
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HE IMEV^

Coqf/c/e/if/y

OFFERED AS THE

HIGHEST GRADE
nA/n

wcraiixrMT.

1 ENERGET/G \

I f\G£NTS WANTED \
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SAML. T. CLARIC^ CO. /jifPOJfr£yi'S
BALTIMORE, MI>.

TRICYCLE*THE RDDGE CRESCENT* ^tandem

mitoiiiic Sim.

The Tricycle can be

ridden by a lady or gen-

tleman, and the Tandem
by two ladies, if desired.

Liglt, StroDQ, Fast.

Adjustable to all sizes.

Has no slides or rollers.

See this machine or send

for Cataloffwe.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON^ MASS.

NEV/ YORK HEADQUARTERS, GEO. R. BIDWELL, 313 ^Vest 58th Street.



PRESS OF SPRINGFIELD PRINTING COMPANY.

V0L.I.-N0.9. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., DECEMBER, 1S86. price 5 cents.

THE

COLUMBIA
CALENDAR

FOR 188?.

A SEPARATE SLIP FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR.

A TSTORK OF CONVENIENT ART,
FOR OFFICE. PARLOR, OR LIBRARY,

KULLY EQUAL TO ANY DOLLAR CALENDAR IN THE NIARI-CET.

The Calendar will be sent by mail, prepaid, securely packed, on receipt of twelve 2-cent stannps.

THE POPE MFG. CO.

597 WASHINQTON STREET, - - BOSTON.

12 \?Varren Street, NEW YORK. BRANCH HOUSES 116 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO.
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THE
SPRINGFIELD ^ BICTCLE

THE ^KING
WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers, giv-

ing a constant application of power so

higlily prized on sandy or muddy roads

and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the rear

of the hub, there is an uplifting at the

fulcra in front, removing the danger of

"taking a header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,

Because it can be run backwards, has

the silent coasting ratchet, and any rider

can tighten a loose spoke with a spoke-

tightener or insert a new spoke. Extra

spokes sent with each bicycle.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing the

weight, and the natural position of the

hands, enable the rider to greatly in-

crease the pressure upon the pedals.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-fric-

tion bearings run very easily, are very

durable, and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,

The new hollow-felloe rim being very

rigid, and the new tangent spokes inter-

laced make a very strong wheel.

Secured by United States Patents and Pending United States and Foreign Applications
by the Inventor, Itev. HOMER A.. KING, Springfield, Mass.

WHAT OTHERS SAY.
Springfield, Mass., August n, 1886.

I have ridden a crank wheel for five years, and the past few
months have ridden The King Safety Bicycle on the
track and over rough roads, through mud and sand^ up hill

and down. In ascending a hill the weight can be utilized as
well as muscle, and in coasting down hill The King Safety
beats all others. It runs more easily than the crank wheel,
and is safe against headers, as the weight is always on one
pedal in the rear of the hub. There is no machine more easy
to mount and dismount. I have let many ride it, and they
are all delighted with it. CHARLES QUIMBY.

Rev. Dr. Gifford, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Baptist
Church of Boston, Mass., a noted cycle rider, occupied the
pulpit of the State-Street Baptist Church in Springfield,

Mass., August i, and called at the factory Monday and ex-
amined the cycles. We were not present, but wrote him
soliciting an article, and received the following note :

—

Dhar Brother King— I enclose you a bit on re-creation.

. . . . I think you have a pood machine. I have always
ridden the crank wheel, but think yours will have more power
and safety. Yours truly, O. P. GIFFORD.

Springfield, Mass., July 28, 1886.

After riding a crank wheel for three years, I liave given it

up, for fear of going over the handle-bars, and purchased a
Star. Have also tried The King Safety Bicycle, which
I think fully as safe and good.

HARRY R. HITCHCOCK.

PRICE LIST OF THE RING LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

Enamel Finish, . $95.00 $115.00
One-fourth Nickel Finish, 100.00 120.00
One-half Nickel Finish, 105.00 125.00
Full Nickel Finish, 115.00 135.00

One -fourth Nickel includes Saddle- Spring, Handle -Bars, Brake, and Head; One-half

Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel; Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.

SPECIAJj OFFER.—Ten per cent. Discount to any Clergyman.

AOENTS WANTED.

HE tmi! wHEa goidfiiiiv, si Bmiigm,mM-

THE BICYtU PPU)
AND

Tlii Weemij Evanyelist

Have been united, and the consolidated paper is now issued

monthly by THE EVANGELIST COMPANY, at Evango-

list Building, 182 State Street, Springfield, Mass.

THE HER.A.I^D
contains

THE RUNNING RECORD,
PROGRESS OF THE ART,

CYCLING ROMANCE,
PRACTICAL HELPS.

THE EVANGELIST
IS devoted to

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE,
EVANGELISTIC WORK,

TEMPERANCE AND REFORM,
YOUTH'S DEPARTMENT.

TERMS.
Single Copy, 8 pages, one year, $0.35

Three Copies, one year, i.oo

PREMIUMS.
Bicycles may be partly or wholly paid for by soliciting sulv

scribers. For many years we carried on a purchasing agency
in New York, purchasing at wholesale prices from all the

leading houses. We also supplied almost any article desired

by any agent as a premium for sending us a club of subscribers,

but we found it necessary to require agents to send us as many
subscribers as they could obtain, and a fair remittance, and
trust to us to purchase the article at a low price and credit

them with any balance their due, or return it to them with the
premium if they desired. We can furnish any premium offered

by any other paper on as liberal terms as any one, but time is

too valuable to make a trip to inquire the price of special ar-

ticles, and afterwards another trip for the article, if the agent
raises the club and does not change his mind as to the pre-

mium desired.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

1. We offer a fine Steel-Plate Engraving, entitled "The
Star of Bethlehem," size 22x28, price $2, and The Bicycle
Herald and Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for

only %\.

2. We offer Hollyer's line and stipple Steel-Plate Engraving
of " Henry W. Longfellow in his Library," size 24x32, price

$7.50, and The Bicycle Herald and Evangelist, for one
year, all post-paid, for only $1.25.

3. We offer Webster's Practical Dictionary, the latest and
best %\ dictionary in the m.nrket, and The Bicycle Herald
and Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for only $1.

SamfU cofyi ef Paper sent free to any address. Agents

wanted in every town in the United States. Premiums or

liberal cash commission given. Write for terms. Address

ALBERT J. KING,
51 Barclay Street, - NEW YORK.
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Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Travel, and Ph)'sical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED

THREE DOLLARS
A YEAR.

Our Field

IS THE

Oiit-Door Worm.

During tlie Year there

wili k Articles

upon

EXPLORATION,
TRAVEL AND

ADVENTURE,
CAMPING,

MOUNTAIN
CLIMBING,

WALKING,
HUNTING AND

FISHING,

ROWING,
YACHTING,

ICE YACHTING,

AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED

SINGLE NUMBERS
25 CENTS.

Our FielH

IS THE

Oul-Door Worlil.

Dnring the Year there

will be Articles

upon

CANOEING,
BICYCLING,

TRICYCLING,

SKATING,
SNOW-SHOEING,

TOBOGGANING,

POPULAR FORESTRY,
COURT AND

LAWN TENNIS,

ARCHERY,
CRICKET,

LACROSSE,

ETC.

Conducted m POULTNE\' BIGELOW.

140 NASSAU STREBT, NEAV YORK.
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^^ CHESTNUTS ^<-

I

"A sailor's -wife had chestnuts in her lap."— Macbeth.

TSTill be tlie Cliristnias Annual of TSTHEELINQ, and isrill

be written by TST. McCAJSTDLISH and F. PERCT LOTST, wliose

liigli reputation for satire and sarcasm isrill be fully uplield

by tliis TflTork.

* CHESTNUTS *

TSTill be tlie most readable Cycling Annual ever issued in

connection "ssritli tlie sport, and larill be published at 25 cents,

post-paid. Order at once, as a large demand is expected, and
orders larill be filled as received.

* CHESTNUTS *

^ All orders sliould be addressed to tlie Sole American
Agents,

THE TSTHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., IT. S. A.
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
Outiiip $300
The Wlieelnicn's Reference Book, 50

The Wheehiien's Gazette ^50

$400
Sent i3ost-paid io any address for $3.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Sii<i\<.hi:m>. Mass.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,
j ^ ^^ y^^^

0/ Nassau btreet, )

THE ONLY

OI[iGialOiit[ltte[totleLll.W.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money - order for the

amount, also name and League number.

Eiiglislt C. T. C. Cloth, double width, >4 per yard.

sC
YCLES

EASY PAYMENT
All kinds, low prices— Bicycles, Tricycles, Tandems
new or second-hand—("lergymcn. Doctors, Lawyers.
Merchants, Clerks—adopt this system—Send 2 cent

stamp for particulars. Mention thi^. paper,

8.T.CLARK&CO. Baltimore, Md.

GET THE BEST !

THE STHPIiaD GYGLOPIETEa.

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

« REGISTERS 2500 MILES.
W"" have giv^n th manufacture f)f the Cyclometer careful

investijjation and study, with a resolute detennination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. \P'e

furnish a certificate of accuracy with ail ittstrttments. In
ordering give size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with
balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. LAPCIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MASS.

THE

SECURITY
Mutual Benefit Society,

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ONLY TWELVE ASSESSMENTS have been levied

since the Society began business, averaging three a year, and

making the cost for assessments to a man 40 years of age lesS

than five dollars a year for each 5iooo of insurance.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

*% The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. J*

^

GEO. H.MORRILL Sc CO.

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

K. J. SHATTUCK & CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS-NORWOOD, MASS.

4^

*} The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. {«

A CASKET OF

SILVERWARE
-FREE-

to any person who will show it to their friends
and si>nd us ordei-s.

$«0 per Mouth
salary and cxponses paid those who prefer salary

to commission, and their salary raised to

$75 per Month
the third, and

$100 per Month
the sixth month they are with lis, if they prove

proficient salesmen.
Give Post OfBce and Express Offlee address, and

state what paper you saw this advertisement in.

Address: 'Wallinsrord Stiver Co.
Wnlliiii^rord, Conn.

ANY BICYCLE CLUB
Can get a Buflalo Hume Trainer free by sending us ^50 to

pay for 100 subscribers for one, two, or more years; renewals
count. Now is the time; three Home Trainers already sent

to clubs this fall by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Si KiNi.i iii.ii, Mass.

PREPARE FOR THE TRACK OR ROAD

NOW,
I'or never again will vou have the chance to

l,uv.;..od

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
so CHEAP

!

ALL M/li-. AMI STVLE*.

A FULL STOCK OF SUNDRIES.

Bathing Pads, Hose .Supporters, Helmets,

Shoes, Stockings, Lamps, Luggage Carriers,

Uniforms, etc.

You can be fitted out complete.

j^i^^Do not forget that ynu can pet anythin

you want of

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.
Oraton Hal), Newark, N. J.

BRANCH STORE : Park Street, ORANGE, N. J.

I
HOLDFASTS
'©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRICE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.BMRUIIARCH5T.PHILA.=

$1.00 for 75 cents !

The Wheelmen's Reference liook, fo.50
The Wheelmen's (Gazette, 50

r. , , f fii.oo
Sent to any address for 75 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

fur illustrated 60 pafjo i atalogue (free),

and price list of second-hand Machines.
DllFlCt I.T RKrAlRl.ST. A SI'IXI Al.TV.

The Wheelmen's Reference Book,

Will be sent to any subsciiber sending us one new subscrip-
tion to The Gazette, and 10 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Siki\i;fifi.d, Ma«s.

G.WTEEL,
kjanufaeturerof

^ Banios^
264 AiAIN STKEET,

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

A BICYCLE FREE!
The Vermont Picvcle free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicvcle buyers. Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. .Ml like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE, West Randolph, Vt.
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BICYCLES ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with little or no extra charge except

for interest. Second-Hanu Wheels bouglit, sold, and exchanged.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

REPAIRING AND NICKEL-PLATING.
Send for our large new finely- illustrated Catalogue, with "A Pilgrimage

a-Wheelback," illustrated, now in press. Our Catalogue is of interest to every
adtua] or prospedllve wheelman.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

l^if. a^-'UH-c^i^ t>^^i/y

We beg to wform the cycle trade ofA nierka tftai ive

are ?io7v in a position to supply our Celebrated Hollo^v
Felloes in large or small quantities. Owing to the large
demand of the English trade^ it is only recently thaty by
iftcreased plant and facilities for producifig thent^ we
have been able to jneei the demand.

Price-lists free o?i application^ and special quotations

for quantities of any kind.

MANUFACTURERS OF

m/j

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Now that ive feel competent to meet any call upon us,

ive are desirous of soliciting orders in A merica for our
Patent Felloes, Patent ^* Perfeftion''^ Backbones aJid Fork
Sides, besides ordinary articles used in tlie construflion
and repairs of Bicycles and Tricycles^ of zvhich we man-
ufaflure all kinds and patterns^ and of best quality.

In a later issue of this Journal ive will give illustra-

tiofis of our specialties.
'-^^i^^^^^yc^'^^f^ta^^^f^^ \Ly'^^

IIMPORXJLN O BICYC
IJURIES imm IN TMVEL,IflM, OK SPORT, ALL AROUP THE GLOBE.

ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

HARTFORD, THE TRAVELERS HARTFORD,
CONN.

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

Jl@- ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! ^ INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE.
ASK AGENTS TO SHO^A/ A COPY.

Assets, $8,417,000.
James G. Batterson, President.

Surplus, $2,096,000. Paid Policy-Hoiders, $11,500,000.
Rodney Dennis, Secretary.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
OF ANY KIND, SEND STAMP TO

A. W. GUIVrP, DAYTON, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price-List of New and Second-Hand Machines. Second-Hand

Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
UF SECOND-HAND HICYCLES.

A. W. GUIVIF', DAYTON, OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second-Hand Guns Taken in Exchange

for Bicycles.
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TANDEM COMPLETE. SUFFICIENT WEIGHT UPON THE FRONT WHEEL TO
PREVENT THE REAR RIDER AFFECTING THE STEERING.

D« MOOMHi
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

75 Clinton Ayenue, - NE'WARK, N. J.
m^ACTIVE AND RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED. ,=m
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THE CDYENTRY MACHINISTS' CD.

239 Columbus Avknue, - BOSTON, MASS.
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HOW THE BICYCLE ORIGINATED.

BV T. W. E.

When Fleetwing, fairy god of speed,

Was once called forth by inan.

He quickly saw his greatest need

And carried out his plan.

" You want a steed that eats not gold

In corn in manger thrown,

That is as swift when it is old

As when at first you own."

Just then a cloud obscures the east,

The sun smiles on its train,

And Fleetwing's eyes a moment feast, ^

And looks he not in vain.

He took the rainbow from the cloud,

But slightly changed its shape,

Form made— a backbone—arched and proud ^

As courser's neck can take.

He then a circle round the sun

And belt on planet sought

—

A large wheel and a smaller one

—

And three parts he had wrought.

And many twinklings of a star

For spokes in wheels he set,

Observed approaching from afar

We see them twinkle yet.

A palm-tree's largest leaf he found

For saddle, choice inviting;

A whirlwind ever turning round

For pedals cleft with lightning.

Together all these parts he placed,

With lesser ones united ;

The whole with man's proud form Ik- graced

And left him most di:lic.htcd.

THE EVIDENCE IN THE CASE.

In our last issue we had occasion to refer briefly

to Alfred A. McCurdy's wonderful road ride on

November 5 and 6, and the accomplishnieiit of

the world's record of 305 miles in the twenty-four

hours.

McCurdy started from W.ilth.iin to heat the 20,

25, 50, and 100 mile and twenty-four hotir road

records and accomplished everything lie under-

took, lie finished sliortly before 9 o'clock ne.xt

morning, coming in on the last turn at 8.38 a. m.,

having been over the route six times, thereby

completing 300 miles. This with two slow circuits

of 2J5 miles each made afterward, brought the

actual distance traveled to 304J miles, and with

the runs to and from his liotel after each 50-mile

round, the real record is imquestionablv full 305

miles. A large crowd witnessed the pcrfonnance

and cheered loudly at the finish. Following is the

official time, both for the long and short circuits :

—

Distance. Start. Finish. Time.

Miles. H. M. S. H. M. S. H. M. S.

50, 9 00 00 A. M. 12 04 00 P. -M. 3 04 00

100, 2 06 25 P. M. 3 28 25 P. M. 6 28 25

150, 3 49 30 p. M. 7 24 30 P. M. 10 24 30

200, 7 5t 10 p. M. II 35 00 p. M. 14 35 00

250, 12 00 40 A. .M. 3 58 00 A. M. iS 5S 00

300, 4 24 45 A. M. 8 38 00 A. M. 23 38 00

3021^, 8 38 00 A. M. 8 48 50 A. M. 23 48 50

304!, 8 48 50 A. M. 8 57 45 A. M. 23 57 45

McCurdy is twenty-one years old, five feet ten

and one-half inches tall, of sandy complexion, and

weighs about 160 pounds. He is a Lynn shoe-

maker and worked in a shop up to last week.

The total time consumed in rests was one hour,

forty-one minutes, fifteen seconds, making total

time of actual wheeling twenty-two hours, sixteen

minutes, thirty seconds, and the average rate of

speed was almost fourteen miles an hour. Besides

breaking the 20, 25, 50, and 100 mile records, he

beat Whittaker's 150-mile record by four minutes,

twenty-two seconds, and Ilollinsworth's 200-mile

record by thirty-eight minutes, thirty seconds,

thus smashing records all along the line. It is

also claimed that the course traveled is about

one-half mile over fifty miles, and if measured and

proven so, some two or three miles more must be

added to his score.

The following are copies of the official papers

as submitted to the A. C. U. for its acceptance,

the record being accomplished under the strictest

of rules relative to road riding.

SpRiNtiFiEi.D, Mass., November 10, 1SS6.

J. S. Dean, Chairiimn District Racing Board

:

—
I hereby make application for the following bicycle records

made on the Boston Bicycle Club course on November 5 and

6, 1S86:-

Distance : 20 miles. Time : ill. lom. 17s.
"

25 " "
ill. 27m. 28s.

150 " " loh. 24m. 30s.

And all intermediate records from 150 miles to 305 miles

and record for twenty-four hours, 305 miles. The actual time

being 23 hours, 57 minutes, 45 seconds.

The above records were made under the .American Cyclists'

Union rules.

Alfred A. McCckdv.

The following named persons acted as officials :

—

Referee, J. A. Downs.

Starter, A. E. Wiswell.

Timers and Scorers, .A. E. Wiswell, J. Crilcherson, J.

A. Downs, M. H. Blaisdell, J. M. Burns.

Pace Makers, A. E. Wiswell, C. H. Annis, R. J. Hender-

son, J. H. Cole, H. A. Browning.

Judges, W. W. Stall, Dr. Jordan, Dr. Robertson,

Umpires and Checkers, Thos. Carlton, Chas. Dowling,

John M. Burns.

Wai.tham, November 5, 1SS6.

We, the undersigned, as timers for Mr. Alfred A. McCurdy
in his attempt to break the twenty-four hour record, Novem-
ber 5 and 6, do hereby certify that we timed him at the 20 and

25 mile points, and the times, as given below, are correct. We
also timed the start.

Distance: 20 miles. Time: ih. lom. 17s.

25 " "
ih. 27m. 2Ss.

John M. Burns,

A. E. Wiswell.

Waltham, November 6, 1886.

We, the undersigned, do hereby certify thai we have

measured the course over which Alfred A. McCurdy traveled

in his recent attempt to break th-s iwenly-four hour record,

November 5 and 6, which is exactly the same course laid out

by the Boston Bicycle Club for their last one hundred mile

race, and find it to be a trifle over fifty miles in length.

We have also located the twenty and twenty-five mile points,

and to the best of our knowledge and belief these distances

are correct.

C. H. Annis,

Rob't J. Henderson,
Albert E. Wiswell.

Waltham, November 6, 1886.

I, the undersigned, as referee for Alfred A. McCurdy in

his attempt to break the twenty-four hour record, November

5 and 6, do hereby certify that upon each and every lap he

was accompanied by one or more of the following named
gentlemen as pace makers :

—

First lap. 6 miles. J. H. Cole.
"

19 " Rob't J. Henderson.
"

25 " A. E. Wiswell.

Second lap. 33 " C. H. Annis.

17 " J. H. Cole.

Third lap. 33 " A. E. Wiswell.

17 " J. H. Cole.

Fourth lap. 33 " Rob't J. Henderson.

..
J
J. H. Cole,

_

'
I H. A. Browning.

Fifth lap. 33 " A. E. Wiswell.
"

17 " C. H. Annis.

Sixth lap. 33 " Rob't J. Henderson.
"

17 " A. E. Wiswell.

Geo. a. Downs.

Waltham, November 6, 1S86.

We, the undersigned, as timers and scorers for Alfred A.

.McCurdy in his attempt to break the twenty-four hour

record, November 5 and 6, do hereby certify that we started

him at exactly 9 a. m., November 5. We were also present

at the fiiii.sh of each and every lap and the times given belovv

are correct. We also measured the distance covered by him

outside of his six laps and found it to be exactly five miles.

First lap. Start, 9I1. oom. oos. a. m. •

"
Finish, i2h. 04m. oos. p. m.

.Second lap. Start, i2h. o^m. oos. p. .m.

"
Finish, 3h. 2Sm. 25s. p. m.

Third lap. Stan, 3h. 49m. 30s. p. m.
"

Finish, 7!!. 24m. 30s. p. .M.

Fourth lap. Start, 7h. 51m. los. p. m.
'*

Finish, iih. 35m. oos. p. m.

Fifth lap. .Start, i2h. oom. 40s. a. m.
"

Finish, 3h. s^m. oos. a. .m.

Sixth lap. Start, 4h. 2S111. 45s. a. .m.

"
Finish, 8I1. sSm. oos. a. m.

Finish of 305 miles, 8h. 57in 45s. a. m.

Joseph Critcherson,

Geo. a. Down.s,

Wm. H. Blaisdell.

Waltham, November 5 and 6, 18S6.

T, the undersigned, as checker at Newton Centre for

Alfred A. McCurdy in his attempt, November 5 and 6, to

break the twenty-four hour record, checked him as follows :

—

1. Trips. 9.26 A. M. 10.31 a. m.

2. " 12.35 •" "• '••»5 " "•

3.
" 4.21 p. M. 5.31 p. M.

4. " 8.26 p. M. g.30 p. M.

5. " 12.37 A- M- '-57 A- M-

6. " 5.05 A. .M. 6.32 A. M.

John M. Burn.s.

Waltham, November 5 and 6, 1S86.

I, the undersigned, as checker at Needham for Alfred A.

McCurdy in his attempt, November 5 and 6, to break the

twenty-four hour record, checked him as follows :

—
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Trips. 9.59 A. M.

J. 12 P. M.

4.58 P. M.

8.52 P. M.

1. 13 A. M.

5.45 A. M.

Chas. Dowlinc.

Waltham, November 5 and 6, 1886.

I, the undersigned, as checker at Brigliton for Alfred A.

McCurdy in his attempt to break the twenty-four hour

record, November 5 and 6, checked him as follows:

—

1. Trips. n-39 A. M.

2.
" 2.53 P. M.

3- " 6.43 P. M.

4.
*' 10.52 P. M.

5.
**

. 3. 10 A. M.

6.
"

7-48 A. M.

Thomas Carlton.

Know all men by these presents. That I, Alfred A.

McCurdy, of Lynn, in the county of Essex, and Common-

wealth of Massachusetts, between the hours of nine o'clock

a. m., November fifth, A. D. 1886, and nine o'clock a. m.,

November sixth, A. D. 1886, rode on my bicycle six times

over the course of the Boston Bicycle Club, as laid out on

the route card of its last one hundred mile road race, and

that between said hours, I also rode on my bicycle on a five-

mile circuit formed by Moody, Derby, Cherry, and High

streets, in Waltham, in said Massachusetts, in addition to the

said six times over said Boston Bicycle Club course and that

during the entire time I was riding and over the whole distance

I was accompanied by one or more pace makers.

Alfred A. McCurdy.

CoinvionioealtJt of lilassachi/setts.

[Suffolk, ss.]

Boston, November 10, A. D. 1886.

Then personally appeared the above named Alfred A.

McCurdy and made oath that the above statement sub-

scribed by him is true. Before me,

J. S. Dean, Justice of the Peace.

Boston, November 10, 1886.

We, the undersigned, all the members of the Eastern

District Racing Board of the American Cyclists' Union, have

examined the proofs, submitted by Alfred A. McCurdy, of

Lynn, Mass., in support of his claim for a record, for twenty-

four hours for the road on a bicycle and also the 20 and

25 mile bicycle road record made on November 5 and 6. The

distance ridden within the twenty-four hours we find to be 305

miles, and the time for the 20-mile, one hour, ten minutes,

seventeen seconds, and for the 25-mile, one hour, twenty-seven

minutes, twenty-eight seconds. We find that the above dis-

tance and times are substantiated by proper certificates and

hereby accept them as records for these respective distances

and time. We also find that the following records were made

by Mr. McCurdy: 150 miles, ten liours, twenty-four minutes,

thirty seconds ; 200 miles, fourteen hours, thirty-five minutes

;

250 miles, eighteen hours, fifty-eight minutes; and 300 miles,

twenty-three hours, thirty-eight minutes.

We, therefore, declare Mr. Alfred A. McCurdy the holder

of the twenty-four hour road record for bicycles and of the

20, 25, and all the intermediate bicycle road records from 150

and 300 miles, inclusive, as above set forth.

J. S. Dean,

W. H. Selvev,

Arthur A. Glines.

CYCLES IN WAR.

The Belgian News gives a full and interesting

account of a trial of cycles which took place on

Sunday, October 24, before a number of govern-

ment officials, with a view of adopting cycles for

the transmission of dispatches in times of peace

and war. That the trial was satisfactory the fol-

lowing account will show :

—

"Last Sunday morning the quiet village of

Chatelet, .the starting point of the cycle race

organized by Messrs. Turner & Co., was all ani-

mation in anticipation of the event of the day.

Everybody was out to witness the arrival of the

cyclists, and when they made their appearance the

greatest excitement prevailed. The crowd was so

great that it was with difficulty that the road could

be cleared for the start. It was an important

occasion in the annals of Belgian cycling. The race

was to be of a hundred kilometers, and Capt.

Regibo and Lieut. Pardoen had been deputed

from the war office, and M. Wiguelen, ve'rifi-

cateur des postes, from the post office, to witness

the competition, as it was to be a trial in view of

the employment of cycles in time of war for the

transmission of dispatches, and in time of peace

by the country postmen to lighten their labors and

hasten the delivery of letters. The weather was

everything that could be wished. Twenty-nine

entries had been received, but unfortunately the

change of date had proved inconvenient to many,

for si.xteen riders only answered to the roll-call,

with perhaps a dozen outsiders who wished to

test their powers, but who were not regularly

inscribed. Sixteen cyclists were at their posts.

At 9 o'clock, with the assistance of the local

police, the crowd, numbering upwards of 3,000,

was kept back and the tricycles started, at 9.30

the safety bicycles, and between 9.40 and 10

three groups of four bicyclists, greeted by loud

cheers. The first part of the course, from Cha-

telet to Dinant, via Sart, Saint Laurent, and

Burnot, was performed under difficulties, a strong

wind blew in the faces of the cyclists, and pre-

vented their advancing with the rapidity that they

had calculated on. The return was easier in that

respect, but this was more than compensated for

by the numerous and sometimes steep inclines

which retarded their progress.

" The interest excited by the race was the same

all along the course. The inhabitants of all the

communes assembled on the road on foot, on

horseback, and in carriages of every description,

waving their caps and cheering heartily. More
than a hundred thousand persons must thus have

witnessed the race. At 4.50 P. M. the conqueror,

M. De Gand, arrived at Chatelet, and the Belgian

champion met with an enthusiastic receptioii^the

others following about an hour after, and in the

evening the cafes were overflowing with people

discussing the events of the day.

" The sociable riders, it seems, got no further

than Dinant, 45 kilometers. Their spirits flagged
;

to be more sociable each had his own bottle and

it leaked out that before Dinant was reached our

socialists described more zig-zags than straight

lines. M. Claus of the Illustration Europeemie, a

bicyclist of only three weeks' standing, kept

bravely on, and would ]3robably have taken

second prize, but near Florennes a young calf

disputed the right of wav with him, the result

being a trio of headers for rider, bicycle, and

calf; all bit the dust and rolled over in a heap.

" The ten points of control were mostly kept

under the immediate surveillance of the local

burgomasters. In one place the gendarme was

appointed, an old niilitaire, who knew only /'' 7not

d''ordre, and when the first party of cyclists ar-

rived, with drawn saber he defied them to pass,

until they had delivered their coupons of control.

Fortunately he was placed at one of the early

stations,' when the controlling tickets were jileiiti-

ful, for if he had not been served to order, no one

would have taken the first, second, or third prizes

!

Much credit isdue toM. G. Biot, a young " safety
"

rider of six weeks, who kept up with the first

riders for a distance of 80 kilometers.

"The delegates of the war office and post

office spent the morning in obtaining informa-

tion and taking notes, and after being entertained

at dinner at Charleroi by Mr. Turner, they were

back at Chatelet by 2 o'clock to await the return

of the cyclists. Altogether the race proved a

complete success ; it was a fete that will long be

remembered at Chatelet.

" It was the most important race yet run in Bel-

gium, from the interest taken in it by the govern-

ment, the distance, and the value of the prizes,

which amounted to 1,000 francs. The generous

offer of the Waterbury Coinpany of a watch to

each rider completing the distance in five, six, or

seven hours respectively, for bicycles, tricycles,

and sociables, was not taken advantage of by any

of the runners.

"Austria, Germany, and France already employ

the cycle for their armies, and England for the

parcel delivery, and there seems every probability

that Belgium will now be added to the countries

in which the value of the cycle receives official

recognition."

LEAF BY LEAF THE ROSES FALL

Little by little the Coventry Ring begin to see

through the dark cloud which has obscured their

vision the past suiumer or rather fall, and if Mr.

Ducker will only keep quiet on the letter ques-

tion, and give the Coventry editors rope enough,

they will hang themselves. The latest admission

is from the Cyclist, which says :

—

Ducker says he has letters from Iliffe and Sturmey in

which they promised to send a representative to the Spring-

field meet, and that further private advices stated the man
was to be Hillier.

—

Bicycling World. What we did say

was just after the last year's tournament, when the promateur

business had not transpired, and there was a likelihood of the

meet this year being an important one. We told Mr. Ducker

we contemplated sending over a representative, and that if Mr.

Sturmey were unable to go we would be represented by a

cyclist, who mi||ht be Mr. Hillier or some one else, but who
would be one whose word as to the accuracy of any times

made would be generally accepted by English riders. The
" Springfield boom," however, " burst " after this, and it

was not worth our while to send or any one else's while to go.

It is amusing to watch the course of the papers

controlled by the Coventry Ring, on the question

of those letters which Mr. Ducker claims to hold.

For nearly a month, the Cyclist and Bicycling News
have been dodging the question. The A^ews will

take one paragraph one week and offer a certain

explanation, and the Cyclist follows the same

course on another paragraph. Then the ne.xt

week the order is reversed and we get another

version, all of which is very amusing to those

wheelmen who are interested.

A BANQUET TO THOMAS STEVENS.

Mr. Knight L. Clapp, the secretary of the Citi-

zens' Bicycle Club, has written a letter to Mr.

Poultney Bigelow, the editor of Outing, tendering,

on the part of his club, a complimentary banquet

to the great wheelman, in the following words :

" Recognizing the enterprise, ability, and courage

of Mr. Thomas Stevens, whose trip ' Round the

World on a Bicycle,' is worthy to rank among

the most remarkable feats of modern or even

inore ancient times, the Citizens' Bicycle Club de-

sires to express its appreciation of those manly

qualities and to congratulate this daring traveler,

who has in so unique a inanner shown the possi-

bilities of the wheel, on the safe and successful

completion of his arduous labors.

" We therefore tender to Mr. Stevens, through

you, his metropolitan representative, a compli-

mentary banquet to be given upon his shortly

anticipated arrival in this city."
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How it is suspected some of the Long Island road records were made.
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FROM OUR FRENCH CORRESPONDENT.

sIIE season has run very nearly

to its close and, except in

the South of France where

cycling is pleasant through-

out the winter, riders are be-

ginning to store their ma-

chines. Altogether this sum-

mer has been one of the

most successful for the sport in all parts of France,

although, it must be said that its progress has

not been at the rate that we have seen in the neigh-

boring countries. This is owing in great measure to

French temperament and the tremendous amount

of prejudice yet to be ridden down. Still clubs

have gone on increasing, manufactories have been

founded or enlarged, and the large English firms

are constantly adding to the number of their

agencies in Paris and the great centers of popula-

tion.

With the leaves of autumn have disappeared

two journals devoted to cycling. They will not

be entirely lost to memory for in each case the

titles have been attached to those previously

borne by the papers into which they were merged.

The Velocc-Sport and Veloccman rtitnis will look

after the interests of wheelmen in the South of

France, while the Rn'iie W'locife'diquc, mto which

the Sport Vi'tocipediqui' has been merged will cater

for the wants of Northern France. All the red-

hot personalities exchanged by the papers dur-

ing the past few years are to be forgotten and

both the newly organized journals are preparing to

trace their new careers on a blank page, from

which their records of the past are banished.

Several French riders have been going for

records lately, and they now stand as under. One
kilometre equals 1,609 yards, English measure.

Bicycles.

F. De Civrj', Paris, 4 kils.

"
5 "

I. Dubois, Paris, 50 kils.

" " 100 '*

K. De Civr>-, Paris, 5 kils.

Safety.

Tricycle.

F. De Ci\Ty, Paris, 3 kils.

" "
5

"

7m. 28 2-5S.

gm. I2S.

i8m. 40S.

ih. 41m. 2Ss.

3h. 34m. 9s.

9m. 24 2-5S.

19m. 2S.

5m. 54s.

9m. 54 2-5S.

13m. 58s.

19m. 57s.

42m. 25s.

ill. 57m. 40s.

4h. 50m. 24 1-4S.

4h. 46m. OS.

F. S.)

i2h.

24h,

2Sh. im.

J. Wick, Bordeaux, 50 kils.

" " 100 '*

Osmen De Lafitol, Vic-Begorr^, 100 kils.

(Not yet allowed by the U. V.

O. De Lafitol, Vic-Begorre, 207 kils., on

road,

J. Rousset, Bordeaux, 343 kils., on road,

3S7 "

Baby, Pau, 1,044 kils., 600 metres, sd. loh. 17m.

Tande>n.

Grass and Castillon, Paris, 8 kils. 15m. 4,8 2-5S.

Dubouch and Astuguevieille, Audi, 50 kils. 2h. 9m. 30s.

*' 100 " 4h. 46m.

Canary, the American trick rider, is now in

Paris, fulfilling an engagement at the Folie Ber-

geres, and is proving quite an attraction at the

chief of the music halls of the city.

An article entitled "Armistice," appearing in

the Rrciiie Velociptdiqiie, gives very seasonable

advice to club-men. The writer points out that

there was a time when the approach of winter

was injurious to the interests of cycling, but now
the sport was so firmly established that they

could welcome the winter as the season for per-

fecting their organization throughout the country.

The mistakes of the past should serve as warn-

ings for the future and a change of tactics was

imminent. Had they not unions and alliances

and federations to consolidate.'' It was to an

object like this that all their efforts ought to be

concentrated. Let the racing men repose them-

selves, it was indispensable, but such rest should

not be taken by the leaders of the unions and

clubs, for the winter season was the period at

which the work of organization should be most

actively pressed forward, so that when the season

of meetings and promenades arrived defective,

arrangements should never mar the success of

these fixtures. Each club should place on its

agenda the difficult questions with which it was

bound to deal, as well as doing all in its power to

back up the chief organization of cycling by

advice and support on matters of general interest

to cyclists which might from time to time arise.

Other points of particular importance to French

club-men are touched upon in the article, which

deserves the careful attention of hard-worked

presidents and secretaries.

Mr. H. O. Duncan is now, it is stated, on the

point of leaving France for Australia with several

English professionals, where he will start an

agency in the interests of an English firm.

Mr. A. De Baroncelli has been appointed the

Chief Consul for France of the C. T. C, and as

if to signalize his appointinent the new edition of

his Road Guide was issued from the press. It is

a very complete work and, with a very slight

acquaintance with the French language, a rider

will have no difficulty in finding his way within a

hundred miles radius of the capital with the aid

of the guide.

Paris, November 15, 1886.

Addressing a body of business men at Bridge-

port the other day, P. T. Barnum said, " You do

not, any of you, advertise enough. You ought to

use printer's ink every day. You are asleep and

want your business to run itself. Standing adver-

tisements in a paper command confidence. The
man who for a year lives in one community and

leads a reputable life, even though he be of mod-

erate ability, will grow in the confidence and

esteem of his fellows. On the same principle, a

newspaper advertisement becomes familiar in the

eyes of the reader. It may seldom be read, still

it makes the name and business of the man
familiar, and its presence in the columns of a

paper inspires confidence in the stability of its en-

terprise." And Barnum ought to know. \Ve

commend the above to all who think winter ad-

vertising does not pay.

—

Bicycling World.

^

The revulsion in favor of the wheel has been

slow in making it.self felt, so much so that one

scarcely realizes what a change has occurred in

St. Louis in the past two years. -On any day of

the week, mostly, a realization will be forced

home by a look into the Post-Dispatch hallway.

There is a tradition among cyclists that about two

and a half years ago Cola .Stone scared the tallv-

ho horses driven by the then managing editor, Mr.

Cockerill, and that the damage resulting em-

bittered the gentleman and turned the paper

against cycling. The tradition (piickly fades from

the mind, though, when one looks into the P.-D.'s

hallway these days and sees three bicycles await-

ing their reportorial riders from upstairs.

—

Spec-

tator.

<is^

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

OLDNESS in the great world

outside, and coolness within

the little world of cycling

Philadelphia, have been feat-

ures of the region this side of

the three rivers. I say have

been, for the first cool breaths

of winter have given place for

a season to a comparatively

mild temperature, and the

lately frigid relations existing between a number of

our prominent city wheelmen have happily also

given place to more genial and sociable feel-

ings. I was rather sorry, when I found that the

issue of the Gazette for November was rather

dilatory in its appearing, that I had forwarded

you the postscripts which touched upon the little

fuss of late date among some of our cyclers here.

But after all, as the twin examples of versifying

diabolism only showed, it is a fact that two sides

generally appear to belong to a story, and that

either one may be the right side up one, accord-

ing to individual fancy. The whole stor)-, inci-

dent, catastrophe, if you will—of the historic five-

lap track, has gone the way of all such things, and

everything about it will be forgotten so soon, that

if a chance memory of it struggles up anywhere

in the future, it will only cause the principals and

their supporters to wonder that anything so trivial

as the first popgun shot fired, should have stirred

up the acrimonious fight which has happily been

brought to a close now. As usual it required the

intervention of some disinterested party to square

the circle, the widening circle, of supremely

injured feelings on both sides, the right side up

side, and the wrong side up side; anyhow, just at

the right time when the flame of the fight between

individuals seemed about to invade the terri-

tory of the respective clubs to which the individ-

uals belonged—Pennsylvania and Germantown

—

—in stepped the pacificator, in the person of Mr.

Frank Read of the Germantown, than whom there

is no more good-humored, or fuss- hating cy-

cler in the Quaker City. Mr. Read must be a

born reader of men, for the following reason,

—

and now this is a secret that I am going to con-

fide to the readers of the Gazette,—he discov-

ered that the chief parties interested in the five-

lap track fracas could be interested even to a

greater extent in a one board business, and so on

a set evening certain big chiefs who had been out

seeking each other's scalps consented to come

into the cosy interior of a certain wigwam, and

burying the dread tomahawk under the " one

board," where it is said some of them followed

it, and sheathing their bright nickel-plated knives

in the breast of the turkey buzzard provided by

the good pacificator, they, with full mouths and

overflowing hearts, declared that they were broth-

ers once more, and as brothers they would remain

for all time, more or less.

Now, I suppose you want to know if we spelled

Thanksgiving day here with a big T. No, we ditl

not ; lots of cyclers had intended to wend their way

from the region of cobble-stones, turkeys, street

cars, church-goers, and mince pies, and seek on the

free open country highway a release from city as-

sociations. But the fates decreed that such wheels

as had gone into winter quarters should not come

out from thence, but rather that other wheels

should go to them and settle themselves for a

winter rest. Even if Wiggins did not predict
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bad weather, it came, and while Thanksgiving

dinners were not spoiled Thanksgiving rides were,

and by evening much mud and much grumbling

were distinctive of tlie city and its cyclers. The

Pennsylvania CUib were to have had one of their

old-time runs through Kairmount Park. Cai)tain

Roberts had determined to show the riding

strength of the club, and he had issued a sum-

mons to each member to turn out, if only for the

one occasion, and his effort for a good gathering

had met with prospectively a good response when

the clerk of the weather shut down on the effort

at resuscitation and no parade of " Pennsy " lent

an extra charm to old Fairmount on Thanks-

giving day for '86. Perhaps there is no road

officer of any Philadelphia club who is better

liked than Captain C. A. Roberts of the Pennsyl-

vania, lie has been " Pennsy's " captain almost

from the foundation of the club, and his energy

and attention to work has done much towards

making his men what they are on the road.

The races which were to be a feature of Thanks-

giving day in Philadelphia were not run, and now
are, of course, off the carpet until next year.

There is some talk of utilizing the ground on

which our five-lap track is located, for tobog-

ganing purposes during the winter. The project

has taken rise among the cyclers, and I do not

know whether it will come to anything or not.

The craze, not a very great one as yet, has come

here via New York, and it would not at all sur-

prise me to see some of the active members of

the Germantown and the Pennsylvania take upon

them some extra work in the matter of associat-

ing with dormant cycling joys, the pleasures of ex-

ceedingly live and wakeful attempts at tobogganing,

for, after all, we cannot do more than make at-

tempts to enjoy this sport, which is rather a foolish

recreation in latitudes where it bears the semblance

of an import that can never be naturalized. Much
more good can be done by Philadelphia cyclers,

—

more lasting good certainly,—and, after all, much
more true pleasure gained, and benefit secured for

the recreation which they lose, by joining the Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Cycling, which is

rapidly attaining to a position of mark in the city.

If this association will from now on only receive

from local cyclers a moiety of the attention and

the work which they have wasted in the past on

things which were not calculated to do anything

for the permanent advantage of cycling, then its

success, and its chances for an enlarged sphere of

usefulness, will be greatly increased.

The little breezes which have been stirring in

certain sections of the cycling world in this city

have had one good effect anyhow,—that of keep-

ing up interest in things cycling among a certain

class of riders who require something rather out of

the common to kee}) them from slumbering and

sleeping. Two incidents in connection with the

sport in Philadelphia I suppose I may as well

chronicle here ; one of them is of a sad and re-

grettable nature, and the other one is one of those

occurrences which devotees of cycling have cause

to congratulate themselves upon. While rid-

ing round the new City Hall, surrounding which

building there is a splendid stretch of asphalt,

Mr. Connor, one of our city cyclers, had the mis-

fortune to come in collision with a wagon. He
was turning out from behind another vehicle, and

not aware of the one coming towards him, when

he suddenly found himself flung violently to the

pavement, and when the bystanders picked him

up it was found that he had sustained such

injuries that his life was despaired of af first.

He has partially recovered from his severe injuries,

but it is sad still to know that he will in all prob-

ability carry the effects of the occurrence to the

grave with him. A little caution on his part

would have avoided the mishap, for no blame

could be attached to the driver of the conveyance

with which he collided. The other occurrence

which I mentioned as being one which cyclers

could afford to feel well satisfied over, was the

winning of a legal battle for a cycler by Mr.

Samuel Boyle, who is a member of the legal pro-

fession and as a genial and enthusiastic cycler is

well liked among our local wheelmen. The ac-

tion, which was for damages sustained through a

collision, was watched with interest by cyclers

here, and when Mr. Boyle won the case for his

client against the driver of the four-legged steed,

every cycler felt kindlier towards the legal

fraternity than he did before. By and by we will

have all the lawyers riding bicycles and winning

suits for cyclers. The clerical fraternity are

at present ahead of the legal brotherhood in

identifying themselves with the cause of the

" wheel."

I have to chronicle the success of another Phil-

adelphia cycling organization. The " Century

Wheelmen " were organized some little time since

in the northwestern jiortion of the citv, where

there was a great need felt among cyclers of that

section of Philadelphia for something of the sort.

The club after its foundation went right ahead,

members kept coming in, and, in fact, its success

was phenomenal. The " Centurions," as they have

come to be called, now number over seventy-five

members, and the club is becoming solid and

strong. There was some talk of their uniting

with another large city club, but up to the present

there does not seem to be any ground for the

reiJort. The Century Wheelmen, having achieved

the success which has already been characteristic

of their career, might do something worse than

merge their identity and individuality in that of

an older organization, but they might also, judg-

ing from what they have done, do better. Phila-

delphia is growing at a tremendous rate and as

the city grows cycling is bound to grow with it. I

remarked in one of my letters to the Gazette
some time ago that the Quaker City was bound to

be a great cycling center, and my words are even

now coming true. It did not need any extra

astuteness to see this, and it is evident now to any

cycler who chooses to stop and think for a mo-

ment on what has been, and on what is ; he can

then form a pretty correct guess at what will be.

Lancaster Pike is becoming ijuite a favorite

stretch of road for our scorchers to test their

powers on ; it always was, but now more so than

ever. From Paoli into the city, a distance of some

sixteen miles, was a record held for some time by

Abe Powell, then Frank Kohler cut him out.

Two weeks ago George I>. Gideon cut under the

record of " Frank," when of course the latter had

to lower the record of George, which he did by

one minute, his time being 59m. los.

Ground was broken for the new clul>house of

the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club a few days since.

The members of this club have truly got a magnif-

icent location for their new home. In West

Fairmount Park there is at present under course

of . construction one of the finest driving con-

courses in the world; at least when finished it will

be one of the finest, if not the finest. The drive

round it will be over two miles in length, and will

extend over the site of the great Centennial

Exhibition. Many of your readers can no doubt

locate its exact position from remembering where

the great buildings of the exhibition stood. Well,

right opposite to where one of the main entrances

to this great driving ground will be located, is the

site of the Pennsylvania Club's new house. It is

a splendid situation and, if a building in accord-

ance with the present plans for the same goes up,

the " Pennsy " boys will be well fixed.

It was my intention not to forward you this

communication until I could embody in it some

reference to the house warming of " Philadelphia"

but as you are waiting for copy I must delay send-

ing you a description till later. Chris.

Philadelphia, November 30, 1886.

A PERSEVERING RIDE.

Inscribed to Tliomns Stevens, upon the finish of his grand

wheeling tour around the world.

BY T. w. E.

Brave cyclist of many lands,

We welcome with extended hands

;

The world your course, the home-stretch run,

A famous record you have won !

Who else but you would dare aspire

To measure earth with cycle tire ?

Or, starting, would full soon repent,

And leave \q yoit its measurement

!

Through grandest cities you have wheeled.

Past jungles where death lay concealed,

—

Honored by many, scorned at times,

But onward still through foreign climes.

Beheld by civilized surprise

And superstitious native's eyes.

Where scenes as novel met your sight

As e'er you furnished in your flight.

All ! had your w!\eel the power of speech.

To aid you as you kindly teach

The eager public Irav'ler's lore,

To sum this year would take a score I

Some sing the " Ride of Paul Revere,"

And one in Sheridan's career ;

WcU-chosen subjects of our pride

—

I sing ^*A Persevering Ride I

Hail to the chief, whose purpose wide

Spans the " great course " no other's tried !

We welcome you while thousands greet,

And lay our laurels at your feet 1

P'red Stearns, clerk for Stearns Brothers, deliv-

ers groceries to a large number of his customers

every day on a Columbia bicycle. It is a familiar

sight to see him gliding past our office, with his

basket of groceries in one iiand and guiding his

machine with the other hand. We can also recall

to mind Henry and Frank Fales and Frank Lin-

coln carrying strips of lumber and tools about on

their bicycles. A. Fales & Sons, builders, have

seven men in their employ who ride to their work

on bicycles, and are thus alile to enjoy a hot din-

ner every day, though working a mile or more

away from home. Three riders of Columbias in

town, Messrs. Andrews, McPherson, and Valen-

tine, all meinbers of the L. A. W., have traveled

over two thousand miles this summer on their

machines, which is not an unusual occurrence

among wheelmen. These few facts, however,

prove how useful bicycles are becoming. \X. first

they were found to be health-giving machines, and

now, besides this, are coming into use among busi-

ness men, and found to be very useful, and

readily pay for themselves in a short time.

—

Framingham Tribune.
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pleases me much to be able to

unconditionally agree with the

published sentiments of Mr.

Abbot Bassett in his Cycle ot

the 26th ultimo, regarding the

proper solution of this ama-

teur professional bugbear of the

sport. Mv idea from the start

of the controversy has been

to do anything that would tend

to make our large tournaments

successful, financially, not be-

cause I have any particular,

personal interest, in the pecun-

iary gainers thereby, but because I have long

been convinced that they are unquestionably the

most potent recruiting element we have, and the

rapid growth of the League is more or less owing

to their influence. I want to see the fraternity

increase, clear beyond the most sanguine concep-

tion of my pretty well developed imagination, and

it worries me to have any influence exerted

directly or indirectly that will, in a small degree,

even retard this most wished-for result. The gist

of Mr. Bassett's remarks are, first, to remove the

stigma attached to the professional, by admitting

him to the League and the club if the applicant

be worthy of the honor, and then make every per-

son who, directly or indirectly, earns a dollar

cyclinglv a professional wheelman, and Mr. Bas-

sett is right. It is unconstitutional, in this land of

liberty, to refuse a man his honor because he fol-

lows any particular calling if it be only honorable,

and, as I once before remarked, the gentleman

should be known by his conduct and not by the

absurd confines of the amateur law. Carry out

Mr. Bassett's idea and its contemplation is fair,

— all the manufacturers, dealers, editors, and

scribes professionally engaged in the sport,—and I

reckon we would size up rather favorably with

our amateur brothers whose livelihood lay in

other directions. Do you not think so ? Be honest

and frank, gentlemen, just for once.

The transfer of the Pope Branch to 291 Wabash

avenue has been accomplished, and Mr. Garden is

ready to receive all comers whether it be to buy or

be sold. I hastened to present my respects, yes-

terday, beaming with magnanimity and ready to

tender my congratulations and good wishes, etc.,

but I met with a hot reception. Bob had a loaded

piece of Expert backbone tubing pointed straight

at my really good-natured heart as soon as I was

well within the door. He spoke not, but tragically

and silently indicate4 the proper chair with his

massive index finger, which I at once dropped

into while my blood began to congeal to corre-

spond with the rapidly thickening plot. He took a

copy of the BiiVcUng World from the lop of his

desk, and pinned to it was a wrapper addressed in

a feminine liand. With look most awful and

deliberation most threatening, he turned to my
regular article and jammed the paragraph de-

scriptive of our hop at Oak Park before my
faltering eyes. Behold, it was dreadfully marked

with black ink dire and mv quotation of his " Ye
gods!" about the girls was almost obliterated with

the ominous words: "How is this?" " Verax,"

he says, and I began to wilt, " Verax, this v''''

sent me by vvife, from Springfield." I prepared

to face my horrible doom without flinching. In

fearful suspense I watched him, as /Eneas used to

say in language Latinian, "my tongue began to grow

clovv so far as the roof of mv niouth was concerned."

Pardon the translation. With one hand he grasped

the aforesaid tubing and with the other he fum-

bled in one of the bottom drawers until he had

found a cracked whisky glass. Had I the cour-

age, I thought, one blow, well directed, would end

this terrible nightmare and make him the proper

subject for a coroner's inquest at once. But, no,

my heart failed me as I knew Bob was a good

athlete. He removed the cork from the tubing,

I hadn't noticed it before, and into the glass

trickled a dark, slimy, and molassesy looking

liquid ^nd I managed to articulate, "Ye gods!"

a base plagiarism perhaps, but expressive. His

face had disappeared. I saw nothing save two

gigantic eyes and a scowl that set my knees to

shaking as I heard him sentence me to the resting

place of my ancestors. " Drink, Verax, and be

d, and may your successor take heed lest he,

himself, allow his pen to wander beyond the pale

of human endurance." I drank, and fhe future

never looked so bright as at that time, when I dis-

covered it was only that very popular (?) Chicago

beverage generally known as " Hot Beef Tea, ten

cents a cup." But I sav, fellows, I don't often try

to be funny.

It's cold in Chicago. Thermometer is strug-

gling to keep a few degrees above zero with in-

different success. Wheels are housed and the

boys are seeking good times in club nights, con-

sisting of pipes, whist, chess, checkers, and

occasional sparring. The trade is looking to-

wards next year with, once in a while, the sale of

a wheel for a Xmas present. Gormully & Jef-

fery have started their new engine on its ceaseless

journey and the new factory is fast assuming the

busy appearance of the old, machinery coming

in every day and new workmen manning it, etc.,

so that one would think they would be able to

supply all comers, next year, without delay. Mr.

Jeffery is devoting all his leisure to improvements

and novelties and promises something worthy of

the name " American Cycles." They expect to

occupy their new offices the latter part of the

month. These will be roomy, commodious, and

finished in oak. The Spalding Bros, are devot-

ing themselves to making a demand for toboggans,

while The Wilkinson Company's specialty-, scroll

saws, etc., is keeping them busy.

W. J. Morgan writes me that he and Woodside

will certainly go to Europe in the near future, and

his decorated announcement in the letter head is

confirmatory. Prince will shortly essay a six-day,

eight-hour race, at Omaha, and there is some con-

siderable talk about a long distance race in this

citv some time durins the winter. " Verax."

The Time to Advertise.—It is a common
expression of merchants that "business is so dull

it will not pay to advertise." What would we

think of the working man who, when work is

scarce, would not try all the harder to find it ?

The duty of the merchant or manufacturer at such

times is to create business by offering new and

effective styles, by seeking new customers, and

pushing bevond usual neighborhood limits. He
should not sit down and wait for trade to come to

him, but seek it on every side, and through the

use of every lawful instrumentality. When trade

is dull a more active exertion must be made to

secure it than when business is brisk. When
times are flush and money plentiful it requires but

little effort to sell goods. There is not so much
need of advertising at such times.

—

Paper and
Printing Trades Journal.

NOTES FROM BROOKLYN.

HE riding season is over,

and club men are commenc-

ing to devote their attention

to indoor amusements.

The social season was in-

augurated in this city on Xo-

vember 6, by an entertain-

ment and spread given bv

the Ilderan Bicycle Club. It

was the first of a series of

social events to take place during the winter, and

despite the heavy showers which prevailed during

the evening, the attendance was very good, about

125 being present. The first event on the pro-

gramme was a selection on the piano by Mr.W. F.

Miller. This met with the hearty applause of the

audience, and as an encore he played the " Span-

ish Dance," which was also received with great

enthusiasm. Owing to the inclement weather, the

gentleman who was to give several humorous

recitations did not put in an appearance, and

these events had to be dropped from the pro-

gramme. Messrs. Steutzel and Nedwidek then

played a zither duet, which was so appreciated

that they- were called out again and plaved a

selection from De Post. Mr. G. Brower next

favored the company with a banjo solo and was

also encored. Notwithstanding the fact that the

damp weather seriously interfered with the fine

tone of his banjo, he managed to play so ably that

he received the hearty approval of those present.

Mr. W. F. Miller then played the " Hungarian

Dance " on the piano, which received the same

applause as his previous selections. Another

zither duet was next on the programme, but this

stvie of music was too tame and quiet for the

audience, and was not appreciated as much as the

former efforts of the two gentlemen. Mr. W. F.

Brower then enlivened the gathering by another

banjo solo, after which refreshments were served.

After the cravings of the inner man had been

satisfied, the floor was cleared and dancing kept

up the merriment until the early hours. The

members of the club were well satisfied with their

first entertainment and look forward to just as

good time at all their coming events.

The Long Island Wheelmen held a club run on

election day. They took the train from New
York to Roseville and rode to Irvington, N. J.,

where they witnessed the road race of the N. Y.

& N. J. T. R. R. A. They engaged a special

freight car for themselves and came up to the

depot a little late. Upon proceeding to their car

they were surprised on seeing the wheels of the

Brooklyn Bicycle Club and the Bedford Cycling

Club occupying about half the space. They had

to accept the state of affairs good-naturedlv and

stand quite a little amount of joking besides.

It is remarkable how the New Jersev clubs gain

fame as road riders, still at the great inter-club

contest on their own roads, three Brooklyn clubs

finished ahead of their best road-riding team. It

also seems very strange that New York cannot

send a better team than one to capture last

place.

Harry Hall showed wonderful form in the

twenty-five mile inter-club road race, and his time,

I hour 37^ minutes, proved him a much faster

rider than everybody thought him to be. Valen-

tine was regarded as a sure winner, still he finished

a minute behind Hall. H. Greenman also proved

himself a flier, finishing third on a heavy Star

roadster, If he comes out in spring on a light
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Star, the Ilderan Bicycle Club will stand a de-

cidedly good chance for first place, and will not

allow the K. C. W. the walkover they had this

fall. The lUkrans have nothing to fear from the

IJrooklyn Bicycle Club, as they have already

shown their great superiority over them.

The Nassau Athletic Club's track is improving

every day, and it will, no doubt, be the best track

in the State next spring. Among the Thanksgiv-

ing day games to be given by this club is a one-

mile bicycle race, the conditions of which are

:

Ride first quarter, dismount and run second quar-

ter, walk third quarter, and ride to finish.

Last winter the Ilderan Bicycle Club held the

"first annual mid-winter race-meeting," and it

has decided that it shall be the last also. It will

therefore not hold a race-meeting this winter but

thinks of getting up quite an extensive one next

spring.

A. B. Barkman, upon whom the Brooklyn

Bicycle Club depended greatly in the road race,

showed very poor form, and it is wondered how

he managed to make 205 miles on our roads. On
the contrary, F. B. Hawkins rode splendidly and

astonished manv of his friends.

J. W. S.

THE WIGGLEBYS GO CYCLING.

" Samuel, we must have a tricycle," authorita-

tively said Mrs. Ophelia Wiggleby not long ago.

" Yes, my dear," replied -Mr. Wiggleby, throwing

aside his newspaper and assenting in a manner

suggestive of entire subjection, "but when do you

wish it, and how did such an excellent idea happen

to strike you ? " and proudly conscious of having

done his whole duty in submitting to his wife's

dictates, Mr. Wiggleby caressed his mustache

lovingly, and awaited further details. Mr. Wig-

gleby was accustomed to these sudden calls on his

pocket book, and this recpiest was mild compared
with some of Mrs. W'iggleby's other demands.

After a short interval of lofty silence, commen-
surate with her dignity, Mrs. Wiggleby finally

condescended to descend to common details, and
interestingly articulated as follows : " Well, you

see, Samuel, tliose Peterbys next door got one

through their son, Charles Henry, who is at col-

lege, and an uncommon fresh young man he is too,

and they go riding every day. It has two seats,

and they do look just too lovely for anything,

although I passed them without speaking the

other day, and you know we can't let those com-

mon Peterbys go ahead of us, Samuel, for it would
be the talk of our set, and then, it's becoming all

the rage, too; so now, Samuel, to-morrow you will

have to get all the circulars from the agents that

sell them, and we'll pick one out, and you can buy
it, so we may ride next Sunday," and Mrs. Wig-
gleby, who had been thinking the matter over all

day, and had, with woman's aptitude, decided

upon this course for Mi, Wigglebv, concluded

her essay with a prolonged (///, expressive of entire

satisfaction with herself, and, quite exhausted and

breathless, she calmly awaited the opinions of her

liege lord and master, poetically, but really Mrs.

Wiggleby's convenient treasury department.

Of course no opinions of a different point of

view Were expressed, and it all having been ar-

ranged during the day, gentle and discreet Mr.

Wiggleby ordered a fine and expensive tandem.

After a short delay, during which Mrs. Wiggleby

expressed her opinion several hundred times that

the machine had been mashed by the train running

off the track, had been stolen by an express

robber, or had disappeared through some other

source, equally as imijrobable, she, one dav,

while watching at the window, discovered a wagon
entering their street, iu which, to her indescribable

delight, she distinguished the form of her partner

holding on to a cart rung frantically with one

hand, and endeavoring, with the other, to persuade

a tandem tricycle from finding a muddy grave on

the cobbles, an occupation attended with consid-

erable exertion on his part, and which caused him
to be in a rather fluttering condition as the wagon
drove up to his domicile.

Mrs. Wiggleby greeted with a coo of delight

the safe arrival of Mr. Wiggleby and the machine,

and o'erflovved with love and happiness all the

evening, and spent several hours propelling the

machine around the rather limited quarters, and

indulging in bewitching dreams for the coming

Sunday, as three days, that seemed as long as

twenty days before, would have to slip by in their

slow, dull fashion before the hai)py Wigglebys

would enjoy the pleasures of cycling on the road as

beginning know-alls.

Now Mrs. Wiggleby was a woman—we beg

pardon—lady of very high ideas of the boasted

superiority of her sex, and of very determined

mind, which latter fact Mr. Wiggleby was fully

aware of and which he fondly fostered.

"The idea," Mrs. Wiggleby would say, " a ma-

chine made of only steel, rubber and wood, and

nuts, a difficult thing to ride. Preposterous ! Any
one can ride one of those things unless lame or

paralyzed," while Mr. Wiggleby in a becomingly

scornful manner made it generally known that

" the danged affair was only fun for a sparrow."

Mr. Wiggleby was an unsteady athlete, that is,

an athlete as the turn seized him. He would
religiously absent himself from the club's apart-

ments for several months at a stretch, and then,

as the mood developed, would take a run around

and industriously lift dumb-bells and weights and

swing Indian clubs till he was hardly able to

stand, and spend the following day baring his arm
for the examination of every acquaintance. From
reason of possessing a calf the shape of a hogs-

head, of which he was duly proud, he contem-

plated doing some scorching on the road.

At last Sunday arrived. Mr. Wiggleby was im-

patient to get out early in the morning for an
" exerciser," but Mrs. Wiggleby decided that

riding on a full stomach in the afternoon was
best, and so they waited until twilight's shades

were gathering. Then the question of dress was

broached. Now Mr. Wiggleby hadn't the least

idea as to what constituted the proper cycling

attire, but he had a dim idea that his long spring

trousers and a felt hat would he about the proper

caper. But Mrs. Wiggleby scoffed at his exhibi-

tion of ignorance on such a question, and led the

way out of the difficulty by suggesting a pair of

her hose, lawn tennis cap, and trousers, and his

ornamented slippers.- These were donned accord-

ing to instructions, and then Mr. Wiggleby pro-

ceeded to the glass, where he industriously labored

to curl a mustache that was plainly designed to

keep a perfectly straight line clear around to the

ears. Meanwhile Mrs. Wiggleby attired herself

in a loose gown, or Mother Hubbard, a holiday

bonnet, and a huge bustle. Not mtich time was
lost in mutually admiring each other's appearance,

and then they set off for the riding district each

on either side of the machine. This was reached

in due time, and then it was pertinently suggested

that they mount. They mounted. Mrs. Wig-

glcb\ made a rather inartistic picture in attempt-

ing to climb to the front seat by the rear, but

finally succeeded in planting herself or rather her

bustle on the saddle. ^Thcn Samuel mounted by

means of ascending the spokes. Though neither

Mr. nor .Mrs. Wiggleby would confess it, they

both began to feel a little nervous, partly caused

by the gaping crowd that had assembled to wit-

ness their attempt. At this juncture when they

had been seated some minutes and were beginning

to feel a trifle foolish, Mrs. Wiggleby asked in a

biting tone, " Well, why don't you stir those limbs

of yours, Samuel .'' " " You start her now, won't

you, Ophelia?" and his face gradually assumed an

ashen hue, for Mr. Wiggleby very much dislikes

to attract attention in the street. With a look of

half contempt, half pity, Mrs. Wiggleby remarked

that Samuel ever was that way, incapable of

taking care of himself, and, with the resolve of

going right or dying in the attempt, she jiut her

feet firmly on the rubbers, and with anything but

a gentle shove sent the tandem spinning on.

Both the Wigglebys were delighted with the

exercise, that is, for the first twenty yards, when
they were entirely blown, and Mrs. Wiggleby

decided that they should rest. After a few min-

utes' idling, the start was again successfully

effected and this time the process was not so tire-

some. 'Pheir progress created the usual amount

of self-laudation. 'Phe road becoming a trifle

rutty, Mrs. Wiggleby thought it would be an

excellent idea to run one wheel on the car track,

and accordingly put the idea into execution by

steering for the track. It was " awfully nice," as

she expressed it, this running on the rail, without

a bit of exertion, until Mr. Wiggleby spied a car

in the distance coming towards them at full tilt.

" Ophelia," he said, " don't you think we had

better get off before that car arrives.'" Mr.

Wiggleby knew better than to do anything beyond

suggesting, but Mrs. Wiggleby a])proved of the

course he promulgated, and they resolved to get

off and accommodate the car that once. But the

getting off was not so easy a matter as anticipated.

Their steering was not of the most expert order,

and the machine took all sorts of directions except

that which they wished it to. They pulled and

twisted the brake, tore the bell out of jilace, and

did all sorts of peculiar things in order to find the

open sesame to the steering of the machine, but it

was no go, and the car was rapidly approaching

;

however, a brilliant idea for their preservation

occurred to Mrs. Wiggleby, and she ordered Sam-

uel to jump off and notify the driver that they

were stuck on the track, a state of affairs almost

as bad as being without a fall bonnet to Mrs.

Wiggleby's mind. Samuel did as he was told,

and his cheeks blanched with terror at the string

of blasphemy the poor but respectable driver let

forth, at the idea of dem pegions a tryen ter ride,

for you see Mr. Wiggleby wasn't a native Ameri-

can ; if he was this story of his exceeding fresh-

ness would never have appeared in jnint. After

he had thoroughly digested the Jehu's biblical

torrent, and declined with thanks the offer to

settle the matter right there with fists, Mr. Wig-

gleby hurriedly returned to his tandem and wife,

and she getting off by means of jumping over the

wheel, the machine was lifted from the track.

Both were wonderfully out of breath and reckoned

that it was a deal harder work than they had

quite expected, but to the honor and courage of

the Wigglebys be it said, that thcv again climbed

into the saddles, a little subdued but full of hope.
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All was going well, and they had ridden about

a mile since starting, and had thoroughly regained

their spirits when Mrs. Wiggleby suddenly re-

marked :
" Samuel, let us go as fast as we can

now, and try to beat that \\fagon ; and goodness

gracious ! there go those Peterbys ; see them ?
"

Samuel looked, and beheld about three blocks

ahead the chief members of the rival family on

their tandem, and his mind was instantly made up

to pass them and show their superiority as tan-

demons, or perish in the endeavor. The honor of

the Wiggleby family, descendants of the three

original brothers who came over on the Mayflower,

was at stake. Hard on the pedals they pushed,

in a rather awkward manner to be sure, missing

the pedal at about every third revolution, and

rocking the machine from one side of the road to

the other, but they spun along at a rollicking

pace from the sheer power used, and the future

seemed crimson. The Peterbys entered a side

avenue. " Samuel," said Mrs. Wiggleby, prompted

by the existing spirit of rivalrj- that stood between

the two leading families of " our street," " let's

go for 'em now, and beat 'em all hollow." Of

course Mr. Wiggleby assented, he always did, and

they set out after the other tandem at a killing

pace. " Be careful, Ophelia, be careful in turning

this corner," audaciously cautioned Mr. W^iggleby,

who was beginning to think that they were trav-

eling too fast for comfort, but his gentle partner

only laughed as loudly and scornfully as her lim-

ited stock of wind permitted, and sarcastically

advised Mr. Wiggleby to get off and go home if

he was afraid. Mr. Wiggleby certainly was a

little afraid, and if there was any chance of reach-

ing terra in fair condition would have risked a

leap over the wheel, but that was hardly practi-

cable, and so he kept his seat, with his teeth all

on the chatter. The pair went for the corner in

earnest, but, strange to relate, the corner didn't

accommodate them by removing from its position,

but actually stayed immovable in its place, and,

as a consequence, Mr. and Mrs. Wiggleby were

shortly mixed up in a promiscuous heap on the

ground, covered with dirt and bruises.

" Oh, Samuel, why did you persist in getting

that thing against my wish, anyway .' " she

wailed, and then relieved her wounds and feelings

by indulging in a good old-fashioned cry. Sam-

uel, who felt rather sore also, and who, during

the intervals between caressing his shin and

brushing his garments, had lost some of his super-

meekness, inquired why the deuce she hadn't

slowed up when turning that corner, as he sug-

gested, which was met by his sjjouse with a fresh

overflow, and a repetition of the oft-told tale of

his being a mean old thing. And then, to make
matters worse, the Peterbys not hearing the

sound of their neighbors' wheel in the rear, looked

back, beheld their plight and with an appearance

of extreme sorrow, that but ill concealed their

intense joy, advanced to tender hypocritical re

grets, which were taken in anything but a friendly

mood. A wagon conveyed the happy couple and
the disabled tandem home. That night Mrs.
Wiggleby sadly inquired of her moody Samuel

:

"Don't you think, Samuel, we had better sell that

tandem and tempt Providence no longer?" Mr.
Wiggleby was of the same mind and in less than
a week the luckless machine was disposed of at

half value and with it disappeared all their fond
expectations of rivaling the Peterbys.

To sum up in Mr. Wiggleby's language : " I

lo.st ninety dollars, two pounds of skin, and four

finger nails, and my wife her front and back hair,

a lot of apparel, and the pleasures of ' our set

'

for a month ; rather expensive sport, ain't it, that

cussed tricycling }
" " JuNO."

BEHIND THE SCENES.

Some St.\rtli.\g Secrets Reve.^led by a Bi-

cycle M.\N.\GER.

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch says : A. L. Atkins,

manager the past season of the Pope racing team,

was in the city Mondav on his way to California

where he goes for the benefit of his health. He
visited the cycling headquarters and talked freely

of the events of the past season. In his opinion

the promateur will disappear and next year the

different companies will have full-fledged profes-

sional teams in the tournaments. The number of

teams will be increased by several, as Gormully &
Jeffery and the Spalding people will each have

a representative " stable." Mr. Atkins handled

the delicate question of the comparative merits of

Rowe and Hendee, who were both on his team,

without gloves. He frankly declared his belief in

the superiority of Hendee over the Lynn cham-

pion. Speaking about Rowe's 2.29! and 22 miles

in the hour records, he said: "Why, Hendee

could have done that just as easily." But the

trouble with Hendee, in Mr. Atkins's opinion, was

that he was kept back at the close of the season

to pace Rowe and the latter was sent for the rec-

ords to get the advantage of the pace-making of

Hendee, who in that respect, Atkins believes, is

the superior of any rider in the world.

rowe's b.a.ck-do\vn.

To show why he believed in Hendee's superior-

ity, he cited the case of the one-mile race at Lynn,

which caused so much talk at the time. Rowe
and Hendee were to meet in that race, but Rowe,

when the time came, refused to ride, alleging

sickness. Mr. Atkins explains that incident thus :

Hendee's nervousness at Hartford and Springfield

had lost him the championships, and so he had

nothing left to do but beat the best man. In the

five-mile race preceding the one-mile, Hendee

crawled up on Rowe, who beat him by only a

couple of inches. " On the day of the one-mile

race," continued Mr. Atkins, " Hendee came to

me just before leaving the house for the track and

said :
' I am going to the track to-day to beat

Rowe, and I will do it.' He brought his fist

down, and I saw he meant business. Well, Rowe
knew Hendee would go for blood and, becoming

afraid, came to me, saying he was sick. I couldn't

put a sick man on a wheel, and so had to honor

his excuse. Then Rowe went on the track and

told the totally different story, which soon got

widely circulated, that it had been arranged for

Hendee to win and he (Rowe) couldn't afford to

compromise his reputation by being beaten on his

standing with the company bv defeating Hendee.

But Hendee regained his confidence with this

back-down of his opponent, and at the Roseville

tournament beat Rowe in everv event in which

they came together, .\ltogether," Mr. .A.tkins

said, " Rowe w-as a verv glad man when the rec-

ord season closed and the team disbanded."

«•

The possible cause of the bicycle's slow intro-

duction into Germany is said to be due to the

indecision as to which of the following names to

call it: Treltwagen, reunhold, schnellwagen, selb-

sttraber, reitgaul, reitfahrzeng, rittling, elsengaul,

rittlingsfuhre or strampelwagen.

—

Boston Globe.

^ewg ^©feeS.

The Wheel is growing witty and endeavoring to

be wise.

The Columbia calendar like the Waterbury

watch needs attention daily.

Mr. C. P. Guernsev, formerly of Macon, Ga., is

now located at Buffalo, N. Y.

A new pony Star will be put in the market next

season, with enlarged small wheel.

The first bicycle to appear in Russia was a

Columbia, and Thomas Stevens the rider.

The Pope Manufacturing Company had a com-

bination on the records that could not be beat.

A word to the wise, etc. The Columbia calen-

dar contains just 365 wise sayings relative to cy-

cling.

Germany, it is said, possesses a cycle manufac-

tory nearly, if not quite, as large as any in En-

gland.

The amateur definition must go. The price of

League uniforms must go down and the quality of

the cloth be improved.

The English wheelmen have a chance to pro-

cure a new mount cheap through the numerous

cycle draws now taking place.

Hillier was champion at all distances in 1881.

Rowe is champion of all distances, amateur, pro-

mateur, and professional, 1886.

Know thyself, is an old maxim, but to know the

day of the week, month, and an interesting item

daily, send for the Columbia calendar.

The Pope Manufacturing Company expects to

be settled in its new building, corner of Franklin

and -Arch streets, by the first of January.

The Cycle asks the question :
" Can it be that

Columbias do not need repairing.'' Else why
do the makers give up their repair shop 1"

"Knowledge is power," therefoie add to your

power by sending for a Columbia calendar and

obtaining knowledge (relative to cycling). Pass on.

G. Lacy Hillier must be getting out of some of

his bad habits, for we notice he only has a case

of jim jams about once in three months instead of

weekly as of old.

C. M. Fairchild, one of the New Orleans tour-

ists, hopes by next May to complete io,ooo miles

on his 53-inch Rudge light roadster, having rid-

den over 7,250 miles without a break.

Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery are sending out to

their many friends a handy card case, and will

from time to time send cards containing valuable

information to wheelmen, just fitting the case.

In the event of the League electing a new

executive at the anntial meeting next spring, the

question arises : Who will receive the commis-

sion on League uniforms? Echo answers (?)

The Cycle remarks :
" John S. Prince says he

isn't afraid of any man living. We don't believe

that he is. W'e were at Springfield and Hartford,

and we noticed that they all ran away from him."

One of Stoddard, Lovering & Co.'s energetic

agents wrote a few days ago that his wife had

presented him with a little daughter, and had

named her Marion Rudge, in honor of his favorite

wheel.

The Star Advocate say.s :
" We are informed

that there are over sixty Star riders in Springfield,

Mass. The Star has boomed there this season."
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ATTENTION !
I^°

HaYe you subscribed for THE GAZETTE ? ? ?

Yes ! ! ? Have you induced otliers ?

f

I

No I
f f f ? f f Tariiy Not ?

^ ^ ^ TSTaiting for Premium List ! ^ ^ ^

WE "WILL. MAIL, POSTAGE PAID. <it

THE • TSTHEELrMEN'S • GAZETTE
^ FOR FIFTY CENTS PER YEAR.

NoTzy is tlie Time to Secure Subscribers.
'^ *>,# ^ j^^ j>, ^ J^/ **»* ,. *'

READ IT !

INDUCE OTHERS
m
i

i

m
MilAND I H4

BE HAPPY

!

^A' * * C* V* ' " s» K:::m: M: M:'M>:'M, M. M: M

i,^ True enjoyment in this world is gained by
helping others to the good things of this life.

Thus you add to your enjoyment by inducing

others to subscribe for THE WHEELMEN'S
GAZETTE. THAT WILL BE YOURS. In

turn we will send you some of our valuable

premiums. THAT WILL BE OURS. So

one good turn deserves another.

*' We believe in THE GAZETTE, and feel

it our SOLEMN DUTY to advise you to sub-

scribe NOW, and to use your influence to

"d. induce others to do likewise. For there is

nothing cheaper or better (50 cts. a year).

p^, ENOUGH SAID !

|*f
"niBIIIBIIIBiilBIMIIIBIilBlilBIIIBIIIBIIIBIIIBIIIBIIlBII all IIBinBllinHIIIBlllBI"B

.

' Of course the paper improves w^ith age.

^ We can't help it, for IT IS OUR NATURE.
f; We must keep to the front.

:''lijg•V;;::?^>'^^';::;:'^^^:''•!i^*;;::'ii^'!f:'^^ ; * it.? M. m, M M M !»,;»..«. .s*,.. .,*, ,m^. im:;^K^ffimtfim^''iS^y<mi:>J^:':i^. .m'. -m^ <<% jiBv .ji^

s@^ i^- 'We are aliarays glad to liear from you. ©a "©ft

All Tsrell.*

YOURS VERY TRULY.

TSTrite soon.

THE • ISTHEELMEN'S • GAZETTE,

^ .V Sample Copies Free.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SEND FOR A PREMIUM LIST ! * ><- * x «- x * -*<- * x * « « x- * x- * x =:;- SEND FOR A PREMIUM LIST !
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r BICYCLE AGENTS ^^^ DEALERS,
REMEMBER THAT

INEXPENSIVE.^^ VALUABLE. ^

yodchptsellwhatyoudoptkeep! the wheews hefebehce book,

THEREFORE YOU MISS IT IF YOU DO NOT
KEEP ON SALE

What one man has done, another can and should do. One dealer has

sold 70 copies a month, and that without trying. The more GAZETTES
you sell, the greater interest in cycling you will help to create ; and as

a result your sales will increase, and your pocket-hook swell with pride.

THE GAZETTE advertises cycling; in fact, it will pay you to present

every buyer of a wheel with a copy for one year free. Wliile the man-
ufacturers are spending money to educate and enlighten the public on

the true benefits of cycling, you can turn an honest penny and help to

lighten the burdens of the manufacturers by keeping on sale the best

and cheapest cycle paper on the face of the globe. Now don't all order

at once, but invest a little for the cause. NOW, of all the times in the

year, is the time to push cycling publications. You must not let the

interest flag. See those young men who are just taking an interest in

wheeling, but owing to the lateness of the season have put off buying
imtil next year. Present them with a copy of THE GAZETTE for a

year, that they may have their interest kept up till spring. Thus you
will begin business early; and

"IT IS THE EARLY BIRD THAT CATCHES THE WORM."

So do not fail to help EDUCATE THE PUBLIC by selling THE
WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE. Only 50 cents per year, post-paid. Sample
Copies free. -

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

CONTAINING

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES' OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING

WHEELMEN ; DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT MAKES OF

LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD
TABLES, BOTH ENGLISH AND AMERICAN;

LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES; A TABLE

OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR ; A CLUB DIRECTORY

;

HINTS ON TOURING, THE CARE OF CYCLES,

ETC., ETC., ETC., ETC.

FORTY -NINE FINELY - EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS,

IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING
WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN:

Ives, Rhodes, Hunger, Hunter, Huntley, Kendall, Potter, Beckwith,

Pratt, Bassett, Prince, Wood, Howell, Woodside, Neilson, English, Cook,

Cripps, Webber, Furuivall, Chambers, Landy, Hendee, Van Sicklen, High,

Marvin, Stevens, Ayers, Stall, Hazlett, Kluge, Rich, Buruham, Hamilton,

Knapp, Hitchcock, Rowe, Miller, Weber, Crist, Corey, Overman, Atwell,

Pope, Spalding, Smith, Gaskell, Clark, Everett.

50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

THE WHEELMEN'S DAZETTEj
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

*A sailor's wife had chestnuts in lier lap."

—Macbeth.

*GHEBTNUTB*
Will be the Christmas Annual of WJieeling, and

will be written by W. MeCandlish and F. Perty
Low, whose hi^h reputation for satire and sarcasm
will be fully upheld by this Avork.

Will be the most readable Cyclinjf Annual ever
issued in connection with the sport, and will be
publislied at 25 cents, post-paid. Order at once

;

a large demand is expected, and orders Avill be
filled in the order received.

^CHESTNUTS^
2:^= All orders should be addres.sed to the Sole

American .X.ncnts,

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
I SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

THE BDFUILO HOPIE TBOI|IEII

Sent Free to any and all Bicycle Clubs in the
United States and Canada sending-

100 SUBSCRIBERS
-TO—

MAKE YOUR CLUB ROOlfi ATTRACTIVE.

ADD A HOME TRAINER AND THE GAZETTE.

KEEP YOUR MEN IN TRAINING THE YEAR ROUND.

You can help bicycling by sending lOO sub-
scribers to THE AVHJEELMEN'S GAZETTE, au<l

in return lOO Avheelmen will secure the best of

cycling papers for twelve montlis,^nd your Club
will secure THE HOME TKAlXEK,-all for tlie

small suiu of .$50. Don't wait, but send in your
subscriptions at onc<'.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.. U. S. A. A
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3Fhe Wheelmen's Gazefelie.

Terms of Subscriptiut^.

One Year, by mail, post-jiaid, - - - - 50 cents.

Six Months, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, ------ 4 sliillings.

Henry E. Ducker, Editor and Manager.

Communications must be in not later than the 20th of each
montli, to secure ijublication for the lollowing monllt.

Address all Communications to The Wheelmen's Ga-
zette. Alake Checks and Money Orders payable to same.

The trade supplied by the American News Co., New York.

Entered nt tht Post-Office, SprinsJield, SInss,, as Second-
c/ass Matter,

Preniun list.

Useful and Valuable Oood.s Given Away to

Those who Secure Subscribers to

The Wheelmen's Gazette,

50 cents a year.

Any one can Raise a Club and Secure a Premium by
Complying with the Advertised Terms.

The Offers made in this List hold good until

October, 1887.

We present herewith our annual revised list of Premium
Offers to the readers of The Wheelmen's Gazette. It

contains many new and desirable articles in addition to most of

those offered the past year. Allprevious ojfcrs are nmvwith-
drawn.

SHOW THE PAPER TO YOUR FRIENDS.
If you like The Gazette, and wish to see its influence in

cycling matters extended, sjieak a good word for the paper

;

show it to your friends, and form a club. Our club-raisers say
it is no effort at all to get subscribers ; wheelmen are quick to

appreciate its merits, and subscribe at sight. We don't ask
you to work for nothing, but pay you well in the useful pre-
miums offered. A former experience in getting subscribers is

not necessary; some of our largest clubs have beeit sent by
those wlio have made tlieir first trial with The Gazette.

TERMS.
The terms of The Wheelmen's Gazette are 50 cents per

year, or 25 c-jnts for six months, for single subscriptions. All
papers stopped at expiration unless renewed. New or old
subscribers count the same in a premium account. It is not
necessary that all subscribers should begin at the .same time or
get mail from the same post-office. Unless otherwise ordered,
all subscriptions will begin with the next issue after they are
received. They can begin at any lime desired.

PREMIUMS SOLD.
Any of the premiums in this list will be sold at the price

stated with each : and in n:!arly every case the price will be
found the same as at the average store. We buy all our go<Kls

direct from the manufacturers, and save purchasers one or two
profits. Any article not found up \<^ our description can be
returned and exchanged for something else, or the money will

be refunded.

TO SEND MONEY BY MAIL.
Small amounts—50 c„'nts. 5i. and $2—-can be sent by mail

wiih very little risk, not one letter in a huiulrcd being lost if

properly sealed and directed. We do not hold ourselves
responsible when money is sent in this \\av, however; it is at
the risk of the sender. .Amounts less than $1 can be sent in
United States postage-stamps, 2-cent denomination preferred.

C^" B2 sure to eive your full name, post-office, and state
in every letter. .Address all orders and letlcrs to

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

THE KIRKPATRICK SADDLE.

This saddle aims at the health and comfort of the rider. It

has springs at both ends, and is self-adjusting in width, the
long cut allowing it to yield lo the sliape of the rider and re-

moving pressure from the perina^um. Give make of machine.

J*rice $6. Given for 24 subscribers, or 12 subscribers and
$3.

BUTCHER CYCLOMETER.

Can be read from
the saddle. Regi-^ters

to looo miles and then
returns to zero. Less
than 2o oz. in weight,
(iive size and make
of wheel.

Price $10, Given for 40 subscribers, or 20 subscribers and

THE BROOKS IDEAL
CYCLOMETER.

This instrument is specially designed
to meet the demand for a strictly first-

class Cyclometer at a moderate cost,

and is offered with full confidence that

it will supply a long-felt want. Weighs
lo ounces, and is provided with raw-
hide bearings to prevent rattle and
wear. The dial, which is the size of an
(irdinary watch-dial, records miles and
tenths lo looo before repeating: reading
up to lo miles by means of the small
stationary pointer, and lo miles for

every space moved over by the hand.

Price $5. Given for 18 subscribers,

or for 10 subscribers and $2.50.

BICYCLIST'S BELT.

Made from fine worsted or cotton webbing, with extra fine

trimming. Sizes from 27 to 32 inches.

Price 50c. Given for 2 subscribers.

STANDARD CYCLOMETER.
One of the best cyclometers in the

market. With each instrument the

manufacturers furnish a certificate

ot accuracy. The action is positive

and continuous; the dial can be read
from tlie saddle; it can be used with
or without a hub lamp. A lamp
attachment is sent with each cyclom-
eter. In ordering, give size and
make of wheel, size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub
shoulders inside.

Price $10. Given for 35 sub-
scribers, or 20 subscribers and
$3.50.

COW-HORN HANDLE-BARS.

The li.uidsomcst, strongest, and best liars in the market.
Complete, with brake-lever and br.ackel, all nicely nickeled.

Price $4.50. Given for 18 subscribers, or 10 subscribers
and S'.».

FLAG-STAFF.
.\rranged so that the flag

can be put at any angle to the
staff. Used by the principal

bicycle clubs of the United
States. For a meet, parade,
or drill, it makes a very pleas-

ing effect in the line.

Price—Flag-staff with clamp
to fit any handle-bar, nickel-

plated. $4. Given for 16
subscribers.

Silk flag, with appropriate

lettering on both sides, in any
color of silk, with gold or silk

fringe, %». Given for 32 sub-

scriber" or 16 subscribers and
$4.

f

^^-^

/ 1

[
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CHALLENGE
WALL-BRACKET.

This device will hold one bicycle onlv,

and must be fastened to a wall or post, lit

holds a bicycle of any size very securely at

any angle to the support, and drops out of

the way when not m use, as shown in tlie

side cut.

Price $2. Given for 8 subscribers, or 4
subscribers and $1.

ADHESIVE TIRE TAPE.
BICYCLE LOCK.
Spring shackle, self - locking,

strong, and very durable ; with 12

inches of chain. Nickel - plated

and finished.

Price 75c. Given for 3 sub-

scribers.

1 he greatest convenience
for (raveling wheelmen. Can
be applied in an instant, is

convenient to cany, always
ready, and does not need heat
to make it hold.

Price 25c. per roll. Given
for 2 subscribers.
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MONITOR CHECK PROTECTOR. THE FAVORITE BELL
Full nickel gong and fast-

enings. 2^ inches in diam-
eter.

Given for S

POCKET STAMPS
Made on the same

principle as the dust-

proof pencil and pocket
stamps above, having a

thicknessof feltsaturated

with ink in the bottom of

the case, on which the dit

rests when the case i

closed. Cuts full size ;

round die X\ inches in di-

ameter, obiong dielxljg
inches.

PEN AND PENCIL STAMP

PriLt', L-iihui >[}](:, with dH, and
vial of ink, any color, $1.75.
Given for 6 subscribers.

This machine punches the liL;urcs out of the paper, render-
ing fraudulent alteration impossible.

Price §15. Given for 60 subscribers, or 30 subscribers

and $7.50.

PEARL CHECK PROTECTOR.

UMBRELLA
CARRIER.

Tlii> convenient device, designed

originally for the Columbia tricy-

cles, can be attached to the safety-

stay of any machine. It consists

of a bracket which receives the

point of the folded umbrella, and a

bracket above, with strap attach-

ment,within easy reach of the rider.

Price §2. Given for 8 sub-

scribers.

DUST-PROOF POCKET STAMP.

Smip c iiuli il 11 il conXLUitnt for the pocket ; full size-

the cut; die ,'(, x -,^j inches; price includes any color of ink.

Price $1.75. Given for 6 subscribers.

DUST-PROOF
PENCIL STAMP.

t .,mfiir.-iil ioi the jiocket, simple
,ind practical. Die § x IJ inches.

i*rice includes any color of ink.

Price 75c. Given for 3 subscrib-

This printing stamp is constructed upon an entirelv new plan,

involving the least possible amount of wear and friction It

uses interchangeable metal-bodied rubber t\*pe, or dating and
other dies, prints with the greatest ease, and insures the most
perfect results yet attained. It is always ready to bring down
the lever with thumb and finger and make a perfect print of

whatever die you have in position. The self-inking arrange-

ment is perfect, having a reservoir which carries a nearly inex-

haustible supply of ink, and its printing is unequaled.

Price S'.SO, fitted with one die, any style. Given for 25
subscribers, or 12 subscribers and $3.50.

CARTER'S STAR FOOT-REST.
Worth more than any^

other accessory to the
Star. Especially adapt-
ed to riding down rough hills: without
it the rider must bear a good deal of

weiiiht on the handle-bar, making it tiresome, but with this

foot-rest he is kept securely in the saddle without any incon-

venience, and controls the wheel far more easily and of course
with much greater pleasure.

Price $1. Given for 3 subscribers.

COLUMBIA SWING SPRING.
This spring com-

bines the best con-

tributions of three

different inventors

towards the solution

of the difficult prob-

lem in bicycle seat

springs. The jar

incident to all riding

must be either ver-

tical.lateral, or fore-

.iiul-aft, or a combination of two of these. The wheel itself

and its freedom of motion relieve sufficiently the lateral jar, it

has been found ; and lateral yield in the spring, to any consid-

erable extent, gives an unsteadiness of the seat which has con-

demned for most riders several othenvise good springs. This
spring is only applicable to the Columbia Expert and Light

Roadster, Nickel-plaled.

Price 85. Given for 20 subscribers, or 10 subscribers and

$2.50.

When closed the die is in contact with the

ink-pad, leaving a straight, compact pencil.

Opens instantly with spring. Price includes

die, IS X 1\ inches, and vial of ink, any color.

Price .SI. Given for 4 subscribers.

COLUMBIA BALL PEDALS.

These pedals, in then uiipnAcu i.ijii., iju^^cbs various ad-

vantages over other ball pedals, in point of patterns employed

in their construction as well as the carefulness with which

they are made.

The elastic bars are of the new "double-grip" pattern,

which by their peculiar form afford a firmer hold than any
other for the foot, increasing with additional pressure. They
turn with sufficient freedom upon their rods to conform readily

to the sole of the shoe ; while the leaves of the pattern (which
a]i])ear clearly in the sectional view above) yield enough to give

a thorough grip. This new pedal is made under the Peters,

Wallace, and Latta patents, and is the nearest to perfection

j'et attained. Nickeled.

Price ^10 per pair. Given for 40 subscribers, or 30 sub-

scribers and S2..50, or 20 subscribers and §5.

LITTLE GEM
SELF-INKING STAMP.

The latest and best miniature
self - inking stamp. Fitted with

straight-line die i x Ig inches, and
with movable dates when desired.

Price also includes a vial of ink,

any color.

Price S2.
bribers.

Given for 8 sub-

RUBBER BAND
DATING STAMP
The dates in this

stamp are arranged
on three endless

bands, which rotate

over anti - friction

rolls in the case,

and are quickly

moved from place

to place by means
of spur wheels.

Price, with die,

.*3.50. Given for

1*2 subscribers.

SPOKE WRENCH.
P"or adjusting direct spokes. One of the

best in the market.

Price 75c. Given for 3 subscribers.
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Good for Springfield, and the Aclvocate\% informed

correctly.

The latest venture in cycling journalism is the

Minnesota Division, L. A. \V. otficial oigan, ten

pages size and^style of the Gazeite. It is bright

and newsy and a creditable addition to the cycling

monthlies.

Champion Dick Howell is out with a challenge

to race Champion Rowe for from S500 to $2,500 a

side, any distance from one to twenty miles. It's

no use Dick, for in Rowe you will meet your

equal if not superior.

A tandem tricycle is to be brought out by the

Pope Manufacturing Company ne.xt season. It

will combine all the recognized valuable points of

the regular tandem tricycle, together with a num-

ber of novel features.

At a recent performance of the " Black Crook "

in a Western city, a feature was a bicycle drill by

half a dozen handsomely shaped and appropriately

costumed young ladies. We always knew that

the bicycle drill was bound to become popular

some day.

Considerable is being said relative to the

League owning the League ])ins and having the

profits on same revert to the League treasury. On
the same line of reasoning, why is it that the

League cannot receive the commission on League

uniforms .'

It is hinted, so says the Boston Globe, that the

Pope Manufacturing Company is at work on a

tandem tricycle for the use of the President and

Mrs. Cleveland. Nothing definite can be learned

regarding the machii^e, however, for it is desired

to keep the whole thing a secret.

The Cycle has come down to hard pan, reducing

its subscription i)rice from $1.50 to 75 cents a

year, and we make a further reduction by offering

to send the Cycle for one year. The Wheelmen's

Reference Book, price 50 cents, and the Wheel-
men's G.\ZETTE, price 50 cents, all for a one dol-

lar bill.

Our last broadside against G. Lacv Ilillier has

silenced that erratic individual, and he announces

in the Bicycling Audi's, " that should any of his

friends wish an e.xplanatio)! in any point he will

gladly satisfy them." Well, that is an easy way

out of a bad scrape, but, as the bovs would say,

that won't wash.

Harry Corey, of Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering &
Co., has arrived home from England, where he

has thoroughly examined all the leading types of

machines, and his firm proposes to place a line of

Rudge bicycles and tricycles on the market for

1887 which they expect to be in advance of any-

thing yet presented.

The League meet in .St. Louis next s|)ring, will

give us two things : one is the admission of pro-

fessionals into the League, and the other the

abolition of the amateur rule. One thing certain,

" It must go." .\t a recent meeting of the N. C.

U. in England, the votes this year in favor of

abolition were six to one of last year.

W. A. Rowe holds 64 bicycle records under

twenty miles, a feat which probably no wheel-

man will ever excel ; holding as he does, 23

amateur records, 20 promateur records, and 21

professional records. It is a singular coincidence

that one man should hold all of the world's bicy-

cle records for amateur, promateur, and profes-

sional.

The Victorian Cyclists' Union has drawn up a

list of over 2,000 distinctive colors and designs for

use at race meetings, and each competitor must

register one of these as the color he alwavs intends

to run in. The racing costume consists of plain

white knickerbockers, black socks, and a colored

silk jockey cap, sash, hoops or spots, and a

sleeved vest or jacket. The fines for not appear-

ing in proper costume are very heavy.

The secretary of the San Francisco Bicycle

Club writes to the editor of Outing, that his club

has appointed a committee to receive Thomas
Stevens on his arrival from Yokohama, which

committee is instructed to see that his visit is

made generally pleasant. Outing is offering a

whole set of bound volumes as a prize, to any one

guessing the date of Stevens's arrival in Yoko-

hama. Here is a chance to pick up some books

without much trouble.

" Did you ever," says a writer in the American

Wheelman, " notice how many prominent League

offices the Citizens' Club has, and yet it is a non-

League one at that .' It has the president, a state

consul, a member of the executive board, one of

the racing board, one of three on rules and regu-

lations, and the same proportion on rights and

privileges; adding to these, two on transportation,

and two or three representatives, we have a total

of almost a dozen, which, it would seem, is all a

non-League club was entitled to." So say we all

of us.

Pure Amateurs.

Should the promateurs eventually drift into the

professional ranks, says the American Wheelman,

there will be one sad feature in connection there-

with that has heretofore escaped observation.

Tournament managers will then have to give

money prizes, and only tournament managers can

fully realize how much harder it will be to give a

given sum in cash than in silver-plated cups, filled

medals, and bric-a-brac.

—

Boston Herald. Not so

with meetings of any size. At the last meeting of

the Springfield Club, the promateur prizes cost the

same in cash as was paid the professionals for a

like race; in fact, we rather welcome the cash

basis, as saving lots of trouble in selecting prizes.

Harry ('orcy brought home with him from

England a new tennis r.icket, different from any-

thing yet seen in this country. The frame is like

the ordinary racket, but on the inside edge of the

rim is fitted a neat piece of steel like the rim of a

bicycle, it being perforated, allowing the cat-gut

to ])ass through both the steel and the wood, and

jirotccted bv washers similar to the tangent spoke.

The racket is manufactured by the Centaur Cycle

Co., Coventry, England, and is i)atented in this

country. By this steel, the racket is always kept

in shape and prevented from warping and bending,

and the strings, rarely, if ever, work loose. The
Centaur Co. intend to make arrangements to

place it on the American market.

A Christiana lawyer, says an exchange, by the

name of Nicholson, who recently died, willed all

his money for the purchase of bicycles for the

school children of that city. The interest on a

portion of the capital is to pay the salary of an

instructor in bicycling. The will of the testator

closes as follows: "The bicycle has protected me
in my promenades against the excessively trouble-

some annoyance of people who make a habit of

stopping one in the street, in the burning sun or a

driving wind, and beginning a conversation. My
wheel has not shied a single time like a horse, nor

was I ever compelled to intrust in riding my
limbs to a drunken driver." In spite of this

glowing eulogy of bicycling, the children of Mr.

Nicholson will contest the will.

The last letter received at the office of Outing,

from their special correspondent, Thomas Stevens,

is dated on board the steamer " Wing Sang," Oc-

tober 4, in which the famous wheelman says in

regard to the last stretch of his journey :
" I will

not be able to find out anything definite as to my
journey through China, until I meet the consul at

Canton, so cannot tell you anything now. I will,

however, send full particulars to Outing from

Canton, as to the result of my interview with the

consul. I am led to e.xpect considerable difficul-

ties about getting through China. Japan will, no

doubt, be very delightful and interesting, pro-

viding I reach there before the winter makes it dis-

agreeable traveling. This will, of course, depend

upon my experiences in China. My next articles

to you will be written whilst crossing the Pacific."

An extraordinary bicycling race was recently

decided in connection with the .South Australian

Cyclists' Union at .Adelaide. The obst.icles were :

—First lap: To ride round, lift machines over

five hurdles, mounting machines after getting over

hurdles, except the last one, when you run to

the center of the oval, lie on your back and eat a

roll. Second lap : Crawl through the bags under

tarpaulin and through casks, run 100 yards with

bicycle, mount and finish lap in the saddle, dis-

mounting opposite pavilion. Third lap : Run to

center of oval, put on coat and bell-topper and

ride to scoring-board at the south end, then across

the oval and over the water-jump, round the flag,

on to the track, and finish. Enormous crowds

witnessed this event, and the obstacle amateur

champion for 1886.

The Referee, Wheeling, Sport and Play, Cycling

Times, and many other representative English

papers, agree with us on the abolition question,

while most of the American cycling papers are

of one accord, and the amateur rule must go.

The American Wheelman asks :
" Did you ever

notice that amateur ideas are invariably associated

with youth .' When a man has been voting a few

years wc rarely find him connected with anything

that is amateur. If he likes horse-racing, he runs

his horse for money ; if he is fond of yachting, he

sails his yacht for money, and so on through

billiards and all the other sports that help to

amuse our riper years. And why is this ? Sim-

;
])ly because men of worldly experience know too

much to lumber their houses up with what they

tlon't want, merely to satisfy the phantasies of a

foolish idea."

George B. Thayer, of Vernon, Ct., left his home

on a bicycle, .April 18, going up the Hudson to
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Albany, Buffalo, and Cleveland, down to Colum-

bus, Indianapolis, Chicago, across the Mississippi

to Rock Island, Omaha, Denver, along the Union

Pacific tracks to Salt Lake City ; train to Sacra-

mento and by wheel into the Yosemite valley.

After spending five weeks in California, steamer

to Portland and then to Yellowstone Park, re-

maining eight days, and back again to Salt Lake

City, over the Denver & Rio Grande road, thence

to Denver and south to Kansas City and St.

Louis, where he took the train for Louisville and

Frankfort. ' Wheeled from Frankfort to Cin-

cinnati and Marietta, through West Virginia to

Cumberland and Harper's Ferry, where a train

was taken for Baltimore, He has covered over

9,700 miles, of which 4,224 were on the wheel.

The greatest distance made in a day was 76 miles,

and the average about 60. The entire trip cost

only 5275.

English opinion of the champion of all distances,

1881, etc., is on about a par with those on this side

of the pond, if we tnay judge by the following

taken from the Cycling Times: " Fred. Albert, in

one of his glorious war-whoops, says, ' If you can't

succeed suck eggs !
' Otherwise, if you can't play

the game one way play it another. This is evi-

dently the platform upon which George Lacy

Hillier thrusts himself to the front, for do we not

find him fooling around all sorts of occupations,

of which he is master of none .' One of his

amusing freaks is to stvle himself a member of the

London Stock Exchange. In this capacity he

rushes wildly around in the neighborhood of

Threadneedle street with his hat off, and an ex-

pression in his face as if he had recently lost si.x-

pence. The fun of the thing is, that a paper

called Society is running a competition, which it

calls the 'Adonis Prize' and asks its readers to

say who they think is the handsomest Stock Ex-

change man. The result runs thus :—Charles

H. Snell, 1,013; Sir M. D. Gordon, 1,005; Eus-

tratius Kalli, 942 ; H. K. Paxton, 937 ; George

Lacy Hillier, i. If this is not fame, please tell us

some."

The C. T. C. G^rt's^/'/i' is outspoken on the League

uniform, and like many others stands ready to

show up its poor qualities. The Gazette says:

" We commented briefly a few months ago upon

the new uniform of the L. A. W., and, more out

of curiosity than aught else, submitted it to some

well known experts for their opinion. This we
append, seeing that our American readers may be

glad of the unbiased views of critics who even

now have no conception of the identity of the

article upon which they were asked to pass judg-

ment. Their final remark, if we are rightlv in-

formed, has already been verified to the letter

—

' We have carefully examined the pattern sent,

and are of o])inion that it is an ordinary Yorkshire

or low Scotch tweed, its value being 4s. per yard

(it fetches $2 per yard in the States.

—

Ed.) if 56

inches wide. As a tourist or traveling suiting we
think it would wear well and be strong, but we do

not think it well adapted for cvcling, as it will, we

think, stand the friction of the saddle but |ioorly,

and it will not retain its color well.' " Even the

secretary-editor of the L. A. W. has discarded

his League uniform for one that is more durable

and costing no more.

John M. Stout, the fancy dcnf-mutc bicycle rider,

was born in Alton, III., and educated at the

Illinois school for the deaf and dumb at Jackson-

ville, from which he graduated in June, 1880. Mr.

Stout studied crayon drawing, and is a first-class

artist. He received two silver medals as the best

cravon artist in the State of Illinois, at the state

fair at Peoria in 1883. Mr. Stout started east,

and stopped a year at Chautauqua and studied

sculpturing. From there he went to New Orleans,

and learned to skate and perform on the Star bi-

cycle. He improved so fast that he was advised

to continue and then start on the road as a pro-

fessional. He gave many exhibitions as an ama-

teur, for which he received a nuinber of prizes.

He became a professional on the first of January

last. He has been exhibiting in New York and

vicinity, lately, and is a most accomplished rider,

many of his tricks being original ; his act of

taking the small wheel completely off the floor

and careening around the rink on a single wheel

being remarkably good, as is also his riding

through a large square of bottles, first circling in

and out and then bringing the machine to a com-

plete standstill and again starting it without dis-

placing a single bottle. He also plays polo on

the bicycle exceedingly well. As a unicycle rider

he ranks among the best.

The Columbia Bicycle calendar for '87, issued

by the Pope Manufacturing Company, of Boston,

is a truly artistic and elegant work in chromo-

lithography and letterpress. In the present cal-

endar, each day of the year appears upon a sepa-

rate slip, with a quotation pertaining to cycling

from leading publications and prominent writers

on both sides of the ocean. The notable cycling

events are mentioned, and concise opinions of

the highest medical authorities; words from prac-

tical wheelmen, including those of clergymen and

other professional gentlemen ; the rights of cyclers

upon the roads
;
general cycling statistics ; rec-

ords; the benefitj of tricycling for ladies; extracts

from cycling poems; information about costumes;

and much other matter interesting to the public in

general and to the cycler in particular, appear

from day to day ; and the matter is new and fresh

over that upon the Columbia calendar of the

present year. In fact, into a little measure is

crowded, in a highly attractive way, the past,

present, and future of cycling, a virtual encyclopae-

dia upon this universally utilized modern steed.

The calendar proper is mounted upon a back of

heavy board, upon which is exquisitely executed

in oil color effect, by G. H. Buek, of New York,

an allegorical scene, representing the earth resting

among the clouds, and Thomas Stevens, the

famous bicycler, is seen in heroic size, astride his

Columbia bicycle, circumbicycling the globe. The

bright sunshine illumines one side, while the pale

moonlight gives a contrasting aspect to the other,

and, together, make a remarkable atmospheric

effect, charmingly vivid, yet artistically toned and

softened. A smaller portion of the board is de-

voted to a picture of a mounted lady tricycler,

speeding along over a pleasant country road.

The new calendar, as a work of convenient art, is

worthy of a place in office, library or parlor, and

is sent to all applicants upon receipt of twelve two-

cent stamps.
^M»

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES,

Our cyclers would have given many more thanks

on November 25th if clear weather could have

been vouchsafed them ; as it was they polished

billiard balls, saw their best girls, and joined the

great army in the conflict with turkey.

Our regular eight miles was doubtless the most

wheelincr done during: the day here.

Our farewell-for-this-season run to Tarrytown,

early in November, was in many respects pleas-

ant, but would have been more so if our compan-
ion had not been waited for so much, delaying the

homing till a rainy night came on. In future, we
shall profit by lessons learned this season, regard-

ing "staying partners in a long run."

It was not necessarily a farewell, cither, for with

"Our Club's" wheels we ride al)out all winter,

and have many delightful outings that riders of

big wheels miss.

Say, whatever may befall a solitary tourist, he

does not have to be bothered with the dozen and

one vexatious delays incident to a party of wheel-

men, some of whom have wheels that are always

out of order, or are discovering' the earth (Amer-

ica) half the time. We admit that under favora-

ble conditions, and on short runs, there is much
pleasure in numbers, but when a club cannot get

under way without an hour's delay from the ad-

vertised time of starting, and the scorches to

make up, the enjoyment is gone for us.

Gle.\nings from an old Note Book.

Yes, we remember that route to Andover, Ohio,

one Sunday morning, July 5, 1885, and those flirt-

ing girls. To be sure they were in a carriage

away down a cross road, but they vigorously flut-

tered parasols and handkerchiefs at a poor lone

cycler wheeling quietly along toward Jefferson

;

he waived the answer back 57/a helmet and calliope,

but we parted thus.

Twenty years ago we were familiar with that

smooth clay road we wheeled over so easily that

sunny morning, for our boyhood's home was in

that vicinity. \Ye recollect tlie proud possession

of a shilling as payment for a half day's tramp,

driving a flock of sheep for a neighbor who lived

in yonder old red-gabled house, but who has

long since gone home. Here lived the Holcoms,

usually pronounced " Hocunis." We have eaten

new maple sugar from their big iron kettles, many
a spring-time, and overtaken them on the way to

the old red school house, for "they always went

slow." Here are the veriest traces of the plank

road that when new was such a delight in muddy
seasons; we ride through a covered bridge that

has sprung up during the years of our wanderings,

and the wheel has brought us to the mill where

we used to come for grists in summers long ago.

Rounding the curve into the main street of Jef-

ferson, the county seat of Ashtabula county, we

dismounted at the hotel to leave on the register a

greeting to all wheelmen, and looked in vain for a

cycler to take a spin toward our destination, but

the festivities of the glorious Fourth made them

sleep late that morning of the fifth, and the only

glimpse of a wheel we had was of a Star in a back

room where it had been hurriedly jiushed at a late

hour the previous night.

A rich and well cultivated section of country is

this part of the Western Reserve ; many of the

front fences have been removed, and the crops

grow almost to the wheel tracks. Broad acres of

grain and great orchards of various fruit trees

stretch away on either hand, and peace and plenty

evidently prevail.

.\t Ashtabula, historic in railroad tlisasters, and

the home of some courteous cyclers we met, they

gave the local long-distance championship as a

road rider to Frank Osborn, of Andover, but from

accounts that came pretty straight, we placed Mr.

Bert Beals, of Ashtabula, "mighty well to the

front."

, "Stamson."
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GeppeSpeF^deF^ee.

CLOSING UP THE GAP.

Editor WluYlmcii's Gazette:—

On this third anniversary of the fated day when

I wrote the prospectus of "X. M. Miles on a 15i."

(and thus unwittingly bound myself to an indefi-

nite term of "solitary confinement at hard labor ''),

I am still unable to name the time of its publica-

tion. I can only say that the gap in the te.xt is

now very small, and that, if I survive the final

struggle with the indexes, I ought to begin busi-

ness as a full-fledged book-agent before the close

of winter. The 25th of January will be the third

anniversary of the W/taTs letting loose my pro-

spectus upon the League and the general cycling

public ; and perhaps I may be really sending off

boxes of books to my 108 depositaries at that

time. I have faint hope of any earlier date.

Chapters 34 to 41, comprising the pages that will

be numbered 591 to 800, absorbed my energies

during the nine months ending at the middle of

November; and these final pages have all been

electrotvped. The plates of the first 32 chapters

(pages I to 554) were finished last F"ebruary. As
for the gap of 36 pp. (555 to 590), I hope to see it

closed within three weeks, for half the material is

already prepared. I am afraid that the indexes to

these "800 pages of 500,000 words " may require

from 32 to 40 pages of fine type, and that the

preparation of them may cost me a months' hard

work. However much it may cost, the task can-

not be shirked, because I rely upon the perfection

of the indexing to compel a large sale of the book.

As the actual cash outlay on the first 3,500 copies

will exceed the $3,500 subscribed, the sale of the

other 2,500 copies of the edition, at $1.50 each, to

non-subscribers, is what I rely upon for getting

my money back ; while the chance of my reaping

any recompense for my three years' toil and risk

is contingent upon the demand for large later edi-

tions.

My 48-page pamphlet, containing a full history

of the scheme, is now ready for mailing to any one

whose curiosity prompts him to send me twenty

one-cent stamps for the same. Non-subscribers

who now remit $1.50 to me will have their names
put on the early mailing-lists for " X. M. M.," and

will immediately receive the aforesaid pamphlet

as a premium.
Kari. Kron.

West Spkincfield, .Mass., Uec. 3, 1SS6.

Editor IVheclmeii's Gazette:—
Thanksgiving came and went and as usual Cali-

fornia climate stood in with us, and a more glori-

ous day could not have been wished.

Every arrangement for the 25-mile road race

was perfect, and the road (thanks to the road

master's favoring us by not putting down gravel

as he really should in accordance with the duties

of his office) was in first-class trim, fit for rec-

ord breaking, but as it was only a Simile stretch

we did not go in for that kind of work.

The officers were the same as mentioned in the

last issue of the Pacific Wheelman, zn\)\ of which

I mailed you, with the exception that I went in the

race and F. E. Johnston was made referee.

It was a very pretty race from start to finish,

the road being free from teams or obstructions

of any kind.

The race was held under the auspices of the

Oakland Ramblers, a new and live organization of

Oakland, Cal.

The start was made shortly after 1 1 \. .m., and

nine wheelmen came to scratch as follows :

—

Oak. R. : Haralson, Ireland, and Rosborough.

B. C. \V. : Elwell, Booth, and Adcock.

S. F". Bi. : Larzelere, Letcher, and Giffin.

The first lap the men all rode well together,

passing through .San Lorenzo and .San Leandro

(the finishing point) well bunched. In and around

the latter point the crowd was so thick that

barely room enough for the races could be ob-

tained.

On the end of the second lap, Ireland went to

the front at a terrific pace, but was passed by

Booth at San Leandro, amidst deafening yells

from the Bay Citys. The third and last lap was

the hot one, all the men were strung out with the

Bay Citys at the front, closely hugged by Larzelere

(S. F.) and Ireland (O. R.).

The pace soon proved too much for Booth and

Giflin, who dropped about a 100 yards to the

rear, the van being composed of Ireland (O. R.),

Elwell (B. C. W.), Larzelere (.S. F.), and Adcock

(B. C. \V.), the other three men having taken

headers and dropped out.

Coming in the last 100 yards or so a terrible strug-

gle ensued for first place, which Elwell secured by

about a foot over Larzelere. Time : ih. 37m. 2fs

;

Adcock, 3d ; Ireland, 4th; Booth, 5th; Giffin, 6th;

balance, straggling.

Booth and Giffin had a very exciting spurt, but

the Bay City succeeded in downing the .S. F. man
by about three inches. The Bay Citys thus won
the race again, having scored twenty-one points,

S. F. Club twelve points, O. R. nine points.

The utmost enthusiasm prevailed throughout

the race, and as everything was so nicely arranged

it was very enjoyable to all. Fully 150 wheels

were out and many more dismounted wheelmen
were present.

The B. C. W. as usual proved their invincibil-

ity, though all three of their men were in com-

paratively poor racing trim.

The B. C. \V. have won both the 25 and 50

mile road races this year, and hold all tiic track

records of the Coast.

S. F. BooiH, Jr.,

C/iairmaii Pac. C. Di-\

San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 26, 1SS6.

flmoRg the Glubs.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

24-IIOUR RF.COKD.

Mr. F. B. Hawkins, of the above club, has

again been successful in competing for the above

record in beating the former one held by -Mr. A.

B. Barkman. Leaving the club room at 6.17 p.m.,

November 1 5, the course was taken over Cumber-

land street, Flatbush avenue, Sixth avenue,

Seventh avenue, Berkeley place, Sackett street

boulevard, Bedford avenue, the walks and drives

in Prospect Park, until 5.45 a. m.

Mr. W. S. Mead accompanied him until S.30

as pace maker, with fifteen minutes delay in

the mean time ; Mr. I',. B. Williams, from S.30

to 10.30, with five minutes delay ; Mr. G. E.Todd,

from 10.30 until 12, when a stop was made at

tlie club rooms, having ridden sixty miles. Leav-

ing again at 12.25 .\. M.. Mr. F. B. Jones accom-

panied him until 3.10, li.iving ridden eighty-eight

miles, when another stop was made at club rooms,

five minutes delay having occurred in the mean
time. Leaving at 3.20 Mr. \V. S. Vail accom-

panied him, arriving again at club rooms at 5.45,

having ridden 1 1 1 miles. A stop was made for

refreshments, etc., and another departure was
taken at 6.42. Mr. Hawkins proceeded tlown the

Island alone, the arrangements made with pace

maker, during the day, failing to succeed. Jamaica
was reached at 8.10 with 124 miles; three min-

utes' stop made at Queens, five minutes at cross

roads, ten minutes at Jericho. Hicksville was

reached at 10.30 with 142 miles, arriving at Amity-

ville at 11.30 with 162 miles; the deiiarture was
taken at 11.35. Babylon was reached at 12.15

p. M., 158 miles, where cyclometer was checked

by hotel keeper. Five minutes' stop was made at

Bay Shore, three minutes at Oakdale. The return

trip was commenced at a point ten miles beyond

Babylon ; fifteen minutes' stop at Bay Shore,

arriving at Babylon at 2.30 with 178 miles. An-

other check was made by hotel keeper and a

departure taken at 2.36. A stop of two minutes

made at P'armingdale, and Hicksville was reached

at 4.30 with 193^ miles. Mr. Elmer Skinner now
accompanied him as |)ace maker, and the route

was taken over the Jericho Pike, Mineola, and

Garden City roads until 6.09 P. M., November 16,

when the final stop was made, with a total of

207J miles. The total elapsed time was twenty-

three hours and fifty-two minutes, and riding time

twenty-one hours and fifteen minutes, with an

average of riding 9.82 miles per hour. A dis-

agreeable head wind, through part of the dav,

rendered better time impossible. The first record

made by Mr. Hawkins was 202 miles on Septem-

ter It; Mr. ]5arkman having beaten this record

on October 11, with 205J miles. Mr. W. I.

Ticknor, assisted by Mr. H. E. Raymond, acted as

judge and checker throughout the entire trip.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

Allegheny (Pa.) Bicycle Club—President,

Dr. Bean ; secretary-treasurer, W. C. Coffin,

Jr.; corresponding secretary, W. (). McConnel

;

captain, \V. I). Banker; first lieutenant, Hugh
Fleming, Jr.; second lieutenant, f. F. tiray.

.\n.\ .Xrhor (Mich.) Bicycle Cluh— Presi-

dent, L. I). Taylor; vice-president, C. W. Wag-
ner; secretary, H. A. Kyer ; treasurer, H. C.

Nickels; captain, George P". Keck; bugler, C. B.

Davison.

liRooKi.iNK (Mass.) Cycle Cub— President,

G. .M. Stearns ; vice-president, H. G. Cushman ;

secretary, F. M. Seamans ; treasurer, F. A. Single-

ton ; captain, W. Kirke Corey; first lieutenant, C.

S. Cobb; second lieutenant, E. E. .Smith ; color

bearer, S. H. Keeler.

E\sr IlARTi'oRn (Ct.) Wheel Ch'h— Pres-

ident, J. I). Candee ; vice-president, H. H. Smith ;

secretary, J. J. Grace ; financial secretary, William

H. Rhodes ; treasurer, L. A. Tracv ; captain,

William Harding; first lieutenant, E. A. DeBlois;

second lieutenant, H. H. Chajiman ; color bearer,

George Pratt; club committee, L. A. Tracv, R. P.

Judson, F. E. F.ilon, H. H. Chajmian, Charles

Gorman.

HoLYOKE (.Mass.) Bicycle Ci.un—President,

E. C. Clark ; secretary and treasurer, F. H.
Brown; captain, Richard Webb; first lieutenant,

W. W. Case; bugler, Henry Taylor; standard-

bearer, F. O. Garvin.

iLi.i.Nois Cyclinc. Clud (Chicago, Illinois)—

President, W. A. Davis; vice-president, T. L.
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Sloan; secretary-treasurer, C. R. Griffith, Jr.;

first lieutenant, W. B. Buckley ; second lieutenant,

E. H. Corqueville; color bearer, Chas. L. Klock

Marblehead (Mass.) Ramblers—President,

B. C. Roads; captain, C. W. Ware; secretary

and treasurer, J. D. Paine.

Waltham (Mass.) Ramblers—President, E.

D. Baker ; secretary and treasurer, M. H. Gilbert

;

captain, Charles Tracy; first lieutenant, H. H.

Colburn ; second lieutenant, O. A. Parker ; color

bearer and guide, II. H. Duddleston, Jr.

Washington (D. C.) Cycle Club—Presi-

dent, E. T. Pettengill ; vice-president, M. L. Crox-

all ; secretary, W. G. Coburn ; treasurer. Dr. J. H.

DeMeritt; captain, J. C. V. -Smith; first lieuten-

ant, William Muehleisen, Jr. ; second lieutenant,

H. H. Lammond.

sphe ^pade.

PATENTS.

List of patents granted for devices of interest to wheelmen,

for the month ending Tuesday, Oct. 19, 1S86, compiled from

the Official Records of the United States Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheei-men-'s Gazette by O. E. Duffy,

patent law office. No. 607, 7th Street, N. W., Wash-

ington, D. C, of whom copies and information may be had.

Xo. 347,977, -A^ugust 24, 18S6, Thomas J. Strick-

land, of Randolph, Mass., bicycle pedal.

No. 348,057, August 24, 1886, D. H. and L. H.

Rice, of Brookline, Mass., velocipede.

No. 10,760, -August 24, 18S6 (reissued), E. C.

Otto, Peckham, County of Surrey, England, ve-

locipede wheel.

No. 348,276, August 31, 1886, J. C. Garrood, of

Boston, Mass., velocipede.

No. 348,325, -\ugust 31, 1886, C. W. Hanishaw,

of Blue Springs, Missouri, velocipede.

No. 348,605, -August 31, 1886, N. M. Wilson,

Philadelphia, Pa., velocipede wheel.

No. 348,619, September 7, 1886, C. E.. Courtney,

Union -Springs, N. Y., velocipede.

No. 348,680, September 7, 1SS6, J. .M. Marlin,

New Haven, Ct., clutch tor tricycles.

No. 348,691, September 7, 1SS6, D. H. Rice,

Brookline, Mass., clutch for tricycles.

No. 348,692, September 7, 1886, D. H. Rice,

Brookline, Mass., wheel for velocipedes.

No. 348,891, September 7, 1886, H. J. Curtis,

Hartford, Ct., brake for tricycles.

No. 349,145, September 14, 1SS6, M. M. and

W. B. Depuy, of Rowland, Pa., tricycle.

No. 349,307, September 21, 1886, £.• C. (jen-

eaux, of Jeanncrette, La., lantern holder for ve-

hicles, etc.

No. 349,435, September 21, 1886, J. A. Johnston,

of Topeka, Kansas, wheel.

No. 349,532, -September 21, 1886, J. T. Slocumb,

of Hyde Park, Mass., bicycle.

Nos. 349,800, 349,801, and 349,802, September

28, 1886, H. A. King, of Springfield, Mass., veloc-

ipede (three patents).

No. 350,080, September 28, 1886, W. Phillips,

Coventry, County of Warw ck, England, veloci-

pede.

No. 350,243, October 5, 1886, A. W. Gump,

Dayton, Ohio, bicycle stand.

No. 350,583, October 12, 1886, C. E. Duryea, St.

Louis, assignor of two-thirds to G. S. Ten Brook

and C. D. Moody, of Webster Grove, Mo., bicy-

cle.

No. 350,719, October 12, 1886, D. Black, Toledo,

Ohio, assignor of three-fourths to L N. Hum-

phresys and J. T. Greer, of same place, veloci-

pede.

No. 350,723, October 12, 1886, W. E. Crandall,

New York city, velocipede.

No. 350,868, October 12, 1886, L. S. Copper,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of one-half to F. W.
Bowler, of same place, saddle spring for bicycles.

No. 350,990, October 19, 1886, A. J. Philbrick,

Beverly, Mass., assignor to the .Smith Machine

Co., of Smithville, N. J., velocipede.

Xo. 351,118, October 19, 18S6, .V. K. McMurray,

Brooklyn, N. Y., bicycle.

No. 351,150, October 19, 1886, H. Baines,

Brooklyn, N. Y., velocipede.

No. 351,251, October 19, 1S86, L. S. Copper,

Cleveland, Ohio, bicycle saddle.

List of patents granted of interest to wheelmen, for the

month ending Nov 19, 18S6.

No. 351,768, November 2, 1886, J. Henry, Louis-

ville, Ky., tricycle.

No. 351,771, November 2, 1886, G. P. Hiler,

of Grand Haven, Mich., ice velocipede.

No. 351,872, November 2, H. W. Libley, of

Boston, Mass., velocipede.

No. 351,873, November 2, 1886, C. M. Linley

and J. Biggs, of Southwark, County of Surrey, En-

gland, assignor of one-half to G. G. Tandy, of

Cedar Road, Clapham, England, speed and power

gearing for velocipedes.

No. 351,880, November 2, 18S6, N. Merrill, of

New York city, pedal for velocipedes.

No. 351,942, November 2, 1886, W. N. Smith,

of Bad Axe, Mich., tricycle.

No. 351,972, November 2, 1886, J. Gibbons, of

West Troy, and C. D. Meneely, of Albany, as-

signor to the Meneely Hardware Company, of

West Troy, N. Y., bicycle.

No. 352,076, November 2, 1886, J. C. Zimmer-

man, of Elmira, N. Y., seat for tricycles.

No. 352,090, November 2, 18S6, T. H umber,

of Beeston, County of Nottingham, England, ve-

locipede.

No. 352,190, November 9, 1886, T. B. Jeffery,

of Chicago, 111., bicycle.

No. 352,191, November 9, 1886, T. B. Jeffery,

of Chicago, 111., lantern hanger for bicycles.

No. 352,331, November 9, 1886, J. -A. Lamplugh,

of Birmingham, England, luggage carrier for

velocipedes.

No. 352,503, November 9, 1S86, T. Zanger, of

Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to N. P. King, of same

place, velocipede.

No. 352,508, November 16, 1886, S. W. Babbitt,

of Meriden, assignor of two-thirds to W. C. Nettle-

ton, and J. B. Renshaw, of Hartford, Ct., bicycle

suspender.

No. 352,69s, November 16, 1886, E. J. and J.

Lhoest, of Paris, Fiance, velocipede.

No. 355,885, November 16, 1886, E. C. F. Otto,

of Peckham, County of Surrey, England, veloci-

pede.

The Wheel Board of Trade held their first

meeting at the office of the Pope Manufacturing

Company in Boston. Tiie officers elected were :

John Reed, chairman, and W. B. Everett, secre-

tary. These two gentlemen, together with A. H.

Overman, will form a committee to draft articles

of association, etc. The object of this association

is to further the interest of the cycle trade, and

prevent impositions in the way of discount, and

correct other abuses that have become prominent

in the trade.

MiSGellaneouS.

"DANGER-BOARD" HOTELS IN ENGLAND.*

The " burning question " of C. T. C. hotel

arrangements is discussed by no less than 21 cor-

respondents in the C. T. C. Cazctte for October,

occupying a sixth of its space (pp. 390-97) ; and
all that I have said, in chapter 35, condemning

the childish folly of every such petty plan for

"getting something for nothing," is amply con-

firmed by their remarks. " We are not «// paupers,"

says Edward Easton, " and I can't understand

how it was ever expected to get members of all

classes, and of different purses, to patronize the

same hotels. Let C. T. C. men ask for no reduc-

tion. Let the present plan be entirely abolished,

and a list of recommended houses substituted.

Let the C. T. C. issue a paper of suggestions for

the guidance of those landlords who wish to cater

for its support ; and let every such landlord exhibit

his tariff (inclusive of all charges) where it can be

readily seen on entering his hotel." Mr. Easton's

notions thus very nearly coincide with my own

recommendations as to League policy, but he

seems as unable as the other 20 writers to realize

that the only dignified and proper function of the

C. T. C, in reference to hotels, is that of persuad-

ing their owners to give special welcome to all

who travel with cycles, and not to its own mem-
bers simply. He resents, however, the sacrifice of

self-respect implied in haggling over a few pence

with boorish publicans " to whom one must prove

his membership," and tries to get around the diffi-

culty by this impracticable suggestion : "It should

not be left to the landlord to define the C. T. C.

meinbers, but the members themselves should

boycott those who do not show their current cer-

tificate."

-Another complainant also " doubts whether it is

the C. T. C.'s mission to attempt lowering the too-

dear hotel-rates of England, since this is more

likely to be done by the e-xcellent coffee-taverns,

rapidly springing up and improving in every di-

rection," and says :
" What the late-and-weary

tourist wants, is to know beforehand of some

decent inn where he can find a welcome for him-

self and room for his machine. I altogether ob-

ject to going /// forma pauperis, ticket in hand, to

the hotel bar (occupied by half-a-dozen loungers,

smoking and drinking), and then having to inscribe

my name, address, and number in a big book,

—

the operation to be repeated at every fresh hotel.

This savors too much of the foreign police sys-

tem. One of the charms of travel is to pay your

way unchallenged and unnamed. Our C. T. C.

plan falls between two stools. On the one hand, •

when a hotel reduces its rates at all to accept the

tariff, it does so not very graciously ; and, if it does

not take it out of you in other ways, shoves you

in a corner. On the other hand, the majority of

decent country hotels charge less than the tariff,

until injudicious consuls force it on to them."

Other writers relate how the cheap, hotels, in

little places where the C. T. C. merely "recom-

mends " instead of " appointing " them, quickly

raise their rates ("for C. T. C. men only") to

match the tariff of the " appointed " inns. "Hence,

hundreds avoid entering a C. T. C. house, when

*From Karl Kron's history of the C. T. C, in "Ten
Thousand Miles on a Bicycle " (840 pp., cloth and gilt $1.50,

to be published this winter by K. K., at the University Build-

ing, Washington Square, New York). -\ part of the same

book's chapter on " League hotels " was printed in the

Gazette of August, 1884, p. 51.
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touring, because of the alleged high charges."

" As tastes ditfer, and apjJetites differ, I fear this

discussion will have no lasting results; but I

firmly believe the tariff is too high for 90 per cent,

of our members, which is why so few of them use C.

T. C. houses. In asking new men to join, I never

mention the tariff among the advantages, for I

have found that that information makes a bad im-

pression. I-et us put an end to this arrangement

for gratuitously advertising these houses." " For

Ireland, the tariff is altogether unsuitable, as most

of the hotel rates are far below it, and I rarely

produce my ticket when touring, because it would

only lead to increased expense." This last is

from K. J. Mecredy, ed. /risk Cyclist b' Athlete.

Testimony as to the other side of the dilemma

reads thus :
" It is notorious that few, if any,y?;-.f/-

class hotels will accept our tariff ; for this is practi-

cally a ' commercial ' tariff, and we cannot, there-

fore, expect better accommodation than the first-

class commercial hotels afford. The suggestion

that all hotels should agree to allow our members

a reduction of, say, 20 per cent, on their usual

charges is evidently unworkable, for it is very

unusual to find an hotel in this country which ex-

hibits a fixed scale of charges, and they are not

likely to begin to do so to please the C. T. C. In

such a case the discount would inevitably be put

on before it was taken off." " My experience of

C. T. C. hotels is that they are, as a rule, places

to be avoided, and as regards comfort and quality

of food, most of them might well have written

over their doors, ' Hasciate ogjii speranza, 7'oi

ch'entrate.' The few good ones only prove their

general unsatisfactoriness. * * At one of the

largest towns in Kent, we were given ' gamey *

chops for supper, and our bedrooms, at the to)) of

the house, had not even decent doors to them, while

the beds themselves had plenty of vermin. * *

I have noticed that C. T. C. hotels take it out of

one in the way of drinks,—charging ten cents for

milk-and-soda, instead of four cents charged at

temperance inns." " At the very last cycling inn

I slept at my experience included the following :

A very high-smelling chop for tea; a shabby attic-

bedroom, with a rough door worthy of a cottage

outhouse, and a dilapidated blind which wouldn't

pull down, a specimen of pulex irritans stuck on

the tallow of my uncleaned bedroom candlestick,

presumably by a former customer, and a sleepless

night from the combined attack, in front and rear,

of the animal which Mark Twain calls the ' cham-

01s. It IS true that this was at a ' recommended '

inn, a term which I understood was applied to

those inns in small towns which were the best in

the place, but where the charges were below the

tariff. This particular inn, however, was (i) by

no means the best in the place, and (2) it charged

very scrupulously the full tariff. This is my last,

and I must admit, my worst, experience, but I have

had others which approximate to it. I feel sure

that this fixed tariff is acting injuriously by raising

the charges for cyclists, inasmuch as the smaller

village and roadside inns get to know of it, and

try to bring their charges up to it directly a cyclist

appears on the premises. The suggestion I would

make is this: In the hand-book, give the names

of (?// the comfortable inns with their tariff; dis-

tinguish with a star those specially worthy of com-

mendation, as Baedeker does ; and print all those

in italics which are willing to make 20 per cent,

reduction."

Reviewing the testimony of " the immense num-

ber of letters received,—the great majority of

them averse to the present system,"—under the

impulse of a previous correspondent's thorough-

going condemnation of it, the Gazette's editor ad-

mits that he " was wrong in believing the matter

would be voted a mere sea-serpent discovery," and

he says, with wonderful sublimity :
" The founcil

have already decided that this dissatisfaction must,

as far as possible, be removed. In their opinion,

the remedy lies in the adoption of a second tariff,

applicable to the houses now on the recommended

list." This shows that the pennv-wise, pound-

foolish policy is to be persisted in, after the fatuity

of it has been exposed,—the only attempted reform

being an endeavor to prevent the meanest inns of

England from cheating their " C. T. C. ticket beg-

gars " by charging the " full tariff " which has been

laboriously arranged with those other inns that

are a trifle less " cheap and nasty"! The e.xecu-

tive feebleness of a government which thus pot-

ters along in a rut,—from lack of leaders intellect-

ually competent to grasp the idea that a radical

change is the only cure for the troubles and con-

tempt brought upon itself by meddling with a

task beyond its powers,—is pitiable enough; but

language fails mc when I try to express my notion

of the folly of those busybodies who, in this coun-

try, ignorantly plead " the C. T. C. example " as a

reason for their lamentable endeavor to commit

the League to a similar policy. That example is

really a most dreadful warning against departing

from our wise and generous American plan of

advertising those hotels which are " the best,"

and which give their best treatment to touring

wheelmen, without regard to " rates." The editors

of Wkeeling supply me with this final bit of testi-

mony (.Sept. 6, '86) : "The countless scribes of

the Gazette are in full cry upon the tariff question,

and how long they have suffered in silence is

evidenced by the bitter wail which they are now
raising. Our own principle in connection with C.

T. C. headquarters has been always ' Avoid them !

'

Last year we went to the C. T. C. house at Hast-

ings, and upon mentioning the club's name were

conducted to the roof—the inner side of it cer-

tainly, but still the roof—though the house was

half empty. The cyclist is regarded at many of

these houses as a dangerous speculation. He may
break up the hoine or play the key-bugle in the

silent watches of the night, or he may not. And
your hotel-keeper is no respecter of persons. The
generic title 'cyclist' covers 'Arryand .\lgernon."

NOVEMBER RACING IN AUSTRALIA.

Karl Kron's most enthusiastic supporter at the

Antipodes, .Mr. W. J. Parry, Consul of the Victo-

rian Cyclists' Union (who has pledged 37 of his

townsmen as subscribers to " X. M. Miles on a

Bi.,"—being a larger number than are "on the

list " from any other city of its size in the world,

except Springfield), writes from Sandhurst, No-

vember I, as follows :

—

" I have to thank you very much for plan of

Springfield track (cut from an old Gazkttk),

which came to hand opportunely. I think I fold

you that a licw track was about to be made iti

Sandhurst. I attended a meeting when the com-

position of it was being decided upon, and urged

for clay and gravel. The advice of some Mel-

bourne people was adopted, however, and the

track, now finished, is a failure, the surface-coating

of cement being worse than useless. This was

discovered last Wednesday (27th inst.), and an

important race meeting takes place on the loth of

this month. The dilemma has been solved by

removing the whole of the surface-dressing and

relying on the first foundation (clay) laid down,

which, as far as done, jiroves all that is desired,

gaining a victory for clay and gravel. Later on

I will send you a full account of track and race

meeting, and the doings of the Australian 'cracks.'

"Just at present, our racing inen are busy

training for the three meetings which take place

this month, each of which is of an inter-colonial

character : Our local meeting on the loth in which

the pick of .Sydney, Adelaide, and Melbourne will

take part ; then the Melbourne Bicycle Club's ' in-

ter-colonial ' meeting on the 17th in which there

is a first prize of £,200 (trophy), for a three-mile

race; and lastly, the Fernside Bicycle Club at Mel-

bourne hold a big meeting on the 20tli, so that

this month is aptly a ' carnival ' one, and should

produce some good times. We scarcely hope for

' records ' yet, though I think we hold one or two,

made by the veritable Con Dwyer, who may y'et

appear on the Springfield track, when I will ex-

pect you to make a holiday and see him. I warrant

he will not disapi)oint you."

AROUND THE WORLD ON A BICYCLE.

Mount ARARAr and KooRnisTAN.

The shades of evening are beginning to settle

down over the wild mountainous country round

about. It is growing uncomfortably chilly for

this early in the evening, and the prospects look

favorable for a supperless and most disagreeable

night, when I descry a village perched in an

opening among the mountains a mile or there-

abouts off to the right. Repairing thither, I find

it to be a Koordish village, where the hovels

are more excavations than buildings; buffaloes,

horses, goats, chickens, and hmnan beings all find

shelter under the same low roof; their respective

quarters are nothing but a mere railing of rough

poles, and, as the question of ventilation is never

even thought of, the effect upon one's olfactory

nerves upon entering is anything but reassuring.

The filth and rags of these people is something

abominable ; on account of the chilliness of the

evening they have donned their heavier raiment

;

these have evidently had rags patched on top of

other rags for years i)ast until they have gradually

developed into thick quilted garments, in the

innumerable seams of which the most disgusting

entomological specimens, bred and engendered by

their wretched mode of existence, live and perpet-

uate their kind. However, repulsive as the out-

look most assuredly is, I have no alternative but

to cast my lot among them till morning.

I am conducted into the Sheikh's apartment, a

small room partitioned off with a pole from a

stable-ful of horses and buffaloes, and where

darkness is made visible by the sickly glimmer of

a grease lamp. The .Sheikh, a thin, sallow-faced

man of about forty years, is reclining on a mat-

tress in one corner smoking cigarettes ; 3 dozen

ill-conditioned ragamuffins are squatting about in

various attitudes, whilst the rag-tag and bob-tail

of the jjopulation crowd into the buffalo stable

and survey me and the bicvcle from outside the

partition pole.

A circular wooden tray containing an abundance

of bread, a bowl oi yaort, and a small quantity of

peculiar stringy cheese that resembles chunks of

dried codfish, warped and twisted in the drying,

is brought in and placed in the middle of the

floor. Everybody in the room at once gathers
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around it and begin eating with as little formality

as so many wild animals ; the Sheikh silently

motions for me to do the same. The yaort bowl

contains one solitary wooden spoon, with which

they take turns at eating mouthfuls. One is

compelled to draw the line somewhere, even

under the most uncompromising circumstances,

and I naturally draw it against t.zXmg yaort with

this same wooden spoon ; making small scoops

with pieces of bread, I dip yx^ yaort and eat scoop

and all together. These particular Koords seem

absolutely ignorant of anything in the shape of

mannerliness, or of consideration for each other

at the table. When the yaort has been dipped

into twice or thrice all round, the Sheikh coolly

confiscates the bowl, eats part of what is left,

pours water into the remainder, stirs it up with

his hand, and deliberately drinks it all up ; one or

two others seize all the cheese, utterly regardless

of the fact that nothing but bread remains for my-

self and their companions, who, by the by, seem

to regard it as a perfectly natural proceeding.

After supper they return to their squatting atti-

tudes around the room, and to a resumption of

their never-ceasing occupation of scratching them-

selves. The eminent economist who lamented the

wasted energy represented in the wagging of all

the dogs' tails in the world, ought to have traveled

through Asia on a bicycle and have been com-

pelled to hob-nob with the villagers ; he would

undoubtedly have wept with sorrow at beholding

the amount of this same wasted energy, repre-

sented by the above-mentioned occupation of the

people. The most loathsome member of this in-

teresting company is a wretched old hypocrite who
rolls his eyes about and heaves a deep-drawn

sigh of Allah ! every few minutes, and then looks

furtively at myself and the Sheikh to observe its

effects ; his sole garment is a round-about mantle

that reaches to his knees, and which seems to

have been manufactured out of the tattered rem-

nants of other tattered remnants tacked carelessly

together without regard to shape, size, color, or

previous condition of cleanliness ; his thin, scrawny

legs are bare, his long black hair is matted and

unkempt, his beard is stubby and unlovely to look

upon, his small black eyes twinkle in the semi-

darkness like a ferret's eyes, whilst soap and water

have to all appearances been altogether stricken

from the category of his personal requirements.

Probably it is nothing but the lively workings

of my own imagination, but this wretch appears to

me to entertain a decided preference for my
society, constantly insinuating himself as near me
as possible, necessitating constant watchfulness

on my part to avoid actual contact with him.

—

Thom.'v.s Stevens in Oiifiusrior November.

OUR ILL-PAVED STREETS.

A Medic.vl Authority on the Sanitary As-

pects OF THE Streets.

The question of a proper street paving means

more, involves more, and is of more importance

than is, here at least, generally thought. It is not

merely the comfort of those who drive in car-

riages, whether for pleasure or on duty, that is

concerned. There are questions of scarcely to be

calculated savings of time, money, and strength,

of the general cleanliness, and therefore of the

general health, to be considered. How great a

factor in the breeding and then in the carrying of

disease germs, and of a thousand dangerous fungi,

the accumulated decaying dust and filth of our

street may be we do not accurately know. The

hopeless impossibility of cleaning with thorough-

ness hundreds of miles of streets, paved as bar-

barously as ours are, grows daily more evident.

As a matter of economy to horse owners, a

class into which of necessity many physicians

enter, a better pavement than either " Belgian

blocks" or asphalt—we do not speak of the

" cobble " relics of the Stone Age which disgrace

us—is greatly to be desired. Asphalt fulfills many

of the requirements, but unless diligently swept

and tended, and graveled dail)-, as is done in

London, it becomes a most dangerous horse-trap

in wet weather. An improved pavement has been

tried recently in Wheeling and other cities, and

experiments are now being made with it in

Chicago and Cleveland. It is composed of

wedge-shaped fire-bricks set in an arch on a

foundation of sand and gravel, with a top coating

of pitch and sand, and its cost is, including ma-

terial, but 83 cents per square yard. This pave-

ment is claimed to be firm, clean, and smooth, to

be water-tight, to have great power to resist pres-

sure, owing to the combination of arch and wedge

in laving, and to afford an unequaled foothold for

horses in all weathers and on all grades. In ad-

dition to all these advantages, it is noiseless,

durable, and cheap.

Here, if all that is said be true, is some-

thing looking like the ideal street roadway.

The experiment on some of our smaller streets

might easily be tried, and perhaps some day, if

we are not too supine to desire better than the bad

we now have, our reproach may be removed. At

present Philadelphia, unlike a warmer place, is

not even paved with good intentions.

—

Pliila.

Medical Xews.

ARE KNEE BREECHES COMING?

The Gradual Transformation of the Dress

Suit—A Swell's Wardrobe.

"The past season was the most significant one

in fifty years as far as men's fashions are con-

cerned," said an up-town tailor, " because it

showed that the old-time and all-sufficient dress

suit was losing its hold. Men have grown restive

under the severe and rigid dress suit rules of

former years. They are moving toward more

elaborate costumes, and they'll get there before

long, too."

" I've watched the restlessness of the dress

suit," he continued slowly, "with great care, for I

knew that as soon as the deadlock was broken it

would only be a question of time when knicker-

bockers, buckled shoes, and ruffles would come in.

The first indication was a broad satin or silk col-

lar and lapel for the evening coat. This made a

stir at first, but now three-fourths of mv clients

have silk or satin lapels on their coats. Then
came white waistcoats—at first very simple, but

this season made of figured silks of reallv gaudy

patterns, and further decorated with gold buttons.

Many of the buttons had the monogram of the

wearer wrought on them, and some had crests.

Then came a very significant change—the triumph

of plated, stamped, ribbed, and decorated shirt

fronts. They became almost universal before the

season ended. The straight collars of a few sea-

sons ago were replaced by rolling collars, and the

little shoestring ties by broad black or white

bands. Then the coat tails were rounded off and

made smaller, and the coat drawn in at the waist

like the coats of the eighteenth centurv. I saw

the way things were tending, and built up some of

my shoulders with great success. The trousers

were then decorated with a broad satin band, and

your fashionable man of '86 was properly clad.

Add verj' low pumps, colored hose, and the latest

wrinkle from the Prince of Wales—a bright red,

blue, or yellow silk handkerchief thrust into the

open waistcoat front—and everything was com-

plete. These are small things in detail, but very

important as indicating the bent of fashion. A
plainh'-dressed man of two seasons ago is eclipsed

by the dandy of to-day, with his showv shirt front,

dash of color in handkerchief and hose, delicately

tinted waistcoat, loosely tied cravat, and high-

shouldered, tight-waisted coat."

"And you think all this precedes knee breeches ?

"

" Surely tennis and bicycling have shown a great

many men horw becoming knee breeches are. They
are infinitely more graceful than trousers, if a man
has any sort of a leg at all. No man wears knee

breeches when he plays tennis because they are

comfortable, because they are not. The stockings

irritate and are exceedingly warm, and the garters

above the knee are no end of a nuisance. A pair

of loose flannel trousers are infinitely more com-

fortable and convenient. But the mind of man is

bent on knee breeches, and the influence of

woman goes with it. Men now wear knicker-

bockers in the country, though they never touch a

tennis racket or throw a leg over a wheel. It is

the result of the desire to look picturesque."

—

jVew York Sun.

RACING FOR MONEY PRIZES.

* W"e do not wish to force pure amateurs to race

for money if they can afford to race for certifi-

cates, and therefore we object to pure amateurs

forcing upon poorer men than themselves the al-

ternatives of turning professional, retiring from

the sport of cycle racing, or competing for ten

guinea cups of no realizable value. Does the

wisdom of cycling legislators see no way out of

this difficulty beyond pitiless suspension of the

promateurs ? Is it impossible to reconcile the

different interests ? If so, we hope every man
who values the principle of one law for rich and

poor, will vote for the abolition of the amateur

definition, and let time show whether amateurism

really e.xists outside the ranks of a few compara-

tivelv wealthv young men, who can afford the

heavy expenditure necessary to the successful pur-

suit of cvcle racing for valueless prizes.

Let us look a little further, into this anomaly.

Furnivall, whose private affairs have been made

to some extent public, is pronounced to have re-

tained his amateur status through having bor-

rowed from a friend, and that friend is known to

have spent ;^50O on the capture of a few prizes

and some world records. We often hear the as-

sertion that the aid of makers enables men to

train more thoroughly than they could unaided,

and thus to place themselves on a better footing

than the ordinary or pure amateur. If this be so,

does the rule not api)ly equally to wealthy young

men who find the money in their own pockets .'

We think so, and we do not see how men of mod-

erate means are to compete on even terms with

rich amateurs without becoming promateurs. We
write this as a matter of argument, and without

any special reference to Gatehouse and Furnivall,

who, we are confident, would gladly api)ly the

principles of manhood suffrage to racing, and

meet all comers on their merits.— Wheeling,
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THE L. A. W.*

A Sketch of its Origin and Df.vf.lopmeni'

Condensed from an Article written by

Karl Kron for Wheelmen's Reference

Book—An Outline of the Six Annual

Meetings—The Officers who have heen

Elected.

Newport, in Rhode Island, was the birthplace

of this association; and Monday, May 31, 1S80, its

natal day. The initiative must be accredited to

Kirk Munroe (at that time editor of Harper's

Young- People and president of the New York

Bicycle Club), who arranged that the other clubs

should join with his own in making a public dis-

play of their wheelmanship, and who invited the

unattached also to take part in the pageant. Two
dozen of them did in fact help sustain this " first

annual parade of the League," when the whole

number of bicycles in line was 133. The editor

of the BicycleWorld, who was also president of the

Boston Bicycle Club, Charles E. Pratt, in alluding

to the assured success of the New Yorker's scheme

for a May meet at Newport, suggested that the gath-

ering "would offer a suitable occasion for organizing

a wheelmen's protective league, which should com-

bine the best points of the ' B. U.' and ' B. T. C
in England " ; and, by the time the delegates

actually assembled, the idea had gained such

acceptance among them that they readily adopted

the brief constitution which he had formulated,

and elected him as the first president under it.

About four months later, September 18, at New
York, the board of officers held a seven hours'

session to perfect their organization, by the adop-

tion of rules and by-laws, and by the appointment

of directors to fill vacancies in the list originally

chosen at Newport. The membership, meanwhile,

had increased to 527 ; and a silver badge was

adopted " representing the Continent of North

America encircled by a wheel surmounted by a

handle-bar." The words, " League of American

Wheelmen," in capital letters, formed a circular

label directly around " the continent " ; but this

looked so much like a ham that the badge soon

came to be spoken of contemptuously as the

" ham and cart wheel," or " sugar-cured medal."

Only a few months later this " continental ham "

was formally superseded by the more artistic and

less obtrusive emblem which has since continued

in vogue, without serious criticism or suggestion

of improvement. The design is a tiny suspension

wheel, with three golden wings flying from the

center, and the League's three initials resting on

the spokes between them. The " hub " can be

formed of any precious stone that may be pre-

ferred. The inventor and manufacturer of the

badge is C. H. Lamson, a practical jeweler of

Portland, one of the pioneer wheelmen of Maine,

and for some time chief consul of that State. At

the second annual meeting of the League (Boston,

May 30, 1881) all of the original officers who con-

sented to serve again were re-elected; and such

little opposition as appeared was quite good-

natured. A salary was attached to the office of

corresponding secretary. The reported member-

ship was 1,654, and the Di. World's list of 61 clubs

* Now that the L. A. W. has reached the dignity of five

figures for which it has been striving, thinking that something

of its history from its first inception may prove of interest to

our readers, we reprint an article that appeared in the Spring-

field Daily Union some time ago, which was a brief conden-

sation of the excellent chapter upon the L. A. \V. prepared

by Karl Kron for Ducker & Goodman's " Wheelmen's Ref-

erence Book."

which appeared in the parade accredited tlicm with

597 men, besides 137 from the unattached. The

Star bicycle introduced itself to the public on this

occasion, and the few tricycles which appeared

were looked upon as novelties. Some racing had

been indulged in at Beacon Park, May 28, chiefly

by League members ; but " the first regular annual

races of the League " were run at the Polo gromuls.

New York, October 6, and were truthfully described

as " the dreariest and deadest occasion of a sporting

sort which the most glowing-minded cycler could

dream of." .Spite of fine weather, only about 30

wheelmen took part in the " grand parade," and

only about 200 other spectators attended the races.

Chicago was the scene of the third annual meet

(May 30, 18S2), when the editor of the Bi. World

recorded that " there were only 294 men in the

procession by actual count." A few races served

as a side show on the previous afternoon, and the

election of officers was not completed until late at

night, after the banquet. Considerable ill-feeling

was developed by a dispute about proxy votes, as

affecting two new candidates for president,—the

original incumbent having formally declined some

weeks before, to stand for re-election. The can-

didate of the Boston Bicycle Club was defeated

by a vote of 207 to 156; and he had been defeated

a year earlier, 224 to 196, when running for the

office of " commander," though favored on that

occasion by the majority report of the nominating

committee. This last named office was abolished

by the convention of 1882, and the original plan

of " two directors for each State, elected at the

annual meeting," was superseded by the present

system of " a chief consul and one or more repre-

sentatives for each State, elected by a mail vote

in March." The accessions of new members dur-

ing this second year amounted to 979 (of whom
228 were unattached, and 751 represented 45

clubs) ; and the total membership was vaguely

alluded to as about 2,500." This was probably an

overestimate, for the 1,135 accessions o^ the next

year (727 admitted as club members at a half-

dollar each, and the rest at a dollar each, though

only 223 of the latter were unattached, brought the

total then to 2,131, representing 172 clubs. Such

was the official report at the fourth annual meet,

(New York, May 28, 1883), when the Bi. World's

editor again " made an accurate count of the riders

actually in the parade and found it to be 723, of

whom 91 were unattached." At the end of its

third year, two-thirds of the League's members

(1,413 o"' °f 2,131) belonged to these five adjoining

States, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, and Connecticut. The president and vice-

president both declined re-elections, but the former

finally consented to take the vice-presidency. The

votes were cast by the official board, instead of by

the members at large, as on the three previous

elections, and there were no rival candidates or

disputed opinions of any sort. On the occasion of

the fifth annual meet (Washington, May 19, 1884),

the total membership was announced as 4,250; and

the />'/. rrw/</ reporter "counted just 600 in the

parade, including 72 of the unattached and a dozen

tricyclers." His count at the sixth parade (Buffalo,

July 3, 1885), was 605, though this was taken after

30 had dropped out of line. The official reports

showed the accession of new members as 2,742, and

the treasury balance as 599S- -^'l the old board

of officers who consented to serve, were harmoni-

ously re-elected, as had been the case a year earlier

when trouble and dissension were predicted. A
public banquet was the final feature of the meet as

well as of its predecessors; but the most success-

ful supper in this series of six was that given at

the Metropolitan Motel, New York, as a finale to

the meet of 1883. The six successive annual

boards of executive officers have been constituted

as follows :

First, 1SS0-81. President, C. K. Pratt, Boston; vice-

president, 'I'. K. Longstrcth, Philadelphia; commander, C.

K. Miniroe, New V'ork ; corresponding secretary, A. S. Par-

sons, Cambridge ; recording secretary, J. F. Burrill, New
-York ; treasurer, H. L. Willoughby, Saratoga.

Second, 1881-82. President, C. E. Pratt, Boston; vice-

president, J. M. Fairfield, Chicago; commander, C. K. Mun-
roe, New York; corresponding secretary, K. N. Putnam,

New York ; recording secretary, S. T. Clark, Baltimore

;

treasurer, Dillwyn Wistar, Philadelphia.

Third, 1882-83. President, VV. H. Miller, Columbus;

vice-president, A. S. Parsons, Cambridge ; corresponding

secretary, K. N. Putnam, New York (after November, F. T.

Sholcs, Cleveland) ; recording secretary, A. S. Hibbard, Mil-

waukee; treasurer, W. V. Oilman, Nashua.

Fourth, 18S3-84. President, N. M. Beckwith, New York ;

vice-president, W. H. Miller, Columbus; corresponding sec-

retarj', F. Jenkins, New York (after February 8, W. V. Gil-

man, Nashua) ; recording secretary, A. S. Hibbard, Milwau-

kee ; treasurer, W. V. Gilman, Nashua.

Fifth, 1S84-S5. President, N. M. Beckwith, New York

;

vice-president, W. H. Miller, Columbus ; corresponding sec-

retary, C. K. -Alley, Buffalo ; recording secretary, E. M.

Aaron, Philadelphia; treasurer, S. Terry, Hartford.

Sixth, 1S85-86. President, N. M. Beckwith, New York;

vice-president, S. Terr)', Hartford ; treasurer, F. P. Kendall,

Worcester; secretary-editor, E. M. Aaron, Philadelphia.

—Springfield Daily Union.

THE LAW OF CYCLING.

By Isaac B. Potter, of the New York Bar.

Highways.—Highways have no written history,

but it is doubtless safe to say that the first high-

way was created by the first traveler, and its adop-

tion for general use by his successors made it a

" public " highway, so that it may be seen that

public highways have existed for a length of tiine

commensurate with the history of humanity itself,

and the establishment by common usage of a thor-

oughfare between given points, whether separated

by land or water, and whether traveled on foot or

by means of boat or by vehicle of whatever sort,

has, from time innnemorial, by common consent

and by the laws of civilized nations, been held to

constitute a highway, and as such to belong to the

public and to all the citizens thereof for the full

and free exercise of that ancient and fundamental

l)rivilege and immunity, to wit : the right to travel

thereon by their own selected modes of con-

veyance.

Following this principle, it has been stated by

(Jhancellor Kent that " Every thoroughfare which

is, in the language of the English books, 'common

lo all the King's subjects,' is a highway, whether

it be a carriage-way, a horse-way a foot-way, or a

navigable river," and the word " highway " has been

regarded as referring to the genus of all public

ways, so that a common street in any city or town,

being common to all the people, is a public high-

way. (
3 Kent Com. 432.) So, too, the ways in

parks, being open to all the people, who are re-

stricted only by the terms of their own enactment,

which determines the uses for which the separate

park-ways are dedicated and .set apart, are, at least

in the manner of their respective uses, public high-

ways. (Commonwealth v. Bo^uman, 3 Pa. St., 203;

Commonwealth v. Temple, 14 Gray, 74-)

The people, as proprietors of these parks, may

empower their servants—the commissioners—to

make and enforce such regulations as may be neces-
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sary to maintain the parks, and to restrict the uses

of the ways to the respective purposes for which

they have been lawfully designed, but this power

belongs also to the officers of the town, city, and

county governments, with reference to public high-

ways, and since it seems to be fairly established

that this power is limited to the protection of the

rightful and the prevention of the wrongful use

of the highwavs, and that none of these officers

have any authority to exclude any portion of the

public from the reasonable and consistent use of

the public highways, it may well become a subject

of inquiry whether park commissioners may law-

fully assume so arbitrary a power as to prescribe

what particular form of carriage shall be used in

the public parks, or to exclude from the carriage-

ways a portion of the public who neither intrude

upon the rights of other travelers nor inflict any

wrong upon the general public.

Rig/its of Wheelmen.—Every member of the

community has the right to travel upon the street

or highway at all times, either on foot or by such

means of conveyance as he may see fit to employ.

(Coombs v. Piiryiiigton, 42 Me. 332 ; Barker v.

Savage, 45 N. Y. 196; Comynoiiwealth v. Temple,

14 Gray, 74.)

This right is fundamental and cannot be cur-

tailed, either by local regulations or by legislative

enactment. It is doubtless true that persons may
be lawfully enjoined from parading the public high-

ways with fantastic, grotesque, or dangerous ob-

jects, since these are not necessary to the full

and free use of the road, but so long as the

conveyance used by the traveler contains no offen-

sive contrivance, not necessary to the employment

of the vehicle for the purposes of travel, he may feel

secure in the belief that his right upon the public

highway is as fully guaranteed to him as that of

life itself.

Said Chief Justice Caton, in a leading case in

the Supreme Court of Illinois :
" A street is made

for the passage of persons and property, and the

law cannot define^ what exclusive means of trans-

portation and passage shall be used. # * * *

To say that a new mode of passage shall be ban-

ished from the streets, no matter how much the

general good may require it, simply because streets

were not so used in the days of Blackstone, would

hardly comport with the advancement and enlight-

enment of the present age." (Moses v. Pittsburgh,

etc., R. R. Co., 21 111. 522.)

Persons making use of horses as a means of

travel or traffic have no rights upon the public high-

ways superior to those who make use of the ways

in other permissible modes. Improved methods

of locomotion are admissible and cannot be e.\-

cluded from existing public roads, if not inconsist-

ent with present methods. (Macomber v. jViehols,

34 Mich. 212.)

Each individual in the entire public, as a gen-

eral rule, and in the absence of especial regulation

by law, has as good a right to be upon the common
street or highway as any other individual thereof,

yet each must use this right in a reasonable man-

ner, so as to give a like reasonable use to the other.

(Adolph v. Central Park, 76 N. Y. 530.) The rights

are equal and the duties in the use thereof are

equally great and pressihg. (Adolph v. Central

Park, 76 N. Y. 530.)

In April, 1880, a jietition was presented to the

board of aldermen of the city of Brooklyn, asking

that wheelmen should be accorded the freedom of

the streets, subject only to the regulations apply-

ing to other carriages. The question was warmly

discussed, and a public hearing was had before

the law committee of the board, who after care-

ful deliberation and under the advice of competent

legal counsel, presented a report to the board con-

taining the following statement

:

" As a matter of legal right, your committee be-

lieves that bicycles are entitled to the use of streets

the same as other vehicles, no more or less ; sub-

ject to the same rules, liable to the same responsi-

bility, and their violation to the laws of vehicles to

be visited with the same penalties. *****
In all courts, where the question has arisen, it has

been, without exception, decided that the bicycle

is a vehicle, and as such has equal right with other

vehicles to the use of the streets without discrim-

inating restrictions, and that no authority exists by

which the peculiar form of a vehicle for its motive

power can be arbitrarily determined to the exclu-

sion of some other particular class. Your commit-

tee believes this to be a good law and common
sense." And the city council of Brooklyn acted

accordingly and removed all restrictions.

In passing it may be well to notice the objection

most frequently urged against the use of bicycles

upon the public roads, viz. : the tendency of an un-

usual form of vehicles to frighten timid and frac-

tious horses. This objection is so short-lived as

to have but little foundation in fact, and in law can

never militate against the rights of wheelmen to

the full enjoyment of the highwav. It has been

decided, upon high authority in this country, that

" the bringing of an unsightly object into the com-

mon highway is not necessarily a wrong, because

of its tendency to frighten horses, any more than

the construction of a bridge over a river is a wrong,

because of its tendency to delay vessels. * * *

Horses may be and often are frightened at loco-

motives, both in town and country, but it would

be as reasonable to treat the horse as a public

nuisance from his tendency to shy and be fright-

ened by unaccustomed objects, as to regard the

locomotive as a public nuisance from its tendency

to frighten a horse." (Macomber v. A^ichols, 34

Mich., 212.) And, according to the language of

the courts, "an ordinarily gentle and well-broken

horse," is the kind of horse to be considered in

the discussion of this question, and these are not

frightened by bicycles.

i>*f —

—

The Springfield Bicycle Club gave the wheel-

loving public four days of excellent bicycle racing,

and of square honest sport, in the tournament just

ended. That, indeed, goes without saying to those

who each day watched the fliers circle around the

track, and pedal their fastest on the long home
stretch to be first at the tape. But there is even

more to consider behind the scenes. The presence

of the promateurs, the absence of the Englishmen,

the racing tactics and the diminished but still large

crowd, meant much that does not appear on the

surface. The success has been won after a plucky

struggle against obstacles that cropped out on all

sides. Forced at last to be content with American

riders, after the presence of the speediest English-

men, amateur and professional, had given an

acknowledged international character and reimta-

tion to the great Springfield tournament, the meet

went on and conclusively proved that successful

large meets can be carried on with our large field

of fast and evenly-matched American riders alone
;

and much more, that one or two days' meets could

offer good races from the material that showed up

in the meeting. The club had a good attendance

at the meet, and probably a paying one, though

the expenses were very great, and the interruption

by rain caused considerable financial loss.

But the palmy days of the tournament are over.

It is still the great bicycling event of the year, but

it is no longer the only one this side of the water.

The Springfield Club has given many others ob-

ject lessons on how to carry on big tournaments,

and the lessons have been wisely heeded and

carefully followed. Now the month of September

sees the two-days meet of the Connecticut Bicycle

Club on Charter Oak Park, the two-days meet of

the Berkshire County Wheelmen at Pittsfield, and

the three-days meet of the Lynn Track Association

and three-days Roseville (N. J.) tournament to

follow.

The absence of the Englishmen deprived the

wheel world of the feature which has been the most

attractive of all past tournaments. The lively in-

terest taken in the presence of Fred Wood and

Robert James is proof of the increased interest that

would have greeted the fast amateurs as well.

That they didn't come was a great disappointment,

especially as all American wheelmen fondly be-

lieved that this year our fliers were ready for them,

and would be foes worthy of their steel steeds.

The Americans have taken their past defeats with

good grace, and wished for a chance of revenge.

No one believes that the English amateurs were

afraid to meet our riders, amateur and promateur;

but it is barely possible that the manufacturers

were unwilling to send men over here with English

wheels and stand the constantly increasing chance

of getting beaten by Americans riding American

wheels. That would have been no advertisement

at all, and would not pay. Then there is the

amusing side of it, that they couldn't, it is said,

come here and race with our promateurs without

losing rank as amateurs. " As if," as the I,ondon

Wheeling sarcastically said, " our promateurs are

not as other people's promateurs, you know.

They are English, quite English, you know !
" It

is hoped that a death-blow has not been given to

international cycling, and that next year everything

may be properly arranged so that our speedy men,

like Rowe, Hendee, and the others, may make a

spring trip to England and that the English fliers

may come to our fall tournaments.

The proportion of starters to the number of

entries was unusually large, and very nearly the

full field was brought out, save in two or three of

the last amateur races.

—

Springfield Republiean.

It has become the fashion to denounce the

promateur class as a failure. We admit the truth

of it, but the reasons therefor are apparent and

peculiar. It was not because they were called

promateurs and separated into a class bv them-

selves, but because the number was small, and the

two best men were controlled by one firm. If all

the large dealers had been represented as of yore,

and the men had been divided about better, the

promateur races would have been interesting.

We never believed in the jjromateur as a class,

and when the idea was first proposed we said it

would be a failure, but was worth a trial. His

existence depends upon the manufacturers, hence

the cause.

—

Bicycling World.

We would suggest that a joint meeting of the

X. C. U. and the L. A.W. officials be held with the

view of settling upon some plan that will encourage

good racing next year ; a duty both organizations

owe to the racing men, clubs, dealers, and wheel,

men generally. We hope no jealousies will stand

in the way of its being carried out.

—

Bi. World.
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THE WHEEL.

Present Aspect of Matters

in Enoiand.

Mr. H. D. COREY'S IMPRESSIONS

OF HIS TRIP ABROAD.

NOVELTIES IN THE BICYCLE, THE
TRICYCLE, AND THE

TANDEM.

Prom Tlie Boston Herald.

Mr. H. D. Corey, of this city, has just returned from his

annual trip to England, and the results of his examination of

the state of the cycling interests and manufactures, and his

movements while abroad, will be found below :
" I left New

York on November 6, in the North German Lloyd steamship

"Aller." This steamer is one of the company's new boats,

and is far ahj.id of anything that I have yet seen on the At-

lantic. We had a splendid band on board, and the table and

conveniences were equal to any first-class Boston hotel. In

seven days we were at .Southampton, and landed in the midst

of a driving storm, whence a quick run of two hours and a half

found me in London, and a t.;n-ininute cab ride brought me to

60 Chancery Lane, where I found Sidney Lee, of the Kildare

Bicycle Club, up to his eyes in work, managing, probably, the

largest second-hand bicycle salesroom in the world. It was my
pleasure to meet this gentleman two years ago, and as he

handles new and second-hand machines of all sorts and kinds

on the market, I thought that if there was anything good

coming out, and any new improvements to be made, that he

would certainly know of them. .After a quiet dinner at the

Holburn we made our way to his chambers, and there talked

until long after midnight. In the general run of ordinary bi-

cycles I found nothing that had proved to be especially valua-

ble. Every year there are more or less inventions made, but

a practical test of them soon convinces the makers that about

go per cent, go on to the scrap heaji. The subject of ball

heads was being agitated, but from what I could discover none

had appeared as yet that had proved 10 be especially valuable.

They were introduced last year, and were found to be rather a

taking attraction, but beyond an advertisement no good results

were obtained. I went into the m.itter as fully as possible,

and almost without exception every manufacturer that I*sa\v

remtrked that in the first place the ball head was entirely un-

necessary, as it only made the machine more complicated,

thereby adding a greater risk of broken parts, and, even if it

did work well, there was not the slightest advantage over the

thoroughly well made cone head of the present time. The
English manufacturers have found that it is well to adhere to

the old rule, viz. :
' If you have a good thing hold on to it.*

' To be sure,' they say, ' we must improve our machines every

year and add some attractive selling feature. Yet if we have

any doubt, we cannot afford to make our machines and run

any risks, because one novelty would prove useless, and would

ruin our reputation, so that it is better to go slowly.' I found

the spade handles were rapidly taking the place of the ordi-

nary, as the advantage was very marked, especially in hill work.

I have used spade handles for the last three years, and it

seems to be the most natural way of taking hold of a bicycle

with the hands. When one uses the ordinary handle he has

to twist his arm in order to place the flat of the hand upon the

bar, but with spade handles the arms drop into their natural

positions, and the full benefit of strength is derived.

" Tangent spokes are being more and more used every year,

and the ordinary direct spokes on the high grade machines

would look like a cart horse in a pony carriage. To a great

extent the manufacturers were building their bicycles a trifle

heavier for next year. This question of weight is like the

tide, it comes and goes, for when the cry of lightness comes,

the makers carry it to such an excess that they build the ordi-

nary machine .it thirty-three pounds' weight for a man weighing

160 pounds, whereas three years ago they wouUl not guarantee

a machine to stand unless it weighed at least ten poinids

heavier. They have now discovered their mistake, and with-

out materially increasing the weight, they are strengthening

the parts and enlarging them to stand the required strain.

We do not think tli.it any good, reliable roadster should weigh

less than thirty-five pounds for a fifty-inch. If it is made

lighter, it may probably stand for a while by careful use, but,

sooner or later, something has got to go. The length of the

crank has been gr.tdually increased, until now the six-inch

cranks are considered to be about right. The English roads

are a great deal .smoother than the American ; consequently

the question of saddles has not received such attention as it

has in this country.

" It is an ordinary thing to find fellows riding with a racing

saddle on the backbone, or with a very light spring, but that

would never do for the United States. I think that our

American saddles are far ahead of anything that is yet on the

market in England, although I saw patterns of two or three

very excellent ones which were not completed when I left.

When in England last year, I rode a Rover type bicycle, and

hked it very much indeed. It is nothing more than the old

bone-shaker, having two equal wheels, and driven by a chain

extending from the rear wheel to the pedals, which are attached

to the backbone about half way between the wheels. It is

steered by a curved handle-bar attached to the top of the front

fork. The great advantages derived from this style of bicycle,

as expressed by the BicycUng IVorld, and which are the

opinions entertained by the majority of riders and in which 1

heartily concur, are : Perfect immunity from headers, verj

great brake power, ease in mounting and dismounting, greai

power up hill, on account of its dwarf form it does not offer as

great a resistance to head winds as the ordinary bicycle, lesi

vibration and bumping, ability to ride where neither tlu

ordinary nor tricycle could venture, no skidding in driving \\\

hill, maximum of speed with minimum of exertion, comforta-

ble foot rests, less splashing from mud and wet, saddle and

handles can be raised at will.

" It is sufficient to say that this will be one of the leading

patterns of machine for 1887, and as for its practical use on

the road, the performance of Mills of 294^ miles in 24 hours

shows that for speed it is well up to the front, and I venture

to say that before 1887 is over, every road record will be held

on this style of bicycle.

** In the matter of tricycles the prevailing form, I found,

was the favorite Cripper type of last year, but instead of the

small front wheel of eighteen inches they now make them

twenty-four and twenty-six, and some even twenty-eight inches

in diameter. The advantages of the large front wheel can be

seen at once, for it allows the machine to run very much easier

up hill and much steadier going down. The driving wheels

have come down to forty inches in si/e, and are fitted with

direct spokes. A number of manufacturers have tried tangenl

spokes on the tricycle, but found that they were not at all

necessary, as the small size of the wheel did not demand them,

and that the direct spoke stood the shock very much better.

Uicycle steering was, of course, fitted to tricycles of this

description, as the ratchet and pinion style is a thing of the

past.

" In conversation with a number of riders in London one

night I found the general opinion seemed to be that the weight

of the tandems at the present time would be increased rather

than otherwise. From what I could learn, it seems that a

great many axles have been breaking, which is due to the fact

th.at the riders wanted light tandems and insisted upon it.

This the manufacturers would not do unless they took the re-

sponsibility, and they took it, as well as the consequences.

" It is impossible for one to realize the tremendous strain

to which the tandem is to be put, and I believe that in the

making of this style of nvichine that strength and durability

are more to be though! of than weight. A number of makers

are putting four bearings on the axles, but I do not think that

this is nearly as good as two, providing you can get your axle

to stand. With the four bearings it will certainly not run as

easily as two bearings, and, although it may strengthen the

axle to a certain extent. It will take a much less strain to throw

the four bearings out than if there were only two. I think

that two bearings placed somewhat further apart, say about

eleven inches instead of five, as before, would divide the strain

without any incre.ised friction.

".'V chat with Mr. Lee on the subject of records revealed

the f.ict that the English makers were getting rather sick of

the business, for it was simply the old story of 'dog eat <log,'

and as fast as a record was made it was broken, and the man-

ufacturers only cut each other's throats for fun. Koad rec-

ords, he thought, were more valuable, but it is only a question

of time when some one will make a record on a place like

Chestnut Hill Reservoir, and call it on the road, for I think

this record business is about run into the ground. After

leaving Mr. Lee I visited a number of other friends, including

Mr. Bale, of the Coventry Machinist Company; Messrs.

Marriott & Cooper, Mr. Rucker, of Humbcr & Co., and a

number of others. They reported trade as being very good

indeed during the last year, and it appeared to be assuming a

more settled state, as the riders were beginning to see that

every invention was not an improvement.

"After staying in London a few days and collecting all pos-

sible information in connection with the recent improvements

in cycles, I left for Coventry, where nine-tenths of the ma-

chines are manufactured. There was nothing especially to

change on the bicycle except in detail and a few minor im-

provements, but in tricycles marked improvements were per-

fected. While in Coventry I had the pleasure of meeting a

number of prominent riders connected with the wheel business

in its various lines. Coventry has a very fine race track, but

it does not compare with those .it Springfield or Lynn.

" One of the most remarkable performances done in England

on a tricycle was the performance of George Gatehouse of

twenty miles within the hour, and Leeming, who was his

trainer, tells me that he knows of three or four more who can

do as well, if not better, in another year. Leeming trained

both Gatehouse and Fumlvall for nearly all of their races this

year, and in that capacity there is probably no man in England

his superior. As a result Fumlvall did 2.30 on a narrow track

and Gatehouse twenty miles within the hour on a tricycle.

From what I could learn from disinterested parlies and reliable

wheelmen, Allard was the best man in England for 1SS6 on a

three-wheeler. How he would be on long distances I am not

prepared to say, but I should judge that, were he pushed to

his utmost, he would still be able to show them his driving-

wheels. On the road Sidney Lee undoubtedly carried off the

palm on a tricycle. His performance of fifty miles on a Mar-

riott & Cooper Huniber in 3.09.15 is simply marvelous, and 1

was informed by one of his pace-makers that there was no one

on the road, either on a bicycle, tricj-cle, or tandem, that could

hold him for more than a few miles. In stature Lee is about

five feet eight inches, and rides a 54-liich bicycle. He is

rather slight, and weighs about 145 pounds. He has the happy

knack of getting over the ground faster than a man whom
the casual observer would say was very much better. It was

in the same week th.at Lee rode a tandem with Mr. E. B.

Turner, m,iking a record of fifty miles in 3.09.55. Now, con-

sidering that a tandem is faster than a bicycle, it will be seen

that Lee beat his tandem record on a tricycle, and I think that

it will be a long time before that record is beat.

" While in Coventry I had the pleasure of making the

acquaintance of Mr. Buckingham, of the firm of Hi.lman,

Herbert & Cooper, who is commonly known as ' Bucky,' who

Is one of the oldest road riders in England. He look me out

to ride on a light Premier tandem of the Cripper type, .ind the

way it went over the ground was a caution, and a pleasant

evening spent with him at my hotel convinced me that I was

not very far off in my ideas of the machine for 1S87.

" One Saturday I went down to London and next morning,

in company with Sidney Lee, I rode down to Ripley on a tan-

dem. When he first wheeled it out I remarked that I did not

think that the machine would carry us a half mile on the road,

as it only weighed about sixty pounds and w'as a full-weight

racer geared to sixty-four inches. He smiled and said that he

thought it would stand it, and away he went. When about a

mile from Ripley we caught sight of Fred. Cooper and mate

and two other tandemites. It w.is about a mile to the Anchor

at Ripley, and Lee proposed that we should have a race to see

who would furnish the cooling draught. We all started at

once, and in going down hill the other tandemites rather had

the advantage, as their machines were somewhat heavier, but

as soon as we struck the level, the lightness of our machine

began to tell, together with the high gear, and in a few mo-

ments they were far in the rear. I really think that I rode

f.aster then than I have in my life, and although the light ma-

chine quivered every time we prfs.sed the pedals, it stood the

strain wonderfully well. \\ Ripley I h.id the pleasure of

meeting a number of friends that I had become acquainted

with three years ago, namely, Mr. Gossett, of the Temple,

and a number of others. Going back, we stopped at Surbiton

and saw Jack Keen, who is the same old chap as ever, alwaj-s

ready and obliging to everybody that comes along."
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Jl^"" Extraordinary Demand. A Perfect Wheel Appreciated. Agents Wanted in Every Town. =^^

ROYALMAIL!
THE wiieel of tie Year !

^^ Tie piost Gomiilete aid improveii eicycle Ever Ollereil

!

I
Best Road Record of 1885, 5056 Miles on One Wheel, Won by ROYAL MAIL!

TJie Demand for these Smtevh, Strictly High -Class
Wheels coutinues

-f UNABATEDI4-
We are taxed to our utmost to meet the ortlers from

all 2)arts of the country. Where one is shown, other
orders quickly follow.

Only Wheel with Genuine Trigwell Hall Head !

TRY ONE !

GREAT BARGAINS NOW ON HAND!
Some last year's model ROYAL 3IAILS under price. Also a few

this year's exchanged for different sizes and second-hands.

DETACHABLE
HANDLE-BARS

GET OUR SECOND-HAND LIST.

BARGAINS!

SIX IMPROVEMENTS. THE WHEEL OF THE YEAR.
0)
o

a

SPOKES WOUND SEVEN TIMES,
Giving Rigidity to the whole Wheel. No Rattle.

Note this Tying.

GRIP-FAST KIM AND TIRE.
Needs no Cement ; holds firmer than

Cement ; no thin edge of Rim to dent

;

whole Rim stronger; also seamless.

BALL-BEARING HEAD.
No friction of Cones, hence no loosening nor constant tightening

up. Can be rmi six months with one adjustment and one oiling.

rg-^ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE in ROYAL MAILS
this year. Offered as the Most Perfect Wheel yet shown.

lESE-A-X) THIS I

" Ever since the introduction of the india-rubber tire it has proved itself, like many other things, not altogether an unmixed blessing: for the difficulty to keep it on has ever been a great
one, and many and various have been the devices adopted by ingenious makers to make its fastening to the rim secure. A year ago, at the Speedwell Exhibition, a rim and tire lind just been
patented, and our opinion was asked upon it. This rim was an ordinary crescent steel felloe, with the edges turned in so as to fit into a couple of longitudinal grooves cut in the rubber tire, and
thus without the aid of cement holding the rubber firmly in its place. We at once spotted the idea as a good thing. As will be seen by the sketch, the tires are held firm in the tims withoiit the
use of cement, and are therefore cleaner in application than a cemented tire. Not caring to speak of such an important matter without practically testing the idea, we have ridden it in town riding,

and the tires appear, if anything, more firmly seated than ever, despite the fact that our last experiment with them was to run our steering-wheel in the tram grooves and repeatedly twist it out

again suddenly, a proof which satisfies us that the invention is a success. As we have said, the tires have not yet come out with us; when they do—// they do—we shall let our readers know."—Henrv Sturmev, in T/if Cyclist, April 14, 1886.

WILLIAM READ I SONS, Sjle Americaii Agents, 107 WasMiton Street, Boston.
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Sale ai^d BxG^aFige.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their wanls may he made known at a trithng expense.

It often occurs that a «heehnan wishes to exchange or sell liis

machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are olTered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent /Vr word, each insertion, cash with the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

AOVKRTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

. tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

AGRE.AT IMPROVEMENT in the method of riding is

to have tact at all times. Some " lose their head " jivst

when they need it most. Exchange all weaknesses for the

bodily and mental power that is given by CROSBY'S
VITALIZED PHtJSPHITES, 56 W. 25th St., New York.
Druggists, or by mail, $r.

CHEAP ENOUGH— The Wheelmen's Reference Book
and The Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

COLUMBIA EXPERT, 1886 pattern, enameled and
nickeled; ?75 cash. Address S. F. O.STRANDER,

301 Main Street, Little Rock, Arkansas.

DON'T BUY A SECOND - HAND CYCLE until you
have seen our list. We have been making money trad-

ing New Rapids, and can afford to sell second-hand machines
cheaper than anybody. Columbias, Royal Mails, Rudges, etc.,

on easy payments. S. T. CL.YRK & CO., Balti.more, Md.

EVERY CLUB SECRETARY' should have the Refer-
ence Book. Only 50 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR S.-\LE—ViclorTricycle,'83 pattern, in first-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR SALE—44-inch Facile, 1S86, in fine coridltion ; $100.
51-inch Star, 1SS4, in good order; $40. THE SOLI-

TARY CLUB, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE — Any Premium named in our list at retail

price, and a copy of The Gazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.'VZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

GIVEN AW.\V—Premimns for Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Spkincfiklu, Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, post-paid, on receipt of price. Two Dollars, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

RUDGE RACERS.
attention, racing men.

One 53-inch Rudge Racer, used twice, S90
One 54-inch Rudue Racer, used three times, go
One 55-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden 90
One 57-inch Rudge Racer, never ridden, 90

Saddle on backbone, and all latest improvements. Applv
early. STODDARD, LOVERING & CO., 152 to 15S
Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

SEND U.S ONE DOLLAR for The Gazette two years,
and receive a copy of the Wheelmen's Reference Book.

W.-\NTED— Utility lamp- hangers, ebonite handles, and
Harrington cradle springs. 44-inch '8^) Facile for sale

;

used three months; in prime order. THE SOLIT.ARY
CLUB, Stamford, Ct.

"11 WHEELMEN who are ambitious to excel in strength and
VV skill can exchange their desire for certainty by building
up their nerves with the Brain and Nerve Food, CROSBY"S
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES, 56 W. 25th St., New York.
Druggists, or by mail, $1.

CQ CENTS BUYS WHEELING ANNUAL. Fifty
O Cents buys Canterbury Pilgrimage. Two Dollars buys
Rhymes of Road and River. The whole mailed to any
address, post-paid, for 5^, inchidine Thf. Gazette for a year.
THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

A CARD.
All who purchased Gold Unrs of tin previous

to Xoveinhcr 1 will please return thc»i, and we
will replace ilietu irith others. Wc find the

platinn is not as represented.

FL.INTHAM <fc FRAMPTON,
Corner 7th and Holliday Streets, TOPEKA. KANSAS.

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
WE WILL SEND

The Cycle one year $0.75
The Wheelmen's Reference Book 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette one year, 50

All for the small sum of Ji. Address '

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
49 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Importer, Mamifa(5\urer, and Wholesale Dealer

in all kinds of

ise.

JOHN F. STRATTON'S

Celebrated Brass Band Instruments.

THE CELEBRATED

FRANK B.CONVERSE:.

BANJO.
Manufactured by John F. Stratton.

Musical Boxes, Band Instruments, Stratton's Celebrated

Russian Gut Violin Strings, etc., etc., etc.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
49 Maiden Lane, - NEW YORK.

BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kaiisaroo or donp:ola, as may be reqiiirud, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any tUber Bicycle

Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal

discount to dealers., ^^anuf^(^tured by

KELLOGG ife EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

.^'duoeafe:

K MONTHLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAK RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. //. CORSO.V, - Editor and Proprietor.

Teriii.s, 50 Ceuts a Year, in Advance.

IF^"-.Address all communications to THE STAR ADVO-
CA'TE, East Rochester, N. H. Make money-orders and
drafts payable to V,. H. Corson.

18^°" We can promise an interesting and instnictive paper
for all cyclists. Send for a sample copy.

LORD & THDMAOf Advertising, 45 to

49 Randolph St., Chicago, keep this paper onflle

and are authorized to

make contracts with ADVERTISERS.

FOR CLUBS!
Outing,. , ii-oo
The Bicycling World .,.....;.. i.oo
Tile Cycle „.. i.jo
The Wheel j.co
The Hicycic South, 50
Wheeling , 2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference liook '.

50
The American Wheelman 50
A Canterbury Pilgrimage, 50
Wheeling .'Annual, 50
Recreation, 1.50

Sm.oo
Mailed post-paid for one year to any clnh or individual for

'°' '^ THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.
SiKiNGHELD, Mass.

REPAIRS ! REPAIRS !

TO SAVE DELAY ANI> EXPEXSE
SEyi* YOUR MACHIXE8

XOW !

^f'e are jtrejiared to do Jtrpairiny cheaper and

qitirkcr now than ever before.

HOWABD A. SMITH <( CO.

OBATOX IfALL, - - M.WAJUi.y.J.

$4.00 for $3.00 !

Rhymes of Road and River, S2.00
The Wheelmen's Reference Book 50
Wheeling Annual, 50
A Canterbury Pilgrimage 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Mailed to any address, post-paid, for $3, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.
.'^I'KINI.FIHLt), MaS.S.

$75.
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN !

One neiar 56 - inch Iroquois Racer ;

a perfect wheel, and one of the Iroquois

Company's best.

Address
"IROQUOIS,"

Springfield, Mass.

Care Wheelmen's Gazette.

$7.50 for $5.00.
Outing, $3.00
Rhymes of Road and River, 2.00
The Bm)k-Keeper's Dehght, 2.50

Sent to any address for $5.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.
>)KiM.i iKi.D, Mass.

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
Just titc Thiii-:^ for .M,)i /units. J)> iii^'t^ists. (Jrorcrs,

Boys, Girls, Ki'crvbody

!

Presses from $3 to $175. Outfits from $5 to $50.

Any one with ordinary intelligence can do the work. Full

instructions with every order. .Send for descriptive price-list,

and mention this paper. R. 1). ZERBE, i8S West Fifth St.,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

$3.50 for $2.50.
The P.ook-K.ec|x;r's Delight, $2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette,' 50

Sent to any address for $2.50, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
til'KINciFIELD, MA->-S.
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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR I'^a

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

179 Tremont street, BOSTON,

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WORLD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

8TURMEY, Coventry, England-

PERIODICALS* AND* LITERATURE.

The Bicycling World (established 1879). The leading
cycling paper of America ; employs the best writers on cyclii g
subjects, and makes a specialty of practical articles relating to
cycling. All the news, carefully edited and given with dispatch.
Ofu Dollar a year.

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-

ports of all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nain>. $2.50 per year, includ-
ing postage.

Bicycling News (English), including the three papers,
News, Tricyclist, and IVheel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a staff of writers
of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, breezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. $2.50, including postage.

Tricyclists' Indispensable An.nual and Hand-book.
—By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-
ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1884, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 18S5.

Bicyclists' Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an edition of this work for 1SS5, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safely Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels. — By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin ;

Baths and Bathing; The Morning Tub; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment : Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the
Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise; Medicines in Training; Road
Comforts; How to Ride ; Clothing; Care of thi feet; Care
of the Hands ; Soap—Toilet Requisites ; Calmatives—Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness; Mineral Waters ; A Tourist's Filter.

Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club Songs.—A collection of twenty bicycle songs, set to
popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. Bymail,3ocents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. " For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies
who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-

cling for some small book which should put them in posses-
sion of the most useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints
on the choice and management of tricycles, with sueigestions
on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special
requirements." 25 cents.

Training for Amatel-r Athletes, with Speoal Re-
gard to Bicyclists.—By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author of
this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider
of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no other
book on training possesses. As its hints and directions are in
every way practical, it can be strongly indorsed as giving all

the information that a book can give on this important sub-
ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.—A bicycle alphabet in rhyme,
trated. 10 cents.

Illus-

A. B. C. OF Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-
structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of
wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. Ji. First edition. 20 cents.

Christmas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of the
Cyclist are profusely illustrated, and filled with entertaining
reading matter. " Our Camp," the current number, has made
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left. 25
cents.

Bicycle Tactics —By Capt. T. S. Miller. A complete
manual for drill by clubs. 20 cents. New edition now re-.dy.

#UJfieGliHe.#^'>@r/

THE LEADING WHEEL PAPER OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Weekly: Five Cents, or Two Dollars a Year.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

paragraphs; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for which $15 is given weekly.

HABBY ETHEBIXGTOX, Proprietor, 152 Fleet Street, London, E. C.

American Agents, THE n'HEHLMEJf'S GAZETTE, Sprint/field, Mass.

Wheeling and The Gazette mailed, post-paid, for $2 per annum.

REFERENCE BOOK,
COIMTAINING

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS ; FULL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY ; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 * FINELY-EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS ^^ 49

IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN.

F. F. IVES,
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
C E. PRATT

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. BASSEIT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH,

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. VanSICKLEN,

W. C. MARVIN,
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AVERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. B. RICH,

E. P. BURNHAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

A. H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,

W. S. ATWELL,
A. G. SPALDING,

H. B. SMITH,
H. W. GASKELL,

S. T. CLARK,
W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKER Sz GOODN4AN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

Ridden, written, and illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robins Pennell. One volume, square Svo. Paper, socts.

A cliarming book /or wheelmtn. Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

TH:E WKEELMEX'S gazette, Springfield, Mass.
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MURRAT'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keej^s a large

stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

CqcoathetA
GOLD

MEDAL.
New Orleans, 1884.

The (Inest propnrat Ion
or Anll-I>;<.|ii'|,lir l-oiT-

clerod Chornlnlr. KE.
({L'lKKS NO KUILINC.
A pannrea for the nerv-
ous. A (Icllrloiis hcvpr-
nge for ever) one. Sold
!•! all Itrnlere ; Sample
Tin mnlled rorlOteiilH.

H.O.WILBUR&SONS.PHILA
"Wheelmen find tliis preparation the most portable and

e isiiy prep;ned. Try It.

2Se» fbis ^mimmU sso.
And 25 cents will entitle the sender to one copy of The

Wheelmen'.s Reference Book (price 50 cents). Mailed
post-paid. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of Wood, James, Gaskell, Cripps, Furnivall, Illston, Rowe,

Woodside, Langdown, Prince, Eck, Frazier, Crist, and Merrill.

Per copy, 35 cents; 4 for $1. Mailed to any address, postage
free.

SOMETHINO NEW !

I'ATKNT PENDING.

Kvery wheelman should have one of our neat and attra(flive

miniature liandle-bars, fur watch-chain bar or pin. Heavy gold
plate,with ebonite or ivory handles, as jircferred, either straight,

dropped, or cow-horn. IVice #2 by mail; send post-office order

or registered letter. An agent wanted in every club; write for

si>ecia] terms. FLINTHAM iS: FRAMPTON, Corner 7th

and Holliday Streets, T(.)1'eka, Kansas.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-

tions as they appear.

Two Papers for the Price of One,
T/^^ li 'Jieehneti's Gazettefree to every subscriber to The IVIueL

Combination Rates.
The Wheel
Outing and The Wheel,
The Bicycling World and The Wheel,
The Cycle and The Wheel,
The Wheelmen's Gazette and The Wheel,
The Century Magazine and The Wheel,
Harper's Magazine and The Wheel, .

Harper's Weekly and The Wheel, . .

Harper's Bazar and The Wheel, . . .

Harper's Younc People and The Wheel,
Puck and The Wheel,
The Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, .

$1.00 a year.

3.00 a year.

1.50 a year.

1.75 a year.

1.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

2.00 a year.

5.00 a year.

4.00 a year.

A<fveriisin^ Rates on applkatioft. Sold on ail Nezv Y'ork

and Brooklyn ne^vs-stnnds. Sendfor sample copy.

BUCHHOLZ'S PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO, The Central Press and Publishing Company,
Lock Box 34. 365 Main Street. SPRINGFIELD. MASS. 12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.

PLTMOUTH ROCK
PULLETS.

A CHOICE LOT OK PLYMOUTH ROCK PULLF.TS

FOR SALE. THK BIRDS ARE OF EARLY

SPRING HATCH, STRONG AND HEALTHY,

AND ARE VERY DESIRABLE FOR

BREEDING PURPOSES.

ED"WARD DUCKER,

19 MONROE ST., SrRIXdl-TKI.I), MASS.

$6.50 for $4.00 !

The Book-Keeper's Delight, $2.50
Rhymes of Road and River ».oo
The Wheelmen's Reference Book 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette 50

Mailed to any address for $(

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Sprisgfield, Mass.

«> PARIS CORMSPONDENCE.'

Jf urnalist enijaged as Paris correspondent for London jour-

n;ils seeks similar employment on first-class Amedcan news-
paper, or the representation in Paris of an American press

agency. Excellent references in England and France.

-SMITH, 19 Cite des Fleurs, Paris.

\

TRUETAHGENTi

WHEELS
'

te VA

//AJmFBAJT,

EV/

{
Coqf/c/e/if/y

OFFERED AS THE

HIGHEST GRADE

vm

IL^U^EH
Ienerbetig I SAML. T. CLARK^ CO. /upoBTWffS
^ii/W^(i^('i^l^O'IA/(/^l/(/WVi/W^ MMrXU L t k1k\M k\M4§ AJkA^»BALTIMORE, MI>.
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IJ>r THE PBESS.

Two Trips to tlieEnieriiii] Isle

By "FAED."

I.-A RACING. TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II -A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

Profusely Illustrated hif Wood-Cut and Ijith-

ographic Processes, hy GHOMGE MOOME.

READY IN TEN DAYS.

Price $1.50. post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield. Mass., U.S.A.

JiDITION HE LT7XE,

Printed on thick paper, with 20 photographs of scenery by

the author, and bound in clotli boards. By mail, $6, from the

author, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, EngLand.

DIXON'S
AMERICAN GRAPHITE

PENCILS.
SEND 16 CENTS FOR SAMPLES

IF YOUR STATIONER DOES NOT KEEP THEM.

Joseph Dixou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

CYCLING PHOTOS.
A 5x8 Photo, of Tvvelvt; Cyclinc; Celebrities, nicluding Pres-

ident Beckwith, H. E. Ducker, Abbot Basselt, and Captain

A. D. Peck, Jr. (Massachusetts Club), mailed to any address

on receipt of twenty-five 2-cent stamps. Also views of Weber
climbing Corey Hill, starts of the 1886 League championship

races, the Prince, Woodside, Neilson, and the Rowe, Weber,
Knapp races at Lynn.

CYCLING PHOTO. CO.
176 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON,

Recreation.
The L. A. W. ISulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

THE
BEST ROADSTER

^\ / tfifl'lrlW' '''"'VEOBrSEVEN^ F J \,\>' YEARS HARD USE
SEND FOR lllOSIRATfD PRICE LIST

ARTHUR N4TJNSON, Agent,
STAMFORD, ( \\

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES!
Pfnnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breechcs, only

$4 a pair. Knee-Brceches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle .Stockings,

$1 a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y

I

THEm IDB BBHGE
WITH

MAMMOTH ASH PAN and GAUZE OVEN DOOR.

reR SAbE!

IMPORTANT TO HOU SEKEEPERS
A REVOLTTTION IN COOKING.

Pure air is as necessary in the cooking of food as in its assim-
ilation after it is eaten. Air to be pure must be kept in motion.
This law is one from which nature never varies, and steady cur-
rents of fresh air surround our globe, driving away the vitiated

producflions of respiration and furnishing to every human being
a pure, uncontaminated atmosphere to breathe.
This same law of nature governs all the principles and prac-

tice of cooking. Meat and bread in cooking give out deleteri-

ous gases which are re-absorbed in the ordinary range oven,
producing unhealthful food, besides diminishing the iveight and
shrinking the substance of the articles cooked. The Wire
Gauze Door rez'ohiiwnizes all l/ti's, by keeping up a circulation

offresh air in tlie oven. The food is thus surrounded by a pure
lieated atmosphere during the process of cooking, and meats
are roasted and bread baked in accordance with natural laws.

No odors come into the room, less fuel is required, and tough
meats are made tender. Bread baked with the Wire (Jauze Door
does not mold, and pies and cakes keep fresh for a long time.
This wonderful Door is used exclusively on the Hub Stoves

and Ranges, and all imitations and substitutes are worthless, as
// is the gauze that produces t/ie results, and no other Range
can use this.

Sold by dealers everywhere. Special circulars gladly sent
on application.

SMITH & ANTHOXY STOVE CO.
Manufacturers of the Hub Stoves. Ranges, and Furnaces,

BOSTON, MASS.

iceiiion

J^rr A BAROAIN.

Light Brahmas and Plymouth Rocks, $1.50

each. Silver Spangle Hamburgs, Brown and
White Leghorns, $1.00 each.

TESTIIVIONIALS.

Marlette, Mich., November 27, 1885.
Mr. A. Newton: Dear Sit— I received the four cockerels

(Plymouth Rock, Light Brahma, Brown and White Leghorn)
all O. K. I have been in the poultry business for several years,
and I must own up these are the best I ever owned.

Yours truly, W. B. McGILL.

Newark, N. J., July 2, 1886.
Mr. A. Newton : Dear Sir— I received this morning the

five Light Brahma chicks. I am delighied with the manner in

which you shipped them. I have received stock from many
poultr\men, but your shipping coops and careful manner of
shipping far exceed any breeder with whom I have ever dealt.

Yours fraternallv, H. F. ALLING,
Prapr. IValnut-St. Poultry Yards.

|t^°"Send for free descriptive circular to

ADOLPHUS NEWTON,
PLYMOUTH, N. Y.

The a. C. U. Pim, the most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made ; patent pend-

ing; cut shows exact size. Prices : Made
of solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

garnet stone in diamond setting, $3.50; ox-
idized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, $3.50;
enamel around letters, 50c. extra ; two or

three garnet stones set on top of crown, $1
extra for each; diamond in crown, from $10
to $25. Send cash, check, or money-order.
W. H. WARNER, Sprin<;field,' Mass.

POSTAGE -STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER,
FINGER DAMPENER, AND PAPER-

WEIGHTS COMBINED.

This combination has been devised to avoid the undisputed nuisance of licking postage stamps. It serves as two separate

paper weights, works rapidly, saves time, and is always ready for use. Fifty envelopes can be stamped by this machine in one

minute. The stamp holder contains 125 postage stamps, and once placed in the receptacle they are not seen until they adhere

to the envelope. The moistening machine seals envelope flaps in an instant, and requires no licking; it is invaluable to bank

tellers as a finger dampener; druggists by using it save the annoyance and trouble of licking labels. The machines never get

out of order, and are beautiful and lasting ornaments to any desk. They are brass, nickel-plated, and weigh ij pounds ea.;h.

Endorsed by all who use them.

Price per Set, $2.50, post-paid. Discount to Agents.

X. A. McDonald & CO., New Albany, Ind.

SAFE, PRACTICAL i FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles
within the Hour.

Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
SmitbviUe, Bar. Co., KT. J.
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The lidGIBOGRAPH.
In this instrument are combined all desirable qualities and movements; improved double-swing rising and falling front, our patent attachment for

the ground-glass frame, reversible for horizontal or vertical views. Made of best quality mahogany, highly polished. The lens is a single achromatic of

superior quality, fitted with revolving diaphragms and instantaneous shutter; most admirable instantaneous pictures have been made with this lens. The
tripod is best quality feather-weight. When folded, everything e-xcept the tripod is enclosed in the case, the plate-holder being left bcneatli the ground glass.

The 5x8 size measures 9^x6^x4^ inches; smaller sizes in proportion. To sum up, this instrument is the product of the best skill and workmanship of our

factory, and our large and fine facilities have enabled us to fi.x the price low, believing that in the end our profits will be equally large and our usefulness

greater. Prices given include everything requisite for work in the field, extra plate and plate-holders excep.ted. Especially designed for out-door work.

PRICE-LIST OF THE LUCIDOGRAPH,
COMPLETE.

No. 1. For 3^Ax4:H Picture, no Sliding: Front, $22.50
No. 2. For 4 J4xo'^ Picture, no Sliding Front, 22.;»0

No. ,3. For 5x8 Picture, Sliding Front, . 27.00

Enclose 4 cents for Circulars and Catalogues. PACKED FOR TRAVEL.

THE BliAIR CAMERA G9.
OPEN FOR USE. OFFICE AND FACTORY,

318 Broadway, NEW YORK. 471, 475, and 477 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

BLAIR & PRINCE, 148 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI.

THE CHAMPION WASHING COMPOUND OF AMERICA! NEVER MAKES THE HANDS, SORE I

DON'T FAIL TO SEND POSTAL-CARD FOR WHOLESALE PRICE.

Read and See What Yoq Think of Our Idea.

The equal of any other, and in many respects far

superior, we shall be pleased to send you a sample

to examine, and then leave it to your good judgment

to decide, without the importuning of any traveling

salesman. Remember, we are not making a low-

grade, adulterated soap powder, but as fine as first-

class workmen and fine material will make. Our
competitors have placed their agents so thick that

they are treading on the heels of each other, and

hence are cutting prices. Our territory is now open,

and we do not propose to place agencies so near

together that they will cut each other's throats, but

maintain prices. It has been our study to produce

a soap powder which is perfectly pure, and at as

small a price as possible. We realize that nothing

gives such a foot-hold as a LOW PRICE. We
realize, furthermore, that in order to have merchants

handle our goods, nothing will give such life and

energy as a good profit.

TRADE MARK. WHAT WE WILL DO.

R. J. PAINE, the Inventor and Patentee.

With the first order you give us, in addition to

show-cards, shelf strips, advertising cards, etc., wc

will furnish you circulars free, with your name and

address printed thereon, a Box of Free Samples,

and pay all freight on five-bo.\ orders. Wc will sell

you on 30 days' time, at the end of which time, if

you are not satisfied that PURITENE is all we
claim for it, vou can return it to us. We will

not consign PURITENE ; c iiher remit at the end

of 30 days, or return the PURITENE. A I -cent

postal card will bring your order to our office.

Xow, reader, will you fall in the ranks and make

money on handling PURITENE ? Suppose you

only sell PURITENE to a portion of your trade

—

won't it pay you .' Remember, if PURITENE does

not give the best of satisfaction to your customers,

return it to us ; don't pay for it. Can we offer any

fairer inducement ? Hoping to receive an early order

from you, we remain your obedient servants.

DON'T DECEIVE YOURSELF. WE LIVE IN AN AGE OF PROGRESS.
PURITENE IS SOAP IN A CONCENTRATED STATE.

JINKS' SDAP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MANSFIELD, MASS.
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THE flWEPIH CBglflPIOH 5TIIL IH T|IE LEP

I

20 MILES on a straiglitaTaray country- road in tlie marvelous
time of 59 m. 35is.—a TSTorld Record.

50 MILES in Sli. 55 m. 46J^s.— tlie American Record for t3ie

distance.

100 MILES in 6I1. Im. SOs.-aTSTorld Record, and better tlian
tlie American Track Record.

Ji@-All tlie aboYO hy S. G. ^HTHITTAKER, on an ordinary
roadster (excepting a some'ssrliat ligliter rim), and tlie course an
ordinary- surireyed country road.

If Road Records talk, tlien THE AMERICAN CTCLES are
tlie Easiest-Running Macliines in tlie TSTorld.

MANUFACTURED BY

GORMULLY «fc JEFFERT, CHICAGO, ILL.
CATALOGUE FREE. CATALOGUE FREE.

IBMUE BDIE GIESCEIT
<f TANDEM

^«^

jUitoniatlG Steerei.

The Tricycle can be

ridden by a lady or gen-

tleman, and the Tandem
by two ladies, if desired.

-$*e

->^

Liglit StfODj], Fast.

Adjustable to all sizes.

Has no slides or rollers.

See this machine or send

for Catalogue.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON^ MASS.

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS, GEO. R. BID^VELL, 313 West 58th Street.



PRESS OF SPRINGPtHLD PRINTING COMPANY.

VOL l.-NO. 10. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., JANUARY, 1SS7. PRICE SCENTS.

From Manitoba to the Gculf of Mexico,

From Eastport to the Golden Gate,

THESE ARE OUR "HTITNESSES.

Nine years of tiard service upon every grade of American
road h.as not v^orn ou.t a COLUNIBIA.

Thie v^orld's story of the road and pathi is a recapitulation
of victories by riders of COLUNIBIAS.

Tine v^ise vvrh.eelman rides a C0LXJM:bia. TPlne unwise is
getting wisdom and a COLUNIBIA.

POPE MFG. CO.
79 Franklin Street, Corner of Arch Street, BOSTON.

12 Warren Street, NEW YORK. BRANCH HOUSES' 291 A?Veit»aen Avenue, CHICAGO.
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HE SPIHELD lOIDSIK Iimi£
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

InventBcl by Riders of EzpBriencB. The Dnly Absalutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Ha Not Buy a Wheel

Before Yau See The Springfield Raadster.

No rake to fork.

No expense left out to

warrant' success.

No headers to "knock

you out."

•••

•••

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

•
•••

The Old Story
_ OF THE
CRANK WHEEL

Coasting ISTitliout Danger

!

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

The
the clu

the roll

mecha
smooth
lion is

power,
power,
touch.

above illustration shows
tch from the inside, with

er bearings and gripping

nism. It is perfectly
and noiseless. No fric-

added by applying the

There is no waste of

It grips at the slightest

No dead centers.

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRinSTGFIELD BICTCLE MFG. CO.
10 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, IVEASS.

Or JOHM P. LOYELL'S SOHS, Sole Agents for Kew England, 447 Washington Street, Comer of Comhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
We beg to ii^fornn our agents and the pnblic tliat our line

of cycles for 1887 will consist of the following mactiines, and
that our spring catalogue is now in press. Kurther particulars
-will be announced in the cycling press later on. Those desir-
ing agencies are advised to apply at once. We are already
bookiing orders for spring delivery.

Tlie Neiar Rapid Roadster.
With several iniproveiueiits over last year, and

higher finish.

T3ie Weiar Rapid Safety (Rover type).

Built on the lines of the "Ivel," but constructed
especially for Anieri<*an roads. It contains several
improvements, and, like all of our machines, is fhor-
oughlff Interc/iaiif/eablc. This Sufeti) inaif be ridden
with hands off the steering-b<tf.

Tlie ITeTsrRapid Liglit Roadster.
AVeight of *>()-inch, ,*5(» pouiuls. AVitli all the points

<»f excellence which made the New Kapid Full Road-
ster so popular in 1880.

Tlie WeTsr Rapid Racer.
Weight of .^o-inch, 22^ pounds. These Racers won

and were placed in more races in England duriiig
188(> than any other make.

All of the above macJtines hare TBUE TAXGEXT WHEELS, recognized universaJI 1/ as
the correct principle for wheel huilding.

Tlie Quadrant Tricycle, No. 8.
For gentlemen only. For the first time especially

built for American roads, of greater strength, an<l
with several improvements. A roa<lster of this make
has a record of 2in. ;{8s. for one mile on the road.

Tlie Quadrant Safety Bicycle.
With the Quadrant prineiple of steering, the device

which has made the Quadrant Tricycle so famous.

Tlie Ladies' Quadrant Tricycle.
Built especially for ladies. Bicycle steering, etc.

This machine is a revelation iu the art of tricycle
building.

TheQuadrantTandem Tricycle.
Witli bicycle steering fore and aft, and proper dis-

tribution of wlieel-load.

We are the sole importers of the above machines, and
are prepared to book: orders and appoint agencies. Send for
catalogue. Correspondence solicited.

SAML. T. CLARK & CO.
S and 4 Hano-srer Street, - - BALTIMORE, MD.
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NDTH" IS THE DDLDEN DPFDRTUNITY!

PHOTOGRAPHS OF CYCLING CELEBRITIES

ii% ,,,, , , * ^ A, ..^ ,«!, „, , i ,, , s^r^»^^^^ll^r^*~ir^flO%iC^CTOCjClfl

GIVEN-Al^AT!
1*1

j$^, X' '». M,...M, ..M; M .M .l>^ .
' ''^. M, M M M M. M. M. M. M, M. M, M. M.

To any wheelman who will send us two subscribers to THE GAZETTE for

one year, at 50 cents each, we will forward FREE any one of the following
Photographs, 4-4 size, mounted on 8x10 maroon cards, gilt-edged and embel-
lished with gold lettering.

1—W. A. Rowe, Lynn, winner of World's Championship, 1886.
2—Columbia Group, including Atkins, Rowe, Hendee. Bumham, Adams, Crocker, Windle,

DtfHlois, Cornish, and Wiswell,— the entire team.
3—Columbia Team of Promateurs, 1886, Rowe, Hendee, and Bumham.
4—Training Quarters of tlie Columbia Team at West Springfield, 1886.

o—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at Lynn, 1886.

6—Training Quarters of the Columbia Team at Lynn, 188C, with group.
7—George M. Hendee, Springfield.

8—E. P. Burnham, Newton.
9—C. P. Adams, Sjiringfield.

10—Victor Team of Promateurs, 1886, including Ives, Rhodes, and Percy Stone, with
manager .nid trainer.

11—F. F. Ives, Meriden, Ct.

IL'—W. A. Rhodes, Dorchester.
1.3—Percy W. Stone, St. Louis, Mo.
11—Victor Training Quarters, Springfield, 1886.

1.")—Group, including Neilson, Rhodes, Gaskell, Rich, Willliams, etc.

16—John Williams, Massachusetts Bicycle Club.
IT—H. W. Gaskell, London, Eng.
18—Fred Foster, Toronto, Ont.
19—E. A. DeBlois, Hartford, Ct.
20-Robert A. Neilson, Boston.
21—A. B. Rich, X. w York.
22—W. H. Langdown, Christchurch, N. Z.
2.3—Fred Wood, Leicester, Eng., Professional Champion of England.
24—Robert James, Birmingham, Eng.
25—Hal W. Greenwood, -St Louis, Mo.
26—Group of Judges at Springfield Tournament, 1886.

27—Group of Judges at Lynn Tournament, 1886.
28—W. Haradon, Springfield.
20—Eugene M. Aaron,"Philadelphia, Pa., Secretary-Editor L. A. W., 1886.
30—Abbot Bassett, C helsea, editor of T/te Cycle, and chairman L.A.W. Racing Board, 1886.
31—Lynn Track, 1886, looking up home stretch, including judges, music, and grand stands.
32

—

Springfield Track, looking up home stretch, including judges, music, and grand stands.
33—Columbia Tent, Hampden Park, 1886, exterior view.
34—Columbia Tent, Hampden Park, 1886, interior view.
3.5

—

Victor Tent, Hampden Park, 1886, interior view, showing .Aaron, Bassett, etc.

36

—

Rowe and Hendee, Springfield, Sept. 17, 1886; start of promateur championship race.
37—Rowe and Hendee, Lvnn, Sept. 24, 1886.
38

—

George Weber, Smithville, N. J. (deceased).
39—W. E. Crist, Washington, D. C.

40—P. S. Brown, Washington, D. C.
41—H. S. Kavanaugh, Cohoes, N. Y.
42—T. W. Eck, Minneapolis, Minn.
43—John S. Prince, Boston.
44—H. G. Crocker, Newton.
45— Charles H. Frazier, Smithville, N. J.
46—W. M. Woodside, Minneapolis, Minn.
47—W. H. Huntley, Newton.
48—Start of 100-mile Road Race, Boston Bicycle Club, Oa. 4, 1886—Amateurs.
49—Start of 100-mile Road Race, Boston Bicycle Club, 0(X. 4, 1886— Promateurs.
."io

—

Faneuil House, Brighton.

51—D. E. Himter, Salem.

52— J. H. Sherman, Captain Lvnn Bicycle Club.

53—C. H. Chickering, Smithville, N. j.

54—Group on Machines at Magnolia.
55—Group of Twenty, Willow Cottage, Magnolia.
56—Group of Six, Pavilion, Gloucester.
,57—Pavilion, Gloucester, from the beach.
58

—

Beaver Dam, between Gloucester and Rockport. I Ladies' Second Annual Tricycle
.59—Granite Quarry, Rockport.

[
Tour, 188C.

60—Arch at C'uam-.
61—Landscape at Rockport.
62—Sea View from Pavilion.
63

—

Peculiar Bowlder between Gloucester and Rockport. I

64—A. Kermedy-Child, London, Eng.
6.5—Instantaneous Finish, one-mile promateur race, 2.50 hmit, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

66—Start of 2-mile amateur tricycle race, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

67

—

Start of 10-mile promateur lap bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

68

—

Start of 1-mile amateur bicycle race, first heat, Lynn, Sept. 24, 1886.

69—Start of 1-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

70

—

Start of 1-mile promateur tricycle championship race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

71—Start of 10-mile amateur lap bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 25, 1886.

72—Start of 3-mile amateur bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

73

—

Start of 2-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

74—Start of 5-mile promateur bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

75—Start of 10-mile professional bicycle race, Lynn, Sept. 27, 1886.

76

—

Group at dressing tent, Lvnn track, Sept. 10, 1886.

77—South Side Hotel, Waltham, Nov. 6, 1886; finish of McCurdy's 305 miles in 24 hours.

78—Henry Goodman, Hartford, Ct.

79—Goodman Brothers, Hartford, Ct.

80—A. A. McCurdy, Lynn, 24-hour champion, 1886.

REMEMBER
These Photographs are NOT FOR SALE: they will be sent on the above

conditions ONLY. Clubs sending their full membership subscription list will be
entitled to one Photograph for every two subscribers, and one additional Photo-

graph for every ten.

THE TSTHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Sample Copy Kree. SPRINQKIEIvD, MASS., U.S.A.
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EXTRACT FKOM THE CUNART) CYCLE COMPANY'S PROSPECTUS.
"D. ROGERS & CO., Liiiiifcd, of Newark, Now Jorscy, will <<)nliiiMo to act as ati^'iits lor the United States.

Ill a roc«'iit fonnmniicatioii from tliciii they state that the Cl'XARD iiiaeliiues are v«'r.v pupiihir, and that they
anticipate a larye increase of orclers for next season."

D. ROGERS & CO.
I LIMITED

INCORF-ORATED UXI3ER. THti LAW'S Ob^ THE STATE OK NE^A^ JERSEY.
JDII^ECrOIiS:

JAMES SMITH, 677 High Street, Newark, N. J. D. H. ROGERS, 75 Clinton Avenue, Newark, N. J.

G. S. "HTOOLMAN, Orange, N. J.

AnJ two other Directors to be elected at the first meeting of the stockholders.

BAXKEIiS: COIXSEL:
MANUFACTURERS' NATIONAL BANK, Messrs. COULT & HOWELL,

XrirnvU, X. J. ?«« liiotul St., ytuarh-, \..T.

CAPITAL $100,000. 20,000 SHAIiES OF $o EACH. CAPITAL $100,000.

ise-UM &w s,ooo eM.
PaiftHfttt to be tnnde tix folloirs: .$'i on iipiiliriition and $3 on allotini-iit.

^ PROSPECTUS ^
This Company was organized on August i, 188G, for the purpose of carrying on the sole United States

agency for the sale of the celebrated Cunard Bicycles and Tricycles, manufactured by Frank Gibbons,
of Wolverhampton, England, and appointing sub -agents therefor; and although its business commenced
so late in the season, it has met with unprecedented success, and is already in receipt of numerous testi-

monials from American wheelmen.
In December, 188G, ho\\;ever, Mr. Gibbons's business was converted by him into a Limited Company,

under the name of ''The Cunard Cycle Company," with a capital of $250,000, which amount was subscribed

several times over by public subscription. The following gentlemen constitute the Board of Directors of the
English Company: Viscount Pollin(jton. Sir Stephen Hill, C. B., Major Harry Creigh, W. H. Mait-
LAND, C. &M. E. ; and Mr. Henry Osborne, late manager of Messrs. Rudge & Co., Limited, of Coventry,
England, who has been appointed manager of The Cunard Cycle Company, reports as follows:—
''The Directors of The Cunard Cycle Company. "London, Eng., November 20, 1886.

" Gentlemen— I have been to Wolverhampton and carefully inspected the works and plant of The
"Cunard Company. These works require to be extended to be able to turn out ;5.000 Cunard macliines per
"annum, but with additional buildings and machinery, for Avhich I have sjiecified, which will cost the sum of
"£7,000, this could bo done and would show a profit of 25 percent, on the capital of £50,000. Tliis result is

"obtained to my knowledge by tlie princii)al firms in the trade at Coventry, and with Mr. Gibbons's nuichines,
" which are equal to those of any other maker and are becoming very popular, there would be no difficulty in
" reahzmg this result.

(Signed) HENRY OSBORNE."
D. Rogers & Co. have secured most favorable terms from The Cunard Cycle Company, and it is on

this account, and to provide for the increased business expected in the spring, and also for the purpose of
establishing branch depots in the most important cities, that the extra capital is required.

It is a notorious fact that all existing companies for the manufacture of bicycles and tricycles are paying
enormous dividends, and that the public have, until now, had no opportunity of participating in such profits,

the capital in nearly every case having been privately subscribed by a few individuals, and no shares can be
purchased even at a very high premium. In the present case, however, it will be readily seen that the low jjrice

of the shares (So) will enable wheelmen and others to invest a smaller or larger sum at their option, thereby
availing themselves of the full benefits arising from such investment in proportion to the amount subscribed.

To enable subscribers residing at distant places to have the full privilege^ of their votes at any meeting
of stockholders, the Directors have made adequate arrangements by which such nuiy be recorded by proxy.

As the Directors anticipate a very large number of applications, they wish it to be understood that
the shares will be allotted in strict proportion to the total quantity applied for. If no allotment be made,
the amount paid on application will be returned in full.

Prospectuses and forms of application, with testimonials, can be obtained at the Company's offices,

75 Clinton Avenue, Newark. N. J. The certificate of organization may be seen at the offices of the
Company's solicitors.
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24-

THE

9

OR

250 MILES, 140 YARDS,

RIDDEN ON THE

MARLBORO' TANDEM
BY A

LADY ^ GENTLEMAN,

BEATING ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS BY OVER THIRTY NIILES.

THE MARLBORO' ALWAYS CARRIES ITS LOAD WITHOUT BREAKING DOWN.

THE CDYENTRY MACHINISTB' CD.

239 Columbus Avenue, - BOSTON, MASS.
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5Fhe Wheelmen's Gazette.

Terms of Subscription.
One Year, by mail, post-paid, - ... 50 cents.

Six Monllis, by mail, post-paid, - - - - 25 cents.

Foreign Subscribers, ------ 4 sliillings.

Henry E. Ducker, - Editor and Manager.
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The trade supplied by the American News Co., New York.

Entered at tite Post-Office, Springjield, Mass., as Second-
class Matter.

Among the Glubs.

NEW YORK BICYCLE CLUB.

A full summary is here given of tiie riding for

1886, by tlie New York Bicycle Club, as far as

reported ; and totals of the same members for

1885, in reference to which it is only fair to say

that Mr. Kitching was disabled from riding for

the best part of 18S6, and Mr. Jimenis was also ill

for several months in the spring and early sum-

mer. The routes included traverse eleven coun-

ties in New York State, four in Massachusetts,

one in Vermont, one in Connecticut, four in New
Jersey, two in Pennsylvania, and one in Colorado,

beside the Island of Bermuda. Of the 3,418 miles

covered by Messrs. Roy, Jimenis, and .Shriver,

1878 were outside of the New York City riding

district, /. c, Manhattan Island and Westchester

county, within a radius of twenty-five miles from

our club-house. Every month in the year is repre-

sented, the best month's record being 1,6572 miles.

in October, and the lowest 96^ in December.

The first ride began with the birth of the new
year, but our courage failed us on the night of

December 31, and the last ride was taken on the

26th.

Best in Total, Total,

Members. Days. one day. 1S86. 1S85.

F. M. Daniels, 112 7-i 2,063 1,484

E. J. Shriver, 50 74 »,454 736

G. S. Daniels, 55 61 1,169 755

J. 15. Roy, 38 04J i,ooS 574

J. 0. Jimenis, 33 '>3j 956 663

F. \V. Kitching, 5> 47 777 1,466

H. S. Raven, 43 3S 634 .,.58

M. L. King, 33 50 521

E. W. Adams, 25 32 343 400

J. C. Mott, 20 32 2S3 19

L. 0. Macdaniel, 20 30 244 214

C. L. Childs, 10 25 160 96

R. R. Haydock, 9 30 38 27
W. A. Whiting, 12 22 3> 377

H. Conkling,
5 30 74 83

E. D. Gridley, 6 20 61

10,016

229

8,4s.

Yours truly.

Edw. J. Shriver,

Sec'y X. Y. Bicycle Club.

The once flourishing bicycle club, known as the

City Club, of Brockton, has gone the way of all

flesh, and its name, will probably live in the future

only as a memory of the past. For some time

there have been internal dissensions which have

threatened the dissolution of the club, and when

in addition a debt of something under ^100 was

added, the end was nearer. Another trouble has

been the unwillingness of .winners of club races

to place their trophies in the hands of the club.

At a recent meeting nineteen members handed

in their resignations, all of which were promptly

accepted. It is claimed that the resignations

were handed in because of a desire to get out of

paying the debt. When the smoke cleared away

it was ascertained from the records that the only

members left were W. M. Pratt, Frank Buckley,

and Fred Parker. On these three, then, will

come the full debt of the club, which is $75.25.

But as an offset the fi.xtures and property owned

by the club also descend to thein, as the members

who resigned thereby lost all ownership in them.

It is thought the property will bring double the

amount of the bill, and the three will therefore

make money by the operation. They intend also

to retain the naine of the club, and perhaps build

up another organization about this small nucleus.

The club has reorganized with W. M. Pratt, pres-

ident ; F. M. Buckley, treasurer; F. C. Parker,

secretary.

The 15UFFALO Bicycle Club, Dec. 13, ratified

a new constitution and by-laws and elected officers

as follows :—President, C. P. Churchill ; vice-pres-

ident, Geo. Dakin ; secretary, A. C. Richardson;

treasurer, J. B. Newman ; captain, R. C. Chapin
;

attorney, A. C. Spann. The club's riding season

practically extended from April 3, to November

6. The total mileage was 48,936 iniles. The

greatest mileage of individuals was as follows:

Dr. Appleby, 4,028; R. H. James, 3,906; C. P.

Churchill, 2,839; R. C. Chapin, 2,200; C. G.

Gething, 2,025; C. W. Adams, 2,001; F. M.

Brinker, 2,000 ; J. H. Ishain, 2,000. Twenty-five

rode 1,000 miles or over. Centurv runs were

made by C. W. Adams, J. A. Pfcrd, F. M.

Brinker, C. P. Churchill, ('. G. Gething, and R.

W. Rummell.

The Pequonnock Wheel Clur, of Bridge-

port, Ct., held its first annual road race Thank.sgiv-

ing dav. For the first class a 20-mile race was

arranged. The following are the contestants and

time made: W. M. Richardson, ih. 32m.; W. M.

Middlebrook, ih. 321T1. 20s.; J. Wilkinson, ih.

35m. 30s.; George R. Fryer, ih. 48m. 45s. The
race in the second class was to the Southport

Congregational Church and return, 13 miles. The
result was as follows: Charles E. Moore, ih.

30s.; A. B. Ray, ih. im. 30s.; E. J. Morgan, ih.

iim. ; F. S. Isbell, ih. 24m. 30s.; R. E. Wheeler,

ih. 32m. 30S. The judges were George H. John-

son and A. N. Stanton; referee, Calhoun Latham;
starter, E. Stewart Sumner ; checker at Southport,

W. F. Healy ; at Green's Farms, E. II. Havens
and C. E. Cole.

Tin: I'liiLADKLi'iirA Bicycle Clum opened its

new house on Twcnty-si.xth and Perot streets

Thursday night. The building is four stories high

including the basement, which is used as a storage

room for the machines. The second floor is the

parlor, the third the apartment where the club

members' unifonns are kept, and on the fourth

floor is a thoroughly equipped gymnasium. The

structure was erected and furnished at a cost of

$17,000. The club has now a mcml)crshi|) of

seventy-five.

The DETRorr Bicycle Cum has moved into its

new quarters, 126 Miami avenue.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

Buffalo (N. Y.) Bicycle Clur— President,

C. P. Churchill ; vice-president, Geo. Dakin; sec-

retary, A. C. Richardson ; treasurer, J. B. New-

man ; captain, R. C. Chapin ; attorney, A. C.

-Spann.

Brookline (Mass.) Bicycle Clur— President,

G. .M. Stearns ; vice-president, H. G. Cushman
;

secretary, T. M. Seamans; treasurer, T. A. Sin-

gleton ; captain, W. Kirk Corey; first lieutenant,

C. S. Cobb; second lieutenant, E. E. .Smith; col-

or bearer, S. H. Keeler.

Calumet Cyclinc; Club (Brooklyn, E. D.)

—

President, Robert Mabie; vice-president, Walter

]5onner ; secretary, J. W. B. (Tuail ; treasurer,

Irving G. Davis; captain, N. L. Willis; lieuten-

ant, C. W. Richards.

Chicago (111.) Cycling Club—President, W.
Ashley Davis ; vice-president, T. L. Sloan ; sec-

retary-treasurer. C. R. Griffith, Jr. ; captain, John

F. Palmer ; first lieutenant, Wm. B. Buckley

;

second lieutenant, E. H. Carqueville ; color

bearer, Charles T. Klock.

Detroit (Mich.) Bicycle Clur— President,

B. J. Holcombe ; vice-president, P. N. Jacobsen ;

secretary and treasurer, A. F. Peck ; captain, W.
E. Metzger ; first lieutenant and bugler, J. II.

Ames; second lieutenant, .\. I). Bowlby.

Lawrence (Mass.) Clur—President, Dr. Par-

tridge; captain, II. Joyce; secretary, William L.

Reed ; treasurer, Francis Coggswell ; captain,

Alonzo M. Tracy; first lieutenant, Frank W.
Dowing; second lieutenant, Harry Keep; club

committee. Dr. Partridge, A. M. Tracy, William L.

Reed, John F. Finn, Fred L. Leighton, and J. Ed-

ward Aldred.

Los .\ngeles (Cal.) Wheelmen— President,

W. S. Jackson ; vice-president, J. F. Plank ; sec-

retary and treasurer, C. M. Lindsey ; captain, R.

C. Woodworth ; lieutenant, D. C. Wilgus ; bugler,

F. E. Olds.

Marblehead (Mass.) Ramblers—President.

B. C. Roads ; captain, C. W. Ware ; secretary

and treasurer, J. D. Paine.
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Oregon Bktycle Club (Portland, Oregon)

—President, Geo. Breck ; captain, Dr. C. C.

Newcastle: sub-captain and bugler, C. W. Scott;

secretary, C. S. Wells; treasurer, Dr. B. E. Mil-

ler ; color bearer, Lawrence Knapp.

Outing Club (Kansas City)—President, John

E. McKee ; vice-president, J. W. Overall ; secre-

tary and treasurer, Xelson T. Haynes ; captain,

F. F. Austin; lieutenant, Harry G. Stuart.

Pennsylv.\nia Bicycle Club (Philadelphia,

Pa.)—President, Isaac Elwell ; vice-president, C.

D. Williams ; secretary, Lee McKinstry ; treas-

urer, Eugene M. Aaron.

SoMERViLLE (Mass.) Cycle Club—President,

J. B. Cann ; vice-president, W. A. Davis ; captain,

W. R. Maxwell ; treasurer, Elizabeth Fisk ; secre-

tary, George Shaw ; corresponding secretary,

Fred Joyce.

Union County Wheelmen (Westfield, N. J.)

—President, Dr. Fred. A. Kinch, Jr. ; secretary,
|

Arthur N. Pierson ; treasurei*,' Albert Farrington ;

captain, Frank S. Miller ; first lieutenant, Thos.

H. Burnet ; second lieutenant, John Z. Hatfield
;

color bearer, John A. Brunner.

Vermont Wheel Club (Krattleboro)— Presi-

dent, O. .\. ^Larsha^ ; vice-president, F. L. Shaw
;

secretarv and treasurer, Leslie Scott; captain,

Fred Reed; first lieutenant, C. R. Crosby.

PATENTS.

List of patents granted for devices of interest to wheelmen,

for the month ending Tuesday, Dec. 21, 1886, compiled from

the Official Records of the United .States Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheelmen's G.^zette by O. E. Duffy,

patent law office, No. 607, 7th Street, N. W., Wash-

ington, D. C. , of whom copies and information may be had.

No. 353,952, November 23, i886, A. W. Ligra-

ham, of New York city, railway velocipede.

No. 352,989, November 23, 1886, E. S. Burbank,

of Dow City, la., velocipede.

No. 353,060, November 23, 1S86, F. H. Harris,

of Toledo, Ohio, wheel.

No. 353,071, November 23, 1SS6, H. A. King,

of Springfield, Mass., velocipede.

No. 353,152, November 23, 1886, R.J. McCarty,

of Kansas City, Mo., velocimeter.

No. 353,330, November 30, 1886, J. K. Starley,

of Coventry, County of Warwick, Eng., assignor

to the Pope Manufacturing Company, of Hart-

ford, Ct., roller bearing for velocipedes.

No. 353,380, November 30, 1886, L. A. Rust, of

Loudonville, O., bicycle.

No. 353>504, November 30, 1886, R. Rodes, Jr.,

of Nashville, Tenn., bicycle handle.

No. 253,793, December 7, 1886, W. J. Lloyd

and W. Priest, of Harborne, County of Stafford,
[

Eng., tricycle.

No. 353,917, December 7, 1S86, R. G. Britton,

of Springfield, Vt., velocipede.

No. 353,935, December 7, 1886, J. Gibbons and

C. D. Meneely, of Albany, assignors to the Me-

neely Hardware Company, of West Troy, N. V.,

velocipede.

No. 353,904, December 7, 1886, E. L. Winey, of

East Orange, N. J., bicycle.

No. 354,318, December 14, 1886, W. Hayes, of

Los Angeles, Ca!., railway tricycle.

No. 354,337, December 14, 1SS6, A. Mercer, of

Brambleton, Va., tricycle.

No. 354-535, December 21, 1886, A. A. Carter,

of Newark, N. J., bicycle.

No. 354,642, December 21, 1886, C. ^L Linley

and J. Biggs, of Southwark, County of Surrey,

Eng., assignors of one-half to G. Tandv, Cedar

Road, Clapham, County of Surrey, Eng., veloci-

pede.

No. 354,649, December 21, 1S86, L. F. Mohr, of

Howard Center, la., velocipede.

No. 354,656, December 21, 1886, G.W. Rodecap,

of Middletown, Ind., velocipede.

No. 354,777, December 21, 1886, G. D. Ferres,

of Springfield, 111., bicycle.

No. 354,850, December 21, 1886, H.M. Pope,

assignor to the Pope Manufacturing Company, of

Hartford, Ct., velocipede.

List of new English cycle patents specially compiled for The
Wheelmen's Gazette, by IMessrs. Hughes, Eli & Hughes,

patent agents and engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London,

W. C, England, of wliom copies and information may be

obtained.

No. 13,904, R. Robertson, of London, for im-

provements in tricycles.

No. 13,923, W. T. .Shaw, W. Sydenham, and A.

Sydenham, of London, for improvements in

velocipedes.

No. 13,931, O. B. Granville, of Hampstead,

London, for improvements in steering velocipedes.

No. 13,948, C. H. Guest and L. Borrow, of Bir-

mingham, for an improvement in cycles.

No. 13,958, J. Chishire and Adolf P5endschadler,

of Birmingham, for an improved au.xiliary spring

motor for bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes.

No. 13,986, C. Kingston Welch, of London, for

improvements in pedals for velocipedes.

No. 13,990, L. S. P. Rousset and E. Ingold, of

France, for improvemeiits relating to velocipedes.

No. 14,005, E. G. Pepper, of Lincolnshire, for

an invention to facilitate the working or propel-

ling of tricycles.

No. 14,048, N. Merrill, of London, for improve-

ments in pedals for velocipedes.

No. 14,080, W. J. Lloyd and W. Priest, of Mid-

dlesex, for improvements in the bar handles of

bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes.

No. 14,095, W. Bown and R. B. Chalmers, of

London, for improvements in the manufacture of

lamps applicable for velocipedes and other

purposes.

No. 14,101, E. Cohn, of Germany, for improve-

ments in cycles.

No. 14,144, H. A. Couchman, of London, for

an improved locking apparatus for velocipedes.

No. 14,243, R. Dunlop, of Liverpool, for the

pedestrian's unicycle.

No. 14,278, H. A. Couchman, of London, for

improvements in bicycles, tricycles, and other

velocipedes.

No. 14,291, |. E. Holloway, of London, for im-

provements in wheels for bicycles, tricycles, and

other velocipedes.

No. 14,428, G. Salter and J. Walker, of Birming-

ham, for improvements in saddle springs for

velocipedes.

No. 14,486, S. B. Jeffery, of London, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 14,529, J. Ashbury, of I^ondon, for im-

proved mechanism for tandem velocipedes.

No. 14,544, G. J. Stevens, of London, for im-

provements in bearings for velocipedes.

No. 14,765, C. Lever, of London, for improve-

ments in dynamo-electric machines.

No. 14,814, P. Hartzendorff, of London, for im-

provements relating to lamp supports chiefly de-

signed for use on tricycles.

No. 14,862, F. A. Gregory, E. W. Adcock, and

J. W. Trotman, of London, for improvements in

velocipedes.

No. 14,969, R. Green, of Birmingham, for im-

provements in the manufacture of links for driv-

ing-chains for bicycles and tricycles.

No. 14,970, R. Green, of Birmingham, for im-

proved method of steering velocipedes.

No. 15,041, H. J. Lavvson, of Coventry, for im-

provements in steering apparatus applicable to

velocipedes.

No. 15,048, J. B. Brooks, of Birmingham, for

improvements in velocipede saddles.

No. 15,067, W. E. Crowther, of London, for

improvements in and relating to velocipedes.

No. 15,116, A. C. Hickling and H. F. Griftin, of

London, for improvements in and relating to

spanners and wrenches.

No. 15,181, H. Leeming, of London, for an im-

proved automatic steering for rear-driving bicycles.

No. 15,199, I. W. Boothroyd and P. L. C. F.

Renouf, of London, for improvements in veloci-

pedes.

No. 15,381, A. L. Bricknell, of London, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 15,384, E. G. Sheward, of London, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 15,387, J. R. Trigwell, of Surrey, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 15,399, B. Green and S. Lee, of London,

for improvements in bicycles and tricvcles.

No. 15,406, H. E. Millar, of London, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 15,502, T. Cooke, of London, for an im-

proved cycle pedal.

No. 15,512, W. J. Lloyd and \V. Priest, of Lon-

don, for improvements in velocipedes.

The Bidletin will increase its advertising rates.

There was a loss of about $2,000 on the paper last

year.— The Cycle.

Brother editors, take notice. We are long suf-

fering, and not over particular ; but it does seem

to our editor with the big name, that his cogno-

men has been before his brother scribes long

enough, so that when they have to use it in print,

they should spell it right. We have yet to expe-

rience the pleasure of so seeing it.

—

Bicyclino

I Worhi.

Editor Priall is after the League with the pro-

verbial sharp stick. He says the League has

done nothing, and furthermore says that the

Bii/ietin could not get a handful of subscribers if

those who received it had to pay for it. This

makes good our remark that mayhap Editor

Aaron's policy will bring the wheel press down
upon him and the League.— The Cycle.

I have resigned all connection with the " Cov-

entry Ring " rather than have my honest and

straightfqjward communications to you and the

Wheelmen's Gazette gagged in the interests of

any firm of English advertisers. I have been

accused, in Bicycling jVmfs, of misrepresenting

the facts with regard to the fifty-mile road race,

and Hillman & Co.'s subsequent advertisement,

but the journal mentioned has not carried out its

threat to expose what it implied it could expose,

as to my motives for reporting the matter as I did.

Neither has the proprietor of the A'ct-cs allowed

anv withdrawal or explanation to appear. I.

therefore, have left the " Coventry Ring," at some

pecuniary sacrifice, rather than prostitute my pen

to the service of lying advertisers.

—

FacJ, in Bicy-

clirnr World.
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THE STORY OF STEVENS.

I. San Francisco to Boston*

Confirmation has already been given—in the

shape of foot-notes to my touring reports, show-

ing the swifter average advance made by other

riders on the same routes—of the fact insisted

upon in the preface, that such reports instructivelv

exhibit what anybody of ordinary physicjuc can

easily do. I have said that this book would seem
much less likely to gain acceptance, as a valuable

contribution to human knowledge, if it recorded
the exploits of an athletic or exceptionally strong
and vigorous traveler, rather than the common-
place experiences of a man-of-no-account, who
regulates the speed and the distance of his riding

by the simple rule of getting the most possible

pleasure from it. As cumulative evidence in llic

same line of argument, I offer the present chap-

ter to prove that my capacity to take pleasure
thus, in laying down a long bicycle-trail, is by no
means exceptional. There are plentv of other
men who enjoy this particular form of "conquer-
ing the earth " just as heartily as I do ; and sev-

eral of them have indulged in such amusement
much more extensively than myself. Those
whose stories I here group together are fairly

representative cases; and though the first one is

likely to forever stand unique in history, the num-
ber of less notable long-distance tourists will

surely increase with each advancing year.

Thomas Stevens (born December 24, 1S54)

rightly holds the ])lace of honor on this record.

He has already made a straightaway bicycle trail

of 8,000 miles,—an incomparably longer and more
difficult one than any j^reviously in existence,

—

and he will extend it during 1886, until it com-
pletely encircles the globe, unless he gets killed

on the way. Leaving the Pacific Ocean at San
Francisco, April 22, 1884, he pushed the bicycle

3,700 miles before reaching the Atlantic at Boston,
August 4 ; and resuming his trail, on the other
side, at Liverpool, May 2, 1885, he extended it

adventure. A native of Great Berkhamsted,
Hertfordshire, England, he emigrated to America

to Teheran (r,576m.), will begin in >rarch and nm
through five or six numbers. If he survives the

at the age of eighteen, and went immediately to perils which beset the last section of his proposed
join a brother who had settled west of the Mis-
sissippi. From that time (1871) he never re-

crossed the river until the bicycle brought him to

it, thirteen years later. Much of this period was
given to farming and ranching in Missouri and
Wyoming (his parents still carry on a farm near
Kansas City) ; but for two years he was employed
in the rolling mills of the Union Pacific Railroad,
at Laramie City, and he also engaged somewhat
in out-door " railroading," kept a small store for

a while, and turned his hand to a variety of things

such as offer a livelihood to an enterprising emi-
grant in a new country. Having a desire to vary
this sort of life by "seeing more of the world,"
the notion occurred to him that the saddle of a

bicycle might be made to offer a practicable out-

look. Hence his decision to attempt the ride

from ocean to ocean, in the belief that the inci-

dents of so novel a journey might be formulated
into an attractive book, whose publisher would
supply funds for continuing the trail across Europe
to Constantinople, and perhaps ultimately across
Asia also. He had never even mounted a wheel,
at the time of conceiving this idea ; but a two
hours' trial (Nov., 'd,^) made him a rider, and, in

the early spring, he went to San Francisco, for a

few weeks' practice on the roads before starting

out. He bought a Standard Columbia (painted,

50 in.), and quietly pushed it across the continent,
in 105 days, asking favors of no one. Col. Pope
then presented him with a nickeled Expert, in ex-

change for the old machine, but made no further

motion to encourage a continuance of the enter-

prise
;
and a certain New York sporting publisher,

who had been vaguely kept in mind as a possible

patron of it, was found not to be the man whom
such a scheme could depend upon for trustworthy

support. So Stevens set about making his first

serious effort with the pen ; and, in the course of

4,300 miles to Teheran, the capital of Persia, j

*'^ °' ®^^'^" ''^'^^^^< produced a narrative of some
September 30, where he halted again for the
wmter, to prepare himself for the third and most
desperate stage of his dangerous round-the-world

* From advance sheets of Chapter XXX. in " Ten Thou-
sand Miles on a Bicycle " (840 pages of 500,000 words clolli

bound, gilt top, heliotype frontispiece, price $[.50), to be pub-
lished in February by Karl Kron, at the University Building,
Washington Square, New York City. Copies w'ill also be

^
kept on s.ale at the office of the Springfield Printing Companv,
where the volume is manufactured.

In sending these sheets to the editor of the Gazette, De-
cember 24, ,886, Karl Kron writes as follows: "To-day,
Thomas Stevens, if alive, completes his thirty-second year.'

The present dismal probability, however, seems to be that he
was killed in China before completing it, for nothing has been
heard from him since he left Hong Kong, October 4, though
he ought to have reached Shanghai in about a month, even if

he traveled no more than thirty miles a day. Tli<v story now
given to you was put in type by me last January, but it has a
certain timeliness, for many of its details have never yet been
published, and very few people have any clear idea of how the
great 'round-the-world bicycle tour' began, or what inanner
of man began it. The present editor of Outm^. indeed,
never saw Stevens, and seems to know almost nothing about
him

;
for he repeatedly announced the tour as having begun

a year later than it did begin in fact ; and he even addressed
a letter to the .State Department at Washington (May 18,
1886), asking for protection of Stevens in .Asia, ' as an Ameri-
can citizen,' though all the traveler's friends knew he was a
Bruish subject, and the .American Minister at Persia was thus
put to the trouble of telegraphing home a correction of the
blunder."

The second section of the story, describing the journey from
Liverpool to Teheran, will be printed in the February
Gazette.

pathway, through China, he will sail thence home
to San Francisco, and then re-write his entire ex-
periences to form a large volume ("Around the
World on a Bicycle," illustrated by all the pictures
in the Outing series and many new ones), for pul)-

lication at the close of 1887. I believe that he
left in London the manuscript of his "Across
America," and I presume jt would be printed
there, in case he should get killed. Otherwise, he
will incorporate it with the larger book, and never
issue it se])aratelv.

In contrast, to my own "guide-book ideal" of

supplying minute facts about roads and distances,
for the special benefit of cyclers who may wish to

traverse the paths I have cxjilorcd, he addresses
hiinself to the task of pleasing the stay-at-home
public in general, by exhibiting to them simply
the salient points of his experience, without ref-

erence to its routine drudgery and cominon-place
details. [ think he must succeed in this, for his

gifts as a descriptive writer are considerable, and
he evidently has the knack of telling a story in a
way to make it interesting without much waste of
words. Considering that such school days as he
enjoyed were ended at eighteen, and that his only
previous efforts with the i>cn were desultory para-

graiihs in a J-aramie newspajjcr, the mere literary

shortcomings of his magazine pieces are surpris-

ingly few and unimportant. Indeed, I believe
that a simple rei)rint of this O/^////^ .series, " Froin
San Francisco to Teheran," would make a more
readable book than any existing specimen of

cycling literature; and I predict for "Around the

World on a Bicycle," if he completes it, a very
extended sale. As he has little liking for statis-

tics, he prints few facts about himself or his equip-
ment, except incidentally; and most of the in-

formation which I now give as to these points is

derived less from Oiitiiif; than from notes o*f con-
versations which I had with him during his eight

38,000 words, which, by my advice, he sold to months' stay in New York. On the first forenoon
Oulhisr, in whose columns it finally appeared

I of his arrival here (Aug. 1
5, '84) he accepted an

(April, May, June, and July, 1885, pp. 42-52, 164-

177. 290-30-' 4'o-422), with sixteen illustrations by
W. A. Rogers. Encouraged by advance pay-

ment for this, he worked steadily on, from Octo-
ber to March, preparing a more elaborate sketch
(about 140,000 words) of his cross-continent ad-

ventures
; and then began to look around forsoine

book-jniblishers who might buy the manuscript.

Just at this time, Col. Pope, a chief stockholder
in the magazine, having been impressed by the

value of his Oiiling articles, and the genuineness
of his ambition to really push a bicycle round the

world, invited him up to Boston, and commis-
sioned him as a regular correspondent to complete
the journe}'. Like all such correspondents, he is

jiresumably allowed his expenses and a certain

SUIT! for each printed production. The exact de-

tails of the arrangement are unknown to me, but

it embraqes a plan of ultimately republishing his

sketches in book form. Those which have ap-

peared in the successive issues of Outing, as I

write these words, are designated as follows

:

" From Ainerica to the German Frontier " (Oct.,

PP- 35-50). "Germany, Austria, and Hungary"
(Nov., pp. 183-198), " Through Slavonia and Scr-

via" (Dec, jip. 286-302), "Roumelia, and into

Turkey " (Jan., pp. 379-395)- " Through European
Turkey " is announced for February, and the story

of his Asiatic experiences, from Constantinople

invitation to visit my chambers and submit to a
rigorous cross-questioning; and the last thing I

urged upon him when I said good-bye, on the

deck of the " City of Chicago," just about start-

ing to carry him to Liverjjool (April 9, '85), was
the "policy of putting some interesting statistics

into his reports." A fairly-good full-length por-

trait of Stevens, in riding costume, standing be-

side his bicycle, occupied a quarter-page of //r/;-

per's Weekly (Aug. 30, '84, "from a photograph by
Flaglor"), and was accompanied by twenty-two
lines of biography. A rather better picture, also

full length, was the lithograph which the Wheel
^(?/-/</( London, June, '85) included in its "gallery
of cycling celebrities," with a two-page descriptive

sketch. A fac-simile of his autograph was ap-

pended to this, and also to Outing's vignette (Oct.

'85. P- 34. from an English photograph), which is

the most truthful likeness of the three.

The distance by rail from San Francisco to

Boston is shown in the official guide as 3,416
miles. Stevens carried no cyclometer, and he

took so little interest in the statistics of distance

that he never even reckoned up the total from the

tables in the guide. When I asked as to this

total, he simply said that he " guessed his bicycle

trail from ocean to ocean was at least 200 miles

longer than the railroad track, and that he had
heard this called 3,500 miles long." Consulting
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the guide, however, I find that the distance from

Boston to Omaha, by way of Chicago and Rock

Island, is 1,550 miles (Boston to Buffalo, 5ioni.

;

thence to Chicago, 540m.), and that the three

sections of the Pacific Railroad, near which his

route generally lay as far as the Missouri river,

have their mileage given in the official guide thus :

San Francisco to Ogden, 834 ; Ogden to Cheyenne,

515; Cheyenne to Omaha, 517. Of the first sec-

tion, he was forced to walk from one-half to two-

thirds of the way, and the proportion of riding

for the next two sections was but little better. As
to this rough and desolate stretch of continent,

where his own trail must have considerably ex-

ceeded 1,900 miles, he told me that, if he were to

push a wheel across it again, he would rather

have the same belong to a barrow than a bicycle.

Such propulsion would require more time, but

would involve less hardship, for enough food and

blankets to make the tourist comfortable could

easily be trundled along in the wheelbarrow.

Weighing 158 pounds at the start (his height

being about the same as my own, 5 ft. 5 in.), he

lost twenty-five pounds on the way to Cheyenne,

but gradually regained it before the end of his

journey. One who saw him in the city just

named wrote :
" In appearance, he was anything

but a holiday wheelman. Brown as a nut, and

mud-bespattered, all surplus fat had been worn

off by his severe and protracted work. His blue

flannel shirt was a deal too large for him and

much" weather stained. His knickerbockers had

given way to a pair of blue overalls, gathered at

the knees within a pair of duck-hunting leggings,

once brown, but now completely disguised as to

texture and color by heavy alkali mud." (These

overalls were worn only 500m., Rawlins to Kear-

ney Junction, where he was overtaken by the

breeches which he had ordered at Ogden, and

which, I think, served to the end.) He carried

an extra riding-shirt, and a long cloak of thin

waterpfoof, which he used as a protection against

the drippings from the icicles and melting snow

during his forty mile tramp through the railroad

snow-sheds ; but he had no coat at all, from ocean

to ocean. " Coats are not in style among the

Wyoming cow-boys," he told me. From Fort

Sidney, 100 miles east of Cheyenne, " by the

courtesy of the commanding officer, he was en-

abled to journey eastward under the grateful

shade of a military summer helmet, in lieu of the

semi-sombrero slouch that had lasted through from

San Francisco "
; and he wore this same head-gear

on the day when I welcomed him to " No. 56." He
used up four pairs of stockings and three pairs of

canvas shoes. As for the bicycle itself, he certi-

fied to its makers that it stood the strain without

break or any excessive wear, though he " took un-

counted headers." I now offer his story, in the

first person and present tense, as if I were quoting

an abstract which he had prepared for me from

his Outing narrative. In truth, however, many of

the words and facts never appeared in this, but

are derived from talks I had with him ; and all

the bracketed numerals (indicating miles from

San Francisco on the railroad) are interpolated by

me from the official guide, as approximately show-

ing the distances on his actual route. It should

be understood that most of these names to which

numerals are attached represent merely section-

houses, in charge of a section-boss and five or six

Chinese laborers ; and that the difficulty of get-

ting any sort of food at such places, or blankets

to sleep on, was often extreme.

"The rainiest winter known to California since

1857 preceded my start from Oakland pier (Tues-

day, April 22, '84, at 8.28 A. M.), but level and

good riding brought me to San Pablo, sixteen

miles, in one and one-half hours. Beyond comes

a succession of short hills, with many mud-holes

and washouts, and then the low tule swamps,

through which I find myself trudging at 6 o'clock,

though I am afterwards able to ride, by the light

of the burning rushes, and so spend the first night

at Suisun, thirty-two miles beyond San Pablo.

The second night is at Elmira, after thirteen miles

progress in the rain, and the third at Sacramento,

thirty miles, whereof six miles had to be walked,
' bump, bump, bump,' on the ties of the railroad

trestle, because of the river's overflow. This

weary task takes four hours, and when a

train comes along, I squat on the end of a pro-

jecting cross-beam, and let the bicycle hang over.

Another high trestle-bridge has to be crossed

three and one-half miles east of Sacramento

(whence a fine view of the snow-capped Sierras),

and then I enjoy a ten-mile ride through a park-

like sheep-ranch of 60,000 acres, but have to pay

for it by tramping across-lots through numberless

gates and small ranches to reach the main road

again. Rocklin (113) is fairly in the foot-hill

country, ma:ny of whose roads are of an excellent

hard and stony surface, proof against the winter

rains. Newcastle (122) is a station near the old-

time mining camps of Ophir and Gold-hill ; then

come Auburn (127), Clipper Gap (133), Colfax

(145), Gold Run (155), Dutch Flat (157), and Blue

caiion (169), where I entered the gloomy but

friendly shelter of the great protecting sheds,

which extend with but few breaks for nearly forty

miles. Winding around the mountain sides, their

roofs are built so slanting that the mighty ava-

lanche of rock and snow that comes thundering

down from above glides harmlessly over into the

chasm beyond. The stations, section-houses, and

water-tanks are all under these huge sheds ; and,

when I emerge at the other end I shall be over

the summit and well down the eastern slope of

the mountains, within a few miles of Truckee

(210). As I enter the sheds, gaunt winter rules

supreme, and the only vegetation is the hardy

pine, half-buried in the snow ; though but four

days have gone since I was in the semi-tropical

.Sacramento valley— which is ridable in dry

weather for 150 miles. Beyond Rocklin, I had
' footed it ' for four miles of excellent surface,

owing to a header which temporarily disabled the

bicycle ; but from Newcastle onwards no riding

was possible in the wagon roads, on account of

the stickiness of the red clay, and I kept to the

railway track, where I occasionally found ridable

side-paths. I sleep one night at Summit (196), in

the snow-sheds, 7,017 feet above the sea level, and

the next at Verdi (234), in Nevada, four miles out

of California. The two States have neither

scenery nor climate in common.
" ' Over the Deserts of Nevada ' is the title of

my second Outing article. After leaving the

sheds, I had followed the rapid Truckee river

down the slope of the Sierras, through its canon,

without finding much good road till I crossed into

the ' Sage-brush State ' and approached Verdi

;

and good road continued when I started thence,

on May Day morning, still following the Truckee,

so that I roll into Reno (245) at 10.30 o'clock. I

am told that, in 1882, F. T. Merrill and a com-

panion had pushed their bicycles to this point,

—

following the wagon road over the mountains, as

their tour was made in summer when progress is

possible outside the snow-sheds. The mountains

containing the Comstock lodes are in plain sight

of Reno, which is the point from which those

famous mining camps used to be reached, and mv
route leads through a strip of good agricultural

land, until the meadows gradually contract, and I

am again following the Truckee down a narrow

space between mountains. I sleep that night on

the floor of a ranchman's shanty, about twenty

miles beyond Reno, having wheeled two-thirds

the distance, by short stretches ; and, the next

forenoon, at Wadsworth (289), I bid adieu to the

Truckee, which I have followed nearly 100 miles,

and start across the Forty Mile Desert which

separates it from the Humboldt river. Not a

blade of grass nor drop of water can be found in

the whole distance, and though much of the trail

is quite unfit for cycling, there are occasional

alkali flats, which I wheel swiftly across, while

the blazing sun casts my shadow on the white sur-

face with startling vividness. From the desert,

my road leads up the valley of the Humboldt. I

halt during Sunday, May 4, at Lovelocks ; then

by turns ride on smooth alkali and trundle through

deep sand, past Rye Patch (373), Humboldt (385),

Mill City (396), to Winnemucca (424), the county

seat, having 1,200 inhabitants. I climb the mount-

ains twenty miles east of here, and from the sum-

mit even the sluggish Humboldt looks beautiful.

Some splendid riding on the alkali is had before

reaching Stone House (454), where I secure a

supper but am denied a lodging ; and as the in-

tense cold ends my slumbers at midnight on the

planks of an open shanty, I ride and walk by

moonlight till daybreak at Battle Mountain (474).

The valley broadens into a plain of some size

twenty-five miles beyond here, and as the trail

ends at a place where the river is less than 100

feet wide, I swim it,—using some fence-posts as a

float on which to carry my clothes and the bicycle.

Before this, in traversing the low alkali bottom

through which flow dozens of small streams to

the Humboldt, I had often jumped them, by using

the machine for a vaulting-bar, or else waded

across, carrying it on my shoulder. Beyond

Beowawe (507), I follow the" river through Hum-
boldt canon, in preference to a circuitous route

over the mountains, reach Palisade (525) at 4

p. M. and Carl in (534) late in the evening. Little

riding is possible through all this section, and in

order to do the daily fortv miles that I have im-

posed upon myself, I often start at daybreak.

Taking dinner next day at Elko (557), I am
cheered by a local Solon, who gives this bright

summary of the trifling geographical obstacles

ahead of me :
' There is only a small rise at

Sherman, and another still smaller at the Alle-

ghanies ; all the balance is down hill to the At-

lantic. Of course you'll have to boat it across

the Frog pond. Then there's Europe—mostly

level; so's Asia," except the Himalayas—and you

can soon cross 'em. Then you're all hunky, for

there's no mountains to speak of in China.'

Passing Halleck (582), near the fort of that name,

I gradually approach the source of the Humboldt,

which has flooded the valley hereabouts, and at

Wells (615) I take leave of it for good. My last

night in Nevada is at Tecoma (677), close upon

the border.

"'Through Utah, over the Rockies and on the

Great Plains ' is the title of my third Outing arti-

cle. The route now leads along the north bound-

ary of the Great American Desert, where riding
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is occasionally possible to a man who is disgusted

with walking, and the dry saline air arouses an

almost unquenchable thirst. At 3 l". M. I roll

into tlic small Mormon settlement of Terrace

(711), and spend the night at Matlin (721), where

an extensive view may be had of the desert,—

a

plain of white alkali, stretching beyond the limit

of human vision, like a motionless sea,—and

where the section-house foreman assures me that

a cycler could skim like a bird, for many miles, on

the smooth, hard, salt flats. A few miles east of

Matlin, the road leads over a spur of the Red

Dome range, whence I had my first view of the

Great Salt Lake, in whose cold waters I am soon

taking a bath. After dinner at Kelton (742), I

follow the lake shore to the salt-works near Mon-

ument, at 6 P. M., and continue along it nc.\t day

till my road leads over the north spur of the

Promontory mountains, where I find some hard

gravel that offers a few miles of the best riding

I have had in Utah. In the pass of another spur

of the same range, ten miles on, I have a view of

thirty miles of mud-flats stretching east to the

Mormon settlements, which dot the strip of fer-

tile land between Hear river and the base of the

mighty Wahsatch mountains. The flats are bor-

dered on the south by the marshy shores of the

lake, and on the north by the Blue Creek mount-

ains; and they swarm with gnats and mosquitoes.

On leaving Promontory {781), I expect to reach

Corinne (809) for the night, but at 7 o'clock I ac-

cept the foreman's invitation to stop at the section-

house of Quarry, and so it is 10 next day when I

cross Bear river at Corinne, and find myself on

the somewhat superior road which takes me to

Ogden (S34) at supper time. The contrast be-

tween the dreary deserts I have been traversing,

and this verdant region of prosperous Mormon
farms, with orchards in full bloom, seems magical.

Ogden, with 8,000 inhabitants, is the only large

town I have met since leaving Reno {which has

about two-thirds as many, and ranks second in

Nevada), and I halt there during the whole of

Sunday, May 18. Then, riding and walking al-

ternately, twelve miles east, I enter Weber canon,

through which the river, the railroad, and an un-

certain wagon trail make their way through the

Wahsatch mountains to the table-lands of Wyo-
ming Territory. As the river is flooded, I have to

do much slow trundling on the railroad track, but

I reach Echo (S74) for the night. My last mem-
ory of the canon and of Utah is the magnificent

Castle Rock (890).

" I entered Wyoming at Evanston (909), late in

the afternoon of May 2t, and followed the trail

down Yellow creek to Hilliard (923) after dark.

At Piedmont (938), I decide to go around by way
of Fort Bridger and strike the direct trail again

at Carter (963) ; and the next noon finds me there

in bed, after experiencing the toughest twenty-four

hours of my entire tour. During that time I had

nothing to eat ; I forded no less than nine streams

of ice-cold water ; I sjient the night in an aban-

doned freight-wagon, on a rain-soaked adobe plain
;

and I then had to carry the bicycle across six

miles of deep, sticky clay, where trundling was
quite impossible. On the 24th, however, I am
able to push twenty-seven miles through the Bad
Lands, amid buttes of mingled clay and rock, for

dinner at Granger (990) ; and next day I pass the

castellated rocks at Green River (1,020), and

reach Rock Springs (1,036) for the night. Splen-

did alkali flats abound east of here and T bowl

across them at a lively pace, until my route turns

up Bitter creek (i,oSi), where the surface is just

the reverse. Crossing the Red Desert (1,104), so

called from its surface of fire-red clay, on which

nothing will grow, I stand on the morning of the

28th, at 10 o'clock, on the ' continental divide

'

(1,129), where, as I face north, all waters on my
right flow east to the Atlantic, and all on my left

flow west to the Pacific. The spot is a broad,

low pass through the Rockies, more plain than

mountain, from which a commanding view of

many mountain chains may be had. Down-grade

is then the rule to Rawlins (1,157), where I spend

two nights and a day. Hardly half of this de-

scent is ridable ; but on the morning of the 30th I

wheel along a very good road sixteen miles to

breakfast at Fort Steele (1,172), on the west bank

of the North Platte river. Just before getting to

it, I ride through the first prairie-dog town on my
route, though I meet plenty of others during the

next 300 miles. Elk mountain, a famous land-

mark, now looms up, ten miles south, and, as I

penetrate the Laramie plains, the persistent sage-

brush, which has hovered about my trail for

nearly 1,000 miles grows beautifully less, and the

short, nutritious buffalo grass is creeping every-

where. I stay over night at Carbon (1,21 1) and,

after passing through the valley of Medicine Bow
(1,220), find some good riding on the hard gravel

surface of the high-and-dry plains. These are

divided into shallow basins by rocky ridges, and

from the brow of one of them I have an extensive

view of many mountain ranges,—the eastern one

being the Black Hills, the last chain of the

Rockies, and the only barrier that separates me
from the broad prairies rolling towards the Mis-

souri. After dinner at Rock Creek (1,242), I get

caught in a storm of rain and hail, but I spend

the night at Lookout (1,260), and by taking an

early start reach Laramie (1,294) for dinner. I

stop there for the rest of Sunday and also Mon-

day, with my acquaintances, who comprise the

first wheelmen I have seen since my tour began
;

and on June 3 I scale the final range and descend

to Cheyenne (1,351),—the last twelve miles hav-

ing such a smooth granite surface that my use of

the brake heats the spoon and scorches the red

rubber tire to blackness. The night of the 4th is

spent at Pine Bluffs (1,394), which is within a few

miles of the Nebraska border ; and long before

reaching it the Rockies have receded from sight

and left me alone on the boundless prairie. In

fording Pole creek, holding bicycle and clothes

above my head, I tumble in the water and wet

everything ; but I continue along the creek next

day, and pass the night of the 5th at Potter (1,434).

The road improves as I approach .Sidney (1,453),

and I sweep into town at a good paic,—taking a

spin to the neighboring fort while I wait for din-

ner. I am now apjiroaching the western border

of the farming country, and spend the night at

Lodge Pole (1,471) ; but to-morrow I shall sleep

beside the waters of the Platte.

"'From the Plains to the Atlantic' is a title

which shows the wide sweep of my fourth Outing

article, for it covers much more than half of the

tour. Trundling through the muddy bottoms of

the South Platte, I pass Ogallala (1,525), and,

after a night in a homesteader's dug-out, take

dinner at North Platte (1,576), cross a substantial

wagon-bridge just below where the north and

south branches join and proceed eastward as 'the

Platte ' simply, and so I reach Brady Island

(1,599) for the night. Stretches of sand alternate

with ridable roads all down the Platte, and I re-

member Willow Island (1,617) as the place where
a rattlesnake fastened his deadly fangs harmlessly

in my thick canvas leggings. I consider it a

lucky day that does not add to my long and event-

ful list of headers ; but I am surprised when a

squall blows mc and the bicycle clear over,

—

though Nebraska is a very windy country, wliere

a calm day seems quite the exception. More rida-

ble roads are met east of Plum Creek (1,636), but

they are still nothing more than trails across the

prairie, until at Kearney Junction (1,672) they be-

come excellent. I pass Grand Island (1,713) and

Central City (1,735), ^""J °" Jime 15 ride from

Duncan (1,768) to North Bend (1,805). ''"'ie

Platte turns south at Fremont (1,820), to join the

Missouri at Plattsmouth, and I leave it, to follow

the ' old military road '—a continuous mud-hole

—

through the Elkhorn valley to Omaha (1,866).

Resting here a day, I obtain a permit to trundle

my wheel along the railroad bridge to Council

Bluffs; and nine days after thus crossing the

Missouri into Iowa, I wheel along the sjilendid

government bridge from Davenport to Rock
Island (2,185), '^"'1 ''^"s cross the Mississippi into

Illinois, rejoicing that two-thirds of my tour is

completed. I celebrate the Fourth of July by

rolling into Chicago (2,348), for a week's rest;

and my fortnight's route thither may be thus

shown,—the last town mentioned with each date

being my stopping-place for the night; and the

numerals signifying the distances by rail from

Omaha: June 19, Council Bluffs to Carson, hilly;

2oth, good to Griswold ; 21st, very good and level

to Casey, 90; 22d, similar to Stuart, loi, and

Earlham, 112; 23d, fair to I)es Moines, 142, and

AlLoona, 153; 24th, variable to Colfax, 165, New-
ton, 177, and Kellogg, 1S6; 25th, variable to

Grinnell, 197, Brooklyn, 212, and Victor, 220;

26th, sandy to South Amana, 23S, Homestead,

243, and Tifiin, 255 ; 27th, fair to Iowa City, 263,

sandy to Moscow, 288, very good for last twenty

miles to Davenport, 317, Rock Island, 319; 29th,

some macadam, some sand, fair average, Moline,

321, Geneseo, 341, Atkinson, 348; 30th, level and

improving, Sheffield, 363, Wyanet, 371, Princeton,

378, Lamoille; July i, sections of splendid gravel,

Mendota, 3S9, Bartville, Sandwich, 416, Piano,

420, Yorkvillc ; 2d, fair, Oswego, Naperville, 453 ;

3d, Lyons, 472; 4th, rather poor and worn mac-

adam to Chicago, 482. 'Variable' is the word to

describe the Iowa roads, whose surface greatly

depends upon the weather. When wet, the

farmers' heavy teams wear it into ruts, which re-

main rough until ground down by traffic. The
soil is a black loam or clay, very sticky after rain.

Autumn is hence a better riding season than

spring ; and I may say the same for Nebraska and

Wyoming, where I encountered the dampest May
on record. The last twenty-five miles to Omaha,

through the Elk river bottom, is somewhat roll-

ing, and offered a fairly good surface, in spite of

the muddy 'military road.' Yo\ seventy-five

miles east of Omaha, the jirairie rolls like a heavy

.'\tlantic swell, and during a day's journey I passed

through a dozen alternate stretches of muddy and

dusty road; for, like a huge watering-pot do the

rain-clouds pass to and fro over this great garden

of the West, which is practically one continuous

fertile farm from the Missouri to the Mississippi.

My route after crossing this led for some miles

up the river bottom, whose roads offer much

sand ; but this disappears near Rock river, where

an excellent surface is found beneath the oak

groves lining that beautiful stream, and tluir
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shade is specially grateful since the thermometer

shows 100° in the sun. In Bureau county the

gravel roads are very fine.

"Good riding for fifteen miles from Chicago,

and then tough trundling through deep sand for

three miles, land me in Indiana, which, for the

first thirty-five miles around the south shore of

Lake Michigan, is simply sand. This is packed

firmer on the water's edge, and, as the roads can

hardly be traversed at all, 1 try trundling there

for twentv miles, and then shoulder the bicycle,

and scale the sand dunes which border the lake,and

after wandering one hour through a wilderness of

swamps, sand-hills, and hickory thickets, reach

Miller's Station for the night. At Chesterton,

five miles on, the surface improves, but there is

sand enough to break the force of headers, which

I still manage frequently to take, in spite of my
long experience. At Laporte, eighteen miles

from Chesterton, the riding is good for some dis-

tance, but I traverse several miles of corduroy

road, through huckleberry swamps, before reach-

ing breakfast at Crum's Point (after sleeping

under a wheat-shock), whence splendid gravel

roads lead to South Bend (27m. from Laporte),

and on through Mishawaka (5m.), alternating with

sandy stretches, to Goshen (21m.), a pretty town

on the Elkhart river. It is 10 .\. M. of July 17,

when I bowl across the boundary line into Ohio,

whose first town is Edgarton (59m. from Goshen),

whence I follow the course of the Merchants' and

Bankers' telegraph, through deep dust caused by

drought, to Napoleon, and then go up the Maumee
river,—first trying the canal tow-path, and then

exchanging it for the very fair wagon road. At

Perrysburg (where I can see the smoke of Toledo)

I strike the well-known ' Maumee pike,'—forty

miles of stone road, almost a dead level. The
west part of it is kept in rather poor repair, but

the si.xteen miles from Fremont to Bellevue is

splendid. Patches of sand are found after leav-

ing this east end of the pike, but there are numer-

ous good side-paths as far as Cleveland (67m.

from Bellevue), where I spin down the famous

Euclid avenue, to the village of that name (lom.),

and continue by good or fair roads to Ashtabula

(S4m. from Euclid), and by rather hilly and sandy

ones to Conneaut (14m.), iust beyond which I

enter Pennsylvania at West Springfield. As you

have ridden west from Boston to Ashtabula (see

p. 205), over roads mostly coincident with mv
own, I will only add that beyond Svracuse I tried

the Erie tow-path and the highway by turns ; but

rode between the railroad tracks from Schenectady

to Albany, and thence to the State line of Massa-

chusetts, and also from Palmer to Worcester,

without trouble except at culverts. My sleeping-

places from Chicago, were: July 12, Miller's

Station; 13, Laporte; 14, Goshen; 15, Kendal-

ville ; 16, Ridgeville ; 17, near Perrysburg; 18,

Bellevue; 19, Elyria ; 20, Madison; 21, Girard

;

22, Angola ; 23, Buffalo; 24, Leroy ; 25, Canan-

daigua ; 26, Marcellus ; 27, De Witt ; 28, near

Utica; 29, Indian Castle; 30, Crane's Village;

31, near Nassau ; August i, Otis; 2, Palmer; 3,

Worcester; 4, Boston.

" It was 2 o'clock on Monday afternoon when I

greeted the Atlantic, just fifteen weeks from San

Francisco. I made no all-day halts east of Chi-

cago, and my average for the twenty-four days

thence to Boston (estimating the distance at

1,024m.; it is 1,050 by railroad) was forty-two and

one-half miles. The fourteen days when I made
no advance at all were April 27, at Clipper Gap

;

May 4, Lovelocks; 11, Deeth ; 18, Ogden ; 29,

Rawlins; June 2, Laramie; 18, Omaha; a.;d July

5 to II inclusive, at Chicago. My shorter halts

for a half-day or more would increase the total to

at least twenty-one complete days, so that my ac-

tual time in traveling may be called twelve weeks.

East of the Mississippi, I had average good

weather, though it was hot and showery nearly all

the way through Iowa and Illinois. In Wyoming,

it was the wettest season on record, and rain fell

almost every day. The adobe clay of that Terri-

tory, when thus soaked, makes the most terrible

mud imaginable. Next to the eight miles of this

which I waded through. May 22-23, before getting

to Carter station, the worst surface I encountered

was on the day I left Chicago, and plunged into

the swamps and sands of Indiana. Yet some of

the gravel roads of that State and Illinois gave

better riding than I usually found in New York or

Massachusetts ; though I nowhere met a single

long stretch comparable to the ' ridge road ' that

ends near Buffalo. On this, I took my longest

day's ride, Girard to Angola (S2m. by railroad)
;

and the ride ranking second was in Nebraska end-

ing at Kearney Junction, from a point near Plum

Creek, about sixty-five miles away. Of the whole

distance traversed, from ocean to ocean, I suppose

at least one-third was done on foot. The chief

discomfort of the experience was hunger, as my
appetite was all the while ravenous, and a suffi-

ciency of even the coarsest food was often unat-

tainable." (Dividing 3,416, the total railroad

mileage from San Francisco to Boston, by 84,

as representing the full days of touring, gives a

daily average of 4oJm., which seems a very high

one. The actual distance was much greater,

probably approaching nearly to the " rough

guess " of 3,700m.)

HAMBLIN'S RIDE.

A New England Cycling Tale.

BY CHRIS WHEELER

Harrison Hamblin

Rode from his gate,

Into the darkness.

That, black as fate.

Hung as a cloud

O'er the road, that lay

Like a whitened thread

Left behind by day.

Under the shadow

Of beech and oak.

Whose branches never

A whisper spoke.

And whose leaves' soft sleep

Not a breeze breath broke,

.Swift rode Harrison,

Swift and still,

And rushing swept

O'er the road's first hill.

Into the night.

From window high.

Perhaps some maiden

Looked with a sigh,

While thinking of one

Whom she wished was nisih.

And shuddered to see

A form flash by

That puzzled sore

Her startled eye;

'Twas there, and then

It was gone, for you know

That Harrison rides

As hurricanes blow.

Well, Harrison went

Like the lightning's gleam.

And he made for the bridge

Over Rockford's stream

;

He left the town

As struck the hour

Its sleepy chime

From the court-house tower.

Two struck the clock,

The old bell ceased.

And Harrison then

His pace increased.

Trees and hedges

Past him flew.

Distant forms

In the landscape grew

Large and larger.

Then fell behind.

As the rider made

For himself the wind

That whistled cool

By his burning ear,

Whistled, then died

With no breeze friend near.

Head o'er handlebar

Stooping down.

Light in his eye,

On his brow a frown,

What in the name
Of all I see

Can Harrison's aim

Or object be }

Riding thus through the

Dark-flung shades

Which wrap their arms

Round the old road's grades

A dozen miles

Of road behind,

Have seen his form

And heard the wind

That whistling clung

To his rushing wheel,

And wrung a song

From its ribs of steel
;

A dozen miles

Have flown, and now
His flashing eye

And frowning brow.

Are softening down

Into lines that dwell

With greater ease

On a face that well

Old nature made
For a man who woidd

Rule the world,

If he only could.

Rush and whirl.

Whirl and rush,

O'er the stricken leaves

The swift wheels crush
;

But the crisp, dead wealth

Of the beeches heed

Not the quick caress

Of the smooth shod steed.

Five more miles

That lately lay

Ahead, to the rear

Have sped away,

And the rider seems

To slacken now
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His speed, as he nears

A mociest row

Of cottage homes,

Which sleeping lie

I^ack from the roacl

That winds close by.

Ilamblin is riding

Slowly now.

And the frown once more

Is on his brow.

As he leaps from his steed,

At a cottage gate

That he ne'er before

Has unlatched so late.

His steed by the fence

He has roughly flung,

Where shadows of

Maple branches hung,

Hiding a gleam

Of polished steel

—

Which the rising moon
Would quick reveal

—

Of another steed,

That is standing there.

Alone, unwatched.

In the chill night air.

Harrison sees it,

A muttered oath

Leaps to his lips.

And [)lacing both

His hands on the

Wicket gate, he springs

Back to the road.

And once more the wings

Of fate seem spread

To chase the wind.

As the sleeping village

Is left behind.

Away, away.

And back once more.

The rubber tire

Of Hamblin tore

Its way o'er stones

And dead leaves dry.

That gave as he passed

A faint low cry.

Like the wail of a wind

That has learned to sigh.

Right into Rockford

Hamblin rode.

Reaching his home

To his room he strode.

Rushed to his desk.

And seized a jien,

Hesitated a moment.

And then.

Quick as his hand

Could move, he Hung

On paper the thoughts

Which ills stout heart wrung.

" You have deceived mc.

May the love

I bore you, as strong

As if born above.

And which I gave you

As free and true

As could be asked by

Or given to you,

Turn for you now
To the hate I feel

For him who rides

From Durham his wheel."

Signing his name,

Harrison went

Straight to the street

And his missive sent.

Guess we with whom,

^r guess we for what,

Harrison's anger

Hurned keen and hot .'

Or guess why he muttered

With a flash from his eye.

That what love could best make

Out of life was a lie ?

Guess we now
Why through the town,

Harrison walks

With that deep-cut frown.

Striving to trample

Some sorrow down .'

Two days after

A letter came

To Hamblin, and while

He read it a flame

Rushed o'er his face,

And then a breath

Of pallor like to the

Shade of death

Spread o'er his bronzed

And rugged brow.

That never had blanched,

—

Why should it now?

He staggered and fell,

And the letter lay

Close to his face.

Which the sunlight's play

Showed to be white

As the sheet that told

That which his li])s

Would never unfold.

Slowly he came

To himself, but ere

Full sense returned

Through his jet black hair

He ran his hand,

And in accents low

Dropped from his lips

The words breathed slow :

" Her brother ! May God
Forgive me now."

And he struck with his hands

His dazed, blanched brow,

—

" Her brother ! I might

Have known before.

I have lost what Heaven
Will not restore."

A TOUR TO THE SPRINGFIELD (0.) MEET.

It was my pleasure to be one of three to make
the longest day's run to the Ohio meet, last year.

There was nothing remarkable in the run.

Eighty-five miles across five counties is not re-

markable, but you who work si.\ days out of the

week, as we do, and have only Sundays and an

occasional night out of the week for recreation,

will know that taking a century run in one day

is right clever riding if nothing remarkable. If

you don't know it, just get up at sunrise some
morning and try it !

Prior to the meet, that energetic officer of the

League, Mr. T. J. Kirkpatrick, wrote volumes

upon volumes describing the elegant miles of

roadway leading into Springfield. I doubt not

but what to his enthusiastic descri|5tions is due

the great amount of touring that was done to this

meet, but the little party that crossed the State

from Findlay would have ridden to Springfield

had gravel pikes never been mentioned.

Saturday night, on July 18, Faulhabn and I

were escorted to the train by a bevy of females

who wished us broken necks and godspeed! It

is seldom that Faulhabn succumbs to female

wiles but we had spoken our farewells and were

five miles from the city ere he realized that he had

gone away leaving his luggage carrier, gloves, and
sundry articles, indispensable to the trip, lying on

his desk. Great drops of cold perspiration rolled

down his face as he reflected on iiumping his

wheel the whole distance, burdened with a coat and

vest, the thermometer 90" in the shade ! The tele-

graph was of no avail and the fate was inevitable !

Alighting at Findlay, friends met us, clasped

hands, and informed us that the Findlay Club was

already in bed and that we were expected to spend

the evening at a certain residence. Ve gods and

diminutive specimens of the finny tribe ! We
had e.xpected to drop into bed on reaching the

city. All such thoughts will-o-the-wisped immedi-

ately. It was midnight and ])ast when we lay

down on our beds to rest. Odors of natural gas

and visions of the day to come sped rampant

through our weary heads. With but three hours

of restless slumber we were awakened by the

shrill note of the cycle calliope, to find Fay, of

the Findlay Club, already in the saddle. W^e

dressed and waited in the twilight until the other

members of this long remembered trip material-

ized. They were P. B. Oliver, Sam G. Ilartman,

Ollie W. Wurmess, G. W. Fay, and Representa-

tive Boger, of the Findlay Wheelmen; Frank A.

Griffith and J. M. Wright, of McComb; J. L.

Faulhabn and myself, of the Fostoria Touring

Club. It was 5.30 when we bade farewell to Find-

lay and started on this trip. History has failed to

record it. History knows not what she has lost

!

With light, happy, expectant hearts sped forth

that party of nine ; forth to scenes upon which

they had never before gazed ; forth on roads they

had never before tried.

Have you ever noticed that authors always

allude to cyclers going forth with joyous, buoyant

hearts .' Has any one ever dared to describe their

spirits on their return ? I never have. Why
should I when others more gifted than myself

have eluded this point .' The pedal is down.

The dismount has been made. The day is done.

How can I describe his feelings when the rider

himself has so little to say !

That start was a happy one, happy to us all.

No gravel track stretched itself beneath us. It

was a badly cut macadam, enlivened with loose

stone spread over its surface, which finally dwin-

dled away into a rough, clay road,— regular old

clay that made one long for suspension saddles.

While ridable nearly always, in season, Hancock
county is not noted for sandpapered roads at any

time of the year. There is nothing startling or

attractive in its scenery. Its country homes are

(|uaint, old-fashioned affairs situated on broad

farm lands and occupied by hospitable farmers.

Entering the little town of Arlington, eleven

miles from Findlay, the first building to greet our

eyes was designed as a skating rink ; a roughly

contrived affair, no sides, but roofed over, which

would serve the double purpose of rink and

bowery dance hall. What was to be done in winter

was left to the observer to guess. For the present

the town was satisfied with a skating surface.

All the small Northern Ohio towns were badlv
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infatuated with the craze at this time and Arling-

ton was " on the list." No dismount was made

here or at Williamstown, four miles farther on.

Two miles beyond Williamstown, and half way to

Dunkirk, where we intended to breakfast, we en-

countered the first specimen of gravel pike.

Swifter and swifter went the pedals round and we

fairly flew into the place.

Years ago, two of our club boys visited this

spot and my mind went back to their reminiscences.

Entering one end of the street they were beckoned

onwaixl by fair lasses and waving kerchiefs, but

as they approached the fair visions disappeared.

Farther on were others who in turn faded away

as they approached. All the afternoon they fol-

lowed a being they never found.

Entering this pretty town this morning previous

descriptions were verified. A smooth, narrow road-

way, fringed with shady maples, handsome, cleanly

cottages and attractive lawns led through its center.

It was not a desert but its streets were deserted.

There was no mirage. The mirage Avas evidently

in bed. There was a deep yearning beneath those

woolen shirts,—not for the mirage but for break-

fast,—and the hotel was assaulted by all hands.

The proprietor, who had previously been notified

of our coming, apologized for not having break-

fast ready for us but said he would have it ready

in half an hour. The spokesman, who seemed

to have a desperate desire for broiled eggs and

beef steak, politely informed our host that he

could take his hotel to some place not down on

our route, and we mounted our machines for ten

miles farther on to Kenton.

Leaving Dunkirk, one enters on the well laid

pikes for which Hardin, Logan, Chamjiaign, and

Clarke counties are noted. A mile out we put in

at a dairy and in short order the hospitable lady

brings forth the genuine lacteal of the Jersey, and

the hungry cyclers inflate themselves until they

resemble yEsop's frog. Half way between Dun-

kirk and Kenton, we encounter a couple of bovs

taking an early Sunday morning spin, and in the

city limits we are met by Representative Crane

and members of the Kenton Club, who kindly

escort us to the Rease House for breakfast.

Here we meet Theodore Fleck, of Upper San-

dusky, who joins our party for the rest of the trip.

An hour or more is spent in this beautiful city and

once more we mount.

To Belle Center, twelve miles, we are accom-

panied by Kenton wheelmen and it is with regret

that we see them turn back at this point. The
little town of New Richland we speed through a

mile or so beyond. I do not know if I am correct

in my surmises, but I shall remember it as a little

hamlet of low, squatty houses, side by side, lying

down to the road with an astonishing aggregation

of diminutive colored ideas. The road at this

point is superb. All the way from Kenton to

HcUefontaine one finds a smooth gravel track

through a rolling country that presents charming

views on every hand. In front the clean sparkling

gravel stretches beneath us, winding up and up,

ever upward, in and around hilltops clothed with

the greenest of verdure. To the right and Jeft of

us, the country stretches away for miles, the hills

rising above, their sides sloping in gentle undula-

tions, and the greensward reminding one of the

blue grass region of Kentucky.

At Hellefontaine we stop for dinner, and as I

dip the pen to register I find that our bright,

joyous party of ten has dwindled to eight. Two
of us have dropped by the wayside. I learned

afterwards that Fay and Oliver reached the city

at si.\ in the evening. We spend a pleasant hour

in this pretty little city and then wheel on to West
Libert)-. Oh, cruel fate that led us there !

All the way from Kenton to Bellefontaine is

one perceptible up grade. At West Liberty it

ends in a long hill sloping down int^the town.

On this steep incline, Ilartman, Wurmess, and

Boger lost control of their wheels. When half

way down they ran together with a frightful crash.

Boger was thrown down the embankment twenty

feet, to fall on crushed stone beneath. We picked

him up a mass of bruises and cuts. A half hour

elapsed before he spoke and then in a rambling

way. The others were more or less injured but

not seriously. Three Experts showed very plainly

the effect of the collision.

F'ive of the boys here gave up the trip, si.xty

miles from home. Fleck, Faulhabn, and myself

continued the journey, leaving Boger in the hands

of 'our comrades and the Odd Fellows of the

village, with instructions to express the party

through to .Springfield next day.

From West Liberty to Urbana the road is ma-

terially changed, being level and partly composed

of clay. There is nothing artistic to catch the

eye, and it has a common every-day and homelike

appearance to us of the North.

Entering Urbana, we are struck by the beauty

of this flourishing city. A wide sloping street,

filled with attractive residences and shady maples,

leads one to the public square. It is no small

affair, either. In the center a model fountain

plays and sparkles in the sunshine, while the

majestic walls of the Weaver House on the one

side and of the business houses on the other mark
the business prosperity of the city. Here we
meet Captain Seller, of the Mansfield Club, and

many wheelmen from surrounding cities who in-

tend wheeling to Springfield in the morning.

After spending a half hour with a friend at the

hotel, we once more mount for the last fourteen

miles of the tour. Again we encounter the hills

and pike, but the end is near and we speed along

as pleasantly as though but starting forth for a

day. Passing a horse the driver whips up. For

two miles w-e fly along side by side, then he pulls

up with, " How far can you go like that ?
"

" Don't know," we reply. " This makes about

our eightieth mile to-day !

"

" If that's so, I haven't any business with you,"

he admits, bringing his horse to a walk.

A half hour later we dismount in front of the

Lagonda House for supper, and it is with regret

we reflect that out of a party of ten who took

breakfast in Kenton in the morning but three of

us grasp the pen to register at Springfield.

Summing up this tour, let me say of the five

counties through which we passed, that they are

delightful for touring on the wheel. The roads

and scenery are superb but along the best of them

one can ride for miles without seeing an attractive

farm house. It would seem that the tax imposed

for making these sublime road surfaces has

materially affected the farmer. The strain upon
the muscles of the rider is felt more keenly at

sixty miles than at a hundred. The average

speed maintained was ten miles per hour, though

the last fourteen miles occupied but little more.

To fully enjoy a tour I would advise the reader to

attempt no more than fifty miles per dav. The
enjoyments of the trip are multiplied and the char-

acteristics of the country more vividly retained.

FosTORiA, O., Dec. 15, 1886. " PRES. Merg."

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

HRISTMAS came to Phila-

delphia in 1SS6 much after its

old fashion, and while it

brought the usual amount of

good fare and jollity, and

while it also brought Jo Pen-

nell's new book, and the new
calendar of the Pope Com-
pany, it brought very little

riding, as well as very little else in the cycling

line. The newspapers, which charitably accord a

space to cycling literature, crowded out items of

interest to wheelmen, in order to give free run to

the avaricious storekeepers, who desired to foist

the holiday goods of a year ago, on the great pub-

lic. The streets and roadways showed up a

goodly gathering of mud and slush, the rather un-

welcome complement to the proverbial beautiful

snow, and last, but not least, as a cause for cy-

cling inertia, may be mentioned the fact that in

the Quaker City as in most other American cities,

turkey and mince pie, just around this season, vie

with everything else in absorbing the attention of

the able-bodied wheelman.

Christmas, 1886, was an indoor day for Philadel-

phia cyclers. Sometimes in this neighborhood

wintry weather holds off long enough to allow of

some use being made of the " wheel " during the

sunset hours of the year, but these last two win-

ters in the Quaker City have been of too severe a

nature to admit of much outdoor exercise being

indulged in. There is one lot of happy Philadel-

phia cyclers, however, who have no reason to

grumble while the stress of weather keeps them

from " cavorting on the pike," as one of our city

cyclers elegantly puts it. I refer to the members

of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, who ought to

have in their new house enough to interest them

even if a double-ended snow storm should be a

feature of every day of the winter of 1886-87.

Secretary-editor Aaron had quite a serious bout

of sickness lately, and the League office missed

his presence for over a week. He got around

again apparently all right shortly before Christ-

mas, and the BicUctin of Christmas week showed

unmistakable evidence of his being once more at

headquarters. There are not a few of his friends

who say that the League work in addition to his

other avocations was too much for him, and that

even his dropping other business altogether, to

attend to League duties pure and simple, had not

very much of an effect in bettering his health.

At the last meeting of the Pennsylvania Bicycle

Club, Mr. Fred A. Brown, its old and tried treas-

urer, than whom the club has no more valued

member, found it incumbent upon him to resign

the position which he had held so long, other

duties necessitating his withdrawing some of the

attention which he had before bestowed so gen-

erously on the interests of his club. The question

as to how best to fill his place somewhat puzzled

the members for a short while, until finally they

got themselves out of trouble and got the inde-

fatigable Aaron into fresh trouble, by electing

him to the position. Now that the club is enter-

ing upon the experiment of house-building, the

work in connection with the positions held by the

various oflicers will necessarily be somewhat in-

creased, and an increase of responsibility will be

thrown upon the shoulders of those individuals

whose enthusiasm for the cause prompts them to
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IMPROVEMENTS IN BICYCLES

INCREASED SKILL USED IN THEIR
CONSTRUCTION.

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER A PERFECT MARVEL
OF STRENGTH AND BEAUTY.

He would have been a bold man who would have
dared to |)ro|)licsy the extent and popularity wliirh

the bicycle has attained. L'nlikc other innova-

tions or novelties the wheel sprung into favor

with a bound, and, what is more, it has secured a

place as permanent as it is popular. While owing
to the newness of many parts of the country and
consequently unsuitable roads, the bicycle cannot
for many years hope to rival its use in I'jigland

where well kept roads are the rule, yet no one
would ever have supposed its employment would
become so general as it is. Of course, when the

demand was so great, its improvement became
a study until those now built (or some of them)
arc marvels of bcautv, strength, and skilled work-
manshiji. As the ranks of the wheelmen are

destined to receive a marked accession of nuni-

GEAR AND BEARING CASE FASTENINl., WITH
LEVER AND FEDAL.

bjrs during the coming season, and as in construc-
tion and iuiprovement there have been wonderful
strides taken, we feel that a description of what is

now the acme of wheels will be of interest and
|)rofit to many of our readers. It was, indeed, a
matter of surprise to ourselves to note the perfec-
tion attained by the .Springfield l!i< ycle Manufact-
uring Com ;)any in their Springfield Roadster.

This bicycle, manufactured under the ^'ost &
McCune patents, has connnandcd the attention of
professional riders and business men, the out-

growth of which was the formation of the Spring-
field IJicycle Manufacturing Company. There is

no dis])ute as to the fact that their Roadster Safc-
tv Bicycle, as made for 1S87, is the highest grade
of wheel ever produced here or abroad. It is

made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel

forgings. It is absolutely impossible to take a
header from this machine. It has speed, because
a larger ])er cent, of the power exiiended is gained
l)y the lever than by the crank motion. It is offered
at a low price, because, from the manner of its con-
struction and their experience in building l)icyclcs,

its makers are enabled to reduce the first cost of

manufacture to a minimum, thus giving an advan-
tage over other manufacturers, which benefit they
propose to share with those who use their wheel.

It is durable, because the strongest and best
materials are used, and every part so constructed
and proportioned as to give the best possible re-

sults. No e.xpense has been spared in getting the
special machinery—tools, fi.\tures, gauges, etc.

—

with which to manufacture.

On our cover page we show our readers a cut

representing the .Springfield Roadster Safety Bi-

cycle, with its condjiualion of mechanical features

so highlv appreciated by all riders, which we be-

lieve will bring it to the front as the only safe, du-

rable, and easy-riding wheel. To those learning

to ride, this wheel cannot be overestimated. There

CHANGE OF POSITION OF FULCRUM, FROM THE CENTER,
FOR A SHORT RIDER.

being no fear of headers, the rider is relieved

from all nervous strain. lie learns quickly to

mount and control his wheel, which, from the

manner of a])i)lying the power, enables him to

take an easy and graceful position.

When the large wheel strikes an obstruction
the pivotal jjoint is changed from the axle to the
|ioint of contact with the obstruction. The
l)ower being applied back of the center of large

CHANCE OF I'OSITION OF FULCRUM, FROM THE CENTER,
FOR A TALI. RIDER.

wheel and directly underneath the weight of the

body, with the levers forced downward, it relieves

the blow, and the tendency is for the wheel to

pass over the obstruction without materially
checking its revolution. Hut should the revolu-

tion of the large wheel be checked for an instant,

the momentum would raise the rear wheel suffi-

ciently to lock the fork and backbone to the

clutch and thus force the large wheel over the ob-

struction by its own momentum and the power a])-

plied by the levers. 'I'he locking of the backbone
and fork to the clutch |)revents them from travel-

ing forwartl after the speetl of the large wheel has
been retarded ; and the weight of the body, com-
bined with the power of the lever, forces the

wheel over the obstruction. In short, with tjieir

clutch lever, the backbone and fork cannot be
forced forward without revolving the large wheel,
liy this means, they change the pivotal ])oint from
the axle to the |)oint of obstruction, thus pi event-

ing the rider from traveling faster than his wheel
and taking a header by coming in contact with an
obstruction.

They claim for the Springfield Roadster :

That it has no ccpial in hill climbing.

That it is the only absolutely safe wheel for

coasting.

That, from the use of the lever instead of the

crank, long-distance road riding is made easy and
becomes a pleasure.

That it commends itself to business men and all

other riders, as being the only absolutely safe

wheel to ride under all circumstances.
In connection with the engraving of this bicycle

we show cuts of their wheel in sections describ-

ing the interior and showing the different posi-

tions of the lever fulcrum as adjusted to different

riders.

We could write much more that would be en-

tertaining and instructive did si)ace jjermit, but
we can only say to our readers that as the best is

always the cheapest, and as the superiority of

the Springfield Roadster is too well attested to

need proof, we can sincerely advise a i)urchase of

this excellent wheel.

AL, <.EAK, AND CLUTCH, FROM
THE INNER SIDE.

The company's oftice is located at No. 19 Pearl

street, Boston, and the officers of the company
are A. ('. Woodworth, |)residcnt ; Iv. J. M. llalc,

treasurer; J. H. McCune, mechanical superintend-

ent; y. I-. Yost, superintendent of agencies; sole

agents for New P^ngland, J. I'. I.ovell's Sons, 147
Washington street, corner Cornhill and Itrattle

streets, Boston.
The president of this company, A. C. Wood-

worth, was for many years the president of the

.Ames Manufacturing Company at Chicopee.
Mass., and as the manager of that company built

all of the Victor bicycles manufactured at their

works prior to May, 1S86.

Associated with him at the works in C"hicopec

were Messrs. Yost and McC'une, the inventors of

the S|)ringfield Roadster, and it was while there

emploved, and observing the weak points in other

bicvcles, that the improvements suggested them-
selves and were put to practical test, resulting in

the production of a wheel combining strength,

durability, safety, beauty, and which can be
placed on the market at a very moderate price.

This result has been acconi|)lished and is due
to the fact of the long experience of Messrs.

Woodworth, Yost, and McCune, as manufacturers
and business men. Thcv early discovered that

the one thing that interfered with bicycle business

becoming general, was the danger from riders

taking headers, and set themselves at work to

overcome this objection. The results of their

efforts are embodied in the Springfield Roadster,

which includes a reduction in the cost of manu-
facture, and the ada])tabilitv to the changes, as

shown in the cuts, for the different sizes of riders,

without the necessity of making an entire new
wheel, and special .sets of tools for each size, as in

the case of crank wheels. With this combination
of mechanism, skill, and business ability, together

with the standing and reputation of their New-
England agents, Messrs. John P. I.ovell's Sons of

Boston, the success of the business enterprise

is assured.
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SOlVEKTHINa NKW !

PATENT rENDING.^
Every wheelman should have one of our neat and attratftive

miniature handle-bars, for watch-chain bar or pin. Heavy gold
plate,with ebonite or ivory handles, as preferred, either straight,

dropped, or cow-horn. Price $2 by mail; send post-office order
or ree:istered letter. An agent wanted in every club; write for

special terms. FLINTHAM & FRAMPTON, Corner 7th
and HolUday Streets, Topeka, Kansas.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-
tions as they appear.

Two Paj>ers for the Price of One.
The Wheelmen'' s Gazettefree to every subscriber to The H 'heel.

C*om1»in3i.tion Rates.
The Wheel,
Outing and The Wheel,
The Bicycling World and The Wheel, .

The Cycle and The Wheel,
The Wheelmen's Gazette and The Wheel,
The Century Magazine and The Wheel,
Harper^s Magazine and The Wheel, . .

Harper's Weekly and The Wheel, . .

Harper's Bazar and The Wheel, . .

Harper's Young People and The Wheel,
Puck and The Wheel,
The Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, .

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.50 a year.

75 "* year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

.00 a year.

Advertising Rates on application. Sold on all Nenv York
and Brooklyn tieivs-stands. Send _for sample cofy.

The Central Press and Publishing Company,
12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
49 Maiden Lane, NE"W YORK.

Importer, Manufacturer, and Wholesale Dealer

in all kinds of

ri

JOHN F. STRATTON'S

Celebrated Brass Band Instruments.

THE CELEBRATED

RANK B.CONVERSE

BANJO.
Manufactured by John F. Stratton.

Musical Boxes, Band Instruments, Stratton's Celebrated

Russian Gut Violin Strings, etc., etc., etc.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
49 Maiden Lane, - NEW YORK.

BEST IN THE WORLD!

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dnniiola, as may be required, hai d-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle
Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4, Liberal
discoimt to dealers. Mannf.iClnred bv

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass,

m<^. this geFlirieale 25c.

And 25 cents will entitle the sender to one copy of The
Wheelmen's Reference Book (price 50 cents). Mailed
post-paid. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
.SPKINGFIELD, Ma.s;

e §t<^r IMuoeat©^

A MONTHLY JnURNAL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAB RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. H. COKSO.V, Editor and Froprietor.

Terms, 50 Cents a Year, in Advance.

F^^Adriress all communications to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. Make money-orders and
drafts pay.ible to E. H. Corson.

Ig^" We can promise an interesting and instnictive paper

for all cyclists. Send for a sample copy.

J/AJmFMJ^.

Coq^/c/e/ic/y

OFFERED AS THE

HIGHEST GRADE
nn/rt ^

wcmimMT,

E

Untrget/g I SAML.X CLARK ^ CO. /MPO/fr£7PS
I fiG£NTS WANTED

|| RAT TTMAWIT lUTTV
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THE

SPRINGFIELD ^ BICTCLE
THE®KING

WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers, giv-

ing a constant application of power so

highly prized on sandy or muddy roads

and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being In the rear

of the hub. there is an uplifting at the

fulcra in front, removing the danger of

"taking a header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,

Because It can be run backwards, has

the silent coasting ratchet, and any rider

can tighten a loose spoke with a spoke-

tightener or insert a new spoke. Extra

spokes sent with each bicycle.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing the

weight, and the natural position of the

hands, enable the rider to greatly in-

crease the pressure upon the pedals.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-fric-

tion bearings run very easily, are very

durable, and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,

The new hollow-felloe rim being very

rigid, and the new tangent spokes inter-

laced make a very strong wheel.

Secured by United States I'atents atid rending Vnited States and Foreign Applications
by the Inventor, Jtev. HOMJiM A. KING, Springfield, Mass.

WHAT 0THERS SAY.
SpRiNT.FiEt.u, Mass., August 12, 18S6.

I have ridden a crauk wlieel for five years, and the past few
months have ridden The King .Safety liicvcLE on the

track and over rough roads, through mud and sand, up liill

and down. In ascending a hill the weiglit can be utilized as

well as muscle, and in coasting down hill '1'hf. Kinc Safety
beats all others. It runs more easily than the crank wheel,
and is safe against Iieaders, as the weight is alwa>'s on one
pedal in the rear of the hub. There is no machine more easy
to mount and dismount. I have let manv ride it, and they
are all delighted with it. CHARI.K.S QUIMUV.

Rev. Dr. Gifford, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Rapti.st

Church of Boston, Ma.ss., a noted cycle rider, occupied the
pulpit of the State-Street Baptist Church in Springfield,

Mass., August i, and called at the factory Monday and ex-
amined the cycles. We were not present, but wrote him
soliciting an article, and received the following note :

—

Dear Brother King— I enclose you a bit on re-creation.

. . . . I think you have a good machine. I have always
ridden the crank wheel, but think yours will have more power
and safety. Yours truly, O. P. G IP"FORD.

SpRtNGFini-D, Mass., July 28, 18S6.

After riding a crank wheel for three years, I have given it

up, for fear of going over the handle-bars, and purchased a
.Star. Have also tried The King Safety Bicvci.f, which
I think fully as safe and good.

HARRY R. HITCHCOCK.

PRICE LIST OF THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

Enamel Finish, $95.00 $115.00
One-fourth Nickel Finish, 100.00 120.00
One-half Nickel Finish, 105.00 125.00
Full Nickel Finish, 115.00 135.00

One -fourth Nickel includes Saddle - Spring, Handle -Bars, Brake, and Head; One-half

Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel; Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.

SPECIAL OFFEIt.— Ten percent. I>iscoiint to any Clergyman.

AGENTS W'ANTEO.

TIE niie WHE mmiriiiiv. si Bmiiy siiaei. new m.

THE BICYCLE HEUIILD
AND

Ttie WeeKly Evanoelist

Have been united, and the consolidated paper is now issued

monthly by THE EVANGIiLI.ST COMPANY, at Evangc
list Building, 182 State Street, Springfield, Mass.

THE HERAI^D
contains

TffE RU.V.VI.VG RECORD,
PROGRESS OF THE ART,

CYCLING ROAfANCE,
PRACTICAL HELPS.

THE EVAKGELIST
IS devoted to

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE,
EVANGELISTIC WORK,

TEMPERANCE AND REFORM,
YOUTH'S DEPART.MENT.

TERMS.
Single Copy, 8 pages, one year, $o.3S

Three Copies, one year, i.oo

PREMIUMS.

Bicycles may be partly or wholly paid for by soliciting sut>

scribers. For many years we carried on a purchasing agency
in New York, purchasing at wholesale prices from all the

leading houses. We also supplied almcist any article desired

by any agent as a premium for sending us a club of subscribers,

but we foinul it necessary to require agents to send tis as many
subscribers as they couid obtain, and a fair remittance, and
trust to us to purchase the article at a low price and credit

them with any balance their due, or return it to them with the

jiremium if they <lesired. We can furnish any premium offered

Ijy anv other jiajier on as lit)eral terms as any one, but time is

too valuable to make a trip to inquire the price of special ar-

ticles, and afterwards another trip for the article, if the agent

raises the club and does not change Iiis mind as to the pre-

mium desired.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

1. We oflFer a fine Steel-Plate Engraving, entitled "The
Sinr of Bethlehem," size 22x28, price f2, and The BiO'Cle
HincAiD AND Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for

only 5i.

2. We offer Hollyer's line and stipple Steel-Plate Engravinj;

of " Henrv W. Longfellow in his I,d)rary,'* size 24x;t2, price

>7 50. and '\\\v Bicycle Herald and Evangelist, for one
year, all jiost-paid, for only $1.25.

? Wc offer Webster's Practical Dictionan.-, the latest and
best f 1 dictionary in the market, and The Bicycle Herald
AND Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for only $1.

Samfile cofy of Paf>rr sfnt frrr to any address. Agents

wanted in every town in the United Slates. Premiums or

liberal cash commission given. Write for terms. Address

ALBERT J. KING,
51 Barclay Street, - NEW YORK.
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Outing
The Gentleman's Magazine of Sport, Travel, and Physical Recreation.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED

THREE DOLLARS
A YEAR.

Our Field

IS THE

Out-Door worm.

During tlie Year ttiere

will be Articles

npon

EXPLORATION,
TRAVEL AND

ADVENTURE,
CAMPING,

MOUNTAIN
CLIMBING,

WALKING,
HUNTING AND

FISHING,

ROWING,
YACHTING,

ICE YACHTING,
AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHY.

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED

SINGLE NUMBERS
25 CENTS.

Our Fieiu

IS THE

Out-Door worm.

During the Year there

will be Articles

upon

CANOEING,
BICYCLING,

TRICYCLING,

SKATING,
SNOW-SHOEING,

TOBOGGANING,

POPULAR FORESTRY,
COURT AND

LAWN TENNIS,

ARCHERY,
CRICKET,

LACROSSE,

ETC.
. ^^

Conducted by P0ULTNE\' BIGELOW.

140 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
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perform work for which they get no pa)-, and very

often but little thanks.

Philadelphia now boasts another cycling club.

The South End Wheelmen were organized some

little time since in the southern section of the

city, and they start out with every prospect of be-

coming a strong and successful club. It will have,

or rather it has, no rival organization in its imme-

diate neighborhood, and as said neighboriiood has

always enjoyed the reputation of being rather an

inhospitable one for cyclers, it is to be hoped that

the South End Wheelmen will have an evangel-

izing tendency in the region they inhabit.

Club life in Philadelphia has not been anything

to speak of for the season up to the present. On
Thursday evening, December 30, the Pennsylvania

Bicycle Club held a social evening that reminded

many of its members of old times. In the

person of Mr. H. L. Roberts, brother to the

captain, the club possesses one of the best photog-

raphers in the city, and numerous pictures of

cycling life taken on his various trips a-vvheel

have been presented to the club by its photo-

graphic artist. On this special social evening a

collection of about a hundred views taken for the

inost part by Mr. Roberts when on cycling expe-

ditions, was shown to the assembled members
and their friends and created a great deal of in-

terest and amusement. Some of the pictures were

excellent. The ones which dealt with the trip of

the Lake George party of the past season pro-

voked a great deal of comment, both on the part

of those participating in it and of those who had

heard accounts of it. The views of the party as it

appeared, not in cycling costumes but in the

curious garments donned when a swim was con-

sidered better fun than a ride, were really good

though they did not speak much for the elegance

of Lake George bathing costumes. Of course, in

addition to these pictorial reminiscences of cycling

pleasure, some current cycling joys were indulged

in, and piano and flute, at the bidding of sturdy

pedal pushers, did their duty in helping to pass a

pleasant evening. These social evenings of the

Pennsylvania are to be features of the off season,

and they will no doubt meet with good success. If

a little more of the social element was infused into

cycling club life much might be done towards

strengthening the bonds of our wheel organiza-

tions.

It is almost too soon as yet to commence talking

about the League meet, at least for Philadelphians

it is. As far as I have heard the general impres-

sion among cyclers here is, that about the best

place for the meet of 1887 is the West, where it is

going to be held. And there does not appear to

be much doubt in the minds of most of our men
here but that the W^estern wheelmen are fully

competent to fulfill the task which all thinking

wheelmen see must be performed bv somebody
this next year; and that task is, or rather will be,

tlie giving of the L. A. W. another boost on the

turnpike of progress. At Washington, two years

ago, an energetic movement was initiated for the

bettering of our national wheel organization, and

the good work has gone on well since then. It

will go on without doubt, but many wheelmen
think, and think rightly, that just within the next

twelve months the great danger to be feared in

connection with the life and progress of the L. A.

W. is a reactionary tendency. The splendid work
of the past two years runs a risk of flagging, and,

as I said or was going to say, the West has here a

splendid opportunity to step in, and at a critical

period just at one of those cycles of time, so to

speak, or whatever you like to call them, when

inertia threatens the interests of the organization,

they can step in, and placing a big, strong, and

willing shoulder to the wheel of League work,

send the old ship of the L. A. W. on another two

years' cruise of an active and useful existence.

We have been having, as a certain cycling paper

remarked some time since, something of the nat-

ure of an earthquake in Philadelphia cycling

circles, at least there h^s been quite a shaking up

of late among our prominent wheelmen here, as

no doubt you judged from my recent letters. The
latest thing that has transpired is that Mr. Geo.

D. Gideon sent in his resignation of membership

in the Germantown Cycling Club. It is to be pre-

sumed that his action was an outcome of the late

trouble consequent on the race-track dispute. No
doubt Mr. Gideon thought his club ought to have

made his cause its own, and put on the gloves in

his behalf regardless of consequences. However,

they did not do so, but took the wisest course

and let him and those members of the other clubs

who were at odds fix up matters between them.

There is hardly a doubt but that his tendered res-

ignation will be refused. The Germantown has not

a mind to lose an old and valued member of the

type of George D. Gideon. It was commonly

reported that should this old and active member
retire from the Germantown he would allow his

irrepressible cycling energy to have free play in the

service of the Century Wheelmen, our new and

go-ahead city club. The Century men, from what

they have already accomplished, would seem to

have but little need of any more active or thor-

oughly enthusiastic wheelmen than they at pres-

ent number in their ranks. The new club, which

is already a pretty large factor in Philadelphia

cycling club life, has only been in existence some

seven months, having been founded in April of

last year. It may therefore be said to be hardly

out of its infant days, and yet it boasts of the

phenomenally large membership of eighty-four

active cyclers. It has a whole house for the ac-

commodation of this large membership, and is

finding that to provide for the number who are

already enrolled, as well as for those seeking ad-

mission, larger and more pretentious quarters are

necessary. One of the reasons for the extreme

quickness of growth in the case of the Century

Wheelmen is that they have started in a section

of town where there are a great number of un-

attached wheelmen, and where there are better

facilities for riding, in the matter of good pave-

ments, etc., than in any other portion of the city.

Therefore it is to be augured from what has

already happened that we are to have another

spectacle here, of the springing into existence of

a cycling organization, that will for quick growth,

and it is to be hoped for active life, rival the

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club's career.

I have often promised you some notes in con-

nection with our city clubs, and before long you

will have them. Commencing with the founda-

tion of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, the story of

cycling in Philadelphia is an interesting one, and

reflects as it were in small compass the history of

the recreation in the country at large. I have

your letter asking for some such historical glean-

ings, and if all goes well ]3erhaps my future com-

munications to you for a few months may partake

of a retrospective rather than of a jMCsent day

review nature. It would not be a bad idea for the

Gazette to give some attention to the gathering

together and preserving of data in relation to the

history of cycling in America.

Karl Kron's book of course is coming,— " some
day," you know, according to the words of that

sentimental ballad; but it is a question whether
the great earth or the great Karl will last until

that last day of waiting on the part of the great

cycling world. I must wish you the compliments

of the season now, for if I say any more, I shall

be getting friend Karl down on me, as well as

most of the Gazette's readers, who do not want
to find too much in one number of the Gazette
from Chris.
Philadelphia, Dec. 31, 1886.

TOBOGGANING,
While the Wheel Rests.

BV T. w. E,

Come, leave the steed well-liouscd and fcd-

nid idling now take wing

—

We'll seek a snow-clad hill ahead,

And try tobogganing!

The fields not always can be green

Or ways invite our wheels
;

Be glad each Natnre's change of scene

Also new sport reveals I

Far up the liill our dainty craft

Soon will receive its freight,

Like merry children on a raft

While lilies close by wait.

For lilies now we vainly seek,

But certain 'lis the rose

Will bloom upon each lady's cheek

Ere the first trip shall close.

How fast the hours rejuvenate.

We seem our youth to win

Till realm of childhood elate

Opes to imagining.

Hurrah ! or sun or moon may gleam

Upon us as we go.

Enough to sit, and glide, and dream

Of joys we used to know.

As rapidly as torrents flow

O'er e'en a steeper grade.

We sail o'er the frost-burnished snow,

In good ship, undelayed.

Again I again ! till time is spent

And pastime calls for rest.

We revel in this merriment,

To cycling next the best

!

^.»

Irish bulls are world-famous, and, perhaps,

deservedly so ; but is there no such thing as an

English bull .> A well-known agent in the north

of P^ugland had the following sentence on his

printed list: ".\ll future lists canceled." This

is a fact, as also the following: A branch man-

ager for a large cycle finn, seeing a new machine

of another maker, exclaimed, "Copying again!

copying again ! that's just the way with that firm ;

they have made the very thing we arc going to

maA-i\"—/risk Cyclist and Athlete.

A friend of mine, who nearly always wears

knickerbockers, appeared on the street the other

day in long trousers. I stopped him and asked

the reason of the sudden change. " Keep it still,"

lie whispered, " for the sake of the wheel, but I

am looking for a boarding-house." " Well," said

I, in amazement, " what's that got to do with your

shorts?" "Just this," he answered; "you see

the landlady, if she saw my knickerbockers, would

say, ' He's a bicycler, and consequently has an

awful ajipetite ;
' and away would go my chance of

getting that room. No, I'll wait till the agree-

ment is all made before I let her know that I tone

up my digestion with a good spin."

—

Spectator.
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NOTES FROM BROOKLYN.

HE Long Island Wheelmen

and the Bedford Cycle Club

have combined, or rather the

Bedfords have joined the L.

I. W. This makes the L. I.

\V. the largest club in the

city. They will leave their

present club rooms oppo-

site Prospect Park, and move

somewhere up on Bedford

avenue, where they intend to build a large club-

house.

The Kings County Wheelmen have placed too

much confidence in the racing powers of Bridg-

nian. As far as we can see, Bridgman does not

appear to have much more speed in him than

most of our local riders. He is altogether too

heavy for racing, and unless he indulges in consid-

erable training he will never amount to much.

Mr. W. F. Miller, of the llderan Bicycle Club,

gave a humorous lecture on cycling, at the club

rooms recently. There was quite a large attend-

ance, about one hundred and fifty being present,

over half of whom were ladies. Mr. Miller's re-

marks were well appreciated, especially by the

ladies, and the affair was thoroughly enjoyed.

Chas. Schwalbach, of the K. C. W., intends to

enlarge his present quarters considerably next

spring. He is the agent for the Royal Mail and

has sold a great many machines here during the

past season. His numerous friends wish him

success, and with such an energetic business man
as Mr. Schwalbach, the agency will very likely

prosper as it did last season.

At the last regular monthly meeting of the

llderan Bicycle Club, the following officers were

elected for the coming year : President, Howard
Greenman; vice-president, E. A. Wagenfeuhr;

secretary, R. E. Calkins; treasurer, W. F. Miller;

captain, W. J. Savoye ; first lieutenant, H. H.

Farr ; second lieutenant, E. A. Hall ; right guide,

E. Hornbostel, Jr. ; left guide, F. C. Farnsworth ;

bugler, Percy Seixas ; color bearer, V. Hawkins.

At a special meeting of this club two weeks later,

four new members were admitted.

The Kings County Wheelmen gave a minstrel

entertainment at Knickerbocker hall on December

9. On account of the event having been well ad-

vertised, a good number of cyclists and non-cyclists

were present, and the club very likelv succeeded

in adding to their treasurv.

Edward Hornbostel, Jr., the Columbia College

champion, will apjjear on the track next season

mounted on a racer. He recently defeated his

brother by a few yards in a two-mile race, winning

quite easily in 6m. 29s. His brother is, not-

withstanding, confident that he can beat him, and

they will both meet again in the spring. Although

it will be an exciting race, Ed is looked upon as

the winner, and his brother will have to work

very hard to outdo him.

On December 4, a progressive euchre party took

place at the rooms of the llderan Bicycle Club.

The winner was Percy Seixas, and he received a

handsome cigar case. The "booby " prize fell to

W. J. Savoye, he having scored the least number

of points. After the game was over refreshments

were served and the gathering dispersed at a late

hour.

Harry Hall, of the K. C. W., is a queer chap.

All through the season he loses wherever he en-

ters and disappoints all of his friends. Now, sud-

denly, he wakes up again and wins the great

twenty-five mile road-race at Millburn, in i hour

and 36 minutes. This race shows that Hall has

still plenty of speed and endurance in him and it

is wondered why he made such a jjoor showing at

the tournaments.

When A. B, Barkman, of the Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, made a twenty-four hour record of 205 miles

it was thought that the club medal would surely

fall to him. But no ! Late in the season as it was,

F. B. Hawkins started out to beat this record and

succeeded in making 207^ miles within the twenty-

four hours, and the medal is his.

The Long Island Wheelmen have presented a

petition to the Prospect Park commissioners ask-

ing that the entire jjark be thrown open to wheel-

men, and the prospects are that the extra privi-

leges will be granted. J. W. S.

^ewg ^©feeg.

Delaware has a State division L. A. W.

Lewis T. Frye contemjjlates matrimony.

Nashville wheelmen contemi)late a trip to Ni-

agara next June.

The SiottisJi Umpire comes to us in an enlarged

and greatly improved form.

There is in Springfield over one hundred sec-

ond hand L. A. W. badges for sale.

Harry Goodman, of jirogramme fame, has es-

tablished a fine cigar store in Hartford.

The Gazeitii; articles on League uniforms have

disturbed the working of the ring somewhat.

The Lillibridge saddle is about to be introduced

into England, only they spell it " Lillie Bridge."

The German cycling paper Dcr Radfahrcr con-

tains two excellent pictures of the American fancy

riders, Canary and Kaufman.

McCurdy has entered the employ of the H. B.

Smith Machine Company, Smithville, N. J., man-

ufacturers of the Star bicycle.

We are pleased to hear that A. L. Atkins is

securing the benefits arising from the change to

the warm climate of Los Angeles.

The Bicycling World says :
" Every one admits

the inconsistencies and absurdities of the amateur

rule, yet very few want it abolished."

Sport and Play publishes at the head of its fixt-

ure column, instead of " moon rises," "Time to

Light Lamps" November 20, 4.03; November

27> 3-55-

Cycling editors and publishers vie with the

regular press when it comes to. the holiday sea-

son, for the cycle publishers are both short of

copy and advertisements.

Captain Peck, of the Massachusetts Bicycle

Club, finished a riding season of nearly 5,000

miles in 1SS6, all being accomplished on a 55-

inch Rudge light roadster.

Captain W. M. Brewster, of the Missouri Club,

has been appointed a member of the L. A. W'.

racing board, to fill the vacancy caused by the

resignation of Mt. N. H. Van Sicklen.

There was a time when S|)ringfield had nearly

one hundred and fifty League members in good

and regular standing. In the year 18S7 you can

count them on the fingers of your hand.

Gormully & Jeffery will probably never build a

racing wheel. While they believe in sustaining

race meets, realizing that they make bicycle riders,

thev cannot see that a track reputation will do the

rejjutation of their roadsters any good.

The loss sustained by the League on the Bulle-

tin has caused the executive committee to give

notice that they shall move an amendment in-

creasing the League dues and initiation fees.

The Missouri Club's riding record for the sea-

son foots up 54,500. For a membership of thirty

this is large. Captain Brewster tops the list with

4,275, then comes \. T. Stevens with 4,178.

In answer to numerous inquiries as to whether

the Marlboro' tandem steers easily and with safety

when guided by tjie hands of the lady only, we

say yes, and have cverv confidence in that style of

steering.

One hundred guineas is offered to the first cycler

who will ride either a mile on the ])ath in 2.25,

22J miles on the path in one hour, or too miles on

the road in 6 hours, on any of the " Premier

"

make of bicycles.

Whittaker's time for the first ten miles of his

famous twenty miles' run on the road was 29m.

lis. The Champion he uses has been run over

2,500 miles at the speed he travels in training,

and is as good, ai)parently, as ever.

A. G. Hill, the active and popular president of

the Florence Cycle Club, has been elected mayor

of Northampton, Mass. As showing the popularity

of Florence Club's president, he received in his

own precinct 236 votes to his opponent's 28.

At a meeting of the Wheel Board of Trade, in

Boston, Friday, December 24, a black list was es-

tablished, which is to include the names of all

parties connected with the wheel interests of the

country who have been found to be unworthy of

confidence.

President Beckwith has "shut down" on the

manufacture of League suits, until he gets a guar-

antee that the colors will be fast. A thorough

o.'erhauling of the whole business is promised.

Sj much for the Gazette's exposure of the poor

quality of the goods.

It seems that the American press is wrong in

attributing the attacks on America in the Bicycling

Xcius, to Hillier. The real author is Mr. Harms-

worth, of Coventry, Mr. Hillier simply being the

figure head, while Mr. Harmsworth is the real

power behind the throne.

The Rutlge bicyclette is the original machine of

this tvpe, having been patented in England and

America in 1879 by Messrs. Rudge & Co. It has

had two years' good trial in England and possesses

several valuable features of special excellence,

and which will only be found in this machine.

A six days' bicycle professional race at Omaha,

Neb., closed at 10.30 i". M., December 11. John S.

Prince was the winner. He made 767 miles and

nine laps; Frank Dingley, of Minneapolis, cov-

ered 765 miles; Albert Schock, of Chicago, 756

miles ; Tom Hardwick, of Kansas, 746 miles, and

E. \. Bullock, of Omaha, 672 miles.

The 1S87 Stars will have a marked increase in

the size of the front wheel, which will be half the

size of the driving wheel. This will greatly re-

duce the vibration, which was one of the defects

of the Star, and was extremely unpleasant when

riding over rough roads. The increased size will

make but little difference in the weight of the

Star.

Among the many letters that Messrs. Stoddard,

Lovering & Co. received in their mail last week,
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was one in which a man wishes to exchange forty

acres of land for a Rudge Humber tandem; in

another a man has 200 pounds of gunpowder

which he will exchange for a bicycle, and another

wishes to dispose of 200 pairs of roller skates for

any kind of a Rudge.

A Western paper states that Morgan and

Woodside were to have ridden a 100-mile race

at Washington rink, Minneapolis, Saturday even-

ing, but owing to tlie bursting of a boiler, a post-

ponement was necessary, but forgot to state whose

boiler was burst. We think it must have been

Morgan's, caused by an accumulation of gas pre-

paratory to starting for Europe.

"At the Sydney exhibition in London, Eng., there

is on exhibition the largest ordinary racing bicy-

cle ever built, being a 65-inch Rudge racer, built

for the Sydney professional, W. Gordon. Gordon

is six feet four inches in height, and weighs 189

pounds. This machine has had to be specially

built in every part ; but, notwithstanding the size,

it only weighs, with saddle and pedals, thirty-one

pounds.

The Pope Manufacturing Company has decided

to discontinue the repair shop at its Boston office.

This discontinuance necessarily threw M. Pierre

Lallement out of work. The Pope Manufacturing

Company very generously offered to set him up

in the bicycle repairing business and to supply

him with work, and undoubtedly M. Lallement

would have taken up with this offer had not one

been made him on a salary basis, which he has

decided to accept.

" This has been a doleful year," says the S/^orfiitg

Lift; " for race-promoting organizations. The gen-

eral sad story has been the same one of loss.

There have been a few exceptions, we are glad to

say, but the season of '86 has thrown a damper

on the race meets on a large scale." Not so ; the

Springfield Club had, when all things are taken

into consideration, the most successful meeting

yet held, and will next year hold one that will

open the eyes of the world. .' :

'

The Sultan of Morocco is fond of tricycling,

but too lazv to work the pedals himself, so he has

had a gorgeous machine constructed, propelled by

slave labor. He sits cross-legged upon an em-

bossed couch, curtained and canopied with silk

and silver and gold. At his right hand is a clock

and at his left a compass, in order that when

beyond the reach of the muezzin's call the faithful

Mohammedan may observe the exact hour of

prayer and the exact direction in which his

orisons are to be addressed.

Mr. E. Moody Boynton, of West Newbury, met

a delegation of business men from Haverhill re-

cently, to present to them his plan for building a

bicycle railroad. Mayor Weeks presided and in-

troduced Mr. Boynton, who exhibited various

drawings, and explained the plan of construction

and operation, as it exists in theory. His ideas

appeared to be kindly received, and considerable

encouragement was given to the scheme by cap-

italists who were present. His proposition is to

build a short experimental line to test the practi-

cability of the plan. It is quite probable that

such a line will be built in the spring.

Evidently Corey was not asleep while in England,

for at Messrs. .Stoddard, Lovering & Co.'s we
saw sample patterns of all their bicycles and tri-

cycles for 1S87. They have a number of special-

ties which they propose to bring out, including a

new pattern Rudge light roadster, a Rudge bicy-

clette, a Safety of the Rover type, an improved

Rudge Humber tandem, a new Crescent tandem

of the Cripper form, and the latest thing in the

shape of a light single Crescent tricycle. They

are making extensive preparations to place these

machines on the market early in the spring, and

orders are now being booked from their larger

agents.

4M»

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

The fates have brought such a bounteous sup-

ply of cycling literary matter from over the ocean,

lately, that we have lost sight, too much, of home

affairs and interests, but hope to make up for it

by and bi.

Capt. W. A. Hurlbut, of the S. W. C, we are

glad to say, is recovering from recent severe ill-

ness that very nearly carried him over to the other

side.

The .Solitary Club had about twenty-five miles

in the brisk breeze and bright sunshine of Decem-

ber 25. A few days previous we went to New
Canaan, over hubby roads, and had easv driving

and entire safety on the Facile. One advantage

in winter wheeling is you can climb hills on hard

frozen ground that you cannot in any other sea-

son ; and the colors in these winter scenes are

such contrasts *to those of summer time. You
never know what a moss collector nature is, un-

less you ride in winter, especially when there is

little or no snow. Here the brook that made

melody for you in June, is locked in ice and

voiceless, but not so the chattering red squirrel or

the snow birds, those flighty mites who defy the

cold. How we welcome a bit of warm color like

the red end of yonder old barn, in all this mass of

grays and browns in which bitumen and Vandyke

have been used. They used ochre in their flake

white on that sandy knoll up the road, and blue-

black helped color the reddish clay in the lower

level. What but vermilion could have touched

the tips of the moss on old rocks and the tree

trunks ? Every season has its attractions, and we
notice the changing seasons much more now than

before becoming so willing a devotee to the en-

chantress—cycling.

That stone crusher has not yet done our streets

any good, but one gentleman's private drives have

been made delightful wheeling, and we hope for

something to be done for us another season.

Our patience is being severely taxed.

The resigned, matter-of-course air of most of

our cvclers, in the loss of wheeling for three to

five months, is wonderful to ye scribe, who felt

very severely the loss of three days in December,

and it calls for more questions and remarks when

he misses a day, than when he rides.

The old and very original gag to " put runners

on to that there thing !
" when we ride in snow

storms, is just as fresh as it was last winter.

When sleet storms are on and people creep along

with their lives in their hands, just ready to drop

them, we skim along on the slippery streets with

the utmost security and ease. Then they look,

and even if they do not speak, their bulging optics

plainly say, " By George !

"

How about T or spade handles for use on our

common roads. Can any one give experience with

them, for benefit of Gazette readers ? How about

light weight, waterproof bicycle suits—what is

best? Who will bring out a helmet that will stand

as much dampness as a second rate fog .' Answers

to the above will oblige the Solitary Club, and

doubtless many another wheelman.

Among those who next season will give more

time to tours, at a moderate pace that will give

the greatest amount of pleasure, irrespective of

what scorchers may say or think, will be found
" Stamson."

GQPPGgpor^dei^Ge.

TRIALS OF AN AMATEUR WHEELMAN.

W. B. Pcni'ell, Haven, Kan.

Dear Friend:— #«#*** Xalk

about the romance of breaking mustangs off on

the wild plains of the far-off " Lone Star State,"

where a man will suddenly rise from astride of

what is called a horse (but what in reality is the

devil), up, up, up, and on up, until you think you

have started upon a trip to the moon, and finally

come back to earth with snow upon your cold

brow, and say, " The Earth is my mother ; I'll

repose on her bosom." All this is as nothing,

my dear Willie, in comparison to the riding of a

bicycle, where a man is poised upon a slender

steed with only one safe side—one that you do

not have to watch, viz. : the hind side. Poised

thus between heaven and earth, daring not to look

to the right nor to the left, nor yet behind, but

that steady gaze to the front, yours not to

answer "Why can't I turn.'"'—yours but to go

and die. Onward, onward into the valley of death

rides the unfortunate amateur wheelman. This

has been my experience, and you are so cold-

hearted as to ask why I don't write. Ah ! my
dear, this is a cold, cold world and I find you,

you whom I have trusted, you whom I have

always counted as my dearest friend, ask " Why
don't you write .' " and at the same time knowing

that I have gone through all this bitter experi-

ence. It causes me to weep until I can scarcely

see the lines on which I write, to think you would

be so cruel, so cold-hearted. My wheel is at

present safely ensconced within the portals of our

coal house, there to remain until the flowers are

in bloom and the grass has grown green over my

lowly head. For, such are the ways of the bicycle,

that I feel that my time has come. Ah, dear me I

that I had never seen that slender, fascinating

thing, and unfortunate was the day that was so

beautiful and warm as to tempt me to mount and

" away over hill and dale.'" No, no, not over

"hill and dale " (I dreamed that) over the front

wheel, for that was the only side that was unpro-

tected, as I had a small wheel behind me and a

small boy on each side, and thought \ was safe,

and was smiling at the figure I would cut when I

got on, and sped down through the thoroughfare

with beauty and symmetry of motion, and blushed

at the imaginary remarks of the beautiful belles

as I passed them with a rush as swift and silent

as that of the carrier dove. Thus I dreamed,

—

but thus was not the manner in which I went.

My pride had a shock ; it was humbled in the

dust, and I groveled at the feet of that invincible

wheel. Never did brave knight kneel at the

shrine of fair lady with a quickness that excelled

my kneeling before that innocent, flirting, but hard-

hearted bicycle, and I was thinking of the beauti-

ful little song my mother used to sing in the days

of my childhood :

—

" Have yoii no fcelini, to see me kneeling.

My pride concealing, time after lime?"
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To hoom our rajthllif inciwdsimf vi rrtiJation , as wcU us to snjuphf (nw readers a'ifli a
preinluin trorthi/ of t/te U(nnc, aw offer the ptlhurhHj i:XT I HE SET (>E 4r> STA X l>Ain>
VOLUMES, toffether irith THE AMKiiK'AX WHEELMAN for one ycfir, for the ridiculoushf
low 2>riee of OXE DOELAIi. Stieh an offer has never been eqnaJed.

22—The Home Cook Book and Family Physician. Containing hun-
dreds of cxciUciil ci)i)king rctipt-s and hints to housekeepers, also
telling liDW to cine all common aihnents by simple home remedies.

2.'$—Manners and Customs in Far Away Lands. A very interesting

and instructive hook of travels, describing the ]5eculiar life, haijits,

manners and customs of the jieople of foreign countries. Illustrated.

24—Fifty-seven Popular Ballads. .Same size as sheet music. All the
old and new songs. •

25—Called Back. A novel. Uy Hugh Conway, author of "Dark Days."
2(>—At the World's Mercy. .'\ novel. 15y Florence Warden, author of

"The Mouse on tlie iMarsh."

27— Mildred Trevanion. A novel. l!y"The Duchess," author of " Molly
Mawii," etc.

28 — Dark Days. A novel. IJy Hugh Conway, author of "Called Hack."
21)—Shadows on the Snow. .\ novel. liy IS. 1.. Farjeon, author of

' r.read-and-t.'heesc-and-Kisses."

30—Leoline. .\ novel. liy Mary Cecil Hay, author of " Brenda Yorkc."
31—Gabriel's Marriage. A novel. l!y Wilkie Collins, author of "No

Name," etc.

32—Reaping the Whirlwind. K novel. By Mary Cecil Hay, author of
'Old Miildlcton's Money," etc.

33—Dudley Carleon. .V novel. Uy Miss M. E. Braddon, author of
" l.adv .Vudley's .Secret," etc.

34-—A Golden Dawn. A novel. Bv the author of " Dora Thome," etc.

35—Valerie's Fate. A novel. l!y Mrs. Alexander, author of " 'J"he Woo-
ing ( )'t," etc.

36—Sister Rose. A novel. By Wilkie Collins, author of "The Woman
in White," etc.

37—Anne. .\ novel. Bv Mis. Henry Wood, author of " Fast I.vnnc."
38—Grimm's Fairy Stories for the Young. The finest collection of

fairv stories ever published, (.'hildren will be delighted with them.
39—Robinson Crusoe. A thrilling narrative bv Daniel DeFoc, describing

the adventures of a castaway on an island in the .South Pacific Ocean.
40—How to make Poultry Pay. .\ ]iractical and instructive series of

articles by Mr. P. 11. Jacobs, poultry editor of " The Farm and
( lardcn."

41—Parlor Magic and Chemical Experiments. A book which tells how
to pcrfoiin hundreds of amusing tricks in magic, and instructive

experiments with sim])le agents.

42—Gems of the Poets. Containing charming selections from Tennyson,
Longfellow, Wliittier, livron, .Shellev, Moore, Bryant, and many
others.

43—Building Plans for Practical, Low-Cost Houses. A full descrip-

tion and plans for eight nioderii houses, ranging in |)ricc from $500
to 54,500. llhi^-trated.

44—Anecdotes of Public Men. Washington, Franklin, Webster, Clay,
Tilden, I.incohi. Scott, Crant, Carfield, Cladstone, Butler, Hancock,
l,ec, and all the leading men of the century.

45—^sop's Fables. The work of an ancient genius. Children have
read them for centuries, and grown persons ciuote them every day.

1—The Widow Bedott Papers. This is the book over which your
grandmothers laughetl idl they cried, and it is just as funny to-day

as it ever was.

2—Winter Evening Recitations. A large collection of acting charades,

tableaux, games, pu/zles, etc., for social gatherings, private theat-

ricals, aiul evenings at home. Illustrated.

3—Back to the Old Home. A novel. By Mary Cecil Hay, author of
"

1 1 idden Perils," etc.

4—Dialogues, Recitations and Readings. \ large and choice collec-

tion foi school exhibitions, and ])ubiic and private entertainments.
5—The Standard Letter Writer for Ladies and Gentlemen. .\ com-

plete guide to correspondence, giving jilain directions for the com-
])osition of letters of every kind, with innumerable forms and
examples.

6—The Frozen Deep. A novel. By Wilkie Collins, author of "The
Worn m ill White."

7—Red Court Farm. A novel. By Mrs. Henry Wood, author of" ICast

Lvmie," etc.

8—The Lady of the Lake. By Sir Walter Scott. "The Lady of the

Lake" !» a romance in verse, and of all the works of Scott none is

more beautiful than this.

9—In Cupid's Net. .\ novel. By the author of " I)(n-a Thorne."
10—Amos Barton. \ novel. By Ceoige Kliot.

11—Lady Gwendoline's Dream. \ novel. By the authcn* of "Dora
Thorne," etc.

12—The Mystery of the Holly Tree. A novel. By the author of "Dora
Thorne."

13—The Budget of Wit, Humor, and Fun. .\ large collection of funnv
stories, sketches, anecdotes, poems and jokes that have been written

for some vears. Illustrated.

14—John Bowerbank's Wife. A novel. By Miss Mulock, author of

"John Halifax, (jentleman," etc.

15—The Gray Woman. A novel. By Mrs. Gaskell, author of " Mary
Partoii," etc.

16—Sixteen Complete Stories. Bv popular authors, embracing love, hu-

morous and detective stories, stories of society life, of adventure,

of railwav life, etc.; all very interesting.

17—Jasper Dane's Secret. \ novel. By ^Iiss M. E. Braddon, author of

".\urora Klovd," etc.

18—Fancy Work for Home Adornment. An entirely new work upon
this subject, containing easy and practical instructions for making
fancy baskets, wall pockets, brackets, needio work, embroidery, etc.,

etc. Profuselv aiul elegantly illustrated.

19—The Laurel Bush. A novel. By Miss Mulock, author of " John
Halif.ix, Cenlleman," etc.

20—Manual of Etiquette for Ladies and Gentlemen. A guide to po-
liteness and good breeding, giving the rules of modern etitpiettc

for all occasions.

21—Useful Knowledge for the Million. .\ handy book of useful infor-

mation for all, upon many aiul various subjects. Illustrated.

It is, perhajts, needJess for as to sai/ that these booJ,-s are not JiOVXD TX THE
FINEST 3I0If()('('0, hat a-e ean assai-e oar readers that the;/ are eJeffantlif in-hited, ht

clear, plain tf/pe, on f/ood pajter, and are an e.raet reprodaetion of the *' Seaside Ultra r if'

stf/le of hook for ivhieh tjou patf from 10 to 20 cents ^>ci' nuniher. lieffardintf TllE Ameuicax
WllEELMAX we a'ill saif little. Almost ereri/ ei/eler in the eoantri/ is familiar a-ith it and is

alreadif a'ell aauire of the fact that it is the lireliest and most ri<fitroas eiielintj mtrspaper
puhlished on either side of the Atlantic. Withoat the booJ.s we send the paper one year for
oO cents; with the 4.^ books it costs $1. It is trahf a marreUtas offer. Take it while ifon can.

THE AMERICAN WHEELMAN FUBLISHINCx CD.
108 North Kottrth Strkkt, ST: T.OIJIS, WIO.
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The lidGIBOGRAPH.
In this instrument are combined all desirable qualities and movements; improved double-swing rising and falling front, our patent attachment for

the ground-glass frame, reversible for horizontal or vertical views. Made of best quality mahogany, highly polished. The lens is a single achromatic ol

superior quality, fitted with revolving diaphragms and instantaneous shutter; most admirable instantaneous pictures have been made with this lens. The
tripod is best quality feather-weight. When folded, everything except the tripod is enclosed in the case, the plate-holder being left beneath the ground glass.

The 5x8 size measures 9^x6^x4^ inches; smaller sizes in proportion. To sum up, this instrument is the product of the best skill and workmanship of our

factory, and our large and fine facilities have enabled us to fi.x the ])rice low, believing that in the end our profits will be equally large and our usefulness

greater. Trices given include everything requisite for work in the field, e.xtra plate and plate-holders excepted. Especially designed-for out-door work.

PRICE-LIST OF THE LUCIDOGRAPH,
COMPLETE.

No. 1. For 3J4x4Ji Pictuic, 110 Sli<linj; Front, 5^522.50

No. 2. For 4:i4x,-yH Picture, no Sliilin}; Front, 22.50
No. 8. For 5x8 Picture, Slidinj- Front, . 27.00

Enclose -I- cents for Circulars and Catalogues. PACKED FOR TRAVEL.

^.THE BLAIR GAHERA G9.
OPEN Fur use

318 Broadway, NEW YORK.

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

471, 475, and 477 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

BLAIR & PRINCE, 148 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI.

THE CHAMPION WASHING COMPOUND OF AMERICA! NEAEK MAKES THE HANDS SORE!
DON'T FAIL, TO SEND POSTAL-CARD FOR WHOLESALE PRICE.

Read and See What You Think of Our Idea.

The equal of any other, and in many respects far

superior, we shall be pleased to send you a sample

to examine, and then leave it to your good judgment

to decide, without the importuning of any traveling

salesman. Remember, we are not making a low-

grade, adulterated soap powder, but as fine as first-

class workmen and fine material will make. Our
competitors have placed their agents so thick that

they are treading on the heels of each other, and

hence are cutting prices. Our territory is now open,

and we do not ])ropose to place agencies so near

together that they will cut each other's throats, but

maintain prices. It has been our study to produce

a soap powder which is perfectly pure, and at as

small a price as possible. We realize that nothing

gives such a foot-hold as a LOW PRICE. We
realize, furthermore, that in order to have merchants

handle our goods, nothing will give such life and

energy as a good profit.

TRADE MARK.

R. J. PAINE, the Inventor and Patentee.

WHAT WE WILL DO.

With the first order you give us, in addition to

show-cards, shelf strips, advertising cards, etc., we

will furnish you circulars free, with your name and

address printed thereon, a Box of Free Samples,

and pay all freight on five-bo.\ order.-;. We will sell

you on 30 days' time, at the end of which time, if

you are not satisfied that PURITENE is all we
claim for it, vmi can return it to us. We will

not consign PURITENE ; either remit at the end

of 30 days, or return the PURITENE. A i-cent

postal card will bring your order to our office.

Now, reader, will vou fall in the ranks and make

money on handling; PURITENE? Suppose you

only sell PURITENE to a portion of your trade

—

won't it pay you .' Remember, if PURITENE does

not give the best of satisfaction to your customers,

return it to us; don't pay for it. Can we offer any

fairer inducement .' Hoping to receive an early order

from you, we remain your obedient servants.

DON'T DECEIVE YOURSELF. WE LIVE IN AN AGE OF PROGRESS.
PURITENE IS SOAP IN A CONCENTRATED STATE.

JINKS' SDAP IVJANUFACTURING COMPANY, MANSFIELD, MASS.
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and now I say :

—

" Then must we sever, parted forever,

Canst thou, O, never let me ride ?
"

This is not an exact copy of the words, but you

can sing it to the same tune.

Now I must stop my writing and go to work,

for it is getting warm and I feel the fascination of

riding coming back upon nic and then I will be of

no account for business. I can feel it stealing

upon me like a thief at night, and my name is

Dennis. I think I shall get my life insured and

then let her go and may be I can learn to ride, for

it will be luck to whomsoever it is payable, and

I never was known to be of use to any one.

Now, Willie, my dear, hurry up with yours and

we will ride or die together. Come up soon, for

I have lots to tell you which cannot be consigned

to paper, so with love to Fred I am.

Yours as ever,

H. W. Baker.
Hutchinson, Kan., Dec. 15, 1SS6.

AN INDEX FROM INDEXVILLE.

Editor Wheelmni's Gazctti-

:

—
Five weeks ago, I explained (Gazette for Dec,

p. 151) how I was struggling to close up the final

gap in the main te.xt of my book. This comprises

50 "forms" of 16 pages each, and the whole 800

pages are now electrotyped. The latest-written

chapter consists of a " .Summary by States," ex-

tending from p. 573 to p. 590, and I wrote the last

lines of p. 590 just on the stroke of midnight

which put an end to 1886. Though hardly more

than a dozen States had found jilaces in the chap-

ter, and though the valuable road-reports which I

have been for three years gathering from all the

other States clamored aloud against further

neglect, I was forced to say to them :
" Too late I

The gap is closed. ' X. M. Miles ' must try its

luck without your help. When the 30,000 copies

are sold, I will surely print you in my second

book."

The " index to all the people named in the

book," comprising hundreds of references, and

the " index of towns," comprising thousands of

references, have both been prepared, under my
direction, as the book itself advanced ; and they

are now in shape for the type-setters. A dozen

other special indexes have been made ready in

similar fashion. But the great and general index,

which my own weary left-hand must compile, is

hardly more than begun. I have worked steadily
'

during this first week of the year in devising the

titles and catch-lines for 100 pages, or only an

eighth of all. Hope tells the flattering tale that I

may be able to finish the other seven-eighths in less

than seven weeks ; but I fear there is slight chance

of sending out the comiileted book to my 108 de-

positaries before the very end of winter. A month
hence, I can perhaps write with inore cheerfulness,

to the February GAZF.rrE, and approximately

"name the day."

The binders are expected to turn out " about

200 copies " on that day, and each subsequent day

;

and nearly a month may therefore elapse before

they finish with the " subscribers' autograph edi-

tion" {3,577 copies) and give me a chance to fill

orders from later patrons. Hence, I announce

again that whoever chooses to send me 5 1.50, in

advance, will have his name put on the early mail-

ing-lists (which as yet contain less than 300

names), and will also find it inscribed on the

" specially nun>bered and autographed fly-leaf
"

inside the book. By way of receipt and premium

for every such payment, I will send a copy of the

special chai)ter (48 pages, of about 40,000 words)

which describes the " unseen and abhorrent forces
"

that compelled me to build this monumental

pile. " Index " might be an allowable name for

that chapter also, though it is more amusing, and

less useful, than the one which I am now desper-

ately dragging into shape " from Indexvillc."

Kari. Kron.
West .Springfield, Mass., J.iii. 7, 1SS7.

WELCOME TO THOMAS STEVENS.

The chairman of the reception committee of

Thomas Stevens, of the San Francisco Bicycle

Club, writes under date of December 21, in a

letter to the editor of Outiug:—
'•Dear Sir :—All arrangements have been made

for the reception of Mr. Stevens on his arrival

here. The OlymiMC Club has joined with us and

when he arrives will receive him down the bay ; I

as chainnan of the reception committee have ob-

tained permission from the custom house author-

ities and the quarantine officer to allow the com-

mittee to board the steamer down the bay. The

officers and directors of the San Francisco Bicy-

cle Club in connection with the officers and board

of directors of the 01ym])ic Club will give Mr.

Stevens a banquet, and also hold a reception in

the latter's rooins, to which only members of both

clubs and their ladv friends will be admitted.

This club will also invite Mr. Stevens to their

annual banquet, which takes place about the time

of his arrival here. You can rest assured that the

San Francisco Bicycle Club will receive him with

open hands and look after him while he is with us

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette :
—

Did it ever occur to the readers of the G.\zette

that there is such a place as New Gloucester, Me. .'

Well, there is; and thinking perhaps it may be

interesting to some of the readers of the Gazette,

I will tell you of the progress of cycling in this

place.

Great was the astonishment, when, some four

months ago, your correspondent first brought a

wheel into this ])lace. The old men glanced a

fierce look at the bicycle, the small boys bestowed

on the bicycler looks of envious pride, the girls

cast demure glances at the knickerbockers and

long stockings, and the old women looked with

mild disapproval upon the whole affair. One old

woman went so far as to consider it her duty to

give me a lecture \\\>o\\ the sinfulness of my ways

(upon a bicycle). In short, many predicted that I

would speedily become sick of "that contrivance,"

in addition to paying a doctor's bill. Then began

a long scjuabble between the bicvcle rider and the

drivers of teams. It is wonderful to see how
some people consider it a superioritv to own or

drive a hor.se and gig. I had an adventure with a

couple of .drivers of this type a short time ago.

While riding down a hill at my leisure, I was

suddenly pursued by two teams, driven by a

couple of rather fast young men accompanied by

their best girls. Now to be beaten in this wav

was more than I could stand, so I spurted up,

although in immediate danger of breaking mv
neck. There chanced to be a bridge at the foot

of the hill which I succeeded in crossing about

three feet ahead of my pursuers ; as I cro.ssed

another team entered the opi)osite end. I got

away however, and as I passed the crest of the

opposite hill I caught sight of three teams wedged
firmly in the bridge. 1 think this taught them a

lesson, since I notice that they have adjourned all

bicycle racing and arc conducting themselves

in a very quiet manner.

Bicycling is, however, steadily gaining ground.

Several young men have expressed their determi-

nation to purchase a wheel at an early date. I

hope to be able to report the formation of a club in

the early spring.

II. D. Penney.
New GLOUCE.STER, Me., Nov. 15, 1886.

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette:—
So many inquiries arc made at this office for the

post-office address of Thomas Stevens, that I beg

you will inform his friends through your columns
that I am sending letters for him to the care of

the San Francisco Bicycle Club, 1,428 Market
street, San Francisco, where he expects to arrive

about the middle of January.

Yours truly,

Poultney Bigelow, Editor of Outing.

" BLUE " vs. BLACK."

Two wheelmen there be.

In Jersey City,

Who seem to rival each other.

The mile would decide

The feature of their pride.

If once they'd come together.

One said to the other,

"Come, wheelman brother,

To Orange we'll go and find out

That this cu]) belongcth

To the one who is strongest.

And not to both, without doubt."

So to Orange they went.

Over handle-bar bent.

To leave each other behind.

Much envy there burned

In each mind as he turned

His wheel toward honors to find.

There is, if you know,

A fine stretch that's below

The Roseville track, what's more
;

Well, this is the place

Where " Blue " and " Black " did race

For the honors, as mentioned before.

Once up and once down
Was enough to drown

The smile of our man in blue.

He said little, coming back.

To the man in black.

To whom, however, the honors were due.

He won't give in

That he didn't win.

It's " Jersey," you see on the face,

But we trust this will draw

An acknowledgment for

The man who wore black in the race.

The " blue," it appears.

Has the advantage in years;

Superior in one sense of time.

In size they're alike.

Of stature and " bike,"

But hardly a match, in fine.

De Ville.
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S. G. WHITTAKER.

S. G. Whittaker was born in England in 1S62,

and came to this country in 1864. His parents

settled at Medford, Mass., in which place he re-

sided till last year. In 1SS4 he caught the bicycle

fever, and immediately commenced to astonish his

friends with feats which proved him no ordinary

rider. In August, 1884, when he had been riding

but nine months, he entered the Boston Club's

hundred-mile race, which he won in the then re-

markable record time of nine hours. In the fall

of this year, Whittaker went into business on his

own account, but, meeting with unfortunate re-

verses, lost a small fortune. In 1885 he entered

the employ of William Read & Sons. At this

time he appeared in local path events, very often

with success, and also proved himself a road

scorcher, both on bicycle and tricycle. Whit-

taker left William Read & Sons, and was em-

ployed by the Simmons Hard-

ware Co., of .St. Louis. In

his new home, " Whit " made

many friends, competing at all

the road and race meets with-

in a fair journey of St. Louis.

The season of 1886 he spent

in Chicago, being employed

by Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery

in their office. Through the

generosity of his employers he

was allowed to enjoy his rac-

ing hobby to the full, and was

given every opportunity to pre-

pare for the more important

events. He was " first favor-

ite" at home, for the Clarks-

ville road race, but a severe

header in the early part of the

race effectually shut liini out.

After a long rest, and a thor-

ough recovery from the effects

of his header, he went down

to Clarksvillc, and carefully

prepared himself to prove his

superiority. Mis attempts to

defeat the scythe-bearer were

engineered in an admirable

manner, the course being ac-

curately surveyed, and the

times carefully taken by ex-

perts. The times recorded,

from twenty to three hundred

miles, would not have been

thought possible a year ago.

A 20-mile straightaway course

on the C larks vi lie road was

ridden in 59m. 35 4-5S. In a

100-mile trial, the fifty was ridden in 2h. 54m.

46 I-2S., and the full distance in 6K. i l-2m. Hut

his twenty-four hour trial capped the climax and

put him fields ahead of Kluge, McCurdy, Ilollins-

worth, Ives, Rhodes, and other aspirants for road

honors. The times were : 50 miles, 2h. sgm.

50 2-5S. ; ioo niiks, 6h. ini. 15s.; 150 miles, loh.

28m. 52s.; 200 miles, ijh. ijUi. 30s.; 300 miles,

23h. 46m. 13 3-5S. This performance was forty-

one miles better than Munger's record, nineteen

ahead of Hollinsworth's performance, and thir-

teen better than McCurdy's, neither of which two

have been accepted by the powers that be. Whit-

taker has also a path record n{ about 2.43. The
machine used in the performances recorded above

was an American Champion.

Whittaker's 100-mile road record—6h. im.—and

his records made in the twenty-four hour trial are

better than the track records. He seemingly suf-

fered no bad effects from his terrible struggle with

the scythe-bearer, being about town, as usual, the

very next day. " Whit" is at present employed

as a clerk with Messrs. Gormully & Jeffery. We
forgot to mention that, like most men of marked

stamina, he is rather short, being l)ut five feet five

inches in height.

Just before the snow caused the bicycles to be

packed away in cotton batting and camphor, a

wheelman went into a house on Armory street,

leaving his wheel leaning against the building.

During his absence, some boys, looking at the

machine, moved it along .several feet. On his exit

from the house he hurriedly took the bicycle by

the handle, not noticing that the end against the

house was directly under the window shutter, and

STILLMAN G. WHITTAKER.

as he raised the wheel the shutter made an unex-

pected and startling flight over his head, striking

the walk with a demoralizing crash. He replaced

I the wreck, and, believing the scene unobserved,

I

kept the secret deep in his inner consciousness,

till a few days after he was cruelly awakened from

his fancied securitv bv the personal question,

I

" Say, what were you doing with that window

I

shutter the other day?" He was "all broken

up," but, trying to put a bold face on the matter,

replied, "Oh, that was only a blind."

—

.\\~o Eii-

gland Homestead.

Would it not be a good idea for the World and

Cycle representatives to go to Springfield and eat

a Christmas turkev together? It might be the

means of settling their ha(r)sh feelings.— The Star

Advocate.

PHILADELPHIA TO QUEBEC.

A Su.MMER Tour of 1,423 Miles.*

In '86, my tour started from within a stone's

thri)wof Washington Square, Philadelphia, at 5.50

A. M., Monday, July 5. I had taken my initial

runsof 80 miles on my new full-nickeled Expert and

was now used to its easy motion. My outfit re-

sembled that carried always by me in every

respect except it was augmented by an ordinary

coat over the handle-bar. The weather the first

week, although very hot (loS° at Sing Sing, in the

shade), was clear and pleasant, so that I easily

reached Saratoga Springs at 5.45 p. m., Friday,

July 9, and finished in a little under five days, a

journey, with my numerous detours, amounting to

319!^ miles. A stop until Sunday evening was
made at the Spa, and it was Monday at 11 a. m.,

when I drew up at Hotel Sagamore on the beauti-

ful Lake George, 359^ miles from Philadeljihia.

The rest of the 12th and 13th

I spent at L. G., enjoying the

rows, hops, and moonlight

strolls, and on the 14th an ex-

cursion party, among w-hich

were many ladies, was formed

to give me a send-off from

Rogers Rock, further up the -

lake. That afternoon via Bald-

,

win, Ticonderoga, and the old -

fort, I accomplished only 22\

miles over rutty clay roads to

West Cornwall, Vt., where the

night was .spent in a private

house, there being no hotel in

the village. Thursday I left

W. C. at 10 o'clock, in a heavy

rain which was set for the day.

The rutty red clay roads were

wretchedly muddy, and the

mist prevented my viewing the

fine scenery of the Green

Mountains. Many stops were

made before reaching Middle-

bury (7m.) for dinner. Two
and a half hours I delayed

there on account of rain be-

fore taking my muddy after-

noon course to E. M. (6m.) and

from there over a vile road up

Cireen Mountain, via Ripton

to Bread -loaf Inn {6m.) near

the summit. I arrived there
~'

at 5 r. -M., and stopping over

night, enjoyed the evening

dance. Fine views are to be

obtained from this point of

Lake George and the .'\diron-

Rain fell until 11.30 next morning uhen

I pulled out for the summit. A mile was walked

and then came a beautiful descent over a good

dacks.

*Karl Kion writes to the (Jazette as follows: "One of the

most industiioiis contributors of louring statistics to my forth-

coming ' X. .M. Miles on a Hi.' is W. B. Page, of Philadelphia,

a member of the class of '87 in the University of Pcnnsyl-'
vaiiia, who has spent all four of his annual college vrcaiitis

in ntakini; long-distance explorations on the wheel, at.d whose
total mileage is about 9,500. I devote pp. 494-499 of my bock
to connected reports of his wheeling till the end of 'S5 ; but
the story of his long tour in 'S6 I have been obliged to dis-

tribute between ' Maine,' ' New Hampshire ' and ' Ver-

mont,' in my final ' Summary of roads by .'^tatcs.' Though
it was written hastily, with the knowledge that I was to con-

dense and rewrite it for use in such shape as my limited space

might allow, I think the report deserves publication in full,

and so I give the (iAZETTIi the first chance at it. No rcjxirt

of road from Mcnitieal to Quebec has previously been piirtcd.

'l"he best-informed tourist in Canada told me in December,
iS''4. that no c\'cle had then been pushed across that loute ;

and I have never heard of any explorer of it since, in advance
of Mr. Page."
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shale road and through wet vistas, rendered espe-

cially pretty by the sunlight. Near Hancock (loni.)

the mountains closed in on all sides and ihe effect

was grand. At Hancock I turned to the right

at I p. M. and followed the fair loam road along

White river to Rochester (-lini.) where 1 turned

to the left up the last but steepest spur of the

Green Mountains. About one and a half mile

of walking brought me to the summit, where at

3.30 P. .M. I obtained my first view of the White

Mountains in distant New Hampshire. The

descent over a red shale road was ridden and the

course continued fine to Bethel (urn.), which was

reached at 4.30 P. M. The remaining 8 miles to

S. Royalton were saiuly and along the river, a dis-

tance I covered at 6 P. m., finishing at .S. R. Hotel

a run of ^^\ miles to represent 5^ hours' riding.

My 13th day began at 5 A. M., when I glided along

the good mud road to Chelsea (14m.), where break-

fast was taken at 7 a. m. Turning right at 8.30 I

walked a 3 mile long hill and at the top again was

able to mount and ride most of the 22 miles to

Bradford, on the Connecticut, for i o'clock dinner.

My afterno )n run was over the good limestone

road along the Connecticut river, and winding in

and out it took me through some pretty views of

the stream and grand sights of the more distant

White Mountains. Wells River (14m.) was

reached at 4.45 p. m., and ten minutes later I

crossed to Woodville, New Hampshire, and leav-

ing there at 5 p. m., encountered 7 miles of sand

nearly all of which 1 walked. While passing

through Bath at 6.15 v. .m., I received a pressing

invitation to stop over .Sunday with some delight-

ful people, an invitation I accepted, and I therefore

ended my run of 57 miles in 10 hours. On Mon-
day 19th, a start was not effected until noon, when
I rolled out of Bath before taking dinner at

Lisbon (4m). Between there and Sunset Hill

the road was excellent until a heavy thunder and

hail storm c.^nie up, which made cycle and me seek

the dripping brush-worid and journey the rest of

the evening over muddy highways. Near Fran-

conia, my sketch of the mountains was cut short

by another storm which made me put in at that

town for the night with only 16 miles for the

afternoon run. On the 20th, I had a beautiful

morning run (6.30 to 9.05 a. m.) down the lovely

Franconia Notch to the Flume, a wonderful work
of nature which repays the tourist who takes the

side-run. Going, there are 6 miles of up and 6 of

down mountain riding, over a good shale road.

The Flume is one mile beyond the Flume House
(12m. from Franconia), in all, 13 miles from

Franconia. Stops of one and one-half hour were

made for sketching before I returned to Franconia

to follow the hilly clay road to Bethlehem (6m.).

Dinner at i p. m. was the order before I passed

on over a loamv road w.? Maplewood, Twin
Mountain House, P'abyan's, and the Crawford, all

of which looked gay. At Franconia I arrived at

4.30 P. M., and stopped one-half hour for mail. At
Crawford also I paid a short visit before descend-

ing over a shale road into Crawford Notch, where

lights and shadows on the dense foliage from the

crimson sunset were enchanting.. .At Willey House
(20m. from Bethlehem) I ended my run of 52 miles

to represent 7 hours and 50 minutes of traveling.

I began my i6th day at 6.30 a. m., with a delight-

ful run of 12 miles down the Notch before break-

fast at Butlett. 'Twas beautiful, in and out the

foliage, over the fine shale course, and when the

sun's rays struck the dew-wet mountains, the

sight-seer could well imagine himself in Paradise.

Glen Station (6m. beyond Bartlett) I left at 10

o'clock for the Glen House at the eastern base of

.Mt. Washington. The stretch of 16 miles up the

Peabody river was practically unridable, but the

wonderful views kept one's attention upon them

rather than upon the way. .Sketches were taken

of the most noble of mountains before I reached

the Glen House, at 1.30 p. m., for the excellent

dinner. At 3.15 P. M., I started on foot and alone

to climb Mt. Washington, leaving the cycle at the

base, and it was 6.20 when I reached Summit

House (8m.). Seeing the view under favorable

circumstances I started to descend at 7 o'clock, but

before going far the glorious scene of Presidential

Range by sunset forced me to take a sketch (20m.)

before I reached Glen House (8m.) at 8 o'clock.

This route of 50 miles was one of the hardest I

had ever taken. Ne.\t morning retracing my
previous day's course to Glen Station, I reached

North Conway, 22 miles, for noon dinner. After-

wards my route bore to the left over a (mostly

walked) 12-mile stretch to Fryeburg, Maine, which

was reached at 4 P. M. A stop to see the provincial

town was made before taking the 14-mile course

to Bridgeton, half of which was sand and ran

through stunted trees, and the other half was fine

shale road and led around Mt. Pleasant, and near

pretty lakes. On the smooth water one of these

beautiful Maine sunsets reflected and before its

crimson rays faded I had finished my 48 miles at

the Columbia in Bridgeton. On the 23d, I at-

tem])ted, at 7 a. m., a big undertaking, to reach

.\ugusta. Good clay roads were the rule via

Harrison (5m.), at 7.30, and Norway, 14 miles, at

10 A. M., to South Paris; but there the course

deteriorated into a sandy and stony road over the

mountain zua Paris. Rain delayed me before I

obtained a striking view of the now distant White
Mountains from the summit. I rode the descent

to Buckfield (12 miles from Norway) in time for

12.15 ''• ^'- dinner; and, after the stop of one and

one-half hour, took the next 8 miles of vile road,

mostly on a walk to North Turner, which was

reached at 3.15, when I turned left to Wayne
(12m.) over an improved road. Between 5.30 and

6.15 P. M , I had a beautiful shady shale course of

8 miles, along two pretty lakes to Winthroj), when
I continued up the long hill towards Augusta.

This road is at best, good, but the rain had made
its macadam muddy and slippery. The hills were

many and on them I ventured my first time since

leaving New York State to coast. I enjoyed an-

other beautiful sunset before reaching Augusta at

8.15 p. M., North H(5tel, and finishing mv 71 miles,

out of which 19 were walked.

Saturday, the 24th, a start was not effected until

11.15 ^- ^'-i •^"'^ I covered only 12 miles over the

hilly but good clay road to South C'hina for din-

ner at a private house where hospitality sat

enthroned. The next 9 miles to Palermo were

good and the following 27 miles vki Montville

and Belmont to Belfast were over a fine shale

course, where I traveled in places 12 miles an hour.

The road passed 40 lakes or large ponds in the 48

miles, which I finished at Windsor Hotel in Bel-

fast in five and one-half riding hours. Next dav,

Sunday, I followed my usual rule of riding onlv in

the afternoon by starting at 2.15 P. M. The loam

and shale road was grand and passed through

Searsport and .Stockton. Over the whole route I

obtained a strong sea breeze from the bay, and
only one hill was unridable. I reached the ferrv

opposite P.ucksport (18m.) at 5 p. m., and took a

delightful dip in the cold, salty Penobscot before

taking the boat across the river to the town where
I sto|)ped for the night at 6 p. m. 1 began my
22d day at 7.35 A. .M., and found 22 miles of fine

clay road to Ellsworth, which- was reached at 10. to.

At 10.45 A. .M., I left the town and arrived at

Tompson':, 10 miles over an equally good course,

at noon. I now left the mainlan<l and crossed

the long rough bridge to .Mt. Desert Island, and
halted at its third house for dinner, and until a
heavy rain which had just begun, set into a drizzle

at 3.15 I'. -M. Ten milts more over a muddy road

and through the rain brought me v/,i Hull's Cove
to .Mt. Desert street. Bar Harbor, at 4.30, and I

there finished the first portion of my summer
tour, 836J miles from Philadelphia. Out of the

twenty-two days, over a week was consumed in

stops at summer resorts and places of interest.

During my pleasant stoj) of fifteen days at Bar

Harbor, several rides were taken over the ex-

cellent roads upon the island and my wheel-

ing amounted to 31 1 miles. It was August 10,

when I i)ulled out for Canada. Following the

gently sloping course over the edge of Green
-Mountain I passed Somerville and reached S.

W. Harbor (i6m.) in time for the 2 P. m. boat

for Rockland, having made the trip in one and
three-fourths hour. The steamboat ride through

the islands was beautiful. August 11, my route

led, 8.10 A. M., from Thorndyke Hotel, in Rock-

land, over a good limestone road of 4 miles to

Thomaston, which was reached 20 minutes later.

I now followed a very poor, sandy, mud road over

big hills to Jefferson, 25 miles, tiu Warren (4m.)

and Waldoboro (9m.), when I turned right. Din-

ner from 12 to 1.45 P.M., at the Lake House, before

I took the fair clay course via the Soldiers' Home
to Augusta, 23 miles, which was reached at 4.50 p.

M. I was forced to stop at the capital for a

money order until next morning—52 miles in 6

riding hours. Leaving .Augusta next morning at

9.30, I found delightful clay roads and cool and

clear weather along the east bank of the Kennebec
to Winslow, where I crossed the bridge to Elm-

wood Hotel, Waterville, for a dinner of two hours,

12 to 2 P. M. The distance from .Augusta with my
detours was 22 miles. The afternoon course was
against a strong wind and over a good but hilly

clay road of 18 miles to Skowhegan, which was

reached at 4.30 P. M. There a stop of 30 minutes

was made to speak to a local wheelman, who
politely accompanied me a mile out of towr. when
I turned to the left for Solon. The countrv now
began to grow wild and the only excuse for a vil-

lage between Skowhegan and Solon was Madison,

situated on a pretty lake ; other houses were few

and far between. I shall never forget the sun-

set. The clouds were gracefully formed and the

clear blue sky was lit up grandly as the sun sank

below the towering barriers of the Bald Mountain.

A little later the moon rose and the whole effect

was both grand and peaceful as 1 glided along

the fine road. I reached Solon (20m.) at 7.30 and

finished my 60 miles to represent 7^ touring hours.

Leaving Solon next day, Friday, at 8. 15 a. m., I

continued along the east bank of the Kennebec

over the fine, level, shale road. The scencrv,

which was mostly forest-covered ridges running

down to the bank of the river, was utterly wilJ

and beautiful. Bingham was the only village

passed, the other point, Moscow, was simply a

hotel, and no houses broke the other portion of

the forest edges. .At the forks of the Kennebec

(32111.), I arrived for 12.30 P. M. dinner. At 1.45

o'clock, taking the Canadian road I left civiliza-
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tion and had a journey up the mountain through

the beginning of the 100-mile forest. Throughout

the whole course up the 5th, 6th, 7th and ist ranges

to Jackman's Plantation (15^.), the thick branches

of the trees overlapped and caused pleasant shade.

This plantation was the only house along the

forest road until one comes to Moose River, 15

miles further. The road was e.xcellent, and after

my next 4 miles I had a continuous trip of 9 miles

down the mountains. 'Twas very impressive to

stand upon a high ridge and see no houses and

indeed nothing except the fine rugged scenery of

the forest, covered peaks, a few rivers, and a por-

tion of Moosehead lake. Moose River Plantation

was reached at 6.45 p. m., where I finished the 62

miles by stopping at the Custom House. Next

morning proved to be rainy so that a start was

not effected until 1.15 p. m. A mile walk brought

me again into the thick forest and now came the up-

hill journey of 15 miles to the summit of the Bald

Ridge, where a huge iron post indicates the na-

tional divide between United .States and Canada,

so that at 4 P. M., for the first time, I was on

British soil. The hills were now in my favor and

I easily reached the French town St. Come (21m.)

at 7 p. M., where the accommodations were poor.

This Sunday, August 15, 1 broke my usual rule by

riding all day. Starting at 8.30 A. M., I found

good clay road to St. George (9m.), where I had

an exciting time running the custom house with-

out depositing my JS50. Beyond, the course was

wretched, most of the distance being over loose

stones and long grass, and I found it hard to ride

fast, which I attempted to do in order to avoid

being overtaken by the customs officers. St.

Joseph (24m.) I entered at i p. m., and while hunt-

ing for a hotel for dinner a curious crowd collected

and a brawny man stepped forward and grabbed

the handle of my machine. If he had succeeded

in taking it from my grasp, the trouble would not

have ended there, but others would have been

bold enough to do me harm. I therefore brought

a powerful blow with my fist to bear upon his ex-

tended arm, and caused him and the crowd to

wonder what had hit him, while in the meantime

I pushed on to the hotel, where I stopped an

hour and a quarter. The whole course of 35
miles to St. Henry, 7'ia St. Marie, was wretched

and over much of it I ran pushing the bicycle, for I

was yet afraid of being overtaken by the custom

people. .St. Henry was reached at 7 P. M., and a

macadam road of 12 miles stretched to Quebec. I

stopped for supper 30 minutes before I finished

the course to the ferry house in Point Levi by

moonlight. From the wharf in Quebec a mile run

around the Terrace brought me to Albion House

at 8.30 and completed my run of Si miles. This

trip was a severe trial of endurance both for me
and the machine, but the excitement in avoiding

the customs under the penalty of having my wheel

confiscated kept me up to the work. Riding time

loj hours. I")uring the next two davs in which I

stopped at Quebec I took a run with several local

wheelmen to the famous falls (round trip I5ni.

over a fine limestone road) and one mile about

town, and the rest of the time was spent

in sight-seeing. It was therefore Wednes-

day, August 18, when two local wheelmen

accompanied me to St. Augustin (15m. from

Albion House), where we dined off eggs at

12 o'clock. Vile is no apt description of the road

the rest of the distance to Island of Montreal.

Before covering 20 miles, dropping the machine,

I bent a crank, which I easily mended at a shop.

with borrowed tools. At 4.30 P. M., cramps in

stomach forced me to put in at Deschambault, 43
miles from Quebec, where I was placed in a hard

bed with no blankets, no sheets, but with simply

a horse cloth thrown over me. Next day I was

well and, at 6.40 A. M., pulled out over the vile

course. Grondines (7m.) was reached at 7.40, and

now walking through long grass and sand was

the rule. At River Batiscan, making a detour of

2 miles, I stretched the distance to the town of

the same name, 23 miles. Hard work brought

me across the three rivers to Three Rivers, 21

miles, at 1.30 P. m., where an hour and a half were

spent at dinner at Duffern's Hotel. The whole

afternoon course ran through sand, and the black

gnats were plentiful. I reached Maskinonge, 30^

miles, via Pointe du Lac, at 7.20 P. M., 74^ miles in

11^ hours. The meals could not be eaten and

again no sheets being supplied, I found myself

next day in poor form to get to Montreal. Start-

ing at 7 A. M., I reached Berthier (i8m.) at 10,

over a fairly good mud road. But there my good

fortune left me, for I again pushed through sand

and high weeds for 1 5^ miles to Lavaltrie, where

another poor meal was taken at noon. The only

evidences of a road now were the defunct tele-

graph poles and wayside fences, everything else

was overgrown with tall grass. Starting at 1.15,

I reached the ferry house near Lachenaie (20m.)

via St. Sulpice, at 4.30, but was there delayed an

hour before taking the boat to Montreal Island.

My last 13 miles to St. Lawrence Hall was over a

limestone road and I arrived there 7 p. m., 66j

miles. The next two days I spent seeing Mont-

real. The M. B. C. took care of me and with

wheels showed me around (5m.), and on .Sunday

wheel and I saw Mt. Royal Park (8m.). Monday,

August 23, I began at Montreal my final day by

starting at 10 A. M. I passed over the fine lime-

stone road via Lachine to St. Anne, 22 miles
;

but before reaching the latter, rain forced what

proved to be a pleasant stop at a pretty residence

with a prettier lady. From St. Anne, I crossed

the delta of the Ottawa river on boats and

over the three mile island of Perrot. The

course now consisted of huge stones and

I found it slow traveling. Necessity forced

me to be in Philadelphia in a few days, and

I therefore decided to end my wheelback tour at

Coteau du Lac (lom), which was reached at 4 P.

M. Thus ended my delightful tour of 1,423, a 50-

day outing, and it was successful. Three falls

were taken, the first in the sandy plains between

Saratoga and Lake George, and the other two in

Canada, between Quebec and Montreal. Only

24 days were used in active riding, so that the

average was about 59^ miles per day. In all only

three days of riding were stopped by rain, so that

the weather was favorable.

Thus my mileage at the beginning of fall was

1.504 miles which I shortly increased by adding 499

miles of local riding to it. I also took a short

tour from Philadelphia to Pottstown, Reading,

Ephrata, Downingtown and return, amounting

to 158^ miles. A run most of the way to Win-

chester, Va., was taken in Thanksgiving week,

through rain, and the last 50 miles in 8 hours

through 6 inches of snow. This is so far my last

run, and it amounts to 140J miles. Therefore,

my this year's riding since July I amounts to

2,306 miles, and the tire of my new Expert has

not once come loose.

W. B. Page.

Philadelphia, Dec. 18, 1886.

WINTER RIDING.

Why is it, Mr. Editor, that so many, at the first

appearance of cold weather or slight snow, cry

out that " the riding season is over," and immedi-

ately put their wheels in vaseline, and sigh for the

gentle zephyrs of spring? I also notice a dispo-

sition on the part of the press, as well as the

dealers, to echo this sentiment, and to my mind it

is radically wrong. To me, the riding season is

never over, and those of my hardier friends agree

that there is nothing as delightful as a scorch on

a frosty morning. Of course, I do not pretend to

say that I ride in all weathers, including rain and

slush, but there are often times when our roads,

especially macadam surfaces, are superior in win-

ter after a thaw, followed by frost, than in the

summer time. It does not take many hours for

the ruts to be worn down, especially where the

traffic is heavy, as in this city, and the lazy wheel-

man who puts his wheel in limbo loses many a

delightful spin. Of course, proper care should be

taken to protect the body, and warm clothing

should be worn. The chest should be well cov-

ered, and there is nothing so effective as an old-

fashioned sheet of wrapping-paper to avoid pneu-

monia and kindred ills. The much abused cor-

duroy coat will not come amiss, and a pair of

Vifarm gloves with ventilated backs ought to an-

swer for the hands.

Keep your wheels turning, brothers ! It con-

vinces the public that cycling is for all seasons,

and does a heap of good to the cause in tliat re-

spect, besides training up the system for the try-

ing days of early spring.

—

Frederick Jenkins,

in the W/ied.

There is a great demand by record fiends for

the kind of cyclometer used by the Westfield

gentleman who claims the 13,498 miles for the

season of 1886.— The Bicycling World.

It is said that what is wanted in California to

boom cycling, and particularly racing, is a few

good men old enough to have escaped from

parental control.— The Pacific Wheelman.

The Bulletin is grievously in error when it says

the acknowledgment of the failure of the third

class by us in our last issue must have been " a

bitter pill." Having no hobbies, or axes to grind,

and being irrevocablv wedded to no idea, it gives

us no bitterness to acknowledge the impractica-

bility of a line of policy if it proves impracticable,

even should it have been advocated by us pre-

viously. Our aim is to secure the greatest good

for the greatest number ; not to coddle pet notions

of our own. The promateur class was necessary

last fall to save the tournaments from failure ; to-

day, however, the need has disappeared. In the

government of organizations, as well as in the

government of nations, there is such a thing as

expediency. The acme of perfection cannot al-

ways be safely arrived at with one stride, and so

it was with the class question last fall. One class

is the acme of perfection, but it was inexpedient,

if not impracticable, to force so radical a change

at that time. The third class therefore was

brought into existence, and this third class was

the first step toward one class. It was the con-

necting link, as events will prove, for it has

already caused the eyes of wheelmen to be opened

to the foolishness of class distinctions, and has

called forth a general demand to have them swept

away.— The American Wheelman.
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Sale ar^d Exci^ange.

This department is for tl>e convenience of our readers, in

whicli their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It often occurs that a wheelman wishes to exchange or sell his

^ machine, or a new-comer wishes to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per word, ecuh insertion, cash ivilh the order.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

KDVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

tising in The Wheelmen's Gazette.

AGREAT IMPROVEMENT in the method of riding is

to have tact' at all times. Some " lose their head '" just

when ihey need it most. Exchange all weaknesses for the

bodilv and mental power that is given by CROSBY'S
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES, 56 VV. 25th St., New York.
Druggists, or by mail, $1.

CHEAP ENOUGH —The Wheelmen's Reference Book
and The Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

DON'T BUY A SECOND - HAND CYCLE until you

have seen our list. We have been making money trad-

ing New Rapids, and can afford to sell second-hand machines
cheaper than anybody. Columbias, Royal Mails, Rudges, etc.,

on easy payments. S. T. CLARK & CO., Baltimore, Mo.

EVERY CLUB SECRETARY should have the Refer-
ence Book. Only 50 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricvcle, 'S3 pattern, in first-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR SALE—44-inch Facile, 1SS6, in fine condition ; $100.

51-inch Star, 1884, in good order; $40. THE SOLI-
TARY CLUB, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE — 45-inch Special Star, enamel finish, power
traps : been run about 500 miles ; in good order

; $60.

JOHN J. Y'OUNG, Braceville, III.

FOR S.ALE — .Any Premium named in our list at retail

price, and a copy of The CIazette for one year free.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

GIVEN AWAY—Premiums for .Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicvcling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S G.AZETTE,' Springfield, Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, post-paid, on receipt of price, Two Dollars, bv

THE WHEEL.MEN'S G-AZEPTE, Springfield, Mass.

SEND US ONE DOLLAR for The Gazette two years,

and receive a copy of the Wheelmen's Reference Book.

THEGAZETTE AND WHEELING ANNUAL, onlvji.
THE WHEELM EN'S t;AZETTE,SpRL\(.FiELD,MAss.

TXTHEELMEN who are ambitious to excel in strength and
VV skill can exchange their desire for certainty by building

up their nerves with the Brain and Nerve Food, CROSBY'S
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES, 56 W. 25th St., New York.
Druggists, or by mail, $1.

CO CENTS BUYS WHEELING ANNUAL. Fifty
O Cents buys Canterbury Pilgrimage. Two Dollars buys
Rhymes of Road and River. The whole mailed to any
address, post-paid, for $3, including The (Jazette for a vear.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, ^fAss.

WANTED-BICYCLES^ TRICYCLES FOR CASH!
Give make, finish when new, style of bearings, exacfl con-

dition, and bottom price, or no notice taken.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
P.O. Box 2434, New York.

FOR CLUBS

!

Outing, S3 00
The Bicycling World, i.oo

The Cycle 1.50
The Wheel, 2.00
The Bicycle South, 50
Wheeling, 2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The American Wheelman, 50
A Canterbury Pilgrimage, 50
Wheeling -Annual 50
Recreation, 1.50

$14.00

Mailed post-paid for one year to any club or individual for

' THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

mEY
10 be maile. Cut this out and return to us, and
we will send you free, something of great value

and importance to you, that will start you in bus-
iness which will brini^ you in more money right

away than anything else in this world. Any one can do the work
and live at home. Either sex ; all aq;es. Something new, that

just coins monev for all workers. We will start you; capital not

needed. This is one of the genuine, important chances of a life-

time. Those who are ambitious and enterprising will not delav.

Grand outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.

MURRAT'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large

slock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of

American wheels.

$7.60 for $6.00.
Outing, J?'3-oo

Rhymes of Road and River 2.00

The Hook-Keeper's Delight, 2.50

Sent to any address fur $5.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.
SpKiNt.KiELi), Mass.

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION

!

We are now prepared to furnish all classes with employment at

home, the whole of the time, or for their spare moments, bus-
iness new, light, and profitable. Persons of either sex easily

earn from 50 cents to J5 per evening, and a proportional sum by
devoting all their time to the business. Hoys and girls earn
nearly as much as men. That all who see this may send their

address, and test the business, we make this offer : To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to j)ay for

the trouble of wriiiTv,'. Full particulars and outfit free.

Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

$3.50 for $2.50.
The Book-Keeper's Delight $2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Sent to any address for $2,50. by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Shrinc.field, Mass.

$75.
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN !

One ne^w 56 - inch Iroquois Racer

;

a perfect wheel, and one of the Iroquois

Company's best.

Address
"IROQUOIS,"

Springfield, Mass.

Care "Wheelmen's Gazette.

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
WE WILI* SEND

The Cycle one year, $0.75
The Wheelmen's Reference Hook, .50

The Wheelmen's Gazette one year, 50

All for the small sum of $1. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Si'KiNc.FiEi.D, Mass.

Eggs for llatcltlog.

I have Light and Dark Breeding
Pens of PLYMOUTH ROCKS of

the best strains.

EGGS $1 per Sifting.

E. DUCKER,
19 MONROE STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

$5.50 for $4.00 !

Tlie Book- Keeper's Delight, 82.50
Rhymes of Koad and River 2.00
The Wheelmen's Reference Hook, 50
The Wheelmen's (jazette, 50

Mailed to any address for <4 ''

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Si'KiM.i iiii.u, Mass.

TO ADVERTISERS!
For a check for ?2o we will print a ten-line advertisement

in One Million issues of leadiiij; American Newspapers and
complete the work within ten days. This is at the rate of
only one-fifth of a cent a line for 1,000 Ciiculation ! The ad-
vertisement will appear in bnt a single issne of any paper, and
consequently will be placed before One Million different news-
paper purchasers ;—or Kivp. Million Readers, if it is true,

as is sometimes stated, that every newspaper is looked at by
five persons on an average. Ten lines will accommodate
about 75 words. Address with copy of Advertisement and
check, or send 30 cents for Book of 176 jiagcs.

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.. 10 Spruce St., New York.

We have just issued s new edition (the i^isl) of our Book
called " Newspaper Advertising." It has 176 pages, and
among its contents may be named the following Lists and
(."atalogues of Newspapers :

—

DAILY NKWSPAPKRS IN NEW YORK CITY, with

their .Adveriising Rates.

DAILY XKW.SPAPKR.S IN CITIK.S HAVING more
ihan 150,000 population, omitting all but the best.

Daily NK.W.SPAPKR.S in cities having more
than 20,000 population, omitting all but the best.

A SMALL LIST OF NEWSPAPERS IN which to ad-

vertise every section of the country ; being a choice seleciion-

made up with great care, guided by long experience.

ONE NEWSPAPER IN A .STATE. The best one for

an advertiser to use if he will use but one.

BARGAINS IN ADVERTISING IN DAILY News-
papers in many principal cities and towns, a List which offers

peculiar inducements to some advertisers.

LARGEST CIRCULA'PIONS. A complete list of all

American papers issuing regularly more than 25,000 copies.

THE BEST LIST OF LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, cover-

ing every town of over 5,000 popu-

lation, and every important county

seat.

SELECT LIST OF LOCAL
NEWSPAPERS, in which advcr
tisements are inserted at half price

5,403 VILLAGE NEWSPA-
PERS in which advertisements are

inserted for S41 a line and appear in

the whole lot— one-half of all the

American weeklies.

iE^^ Sent to any address for THIRTY CENTS.

lAmerican Hand Fire AiiiiiMlatorl

WANTED!

A good business man in every Slate and in every county to

sell the .'American Hand Fire Annihilator, the greatest of all

modern inventions for extinguishing fires.

The Annihilator is a small brass cylinder loaded with chem-

icals enclosed separately in glass capsules which are not

broken until the lime of using them, thus preserving them in a

perfect state for any length of time. Simple in construction,

perfect in operation, and requires no skill to use it. Just what

every property-owner needs in his manufactory', his office, or

his dwelling-house.

Send for terms and descriptive circulars to

S. G. OTIS, Superintendent of Agencies,

182 State Street, - - SPRI NGFIELO, MASS.

lADierican Hand Fire Aiiniliilatorl

Yon
can live at home, and make more money at work for

us, than at anvthing else in this world. Capital not

needed ; vou .ire started free. Both sexes : all ages.

Any one can do the work. Large earnings sure from

first start. Costly outfit and terms free. Better not delay. Costs

vou nothing to send us vour address and find out ; if vou are wise

Vou will do so ai once. H. HALLETT & CO., Portland, Me.
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IJV^ THE PBESS.

TwoTrinstolleEineraiillsle

By ''FAEDr*

I.-A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.- A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

ffofusehi Illiistfutpfi hji Wood-Cut and Z,Hh-

otjraphic I'rocesses, hi/ GKOIiGi: MOOBE.

READY IN TEN DAYS.

Price $1.50, post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
fMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, IVIass., U.S.A.

EI>ITION J)E ZZrXE,

Printed on tnick paper, wilh 20 photographs of scener\' by

Jhe author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the

author, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, England.

REPAIBS ! BETAIBS

TO SAVE DELAY AND EXPENSE
SEND rOUM 3IACUINES

NOW !

We are prejyared to do Jiepniring cheajjer find

quicker noiv titan ei'er before.

HOWARD A. SMITH d CO.

OMAXON HALL, - - NEWAliK, N..J.

$4.00 for $3.00 !

Rhymes of Road and River, ;f2.oo

The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
Wheeling Annual, 50
A Canterbury Pilgi'image, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Mailed to any address, post-paid, for $3, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Spkixcfield, Mass.

Recreation.
The L. a. W. Bulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

BEST ROADSTER
READILY
LEARNED
AN HOUR

PROVED BTSEVEN
YEARS HARD USE

SEND FOB mUSIRATED PRICE LIST

ARTHUR MTTNSON, AoENT,
ST.'\MFORn, CT.

BEST GOODS at LOWEST PRICES!
Punnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knee-Breeches, only

$4 a pair.
_
Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere, Corduroy, Flan-

nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle .Stockings,

$1 a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporters, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks.

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

I

THE HEW flOB BflHIlE
WITH

MAMMOTH ASH PAN and GAUZE OVEN DOOR.

IMPORTANTTO HOU SEKEEPERS
A REVOLUTION IN COOKING.

Pure air is as necessary in the cooking of food as in its assim-
ilation after it is eaten. Air to be pure must be kept in motion.
This law is one from which nature never varies, and steady cur-
rents of fresh air surround our globe, driving away the vitiated

producftions of respiration and furnishing to every human being
a pure, uncontaminated atmosphere to breathe.
This same law of nature governs all the principles and prac-

tice of cooking. Meat and bread in cooking give out deleteri-

ous gases which are re-absorbed in the ordinary range oven,
producing unhealthfu! food, besides diminishing the 7//?;^/;/ and
shrinking the substance of the articles cooked. The Wire
Gauze Door reiwlutiofiizes nil this, by keeping np a circulation

offresh air in tlie oven. The food is thus surrounded by a pure
heated atmosphere during the process of cooking, and meats
are roasted and bread baked in accordajice with natural laws.

No odors come into the room, less fuel is required, and tough
meats are made tender. Bread baked with tlie Wire Gauze Door
does not mold, and pies and cakes keep fresh for a long time.
This wonderful Door is used exclusively on the Hub Stoves

and Ranges, and all imitations and substitutes are worthless, as

it is the gauze tJiat produces tJie results, and no other Range
can use this.

Sold by dealers everywhere. Special circulars gladly sent
on application.

SMITH & ANTHONY STOVE CO.
Manufacturers of the Hub Stoves. Ranges, and Furnaces,

BOSTON, MASS.

reR SAbE

Light Brahmas and Plymouth Rocks, $1.50

each. Silver Spangle Hamburgs, Brown and
White Leghorns, $1.00 each.

TESTIMONIALS.
Marlette, Mich., November 27, 1885.

Mr. A. Newton: Dear Sir— I received the four cockerels
(Plymouth Rock, Light Brahma, Brown and White Leghorn)
all O.K. I have been in the poultry business for several years,
and I must own up these are tlie best I ever owned.

Yours truly, W. B. McGILL.

Newark, N. J., July 2, :886.

Mr. A. Newton: Dear Sir— I received this morning the
five Light Brahma chicks. I am deligliied with the manner in

which you shipped them. I have received stock from many
poidtrymen, but your shipping coops and careful manner of

shipping far exceed any breeder with whom I have ever dealt.

Yours fraternally, H. F. ALLING,
Propr. II 'aitiut-St. Poji/try ) 'ards.

[[[^^^Send for free descriptive circular to

ADOLPHUS NEWTON,
PLYMOUTH, N. Y.

The a. C. U. Pin, the most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made; patent pend-
ing; cut shows exact size. Prices : Made
of solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

garnet stone in diamond setting, $3.50; ox-

idized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, $3.50;
enamel around letters, 50c. extra ; two or
three garnet stones set on top of crown, %\
extra for each; diamond In crown, from $10
to $25. Send cash, check, or monev-order.
W. H.WARNER, Springfield,' Mass.

/

^^(P€^J^4if

POSTAGE -STAMP STICKER, ENVELOPE SEALER,
FINGER DAMPENER, AND PAPER-

. WEIGHTS COMBINED.

This combination has been devised to avoid the undisputed nuisance of licking postage stamps. It serves as two separate

paper weights, works rapidly, saves time, and is always ready for use. Fifty envelopes can be stamped by this machine in one

minute. The stamp holder contains 125 postage stamps, and once placed in the receptacle they are not seen until they adhere

to the envelope. The moistening machine seals envelope flaps in an instant, and requires no licking ; it is invaluable to bank

tellers as a finger dampener; druggists by using it save the annoyance and trouble of licking labels. ^ The machines never get

out of order, and are beautiful and lasting ornaments to any desk. They are brass, nickel-plated, and weigh i\ pounds each.

Endorsed by all who use them.

Price per Set, $2.50, post-paid. Discount to Agents.

T. A. NlcDONALD & CO., New Albany, Ind.

SAFE, FRAGTIGALiH FAST.
NO HEADERS OR OANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Road Record for 60 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles

within the Hour.
Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Smitbville, Bur. Co., "S. J.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

BICYCLES"TRICYCLES*TANDEMSSAFETIES

The only Tandem whose wheel
load Is equally distributed in

sinjylc and double forms. May
be steered by. either or both

riders. Pronounced by press

and public to be the most
unique machine of its class.

TANDEM COMPLETE. SUFFICIENT WEIGHT UPON THE FRONT WHEEL TO
PREVENT THE REAR RIDER AFFECTING THE STEERING.

m m
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

?5 Clinton Ayenue, - NEISTARK, N. J.
m-ACTIVE AND liESPOXSIBLE AGEXTS WAXTED.^^SZ
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THE

meueiinen

g@- ONE DOLLAR A YEAR !"^ii

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

179 Tieinoiit Street, BOSTON,

Publishers of THE BICYCLING WORLD, and

American Agents for Messrs. ILIFFE &

BTURMEY, Coventry, England.

^ PERIODICALS * AND ^ LITERATURE.

The Bicycling World (established 1879). The leading
cychng paper of America ; employs the best wxiters on cyclii g
subjects, and makes a specialty 01 practical articles relating to

cycling. All the news, carefully edited and given with dispatch.
Oft£ Dollar a year.

The Cyclist, the leading paper of England, is a well-filled

newspaper, containing the earliest, the best, and fullest re-

ports of all wheel matters. No other paper covers the ground
as the Cyclist does, and it is not only the largest in size, but
has by far the largest circulation of any wheel paper. Edited
by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairu. J2.50 per year, includ-
ing postage.

Bicycling News (English), including the three papers.
News, Tricyclist, and II- heel Life. Edited by George Lacy
Hillier, W. McCandlish, H. H. Griffin, and a staff of writers
of great ability. Cartoons every week. Bright, breezy,
newsy. A good thing to have. $2.50, including postage.

Tricyclists' I.ndispensablb Annual and Hand-book.— By Henry Sturmey. Describes every machine made, with
detailed analysis of all the various parts, principles, or novel-
ties in present use, etc. Profusely illustrated. Edition for

1884, revised and enlarged, 50 cents, by mail. There will be
no edition of this book for 18S5.

Bicyclists' Indispensable Hand-book.—We are prom-
ised an edition of this work for 1SS5, and shall announce its

appearance.

Safety Indispensable.—By Henry Sturmey. A com-
plete analysis of the Safety Bicycle, and illustrations of each
kind. By mail, 30 cents.

Health Upon Wheels. — By W. Gordon Stables, M.D.
Contents : What is meant by Health ; Health of the Skin

;

Baths and Bathing ; The Morning Tub ; Rules for Seaside
Enjoyment : Dyspepsia ; Errors in Diet ; The Man and the
Stomach ; Remarks on Diet ; Drinks on the Road ; Advice
on Training and Exercise; Medicines in Training; Road
Comforts ; How to Ride ; Clothing ; Care of the Feet ; Care
of the Hands ; Soap—Toilet Requisites ; Calmatives—Ner-
vousness—Sleeplessness ; Mineral Waters ; A Tourist's Filter.

Price by mail, 50 cents.

Club Songs.—A collection of twenty bicycle songs, set to
popular airs. By mail, 25 cents.

The Tricycle in Relation to Health and Recrea-
tion.—By B.W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.S. By mail, 30 cents.

Tricycling for Ladies.—By Miss F. J. Erskine. " For
some time past there has been a real need with many ladies
who have had their interest awakened on the subject of tricy-

cling for some small book which should put them in posses-
sion of the most useful and necessary information without
having to pay for it by their own experience. This want is

now supplied, and in Miss Erskine's book will be found hints
on the choice and management of tricycles, with suggestions
on dress, riding, and touring, etc., adapted to a lady's special
requirements." 25 cents.

Training for Amateur Athletes, with Special Re-
gard TO Bicyclists—By Dr. H. L. Cortis. The author of
this work being at once a responsible medical man and a rider
of world-wide renown, it has an authority which no other
book on training possesses. As its hints and directions are in
every way practical, it can be strongly indorsed as giving all

the information that a book can give on this important "sub-
ject. Second edition. 50 cents.

Bicycle Primer.—A bicycle alphabet in rhyme,
trated. 10 cents.

Illus-

A. B. C. OF Bicycling.—This little book is the best in-
structor for beginners yet published. 12 cents.

Lyra Bicyclica. — New edition. Just published. One
hundred and sixty pages. Bound in cloth. A collection of
wheel poems, by J. G. Dalton. $1. First edition. 20 cents.

Christ.mas Numbers. — The Christmas numbers of the
Cyclist are profusely illustrated, and filled "vith entertaining
reading niatter. " Our Camp," the current number, has made
a furore in the wheel world. We have a few copies left. 25
cents.

Bicycle Tactics.— By Capt. T. S. Miller. A complete
manual for drill by clubs. 30 cents. New edition now ready.

THE LEADING WHEEL PAPER OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Weekly: Five Cents, or Two Dollars a Year.

Wheeling contains the whole of the gossip and doings of the week, written in short, crisp

])aragraphs; also articles, stories, poems, etc., for which $15 is given weekly.

HABRY ETHERINGTON, Proprietor, 152 Fleet Street, London, E. C.

American Agentu, THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

Wueeling and The Gazette mailed, post-paid, for $2 per annum.

REFERENCE BOOK,
CONTAININQ

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF OVER TWO HUNDRED LEADING WHEELMEN; DESCRIPTION OF

DIFFERENT MAKES OF LEADING WHEELS; FCJLL AND COMPLETE RECORD TABLES,

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN; LEAGUE OFFICERS, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCHES; TABLE OF RACING EVENTS OF THE YEAR;

A CLUB DIRECTORY; HINTS ON TOURING,

THE CARE OF CYCLES, ETC.

49 * FINELY- EXECUTED LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS ^ 49
IN THREE COLORS, OF THE FOLLOWING WELL-KNOWN WHEELMEN.

F. F. IVES,
W. A. RHODES,

L. D. MUNGER,
E. D. HUNTER,

W. H. HUNTLEY,
F. P. KENDALL,

C. H. POTTER,
G> E. PRATT,

N. M. BECKWITH,
A. BASSETT,

J. S. PRINCE,
FRED WOOD,

R. HOWELL,
W. M. WOODSIDE,

R. A. NEILSON,
R. H. ENGLISH,

M. V. J. WEBBER,
P. FURNIVALL,

R. CRIPPS,
R. CHAMBERS,

E. F. LANDY,
F. R. COOK,

G. M. HENDEE,
N. H. VanSICKLEN,

W. C. MARVIN, A
THOS. STEVENS,

B. B. AYERS,
W. W. STALL,

C. A. HAZLETT,
H. J. HIGH,

C. E. KLUGE,
A. B. RICH,

E. P. BURN HAM.

W. F. KNAPP,
J. G. HITCHCOCK,

L. B. HAMILTON,
WM. A. ROWE,

L. A. MILLER,
GEO. E. WEBER,

WM. E. CRIST,
H. D. COREY,

H. OVERMAN,
A. A. POPE,

W. S. ATWELL,.
A. G. SPALDING,

H. B. SMITH,
H. W. GASKELL,

S. T. CLARK,
W. B. EVERETT,

PRICE 50 CENTS, POST-PAID.

DUCKER & GOODIVEAN, Box 352, Hartford, Ct.

^ ZJ (£J S/

Ridden, written, and illustrated by Joseph and Elizabeth Robins Pennell. One volume, square Svo. Paper, socrs.

A charming book/or w/uelnun. Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

THE WBEELMEX'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mast.

\
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* CHESTNUTS *

'A sailor's 'srlfe had chestnuts In her lap."—Macbeth.

TSTill be tlie Cliristinas Annual of TSTHEELiIITG, and "ssrill

be written by TST. McCANDLISH and F. PERCT LOTST, izsrliose

Mgli reputation for satire and sarcasm larill be fully upbeld
by tbis Tsrork.

* CHESTNUTS *

larill be tbe most readable Cycling Annual ever issued in

connection -ssritb tbe sport, and "ssrill be publisbed at S5 cents,

post-paid. Order at once, as a large demand is expected, and
orders izsrill be filled as received.

* CHESTNUTS *

«©~ All orders sbould be addressed to tbe Sole American
Agents,

THE TSTHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., TJ. S. A.
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IT WOULD SEEM TO BE FATE I

It is a fact, IioweTrer, tliat riders of tlie AMERICAK CHAMPION
Jia-sre made tlie most p]ieiiom.eiial long-distance and

road times of t3ie season.

Here is another marvelous record, by J. S. PRINCE, at Omaha, on a carefully surveyed indoor and ten-lap

track, in 48 hours,—7<>7 9-10 miles, a World Hecord by 27 miles. They all say the same thing: "It is the easy-

running qualities of the G. & J. bearings."

Then there's the 10 miles in 29m. 15is.; the 20 miles in 59m. 35 4-5 s.; the 50 tniles in 2h. 55m. 46^s.; and
the 100 miles in 6h. l^m.— all of them World Records made by a roadster on a country road. Facts of this sort

talk.

By the way, gentlemen, if you want your machine overhauled or repaired, don't wait until the busy spring,

and then express the w^ork to be promptly done. Send your mount to us itotv, and have it ready for the first bit

of good riding weather. It stands to reason that it will be more thoroughly done, and at a much more reasonable

price. Since we have completed our new factory we can devote a good deal more space to this branch of the

business.
Respectfully submitted, THE GORMULLY <£ JEFFERY 3IAJS^UFACTURING COMFAJ^Y.

WW DIE BDDtE |!tE!ll!E|[r
^^ TANDEM

->^

MomatlG Steerer.

The Tricycle can be
ridden by a lady or gen-

tleman, and the Tandem
by two ladies, if desired.

-^=<r

->e

Ligfit Stroog, Fast.

Adjustable to all sizes.

Has no slides or rollers.

See this machine or send

for Catalogue.

-^«e

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON^ MASS.

l^KW YORK HEADQUARTERS, GEO. R. BID^ATELL, 313 West 58th Street.
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ioigESPmPELDIOPSTEt'n
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

InventEd fay Riders af Experience. The Only Afasalutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Ha Nat Buy a Wheel

Before You See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

No expense left out to

warrant success.

No headers to "knock

you out."

•••

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

•
•••

The Old Story
> Of 1H£

CRANK WHEEL

Coasting TSTitliout Danger ! Hill-Climtoing to Perfection

!

•••

Improved GMgH Level

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping

mechanism. it is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the

power. There is no waste of

power. It grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers.

•••

•••

Known to be the best.

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
against defects in workmanship or material. AH wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPRINGFIELD BICTCLE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, X^IASS.

Or JOHN p. LOVELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Comer of Comhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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THE

KIM EICTCLE
WILL BE APPRECIATED BY ALL

AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers, giv-

ing a constant application of power so

highly prized on sandy or muddy roads

and in hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,

Because, the treadles being in the rear

of the hub, there is an uplifting at the

fulcra In front, removing the danger of

"taking a header."

FOR CONVENIENCE,

Because It can be run backwards, has

the silent coasting ratchet, and any rider

can tighten a loose spoke with a spoke-

tightener or insert a new spoke. Extra

spokes sent with each bicycle.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,

Because the new motor, utilizing the

weight, and the natural position of the

hands, enable the rider to greatly in-

crease the pressure upon the pedals.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,

Because the new adjustable anti-fric-

tion bearings run very easily, are very

durable, and cannot roll together.

FOR DURABILITY,

The new hollow-felloe rim being very

rigid, and the new tangent spokes inter-

laced make a very strong wheel.

Secured by United States Patents and Pending United States and Foreiffn Applications
by the Inventor, Rev. HOMIiR A. KINO, Springfield, Mass.

WHAT 0THERS SAY.
Springfield, Mass., August 12, 1S86.

I have ridden a crank wheel for five years, and the past few
months have ridden The King Safety Bicycle on the

track and over rough roads, through inud and sand, up hill

and down. In ascending a hill the weight can be utilized as

well as muscle, and in coasting down hill The King Safety
beats all others. It runs more easily than the crank wheel,
and is safe against headers, as the weight is always on one
pedal in the rear of the hub. There is no machine more easy
to mount and dismount. 1 have let many ride it, and they
are all delighted with it. CHARLES QUIMBY.

Rev. Dr. GifFord, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Baptist

Church of Boston, Mass., a noted cycle rider, occupied the
pulpit of the State-Street Baptist Church in Springfield,

Mass., August i, and called at the factory Monday and ex-

amined the cycles. We were not present, but wrote him
soliciting an article, and received the following note :

—

Dear Brother King— I enclose you a bit on re-creation.

. . . I think you h.ive a good machine. I have always
ridden the crank wheel, but think yours will have more power
and safety. Yours truly, O. P. GIFFORD.

Springfield, Mass., July 28, 18S6.

After riding a crank wheel for three years, I have given it

up, for fear of going over the handle-bars, and purchased a
Star. Have also tried The King Safety Bicycle, which
I think fully as safe and good.

HARRY R. HITCHCOCK.

PRICE LIST OF THE KING LIGHT ROADSTER BICYCLE.
ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS

Enamel Finish,

One-fourth Nickel Finish,

One-half Nickel Finish, .

Full Nickel Finish,

To Rear Wheel.

$95.00
100.00
1 05 . 00
115.00

To Both Wheels.

$115.00
120.00
125.00
135.00

One-fourth Nickel includes Saddle - Spring, Handle -Bars, Brake, and Head; One-half

Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel; Full Nickel includes all except the Rim.

SPECIAL OFfJEIi.—Ten jtercent. Discount to any Clergyman,

AOENXS WANTED.

TIE limi WHE EOPIiy, Si Blltlig SH,PW-

THE BICYCLE |iEII|lLD
AND

Tie WeeKli Evaooelist

Have been united, and the consolidated paper is now issued

monthly by THE EVANGELI.ST COMPANY, at Evange-

list Building, 182 State Street, Springfield, Mass.

THE HERALD
CONTAI.NS

T//E RU.V.VI.VG RECORD,
PROGRESS OF THE ART,

CYCLING ROMANCE,
PRACTICAL HELPS.

THE EVANGELIST
IS DEVOTED TO

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE,
EVA.VGELISTIC WORK,

TEMPERANCE AND REFORM,
YOUTirS DEPARTMENT.

TERMS.
Single Copy, 8 pages, one year, $0.35

Three Copies, one year, i.oo

PREMIUMS.
Bicycles may be partly or wholly paid for by soliciting sul>-

scribers. For many years we carried on a purchasing agency
in New York, purchasing at wholesale prices from all the

leading houses. We also supplied almost any article desired

by any agent as a premium for sending us a cluD of subscribeis,

but we found it necessary to require agents to send us as many
subscribers as they could obtain, and a fair remittance, and
trust to us to purchase the article at a low price and credit

them with any balance their due, or return it to them with the

premium if they desired. We can furnish any premium offered

by any other paper on as liberal terms as anv one, but time is

too valuable to make a trip to inquire the price of special ar-

ticles, and afterwards another trip for the article, if the agent

raises the club and does not change his mind as to the pre-

mium desired.

SPECIAL OFFERS.

1. We offer a fine .Steel-Plate Engraving, entitled "The
Star of Bethlehem," size 22x28, price $2, and The Bicycle
Herald and Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for

only $1.

2. We offer Hollyer's line and stipple Steel-Plate Engraving
of " Henry W. Longfellow in his Librarv," size 24x32, price

S7.50, and The Bicycle Herald and J'vangelist, for one
year, all post-paid, for only 5i-25.

3. We offer Webster's Practical Dictionary, the latest and
best $1 dictionary in the market, and The Bicycle Herald
and Evangelist for one year, all post-paid, for only Ji.

Sample co/y of Paper sent free to any address. Agents

wanted in every town in the United States. Premiums or

liberal cash commission given. Write for terms. -Address

ALBERT J. KING,
51 Barclay Street. - NEW YORK.
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FAITHFULLY'FODNDED "FACTS->^^

*'Imitation is tlie sincerest form of flattery," and tlie CUNARD
CONVERTIBLE TANDEM is the most perfect form of Tandem.

A so-called ''Convertible" Tandem, larliose comrertibility into
a single Tricycle is not practical, is practically not a Convertible
Tandem.

If a Tandem is in perfect balance as a double macliine, hoTzsr

can its balance as a single Tricycle be maintained equally per-
fect unless adequate arrangements are made for equally distrib-
uting tlie Tsrlieel-load in botli its single and double forms ?

TSTliicli is a provision existing in no otlier Tandem tlian tlie

CUNARD CDNYERTIHLE TANDEM.

See advertisement opposite.

"Tlie proof of tlie pudding is in tlie eating," and tlie proof of
tlie superiority of tlie CUNARD CONVERTIBLE TANDEM is

exemplified by tlie folloTsring Testimonial (among numerous
otliers) from T. J. KIRKPATRICK, Esq., Vice-President of tlie

League of American Vriieelmen :—

D. ROGERS & CO., Newark. N. J.
Springfield, Ohio, January 11. 1887.

Gentlemen —Respecting the CUNARD TANDEM, I have to say that it is beyond all question the best
Tandem yet produced. Its compactness, ease of handling, light running, safety, and the ease -with -which it may
be mounted or dismounted, by either a lady or gentleman, leaves nothing to be desired. Its folding handle-bar,
and the fact that it can be quickly and readily taken through a common door, are features which make the
machine a pleasure. I have o^wned other Tandems, but this is the only one that -was worth house-room as a
convertible machine. I find it a perfect machine, in perfect balance either as a single or a Tandem. I have
sought carefully for some three years now^ for the best Tandem, and have given the matter a great deal of thought
and attention ; and if asked to-day to suggest an improvement in the design and arrangement of the CUNARD
I would be free to say that as it is I believe it is as nearly perfect as this type of machine ever will be.

Respectfully, T. J. KIRKPATRICK.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

?5 Clinton Ayenue. - NE'WARK, N. J.

CATALOGUES FREE.
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BICYCLES-TRICYCLES'TANDEMS'SAFETIES

TANDEM COMPLETE. SUFFICIENT WEIGHT UPON THE FRONT WHEEL TO
PREVENT THE REAR RIDER AFFECTING THE STEERING.

m m
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

75 Clinton AyenXje, - NE^ySTARK, N. J.
Active and Re3pon3ible Agents Wanted. Send for List of ShopJVorn Machines which Must be Sold to accommodate Spring Stocii,
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THE RXJDGcE
FOR 1887.

To tlie Reader.
Although it may be a trifle early, we take great pleasure in calling your

attention in a general way to our plans and machines for 1887.

We have investigated every improvement that has appeared upon Bicy-

cles and Tricycles, both in England and America, and have satisfied our-

selves as to its value ; and although the Rudge machines for next year will

not contain any very startling novelties, which are often used for advertising

purposes, you can rest assured that we have not been negligent in our

efforts to perfect them.

We have been in active correspondence during the last year with a large

number of reliable, enthusiastic road riders in regard to improvements on

the Rudge machines, and after a careful examination, we have decided to

adopt those which we have thoroughly tried and can fully recommend.

Rudge Liglit Roadster.
We are not quite prepared at present to lay before you the detailed

specifications of the Rudge Light Roadster for 1S87, but when they are

submitted to you, we feel you will at once say, " It stands at the head." We
have spared no pains in any respect, and the old favorite comes forward this

year better than ever. Be sure and see this machine before deciding on

your mount for the year.

Rudge Roadster.
We have entirely remodeled the American Rudge and improved it in

many points. In consequence of the large number of cheaper machines, we

have discarded the word American, and re-named it the Rudge Roadster.

For a good, strong, reliable roadster, at a moderate price, we think it

will lead all others, as it has done for the last three years. It is a machine

that we can recommend as a reliable mount at a low price.

Rudge Bicyclette.

We shall also place upon the market the Rudge Bicyclette, the orig-

inal safety bicycle of the Rover type. This was patented by Rudge & Co.

in 1879, both in England and America, and all machines of this pattern are

imitations of the original.

The many advantages that the Bicyclette possesses in point of safety,

comfort, and speed, together with the many valuable specialties, which can

be found only on this machine, will at once be appreciated by the large num-

ber of wheelmen and intended wheelmen, and as we predict a large sale for

it for the coming year, orders should be booked for it early.

Crescent Tricycle.
Owing to the enormous demand in England last year for the Rudge

Crescent Tricycle, we were unable to fill orders as we desired; but we

have made arrangements this year to carry a large stock on hand. This tri-

cycle contains all the essential points of the very latest improvements, being

fitted with a large front wheel, bicycle-steering, and a long wheel base, and

combines lightness, speed, and ease of running.

We shall carry it in two weights, one for gentlemen and one for ladies,

and our new pattern contains many valuable points of special interest.

Rudge Humber Tandem.
This popular Tandem is so well known that it needs no description.

While we have not altered the main features, it may seem that thg details

have received our careful consideration, and many points have been altered

with satisfactory results-

Rudge Crescent Tandem.
To meet the general want for a tricycle that can be ridden by two ladies,

or by a lady and gentleman, we introduce the Rudge Crescent, feeling

sure it will meet the demands of the riders.

It is of the Cripper form, with patent automatic bicycle-steering, and

contains all the valuable features of Rudge & Co.'s experience.

With these popular machines, it will be seen that we cover all the

ground, and we claim that no importer or manufacturer handles so exten-

sive a line of Cycles as ourselves.

These machines are not experiments, but they had been given from one

to three years' careful trial in England before we introduced them upon the

American market, and the prestige which they have in England, combined

with Rudge & Co.'s experience and skill in material and workmanship, leaves

uothing to be desired, and we can with confidence recommend them to our

agents and their customers.

All of these machines have been built under our manager's personal

sup.ervision ; and we place them upon the market, knowing that our reputa-

tion is at stake, and we feel sure that you will appreciate our efforts, for it

has always been our aim to suit the riders.

At present we are very busy in preparing our catalogue, which we pro-

pose to lay before you very early in the season, and trust that you will favor

us with an order,

Agency.
We have had numberless applications for the agency of the Rudge Bi-

cycles and Tricycles from all over the United States, and we wish to say

that we desire only to establish agencies in tlie bicycle centers, and desire

only representatives who are willing to push the sale of our machines.

We invite correspondence on this subject.

STODDARD, LOYERINQ & CO.
15S Cong-ress Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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250 MILES, 140 YARDS,

RIDDEN ON THE

MARLBORO' TANDEM
BY A

LADY ^ GENTLEMAN,

BEATING ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS BY OVER THIRTY rvlILES.

THE MARLBORO' ALWAYS CARRIES ITS LOAD WITHOUT BREAKING DOWN,

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CD.

230 Columbus Avenue, = BOSTON, MASS.
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ROTAL MAIL!
^ TUB most CoiDDlete and improved Bieycle Ever Offered. ^^

Best Road Record of 1885, 5,056 Miles on One TSTlieel,

TSTon hy ROTAL MAIL !

Witli the (Greatest of 3Iodern Iniin-ovt'iuents,

TDIGWELL'SJLyEillll} HE|ID

1,000 Miles Jfifliottt Oilhif/ or Adjustment.
JPerfect Hif/iditi/ and Ease of Steering.

In Use Over Tlii*ee Years, Witli Great Approval.

Wheelmoii are aware that ordinarily constant « atoh-
ing- and tightening' up of the Head is necessary, owing
to tlie Avearing of the cones hy friction. In this Ball Head
the cones move on the halls smoot/tlf/, without aa ear, and
one adjustment serves a very long time - for months, in fact
— and no loosening nor setting up is necessary. There he-
ing no friction, oiling is rarelg }ieeded. These Heads are
made hy the finest machinery, all perfectly alike and
heautifully finished, evei'y part mathematically true, and

ALL PABTS IXTEBCHAXGEABLE.

Detachable Handle-Bars and Lillibridge Saddle.
Best Warwick Rim and Cemented Tire.

True Tangent Spokes, tied and wound SEl'EX times,

giving great rigiditg and strength.

The ROYAL MAIL is too well known to need minute description. It has as a Light Roadster for

the past four years heen in the front rank, gained the prize for the greatest amount of road work in

1885, with 5,056 miles to the credit of one wheel, and has increased in popularity each year. AVe
claim that no other in the market is of such first-class workmanship, and we think it is conceded to

he the handsomest wheel in the market.

Having a small lot which came from the factory last fall, too late for sale, and hence carried
through the wintei", we offer these few, and these onlg, before the regular season opens and new lots

arrive, to exchange for other wheels on very low terms—in fact, at such terms as we would not enter-

tain after the season opens, in another month. This is the opportunity of the season to Avheelmen
desiring to exchange their old mounts for a superb light lioadster.

We also have a very fcAV machines in second-hand state, but as perfect as when new. Write at

once, giving: full particulars of your wheel. We have hut a few.

TSTILLIAM READ & SONS,
107 TSTasliington Street, - - - BOSTON, MASS.
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THE CYCLING WORLD.

It would be too difficull a task to undertake an

accurate description of the cycling world. It cer-

tainly e.xists. Of course no one will deny that the

cycle has come to be pretty intimately connected

with the real world—the world of the sum total of

human affairs and interests. Indeed, so univers-

ally does the cycle now contribute to the neces-

sities, pleasures, and money-making proclivities of

inankind that it is easy to imagine future historians

noting the introduction of bicycles and tricycles

as marking a distinct chronological epoch in the

world's history. But in a restricted sense there

are a great many worlds. The cycling world is

one of them. It is a world within a world. It

may perhaps be called that portion of " the earth

and its inhabitaifts, and their concerns," seen

from a point of view which includes only

such of the affairs and concerns of man as may
be the direct consequences of his being a cycler.

The view comprehends man strictly as a cyclist,

revealing very little of him as a member of the

huiTian family at large. The cycle as here seen is

more of a shibboleth than a vehicle or carriage.

This qinsi creation in many ways is beginning

to be something of a ininiature representation of

the greater creation outside. In the way of politics

and literature the resemblance is especially strik-

ing. Observe the cycling politician. Note him as

he concerns himself with some problem of cycling

economies or e.xpediencies ; easy and natural solu-

tions present themselves, and he forecasts dire

confusion, utter ruin, the setting awry of the whole

cycling firmament should conclusions based upon

other notions prevail, and he appeals in vain to

facts or his imagination in atteinpting to disillu-

sionize his opponent who thinks otherwise. The
unscrupulous manipulation of the caucus is alreadv

conducted upon scientific principles ; corruption

in high places is not entirely unknown ; party

spirit burns and will not be quenched ; parties out

of power ruthlessly scrutinize the doings of rascals

who should be turned out, and the timely setting

forth of iniquity is heard from the rostrum, and

read from the printed page. lUirkes and Wcb-
sters now and then arise imbued with all the

instincts of statesmanship,—with intuitive capaci-

ties for affairs astonishing to the lesser souls of

cvcledom. Before their flashing eyes, and thun-

dering invective, their remorseless analyzing and

relentless persecuting, wrongdoers treinble and

flee.

The varying attributes of the cycling editor

are very like those of the editor whose quill is

driven for the entertainment and benefit of the

outer .system of created things. It may likewise

be said of him that the good that he accomplishes

as well as the mischief that he works is out of all

proportion to the number of him. His style is

simple and pure, or vague and complex, and he is

never unequal to an occasion. That he occasion-

ally reaches tremendous conclusions by very thin

logic goes without saying. This is self-evident

and demands no proof. But this is for him rather

than against him. Logic is not always at hand

but conclusions are always necessary. Great re-

forms have originated from the conclusions of the

cycling editor. His weekly or inonthly mirror of

events has become indispensable, and—we would

modestly add—especially the inonthly.

The boundaries of the cycling world are per-

haps more distinctly defined than those of any

other world from a "point of view." Would it

not be better if this were not so ? Is there not

some danger that its engrossment in affairs of

government, office holding, political privileges, its

special literature, its performances of constitu-

tions, rules, definitions as to who is which and

which is what and what is not, shall cause it to

forget that after all the very corner-stone of its

cosmogony is the facilitation of the use of the

wheel—not the shibboleth—on the face of that

planet whereon is concentrated the whole of

human material conveniences and interests .' We
sincerely advise the inhabitants of this cycling

world of ours not to regard it too attentively as a

world sni generis, but rather as a most useful

de]:)artnient of the real world. Let us insist upon

applying the same sort of reason to its affairs

that we apply to the more important concerns of

life, and never allow the place of reason to be

usurped by whim. We have sometimes fancied

that the authoress of a certain clever little book

buildcd better than she knew when she named her

book, " Wheels and Whims."

ON CARTOONS.

In the December G.\zf,tte we published a car-

toon under the title, " How it is suspected some

of the Long Island road records were made," and

without intending to tread upon anyone's toes, we

have unconsciously offended certain parties.

Whether it is a case of the "Hit bird always

flutters," we know not. It is well known, how-

ever, that there is a strife among the aforesaid

wheelmen for records, genuine pure amateurs,

the ribbon kind, and we had supposed that both

they and their friends would and could appreciate

a joke, but it seems not, so we will let them tell

their own storv, and our next cartoon will not

deal with Long Island wheelmen. We shall

probably be obliged hereafter to follow Ptuk and

confine our cartoons to the leading politicians of

the day, although they may be out of place in a

cycle paper. The following is the text :

—

The Brooklvn Bicycle Ci.ub,

No. 112 St. Felix .St.

Brooki-vn, Jan. 6, 1887.

Mr. Henry E. Ducker, Editor the IVlieehnen s Gazette

:

—
Dear .Sir :—At a regular meeting of the Board of Trustees

of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, held at the club-house January

4, 1887, the following was adopted :

—

Whereas, In the spring of 18S6 the Brooklyn Bicycle Club

offered a gold medal to the member making the best 34-hour

road record, and

IVltereas, The only bonafide attempts for a record on Long

Island were made and supervised by persons identified with

this club, and

Whereas, The said records were made strictly in accordance

with certain prescribed club rules, were duly checked by

proper and responsible persons, and were submitted, together

with vouchers properly attested, to substantiate the claims;

and after careful scrutiny were accepted by the officers of ihis

club, and are true records, and

Wltereas, In the Wheelmen's Gazette of December,

18S6, appeared a cartoon, entitled, " How it is suspected

some of the Long Island road records were made," and

Whereas, The said cartoon is a direct imputation that the

records are false, are without foundation of fact, and are the

result of a conspiracy between the holders thereof and the

parties appointed to authenticate the same, therefore be it

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to ascertain the

reasons which prompted the editor of the Wheelmen's Ga-

zette to publish the said cartoon, which is a direct libel upon

this club and its members.

Resolved, That the committee have full power to take such

steps as are necessary to obtain a satisfactor>' explanation and

retraction by the editor of the said Wheelmen's Gazette.

A copy of the letter sent to you on the above subject, by

Mr. A. B. Barkman, president of this club, and your reply

to the same, are both before us.

In your letter you say, " I fail to sec how you can construe

the cartoon in the December Gazette ,is casting any reflec-

tions on the Brooklyn Club, its mcmbtrs, or yourself and Mr.

Hawkins." The title to the cartoon distinctly stipulates

Long Island records. The preamble to the resolution above

appended clearly shows that any reference whatever to the

Long Island records must verge very close on to personality,

as our club and our members are the only parties claiming or

holding any such records. You will therefore doubtless admit

that we have sufficient grounds upon which to construe the

cartoon as casting reflections—and not pleasant ones, either

—

upon our club, Its members in general, and Messrs. Barkman

and Hawkins In particular.

You next say, " Certainly none was intended." We are

pleased to have you admit this, and thank you for the senti-

ment, but if this be a fact, why was the cartoon allowed to be

published over the title that designated it ? Unquestionably

somebody intended a reflection, and if the editor is not aware

of the nature of the matter which is allowed to be published

In the columns of his paper, who is?

You then say, " No persons were mentioned, and I fail to

see how you can take the matter to heart." True, no names

were mentioned, but the holders of Long Island records are

so few, and are so well known locally, that It was entirely un-

necessary to mention names for the purpose of fixing identity

:

and as to taking the matter to heart, it is not pleasant to be

charged with prevarication in a journal of recognized standing

and supposed truthfulness.

Your letter continues, " In another column I give you and

Mr. Hawkins and the club due credit for your rides," The

simultaneous appearance of the cirtoon, and the account of

Mr. Hawkins's recent ride, more closely identifies the per-

sonality of the matter and the more widely advertises its per-
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sonality among those who perhaps, otherwise, would be

unaware of whom it was intended to criticise.

You continue as follows :
" Of course if you think the car-

toon has injured any one, and as we had no one in view when

the cartoon was published^" The Brooklyn Bicycle Club is

not a racing club, and aspires to no particular fame in this

line. We are, however, reckoned pretty hardy road riders, and

as the performances in question were considered passably fair

and creditable to the club, accounts of them were sent the

cycling journals for publication. We have yet to be convinced

that we are an association of liars, or that we are guilty of

falsifying records for the mere sake of notoriety, and as the

cartoon insinuates that we did indulge in this sort of thing, we

feel that its publication has decidedly injured our reputation

and good name. If, as you say, you had no one in view when

you published the cartoon , will you please explain :

ist. What prompted the idea of the cartoon ?

2d. Who had the cartoon prepared for publication ?

3d. Who authorized its publication ?

4th. Who chose its title, and what was the reason for

selecting that particular title ?

5th. Did the person who selected the title suppose that the

public would infer that the records mentioned were made on

Long Island, or in Kamtchatka?

Your sentence continues, " —we w:ill gladly say so in our

next issue, but we should be obliged to publish j-our letter to

show what we are getting at.*' There was certainly some

reason for the publication of the cartoon over the title used,

and what we desire is a satisfactory explanation and retraction

of so much of the title as refers to the Long Island records, and

thereby casts a stigma on our dub or upon any of its members.

There is nothing in the letter of Mr. Barkman, or in this,

that we are not willing to have published.

You close by saying, "As it is now no one knows." We
differ with you on this point, and think " a great many know,"

as the matter is common talk botli in New York and this city,

and no doubt has been given widespread notoriety by the

remarks under " Notes from Brooklyn " in the last issue of

the Bulletin.

As to the records themselves, all that was claimed was

accomplished, and if you desire any particular information

concerning any part of the performances, we will gladly supply

you with the same.

It is not the custom of papers generally, and cycling papers

particularly, to go to the trouble of preparing full page illus-

trations, at perhaps considerable expense, without having

some object in view; and when such illustrations by reason of

their composition or title are of a peculiarly personal character,

reflecting very unfavorably upon organizations or individuals,

it is very moderate to demand and expect that a full explana-

tion and retraction will be as publicly made as was the affront,

particularly when the responsible parties claim the same was
unintentional.

We shall therefore expect to see such explanation and re-

traction in the coming number of your journal.

Awaiting your reply, we are

Respectfully yours,

L. W. SLOCUM, Capt.,

W. I. TICKNOR,
Committee^ Brooklyn Bicycle Club.

[With the publication of the above letter, com-

ments are unnecessary.

—

Editor.]

LEAGUE UNIFORMS.

The question of the poor quality of the uniforms

having arisen, and the Gazette's articles on

same coupled with the facts of President Beck-

with's stopping the making of any more uniforms

till the quality can be guaranteed, and the ap-

pointment of a committee by the board of ofificers

to inquire as to the expediency of having a new
and better one, have caused in League circles a

good deal of comment, and nearly all with one

verdict; that the League should have a better

uniform for the money paid. It is not right for

the League to appoint an official tailor, unless he

will furnish as good a cloth and uniform at the

same or less price than outsiders. Yet such has not

been the case ; we know of League officials high

up in rank who as long ago as last August dis-

carded the regulation uniform as worthless, and
sought new and better ones elsewhere. As show-
ing that League members have been paying more

for their uniforms than they would need pay else-

where, we print the following from a reliable tai-

lor, who offers to furnish for $12 what the official

tailors sell for $15, and this is not a recent offer

either but has been a standing offer the past sea-

son. Three dollars each on the number of uni-

forms made the past year means something. The

following letter tells the story :

—

Editor U-'JieelntetCs Gazette :
—

In reply to article in Bulletin, I would state that I do fur-

nish League suits for S12, claiming tiiat right as an American

citizen.

As for the cloth, I guarantee it of better quality, and for

color being fast we have yet to hear the first complaint.

Quite a few of the League's officials are using our suits and

their testimonials show with great satisfaction. As it is im-

possible for mill men to make ever>' roll of cloth exactly alike,

the slight variation in color is easily accounted for and is

something that cannot be avoided where cloth is made in

large quantities. Our garments are all custom made, not

allowing piece or team work in their construction and we war-

rant color right and quality of the very best. For the con-

tract price would be willing to furnish suits of a very high

grade in every respect. Reuben A. Pl'nnett.

Rochester, N. Y. , Jan. 17, 1887.

The above letter only confirms what we have

known for over a year—that League members are

paying dear for their uniforms. Now if Punnett

can furnish the uniforms for $1 2 what is their cost ?

We have taken some trouble to find out. To
begin, the cloth is made by the Middlesex Mills of

Lowell, and will be furnished the League at $1.67

per yard, 6-4 wide. Allowing three yards to the

suit, we have a cost for cloth of $5.01 per suit.

The cost of making depends on how they are made.

Having visited some half dozen tailors, large and

small, vfe find the cost varies from $4 to $6, which

cost includes the trimmings, placing the buttons

at fifty-five cents. Browning, King & Co.'s price,

which a well known button maker assures us is

half profit. In a small tailoring establishment

where the journeyman tailor takes the suit from

the cutter and makes same complete, the highest

estimate cost was $6, and in large establishments

where work is done by the piece or team work, the

cost is from $4 to $4.50. We will now take the

estimates, and what is the result ?

Journeyman Work.
Cost of cloth, $5 01

Add 10 per cent, profit, 50
Making, medium estimate, 5 40
Add 25 per cent, profit. ' 35

Total, $12 26

The above gives us a better made suit than we

have been having and shows a handsome profit for

the manufacturer, and had the suit been sold to

League members at $12.50, the profit to manufact-

urers for the year, assuming that they have sold

2,900 suits the past year as has been reported,

would be $6,061—a handsome showing. But when

we come to consider that they were sold at $15, we

have a profit of $13,318, certainly all that could

be asked by the League tailors for one year. Now
as uniforms are generallv made by the piece, we

will take an estimate by that process:

—

Cost of cloth.

Add 10 per cent, profit,

Making, medium estimate,

.Add 25 per cent, profit.

Total, $10 76

This is a fair estimate, and one that will give

the J^eague a good suit of cloth of the same quality,

made by the same mills as the League cloth, and

leave a fair profit ; or had the suits been furnished

on the above basis a saving would have been

made to League members of $4.24 on each suit,

or a total on the 2,900 suits of $12,296, and if

made by the above process there was a profit to

the manufacturers of $5.79 per suit, or a grand

total profit on the 2,900 suits of $16,881. That

our estimates are correct in every particular as to

the cost of cloth, making, etc., is proved by the

fact that one of the largest athletic outfitters in

this country has offered to furnish us with all of

the L. A. W^. suits needed, meeting all the past re-

quirements and guaranteeing them of a better qual-

ity, for $10.80 per suit. We then are in a position

to save every League member just $4.20 on his

uniform. Can we have the contract .' If so, we

shall have a nice little nest egg at the end of the

season, for we shall not furnish them at cost, but

expect to make a little for our trouble.

THE " L. A. W. BULLETIN."

The League, in the i-6le of publisher, has proved

itself a decided failure financially; not because it

has not had a golden opportunity, but because the

executive committee, or whoever managed the busi-

ness affairs of the Bulletin, lacked the knowledge

necessary to make it a success. Great surprise is

manifested that the books of the Bulletin show a

deficit of $5,900 ; but to any one thoroughly con-

versant with the business, it is no more than

might have been expected. Had the members of

the executive committee watched the disburse-

ments and the income of the Bulletin as carefully

as they would have done their own private busi-

ness, they would have found out long ago that

there was soinething wrong in its affairs. As it

is, they are guilty of negligence in not stopping

the loss before the treasury was depleted and the

League once more burdened with a debt.

An examination of the advertising rates shows

a great lack of knowledge of the prices that

should have been charged the past year, and the

first step of the new secretary-editor has been to

remedy this source of loss by doubling the charges

for advertising space. There is nothing so con-

clusive as figures ; therefore we give a few, which

will show to our readers clearly a reason for the

present financial state of the League organ. We,
of course, have not the official figures, so will, in

case of doubt, give the benefit of it to the Bulletin,

and, first, will credit it with low figures in the cost

of production.

To illustrate, we will take the case of a single

advertiser, whose contract for one page for a year

was $500. It cost to produce that page,—what.''

Let us see: In 1S86 there were issued 484,150

copies of the Bulletin, at a total cost of $13,808.76.

For every page of advertisement there must be a

page of reading matter; therefore we must charge

to that page the cost of production of two pages,

or one leaf. Allowing that the paper weighs forty-

five pounds to the ream, we find that it took 126

reams of paper, which, at eight cents a pound, cost

$453.60; the cost of composition of the fifty-two

pages of reading matter and the advertisement

cost $260 more ; the press work, at one dollar per

thousand sheets, cost $126; the binding—count-

ing the one leaf's share of the full sheet—cost

$42 ; and the postage, at one cent per pound, cost

$56.70. Leaving out the wrapping, clerk hire,

postage on correspondence, ofiice rent, paid con-

tributions, etc., a recapitulation shows the follow-

ing results :

—

Paper, $453 60
Composition,
Press work.
Binding,
Postage,

#938 i°

We find that the League has been using the

Bulletin for the benefit of its advertising patrons

260 00
126 00
42 00
56 70
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by giving tliem S938.30 for $500. Is this business,

gentlemen ?

In view of tlie increased rates of advertising, we

find that the Jiii/Ictiii, if it succeeds in obtaining a

page advertisement for every page of reading mat-

ter, will hold its own ; otherwise it will rini a tritle

behind Could this lo^s have l)een sto])ped ? We
claim that it could Take the table of losses, as

reported by Mr Aaron :

—

Jammry,
Kfbruary,
March,
April,

Mav,
Ju..'f,

J"ly.
August,
September,
October,
Xuvcmber,
December,

Total,

Less May profit.

Net loss.

Showing an average loss per month of 5.311.74.

The year started off with a loss in January of

$294.82, and ended with a loss in December of

$762.41. And this is what is called intelligent

management on the part of the League officers !

P. S. Since writing the above we have obtained

the official figures, and we find that the cost to

the League of the advertisements with the corre-

sponding reading matter was

S29-t S2

Si 23

272 92
S3 72
none.

274 ><7

249 bl
iqb 10

4>5 (X)

543 2';

426 ss

762 74

?3,S7i 47
>30 5b

83.740 91

Per page,
Postas;e,

$1124 2S

56 70

Total, $iiSo 9S

For this the L. A. VV. received $500. Truly

the management has something to be proud of

—

its generosity to its advertising jiatrons. ( )ur es-

timate is cast completely in the shade by the offi-

cial figures. We leave it to our readers to draw

their own conclusions.

L. A. W.

The League has just enjoyed the novelty of a

first-class row—not caused by Fred Jenkins, Henry

E. Ducker, or the much-vexed amateur question,

either — but a genuine, internal row within the

ring, so to speak, and the end is not yet. The

League seems famous for rows, and we hope this

last and most bitter one will be the final one. It

is high time that the men composing the League

should cease acting like quarrelsome boys, and

settle down to their actual duties as League mem-

bers and officers, for there is a grand future before

them. Hut their methods must be changed. I'etty

jealousies must be set aside. Sectional issues

relative to officehulding must cease to e.xist, and

the best men, irrespective of location, elected

to office—men of sound business principles, capa-

ble of conducting the League on a business basis.

The resignation of Mr. Aaron will be regretted

by many; but, to our mind, Mr. Aaron long ago

undertook to accomplish more than any one man
is capable of. The offices of secretary and editor

should be separated and held by two men, each

one of whom would have all he could attend to.

The election of Mr. Bassett to the post made

vacant by Mr. Aaron's withdrawal is commend-

able, and will, we have every reason to believe,

give general satisfaction to all L. A. \V. members.

A grist of business was transacted at the two

days' session, little of which concerns the outside

public, reports of which L. A. W. members will

find in their flullitiii. The League voted to hold

its ne.xt meeting at .St. Louis on May 21 and 22,

and also determined that no officer shall be iiro.w

lor another iniless he be designated by name in

tlie handwriting of the officer signing the pro.xy.

For an organization to be a League club, it was

decided to be necessary that the by-laws contain a

clause making it obligatory for all active members

of the club to be members of the League. A pro-

vision was made allowing clubs to be represented

at the annual meetings by pro.xies. It was also

voted that no action of any rival cycling organiza-

tion upon the managenient of wheeling in this

country be recognized by the League. Hereafter

chief consuls will fill any vacancies which may

occur on the board of representatives in their re-

spective States. The secretary was instructed to

prepare a League hand-book, to be sold to mem-

bers for ten cents a cojjy. A committee was ap-

pointed to investigate certain charges relative to

League uniforms which have appeared in the (Ia-

ZETrK, and were supposed to reflect on President

Heckwith. A few matters of minor importance

were transacted, and the meeting adjourned to

meet at .St. Louis, May 21.

JOE GRANT'S NEW " Bl."

BY T. W. E.

" Bill, have yon heard the latest news

That's floating ronnd the town ?

I'd tell it as it may amuse.

So here, my friend, sit down.

You say, ' Don't keep me in suspense,'

So I will not dulay

:

Vou'U think with me it is ' immense '

When I get under way.

" Joe Grant, ytivi Ivnow, he joined our club

AboiU two years ago ;

The way since then he's turned the ' hub '

Has made each man feel slow I

Then soon he took a partner in

The rides and walks of life ;

A ' daisy ' with some sliow of * tin
'

Is Molly, his trim wife !

Many a lime we've wheeled with them

Or seen them on the road ; '

She rides a ' tri. ,' a perfect gem,

A beauty like its load.

' Well, what's the news? ' again you ask ;

I won't be very long;

We'll light our pipes, omit the flask,

I'm pledged against the ' strong '

!

" Well, Joe has got him a new ' bi '

!

Hefore I tell its name
Some jioints about it I descry

Will give in word-list plain.

It came a week ago to-day,

IJut Joe was within call

—

The best of wheelmen then lost way

To think or act at all

!

He felt so proud, it was brand-new,

Far better than the old ;

He couldn't leave it out of view

So choice it seemed of mold.

At first he couldn't manage it

—

Sometimes will fail the best

—

But was rejoiced near by to sit.

Still dared not yet molest.

" ' Full nickeled ' in the best of art

He never has denied,

And nickels take a heavy part,

.As weighty as his pride !

Two ' lamps ' at head,—but few have one.

And that than these less bright,

To guide it as it takes a run

Ere long at morn or night.

.Such shapely, pretty ' hand-

(II) 1-bars ' descriptive praise,

No * break ' there, please to understand,

Uiifoimd by closest gaze I

At times appearin;.^ heavy ' tired
'

As roadster's strongest rim ;

Strange ' rattling spokes ' so miadniired

Tluji make most plaint to him !

The curved shape of his old machine

Wcre't here would but deform,

And ' nerves of steel' that intervene,

Here would detract all charm.

It lias no ' rubbers '—not as yet

—

Though * outfit ' is (|uite grand ;

But still for lack it does not fret,

Nur alone can it stand !

" Most points are new, but many like

Joe's old and steadfast friend.

The rollicking, swift roadway bike.

And will be to the end.

Bui you are anxious now 1 see

To learn the wonder's name.

Or kind, or pedigree,

And I'll reveal the same.

Another smoke before you go ?

'Twill help your time employ

—

The new ' bi's ' name is after * Joe,'

There's nothing like their boy ;
"

STILL STRUGGLING WITH THE INDEXES.

Editor WhctlmciCs Gazette

:

—
The West Springfield woods arc full of Indexes,

this winter, in spite of the deeply-drifted snows;

and I am told that a similar phenomenon jirevails

in the forests of Washington Stpiare. Until I

force my way out of these woods, a decent regard

for the old proverb forbids me to cry, " Hallo !

"

Hence 1 can now proclaim nothing more definite

than the foot-note to the Stevens story, on j). 176,

which says that my " X. M. Miles on a I5i." will

be published in March or April.

Only a man who has battled with a full-grown

and thoroughly vicious Inde.x can realize how glad

I feel at having conquered the w'orst of the lot

that are needed as bait for 30,000 purchasers of

my book. This single monster is an alphabetized

list of 3,482 towns, whose page-references e.xceed

8,500, and it covers 23 solid pages of fine type.

After about 400 hours' work had been put upon it,

by other hands, the mere task of beating it into

shape for the printer occupied me an entire week.

The last quarter of the " Inde.x of chapter head-

lilies " will be completed by two more days of

writing, and will all be in type before this note is

published. The " Inde.x to all the family names

in the book," and a dozen other sjiecial Indexes,

are practically ready for the type-setter ; but, as

regards the General Index, I have thus far beaten

up only a quarter of the 800 pages, in the en-

deavor to materialize it. The best I now hope

for is to get the last line licked into shajie by the

last day of winter.

JJ I succeed in this, the binders (uight to begin

turning out their jiroiiiised " 200 books a day " at

the middle of March. Anyhow, I feel fairly con-

fident that boxes of books will be in the hands of

some of my depositaries at the middle of .\pril.

Wheelmen outside these io8 i)rincipal towns

where such boxes are to be sent may have their

names put on my "early mailing-list of the auto-

graph edition," by sending $1.50 in advance. As a

receipt for every such remittance, I will forward a

43-])age pamphlet, containing a specimen chapter

and full history of the book. Cash orders arriving

after publication-day will be acknowledged bv pos-

tal-card, and will be filed to take their turn when
subscribers' copies shall have been attended to.

I don't want to have any more of the original

"dollar subscribers" send in their money until

they see my advertisement of the actual issue of

the book and the cost of mailing it. I release

them all from every shadow of obligation towards

me,—for I shall lose money on every copy I mail

at the original price, unless the postage be added

to it. K.vRi. Kku\.
West Spkingheld, Mass., Feb 4, 1S87.
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THE STORY OF STEVENS.

II. Liverpool to Teheran.*

Stevens left Liverpool on Saturday, May 2,

1885, at 4 P. M , and was escorted by local riders,

through several showers, to Warrington ; he

stopped at Stone for the night of the 3d, and rode

on the 4th through Birmingham to Coventry

(60 miles), in spite of continuous rain ; reached

Berkhamsted, his native place, on the 5th, and

London on the 6th ; whence (after a three days'

halt, to attend the annual tricycling parade) he

fared to Croydon, on the 9th, and through

Brighton to Newhaven, on the loth,—finishing

thus " the first 300 miles he ever wheeled without

a header." Disembarking at Dieppe, next morn-

ing, his course lav through the Arques valley to

Rouen and Elbeuf; thence, on the 12th, to Man-

tes, on the Seine ; and on the 13th to Paris, at 2

p. M., where he rested the next two days. On the

l6th, he went through Fontenoy and Provins to

Sezanne, where " a heavy rain during the night

rather improved the gravel surface," so that on

the 17th, starting at 8.30 a. m. and stopping one

hour for dinner at Vitry le Francois (65 kil.), he

" reached Bar le Due at 5 P. M , a distance of 160

kilometers (about 100 miles), without any undue

exertion. The forenoon's road was one of the

most enjoyable stretches imaginable, most of the

surface being as perfect as an asphalt boulevard,

and the contour of the country somewhat resem-

bling the swelling prairies of Iowa." A storm of

rain and hail enforced a halt during the 18th, at

the village of Trouville, but on the 19th, in spite

of bad weather, he reached Nancy, and on the

20th crossed into Germany (Lorraine), and spent

the night at Pfalzburg. His French mileage was

about 400, representing only six full riding days
;

for he " found the Normandy roads superior even

to the English ; those east of Paris not quite so

good, but better than the roads around Boston.

Through the Arques valley, there is not a loose

stone or rut or depression anywhere ; and at

every cross-roads stands an iron post, giving dis-

tances in kilometers and yards to several of the

nearest towns ; while small stone posts along the

roadside mark every 100 yards. The German
roads possess the single merit of hardness, but

generally make no pretense to smoothness ; the

idea, apparently, being to keep spreading plenty

of loose flint-stones on the surface,—so that the

wheelman must either follow the wheel-marks or

pick his way along the edges. This is es]3ecially

true of Bavaria. I was agreeably surprised to

find the roads through Servia rank next to the

French and English, though as they are mostly

unmacadamized, my experience of them might not

have been as enjoyable if wet weather had pre-

vailed. The camel-paths across the level plains

of Persia, being of hard gravel, are simply perfect

for wheeling, as is shown by the fact that I cov-

ered the last 200 miles to Teheran, the capital, in

three days; but that was incomparably the best

*From advance sheets of Chapter XXX. in " Ten Thou-
sand Miles on a Bicycle " (856 pages of 500,000 words, cloth

boiMid, gilt top, heliotype frontispiece, price $1.50), to be pub-

lished in March or April by Karl Kron, at the University

Building, Washington Square, New York City. Copies will

also be kept on sale at the office of the .Springfield Printing

Company, where the volume is manufactured.

The first part of this narrative, describing the preliminary

ride of 3,700 miles, from San Francisco to Boston (April 22

to August 4, 1884), covered pages 159-162 in last month's

Oazettk, whereof copies can still be supplied. .See note

from author, iiilroducini; third division of the story on p. 17S.

Stretch east of Constantinople, and I had rather

wheel from Constantinople to London and back

again, than from Ismidt to the Persian frontier.

In Asia Minor and Koordistan, I found little else

but mountains, and they were the steepest ones I

ever climbed. The mule-paths and camel-trails

which I followed there for nearly 1,000 miles, over

a succession of mountain ranges and spurs, were

immeasurably more difficult than anything ex-

perienced in the Rockies. Nevertheless, all

through Angora (which poverty-stricken province

boasts 450 iniles of artificial wagon-road, thanks

to the energy of the present mayor of its capital,

Souleiman Efendi), I would prefer the bicycle to

a horse."

Constantinople was his first appointed stopping

place, on account of the heat (July 2 to August

12), and he estimated his two months' mileage

thither from Liverpool as about 2,750,—his longest

halt having been at Vienna, for the first three

days of summer. His itinerary from the Rhine

was as follows :
" May 20, good but hilly roads,

through the rain, to Saverne ; slippery descent

into the Rhine valley at Marlenheim ; cross the

river at Strasburg ; level and less muddy to Ober-

kirch ; 21st, up the Rench valley, by well-nigh

perfect road to Petersthal ; then miles of steep

trundling through the Black Forest, till I cross

the line from Baden into Wurtemburg, at the

summit, and have a smooth and gentle descent to

Freudenstadt ; 22d, rather hilly and stony, to

Rothenburg; 23d, rain and mud, through Tubin-

gen to Blaubeuren ; 24th, down the Danube to

Ulm, where I cross into Bavaria, and reach Aus-

burg at early evening, having covered 120 kilo-

meters since 10 o'clock, spite of abundant loose

stones; 25th, Munich, where I halt for the after-

noon and next day ; 27th, starting after a night's

rain, through a %yaste of loose flints and mud-filled

ruts, I take my first European header ; find better

roads along the Inn river to Alt Getting; 28th, at

Simpach, cross the Inn and enter Austria, whose

upland roads thence to the valley of the Danube

have less loose flints but are aggravatingly hillv;

29th, Strenburg; 30th, Neu Longbach
;

31-st, at

noon, Vienna. June 4, have an Austrian escort

to Pressburg, where cross into Hungary at noon,

and find a fair proportion of side-paths to Alten-

burg,—dry weather having made the highwav as

unridable as a plowed field
;

5th, down the Dan-

ube, through the level wheat-fields to Nezmely
;

6th, through broiling hot weather, by rather

smoother but hillier roads, to Budapest, where I

am welcomed by the C. T. C. consul, L. D.

Kostovitz, who introduced the first bicycle here,

on his return from England, in the autumn of '79,

though there are now 100 riders ; 8th, to Duna
Pentele, 75 miles; hot and dusty, but superior

roads, fringed with mulberry trees, instead of

the poplars, which were the crowning glory of the

French landscape, and the abundant apple and

pear trees which shaded the way in Germany

;

9th, Szeksard; loth, DunaSzekeso,—where I halt

half a day, as it is the home of Svetozar Egali, who
is my companion from Budapest to Belgrade, and

who wheeled in '84 from Montpellier, in France,

through Italy, .Styria and Croatia, to Budapest

;

nth, Eszek, the capital of Slavonia, where rain

stops us for a day, and causes much slow trundling

through the mud, on the 13th, to Sarengrad ; 14th,

Peterwardein, on the border of Hungary, opposite

Neusatz; 15th, over the Fruskagora mountains to

Batainitz ; l6th, early in the forenoon to Belgrade,

the capital of Servia, where a bicycle club of thirtv

forms the last cycling outpost towards the Orient

;

iSth, Grotzka, 25 kilometers, from 4 to 7.30 p. m.
;

i9th,Jagodina, 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.,— 145 kilometers,

in spite of the great heat, and much poor surface

during the first 45 kilometers to Semendria, where
I left the Danube which I had been following in

a general way for a fortnight, and turned due
south up the smaller Morava valley; 20th, Nisch,

5.30 A. M., to 6 p. M.,— 120 kilometers of even

better average riding than the day before; 21st,

over the Balkans and through the Nissiva valley

to Bela Palanka, 50 kilometers, where rain holds

me over Sunday, while my companion from Bel-

grade (Douchan Popovitz, ' the best rider in Ser-

via ') hires a team to drag him back through the

mud to Nisch ; 23d, through the border towns of

Pirot and Zaribrod, unto Bulgaria,—a country of

mountains and plateaus,—to Sofia, its capital,

5 A. M. to 4.30 P. M., no kilometers, in spite of

mud, hill climbing and rutty roads; 24th, helped

by the wind, the same as yesterday, I manage to

ride, along the worst road yet experienced in

Europe, to Ichtiirian, in Roumelia, at 3 o'clock;

25th, through mud and rain, over the Kodja Bal-

kans, then down the Maritza valley by decent

macadam to a viehatia beyond Tartar Bazardjik
;

26th, a ride of two hours, on good surface, for

breakfast at Philippopolis, the capital; then

through showers and mud to Cauheme ; 27th,

fairly smooth but hilly roads to Hermouli, the last

town of Roumelia, at 11 a. m. ; then against a

head-wind to Mustapha Pasha, the first town in

Turkey proper, and through the rain towards

Adrianople, until 10 p. m., I reach a dry spot and

crawl under some prune bushes for the night;

28th, breakfast in Adrianople, on roast lamb, the

first well-cooked bit of meat I've had since leaving

Nisch ; rain has fallen during every one of these

eight days, but I suppose I should be glad of it,

for unsufferable heat is the only other alternative

in the Orient at this season ; my road turns from

the Maritza valley at Adrianople, and leads across

the drearv undulations of the Adrianople plains

—

treeless and hilly grazing lands, traversed by small

sloughs—to Eski Baba, where rain holds me dur-

ing .Sunday, 29th, and where my fourth Outing

chapter is finished. My course for these last two

days has led along an ancient and abandoned

macadam, which gives occasional ridable stretches,

where the traffic has worn down the weeds and

thistles, and which offers a refuge from the mud-

sloughs of the adjacent dirt road, though nearly

every bridge and culvert has been destroved; and

during the next two days of rain and mud I com-

plete the European section of my tour, and roll

into Constantinople on the morning of July 2, for

a six weeks' halt. ' We fancy the rider looks a

little fatigued,' says the StaviboiilJournal, 'but his

horse is in good condition.'

" Crossing the Bosporus into Asia Minor, at

Ismidt, August 10, I reach Angora (220 miles by

cyclometer) at 6 p. m. of the 1 6th, though the post

service over the same route takes nhie days, and

the first half of it is simply mule-paths over mount-

ains,—the worst I ever traversed ; and I stop at

the house of Mr. Ilenrv Binns, an Englishman

engaged in the mohair trade, as inv onlv chance

of getting a day's quiet, against the tremendous

mobs of curious natives who besiege every khan

where I put up, from the inoinent of my arrival

until I leave the town, importuning me to bin

!

bin! ('mount! mount !') and offering to give me
everything conceivable, except what I most need

—rest. Here at Angora, it is promised that if
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the crowds will give me a clay's peace for letter

writing, I will ride before them on the forenoon of

departure, along a straight macadamized stretch

of 600 yards, outside the town ; and at 10.30 on

the i8th, I find more than 2,000 people awaiting

there to see ' the crazy Englishman on the Devil's

carriage.' The body-gnard of the governor, Sirri

Pacha (who is present, with most of the govern-

ment officials and the e'lite of the city), whip back

the throngs to clear the course for me, and I

wheel up and down this thrice, before starting on

for Sivas (238 miles), a city of 50,000, where I

halt a day and have an interview with the pasha,

Halif Rifat, and with the American missionary.

Rev. A. W. Hubbard. Between August 27 and

September 3, I traverse the next 308 miles to

Erzeroum, a daily average of 40 miles, in spite of

bridgeless streams and precipitous mountain-trails,

for in the valleys I often find stretches of road

that would be creditable to a European country.

Leaving Erzeroum on the 7th, I pass into Persia

at a point beyond Khoi, and reach Tabreez (389

miles) on the i8th, doing the last 40 miles on

macadam in half a day. This is a part of the

great caravan route, and though there are no

wheeled vehicles at all in Persia, the country is

less mountainous than .Asia Minor, and the camel-

trails allow more riding than I expected. Tabreez

is the site of ancient Tarsus, and on the way

hither I pass close to the foot of Mt. Ararat,

whose top is covered with snow. I halt in

Tabreez two days, as there are several English-

speaking residents with whom I can talk; and I

find Europeans in charge of tvv'o telegraph stations

which I encounter on the way to Teheran (376

miles), where. I finish my touring for 1885 at noon

of September 30. It seems a pity to be resting in

October, the best month of the twelve for trav-

eling in Central Asia, but as I could get no farther

east than Herat this season, and might be over-

taken by bad weather on the way, it is wisest to

spend the winter here at the capital, where I can

learn something of the roads and customs and

languages of the dangerous countries to be trav-

ersed in '86 (for, though I am well past the half-

way stage of my round-the-world route, the real

difficulties of it are still ahead), and write my
Outing articles in comfort. Between Bei Bazaar,

where my cyclometer-pin broke, and Sivas, where

I had it repaired again, the measurement of 300

miles is by Turkish post-hours ; all the rest of the

way it is by cyclometer, and the total from Con-

stantinople to Teheran is 1,576 miles. As I make
no advance at all on seven days of the fifty, this

shows an average daily progress through Asia of

almost 37 miles,—without allowing for the shorter

halts. During the two months which I spent in

crossing Europe, I carried no cyclometer, but I

compute the distance as 2,750 miles; and as my
all-day halts amounted to a fortnight, the forty-

eight days when I did some riding show an aver-

age advance of 57J miles. There were thus 91

riding days in the five months' journey from Liver-

pool to Teheran (4,326 miles), showing an average

of more than 47 J miles a day. The bicycle, like

myself, has had several narrow escapes, but is

without a serious flaw to tell the story of what it

has undergone, except that the rear tire is worn

quite down to the rim. I haven't had occasion to

so much as tighten a spoke ; and as I haven't had

time to polish the nickel plate, it naturally pre-

sents a slightly travel-stained appearance. This

fifty-inch wheel, it is safe to say, has created more

genuine interest, from Constantinople to Teheran,

than anything that ever went over the same route.

Within a week after my arrival, even the Shah

himself invited me to gratify his curiosity by dis-

playing to him the capacities of the mechanism
;

and on the 8th of October (as detailed in January

Outing) I wheeled in the presence of that mon-

arch, along the 7J miles of macadam which con-

nects the city with the royal palace and gardens at

Doshan Tepe. My early experiences in Koor-

distan and Persia have been strange and varied

almost beyond belief, and my descriptions of them

cannot fail to be far more novel and entertaining

than anything I ever wrote about the tours across

.\merica and Europe." (Illustrated articles about

Teheran, by S. G. W. Benjamin, late U. S. Min-

ister to Persia, appear in the current Centwy and

Harper's, January, 1SS6.)

The foregoing summary of Stevens's great jour-

ney, from San Francisco to Teheran, has been

compiled by me, from several sources, at a cost of

eight days' steady work (56 hours) ; and I have

gladly given to it this great amount of time and

space—just when both are very precious to me

—

not only because I think his adventure the most

remarkable and interesting exploit ever accom-

plished by a bicycle, or ever likely to be accom-

])lished, but because it appeals to me personally,

as having a sort of kinship with my own desperate

struggle to push this book around the world.

Stevens was born the day before Christmas, the

same as myself, though eight years later; he

learned bicycling at the close of 1883, as the first

step in his scheme, just when I was formulating

the first prospectus of mine ; he made the " im-

possible " passage from the Pacific to the Mis-

sissippi during the same early months of 1884

while I was capturing the " impossible " 1,000 sub-

scribers that I called for as a preliminary guar-

antee of good faith,—both of us thereby simul-

taneously winning from the cycling world that

sort of recognition which is always given to men
whose acts show they mean what they say ; he

completed the second stage of his journey, by en-

tering Constantinople, at the middle of 1885

(which few people seriously expected him to do),

on almost the identical day when I registered my
long-fought-for 3,000th subscription (which all

well-informed observers had insisted was unattain-

able) ; he reached his winter's resting place, at

the capital of Persia, just when I was compelled

to give my overworked right arm a similar long

rest, by learning to push the pen with my left

;

and now, at the opening of 1S86, he realizes, as

clearly as I do, that this third and decisive year is

to be the most difficult of any, and that the obsta-

cles overcome are almost insignificant in compari-

son to the barriers still separating us from our

respective goals of success. Indeed, it would

hardly be an abuse of words to carry the com-

parison even further, and say that I have remotely

and imperceptibly and unwillingly done some-

thing similar to that which he has done directly

and openly and boldly : staked life itself on the

ability to "get there."

To a man like me, who has always accounted

among the necessities of existence a fair amount

of outdoor exercise, and the companionship of

his friends, a long continued stretch of "solitarv

confinement at hard labor " bears a suggestion of

deadliness about it, even when self-imposed ; and,

though I claim no credit for thus obeying that

apparently inevitable law of the universe, which

decrees that nothing important shall be accom-

plished here except by one who is willing to " sail

as closely as possible to the wind " of his probable

strength and vitality,—in other words, to push

himself as near the brink of actual suicide as he

believes can be done without tmnbling over it,—

I

hope the comparison, which I point by alluding

to that law, may at least help to clear Stevens, in

the minds of some, from any appearance of being

either reckless or foolhardy. He is as much of a

man-of-business as I am, and he has the same
motive and inspiration that I have for accomplish-

ing the same result, though his "environment"

enforces the use of methods which are much more

spectacular and interesting— because more dan-

gerous—than my own. We both believe that the

most amusing place to enjoy a view of " life " is

from the top of a bicycle, and we are both willing

to make the needed sacrifices to earn enough

money for indulging in that amusement. It is

l)roper that he should have his pay ensured him

in advance, because of the vastly greater peril that

he undergoes ; but I insist that such insurance

does not make his motive a whit more " merce-

nary" than my own. If any supercilious persons

are inclined to sneer at Stevens because his round-

the-world bicycling is " an advertisement," I hope

to be complimented by having them extend the

sneer to cover me and my round-the-world book.

This w'as designed simply as " an advertisement,"

—a more elaborate and painstaking advertisement

of the power and permanence of cycling than any

man's pen had previously attempted,—and if

(instead of wearily drumming up " 3,000 sub-

scribers ") I could have persuaded a single gen-

erous patron of the sport to have ensured my
whole payment in advance, I should have thought

myself much luckier than now, when the question

of my receiving an adequate reward for two years'

work actually rendered is a question of my still

finding 30,000 individual patrons disposed to con-

tribute their mites towards that result.

The insularity and littleness of the average

British business-man's mind were never more per-

fectly shown than in the inability of "the trade"

of England to grasp the idea that the success of

the Stevens scheme would be " an advertisement
"

for each and every one of them. Instead, there-

fore, of " booming " it to the utmost, through the

press, for their ovi'n business advantage, and

getting some share of the credit as its ostensible

supporters, they held aloof from it, and as far as

possible ignored it, as if it were a dangerous

Yankee trick for discrediting the manufacturers

of England. I was glad to find, at our first inter-

view, that Stevens himself had none of this nar-

rowness of vision, but heartily accepted my own
theory as to the essential "solidarity" (in dis-

tinction from rivalry) of our two schemes for the

manufacture and sale of cycling literature. "The
success of one must help rather than hinder the

success of the other," I said to him then and still

believe ; and my strong sympathy for the man
himself may perhaps render the story of his

Oriental adventures more interesting to me than

to those who never met him, or who have less en-

thusiasm than I for seeing the world a-wheelback
;

but I do not think I am controlled by any selfish

or personal considerations when I urge every one

of my readers to read his Outing sketches, and

in due time to buy the book which is to be built

from them. Such slight hints as have already

been printed about the " wild times " he has had

in penetrating Asia, are enough to stir the blood

of the most sluggish with a keen desire to learn
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the full details of them ; and if any cyclers exist

who regard his story with indifference, I can only

say, as one of my earliest subscribers said of those

who might fail to pledge me their support on the

instant of reading the first prospectus of this

book :
" Their bicycles ought to be taken right

away from them !

"

Karl Kron's explanatory note to the editor of the Ga-

zette (dated January 25, 1887) is as follows : "On
this third anniversary of the day when the li-7ieel pub-

lislied my prospectus, and urged that the scheme for

a ' great American road book ' ought to be promptly

supported by j,ooo subscriptions from the League, I send

for your use the second part of the Stevens story. It

was written and electrotyped thus, last January ; and I

should have dropped down in despair, then, if I could have

foreseen that more than a year was destined to elapse before

its publication. 'l"hough no one among the eleventh-hour ad-

mirersof the round-the-world bicycler can possibly rejoice as

much as I do over his triumph, the fact of his ' getting there
'

seems somehow to intensify the dismay I feel over the slow-

ness of my own adventure. My prediction that '86,—the

third and most difficult year of both schemes,—must also be

the decisive year of both, has come true in his case only. In

mine, the decision has been deferred for '87 ; and ' all pre-

vious troubles seem like child's play in comparison ' with the

labors just ahead of me for forcing that decision to be fort-

unate.

"The other one of my last January's predictions about

Stevens has likewise come true : I mean the final remark of

my sketch, as to the probable interest attaching to the full nar-

rative of his seven weeks' Asiatic tour (1,576 miles), Constan-

tinople to Teheran. This has run through eleven issues of

Outing (March, '86, to January, '87), and has proved very

attractive,—not only for wheelmen, but for lovers of travel

and adventure in general. Even so authoritative a critic as

the Nation has been pleased to commend it,—as the only

feature rising above the magazine's dead-level of common-
place,— while the Springfield Republican, alluding to the

rumored death of Stevens in China, called him ' a writer of

excellent quality, whom the literature of travel can ill-afford

to spare.' As his experiences of '86 (in Persia, Afghanistan,

Russia, India, China, and Japan,—whereof I now send you

an abstract, covering two-and-a-half pages in my book) were

even more extraordinary than his progress through Asia

Minor in '85, the story of them in forthcoming issues of

Outing can hardly fail to be of absorbing interest. His illus-

trated volume, 'Around the World on a Bicycle,' which will

ultimately be produced to contain the completed series, has an

extensive sale assured it in advance. A year ago, I said of it

(remark quoted on p. 159 of January Gazette), that, if

issued in its then fragmentary form, ' it would make a more

readable book than any existing specimen of cycling litera-

ture'; and I now hazard little in expressing the belief that

no such specimen which may be published in the future will

ever equal it in readableness.

" Not simply for his audacity in conceiving the journey, his

courage and shrewdness in facing its dangers, and his physical

endurance in surviving its hardships,—but also for his literary

gift in so telling the tale as to compel the respectful attention

of that outside world which still scoffs at the 'childishness'

of bicycling, — does Thomas Stevens well deserve all the

lionors which can be accorded him by the ' world-on-wheels.'

He deserves early deliverance, too, from the petty patronage

of any publisher whose ignorance of American wheeling senti-

ment leads into such blunders as were thus reproved by the

regular Boston correspondent of the L. A. IV. BuHetin (Dec.

31, 1886, p. 639) :
' The statements occasionally published by

the editor of Outing are sufficiently nonsensical to make one

feel positively fatigued. It is a fact that Colonel Pope fur-

nished the needful to start Stevens on his way ; and whatever

success he attains will be largely due to the liberality of that

gentleman. What objection can there be to having the truth

known? ' What greater contempt could he shown for the in-

telligence of wheelmen, I may further ask, than this assump-
tion of ability to hoodwink them into believing that any credit

for promoting the Stevens adventure attaches to the present

owners of Outing? When Colonel Pope 'unloaded' that

magazine upon them, last winter, he presumably arranged

that they should carry out the contract with Stevens (who was
then in Persia), as well as the other nnexpired contracts ; but

he thereby gave them no right to detract one iota from the

undivided praise due himself for sending a Columbia bicycle

round the world. It is the first step which costs, and ' what-

ever a man does through others is his own act also.' Since I

gave personal testimony to Colonel Pope, two years ago, that

my six months' intercourse with Stevens had convinced me of

his being really a man to count on,—a man of the sort who

doesn't know how to turn back,—so now I feel bound to

testify that the full credit for this magnificent and historic ad-

vertisement (which in some measure helps every dealer who

makes or sells bicycles,— not only in America but in the

whole English-speaking world) attaches to Boston alone.

New York cannot pretend to have so much as a shadow of a

share in it.

"If any curious seeker for truth will turn back to page 293

in the Bulletin of October 23, 1SS5, he may discover how
' Hal ' took to task another Boston man, the editor of the Bi.

IVorid, who wrote home from London depreciatingly of

Stevens, as a sort of nondescript advertising dodger, and sym-

pathizingly of the cold-shoulder shown him by the English

cycling scribes, ' who considered him of no more social impor-

tance than the hand-bill one throws in the gutter.' Apt com-

parison was made by ' Hal ' of the similar indifference of the

English towards Stanley, the explorer, ' as a mere walking

advertisement of the New York Herald,^ until, by help of the

Herald's money, he forced their mean eyes to open admiringly

upon him as a credit to their country. I was so much pleased

by the spirit of ' Hal's' remarks, that I at once wrote a two-

column letter (Builetin, Nov. 13, p. 332), declaring that,

though the English makers, and the writers of their trade-

papers, might all be small-minded eiwugh, and short-sighted

enough, to sneer at and belittle their countryman's daring at-

tempt,—merely because a Yankee's money was behind it,—we

Americans were none the less proud to consider Stevens one

of ourselves, and to believe that his dozen years' experience

in the free life of the West had done something to develop

his manhness.
" Yet, almost at the very time of his greatest danger, in

China, the owner of the C. 7". C. Gazette—in printing the

story of a tourist who said that the people in a remote town of

France, where a bicycle had never before been seen, ' asked

whether I was the man who was riding round the world

'

(Oct., '86, p. 414)—felt bound to sneer, by inserting an edi-

torial foot-note, thus :
' Refers to Stevens, who is carrying

out an advertising ride for the American journal, Outing.'' A
few weeks later, according to the official law-courts' record in

the London Times of November 23 (the very day when

Stevens began his delightful trip through Japan), Mr. Justice

Wills rebuked this supercilious person for having indulged in

' the lowest and vulgarest abuse of the worst form of journal-

ism,'—after his confession in open court that he had com-

mitted literary forgery, by printing in his Gazette an abusive

phrase of his own as if it were part of a letter to which an

innocent contributor's signature was attached. This scandal

has been tolerably well-advertised already, and it must cause

the ultimate break-up of the ' C. T. C.,' unless the '21,000

members ' discover some means of superseding their auto-

cratic ruler by a man of common honesty. Comparing the

'advertising' which he has thus won in the cycling world

with the ' advertising ' which Stevens has won, I am free to

express a preference for the latter.

"Ticknor & Co. , of Boston, have lately issued an illus-

trated octavo, ' Persia and the Persians,' by S. G. W. Benja-

min, lately U. S. Minister at Teheran, which may be read

with profit by those who wish to know about the city where

Stevens stayed five months (Oct., '85, to Feb., '86), preparing

for the third and most desperate stage of his journey. The

facts for the short sketch of this, which I managed to crowd

into pages 570-572 (at the end of Chapter XXXII., contain-

ing ' British and Colonial Records '), have all been previously

given by the press, in fragmentary form, during the last nine

months, but the sketch first weaves them together as a con-

nected story. It thus, in some measure, has the effect of

novelty, and it at least serves to show that when the famous

bicycler shall himself tell the wondrous tale in full, his words

will need no push from the Outing people to command the

world-wide attention of wheelmen."

III. Teheran to San Francisco.

" Starting out from Teheran, March 10, with

summer helmet and low shoes, I reached Meshed

on the 30th, through two feet of snow,—after an

almost continuous struggle with the elements,

which made all troubles of the previous S.ooo miles

seem like child's play in comparison. The route

would be fairlv agreeable in pleasant weather, for

much good wheeling surface would be found, and

no dilificult mountains, but in March, Khorassan is

a fearful country. After a rain storm, streams of

liquid mud come down from the mountains and

spread over the plain, forming an almost im-

passable barrier to a cycler. I have forded as

many as 50 streams in a day ; and the wind blows

worse than it does in Wyoming or Nebraska. The
changes in temperature are also sudden and vio-

lent. On March 28, when 45 miles from Meshed, I

got caught in a blizzard that would do credit to Min-

nesota. In the midst of it, I fell down in a stream,

dropped the bicycle and wetted everything. With
clothes frozen stiff, hands numbed, one finger

slightly frost-bitten, and the blizzard at its worst,

I had to wade through snow-drifts, ford other

streams, and toil on over the desolate mountains

for miles, before even the meanest shelter was

finally reached. Next morning, it was barely pos-

sible to struggle ahead, along the single trail

broken by pack-animals through two feet of snow;

but by noon the sun grew uncomfortablv hot,

making ankle-deep mud and slush, through which

I trundled the bicycle for 14 miles." On March

8, the Russian minister at Teheran had assured

Stevens that no official obstacles should hinder

his passage through Siberia ; and he therefore in-

tended to steer for Irkutsk, and thence—if the

south route for Pekin seemed utterly impractica-

ble—reach the Pacific by way of the Amoor valley.

Merv, Bokhara, Samarkand, Tashkent, and Tomsk
were intermediate places which he had planned to

touch at during this "journey of 6,000 miles over

camel-paths and desert wastes " ; but, even before

he got to Meshed, the Russian authorities sent a

messenger to notify him that he could not pass

beyond their frontier. So, after a week's delay,

he turned south, in a vain attempt to reach India.

His itinerary for the ne.xt 2\ months was mailed

to me from Constantinople, June 16, and I quote

as follows : "April 7, Meshed to Sherifabad, hilly
;

8th, mostly hilly, with some excellent going,

to wayside caravansary
;

9th, Torbet-i-Haiderie,

mountainous; ipth, splendid wheeling, benighted

in desert; nth, Kaklu, some sand, some good

gravel; 12th, Nukhab, bad mountains; 13th, small

hamlet, average fair wheeling; 14th, Birjand, 300

miles from Meshed, good wheeling; I5fh, Ali-abad

(guest of Ameer of Seistan) ; l6th, Darmian, bad

mountains; 17th, Tabbas, across a plain, fairly

ridable ; i8th, mountainous journey to huts on edge

of the desert ; 19th, enter Afghanistan and camp
out on Dasht-i-na-oomed ('Desert of Despair');

20th, nomad camp, half the wheeling fair, much of

it rough ; 2ist, bad sandhills after leaving camp,

reach a village near Harud ; 22d, Ghalikue, ir-

rigating ditches and cultivated land; 23d, nomad
camp, good wheeling on gravel plain ; 24th, Far-

rah, about 200 miles from Birjand." Here the gov-

ernor of Farrah arrested him, and sent him back,

under escort of Afghans, to Herat, 160 miles, 25th

to 30th. For half this distance, to Subgowan, on

the 27th, he found most of the wheeling fairly

good, though rather flinty ; but for the final So miles

thence to Herat he and the bicycle were carried

on horses, and eleven spokes were broken from

the front wheel by an attempt of the carrying horse

to roll upon it. Having six extra spokes, he man-

aged to partly repair the damage, and he used

the machine in this shape for the next 6S0 miles to

the Caspian sea. During nine days' delay at Herat,

he wrote to Col. Ridgway, of the British Boundary

Commission, asking his intercession for a permit

to cross the few hundred miles between that place

and India ; but Col. Ridgwav's only answer was to

instruct the governor of Herat that he be escorted

back into Persia. So May 10, he resumed the back-

ward journey, by a road about one-half ridable, to
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a village whose name his Afghan guard refused to

tell ; on nth, to a " water umbar," with very little

wheeling ; on 12th, by bad road to camp in Iler-

irud jungle ; and on the 13th, by fair riding, to

Kariez, 100 miles from Herat. Here the Afghans

released him after 19 days' arrest ; and on 14th, he

kept on alone, through Persia, to nomad camp ; on

15th, to Furriman, and on i6th, to Meshed, at i P.

M.,—thus covering 160 miles of good road in 2J

days, and completing a vain circuit of about 920

miles, which began April 7, at Meshed. " The ne.xt

300 miles to Sharood offered a fair road the whole

distance and no bad mountains, so that I reached

Sharood in 8 days,—the nightly halts being as fol-

lows : May 19, caravansary; 20th, village near

Nishapoor; 21st, Lafaram; 22d, water umbar ; 23d,

Mazinan ; 24th, camped out near caravansary

;

25th, camped out. From Sharood to Bunder Guz,

the port on Caspian sea where I embarked June

4, was a 4 days' journey of 120 miles,—the first

part of it by fearful trail over the mountains, with

mule carrying the wheel, to Asterabad, May 2S-30

;

and on the 31st, I reached Bunder Guz. The rest

of my route is shown thus : June 6, Baku ;
7th,

Tiflis ; 8th, Batoum ; 15th, Constantinople." Out-

ing for September (p. 671) printed a letter dated

at Constantinople, June 24, from Ernest Raleigh,'

who describes himself as " an unhappy and dis-

comfited tourist, forbidden to travel anywhere

beyond Meshed," and says he " therefore trav-

eled back with Stevens, from Meshed to the

Caspian, whence, after many days, we finally

turned up at Constantinople." He declares that

the pushing of a bicycle across Afghanistan to

Farrah—"including a clear 120 miles of howling

wilderness which no European had heretofore

traversed in its entirety "—was " one of the most

adventurous feats of modern times"; and he

speaks with sarcasm of the " strained diplomacy "

which caused Stevens to be turned back when he

had thus " penetrated to w^ithin 370 miles of the

British outposts."

Thus, the middle of June, '86, found Stevens

again on the edge of Europe, at the same city

which he first reached July 2, '85, and from which

he had sailed 75 miles to Ismidt, August 10, to

begin the stretch, of 1,576 miles ending at Teheran,

September 30. During the three months of his re-

turn wanderings between Teheran and Constanti-

nople, he seems to have 'pushed the bicycle nearly

2,000 miles. On July 3, '86, he wrote from Suez : " I

expect the steamer, on which I take passage to

India, to arrive here to-morrow or next day. The
monsoon season will be in full swing when I reach

Kurrachee, but I don't know yet whether it will

delay my start across India." Writing from Kur-

rachee July 26, he said he was in good health and

was about to start on a good road straight for Cal-

cutta; and he announced his arrival there, in letter

of September 14, thus :
" My tour has been accom-

plished in the season when all Europeans who can

possibly escape from business are up in the hill

stations, and when exposure and much exertion

are considered highly indiscreet. I have, how-

ever, escaped with only one slight attack of fever,

which laid mc up for a couple of days at Benares.

This is worthy of mention only as being the first

occasion on the entire journey that I have had

anything approaching a day's illness, or even a

day's indisposition. Altogether, it is regarded as

remarkable by the English in Calcutta that I have

traversed 1,400 miles of Indian road on a bicycle at

this season of the year and escaped with only one

slight attack of fever. The weather has been very

trying and fever-inducing. All through Lower

Bengal the clouds were hovering near the tree

tops ; when it wasn't pouring rain it was drizzling,

and the roads were shallow streams. What with

the profuse perspiration, the rain and the excess-

ively humid atmosphere, a dry thread of clothing

was entirely out of the question. I passed through

districts where the natives were dying at a fearful

rate, with a peculiarly malignant type of fever.

My own immunity from serious illness I credit to

the daily exercise. It must be this, because, from

sheer necessity I have daily drank indifferent

water, slept in damp clothes, and committed

various other indiscretions inseparable from a

bicycle tour through India in August and Sep-

tember. Notwithstanding these discomforts and

drawbacks, there has been all along a genuine

element of pleasure and satisfaction in the splen-

didly-metaled roads, smooth for the most part as

an asphalt pavement, as well as in the many in-

teresting objects and equally interesting people,

so different from any other country. From
Lahore to Sasseraw, a distance of about 1,000

miles, the road may truthfully be described as the

finest in the world. It is perfectly level, metaled

with kunkah, which makes a smooth, cement-like

surface, and for a good portion of the way it is no

exaggeration to call it an avenue. Through the

Bengal hills it is less level, and is metaled with

rock ; the drenching monsoon rains have washed

away the earth, and left the surface rough and

trying on a wheel. My stay in Calcutta will be

but three or four days, as I am anxious to push on

to China and avoid the possibility of being over-

taken there by winter."

The same page of Z. A. IV. Bidlttin vi'hich

printed the foregoing letter (Nov. 5, '86, p. 477)

also quoted a longer one from "A. W.," a corre-

spondent of Wheeling, who talked with Stevens at

Allahabad, August 29-31,—after he had passed

through Umballa, Delhi, Agra, and Cawnpore. At

6 A. M. of the 31st, "A. W." and another cycler

wheeled out with him to the Ganges and saw him

well started by boat across the broad river, to take

the road for Benares. "A. W."says :
" It was per-

haps lucky that he was turned back in Afghanistan,

because, if he had been allowed to continue his

ride, the chances were in favor of his being stuck

by the Afghans for his machine and revolver ; or

he might have succumbed to the heat of the

Indian sun, as he would have arrived here

early in June, and the hardships he would have

been compelled to go through must have been

terrible. Indeed, the actual hardships which he

has had to contend with here are what very few

Europeans would care to try, even in the cold

season. But, in spite of bad food (and very little

of that, at times), wet clothes, mosquitoes, ants,

jackals, dogs and other disagreeables too numer-

ous to mention, he keeps his health and spirits

and is gaining in muscle considerably." His ex-

periences in China were the most difficult and

dangerous of all. Leaving Canton, October 14,

he reached the British consulate at Kiukiang, No.

vember 14; thence by steamship reached Shanghai

on i8th, and Nagasaki (Japan) on 21st. " For

four days out from Canton, there were no roads

but an intricate maze of tracks through the rice-

fields. Then even these paths stopped and left

nothing but the Pe-Kang river and the rockv

mountains sloping to its edge. Four days' pol-

ing, rowing and towing, to Chao-choo-foo, and

four more with coolies carrying the bicycle,

brought me over the Meeling pass, into the prov-

ince of Kiang-tse. Its paths were better than those

of Quang-tung, and I wheeled my way down to

Kin-gan-foo. Here the mob would have killed

me, except for the two soldiers appointed by the

authorities of the previous city, Ta-ho, to escort

mc within the gates of the chief magistrate. After

midnight, when he had succeeded in dispersing

the rioters, I was spirited away in a boat, under

guard of six soldiers. Thenceforth the authorities

never allowed me to wheel, but passed mc on down
stream by boat, from town to town, to Wu-ching,

where, by much persuasion, I obtained leave to

take a short cut across country to Kiukiang, but

still with an escort." In Japan, however, where

the native journals had heralded his advent,

" officials and people vied with each other in pay-

ing him attention " so that his tour (Nov. 23 to

Dec. 17) "seemed, in comparison, like a sort of

progress through paradise." Sailing from V'oko-

hama, December 22, he reached San Francisco,

January 7, '87, and was very warmly welcorhed.

THE WHEEL.

Opinion of Col. Pope Upon American Cy-

cling. Increase of the Use of the Cycle
Among All Classes. How a Want Long
Felt ky the Ladies Has Been Met.

Next season almost definitely promises to be

the most interesting and profitable in the history

of American cycle trade. Things have become

thoroughly settled, and the bicycle business to-

day is recognized as one of the growing industries.

At this point the retrospect of the past and the

prospectus of the future come nicely into place.

Boston holds the distinction of possessing the

largest cycle house in existence. In his commo-

dious ofiice, at 597 Washington street, was found

its head and organizer. Col. Albert A. Pope.

" Well, colonel," said the Herald reporter, " what

can you say for publication about the rise of the

bicycle business—a sort of evolutionary state-

ment .''

"

" The question you have asked me is one which

would involve such a large amount of answering

that it would be impossible really to give you

the statement you ask, though it is comparatively

easy to offer to the public through your columns,

at your request, a short re'sumo' of this industn,',

that, commencing perhaps with the most unfortu-

nate surroundings and ominous prophecies, has

developed into by far the most successful of its

kind in the United States. It is pretty generally

known, at least among those associated with cy-

cling, that at our factory the Columbia machine

was started in 1878, and the first year's put-out

was not only numerically insignificant, but, as com-

pared with the products of the factory to-day,

were crude and rough specimens of mechanical

art. However, they satisfactorily fulfilled the

requirements of the cyclist of those times, and the

industry being in the minds of many purely an

experiment, the comparative success was even

more than, as a venture of industry, had been

hoped for and anticipated."

" I suppose, colonel, that at about this period

you found the universal opinion of cyclists was in

favor of machines of foreign manufacture ?

"

" To a certain extent you are correct in your

surmise. England was unquestionably the

Birthplace of the Ixdi-stry,

and we have no wish to take this one remaining

laurel from the brow of the alma mater of cycling.

The geographical conditions prevailing in Great
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Britain were such as to inspire enthusiasm in the

breasts of those who, early in the history of the

art, became devotees of this means of progression.

Great Britain has deservedly held a high place in

mechanical industries, and the attention of numer-

ous capitalists in that favored isle of cycling was

directed to the manufacture of wheels, they per-

ceiving a large demand for that class of manufact-

ures."

"Do you think that the bicycle tournaments,

the racing tracks, and record breaking have been

of material benefit to the increase of the cycling

industry .'

"

" Undoubtedly to a certain extent records held

on inachines, races won, and the result to be ob-

tained by good men on good wheels are always an

advertisement. There is a certain class of young

men in the Anglo-Saxon family who are devotedly

attached to athletic exercises, and whatever par-

ticular branch they take .up will be an incentive

for some one to excel his companions. Racing,

pure and simple, in its more attractive and honest

forms, unfortunately has become a thing of the

past. Men were paid, subsidized, in the employ-

ment of my company. Considerable difference of

opinion has existed as to whether any concern is

justified in doing this. This team successfully

accomplished what we intended they should ac-

complish, achieving results which have been

satisfactory alike to the industry, to our nation-

ality, and to our corporation. In the light of

results achieved, the racing track and tournament

have been a success and have been instrumental

in booming the sport."

" It was noticeable that at the last Springfield

tournament the attendance was considerably less

than at any of the previous ones. How do you

explain this .'
"

" It is comparatively easy to explain that. The

enthusiasm has

In Nowise Decreased,

but the opportunities have been greatly increased

of viewing races in various parts of the country.

Two years ago Springfield was, perhaps, the only

valuable race track in the country. To-day Hart-

ford, Lynn, Roseville, Brockton, Pittsfield, and a

variety too numerous to mention have sprung up

to contest the supremacy. At each of these places,

a race meeting has been held, and to this undoubt-

edly is to be attributed the indisputable falling off

at any one race."

" From your opportunities for judging, what class

of men are the most enthusiastic wheelmen ?
"

" The cycling fever is no respecter of persons.

Young and old, grave and gay, men and women,

all render their quota to that class known as the

cycling public. Of course, the greater amount of

enthusiasm is found in the younger men. I say

'found,' simply because they are loud in their ex-

pressions concerning its existence, but from the

steady, reliable perseverance of those who have

passed over the arch of life it is perfectly evident

that the younger cyclists by no means enjoy the

exclusive monopoly of enthusiasm ; indeed, some

of the most thorough-going disciples of cycling

are to be found not only in the rank and file, but

in the advance guard of all the learned profes-

sions. Among my acquaintances as cyclists I can

speak of Rev. George F. Pentecost, of Brooklyn,

Rev. Thomas K. Beecher, of Elmira, N. Y., Henry
Bently, of Philadelphia, Prof. Williams, of Brown
University, Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, Rev. J.

H. Watson, Hartford, Ct., Prof. Hitchcock, of

Amherst, and numerous others."

"And the ladies ?
"

"Ah, yes ! the ladies. Bless their hearts, they

throw all the enthusiasm of their gentle nature

into this sport, and become the most prominent

and successful of evangelists in propagating this

gospel of health. There are probably more lady

riders in Boston than in any other city in the

United States, and the two most successful ' runs
'

among lady riders have been carried out by the

clubs of Boston. Women are so tied down, and

conventionalities demand so many restrictions

respecting their action, that the introduction of

cycling has come as a boon to many of them.

The First Woman Who Appeared

on the streets as a tricyclist undoubtedly must

have been a martyr to her love of the sport, and

Madame Grundy was not at all complimentary in

her criticisms regarding the action of the very

'bold and impudent persons' who were so far

forgetful of the decencies of ordinary life as to

actually court the healthful breezes and freer cir-

culation likely to be derived from the moderate

and sensible use of the tricycle. However, Dame
Grundy, like lots of others who are poorly in-

formed, is apt to be conservative, and I am glad

to say that a complete revolution has taken place

in that estimable lady's mind in so far as regards

the use of the tricycle for women. The demands

of the sex have proved so strong upon us, as man-

ufacturers, that, while during the past season we

were only building single tricycles for their use,

we shall in '87 place upon the market a tandem

tricycle, built with special regard to the require-

ments of our fair sisters. Indeed, I look forward

to many delightful little jaunts with ladies of my
acquaintance, whose anticipation of the joys of

next season possibly exceeds my own."
" Speaking of next season, colonel, what appear

to be the prospects ?
"

" The prospects have never been so good in the

history of the business. One of our people who
has returned from an extended visit to the West

has discovered that stocks of machines are very

low, agents hopeful, and budding cyclists numer-

ous. We anticipate the heaviest season we have

ever known, and we attribute this in a great degree

to the fact that the bicycle has long ceased to be

considered a toy among the many, and has en-

tered now largely into the lists of necessities."

" Then you mean to infer that the bicycle should

now be classed as a vehicle requisite to the com-

fort and necessities of mankind }
"

" Why, certainly. The average purchaser of

the machine to-day purchases not only with due

regard for the healthful benefit likely to be re-

ceived from its use, but from the fact that he can

utilize it as a vehicle and means of progression to

do the duty of a horse at half the cost. We find

that the bicycle enters into the requirements of

All Classes and Conditions

of men. They are utilized in many districts for

the telegraph service. Newspapers send their re-

ports from place to place on them; the postal serv-

ice is already demanding their use
;
gentlemen

ride from business to their homes, and in some dis-

tricts parcels are delivered and tools carried by

workmen upon the vehicle that a few years ago

was considered simply as a dangerous toy to be

used by mad-headed boys."

" Regarding next season's manufacture, it would

perhaps be interesting to state if you are likely to

put any new machines on the market." The
colonel smiled mysteriously.

" Whatever the requirements of the cycling

public may be, you will find they have been care-

fully considered and in many cases anticipated

by our concern. We shall put new machines on
the market next year, embodying all that experi-

ence has taught us is requisite to the perfect road

machine, and, while we shall be careful of objec-

tionable innovations, due regard in all cases will

be paid to recent inventions which practical test

induces us to believe will be of service to would-be

cyclers. The present conditions and extent of

the business are now of such magnitude that the

utmost care must be exercised in changing stvles,

patterns, or principles. We have but one object

in view, an object which we believe in the past we
have attained, and which we hope to hold during

the coming season, that object being the production

of a machine upon which ability, enlarged experi-

ence, and capital will combine to produce a result

in every way adequate to the demands."
" I have heard rumors about a new Columbia

tandem, and what is called a handle-bar steering

_
tricycle. Are such likely to be realized in fact

next season ?
"

" Yes, we shall place on the market a handle-

bar steering tricycle of the most approved type

;

a tandem tricycle which will embrace all the tried

systems of the past season with many improve-

ments which our riders and our mechanics sug-

gest."

—

Boston Herald.

WORLD BICYCLE RECORDS.

.So frequent have been the changes in the rec-

ords both at home and abroad, that the ordinary

reader is confused and perplexed in an attempt to

discover what are actually the quickest times cer-

tain distances have been traversed by cycle, irre-

spective of country or class. In order to afford a

handy guide to this interesting subject, the follow-

ing table of bicycle records has been specially

compiled for the Cycling Budget

:

—
Miles,

i
1
2

\

25
30
40
50
60

70
80

90
100

150
200

250
300

Time.
M. s.

•• 35J
I 12I
I 503

5 •
7 48I
10 4ii
'3 23t
27 -\

4" 4li

54 25i
59 46 J

14 23
I

26 qt
o 17!

f

33 54

Rider.

W. A. Rowe,
of Lynn,

iMassachusetts,
on the

Springfield, Mass.,
United States,

racing track (half a

mile to the lap).

Frank F. Ives,

on the
Springfield track.

Date.

Nov. 5, 1885
Oct. 27, 1886
Oct. 22, 1S86
Oct. 22, 1886
Oct. 14, 1886
Oct. 14, 188ft

Oct. 25, 1 886
Oct. 25, 1886
Oct. 25, 1S86
Oct. 25, 1886
Oct. 25, 1886
Oct. 25, 1886

Oct. g, 1S86
Oct. 9, 1886
Oct. 9, 1886
Oct. 9, 1886
Oct. 9, 1 886

luly 27, 18S3
July 27, 1S83

1 July 27, 1883

I "Jul:

10 24
14 35
18 58
23 38

F. R. Fry, on the
Crystal Palace (Lon-
don) track.

I I r co"
I July 27, 1S83

h. A. McCnrdy, on f Nov. 5, 1S86
a 50-mile circuit of

J
Nov. 6, 18S6

road near Boston, U. 1 Nov. 6, i8S6
S. A.

I Nov. 6, 1886

Until about three years ago our American cous-

ins were rather slow travelers on wheels, owing

to the inferior machines then in use ; but as soon

as riders grew more experienced, and had suitable

machines and prepared paths, they, with national

impetuosity, rushed ahead, and soon left the once

vconderful British records far in the rear. It was

only this "fall" (the American autumn) the riders

developed such tnarvelous speed over the longer

distances, and, although the likelihood of such a

feat was at first derided in this countr}-, over

twenty-two miles were ridden in the hour. It is

worthy of note that all the above records were

made in " time trials," and not in actual races.

—

Cycling Budget.
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The last year of our first decade in the business of making Columbia
151CYCLES and TRICYCLES finds us in a position from which we look back

with much pardonable pride and gratification to a remarkable record of

business development and mechanical advance; and from this forward to

the further success which is ensured to us by the confidence of the public in

our methods, and our knowledge of what is best calculated to meet their

wants and afford them the greatest satisfaction at all times.

A glance over the ten years from 1877 to 18S7 shows a growth of the

body of American wheelmen from a few dozen to tens of thousands, with

hundreds of clubs and many thousands of dollars invested in permanent

houses; and we take no little satisfaction in the part we have contributed to

this complete establishment of what is unquestionably the most admirable

and beneficial recreation that has found a place in the pursuits of our

countrymen.

We have at all times aimed to provide riders with the most perfect ma-

chines that the state of the art, as shaped by constantly gathered experience,

and the best skill in anticipating requirements, has permitted,— and the

progress from the Standard Colu.mbia in its earliest form, to the perfected

CoLUMBiAS of to-day, has been marked by successive stages of steady de-

velopment, each presenting special improvements on features already in use,

as well as introducing new ideas. These have been both in the way of

changes in essential parts and equipment, and in the methods and processes

of construction; and they have served not only to improve our own ma-

chines, but as e.xamples as well and a stimulation to other makers, here and

abroad. Interchangeability of parts, one of the essential characteristics of

CoLUMBiAS, was, so far as its application to bicycle manufacture is con-

cerned, first adopted and carried to ])erfection by us, and its importance has

been so thoroughly recognized by wheelmen that it has of necessity been ap-

plied, to more or less extent, in the making of other bicycles. This is but

one example of our contributions to the art of cycle construction.

It has been, too, a matter of satisfaction to us to have been able, by

gathering together the numerous essential patents and rights, to establish

such moderate and uniform royalties as have made it possible for many
varieties of machines to be placed upon the market at one time and another,

offering riders a sufficiently wide choice ; though not the least source of

gratification in this connection is in the fact that, having this choice, the

majority of those riding high-grade machines have chosen and now ride

COLUMBIAS.

Many considerations, too patent to require special amplification here, go

to show the high favor in which Columbias are and always have been held

by reason of their superiority in design and construction, and we wish sim-

ply to call attention to their unsurpassed record, in presenting to our old

patrons, as well as those about to become purchasers, the list of our ma-

chines for 1887.

This covers the fullest line of machines yet offered, each specially

adapted for its particular purjjose; and the wheelman whose wants cannot

here be met, must, indeed, be hard to suit. It will please us to have all

interested acquaint themselves still more closely with both our new machines

and our established ones now improved, either by a visit to us at our new
and more conveniently arranged establishment in Boston, or at cither of our

Branch Houses, or at any of our largest agencies where a full line is to be

found.

We present for its sixth season the Expert Columbia, the sale of which

has already reached a higher total than any other in America, and for which

there is likely to be a greater demand than ever this year, under a reaction

from an unwise tendency for a few seasons past towards too light machines

for road use, and touring in particular ; and for its third season, reduced $5 in

price, the Columbia Light Roadster, whose popularity and reputation

Albert A. Pope, President.
Edward W. Pope, Treasurer.

for elegance and ease of running, and thorough reliability under all con-

ditions to which anv light roadster can justly be submitted, have become

well established. These unequaled machines are considerably enhanced in

value by the addition of our improvements for 1887.

The old reliable Standard Columbia, which has honorably performed

more hard service than any other bicycle in the world ; the Columbia Two-
Track TRicvcLE,'the only really successful machine to-day embodying the

two-track feature, which is of special importance on some kinds of roads,

and our smaller Ladies' machine of the same pattern, are again offered

without material change, and the Columbia Safety and Semi-Roadster,

—each of whidi has gained for itself a good place in the opinion of its

riders,—and the Columbia Racer, with its fresh laurels won in 1886.

New Machines and Equipments.—The appearance of our new

Columbia Ta.ndem will be hailed with very much interest by the rapidly in-

creasing number of wheelmen and women who look to this class of machine

as affording the most enjovment and convenience of any. Constructed with

a view to every requirement and advantage, our T.^NDEM is sure to please.

The improved Columbia Racing Tricycle is shown and descriljcd

for the first time.

A new "single" Columbia Tricycle, virtually a light roadster, and

fulfilling all the conditions expected in the highest-grade machine, will be

placed upon the market early in the riding season. It will be an automatic

handle-bar steerer, capable of use by gentleman or lady, and its appearance

will be awaited by those desiring the finest tricycle of the season.

In new equipments we present our " double-grip " handle, of the com-

plete success of which there can be no question ; the improved Kirkpatrick

saddle, and our new Knous crank.

Our spade-handles we are able to put out this year at much reduced

prices, either on new machines, or taken separately.

DIRECT SPOKES and SOLID CRESCENT FELLOES are

used in the Expert Columbia, where special durability is more desirable

than special lightness. This construction affords, within projjer limits, great-

est elasticity for the amount of material, and so the most strength consistent

with satisfactory use. It is the longest-lived, and the most readily repaired

when occasion demands.

RESULTANT SPOKES and HOLLOW FELLOES are used

in the Columbia Light Roadster, where special lightness in a road ma-

chine is wanted. In this construction weight is differently distributed and

economized, and a jjroper mean is preserved, by drawing the spokes at the

"resultant" angle, between too great elasticity and over -rigidity, which

latter makes a wheel harder in riding and the spokes more liable to snap.

FULL TANGENT SPOKES and HOLLOW FELLOES are

used in the Coh'MHIA Racers, where the greatest saving of weight and the

utmost rigidity are necessary, and absolutely no elasticity of the wheel can

be permitted.

In all cases where we have closely adhered to these rules of construc-

tion, our wheels have proved the best for their purposes.

We use the Cement Process for putting in our tires, because our expe-

rience shows this to be the most satisfactory in the long run,—though we
will, when specially desired to, put them in by the chemical process. We
do not advise this, for while it is verv secure at first it cannot be so conve-

niently renewed by the rider when for any reason this becomes necessary.

While from the state of the case our knowledge of what is most desirable

in the making of a bicycle or tricycle is naturally better than that of any

who have devoted themselves less earnestly and extensively to it, much has

of necessity been gained by us from the experience of individual riders, and

we shall at all times be pleased to receive suggestions and ideas from any

who are interested.

POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
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EXPERT GOEUMBIA.

Price $125 for a 50- inch, D or E Finish, with Bali-

Bearings all around, Columbia "Double-Grip" Ball -Pedals,

"Double-Grip" Handles, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece

Hollow Cow-Horn Handle-Bar.

With Columbia "Double-Grip" Parallel- Pedals, $120.
Additional for Finish A or C, $10.

Difference of 52.50 for each 2 inches in size up or down.

The Expert is put out for its sixth year with its world-wide repu-

tation for staunchness, durability, ease of running, and beauty of lines

and finish, holding it easily first among all medium-weight machines,

and with the noteworthy distinction of being the only bicycle which

has ever passed to this stage of its history with constantly increasing

favor and sales.

It is constructed with full inch front and J inch rear tires, solid

crescent felloes, and direct spokes of No. u| wire, with both ends

enlarged. The perch and front forks are of patent seamless-steel

tubing, the former I J inches in diameter, and of circular section; the

latter of elliptical cross-section, if inches by | inch. The cranks are

made under our Knous improvement, affording an adjustable throw

of 5, 5^ or 6 inches—or, when extra long cranks are ordered, 5^ to 65

inches.

Spade handles will be substituted for the regular " Double-Grip,"

when desired, at $2.50 extra.

xjx
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COLUMBIA BICYCLES X'X
"XiV

GOEUMBIA EIGHT ROADSTER.

Price $130 for a 51-inch, K Finish, with Bail-Bearings

all around, Columbia " Double-Grip" Ball- Pedals, "Double-

Grip" Handles, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece Hollow

Cow-Horn Handle-Bar.

With Columbia "Double-Grip" Parallel- Pedals, $125.
Additional for Finish H or I, $10.

Difference of $2.50 for each 2 inches in size up or down.

The Columbia Light Roadster is a genuine light-weight bi-

cycle, about ten pounds lighter than the Expert. We put it out for

its third season with its reputation already acquired for elegance, ease

of running, and strength, and are justified in claiming for it the first

place among all machines of its class in the world.

Its thorough use by hundreds of riders during the past two
seasons has satisfactorily demonstrated the fact that it will stand as

much as any " tangent spoke " machine on the market, while it is

lighter than most.

The felloes, J inch front and f inch rear, are of the best imported
patent cold-drawn seamless-steel tube, roiled into hollow crescent

form by our own improved method, and are the strongest and most
rigid made.

The Sjiokes are headed at the hub, and drawn over the curved
secondary flanges so as to be nowhere weakened bv bending ; they are
set at an angle, with one crossing where they are held by a fine wrap-
ping, and are held in the felloe by a neat sleeve-nut extending well
over the spoke and strengthening it.

In other details of construction it resembles the Expert, though
lighter, and its equipment is the same.
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STAIARD COLUMBIA.

Price .$00 for a 50 -inch, G Finish, with Ball-Bearings

to Front Wheel.

With Parallel Bearings to Front Wheel, $85.

Additional for Finish F, $10; for Finish li, $15.

Difference of $2.50 for each 2 inclics in size up or down—except

difference of $7.50 between 46- and 4S-inch sizes.

The St.\ndard Columbia is a stanch and reliable machine for

beginners, and for all-around road use. It was designed to meet the

want, still widely felt, of a substantial, first-class road machine, at a

moderate price. We present it for this season again upon its merits

and popularity already acquired. Although, by constant improve-

ments, the expense of manufacture has largely increased, we offer it

now at prices lower than before.

ExTR.'VS.—We furnish with iu~io machines when ordered, in place

of the regular parts : Columbia "Double-Grip" Ball-Pedals (nick-

eled) on Finish G, $5 ; on P'inish B or F, $4. Standard Dropped

Ilandle-Bars, with Dropped Brake-Lever, $2.50.

iBini

COLUMBIA BICYCLES X'X
XjX
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COLUMBIA SEMI-ROABSIER.

Price $85 for a 46-inch, Finish D, with Cow-Horn Handle-
Bars and Kirkpatrick Saddle.

The Coi.u.MJii.v Semi-Roadster is a high-grade, moderate-priced bicy-

cle for the use of boys, and even for light men of small .stature. In designing
and making it, our aim has been to reach a high degree of e.xcellence in

durability, simplicity, elegance, and all other points which go to make up a

first-class machine for its purpose.
While 46 spokes are sufficient for the front wheels from 42 to 46 inches

in diameter, we put 52 in both the 48- and 50-inch wheels, and when specially

ordered, for riders weighing a hundred pounds or over, we fit the front

wheel of the two larger sizes with J -inch felloes, at an extra charge
of $5.

COLUMBIA SAFLiy,

Price $140, Ball-Bearings all around, Columbia "Double-
Grip" Ball-Pedals, Kirkpatrick Saddle, and One-Piece Hollow Cow-
Horn Handle-Bar.

With Columbia "Double-Grip" Parallel- Pedals, $135.

For our Columbia Safety, or dwarf bicycle, we have adopted the

front crank and chain-driving gear pattern, as embracing the greatest ad-

vantages in construction, general effectiveness, and appearance. It affords

ample strength, with comparative ligiitness, an economy of power to be e.x-

jjended in driving, ease of control, and simple and effectual means of ad-

justment for different riders. In most points it presents the simple and
e.xcellent principles used in the E.xpert, and Columbia Light Roadster.

Tiie Saii.tv is made in two sizes: with jS-inch front wheel, geared as

a 47j-inch driver, and 42-inch, geared as a 52i-inch.
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GOLlfMBIA RACER.

Price, complete, $140.
Weight of 55-incli, 22H pounds.

^-'*i^w- j^^__^^.rs5.^^^^^g;:;^^tes^i?ife#^^aS^^^

The phenomenal success of the Columbia Raceib. in its first

two seasons has been far greater than that ever achieved by any

other racer, and has served to advance the good reputation of

CoLUMBiAS. It is a fact, standing without precedent in the his-

tory of bicycle racing, that the large number of Columbia
Racers in use during 1886 went through the season without a

single breakdown on the track. And this is the more remarkable

when it is considered that its riders secured new world's records

for from one-quarter to twenty-four miles inclusive : the mile hav-

ing been accomplished in 2-29|, and the astonishing record of

twenty-two miles, one hundred and fifty yards within the hour.

Such achievements testify not only to the skill and endurance of

the rider, but to the perfection of construction in the machine.

In the construction of the wheel, we have introduced our

seamless-steel hollow felloe, of great strength and rigidity, and

have adopted a new arrangement of the spokes, " fttll-tangent,"

which affords peculiar advantages for an extremely light wheel, in

admitting of the use of a small and thin hub-flange and a greater

number of smaller spokes than could otherwise be used to ad-

vantage.

IIIBIIIBIIIBIII

COLUMBIA RACERS X'X

COLUMBIA RACIIC IRIGICLE.

Price, complete, $180.
Weight, all on, 38^ pounds.

The Columbia Racing Tricycle, as put upon the track for

the first time in its improved form in the racing season of 1886, pre-

sents more advantages than have yet been seen in any other machine
of its class, all of which are appreciated by tricycle racing men. Al-

ready it stands accredited with the world's professional records from
one to ten miles inclusive, and first place in every important race in

which it was entered during the season ; and the favor it has met
with insures its being ridden to greater successes in the future.

In its construction the essential elements of lightness, strength

and rigidity have been kept well in view, and have been successfully

attained.

The driving-wheels are constructed with light seamless-steel hol-

low felloes and full-tangent spokes, which are appropriate for racing-

machines where absolutely no elasticitv is desirable, and they are 38
inches in diameter, with ^-inch tires. The steering wheel is 20 inches

in diameter.
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TAIEM,

Price, with " DoiiWe-Grip " Ball-Pedals, $250. With "Double-Grip" Parallel-Pedals, $240.
Weight, 120 pounds.

In designing our Columbia Tandem, we have aimed at combining all the features presented by previous types which the experience of riders has
shown to be desirable and consistent with strength, safety, and ease of action, and, with these, such improvements and new ideas as the ingenuity of our
inventors could devise for the perfecting of a double machine. The result is seen in a front-wheel handle-l)ar steerer, which two ladies can ride if desirable,

capable of being steered and controlled by brake from either seat, and readily convertible into a handle-bar steering "single "
; in appearance graceful and

well-proportioned, in construction as nearly perfect as long experience in cycle building can make it, and, withal, as light as a roadster tandem can reason-

ably be expected to be.

The wheels are proportioned for strength, steadiness in running, and the taking up of vibration as much as ])0ssible. The drivers are 40 inches in

diameter, with i-inch tires, the steerer 26 inches, with |-inch tire. The double axle, a most important part of a tandem, is made particularly strong, and
the frame is well braced.

"m

COLUMBIA TRICYCLES Xt

Ladies' Two-Track.

COLUMBIA TWO-IRAGK IRIGIGLES.
Price, with "Double-Grip" Ball-Pedal.s, $1G5. Witli "Double-Grip" Parallel-Pedals, $1C0.

The CoLU.MBiA Two-Track Tricycles present many points of interest, and of superiority over other patterns of tricycles for all around use on
American roads.

The two-track feature, though not broadly new, has been embodied with improvements in this machine so as to give equal steadiness of running and
the stability of front-steering, with the added advantages of an open front for safety, but two lines of resistance to the wheels to watch and overcome, and
greater convenience in handling, and particularlv in passing through an ordinary door.

The larger machine has 48-inch and 22-inch wheels with direct spokes and solid crescent felloes; the Ladies' Tricycle, 44-inch and 18-inch, full tangent
spokes and seamless hollow felloes. The means of adjustment for riders of different reach are ample.
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RITCHIE MAGNETIC
CYCLOMETER

Has given complete satisfaction in its work-

ing. It has always run accurately under longer

and more thoroughly practical tests than have

been given to other Cyclometers.

Plain bronze finish, $12; nickel -plated,

$12.50.

For wood, metal, or stone; self -drying in

half an hour; very tough, easily applied, and

durable
; gives a fine jet black luster. The

contents of one bottle will cover a bicycle.

Price, per bottle, 75 cents. Put up for the

trade in boxes containing one dozen bottles.

EWART DETACHABLE-LINK CHAIN
Is one of the most valuable features of our

crank and chain driving gears as. used on our

Tricycles and Safety, and we hold the sole rights

for its application to bicycles and tricycles when

made with drop-forged links.

The accompany-

ing cut illustrates the

method of taking it

apart, and it will be

seen that any link

may be taken out or

replaced instantly,

when sufficient slack

is given to the chain

to bring two links around to a right angle with each other; wniie, until this

position of the links is reached, they cannot come apart. The links are

made under our own improved process, are drop-forged, case-hardened on

the bearing-eiuls, and constitute the lightest and most satisfactory chain for

its purpose ; while the fact that under regular tests it bears a strain of 2,000

pounds before breaking, sufficiently demonstrates its strength.

iiBiiiS

X'X COLUMBIA SPECIALTIES xV
xjx

KNOUS ADJUSTABLE SADDLE

Presents several important

improvements in construction

which make it very light, strong,

elastic, and easily adjustable.

The frame consists of two light

but amply strong sections of flat spring steel, the one attached firmly to the

cantle to which the fle.xible leather top is riveted at the back, and then bent

below at a right angle to form an adjusting joint with the other section,

which, extending the length of the saddle, has the leather riveted to it at its

forward end.

The adjustment between the sections of the frame, and by which the

proper tension of the seat is preserved, is positively governed by the square-

headed set-screw appearing in the cut passing freely through the bent-up end

of the lower section and into a threaded hole in the upper, with its reinforc-

ing block beyond.

Price, with nickeled straps, $4.

DOUBLE-GRIP HANDLES.

The vulcanite handles with which

the Expert and Light Roadster are

now regularly fitted, are of our new
" double - grip " pattern, and present

the combined advantages of all other

forms, admitting, as they do, of vari-

ous positions of the hands for firm

grips, and for resting the rider's weight

upon when desirable. They are hollow

for lightness and greater elasticity under strains, but of fine material, and

sufficiently thick section to stand all reasonable use, and much that is not.

Price per pair, J3.

KIRKPATRICK SADDLE.
Our improved Kirkpatrick

Saddle, as put out for this sea-

son, embraces all the advantages

which have served to establish it

securely in the high estimation of

wheelmen, with new devices added which very much
increase its value. We make it under our Shire, Veeder,

Kirkpatrick, and Pope patents.

The peculiar advantages possessed by it arise from its general construc-

tion, with a perfectly adjustable ftameless or hammock-pattern seat, sus-

pended between fore-and-aft springs,—a combination by which all jars and

vibrations of the machine are absorbed, and the tendency to headers much

decreased. The front and rear coiled springs are of the best tempered

round steel wire, and are of very material importance in contributing to this

effect. The seat proper is of the finest leather procurable, and its form,

with long cut-out, admits of its shaping itself perfectly to the form of the

rider, obviating all chafing and any uncomfortable or harmful pressure. It

has no metal frame, save the cantle at the rear to preserve the shape.

At the rear ample vertical adjustment is secured, when necessary, by

loosening a cleverly-arranged right-and-left spool-nut, holding together the

eye-bolts at the top of the clip, through which the lower ends of the springs

pass. The latter maybe elevated or lowered to suit, and then secured again

by turning the nut tight.

This Saddle is readilv placed in position and its tension regulated by

setting its clip back or forward. It is applicable to almost any bicycle by the

use of different perch-clips. In ordering state for what machine it is desired.

Price, nickeled, $6.

SPADE HANDLES.
We now furnish spade handles of superior construction, with neat and

strong steel frames and best vulcanite hand-pieces, to screw on any Expert

handle-bar, either solid or hollow, or the Light Ro.-^dster. In order-ing

slate for what machine they are desired.

Price per pair, nickeled, $5. ^
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
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I'lie Wheeinicn's Reference Hook, 50

Tlu- Wheelmen's Gazette ^5°

$4.00
Sent post-paid 10 any address lor Jj.

THE WHEELMENiS GAZETTE,
Bikini.. iiF-i.i), Mass.

128 and 130 Fulton Street.) ^^^ y^p^
87 Nassau Street, )

THE ONLY

Official OutlittertotLflJ.

L.A.W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double width, S4 fer yard.

CYCLES DN ri
EASY PAYMENTS

All kinds, low prices — Bicycles, Tricycles, Tandems, new
or second-hand — Clergymen, Do(5lors, Lawyers, Merchants,
Clerks— adopt this system—send 2-cent stamp for particulars.

Mention this paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO., Baltimore, Md.

GET THE BEST !

TjlESTliPflRDCYGLOinETa

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

We have given tlie manufacture of tho Cyclometer careful

investiijation and study, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at la^^t we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems ah=ioUitelv perfect in all its workings. IVe
furnish a certificate of accuracy iviih aU instruments. In

ordering give size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with

balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. LAKIN & CO.
Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MASS.

MURRAT'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large
stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of
.'\merican wheels.

$7.50 for $5.00.
Outing, ifl-oo
Rhymes of Koad and River, 2.00

The Book-Keeper's Delight 2.50

.Sent to any address for $5.
''^

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Sl'KIN(. FIELD, Mass.

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION

!

We are now prepared to furnish all classes with employment at

home, the whole of tiie lime, or for their spare moments. Bus-
iness new, light, and profitable. Persons of either sex easily

earn from 50 cents to $5 i)er evening, and a proportional sum by
devoting all their time to the business. Hoys and girls earn
nearly as much as men. That all who see this may send their

address, and test the business, we make this offer : To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to pay for

the trouble of writing. Full particulars and otiihi free.

Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

$3.50 for $2,50.
The Book-Keeper's Delight, $2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's (Jazette, 50

Sent to any address for $2.50, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

$75,
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN !

One neiw 56 - inch Iroquois Racer ;

a perfect -sirheel, and one of the Iroquois

Company's best.

Address
«' IROQUOIS."

Springfield, Mass.

Care "Wheelmen's Gazette.

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
Wli WILL SEND

Tlie Bicycle South one year $0.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette one year, 50

All for the small sum of $ I. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Si'KiNCFiELD, Mass.

Eggs lor llalGtiing.

I have Light and Dark lireedhiff

Pens of rLYMOUTH HOCKS of

the best strains.

EGGS $1 iJt'i- Sitting.

E. DIJCKER,
19 MONROE STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

$1.00 for 76 cents !

The Wheelmen's Reference Book,.
The Wheelmen's Gazette,

$0.50
-5°

o 111 $1.00
Sent to any addre>s for 75 cent^.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
MKisc.nELD, Mass.

IN THE ntESS.

iwoTnustolKeEiDeralillsle

I.-A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.-A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

J'rofusfly Ilhistrated by Wood-Cut and Lith-

oaraphie Processes, hij OEOItGE MOORE.

READY IN TEN DAYS.

Price $1.50, post-paid, from the otfice of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.

EDITION HE LVXE,

Printed on thick paper, with 20 photographs of scenery by

the author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the

author, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, England.

I HOLDFAST®
'©TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRJCE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HARUIIARCH5T.PHIlAf=

WANTED-BICYCLES^TRICYCLES FOR CASH!
new. stvle of bearing

' notice t.iken.

exacl con-trive nuike. hni>h when
dilion, and buttuni prit

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
^s I\til; P!.ice, New York.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART. 811 Arch St.. Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue Ifree),

and price list of second-hand Machines.
DIIFICl'I.T RKPAIRINC. A SPKriAl.TY.

R^:CK^ATIo^.
The L. a. \V. Bulletin. The Whf.i:i.men's Gazette.

.'<$r:6»

THE
i ' BEST ROADSTER

RFAOIIY
lEARNCO
AN HOUR

PROVED erSEVEN

f^ J fP"^ YEARS HAHOUSE
5CK0 FOB MIUSIRAIEO PHICELIST

ARTHUR IVlTJNSOM, AoENT,
ST.XMFORD, tr.

PKEY:
to be made. Cut this out and return to us, and
we will send you free, something of gre-il value

and importance to you, that will start you in bus-

iness which will bring you in more money right

aw.iv than anything else in this world. Any one can do the work
and live at home. Either sex : all ages. Something new, that

just coins money for all workers. We wn'll start you; capital not

needed. This is one of the genuine, important chances of a life-

time. Those who are ambitious .md enterprisine will not delav.

Grand outfit free. Address TRUE & CO., AugtlSta, Maine.
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FOR CLUBS!
Outing, $3.00
The Bicycling World, i.oo
The Wheelmen's Record, 1.50
The Wheel, 2.C0
The Bicycle South, 50
Wheeling, 2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The American Wheelman, 50
A Canterbury* Pilgrimage, 50
Wheeling Annual, 50
Recreation, 1.50

$14.00

Mailed post-paid for one year to any club or individual for
$10, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Sl'KlNGFIELD, MaSS.

The a. C. U. Pin, the most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made ; patent pend-
in;^: cut shows exact size. Prices : Made
of solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

;^arnet stone in diamond setting, $3.50; ox-
idized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, S3. 50;
naniel around letters, 50c. extra ; two or

three garnet stones set on top of crown, $1
extra tor each; diamond in crown, from Sic
to 525. Send cash, check, or monev-order.
W. H. WARNER, Sprixgfield,' Mass.

$4.00 for $3.00 !

Rhymes of Road and River $2
The Wheelmen's Reference Book
Wheeling Annual,
A Canterbury Pilgrimage,
The Wheelmen's Gazette

Mailed to any address, post-paid, for J3. by
$A

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
."^I'RINGFIELD, MaSS,

WILL YOU SEND TO-DAY?
Will you send for our fr£e canvassing outfit to-dav ? If

NOT, WHY NOT? It costs YOU notliing to make a trial canvass,
TAe Penny Weekly is an elegant 16-page paper and is only 50
cents per year. Six months on trial, with premiums, 25 cents.
Nine out of ten persons who have that amount in their pockets
will subscribe. Each subscriber receives 52 weekly copies of
the cheapest paper published in the world, a subscriber's Cer-
tificate OF Inquiry, and a book of 52 Penny Weekly Inquiry
Coupons. Send to-day. THE PENNY WEEKLY. Chicago, III.

REPAIRS REPAIRS !

TO SATE DELAY AND EXPENSE
SEND YOVR MACHINES

NOW :

We are prepared to do Jtepairing cheaper and
quicker now than ever before.

HOWARD A. SMITH <f CO.
ORATON HALL, - - NEWAIiK,N..r.

A BICYCLE FREE!
The Vermont Bicycle free to all who send name on

postal, with names of five intending bicycle buyers. Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BICYCLE. West Randolph, Vf.

The Wheelmen's Reference Book,
PRICE 50 CENTS,

Will be sent to any subscriber sending us one new subscrip-
tion to The Gazette, and 10 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
.Sl'MNGFIELD, MaSS.

YOU
can live at liouie. and make more money at work for
us, than at anything else in this world.

'
Capital not

needed ; you are started free. Both sexes ; all ages.
Anyone can do the work. Large earnings sure from

first start. Costly outfit and terms free. Better not delay. Costs
vou nothing to send us vour addrfss and find out; if vou'are wise
you will do so at once. H. HALLETT & CO., Portland, Me.

•I The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. |*

^

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

I American Hani Fire AnnlMlator I

WANTED!

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK & CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS -NORWOOD, MASS.

^

*J The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink.

ANY BICYCLE CLUB
Can get a Buffalo Home Trainer free by sending us $50 to

pay for 100 subscribers for one, two, or more years ; renewals
count. Now is the time.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

A good business man in every State and in every county to

sell the American Hand Fire Annihilator, the greatest of all

modem inventions for extinguishing fires.

The Annihilator is a small brass cylinder loaded with chem-

icals enclosed separately in glass capsules which are not

broken until the time of using them, thus preserving them in a

perfect state for any length of time. Simple in construction,

perfect in operation, and requires no skill to use it. Just what

every property-owner needs in his manufactory, his office, or

his dwelling-house.

Send for terms and descriptive circulars to

S. G. OTIS, Superintendent of Agencies,

182 State Street, - - SPRI NGFIELD, MASS.

j American Hand Fire AnniMlatorj

$5.60 for $4.00 !

The Book-Keeper's Delight, $2.50
Rhymes of Road and River 2.00

The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Mailed to any address for J4.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SpkiNGFiELD, Mass.

PUNNETT,
%evdxant %ailcv and ^tliletle Qutliiter^

98 ISTest Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. T.

L. A. W. Suits, $12.00
Corduroy, 13.00
C. T. C. Suits, 13.00
Flauuel, 14.00
Jersey Suits, 13.00

L. A. W. Shirts,

Li. a. W. Cap.s,

L. A. AV. Stoclfings, . . . .

Puniiett'.s Hose Supporter,
Knee Breeclies (all kiuds),.

$2.25
1.50
I.OO
.25

4.00

Use PunneWs Jersey Cloth Knee Breeches. Jersey Gar
ments a Specialty. Send for Pleasure Blanks and Samples.

AFE, PRACTICAL i FAST.
NO HEADERS OR DANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Koad Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles
within the Hour.

Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,
since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
SmitbTille, Bar. Co., N. J.
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FROM BOSTON TO QUINIPI.

WO persons made up the

party. Proverbially sure of

company, they certainly did

not lack variety, for they

were master and student

;

the one wiry, gaunt, gray-

haired, and weary with nine

months' devotion to verbs, values of x, lines and

angles ; the other, breathing yet the incense of

graduation, had the curling whisker, the light foot,

the licjuid eyes that go with twenty-three.

DeiJarting from the " paradise of wheelmen,"

they took ship at Baltimore. A bevy of Yankee

schoolma'anis going aboard, as well as their own

sensations, proved that " school's out." This was

the remark of the master; possibly he overlooked

another fact which the student mentioned with

some enthusiasm—that the passenger list would

also include certain blithe, rosy-cheeked school-girls

whom he indicated as they tripped gayly up the

gang-plank. Both noted, moreover, that a senator,

rigidly erect, was to lend dignity to the company,

while a rotund, rubicund commodore would add

form and color.

It was the flower of the year, the middle of

June, warm, bland, and odorous. The good ship

Chatham ploughed steadily through seas of lake-

like calmness. These influences impressed them-

selves upon all ; the stately senator unbent in

talk with a bright young girl ; the master ceased

to bother about the contents of frustums, but took

kindly to the contents of " Kenelm Chillingly," or

to a quiet chat with the most approachable of the

school-mistresses; while the student, in ways

easier for him to execute than for the master to

explain, speedily became acquainted with all the

most attractive persons on board, and, during the

toil and sweat of the following days, in dismounts

by hot, sandy roadsides, he was more than once

known to assert that there are moments less pleas-

ant than those spent in hanging over the bows of

a swiftly moving boat watching the arrowy flight

of a school of porpoise, with a fair, responsive

face close to your own.

A morning or two later, under the shadow of

Boston state house, the tourists bought each a

yard of gray silesia, tough, thin, and flexible.

Tightly rolled, it held the luggage of each—

a

tooth-brush, a suit of balbriggan underclothing,

and a pair of long stockings—other " clean bibs

and tuckers " being committed to the express

company. This bundle, placed lengthwise on the

long " Star " spring, exactly fitted the space be-

tween saddle and head, liehind the saddle lay

the tool-bag, also fitting accurately, both ways.

No steed was ever so lightly and tightly loaded.

Just as they were ready to mount, on Beacon

Hill, a shower came up, which presently deepened

to a steady pour. At the end of two hours the

pavements were heavy with the slimy, viscid sticki-

ness that well-kneaded city mud assumes.

Nantasket had been jnit down as the first object-

ive, while an abandonment of the i)rogramnie on

the first day out had not been put down ; so they

started in the still falling .rain, picking their way
slowly over the slippery streets, devoutly hoping

that " the fust was the wust " of the tour.

Out of the city the rain ceased, the sun shone

out hotly, drying the paths, and they sped away at

a pace that made the ginger ale and crackers of

Quincy most welcome.

Three o'clock found them skirting Jerusalem

Lake, near which they presently dismounted at

the hospitable gates of a friend who, though not a

member of the order, yet possessed intuitive knowl-

edge of wheelmen's wants. He led them to rooms

airy with the breath of the sea. He there had

liquids appropriate for cleansing the outer and

cooling the inner man. .^s soon as thev were

further refreshed by a change from the saddle

bundles and a fraternal, stand-up dusting of one

another's riding gear, he seated them in a phaeton

with feminine comjjany very much to their mind,

and slowly as the evening shadows descended,

unrolled before them the beauties of sea, cliff, and

island that skirt the famous road to Cohasset.

The next evening one of Boston's most notable

and stalwart wheelmen with his young wife before

him on a " Club tandem," escorted them through

Longwood, the Reservoir, and other attractive

suburbs. Their kindness was marred by but one

act ; they insisted upon an almost unconditional

surrender to the unconquerable length of Corey

Hill. Darkness had quite set in when adieux

were spoken on the farther side of Waltham.

The moon rose before long and by its fitful light

the tourists rode into storied Lexington.

The five miles between Lexington and Woburn,

done in thirty minutes, marked the beginning of

the next day's ride ; dinner with four bright lady

friends on the elm-fringed border of the lake at

Wakefield made its nooning ; and at its close the

beauties of Nahant lay before their enchanted

eyes.

The writer dwells not upon these places, nor

upon many a pleasant incident that befell between

and at them, nor upon the next day's spin, which

found the rovers at Natick
; for they considered

Natick the real starting-place. They had not come
from gliding through the enameled streets of the

capital merely to roll over the polished highways

of the Hub. Familiar with the horrible Virginia

roads that had defeated so many gallant armies,

they fancied New England had few that could dis-

may them, and so had boldly planned to ride from

Boston to—Quinipi.

The first stage was to Jie to Providence. In the

course of it they learned two valuable lessons in

wheeling ; the first, moth-eaten with age, that the

shortest way across is frequently the longest way

around ; the second, no doubt discovered by the

first touring wheelman, that ordinary road maps

are worse than useless for wheelmen unless an-

notated by wheelmen. Without such annotations

the nearest farmer or liveryman is a better guide

than any map.

F"or lack of this wis-

dom they took what

seemed the shortest

route, by way of South

Natick and Dover, in-

stead of following the

better traveled road

by Sherborn. .'\ mile

beyond South Natick

the road narrowed,

its sandy bed mixed

with stones large and

small. Collars pock-

eted, coats shed, the

student went at it

with a rush, the mas-

ter slow and steady

—

.. sand "

but no sort of tactics

could wholly beat that road ;
" ridable "

it was,

but only by toilsome stretches between many a

forced dismount.

Ncaring Dover it imjiroved and they ran

through that hamlet with visions of smooth paths

and a coasting country beyond. Vain hopes ! a

long succession of siony, sandy hills and dales

rose and fell before them, mocking skill and cour-

age, forcing the admission that shank's mare was

(sometimes) the better horse. The fervor of a hot

sun was redoubled by reflection from the sand,

and scant relief had they save an occasional bit of

good path, many resorts to the old oaken bucket,

which, thank heaven, still hangs by New England

roadsides, a passing of the word with some wide-

eyed farm wife or maid, until, all uncxpectant, they

came suddenly upon a broad, smooth ribbon of

excellent road winding through the woods—

a

wheelman's oasis in a wheelman's desert.

It was high noon when, after a swift run upon

this road, they arrived at Walpole ; having been

nearly four hours getting over fifteen miles. The
master would have pushed on six miles to Wren-

tham, but the student was all for a rub, rations,

and rest. Both were well content when they found

their stopping-place, for it proved that other para-

dise of wheelmen—an inn, cool, clean, quiet,

drowsy, embowered in trees, bespread with ham-

vH "^ N^-

" Smell I'v' em 1

"

mocks—so irresistible that the good bi.'s leaned

idly against its walls the livelong afternoon, while

their riders enjoyed the three r's to the full.

Six o'clock, however, saw them rolling regret-

fully from that cozy inn-yard. A mile beyond the

village lay another stretch, not a whit easier to

wrestle with than that of the morning. No stones

here, but fine, deep, yielding sand, in which cart-

track and hoof-track left but a line and a dimple,

speedily fading out—a road to quickly turn the

stoutest rider that ever crossed spring into a mere

trundler.

Moreover, it led at intervals through tamarack

swamps that swarmed with mosquitoes; none of

the buzzing little annoyances of the city, but big,

able, greedy, gray-backed savages, such as one

finds only in swamps, and, 'tis said, in Jersey.

These secured bloody toll at every foot, for one or

both hands being fettered to the machine by the

necessity of guiding it, laid open both face and

hands to their venomed thrusts.
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Dusk at Wrentham, and still eighteen miles

from the goal. Defeat was bitter, but so was

the thought of wading through more sand, while

the sense of nearness to a souse, supper, and sleep,

was very sweet, so sweet that the programme was

broken for the only time during the tour.

An ancient private house, which was the only

inn, seemed most inviting as they rode up under

the primeval elms that sheltered it. A supper of

bread and milk—a royal feast for tired men—

a

chat under the elms, and the day ended in one of

those roomy chambers that every Yankee-bred

boy remembers, with its old-fashioned furniture,

its ample, snowy beds, and everywhere its spot-

less tidiness.

Passing out of the village at eight next morning

they left the saddles on a narrow path to make
room for a little girl who was proudly carrying a

large bouquet, mostly of wild flowers.

" What fine flowers you have there, my dear,"

said the master, admiring the bearer as well as her

burden. She blushed, hesitated, but, recovering

herself, stepped forward, holding the flowers aloft

to each rider in turn and saying :

" Smell uv'em I

"

It proved an omen ; the road was so good that

at eleven, an incredibly short time it seemed after

the slow toil of yesterday, Attleboro and Paw-

tucket had been passed, and Providence was in

sight.

Yet they were not to enter it unchallenged.

Pavvtucket avenue is wide, unpaved, an up-grade

toward Providence, with a good path on one side.

There had been no rain for three weeks, and the

dust was inches deep, numberless teams stirred it

up and a stiff headwind dashed it in teeth and

eyes ; for more than a mile they could barely stick

on, steering by glimpses. The paveiilent finally

gained, they did two things with the utmost una-

nimity—burst out laughing at one another's

grimy phizzes and raiment, and rode off at their

best pace in search of baths and barbers.

The Gate of Pkovidenxe.

They came forth rejuvenated. The generous

walls of friends received and kept them until four

o'clock, when the friends kindlv drove ahead to

and over the Seekonk, by a route that shunned

the hills—for there are not a few in Providence

that out-grade old Corey itself.

After leaving the four corners, a mile beyond
the city, they came upon the best road yet seen,

elastic, but smooth and even, with beautiful views

of the bay on either hand. It called for a racing

gait, maintained to Harrington, but checked there

by the information that a bridge was down just

beyond, that the only way to cross was to walk a

mile on the railroad track. Tough news this,

after so delightful a spin, but there was no help

for it, and coats were stripped off preparatory to

slaying this new lion in the path. Bumping,

jolting, pitching along, the tramp of the Seventh

regiment from Annapolis came to mind, and

Winthrop's " O Gottschalk ! what a march we

then began to play with our heels and toes on the

ties !

"

A Hard Road to Travel.

Still on a good road, \Varren and Bristol soon

lay behind, and they passed out the long promon-

tory to the lighthouse opposite Bristol Ferry.

The strait here is a mile wide ; darkness had just

set in, and a stiff wind blew up the bav, raising

white caps
;
yet the light-keeper said he would

take them over at their own risk for the enor-

mous price of twenty-five cents each. His little

row-boat was on the Galatea principle, narrow,

but deep. When the machines had been tied on,

one fore, one aft, there was just room left for the

oarsman, but not an inch for the passengers—their

only resource being to lie down under the wheels

with barely their heads rising above the thwarts

at opposite corners; and when the boat tipped

sharply, which was all the time, or a bucket of

spray dashed over thein, which was not seldom,

the fancy would arise that they were going to the

bottom like lobsters in a pot.

Fortunate as they had been in hostelries, this

at Bristol Ferry proved the peer of any. Little

Dorrit's companion never imagined such cream,

such strawberries, such " chicking." Here they

lingered a .Sunday and a Monday—resting, feast-

ing, letter-writing, swimming in the warm waters

of the bay—it truly seemed that they had found

one of the isles of the blest in little Rhody.

Bright and early Tuesday morning, leaving a

wild rose wet with dew at each lady guest's plate,

they mounted for Newport. The road, ordinarily

very good, was heavy from copious rains, but in

two hours they made the twelve miles to New-

port.

Its streets seemed made for bicvcling ; they are

all of macadam, with no abrupt gutters, and low

curbs, so that one can get many a sly spin upon

the perfect walks in out-of-the-way localities.

After a little refreshment at the Ocean House,

they rode out Bellevue avenue to the upper beach.

Oddly enough, the only accident met with on the

tour by either happened on this perfect road ; the

student, wrapped in the beauty of a vine-wreathed

casement (he declares he saw no breathing attrac-

tion behind it), rode square into a projecting curb

while going at a good pace. Thanks to his " Star,"

he escaped with a bruised palm.

From the beach to the northern end of the cliff

walk— is there a fairer scene in all the world.'

The long trend of rocky shore beaten by the sea
;

the broad rolling sweeps of emerald turf running

back from the brink, broken only by the winding

path until they meet the walls of baronial houses

upon which art and wealth have done their utmost

— all is to the eye a glimpse of heaven upon

earth.

The descent to the lower beach forms a splen-

did coast. The riders ran down it, took a dip and

studied the other dippers. The day was cool and

breezy, the water many degrees colder than up the

bay, but thev noted one handsome young couple

who remained beyond the first line of breakers

more than forty minutes, impervious to the cold,

oblivious to everything but themselves. As for

the wheelmen the return climb proved a grateful

warmer-up.

In the quaint, vine-clad Casino—-most attract-

ive of pleasure places—they considered the next

move. Their first plan had been to run straight

along the Connecticut shore ; but the best riders

they met assured them that their ride " would

prove a walking match," that they " wouldn't be

able to ride one mile in ten," etc. All their cour-

age had not oozed out in Wrentham sands, but,

not to be quixotic, they decided to take the boat

and rail to New London. There, between five

and six, mounting on the Belgian pavement in the

street above the depot, they passed over the hill

westward, taking the first turn to the left beyond

it. The hills were many and steep» with deep

sand on both inclines, hedged with laurel copses

in cheerful bloom. Riding and walking in about

equal parts, it was nearly dark when they came to

Niantic, or East Lyme, to a little summer hotel,

all painted and whitewashed and waiting its

crowd.

From this point to Branford the roads are gen-

erally ridable, though not with much speed or

comfort ; there are, however, many good paths,

the sidewalks first dwindling into foot-paths, then

into sheep tracks ; sometimes the villages are so

near together that the tracks almost join.

"At Your Own Risk. "

Pushing nine miles against a headwind next

morning thev came to the Connecticut, about half

a mile wide, at Old Lyme. By that time the wind

blew a gale dead from the west, and they found

the only means of crossing to be a small, creak-

ing, worn-out flat-boat, with a rag of old sail

geared to the stump of a mast. Its crew were a

rare pair—the skipper, a tall, gaunt, slab-sided,

powerful Yankee, with a stentorian voice whose

every exercise betrayed an enormous quid of

tobacco rolling within his cavernous jaws ; to him

appeared as assistant a weazened little bit of an

Irishman, who hopped about the deck like a cock-

sparrow when the voice of the stentor smote him,

grasping now a rope's end, now an oar, in com-

ical ignorance of what he was to do or not do.

After thrice-repeated efforts to work out into the

stream, and being as often blown back into the
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cove of the landing, they finally succeeded, and

gained the other side by numerous tacks. Then

the master and student stood up, each with hand

in pocket, grasping each his " cart-wheel " dollar

as the least that would be demanded for so much

toil and danger. Vou could have swept them

both overboard with one feather when the stentor

approached and in the mildest mannered way

asked for " si.\ cents apiece."

Saybrook and Westbrook are good ty])es of the

old New England village, their streets overhung

with elms and bordered with roomy, ancient

houses, birthplaces, no doubt, of many a noble

boy and girl. Clinton has more of a modern air,

the result of money left by summer boarders.

Here the riders dined, while a small crowd gath-

ered to see the " Stars."

" Six Cents Apiece."

Riding rapidly through Madison, the middle of

the afternoon saw them on Guilford common, one

of the finest bits of village scenery that can be

found, lovely by Nature, and lovelier from being

left to her own kindly hands. A little to the east

is the grave of that tender rhymer, Fitz Greene

Halleck. The wheelmen wondered if under one

of the many mounds about them lay the form of

that village belle whose careless request for a

rhyme drew from him so musical a response,

whose charms he told so well in so few words :

—

" ' Tis youth, ' tis beauty asks ; the green

And growing leaves of seventeen

Are 'round her ; and, half hid, half seen,

A violet flower.

Nursed by the virtues she hath been

From childhood's hour.''

An e.xcellent path leads out a couple of miles

to the Point, where, after an absence of fifteen

years, the master found genial "Jim" Hunt still

reigning in his hostelry, famous for quiet and good

cheer.

The village barber exhausted his art upon the

travelers next morning, and they needed all the

bracing up it could confer for the sandy two-mile

climb up Moosehill. In Branford, five miles be-

yond, were the bags, last seen at Bristol Ferrv.

After some coaxing the agent locked the riders in

the freight house, amid whose odoriferous sur-

roundings they completed the toilet begun by the

Guilford barber.

This was their shortest day's ride, for they

immediately ran out to Indian Neck, and found it

so inviting that they lingered through the day and

night. The shore here forms a beautiful cresc'ent,

green, tree clad, dotted with picturesque summer
houses, half shut in from the ruder seas bygroujjs

of little islands, on whose farther sides the deep

water bathing is an inspiration.

The idea of a good road in the Nutmeg State has

been long since abandoned. Iinagine then their

pleasure when, having climbed the sharp, mile-

long hill out of liranford on a good surface, they

came to a magnificent coast, fully half as long,

sweeping around one side of Lake Saltonstall.

It was red clay, beaten smooth, but still elastic.

and without a pebble. As soon as they could

trust their eyes they let go brakes and shot off

upon one of those flights of which skaters and

tobogganers may have an inkling, but only eagles

and riders of the Star can realize. The road re-

mained excellent to the Elm City. Scarcely dis-

mounting there, they rode on to West Haven.

The day had grown very warm, and the eager

German host at the inn where thev dropped from

the saddles surrounded them with so many
seductions of sea baths, shore dimiers, and swing-

ing chairs, that they were content to idle the day

away comparing notes.

The cyclometers showed 270 miles covered in

48 hours riding lime, all stops except noonings

included. They had passed through 52 towns

or villages. Head-winds had assailed them on all

days but one, otherwise the weather was jierfect

—

no better season could be chosen for touring in

New England than the last two weeks in June
;

tlie roads are as settled as such roads ever will

be ; mosquitoes and other vermin are unhatched

(except in Wrentham swamps) ; the hotels have

received their last superlative polish for the sum-

mer, and riders, as first guests, can get the pick of

everything. The constant change of scene, ac-

tivity in the open air, and unshackled freedom of

moveinent left them at the end tenser in muscle,

firiTier in nerve, calmer in head and heart.

At evening they rolled back to town, shook

hands, and parted, with such feelings as tried

comrades have—their ride was over. I!ut where

was Quinipi ? Not far away— a cozy nook of

coast where warm friends, pleasant views, and

royal baths conspired to make such a goal as they

hope all cyclers may often reach.

I).

Ducker's last number quite made a friend of us.

We confess that the comments of Chief Consul

Shields, which, by the way, the League Bulletin

commended to the notice of its ten thousand

readers, were not of the gentlest when they dealt

with the A. C. U. and the Springfield meet. We
did not expect to escape without a few splashes

of ink from Mr. Ducker's pen. It was pleasing

to note the mild way in which he disposed of the

subject. Fle quoted the paragraph wherein Mr.

Shields praised the Springfield track and urged

his New Orleans cycling friends to build such a

one as an encouragement to Southern racing.

And all Ducker said, and it is greatly to his

credit, was that he hoped there would be six such

tracks in the South. Perhaps this is a good
omen for Mr. Ducker. Perhaps he who raised

the spirit of opposition will crush it. Perhaps he

has seen that it is better for brethren to dwell to-

gether in unity, and will bring back that Union,

which is dissension, into that League, which is

strength. There is room enough for enterprise,

energy, and spirit in the body to which they prop-

erly belong. But whether he acts the prodigal son,

and returns, or remains a rebellious spirit outside

the gates, for the kind words he has spoken to

the South—many thanks.

—

Bicycle South.

Springfield is happy and Rockwell winks with

pleasure. The President has signed the bill ap-

propriating $150,000 for a public building there,

and already an animated discussion is under way as

to where it shall be located. Leave it to Ducker.

The tournament is a national institution already,

and the bike bovs xvill wan! a floor or two in the

new building.

—

J\iliucr Journal.

BROOKLYN.

Hr.R ('Li;i!s .\.Ni) CLUii-HousEs.

Ogive the cycling publican

idea of our clubs and their

abodes, I have resolved to

give a description of them

to the best of my ability,

and will discontinue my reg-

ular " J^rooklyn Notes " un-

til the advent of spring. In

order to make the descrip-

tion interesting I will not

rush too deeply into details, but will simply give a

brief account thereof.

As the Brooklyn Bicycle Club is the oldest and

most active organization in the city, I will under-

take to describe it first. Early in November,

1878, the first bicycle was brought to Brooklyn.

Its owner was Mr. Chas. G. Koop (now deceased),

who rode along the streets and through the park

during most of his leisure time. Although he

was laughed at, and was comi)elled to stand many

sarcastic remarks passed upon him, to say noth-

ing of the manner in which the young " hoodlums "

expressed their approbation of his agility by be-

stowing upon him showers of sticks and stones,

he passed over these difficulties good-naturedly.

A few months later Mr. W. F. Gullen took to the

sport, and as a natural consequence became ac-

quainted with Mr. Koop. While these two gen-

tlemen were wheeling through the park in 1S79,

they formed the acquaintance of Messrs. Daniels,

Maxwell, Barker, and Muir,andon Saturday after-

noon, June 21, 1S79, the ISrooklyn Bicycle Club

was organized bv a field meet in a small rustic

house on the border of the large lake near the
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boulevard entrance in Prospect Park. At the

third meeting held three months later, four new

names were added to its list of members. Then

followed a period of prosperity, succeeded by one

of struggling to sustain an existence. But reaction

came at last, new blood and life brought renewed

vigor and enthusiasm, and since that time the

Brooklyn Bicycle Club has grown in strength and

importance and maintained its high rank and

standing among the oldest and most prominent

clubs of the country. They hired club rooms at

366 Livingston street, near Flatbush avenue, which

were then attractivelv furnished and were also an

inducement for outsiders to join the club. But,

as is usually the case with an enterprising club,

they found themselves outgrowing their quarters

and becoming uncomfortably crowded. They re-

alized their situation, but instead of acting hastily

or imprudently, they deliberately talked over their

jilans for a more elaborate and extensive club-

house, and the result was the hiring of a large

house on St. Felix street, which they are occupy-

ing at the present time. The dimensions of the

house are 25x60. They have three floors and also

a restaurant.

Upon entering the house we pass through a hall

at the end of which a staircase leads up to the

next floor, at the same time glancing to our left

we obtain a pee]) at tlie wheel room. The

The Wheel Room.

wheels are arranged neatly along the wall, while

an ice-water stand adorns the front of the room.

The pictures of several ocean steamships are

also conspicuous and serve to make the room
more attractive, though what connection they

have with cycling, or with a bicycle club-house,

is beyond my comprehension. I forgot to men-

tion that the wheel room is really two rooms
connected by a small passage-way. On account

of the limited accommodations which one room

would afford to members desiring to leave their

machines in the club-house, it was necessary to

use the back room for wheels also. Ascending

the flight of stairs we find ourselves looking into

the parlor. This is as cozy a room as the most

exacting wheelman would desire, while the furni-

ture and ornaments display good taste and com-

mon sense. On the opposite side of the hall is

the meeting room. In the center of this room

stands a large square desk, upon which we find

all the latest cycling publications and sporting

magazines. Photographs of wheelmen in groups

are well distributed along the walls, and a life-

size portrait of ex-president Kelluni, which catches

the eye of the visitor at once, is worthy of especial

notice. Climbing the stairs to the next floor, we

find ourselves facing the pool room, which is well

fitted up to suit the conveniences of the lovers of

the game, while on the opposite side of the hall

we behold two small rooms. Upon entering the

first we find it to be a well equipped bath room,

with hot and cold water, which will, no doubt, be

highly appreciated next summer by riders coming

in from a day's tour over hot and dusty roads. A
door-way connects the bath room with the locker

room. This is a plain room furnished with as

many lockers as space will permit. It will very

likely be altered slightly during the coming sea-

son, to meet the requirements of those who have

not been fortunate enough to secure one of the

few lockers which exist at present.

With a membership steadily increasing, the

Brooklyn Bicycle Club looks forward to a year

of success, and before another year has passed it

will be no surprise if the membership reaches 100

or even more. The present ofiicers of the club

are : President, Albert B. Barknian ; vice-presi-

dent, Isaac B. Potter; secretary, Hermann II.

Koop, Jr. ; treasurer, Howard E. Raymond ; cap-

tain, L. W. Slocum ; first lieutenant, Frank B.

Jones ; second lieutenant, Howard Spelman ; sur-

geon. Dr. A. C. Brush; color bearer, William R.

Snedeker ; bugler, Benj. J. Kellum, Jr.

In concluding I wish to thank Messrs. Ray-

mond, Vail, and Snedeker for their kindness in

assisting me by giving such information as I

have desired, and I am also indebted to Mr. Bark-

man, for extracts from his road-book. The court-

esy with which the Brooklyn Bicycle Club receives

visitors, and the generous way of showing to them

everything from top to bottom, is an example

which every club should follow. J. W. .S.

The programme for the annual L. A. W. meet

at St. Louis is outlined as follows : First day,

Friday, May 20, 9 A. M., board of officers meet-

ing ; II A. M., general business meeting; 4 P. M^

leave on steamer down Missouri river to Monte-

sano, at which resort take supper; after supper

re-embark for trip farther down the river.

Steamer is provided with a large ball-room, and

the night will be spent on board. Grand League

ball. Return to St. Louis before morning. Sec-

ond day, Saturday, May 21, parade at 10.30 A. M.

;

wheel to Forest Park and other resorts. After

dinner. League races ; afternoon, tour to St. Louis

resorts ; banquet at 7 P. M. Leave St. Louis at

12 midnight on special steamer, arriving in the

morning at Clarksville. Leave at 10.30 for a tour

of 20 miles over the famous Clarksville belt road,

returning to St. Louis in the evening by steamer

or rail. Next day, road race over Clarksville road,

dinner, and return to St. Louis.

JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

OUI.D a bomb-shell have burst

among cyclers in Philadelphia

it could hardly have caused

more of a sensation than did

the news from New York
after the late meeting of the

L. A. W. Board in that city.

\Vhen the newspaper reports

appeared with the eye-catch-

ing headings of " War among

Wheelmen," " A row among Wheelmen," etc.,

the members of the L. A. W. in Philadelphia

were rudely awakened from an innocent and child-

like belief in the good and great qualities of

humanity as they supposed them to exist in the

men in high places in the L. A. W' . For some

little time it was a study to watch how the news

of the New York Racket—for by this name will

we send this L. A. W. episode down into history

—

was received by different parties. Among the

special friends of e.\-Secretary-Editor Aaron there

was, of course, a universal and a most natural

scouting of any idea of willful dishonesty or care-

lessness on his part, and a freely expressed opin-

ion that there was more behind than what was

before the curtain of publicity. Among the ex-

secretary-editor's acquaintances—and their number

among the cyclers of the locality is legion—the

same disposition to doubt anything wrong of him

was also almost universally observable, and among

those who did not know him personally, or who

had heard but little of him, the disposition, while

savoring of a desire for inquiry, was still in the

main favorably disposed towards his side of the

case. Speaking in round numbers, however, no-

body knew exactly what to make of the intelligence

which came in, that the ex-secretary-editor had

been charged with malfeasance in office, that the

votes of almost the whole representation of Penn-

sylvania had been thrown out, and that the State

was practically voiceless in the affairs transacted

at the Board meeting. To say the League mem-

bers throughout the city were surprised would be

but to faintly convey an idea of how they felt over

the matter. Surprise, extreme surprise, was no

doubt the first feeling experienced, and then this

feeling began to give place to that of anger at

what they commenced to realize was an unjustifi-

able attack on the Pennsylvania division. From

the story told by those Pennsylvania division mem-

bers who were present at the meeting, it would

appear that the whole programme had been fixed

beforehand by a certain clique of Bosto-New

York politicians who were desirous of keeping in

a certain portion of the East the rule of the League,

fearing that if the directing of League politics

should lie much longer in the hands of the only

State which, up to the present has shown purely

disinterested and unselfish work for the League,

.that it would, in ]Hir.suance of its policy of " the

League first," and backed by its active Southern

allies, throw into the hands of the stirring West a

portion of the power in the running of League

affairs, which ought rightfully to be the share of

that part of the country. But I had better not

run off into dissertations upon motives, or springs

of action, the proper reading of which can only be

accomplished in the future, when the full light of

what at present is the unrevealed, will have been

spread over the acts and causes of to-day, which

may perchance be productive of effects greater

than we now look for. I will, therefore, give but
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Mr. H. E. Ducker,

Springfield, Mass

Dear Sir :
-- We beg to enclose you check for the

amount of your monthly statement received to-day; also contract

signed for 1887. We believe it is principally through The Wheelmen's

Gazette that the Rudge machines have attained their popularity.

Wishing you success for the coming year, we remain,

Yours very truly,

STODDARD, LOVERING dk CO,
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I

AND FINGER DAMPENER, COMBINED.

yt^vi. aiicu^v^, Jn.h., September 13, iSS6. \

The Wheelmen's Gazette , Sprin gf leldjMass .

The 100 copies of the Gazette containing our advertisement of

"The Book-Keeper's Del Lght" reached us th:Ls morning ; and we have to

say, in reply, that the advertisement seems to have caught the eye of '

the people so readily that several orders and letters of inquiry had

reached us through the mail s before the copies arrived- We can

heartily recommend the Gazette as a good advertising medium. We know

nothing of the extent c)f your circulation, but the communications we

have received from different parts of the United States evidently

prove that the Gazette has no small number of readers. Two of your

subscribers from the far West --Ogden,Utah --Mr.Funge and Mr.Griffin--

ordered our combination. We are fully satisfied that "The Book-

Keeper's Delight" is what all clerks and t ook-keepers want.

Yo urs truly,
T. A. Mcdonald & co.

'"'^r,. ^o

LATER RETURNS.

T. A. McDonald & co.
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF

"THE BOOK-KEEPER'S DELIGHT,"
POSTAGE-STAMP STICKER. ENVELOPE SEALER, PAPER WEIGHT,

AND FINGER DAMPENER, COMBINED.

Jte,ui- Clli x.'n-vu, Jn.d. Novemb er 12, i886.

The Wheelmen's Gazette,

Springf ie Id, Mass

The orders for "Th e Book-Keeper' s Delight" are comin g in ra pidly

--thirteen today, all mentionin g the ad. in The Whee] men 8 Gazette.

We forwarded you one dozen sets by Aclams Express the 8th. Will send

1 another lot this week.

Respec tfully, .

\

C^C/ ^(McJ3o-^^^ ^^
\__
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a few facts connected with tliis upheaval in the

League which followed the lirst burst of the storm

that astounded I'ennsylvanians generally. 'I'he ex-

pression of opinion throughout I.. A. VV. circles

in Philadelphia after the first feeling of surprise

passeil off was one that could not very well be

ignored. It said unmistakably, "w-ewant to know

more about this matter ; the members of the Key-

stone State division are not a parcel of boys to

be bluffed by ward politician-like gerrymandering,

or brow-beaten by ofticial power despotically used,

into believing that such and such is the case, be-

cause so and so says that it is so." Now with all

due respect to the official Board of the L.»A. W.,

I would wish this to be jjut on record : that from

all I could gather, the members of the Pennsylva-

nia div.—and the Pennsylvania division, judging

by its past history, is no slouch of a division

—

some few days after the late Board meeting, got

into their heads the following idea : That the

League board of officers, judging from the result

of their meeting in New Vork, were an e.xceed-

ingly bright lot of legislators, for practically ask-

ing an educated and thinking body -of nineteenth

centurv born antl bred Pennsylvanians to be-

lieve that such and such is the case, because so

and so says that it is so. What an historic sen-

tence this would make in the annals of the League.

And yet by ruling that the stenographic report of

this Board meeting should not appear in the ofifi-

cial organ, as the stenographic reports of all

other such meetings had appeared, the officers di-

rectly asked a body of thinking men to accept as

fact, without showing proof, a grave charge against

one of their number. The Pennsylvania division,

then, is entilled to pardon, if it did think that the

League Board had acted in a curious manner,

both with respect to Mr. Eugene M. Aaron and

Mr. John Wells, as well as with respect to the

treatment of Pennsylvanians generally. Well,

under the circumstances, what was to be done ?

If the board of officers were content to let the

matter rest, the division could not very well do so.

If Mr. Aaron and Mr. Wells had been treated un-

fairly, if they had been convicted of offenses of

which they were guiltless, if they denied charges

preferred against them, which they did do, it was

clearly the duty of the division to stand by them

and see that they had fair play. Mr. Frank Read,

one of the most active wheelmen m the division,

voiced the sentiments of his fellow-members when

he led a movement which resulted in a meeting at

his own office first, followed by another one at the

Philadelphia Bicycle Club's quarters, which meet-

ings resulted in the strengthening of the belief in

the minds of Pennsylvania division members that

there was but little doubt that "Pennsylvania"

had received on one cheek something w-hich no

teaching of Christian doctrine could induce her to

turn round the other to receive. If the League

Board, or whatever portion of it worked the

charge up, could prove their allegations against

Pennsylvania division members, then the Pennsyl-

vania division could and would do nothing that

was not right; but it was utterly i)rei)osterous to

imagine that the Pennsylvania division would be-

lieve such and such was the case because so and

so said that it was so. The meeting held at the

Philadelphia Bicycle Club's headquarters on the

evening of Tuesday, February i, was in many re-

spects a remarkable one. The notice sent out

read to members of the Pennsylvania division,

and in response to the summons, over one hun-

dred members of the division, with some members

I
of the New Jersev division, assembled in the large

meeting-room of the Philadelphia, and held what

was perhaps the most remarkable cycling conclave

ever held in Philadelphia. The committee ap-

pointed to get what information they could with

respect to what Messrs. Aaron and Wells had to

say, presented a favorable report respecting their

case. The outcome of the meeting was decidedly

reassuring to the members of the division. It was

shown that if Mr. Aaron had been back in his

accounts, whatever remissness there may have

been on his part, the League did not suffer by it,

and indeed the fact that at the outset the League

was in debt to its secretary-editor would tell a

great deal in his favor. The action of the League

officials in refusing to jjrinf, or rather ordering the

re])ort of the meeting in New York not to be fullv

printed, had a significance which told only in

favor of Pennsylvania's side of the case, and the

further action of the Board in repealing the rule

in the regidations of the League, providing for the

right of ajjpeal, also told heavily in favor of the

e.x-secretary-edi tor's case. Mr. Abbot Bassett, the

new secretary-editor, was present at the meeting,

and started out in a rather confident manner, evi-

dently thinking that, representing the party which

did the job in New Vork, he had plenty of back-

ing, and that the I'ennsylvanians were cornered

all round. But before the evening was over he

found that, unlike his Bosto-New Vork syndicate,

the Pennsylvania division demanded that every-

thing should be shown up. If Messrs. Aaron,

Wells, and other of their division members were

guilty of any misdemeanors or short-cojnings,

they demanded that such should be proved to

the satisfaction of all parties. If they were not to

blame, then something should be done to right

them, and something in the way of amends made
for what was a high-handed and reprehensible

method of procedure on the part of certain offi-

cials of the League. The right of appeal the

division claimed that it had. Mr. Bassett seemed

to think that as the Board, in view of the proba-

ble desire of the division to know the ins and

outs of the affair, had repealed the rule relating to

this matter, the division had no say, but his confi-

dence on this head was rudely shaken when it was

advanced in argument, that the repealing of this

rule, being subsequent to the events under discus-

sion, and regarding which an explanation was

asked, the striking of it from the rules and regu-

lations did not affect in the least the case of what

had occurred at the meeting prior to its disai)pear-

ance from the governmental policy and formulx

under which the said meeting was conducted, and

under which said events and actions demanding

inquiry took place. And so the case stands

;

the Pennsylvania division has appealed to the

president of the L. A. W. ; if he refuses to grant

them full satisfaction, then the division will appeal

for justice to the League at large, and till then we
will know nothing more. All we know now is that

such and such is the case, because so and so says

that it is so.

The prevailing sentiment here is of course one

of symjiathy for .Mr. .Aaron, and yet as far as I

can learn it is not a blind sympathy born only of

sentiment, but it seems to be based on the con-

viction that his honesty of motive and action are

above (piestioning. As he admitted himself, his

accounts may have been somewhat mixed, owing

to a variety of causes, the League owing him

money at one time to a considerable extent, and

aftc;w.T.ds when the rush of work came, he owing

the Ix-aguc money, in consequence of what he

straightforwardly allows was not the best man-

ner of keeping the books. His force at the L. A.

W. office prior to the time when his health began

to fail, aiul in consequence his work to pile up

without much chance of his being able to cope

with it, was altogether too small to handle the vol-

ume of business that was the outcome of the large

and rapidly increasing membership. It was not

until the League officials saw the necessity of

granting extra help that the secretary-editor com-

menced to find where he was, and as soon 9s he

found that any discrepancy existed in his accounts

just so soon did he take measures to have any

errors which might exist corrected. An expert

accountant was emjjloyed at his request, and

everything made perfectly straight. From the

whole bearing of the case as given in the news-

papers, and from the actions of the League 15oard

itself, from the evident desire to close out the

Pennsylvania delegates from taking any part in

the meeting at which the effort was made to throw

odium on the work of the most earnest and loyal

of all League workers, and from the cutting out

of the League rules of the one referring to the.

right of appeal, it would appear that the party

opposing Mr. Aaron and endeavoring to throw on

his shoulders the stigma, of dishonestv had but

small grounds for acting as they did, and, further,

such action of striking out from the League rules

this special one referring to the right of appeal,

showed that they knew they stood on anything but

firm ground. No blame can be attached to the

Pennsylvania division for desiring a full and clear

statement of all that occurred at this much talked-

of meeting in New York. It is due to the honor

of the division, it is due to the honor of the divi-

sion officers, it is due to the honor of the League

at large, to know the reason why ring rule should

enforce on members the acceptance as a fact that

such and such is the case, because so and so savs

that it is so.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has been more

active for the past month or so in a social sense

than for some time previously. Several enjoyable

social evenings have been indulged in by the mem-
bers, who with musical and kindred tastes to

cater for have found much jjleasure in meeting

together and having a generally good time. The
unusually severe weather even for winter time in

Philadelphia which we have been lately experi-

encing, has had the effect of keeping back the

work on the new club-house which " Pennsy " is

looking forward to completing early in the sum-

mer. The plan of this, the second cycling club-

house which will be a feature of the "Quaker
City," is radically different to that of the lately

erected Philadelphia, Bicycle Club domicile. The
latter has magnificent large rooms, and few of

them; the Pennsylvania Club house I understand

will have a number of rooms, and necessarily they

will be of smaller dimensions than those of the

Philadelphia,which rooms might very ap])ropriately

give to this latter building the cognomen of the

Cvcling Club house of Magnificent Distances.

The idea of the Philadel])hias' house is simply this :

The cellar or basement story is devoted to the

storage of machines, and covers the entire floor

space inclosed between the four walls. The second

storv has the meeting room, also, it may be said,

covering the entire floor space between the four

walls, with the exception of a couple of small rooms

back. On the third story are dressing rooms,

bath rooms, etc., and on the fourth story is the
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gymnasium, which also runs the entire length and

breadth of the building, with the exception of, if I

remember rightly, one room at the rear of the

building that forms part of the janitor's apart-

ments. So, therefore, the idea of the edifice is

simply four great rooms built one over the other.

This in many respects is a good plan.

In the machine room of the Philadelphia Club

house on the occasion of my visit, I was much im-

pressed with the number of tricycies around, and

especially with the number of tandem machines,

all.owned by members. I counted seven or eight

tandems among over a dozen tricycles of all de-

scriptions. Thj.s looks well for the coming year,

and the wealth of double seated machines among

the members of this club, together with the

special arrangements they have made for the con-

venience of members of the fair se.x, points to a

probable growth of cycling as a pastime among

the fair ones of the Quaker City.

Mr. Abbot Bassett paid quite a lengthy visit to

Philadelphia after his election to the position of

secretarv-editor. (Jf course his mission here

was to take away from Philadelphia, what really

Philadelphia pluck, energy, courage, and foresight

had given to the League, viz. : the best and most

thorough official organ that it ever possessed. Hav-

ing left the happy neutral ground of Penn.sylvania,

we will see how the L. A. IV. BiiUetiit fares under

the auspices, and in the territory that fathered

and sheltered the bickerings and scandals that

were of old the bane of all the former L. A. W.
official organs. By the time the ne.\t jottings take

the trip over the three rivers, we will all be wiser

L. A. W. members than we now arc.

Chris.
Philadelphia, February 2, "S;.

There are manv who can remember the outcry

that went up throughout " Nancydom " at the ex-

hibition of unclothed limbs by our racing men
several years since. The culmination of this pru-

dery was at Springfield, where Hendee set the ex-

ample of appearing in black tights entirely cover-

ing all of his limbs. The fashion was immediately

taken up by the lesser lights, and we were soon

treated with a surfeit of sable-clad cyclists upon

our racing tracks who looked more like scarecrows

than athletes. The reaction has now set in, and the

racing suit each day grows nearer what it should

be, /'. c, less like a ballet dancer's and more like an

athlete's. As an example of the public feeling in

this matter, the recent Greek comedy at the Acad-

emy of Music was striking. The largest and most

fashionable audience the building had ever held

sat and watched the Greek comedy and language

torn to pieces by ambitious collegians, whose cos-

tume was condensed into an abbreviated toga and

sandals, legs, arms and chest bare, uncovered. Not

a lady fainted at this display of masculine anatomy,

and none thought it disgusting. The " old women "

in cycling who want to put it in swaddling clothes

might read a lesson from this.

—

Eg.\n in L. A. IV.

Bulletin.

Does this boasting of big circulations, calling

each other everything but liars, making ridiculous

comparisons, etc., betoken smartness on the part

of these editors who seem to delight in such silly,

nonsensical, puerile pastime.' Does it raise them

a notch higher in the estimation of their readers?

—Star Advocate. Is this intended as a rebuke to

the L. A. IV. Bulletin .^

FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.

S HE winter, up to the present,

has been exceptionally un-

favorable for cycling, and

the hardiest of riders have

enjoyed but scanty oppor-

tunities to keep the wheel

rolling. Christmas day was

bright and cold, and the hard-

frozen roads afforded good riding ; but on the fol-

lowing evening the whole country was subjected

to one of the most furious snow storms ever

known, and from then until now the snow has lain

on the ground more or less thickly, varying from

a few inches to eight and ten feet in depth. It is

said to be an ill wind that blows nobody good,

but in the case of this Boxing Day storm the only

class of people to reap a harvest seem to be the

telegraph and telephone maintenance men, who

have had to replace almost every yard of overhead

wire. Consequentlv there has been no practical

cycling to chronicle.

The usual round of Cinderella dances, smoking-

concerts, and club general meetings proceeds

monotonously, and the only items of interest of

late have been the approaching annual Stanley

Show, and the parlous plight in which the X. C.

U. executive find themselves.

Too much attention has been devoted to the

racing-path, for a long time past, by our Union,

to the detriment of the interests of the great road-

riding majoritv ; and what with the widespread

discontent occasioned in the rank and file of

clubs by this circumstance, complicated by fierce

contention between the apostles of pure amateur-

ism on the one side, and subsidized amateurism on

the other, although the question is so involved that

it is difficult to classify the different parties cor-

rectlv, one thing is certain ; the wheel world here

is irtterly sick of the dispute, and probably not one

subscriber out of every hundred, of our papers,

reads the screeds devoted to it.

The next council meeting, to be held P^ebruary

3, will be a stormy one, although the abolition

motion will not be brought up for decision. The

chief items of practical effect upon the agenda

are propositions to institute tandem tricycle

championships, and a dwarf bicycle championship
;

to ])rohibit the acceptance of any record made in

a trial against time ; and to rescind the sentences

of the suspensions passed upon makers' amateurs.

The Stanley show opens at the Royal Aqua-

rium, Westminster, to-morrow week, and will

undoubtedly be the largest display of cycles ever

held. There are already signs that there will be

no diminution of the number of novelties ex-

hibited, dwarf bicycles, tandems, and convertible

bi-tricycles being the most fashionable.

" F.\ED."
London, Jan. 19, 1887.

^ewg F^Qfces.

" I am going to ride this year," said Chief

Consul Rogers yesterday. Are you surprised at

this remark ? It is a fact, though, that a number

of the old pioneers and men who have been con-

nected with all important events within the last

vear, have, in many instances, not mounted a

wheel for a twelvemonth. "Too much tourna-

ment " is one of the principal causes, but it is

hoped that the old timers will w-ake up this year

and ap|)ear on the road again.— IV/u-elmen'.': Record.

That hits our case exactly. We mean to be a

wheelman this vear as never before.

Mr. H. D. Corey has been elected secretarv of

the Wheel Board of Trade.

Double steering will be one of the specialties of

the Rudge Crescent tandem for 1SS7.

George R. Bidwell recently sold Mr. Cornelius

Vanderbilt a 54-inch Rudge light roadster.

The patient waiter loses nothing. Who knows

but what it may be our turn next. Ahem !

John P. Lovell's Sons, of Boston, will handle

the Springfield Roadsters for New England.

Cofonel Pope and A. H. Overman are hard-

working members of the Gymnasium Association.

In days gone bv, Mr. Aaron has sat upon us

hard, and, in the present trouble, we return good

for evil.

The King Wheel Company have placed an order

with a Bridgeport, Ct., firm for 1,000 of their

wheels.

The Fort Wavne Bicvcle Club's concert and

ball on Monday evening, January 10, was a grand

success.

In the line of former punishment, why is it

Ducker is not sentenced to banishment from

.\merica ?

George M. Hendee is on a .Southern tour in the

interest of the Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing

Company.

The New York Clipper almanac for 1887 has

been received, and is up to its usual standard of

excellence.

The long looked-for, long hoped-for, has turned

up, and it is now Abbot Bassett, secretary-editor

of L. A. W.

The Pope Manufacturing Company is now lo-

cated in its new building, corner of Franklin and

Arch streets, Boston.

The sign of the Pope Manufacturing Compaiu',

at its new building on Franklin street, is one of

the largest in Boston.

We welcome to our fold the subscribers to the

Cvcle, which we have decided to discontinue, and

will send the G-\zette in its stead.

" Jottings from beyond the Three Rivers " is

mighty interesting reading this time, and shows

the other side of Mr. Aaron's case.

W. S. Maltby and Fred Rollinson write in glow-

ing terms of the treatment they are receiving at

the hands of Melbourne wheelmen.

Mr. A. H. Overnlan, of Victor fame, is in Eurojie.

He will be present at the Stanley show, and have

some of his machines on exhibition there.

Patience on a monument smiling at grief is well

illustrated in Secretary-Editor Bassett's case. Ik-

is now smiling at grief in the City of Brotherlv

Love.

R. Howell, the English champion, -intends to do

considerable racing on the Rudge bicyclette the

coming season. He believes it is faster than the

ordinarv.

The New South Wales Cycling Union decided

by a vote of 32 to 1 1 that the " makers' amateur "

and the agent shall continue to rank as bona fide

amateurs.

The Oregon Bicvcle Club have drawn up a bill

to repeal the Oregon 100 yards dismount law, and

it has been introduced into both houses of the

legislature.
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Spade handles, long cranks, full front forks,

and a new patent combination spring and saddle,

are among the specifications of the Rudgc light

roadster for 1887.

Now is the time to see about exchanging your

old wheel for a new one, or to buy a second-hand

one, and the man to write to is A. W. Gump, Day-

ton, Ohio. Fact.

The American IVheclman, who gave last year

one of the most successful road races ever held,

will give the 100-mile road race during the L. A.

W. meet in St. Louis.

Reform seems to be the watchword of the L. A.

\V., and members are coming to realize that busi-

ness men are what the League wants at its head,

instead of professional men.

\V. T. ?'leming, of Philadelphia, has ridden

5,410 miles the past season, while in 1885 he rode

5,514, making a grand total of 10,924 miles in two

years, most all made touring.

Had the League officers listened to the words of

far-seeing business men at Washington, Buffalo,

and New York meetings, all of the late unpleasant-

ness would have been avoided.

Two thousand four hundred and eighty-nine bi-

cycles entered Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, last

year, and it is estimated that 21,^89 entered at the

gates where records are not kept.

Send ten one-cent stamps to Arthur Munson,

Stamford, Ct., for an instructive little pamphlet

entitled " Care and Repair," containing many

useful hints on the care and repair of cycles.

Those who want to get those excellent tandems,

the Cunard, and wait till spring before ordering,

will get sadly " left." Messrs. D. Rogers & Co.

inform us that orders are pouring in on them

rapidly.

Jenkins and Ducker had cause to smile at the

result of the New York meeting, for with all of

their faults their trouble with the League was

small in comparison with that experienced at the

last meeting.

Dr. W. G. Kendall has resigned his position as

marshal of the eastern division of the L A. \V.

touring department. His resignation will be re-

ceived with regret, and it will be difficult to find

a fitting successor.

The King ^Vheel Company have dropped the

name Springfield from their wheel in favor of the

Springfield Roadster, manufactured by the Spring-

field Bicycle Manufacturing Company, of 19 Pearl

street, Boston, Mass.

The Pope Manufacturing Company has not dis-

continued its repair shop at the Boston office, as

reported. Wheelmen, however, are requested to

send their machines to the factory at Hartford if

in need of more than slight repairs.

At the 12-hour bicycle race, held in the roller

skating rink, Faribault, Minn., between \. M.

Tenney and Fred Straub, on Saturday, January

29, Fred Straub won by one lap. 15oth men rode

the twelve hours without a dismount.

We present in this issue a brief synopsis of tl.c

Pope Manufacturing Co.'s Catalogue, illustrating

the principal features of this year's wheels. For

further particulars, address Pope Manufacturing

Co., who will mail free their new 48-page catalogue.

W. J. Morgan's ride of 236 miles without dis-

mounting stamps him as one of the greatest long

distance riders the world has ever seen. The

previous best record was that of Harry Higham,

who, in 1880, rode 230 miles, 469 yards.

Mrs. L. H. Porter, of East Orange, N. J., has

ridden 2,305 miles,—634 on a tricycle, 1,671 on a

tandem,—in 192 riding days. Mrs. J. W. Smith,

of the same place, has ridden 2,643^ miles,—2,228^

with her husband on a tandem, 415 miles on a tri-

cycle.

The international tournament projected and

carried out last May by F". Cathcart in London,

England, will be repeated this year on a larger

scale during the great jubilee week in honor of

the Queen, and the probable dates are June 23,

24, and 25.

The Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Com-

pany made a bold bid for business in securing G.

M. Hendee to ride for them next season. It is not

yet known if George will ride the Springfield on

the track or devote his attention to the selling of

the machine.

The A. C. U. has suggested to the L. A. W.
the appointment of a committee to consider the

expediency of a change in the amateur rule, and

the L. A. W , with its dog-in-the-manger greed,

will neither take control of racing nor sanction

others to do so.

The annual five-mile championship race of the

St. John (N. B.) Bicycle Club took place over a

course on the Marsh road, October 13. E. IL

TurnbuU and H. C. Page were the only contest-

ants. The latter was an easy winner in 20.50!.

The wind was rather strong at the time.

The greatest surprise to us has been the way

our subscription list has grown in the Middle and

Western States. Almost half our list is west of

New York city.— The Bicycle. That is our case.

Ohio heads the list of Gazette subscribers with

something over 700, and Pennsylvania comes next.

The Springfield Bicycle Club will repeat its ex-

cellent minstrel entertainment in this city Feb.

22 and 23, for the benefit of the W^omen's Chris-

tian Association. The club has given this enter-

tainment four times already to crowded houses,

and the verdict of the public is, " There is none

better."

The Wheelmen's Record is a new acquisition to

bicycle journalism from Indianapolis, Ind., and is

worthy of success. It is edited and illustrated

by P. C. Darrow, whose excellent account of the

" Hub to Hoosierdom " was printed in the Ga-

zette. The paper follows in the wake of the

Gazette as regards typography and a different

colored cover weekly.

Thomas Stevens, the famous " round-the-world "

bicyclist, was tendered a reception at the Esmond
hotel, Cortland, Or., by the Oregon Bicycle Club,

on Saturday, January 26. Dr. B. E. Miller, after a

neat s])eech, informing Mr. Stevens that he had

been made an honorary member of the club, pre-

sented him with a small gold badge on behalf of

the club. Mr. Stevens left at 3 r. M. over the

Northern for Minneapolis.

The H. B. Smith Machine Company has been

experimenting with the various sizes of front

steering wheels, and finds that when too large they

are unwieldy, and have determined the following

sizes to be about right, and the machines of 1887

will be so proportioned : Twenty-one-inch front

wheel for 42-inch Pony Star ; 22-inch front wheel for

45 and 48 inch Star bicycle ; 23-inch front wheel

for 51-inch Star bicycle; 24-inch front wheel for

54-inch Star bicycle.

We have received from Messrs. Stoddard, Lo\'-

ering & Co. a photograph of their principal bicycle

salesroom in Boston. It shows to a good advan-

tage some 300 Rudge bicycles and tricycles. At

one end of the room the offices are situated, while

the whole building is fitted with every modern

convenience for doing business. The photograph

makes an excellent ))icture to hang in any club

room, and no doubt could be had from them if

applied for by the secretary.

" It is to be hoped," says the /bicycling IVorlJ,

" that some of our fast riders will go over to the

international tournament to be held at Alexandra

Park, London, May 20 to 22. It's a pity if there

is not enough pride in America to send to En-

gland a good man, and that our best man is un-

willing to go. The eye of cycledom is looking

towards you, W. A. Rowe. For the honor of

American wheelmen, we appeal to you. Say you

will go, and the money will be forthcoming."

Who will be the first to start a jjarty over.''

Rolfe, the Australian champion, and James, the

English cyclist, have been matched to ride one,

three, and five miles for ;^ioo a side and the

championship of Australia, the winner of two

events to take the stakes and be declared cham-

pion. The match was to be decided on the New-
castle track on January 8. Rolfe vv-as desirous of

including a twenty-mile race ; but this could not

be agreed ujjon, although James states that he

will make a separate match at that distance.

Wood also expressed his willingness to accommo-

date Rolfe at that distance.

Dan Canary has been giving performances in

Paris, and has had some funny experiences from

not understanding the French language. A story

is told that, after doing his bicycle and unicvcle

riding performance on the stage, he called, or

rather beckoned, to the supers to bring on the

tables and chairs upon which he places his bicycle

and balances on it. One of the supers, not under-

standing him, came on the stage, and Canary,

not being able to explain, had to gesticulate, and

the audience " tumbling " to the position Canary

was placed in, it brought the house down.

On the night of February 21, the night before

Mardi Gras, the Louisiana Division L. A. W.
propose to give a lantern parade, on which occa-

sion the New Orleans Bicycle Club will throw

open the doors of its new club-house, inviting

those participating in the parade to be present.

We are requested to extend to the members of

the L. A.W. in Massachusetts a cordial invitation

to participate in the parade, and any riders visit-

ing that city during the carnival are requested to

bring their wheels with them. The Vonderbank

Hotel is the L. A. W. hotel in New Orleans.

One of the most marvelous performances of

last year was the 10,002 miles ridden by Emerson

Burt, a fifteen-year-old lad of Westfield, Mass.,

in competition for the gold cyclometer offered bv

J. A. Lakin & Co. His mount was a 42-inch

American Ideal bicycle, 1885 pattern, and a valua-

ble testimonial to the enduring qu.ilitics, as well

as its capacity, was this wonderful ride. Its manu-

facturers, the GormuUy & Jeffcry Manufacturing

Company, presented the little fellow with a 46-inch

Ideal, 1887 pattern, with ball bearings all over,

as soon as they, heard of the performance. The

American Ideal is regarded as the standard boys'

bicycle.

J. A. Lakin & Co. offer three special prizes for

1887 of gold-plated cyclometers, valued at 825
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each, to the wheelmen riding the greatest number

of miles on a wheel on which is used the standard

cyclometers,—one going to the wheelman of New
England, one to the wheelman of the Pacific slope,

and the third to the wheelman outside the above

territory. The following are the rules that must

be observed by contestants : ist, no rider will be

allowed to compete who has won a Lakin prize in

any former year ; 2d, any wheelman entering for

one of the three prizes shall forward a written

statement, sworn to and signed by two witnesses,

giving the reading of the cyclometer at the time

of starting, also giving the number of his instru-

ment and size of wheel, and stating which prize

he wishes to enter for; 3d, any wheelman entering

for one of these prizes will not be allowed to ride

his wheel in any hall or rink (all records must be

made out of doors) ;
4th, a statement must be

sent to the office of J. A. Lakin & Co. the first of

each month, giving the reading of the cyclometer

and the number of miles ridden up to that date

(these are kept confidentially till the season is

over)
; 5th, proof required from those entering

records for the prize will be an affidavit setting

Ibrth the number of miles made on a wheel, also

to be signed by three witnesses who are knowing

to the facts; 6th, the season for riding will close

December i, 1887, and all letters containing rec-

ords must bear mail marks of dates not later than

December 5, 1887. Prizes will be awarded De-

cember 20 by a committee appointed for that pur-

pose. The racing board require that all records

must be made by cyclometers that are certified to

by the makers, who will furnish certificates of ac-

curacy with all instruments made by them on

application.
<~»

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

The January thaw found us like storm-tossed

mariners, inasmuch as we were glad to see bare

ground again. The late long frozen unpleasant-

ness has been really an ice 'ore !

So Mr. Cycle has been "Reading, and Ketches

up the Solitary Club," in the Bulletin. We in-

tended working in a quotation to the effect that

"much Reading hath made thee mad!" but have

thought better of it, as his anger is no doubt

caused solely by the fleecy whiteness, and the

everlasting hills in his section of the country.

We kind o' yearn for an e.\ploration tour Reading-

wards, in the month of roses, unless "Cycling," in

truthful description of the lay o' the land, gets in so

many hills as to discourage "Our Club" from going.

"What is the best route from New York to your

place. Cycle \

"

Two of our space annihilators are already work-

ing up tours to Boston, Washington, the Oranges,

etc., and are laying in a heavy stock of lubricating

oil so their wheels will be on good behavior

" when the witching days are here."

The .Solitary Club's record for winter riding is

about the same as last winter to February i—as

it—they, [he !]—has missed but nine davs, averag-

ing eight miles daily ; the regular trip to business

and return includes common country roads, cinder

jiath on railroad, and sidewalks and streets in

town—the last often being more wretchedly bad

than the first. Nothing but snow and blizzards

stop the Facile.

Old cycles are being made to look as much
better than new as their owner's skill and con-

sciences will allow of, preparatory to another sea-

son's struggle in the hands of ])rospective and ex-

pectant novices. Might the good work go on 1

!

From present indications, many of our sedate

and solid business men, seeing the pleasure and

profit of cycling enjoyed by some of their neigh-

bors who have got a year ahead of them, will this

season join the great and growing throng who are

in nearly every case ready to testify to the superi-

ority of wheeling over any other pastime yet known.
" The business use the wheel can be put to is a

strong card in its favor with the aforementioned."

Our Dutch ajiprentice boy says that of a Mon-

day morning he resembles a broken pocket knife,

inasmuch as " he feels a little blayed out." He is

"geeping gombany," which explains his Monday

morning lass-itude. He is investigating tandems.

At last our street cars are about in running

order, and some one is trying to awaken in the

dear public an interest in street paving, by way of

a series of articles on the subject, in our leading

local paper, and " us, the people, are hopeful that

good may result from them." " St.\m.son."

Editor Wheelmen's Gazette:—
In my November letter to the Gazei te, I gave

you a few items in regard to cycling in this place.

I will now relate an adventure which befell me
last summer. It w-as in the month of August, up

in Androscoggin county. I was riding along

over a piece of excellent road, when, at a turn

in the road, I was brought face to face with a

yoke of steers hitched to a pair of wheels (not

bicycle wheels). It is very evident that those

steers had never seen a bicycle before, for in an

instant they became considerably excited and ele-

vating their tails to an angle of forty-five degrees

they darted out of the road through the fence and

into a short growth of birch bushes. The ground

being quite rough, the way those wheels bounced

around may be more readily imagined than de-

scribed. The driver, who by the way was sitting

astride the tongue, could only hold on and fran-

tically shout, " Whoa ! hi ! ! !

"

I did not stop to see how he came out, because

he was bigger than I am and I didn't think it

would be safe to do so. The last I heard of them,

was a violent crashing in the bushes accompanied

by considerable profanity.

I would like to suggest to the readers of the

Gazei TE that if they would publish their experi-

ence with the different styles of cyclometers which

are in the market, they would receive the thanks

of a large number of cyclists, especially of the new

riders. Herbert D. Penney.

New Gloccester, Me., Febniar>' i, 1887.

Mmong the Glubg.

THOMAS STEVENS'S PLANS.

The editor of Outiiti; has received the following

communication from the returned wheelman,

which will explain to his friends his movements

after reaching Chicago :

—

S.\N Kranxisco, J.in. i8, 18S7.

1 shall leave here .Saturday, January 22, traveling east via

Portland. St. Paul, and Minneapolis t<» Chicago. Upon my
arrival at Chicago, I want everybody to consider me as b'otted

out of existence for the brief space of a week, whilst I

scurry off down into the backwoods of Missouri to pay my

respects-to a certain old lady who has shed silent tears on the

pages of the Oidiiig magazine as she has read there of

dangers and difficulties about my path ; and who has iirayed

as regularly for my safe return, as ever faithful Mussulman

prostrates himself towards Mecca. .After that, I shall take

pleasure in endeavoring to show my great appreciation of the

kindly welcome I hear awaits me at the hands of my fellow

wheelmen.
Fraternally and sincerely yours,

(Signed) Thomas Stevens.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club offers the fol-

lowing as a resume of its work for 1886 : Total

iTiembership, 65, classified as follows: Active, 55 ;

associate, 5 ; veteran, 3, and honorary, 2. The
maximum duration of membership was seven

years and seven months ; the minimum, one month.

The total period of membership was one hundred

and nine years and eight months, and the average

duration, one year and ten months. The maximum
age was 34 years, the minimuin, 18 ; suin total

of all the ages, 1,469 years, and the average, 22^

years. The maximum height was 6 feet 3 inches,

the minimum, 5 feet 4 inches; the sum total of all

heights was 365 feet 4 inches, and the average, 5

feet 8 inches. The heaviest man weighed 195

pounds, lightest, 122 pounds; total weight was

9,244 pounds, and their average weight, 142 pounds.

In all of the above, 65 men reported. Their mile-

age in 1886, with but 45 men reporting, was : maxi-

mum, 8,oS6: minimum, 100. Total mileage of all

reporting, 55,743 miles. The number of wheels,

54, classified as follows : Expert, 24 ; Victor,

12; .American Club, 5; Rudge Light Roadster, 3;

Columbia Light Roadster, 3; British Challenge,

I ; Vale, i ; Apollo, i ; Pilot, I ; .Spalding, i ;

unknown makes, 3. The largest wheel was 60

inches, and the smallest, 48, the average being 53

inches. The largest individual records were: .\.

B. Barkman, S,o86 miles; F. B. Hawkins, 4,751 ;

Eliner Skinner, 4,000 ; Dr. Brush and E. Williams,

each 3,000 ; W. .Slocum, 2,556; A. S. Haviland,

2,500; Martin R. Winchell, and J. R. Nafis, each

2,000; F. B.Jones, 1,800; and H. J. Kellum and

G. E. I). Todd, each 1,500. Besides these, Messrs.

Bancroft, Meeteer, Adams, Wheeler, Cole, Spel-

man, and Wheeler, each scored 1,000 miles or over.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

.Allegheny (Pa.) Cyclers— President, Dr. G.

W. Beane ; secretary-treasurer, W. C. Coffin. Jr.

;

corresponding secretary, W. O. McConnell ; cap-

tain, W. I). Bunker; first lieutenant, Hugh Flem-

ing, Jr.; second lieutenant, J. F. Gray; color

bearers, F. .\. Minnemyer and C. E. Minnemj-er
;

guide, F. T. Hoover; bugler, J. K. Ewing ; sur-

geon. Dr. G. W. Beane.

Atl.\nt.\ (Ga.) W'heelmen—President, R. L.

Cooney ; secretary-treasurer, H P. Chalfant; cap-

tain, D. B. Osborne ; bugler, C. H. Freyer.

B.\Y City Wheelmen (San Francisco, Cal.)

—

Piesident, C. C. Moore ; vice-president, W. W.
Whitson ; secretary, E. Fehrbach ; treastner,

Robert M. Welch ; captain, W. Meeker ; first

lieutenant, F. V. James; second lieutenant, Percy

C. Haslett.

BoscoBEL Bicycle Club (Lynn, Mass.)—Pres-

ident, Robert J. Heron; vice-president, Philip

McCarty; secretary, William L. Lewis; treasurer,

Henry Forsythe ; captain, Edward Truesdale

;

first lieutenant, Geo. .V. Lesson; second lieuten-

ant, Joseph Rowley ; color bearer, Thomas Stev-

ens ; bugler, I'^. \. Packard; club committee,

Thotiias Stevens, S. Steele, P. McCarty.

Boston (Mass.) Bicycle Club—President, E.

C. Hodges; secretary, E. W. Hodgkins; treas-

urer, C. W'. Fourdrinier; captain, E. G. Whitney;

first lieutenant, Theo. Rothe ; second lieutenant,

W. E. Jones ; club coinmittee : active representa-

tive, C. P. Donohoe; associate, H. H. Gage, W.

W. Keith, W. F. Crafts, J. R. Chadwick.
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Buffalo (N. Y.) Ramhlers—President, John

S. Kellner; vice-president, Emmet S. Wade; sec-

retary, Louis Brucli ; financial secretary, C. G.

Wanenmacher; treasurer, (ieorge C. Lauh; cap-

tain, William L. Fuchs ; club committee, the offi-

cers named, with Howard H. Root, C. Ci. Clanz,

Fred A. Barnes, and C. W. Holland.

Cf,ntury W11F.EI..MEN (Philadelphia, Pa.)

—

President, Kirk Brown ; vice-president, Frank

Read; secretary, H. W. Brown; treasurer, A. G.

McGlathery ; captain, A. I). Pedrick ; board of

directors, Thomas Hare, Wallace Mayhcw, J. C.

Eastlake, R. C. Swayze.

Chf.vf.nne (Wyo.) Bicyclf. Ci.ub— President,

I'". T. Duffy; vice-president, F. S. Hebard; secre-

tary, Fred. Bond ; treasurer, J. J. Nairn ; captain,

J. A. Baxter; lieutenant, ^V. R. Swan.

Chic.\go (111.) Bicycle Cll:b—President, R.

Philip Gormully; vice-president, John C. Ellis;

captain, Fred A. Ingalls ; secretary-treasurer, R.

J. Schmitt
;
quartermaster, Samuel B. Wright.

Columbia Bicycle Club (Attleboro, Mass.)

— President, O. W. Clifford; vice-president, H. A.

Hall; secretary, W. A. Block; treasurer, C. F.

Kurtz; captain, Fred I. (ioilon; first lieutenant,

Ray Randell ; second lieutenant, W'ill Swift;

bugler, Geo. L. Shepardson ; executive committee,

John Plattner and F. E. Bell.

Crawfordsvili.e ( Ind.) Ramblers — Presi-

dent, W. H. Pontious ; vice-president, H. F. Hut-

ton ; secretary-treasurer, T. Rass ; captain, V. B.

Nicholson; lieutenant, H. T. Coons; bugler,

Mort. Insley ; club committee, Mort. Keegan, L.

E. Cumberland, F. E. Eastlack, Mort. Insley, H.

F. Koons.

Genesee Bicycle Club (Rochester, \. Y.)

—

President, A. B. Rapalje ; vice-president, C. J.

ConoUy ; secretary, C. J. Lund ; treasurer, W.
W. Kenfield ; captain, M. F. Shafer

;
property

clerk, B. Van Zant ; executive committee, J. W.
Pitt, G. S. Montgomery, Henry Goetzman, Jr.

Greenfield (Mass.) Wheel Club— President,

F. R. Hollis'ter; captain, G. H. Wright; secre-

tary-treasurer, F. A. Smith; first lieutenant, H. E.

Ames ; second lieutenant, R. ,S. Basconi ; stand-

ard bearer, C. H. Field ; bugler, F. L. Gaines

;

executive committee, G. H. Wright, F. A. Smith,

F. A. Gaines.

Hudson (X. V.) Bicycle Club— I^resident,

IL J. Baringer ; vice-president, R. W. E. Sans
;

secretary and treasurer, Geo. E. Swift ; captain,

H. p. Bryan.

IxiON Bicycle Club (\cw York)— President,

Frank A. Egan ; vice-president, S. L. Hall ; cor-

responding and recording secretary, F. L Stott

;

treasurer, C. A. Dunn ; captain, M. G. Peoli ; first

lieutenant, A. T. Pringle; second lieutenant, L

M. Shaw.

Kansas Cmy (Mo.) Wheelmen — President,

J. A. DeTar; secretary, Wm. Exley ; treasurer, A.

M. Windolph; captain, G. L. Henderson; first

lieutenant, Henry Ashcroft ; second lieutenant,

R. B. ILxll ; color bearer, J. Wilfley ; club commit-

tee, J. A. DeTar, A. M. Windolph, G. L. Hender-

son, J. Wilfley, and Frank White; house commit-

tee, Wm. Exley, J. C. Higdon.

Lancaster (Pa.) Cycle Touring Club—
President, John A. Burger ; vice-president, (jeo.

F. Kahler ; secretary-treasurer, C. H. Obreiter;

captain, S. B. Downey; lieutenant, D. S. Smith;

bugler, Geo. F. Kahler; color bearer, John A.

Burger.

Lynn (Mass.) Cycle Club Track Associa-

tion— President, Emerson G. Gordon ; vice-presi-

dent, W. W. Stall; treasurer, William Forsyth;

secretarv, William A. 15ond ; directors, J. Harry

Shurman, George E. Porter, Emerson G. Gordon,

Charles E. i51ake, W. W. Stall, John F. Flynn, S.

S. Merrill, William A. Bond, X. Fred Neal ; au-

diting committee, Emerson (i. Gordon, Charles E.

Blake, and William Wheeler.

Manchester (X. IL) Bicycle Club—;Presi-

dent, F. O. Moulton ; secretary, Chas. H. Fish;

treasurer, C. E. Temple ; captain, IL M. Bennett

;

lieutenants, J. E. Newton, D. E. Price ; bugler,

W. J. Price; color bearer, C. D. Paliner.

Massachusetts Bicycle Club (Boston, Mass.)

— President, Arthur E. Pattison ; vice-jircsidcnt,

A. Douglass Salkeld; secretary, Wm. M. Far-

rington ; treasurer, Wm. H. Minot ; librarian, D.

\V. Colbath ; club committee, C. B. Goldthwait,

Ernest R. Benson, F. Alcott Pratt, Chas. Richards

Dodge, Frederick Lane, F. W. Heymer ; captain,

Alonzo D. Peck, Jr. ; first lieutenant, James M.

Burr ; second lieutenant, W. A. .Shocklev ; tricy-

cle captain, John E. Farrington ; tricycle lieuten-

ant. Dr. W. D. Ball ; buglers, first, E. R. Ben.son
;

second, F. W. Perry; color bearers, first, W. H.

Minot ; second, C. D. Cobb.

Melrose (Mass.) Cycle Club— President, X.

R. Jones; treasurer, W. C. Stevens; secretary, F.

P. Pierce ; captain, B. F. Eddy ; first lieutenant,

J. N. Hopkins; club committee, B. F. Eddy, C. L.

Sprague, H. L. Johnson.

New Haven (Ct.) Club—President, William

M. Frisbie; secretary, Henry W. Redfield ; treas-

urer, W. IL Hale; captain, W. H. Hale; first

lieutenant, C. E. Larom ; second lieutenant, C. S.

Shepard ; club committee, J. H. Whiting and J.

C. Thompson.

Niagara Falls (N. Y.) Bicycle Club— Presi-

dent, H. W. McBean ; captain, W. A. Shepard
;

lieutenant, W. S. Campbell ; secretary-treasurer,

(ieo. G. Shepard ; color bearer, A. G. Reve ; di-

rectors, Otis Phillips and Neil Campbell.

Outin(; Cyclists (Kansas City, Mo.) — Presi-

dent, J. F. McKee; vice-president, T. W. Overall;

secretary and treasurer. Nelson T. Haynes; cap-

tain, F. F. Austin; lieutenant, Harry G. .Stuart;

executive committee, Messrs. McKee, Haynes, P.

II. Kelley, F. S. Ray, and T. W. Overall.

Owl Bicycle Chib (Bordcntown, X. J.)

—

President, C. P. Hoffman ; vice-president, Isaac

Elliott, Jr.; secretary-treasurer, Charles Burr;

captain, Fred G. Wiese ; lieutenant, Charles B.

Garwood; color bearer, Paul O. Hudson; bugler,

L. \V. Wiese.

PorrsrciwN (Pa.) Bicycle Club— President,

Rev. .'\.
J. .Vrnold ; vice-president, Hugh J. High

;

secretary, A. M. Scheffey ; treasurer, W. S. Crubb;

captain, Hugh J. High; lieutenant, A. M. .Schef-

fey.

South End Wheelmen (Philadelphia, Pa.)

—

President, Samuel Jackson, Jr.; vice-president.

Low J. Kolb; secretary and treasurer, J. R. Lin-

coln Edwards ; captain, Harry McArale ; first

lieutenant. Low J. Kolb; second lieutenant and

standard bearer, Henry Connor; bugler, W. W.
Roberts.

Springfield Bicycle Cub— President^ W.
H. .Selvey; vice-president, D. E. Miller; secre-

tary, Howard P. Merrill; treasurer, W. H. Jordan;

directors, W. H. Selvey, D. F.. Miller, Howard P.

Merrill, W. H. Jordan, Henry E. Ducker, A. O.

McGarrett, .Sanford Lawton ; captain, Fred A.

Eldred; first lieutenant, Francis H. Williams;

second lieutenant, 1-^. Everett Sawtell ; buglci,

William C. Stone; color bearer, Chas. H. .Miller;

surgeon. Dr. H. E. Rice; entertainment commit-

tee, Messrs. Selvey, Lawton, and Ducker.

Syr.vcuse (X. Y.) Cycling Cuuii— President,

Fred Brighani ; vice-president, Clarence W.
Wood ; secretary and treasurer, L. S. Wilson

;

captain, Carl G. White; members of club com-

mittee, Robert .S. Hamlin and Ed. I. Rice.

TnoMASTON (Ct.) Cycle Club— President, G.

I. Tuttle ; vice-president, T. F. Sheridan ; sec-

retary-treasurer, H. H. Teames ; captain, A. B.

Schneider.

Waliham (Mass.) Ramblers' Bicycle Club
— President, W. E. Sawyer; secretary, M. H.

Gilbert ; treasurer, O. W. Lowell; captain, J. H.

Cole; first lieutenant, J. Silva: second lieuten-

ant, O. H. Lowell ; color bearer and guide, H.

Duddleston, Jr. ; club commitfee, W. E. .Sawyer,

M. H. Gilbert, J. H. Cole, O. A. Parker, and W.
B. Youngman.

Walton (N. Y.) Bicycle Club—President,

J. W. St. John ; vice-president, F. A. St. John ;

treasurer, Geo. C. .Seeley ; secretary, John P.

White; steward, E. L. Guild; captain, (ieo. ,S.

Fitch.

Yonkers (N. Y.) Bicycle Club — President,

Ed. A. Oliver ; secretary and treasurer, Ed. E.

Thome; captain, Wm. H. Ulrich.

PATENTS.

List of patents granted for devices of interest to wheelmen,

for the month ending Tuesday, Jan. 18, 18S7, compiled from

the Official Records of the United States Patent Office, ex-

pressly for The Wheelmen's Gazette by O. E. Duffy,

patent law office, No. 607, 7th Street, N. W., Washington,

D. C, of whom copies and information may be had.

No. 354,535, December 21, 1886, A. A. Carter,

of Newark, N. J., bicycle.

No. 354,642, December 21, 18S6, C. Linley and

J. Biggs, of Southwark, County of Surrey, as-

signor of one-half to G. G. Tandy, of Ccclar Road,

Clapham, County of Surrey, England, velocipede.

No. 354,649, December 21, 1SS6, L. F. Mohr, of

Howard Center, Iowa, velocipede.

No. 354,656, December 21, uS86, G. W. Rode-

cap, of Middletown, la., velocipede.

No. 354,840, December 21, 1S86, H. M. Pope,

of Hartford, Ct., assignor to the Pope Manufact-

uring Co., of same place, velocipede.

No. 354,907, December 28, 1S86, T. B. Jeffery,

of Chicago, 111., velocipede saddle.

No. 355,038, December 28, 18S6, O. Unzicker,

Chicago, III., assignor to A. Schweninger, of same

place, velocipede.

Xo. 355.-53, December 28, 1886, .V. But-gess, of

Coventry, Countv of Warwick, England, assignor

to the Pope Manufacturing Companv, of Hartford,

Ct., velocipede.

Xo. 355,321, January 4, 1887, T. I>. Jeffery,

Chicago, 111., velocipede.

No. 355,324, January 4, 1SS7, C. Kramer, of

Albany, N. Y.,. velocipede.

^o. 355,375. January 4, 1887, F. W. Brown,

.Mbanv, X. Y., bicvclc.

No. 355.672. Januarv 4. 1SS7, W. F. Wutcrich,

of Meriden, Ct., assignor of one-half to John H.

Bario, of same place, velocipede.
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No. 355,710, January 11, 1S87, A. P. Merrill, of

Fall River, Mass., wheel for velocipedes.

No. 356,028, January 11, 1887, N. Brown, of

Emporia, Kan., swing bicycle.

No. 355,095, January 19, 1887, C. A. Bouck, of

New Carlisle, O., bicycle.

No. 356,112, January 18, 18S7, \V. La Fayette,

of Newark, N. ^., lantern supporting arm for bi-

cycles.

List of new English cycle patents specially compiled for The

Wheelmen's Gazette, by Messrs. Hughes, Eli & Hughes,

patent agents and engineers, 76 Chancery Lane, London,

W. C. , England, of whom copies and information maybe

obtained.

No. 15,690, The Coventry Cycle Company lim-

ited and S. Gorton, of Birmingham, for improved

means of attaching steering handle-bars to bicycles

and certain other velocipedes.

No. 15,752, J. Drayton, of Taunton, for a new

or improved safety apparatus to be applied to

velocipedes and similar machines.

No. 15,931, H. J. Lawson, of Warwickshire, for

improvements in the construction of velocipedes.

No. 16,060, R. U. Martyn and G. Jewell, of

Cornwall, for a new form of bicycle handles.

No. 16,064, S. Yale, of Walsall, for an improve-

ment in bicycles or tricycles.

No. 16,140, A. Easthope, of London, for im-

provements in and relating to velocipedes.

No. 16,191, F. Week, of London, for improve-

ments in bicycles.

No. 16,192, J. R. C. Taunton, of London, for

improvements in and relating to bicycles.

No. 16,195, J. Green, of London, for an im-

proved construction of bicycles.

No. 16,340, W. Bown, of London, for improve-

ments in the means for securing spokes to rims of

velocipedes.

No. 16,399, H. Kearsley, of London, for im-

provements in tires for wheels of velocipedes and

other vehicles.

No. 16,404, W. T. Shaw, W. Lydenham, and A.

Lydenham, of London, for improvements in veloc-

ipedes.

No. 16,482, E. H. Hodgkinson, of London, for

improvements in tricycles, bicycles, and other

velocipedes.

No. 16,^54, J. Brookes, IL J. Brookes, and R.

Green, of Birmingham, for improved lock for

securing bicycles.

No. 16,575, J. Chorby, of Birmingham, for im-

provements in bicycles and tricycles.

No. 16,584, Sterling Elliott, of United States of

America, for improved wheel for velocipedes.

No. 16,61 1, E. Edwards, of London, for improve-

ments in bicycles.

No. 16,679, J- Brookes, H. J. Brookes, and R.

Green, of Birmingham, for improved brake for

velocipedes.

No. 16,711, C. Crawford Anderson, of London,

for improvement in tricycles.

No. 16,717, G. Singer, of London, for improve-

ments in carrier tricycles.

No. 16,751, C. A. E. T. Palmer, of London, for

improvements in bicycles.

No. 16,771, W. Smith, of London, for improve-

ments in velocipedes.

No. 16,806, C. Radensky, of Austria, for im-

provements in velocipedes.

No. 16,948, J. Hudson, of Birmingham, for im-

provements in rims or tires of bicycles or tricycles.

No. 16,952, C. A. Miller and F. J. Miller, of

Birmingham, for improvements in lamps for

velocipedes.

LOVE UNDER DIFFICULTY.

W. M. Woodside's Trials while Courting a

Certain Miss— A Choice between an
Angry Pa, Bull Dogs, or P"reezing to

Death.

W. ISL Woodside, favorably known in shoe

town, turned up here smiling, with silk tile and seal-

skin coat on Monday the 14th, and had time to

say "just from the only 'Lynn," and vanished

up a side street to inspect some city lots he had

invested in last winter, out of his racing earnings.

Woodside is undoubtedly the wealthiest, and at

the same time the most honorable, professional

cyclist in the world. This worldly wealth consists

of property here valued at J6,ooo, and some

$4,000 more in Dakota, all in real estate. He is

also down in the will of the Woodside estate (his

father), Dunduan house, Coleraine, he., for about

$60,000 more in real estate and cash. Besides he

has a very snug bank account. The question

naturally arises, why does he stick so closely to

the track and wheel ? I can solve the question.

He is dead stuck on racing, but says he expects

in his European racing trip to meet Howell for the

world's championship, and sundry other profession-

als. It will be his last efforts on the wheel he loves

so well, and has no need to propel so furiously.

This reminds me of a little affair which hap-

pened to his six-foot nibs last winter, which may
have proved disastrous to his future welfare, and

at the same time given him solemn warning not to

go fooling around Nicollet Island, when the moon
shines, and the papa is away from home. It seems

the genial Irish-American's advent in Minneapolis

was the signal for a general flutter among the gay

young maidens of the " Flour City," and the

American champion's studio was the holder of

many daintily perfumed missives filled with burn-

ing admiration—shall I say love for the si.xty such

bicycle manipulators?—containing also many peti-

tions for locks of hair, autographs, kisses, and

"sich." Well, "Woody" was dismayed, as any

bashful cycler would naturally be, and to make
things satisfactory he promised to marry them all,

I mean promised to accommodate them all, think-

ing that was the best way out of the difficulty.

When the gleaming, glorious moon rose over

Nicollet Island, one evening in October, a foreign

looking chap could be observed carefully survey-

ing a brown-stone mansion, being the invited guest

of a charming young miss of sweet seventeen,

whose papa had stated a few days previous that he

intended making a journey by sleigh a long dis-

tance into the country the same evening chosen by

the lady to invite her adored. The foreigner

—

whoin I need hardly say was Erin's champion

—

knocked timidly at first on the huge brass knocker

with the family coat-of-arms, or shoulders, thereon.

Becoming bolder, he knocked harder, and a vision

of loveliness floated to open the door, and with

much warmth invited her visitor to the parlor. The

pa had started to the country and everything looked

serene for the success of the visit, which went on

swimmingly until nine o'clock, when the two bull

dogs in the kitchen, that were chained to a table,

gave a pronounced howl and began to bark furi-

ously. All at once the pa's voice was heard

swearing lustily at them to keep quiet. "Oh, my
papa has returned," said the miss, excitedly, " and

he has repeatedly warned me not to invite young

men to our house ! What can you do .>
" Sizing

up the situation, the record-breaker made a

decidedly quick break for the front door, while

the pa was coming in through the back kitchen,

knocking sundry chairs over, and growling at the

Ijull pups, he having left the sleigh in the yard.

" Woody 's " break for the door, however, was a

failure, for the combination lock resisted his ear-

nest efforts to open the door. Here was a fix, the

pa and the bull pups at one end of the house, and

he at the other. The young lady, of course,

thought her visitor had left, and was congratulat-

ing herself on the escape from her pa's anger. In

the mean time the visitor was vainly endeavoring

with almost frozen fingers (for the night was a bit-

terly cold one) to open the defiant lock.

It seems a violent blizzard, comnion in winter

to this region, had sprung up before the head of

the household had proceeded far into the countrv,

and knowing the severity and probably fatal re-

sults of his trip if he continued, a return home
was voted by himself and the anxious ma, who
accompanied him—hence the surprise party. In

the mean time let us return to the gentleman at the

door, who was wrestling mightily, catch-as-catch-

can, with the door-lock, and who had in the mean
time got on to the fact that the hat and coat rack

was in close proximity to the door he was vainly

endeavoring to open. Here's a go, thought he,

his teeth chattering froin fear and the cold. The
old man will come out to hang up his hat and

coat and just about take me for a burglar, and

either kill me on the spot or turn the aforesaid

bull purps on me. Cold drops of perspiration

trickled down his back and face as he thought of

the evidently approaching termination of a useful

and well-spent life. The old man did not coine

out, but, instead, the fair one came and hung up

her pa's apparel, and came near enough for the

prisoner to touch her, which he was afraid to do,

fearing, as he said, she might have screamed, and

then I should get killed sure. The darkness of the

hall-way saved him, and he had the pleasure of

knowing she did not see him, and presently heard

her kiss pa good night, and slip aloft.

Presently all was still and the operations on the

doors commenced with renewed vigor, and for

a while he thought the game was up, when, all at

once, the obstinate bolt gave way and he was free.

All at once a new danger confronted him. The

moon was shining brightly, and he heard the

measured tread of a policeman on his beat. Now,

"said he to himself, he will just about take me for a

crook and capture me, if he sees me leaving this

place at such an hour—one o'clock in the morn-

ing, boy. He vifaited until the sound of the foot-

steps was lost in the distance, when he made a

spurt, leaving the door wide open, and crossing

the snowy lawn, he made the fastest time on foot

of his life, arriving in the city a much frightened

but at the same time relieved bicycle rider.

The papers next day told a thrilling account as

to how bold burglars had entered the dwelling of

, Esq., and were evidently frightened away

by the thoroughbred bull dogs, which safely guard

the house. " Woody " smiled, but vowed a solenm

oath never to go out sparking again in Minneapo-

lis. This is a true story and " won't be contin-

ued."—W. J. Morgan in Ly/in Bee.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. have lately

received some elegant colored show cards of the

Rudge machines. On it there are five pictures by

George Moore, who is recognized to be the finest

artist in the world for cycle drawings, and each

machine is represented in a very attractive sketch.

It will be sent to their agents, and will make a

handsome picture to hang in a bicycle club-room.
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Sole ar^d Excl^ange.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

which their warns may be made known al a tiitling expense.

It often occurs that a whcolniaii wishes lo exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wishes lo purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facihiies. The charge will

be one cetit per ivoni, each insertion, cask with the onicr.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

ADVERTISERS will consult their own interests by adver-

1\. tising in The Wheelmun's Oazette.

AGRE.'^T IMPROVEMENT in the method of riding is

to have tact at all limes. Some " lose their head "' just

when lliey need it most. E.xchange all weaknesses for the

bodllv and mental power that is given by CROSBY'S
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES, 56 W. 25th St., New YoKK.
Druggists, or by mail, $(.

cHE\P ENOUGH— The Wheelmen's Reference Hook
and The Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

CARE .VND REPAIR," a pamphlet of useful hints to

wheelmen; by mail, ten i-cent stamps. ARTHUR
MUNSON, Stamford, Ct.

CH. DELAND, Dealer in all kinds of Bicycle Sundries.

• Will furnisli all kinds of repairs. Send for circulars.

AdJiess C. H. DELAND, Thompso.nville, Ct.

DONT BUY A SECOND - HAND CYCLE until you
have seen our list. We have been making money trad-

ing New Rapids, and can afford to sell second-hand machines
cheaper than anybody. Columbias, Royal Mails, Rudges, etc.,

on easy payments. S. T. CL.ARK & CO., Baltimore, Md.

EVERY CLUB SECRETARY should hav;e the Refer-
ence Book. Only 50 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR ,S.-\LE—Victor Tricycle, '83 pattern, in first-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR SALE—44-inch Facile, 1S86, in fine condition; $100.
51-inch Star, 1S84, in good order; J40. THE SOLI-

TARY CLUB, Stamford, Ct.

FOR SALE — 45-inch Special Star, enamel fini.sh, power
traps ; been run about 500 miles ; in good order

;
%ko.

JOHN J. Y'OUNG, Braceville, III.

FOR SALE—52-inch Standard Columbia, nickeled, cheap.
Leader's band instrument will be taken as part payment.

EARL McELWAIN, Belfast, Clermont County, Ohio.

FOR SALE— 54-inch Expert, full-nickeled, with King of

the Road Lamp and other sundries, all in excellent con-
dition ;

price #75 ; wish to buv a larger wheel. Address
W. H. SLACK, Marietta, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Extra Special P'acile, 48-inch, with low Viaor
saddle, so that any one who rides a 50-inch ordinary can

ride this machine ; extra light, with laced spokes, and perfet5tly

stiff and strong ; has not been ridden 500 miles, and is in as
good condition to-day as when it left the shop ; it is a very
graceful and very well made machine, and the reputation of the
Facile as a roadster and safety machine is well known ; this

wheel cost $145 last July; price #115 cash. Address BOX
286, Stamford, Ct.

GIVEN AW.4Y—Premiums for Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicvcling Sundries extant.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,' Spkin(;kif.ld, Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any
address, post-paid, on receipt of price, Two Dollars, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, Spri.mgfield, Mass.

SEND US ONE DOLLAR for The Gazette two years,

and receive a copy of the Wheelmen's Reference Book.

THE GAZETTE and WHEELING ANNUAL, onlv$i.
THEWHEELM EN'S GAZETTE,Springfield,Mass.

W.\NTED— First-class League badge, and Lamson Lug-
gage Carrier. N. DeROY LEE, West.morei.and,

N. Y. (L. A. W. 9142).

WHEELMEN who are ambitious to excel in strength and
skill can exchange their desire for certainty by building

up their n^'rves with the Brain and Nerve Food, CROSBY'S
VITALIZED PHOSPHITES, 56 W. 25th St., New York.
Druggists, or by mail, ?r.

CQ CENTS BUYS WHEELING ANNUAL. Fifty
O Cents buys Canterbury Pilgrimage. Twci Dollars buys
Rhymes of Road and River. The whole mailed to any
address, post-paid, for $t,, includingTHE Gazette for a vear.
THE WHEELMEN'S (lAZETTE, Spkinc.field, Mass.

tf^ r buys one 5S-1NCH 1S86 ROYAL MAIL BICYCLE,
T^ I O used two months, and one King of the Road Hub
L.imp. PORTER .STAFFORD, Kkif, Pa,

BESr GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES!
Pi-nnett's Celebrated Jersey Cloth Knec-Brcechcs, only

%\ a pair. Knee-Breeches out of Cassimere. Corduroy, Flan-
nel, Cheviot, etc., same price. Best Long Bicycle Stockings,
$1 a pair. Improved Acme Belt Hose Supporter, 25c. a pair.

Send for samples and measure blanks,

PUNNETT,
MERCHANT TAILOR. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CB S ©
®

Bank Illustrations, -fLdvertising Cuts

MBchanlcal'WDrk, and Repro-

ductinns of all kinds,

BEST WORK—LOWEST PRICES.

S87 Tremont Street, Boston.

TO ADVERTISERS!
For a check for ?2o we will print a ten-line advertisement

in One Million issues of leading American Newspapers and
Complete the work within ten days. This is at the rale of
only one-fifth of a cent a line for 1,000 Cii eolation ! The ad-
vertisement will appear in but a single issue of any paper, and
consequently will be placed before One Million different news-
paper purchasers ;—or Five Million Kfauers, if it is true,

as is sometimes stated, that every newspaper is looked at by
five persons on an average. Ten lines will accommodate
about 75 words. Address with copy of Advertisement and
check, or send ^o cents for liook of 176 pages.

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 10 Spruce St., New York.

We have just issued -. new edition (the 161st) of our Book
called " Newspaper Advertising." It lias 176 jiages, and
among its contents may be named the following Lists and
Catalogues of Newspapers :

—

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN NEW YORK CITY, with

their Advertising Rates.

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN CITIES HAVING more
than 150,000 population, omitting all but the best.

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN CITIES HAVING more
than 20,000 pojiulation, omitting all but the best.

A SMALL LLST OF NEWSPAPERS IN which to ad-

vertise every section of the country ; being a choice selection

made up with great care, guided by long experience.

ONE NEWSPAPER IN A STATE. The best one for

an advertiser to use if he will use but one.

BARGAINS IN ADVERTISING IN DAILY News-
papers in many principal cities and towns, a List which offers

peculiar inducements to some advertisers.

LARGEST CIRCULATIONS. A complete list of all

American papers issuing regularly more than 25,000 copies.

THE BEST LLST OF LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, cover-

ing every town of over 5,000 jiopu-

lation, and every import.Tnt county
seat.

SELECT LIST OF LOCAL
NEWSPAPERS, in which adver

tisements are inserted at half price

5.4qi VILLAGE NEWSPA-
PERS in which advertisements are

inserted for $41 a line and appe.ir in

the whole lot— one-half of all the

American weeklies

^S" Sent to any address for THIRTY CENTS.

ROYAL MAIL

!

THE ROYAL MACH INE MAN-

UFACTURING COMPANY, Lim-

ited, Birmingiiam, sole makers of the

celebrated "ROYAL MAIL" cycles,

require first-class firms to undertake

the sale of their unrivaled machines

in New York, Boston, Washington,

Philadelphia, and all the principal

cities in the States. Apply direct to

THE ROYAL MACHINE MFG. CO.
(Limited)

Small Heath, - - Birmingham, England.

CHESTNUTS
".\ sailor's wife h.ul chestnuts in her lap."

—

Macbeth.

Being the Christmas Annual of

"WHEELING, and being written by
W. McCANDLISH and F. PERCY
LOW, whose high reputation for satire

and sarcasm is fully upheld by this

w^ork.

CHESTNUTS
Being the most readable Cycling

Annual ever issued in connection w^ith

the sport, and being published at

• S5 CENTS, •

post-paid. Order at once. A large

demand has sprung up, and orders are

filled as received.

CHESTNUTS
2^=A11 orders should be addressed

to the Sole American Agents,

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.
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SONIETHINO NEW !

PATENT PENDING.

,^"

Every wheelman should have one of our neat and attractive

miniature handie-bars, for watch-chain bar or pin. Heavy gold
plate,with ebonite or ivory handles, as preferred, either straight,

dropped, or cow-horn. Price ?2 by mail ; send post-office order
or registered letter. An accent wanted in everv club; write for

special terms. FLINTHAM & FRAMPTON, Corner 7th
and Holliday Streets, Topeka, Kansas.

A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE SPORT. ALL THE NEWS.
FIRST AND MOST COMPLETE.

Descriptions and Illustrations of New Wheels and Inven-
tions as they appear.

Two Papers for the Price of One.
The H'^heehneii's Gazettefree to every subscriber to The Wheel.

Combination Rates.
The Wheel,
Outing and The Wheel,
The Bicycling World and The Wheel,
The Cycle and The Wheel,
The Wheelmen's Gazette and The Wheel,
The Century Magazine and The Wheel,
Harper's Magazine and Tlie Wheel, . .

Harper's Weekly and The Wheel,
Harper's Bazar and The Wheel, . .

Harper's Voune People and The Wheel,
Puck and The Wheel,
The Atlantic Monthly and The Wheel, .

00 a year,

00 a year.

50 a year.

75 a year.

00 a year.

00 a year.

00 a year.

00 a year.

00 a year.

00 a year.

00 a year.

00 a vear.

Advertising Rates 011 application. Sold on all Ne^v York
a?td Brooklyn ne^os-stands. Sendfor sample copy.

The Central Press and Publishing Company,

JOHN F. STRATTON,
49 Maiden Lane, - NEW YORK.

Importer, ManufacSurer, and Wholesale Dealer

in all kinds of

JOHN F. STRATTON'S

Celebrated Brass Band Instruments.

THE CELEBRATED

FRANK B.CONVERSE.

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dongola, as may be required, hand-

sewed, and possessing merits superior to any other Bicycle
Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal
discount to dealers. Mannfacftured bv

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer. Mass.

is<s. fhis gepllfleate iSo.

And 25 cents will entitle the sender to one copy of The
Wheelmen's Reference Book (price 50 cents). Mailed
post-paid. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
SPRlNtiFIELD, M.\<;S.

•fie %\^r ^duoecate

il MONTHLY JDURNilL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAR RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

BANJO.
Manufactured by John F. Stratton.

Musical Boxes, Band Instruments, Stratton's Celebrated

Russian Gut Violin Strings, etc., etc., etc.

E. H. CORSON, Editor atui Proprietor.

Terms, 50 Ceuts a Year, in Advance.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
12 Vesey Street, P. 0. Box 444, NEW YORK CITY. 4:9 Maiden Lane, NEW^ YORK.

S:F°° -Address all commuuicatinns to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. Make monev-orders and
drafts payable to E. H. Corso.s'.

^S^ We can promise an interesting and instructive paper

for all cyclists. Send for a sample copy.

HE IMEW^

I

TRUETANGEKTi

//AJmiFBAJr.

\
Coqf/c/e/if/y

OFFERED AS THE

HIGHEST GRADE

mm^Mj
wcmimMT.
BliElSKSiL^UVMKH

%YsNfR8ET,G I SAML. T. CLARIC^ CO. /jifPO/fTW^ffS
iASmrS WANTED % l>llTTTIlir/VT>l? 1l*TV
ii^m'i^i^^i^ww(/ovi^^o>^w^^^ MMjrxu k k Lik\j k\u§ Lfkk^» 'BALTIMORE, MIK
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BICYCLES ON^EASY PAYMENTS.
Columbia, Champion, American Challenge, Facile, Otto, and other

ISIcycles and Tricycles sold on easy payments, with no extra charge except for interest.

Second-Haid Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
i.ickel-p'.a;ing. .

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT, SOLD, AND EXCHANGED.

.Send for our large finely - illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every adfiial or
prospe(5live wheelman. Descriptive Price-List of becond-Hand Bicycles free.

GEO. V/. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

H[ IF TOU 'WANT IN

Tl^e Mssii Ii^tepeSting Wheel fapei?.

JFl^e Bldesfe Wl^eel Papep.
(Established 1877.)

^1

a

S8©d "^alue fep Your? (ReneT. II

^^©0 §e liJerr Jpif©rmed. ^^

5Fl^e Whole W^eel ^ews of fe^e VJmM.

iigh-Glass liitepafeuFe fsF y®ijp liibpaPY-

jpi^e Best IlluSfepati®ns and

i©pfef?aits ©f dYQlmg GelebpifeieS.

We K^©w all ab©ufe Bpitisl^ and

Eyii>©peaF^ Wheel 0©ings.

M TOU MUST GET

e:
T T

irnes

8F^B eeiiLiflR R TEJIR

^^ l^ift^-tot^o #^ol^mes ^'

@f Readable, liaughable. Enjovable. Valuable,

and Ii^feepeSting ffiattcp, ar^d Fiftv-two

f?oSba@e Stanips, foP $l.G(!).

JFl^iS GYaiirDG ^rWES, is F^Qt published

f©p pPQfit, bufc vi'ith the Gbjecfe of spreading

the wheel abroad.

^^Sfie ^^efiFier $imeg, #2 llJSitefrietrs Street, ^' ^oi^doR, &.©.<^

IMPORTANT TO BICTCLERS !

INJURIES RECEIVED IK TRAVEL, WORK, OR SPORT, ALL AROUO THE GLOBE,
ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

™oRD, 7HE TRAVELERS "'^^c™
ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to tbose who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND

PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

i8^ ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! v INDEFEASIBLE, NON- FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE. -^^^

ASK AGENTS TO SHOW A COPY.

Assets, $8,417,000. Surplus, $2,096,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $11,500,000.
JAMES G. B.^TTERsoN, Prcsidfiit. Iv

'
ll^^^ DrNMs. Secretar>'.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
OF A,NV KIND, SEND STAMP TO

A.w. GTJXlP, DAvxoN. Ohio,
For Large Illustrated Price - List of New and Second - Hand Machines.

Second -Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF SEC<1ND-H.\NI> nCVCI.F-.

A. \V. OUMP, DAVTOX. OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second - Hand Eieycles, Guns,

and Revolvers Taken in Ezchinge
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THE AMERICAN

HAND»riRC»ANNIHIliArOR.

THE BKST CHKMICAL HAND KIRE KXTINGUISHKR
IN THK WORLD !

The Annihilator is a small brass

cylindercontaining chemicals and

water, which generate a gaseous

fluid the most deadly to flame

that science has produced.

The chemicals are held sep-

arately in glass bulbs, hermetic

ally sealed, which are not broken

until the instant of use, thus

preserving their quality and

thereby guaranteeing the same

quantity of gas whether used

immediately or years after it is

charged.

By the simple turn of a faucet

the discharge pipe is opened and

the glass bulbs broken, mixing

the contents, which are sent

streaming on the flames thirty or

forty feet away inside of three

seconds.
TRADE MSSK

It is so simple a woman or child

can use it.

It will act only in the right way;

no mistake can be made.

It meets perfectly the universal

want, and all who witness its ef-

m fects are astonished at the mag-
nitude of the fire which it will

instantly subdue.

Can be recharged at once by

any one, and used continuously.

The chemicals, properly pre-

pared, are supplied whenever

wanted.

The general use of it will save

$50,000,000.00 a year.

All property - owners should

have it for their protection.

It is indorsed by ttie Press, Kire Departments, General
Insurance Agents, and the Rnblic generally,

wherever introduced.

SEISTD FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS, WITH TESTI3IONIALS.

PROVED ITS SUPERIORITY.

The American Hand Fire Annihilator after many
successful experiments has proven without a question its supe-

riority over any machine invented to extinguish fires,

—Boston Daily Globe.

From Prof. JOHN P. MARSHALL, of Tufts College.

I find it to answer all my expe(5lations. It seems to me that

you have combined everything that can be reasonably required

in such an instrument,

—

safety, dnrnbility, and facility of
operation. JOHN P. MARSHALL.

IT WILL NOT DETERIORATE.

The chemicals enclosed in the glass bulbs of the American

Hand Fire Annihilator can undergo no change, and I

know of no reason why they should not be as a<flive at the end

of many years as at present. S. P. SH.ARPLES,
State A ssayer of Massachusetts.

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

THE CHEMICAL HAND FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.

11-4 Tremont Street, BOSTON, NlASS. 18-4 State Street, SprINGKIELD, MASS.

S. G. OTIS, Superintendent of Agencies.
GOOD ACBNTS WANTED. GOOD AGENTS WANTED.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
We beg to iiifornri ot_ir agents and tlie public tbat our line

of cycles for 1887 w^ill consist of tbe following nriacbines, and
that otir spring catalogiae is now in press. Kiirther particulars
will be announced in tbe cycling press later on. Tbose desir-

ing agencies are advised to apply at once. We are already
booking orders for spring delivery.

Tlie NeizB" Rapid Roadster.
With several improvenients over last year, and

hiprher finish.

Tlie Ne"ssr Rapid Safety (Rover type).

Built on the lines of the "Ivel," hut constructod
especially for American roads. It contains several
improvements, and, like all of our machines, is thor-
oughly interchanffeahle. This Safettf may he ridden
with hands off the sfeeririff-bar.

The We-ssrRapid Light Roadster.
Weight of 50-inch, 36 pounds. With all the pointM

of excellence which made tlie New Rapid FuU Road-
ster so popular in 1H8G.

The XTe-ssr Rapid Racer.
Weight of 55-inch, 22X pounds. These Racers won

and were placed in more races in En{?land durinsr
1880 than any other make.

All of the above machines have TRUE TANGENT WHEELS, reeoffnized universally as
the correct principle for icheel huilding.

The Quadrant Tricycle, No. 8.
For g^entlemen only. For the first time especially

built for American roads, of jfreatcr strenffth, and
with several improvements. A roadster of this make
has a record of 2m. 38s. for one mile <»n the road.

The Quadrant Safety Bicycle.
With the Quadrant principle of steering', the device

which has made the Quadrant Tricycle so famous.

The Ladies' Quadrant Tricycle.
Built especially for ladies. Bicycle steerinpr» et*.

This machine is a revelation in the art of tricycle
building.

TheQuadrantTandem Tricycle

.

With liicycle steering fore and aft, and proper dis-
tribution of wheel-load.

We are tbe sole importers of tbe above macbines, and
are prepared to boolv orders and appoint agencies. Send for

catalogue. Correspondence solicited.

SAML. T. CLARK & CO.
S and 4 Hanover Street, - - BALTIMORE, MD.
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FACTS !

Tliat's Tsrliat tliey are, gentlemen, and Tsrortli your larliile to read.

1
"We built the first hollo-sH--forked, ball-bearing Bicycles in th'e United States.

We made the wheels for the first rubber-tired Tricycle put together on this side of the Atlantic.

We have been manufacturing Cycles for eight years, but we do not belong to the Board of Trade (so called) of
Boston, or any other combination. _.

We own the Largest Cycle Plant in this country, and paying no profits to contractors we are able to sell our
products at manufacturers' prices. _r

Oi
Our machines are made for road riding, and hold all of the important world's road and long-distance records.

IS
We belieYe that records made on a frail and delicately-constructed w^heel show^ no superiority in a roadster.

If w^e thought they did w^e should have made a racer long ago, though we never have.

If a new^ mount is w^anted, just have a glance at our line for 1887, w^hich are strictly original in vital points and
not reproductions of foreign ideas. ^^

We shall take great pleasure in submitting our new^ Catalogue to your inspection and criticism. It contains
detailed descriptions of by far the most varied and extensive line of Cycles and sundries manufactured in America.
Our separate Catalogue of parts, telegraphic code, hints, instructions, etc., mailed on receipt of 1-cent stamp.

We are, very respectfully. aORMULLY & JEFFERT MFG. CO.

KEEP lOUR EYE ON THIS SPACE.

Don't decide until you see our

1887 CATALOGUE
Which w^ill be ready very soon.

HELLO! ERIEIS! HELLO!

Just look out for the

RDDGE CYCLES
For 1887.

rudge: telephone man.

RHDGE LIGHT ROADSTER, RUDGE CRESCENT TRICTCLE,
RUDGE BICTCLETTE (Rover Pattern), RUDGE HUMBER TANDEM,
RUDGE ROADSTER, RUDGE CRESCENT TANDEM.

A KELIABLE AGENT WANTED IN EVERY CYCLING CENTER. APPLY AT ON(rE.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
152 to 158 Congress Street^ BOSTON^ MASS.

NE\Ar YORK HEADQUARTERS, GEO. R. B1D^VELL, 313 "West 58th Street.



PRESS OF SPRINC.nELD PRINTING COMPANY.

VOL. 1,-NO. 12. SPRINGFIELD, MASS., MARCH, 1557. PRICE 5 CENTS.

SEASON OF 1887.

EXPERT
LIGHT ROADSTER

STANDARD
SAFETY

SEMI -ROADSTER
RACER

TWO -TRACK

LADIES'

TWO -TRACK

TANDEM

RACING

THE COLUMBIA CATALOGUE,
5S pages, 48 engraYings, is noTar ready, and isrill be sent free

hy mail upon application.

Nine years of h.a.rd service upon every grade of AiTierican
road has not worn ont a COLUMBIA.

TTlne w^orld's story of the road and patli is a recapitulation
of victories by riders of CoivliMLBIAS.

POPE MFG. CO.
79 Franklin Street, Corner of Arch Street, BOSTON.

12 Warren Street, KEW YORK. BRANCH HOUSES- 291 Wtibosh Avenue, CHICAGO.
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i " TBE SPBIHeHELD lOWSTEII
(YOST & McCUNE PATENT.)

Invented by Riders of Experience. The Dnly Absalutely Safe Wheel Against
Headers Made. The Best and the Cheapest. Hd Not Buy a Wheel

Before Yau See The Springfield Roadster.

•••

No extra rake to fork.

No expense left out to

warrant success.

No headers to "knock

you out."

•
•••

•••
•

The clutch movement
is noiseless and runs

perfectly smooth.

The fork cannot be
forced forward faster

than the large wheel
revolves.

The Old story
'
c

Coasting 'Witliout Danger

!

•••
_.£» OF THE

CRANK WHEEL

Hill-Climbing to Perfection

!

•••

inmroveilGliitGlLeyer

s^jyyvVi

The above illustration shows
the clutch from the inside, with

the roller bearings and gripping
mechanism. It is perfectly
smooth and noiseless. No fric-

tion is added by applying the

power. There is no waste of

power, it grips at the slightest

touch. No dead centers.

•••

•••

Known to be the best.

««f^>

TOOL BAG,
As shown in the cut of the

complete wheel. Made with

separate compartments for oiler

and wrench.

•
•••

THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER, complete, with Enamel Finish, Nickel-Plated Trimmings, and Fish Adjustable Saddle, $75.
Diameter of front wheel, 50 inches ; rear wheel, 20 inches. Made of the best weldless steel tubing and steel drop forgings. Warranted
agamst defects in workmanship or material. All wheels fitted to suit the strength of the rider. None develop the walking muscles like the
forward tread of THE SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER. The only safe and smooth coaster.

Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory. For further particulars, address

SPIlI]SrGFIEI.D BICTCLrE MFG. CO.
19 PEARL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Or JOHM p. LOYELL'S SONS, Sole Agents for New England, 147 Washington Street, Corner of Cornhill and Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
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QREATLT IMPROVED OYER 1886 PATTERN.
tj^ /.oo/v I (Hi .v/;i( <irs o.v this I'tai: yi:xT m<>.\ rn..j±2

The King Bicycle
FOR 1887

WILL BK APPRECL\TED BY ALL
AS A ROADSTER,

Because it is propelled by levers, giving a constant

application of power so highly prized on sandy or muddy
roads and iu hill-climbing.

FOR SAFETY,
Because, the treadles being in the rear of the hub,

there is an uplifting at the fulcra in front, removing the

danger of taking a header, and the fork cannot be forced

forward faster than the large wheel revolves.

FOR EASE OF RUNNING,
Because the new adjustable anti- friction bearings run

very easily, are very durable, and cannot roll together;

and there is no cog-wheel friction to overcome in coasting.

FOR DURABILITY,
The new hollow -felloe rim being very rigid, and the

new tangent spokes interlaced, makes this a very strong

wheel. It is the only wheel really utilizing the weight,

to any great extent, except by an expert at highest speed.

FOR INCREASE OF POWER,
Because the new motor, utilizing the weight, and the

natural position of the hands, enable the rider to greatly

increase the pressure upon the pedals, and it can be set

to sandy-road, hill-climbing, or racing speed.

FOR ECONOMY OF POWER,

Because it is the only Bicycle in which the levers are

raised without springs, the new motor raising one lever

and foot automatically by the depression of the other lever,

without retarding the revolution of the drive - wheel by
the ascending foot, even by amateur riders, which on the

crank wheel can only be avoided by expert riders.

FOR CONVENIENCE,

Because it can be adjusted to riders of different stat-

ure, and has the silent coasting clutch. Also any rider

can easily tighten a loose spoke with a spoke-tightener, or

insert a new spoke ; extra spokes are sent with every
bicycle.

Heretofore iiotienl anil nflrertisecl as " Sprinijjivtd's New liiri/ric," "Tlie Sprhir/fleltl Lit/lit lioiiilster," "'The SjtringfleUl Jiicj/rle," etc., uiiU the
only Jiici/clc in the market ever invented or first built in SprintiJiehl. Seeared bi/ I'nited States futents and I'enditiy Vnlted

States and Foreir/n Applieations hij the Inventor, Hev. UOMEll A. A'/AO, Springfield, Mass.

TSTHAT OTHERS SAY.
Springfield, Mass., August 12, 1886,

1 have ridden a crank wheel for five years, and the past few months have ridden The
King Safetv Bicycle on the track and over rougii roads, through mud and sand, up iiill and
down. In ascending a hill tlie weight can be utilized as well as muscle, and in coasting down
hill The King Safety beats all others. It runs more easily than the crank wheel, and is safe

against headers, as the weight is always on one pedal in the rear of the hub. There is no ma-
chine more easy to mount and dismount. I have let many ride it, and they are all delighted
with it. Yours, CHARLES QUIMBV.

Rev. Dr. Gilford, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Bajitist Church of Boston, Mass., a noted
cycle rider, occupied the pulpit of the State-Street Baptist Church in Springfield, Mass., Aug-
ust I, and called at the factory Monday and examined the cycles. We were not present, but
wrote him soliciting an article, and received the following note :

—
Dear Brotht'r King— I enclose you a bit on re-creation. ... I think you have a good

machine. I have always ridden the crank wheel, but think yours will have more power and
safetv. Yours trulv, O. P. GIFFORD.

Springfield, Mass., July 2S, 1S86.

After riding a crank wheel for three years. I have given it up, for fear of going over the
handle-bars, and purchased a Star. Have also tried The King Saff.ty Bicvci.E, which I

think fully as safe and good. Yours, HARRY U. HITCHCOCK.

.!

A NOTED RIDER'S OPINION.

H.vMiLTox Park Bicvclk School,
Jersey City, N. J., December 13, 1886. f

The King Wheel Cottipany— I have fully tested The King Bicycle you

loaned nie, and from a long and varied experience I can truthfully say that,

in my judgment, in comfort, safety, speed, and ease of propulsion, it is very

far in advance of any Bicycle yet brought out. I have had several expert

riders, both of the lever and crank style, and without exception they were
astonished and pleased with it, many saying it was the easiest machine they

ever mounted. I have carefully examined all parts of the machine, and lind

them very simple and effective, and not easy to get out of order. It is the

only wheel I know of which is perfectly adapted to hill-climbing, muddy or

sandy roads—in fact, to the average roads as we find them in all parts of the

country. It is bound to be the popular wheel as soon as its merits become
generally known among riders. Respectfully, CHAS. E. KLUGE.

WHEELS READY TO SHIP EARLY IN APRIL. PRICE LIST. PARALLEL BEARINGS
To Both Wheels.

Enamel Finisli, one-tenth Nh'k<'l, ------- .$7r».<K)
Enamel Finish, one-fourth Nickel, ------ SO.OO
Enamel Flni.sh, <me-half Nickel, _--.-_- S."»,<)0

Full Nickel Finish, J)5.00
One-fourtli Xickel includes Hub, S.tddle-Siiring, Handle-Bars, Brake, and Head. One-half Nickel includes also the Spokes of the large wheel. Full Nickel, all except the Rim

SfUC'IAL OFFER.—10'/, Diseonnt to any Clergyman, or to the first pnrehaser in any County. One llieyrle sells many more.

ADJUSTABLE ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS
To Rear Wheel. To Both Wheels.

$«).->.< >o .$nr..oo
100.00 120.00
IO.kOO 11i.~).00

1 1 .->.oo 1 .-Jo.OO

AtJEXTS WANTED IN ALL I X0( ( IPIEI) TERRITORY.

The King Wheel Company,
51 Barclay Street, New Yorl^:.

THE BICYCLE HERA.LD AND EVANGELIST.—Single copy, 8 pages, one year, 15c.; 10 copies, $1. Tie Herald contains the running record, progress of the art, cycling romance,
and practical helps; The Evattgetist is devoted to the Christian life, evangelistic work, temperance and reform, and a youths' department. S.-inipIc cnpv sent free. .Agents wanted in every town
in the United States. Premiums or liberal cash commission. Bicycles nartly or wholly paid for in this way. Write 'for terms to ALBERT J. KING, 51 Barclay Street, New York.
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THE SEIISflTIOII OF 1887.'^ IIB80LUTE PESFECTIOH.
'»>

THE LATEST AMERICAN HIGH-GRADE WHEEL,

THE NEW MAIL
A PBRKECTLY-IVIADE LIOHT ROADSTER.

"WITH OUR SPECIALTY,

Perfection Strengthened Backbone ^^^Borks.

It is very well known that in all machines

Backbones are liable to break, and do break,

causing bad accidents. The place of break-

age is usually, if not always, at the upper end,

under the saddle, where is the greatest strain.

We have adopted Warwick's New Pattern

Backbone, which has a greater thickness of

metal at the large or neck end, tapering thin-

ner to the small end ; thus obtaining a stouter

and stronger Backbone, with no danger of

breakage, while there is no increase in weight.

The oval shape is also preserved, which is

handsomer and stiffer than the round.

Warwick's Perfection Forks are also used,

having the same construction as the Back-

bone,— thicker at the large end and tapering

or decreasing in thickness at the small end

;

this gives very strong and rigid Forks.

FAIL NOT TO SEE THIS SUPERB WHEEL.

"WITH OUR SPECIALTY,

The Genuine Trigwell Ball -Bearing Head.

Speaking of manufacturers with "big stock"

crying down improvements, a firm introduced

a ball-bearing head, put it on their own ma-

chines, and induced one or two other firms to

adopt it. What a howl went up from the "big

stock" people! They pooh-poohed it right

and left; they wrote and talked it down, and

tried in every way to smother it—but it would

not down. It grew steadily in public favor,

until this year it is recognized as a sine qua non

to a strictly first-grade bicycle, and those who
do not have ball-heads will not rank among
the highest-grade mounts. Of course the extra

cost of construction will preclude its being

used on second-grade machines, but that it is

a vast improvement over the Stanley head,

with cone or hemispherical centers, however

true and well hardened, is a fact that the ex-

perience of iS86 has settled beyond doubt.

—

London Letter in L.A. W. Bulletin, Jan. 8, 1887.

SURELY SEE IT BEFORE PURCHASINfi.

For the past four years, as is well known, we have been importers of high-grade English bicycles and tricycles,

and have controlled the product and been sole agents for the sale of the celebrated Royal Mail. We think it

has been conceded by wheelmen that this latter has been in proportions and style the handsomest wheel in the

market, while the fact that it has been taken as a model by other manufacturers bears out this claim. While

preserving the model (and we ask the reader to glance at the cut and notice the symmetry of which we speak),

yet in order to secure stricter and more perfect interchangeability of parts, and absolutely perfect construction

throughout, which can only be obtained by accurate machinery, we have decided to manufacture our wheels in

this country, and now offer (together with Royal Mails) the latest American wheel, THE NEW NIAIL,
made by the finest machinery of the Ames Manufacturing Company, of Chicopee, Mass., who have long been

bicycle manufacturers. They are built under our own supervision, and from the manufacturers' experience, coupled

with our own, we offer our Light Roadster for 1887 as the most perfect machine yet made. Every detailed part

has been constructed with the greatest nicety, and all are strictly interchangeable. It is, in fact, a perfect wheel.

We ask careful consideration of the distinctive features of XtiE NEW^ IVIAIL, as it has for the coming season

improvements possessed by no other bicycle.

WILLIAM READ ^ SONS,
107 Wastiington Street, Boston, Mass.
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^IPMOIAIUI^

1,000 MILES WITHOUT OILING OR ADJUSTMENT.
PEKFECT RKJIDITY AND EASE OF STEERING.

ENTHUSIASTIC TESTIMONIALS.
IN USE WITH GREAT APPROVAL.

Wheelmen are awaie that ordinarily constant watching and tightening up of the Head is

necessary, owing to the wearing of the cones hv friction. In this Kail Head the cones move
on the balls smoothly, without wear, and one adjustment serves for a very long time—for

months, in fact—and no loosening nor setting up is necessary. There being no friction,

oiling is rarely needed. These Heads are made by the finest machinery, all perfectly alike

and beautifully finished, every part matheuiatically true, and all parts interchangeable.

SPLENDID COMMON- SENSE IMPRO\T^MENT

^l

Sectional and End View of

back fork end of Backbone. Sectional View sliowing Backbone
and Forks when made up.

Sectional and End View showing strengthened

neck end of Backbone.

Close-Fitting Dust Shield.

No Side Screws. Very Neat.

Notice the Smooth Outside and

Strong Base of this Rim.

NEW MAIL System of Tying Tangent Spokes at intersections
— unlike any other! Tied as well as brazed, and wound seven
times, giving great strength and rigidity to the whole wheel.

Impossible for Spokes to separate or rattle. True Tangent
Spokes, 72 in number. Detachable Cranks, 5- to 6-inch throw.

WARWICK'S NEW HOLLOW RIM,

With Thickened Bottom. Seamless and

Perfectly Smooth Outside.

Cemented Tire.

Square Rubber Pedal, conforming to the loot.

William Read ^ Sons,
MANUFACTURERS,

107 Wa.stiin^2:ton Street, Boston, Mass.
Af/ents Watited in Evefff Town. Send Stamp for Circular.

Fiue Photograph ot NEW 3IAIL sent f«>i- 14 ceuts iu staiup;S} with Fine IHustiatious of All Parts.
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Risk One Eye on the Colored Pate Inside

!

icki

SPORTSMAN'S

Pocket DrinklDg-Cup.
A® CARD.

el-plated case. liiipioved fur

d price reduced to 35 cents, or

GREGHILL MFG. CO.

MERIDEN, CT.

ROYAL MAIL

!

THE ROYAL IVIACHINE MAN-

UFACTURING COMPANY, Lim-

ited, Birmingham, sole makers of the

celebrated "^YAL MAIL^ cycles,

require first-class firms to undertake

the sale of their unrivaled machines

in New York, Boston, Washington,

Philadelphia, and all the principal

cities in the States. Apply direct to

THE ROYAL MACHINE MFG. CO.
(Limited)

Small Heath, - - Birmingham, England.

$4.00 for $3.00 !

Rhymes of Road and River, $2.00
The Wlieelmen's Reference Book, 50
Wheeling Annual 50
A Canterbury Pilgrimage, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Mailed to any address, post-paid, for $3, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

Save delay and kno-w that your

ivheel is repaired in the best possible

manner by sending at once to the

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY,

Springfield, Mass.

P^feof©" # © # ©

Hank lUustratians, Advertising Cuts,

Mechanical Wnrk, and Repra-

ductinns of all kinds,

BEST WORK—LOWEST PRICES.

SS7 Tremont Street, Boston.

SAFE, PRACTICAL i FAST.
NO HEADERS OR OANGEROUS FALLS.

Best Eoad Record for 50 and 100 Miles.

World's Safety Records from 1 to 20 Miles.

First American Machine to make more than 20 Miles

within the Hour.
Three L. A. W. Championships for 1885.

Won all Hill Climbing Contests, both as to Speed
and Grade.

Won all the First Premiums, when in Competition,

since 1881.

NEW CATALOGUE READY.

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.
Smitliville, Bar. Co., N. Jr

THE STANDARD SHOE.

This Slioe lias every qualitic.uion necessaiT to make it the
desf Bicycle Shoe in the ivorld. Uppers warranted geiuiine

1
kangaroo; bottoms warranted hand-sewed. Net price, $4.
A Hberal discount mad'_' in dealers. Pleast send for circular.

Manufactured by F. M. EAGER, Palmer, Mass.

BROOKS IDEAL
CYCLOMETER.

SIMPLEST, MOST RELIABLE, AND BEST.
FULLY WARRANTED. ONLY $5.

Send tor Circular to BROOKS ODOMETER CO.. Lowell. Mass.

FOR CLUBS!
Outing, S300
The Bicycling World 1.00

The Wheelmen's Record 1.50

The Wheel 2.C0

The Bicycle South, 50
Wheeling, 2.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book 50
The American Wheelman 50
A Canterbury Pilgrimage 50
Wheeling Annual, 50
Recreation 1.50

$14.00
Mailed post-paid for one year to any club or individual for

f'o, by ^jjg WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
.Sfkingfield, Mass.

TO ADVERTISERS!
For a check for $20 we will print a ten-line advertisement

in One Million issues of leading American Newspapers and
complete the work within ten days. This is at the rate of
only one-fifth of a cent a line for 1,000 Circulation ! The ad-
vertisement will appear in but a single issue of any paper, and
consequently will be placed before One Million different news-
paper purchasers ;—or Five Million Readers, if it is true,

as is sometimes stated, that every newspaper is looked at by
five persons on an average. Ten lines will accommodate
about 75 words. Address with copy of Advertisement and
check, or send 30 cents for Book of 176 pages.

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 10 Spruce St., New York.

We have just issued .", new edition (the i6ist) of our Book
called "Newspaper Advertising." It has 176 pages, and
among its contents may be named the following Lists and
Catalogues of Newspapers :

—

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN NEW YORK CITY, with
their Advertising Rates.

DAILY NEWSPAPER.S IN CITIES HAVING more
than 150,000 population, omitting all but the best.

DAILY NEWSPAPERS IN CITIES HAVING more
than 20,000 population, omitting all but the best.

A SMALL LIST OF NEWSPAPERS IN which to ad-

vertise every section of the country : being a choice selection

made up with great care, guided by long experience.

ONE NEWSP.APER IN A ST.-\TE. The best one for

an advertiser to use if he will use but one.

BARGAINS IN ADVERTISING IN DAILY News-
papers in many principal cities and towns, a List which offers

peculiar inducements to some advertisers.

LARGEST CIRCULATIONS. A complete list of all

American papers issuing regularly more than 25,000 copies.

THE BEST LIST OF LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, cover-

ing every town of over 5,000 popu-

Kition, and every important county
seat.

SELECT LIST OF LOCAL
NEWSPAPERS, in which adver

tisements are inserted at half price

5,403 VILLAGE NEWSPA-
PERS in which advertisements are

inserted for S41 a line and appear in

the whole lot— one-h.alf of all the

American weeklies.

|I^=-Sent to any address for THIRTY CENTS.
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HELP THE CAUSE.

Right at the commencement of the opening

cycling season, it maybe perfectly in keeping with

that season to say, that the cause of cycling as a

recreation owes as much to individual as to col-

lective effort. Therefore, we would suggest to all

cyclers to whom these March pages of the

G.\ZETTE may give pleasure or pain—and we have

done our best, as we always do, to see that it shall

not be the latter—the advisability of forming the

resolve, right at the commencement of the 1887

season, to add from the circle of their friends at

least one more individual to the ranks of Ameri-

can wheelmen. Numbers will undoubtedly of

their own unsolicited will and inclination take to

the " wheel " during this year, as a means of gain-

ing health and recreation, but if in addition to

these easily gained recruits, every wheelman of

the present day and hour brings in one convert

during the coming season to the manliest and

finest recreation that advancing civilization has

rendered available, he will be doing a service to

that recreation and to the community. If these

few words from us can help on the good cause, or

strike a note in its behalf that will arrest attention,

we are satisfied.

THE SHADOW OF A CRISIS.

The late upheavals in the League world have

set a great many members of America's chief cy-

cling organizations thinking over the facts of

the past and present, and the probabilities of

the future, respecting the great association

to which they belong. The present may, there-

fore, be a very opportune time for us to express a

few opinions which mature consideration has led

us to adopt, and the gist of these opinions, or

rather these conclusions respecting the composi-

tion and polity of the L. A. W. have been shaped

by events into the following conclusive belief.

The time has come when the state divisions of

the League should decide to take to themselves

more of the governing power in League affairs in

an individual and circumscribed manner, than is

at present characteristic of their method of work-

ing. As the League is constituted at present, the

state divisions do most of the work and reap the

least profits. They do the work that tells, be-

cause in most cases their work has a direct and

local end in view, which in nine cases out of ten

is reached and successfully dealt with, owing to

the directness and pertinency of the said end to

the wishes, feelings, or interests of those working

to attain it. 'I'herefore we say, that now when we

see before us state divisions approaching in point

of size and influence what the L. A. W. was in

its entirety some four or five years ago, the con-

dition of things as they stand at present might,

with the utmost propriety, and on the most reason-

able and logical grounds, be practically reversed
;

viz., instead of having a centralization of power,

which may be productive of serious trouble, as late

events would appear to show, there should be a

strong government of the organization through the

divisions ; that is the divisions should be the portion

of the League to be overpaid instead of under-

paid for the amount of work done. As it is now,

it is the national figure-head which is overpaid,

and the working divisions which are underpaid.

This we say is all wrong, and as we said at the

commencement of this article, that such is the

case is beginning to be realized by thinking League

members. By all means let us have a strong

I^eague of .\merican Wheelmen, but do not let it

be all head, and nothing else, especially when that

head becomes an encumbrance, and an item of

expense, which in the light of its usefulness, or

the work done by it, becomes too heavy to be

borne.

MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION L A. W.

The ^Lassachusetts division, or rather its offi-

cers, are enjoying themselves once a month with a

grand supper at Young's hotel, and on this ac-

count Chief Consul Hayes is lauded on every side

for his excellent work in the division. Nothing

too good can be said of the grand {.'') work re-

puted to be performed, and now Massachusetts

comes forward and presses Mr. Hayes for the

vice-presidency of the League, and for what ?

Let us see. Under Mr. Ducker's administration

the renewal season of 1886 showed that only fifty-

one out of the division failed to renew, or less

than 10 per cent., while under Mr. Hayes's adminis-

tration upwards of 500 failed to renew-, or about

40 per cent., showing a falling off of 30 per cent,

in enthusiasm, lack of interest, work, or whatever

we choose to call it. Under Mr. Ducker the first

three months of 1885, the new admissions num-

bered 416, against less than 250 under Mr. Hayes,

or a falling off of nearly 60 per cent. Again, on

Jan. I, 18S6, the Massachusetts division had 591

members, which under Mr. Ducker grew to 956
members by ^^arch t, showing an increase of 61

per cent, for the first three months. Let us see

how it has worked under Mr. Hayes's administra-

tion. On Jan. I. 1887, the membership was 1440,

and on March i, only 1025, a falling off of 415, or

30 per cent., and this is what is called grand work.

Figures won't lie, and facts speak for themselves.

DISTRUST IN L. A. W. OFFICIALS.

The recent unpleasantness developed at the

]5oard of Officers' meeting in New York has con-

finned what was long known to close students of

League affairs,—that affairs pertaining to League

management were sadly in need of an overhauling.

Why they were allowed to drift into such a chaotic

state, few are capable of comprehending. The
reason was that either Mr. W'ells or Mr. Aaron

had the power of printing what was favorable to

their side and suppressing what was injurious to

thein as officials, while the president stood bv

and bv inaction tacitly acquiesced. One instance

will illustrate our case. At the meeting of the

League in Boston, in May last, the report of the

treasurer of the League was read, which showed a

shortage to be accounted for of the sum of $4,650.

This report was a part of the meeting, and by

reference to the Bulletin's ?LCCoun\. (reported sten-

ographically) we find the report wiped out, and

no allusion to it. We suppose that as Mr. Wells

was in charge of affairs at that time, he was

responsible ; at the same time President Beckwith

should have insisted upon its publication. The
suppressed report was as follows :

—

COPY.

Due from applications and renewals as per printed lists in

L. .'I. 11^'. Bulletin to May 15, 1886, as follows :—

Applications. Renewals.
List. Number of names. List. Number of names.

14 172 I 227

15 80 2 124

16 163 3 279

17 118 4 5S4

18 180 5 707

19 150 6 541

20 100 7 261

21 112 8 149

22 148 9 200

23 204 10 390

24 167 II 224*

25 214 12 568

26 160 13 137

27 '63 14 5

28 186 —
29 183 Total, 4,396

30 138 *This includes four names in list of

31 162 Feb. 26.

.V "93

33 <47

34 230

35 '94

3fi 3S8

Total, 3.952

3,952 applications @ $1.00,

4,396 renewals @ 50 cents,

?3,9S2.oo.

2,198.00.

Received Feb. 'S6, on acct.

.

56,150.00.

1. 500- 00.

Now due, or to be accounted for, 54,650.00.

DOWN WITH HYPOCRISY.

The Amatf.ur Definition Must Go. Let
.America Le.\i>.

If any argument were needed to show that the

abolition of the amateur definition would add to

the popularity of cycle racing, it would only be
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necessary to refer to the leading sports of England

and America as conclusive evidence. Horsemen

in either country know of no amateur definition.

Cricketers in England are not bothered with the

plague, while the great American national game

of base ball knows of no such humbuggery, and

it flourishes beyond all measure. Now let cyclers

abolish the word amateur from their books, and we

shall see a renewed and increased interest in the

sport. The public don't care a cent whether a

man is an amateur, promateur, or professional.

What the public want is good racing, men classed

according to their speed, and good races with

close finishes will be the result. Where is the

American eagle and our boasted independence,

that we are obliged to toady to old fogyism ?

Where is the spirit of '76? Has it all vanished?

We answer, no. Then let it assert itself, and let

cyclers show the world, by abolishing the amateur

definition, that they as a class are progressive, en-

terprising, and hate sham and humbug.

LEAGUE UNIFORMS.

Chapter II.

—

Co.mmissions.

One of the questions of the hour in League cir-

cles after the disposal of the Aaron-Wells mix, is

the one of League uniforms. The many favora-

ble comments received by us is gratifying in the

extreme, and show that the G.\zette's estimates

of the cost of making the uniforms are in the

main correct, while all agree as to the poor qual-

ity of same and the need of a new and better one.

The information needed how is, if the uniforms

cost no more than estimates given, how the con-

tractors came to get such a large price, and were

other parties invited to give estimates .' Certainly

there was no advertisement for proposals, and all

that seems to be known is that Messrs. Browning,

King & Co. were appointed official tailors, by

President Beckwith. At the Buffalo meeting, in

July, 1885, there were whisperings that a commis-

sion of $2 per uniform was being paid to some one.

The stories grew till nearly every one of any prom-

inence in the L. A. W. had heard it, and told it to

one or more of his friends. From knowledge that

commissions were being paid to League officials

on other things, the Gazette, being an independ-

ent paper, made bold to mention what had been

the talk for the past year, and as a result the

board of officers at the meeting in New York
passed the following

RESOLUTIONS OF INQUIRY.

Whereas, in a late issue of the Wheelmen's Gazette,
published at Springfield, Mass., and widely circulated among
the wheelmen of the United States, there appeared an article

reflecting upon the personal character of the President of this

body and imputing to him dishonest methods in the adminis-

tration o£ certain matters relating to the executive office, and

Whereas, The publisher and proprietor of the said publica-

tion is a member of the League of American Wheelmen
;

therefore,

Resolved, That, in view of the high character of our said

President and the uniform confidence and respect with which

he is regarded by the members of this body, it is the sense of

this meeting that the reasons and motives which prompted the

publication of said article and the object of its publication

should be investigated and made known, to the end that proper

action may be taken with relation thereto ; therefore, further

Resolved, That a committee, consisting of the chief consuls

of the States of Massachusetts, New York and Connecticut,

be appointed, and that such committee is hereby empowered
and directed as follows :

—

First. To demand of said publisher a full and complete ex-

planation of the said article, its object, and its specific mean-

ing.

Second. To demand of said publisher the grounds and

sources of information, if any, upon which the imputations

contained in said article are founded.

Third. To ascertain if any other official of the League

shares the imputations cast upon the executive.

Fourth. To proceed upon its said duties with all conven-

ient speed, and to report in full thereon to this body at its next

meeting.

The article referred to in the foregoing preamble and reso-

lutions is contained in Vol. i. No. 9, of said publication, at

page 14S, and is hereto attached :

—

Item A. "In the event of the League electing a new execu-

tive at the annual meeting next spring, the question arises.

Who will receive the commission on League uniforms ? Echo
answers—(?)

"

Item B. " Considerable is being said relative to the League

owning the League pins and having the profits of same revert

to the League treasury. On the same line of reasoning, why
is it that the League cannot receive the coitimission on League

uniforms? "

Previous to the passing of the above, we were

informed that a suit for libel was to be brought

against us, and that Mr. Ducker was to be expelled

from the L. A. W.; but we were kindly informed

by Chief Consul Bidwell that such was not the

case, and he requested that the Gazette either

prove the statements in print or else clear Dr.

Beckwith of any suspicion that might be attached

to him by reason of the publication of the Gazette

articles, to which we agreed, and to that end we

used the League's mode of ascertaining whether a

man was guilty or not. Our readers will remem-

ber the war made on certain amateurs last spring

by the racing board, and how it was carried on.

The board adjudged a man guilty and sent him a

circular letter which he must sign to prove his in-

nocence ; if he failed to sign such papers to prove

his innocence he was expelled from the League for

professionalism. This mode of procedure was

matured by the racing board and submitted to

President Beckwith, who approved of it. With

the above in mind we concluded to prove the

Doctor's innocence by the same medicine which

he so fully approved giving to others. Accord-

ingly the following letter was sent him :

—

Springfield, Feb. 10, 1SS7.

Dr. N. M. Beckwith, Presideni L. A. W., New York,

N. Y.

Dear Sir :—With a view of clearing up and settling the

matter of commissions on League uniforins, will you kindly sign

the enclosed and return to me at your earliest convenience.

By so doing you will greatly oblige. The Gazette will give

you the benefit of all doubts and with the enclosed it will

make out a strong case for you ; if sworn to it might carr>'

more weight ; then again, in your case, it is wholly unnecessary.

Yours truly,

Henry E. Ducker,

Editor The IVIuehnen''s Gazette.

THE ENCLOSURE.
To Who.m It May Concern.

This is to certify, that I, N. Malon Beckwith, President of

the League of American Wheelmen, have never by virtue of

my office, received in any fonn whatever, either directly or

indirectly, any commissions from Messrs. Browning, King &
Co. (official tailors of the L. A. W.), on League uniforms.

New York, Feb.

Had the doctor signed the above the Gazette
would have been in position to clear him from

all suspicion by the League's inethod of serving

out justice. Instead of the doctor signing the

blank, we received the following, which speaks

for itself:

—

New York, Feb. 14, 1887.
Mr. Henry E. Ducker ;

—

Dear Sir ;— I do not recognize your authority for request-

ing me to sign any such document as you send me in re com-

missions on League uniforms. There was a committee ap-

pointed at the last board of officers' meeting to investigate the

slanderous statements made in your publication ; any informa-

tion said committee may desire, which I can afford them,

shall be at their bidding. I do not recognize any one else in

the matter. Furthermore, unless suitable apology and expla-

nation \%soon made in as public a manner as the accusation,

I shall myself take the matter in hand.

Yours,

N. M.\LON Beckwith.

Fortunately for us, we did not stop here
;

we were bound to prove the doctor's innocence by

League methods, which would be a righteous

mode, so a similar letter was sent Messrs. Brown-

ing, King & Co. to sign, who were more courteous,

and we received the following :

—

New York, Feb. 12, 1887.

Henry E. Ducker, Esq., Editor IVIteebiutCs Gazette,

Springfield, Mass.

Dear Sir :—^Your favor in relation to commissions on uni-

forms just to hand and contents noted. In reply, we desire

to state that we have never paid or given either directly or in-

directly any commissions or compensations of any kind to anv

one, either officer or member, or any one connected or not con-

nected with the League of American Wheelmen, and fur-

ther, we wish to state that such a thing has never even been

suggested to us. Respectfully yours,

Jas. W. Lincard,

Manager uniform department, Browning, King & Co.

State of New York, I

Countv of New York. (

j
SEAL. [ sonally

On tliis i2th day of February, 1887, per-

appeared before me, Jas. W.
Lingard, and by me being duly sworn, doth

depose and say that the foregoing statement is true of his own
knowledge.

Joh.n McGeehen,
Notary Public Kings Co., N. Y. Certificate filed in N. Y. Co.

The statement of Mr. Lingard is conclusive as

far as Mr. Lingard is concerned. For some unex-

plained reason Mr. Lingard did not receive his let-

ter till February 12, although it was mailed from

Springfield February 10 by registered letter and

by special delivery. The receipt was signed by

Browning, King & Co., on February 11, and in the

forenoon of that day. We do not know whether

Mr. Lingard is a member of the firm or not, but

he ought to be in a position to know whereof

he speaks, and undoubtedly he is. As will be

noticed above the firm of Browning, King & Co.

did not sign the statement, but turned the same

over to one of the employes, whose knowledge

might not extend to the financial management.

We have endeavored to give all the information

which we could glean from official sources, and

we trust it is satisfactory to League members.

The committee to investigate Mr. Ducker re-

ported for duty February 21, and the following is

the result of the investigation. In view of Presi-

dent Beckwith's letter and the fact that we had

the above letters in our possession, we did not pro-

pose to commit ourselves, but rather to wajt for

the March issue to give President Beckwith's side

of the story. The committee's report will be un-

satisfactory for the above reason.

Questions submitted to H. E. Ducker by investigating

committee February 21. H. W. Hayes, CImirnmn.

Are you editor and publisher of the Springfield Wheelmen's
G.\zette?

Yes.

Did you caused to be published, the following items in the

issue of the above paper. Vol. i, No. 9 ?

" In the event of the League electing a new executive at

the annual meeting next spring the question arises, Who will

receive the commission on League uniforms ? Echo an-

swers—(?)
"

" Considerable is being said relative to the League owning

the League pins and having the profits on same sent to the

League treasury. On the same line of reasoning, why is it

that the League cannot receive the commission on League

uniforms ?
''

Yes.

Will you inform the committee who is referred to as " execu-

tive " in the above item?

Refuse to answer.

Is it the purpose of this article to intimate that this " execu-

tive " receives a commission on any or all L. A. W. uniforms?
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Refuse to answer.

If so, what knowledge as to the amount and nature of this

commission have you ?

Refuse to answer.

Hy wliom is it paid, and wliat is the consideration ?

Refuse to answer.

Have wu any proofs of this statement?

Refuse to answer.

Will you give to our committee these proofs, or the source

of your information ?

If my informants are willing.

Will you ask the permission of your informants for this

proof ?

Yes.

What was your object in publishing this item in your paper.'

Matter of news.

The whole question seems to be a case of " the

hit bird," etc., for nowhere in the Gazei'tf. have

we said that the executive or President Keckwith

received a commission, although the general im-

pression seems to l)e that we have. That arose,

probably, from the previous talk indulged in by

wheelmen. *.-

REMARKABLE RECORD.

W. W. Sheen, of Quincv, Rides Every D.\y

Bur Two, From May i to Dec. 5, Distance

CovEREt), 7,451 Miles.

\V. W. Sheen is twenty years of age, was born

in Quincy, Mass., June 17, 1S66; stands 5 feet loj

inches, and weighs 146 pounds, when in condi-

tion, but has gained fifteen or twenty pounds since

last fall, and assures us he has never enjoyed bet-

ter health than since he has taken up riding. He
first began to ride a bicycle in 1884, using a ma-

chine of the crank pattern, but took up the Star

in '85, riding 2,500 miles during that season. The
first of April, '86, he commenced with new H. F.

Star, with intention of doing 5,000 miles before

close of season, but by middle of September had

covered that distance with lots of good riding

weather ahead, and December 5th his cvclotiieter

registered 7,451 miles, averaging nearly 1,000

iTiilcs a month.

P'rom first of May till December 5th, used the

Star as the only means of conveyance to and from

Boston, a distance of fourteen miles each way,

and did not miss but two days during that time.

Is engaged as surveyor of lumber in Boston,

and resides in Quincy.

Was never better in health than while rojling

up this record, with ferocious appetite all the

while, was sick only two days in whole season,

which was caused by injudicious use of ice-water.

Did not ride as inuch as the average rider aside

from going between home and business.

Machine i,s not badly used up, but tire of course

will show wear. Had very few mishaps consid-

ering the hard riding the machine had to stand

during the day and often late at night. Did not

depend wholly on cyclometer, but kept record

book as well, which com])arcd well with cyclome-

ter.

Having met Mr. Sheen, we would say that he

is not a decided athlete, but is of rather slight

and neat form, and a gentleman in every sense.

We believe this to be a strictly honest business

record.

April

Miles. Cyc. Reg.

March 27,

Miles.

IS

Cyc Reg

April 6
1

1

21

32

&',

10 42

55i

i.
3i 69

O.J
9. 10 ...i

Miles. Cyc. Reg
12, 20J 834
M. 24 207J

<4>

;^t

226

"S- 2474
16, 1

1

2584
17, 4.i 300
18, 25 325
iq. 2.si 3504
20, 2,4 372
21. 10 3S2

22, I I 393
23. 20 413

May

June

July

August

24. 424 455?
2S. 3ft 492
2h, 20 512

27. .U 543
28, 6 549
2<), 5 564
30, 374 6014
I, 331 f'35

2, 21 656

3. 30 686

4> 22 70S

i. 244

354
7324

6, 768

k
51 819

9, 37 856
10, 284 8844
II,

-2, 29 9134
13. 324 946
14, 35 98.

IS, 37 i.oiS

ih.

'7. 5"4 l,o6S4

18, 48 1,1 164

19. 36 1.1524

1,190420, 38

21, 414 1.232

22, 4b 1,278

23.

24. 35 1. 313

2S, 3ft 1.349
2 ft, 5-4 i,400i

27. 33 1.433

28, 62 1.495^

29. 364 1.532

.30, 55 .587
31. 60 1.647

I, 20 1,667

2, 33 1,700

3,

4. 21 i.72>

S. 40 1, 7ft I

6, 21 1,782

7. 3S4 ,.8174

8, 334 1,851

9. 60 1.9 1

1

10, 434 1.9544
ii> 294 1,984

12, 30 2,014

13.

4. 25 2.039
IS. 304 2,0694
ift, 29* 2,099

18, 44 2,143
19, 31 2,174

20, 324 2,2064

21, 484 2,255

22, 38 2,293

23. 40 2.333
24. 28 2.361

2S, 394 2,4004
26, 524 2.453

27. 224 2.475
28, 50

29. 31 2.55ft4

30, 44 2 ,6ooJ

1, 3S4 2,636

2, 41 2,ft77

3. 31 2,708

4, 20 2.728

S, 364 2,7644
6. 3S4 2,800

7. 31 2. S3 I

8, 384 2,8694

9. 344 2,904
IO,« 39,4 2.9434
II, 324 2,976
12, 35 3.011

»1. 30 3.041

14, 31 3.072
IS, 28 3,100
16, 35 3,135
>7> 364 3,1714
18, sick.

20, 244 3.196
21, 20 3,216
22,

23. 36 3.252

24, 27 3,279

2S.
26, 414 3,3204

27. 374 3,358
28, 334 3,391 :

29. 30 3,421

30, 3ft 3.457
31, 44 3.501
I, 23 3,524
2, 31 3,5554
3. 28 3,5834

4, 304 3,614

S. 35 3,649
6, 30 3,679,

7. 28 3,7074
8, 26 3,734

9. 23 3,7574
10, 32'

f

3,790
ti. 28 3,818

12, 334 3,851

3.89513, 44
14. 34 3.929

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Miles. Cyc. Reg.

15, 22 3.9514
16, 33 3,9844

"7. 35, 4.0194
18, 3S4 4."55

19, 334 4,o,S8j

20, 544 4.143
21, 37 4.180

22, 25 4.205

23, 30 4,235

24, 344
304

4,2694

25. 4.300

26, 40 4.340

27, 284 4,3ftS

4,40328, ",
29. 344 4.438

30, ", 4,471

31, 30* 4,501

4,5361, 35
2, 30 4,566

3, 334 4,600

4, 464

334

4.646!

5, 4,680

6, 354 4.7154

7, 474 4.763

8, 37 4,800

9. 42 4,842

10, 30 4,872
II, 30 4,902

12,

13, 34 4.936

14, 384 4,9744
IS. 384 5,013

16, 25 5,038

17,

18. 3" 5,068

19, 12 5,080

20, 28 5,108

21, 54 5.162

22, 32 5,194

23, 20 5,214

24, 31 5.245

2S. 4S4 5.29"4

26, 224 5.313

27. 2S 5.341

28, 22 5.363

29. 25 5.388

30, 28 5.41ft

3b 5,452

2, 35 5,487

3> 21 5.508

4> 32 5,54"

5, 32 5.572

6, 35 5,607

7, 35 5.642

8, 30 5.672

9, 37 5.709
10, 15 5.724
ii> 35 5.759
12, 30 5,789

13, 35 5,824

«4> 384 5,8624

IS. 4i4 5.904

16, 38 5.942

7, 59 6,001

18, 41 6,042

»9, 37 6,079

20, 45 6,124

21, 40 6,164

22, 40 6,204

23, 564 6,2604

24, 304 6.2gi

25, 344 6,3254
26, 34 6.3594
27. 28 6.3S74

28, 29, 30, 31, cold N.
1 ,. rain storm.

I, .*! 6.4194

2, 41 6,4f>o5

3, 44 6.504

4, 424 6,547

5, 47 6.594
6, 24 6,618

7, 204 6,6384

8, 60 6,698^

9. 52 6,750
10, .84 6,7694

", 31 6,800

12, 364 6,8&6i
'3.

>4, 5 6,841

15. 36 6,8774
6,92316, 46

7, 39 6,9624
18, 13, 6.9754
'9. 294 7,005
20, 35 7,040
2I> 7 7,047
22, 42 7,089

23, 14 7,103

24, S 7,108

25. 48 7,156
26, 45 7.201

27. 47 7,248
28, 384 7.286,

29, 50 7,336
30, 51 7,3871
I, 5 7.392'

2, snow.

3. '3 7,4054
7,43144, 26

5, by snow-storm.

2S, *. 7,4454
26, 5* 7,45'

From May i to Dec. 4, he rode in and out of

Boston every day on which he went to Tmsiness,

rain or shine. Sick but two days (July 18 and 19),

caused by drinking ice-water.

SUMMARY.

Month.

March
April
May
lune
July
August
.September.

October .

.

November
December.

01

28

27

27
27
3'
28

27
29

5

62
60

44

544
54
59
60
26

I "< a.

»S
21

38}
354
33J
32I
304

344
"{0

•5,
586*

•,o45i

9534
901

1,000

9'44
97'4

1,000

63 J

7.45>

RIGHT YOU ARE.

It is announced that the Springfield Bicycle

Club, by a vote of fifteen to eleven, has decided

not to hold a tournament this year. This will be

regretted by most wheelmen, and by many re-

garded as a calamity. The benefits to the sport

and the trade, resulting from the public interest

created by large tournaments, are undoubted. If

these benefits are lost in consequence of the

League's policy on a matter of sentiment, should

not the blame rest where it belongs? The senti-

ment attached to amateurism is very agreeable, as

a matter of sentiment, but if the sport and pas-

time of cycling is to be hainpered and retarded

by it, we say, fling it aside.

—

Bicycling JVorlii.

Largest day's riding, 62 miles. May 28. Larg-

est week's riding, 318^ miles, October 17 to 23.

Largest month's riding, 1,045^ miles, May.

WELCOME, COMRADE, WELCOME!

[Read at the Stevens Banquet, Boston, Kib 25, 1S87].

The 'Friscos, as we bade them, opened wide the Golden Gate,

Gave you grand and kingly greeting, as though you came in

state.

The King of Tempests stilled the waves, that stemmed the

vessel's prow,

.\nd bade them bend their crested heads and aid us keep our

vow

To give a royal welcome to the wheelman's cycling knight.

That has belted the round earth, through its darkness and its

light.

You rode out from shores Pacific, on to where Atlantic rolls.

Then across to Merrie England, that all cycling hearts enfold.

Through Europe's southern countries, to the Key to all the

East,

Out across Arabian deserts, with barbarians to feast,

Riding steed of steel in Persia, to far India's coral stran4.

Passing China's mobs and robbers, to the shores of long

Japan,

.\ik1 we bid you welcome, comrade, as you come among us

here.

Welcome, welcome, cycling knight, with a hearty cheer on

cheer.

Welcome you, and your Cokimbia, that to you has proved so

true.

Gallant steed and gallant rider, greatest that the world e'er

knew.

Ye have braved Earth's darkest dangers, climbed her mount-

ains, crossed her plain.

And throughout her wheeling kingdom, cyclers your exploits

proclaim.

Clubs have toasted you at banquet, out from Oakland to New
York,

.\t the Hub, we bid you feast upon our far-famed " beans and

pork."

Eagerly we've looked and waited for the coming of this day,

We—the club called Massachusetts, in the old State on the

Bay.

From our Pope unto our Steward, " He's all right !
" you

hear them shout,

And the latch-string, Thomas Stevens, for you ever will hang

out.

Daniel W. Colbath.
152 Newbury street, Boston.
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Castanet Cyclic,^. But the Greatest of these is—

ON THE PIKE.

" Seems 's if all the wheelmen on the pike were

dyin' for that Daisie Pelham, on her trike, there,

an' there goes two now who will overtake her in

half a minute, at the pace they keep
;
you'll see

'em slow up pretty soon an' ride alongside her, "s if

they had the whole day before 'em, an' they had

joined her in the most casual way possible," said

Mrs. Dodson, who had caught wheel phrases from

her son, who was a cycler, and admitted—to him-

self—being as bad off as the rest of the said wheel-

men regarding the fair vision in question. .Soon

Jo. Dodson, saying he " had to see a man " down
the road, was on his new machine and drifting

along in the track of the others, in more than one

sense, and enjoying the charm of the bright June
day. Presently the reverie into which he had

fallen was disturbed as three of the Fargone boys

joined him, and he remarked with a gesture toward

the trio farther down the road ahead, that he

guessed he " wasn't quite as Fargone yet as some
others," whereat a smile went 'round, and their

wheels did, till they passed the slow goers, and

were away for the day.

The old Telford Pike never held out greater at-

tractions ; flowers were in bloom on every side,

and they vied with fruit blossoms and new mown

hay in fragrant offerings. Snatches of bird melody

were so frequent as to be almost contiijuous, and

there was very gladness in the air.

To one who has been there, what can be more

delightful than a run on good cycles, and a road

that approaches perfection, which must be just

hilly enough to prevent monotony and afford

coasts ? All this our company had and more, for

some were given to songs by the way, and many
fine bits we who did not sing were favored with.

Slowly as we had ridden, and frequent as were

the stops we had made, the " Queen o' the Pike
"

and her escorts did not overhaul us, and we ran

leisurely into Pikevillefor dinner and " to rest our

weary bones," as the joker and would-be-scorcher

said, with a good deal of irony in his tone; but we

noticed that even he, who pretended to be quite

delicate, " had his appetite along with him," as the

waiter remarked. So had we all of us, and after

more delay than was necessary, probably with an

unspoken of hope of seeing " her majesty, the

Queen," who did not come, we pulled out on the

homeward route, which, according to club rules,

was a different one than that of the morning's trip.

Now we had a change of scenery, with often a

glimpse of the white-capped waves of the sea, and

the many features that are all its own. There are

silvery white sails in contrast to big brown ones,

and a variety of steam and sail craft that make up

an ever changing and pleasant picture. It would

be incomplete, though, without the gulls, and

nearer by the land birds, bees, and butterflies.

How one who notices such things revels in them,

and prolongs a ride among them, always finding

the day too short, and determining to visit again

certain scenes that are passed too quickly by.******
We hoped to have been able to work into this

article an account of rescuing " the Empress " from

some perilous position in which mad canines or

bovines were mixed up, and have some orange-

flowers-and-Christmas clima.xes, but the influence

of "the hatchet legend" upon us, together with

the rumor that one of " her " escorts has pur-

chased a tandem, throws an azure hue over the

ending of this yarn that was not intended.

A year later. We frequently pass a quietly

happy looking couple on that tandem, and as we
skim along on the latest thing in Faciles, in the

enjoyment of our freedom,—beg pardon, we cannot

deny that a certain silken mesh is being drawn

more tightlv around us,—but we haven't the cash

for a tandem !
" Stamson."
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TSTe T2e"ant to explain to you Tsrliat Tare lia-ye been doing all tlie

long "HTinter days to improve tlie larlieels you ride. ISTe larant you
to knoTsr just liOTsr lare make our Cycles, because ysre tliink tliat tlie

more you knoiar of our metliods tlie more you Tsrill approve tliem.

IN^e larant to explain to you tlie difference betiareen ball-bear-
ings Tsrliicli are adjustable, and traps Tsrliicli are made to evade
patents laritliout any regard to tlieir value as practical bearings.
TSTe Tsrant to explain tbe difference betTsreen a liigli-grade bicycle
and one claimed to be liigb-grade isrlien it is not.

TSTe Tsrant to sIlotst you some of tlie tricks resorted to by makers
Tsrlio try to sell larlieels because tliey are clieap. l^e do not make
clieap Tsrlieels ; isre make Tsrlieels as expensive as is necessary to

liave tlie very best. TSTe Tsrant riders to educate themselves in
cycling devices, so tbat tbey may be able to give an intelligent

opinion larlien they are asked to believe that a machine is high-
grade Tsrhen its only selling point is that it is cheap. Nothing
is had for nothing. It takes money to buy the best. The rider

larho buys the best larill serve his oiarn interests, and Tsrill have a

salable larheel after years of use; larhen if he had paid three-

fourths the price for a cheap ivheel he larould have "worse than
nothing. A good Tarheel is alTarays Tarorth a good price.

Our noTar Illustrated Catalog tells you Tarhat Tare Tarant to say

on these points, and Tare Tarill send it to you free if you Tarill send

us your address on a postal card. Do it noTar!

Your friends,

OVERMAN "WHEEL COMPANY,
18S-188 Columbus Avenue, Boston.

P. o. Did that vegetable product which graces the periphery of your wheel ever change its mind and its base

at the same time and leave you in a pile on the side of a hill, tire less and tired? How did you like it? Do you know there

is only one maker in the world who guarantees tires to stay? If you can't call and see how it's done, read our Catalog.

O. W. CO.
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THE EVERLASTING AMATEUR QUESTION.

[We give to our readers ihis inoiuh an interesting article on

the amateur question in lingland. The first was written by

the champion amateur champion, G. I.acy Hillier, who ques-

tions the motives of Mr. J. R. Hogg, who, as is well-known,

champions the abolition of the amateur distinction. The

answer by W. McCandlish completely uses up our friend, Mr.

G. Lacy Hillier.]

This question is again to be brought promi-

nently before the world of athletics, and the

branch of sport which has brought it to the front

is again the cycling branch. To those who have

watched closely the latest developments, it must

be clear that the original " gentleman amateur "

definition would have afforded no protection un-

der present conditions to the amateur section of

the sport. The chess-men, with whom the game

is now being played, may be catalogued as fol-

lows : (i) The makers who do not emi)loy paid

riders to compete as amateurs to advertise their

machines. They in general remain supine, only

grumbling occasionally at the ruling body of the

sport, but making no effort to assist the cause of

reform. (2) The makers who do employ the sal-

aried rider. They take an active anti-amateur

stand, and are followed by (3) their hangers-on,

who—subsidized directly or indirectly—do their

best to secure the liberty of the paid employe.

Finally, we have (4) the paid emp/oyes, open and

secret, themselves ; on the other hand are ranged

but one set of cyclists, (5) those who follow the

sport for love of it alone, and who, consequently,

though very fond of it, aris not vitally interested

in such questions as those now agitating the

cycling world. Classes 2, 3, and 4, it is clear, will

devote tiine, patience, and energy to anything that

may promise to cause the Union trouble, and in-

terfere with its purifying action directed against

class 4 ; and class 5, not a vitally interested class,

alone remains to meet the combined and energetic

attack of the interested cohorts of makers' em-

ployes. We do not fear for the result. The class

corresponding to class 5, in the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen, stood firm to the principles of

amateurism, and the rank and file of amateurism

in the National Cyclists' Union will suffice to up-

set the deep-laid plans of those who seek to pro-

fessionalize the cycling world.

The " figure-head " of this movement is Mr. J.

R. Hogg, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, an amiable gentle-

man, honestly holding views which are utterlv im-

practicable, and gifted with an earnest style of

oratory which lends a fictitious value to his utter-

ances. Not for the first time, Mr. Hogg is to be

made the tool of a section at the December Coun-

cil Meeting, whereat it is stated that he will bring

forward once again his proposition for the aboli-

tion by the N. C. U. of the amateur definition.

Mr. Hogg's idea is to allow all cyclists (amateur

and professional) to compete together for money
prizes—briefly, to professionalize all cyclists.

It is scarcely necessary to go at any length into

the pros and cons of this proposition. Sujjpos-

ing, for the sake of argument, that the Amateur
Athletic Association, the Henley Coinmittee, the

Swimming Association, the Bo.xing Association,

and the National Cyclists' Union were all to agree

to permit promiscuous competitions for money
prizes, it must be obvious at once that one single

dissentient to the movement could keep alive the

immortal lamp of amateurism. Nay, more ; that,

even if every athlete, oarsinan, swimmer, bo.xer,

and cyclist in the kingdom was to professionalize

himself to-morrow, yet, the day after, amateurism

could be re-established, even if a cripple with two

wooden legs alone remained willing to contest for

the amateur blue ribbon. Thus the moment
the above-named bodies took the insane step

suggested, they would cease to be amateur

associations; and amateurism, rising from its

ashes (or the /uis/us its lunatic rulers had made

of its affairs) would soon re-establish new ama-

teur bodies to replace the former ones. More-

over, such action would be widely sui)i)ortcd. A
rational appreciation of athletics obtains at our

public schools and colleges. The masters there

are often old athletes themselves. Their contem-

poraries scattered throughout the country are now

supervising with paternal care the athletic exer-

cises of their sons, cherishing a hope that the

voungster may prove a chip of the old block.

And these seniors are the men who assisted at the

Renaissance of amateurism, that revival of ath-

leticism which has done much for the physique of

the youth of the last two decades, and these seniors

will scent the battle from afar, and once again give

athletics that helping hand which is so needful at

such junctures.

But the " true inwardness " of Mr. Hogg's notion

is not found upon its face, though Mr. Hogg him-

self is, doubtless, quite ignorant of the fact that

he is to be made a stalking horse of. The object

which a number of delegates seek to effect is the

breaking up, or demoralization of, the National

Cyclists' Union. That body has taken severe

measures with the makers' employe's, and the lat-

ter class will made a big effort to upset the Union

at any cost. They will not succeed; but, even if

they were to do so, the gain would be but small.

The Union, broken up by internal dissensions,

and the efforts of men originally elected to further

its interests, would pass out of existence; but

those clubs which have upheld the amateur status

would siinply reorganize themselves on an ama-

teur basis, or, better still, enter the fold of the

Amateur Athletic Association. Thus the pro-

gramme of disruption, even in the very remote

chance of its proving momentarily successful,

would prove but dead-sea fruit to the victors.

One or two existing clubs might promote profes-

sional contests for their members, but those mem-
bers would be barred from all other branches of am-

ateur sport, and would be condemned to a limited

exercise of their prowess on the professional ])ath.

What power might remain to the Union would be

exercised in the interest of the maker who man-

aged to place the greatest number of his employes

in positions of importance ; whilst daily and hourlv

the new Ainateur Cycling Association would

make its way side by side with the Cyclists' Tour-

ing Club, if nol as a branch of that organization.

Such, then, is, in brief, the prospect before Mr.

Hogg. He will be supported by, perhaps, a few

like himself, who honestly believe good will come

to the sport from such a resolution, by the classes

2, 3, and 4 alluded to above, and by a limited num-

ber of persons who, never having entered into

active amateur athletics, do not practically appre-

ciate the insuperable objection to the course pro-

posed. Those who follow Mr. Hogg to a logical

conclusion, and carry out his programme, will from

henceforth be outcasts, as far as amateur athletics

are concerned. No amateur club—cycling, box-

ing, athletic, swimming, or rowing—will accept

them as members, and they will simply have no

part or share in the world they have deliberately

forsaken.

In conclusion, we would repeat that we have, we
hope, made clear above, namely, that we do not

question Mr. Hogg's bona fides in the slightest de-

gree, but that we simply demonstrate the funda-

mental impracticability of a scheme which in-

vites one section of the amateur athletic world to

ostracize its members for good and all, but which

l)rovides no check in the case of a strong and in-

fluential supi)orled counter-movement, on the part

of the believers in the existence of the true amateur

spirit amongst Voung England of 1886.

G. L. H.

THE REPLY.

Everlasting t Aye ! as long as rampant snob-

bery rules the roost of British athletics, and who
shall dare to prophesy how long that scourge will

assert its sway.' Typical of a nation which hud-

dles its plague spots away and covering them with

the pleasant enamel of oblivion broadly asserts

their non-existence, the sham of amateurism ca-

reers onwards day by day, honored in its grand

hypocrisy by the ignorant many, and sneered at

and derided by the few who realize its folly.

In replying to the article which under this head-

ing occupied a place in the opening number of

this magazine, we wish to steer clear of any un-

pleasantness. There were certain allusions to the

crusade of Mr. Hogg which carry their own con-

detnnation with them. When a year ago, Mr. Hogg
stood up before the hostile Council of the Na-

tional Cyclists' Union and moved that the ama-

teur definition be abolished he found his chief op-

ponent in the journalist or athlete,—which you

will,—who last month wrote above the initials " G.

L. H." On that occasion as on this, a side issue

was the sheet anchor of defense. Mr. Hogg's direct

arguments being unanswerable, resort was made to

the fear of what other athletic associations would

do—an un-English cry at its best—and now in the

article under reply, we have in addition to the

resurrection of this hoary-headed false postulate

the broad insinuation that Mr. Hogg is the tool of

a party. Not that his common-sense arguments

are fallacious, mark you—that is far too danger-

ous a ground to tread upon, but that for some

shameful reason, unintelligible to an ordinary

brain, Mr. Hogg is being used as was the pro-

verbial cat in the extraction of chestnuts from the

fire. What the chestnuts are supposed to be is a

question which a gracious Providence watching

over the workings of the human brain can alone

solve.

But let us leave this subject, and see what are

actually the facts in amateur cycling to-day, and

what are the attitudes of the two parties in the

question. We have an institution known as the

National Cyclists' Union, with a head center in

London and local centers in such districts as

BirminghaiTi, Newcastle, Bristol, Liverpool, Man-

chester, Brighton, Portsmouth, Vork-Ridings, Not-

tingham, Glasgow, Edinburgh, .Aberdeen, and oth-

ers. This body has been appointed to govern cycle-

racing and to keep a watchful eye on the conser-

vation of the rights of wheelmen as ta.x-paying

citizens. In the latter resjiect it has done from

time to time yeoman service, but in the govern-

ment of racing, it is a notable fact that although

every racing man and every wheel pressman is

fully aware that roping and swindling are every-

day occurrences in connection with cycle-racing,

and although the sister body, the A. A. A., is con-

tinually suspending men for these malpractices,

the N. C. U. has not suspended half-a-dozen men
for this class of offense in the last four years.

Lookins; around the centers of the N. C. U. what
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do we see ? We see the racing paths of Newcas-

tle, Liverpool, Birmingham, Manchester, Aber-

deen, etc., filled with men of the artisan and pit-

man class, and to readers of Soiitheni At/ileiics we

say, " If you want to thoroughly grasp this ques-

tion, go to the Crystal Palace track, pick out the

least respectable looking shop-boy who competes

there, imagine a social grade infinitely below his,

and then you will have some faint idea of the

racing men of the Midlands and North." These

are the amateur riders of Great Britain—these

are the masses—the so-called "believers in the

true amateur spirit amongst Young England," are

the classes, and it is for a minority which outside

the London district can almost be estimated as

units, that the farce of amateurism is kept up.

This amateurism provides that no one save a pro-

fessional shall ride for anything but prizes more

or less useful. These prizes must not be sold.

The amateur rulers cannot help their being sold,

but that is neither here nor there. They must not

be. Year after year thousands and thousands

of pounds pass from the hands of club commit-

tees into those of the silversmith, while the racing

man has forced upon him trophies of his prowess

in the shape of cups and clocks ad 7iauseam.

Meantime the nature of cycle racing is such that

large expenses are incurred by every man who prac-

tices it. If the bank clerk wins any money by

racing, unless it be by gambling, the N. C. U. de-

clares him a professional. He is not a profes-

sional, but a bank clerk who has honestly won £z,

or ;f^io as the case may be, but such is N. C. U.

ruling. Reader, we ask you to reflect on this !

Is there any other rank of life, is there any other

pursuit of mankind in vi'hich such intolerable folly

would be perpetuated ? Cricketers, marksmen,

owners of race-horses have no amateur definition of

this absurd character, and yet the sports flourish.

Now let us see the effects of this law. A num-

ber of riders, by natural and acquired gifts of

speed and endurance, have come to the front in

cycle racing, and as men of moderate means, in

order that they may pursue the sport they love,

they find that either they must sell the prizes they

win, or obtain assistance from the makers. To
do the former is to break the amateur law ; but as

they would not be found out, they would probably

do it, were it not for the great difference between

buying and selling the rubbish in question. The

makers offer them assistance on condition that

they ride a special machine, and the men accept.

The Union suspects them of doing so, and they

are suspended. Suspended ! what is that t J.

E. Fenlon, amateur champion, is suspended from

riding against amateurs. He never rode a race to

lose in his life, but because he carried the glory

of England to Norway, and amid the thundering

plaudits of 10,000 .Scandinavian throats, showed

that the red, white, and blue was the premier flag

of the cycling world, he incurred the suspicion

of the N. C. U. Executive, and was suspended

from riding against the roping thieves and sneaks

who form a vast body of their clientele !

In the article to which this replies, we read of

the fond parents cherishing their saplings, and

leading their young ideas in a line to shoot clear

for amateurism when their time comes. What
balderdash! what cribbed and cabin'd claptrap is

this! Give us rather the young man of the true old

English type, who races for sport pure and simple,

and if he himself is able to dispense with cash

prizes, does not despise those who are less fortu-

nate. Give us the young man, who, glorying in

the strength his God has given him, throws down

his gauntlet to all the world, and, in the words of

Snowdon's knight, cries

'* Come one, come all, this rock shall fly

From its firm base as soon as I."

That is the true Young England spirit. Not the

miserable creeping thing which whines forth " I

am rich enough to race as a sentimental amateur.

Please keep Fenlon away from me. He has had

some of his expenses paid." Paltry it is, and still

more paltry are the many who support it. The

nice distinctions which are drawn to save one man

and to condemn another, how humiliatingly small

they are ! A pressman can clothe himself from

head to foot in Dr. Jaeger's Patent Sanitary cloth-

ing, and never spend a farthing on it, working out

the price by " puffs " in his employer's paper
;

but he is not called a "Jaeger's amateur." He
can strut it with the lordliest.

Depend upon it, readers of Southern Ath-

letics ! the revulsion of thought which will see

some fifty votes recorded for abolition, in place of

the solitary one of last year, means something

—

and that something is the coming downfall of that

fraud, the Amateur Definition. W. Mc.C.

THE ANCIENT WHEELMAN.

The following poem was written for the Ga-

zette by one who was favored with a Columbia

calendar, which contained on one of its daily slips

the following :

—

"A Florida, N. Y., gentleman, seventy-two years

old, recently ordered a bicycle of The Pope Manu-

facturing Company, which he expects to use for

the next ten years, after which he will be content

to ride a tricvcle.

—

Springfield IVheeltnen's Gazette."

The farmer, who the soil has tilled

For lo ! these many years.

No longer wants a trotting horse

To gather in his steers.

The miller, past \\\z Jlmver of youth,

And also past his prime

—

His looks are like his clothing—white,

White, with 'Crvt flour of time.

The doctor, aged, his glasses through

Looks wear^% worn, and grim :

And, since his patience all has gone,

YiX-i patients come to him.

The minister moves feebly round.

Full of rheumatic pain

—

And slow and trembling, to his church

He travels, ivitlt his cane.

And there's the ancient lawyer,

Who, too. has come to grief,

His Piiriton's Digest may digest,

But scarce a meal, or brief.

The printer—poor old printer !

Disguise it if you choose.

But it keeps him mighty busy

To mind his p's and q's.

But the jolly ancient wheelman

Is a Ifoy among old men.

And orders up a " bran new bike,"

At threescore years and ten. .

For though he's old, he's not decayed.

He'll roll up many a score

On hill, or level, up or down.

For a decade, or more.

And when, at last, he tired feels,

He'll lay aside his " bike "

And rest awhile, and then come forth,

And introduce his " trike."

It's down hill now, and well he knows

From most of life he's simdered.

But still he rides, and so he means

To coast down to a hundred. A

FROM OUR BRITISH CORRESPONDENT.

U CC ESSIV I-: conibinations

of unfortunate circumstances

have conspired to destroy the

continuity of my reports to

you for a few months past ; but in

resuming the pleasant task of jotting

down the progress of wheeling in

the Old Country I hope to keep at it more regularly

in future, having now adopted a means—which I

shall be happy to describe to any brother scribe

of similarly erratic disposition— whereby mv mem-
ory will be effectually jogged as each monthly mail-

day comes round.*

Valentine's day is here, and our riding.season

is about to commence. For cycling purposes, the

winter has been exceptionally unfavorable ; and

for a week past the weather has been—though

fine—very cold. Still, we may look for the usual

drying winds to usher in milder days ; and there is

every prospect of a most successful season, new
converts to the wheel being plentiful.

As regards hibernating wheelmen's recreations,

the past winter has seen a notable change, foot-

ball and cross-country running being less promi-

nent than heretofore, while boxing and home-

trainer races have been plentifully indulged in.

•Several exhibitions of gymnastics,—or "Assaults at

Arms,"—have also been held by cycling clubs; a

race on home-trainers at the North Road Club's

entertainment being for the championship, and

won by Backhurst, of Eastbourne, although Stokes,

of Hastings, did the best time, breaking the record

by pedaling a mile in im. 35 1-5S.

The most remarkable club during the winter has

been the " Tare an Ouns " C. C, of Dublin, which

seems to be comprised of all the most mercurial

and energetic of the wheelmen in the Irish capi-

tal. Their rules are a comically-compiled set, and

they carry on the wildest extravagances on the

road, innumerable little accidents being the in-

variable accompaniment of their excursions, and

their reckless riding is only equaled by their good

humor and conviviality.

The latest charitable scheine started among us

is Mr. Henry Stunney's proposal to raise the sum
of ;^i,ooo (say five thousand dollars) for the pur-

pose of presenting a life boat, completely equipped,

to the society which provides our coast with those

valuable vessels, in commemoration of the Queen's

jubilee; but, although the scheme is supported by

the other wheel papers, it has taken several weeks

to raise £cjO (four hundred and fifty dollars) : the

general idea on the part of fellows who do not

subscribe to a thing merely to parade their charity

being that an object more appropriate for cvclists

might have been selected for the celebration aimed

at.

The " Stanley show " closed a week ago, after

a most successful run of ten days, the universal

verdict being that it had eclipsed all its fore-

runners in point of completeness and usefulness.

The great features of the year are tricycles of the

handle-bar, front-steering pattern, with very large

wheels, 24-inch steerers being now regarded as

small, wheels up to 30 inches in diameter quite

common, and some even going as high as 32

inches ; while the drivers are correspondingly re-

duced in size, some being as small as 30 inches.

Four bearings to the axle are also the rule ; and

ball heads for bicvcles of both tall and dwarf va-

*We presume our correspondent alludes to the pleasing cir-

cumstance that he has taken unto himself a wife.—Eu.
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WOOD CHALLENGES ROWE AND HENDEE.

As soon as the Clipper containing the announce-

ment that W. A. Rowe and G. M. Ilendee had

become full-fledged professionals reached Fred

Wood in Australia, he penned the challenge which

appears below, and forwarded it by the first out-

going mail steamer. It is worthy the serious con-

sideration of the challenged parties :

—

Oxford Hotel, Sydney, N. S. W , Dec. 20, 1886.

Editor New York Cupper—Sir: Will you kindly in-

sert the followins; challenge from me to Rovve and Hendee.

As yon are aware, R. James and myself are at preset making a

tour of the colonies, hence our letter from Sydney. We get your

paper here every mail that comes in. Seeing in your valuable

paper that Rowe and Hendee have become professionals, I

will ride either of them any distance, from one to twenty

miles, on any fair track, bar Springfield, for Si.ooo a side : or

I will join in a sweepstakes with them and Howell. I will al-

low either of them S230 for expenses to ride in England, or

take S250 to ride in .America. Or if they prefer to meet me
on neutral ground, I will allow them $375 for expenses to ride

me in Australi.i. Business only is meant by

Vours truly, K. Wood.

riety are very generally adopted. In dwarf bicy

clcs, tlie front driving or " Kangaroo " type is be-
I

coming obsolete, rear drivers of the " Ivel "' and

'• Rover " species supplanting tliem.

Troublous times have befallen tlie National

Cyclists' Union, in consequence of the determined

stand made by its e.xecutive against the maker's

amateurs, inany of whom have been suspended

"on suspicion." At the usual council meeting,

held a week ago, an attempt was vainly made to

have these suspensions rescinded, the Anfield Bicv-

cle Club, of Liverpool, formulating some very

drastic proposals ; after a two-nights sitting, the

action of the executive was supported, the pro.xy-

votes of the Provincial local centers conducing

greatly towards this result. An important altera-

tion in the amateur definition was made, by the

erasure of the clause which prohibited a profes-

sional cyclist "making the pace" for an amateur

on road or path. The recent reduction in the limit

of value for prizes was quashed, the old ten-guinea

limit and five-guinea recommendation being re-

sumed.

This same meeting of the X. C. L^ was note-

worthy by reason of the great increase of the

power wielded by the local centers, who send up

so many pro.vy-votes as to soinetimcs completely

outnumber the London representatives and other

delegates actually present at the meeting. A lit-

tle more careful attention to detail is also given,

although we are far from the punctilious observ-

ance of strictiv formal and business-like proced-

ure which, I gather from reports, is observed at

your L. .\. W. meetings.

In another direction, too, we are essaying to fol-

low the lead set by Americans. I refer to the

ladies' tour. So successful was the men's tour to

Killarney, last autumn, that a number of lady

riders are talking enviously about it, and an at-

tempt will be made to organize a party of ladies,

with male escorts, to go over the same route some

time next summer—probablv in June. Incident-

ally, the project is already doing good work, the

e.\perience gained on the rough and hilly roads

last year having led to a demand for an exception-

ally strong and safe, as well as easy-running, tan-

dem, which the trade is at present unable to pro-

duce to the complete satisfaction of such as know

literally "how the ground lies." When such a

tandem is perfected, it will doubtless prove popu-

lar for use on rough American roads.

"F.\ED."
Biggleswade, Keb. 14, 1887.

BROOKLYN.

Her (Liiis .\Ni) Club-Houses.

HE ne.\t club which I will

now describe is the Ilderan

Bicycle Club. This enter-

prising club was organized

on Sept. 27, 18S4, at the

residence of Mr. H. Green-

man. The original members

were J. B. Cruikshank, E. A.

Wagenfeuhr, A. D. Seaver,

W. J. Savoye, F. D. Dodge,

W. Dodsworth, and H.Greenman. They were all

friends of one another and their intention was

simply to have a small organization for them-

selves, which would keep them together during

winter as well as throughout the season. During

the winter of 1884-5, ''^^ members worked hard

in the interest of the club, and their labor was re-

warded by a membership of eighteen in the spring

of 18S5. The necessity for a regular club room

now became apparent and a room was hired at

the corner of Flatbush avenue and -Sterling place.

.\ uniform of dark green cloth was also adopted,

which has been retained until this day. The
membership was now on the steady increase and

it was decided to locate in more commodious

quarters. The present club rooms then became

their abode.

' '—
^/f/iM iiiiii'irf^

The illustration shows the front of the house

on Flatbush avenue. The dimensions are 25x60.

Upon entering we find ourselves in the wheel

room. On the right are the bicycles and on the

left we behold the tricycles. The large room af-

fords sufficient room for twenty-five bicycles and

ten tricycles along the right and left sides, while a

clear space of about fifteen feet is left between. At

the end of the wheel room we have a tool counter

in the left corner, with oil and all necessary tools.

Near the tool counter stands the home-trainer,

which has seen good service during the past win-

ter. From the wheel room a door opens into the

card room. This room is provided with tables

and chairs for those who delight in handling the

pasteboards, and at the same time it serves as a

smoking rooin. .-Mong the left wall stands a row

of lockers and also a wash basin with cold water.

From this room another door leads us into the

meeting room.

The meeting room is nicely furnished, plenty of

chairs, and a large and small table are conspicuous.

Photographs of cycling events adorn the walls,

and a piano stands in the left corner of the room.

(.)n the large table we find all the latest cycling

publications, which keep the members posted on

outside matters. Taking the rooms altogether,

the Ilderans have a very cosy little retreat, and as

regards comfort and general friendshij) among the

members, they are equal to any club in this city.

The membership is now forty-eight and is rapidly

increasing. At the last annual ineeting the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Howard
Greenman ; vice-president, E. \. Wagenfeuhr;

secretary, R. L. Calkins ; treasurer, W. V. Miller;

captain, W. J. Savoye; first lieutenant, H. H.

Farr ; second lieutenant, E. A. Hall ; right guide,

E. llornbostel, Jr ; left guide, F. C. Farnsworth
;

bugler, Percy Seixas ; color bearer, F. Hawkins.

The club at present occupies the entire bottom

floor, but on account of its rapid growth, it will in

all probability rent the floor above in earlv spring.

ii'ti^

The Ilderans are very enterprising, in fact, more
so than any other club in this city ; the numerous
card parties, lectures, entertainments, etc., during

the past winter, bearing witness thereof. Well

founded upon the rock of prosperity, the Ilderan

Bicycle Club looks forward to a large increase in

membership and a place amongst the foremost

clubs in the countrv. f. W. S.

When the bicycle came in like a flood, it was

confidently ])redicted that knee-breeches would

become popular, even with pedestrians, but as

the English have continued to wear the long

cylindrical style, the leaders of men's fashions

in this country have not dared to undertake the

reform, although some of the best tailors have

exhibited knee-breeches costumes in their fashion

plates with " honorable mention." A Chicago

man, who has no fear of the New York Brummel

before his eyes, has undertaken to give knee-

breeches a boom, and is trying to enlist fifty fol-

lowers who will pledge themselves to wear knee-

breeches for a while, till the fashion is set. Suc-

cess to him!

—

SpringJutit Union.
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JOTTINGS FROM BEYOND THE THREE
RIVERS.

CASTING my eyes round me in

the neighborhood of the Qua-

ker City, I see but few signs

of the spring season, the

opening of which is within a

few days' time of us. True, I

was talking to a couple of

enthusiastic " Pennsylvania "

members, who were feeling
""

good over having stolen a ten-

mile ride from Tack Frost, but the old fellow is

having his revenge on them, and on us all here,

for he keeps his cold grasp on this neighborhood

this year with a tenaciousness which is hardly cus-

tomary with him.

Thanks to his very positive presence this winter,

cycling, that is, active cycling in Philadelphia, has

been practically nowhere, and were it not for the

blaze started in New York on the occasion of the

late L. A. W. Board meeting there, we would have

stood a good show of going to sleep forever, like

the way in which they say certain Arctic travelers

sometimes do. The warmth of the blaze started

on the occasion referred to has not departed yet,

and pending further action on the part of the

division and of the board of officers, there is a

good deal of discussion going on amongst local

wheelmen of the various phases of the whole

matter. As is natural, there is a good deal of

feeling over the business, some League members

going so far as to say that the publication in the

Bidktin of the stenographic report amounted to

nothing, inasmuch as there might have been some-

thing the matter with the report, that it had bron-

chitis, or something of that sort, and had to be

doctored, but of course these surmisingS amount

to nothing. It is a notable fact, however, that the

late row has had the undoubted effect of dimin-

ishing the League renewals to a very large ex-

tent. It is a great pit)', but this unfortunate

squabble has hit the L. A. W. a harder blow than

anything which has happened since the rows

which we all remember as preceding the Wash-
ington reorganization. .Some time will elapse be-

fore the full amount of the evil done will be ap-

parent, and also some time will elapse before the

harm that has undoubtedly been done to the

League will be mended even partially. This is a

result of the fracas in New York, which unfortu-

nate occurrence is more to be regretted by all

good and true League members, than any other

fight or misunderstanding that was ever a feature

of the organization. But enough of fights for the

present. I would like to see some good h.onest

riding weather come along ; we have had enough
indoor and miscellaneous work for some time past,

what with house building, and preparing to build,

and house-warming, and all these heart-burnings,

we want a change, and a change in the direction

of the open highway. Reports were current here

that the editor of The Wheelmen's Gazette
was going out of cycling, and that the G.\7,ette

and the tournament were perforce going up the

spout. These reports have been denied and it is

to be hoped that none of the three things feared

will happen. How about the League European
cycling trips ? It was given out that one European
touring party would get under way at Spring-

field sometime during 1S87, and travel over many
of the historic spots of the " Old World," and
another very definite report said that the L. A. W.

would organize and push to a successful conclu-

sion a very pretentious and presumably enjoyable

cycling trip to Oriental parts. We do not

hear much respecting either of these enterprises.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club is just now in

the midst of its engineering over ways and

means in connection with the pushing to a suc-

cessful conclusion of the club-house operation.

At the next meeting of the club, a decision is to

be arrived at respecting the advisability of raising

the dues and initiation fee. This is a step that I

do not like to see cycling clubs indulge in. Fix the

dues at a fair rate for the size of the club, do not

attempt to do too much, and more enjoyment will

be gotten out of cycling, for less expense, than out

of any recreation I know of. One fact alone ought

to shape the policy of the average cycling club,

and it is this : As a great proportion of cyclers

are young men commencing life with limited in-

comes, it is hardly reasonable to suppose that they

can put their hands in their pockets and stand the

same expense that an elderly man with an assured

income and settled position can. Remembering

the first cost of a machine, uniform, etc., and then

remembering that, say, $15 a year is equivalent to

good interest on an investment of $300, will give

the cue as to why, except under what we will call

exceptional circumstances, the dues of cycling

clubs should not be run up into figures which

would exclude from membership the young enthu-

siasm of the cycling world, which is in reality, a

main factor of that world. Better have double

the number of members and less dues, than less

members and greater dues, for the lesser dues

mean more men actually, and perhaps from the

attendant club associations permanently interested

in the sport, and they also mean more machines,

and, in fact, more everything for the advancement

of the cause. Here is a suggestion. When it is

proposed, friend cycler, in your club, to raise

the dues, say for any laudable object like the

building of a house, do you oppose it, at least un-

til the following proposition is tried first, viz. : For

every member to pledge himself to bring in within

a specified time, one new member for the club.

Reason this out. Am I not right .>

Probably when " Jottings " next undertakes a

journey across the three rivers, a six days' bicycle

race will have come and gone in Philadelphia, and

we shall be all wiser respecting the pleasures

and profits of long distance riding. There is

a strong movement on foot to get up one of these

round, and round, and round exhibitions of en-

durance, for that is about all they are. Judging

from the interest taken in times past by Philadel-

phians in the matter of cycle racing, there does

not appear to be much encouragement for the at-

tempting of such an enterprise as a six days' bicy-

cle race in Philadelphia. The idea is, doubtless,

the outcome of the late six days' walking race

held here. If the business was taken hold of

rightly and made a tip-top thing of, done in fact in

the way that Philadelphia does things when she

stirs herself up, a first-rate thing, no hippodrome

business, might result, and we might have a record

and a new machine might come to the front, and

all that sort of thing, but I am afraid there is

not much show for success.

Hendee has been on here in Philadelphia, and

made quite an extended stay. Both personally

and as an agent for the new Springfield machine,

he made quite a favorable impression among local

cyclers. The company owning the new machine

have a good agent in him ; being a fine looking

fellow, and gentlemanly in manner and bearing,

he invariably takes with the boys all round, and

if the new machine bears out the promises made
for it, there is no reason why if vigorously pushed,

both on the track and in the warehouse, it should

not meet with good success during the coming

season. There ought to be a great number of

machines bought during this year; it strikes me
that there being a great number of new riders, a

corresponding number of new machines will be

required, and then I think that this year will be a

year for change on the part of old riders, and

there will be a strong disposition among them to

get rid of old mounts and invest in new ones.

It ought to be a brisk year for the cycle trade,

and if a new machine comes out, and it can be

demonstrated that it is an improvement on, or

possesses advantages over machines already in

existence, I believe that such a machine would be

very likely to, so to speak, take the market on the

boys, and make a ten-strike at the first go off.

Hendee exhibited his new mount here several

times, but as he had more of the principle than

the practical working to expound, he did not pro-

duce such a popular effect as he might if he

rode a mile in 2.20 on the " Springfield."

Our Philadelphia cycling clubs are keeping up

a steady and advancing growth, and as compared

with the development of like cycling institutions

in other places, they do not seem to be one whit

behind the age. Three years ago there was one

cycling club in the city, which could boast a mem-
bership of fifty, and only one. Now there are

three of our city clubs with memberships of one

hundred, another with a membership of fifty,

while there are a number of others with a member-

ship each which in the aggregate would make

something like another hundred or more club

men. In addition to these regulation cycling

clubs, we have the Association for the Advance-

ment of Cycling, an organization from which a

great deal was expected, but whose future does

not appear to be as bright now as it once did.

Perhaps the chief thing which has injured, or will

injure, the usefulness, and will cramp the develop-

ment of this attempt at a strong cycling union for

a definite purpose, is the effect produced not only

upon cyclers but the general public by the re-

cent trouble in League circles. There is hardly

any doubt but the recent row has acted detriment-

ally to the interests of cycling, and it is a great

pity that such is the case. I question very much

if all the efforts of our enthusiastic workers in the

cause here to push the fortunes of the Association

for the Advancement of Cycling, will meet in this

city with the success which they deserve, and this

example of the local effect of the late trouble is

only, on a small scale, an example of what will be

the case in a general way. I am very much afraid

that I shall not be able to report the full success of

an undertaking which in its inception, and in its

first workings, bore such promise of good work

in the future. It may be that the work of the

League at St. Louis, on the occasion of the annual

meeting, will in some way repair the mischief

which is the outcome of the New York reunion
;

let us hope that this will be the case. I do not

know how this section of the country is going to

be represented at St. Louis. You may remember

that I predicted last year that there would not be

an extraordinary large representation from round

this district at the Boston meet. Well, it appears

to me as if the place of meeting this year though

farther removed from here than Boston will com-
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maiul a greater attendance of cyclers from

this region than did the " Hub " last year. I hope

that this will be the case, for the L. A. W. wants

all the support this year that it can get. What-

ever may betide this year, now at its opening, we

hope for a right successful all round, one suc-

cessful for our riders, successful for our manufact-

urers, successful for the cycling world generally.

As a great many wheelmen felt some little time

ago, 1SS7, though it may not have the fever-

ishness of 18S5 or 18S6, will have some special

features which will mark it as a prominent one in

cycling history. It bids fair to be an eventful one

for the League and necessarily it will be of moment

to a large percentage of American wheelmen.

Well, success to the L. A. W., and a speedy escape

from its troubles and difficulties Chris.

Philadelphia, Feb. 28, 1887.

HOW NED WON THE DAY.
FOR THR GAZETTE.

'Tw.-is nuiscle 'gainst steam on that momentous day,

When steel challenged steel in thickest affray,

O'er rail-bound prairie in far western clime,

Where shone sun Hesperian, in warm autumn time.

In Septem., '84, the exact date I forget,

—

A day long remembered by " Bikes" in our set,

—

At dawn we set out—Ned, Brick, Tom, and I

—

For a run up the track of the Q., L. , and Y.

Tom rode a Rudge, while Brick was astride

Of a chipper built Expert, with Ned at his side

Well ensconced on a Rapid, a rapid, indeed.

While I came behind on a Gormully steed.

It was yet early morn, and the faint glinting sun

Espied our mad flight past meadow and lawn ;

While from farm-house came oft and anon as we passed

From a bucolic horn, the shrill waking blast.

Six miles had we spun in appearance grotesque.

While hardly a question was uttered or asked ;

—

Content with the pleasure, we, barely awake.

Sought not from our sport whims worldly to take.

" .Say, Guy" (that was I, your humble servant),

" Did you hear that terrific snorting and rant? "

Spoke Ned, in the lead, as, off with a bound.

He reined in his steed and jumped to the ground.

" Yes, yes, there it is, and it's coming this way,"

Shouted Tom, in affright (he was our baby);

Sure enough, 'twas an engine, a runaway, too.

Coming up on the track of the down train from Q.

Soon the monster was on us, snorting and blind

—

It came with a crash and was off with the wind
;

" On the wrong track, 'twill smash into the mail-

Come, boys, in the saddle, there's no word as fail !

"

Thus shouted Xed, and off like a flash.

He sprang on Iiis wheel and onward did dash
;

Low bent o'er the handles, not once looking back,

And soon far away was fast making tracks.

" Great Csesar I He'll surely rush on to his death,"

Quoth poor little Tommy, quite out of breath ;

But talking was useless—our captain was gone

To catch the iron monster and stop the wild run.

On, on, o'er the rail led the engine's mad pace

;

On, on followed Ned, in hot-headed chase

;

While we, nothing daunted, brought up the rear.

Awaking the echoes with deafening cheer.

Mile upon mile, in succession we passed.

When slowly, but surely, Ned's gaining at last.

The steel-throttled charger had spent its fierce flight,

Tho' still rushing onward with terrific might.

Ned saw it, and forward, fast, faster, he sped

—

The ground fairly flew under his rubber-tired steed ;

Nearly crazed with excitement, the pedals he pushed.

While awed and inspired, our cries became hushed.

" He 's closing the gap, of the cab is abreast

—

Oh ! Is he in time its speed to arrest ?

"

Just for an instant he raises upright.

And grasping the cab, he leaps from the bike.

Oh, Lord ! round the bend, the express is in view.

Scarce twenty rods twixt death and its crew ;

" Jump, jump, Ned, your life will surely be lost."

But our hero, undaunted, bravely clings to his post.

See, the throttle he grasps, applies the air brakes.

While groaning, and creaking, and surging, it shakes,

As tho' in great anger, most human to see,

And loth to give up its coveted prey.

Powerless to check its mad pace, the express

Comes thundering on, while looks of distress

Are shown on the engineer's dust-begrimed face,

And reversing his engine, abandons his pl.ice.

Dismounting in breathless suspense from our " cykes,"

We watch for the crisis, which surely must strike,

—

Yes, closing our eyes, we wait for the crash

—

" Oh, glory! Ned's saved it," appears like a flash.

'Tis true, the dark demons, scarce six feet apart.

Have acknowledged their conqueror's heroic part.

He had stopped and reversed his engine in time.

And now backed past us, all covered with grime.

My story is told,—no more need be said

Of the laurels heaped over our brave, fearless Ned ;

Of the generous gifts from those he had saved.

From horrible death and untimely grave ;

Of the beautiful cycle which they did present

In place of the old one, now buckled and bent.

G. W. N., Jr.

Herkimer, February 14.

SCOTLAND, IRELAND, AND NEW ZEALAND.

The final issue of the Cycle—the Boston weekly,

whose purchase by and incorporation into the Ga-

zette we mentioned last month—devoted much

of its space to reprinting a certain story of cycling

e.xperiences for which Tit Bits, a London weekly,

paid a prize of $250. This is such " big money "

in England, that the cycling scribes there rolled up

their eyes in horror when the award was made to

a man not one of themselves,—a man not even

known by repute to themselves as a rider or

writer. " Who is this ' Hugh Callan ' .' " was

the general cry; and many were the sarcastic an-

swers professing to believe that he and his e.xpe-

riences were quite mythical, if not also the Tit Bits

prize itself. Yet the autobiography of this canny

Scotchman, who won the $250 away from his bet-

ter-known London competitors, had been for nearly

a year awaiting publication in the pages of Karl

Kron's still unpublished " colossus of roads."

We present it now, from the advance sheets of

the book, in coinpany with autobiographies of

representative tourists in Ireland and New Zea-

land. These three stories show how thoroughly

the author has raked the world, fore and aft, in

securing materials for his " cyclopaedia," and how
thoroughly mistaken is the opinion of those peo-

ple who judge that this is solely or even chiefly a

narrative of his individual experiences becau.se

he has labeled it "Ten Thousand Miles on a

Bicycle "
:

—

" .Scotland's single contribution to these statistics

is supplied by Hugh Callan (b. Aug. 13, i860),

M. A., of Gla.sgow University :
' Having learned

bicycling last December, I took my first ride in

January, 1S85 ; my first long ride in March (Som.),

and second in June (104m.), both being in the day-

time and continuous. I've been too busy to be

out much. Longest ride within 12 hours, July 22,

Berne to Geneva, 98 miles (equal very easily to

iiom. on ordinary roads). Longest stay in the

saddle, July 22, Lausanne to Geneva, 37 miles.

My trail was continuous from ."Vmsterdam to

Geneva and back to Arlon (94Sm.), July 13-2S.

Other details of my 1,100 mile tour you may ex-

tract from the Tri. Journal (Aug. 19, p. 87),

whereof I send you a copy.' I quote from this

as follows: 'Taking train July 9, Glasgow to

Carlisle, I wheeled thence to Hull on nth (152m.),

and embarked for Amsterdam. I give the termi-

nal town and mileage of each day thus: 13th,

Arnheim, 67 ; 14th, Dusseldorf, 71 ; 15th, Coblentz,

80 ; 17th, Mayence, 60 ; iSlh, Heidelberg, 55 ; i8th.

Str.isburg. 75 (where spent 19th); 20th, Basle,

78 ; 3 1 St, Berne, 60 ; 22d, Geneva, 98 ; 23d, Morge.s,

12; 24th, Besanyon, 79; 2Sth, Loup, 57; 26lh,

Nancy, 72 ; 27th, Hettingcn, 57 ; 28th, Arlon, 33.

Taking train thence to Antwerp, I sailed homeward
on the 29th, spent 30th at Hull, and took train to

Glasgow on 31st. Baggage in m. i. p., 10 lbs.

British Challenge wheel stood well, only having

the tire worn, and a slight crack in a crank, got

from going up the fearful hills of the Jura country.

Riding 17 full days 1,100 miles would give 65 miles

daily average, but 70 miles is nearer truth, as on

several days I stopped many hours to visit interest-

ing spots, while on most I stopped up for a little at

such places. I can travel cheaply abroad because

I'm as familiar with French as with Lngiish, and

know some German also. I avoid the large hotels

frequented by tourists, and am well suited with a

clean bed in some little lodging house.' The
average cost of this is shown to be less tlian 30

cents ($5.50 for the 19 nights), and the whole cost

of 23 days' absence from Glasgow was 541, whereof

$13 went for transportation. ' If you are sur-

prised at such economy, let me say that when only

twenty years old I took a six weeks' pedestrial

tour through F"rance and Belgium which cost only

"'Springfield,' seems appropriate as the birth-

place and residence of the only rider in Ireland

who has contributed to my statistics : William

Bowles (b. Dec. 8, 1850), a country gentleman liv-

ing at Castlemartyr, 20 miles east of Cork, and a

consul of the C. T. C. His report to me (July 9,

'85) reads thus :
' Having kept an accurate diary

of my bicycle riding from the outset, I can show

you a total mileage of 13,202, divided by years as

follows: 1875, 342; 1876, 1,247; 1877. 9SS; 1S78,

1,965; 1879, 871; 1880, 1,121; 1881, 1,124; 1882,

1,644; '883, 1,475; 1884, 1,560; 1885 (up to July

9), 865. You may rely on the distances being as

accurate as it is possible to inake them. Up to

the spring of 1883 I took them from large-scale

maps, road books and mile-stones, and since then

I have been using Stanton's bicycle log, which I

always found correct when compared with mile-

stones and Ordnance Survey maps. .'\s I cannot

use a hub lamp with it, I have lately got a Iving-

of-the-Road lamp, with Hernu's cyclometer at-

tached, and I find this perfectly accurate. I am
sure you will have difficulty in getting hold of an-

other Irish bicyclist who has been riding for 10

years and has kept such a diary as mine from the

very start. This record gives the names of all the

places where I rode each day, and includes the

following tours : 1S7S, Killarney, 192 miles, and

county Limerick, 178 miles; 1882, England, 325

miles; 1883, Scotland, 417 miles; 1884, Connemara

and western highlands of Ireland, 488 miles. My
average rate of traveling on tours is 44^ miles a

day. Total of separate roadway traversed, about

2,250 miles. My weight averages 140 pounds.

The dates of service of my several machines, with

mileage, are as follows : September 20, 1S75, 'o

June 13, 1S77,—48-inch Ariel (Haynes & Jeffries,

Coventry), 2,083 \ J"'3' -°' '877, to September 25,

1S78,— 50-inch Stanley Head Excelsior (Bayliss &
Thomas, Coventry), 2,287 ; October 2, 1S7S, to
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July 5, 1879,—54-inch Duplex Excelsior (Bayliss &
Thomas), 663; September 29, 1879, to February

26, 1881,— 52-inch Perfection (Gorton, Wolver-

hampton), 1,562; May 28, i88i,to March 14, 1885

— 52-inch Interchangeable (Palmer &Co., Birming-

ham), 5,837 ; April 6, to July 9, 1885,—52-inch D.

E. H. F. (Bayliss & Thomas), 865. My longest

distance ridden in a month (Aug., '83) was 542

miles. Longest in a week (Aug. 22 to 28, '84),

resting on Sunday and riding only 6 days, 315

miles. Longest in 6 successive days, Monday to

Saturday (Aug. 6 to 11, '83), I2i miles. My long-

est in a day was 85 miles (Sept. g, 78), when I

went from Springfield to Nenagh, in county Tip-

perary, via Lismore, Cahir, Cashel, Holycross, and

Borrisoleigh. On this ride I took photographs on

the way, carrying the apparatus in knapsack, as

well as a large m. i. p. bag filled with clothes. My
longest recorded straightaway without dismount

was 18 miles, but I may have ridden further,

without being aware of it, on other occasions.'

Post cards of September 2 and November 23 re-

port additional mileage of 968^ (raising the 1885

record to 1,833 J ^"^ ''^^ total, for a trifle more

than 10 years, to 14,170.^), and I quote from them

these final details. ' Leaving Springfield on the

13th of August, I wheeled to Waterford, and took

steamer across to Milford, in Wales. I rode

through South Wales, the midland counties of

England, North Wales and back along the west

coast of Wales to Milford, where I took steamer

back to Wales, and rode home on August 29, a

tour of 712 miles. I rode every day except the

two Sund<iys, so that the daily average was 47^
miles. My longest ride without dismount was

from Waterford to Dungarvan, 28 miles. I also

rode 287 miles between August 17 and 22,—which

was 66 miles more than my best previous record for

6 days. My total mileage for August was 765,—or

223 miles more than my longest previous month's

record (Aug., '83). During September and Octo-

ber I only rode 94^ miles, which makes the 7

months' mileage of my present bicycle 1,833^

miles. I never do much wheeling in the cold

weather, but hope to begin again next spring.'

" I had the pleasure of receiving a personal call,

September 20, 18S6, from a native New Zealander,

who, having subscribed for this book, two years

before, decided at last that he must make the

16,000 miles journey to New York, in order to

make sure of getting it. Incidentally, he may de-

cide to reside here for a few months or years, after

really securing the volume,—engaged in minor

business affairs of his own. He is a native of

Christchurch, though his parents were born in

England, and he had never left his island-home

until he sailed for San Francieco, last July. I re-

fer to William H.Langdown (b. Nov. i, 1864), ex-

captain of the Pioneer Bicycle Club, a fairly recog-

nizable likeness of whom was jxinted in the

Wheelmen's Gazette (Aug., p. 86), apropos of

his competing in the autumn races at Springfield

and elsewhere. His letter of September 30, reply-

ing to my appeal for statistics, is as follows:

'From October, 1878, to December, 1882, when I

rode a bicycle 10 miles daily, to and from school,

I must have covered at least 6,000 miles, for I did

not miss riding a dozen times, and I used to do

about 40 miles on Wednesday and Saturday after-

noons. First long day's ride was in April, 1881,

—

66 miles, whereof I did 30 without dismount.

Longest day's ride I ever took was 84 miles, on

Dtcember 8, 1883, whereof 57 were done in 4h.

34min.,—including time taken in walking over two

river beds. Month with longest mileage, Novem-

ber, 1884,—822 miles. First bicycle bought Octo-

ber, 1878, had no name; neither had the second,

bought November, 1879; third was a special Club
;

fourth, a Gentleman's Club; fifth, a 51-inch D. H.

F. Premier; sixth, an Excelsior tricycle ; seventh,

a 52-inch D. E. H. F. Excelsior. On the latter, I

rode 8,940 miles—November i, 1S84, to October

30, 1885, — including my longest tour (558m.) as

follows : Left Wellington September 5, 1885, carry-

ing 8 pounds luggage in knapsack, and rode to

Upper Hult, where I took train to Featherston,

and rode from there to Masterton, making day's

total wheeling 48 miles by McDonnell's cyclometer.

I had tested this several times, riding slow and

riding fast, over good and bad roads, and had

always found it correct when compared with the

mile-stones. On 6th, rode to Woodville, 50 miles

(walked 9) ;
7th, Takapan, 44 miles (walked 8) ; 8th,

Hastings, 48 miles, 15 of which I had to walk at

one stretch
;
9th, Napier, 12 miles. Stayed here

until 17th, at 5 r. m., but reached \\'^aipavva, 41

miles, that same night. From here to Opunake, I

had a strong head wind, and it took me 1 1 days to

do 234 miles. One day I walked 18 miles without

mounting, and this was included in a 44-mile

stretch I had to go without coming across a hotel.

One day I made only 9 miles on account of the

wind. During the whole trip I only had 3 days

without rain, and none without wind. From
Opunake to New Plymouth, 45 miles, I did the

distance in 4j hours, including several stoppages.

Next evening, I rode out 12 miles to Stratford, and

on the following morning left before breakfast, so

as to do a good day's ride. When I had covered

36 miles, at 8 A. M., my crank broke, and I had to

take the cars for Wanganui and the steamer from

there to Wellington. My total of separate or un-

repeated road was 454 miles. The only mishap of

the tour was a spill caused by a bullock's kicking

me off the machine. This bent the crank and

afterwards caused it to break. During the last

day's ride I had to walk 6 miles on the car track,

the road being impassable. This was the first

bicycle tour ever made across the North Island.'

(Population of New Zealand, 500,000; with 1,462

miles of railroad, and 4,111 miles of telegraph.)
"

*>*»

A THRILLING ADVENTURE.

BY ERKIE.

For several years I have been spending my an-

nual vacations touring on wheel, having discov-

ered that I can obtain more genuine pleasure in

"knocking about" the country in that manner

than I possibly could in any other way, besides,

always returning home strong and healthy—fit for

another year's hard work.

But it is rather lonely for a solitary tourist, so

last summer I persuaded two cycling friends,

Frank Gunning and John McGrady, to accompany

me; one had lost his appetite, and I assured him

he would certainly find it on some of our country

roads ; the other was after exercise. Thus it hap-

pened that the three of us arranged to have our

vacations at the same time, and one bright morning

in the latter part of October we turned our backs on

the smoky, grimy city, and wheeled into the coun-

try for our annual allowance of fresh air and out-

door exercise. For several days nothing unusual

happened,—the everchanging scenery, often grand

beyond description, exhilarating coasts, exciting

spurts and occasional headers are common (al-

though never old) to every touring wheelman

—

but on the fifth day out occurred the incident I

am about to relate.

We had left the town of Drifton, about 170

miles from home, shortly after six o'clock in the

morning, and had ridden all day through the wild-

est country imaginable without having seen a sin-

gle dwelling, and now at twilight we were resting

at the top of a long hill.

" Let's push on till we find a house if it takes all

night," said John, as we were considering what

we had better do. Reluctantly we mounted and

rode slowly on, for we were tired and very, very

hungry. After riding but a short distance, Frank,

who had anxiously been surveying the surround-

ing country, gave a joyful yell that would make
any Indian turn green with envy, and exclaimed,

—

" Great Scott ! I see smoke." 'Twas true ; far

down the valley we could see a thin volume of

smoke rising above the trees, and immediately re-

solved to do some lively "scorching" to get there,

but riding on the rocky, seldom-used road was

slow work, and ere we arrived at the source of

the smoke, an ancient, mud-plastered, log-cabin,

night had set in. As we approached the house

half a dozen dogs began to bark and howl, which

quickly brought an elderly man to the door, who
silenced the dogs and then turned his attention to

us. " Well, well, strangers, what's up.'" said he,

advancing.

" We'd like to get something to eat and a

night's lodging; we'll pay"

—

" No, you don't do nothin' of the kind," replied

he, "wot I've got yer welcome to if it's good enuf

for you, but we don't take pay for a trifle like that in

these parts, remember that," and having squeezed

our hands in his broad palm until the bones

cracked, we entered the house, where we met his

wife, a pleasant old lady, who asked us no end of

foolish (to us) questions concerning bicycles.

They were about to eat their supper when we
disturbed them, but now they waited until we
washed ourselves, and we all sat down together.

The meal consisted of pork, cabbage, potatoes,

and biscuits, heavy as lead, a most indigestible

mess, but we thought it delicious, and how we did

eat. Our honest friends stared at us in surprise

until we told them it was our first food since early

that morning. After supper the farmer brought

forth a jug of dirty looking concoction which he

called " home brewed ale," and insisted on our

drinking with him. " It's jest wot you boys need,"

said he ;
" it's powerful strenth'nin'." To please the

old fellow we forced ourselves to swallow several

glasses of the unpalatable stuff, while he gave us

the topography of the country ahead. " You've

got some tough ridin' after you leave us," said he
;

"two mile from here you'll have to cross the

mountin' ; the up road is awful steep, so you'll

have to walk, but on the top an' part way down
t'other side the road is excellent; and here I want

to warn you 'gainst any foolishness
;
you jest get off

an' walk as soon as the down grade begins, for at

first it'll be fine riding, but the road gradually gets

steeper and rougher till it's so bad at the bottom

that I can hear a wagon away off here."

It didn't take long for the combined effects of

our work, the hearty supper, and the vile ale to

make us drowsy, and we asked to be shown our

room, which was done by our host, and we were

soon all fast asleep.******
After an early breakfast we thanked our kind

friends for their hospitality, and resumed our

journey.
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BICYCLES O N EASY PAYMENTS.
Coi.iMniA, (HAMi'iiiN, American Chai,len(;e, Facile, Otto, and other

Bicycles and Tricycles sold on easy paymeius, with no extra charge except for interest.

Second-Hand Wheels bought for cash and sold on easy payments. Repairing and
iiicliel-jilating.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

SECOND-HAND WHEELS
BOUGHT, SOLD, AND EXCHANGED.

Send for our large finely- illustrated Catalogue, of interest to every actual oi

prospeii^ivc wheelman. Descriptive Price-List of Second-Hand Bicycles free.

GEO. W. ROUSE & SON, 7 G Street, Peoria, III.

<^^IMPORTANT TO BICTCLERS !
^<

INJURIES RECMVED II TRAVEL, WORK, UK SPURT, ALL ARflUNI) THE GLOBE,
ARE INSURED AGAINST BY

OF

HARTFORD,
CONN. THE TRAVELERS

OF

HARTFORD,
CONN.

ACCIDENTS are always happening to those who "don't travel much" as well as to those who do. THE QUIETEST BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL MEN are as liable as any others to the thousand hazards of life, from morning till night, at home or abroad. To such
an Accident Policy costs but $5 per year for $1000 Insurance, with $5 Weekly Indemnity, COVERING BICYCLE RIDERS AND RIDING.

H^ ISSUES ALSO THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LIFE POLICY IN THE WORLD! <^ INDEFEASIBLE, NON-FORFEITABLE, WORLD-WIDE. =^a
ASK AGENTS TO SHO\A/ A COPY.

Assets, $9,111,000.
James G. Batterson, President.

Surplus, $2,129,000. Paid Policy-Holders, $13,000,000.
kiiDM v Dennis, Secretary.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
a—OK—

S

EXCHANGING WHEELS.

Fair prices allowed for second-hand machines in

exchange for new

COLUMBIAS, NEW RAPIDS, QUADRANTS,
SPARKBROOKS, VICTORS, FACILES,

NEW MAILS, ROVERS, HUMBERS,

Or ANY OTHER machine made.

Correspondence Solicited.

•!«.

UEW YORK BICYCLE CO.

;}8 Park Place, New York,

Sole Agents for New York
for the celebrated

NEW RAPID BICYCLES
A N II

QUADRANT TRICYCLES.

ttP^Don't fail to send for Circular.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
S—OK

—

S

SECOND-HAND/r'iCYCLES.

A large stock of these machines, of ALL SIZES
AND MAKES, constantly on hand ; many FULLY
EQUAL TO NEW.

SECOND-HAND LAMPS, BELLS, CYCLOME-
TERS, BAGS, ETC., IN LARGE VARIETY.

ENCLOSE STAMP for LIST, stating size wanted
and make preferred.

Correspondence Solicited,

PUNNETT,
^Uerdiant SaUer and ^^tliletk- ()utlitter^

98 ^HTest Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. T.

L. A. AV. Suits,

Corduroy, • .

C. T. C. Suits, .

Flaiiiiel, , . .

Jersey Suits, .

,$12.00

1 ;{.oo

l.J.OO

14.00
i;{.oo

I.. A. W. Shirts,

L. A.AV. Cap.s,

L. A. AV. Stoekinjjs, . . . .

Puunett's Hose Sui)i»()rter,

Knee Breeelies (all kinds),.

?2.25

1.50
1.00
.25

4.00

The a. C. U. Pin, ihe most unique em-
blematical Bicycle Pin made: patent pend-
ing; cut shows exact size. Prices: Made
of solid Roman gold, raised polished letters,

p;arnet stone in diamond setting, $3.50; ox-

idized silver wings or wheel, rest gold, $3.50:
enamel around letters, 50c. extra ; two or
three garnet stones set on top of crown, $t
extra for each; diamond in crown, from $10
to 52S- Send cash, check, or monev-order.
W. H. WARNER, Si-KiNc.iiiiLD,' Mass.

BEPAIBS ! HEPAIIiS !

TO SAVE T)KL.t V .1X1) EXfEySE
sEyn ror II macuixes

yo w

:

We art' prepared to ilo Ilepiiiriiif/ rhenper aiitl

quicker now than ever before.

Use Piinn eft's Jerset/ Cfoth Knee JireerJies. Jei-set/ Gtrr- IIOWAEI) A. SMITH d CO.
nieiits a Speeialtij. Send for Jfeasiire Ji/(fu/,s (ntd tSamjffes. <>it irox hai.l. - - m.w iui<. \..i.

BEFORE YOU BUY A BICYCLE
1)F ANY KI.ND, SEND STAMP TO

A.W. GIINIP, DAYXOX, OHIO,
For Large Illustrated Price - List of New and Second - Hand Machines.

Second-Hand Bicycles Taken in Exchange and Bought for Cash.

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA
OF SECOND-HAND BIO'CLE.S.

A. \V. QUIVER, DAVTON, OHIO.
Bicycles Repaired and Nickel - Plated. Second-Hand Bicycles, Guns,

and Revolvers Taken in Exchange.
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
Outing, $3-oo

The Wheelmen's Reference Book 50

The Wheehnen's Gazette, -5°

$4.00
Sent post-paid to any address for ;p3.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,) ^^^ y^^^
87 Nassau Street, )

THE ONLY

Official ODtflttertotneLM.

L. A. W. REGULATION CAP, . . $1.75

L. A. W. REGULATION HELMET, 1.75

L.A.W. REGULATION SHIRT, . 2.25

L. A. W. REGULATION HOSE, . 1.50

All orders must be accompanied by money -order for the

amount, also name and League number.

English C. T. C. Cloth, double width, $4 per yard.

CYCLES DN ri
EASY PAYMENTS

All kinds, low prices — Bicycles, Tricycles, Tandems, new
or second-hand — Clergymen, Dodtors, Lawyers, Merchants,

Clerks— adopt this system—send 2-cent stamp for particulars.

Mention this paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO., Baltimore, Md.

GET THE BEST !

THEmm cYCLojiiEra

SIMPLEST AND BEST INSTRUMENT EVER INVENTED.

REGISTERS 2SOO MILES,
We have given the manufacture of the Cyclometer careful

investigation and study, with a resolute determination to rem-
edy all defects, and at last we place upon the market an instru-

ment that seems absolutely perfect in all its workings. IVe
fuyitish a certificate of accuracy ivith all instruvKtiis, In

ordering give size and make of wheel, also size of axle, and
length of axle between the hub shoulders inside. Price, with

balance weight and lantern attachment, $10.00.

J. A. IvAKIN & CO.

MURRAT'S,
100 Sudbury Street, Boston,

Is the place to have your repairs done, as he keeps a large
stock of parts for repairing all kinds. Prices low. Second-
hand machines wanted. Send 2-cent stamp for catalogue of
American wheels.

$7.50 for $5.00.
Outing, $3.00
Rhymes of Road and River 2.00
The Book-Keeper's Delight, 2.50

Sent to any address for $5. " '
^

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

WORKING CLASSES, ATTENTION

!

We are now prepared to furnish all classes with employment at

home, the whole of the time, or for their spare moments. Bus-
iness ne\i^ Hght, and profitable. Persons of either sex easily

earn from 50 cents to $5 per evening, and a proportional sum by
devoting all their time to the business. Boys and girls earn
nearly as much as men. That all who see this may send their

address, and test the business, we make this ofTer : To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to pay for

the trouble of writine:. FtiII particulars and outfit free.

Address GEORGE STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

$3.50 for $2.50.
The Book-Keeper's Delight, $2. 50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

Sent to any address for $2.50, by

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

$75,

Send for Circular. WESTFIELD, MA.SS.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN !

One new 56 - inch Iroquois Racer ;

a perfect isrheel, and one of the Iroquois

Company's best.

Address
"IROQUOIS,"

Springfield, Mass.

Care "Wheelmen's Gazette.

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
WE WILL SEND

The Bicycle .South one year, $0.50
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, 50
The Wheelmen's Gazette one year 50

All for the small sum of $1. Address
"

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

Eggs [or ValcliiDg.

I have Light and Dar/i Breeding
Pens of PLY3IOUTH ROCKS of

the best strains.

EGGS $1 per Sitting.

E. DUCKER,
19 MONROE STREET, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

$1.00 for 75 cents!
The Wheelmen's Reference Book, $0.50
The Wheelmen's Gazette, 50

r- .If $1.00
Sent to any address for 75 cents.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mass.

:S^OW MEAUY.

TwolrliistotiKiEiiieialillsle

By "FAED."

1.-A RACING TRIP TO DUBLIN.

II.-A TOURING TRIP TO KILLARNEY.

I'rofitscli/ Illiisfrrifr'rl by Wood-Cut nml Lith-
oijraphic Processes, hij GEORGE MOORE.

READY IN TEN DAYS.

Price 40 c. post-paid, from the office of THE WHEEL-
MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.

EDITION DE IX7XE,

Printed on thick paper, with 20 photographs of scenery by

the author, and bound in cloth boards. By mail, $6, from the

author, Powerscroft House, Clapton, London, England,

j HOLDFAST®
'®TIRE CEMENT

PUT UP IN 2 OZ. STICKS
PRJCE 20 CTS.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT O F PRICE

=H.B.HARTJ!MMHLA.=

WANTED -BICYCLES ^ TRICYCLES FOR CASH!
Give make, finish when new. stvle of bearings, exaiS con-

dition, and bottom price, or nt> notice taken.

NEW YORK BICYCLE COMPANY,
38 Pluk l^lace, New York.

Before you buy a BICYCLE, send to

H. B. HART. 811 Arch St., Philadelphia,

for illustrated 60 page catalogue (free),

and price list of second-band Machines.
difficult repairing a specialty.

Recreation.
The L. a. W. Bulletin. The Wheelmen's Gazette.

THE
BEST ROADSTER

d J'l,rtM' . PROVED BrSEVEN

r'' J Cm' years hard use
SENOFDfl IIIUSIRATED PRICE LIST

ARTHUR NlUNSON, Agent,
ST.A.MFORn, CT.

PKET:
be made. Cut this out and return to us, and

we will send you free, something of great value

and imiiortance to you, that will start you in bus-

iness which will bring you in more money right

awav than anything else in this world. Any one can do the work
and "live at home. "Either sex; .all ages. Something new, that

just coins monev for all workers. We will start you; capital not

needed. This is one of the genuine, important chaiices of a life-

time. Those w^ho are ambitious and enterprising will not delay.

Grand outfit free. Address TRITE & CO., Augusta, Maine.
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INGER

RACERS. ROADSTERS
SAFETIES. TANDEMS.
MINIATURES. CARRIERS

RUBBER CUSHIONED CYCLES.

HAND TRICYCLES. SC, &C., &C.

GYGLES.
APOLLO LIGHT ROADSTER.

Higtiest =Orade Wtieel made. Ball Head; Spade
Handles; Detachiable Bar. Brice, 50 = incln, $135.

CHALLENGE ROADSTER.
Tine Best Nlaclnine Ever Built, for ttie IVIoney.

Price, incltj.ding Spade Handles, $105.

1887 Catalogue Now Ready.

APOLLO SAFETT.
Kast ; Safe; a Great Hill-

Clinnber and Coaster. Brice,
^•itln Ball Bedals, $140.

THE S. S. S. TRICTCLES,
No. 1, for Gentlemen ;

No. 2, for Ladies;
AND

THE S. S. S. TANDEM,
ARE THfi;

LEADINO NIOUNTS
OK THE VEAR !

For details of these nnachiines, see our regular Catalogue, "vvhichi
will be mailed free to any address.

W. B. EVERETT ^ CO.
SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

6 and 8 Berk:eley Street, Boston, Mass,
ll^=-AOENTS WITH SMALr, CAPITAl. WANTED. ^^
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^ SEND FOR CATALOaUE >^

CONTAINING PARTICULARS OF

THE

"KING OF CLUBS"
BICYCLE,

^ THE "S^WIFT SAFETT," ^

THE "MARLBORO' TRICTCLE,"

THE "NE'KT MARLBORO' TANDEM,35

TO

THE COYENTRY MACHINISTS' COMPANY, (Limited,)

S39 Columbus Avenue, Boston.
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" Don't forget what I told you about that down

grade road," called the old man.

"All right. Good bye," we answered, and were

soon out of sight.

The morning was delightful, riding fair, and we

were all in the best of spirits. Mac, our funny

man, would at intervals (when at a safe distance)

spring antiquated puns on us. So it continued

until we reached the foot of the mountain, where

we found the road just as the old man had de-

scribed, very steep. There was considerable ri-

valry among us, and none wanted to dismount first,

so up we started. I had ridden but a short dis-

tance, when, as I gave a strong push with my
right foot, it met no resistance, and I almost took

a header. The crank had snapped off half way

between the axle and the pedal. Here was a pre-

dicament, but the only thing to do was to push

ahead until I could find a blacksmith.

Frank and Mac, no doubt glad of an excuse,

also dismounted, and we did the O'Leary act the

remainder of the distance uj).

On the mountain top, strange to say, the old

man's description of the road was again verified,

and we mounted and started off.

Presently the road began to decline, and John

called back to me, " Vou had better dismount

;

we'll wait for you."

" No, you won't, I'm not going to hold you fel-

lows back if I have only one pedal," and with a lit-

tle spurt I took the lead, throwing my legs over the

handle-bar. In the excitement of the moment I

never once thought of our old friend's advice, but

as I went faster and faster it suddenly occurred to

me, and I grasped the brake, but, horror ! the screw

that holds the spoon portion had jolted out, and as I

pressed the lever, the spoon dropped to the ground.

By this time I was going at such a rate that I dared

not dismount, and with a shudder I realized my
situation. To my right, a great precipice ; on the

left the mountain ascended almost perpendicularlv,

while at the bottom was a stream, even if I could

steer clear of the large bowlders which almost com-

pletely covered the road at that point.

Fall I must, and a cold chill runs through me as

I realize that my chances of life are slim indeed.

At terrific speed the wheel goes crashing down

the mountain-side ; half the time I am in the air
;

but with a death grip on the handle-bar I lean back

as far as possible ; every second adds to the mo-

mentum ; objects grow less and less distinct, until

everything appears blurred. My hair stands on

end, and a cold sweat rolls from my forehead, and

I e.xpect every instant to be dashed to death on the

rocks.

Merciful Heaven ! the wheel strikes a large ob-

struction with a tremendous crash ; a sudden stop,

and then I am flying through space. With an un-

earthly shriek I—awake and find myself on the

floor, with John and Frank looking at me in aston-

ishment over the edge of the high old bed, while

the farmer appeared at the door with a candle in

his hand. When he saw what was wrong, he

laughed and said, " I thought you fellows 'd get

the nightmare the way you pitched into that pork

and cabbage this evenin'."

^ewg F^GtcS.

It does not make much difference, says DicycUng

World, what is said to the contrary, it is a fact that

but for the business enterprise and foresight of

Colonel Pope, Tom Stevens's trip round the

world, and the successful establishing of that

sterling magazine. Outing, would not to-day be

faitcs accompli.

New York city has over 1,200 riders.

Who said that the A. C. U. was dead ?

What is the matter with League renewals?

Prince Wells, the fancy rider, is in San I""ran-

cisco.

The Elizabeth (N. J.)
Wheelmen talk of building

a club-house.

W. W. Stall and wife have returned from their

southern trip.

W. L. Surprise has resigned the chief consul-

ship of Tennessee.

Will the League always continue to prosper,

and pile up mistakes ?

Doane and Corey will do considerable tandem

riding the coming year.

The faith in wheelmen is great, or the League

would have gone to pieces long ago.

Ilollinsworth will try lo cover 315 miles in 24

hours as soon as the weather will permit.

The Connecticut division L. A. W. had a bal-

ance in its treasury Dec. 31, 1886, of $261.33.

Ex-Secretary Aaron is enjoying better health

since he vacated the office he held in the League.

Burley B. Ayers has resigned as tourmaster of

the League, which means no League tours this

year.

We live in the age of progression, and a year

more, at the farthest, will see the amateur defini-

tion abolished.

The Roseville track is to be put in thorough

shape for racing as soon as Jack Frost loosens his

grip on the earth.

Moses Sheriff, of Manchester, N. H , has ridden

his 54-inch Rudge light roadster 7,192 miles in

the last three years.

Fred Wood and Rob. James had a splendid

reception in Australia. Great enthusiasm is e.x-

cited by their arrival.

Arthur Porter, the promising young rider of

Newton, has entered the employ of Messrs. Stod-

dard, Lovering & Co.

Eugene ^L Aaron seems to be the catspaw of

the executive management, or rather mismanage-

ment of League affairs.

The Philadelphia "South ICnd Wheelmen," a

new cycling organization, arc increasing their

membership and doing well.

Like Lochinvar, Kirkpatrick comes out of the

West, but for office we don't know that his claim

is the best.

—

Philadelphia Item.

The Boston Bicycle Club boys were royally

treated while in Canada, and speak in high terms

of the hospitality of their entertainers.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club is rapidly in-

creasing in membership. Its new club-liouse has

run the membership up to one hundred.

The United States Wheelmen's Publishing

Company, of Westfield, Mass., are compiling a

directory of wheelmen for United States.

F. T. Merrill, the enterprising bicycle agent, is

making preparations for the publication of a neat

16-page paper with the title of Oregon Cyclist.

Was Mr. Kirkpatrick as member of the execu-

tive committee, aware of Mr. Wells's suppression

of the treasurer's report printed in another column ?

Mr. John B. Young was elected treasurer of the

Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, at its last meeting.

Mr. Young is a general favorite among the mem-

bers.

The number of men who want the amateur

definition abolished is growing every day, in fact,

they nearly double every week, whether at home or

abroad.

The Tennessee division L. .\. W. have nomi-

nated Mr. E. D. Fisher, of Nashville, for chief

consul and J. S. Miller, of Clarksville, for rejire-

sentative.

Mr. Kirkpatrick must explain his position in

the late troubles in the League management, be-

fore he can expect a hearty support of the League

members.

Mr. W. S. Doane, winner of the last 100-mile

Boston Club race, has entered the bicycle depart-

ment of Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., and

will be glad to sec his friends.

Mr. John Wells, at latest accounts, was having

recourse to the law, in matters relating to the late

fuss in which his name and that of the late secre-

tary-editor figured so prominently.

Richard Howell recently met with a severe acci-

dent at the Belgrave grounds, Leicester, Eng.

He was acting as pistol firer; when the weapon

exploded, badly injuring his left hand.

Captain Miller, of New Orleans, and Mr. In-

gram, of Columbus, Ga., will try and cover the

distance, on bicycles, between New Orleans and

Portland, Me., in thirty days' riding time.

The Townsend saddle seems to be a perfect

suspension saddle, well ventilated, adjustable to

any weight of rider, and will not get out of shape

or allow the rider to touch the backbone.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, now

number nearly a hundred members with a year's

growth ; they have now as large a membership

roll as any of the older clubs of that city.

Edwin Mohrig, the Pacific coast bicycle agent,

has moved his headquarters from 252 Market

street, to 112 Golden Gate avenue, San P'rancisco,

where he will be pleased to see his friends.

In the event of the removal of Mr. John Wells

from the chief consulship of Pennsylvania, it was

asserted that Mr. George D. Gideon would be the

favorite for the place, among the powers that be.

Having been treated to a show of vindictive-

ness unworthy a lot of hoodlums, a degree of hate

unworthy a savage.—[E. M. Aaron, in /iicycling

World.—Rather hard that on the board of officers.

A library fund has been started by Westfield

(Mass.) wheelinen, and nearly $100 was subscribed

within an hour after the papers were put in circu-

lation. Double that amount of money is needed.

The Columbia tandem is likely to meet with

much favor. Tandems are destined to increase

tremendously in favor, and the need of American-

made machines will be felt during the coming

season.

The Rev. Sylvanus Stall, the well known Penn-

sylvania cycler, leader of the Clerical Wheelmen's

tour, is giving u|) his pastorate at Lancaster, Pa.,

and will devote all his time to editing the Lutheran

Year Book.

Mr. W. C. Herring, of the Ixion Club of New
\'ork, will start for Japan in .\pril or May. He
will make an extensive four through the country,

enjoying its scenery and studying its quaint in-

habitants.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. wish to state

that they have an arrangement by which spade
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handles can be fitted to all the Rudge light road-

sters that have been sold by them within the last

four years.

While in Philadelj^hia, Hendee and the " Spring-

field" machine created a good deal of interest,

and the Quaker City will not be the last place in

the country to test the merits of the latest depart-

ure in cycle manufacture.

Why not do away with the title, President of the

L. A. W., and substitute a new and more appro-

priate one, the Czar of Wheelmen, and thus estab-

lish an absolute monarchy in the government of

affairs pertaining to cycling .'

The Boston Globe says :
" If a dealers' race

is entered upon, Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering &

Co. could put a strong team in the field, consist-

ing of Messrs. Doane, Huntley, Saben, and Corey,

all of whom are in their employ."

To satisfy the demands of the Overman Wheel

Co. for catalogues, circulars, etc., etc., it was nec-

essary for the Springfield Printing Co. to run si.x

of their large steam presses for the past two weeks,

and the demand is not yet abated.

Chief Consul Huntington has declined to be

considered a candidate for the L. A. W. presi-

dency, which is to be regretted. T. J. Kirkpatrick

will be a candidate. How about that ring-master

Ducker ? Will he scare certain men this year ?

It is understood that a constitutional convention

will be called for at the May meeting of the L. A.

W., at which a movement will be made looking

to the abolition of the word amateur wherever it

appears in connection with I,eague membership.

Mr. C. T. Guernsey will start July I, to ride

from Buffalo, New York, to Macon, Georgia,

1,200 miles, and hopes to covef it in twenty-two

days. He will go by way of Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chattanooga, Memphis, and Atlanta to Ma-

con.

Thomas Stevens has accepted the position of

cycling editor on the staff of Outing ^\\\\ a sub-

stantial interest in that magazine. He will en-

deavor to give more space in Outing to the litera-

ture of this grand sport than has been of late the

case.

The continual dropping of water will w-ear away

the hardest stone ; so will the continual hammer-

ing away of the progressive papers devoted to

sport and cycling have its effect, by causing the

abolition of the amateur definition. It has got

to go.

Wanted: a live man for the League presidency,

one with plenty of backbone, and willing to take

the bull by the horns ; apply at St. Louis on May
21. He must be a willing worker and understand

the first principles of business. None others need

apply.

1887 is going to be a great riding year for cyclers

in the Quaker City. Cyclers have increased in

numbers at a rapid rate lately in Philadelphia, and

many newly macadamized roads in the vicinity of

the city now tempt wheelmen off the well worn

Lancaster pike.

It is said that a cou])le of Canton wheelmen

passed into one of the late People's Lecture Course

entertainments by siiowing their League tickets in-

stead of the regular pasteboards—which goes to

show one of the many advantages of membership

in the I.. A. W.

The building of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club's

new house has not progressed very rapidly during

the past exceptionally severe weather, which has

been distinctive of the Quaker City. It is ex-

pected now that the building will not be finished

before well on into the summer.

A great deal has been said in the papers of late

regarding Whitaker's records, most papers claim-

ing that the A. C. U. had rejected same, which is

not true. Had a protest been lodged against their

acceptance, action would have been taken. As it

was they stood till McCurdy displaced them.

The Philadelphia Bicycle Club indulges in

social evenings at which reunions ladies are pres-

ent, and the members of Philadelphia's oldest

cycling association endeavor by means of an in-

troduction via the " light fantastic," to interest

their fair friends in the pleasures of cycling.

The estimated advance expenditure of $5,000-

for the first edition of " X. M. Miles on a Bi.,"

elsewhere inserted in this paper, includes not

merely the cost of manufacturing 6,200 books,

but also nearly $1,000 paid for postage, circulars,

heliotvpes, interest, copying, and other incidentals.

Next month's paper will contain a list of about

125 wheeling enthusiasts, in as many chief towns

in the United States, who have consented to serve

as unpaid agents in distributing the subscribers'

copies of Karl Kron's road book and in attracting

a fair share of the 30,000 new purchasers now-

called for.

C«//«f for JaiiU'iry. i" its list of cycling clubs,

has the Philadelphia Bicycle Club rejoicing in the

address of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, and

has knocked the latter club higher than a kite

somewhere on High street. The members of the

two clubs spend all their time looking for the two

abiding places.

The Hartford Wheel Club has nominated

Louis A. Tracy, last season's captain, for chief

consul of the Connecticut division, League of

American Wheelmen. Charles G. Huntington, of

Hartford, who has been chief consul for tw-o years,

declines re-election. New Haven and Bridgeport

have also placed candidates in the field.

"Wheelmen cannot feel too grateful," says the

Boston Globe, "towards Colonel Pope for his gen-

erosity in making possible Thomas Stevens's

wheel around the world. In noway could a more

general interest be attracted to the bicycle, or its

claims as a vehicle of transportation, under all cir-

cumstances, have been more clearly exemplified."

Why is it men will continue in office, till they

make a fatal step, when all of their past good

deeds are forgotten ? Dr. Beckwith could have re-

tired last year with the good will of everybody,

but now all is changed, and his friends are few
;

his lack of knowledge of business affairs is ex-

posed, and he appears as one who has every rea-

son to be sick of office.

Why not impeach the executive committee of

the League or pass a vote of censure ? They need

it, for as the Wheel says :
" It was decided by a

unatiimous vote that the 'Mhole report should be

printed. The committee itself was included in

that vote. Why then, by what right, authoritv,

or precedent had the executive committee to

emasculate and devitalize the report ?

A recent order of the Ministry of War assigned

the tricycle for use in the German garrisons where

tlie troops are quartered in barracks some dis-

tance from headquarters. The postal and tele-

graph service is also contemplating the introduc-

tion of the tricycle for the use of letter-carriers

and telegraph messengers, in which respect Vienna

has taken the initiative with excellent results.

The autocratic power assumed by the New
York portion of the Leagues executive committee

was never shown to better advantage than when

in direct violation of the vote of the board of offi-

cers, they decided to suspend the stenographic

report of the board meeting ; but then Pennsyl-

vania got after them and they had to come to time.

It is the same old story of Czar of cycling or

rather would be if he could.

Not all of the cycle riding is confined to the

gentlemen, as the following table of distances rid-

den the past year by ladies will show ; Marion

Arkwright, 2,166 miles; Maggie J. Brierly, 1,500

miles; Llizabeth S. Lludder, 1,434 miles; Edith

E. S. Allen, 1,304 miles ; Gertrude Mason, 1,300

miles; Marie K. Heinmann, 500 miles; Minnie

B. F. Bond, 405 miles ; Emily A. Chatterton, 385

miles ; Nora Stanford, 1 50 miles.

The League of American Wheelman members

are everywhere serving the general public as w-ell

as themselves, in striving with all their might

to improve the condition of the American roads,

and keep them from the well-merited reproach of

being the worst of those in use by civilized na-

tions.

—

Harper^s Weekly. This is how it looks to

outsiders, and as it should look to us wheelmen;

but, O, my ! The League is a monument of grand

mistakes.

The well known " Lillibridge Saddle " and the

patents under which it is manufactured have re-

cently been purchased by the Gormully & Jeffery

Manufacturing Company. The plant has also

been purchased by this company as well as the

use of the name " Lillibridge " as applied to sad-

dles. The Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing

Company will continue its manufacture at their

cycle factories in Chicago and will use it in their

high grade machines.

Before we can support Mr. Kirkpatrick for

president of the L. A. W., we should like to know

something. Was Mr. Kirkpatrick aware of Mr.

Aaron's shortage at the February meeting of the

board of officers in New York, in 1885, and if so,

why did he not answer certain questions relative

to cash balances, or was he pledged to secrecy .'

Again, was he fully aware of all that was going

on in the executive committee .-' We are informed

he was not. Is this so?

How it looks to a straightforward and honest

business man The Hon. Charles E. Pratt, at the

meeting of the Massachusetts division board of

officers, said in reply to the exciting events at the

recent board meeting in New York, that he was

adverse to extending any financial aid to the

League until the executive should show by their

acts that they intended to take a straightforward

course and tell the members at large all about the

recent revelations at the officers' meeting.

The Bieviiing World sees a thing or two and

says :
" The stenographic report of the proceed-

ings at the New York meeting does not cast that

luster on the administration of the L. A. W. we

should like to see. It does not place Mr. Aaron's

position in any better or worse light. The slip-

shod method of conducting the business of the

League, it is shown, did not confine itself to the

secretary-editor's office ; it spread itself out into

the select coterie of the executive committee."

In two successive afternoons at the middle of

February, Karl Kron pushed his bicycle straight

away for fifty miles, over the ice, snow, mud, and
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slush, from West Springfield, Mass., to Meriden,

Ct., where a heavy rain forced him to abandon

the idea of wheeling another hundred miles to

New York. This excursion was designed as a re-

lief for " si.x weeks' steady indexing, which com-

pleted all the ' X. M. M.' indexes but the last,"

—

as explained in his monthly letter, printed in an-

other column.

The Bicycling World propounds the following

conundrums :
" Wherein is the difference between

Mr. Wells's alleged concealment of affairs, and the

apparent desire of the executive committee to

'keep dark'.'" "Why did the executive com-

mittee, in face of special instruction from the

board, still hold back facts, until forced to divulge .'"

" Why not face the music and acknowledge that

the effort to make a ' newspaper ' out of the Bid-

Utiii, and at the same time make it remunera-

tive, has proved a dismal failure.'"'

The Bicycling World has this to say of the exec-

utive committee :
" The members of the commit-

tee did not seem very enthusiastic over the pros-

pect at having the stenographic report of the pro-

ceedings printed, and we now think that we see

the motive in this ' kindly feeling of the executive

to shield Mr. Aaron ' was leavened by the con-

sciousness that an expose \\\ all its unpleasantness,

meant that the grave ' sin of omission ' would be

laid at its door, and we opine it will find it very

difficult to remove the accusation therefrom."

The Wliecl savs politics have ruined the League,

and asks the following pertinent questions: "Is

the publication of a weekly organ necessary to the

Success of the League .' Should a private club be

forced into the iJublishing business, solely to pro-

vide a good berth for an individual .' Why cannot

the League do f^axne. practical work for the better-

ment of roads ? " To which we have looked in vain

for a reply. Come, Doctor, give us an answer if

you can. To which the wise (.') President will

probably reply that it is none of our business.

That ardent supporter in the past of the L. A.
W., the Bicycle Souths says :

" We have for some
time considered the League dues wasted, but re-

frained from saying anything that might hurt an

organization which promised so much in the be-

ginning, in its large field of usefulness. The re-

luctancy to renew is marked in this section, and
the question is asked on all sides—why should I

—

what benefit are they to me, or the cause of cy-

cling .' We see but few evidences of what the L. A.
W. has done. We admit there is much it could do."

In speaking of the coming League meeting the

St. Louis Spectator S3.ys, " It looks very much from

the present aspect of things as if the coming
League meet will reveal the peculiar spectacle of

a meet being carried through principally by the

exertions of a non-League club. With only one
League club in the city, and that with a member-
ship of only a dozen or so, with a wet blanket

apathy enveloping their relations to the meet, and
not a member of the club on the general commit-
tee, the outlook is good for the production of just

such a phenomenon as I have mentioned."

Harry Etherington, proprietor of Wheeling, did

not relish the fact of the American Star wheel
carrying off the honors at the Stanley Show, and
so he passed the hat around and secured S50 to

pay Hurst to give exhibitions on the ordinary.

Wheeling says :
" It occurred—as things will—to

our Mr. Harry Etherington last week, that the

trick riders Wilson and Alden had secured for

the Star Safety the best position and greatest

and cheapest space in the Stanley .Show, and that

the British wheel was being shelved, whereupon

he straightway engaged Hurst to ride an ordinary

and show what could be done with it."

At the winter tournament in the club-room of

the North Adams (Mass.) IJicycle Club, Feb-

ruary 10, the following home-trainer races took

place : Five miles between F. II. McKee and John

French ; McKee won in Q-SSf. Two-mile chal-

lenge race, between Harry O'Mally and Walter

Evans; won by the latter, in 4.41. Quarter-mile

open race, taken by H. G. Pierce, in 2if. Boys'

race, taken by Linwood Tower, in 25!-. In the

three-mile handicap, Walter Evans, having one

minute and thirty seconds start over Joseph

Smith, won in 7.25; Smith's time, 6.03^. F. H.

McKee took the quarter-mile, without hands, in

2^».

Cycling Times says :
" There were fewer mon-

strosities at the Stanley Show of 1887 than at any

previous exhibition. Another pleasing feature to

practical cyclists, was the almost universal ab-

sence of silver and nickel-plate—an advantage

appreciated by every hard rider. ' Butterfly bicy-

clists,' of whom we heard so much a few years

ago, seem to have been entirely knocked out of

time, and their places taken by sturdy road riders,

who care not one solitary jot for glittering wheels

or shining backbones. So long as they can ride

in comfort they are satisfied, and the consequence

is that enameled and 'business-like' machines far

outnumber the more gaudy and troublesome plated

goods."

How the mighty have fallen! In the renewal

season last year, January, February, and March,

the increase in League membership was 22J per

cent. This year the increase was— well about

32^ per cent, the other way, or a difference of 55

per cent, as compared with last year. This loss

must prove conclusively to all League members the

need of an efficient executive, wise counsel, etc.,

etc. We are sorry it is thus, but it has proved

the Gazette's prediction of last Mav. President

Beckwith cannot retire this year with the laurels

that he could at that time. The desire to choke

off Ducker has had its reward. Surely the Doctor

is a sadder if not a wiser man.

The Pope Manufacturing Company have sent

out the following circular to the trade :
" Gentle-

men,—We are advised that the machines known
as " American Champion " Bicycles, and the bicycle

saddles known as the ' Lillibridge ' Saddles, in-

fringe certain letters-patent of ours, and as they

are both made and sold without license from us,

we have commenced suits against the makers.

We beg to notify you that the sale or use of said

bicycles or saddles by any other party is also an

infringement, and that we shall take such legal

proceedings as we may be advised by our counsel

to take for the protection of our rights, and the

suppression of infringements, wherever such in-

fringements occur."

The secretary-editor writes in the Bulletin that

" many correspondents are writing us regarding

the League uniform. The matter is now in the

hands of a committee, and it will receive careful

attention. Hasty action would be a mistake.

The League has had a sad experience [How is this.

President Beckwith, and who made the mistake

whereby nearly 4,000 League members have had

to pay dearly ?

—

Ed.] in the past, and this should

teach them to make a careful selection of material

for the uniform that is to be. Undoubtedly, many

wheelmen will be put at a disadvantage by the

delay, but in this, as in everything else that the

officers do, the greatest good of the greatest num-

ber must be sought."

The first edition of the tenth annual cata-

logue of the Pope Manufacturing Company is

ready for delivery. It is a convenient pamphlet

of fifty pages, containing illustrated descriptions

of the machines made by this company for the

season of 1887 ; viz., the Expert, the Light Road-

ster, the Standard, the Safety, the Semi-Roadster,

and the Racing Columbia Bicycles; and the Two-

Track, the Ladies' Two-Track, the Tandem, and

the Racing Columbia Tricycles; the description

of the numerous cycle sundries, altogether re-

quiring the use of forty-eight finely engraved

wood cuts. The press work is clear and perfect,

and the catalogue is by far the most comprehen-

sive in the cycle line of trade. Catalogue sent

free on application.

The evening of February 19 added another set

of records to the credit of the American Cham-
pion when Ed. N. Bullock, of Omaha, defeated

Tom Eck in a hundred-mile race at the Omaha,

(Neb.) Exposition building. Eck was ridden off

his legs at the 74th mile. The records were

smashed from the 6sth mile (3h. 52m. i8s.)

up and the hundred was made in 5h. 59m. 595.,

better than Ives's track record, and some six min-

utes better than Morgan's record for the distance.

Bullock is a new man at the business and greatly

astonished his friends by his remarkable increase

in speed. The Omaha Bee in commenting on the

race remarked, " Much of Bullock's marked in-

crease in speed is due to his use of his new Cham-
pion, which he used in a race for the first time last

night."

The Missouri Bicycle Club has undertaken a

large contract, but with the men appointed to

carry it out the chances for a favorable result are

almost certain. It is proposed to raise $5,000 for

the entertainment of the visitors at the meeting of

the League of American Wheelmen in May. The

usual hospitalities of the city will be extended,

and the beautiful club-house on Cardinal avenue

will be used as headquarters. There, on Friday,

Saturday, and Sunday, of May 20, 21, and 22, an

elegant lunch will be served similar to those at the

commandery headquarters during the Triennial

Conclave. The programme includes a banquet at

the Lindell, a steamboat excursion to Montesano

and a banquet, and a ride to Clarksville. Such a

club as the Missouri does honor to St. Louis hos-

pitality and enterprise.

The American Millionaire pays its respects to

Col. Albert A. Pope as follows :
" Among the

younger millionaires of the modern Athens no one

enjoys a more far reaching renown than Col.

Albert A. Pope, the honored president of the

Pope Manufacturing Company. His career pre-

sents a splendid example of energy and i)luck, re-

warded with an early business success, while

through his well directed efforts a new realm of

pleasure has been opened to the young men of

this country." And it might have added that he

was the means of opening up to the world a new

means of locomotion, for it was due to the Colo-

onel that Thomas Stevens was enabled to accom-

plish his wonderful journey around the world. It

was Colonel Pope's monev and faith in the wheel,

coupled with the energv and perseverance of Mr.

Thos. Stevens, that the wonderful feat was per-

formed.
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That Norwegian lawyer, says an exchange, who

has, since his decease, become such a cycling

celebrity by leaving all his money for the purchas-

ing of bicycles for school children, has once again

been heard of, and we are able below to give an

extract from his will, which we learn from an ex-

change will be disputed by his children. This is

the first time we have looked upon a bicycle as

useful in the way he mentions, and some of our

readers may perhaps find his experience of value.

The clause in his last will and testament is as fol-

lows :
" The bicycle has protected me in my

promenades against the excessively troublesome

annoyance of people who make a habit of stopping

one in the street, in the burning sun or a driving

wind, and beginning a conversation. My wheel

has not shied a single time like a horse, nor was I

ever compelled to entrust in riding my limbs to a

drunken driver."

The latest thing in wheels is the swinging bicy-

cle, recently patented by Nathaniel Brown, of Em-

poria, Kansas. The seat is swung upon a shaft,

which serves as an axle for the wheels on back

end. The seat is attached to arms connected to

centrally slotted straps passing over the axles
;

the ratchet wheels pass through the slots in the

straps, and are engaged by spring bow'ls secured

to the forward upper ends of the arms. There are

also lever arms formed with inwardly extending

fingers arranged so that when the arms are swung

toward each other upon their pivots, the fingers

are brought to bear on the friction disk. The

wheel is started by pulling the levers downward,

which at the same time swings the seat, which

pendulum motion propels the bicycle. The wheel

can be turned either way by exerting extra force

upon the lever next to the wheel desired to go for-

ward. It can be stopped any place, even on a

decline, the weight of the seat counteracting the

tendency of the machine to run. It can be ar-

ranged for one, two or more persons to ride.

STAMFORD (CT.) NOTES.

A W.A.RNING TO THE TR.A.DE.—A correspond-

ent writes us as follows :
" Kindly allow me

through The Cyclist to give a note of warning to

the English makers. During the time of the forth-

coming Exhibition there will many foreign manu-

facturers and agents visit England, especially

from France and Germany. These people will

first visit the Stanley Show and then go down to

Coventry and other manufacturing centers with

the sole object of seeing the process of construct-

ing and putting together their machines, the knowl-

edge they thus acquire being in a very short time

used against the English makers who so kindly

conducted them over their works."

—

Cyclist. What
egotism ! Should any of our English cousins visit

the works of the Pope Manufacturing Company,
or the Ames Works, we will guarantee them more
points, in cycle building to the square inch, than is

possible to find in all England.

OUR RACING INTERESTS.

Solid Truth from the Hub.

Whether the .\. C. U. has any life or vim left

in its organization or not, remains to be seen. It

never had a better chance to perfect itself and in-

troduce a vigorous campaign. The League has

shown its inability to do more than obstruct the

racing interests of the country, and has adopted a

retrogressive policy. All the A. C. U. has to do
is not to be either brash or foolish.

—

Bicycling-

IVorhl.

ENDING the advent of passable

wheeling, which in this region means

about the middle of .^pril, for the

ordinary, the majority of cyclers can

get in their time reading up new cata-

logues of 18S7 machines, and dreaming of the

charms of another season's outings.

Not so the Solitary Club, for while others are

looking with longing eves, we are realizing and

riding, for we have chosen safety and easv driving

in preference to stvle and appearance, and subor-

dinate occasional displav to vear 'round use of

the wheel, and are not conscious of having lost

any dignity—shall not offer a reward for the re-

turn of any, at any rate. We have missed but

ten week days during the winter to date—Feb.

22d.

If one would ride any cvcle with the maximum
of comfort as to handles he should try spades.

Especially for hill climbing and pulling through

mud, their advantage over knobs is immense.

You have such a sense of security of grip, and no

cramping of the hands. To trv them is to keep

them on.

Coasting joys we have often enhanced bv having

a package like a waterproof coat on a carrier,

to save the legs from sudden jars on hills that

were none too smooth.

We see there is a carrier made with that cushion

object in view ; but on tours one should have

that coat along, and it is a delight in either capac-

ity. That, with rubber leggins and a small

sketch-book, is generallv the extent of our baggage

on a tour. No weighty packages bother us, for

we are out for pleasure. We have only yet been

on tours that were just long enough to beget a

desire for longer ones, and there is a likelihood of

a right smart of touring en cycle being done

this season by yours fraternally, for it is the chief

end of cycling.

We anticipate some delightful sketching jaunts

with Artist Roorback, of Elizabeth, N. J., the com-

ing summer. He is an enthusiastic cvcler, and

that Pony Star gets hustled 'round some

!

There is a demand for a helmet that will be at

once waterproof and light in weight, one not made

of starch and paper, that will collapse when worn

out in the dew, as those of last season did. The

aim of the makers should be to give a man the

value of his money, not to see how' nearlv worth-

less an article they can produce.

The coming oil-can for cyclists has not arrived,

or we have not seen it. " They all leak and render

a tool-bag a grievous burden to be borne." \\'ho

will come to our rescue ?

One of our cyclers has just returned from a visit

to Washington, D. C, and while there did some

ecstatic cycling, and the fellow is just ruined for

wheeling on our poor roads now.

We live in hopes that our street car tracks at

least will be paved this season, for it's too bad

that only one kind of wheel can be used here from

November to May.

Present indications point to a lively cycling

season just ahead, and many we know of will have

their initial ups and downs when the " lay-

locks " bloo—there, we promised not to work off

that old one !

IJugler I. L. Mead, of a neighboring club, did

not take part in that " column-and-a-half sleigh-ride,

on paper" which his club was said to have en-

joyed so inuch. We read it, and although we did

not go, were considerably " taken back " when the

quill driver of the load gave it away.

" Stamson."

NEW ORLEANS NOTES.

Our noble body known as the N. O. Bicycle Club

has at last settled that long talked about club

room affair, by leasing the elegant three story-

brick building situated at 173 St Joseph street,

about two squares from the old club room. It

will throw open the doors to the public on the

2ist of February, at which time it expects to

be able to show as pretty a club room as can be

found in this country.

Rumor is afloat that our pioneer rider, A. M.

Hill, contemplates a tour in early spring, from

New Orleans to Portland, Maine.

Our illustrious young secretary-treasurer of the

" Crescent Wheelmen " (R. G. Belts) has been

showing in the w-ay-ups of road riding, having cov-

ered the distance of over 1,700 miles since June,

1886. Mr. Betts is just eighteen years old and is

a most enthusiastic wheelman.

There will be a lantern parade in this city on

February 21st, which will be as gorgeous an affair

as ever seen in this country ; arrangements have

been made for his Majesty Rex to view the parade.

The route will be over our beautiful asphalt road,

which is a distance of about eight miles. We ex-

pect to have a number of visiting wheelmen here

about that time, and hope that they will not for-

get to bring their wheels along, as all wheelmen

are invited to participate in our grand " Carnival

Parade."

It is rumored that the Crescent Wheelmen have

concluded to change the club from an exclusive

wheelmen's club to an outing club, which I think

is just the thing.

The members of the La. Div L. A. W. have

become dissatisfied with the benefits derived from

the L A. W., hence more than two-thirds will not

renew their membership for 1S87.

" New Orle.-vns."

READING (PA.) NOTES.

It is quite a little while since you have heard

from us, but it has not been from our lack of aji-

preciation of the Gazette.

In the first place, no riding has been done by

any of us, with but one or two exceptions, for

some three months or thereabouts ; and what shall

a wheelman talk about if the wheel itself is put

away, wrapped up in cotton batting, awaiting the

good roads and pleasant days of spring? For the

weather has been, and is, simply and truly abomi-

nable, and even as I write we have about ten

inches of snow on the ground, with a driving rain

pouring down and making the walking most de-

lectable. I should like to kill the ground hog
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HOW IS THIS ?
Kor a line of Wtieels, gentlemen, we thiink the following

abont fills the bill, and onr prices, nninci you., are reasonable.

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION.
With many improvements, such as a superior crank fastening which dispenses witli the use of a

hammer, new bearings that are adjustable without loosening a screAv even, etc Price, 48-inch, $100

THE AMERICAN LIGHT CHAMPION.
A light roadster of highest possible grade, with ball-bearing head and true tangent wheels, embodying

many novel and peculiarly useful inventions Price, 48-inch, SHo

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE.
Much improved, and fitted with cow-hoi-n bars ; as formerly, tlie best machine on the market for the

money Price, 48-inch, S'O

THE AMERICAN SAFETY.
Sold last year under our positive guarantee that it was the easiest-running bicycle in the world. Im-

proved whei-ever possible Price, 40-inch, S74

THE AMERICAN LIGHT SAFETT.
After the lines of the regular Safety, but made hollow^ wherever possible, and will be sold under a

guarantee as to its superiority over all other bicycles in ease of running Price, 40-inch, 8115

THE AMERICAN IDEAL.
As heretofore, the only high-grade and honestly- constructed boy's bicycle in the world. Finished in

black, with artistic real gold stripes Price from S25 to SCO

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TRICYCLE (Two-Track).
The young ladies" companion to the bicycle of the same name. A really beautiful little three-wheeler,

in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inch
" "

Price 840 and $45

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TRICYCLE (Two-Track).
A high-grade and honestly-constructed three-wheeler, in two sizes, 42-inch and 44-inch. . . Price 880 and $95

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for boys and girls, in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inch Price $G0 and ST5

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TANDEM.
A convertible two -track for ladies and gentlemen, in two sizes. 42-inch and 4G-inch. . . Price S120 and $135

Our 1887 Catalogue, ready early in IVEarch, containing a
detailed description of the foregoing Cycles, will be iTiailed on
application.

GORMULLY '^ JeFFERY MFG. CO.
Chicago, III.
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STODDARD, LOVKRINQ & CO.

Among the bicycle houses in this country there is probably

not one better known than the house of Messrs. Stoddard,

LovERiNG & Co., 152 Congress street, Boston, Mass. Their

first connection with the bicycle business was in 1878, in the

importation of various makes of cycles for other firms, but,

recognizing the great future of the wheel business for this

country, they subsequently secured the sole agency for the

United States of Messrs. Singer & Co., of Coventry, En-

gland. Their chief importations for some time were from

this firm, and later on they took up the sale of machines made

by Messrs. Rudge & Co. ; feeling, however, that they could

not serve two makers and give satisfaction to both, they de-

cided to retain the agency of Messrs. Rudge & Co. and re-

linquish that of Messrs. Singer & Co. At that date their

warehouse was at 10 Milk street, Boston, which soon became

one of the centers of the bicycle industry. As their business

increased rapidly they were forced to remove to the more

commodious quarters, 152 to 158 Congress street, a glance at

which is sufficient to show that they have taken up the bicycle

business in earnest, fully believing in the great future of the

wheel.

The above sketch gives a good view of their bicycle sales-

room, which is one of the three floors occupied by this depart-

ment. In size it is 80 by 40 feet, and is without doubt the

largest bicycle salesroom in the world. This floor contains

some three hundred machines, and a customer on entering

the room cannot be otherwise than impressed with the stately

display of Rudges in regular order, ready to be shipped at a

moment's notice. The first double row contains the 1887

pattern of the Rudge Light Roadsters, complete, with

spade handles, long cranks, and full forks ; the second is de-

voted to the Rudge Roadster, with its many improvements

for the coming season ; while the third is taken up with the

Rudge Racer. At the upper end of the room is arranged a

line of shopworn and second-hand bicycles, while on the

other side the rows are filled up with the Rudc;e Safety and

liicvcLETTES. On the left of the picture is shown the sam-

ple machines, principally Tricycles or Tandems, and the Tri-

cycle standing on the floor is a Crescent Tandem with the

double steering, a specialty for 1887.

At the farther end of the salesroom are situated the offices.

The general office is used for the executive part of the busi-

ness, being occupied by the various clerks and stenographers.

At the extreme right hand is the private office for the mana-

ager. and a glance at this is well worth a moment's notice.

Both offices are tastefully fitted up in hard wood, and on en-

tering the private office the first thing that strikes the eye is a

large oil painting of the North German Lloyd steamship

A/Zer, in which it was Mr. Corey's pleasure to cross the

Atlantic last October. Hanging on the walls are over a dozen

pictures of his cycling friends, both in America and England,

which are tastefully framed to match the woodwork. A
glance around the room of the manager's office shows the

taste nf the occupant. A tennis racquet hangs beside his

desk, and directly back of him is a large picture of a toboggan

coast. On the wall in front hangs a picture representing the

start for the one-mile amateur championship of the world at

Birmingham, England, June 13, 1885, which was won by

Sanders Sellers on a 58-inch Rudge Racer ; while directly

opposite is a picture of the yacht Mayjlmver in her race with

the Getusta. Electric bells connect with all parts of the

building, and on hooks arranged around the side of ^le office

are hung all the American and foreign bicycle literature of the

day, and newspaper men often resort to it seeking for the

latest information. On tiie floor of the office is one of Will

Pitman's League rugs, which is a work of art and adds much

to its appearance.

In conversation with Mr. Corey upon the different makes

of wheels, he remarked that he has often been asked to ex-

press his opinion as to other firm's goods, which he invariably

declined to do unless other circumstances compelled him to

make some necessary statements. As a gentle hint to the

person desiring information, he cannot fail to observe, upon

leaving the manager's office, a gilt sign which hangs over the

door, reading :

—

" Let no one speak beyond this threshold hence.

Words uttered here in friendly confidence."

It has been the manager's aim to systematize every detail of

this department, believing that when a rider wants a machine

he wants it at once, and not three weeks afterwards ; conse-

quently the large stock which is carried enables him to fill

orders without delay.

It is Mr. Corey's idea to surround himself with practical

road riders, and he has able assistants in Mr, H. M. Sabcn,

Lieutenant of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, and Mr. W.

S. Doane of the Dorchester Club. Both are well-known

riders and racing men, and are noted for the keen interest

they take in the business.

The next floor of the establishment is of the same size as

the salesroom, and is used for storing the cases of the ma-

chines as they come from England. The floor above this is

used for crating, shipping and repairing, and is under the

charge of able assistants who have been connected with

Rudge & Co. 's factory in England.

The specialties which the above firm have to offer for the

coming year are the new pattern Rudge Light Roadster,

which contains many valuable features ; the Rudge Bicv-

clette, the original Rover type Safety; the Rudge Road-

ster, a strong, reliable machine at a moderate price; the

Rudge Crescent Tricycle, which has been having a great

run in England for the last year ; the well-known and popular

HuMBER Tandem, and a new Tandem called the Crescent,

suitable for two ladies or a lady and a gentleman.

In consequence of the increasing business, and of the large

number of agents scattered over the country, it has been

necessary to carry a stock of from 300 to 600 machines on

hand at all times, and the firm pride themselves on their

prompt delivery.

Besides carrying such a large number of machines in stock,

special attention has been paid to sundries, and the merits of

Ardill's Liquid Enamel, Townsend's Saddle, Harrington's

Cradle-spring, and Lucas's " King of the Road" Lamps, are

well known.

In point of manufacture and improvements, it has been the

policy of Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co. to keep fully

up with the times, but not to force the demand by the intro-

duction of new inventions which have not been thoroughly

tested. They fully believe in having the very latest, but do

not consider a change always to be an improvement, and pre-

fer to adhere to what they know is thorough and reliable,

rather than to make any alterations which may or may not

prove afterwards to be what is desired. The remark has

often been made by riders intending to purchase a machine,

that they did not see any particular difference in the various

makes, but they select a Ridge " because they knew that

there was nothing better, and they felt sure of what they

were buying." It is principally on this account that the

Rudge machines have attained their enviable reputation.
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lie is nothing less than an unmitigated fraud. Ac-

cording to all the traditions we should have been

having pleasant weather, and wc li.iven't—not

worth a cent. One lovely day, sandwiched in be-

tween half-a-dozen of rain or snow, for weeks and

weeks gets to be monotonous after a while. Per-

haps we shall enjoy our riding all the more when

we do get it.

Thanks, " Stamson," for your pat quotations.

Don't ring the changes on " Reading" too often,

however. You'll find them chill after a while.

You had better drop your efforts in the "Owl's"

line also. I am confidently advised that a " bull
"

against it is to be issued by the E.vecutivc Board.

In reply to your query in last (iAZKiTE, the

best route between Reading and New York is

probably byway of Philadelphia. P'roni the latter

place out the noted Lancaster pike to Devon or

Paoli, thence 7'ia Phceni.wille, Trappe, and Potts-

town, into Reading. Or by way of Allentown,

Bethlehem, Phillipsburg, Bound Brook and Perth

Ambov, to Staten Island and New York city; or

from Hound Brook through Plainfield, Elizabeth

and Orange. Either of the latter routes is fine as

far as Easton and Allentown, and through a most

picturesque country. From Allentown to Read-

ing {35 miles) the train must be taken, as the

country roads are unridable except on very rare

occasions. \Ye should be glad to entertain the

Solitary Club, and trust that the proposed trip will

be carried out. Any communications on the sub-

ject addressed to H. Crowther, secretary Ariel

Wheel Club, 532 Penn street, Reading, Pa., will

meet with a prompt response, and full informa-

tion as to routes, etc. Let us hear from you,

" Stamson."

Your article in February issue on the uniform

question was most timely, Mr. Editor, and hit the

nail on the head. We want a thoroughly service-

able uniform, and we want it soon. There is no

earthly reason why a decision should not be

reached at once, and if any responsible firm stands

ready to take the contract at $11 or $12, as vou

say, it should be awarded to it at once, pro-

vided, of course, the suit is guaranteed. I think

you would have the suffrages of the entire League

at your back on this point. I move you that your

proposal be put in proper shape and brought be-

fore the L. A. W. as a body. You have done

much for cycling generally, Mr. Ducker, but I

doubt if any of your endeavors will prove to be

more popular than the one to give us a first-class

riding suit at a moderate price, without any mid-

dlemen's profits.

Cycling matters here have been quiet since the

riding season closed. About the most important

move has been the joining of our Reading Board

of Trade by the Ariel Wheel Club. The latter

organization was only started last fall, but has

been on the quiet lookout for rooms ever since.

A club-house would be a most desirable thing

here, but cycling is still comparatively in its in-

fancy in Reading, and we had neither the numbers

nor the financial support necessary to make such

a move a success. So, as the Board of Trade

have the most eligible house in the city, both as

regards location and fitting up, it was decided by

the Ariels to join that body, and secure the use of

what is the handsomest set of rooms in this section.

In addition to the reading-room, club-room,

toilet-rooms, etc., they have a large room on the

third floor set apart for their exclusive use, and

this they intend fitting up as a gymnasium and

lounging ro.^im.

Visiting wheelmen are cordially invited to make

their headquarters at No. 532 Penn street, when

passing through Reading, and everything possible

will be done to render their visit a pleasant one.

The I,. A. W. sign will be found hanging out at

the door, and no cycler need await the formality

of an introduction. "CYCLE."

GoppespondenGe.

NEW ZEALAND HOPEFUL,

Eililor IVIieelineiCs Gazelle

:

—
I take the liberty of sending you an extract, cut

from the New York Referee of Jan. 7, 1S87, to show

you how we are progressing witii cycling here.

About eighteen months ago we made a track as

near the pattern of the Springfield celebrated

track as our funds would admit. It is exactly

three laps to the mile, composed of clay and fine

grit, and is admitted to be the fastest in New
Zealand, although up to the jMcscnt il has only

cost us ;^ioo to make and keep in order. The

track is pleasantly situated in a ten acre plot

called the Rangiora Recreation Reserve, with a

thirty-five yards wide belt of trees all round which

have been planted about eighteen years. The land

is quite level. The track is a square with the cor-

ners cut off to a radius of three chains, the corners

being banked up from a foot to eighteen inches

on the outside.

If we had not seen a description of your track

in the Gazette ours would have cost us more to"

make and not been so fast. We intend to give it

a top dressing of clay and fine grit (mixed before

putting on) before our next season.

You will see by the extract that one of our

members (Barlow) has made some good times for

a roadster machine ; in all the races except the

champion race he rode a 56-inch Rudge, 40 lbs. in

weight. Next year we expect to turn out the

champion of New' Zealand from our club.

Thomas Boyd,

Captain North Canterbury Bicycle Club.

Among fehe GlubS.

THE NINTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BOS
TON BICYCLE CLUB.

It was a merry party of bicyclists that met at

Parker's hotel, Boston, to celebrate the ninth anni-

versary of the Boston Bicycle Club. Mr. E. C.

Hodges presided and introduced the several speak-

ers, beside acting as toast-master. After supper

had been served, Mr. Hodges introduced as the

first speaker, Mr. A. Kennedy-Child of the Ripley

Road Bicycle Club of London, Eng., who replied

to the toast of " Our cycling members" in a neat

speech, which he delivered in his usual interesting

and entertaining manner. Mr. Child was fre-

quently interrupted by cheers and applause dur-

ing his speech, in which he referred to the bene-

fits which are derived from cycling. Mr. Child

paid a pretty compliment to the Boston Bicycle

Club by saying that " as Paris is the Mecca of all

Americans, so the Boston Bicycle Club should be

the Mecca of all cyclists." In closing, Mr. Child

thanked the club members for their kind attention,

wished them eternal success, and hoped that he

" might often have the pleasure of addressing

them."'

Mr. Hodges then proposed the toast of "Our
literary members." This was replied to by Mr.

C. P. Donahoe. The speaker referred in a hu-

moious manner to the trouble which his speech

had cost him—many hours' research in the library

and infinite trouble in looking up references for

the occasion. His speech was received with

cheers and ajiplausc.

The next toast was " The ladies," which was

resi)onded to by Mr. J. .S. Dean, who paid a num-

ber of compliments to the fair sex.

Mr. George B. Child was the next speaker, and

he entertained the club with several interesting

stories, after which Mr. Kellog responded to the

toast of " Our military." Mr. J. G. Dalton re-

sponded for the " Oldest member of the club,"

while Mr. Charles Reed responded for " Our ar-

tistic members." Songs were sung by several of

those present, and it was nearly midnight when

the last cyclist left the fascinations of the banquet

hall behind.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Bicycle Ci.uk ob-

tained the first privilege by a special act to ride

on the sidewalks and it was only by hard work

that they prevented its repeal. The new ordinance

is as follows :

—

No person sliall ride or propel any unicycle, bicycle, or tri-

cycle, between the hours of six o'clock in the morning and

nine o'clock in the evening upon any of the sidewalks of tlie

following streets of said city, to wit : Main street from the

Liberty pole, or corner of Franklin .street, to the Erie Canal

;

State street at any point south of the New York Central and

Hudson River railroad elevated tracks crossing said street

;

Exchange street north of the Erie Canal ; St. Paul street from

the New York Central and Hudson Kiver Railroad Company
elevated tracks crossing said street to Court street, and Mill,

Front, and Water streets south of said railroad elevated tracks

crossing said streets, or any of them, under a penalty of five

dollars for each offense.

The Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) Bicycle Club,

a new club of twenty-five members, now occupies

finely furnished rooms corner Main and Garden

streets, the most prominent and finely situated site

to be obtained. The rooms are fitted with a view

to the amusement and social enjoyment of its

members, containing all kinds of games, together

with very fine Collender billiard and pool tables,

making coinfortable and attractive quarters to

which all wheelmen when visiting our city are

welcome.

CLUB ELECTIONS.

American Cyclists' Unio.n—President, H.

E. Ducker, Springfield, Mass.; vice-president, E.

G. Gordon, Lynn, Mass. ; secretary, J. S. Dean,

Boston, Mass. ; treasurer, J. H. Lewis, Newton,

Mass.; executive committee, extra members, W.
E. Wentworth, Lynn, Mass., and G. II. Burt,

Hartford, Ct.

Ann .\KiiOR (Mich.) Bicycle Clud—Presi-

dent, C. W. Wagner ; vice-president, Clarence

Berry ; captain, Geo. Keck ; first lieutenant, Geo.

Frothingham ; bugler, C. B. Davison'; secretary,

H. A. Kyer ; treasurer, II. C. Nickels.

Ariel Wheel C'Lun (Poughkeepsie, N. Y.)

—

President, W. C. Sterling; secretary-treasurer, F.

I.Schwartz; captain, G. L. Sterling; lieutenant,

Fred Atkins; executive committee, \V. T. Ward
and I. R. .'Kdriance.

Brown University Bicycle Club (Provi-

dence, R. I.)— President, F'ield, '87 ; vice-president,

Wooley, '88
; secretary, J. P. Williams, '89; treas-

urer. Mason, '89; captain, Crocker, '87; lieuten-

ant, F. H. Brownell, '88; bugler, C. D. Cook, 'SS

:

executive committee, H. Keach, '87, W.W. Brown-

ell, '88, Warren, '8g.

Cambridgeport (Mass.) Bicycle Club—
President, J.S. Sanborn ; secretary, W. W. Dunn

;
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treasurer, W. T. Roop; captain, Dr. S. F. Mar-

shall ; first lieutenant, F. E. Carinan ; second lieu-

tenant, L. \y. Kriggs.

Clinton (Mass.) Bicycle Club—President,

George B. Jackson ; captain, R. O. Burns ; first

lieutenant, W. H. Jackson; secretary-treasurer,

A. C. Runyon ; color bearer, F. B. Evans ; club

committee, .S. C. Amsden and S. S. Smith, with

the president, vice-president, and captain.

CoNO.MO Bicycle Club (Manchester-by-ihe-

Sea, Mass.)—President, C. A. Collins; vice-presi-

dent, A. L. Churchill ; secretary and treasurer,

G. E. Wilmonton ; captain, E. W. Spinney

;

first-lieutenant, E. L Rogers ; second lieutenant,

R. P. Durkee ; color bearer, L. O. Lations.

Detroit (Mich.) Bicycle Club—President,

B. J.
Holcomb; vice-president, S. W. Williams;

secretary-treasurer, P. Jacobsen ; captain, A. F.

Peck; first lieutenant, A. D. Bowlby ; second

lieutenant, Geo. Lane; bugler, J. H. Ames;

Standard bearer, William Brundish ; executive

committee, president, secretary, captain, first lieu-

tenant, and private John Harley.

Hudson (N. V.) County Wheelmen—Presi-

dent, Chas. Lee Meyers; secretary, H. Harts-

horne ; captain, W. S. Woodward ; treasurer. Car-

man Nichols; first lieutenant, H. Pratt; second

lieutenant, M. C. Jenkins; right guide, M. C.

Fisher ; left guide, George H. Short ; color bearer,

Frank Eveland ; bugler, E. P. Baggot ; sergeant,

E. P. Jenkins ; trustees, C. A. Stenken, S. G. Put-

nam, E. W. Johnson.

Lowell (Mass.) Bicycle Club—President,

L. F. Sherman ; captain, A. D. Prince ; first lieu-

tenant, C. E. Curtis ; second lieutenant, S. T.

W^hittier; Buglers, F. A. Baker, H. A. Keep;

color bearer, W. E. Hall ; treasurer, H. W. Sal-

mon ; secretary, L. R. Welch.

Malden (Mass.) Club— President, George W.
Hazard; vice-president, Harry Sherburne; secre-

tary and treasurer, E. E. Foye. Road officers

—

captain, Edward IL Wiggin ; lieutenant, Lawrence

G. Shepard.

Massachusetts Bicycle Club (Boston, Mass.)

—President, Charles Richards Dodge ; vice-presi-

dent, A. Douglas Salkeld ; secretary, Wni. M.

Farrington; treasurer, William H. Minot ; libra-

rian, D.W. Colbath ; club committee, C. R. Dodge,

W. M. Farrington, W. H. Minot, A. D. Peck, Jr.,

ex officio. C. B. Goldthwait, E. R. Benson, F. A.

Pratt, A. E. Pattison, F. Lane, H. B. Salkeld;

captain, Alonzo D. Peck, Jr. ; first lieutenant,

James M. Burr ; second lieutenant, Walter A.

Shockley; tricycle captain, John T. Williams;

tricycle lieutenant, Dr. W. D. Ball ; buglers, E. R.

Benson, F. W. Perry ; color bearers, W. H.

Minot, C. D. Cobb.

M.WERicK Wheel Club (East Boston, Mass.)

—President, W. C. Moore; vice-president, F. C.

Coleman; captain, A. J. Rogers; first lieutenant,

Wm. Bell ; second lieutenant, J. E. Bigelow

;

secretary, C. E. Little ; treasurer, E. H.Kingston
;

bugler, W. E. Jordon ; color bearer, C. E. Lit-

tle.

Minneapolis (Minn.) Bicycle Club—Presi-

dent, F. A. Leland ; captain, E. A. Savage ; sec-

retary and treasurer, Charles Barwick ; first lieu-

tenant, E. J. Hale; second lieutenant, J. R. Stock-

dale.

New York (\. V.) Bicycle Club—Captain,

Edward J. Shriver; first lieutenant, Harry S.

Raven; second lieutenant. Dr. Morris L. King;

secretary, George S. Daniels ; treasurer, R. R.

Haydock ; club committee, Frank W. Kitching,

Fred AL Daniels.

Poughkeepsie (N. Y.) Bicycle Club—Presi-

dent, H. W. Bullard; captain, Geo. L. Cluett;

treasurer, James Myers; lieutenant, Chas. Hauf

;

secretary, Fred Bowne ; bugler, Chas. Ostrander.

Rambler Cycle Club (Baltimore, IVId.)—Pres-

ident, H. W. Barrington ; vice-president, W^m.

H. Miller ; secretary, Robert Dryden ; treasurer.

Dr. \Yingo ; captain, J. Turner ; sub-captain, Mr.

Jones ; sub-captain, S. R. Boyd, Jr.

Rhode Island Wheelmen (Providence, R. L)

—President, W. H. Thurber ; vice-president, W.
W. Whitten ; secretary, J. A. Kinghorn ; treas-

urer, H. L. Perkins ; captain, O. M. Mitchell

;

first lieutenant, J. L. Speirs; second lieutenant,

W. A. Morgan ; executive committee, Dr. E. Y.

Bogman, N. H. Gibbs ; house committee, A. L.

Sweet, W. D. Barton, E. H. Godding.

Salem (Mass.) Bicycle Club—President, A.

G. Webb; vice-president, John J. K. Cooker;

secretary, A. N. Hill ; treasurer, Lewis F. Allen
;

captain, D. E. Hunter; first lieutenant, R. H.

Robson ; second lieutenant, H. A. Whippich
;

bugler, E. P. Symonds ; executive committee, W.
H. Hart, J. Flint, and J. G. Waters.

The New South Wheel Club (Birmingham,

Ala.)—President, L. D. Aylett ; captain, J. W.
Lutz ; secretary and treasurer, J. W. Sloss, Jr.

. The United Wheelmen (Southington and

Plantsville, Ct.)—President, L. C. Clark ; vice-

president, Charles Thompson ; secretarj'-treasurer,

F.A.Clark; captain, E. N. Walkey ; first lieu-

tenant, Charles Beckley ; second lieutenant, A. B.

A. Walkley ; executive committee, L. SZ. Clark
;

Chas. Thompson, F. A. Clark, E. N. Walkley,

Chas. Holcomb, A. Bulliss, F. E. Stow.

Waterbury (Ct.) Ramblers — President,

Albert Hyatt ; secretary-treasurer, Edwin Hart

;

captain, William Hall ; lieutenant, Samuel J.

Wells.

W.A.TERVILLE (Maine) Wheelmen—Captain,

D. F. Wing ; first lieutenant, F. J. Arnold ; sec-

ond lieutenant, H. K. Pierce ; bugler. Prof. S. C.

Bailey; secretary and treasurer, W. A. Gilman.

N.\ttyTricvclists.—Two very stylish looking

Washington young ladies have been making a

decided sensation on the avenue by their dexterous

riding of the tricycle. Both are remarkably pretty,

and wear handsome street costumes. One of

them wears a gentleman's high silk hat, the only

difference being that it is turned up on one side

and has a little black feather in it. Her cloth

dress fits her trim figure exquisitely, and she

wears long boots like a backwoodsman. The top

of the boots hides her pretty ankle, but the conven-

ience obviates many of the objections raised to

ladies riding tricycles. Her companion wears a

Tarn o' Shanter cap, which falls prettily about

her head. They each own a single tricycle, and

use these in the morning ; but in the evening,

when the avenue is crowded, they ride a double

tricycle, and cause many of the Congressmen's

hearts to go pit-a-pat in unison with the girls'

daintily booted feet on the pedals.

—

Balfiinore

Aiucricaii.

The time may come when a man without a bi-

cycle will be looked upon as pitifully as the wretch

who shivers in midwinter without an overcoat.

—

Cycling Times.

MY FIRST BICYCLE TOUR.

Ridden, Written, and Illustr.vped by a

Pure Amateur.

It was in the month of August, 1886. Having

mastered the art of staying upon the upmost side

of a bicycle saddle, I concluded to try a little tour-

ing. Having no one to accompany me, I started

off in the morning by mj'self, quite indifferent as

to what route I took, or where I went. At about

eight o'clock I bade farewell to New Gloucester,

and with light and expectant heart, sped forth to

scenes upon which I had never before gazed, and

upon roads which I had never before tried.

I notice that authors always allude to cyclers

going forth with light and buoyant hearts. Who
has ever dared to describe their spirits upon

their return ? Whv should I, when others far

more gifted than myself have eluded the point.'

The pedal is down. The day is gone. Who
shall dare to describe his feelings, when the rider

himself has so little to say ?

That start, it being my first tour, was an event-

ful one to me.

No gravel track stretched itself beneath me.

It was a rough clay road, enlivened with loose

stones spread over its surface. This, however,

soon gave way to a smooth, hard road. Over this

I pedaled at a rapid rate. There is nothing start-

ling or very attractive in the scenery. The coun-

try homes are modest, attractive houses, scattered

here and there over broad and fertile acres, and

occupied by prosperous and hospitable farmers.

Riding on, the road begins to grow sandy.

A LITTLE DIFFICULTY.

Here I have a little difficulty with my fiery, un-

tamed steed ; after a short but desperate struggle

I compromised matters by taking what is known

among wheelmen as the " great North American

header."

^.^.

" THE (.KEAT NORTH AMERICAN HEADER."

In this header, the wheel not only throws its

rider, but also jumps upon him, and dances up

and down his spinal column in a manner wonder-

ful to behold.

It was several minutes before I even attempted

to brush off the dust of mother earth, which clujig

so tenderly about me ; and to once more enjoy

the beauties of nature, and a sense of relief to

know that I still lived.

The next five miles I walked and pushed my

wheel through from three to five inches of loose
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sand. This gives me a taste of what lies ahead,

although I was blissfully unconscious of the fact.

A few miles from Auburn, the sandy road gave

place to one of hard clay. Again I mounted

;

swifter and swifter went round the pedals, and I

'^:^k

A SENSE OF RELIEF.

fairly flew into the place. In entering this city, the

traveler rides along a smooth, hard roadway,

fringed with shady maples, handsome and cleanly

houses, and attractive lawns.

After a short rest here, I again mounted, and

took the road to Mechanic Falls. In a short

time the process of keeping upon the upper side of

the saddle became more and more difficult; at last

I gave it up and walked.

HOW MUCH KURTHEK DOES THIS SAND EXTEND?

A farmer came along and I asked, " How much
further does this sand extend ?" "Oh, not much
further," was the reply. Oh, what a lie that was 1

///'/

A CALM AND PEACEFUL SCENE.

For the next seven miles I walked, and medi-

tated upon the sublimity of Androscoggin county's

sand heaps, interrupted only by the question,

"Why don't you ride?" At last I did ride, and

over an excellent road.

Riding around a turn in the road at a rapid gait

I came suddenly face to face with a yoke of steers,

hitched to a pair of cart wheels. The driver sat

astride the tongue, reflecting no doubt, upon the

the uncertainty of human life.

I was about to dismount, when the calm and

peaceful scene before mc was suddenly transformed

into one of intense activity.

It is a very self-evident fact that this particulnr

yoke of steers had never seen a bicycle l>eforc.

With a snort of terror, and tails erect, those in-

corrigible steers shot through the roadside fence,

like a thunderbolt through a paper hat, strewing

ON THE FLY.

it to the right and left. Clearing the fence, they

went into a short growth of birch bushes, as if

shot from a cannon's mouth. The ground being

somewhat rough, the way those cart wheels

bounced around, seemed to convey the impression

that each one was trying to see which could jump

the highest. In the mean time, the astonished

driver performed some of the most wonderful

gymnastic feats, that it has ever been my lot to

witness.

I didn't stop to see the end of this little farce,

because the unlucky driver was considerably

larger than I am and didn't think it would be safe'

to get too near.

Fifteen minutes later I rode into the village of

Mechanic Falls, in time for a late dinner. As
the shades of evening were drawing near, I

mounted for a quiet spin about the streets.

MY I'KIDE HAD A FALL.

I thought I was safe, and was smiling at the

figure I would cut, when I got on, and sped down

the street, with beauty and snnmetry of motion,

and blushed at the imaginary remarks of beauti-

ful belles as I passed them, with a rush as swift

and silent as that of a carrier dove.

I got on, but this is not the way I went. My
pride had a fall, it was humbled in the dust.

I ran my big wheel over a small yellow dog.

Never did brave knight kneel at the feet of fair

lady with quickness that excelled my kneeling

before that combination of bicycle and yellow dog.

The next day a ride of two hours brought me
home without further adventure.

I carried no cyclometer, but I should judge the

distance to be about 35 or 40 miles. Thi.s, to

many readers of the Gazette will be but a short

distance, but to mc it was quite an undertaking.

H. D. P.

™ - . - - - .

^he sppade.

The year 1887 will present many novelties in

the cycle world. While it is not our iniention to

go into a full discussion of the merits of the vari-

ous machines, we have decided to give our readers

a brief description of the various types of wheels

with a few illustrations.

Bicycles this year will be made as usual, with

two wheels, the wheels varying with the ideas of the

maker. The regular or ordinary will have little or

no change. Tangent spokes will rule on

some makes, ball-bearing heads will

form important features on others

;

but as a rule, all will consist of one

large wheel, followed by a small one,

connected by a backbone on which is a saddle

for the rider to sit. As usual, the Star will be

built on the reverse order of things

—in a sort of cart before the horse

style, with a somewhat larger steer-

ing wheel. Various other styles of

the bicycle present themselves, mostly

in the form of safeties. The Springfield and King

are new and untried, but of great promise. The
Kangaroo type of wheels will hold

sway for a little while, and their popu-

larity will only be second to others

of a more recent make. The Facile

will be as popular as ever, and with its

speed gear will be enabled to keep pace with its

larger brother of the wheel. The Rover type of

bicycle will be the center of attrac-

tion the coming season ; its main

features are both wheels of an

equal size, about 40-inch, and geared

up to 54. This style of wheel wiM

be all imported this year, with the excei)tion of the

Victor .Safety, made by the Overman Wheel Co.

Tricycles, as usual, will all be built with three

wheels, two large ones and one small one ; loop

frames are apparently out of date. Two track

are growing in favor, especially with the gentle

sex, while the Clipper type is without doubt the

(.oniing tricycle, the new Colum-

bia Clipper and Victor being the first

wheels made in America upon this

plan, and the samples give promise

of great things. All other dealers

will import one or more of these popular styles

of tricvcles.

Tandems are of various styles, but those of the

convertible form, handle-bar steering are the

favorites. All tandems are made to carry two

persons, generally a gent and lady,

although some styles, the Colum-

bia and Cunard, are built with

reference to carrying two ladies.

For pure enjoyment on the wheel

the tandems are considered to take the lead.
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For those who are inclined to be lazy the Coventry

chair is provided in which the pro-

prietor can sit at ease while a strong

and lusty servant will furnish

the necessary motive power. The

'(j9 onlv exertion required of the pro-

prietor is that which is necessary to smoke, and

the better the cigar the less exertion required.

For a full and complete description of the various

makes of wheels, we advise our readers to write

the following parties, who will mail a full and com-

plete illustrated catalogue free :

—

Boston, M.\ss.

Pope Manufacturing Co., 79 Franklin street.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., 152-8 Congress st.

\Vm. Read cS; Sons, 107 Washington street.

Overman Wheel Co., 182-188 Columbus avenue.

Coventry Machinist Co., 239 Columbus avenue.

W. B. Everett & Co., 6 and 8 Berkeley street.

W. W. Stall, 509 Tremont street.

John P. Lovell's Sons, 147 Washington street.

Springfield Bicycle Manufacturing Co., 19 Pearl

street.

New York City.

A. G. Spalding & Bros , 241 Broadway.

Pope Manufacturing, 12 Warren street.

King Wheel Co., 51 Barclay street.

W. G. Wilcox, ;^;^
Murray street.

New Jersey—New.\rk.

D. Rogers & Co., 75 Clinton avenue.

Howard P. Smith & Co., Oraton Hall.

Smithville.

H. B. Smith Machine Co.

Illinois—Chicago.

Pope Manufacturing Company, 115 Wabash ave.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., 108 Madison street.

Gormully & Jeffery, 222-4 North Franklin st.

Peori.\.

George W. Rouse & Son, 7 G street.

Ohio—D.vYTON.
A. W. Gump.

Marvl.\nd—Baltimore.

Samuel T. Clark & Co., 2 and 4 Hanover street.

Pennsylvania—Philadelphia.

H. B. Hart, 811 Arch street.

George D. Gideon, 6 South Broad street.

THE CYCLING BOARD OF TRADE.

Why It Was Organized and Whap It Pro-

poses TO Accomplish.

The older riders of cycles have long ere this

noticed a tendency amongst the smaller dealers

and manufacturers of wheels to make, what we

understand by the term, two prices, and as this

idea of conducting business is one that does not

commend itself either by its fairness or common
honesty (?) to the majority of either riders, hand-

lers, or manufacturers of wheels, the Board of

Trade has been inaugurated by the leading manu-

facturers and the responsible handlers of cycles,

with the laudable intent of guarding against the

possibility of one agent unduly and unfairly com-

peting against another, or of a manufacturer (whose

interests are identical with the rider and agents)

who mav make an agreement for sale to an agent,

selling at less than his published list price (ap-

proved by the board) to any one save the agent.

It is obvious to any one who is at all familiar

with the ordinary principles of business, that the

dealer or manufacturer who makes " two prices,"

must be perpetrating a fraud upon the purchaser.

He must either have falsely represented the goods

to one of his purchasers, or he has taken advan-

tage of the other.

If the manufacturer or dealer publishes a list

price, such a list should be (at least for the pro-

tection of his agents, who invest capital and carry

stock, if not for the actual purchaser of the ma-

chine) his unalterable standard. When it is other-

wise, and a manufacturer or dealer perpetrates a

fraud, bv publishing one list which, be it datta

fide or not, must be accepted by the outside

public as a criterion, and makes sales at other

prices, he or they create a feeling of distrust ; and

eventually the hard logic of events, in the shape of

rumors of the instability of his or their products

(which of necessity must be true if ordinary busi-

ness principles operate), compel him to acknowl-

edge that his business is, or should be, destroyed.

From the riders' or purchasers' standpoint, a

dealer with two prices must ever be avoided. We
all wish to purchase as cheaply as others. ( )ur

commercial spirit is wounded when we discover

that others can, in an ordinary transaction, pro-

cure an article at a smaller outlay than ourselves.

We are perfectly satisfied if we can purchase quite

as low as another, but we want no exceptions.

Surely a manufacturer can see that the offering

of his product at a lower price than his list is a

direct acknowledgment of the inferioritv of his

machines, or an evidence that he has not confi-

dence enough in his products to compete with

other makr;rs fairly.

What riders want is to know that they are being

treated honorably; that what they pay $125 for

cannot be purchased for $100 by another, that

what is true shall be represented to them and com-

mon fairness observed.

To compel the " fair and square " treatment of

all, to the pious motive which, on general princi-

ples, the members of the Board of Trade have or-

ganized for, and imperishable will be the obloquy,

and eternal the shame of the manufacturer or

dealer who, having put his hand to the good work,

falls back.

The corporations and firms which have pledged

themselves to the principles of the Board of Trade

are as follows: Pope Manufacturing Company,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., Overman Wheel Com-

pany, W. B. Everett & Co., Read & Sons, Coven-

try Machinist Company. This list comprises the

leading concerns in the business.

A. Kennedy-Child.

BRITISH AND COLONIAL RECORDS.

Under this title, a chapter in Karl Kron's forth-

coming book devotes 42 pages of fine type (37,000

words) to personal narratives from more than fifty

road-riders and tourists in Europe and Australasia,

—most of whom prepared their stories at his spe-

cial request. The following synopsis of the con-

tents of the chapter will be of interest on its own

account, and it furnishes a condensed " object les-

son " for the instruction of those ignorant ones

who still cherish the delusion that bicycling is a

mere transitory " craze," captivating only to chil-

dren and athletes :

—

" Request that English press-men' show fair-play

towards my foreign contributors, 531. E. Teget-

meier, a London journalist, reports 10,053 '"'les

covered in 1883, and 46,600 miles in 13 years,

531-3. H. R. Reynolds, Jr., an Oxford graduate

of 1880 and a lawyer, rides 55,930 miles in 9 years,

chiefly as an economical way of getting about, 533.

' Faed,' a wood-engraver, deaf and near-sighted,

enjoys a daily open-air spin for 3 years, with only

75 exceptions, and makes a total of 19,388 miles,

534-5. H. R. Goodwin, a Manchester jeweler,

takes a ig days" tour of 2,054 miles, 535-7. J. W.
M. Brown, a Lincolnshire farmer, rolls up 53,343

miles in a decade, 537-8. II. J. Jones, of the

Haverstock Cycling Club, covers 3,600 miles of

separate road, in a 3 years' record of 16,016 miles,

538-40. Alfred Hayes, a London leather-dealer,

reports 30,000 miles in 9 years, including 15,000

miles on a single 46-inch bicycle and more than

160 successive Sunday rides, 540-1. R. P. Hampton

Roberts's i6,o6o miles of wheeling in 7 years, tabu-

lated by months and supplemented by other mile-

age records of the Belsize Bicycle Club, 541-3. Re-

ports from H. T. Wharlow, 23,325 miles in 6^

years ; C. W. Brown, 17,043 miles in 4 years; and

W. Binns, a Salford draper, 22,147 niiles in 6^

years, 543. Monthly table of 12 years' riding,

40,319 miles, by Rev. H. C. Courtney, Vicar of

Ilatton, 544. Seven years' record, 20,700 miles,

by J. S. Whatton, e.x-captain Cambridge University

Bicycle Club, 544. F. Salsbury's 36 monthly

tables of 17,499 miles in 1882-1884,544-5. 'Aver-

age accounts ' from F. W. Brock, of Bristol, and

G. H. Rushworth, of Bradford, 545. Inexpensive

1,100 miles' tour of 1885 of a Glasgow University

graduate, Hugh Callan, who won the Tit Bits

prize of $250 in 1886, for best story of cycling

experiences, and who intends to print a book about

them, 545-6. Diary for a decade, 14,107 miles, of

an Irish country gentleman, William Bowles, 546.

H. Etherington, projector and proprietor of IV/ieel-

ing, 546-8 (see also 689-90). H. Sturmey, editor of

the Cyclist, 548-9 (see also 690-2). A. M. Bolton,

author of 'Over the Pyrenees,' 549. C.Howard

and R. E. Phillips, compilers of route-books, 550.

G. L. Bridgman, S. Golder, and G. T. Stevens,

551. Tour in 18S3, London to Pesth, of Ivan

Zmerlych, a young Magyar, 551. Hugo Barthol's

circuit of 2,750 miles, June 8 to August 31, 1884,

Saxony to Naples and back, 551-2. Road-riding

reports from France, Holland, and Hungary, 552-3,

558. Facile-medal riders of 1S84, 553. Liverpool

long-distance men of 1885, 553. Notable rides in

1885 by C. H. R. Gossett, Mrs. J. H. Allen, and

others, 554. I>ondon-to-Bath annual winners, 1877

to 1885, 554. Record of tours and races to and

from John O'Groat's, 1873 to 1886, 554-7. Won-

derful cross-country wheeling by G. P. Mills, 556-8.

Daniel's long tricycle ride in France, 558. Austra-

lasian Reports: Day's rides of 100 miles in Victo-

ria, 558-9 Tours of the Melbourne Bicycle Clul),

1879 ^° 1884. 560. Tours by Adelaide and Bal-

larat club-men, 18S4 and 1885, 560-1. W. Hume's

circuit of 530 miles in 1883, and straightaway of

5S3 miles, to Sydney, in 1S84, 561. Day's rides of

100 miles to close of 1884, 561-2. Tricycle tours

in 1885 by young ladies of Ballarat and Stawell,

562. G. R. Broadbent, a grandfather, wheels

17,600 miles in 3 years, 562. R. O. Bishop's 3

years' record of 13,352 miles in Victoria and Tas-

mania, 563. Mileage of T. F. Hallam, P. J. Bowen,

and other riders of Hobart, 563-4. J. Copland's

18S4 tricycle tour of 1,282 miles, Sydney to .Mel-

bourne and back, 564-5. Sydney to Melbourne

bicycle rides by .\. Edwards, G. L. Budds, and

J. F. Rugg, 565-6. The longest straightaway trail

in Australia, 670 miles, Stawell to Sydney, made

in March, 1886, by M. Thornfeldt and C. H. Lyne,

565-6. New Zealand's advantages for cycling,

566-7, 570 (see also 652). J. F. Norris's account

of a 242 miles tour in 1882, and of loo-mile riders

in 1884, 567. J. Fitton's 700 mile tour at the close

of 1883, 567-8.
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Sale ar^d Excl^ange.

This department is for the convenience of our readers, in

wliich their wants may be made known at a trifling expense.

It (iflcn occms that a wlicchnan wishes to exchange or sell his

machine, or a new-comer wislies to purchase a second-hand

wheel : here are offered the desired facilities. The charge will

be one cent per uvni, each insertion, cash with the onier.

Initials and abbreviations count as words.

KDVERTISERS will CMisidt their own interests by adver-

tisinir in The Wheelmen's Chzette.

A\VHEELM.\N may have all the muscnlar strength of an

athlete, bnt unless he has the nervous strength he will

not excel. To gain nervous power, to exercise instant control,

fortify t'he nerves yvith CROSHY'S VITALIZED PHOS-
PHITES, THE OiA-v Hrain and Nerve Food.

BICVCLES FOR S.^LE. — bicycles and Tricycles, all

kitids, descriptions, and prices, from $35 upwards. Call

and examine, or send for list to RUDGE AGENCY, 152

Congress Street, HosTo.N, Mass.

cHE.AP ENOUGH— The Wheelmen's Reference Book

and The Gazette for one year, only 75 cents.

"VERY CLUH SECRETARY should have the Refer-

> enc; Book. Only 50 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR SALE—Victor Tricycle, 'S3 pattern, in lirst-class order.

Address TRICYCLE, Box 216, Chicopee, Mass.

FOR S.^LE— 50-inch Expert Columbia bicycle, iii good

condition; cost S125 when new; will sell for J6o. For full

jiarticulars address CH.AS. ZANG, Battle Creek, M_^ich.

FOR -A B.4RGAIN send si/e and description of what you

want. We have a large stock of second-hand wheels and

a full line of sundries. AMERICAN BICYCLE COM-
PANY, Springfield, Mass.

FOR SALE — 4S-inch Special Star bicycle, enainel and

nickel, silent 18S6 pattern ; hollow frame and levers, ball-

bearings, cricket saddle ; in fine condition ; Jioo; cost ;$i34.

CAMPBELL & CO., 99 Orange Street, Providence, R. I.

GIVEN AW.AY— Preiniums for Subscribers. See our list

and obtain some of the best Bicycling Sundries extant.

THE WHEEL.MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

RHYMES OF ROAD AND RIVER mailed to any

address, post-paid, on receipt of price. Two Dollars, by
THE WHEEL.MEN'S GAZETTE, Springfield, Mass.

'END US ONE DOLL.-\R for The Gazette two years,

) and receive a copy of the Wheelmen's Reference Book.

THE G.XZETTE and WHEELING ANNUAL, onlySi.

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE, SpRiNGFinLD.hlAss.

T.ANDEM TRICY'CI.E (Humbcr), almost as good as new,
cheap; uood 50- to 314-inch bicvcle taken in part pavment.

C. H. DIAMOND, P.O. l!ox 2434, New York.

WRENCHES WITH REINFORCED BACKS.—The
strongest Bicycle Wrench on the market, neat and

compact, warranted cast steel, sent on receipt of 60 cents.

C. F. HOLCOMB, Plantsville, CT.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

Nickeling, enameling, and repairing done in the best possible

manner. Send in your wheels for repairs.

A full line of second-hand wheels and sundries in stock.

Send description of what you want.

a V. M. CROKE.

% &i

©ompaR^,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

L. F. DUNBAR

aso.

SPADE HANDLES!
Handsomest, Strongest, and Best Handles in the Market.

ONLY $3.60.

H'e have them to fit any Cycle made.

C. W. SPINNEY, Fitchburg, Mass.

•1 The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink. J«

this 6eulUleale ase.

And 25 eents will entitle the sender to one copy of The
Wheelmen's Reference Book (price 50 centsl Mailed

post-paid. Address

THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE,
Springfield, Mas*.

BEST IN THE WORLD!

^

GEO. H.MORRILL SCO.

PnnliflganilLimopplilcluK,

34 Hawley Street, Boston.

25 and 27 Rose Street, New York.

125 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

E. J. SHATTUCK c& CO.
520 Commercial Street, San Francisco.

WORKS -NORWOOD. MASS.

*| The Gazette is printed with Morrill's Ink.

JOHN F. STRATTON,
Importer and Wholesale Dealer In

• w vwv ^ ^*

THE KELLOGG BICYCLE SHOE.
Made of kangaroo or dnni;ij|.i, .^^ in.iy 1il- uciiiir* ti. liand-

sewed, and possessing merits suinrrior to any other liicycle

Shoe made. Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $4. Liberal

discount to dealers. Mannfaf'tured bv

W. H. KELLOGG & CO., Palmer, Mass.

p. C. DARROW, ;

G. S. DARROW, \

Editors.

C. F. SMITH, Business Manager.

Publisl;ed ^oenij Thupsdaij.

BRIGHT,INDEPENDENT,
NEWSY.

(])ne yollap a yean.

ise,

49 Maiden Lane, New York.

A Id

A Full-Page Lithographed
Cartoon Supplement

Once a Month.

(^ach )!)umbep pully llluotnded.

JOHN F. STRATTON'S

Celebrated Russian Gut Violin Strings
THE FINEST IN THE WORLD !

MY GUARANTEE.
If a dealer receives a conipl.iiiit (which he believes to be

honest) from any musician to whom lu- has sold any of these

Strings, he is authorized by me to give him another string

without charge ; and all such loss will be made good by me to

my customers without quibble or question.

lr^='Beware of imitations. Dealers will please send
for my descriptive Catalogue. The trade supplied at
lowest prices.

A BICYCLE FREE

!

The Vermont P.icvci-e free to all who send name on
postal, with names of five intending bicvcle buyers. Most
newsy monthly. Eight large pages. All like it.

THE VERMONT BJCYCLE. West Randolph. Vt.

Send for a Sample Copy.
Agents Wanted.

ADDRESS

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

fee %\(m .^duoeafe:

A MONTHLY JDURNUL
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF STAR RIDERS

AND CYCLISTS IN GENERAL.

E. H. CORSO.V, Editor and Proprietor.

Terms, 50 Cents a Year, in Advance.

tTF" .-Address all communications to THE STAR ADVO-
CATE, East Rochester, N. H. .Make money-orders and
drafts payable to E. H. CoRso.v.

E^^We can promise an interesting and instructive paper

for ^7// cyclists. Send for a sample copy.

YOD
can live at home, and make more money at work for

us. than at anything else in this world. Capital not

needed; you are started free. Both sexes; all ages.

Any one can do the work. Large earnings sure from
first Stan, Costly outfit and terms free. Better not delay. Costs

vou nothing to send us vnur address, nnd find out : if vou are wi«e

you will do so at once. H. HALLETT & CO., Portland, Me.



THE WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

BICYCLES'TRICYCLES*TANDEMS*SAFETIES

TANDEM COMPLETE. SUFFICIENT WEIGHT UPON THE FRONT WHEEL TO
PREVENT THE REAR RIDER AFFECTING THE STEERING.

SOLE UNITED STATES AGENTS,

?5 Clinton Ayenue, - NETSTARK, N. J.
Active and Responsible Agents |[antefl.

^ Send tor List of Sliop-Wora Macliines «liicli Mnst be Soid to^accommodate Spring Sto*.



The WHEELMEN'S GAZETTE.

Before F^tirchia^ing Your New Whieel,
Send for tliix Cata.logij.e.°Tfe)l

60 Pages of

Information,

o

y
O

s

12 Distinct

Patterns.

S/ua'lT. Cl^i^i^ ^ Co.

^ inPOffTEIfSm SOLE AQENTS •<»

T

Free to all

Applicants.

O

o
JJ

A"-

o

6^

17 Handsome

Illustrations.

Kull Roadsters, Liglit Roadsters, Rover Pattern Safeties,
all with True Tangent Wheels.

Single and Tandem Tricycles, w^itli tlie nnequaled Onad-
rant Steering.

Acknovs^ledged bv all Competent Jndges to be the Leading
Line of Wheels for 1SS7.



THE VHEELMEN^S GAZETTE.

The lidGIBOGRAPH.
Ill this instrument are combined all desirable qualities and movements; improved double-swing rising and falling front, our patent attachment for

the ground-glass frame, reversible for horizontal or vertical views. Made of best quality mahogany, highly polished. The lens is a single achromatic of

superior quality, fitted with revolving diaphragms and instantaneous shutter; most admirable instantaneous pictures have been made with this lens. The
tripod is best quality feather-weight. When folded, everything e.xcept the tripod is enclosed in the case, the plate-holder being left beneath the ground glass.

The 5x8 size measures 9^x6^x4! inches; smaller sizes in proportion. To sum up, this instrument is the product of the best skill and workmanship of our
factory, and our large and fine facilities have enabled us to fix the price low, believing that in the end our profits will be equally large and our usefulness
greater. Prices given include everything requisite for work in the field, extra plate and plate-holders excepted. Especially designed for out-door work.

PRICE-LIST OF THE LUCIDOGRAPH,
COMPLETE.

No. 1. For 3^x4^ Picture, uo Sliding Front, $22.50
No. 2. For 4 ^x5^^ Picture, no Sliding Front, 22.o0
No. 3. For 5x8 Picture, Sliding Front, . 2 7.00

Enclose 4 cents for Circulars and Catalogues.
PACKED FOR TRAVEL.

THE BbAIR GAMERA G9.
OPEN FOR USE OFFICE AND FACTORY,

318 Broadway, NEW YORK. 471, 475, and 477 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

BLAIR & PRINCE, 819 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA.

THE FACILE.
Patterns of this old reliable Bicycle for 1887 are: —

I.—The Regular Pattern, called simply FACILE, unchanged from 1886, it having in that year been largely altered and improved.

2.—A LIGHT ROADSTER, somewhat changed from that of iS86, being hollow throughout, levers included. Lever- bearings are double-

ball. Head is the new unapproachable Abingdon, which is destined to eclipse and displace all other ball -heads. Every bearing in this machine,

without exception, is adjustable ball. Weight of 46- inch, 34 pounds.

3.—The STANDARD FACILE, a good and plain pattern, with plain enamel finish, weldless hollow backbone and front forks, and balls

to front wheel only.

4.—The New GEARED FACILE, having no chain, but driving by a compact, simple, and easy sun - and - planet gear placed on one side

only. Except that the levers are a little longer, and that two small toothed wheels are visible on one side, the machine looks precisely like the

usual Facile. It is hollow throughout, and every bearing whatever is adjustable ball — no less than 21 rows of balls, and 250 balls in total.

Head is of course the Abingdon. Size is 40-inch, geared to 60- inch. Though this gearing is high, the machine excels all other geared bicycles

in smoothness and ease of running ; and it is destined to prove the fastest cycle in the world, both on the road and path. It is recommended to

parties who want a " flier " for the best roads, and is guaranteed to be found such.

5.
—The REAR-DRIVER FACILE, having a 22-inch steering-wheel, and a 36-inch driver geared to 54-inch in the same manner as the

other. The Front - Driver, however, avoids completely the defects of other geared front -drivers, and is considered not onlv as the better of the two

Faciles, but as the best geared bicycle ever produced. It is bound to make its mark.

6.—The FACILE TRICYCLE, a handy, central -driving, open -fronted, and easy -running machine, with Facile driving. .Singularly light,

weighing only 40 pounds, although of ample strength, and the best machine in the market for ladies.

Prices are not yet exactly fixed, hut will jyrohahly be ill'ii'i for No. 1 as above, $135 for No. 2, $90 for Xo. 3,

$140 for Nos, 4 and 5, and $150 for No. 6. Send for our 1887 List, which will be ready soon.

If you want a Ball - Bearing Head, see the ABINGDON; then you will accept no other.

W. G. WILCOX,
33 Muirray Street, New York.



THE VHEEL/^EN'S GAZETTE.

PuiblishLed Every Friday at 12 Vesey Street,

New York (P. O. Box 444).

sa ^ygj^t ypi

SSTHEEIi COMBINATION SUBSCRIPTIONS.
The Wheelmen's Gazette and THE WHEEL,
The Bicycling World and THE WHEEL, -

$1.25
I

The American Wheelman and THE WHEEL, - $1.25

1.50 I Outing and THE WHEEL, ------ 3.00

A RARE CHANCE

!

Outing ($3), The Bicyclinf/ World ($1), The Wheelmen's Gazette (30e.), The American
Wheelman (oOc.), and THE WHEEL ($]) — costing $6 at regular rates—

^nailed post-paid one year for $4. 7i>. Samjde Copies Free.

HOTZST TO BUT, SELL. OR EXCHANGE.
Advertise in THE WHEEL ^'For Sale, Exchange, and Wants" Column. Tiventg-fire words, one insertion,

15 cents; two insertions, 25 cents.

SOLID FACTS.
We will not say that THE WHEEL is the best cycling paper. We simply ask yon to send for a sample copy

and jndg-e for yourself. AVe fjet all the news first and best. The paper is witty and readabh'; for the former we
have the statements of our contemporaries, and for the latter we have but to^ point to their cohimns, wherein may
always be found paragraphs and articles taken from THE WHEEL. These things speak for themselves.

Address all Communications to F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Publisher, P. O. Box 444,
New York. Remember the Sample Copy.



THE VHCELAACN'S GAZETTE.

©w ig ^Sig for ® W\nG> of liJSeeIg?

WK THINK IT ABOUT KILLS THE BILL, 0ENTLEM:EN, AND OUR
PRICES, MIND YOU, ARE REASONABLE.

THE AMERICAN CHAMPION.
With many improvements, such as a superior crank fastening which dispenses

with the use of a hammer, new bearings that are adjustable without loosening a
screw even, etc. Price, 48-inch, $100.

THE AMERICAN LIGHT CHAMPION.
A light roadster of highest possible grade, with ball-bearing head and true

tangent wheels, embodying many novel and peculiarly useful inventions. Price,

48-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE.
Much improved, and fitted with cow-horn bars; as formerly, the best machine

on the market for the money. Price, 48-inch, $70.

THE AMERICAN SAFETY.
Sold last year under our positive guarantee that it was the easiest-running

bicycle in the world. Improved wherever possible. Price, 40-inch, $74.

THE AMERICAN LIGHT SAFETY.
After the lines of the regular Safety, but made hollow wherever possible, and

will be sold under a guarantee as to its superiority over all other bicycles in ease

of running. Price, 40-inch, $115.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL.
As heretofore, the only high - grade and honestly - constructed boy's bicycle

in the world. Finished in black, with artistic real gold stripes. Price from
$25 to $60.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

The young ladies' companion to the bicycle of the same name. A really

beautiful little three-wheeler, in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inch. Price $40
and $45.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TRICYCLE.
(TWO -TRACK.)

A high-grade and honestly- constructed three-wheeler, in two sizes, 42-incb
and 44-inch. Price $80 and $95.

THE AMERICAN IDEAL TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for boys and girls, in two sizes, 30-inch and 34-inch.

Price $60 and $75.

THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE TANDEM.
A convertible two-track for ladies and gentlemen, in two sizes, 42-inch and

46-inch. Price $120 and $135.

Otjir 1SS7 Catalogue, ready early in Nlarcti, containing a detailed
description of these Cycles, Vi^ill be mailed on application.

GORMULLrT & JEFPERT MFG. CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
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